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PREFACE
This eleven-year cumulation of the Sioux Falls Argus Leader Index
represents a milestone for its editor, B.J.. Kim,- and for the many
of persons who have contributed to this effort over the -past
fourteen years. Among those deserving special mention are, Delmar.
Johnson, now Director of the SDSU Computing Center, who as a-part-
time programmer in the late 1970s wrote the original program code
for the index. Bill Jorgenson and Bruce Gunderson, also members of
the SDSU Computing Center staff, later revised the program and
converted it from punched cards and batch-processing to online
status.
The index was conceived in 1978 by B.J. Kim, at that time Documents
Librarian and now-Head of the Cataloging Department at Hilton M.
Briggs Library. Seeing a need for better bibliographic access to
South Dakota's largest daily newspaper, Ms. Kim approached the
South Dakota Humanities Council about funding for a computer
assisted key-word index. Fortunately, the Humanities Council
accepted Ms. Kim's proposal and agreed to provide start-up funding,
with the stipulation that copies of the index must be made
available at a nominal cost to other libraries of South Dakota.
Since the first annual cumulation was published in 1979, the Sioux
Falls Argus Leader Index has become a standard reference tool in
virtually all libraries that permanently retain the Argus Leader,
including the Library of Congress. This eleven-year cumulation
contains almost'-»19,000 subject headings and more than 185,000
citation entries.
On behalf of the South Dakota State University Library, the many
subscribers, and all those who will make, use of this index, I
extend congratulations and special thanks to B.J. Kim who has
nurtured this publication, mostly on her own time, as a labor of
love.
Leon Raney
Dean of Libraries
South Dakota State University
INTRODUCTION
, The purpose of this index is to provide a practical guide to South Dakota news. Included are biographical ar
ticles about South Dakotans; news by local writers; all editorials; reports of committees, conventions,
meetings, etc.; articles oh local history, arts, business, and musical performances; features on education
employment, population trends, and parks and recreation, etc. National and international items which are in
dexed in the New York Times Index and Readers' Guide, to Periodical Literature are omitted.unless.the sub
ject matter is relevant to South Dakota; Also ornitted are items in the following general categories: national
columns; birth, engagement, wedding and obituary announcements; daily sports news; public notices;
minutes of city and county commission meetings; and hospital and police records.
The Index is published monthly with semi-annual and annual cumulations.
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subject, headings are not assigned automatically from key
words out of headlines. Whenever the headline words do not accurately reflect the content of the article, ap
propriate subject heading(s) are assigned.
Subject entries are limited to eighteen characters including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete
headings are sometimes necessary. For example. Community Development is listed as Community Develop
as space allows. Place names in subject entries also,are abbreviated to save space (cities in two letters; coun
ties in three letters) but are spelled out in the notation whenever possible—e.g.:
Abortion 1/04/1990 C012 Abortion bill likely-lawmakers
* An asterisk at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story.
(L) denotes a letter to the editor
(E) denotes editorial
( ) Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parer^thesis at the end of the notation.
Instructions For Use
Subject headings are arranged alphabetically under each main heading. The entries are arranged
chronologically. The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headings—e.g.; Abortion.
2. A ten-character alpha-numeric code containing the date (year, month, and day) and pagination (section,
page, and column)— e.g.:
1/04/1990 C012
1 = January
04 = the day
1990 = Year
C= the section (N = No section designated)
01 = the page
2 = the column
* = illustration
3. The headline notation—e.g.: "*Abortion bill likely-lawmakers". Thus an entry composed of the above
. units would read:
Abortion 1/04/1990 C012 *Abortion bill likely-lawmakers.
SUBJECT
A8B HORSE FARMS
AAA
AACP
AADLAND GORDON
AAKER-GILCHRIST
AALSETH JIM
AAMES ANGELA
AAMODT CRAIG
AANENSON TED
AARON HANK
AARON HAROLD
AARON SCOTT
AARP
AASE MARILYN
AASEN IRWIN
AASHEIM KRISTI
AAUW
ABATE
ABBAS DEB
ABBAS JIM
ABBOTT BOB
ABBOTT CLEVE
ABBOTT CVNDIE
ABBOTT HARRY
ABBOTT JIM
ABBOTT LISA
ABBOTT RAYMOND
ABBOTT WILLIE
ABDALLA FAISAL
ABDALLAH GENE;
ABDNOR JAMES
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INDEX
1982 - 1992
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/13/1991 C015 YANKTON FIRM SUES OVER HORSE ADOPTIONS
2/02/1990 D062 ^UNIFORMS END 'WHAT TO WEAR' QUESTION
12/20/1990 D081 SD AAA JOINS BANKING NETWORK
8/29/1990 A0A3 NATIONAL PARENTS GROUP GRADES SD AS 'B'
10/03/1986 C023 ^PRACTICAL JOKE BY NEUHARTH GREETS FRIEND
SH A/30/1990 C021 ONCE A VICTIM, NOW A HELPER
12/22/1990 C033 REDFIELD WOMAN WINS NATIONAL JAYCEE HONOR
1/21/1991 BOAl SD NATIVE RUNS REDFIELD SHELTER
8/31/1992 B012 KVAUGHAN MADE IMPRESSION ON RECORD STORE OWNER
11/30/1988 coil KSTATE-BORN ACTRESS DIES IN CALIFORNIA
12/23/1988 C021 ACTRESS' DEATH CAUSED BY WEAK HEART
9/27/1992 A013 KMUD FUN
1/23/1989 B015 AREA LOSES FLAVOR WITH MILKMAN'S RETIREMENT
5/11/1988 D015 KPUSHES IDEA OF INTER-LEAGUE PLAY
A/15/1982 D031 *RETAILER SEEKS OFFICE
6/06/1992 C021 PLEA AGREEMENT REACHED IN SLAYING
9/23/1991 BOll TWO FROM SF NAMED TO AARP PANEL
lO/OA/1992 A115 AARP WORKING TO SOLVE HEALTH-CARE CRISIS (L)
9/12/1983 A071 KSF WOMAN ADJUSTS TO INDEPENDENCE
3/25/1986 C013 *A0 YEARS OF SERVICE AT BEN HUR
11/02/1988 B012 KPORK PRINCESS SEEKS VARIETY
SEE AM ASSOC UNIV WOME
6/07/1986 A072 ABATE APPRECIATES NEWS COVERAGE (L)
A/23/198A C012 *ALL-STATE BAND BECOMES A HABIT
8/26/1982 DOll ABBAS--BASSMASTERS WIN
6/24/1992 D061 *5 TRAVEL AGENCIES IN SD JOIN FORCES
8/24/1986 C012 *GILL NET PROBLEM BUILDS
3/18/1987 D012 3CATHLETIC TRIO BOUND FOR SD HALL OF FAME
2/28/1982 C061 PRACTICE DOES MAKE PERFECT FOR BOWLER CYNDIE ABBOTT
6/30/1982 DOll THE THIRD ANNUAL NORDLAND FEST SUPERSTARS
2/05/1989 C031 ^EX-CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OFFICIAL DIES
11/08/1987 C043KPRISON HAS YANKTON IN 'CIVIL WAR'
2/04/1992 coil REP ABBOTT WILL PURSUE ALLEN SEAT
5/31/1992 A012 ^ABORTION VIEWS MARK DIVISION OF CANDIDATES
7/07/1992 C016 ABBOTT CHALLENGES PRIMARY
7/15/1992 Alll STRAY VOTES IN YANKTON PRIMARY CAUSE HUBBUB (L)
7/26/1992 D012 KYANKTON VOTE TALLY GOES BEFORE JUDGE
11/12/1990 A072 ^LATCHKEY CLASS HELPS CHILDREN COPE AT HOME
4/28/1987 C012 KNOVEL APPROACH TO PROBLEMS ON RESERVATION
11/23/1984 DOll 3CBLACK HILLS STATE'S ABBOTT FINDS SD
12/05/1992 A031 *LOCAL SOMALI SAYS US LATE WITH HELP
: .. 3/05/.1982,,coil KNEW MARSHAL SUMMONS EXPERIENCE WITH SHERIFF FOR JOB
'3/12/1982 D034 KHE'S A MARSHAL NOW
3/10/1986 A051 KOFFICE REVEALS MANY FACETS OF MARSHAL
7/21/1986 B021 MARSHAL SAYS FORCLOSURES WORST PART OF JOB
7/30/1986 B021 ABDALLAH ENDORSED FOR NEW TERM AS MARSHAL
10/07/1986 C021 MARSHAL ABDALLAH SWORN IN FOR 2ND TERM
12/21/1989 C015 KTHREE HOMES SEIZED IN DRUG CASES
7/17/1990 B014 KIT'S THE THOUGHT THAT COUNTS
7/25/1990 C012 KPOTENTIAL OUTBREAK OF CRIME AT BIKER RALLY
11/14/1990 C012 KABDALLAH LONGS FOR DAY IN SUN
3/17/1991 coil IS EVENT SPEAKER
3/20/1991 C012 KMARSHAL--CYCLE RALLY OVEREMPHASIZED
8/02/1991 C031 BIKE RALLY TO GET CRIME ELEMENT
9/I9/I991 coil ABDALLAH TO LEAD PEACE OFFICERS
11/12/1991 C016 GAME FEED TO RAISE $30,000
5/02/1992 A013 DEPUTIES FROM SD SENT
11/20/1992 BOll ABDALLAH GETS AWARD AT MARSHALS' DINNER
12/09/1992 DOll FOLLOW THE LEADER
1/10/1982 B031 KSD LAWMAKERS REBUKE FARM BILL
1/17/1982 B035 ABDNOR CRITICIZED CD
1/27/1982 B051 SD DELEGATION ASKS, 'WHAT ABOUT FARMERS'
2/16/1982 C061 ABDNOR SAYS HE CAN'T SUPPORT DEFICIT
2/21/1982 B012 ABDNOR NAMED IN LAWSUITS
3/05/1982 C031 ABDNOR RECEIVES DEFENSE AWARD
3/06/1982 B023 CRITICIZES VELDER'S SILENCE ON ABDNOR VOTE CD
3/12/1982 D044 ABDNOR--WAYS TO INCREASE FARM INCOME
4/03/1982 B031 ABDNOR SAYS ABERDEEN BEST BIA SITE
4/12/1982 C023 ABDNOR SAYS-FISCHBACH ERRS ON WEB BILL CD
4/18/1982 B071 ABDNOR'S BILL RESTRICTS EMBARGOES
4/20/1982 A022 ABDNOR AUCTIONING FARM EQUIPMENT
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ABDNOR JAMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/22/1982 D014 ABDNOR REVIEWING CLEAN AIR ACT
4/23/1982 C012 ABDNOR'S EXIT FROM FARMING
5/01/1982 CG31 ABDNOR WANTS WATER FUNDS SWITCHED
5/20/1982 D041 FARM PRODUCT SPOKESMEN TO TESTIFY
5/21/1982 coil SPEECHES AND ARTICLES PAY OFF BIG
6/01/1982 C023 ADVICE FOR ABDNOR ABOUT ANSWERING MAIL (L)
6/05/1982 coil BUDGET WRANGLING IS PURE POLITICS, ABDNOR SAYS
6/13/1982 C041 FEC FINDS FAULT WITH CAMPAIGNS
6/27/1982 C031 56ABDNOR DENIES HIS CLEAN AIR ACT VOTES FOR DIRTY AIR
6/30/1982 A012 ABDNOR*5 AUNT TAKEN TO SAFETY IN TEL AVIV
7/03/1982 A012 ABDNOR'S STRONG WILLED AUNT USES CANE
7/09/1982 C042 ABDNOR SAYS DORM NEEDED TO HOUSE PAGES
7/16/1982 C015 5€US MUST FIGHT EUROPEAN AG SUBSIDIES (HENSHAW)
7/17/1982 B013 AUNT PLANS TO GO HOME AFTER WAR
7/23/1982 coil 3€TRlM A LITTLE OFF THE TOPi MR PRESIDENT
7/31/1982 C031 ABDNOR TO PUSH AIR SUBSIDIES
8/06/1982 C031 PANEL OK'S MONEY FOR 3 SD PROJECTS
9/08/1982 A012 ABDNOR OKS MONEY TRANSFER FOR IRS SALARIES
9/10/1982 coil XABDNOR AND REAGAN--INSPECTOR GENERAL OFFICE
9/18/1982 A024 PRESSLER OUTSIDE INCOME $26,150 DURING '81
9/20/1982 B041 ABDNOR SEES EFFECT OF COURT RULING ON WATER
9/30/1982 coil ABDNOR SUSPICIOUS OF COMMITTEE'S REQUEST
10/13/1982 C043 ABDNOR PLEASED BY BLOCK'S PRICE WAR
10/15/1982 B041 ABDNOR SUPPORTS DURENBERGER
10/23/1982 A012 GRAIN
11/19/1982 C035 ABDNOR WANTS COMMITMENT ON EXPORTS
12/08/1982 A024 SENATOR ABDNOR DISAPPOINTED BY MX VOTE
12/17/1982 C071 ABDNOR BILL HELPS POOR PAY FOR HEAT
?I2/19/1982^C04r REAGAN FIRM'ON TRADE TALKS
12/23/1982 C031 ABDNOR TO FIGHT NOMINATION
12/24/1982 C014 IT?S A PLUS FOR SD, ABDNOR, PRESSLER SAY
1/09/1983 B051 ABDNOR SEEKS OK OF AIRLINE SERVICE
1/13/1983 A022 SEN ABDNOR ON CABINET RESIGNATIONS
1/15/1983 B031 IMPACT AID MIGHT BE CUT, ABDNOR SAYS
1/23/1983 coil ^ABDNOR'S AUNT WAITING TO GO TO LEBANON
1/23/1983 C061 ABDNOR--STATE HAS CHANCE AT JUDGESHIP
2/01/1983 B021 ABDNOR'S SENATE HARDBALL (ED)
2/03/1983 C031 ABDNOR'S BILL PROMOTES FARM EXPORTS
•2/11/1983 C041 ABDNOR OBJECTS TO TAX CHANGE
2/11/1983 C041 ABDNOR BACKS LOWER WAGE FOR YOUTH
2/25/1983 C031 ABDNOR MOVES TO BUILDING HE OPPOSED
3/03/1983 C031 AG EXPORT PROMOTION MONEY SOUGHT
3/03/1983 C031 GIVE HUNGRY SURPLUS FOOD
3/08/1983 A013 ABDNOR--BLOCK GRANTS UNFAIR TO SD
3/09/1983 C031 ABDNOR TALKS HOUSE OUT OF CAR BILL
3/09/1983 C035 ABDNOR WANTS EROS TO HOST SYMPOSIUM
3/10/1983 C041 ABDNOR WANTS BETTER PAGE HOUSING
3/12/1983 C041 ABDNOR SUPPORTS DRUG ED WEEK
3/12/1983 C041-ABDNOR BACKS WATER RESEARCH BILL
3/13/1983 B041 ABDNOR BACKS LOCAL SCIENCE FORUM
3/14/1983 C031 ABDNOR'S PLAN HELPS TRIBAL COLLEGES
3/17/1983 C042 ABDNOR WILL BE MEMBER OF SENATE EXPORT CAUCUS
3/21/1983 B031 ABDNOR BILL CUTS TRUCKERS' FEE
3/24/1983 A015 5fPRESSLER--N0 BLANK CHECK FOR PENTAGON
3/26/1983 B041 ABDNOR PRAISES BELLE FOURCHE PROJECT
3/29/1983 BGll ^SENATORS AGREE ON BUDGET CUTS
4/03/1983 coil 5€WEB GETS $2 MILLION FROM JOBS BILL
4/08/1983 C013 MISSOURI RIVER FEUD SPILLING INTO LEGISLATION
4/11/1983 B021 ABDNOR MAKES POINT TO MISSOURI, IOWA (ED)
4/12/1983 B032 ABDNOR PLANS PUSH FOR NEW FARM BILL
4/14/1983 C031 ETSI DEVELOPMENTS
4/15/1983 A012 ADELMAN GETS ABDNOR'S BUT NOT PRESSLER'S
4/24/1983 C071 ABDNOR URGES NEB TO WITHDRAW FROM SUIT
4/28/1983 C031 ABDNOR PUSHING FOR GREGORY WATER PLAN
4/28/1983 C044 ABDNOR REVIEWING ETSI RESOLUTION
5/01/1983 coil KABDNOR--AID IS CHEAPER THAN TROOPS
5/02/1983 BOll ABDNOR BACKS REAGAN ON EL SALVADOR
5/13/1983 A032 *ABDNOR WANTS NEW TRADITION IN FARM POLICY (HENSHAW)
5/14/1983 BOII KSENATE PANEL BACKS BELLE FOURCHE
5/20/1983 C032 SD SENATORS DISCLOSE INCOMES (HENSHAW)
5/21/1983 B041 ABDNOR--EXPORTS NEEDED FOR FARM RECOVERY
5/26/1983 A014 SOVIETS WILL SEE WE'RE SERIOUS ABOUT MX
5/26/1983 C035 ABDNOR WILL CONDUCT BUSINESS SEMINARS
6/01/1983 C012 KKEEP INTEREST RATES LOW, OFFICIAL URGES
6/10/1983 C061 ABDNOR BACKS REAGAN ON ARMS CONTROL
.^.6/15/19.83 ;A041; 3eABDNOR='S4.PHONE.SERVICE BILL PASSES
^'6/30/1983 A016 PRESSLER, " ABDNOR SUPPORT'AG BUDGET
7/07/1983 A012 KABDN0R--$21.2 BILLION FARM PROGRAM A BARGAIN
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7/08/1983 C035 ABDNOR WANTS CRACKDOWN ON DELINQUENT DEBTS
7/09/1983 C013 ABDNOR--•IT'S... EASIER TO FORGET IT*
7/1A/1983 coil ABDNOR CALLS FOR REMOVAL OF TRADE LIMITS
7/18/1983 C031 ABDNOR--BUSES NEED MORE MASS TRANSIT MONEY
7/21/1983 con SENATE PASSES ABDNOR BILL TO HELP SCHOOLS
7/22/1983 C032 AIDE GIVES PRESSLER CREDIT FOR ABDNOR BILL
7/23/1983 BOAl WILLIAMS--ABDNOR, PRESSLER SHOULDN'T BICKER
7/30/1983 B023 ABDNOR MISLEADS VOTERS ON MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE (L)
7/31/1983 C032 DISSENT BETWEEN PRESSLER, ABDNOR CRITICIZED CD
8/03/1983 C015 ABDNOR WANTS LAW AGAINST ETSI SUITS
8/03/1983 C023 US NEEDS NERVE GAS CAPABILITY TO FORCE BAN (L)
8/07/1983 BO^il ABDNOR WILL SPEAK AT GOVERNORS* CONFERENCE
8/29/1983 B0<i2 ABDNOR WILL DISCUSS DROUGHT WITH BLOCK
9/02/1983 con ATTACK SHOWS SOVIETS CAN'T BE TRUSTED
9/15/1983 D012 ABDNOR SPONSORS BILL TO PROTECT TOPSOIL
9/21/1983 B051 ^COMMITTEE REJECTS ABDNOR'S TRY CHENSHAW)
9/28/1983 con ^POLITICAL BOOK THROWS BRICKBATS, BOUQUETS
9/28/1983 con ABDNOR--WESTERN SHOULD CONTINUE FLIGHTS
10/01/1983 BOll KWETLAND SPENDING CHANGED
10/04/1983 B041 PLANES SHOULD CARRY FIRE EQUIPMENT
10/08/1983 B041 ABDNOR WANTS CHANGE IN RULES FOR SELLING MEAT
10/12/1983 C036 ABDNOR WARNS OF SOIL EROSION
10/19/1983 BOSS REPUBLICAN WOMEN SALUTE ABDNOR
10/22/1983 B031 ABDNOR OPPOSES DECISION AGAINST STRYCHNINE
10/23/1983 C031 IMPORTANT FARM AMENDMENT CD
10/2S/1983 C052 ABDNOR MEASURE DRAWS FIRE
11/03/1983 C043 KABDNOR DROPS PLAN TO WITHHOLD WATER MONEY
11/07/1983 C021 ABDNOR'S TACTIC HELPED SD CASE (ED)
:li/07/r983C051 REAGAN SIGNS ABDNOR BILL ON DIABETES
11/12/1983 BOll KABDNOR SEEKS TAX BREAK FOR SOLDIERS
11/13/1983 C031 STEP TOWARD SOLVING NATION'S WATER PROBLEM
11/20/1983 C045 ABDNOR WILL URGE NATIONS TO END DRUG TRAFFIC
12/03/1983 BOll KABDNOR IN TURKEY TO DISCUSS DRUG PROGRAM
12/06/1983 B03S ABDNOR--TURKS OK TOUGHER DRUG PENALTIES
12/06/1983 B051 ABDNOR PROTESTS POSSIBLE TRADE RESTRICTIONS
12/12/1983 con XBURMA PLANS SHUTDOWN OF HEROIN LABS
12/13/1983 C041 *US CAN CURB DRUGS, ABDNOR SAYS
12/16/1983 COSl ABDNOR SAYS US MUST BREAK DRUG CIRCLES
12/18/1983'C03I *DEBATE ON MINIMUM WAGE FOR YOUTH
12/20/1983 A0S2 ABDNOR NEAR BOTTOM OF LIBERAL RATING POLL
1/21/1984 B03S ELLSWORTH WILL BE AMONG FIRST TO GET B-1
1/22/1984 C062 ABDNOR WILL HAVE HEARINGS ON WATER DEVELOPMENT
I/2S/1984 C031 ABDNOR SUBMITS STATE MAN AS NOMINEE
1/2S/I984 C082 XWATER, DEREGULATION HIGH ON AGENDA
1/29/1984 C031 KBUDGET DEFICIT MUST BE CUT EVERY YEAR
1/29/1984 C041 CO-SPONSORS JAPANESE TRADE RESOLUTION
1/29/1984 E015 *WHEAT PROGRAM MUST CHANGE
2/01/1984 C041 ABDNOR BILL RAISES VETERANS' COMPENSATION
;rv2/02/rl984 COSI WILL FEEL PAKISTAN DRUG CRACKDOWN
2/0S/1984 BOSl ABDNOR WILL CONDUCT HEARING ON CENDAK PROJECT
2/2S/1984 BOSl ABDNOR SAYS ECONOMY MAY KILL US AG
2/29/1984 C041 SPEAKS AGAINST SHIPPING RESTRICTIONS
3/01/1984 C041 REAGAN SYMPATHETIC TO FARMERS PLIGHT
3/04/1984 COSI ABDNOR AIRS CONCERNS ABOUT FUTURE OIL
3/06/1984 BOSl BUDGET CUTS HURT WAR AGAINST DRUGS
3/10/1984 C031 ABDNOR WORRIES ABOUT REAGAN'S COMMENTS
3/11/1984 COSI 17 DEMOCRATS JOIN ABDNOR TO OVERRIDE VETO
3/1S/1984 COSI ABDNOR FIGHTS FOR WATER BILL
3/16/1984 COSI WATER ADVOCATES URGE ACTION ON BILL
3/17/1984 COSI COMMUTER AIR SERVICE IN DANGER--ABDNOR
3/17/1984 COSI ABDNOR SAYS SENATOR DELAYING WHEAT DEBATE
3/19/1984 BOll ABDNOR URGES ACTION ON FARM PROGRAM
3/19/1984 BOll ABDNOR CRITICIZES CUTS FOR CUSTOMS SERVICE
3/21/1984 A015 ABDNOR ALMOST MISSED VOTE
3/23/1984 con ABDNOR PRAISES HOUSE FOR OVERRIDE
3/24/1984 C041 ABDNOR WILL BE GUEST OF MARCH OF DIMES ROAST
3/27/1984 C021 ABDNOR LED FIGHT TO SAVE WATER RESEARCH (ED)
3/29/1984 COSI PHONE RATES HURT RESERVATION RESIDENTS
3/30/1984 COSI ABDNOR SAYS DISTRIBUTION FORMULA SHORTS SD
3/31/1984 C041 ABDNOR WANTS FEDERAL ROLE IN ASBESTOS
3/31/1984 C0S2 ABDNOR URGES ACTION ON FARM BILL
4/02/1984 C03S ABDNOR BILL WOULD DEVELOP CRISIS OIL POLICY
4/02/1984 C041 ABDNOR BACKS ENGLISH AS OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
4/03/1984 BOSl CUSTOMS SERVICE NEEDS BETTER PLANES
4/06/1984 con MARCH OF DIMES BENEFIT WILL ROAST ABDNOR
5 4/07/1984 BOll ABDNOR> .SENATE#VOTE TO PROTECT SCHOOL AID
4/12/1984 COSI ABDNOR OPPOSES CUTS
4/14/1984 C031 ABDNOR WANTS LIMIT ON FARM-LOSS TAX
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4/15/1984
4/15/1984
4/15/1984
4/17/1984
4/26/1984
5/09/1984
5/09/1984
5/13/1984
5/19/1984
5/20/1984
5/20/1984
5/20/1984
5/21/1984
5/25/1984
6/05/1984
6/06/1984
6/09/1984
6/11/1984
6/14/1984
6/19/1984
6/21/1984
6/22/1984
6/23/1984
6/26/1984
6/26/1984
6/27/1984
6/30/1984
7/13/1984
, 7/21/1,984
7/24/1984
7/26/1984
7/28/1984
7/30/1984
8/01/1984
8/02/1984
8/02/1984
8/02/1984
8/03/1984
8/04/1984
8/09/1984
8/18/1984
8/31/1984
9/04/1984
9/11/1984
9/12/1984
9/14/1984
9/19/1984
9/19/1984
9/23/1984
9/26/1984-
9/26/1984
10/04/1984
10/04/1984
10/04/1984
10/05/1984
10/09/1984
10/10/1984
lQ/12/1984
10/12/1984
10/14/1984
10/23/1984
10/24/1984
10/25/1984
10/26/1984
11/01/1984
11/02/1984
11/08/1984
11/16/1984
11/22/1984
11/22/1984
11/23/1984
11/30/1984
12/02/1984
12/08/1984
12/26/1984
1/11/1985
•;#vl/r2/1985
1/16/1985
B045 ABDNOR PUSHING TAX EXEMPTION FOR FARMERS
B045 ABDNOR WILL SPEAK AT BR1D6EWATER
B051 ABDNOR OPPOSES RAIL LINE TAKEOVER
Boil WILL RUN FOR RE-ELECTION IN 1986
C031 ABDNOR CRITICIZES COMMODITY EXCHANGES
D041 ABDNOR PLEASED BY ACTION TO FIGHT DRUGS
D041 ABDNOR PUSHES PLAN TO LIMIT TAX WRITE-OFFS
C023 NO SOLUTIONS BUG SD DELEGATION (YEAGER)
A023 ABDNOR'S ASSETS ARE ESTIMATED AT $595,000
C041 AUTO LEGISLATION WILL HURT FARMERS
C071 SUPPORT GROWING FOR SUBMINIMUM WAGE
C071 ABDNOR SAYS STATE BENEFITTED BY COMPROMISE
C042 OUTLOOK FOR GARRISON PROJECT IS DARK
C035 ABDNOR TAKES CREDIT FOR SAVING WATER PROJECT
C035 ABDNOR CALLS FOR CONVENTION ON FEDERAL BUDGET
D051 XMONEY FOR WEB PIPELINE OK'D
B031 ABDNOR'S AMENDMENT ON ASBESTOS PASSES
C041 ABDNOR WANTS ACTION ON UPRIGHT GRAVE MARKERS
C031 SENATE PASSES ABDNOR'S BILL ON SCHOOL FUNDING
B035 ABDNOR VOICES CONCERN OVER BILL TINKERING
C051 ABDNOR WANTS COUNTIES DECLARED DISASTER AREAS
C034 ABDNOR--GOVERNMENT WILL PROTECT FARMERS
B035 ABDNOR ASKS BLOCK FOR FARM FLOODING PROGRAM
B015 ABDNOR REGRETS CONGRESSIONAL DECISION
B035 ABDNOR SAYS PAYMENTS AVAILABLE FOR FARMERS
D041 ABDNOR DISAPPOINTED BY LACK TO TAX BREAKS
C035 ABDNOR LEGISLATION WOULD LIMIT OFF-FARM INCOME
coil 36ABDNOR PUSHING WATER DEVELOPMENT PLAN
B031 ,ABDNOR CONTINUES PUSH FOR DISASTER PAYMENTS
B035 GROUPS ENLISTING SUPPORT FOR ABDNOR'S BILL
C015 ABDNOR BILL ON POSTAL RATES PASSES
D035 ABDNOR TO LEAD HEARING ON FLOOD PROBLEMS
C016 ABDNOR AMENDMENT OK'D
D035 ABDNOR WANTS REVIEW OF BULGARIA RELATIONS
coil WATER BILLS TO HAVE PRIORITY
C031 MILITARY SUBCOMMITTEE OKS MONEY FOR PROJECTS
C041 ABDNOR INVITES REAGAN, BLOCK TO CONTEST
C035 ABDNOR HANDLES FARM, ASBESTOS AMENDMENTS
B031 ABDNOR ATTACKS FEDERAL FLOOD DISASTER PROGRAM
C015-ABDNOR BILL WOULD LIMIT FEDERAL HOUSING GRANTS
BOll FARMERS TELL ABDNOR ABOUT FLOODING PROBLEMS
coil OUTLOOK DIM FOR DIRECT PAYMENTS
C035 ABDNOR TO HAVE HEARING ON DRUG TRAFFICKING
B015 ABDNOR HAS CONCERN ABOUT WATER LEGISLATION
DOll XGRAIN SALE PLEASES PRESSLER, ABDNOR
C031 REPUBLICANS URGE ACTION ON ABDNOR'S BILL
D012 TO STOP BANK-INSURANCE LEGISLATION
D035 ABDNOR RECEIVES SMALL-BUSINESS AWARD
B022 ABDNOR'S.'NO' VOTE PRAISED (L)
DOIT'OKS ABDNOR'S PLAN TO REPAIR LAKE SITES
D031 SENATOR WILL BACK ABDNOR'S BILL ON LOAN PLAN
C031 ABDNOR PUSHES FOR FARM DISASTER PAYMENTS
C032 ABDNOR UPSET AT MONDALE'S DRUG COMMENTS
C041 GROUP RECOGNIZES ABDNOR WITH AWARD
C041 WATER POLICY LEGISLATION DEFEAT BAD TIMING
B034 CHANCES FOR WATER BILL SLIM
D015 SETS SCHEDULE FOR FIELD OFFICE HOURS
C031 MAJOR CHANGES ARE UNLIKELY IN RULES
C041 ABDNOR OPPOSED WATER PROJECT MEASURE
C061 ABDNOR CITES NEEDS FOR '85
B041 ASKS FOR SOLUTION TO PARASITE PROBLEM
D031 ABDNOR PREPARING FOR NEXT SESSION
C035 ABDNOR BEGINS TOLL-FREE NUMBER
C031 WATER PROJECTS NEED FUNDING PLAN
C031 BILL REQUIRES CONGRESS TO CUT DEFICIT
C034 ABDNOR PLAN WILL RAISE TAXES
C035 ABDNOR WILL START RAISING MONEY SOON
C031 ABDNOR TO RENEW SOIL EROSION FIGHT
D041 ABDNOR CALLS FMHA PROGRAM ON WATER UNFAIR
D041 ABDNOR CRITICIZES HIGHWAY TOLL PROPOSAL
C031 CONGRESS SHOULD REDUCE DEFICIT
C012 STAMP HONORING REA TO DEBUT IN SD
C031 NEWSPAPER HAS READERS IN SENATE
C035 ABDNOR--REAGAN PROGRAM WON'T DOOM FARMER
BOll SF FIRM GETS GRANT TO SURVEY ELDERLY
C041 ABDNOR BILL WOULD OVERTURN FARM LOG BOOKS
C012. KA CHAT WITH -^SENATOR iABDNOR
C033 ABDNOR SAYS HE WILL RUN AGAIN FOR SENATE
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1/16/1985 COAl ABDNOR WON'T ATTEND REAGAN'S INAUGURAL BALL
1/16/1985 C0A2 ABDNOR WANTS TAX RULES ON VEHICLE USE
1/18/1985 C041 FARM GROUP HAS TAKEN STEP BACKWARD
1/21/1985 BOAl ABDNOR VOWS TO FIGHT NEW IRS TRIP LOG
1/30/1985 DG31 ABDNOR WANTS CHANGES IN TRAVEL LOG RULES
1/31/1985 C051 ABDNOR GETS AWARD FOR EDUCATION STAND
2/10/1985 Alll *THE 1986 SENATE RACE A CLASIC
2/12/1985 BOll COMMITTEE HEARS FROM FARMERS
2/14/1985 C021 FARM GROUPS LAUD ABDNOR'S LAND BILL
2/14/1985 C061 ABDNOR SETS UP MEETING
2/16/1985 B033 105 LEGISLATORS WON'T GET TO MEET REAGAN
2/21/1985 C034 ABDNOR--FARM PACKAGE ALMOST COMPLETE
2/22/1985 A041 ABDNOR--DEMS REJECT FARM CREDIT COMPROMISE
2/22/1985 C021 SENATE HAS CRISIS FARM CREDIT PLAN
2/25/1985 A012 FARMERS TO GET $3 BILLION
2/27/1985 A102 ABDNOR SHOWS BACKBONE (L)
3/04/1985 C025 ABDNOR PREDICTS LESS FEDERAL FARM AID
3/07/1985 C021 ABDNOR TO REVIEW IRS TRIP LOG RULES
3/07/1985 C061 ABDNOR ASKS ACTION ON WORLD TRADE
,3/08/1985 C023 1930S-ERA FARM PROGRAMS OUTDATED
3/09/1985 C025 ABDNOR BILL NAMES BUILDING FOR AGENT
3/15/1985 C011 ABDNOR TELLS REAGAN
3/17/1985 E011 KABDNOR PROPOSES $23,600 CAP
3/19/1985 A101 LAWS, NOT GENTLEMAN FARMERS, THE PROBLEM (ED)
3/25/1985 B025 REAGAN SUPPORTS ABDNOR'S FARM BILL
3/31/1985 C081 IRS MILEAGE LOGS ON THE WAV OUT
4/05/1985 C011 BfVOW TO FIGHT ELIMINATION OF REA
4/09/1985 B014 *ABDNOR--ISSUE OF FAMILY FARM SURVIVAL
4/14/1985 E041 ABDNOR TO RUN REGARDLESS OF PRIMARY OPPONENT
4/25/1985 C031 ABDNOR NOTES COMING WATER-PROJECT HEARINGS
4/27/1985 C012 ABDNOR--AGREEMENT WILL SAVE REA
4/30/1985 B031ABDNOR--DEFICIT REDUCTION TOPS DC TOPICS
5/05/1985 C031 3CSTAMP CEREMONY WON'T COST ABDNOR VOTES
5/10/1985 A015 ABDNOR PREDICTS HORDES OF HOPPERS
5/19/1985 A113 ABDNOR BRIGHTENS CEREMONY (L)
5/22/1985 A012 KFREE RIDES PART OF LAWMAKERS' JOB
6/07/1985 C021 ABDNOR WORKS TO TRANSFER PICKSTOWN CONTROL
6/09/1985 A091 KPOLLS MAP OUT POSSIBILITIES FOR 1986 SENATE RACE
6/15/1985 A083 ABDNOR ONLY REPORTS PART OF BUDGET STORY (L)
6/22/1985 C011 ^TRANSPORTATION BOSS TRAVELS TO TOWN FOR ABDNOR
6/22/1985 C026 ABDNOR SHINES IN POLL
6/23/1985 C026 COMMITTEE BACKS ABDNOR
6/28/1985 C021 ABDNOR TO LEAD HEARING ON RURAL EDUCATION
6/30/1985 C041 CONGRESSIONAL PANEL PLANS HEARING IN MITCHELL
7/01/1985 A021 DASCHLE, ABDNOR LOOK TO FUTURE
7/01/1985 C022 GOP SHUNS JANKLOW, ABDNOR CHOICE
7/05/1985 C011 ABDNOR SET TO BE WITNESS AT FINANCE HEARING
7/06/1985 C016 ABDNOR--FARMERS IGNORED
V 7/07/1985: A062 ABDNOR GOT RAILROAD MONEY (L)
7/08/1985 A081 MURKOWSKI CLARIFIES ABDNOR'S VOTE ON VA (L)
7/11/1985 C011 HOSPITAL WARD WON'T SHUT
7/11/1985 C022 TAX PLAN WOULD BURDEN FARMERS
7/15/1985 B011 ABDNOR GEARS UP FOR RE-ELECTION BID IN 1986
7/24/1985 A081 ABDNOR BETRYAING SUPPORTERS (L)
7/25/1985 C031 BILL WOULD EXEMPT CITY FROM OVERTIME RULE
7/28/1985 A105 ABDNOR DID GOOD JOB ON BILL (L)
8/01/1985 C031 PANEL ADDS LEADED-FUEL PROVISION TO BILL
8/02/1985 A015 CATTLEMEN DON'T GET FAIR SHAKE
8/03/1985 C034 ABDNOR HIRES STRATEGIST FOR RE-ELECTION BID
8/04/1985 C013 LABOR LEADER SAYS ABDNOR WAY OFF THE MARK
8/06/1985 B016 XABDNOR MAD ABOUT FARM BILL
8/08/1985 C035 ABDNOR TO CONDUCT HEARINGS ON DRUG ABUSE
8/09/1985 C014 ABDNOR'S IN TROUBLE, NEWS MAGAZINE SAYS
8/09/1985 C031 ABDNOR'S DRUG HEARING AUGUST 16 IN SIOUX FALLS
8/15/1985 C014 GOP SENATE COMMITTEE BEARS GIFTS FOR ABDNOR
8/16/1985 C021 NEW FOUNDATION WILL FIGHT ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE
8/17/1985 C011 XABDNOR PUSHES DRUG FIGHT
8/25/1985 AlOl *GOP RACE WOULD TUG HEARTS AND PARTY SEAM (ED)
8/25/1985 C011 ABDNOR TO SPEAK ON TAXES TO UNDERWRITERS
8/25/1985 C041 ABDNOR RECOMMENDS DIPLOMATIC RETALIATION
8/26/1985 A012 KABDNOR-JANKLOW FIGHT COULD KNOCK OUT GOP
8/26/1985 A063 OPPORTUNITIES HAVE POLITICIANS SCRAMBLING (YEAGER)
8/29/1985 C014 ABDNOR--REAGAN FAILED FARMERS
8/31/1985 C011 JANKLOW, ABDNOR MEET ABOUT CAMPAIGN
9/08/1985 Altil *GOP SAVIOR IN SENATE RACE
5}9/09/1985^ A102 ABDNOR,^STAFF APPRECIATED (L)
9/16/1985 C021 ABDNOR CALLS FOR FARM CRISIS COMMITTEE
9/17/1985 C015 COURT WRONG ON PAY ISSUE, ABDNOR SAYS
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9/18/1985 A083 ABDNOR HELPED CORRECT ERROR (L)
9/20/1985 COIA ABDNOR RECEPTION SET FOR SATURDAY
9/20/1985 C031 SENATE PANEL APPROVES REA LOAN AMENDMENT
9/21/1985 C031 ABDNOR NAMES RE-ELECTION CAMPAIGN MANAGER
9/22/1985 C021 ABDNOR EXPECTS STORMY SESSION ON DEBT LIMIT
9/2A/1985 C015 KABDNOR ATTACKS USDA
9/26/1985 C0A2 REAGAN TO ATTEND ABDNOR FUND-RAISER
9/27/1985 .C013 ABDNOR'S SEAT IN TROUBLE, SENATOR'S LIST SAYS
9/30/1985 B015 *PRESS RELEASE FLAP IN MEDIA'S ROLE
10/02/1985 B031 MEAT OFFICIALS TO TESTIFY BEFORE CONGRESS
10/03/1985 C013 ^REACTION MIXED ON MORATORIUM
10/09/1985 B013 SCHEDULES STATE MEETINGS ON FARM BILL
10/13/1985 AlOA KAD CAMPAIGN ADDS HEAT TO RACE
lO/lA/1985 A012 TO TUNE INTO SENATE RACE
10/16/1985 A012 ABDNOR SUPPORTERS WON'T HOST HUNT
10/20/1985 B021 BILL INCLUDES MONEY FOR SD WATER PROJECTS
10/20/1985 C015 AIDES HOPE ABDNOR FUND-RAISER NET $200,000
10/23/1985 A015 KGOP HEAD WORRIES ABOUT SD
10/27/1985 coil REAGAN LIKELY TO VETO FARM B1LL--ABDN0R
10/30/1985 BOll REAGAN LAVISHES PRAISE ON ABDNOR
10/30/1985 B012 ABDNOR AMENDMENT OK'D
11/01/1985 AOIA ABDNOR BLASTS ADMINISTRATION'S CREDIT STAND
11/01/1985 coil ABDNOR PLAYS TOUGH
11/03/1985 C025 SUPPORT FOR STUDY OF UNLEADED GAS
11/05/1985 A012 JANKLOW--ABDNOR'S FUND-RAISING EXTORTION
11/06/1985 A081 CANDIDATES SHOULD PUT THEIR CARDS ... (ED)
11/06/1985 BOll KAN. SENATOR TO VISIT, ATTEND ABDNOR PARTY
11/09/1985 C033 ABDNOR--PROPOSAL FOR USD-ELLSWORTH
.11/10/1985 BOll KSENATE STARS SHINE FOR CONGRESSMEN
m/lA/1985 8021 MONEY OK'D FOR "SD RAILROAD REPAIRS
11/21/1985 con KSENATE BILL WOULD HURT FARMERS
11/23/1985 C021 ABDNOR SPEAKS MONDAY AT BUSINESS BANQUET
11/2A/1985 A012 *SENATE PASSES 1985 FARM BILL
11/27/1985 A061 *THE TRICKS FOR STAYING ANONYMOUS
11/28/1985 BOll ABDNOR WANTS STUDY ON GRAIN QUALITY
11/28/1985 EOll *OFF AND RUNNING
11/30/1985 A081 *ABDNOR FUND-RAISING LETTER (ED)
12/05/1985 A016 ABDNOR LEADS, POLL SAYS
12/11/1985 AlOl KSHOULD PUT MAILING COSTS ON ICE
12/16/1985 'A063 ABDNOR POLL^ USES OLD TRICK (L)
1/01/1986 A012 JANKLOW--ABDNOR FAILED WESTERN FARMERS
1/03/1986 C032 ABDNOR NAMED TO NARCOTICS CAUCUS
1/05/1986 C021 ABDNOR MOVES TO KEEP LEAD
1/06/1986 A081 DASCHLE AIDS FARMERS - ABDNOR HELPS FAT CATS (L)
1/07/1986 C021 KRIENS, DETTMAN GET ABDNOR CAMPAIGN JOBS
1/08/1986 A081 ABDNOR A WISHY-WASHY POLITICIAN (L)
1/15/1986 A081 ABDNOR HURT FARMERS' CAUSE (L)
1/18/1986 COIA ABDNOR SELECTS AREA SUTDENTS FOR ACADEMIES
1/22/1986 A081 DASCHLE ISN'T ANONYMOUS (L)
> 1/30/1986'AI02 ABDNOR FOLDS'ON FARM BILL (L)
1/31/1986 C015 ABDNOR TO BECOME CANDIDATE FEB 11
2/01/1986 COAl ABDNOR PLANS HEARING IN INDIAN SCHOOL RULES
2/02/1986 D031 BILL WOULD SAVE STATE FARMERS MILLIONS
2/0A/1986 A08A ABDNOR'S PLAN PIECE OF FLUFF (L)
2/05/1986 B02A SENATOR RAISES $600,000 IN '85
2/06/1986 A015 SfPROPOSED '87 BUDGET ANGERS LEGISLATORS
2/11/1986 B015 ABDNOR PROPOSES CHANGE IN FARM BILL
2/12/1986 A013 *'l WANT TO KEEP FIGHTING'
2/15/1986 A013 KABDNOR PULLS AD URGING GOP UNITY
2/20/1986 BOll ABDNOR SAYS AIR SERVICE PHASE-OUT HURTS STATE
2/23/1986 A081 KABDNOR OWES FARMERS AN EXPLANATION (ED)
2/2A/1986 B012 WEST RIVER LAWMAKERS BACK ABDNOR
2/2A/1986 B0A5 ABDNOR PROPOSES RULES FOR FORECLOSURE
2/27/1986 A102 ABDNOR SHOWS BACKBONE (L)
3/02/1986 A085 ABDNOR IS A MONEY WASTER (L)
3/02/1986 C021 ABDNOR ASKS FMHA TO RELEASE MONEY
3/0A/1986 A062 CLAIM DOESN'T HOLD WATER (L)
3/0A/1986 C012 ABDNOR CLASHES WITH IRS AGAIN
3/05/1986 BOll ABDNOR'S FIGHT WITH IRS ENTERS 2ND ROUND
3/06/1986 A012 *ABDNOR WAIVERS ON DEBATE
3/07/1986 con ABDNOR SPONSORS FARM BILL AMENDMENT
3/09/1986 B015 ABDNOR PROTESTS JANKLOW LETTER
3/12/1986 B015 ABDNOR DOESN'T EXPECT REAGAN VISIT
3/12/1986 B021 SENIOR CITIZENS GROUP RATES SENATORS POOR
3/13/1986 B015 FARMERS TO GET $A.3 MILLION IN LOANS
3/13/1986 B03<i ABDNOR . SAYS SENATE BACKS HIM ON REA
.a3/14/1986f C031«:^BDNOR SHOULD WIN RE-ELECTION
3/14/1986 C036 ABDNOR MEETS WITH REAGAN
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3/16/1986 A013 XBATTLE OF TITANS
3/18/1986 C013 ABDNOR TO TALK ABOUT FARM ISSUES ON C-SPAN
3/20/1986 B03A ABDNOR SAYS SENATE PANEL HELPS REA
3/21/1986 CG21 ABDNOR INTERVIEW TO BE TELEVISED SATURDAY
3/23/1986 AG15 ABDNOR REFUSES TO DEBATE
3/25/1986 AG8A BILL WOULD EASE PROBLEM (L)
3/25/1986 CG21 ABDNOR TO CONDUCT HEARING ON CATTLE INDUSTRY
3/27/1986 BG21 ABDNOR SAYS RESERVATION TO GET NEW HOSPITAL
3/27/1986 BG21 STATE GETS GRANT FOR WASTE WATER PROJECTS
3/28/1986 A122 ABDNOR MADE RIGHT DECISION CD
3/31/1986 CG16 ABDNOR PLANS TV CAMPAIGN
A/G3/1986 CGll LAWMAKERS URGE GOVERNMENT TO BUY BEEF
A/G3/1986 CGll JtPOLLS BECOME A KEY ISSUE FOR GOP CANDIDATES
A/G6/1986 AG83 DEBATING IS NOT A KEY SKILL CD
A/G6/1986 CGll JANKLOW STIRS UP HEARINGS
A/17/1986 CGll DASCHLE OUTSPENDS ABDNOR, JANKLOW 2-TO-l
4/17/1986 CG13 KABDNOR WORST GOP SENATOR ELECTED IN 198G
4/19/1986 CGll DOMENICI TO STUMP CITIES FOR ABDNOR
4/19/1986 CG13 KPOLL SHOWS ABDNOR WITH LEAD
4/19/1986 CG15 ABDNOR WANTS CANADIAN BEEF IMPORTS HALTED
4/19/1986 CG21 NATIONAL CHAMBER TO ENDORSE ABDNOR TODAY
4/2G/1986 CG31 ABDNOR PULLS FOR HIS POLL
4/23/1986 AG84 POLITICAL DEBATES HEALTHY CD
4/24/1986 BGll CAMPAIGN PAYS FOR ABDNOR'S TOP AIDE
4/26/1986 C015 ABDNOR HITS DASCHLE LETTER
4/27/1986 CGll CAMPAIGN LETTER ANGERS ABDNOR
5/G4/1986 CG15 ABDNOR FUND-RAISING LAGS BEHIND
;5/G6/1986 CG35 MOST REPUBLICANS FAVOR ABDNOR
5/G8/1986 AG15 ELIMINATE FARMS AS TAX BREAKS
5/G9/1986 A1G5 ABDNOR'S VERSION OFF BASE CD
5/13/1986 AG52 ABDNOR SHOULD STOP GRIPING CD
5/13/1986 AG53 POLITICAL SKILL SHOULD BE ISSUE CD
5/16/1986 CG21 ABDNOR WANTS AGENCY TO CHANGE REGULATIONS
5/17/1986 C021 ABDNOR SCHEDULES MEETING ON FARM CREDIT
5/18/1986 AG12 ABDNOR, JANKLOW CASH IN ON INCUMBENCY
5/18/1986 AG81 NEGATIVE ADDS ARE A DISGRACE CD
5/18/1986 AG82 ABDNOR HAS VOTER'S RESPECT CD
5/2G/1986 AG12 SENATORS SHOW FARM LOSSES
.5/2G/1986DG13 ABDNOR TAKES.IG POINT LEAD
5/22/1986 AG12KPAC TO SPEND $1GG,GGG ON ABDNOR
5/25/1986 CGll PAC CHAIRMAN ACCUSES ABDNOR OF LYING
5/26/1986 BG23 XABDNOR, JANKLOW SPLIT OVER EFECTIVENESS
5/26/1986 BG31 JANKLOW, ABDNOR TO TAPE SHOWS
5/29/1986 CGll JANKLOW--ABDNOR DOESN'T DESERVE
5/29/1986 CG31 ABDNOR PROPOSES A NEW FARM CREDIT PLAN
5/3G/1986 CG16 ABDNOR, JANKLOW AIR VIEWS
6/G1/1986 AG15 KABDNOR USES FRIENDLY STYLE
6/G1/1986 C041 ^CONTRASTING STYLES
.6/G2/1986 AG15 JANKLOW--ABDNOR LOSING CONTROL
6/G4/1986 AG11 K'NICE-^GUY' ABDNOR FINISHES 1ST
6/G4/1986 AG61 KTHE BATTLE THAT NEVER WAS
6/G7/1986 AG15 ABDNOR GETS NINE AMENDMENTS ON BILL
6/12/1986 CG21 ABDNOR, DASCHLE TO SPEAK JUNE 22 IN HURON
6/13/1986 A103 ABDNOR'S AD IS DECEPTIVE CD
6/13/1986 CGll LABOR LEADER CALLS ABDNOR A DISASTER
6/13/1986 CGll ABDNOR SCHEDULED TO MEET WITH REAGAN TODAY
6/14/1986 CGll 3CREAGAN WON'T OPPOSE AMENDMENT
6/14/1986 CG21 ABDNOR, DASCHLE TO APPEAR AT HURON FORUM
6/16/1986 CG21 RESOLUTION FAVORS AIR SERVICE TO SD TOWNS
6/19/1986 CG23 ODOMETER RULE SURVIVES DESPITE ABDNOR AMENDMENT
6/2G/1986 A1G2 SURE, NOW ABDNOR TALKS AG CD
6/21/1986 CG21 ABDNOR BACKS MOVE TO RAISE SPEED LIMIT
6/22/1986 AG12 *BUSH TO VISIT ON BEHALF OF ABDNOR
6/22/1986 CGll SENATE PASSES ABDNOR AMENDMENT TO TAX BILL
6/23/1986 B034 DASCHLE, ABDNOR DEBATE FARM PROBLEM
6/27/1986 AG12 ^DASCHLE, ABDNOR CLASH OVER ADS
6/28/1986 CGll LYNG SET TO STUMP FOR ABDNOR
7/G1/1986 CG21 TAX WATCHDOGS RATE DASCHLE, ABDNOR AVERAGE
7/G3/1986 CG21 *ABDNOR, DASCHLE URGE TO CUT COSTS
7/G4/1986 CG12 ABDNOR SAYS BILL WILL HELP FARMERS
7/G6/1986 CGll ABDNOR PRAISES SPAIN TRADE AGREEMENT
7/G9/1986 AG81 JUDICIAL PROSPECT IS WORTHY OF SUPPORT CD
7/G9/1986 AG82 REMARK RAISES QUESTIONS CD
7/G9/1986 AG83 ABDNOR HAS EXPLAINING TO DO CD
7/1G/1986 CGll TRIP TO ISRAEL WASN'T FUND-RAISER
7/lG/l986 ,,CGU BUSH TO. SPEAK TODAY AT RALLY FOR ABDNOR
7/11/1986 'AG12 *BUSH'^ SALUTES ABDNOR
7/13/1986 AG12 *FARM ISSUES CULTIVATE SENATE CAMPAIGN DIFFERENCES
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7/15/1986 A081 RURAL POLICY REPORT SHOULDN'T ROT (ED)
7/18/1986 A08'» QUESTIONS NEED ANSWERS (L)
7/18/1986 C015 DASCHLE--DROP ADS FOR DEBATES
7/19/1986 A081 VOTERS DESERVE SERIES OF REAL DEBATES (ED)
7/19/1986 C013 36SPENDING REPORTS DETAIL RACES
7/19/1986 C015 SD SENATORS RATE AVERAGE IN TV ACTION
7/19/1986 C021 ESTATE CAMPAIGNS DRAW BIG GUNS
7/22/1986 AOll ABDNOR WILL SEEK HIGHER SPEED LIMIT
7/22/1986 A081 CANDIDATES TO PLOW NEW GROUND
7/22/1986 A082 SENATE NO PLACE FOR CRYBABY (L)
7/23/1986 BOll CANDIDATES MAKE WAVES OVER WATER PROJECT
7/2A/1986 C013 ABDNOR--AMENDMENT MAY CUT TAX LOSSES
7/27/1986 coil *DOLE STUMPS FOR ABDNOR
7/28/1986 BG21 ABDNOR OFFERS TO CHECK INTO VA CONTROVERSY
7/29/1986 CG21 LAWMAKERS WANT TO PROBE VA RESULTS
7/31/1986 CG15 ABDNOR, DASCHLE SQUARE OFF
8/G1/1986 AG81 FARM DIFFERENCES NEED AIRING IN '86 CAMPAIGN (ED)
8/G1/1986 CGl<f ^(FOREIGN POLICY TAKES CENTER STAGE IN SD
8/G3/1986 AG91 CANDIDATES WILL NOT RUN PAUPER'S RACE
8/1G/1986 A1G3 ABDNOR 8 DASCHLE ARE LIKE APPLES, ORANGES (L)
8/1G/1986 AlG^i ABDNOR'S APPROACH WRONG
8/11/1986 CG15 KPOLLS, CANDIDATES DISAGREE ABOUT SENATE RACE
8/12/1986 BG15 ABDNOR URGENTLY APPEALS FOR CASH
8/13/1986 BG21 *ABDNOR WANTS TO END CATTLE FUTURES
8/15/1986 A1G5 ABDNOR MET BIG CHALLENGES (L)
8/15/1986 CGll ABDNOR MISQUOTED, CAMPAIGN AIDE SAYS
8/15/1986 CG15 36SENATE DEBATES DEBATED
8/15/1986 CG21 PANEL PASSES ABDNOR ASBESTOS AMENDMENT
8/16/1986 CG13 HELP FARMERS HARVEST BIGGER PAYMENTS--ABDNOR
8/16/1986 CG21 ABDNOR ATTACKS WHEAT POLL AS INCONCLUSIVE
8/17/1986 Alll JANKLOW GIVES ABDNOR WELCOME NEWS
8/19/1986 A021 JtABDNOR SWITCHED VOTE ON AID
8/19/1986 CGll 3CDASCHLE, ABDNOR INTENSIFY FARM RHETORIC
8/19/1986 CG51 ABDNOR'S PAC VOTE COSTS HIM $5,000
8/20/1986 BOll ABDNOR WON'T BACK HOUSE SANCTION BILL
8/20/1986 B021 DASCHLE AND ABDNOR NEED MONEY
8/23/1986 coil SHANARD CRITICIZES ABDNOR CAMPAIGN STYLE
8/24/1986 Alll ABDNOR S DASCHLE SHOULD END AD WAR
8/24/1986 B015 YOUNG ABDNOR SUPPORTERS HAVE PICNIC TODAY
8/24/1986 B021 ABDNOR HEARS BEEFS ON CATTLE FUTURES BAN
8/26/1986 A081 REMOVE MARKET BARRIERS (L)
8/26/1986 A082 ABDNOR SHOULD QUIT HIDING (L)
8/28/1986 coil ABDNOR, DASCHLE DEBATE TALKS BREAK OFF
8/29/1986 A081 TIME TO QUIT DEBATING DEBATES (ED)
8/30/1986 C013 ABDNOR, DASCHLE STILL CAN'T AGREE ON FORUMS
8/31/1986 A112 SKIP FUTURE ABDNOR DELIVERIES (L)
9/03/1986 B013 EX-ABDNOR AIDE TO FORM DASCHLE COMMITTEE
9/05/1986 A012 ABDNOR OK'S DEBATE
9/07/198,6 C021 ABDNOR SAYS HE'S NOT UPSET BY AIDE'S SWITCH
9/08/1986 A06r ROB VOTERS OF SERIOUS ISSUE TALK (ED)
9/09/1986 A064 ABDNOR SETS GOALS TOO LOW (L)
9/09/1986 A065 ABDNOR PRODUCES RESULTS (L)
9/09/1986 coil ABDNOR DEFENDS BEER BILL
9/09/1986 C026 BUSH LETTER SEEKS MONEY FOR ABDNOR
9/11/1986 C021 ABDNOR, DASCHLE DEBATE SET FOR 3 TV STATIONS
9/12/1986 C021 'NEWSWEEK' SAYS REAGAN COMING TO SD
9/15/1986 A082 MEDIA LETS ABDNOR OFF EASY (L)
9/15/1986 A083 VOCATIONS NOT IMPORTANT (L)
9/16/1986 A015 *ABDNOR LETTER JUMPS GUN ON REAGAN VISIT
9/17/1986 A081 DON'T SLIGHT FARMERS MR. REAGAN (ED)
9/17/1986 A082 FOR AG'S SAKE, KEEP ABDNOR (L)
9/17/1986 BOll GRAMM TO CAMPAIGN IN SF FOR ABDNOR
9/17/1986 B015 ABDNOR'S BEER BILL BREWS TROUBLE
9/18/1986 B012 XREAGAN VISIT STILL UP IN AIR
9/20/1986 A015 KREAGAN TO VISIT IN CITY SEPT 29
9/20/1986 C013 PANEL OK'S TAX RELIEF FOR MESABA
9/21/1986 Alll ABDNOR'S CAMPAIGN FIGHTS FOR POLITICAL LIFE
9/21/1986 C015 ABDNOR STAFF READY TO TAKE THE OFFENSIVE
9/21/1986 C015 *TEXAS SENATOR IN CITY TO SUPPORT ABDNOR
9/24/1986 A012 ^FARMERS TO RALLY AGAINST REAGAN
9/24/1986 A021 DASCHLE, ABDNOR PITCH BILLS
9/24/1986 A081 ABDNOR HAS HELPED FARMERS (L)
9/25/1986 A014 *ABDNOR LEERY OF CAMERAS
9/25/1986 BOll DASCHLE AIDES ASSAIL ABDNOR AD
9/26/1986 C014 *5,000 REAGAN TICKETS AWAY
.9/27/1986. A012, =*ABDNOR MIGHT MISS..REAGAN VISIT
972871986'COll'XREADY FOR'REAGAN CAMPAIGN STOP
9/28/1986 C015 ABDNOR ADS ADD SPARKS TO CAMPAIGN
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9/29/1986 AOIA KABDNOR TO MISS REAGAN'S VISIT
9/30/1986 A012 ABDNOR SKIPS VISIT FOR PHILIPPINES VOTE
9/30/1986 AlOl ABDNOR SHOULD HAVE BEEN THERE (ED)
10/01/1986 B012 REAGAN RUNS UP $55,000 TAB FOR ABDNOR
10/03/1986 C012 ABDNOR LETTER DISTORTS, GROUP SAYS
10/05/1986 A012 ABDNOR ADS MISLEAD VOTERS
10/05/1986 AlOl THE WRONG STAND ON TAX REFORM BILL
10/05/1986 A103 *TAX BILL NOT FAIR TO SOUTH DAKOTANS
10/05/1986 DOll KSENATE RACE PITS WORKER AGAINST FIGHTER
10/07/1986 C012 CRITICIZE ABDNOR FOR VOTING TO FORGIVE DEBTS
10/07/1986 C015 ABDNOR GOT $107,000 FROM CHEMICAL FIRMS
10/08/1986 A081 *ABDNOR'S CAMPAIGN TAKES A STRANGE TURN (ED)
10/08/1986 A082 ABDNOR CLAIMS FALSE CREDIT (L)
10/08/1986 A083 ABDNOR WORKS FOR STATE (L)
10/09/1986 A063 DON'T BE FOOLED AGAIN, VOTERS (L)
10/09/1986 COIA ^REALTORS GROUP SCALES DOWN DONATION
10/09/1986 C015 *ABDNOR AIRS REAGAN RALLY AGAIN
10/10/1986 A081 ABDNOR RIGHT TO PUT VOTE BEFORE VISIT (L)
10/10/1986 C016 WASHINGTON IS DEBATE SITE
10/12/1986 A015 CONGRESS KEEPS CANDIDATES ON THE SIDELINES
10/12/1986 A09A ELECT A BUSINESSMAN, FARMER (L)
10/12/1986 A095 ABDNOR'S ACTION RESPONSIBLE (L)
10/13/1986 A081 'ARGUS' HYPOCRITICAL IN CRITICIZING ABDNOR (L)
10/14/1986 A014 JANKLOW OFFERS ABDNOR HELP
10/14/1986 A082 NOW PUBLISH OTHER SIDE (L)
10/15/1986 AOll ABDNOR, DASCHLE DEBATE AIRS TODAY
10/15/1986 A103 ABDNOR FIGHTS HARD FOR REA (L)
10/16/1986 ,A012 XSPARKS FLY IN SENATE DEBATE
10/16/1986 A021 VIEWERS SAY DEBATE ENDED IN DRAW
10/16/1986 C012 FEC REPORTS ABDNOR CASH TOPS DASCHLE'S
10/17/1986 A081 EDGE GOES TO ABDNOR IN FIRST DEBATE (ED)
10/17/1986 coil POLL--ABDNOR LEADS DASCHLE
10/17/1986 C012 SESSION PUTS DASCHLE, ABDNOR DEBATE IN PERIL
10/18/1986 AOll DASCHLE-ABDNOR DEBATE POSSIBLE
10/18/1986 A016 ABDNOR SHIFTS VOTE
10/19/1986 A012 *DASCHLE, ABDNOR DISPUTE NEW ISSUES
10/19/1986 A131 ABDNOR'S CAMPAIGNS ANYTHING BUT NICE (L)
10/21/1986 A015 DASCHLE DISPUTES 37 ABDNOR VOTES
10/21/1986 AlOl VETERANS BEHIND ABDNOR (L)
10/22/1986 B012 MONEY DIDN'T CHANGE POSITION
10/23/1986 A012 ^PRESIDENT TO CAMPAIGN FOR ABDNOR
10/23/1986 C012 DEMOCRATS--PROBE OF ABDNOR CONTRIBUTIONS
10/24/1986 C041 DASCHLE, ABDNOR CONTINUE RECORD SPENDING PACE
10/25/1986 A012 ELDERLY GROUP HITS ABDNOR VOTE RECORD
10/25/1986 C016 REAGAN TICKETS ALL TAKEN
10/26/1986 AOll ^CAMPAIGN SOURS SMALL TOWN
10/27/1986 A061 NEEDS TO DANCE WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE (L)
10/28/1986 AlOl ABDNOR LOSES DEBATES, VOTE (L)
10/28/1986rC014 SPOKESMAN FOR DASCHLE DEFENDS HIGHWAY VOTE
10/29/1986 A012 *ABDNOR LEADS IN GOP DONATIONS
10/29/1986 BOll *REAGAN RETURNS TO HELP ABDNOR
10/30/1986 A012 *REAGAN WOOS SD VOTERS
10/30/1986 A083 OUTSIDERS MAKE VOTING HARD (L)
10/30/1986 A085 FOREST BILL WASTES MONEY (L)
10/31/1986 A085 AD IS NO LAUGHING MATTER (L)
10/31/1986 A085 ABDNOR FIGHTS FOR BENEFITS (L)
10/31/1986 A085 DON'T ENDORSE REAGANOMICS (L)
10/31/1986 C026 DOLE--GOP TO RETAIN SENATE
11/01/1986 C016 SOCIAL SECURITY ISSUE HOUNDS ABDNOR CAMP
11/02/1986 A041 *SENATE CANDIDATES SQUARE OFF ON ISSUES
11/02/1986 A081 KSCALE TIPS IN DASCHLE'S FAVOR (ED)
11/02/1986 DOll ^SENATE RACE Q & A
11/04/1986 C041 ABDNOR TRIES SPECIAL-DELlVERY TACTIC
11/05/1986 AOll 3CDASCHLE BEATS ABDNOR
11/06/1986 A081 ABDNOR GOES OUT WITH STYLE (ED)
11/06/1986 A081 ABDNOR'S VIEW UNCLEAR (L)
11/06/1986 C012 RETAINS DIGNITY IN POLITICAL DEMISE
11/23/1986 A115 CANDIDATES OWE APOLOGIES (L)
11/24/1986 A121 SHOULD CONSIDER LEAVING THE SENATE EARLY (ED)
11/26/1986 C041 ABDNOR AIDE TO LEAD STANGELAND'S RECOUNT
11/27/1986 C071 ABDNOR'S LOSS MAY HURT WATER PROJECT
12/05/1986 A012 *SMALL BUSINESS AGENCY POST
12/10/1986 B023 *ABDNOR-DASCHLE RACE SETS NEW RECORD
12/17/1986 A012 KABDNOR WON'T SAY GOODBYE TO POLITICS
12/24/1986 A016 ^ABDNOR ACCEPTS NEW JOB
12/28/1986VvA081v *POLITlCS turns: ABDNOR INTO BUREAUCRAT (ED)
1/01/1987 A083 ABDNOR GOOD FOR AGENCY JOB (L)
1/02/1987 C012 XABDNOR'S PAPERS FIND INTERIM HOME
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1/20/1987 AlGl SHOULD GIVE ABDNOR MORE CREDIT CD
2/08/1987 A091 CHANCES OF ANOTHER BID BY ABDNOR INCREASING
3/06/1987 C012 3€ABDN0R PICKS HOME-GROWN TALENT FOR AGENCY DUTY
3/13/1987 C012 KABDNOR WON'T RULE OUT RE-ELECTION BID
3/20/1987 AOll ABDNOR EXPECTS SENATE APPROVAL
3/21/1987 AOll KABDNOR OK'D FOR AGENCY JOB
3/29/1987 B031 BfABDNOR READY FOR NEW POSITION
3/31/1987 C021 ABDNOR WON'T RULE OUT RUNNING FOR HOUSE SEAT
^/0<i/1987 C012 *ABDNOR CONTRIBUTOR LINKED TO NAZIS
A/12/1987 AlOA DELEGATION FOLLOWS ABDNOR CD
A/26/1987 C091 *SMALL BUSINESS KEY SOURCE OF NEW JOBS
5/07/1987 C012 XHOGAN CAMPAIGNED FOR ABDNOR
6/0A/1987 A016 *ABDNOR'S AGENCY UNDER FIRE
6/06/1987 AOIA 3eMYSTERY MISSIVE MIFFS ABDNOR
6/12/1987 A08A ABDNOR ABUSING SBA FUNDS CD
^ 6/25/1987 A06A ABDNOR VICTIM OF CHEAP SHOT CD
7/12/1987 C012 ABDNOR FINDS CHALLENGE IN NEW JOB
8/06/1987 A012 KABDNOR DECISION OPENS DOOR
8/15/1987 coil ABDNOR SPEAKS TO BANKING GROUP
8/16/1987 A083 DECISION RELIEVES HOUSE CANDIDATES
10/25/1987 EOll ABDNOR TO LEAD IOWA SEMINAR
10/29/1987 C021 ABDNOR TO SPEAK AT BUSINESS SYMPOSIUM
11/10/1987 coil ABDNOR TO ADDRESS GOP GATHERING
11/10/1987 C015 SMALL BUSINESS NEEDS GLOBAL MARKETS
12/12/1987 C012 ^VOTERS MUST LOOK BEYOND CANDIDATE--ABDNOR
A/07/1988 C012 *RURAL COMMUNITIES NEED HELP
A/07/1988 C015 BILL'S PROGRESS VINDICATES BUSINESS LEADER
A/28/1988 A121 TIME PROVES ABDNOR TOOK RIGHT POSITION
sA/30/1988 C023^XLOAN PROGRAM FOR YOUNG PEOPLE BEGINS
5/01/1988 N051 CSEC GG) EX-SENATOR MAKES A POINT OF SD
6/18/1988 coil ABDNOR IN CHINA ON TRADE MISSION
7/09/1988 C012 FAME HASN'T CHANGED ABDNOR MUCH
7/18/1988 C025 KBOOK ON CAMPAIGNS CRITICIZES EX-SENATOR
8/28/1988 coil KABDNOR CHAIRS A-H FUND-RAISER
10/31/1988 A081 A-H REACHES BEYOND RURAL ROOTS
11/12/1988 C012 OFFICIALS AWAIT WORD ON GOVERNMENT POSTS
1/06/1989 C013 *T0 HEAR IF BUSH WILL KEEP HIM
1/18/1989 A012 XABDNOR OUT AS HEAD OF SBA
1/22/1989"A131 OTHER SD APPOINTEES MAY FOLLOW ABDNOR
1/23/1989 B021 ABDNOR SAYS PLANS STILL OPEN
1/29/1989 A081 ^POLITICIANS MUST KNOW WHEN TO SAY CED)
2/19/1989 A091 ABDNOR EDITORIAL UNFAIR CD
3/19/1989 AlOl 5CABDN0R HELPED EASE FINANCIAL STRAIN
A/23/1989 C0A3 ABDNOR DOESN'T KNOW WHAT TO DO
6/15/1989 A012 KABDNOR REJECTS 2 JOB OFFERS FROM BUSH
7/16/1989 coil ABDNOR PLANS TO BUY HOUSE IN RAPID CITY
10/08/1989 AHA FORMER SENATOR HAS BEEN KEEPING VISIBLE
1/31/1990 C015 KABDNOR GIVEN ILLEGALLY RAISED FUNDS
,8/12/1990 E035 ABDNOR VISITS COUSIN ON HIS lOOTH BIRTHDAY
9/02/1990 A103FRANKENFELD GETS' 'BIG GUN' SUPPORT
10/21/1990 FOll KIT'S FIRST ALONE THAT MATTERS
3/18/1991 coil TO LEAD LINCOLN DAY ROUNDUP
SEE KIDNAPPING
6/17/1989 C012 KAREEM HAS CHANCE TO RIGHT SD SLIGHT
1/07/198A C021 FORGET THE STYLE & SETTLE DOWN TO WORK
3/31/1987 A052 KWOMAN MAKES TREK TO PROVE SHE'S FIT
7/1A/1992 C021 ABERDEEN NEWSPAPER HAS NEW PUBLISHER
12/20/1992 EOll ABERDEEN NEWSPAPER NAMES NEW EDITOR
8/12/1991 B062 PLANT IN SD GIVEN BONUS FOR WAR WORK
2/26/1982 COIA ABERDEEN QUESTIONS COST EFFECTIVENESS OF BIA
6/07/1982 B021 ABERDEEN GOOD CHOICE FOR BIA OFFICE CED)
6/17/1982 CO'tl ABERDEEN AMONG 38 WEATHER POSTS TO BE CLOSED
8/12/1982 C031 ABERDEEN TO VOTE ON 2 BOND ISSUES
8/l'i/1982 coil PROPOSES 2 PERCENT SALES TAX FOR CONVENTION CTR
10/06/1982 A021 ABERDEEN SPLITS VOTE ON TWO BOND ISSUES
10/12/1982 coil ABERDEEN BOND ISSUE SHORT 1 VOTE
10/13/1982 C031 PANEL VOTES FOR BOND ELECTION
10/16/1982 C031 BOARD WILL RECOUNT BOND ELECTION
10/26/1982 B015 ABERDEEN OK'S FOR CIVIC CENTER
11/23/1982 B091 REQUEST FOR MALL GRANT POSTPONED-ABERDEEN
11/25/1982 B031 CITY OFFICIALS DON'T LIKE MALL DELAY
12/07/1982 C063 ABERDEEN TO VOTE ON SPORTS COMPLEX
12/08/1982 A029 ABERDEEN PASSES BOND ISSUE SECOND TIME
12/10/1982 C091 VOTER FAILS TO GIVE SWORN STATEMENT ON BOND ISSUE
12/15/1982 C031 NEW LINE WON'T LOCATE IN ABERDEEN
;vl/19/I983,. A022-FROPOSED STORE ^COULD -BRING JOBS
"3/31/1983 C042 ABERDEEN WOULD LOSE 18 JOBS
A/03/1983 C061 EXEC SAYS ABERDEEN MUST CHANGE SLEEPY IMAGE
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5/18/1983 C036 MALL PROPOSAL REHASHED
5/31/1983 coil BUTTONS BOAST OF CITIES' BENEFITS
7/07/1983 C0A2 ABERDEEN CONSIDERS HIGHER TAX
7/08/1983 C035 EXPANSION OF ABERDEEN MALL IS DELAYED
7/20/1983 C051 STORM CLEANUP CONTINUES IN ABERDEEN
7/20/1983 C051 COMMISSION OKS CONVENTION CENTER PLANS
8/I1/I983 C04I FIRM MAY BE HIRED TO IMPROVE ABERDEEN IMAGE
8/17/1983 C081 ABERDEEN DISCUSSES MOBILE HOME LAW
10/22/1983 B031 ABERDEEN REVISES PLANS FOR CIVIC CENTER
11/16/1983 C061 ABERDEEN RECEIVES A NEW VOTING SYSTEM
A/28/198A C051 ABERDEEN KICKS OFF PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN
5/11/198A C03I ABERDEEN AWAITS APPROVAL OF $300,000 GRANT
5/11/198A C033 ABERDEEN CHALLENGES ASSESSMENT
5/3I/198A coil KNOBE--PERCEPTIONS OF ABERDEEN CHANGING
6/23/I98A A015 KNOBE'S SEEKING VOTES FOR CONVENTION
7/05/198^ coil ABERDEEN MARKETING CAMPAIGN RAISES $125,000
A/02/1985 B036 ABERDEEN REPEALS TAX FOR FARMERS
A/30/1985 B035 ABERDEEN VOTES TO BAN STRIPPERS
8/1A/1985 B026 ACLU OFFICIAL THREATENS SUIT AGAINST ABERDEEN
8/2A/1985 A016 ABERDEEN QUESTIONS KNOBE JOB
9/03/1985 C013 ABERDEEN UNLIMITED LOSES AID
9/0A/I985 BOll ABERDEEN CITY COMMISSION VOTES AGAINST PAYING KNOBE
12/12/1985 C021 NEWSPAPER SUES ABERDEEN
12/23/1985 C031 MANUFACTURER'S PRESIDENT TO SPEAK TO ABERDEEN GROUP
3/28/1986 C021 GROUP NAMES ABERDEEN A TREE CITY USA
5/02/1986 C021 ABERDEEN GETS NEW COMMUTER AIRLINE SERVICE
8/09/1986 C02I ABERDEEN NAMES RICH TO ACTING MAYOR POST
12/12/1986 C021 SPECIAL ELECTION MAY BE CALLED ON ANNEXATION
1/01/1987;B03I DEVELOPMENT OFFICIAL NAMED TO COMMISSION
' 7/22/1987 'B02I ABERDEEN MOVES TO END SPECIAL SALES TAX
7/31/1987 C033 ABERDEEN MAY GET TORTILLA CHIP FACTORY
8/II/I987 A06I ABERDEEN DID AN ALL-STAR JOB OF HOSTING GAMES (ED)
9/09/1987 B021 ZONING QUESTION SETTLED IN ABERDEEN
5/0A/1988 BOll 80 TO LOSE JOBS IN HOSPITAL MERGER
6/02/1988 C031 GATHERING TO PRAY FOR MORE RAINFALL
7/28/1988 C021 EXPERTS CLEAN UP TOXIC SPILL IN ABERDEEN
10/05/1988 C026 ABERDEEN OFFICIAL SUGGESTS SALES TAX
10/12/1988 coil ABERDEEN OK'S 1-CENT SALES TAX
10/19/1988 C021 CONSTRUCTION AT ABERDEEN MALL DELAYED SIX MONTHS
11/02/1988 C023 SALES TAX FOE IN ABERDEEN
11/12/1988 coil ABERDEEN TAX HIKE NOT CHALLENGED
11/19/1988 B065 CONTROL DATA SUBSIDIARY UP FOR SALE
3/16/1989 C021 JC PENNEY TO ANCHOR ABERDEEN MALL
A/09/1989 C015 IMPRIMIS CLOSING TO COST AREA $17 MILLION
7/23/1989 EOll BLUEPRINT EXPANDS FOR ABERDEEN MALL
8/03/1989 C021 ABERDEEN ORDERED TO TURN OVER RECORDS TO COUNTY
8/13/1989 FOll ^ABERDEEN HAS PLACE IN LAND OF OZ
8/15/1989 A012 'OZ' RESEARCHERS--HOME WAS ABERDEEN
8/17/1989 C023 TARGETS BUSINESSES SELLING MINORS ALCOHOL
9/20/1989 C021 ABERDEEN GAGS ITS EMPLOYEES
9/22/1989 AlOl ABERDEEN REGRESSES BY GAGGING EMPLOYEES (ED)
10/11/1989 C0A5 ABERDEEN WORKERS WHO REFUSE TO SIGN POLICIES
11/25/1989 coil FIREFIGHTER CAN BE APPEALED
12/06/1989 coil ABERDEEN TO DROP EXTRA PENNY TAX
1/19/1990 C021 ABERDEEN HOCKEY RINK PROBED FOR HAZARDS
2/09/1990 coil ABERDEEN SALES TAX PETITIONS CIRCULATING
2/27/1990 C021 ABERDEEN CONSIDERS SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES
3/01/1990 C021 SALES TAX PETITIONS SUBMITTED TO OFFICIALS
3/0A/1990 C022 FIREFIGHTERS SUE CITY OVER FREE SPEECH RIGHTS
3/07/1990 C023 PETITIONS PUT LIQUOR, TAX ON ABERDEEN BALLOT
3/1A/I990 C021 TAX, LIQUOR ISSUES PUT ON APRIL BALLOT
A/02/1990 C021 FAMILY TAKES THREAT OF SATANISM SERIOULSY
6/I5/I990 D081 LAKEWOOD MALL ANNOUNCES SHOPS
7/12/1990 C031 COUNTY HOPES LAND WILL ATTRACT COMPANY
9/23/1990 Alll CITY TO BE TARGET FOR IMPORTED WASTE (L)
10/03/1990 C033 COMMISSION PROPOSES GAMBLING CHANGES
10/27/1990 C036 ABERDEEN, POLISH CITY MAY FORM EXCHANGE
11/17/1990 B012 SfPROPOSED IRS OFFICE WINS SENATORS' SUPPORT
12/01/1990 C031 ABERDEEN CONSIDERS ANNEXING LARGE AREA
1/20/1991 DOll ABERDEEN INN TO REMODEL SOON
2/01/1991 C031 ABERDEEN PROCLAIMS DAY TO HONOR TROOPS
2/0A/1991 C033 ABERDEEN, COLLEGE GIVEN $15,000 GRANT
2/09/1991 C031 ABERDEEN COMMISSIONERS BAN BINGO HALL REQUEST
2/13/1991 C031 RESIDENTS CRITICIZE ANNEXATION PROPOSAL
A/08/1991 C031 JUDGE REJECTS REQUEST IN BINGO-PARLOR CASE
A/30/1991 C012 *ORDNANCE COMPANY ARRIVES HOME
« 5y03/1991«iC031'BOARD. WANTS5 .PROPERTY VALUES TO BE REDUCED
5/07/1991 coil ABERDEEN YMCA LOST A17 MEMBERS IN YEAR
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5/10/1991 C031 COUNTY OK'S REVISED ANNEXATION PLAN
5/2A/1991 C031 TAXPAYERS WILL PAY COURT COSTS FOR CITY
5/25/1991 C031 COURT UPHOLDS CITY'S DENIAL OF BINGO REQUEST
6/20/1991 C023 CITY, COUNTY EYE NEW RAILROAD AUTHORITY
6/21/1991 C035 MAN SUES OFFICERS WHO USED TEAR GAS
7/02/1991 C031 ANNEXES 106 COUNTY RESIDENTS
7/1A/1991 C021 RESIDENTS WANT BIKE TRAIL BUILT SOMEWHERE ELSE
8/18/1991 E031 SALES TAX WOULD FILL 'EMPTY TROUGH'
9/0A/I991 C033 ABERDEEN OK'S 1-CENT SALES TAX PLAN
12/0A/1991 C031 ABERDEEN FIRE CHIEF WON'T BE REPLACED
3/20/1992 D082 ABERDEEN, HURON OFFICIALS DENY FEUD
5/26/1992 C031 PLANS FOR PROCESSING PLANT INCLUDE 125 JOBS
8/26/1992 B021 ABERDEEN CONSIDERS INCREASING CITY FINES
9/23/1992 A106 ABERDEEN DEFENDED AS GREAT PLACE TO LIVE (L)
SEE ALSO RIGHT TO LIFE
1/22/1982 con GROUPS MARCH ON ABORTION ANNIVERSARY
1/23/1982 B02A NEW HUMAN LIFE BILL OPPOSED BY LEAGUE CD
1/27/1982 B013 PANEL REJECTS BILL RESTRICTING ABORTIONS
1/29/1982 C051 BILL ALLOWS HOSPITALS TO BAR ABORTIONS
2/04/1982 D024 PANEL PRAISED FOR TABLING CONSENT BILL CD
2/06/1982 B023 BENEFITS LISTED FROM LEGAL ABORTION CD
2/06/1982 B024 VOTERS MADE ABORTION CHOICE IN ELECTION CD
2/06/1982 B025 'LET'S CHOOSE LIFE' CD
2/06/1982 B031 SENATE PASSES ABORTION REFUSAL BILL
2/13/1982 B023 URGES PROTEST TO STOP ABORTION CD
2/14/1982 B033 MANY ABORTION VICTIMS MAIDENS IN DISTRESS CD
2/20/1982 C023 OPPOSES ABORTION AS BIRTH CONTROL CD
3/28/1982 B033 CONNECTION PERCEIVED IN ARMS RACE, ABORTION CD
4/18/1982 B032 DEPLORE ABORTION LINK TO NUCLEAR QUESTION CD
4725/1982 B034 URGES LETTER CAMPAIGN ON ABORTION ISSUE CD
5/15/1982 C021 WOMEN'S BASIC RIGHTS SEVERELY CHALLENGED CD
5/31/1982 B023 SAVE OUR CHILDREN CD
6/06/1982 B034 ABORTIONS DEPLORED CD
6/26/1982 C02I PRO ABORTION VIEW DISPUTED CD
6/26/1982 C041 SD DOESN'T HAVE UNUSUAL NUMBER OF ABORTIONS
7/18/1982 B032 AMENDMENT PROTECTING UNBORN IS SUPPORTED CD
7/25/1982 B034 LETTER CAMPAIGN URGED AGAINST ABORTION CD
7/28/1982 C022 ABORTION LEADING KILLER OF CHILDREN UNDER 5 CD
8/10/1982 B013 DISAGREES WITH STAND ON ABORTION ISSUE CD
8/16/1982 C021 POLLS SHOW MAJORITY BACK DASCHLE ON ABORTION
8/25/1982 C023 CRITICISM OF PRO LIFE CONGRESSMEN ANSWERED CD
8/30/1982 B025 SEES DEHUMANIZING EFFECT FROM ABORTION CD
8/31/1982 C024 DISPUTES STANDS TAKEN BY ABORTION FOES CD
9/10/1982 C021 JAPANESE DATA SHOWS DANGERS FROM ABORTION CD
9/12/1982 B014 ROBERTS ENDORSED BY ANTI-ABORTION GROUP
9/19/1982 C033 SAVING UNBORN CALLED ESSENTIAL TO FREEDOM CD
9/19/1982 C041 AUTHOR TO SPEAK TODAY ON ABORTION
9/20/1982 BOll ^ABORTION..SHE WOULDN'T IF SHE COULD
9/22/1982 C021 SAYS PRO-LIFE GROUP WILL ELECT ROBERTS CD
t«9/26/1982.'B032 ARGUS COVERAGE OF.ABORTION ISSUE PRAISED CD
10/09/1982 C022ACLU CRITICIZED FOR DR MUNSON'S AWARD
10/15/1982 A022 NEB ABORTION LAW OVERTURNED
10/28/1982 con ANTI-ABORTION GROUP AGAINST DASCHLE
10/31/1982 C035 A PRO-LIFE VIEWPOINT CD
11/26/1982 C021 ABORTION COMMENTS DISPUTED BY READER CD
12/11/1982 C021 WOMAN'S REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM RIGHT DEFENDED CD
12/27/1982 C021 USE REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM BEFORE CONCEPTION CD
1/15/1983 B023 NOT BEING WANTED NOT A REASON CD
1/15/1983 B024 ABORTION DESTROYS CHILD CD
1/16/1983 C031 MEAT PROCESSOR FEELS TORMENT OF ABORTED HUMAN CD
1/18/1983 BOll DOCTOR'S PRACTICE TRANQUIL SINCE LEGALIZED ABORTION
1/19/1983 D021 ABORTION STANCE SHOWS CONFUSED THINKING CD
1/19/1983 D021 RULING BROUGHT BIG BENEFITS FOR SOCIETY CD
1/21/1983 B023 ABORTION INCOME MAY SWAY MUNSON
1/21/1983 B025 LAW THAT PROTECTS LIVES PERMITS ABORTION
1/23/1983 A015 JANKLOW--NO ABORTION IS SAFE & LEGAL
1/23/1983 C031 CALF CAN'T BE EQUATED TO BABY CD
1/29/1983 B021 WHAT'S WRONG WITH NATION IGNORING ABORTION
1/29/1983 B024 MOTHER'S DECISION MADE BOOK POSSIBLE CD
2/05/1983 B024 WOMAN WHO ADOPTED HAPPY CD
2/07/1983 B023 OPPOSING ABORTION VIEWS NEED LOVE CD
2/09/1983 C021 WHO WILL RAISE CHILDREN WHO AREN'T ABORTED CD
2/12/1983 C014 DECISION BEFORE CONCEPTION CD
2/13/1983 C031 LAWS SET TO PROTECT ALL BUT UNBORN CD
2/13/1983 C031 ANSWER-WE REAP WHAT WE SOW CD
2/18/1983 C024 MANY WAIT TO ADOPT CHILDREN CD
>^;?2/19/1983;gB021^KILLING'UNBORN5WONnriSOLVE PROBLEMS CD
2/19/1983 B021 ABORTIONS WOULD NOT BE STOPPED CD
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ABORTION 3/03/1983 CG21 MANY PREGNANT TEENS BECOME WELFARE MOTHERS CD
3/03/1983 C02A TWO WRONGS DON'T MAKE RIGHT (L)
3/05/1983 B02A REAGAN BRINGING BACK DAYS OF RISKY SEXUALITY CD
3/12/1983 C024 ARE SUBSTANCES FROM ABORTIONS USED CD
3/19/1983 B021 NOT FAR REMOVED FROM EARLY EXECUTIONS CD
4/23/1983 C025 THE UNBORN DESERVE SYMPATHY CD
5/01/1983 C022 DOCUMENTARY DOES GOOD JOB OF EXPLAINING ABORTION CD
5/14/1983 B023 URGED TO FIGHT AGAINST PRO-ABORTION FORCES CD
5/28/1983 B023 MAKERS OF ABORTION FILM USED SUBTLETIES CD
6/16/1983 A014 DOCTORS DON'T SEE BIG CHANGES HERE
6/21/1983 B021 WOULD FETUSES CAUSE AS MUCH IRE AS EAGLES CD
6/26/1983 C033 AN ABORTIONIST HEARS A DIFFERENT DRUMMER CD
7/10/1983 C031 SHOWS PROGRESS IN RESTORING UNBORNS' RIGHTS CD
7/16/1983 C024 ABORTIONS CAN'T BE STOPPED CD
7/21/1983 BOll SCIENCE, SUPREME COURT ARE ON A COLLISION COURSE
7/25/1983 C023 ABORTION CAN'T BE COMPARED WITH AUTOPSY CD
9/11/1983 C032 THANKS TO BOTH SD SENATORS CD
9/30/1983 C016 JUDGE SAYS ABORTION RULE IS UNLAWFUL
9/30/1983 C024 007, ABORTION HAVE COMMON TIES CD
10/08/1983 B025 DOCTOR'S 20,000 ABORTIONS SAD CD
10/17/1983 B023 'THE SLAUGHTER OF THE UNBORN' CD
10/22/1983 B025 CRIME AGAINST HUMAN DIGNITY CD
1/08/1984 C035 ABORTIONIST WORSE THAN MEESE CD
1/12/1984 C033 SPEAKER LINKS NUCLEAR WAR, ABORTION
1/22/1984 C031 CITY DOCTOR MISLEADS WOMEN CD
1/22/1984 C042 KANTI-ABORTION MARCH
2/10/1984 C012 3CSPEAKER SAYS ABORTION EXPLOITS WOMEN
2/15/1984 DOll XDR WILLIAMS' SPEECH IS ON DESPITE PROTEST
- 2/15/1984 D02I CONVOCATION OFFERS ABORTION VIEWS CD
2/15/1984 D022 GROUPS TO HELP WOMEN PRESSURED CD
2/17/1984 C013XPRO-CHOICE IS NON-JUDGEMENTAL
2/24/1984 C025 ABORTION IS JUDGEMENT ISSUE CD
2/29/1984 C021 PERMISSIVE LIVING CREATES PROBLEMS CD
2/29/1984 C022 SHOULD OLD, HANDICAPPED DIE CD
3/02/1984 B021 OPPONENTS OF ABORTION CRITICIZED FOR ACTIONS CD
7/16/1984 C024 SIGNS DO NOT PROMOTE HATE CD
8/10/1984 C032 ANTI-ABORTION ACTIVIST PLANS SF STOP
8/16/1984 coil INFORMATIONAL MEETING ON ABORTION IS TONIGHT
8/17/19845C051 RIGHT-TO-LIFE ADVOCATE POLITICAL ACTION
8/19/1984 C034 REAGAN AIDED ABORTION CAUSE CD
8/29/1984 D031 LIFE AMENDMENT PAC ENDORSES PRESSLER, BELL
8/31/1984 C021 CARTOON ON ABORTION WAS SAD CD
9/05/1984 D022 CARTOON ON ABORTION IN BAD TASTE CD
9/15/1984 C024 CHURCH SHOULD ALTER STAND CD
9/30/1984 B015 ANTI-ABORTION LEADER TARGETS SF
10/02/1984 B021 ACTIVIST SHOULD DROP PLANS TO VISIT CED)
10/04/1984 C0I5 CANDIDATES DISAGREE ON ABORTION ISSUE
10/04/1984 C041 RIGHT TO LIFE CONVENTION SAT S SUN
10/06/1984 C021 GET OFF IVORY TOWER, ARGUS CD
10/06/1984 C025 PLANNING HELP IS AVAILABLE CD
10/08/1984 C021 NEWSPAPER'S ATTACK ON MAN NOT JUSTIFIED CD
10/09/1984 B021 WRITER TWISTED STORY CD
10/13/1984 C023 ABORTION IS THE KEY ISSUE CD
10/26/1984 C031 DEMONSTRATORS CRITICIZE DASCHLE ON ABORTION
10/31/1984 D024 SUPPORT RIGHT tO ABORTION CD
1/22/1985 coil SOUTH DAKOTANS MORE SENSIBLE ABOUT ABORTION
1/23/1985 A012 *217 MARCHERS OPPOSE ABORTION
1/25/1985 coil *AUTHOR ATTACKS CHRISTIANS OVER ABORTION
2/07/1985 A084 STOP THE KILLING NOW CD
2/16/1985 A083 ABORTION FOES ARE OFF BASE CD
2/23/1985 A084 PRO-LIFERS SMELL THE COFFEE CD
2/23/1985 C013 GUARDIAN BILL LOSES IN HOUSE
2/27/1985 A083 UNBORN NEED GUARDIANS CD
3/06/1985 A105 ABORTION CLAIM OFF BASE CD
3/12/1985 A081 FERRARO TAINTS PEPSI ADS CD
3/26/1985 A081 FERRARO ON RIGHT SIDE OF THE ABORTION ISSUE CD
4/10/1985 A083 FILM DEMEANING PROPAGANDA CD
4/10/1985 A084 ABORTION LEGAL BUT NOT SAFE CD
4/19/1985 A102 ABORTION MOVIE SLANTED CD
5/04/1985 A102 EXCUSES FOR ABORTION FLIMSY CD
5/15/1985 A061 MOST PEOPLE SUPPORT FREEDOM OF ABORTION CD
5/15/1985 A061 SUPPORT OPTIONS TO ABORTION CD
5/29/1985 A063 SPEAK UP FOR THE HELPLESS CD
6/29/1985 A084 CLERGY SHOULD HELP UNBORN CD
7/16/1985 C013 REAGAN MOVE RENEWS ABORTION DISPUTE
,8/07./.1985 ,AL02 ABORTION^^REMAINS, DANGEROUS CD
' 9/09/1985 A103 USE ENERGYTO STOP ABORTION CD
9/17/1985 A063 DASCHLE OWES VOTERS ABORTION EXPLANATION CD
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11/12/1985 B016
11/14/1985 A085
11/26/1985 A084
12/03/1985 A071
12/10/1985 A061
12/11/1985 AlOl
12/17/1985 A064
12/20/1985 A081
1/04/1986 A082
1/23/1986 coil
2/01/1986 A102
2/19/1986 A102
6/01/1986 C031
6/12/1986 A016
6/12/1986 A021
8/09/1986 C033
8/31/1986 Alll
9/12/1986 C015
9/16/1986 coil
9/18/1986 C013
9/21/1986 A112
10/01/1986 A103
10/15/1986 A102
10/15/1986 A105
10/24/1986 A081
11/03/1986 A105
11/12/1986 A081
11/21/1986 A083
;11/23/1986 All2
' 11/29/1986'A102
12/26/1986 A121
1/12/1987 A012
1/15/1987 B021
1/18/1987 A083
1/21/1987 B021
1/22/1987 A061
1/22/1987 C015
1/24/1987 A083
1/25/1987 A082
1/25/1987 A082
1/28/1987 A062
1/29/1987 A065
1/31/1987 C021
2/01/1987 A083
2/05/1987 C021
2/06/1987 A121
2/08/1987 A084
2/10/1987 A083
2/14/1987 A103
" :;;2/15/1987 ;A103
2/16/'1987 A062
2/17/1987 A084
2/17/1987 A085
2/17/1987 C015
2/18/1987 A061
2/21/1987 C015
2/23/1987 A085
2/25/1987 A065
2/28/1987 coil
3/02/1987 A064
3/04/1987 A062
4/14/1987 A062
4/27/1987 A085
5/16/1987 A015
5/19/1987 A012
5/21/1987 A081
5/22/1987 A016
5/23/1987 A012
5/27/1987 A062
5/29/1987 A012
5/29/1987 A085
6/01/1987 A081
6/02/1987 A085
6/03/1987 B015
6/05/1987 A081
6/15/1987 A012
r> :6/17/1987:wA083'
"6/23/1987 A064
ANTI-ABORTION GROUP BLASTS NEWS MEDIA
FILM BRINGING OUT THE TRUTH (L)
TAKE A FIRM STAND FOR LIFE (L)
*OFTEN IGNORE ANTI-ABORTION LAWBREAKERS
PRO-ABORTIONISTS GUILTY OF VIOLENCE (L)
PREGNANCY CENTERS GIVE FALSE IMPRESSION (L)
PRO-ABORTIONISTS TWIST FACTS (L)
VIOLENCE OF ABORTION SPURS PRO-LIFERS' ACTION (L)
SHOW YOUR CARE FOR UNBORN (L)
50 PROTEST ANNIVERSARY OF RULING
PRO-LIFERS WILL CONTINUE FIGHT (L)
EXPERTS KNOW ABORTION SCORE (L)
BELL'S COMMERCIAL ANGERS HEIDEPRIEM SUPPORTERS (L)
COURT UPHOLDS ABORTION
ABORTION RULE PRAISED, CRITICIZED
INDUCED ABORTIONS IN SD
ABORTIONS COSTLY TO PUBLIC (L)
ABORTION PROTESTERS ARRESTED OUTSIDE CLINIC
POLICE ARREST 6 PROTESTING NEAR MEDICAL OFFICE
ANTI-ABORTION ACTIVISTS PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN PROTEST
CHURCH STILL USING PRESSURE (L)
LEARN MORE ABOUT LOVE (L)
ABORTION HURTS AGRICULTURE (L)
ABORTION ISSUE IGNORED (L)
ANTI-ABORTION ARGUMENT POOR (L)
ABORTION PROTEST A MORAL ACT (L)
ABORTION, HOLOCAUST DIFFER (L)
ABORTION DEGRADES NATION CD
BABIES, VICTIMS OF ABORTION CD
ABORTIONSHURTING FARMERS CD
CARTOON ON ABORTION OFFENDS MORAL MAJORITY CD
^COMMUNION DENIED IN ABORTION DISPUTE
MILLER TO TALK AT RIGHT-TO-LIFE GATHERING
SANCTITY OF HUMAN LIFE VIOLATED BY ABORTIONS CD
PRO-LIFE GROUP PLANS MEMORIAL SERVICE, MARCH
BABIES ARE THE UNDERDOGS CD
EMOTIONS, DEBATE STILL RAGE
DEFENSELESS FETUS IN ABORTION CD
FETUSES NEVER GET A CHANCE CD
PRO-LIFE RALLY NEWSWORTHY CD
BILLBOARD'S MESSAGE UNIQUE CD
ABORTION DISPOSAL OF HUMANS CD
ABORTION BILL REQUIRES CONSENT FOR MINORS
ABORTION DAMPENS CHEER CD
SENATE OK'S CONTROVERSIAL ABORTION BILL
*PAY FOR PREGNANT MINORS' LAWYERS
BILL SUPPORTS FAMILY STRUCTURE CL)
OPPONENTS ARE PRO-ABORTION CD
PARENTS IN A MINOR'S CHOICE
CONSENT LAW COSTLY, WRONG CD
BILL WOULD PROTECT FAMILY CD
WHO SPEAKS FOR UNBORN CD
PARENTS, DON'T GIVE UP RIGHTS CD
BILL SPURS TEEN ABORTION CONTROVERSY
TECHNOLOGY CHANGES ABORTION DEBATE FOCUS CD
REJECTS BILL REQUIRING ABORTION CONSENT
ABORTION NOT FINANCIAL ISSUE CD
CONSENT PLAN POSES BURDEN CD
HOUSE REFUSES ABORTION DEBATE
LETTER MISREPRESENTED STAND CD
DON'T DENY PARENTAL RIGHTS CD
STOP HUMAN DESTRUCTION CD
WORLD DOESN'T NEED HOLY WAR CD
ABORTION PROTESTERS WIN IN COURT RULING
36ANTI-ABORTION CENTER INVESTIGATED
RIGHT OF FREE SPEECH WINS, LOSES CED)
KPRO-LIFE CLINIC INDICTED
PRO-LIFE ADVOCATES ATTACK CHARGES AGAINST CENTER
GIVE ALL BABIES A CHANCE
ALPHA CENTER--HELP OR HARASSMENT
PRO-LIFERS NEED SUPPORT CD
ALPHA CENTER DISPUTE BLURS LINES OF REASON CED)
PRO-CHOICE ABORTS HOPE CD
3CCENTER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
PROUD OF ALPHA-CENTER WORKERS CD
XALPHA CENTER RALLIES SUPPORT
ABORTION THE-SAM&vAS ABUSE OF CHILDREN CD
CONSIDER ABORTION CAREFULLY CD
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6/27/1987 AOIA SO ABORTION FOES ENCOURAGED
7/12/1987 A092 MAJORITY OPPOSES ABORTION (L).
9/09/1987 B013 ^PICKETS--DASCHLE IS PRO-ABORTION
9/19/1987 A08A UNBORN HAVE RIGHTS, TOO (L)
9/23/1987 A081 *TRUTH ABOUT ABORTION TO WOMEN
10/01/1987 Alll ABORTION RIGHTS CONFERENCE SET
10/02/1987 A081 '^CENTERS OFFER ANTI-ABORTION ADVICE
10/02/1987 coil ANTI-ABORTION GROUP TO MEET SATURDAY
lO/O't/1987 C015 ABORTION FOES SHARE EXPERIENCES AT GATHERING
10/05/1987 A103 ^SATURDAY CONFERENCE TO EXPLORE ISSUE
10/06/1987 A063 PRO-DEATH FORCES LOSE (L)
10/10/1987 A052 ^CHURCHES SHOULD MAKE STANDS CLEAR
10/10/1987 C012 200 PRO-LIFE SUPPORTERS PLAN PROTEST
10/11/1987 AHA PHILOSOPHER OR KILLER (L)
10/11/1987 B015 ABORTION FOES PICKET MEETING
10/11/1987 D015 RELIGION PERMITS ABORTION CHOICE--SPEAKER
10/13/1987 A105 ABORTION ALWAYS FATAL (L)
10/21/1987 A085 GOD SETS MORAL STANDARDS (L)
10/23/1987 A081 SHREVES' POSITION DISHONEST (L)
10/25/1987 Alll UNBORN HAVE NO CHOICE (L)
11/01/1987 A085 ABORTION ISSUE BEAT BORK (L)
11/07/1987 A085 ABORTION HAS ALTERNATIVES (L)
11/09/1987 A083 BIBLE CONDEMNS ABORTION (L)
11/15/1987 A112 ABORTION LOBBY FOUGHT BORK (L)
11/27/1987 A082 INNOCENTS* DEATHS MUST END (L)
11/29/1987 BOll POST-ABORTION MINISTRY OPENED
12/09/1987 BOll FORMER ABORTIONIST TO SPEAK AT BANQUET
,1/09/1988 A081 SHE CHOSE LIFE FOR BABY (L)
1/20/1988 A062 ADOPTION ANSWERS ABORTION (L)
1/21/1988 A115 STATE RIGHT TO LIFE GROUP RALLIES IN PIERRE
1/21/1988 coil WRITER TO SPEAK AT LUVERNE PRO-LIFE RALLY
1/22/1988 A012 ^ABORTION FIGHT HASN'T SUBSIDED OVER 15 YEARS
1/23/1988 C012 *ABORTION FOES MARK ANNIVERSARY
1/2A/1988 A103 ABORTION NOT THE ANSWER (L)
1/2A/1988 A103 OPEN ARMS AIDS THOSE ABORTION HAS WOUNDED
1/30/1988 A123 NO ONE GUARANTEES ABORTION BRINGS JOY (L)
2/06/1988 A083 PRO-LIFERS AS OUT-OF-TOUCH PEOPLE (L)
2/14/1988 A093 ABORTION FIGURES DISTORTED CD
2/19/1988 A084 DASCHLE SUPPORTS ABORTION (L)
2/20/1988 A072 CATHOLICS OFFER POST-ABORTION COUNSELING
3/12/1988 coil ABORTIONIST TO SPEAK AT PRO-LIFE RALLY
3/19/1988 A082 ABORTION STORY HAS IMPACT CD
3/22/1988 coil ROE CASE LAWYER TO SPEAK FRIDAY
3/22/1988 C033 ^ABORTION RATE DECLINING
3/25/1988 A104 ABORTION VIEWS SPLIT PARTIES CD
3/26/1988 C012 KLAWYER STUNNED BY RULINGS IMPACT
3/27/1988 E015 ^KILLING OF UNBORN TOO COMMONPLACE
4/02/1988 A082 PRO-LIFERS HAVE 2 STANDARDS CD
4/21/1988 C031 LARGEST 1-YEAR DROP IN ABORTIONS
' 5/01/1988 A133 "ABORTION ALWAYS FATAL CD
6/12/1988 A125 ABORTION ISSUE CLARIFIED CD
6/28/1988 A036 COURT OK'S PICKETING LIMITATIONS
7/12/1988 A085 GOD JUDGE ON ABORTION CD
7/20/1988 B015 *THREE ANTI-ABORTION PROTESTERS ARRESTED
7/21/1988 coil ANTI-ABORTIONISTS ARRESTED AT CLINIC
7/23/1988 A082 STORIES ILLUSTRATE HYPOCRISY CD
7/27/1988 B012 ^ABORTION FOES ATTEND HEARING
7/30/1988 A084 COURT INCONSISTENT ABOUT LIFE CD
8/05/1988 C033 MAN IN HOSPITAL FOR MENTAL EVALUATION
8/09/1988 A081 HARASSED DOCTOR KIND, CARING CD
8/09/1988 C021 UPHOLDS MINNESOTA ABORTION CONSENT STATUTE
8/11/1988 C021 ABORTION RIGHTS ADVOCATES RETHINKING COURT CHALLENGE
8/12/1988 C012 ANTI-ABORTIONISTS INDICTED IN JULY PROTEST
8/16/1988 C012 BISHOP LEADS PRAYERS FOR UNBORN
8/20/1988 A085 WHY ARE JAILING IGNORED CD
8/26/1988 coil ABORTION PROTESTERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
9/25/1988 A103 ANTI-ABORTIONISTS FORGET FREEDOM OF CHOICE
9/26/1988 A103 RESELLERS DON'T CARE ABOUT HOME SERVICE CD
10/02/1988 Alll ANIMALS PUT BEFORE BABIES CD
10/08/1988 A102 GIAGO IGNORES UNBORN RIGHTS CD
10/11/1988 A084 ALL CHILDREN NEED PROTECTION CD
10/18/1988 A083 IS ABORTING AN ADULT LEGAL CD
11/01/1988 A104 LET GOD BE THE JUDGE CD
11/14/1988 A062 ABORTION NEVER THE ANSWER CD
11/15/1988 AlOl ABORTION IS LEGAL, BUT NOT RIGHT CD
11/20/1988,A113 CITY, RESIDENTS iABSENT AT ABORTION PICKETING CD
11/23/1988 A012 'ABORTION CLINIC TO MOVE
12/09/1988 A012 BID TO BAR CATHOLIC JURORS AT TRIAL FAILS
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12/10/1988 AG15 PRO-LIFERS ACQUITTED OF TRESPASS CHARGE
12/1^/1988 AlOl OUTLAWING ABORTIONS WILL PRODUCE CRISIS (L)
12/16/1988 A125 WILLIAMS DESERVING OF CREDIT (L)
12/17/1988 A103 LEGAL PROTEST HAS NO LIMITS (L)
12/17/1988 AIDS US HAS OWN HOLOCAUST (L)
12/31/1988 Ad65 RIGHT TO LIFE WON'T FADE (L)
1/09/1989 A08A LINKING PRO-^LIFERS, CHILD ABUSE IS SICK (L)
1/10/1989 A015 SD ANTI-ABORTIONISTS HOPEFUL
1/13/1989 A061 SHOULD IMPROVE BALANCE ON HIGH COURT (ED)
1/17/1989 C051 ^ABORTION PROTEST
1/21/1989 A012 *MAN ASKS COURT TO PREVENT WIFE'S ABORTION
1/21/1989 coil ANTI-ABORTIONISTS WILL RALLY SUNDAY
1/22/1989 A022 BIRTHS AND ABORTIONS IN SD
1/22/1989 A131 KROE VS WADE GIVES WOMEN A CHOICE
1/22/1989 BOll LAKE PRESTON MAN TO SPEAK AT RALLY
1/22/1989 B015 *ANT1-AB0RT10N LAW WILL BE INTRODUCED
1/23/1989 B012 *2A0 PROTESTERS ATTEND RALLY
1/2A/1989 A015 *1T DOESN'T BOTHER ME
1/27/1989 A083 *COURT RULING LEGALIZING ABORTION OPENED
1/27/1989 COIA AUSTAD SUPPORTS ANTI-ABORTION BILL
1/28/1989 A015 PREGNANCY TEST ORDERED
1/29/1989 A093 ABORTION DETAILS LACKING (L)
1/31/1989 A081 PROBLEMS DON'T JUSTIFY MILLIONS OF ABORTIONS (L)
2/0A/1989 A012 ^NEGATIVE PREGNANCY TEST ENDS DISPUTE
2/0'i/1989 A083 *1F INNOCENT IN WOMB AREN'T PROTECTED
2/0'i/1989 A08<» LOOK AT THE REAL WORLD (L)
2/05/1989 A093 ABORTION DEVALUES CHILDREN (L)
2/06/1989 A083 SCIENTISTS AGREE LIFE BEGINS AT CONCEPTION (L)
•2/06/1989 BOll NEW DATE SET FOR ALPHA-OMEGA DINNER
2/14/1989 A012 TO PAY FEES IN ABORTION CASE
3/01/1989 C012 K'ROE' LAWYER--AB0RT10N RULING SAFE
3/02/1989 A083 LOVE SPURS ABORTION FOES (L)
3/07/1989 C015 *ANT1-AB0RT10N COLUMNIST
3/18/1989 A085 PRO-CHOICERS LOVE UNBORN (L)
3/19/1989 A115 ABORTION MUST DISTRESS GOD (L)
3/24/1989 C012 PRO-LIFERS URGE COLLEGE TO CANCEL SPEAKER
3/29/1989 A012 ANTI-ABORTION GROUP APPEALS TO CITY POLICE
4/09/1989 A113 ^REPEAL WOULD CREATE UNJUST HARDSHIP
4/10/1989 A012 XMARCH SHOWS SUPPORT FOR ROE
4/12/1989 A081 ABORTION HAS ALTERNATIVES (L)
4/16/1989 A131 WHY PICTURE 20 WHEN 300,000 RALLY (L)
4/16/1989 A133 ABORTIONS LIMIT MALES (L)
4/16/1989 A133 300,000 CANONIZE MURDER (L)
4/22/1989 A082 SEND ABORTION LETTERS TODAY (L)
4/23/1989 A016 ABORTION IN SD SPOTLIGHT
4/25/1989 A084 ABORTION ABUSED IN INDIA CD
4/26/1989 A081 RIGHT TO HAVE ANOTHER ABORTION (ED)
4/28/1989 A012 *68 PROTESTERS ARRESTED
V,4/28/1989 A012 *B1SH0P'S^-PARTICIPATION DRAWS COMPLAINTS
4/28/1989 A021 SILENCE KEEPS'PRO-LIFERS IN CUSTODY
4/28/1989 A022 WHO WAS ARRESTED AT THE PROTEST
4/28/1989 AlOl ABORTION HAS TWO VICTIMS (L)
4/29/1989 A012 RESISTING ARREST CHARGES DROPPED IN PROTEST
4/30/1989 DDll DOCTOR DEFIES LAW TO PERFORM ABORTIONS
5/01/1989 A105 SD SHOULD CHANGE LAW (L)
5/01/1989 B012 ABORTION PROTESTERS TO PLEAD NOT GUILTY
5/02/1989 C016 ABORTION OPPONENTS ENTER NOT GUILTY PLEAS
5/03/1989 coil ABORTION RIGHTS GROUP PLANS FORUM
5/03/1989 C045 ANTI-ABORTION PROTESTERS ENTER NOT GUILTY PLEAS
5/04/1989 A103 OUT-OF-STATERS COSTLY (L)
5/04/1989 A113 FORUM TO DISCUSS ROE VS WADE
5/04/1989 coil 2 ABORTION PROTESTERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
5/05/1989 A103 ABORTION COVERAGE BALANCED (L)
5/05/1989 coil 8 ABORTION PROTESTERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
5/06/1989 A084 ABORTIONS KILL CUSTOMERS (L)
5/07/1989 A132 ABORTION EDITORIAL SHOCKING (L)
5/07/1989 C012 PRO-CHOICERS CALL FOR NEW TACTICS
5/10/1989 A131 MOURN UNBORN BABIES (LO
5/10/1989 A132 SILENT SCREAMS HEARD (L)
5/10/1989 coil 8 PROTESTERS ENTER NOT GUILTY PLEAS
5/11/1989 A084 RIGHTS JUSTIFY BREAKING LAW (L)
5/11/1989 DOll EIGHT PROTESTERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
5/13/1989 A083 *READERS SOUND OFF ON ABORTION
5/14/1989 A152 ROUGH PLAYERS CAN BE HURT (L)
5/14/1989 A153 OFFICER'S ROLE CONFUSING (L)
• 5/15/1989, A084 ..BABY'S LIFE- ISvPRlCELESS (L)
5/17/r989"AlI4 LAWS MUST BE OBEYED (L)
5/17/1989 coil 16 PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN ABORTION PROTEST
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ABORTION 5/18/1989 A06A ABORTION HAS MANY FACETS (L)
5/18/1989 DOll 8 PROTESTERS ENTER NOT GUILTY PLEAS
5/19/1989 A102 NO PERSON IS ABOVE THE LAW (L)
5/19/1989 coil EIGHT PROTESTERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
5/21/1989 A152 MAKE ABORTION UNNECESSARY (L)
5/22/1989 AlOA ROE PROTECTS PRIVATE LIVES (L)
5/23/1989 A082 NAZI REFERENCE OFFENSIVE (L)
5/23/1989 A083 ROE FORUM ENLIGHTENING (L)
5/23/1989 C016 BISHOP DUE TO ENTER PLEA TODAY
5/2A/1989 coil FINAL FOUR PROTESTERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
5/26/1989 AlOA PROTEST DISGRACEFUL CD
5/27/1989 A105 ABORTED BABY NOT AT FAULT CD
5/28/1989 A09A PREVENTIVE MEDICINE NEEDED CD
6/07/1989 AlOl NO ONE CAN BE NON-PRO-LIFE CD
6/08/1989 A016 *B1SH0P F1NED--N0 JAIL
6/2A/1989 A081 SOMETIMES IT'S NATURAL TO FOOL MOTHER NATURE CD
6/26/1989 A012 WITH ABORTION RULING NEAR, TENSION HIGH
6/29/1989 A013 DON'T REVERSE R0E--WR1TER OF SD LAW
7/01/1989 A051 ^WOMAN'S STORY
7/04/1989 AOll ^ABORTION FOES, STATES GAIN
7/04/1989 A013 RIGHT TO CHOOSE--TALES OF REGRET, RELIEF
7/04/1989 A016 LAWMAKER PREDICTS SD 'TUG-OF-WAR'
7/04/1989 A061 ABORTION DECISION WILL POLARIZE NATION CED)
7/04/1989 BOll ABORTION FOES WIN EDGE IN LEGISLATIVE FIGHT
7/04/1989 BOll TOPIC HAS PLAYED KEY ROLE IN CAMPAIGNS
7/04/1989 BOll JfANTl-ABORTlONlST, PRO-CHOICE SUPPORTER DEBATE
7/04/1989 B031 MANY SOUTH DAKOTANS PRAISE RULING
7/04/1989 B034 AREA ACTIVISTS SAY DECISION WON'T STOP
' 7/05/1989 A012TRO-CH01CE SIDE TO PLAY CATCH-UP
7/06/1989 AlOl KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON ABORTION
7/06/1989 A103 HELPLESS UNBORN HAVE MORE VALUE THAN FLAG CD
7/06/1989 C012 ^ABORTION RULING LIKELY TO SPUR BILLS
7/07/1989 A015 ABORTION RULING SPURS ACTION, POLL INDICATES
7/09/1989 AlOl CITY BIDS GOODBYE TO ACTIVIST
7/09/1989 coil A POLL OF LEGISLATORS
7/11/1989 C024 STATE SENATOR PLANS ANTI-ABORTION BILL
7/12/1989 C041 STOICK WON'T INTRODUCE LEGISLATION
7/15/1989 A085 WRITER PLAYS POLITICAL GAMES CD
• 7/16/1989 A131 THANKS MOM WHO DIDN'T ABORT HER CD
7/16/1989 A133 ABORTION WAR HAS BEGUN CD
7/18/1989 A082 PRO-CHOICE FORCES SCARED CD
7/20/1989 A085 PRO-CHOICE MORE ACCURATE CD
7/21/1989 A084 LAW WON'T STOP ABORTIONS CD
7/23/1989 A012 3€DAY AT CLINIC FULL OF 'REASONS'
7/23/1989 AlOl RIGHT-TO-LIFERS IN OTHERS' SHOES CD
7/23/1989 A103 JESUS IS ROUTE TO HEAVEN CD
7/24/1989 A085 PEOPLE HIGHER THAN COURT CD
7/26/1989 A103 PRO-LIFERS AID THE LIVING CD
J/28/1989 A082 CLINIC ARTICLE REFRESHING CD
7/29/1989 A102 ABORTldN PAINFUL FOR CHILD CD
7/31/1989 A082 KILL UNWANTED DRUG ADDICTS CD
8/02/1989 A084 8 LIVES LOST DURING VISIT CD
8/05/1989 A084 ABORTION STORY TACKY CD
8/09/1989 A081 VICTIMS CAN NEVER SHOW LOVE CD
8/09/1989 A091 PATIENTS ARE LIVE VICTIMS CD
8/09/1989 A095 FETUS IS DISCERNIBLE CD
8/11/1989 A105 STORY A DISSERVICE TO MOMS CD
8/13/1989 A104 TELL PRO-LIFER'S STORY CD
8/17/1989 C012 PRIEST GOES TO JAIL IN ABORTION PROTEST
8/21/1989 A103 GOODMAN WRONG ABOUT PILL CD
8/22/1989 A084 UNBORNS' SlDE OVERLOOKED CD
8/22/1989 C016 KPR0TESTERS--AB0RT10NS PREVENTED
8/26/1989 C021 DEMOCRATIC LEADERS SAY ABORTION BILLS UNLIKELY
8/29/1989 A082 DOCTOR COMMENT CONFUSING CD
8/30/1989 A104 ABORTION REPORT HONEST CD
9/01/1989 A103 PROTESTER HARASSES STAFF AT THEIR HOMES CD
9/04/1989 A103 CONVENTION ENDORSES REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM CD
9/06/1989 A123 FREEDOMS YIELD TO NECESSITY CD
9/12/1989 A102 ABORTION STORY UPSETTING CD
9/15/1989 AlOl ABORTIONS ARE BLACK MARK CD
9/18/1989 A085 ABORTED BABIES 'HARASSED' CD
9/19/1989 AlOl ABORTION MILL UPSETTING CD
9/21/1989 C016 PROTESTER TURNS TABLE ON CENTER
9/23/1989 A104 ABORTION WAR COMING CD
9/25/1989 A105 ABORTION IS RATIONALIZATION CD
. i K . v , - v r,;9/.28/i989. C012,?KABORTION ^LAWYER.-,r.VOTERS HAVE CHOICE
9/29/1989 coil REPUBLICANS VIEW PRO-ABORTION FILM
9/30/1989 A082 CENTER COUNSELS MEN CD
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10/06/1989 A102 NOW SHOWS TRUE COLORS (L)
10/08/1989 A015 KEEP ABORTION OFF '90 AGENDA
10/08/1989 A06I DROPPING BILL WAS MY IDEA
10/08/1989 AII2 ALPHA CENTER COVER-UP (L)
10/08/1989 AI12 LARSON WAV OFF BASE (L)
10/08/1989 AI12 PROTEST NOT.PAROCHIAL (L)
10/13/1989 C031 JOHNSON EXPLAINS ABORTION VOTE
10/20/1989 A082 CHERISH LIFE AS A GIFT (L)
10/22/1989 A012 PARTY CHIEFS SEE ABORTION AS ISSUE
10/23/1989 AlOl LAWMAKERS MUST VOTE CONSCIENCE ON ABORTION (ED)
10/23/1989 AlOl PRO-LIFERS' PROGRESS IN CONGRESS ERODING (L)
10/2A/1989 A082 LAWYER SPREADS CRUEL IDEAS (L)
10/2A/1989 C015 XHOUSE CAN'T OVERRIDE ABORTION VETO
10/26/1989 A016 VETO ON ABORTION UPHELD
11/02/1989 A083 ABORTION NOT REMEDY (L)
11/04/1989 A083 ABORTION DECISION IS MOM'S, DOCTORS (L)
11/04/1989 A085 ABORTIONS CAN BE AVOIDED (L)
11/05/1989 A012 ABORTION COULD SWELL '90 TURNOUT
11/09/1989 A083 3CS0UTH DAKOTANS WILL SHOW SUPPORT SUNDAY
11/09/1989 C015 PRO-CHOICE GROUP PLANS RALLY SUNDAY
11/09/1989 C021 CANDIDATE EXPECTS ABORTION AS HOT ISSUE
11/12/1989 A123 CANDIDATES WONDER WHAT EFFECT ABORTION ISSUE... (ED)
11/12/1989 A123 PROTESTERS SHOULD MAKE TIME COUNT (L)
11/14/1989 A084 CLINIC WELCOME ADDITION (L)
11/15/1989 C015 PARISHES MUST SPEAK OUT ON ABORTION
11/16/1989 A085 PHOTO HAD PRO-LIFE SLANT (L)
11/19/1989 A094 MEN MUST BE RESPONSIBLE (L)
11/20/1989 A102 DRAWING LINE DIFFICULT (L)
S11/22/1989A083 PRO-LIFERS BACK OPTIONS, TOO (L)
11/23/1989 A122 ABORTION IMPORTANT ISSUE (L)
11/24/1989 A103 *PR0-AB0RT10N1STS USE EUPHEMISMS TO CAMOUFLAGE
11/25/1989 A084 PRO-CHOICE RALLY APPLAUDED (L)
11/26/1989 A112 MEDIA DISTORTED PROTEST (L)
11/26/1989 A113 ALL HAVE RIGHT TO CHOOSE (L)
11/26/1989 A114 AD EMPLOYS FALSE CLAIMS (L)
11/27/1989 A083 PLANNED PARENTHOOD ARRIVAL SAD EVENT (L)
11/28/1989 A10<t CHOOSE BEFORE ITS TOO LATE (L)
11/28/1989 C012 ^ABORTION DOCTOR DENIES HE'S RETIRING
•11/30/1989 A015 UNITED WAY OPTS TO AVOID POLITICS
12/01/1989 C012 C0LUMN1ST--D0N'T ALLOW ABORTIONS
12/06/1989 A025 WOMEN VOTES WILL BE HEARD (L)
12/06/1989 A132 KRANZ DECEIVES PUBLIC (L)
12/06/1989 A133 PRAY, DON'T CHANT (L)
12/07/1989 A081 DON'T BE AN ENEMY BECAUSE OF ABORTION (L)
12/08/1989 A122 HOW CIVILIZED ARE WE (L)
12/09/1989 A084 HYDE SHOULD READ BIBLE (L)
12/10/1989 A092 WOMEN MUST CHOOSE (L)
12/11/1989 A103 KILLINGS, ABORTIONS SIMILAR (L)
.12/17/1989 ,A072 ABORTION MAY BE ANSWER (L)
12/17/1989 'A073 REASON TOGETHER (L)
12/17/1989 A075 PEOPLE TAKE GOD'S FUNCTION (L)
12/23/1989 A084 GOODMAN INCONSISTENT (L)
1/04/1990 C012 XABORTION BILL L1KELY--LAWMAKERS
1/08/1990 BOll ABORTION OPPONENTS PLAN JAN. 22 PROTEST
1/10/1990 B012 ABORTION FORUM SET FOR SUNDAY
1/11/1990 C012 LEGISLATOR CONSIDERS ABORTION BILL
1/13/1990 A012 RIGHT TO L1FE--N0 BILL THIS YEAR
1/18/1990 C012 ABORTION IS THEME OF RALLIES
1/20/1990 C012 PLANNED PARENTHOOD--NO ABORTION PLANS
1/22/1990 A012 ROE VS. WADE HOT AT 17
1/23/1990 A012 3fF0ES, SUPPORTERS RALLY
1/24/1990 C016 WEDDINGTON, SCHLAFLY SPAR OVER ABORTION
1/28/1990 A093 ANTl-ABORTTON OR PRO-CHOICE
1/30/T990 A081 FETUS SHOULD HAVE SAME RIGHTS AS BABY (L)
2/01/1990 A083 GOD CONTROLS GROWING BABY (L)
2/03/1990 A085 MANY OPPRESS WOMEN (L)
2/04/1990 A091 ONLY GOD GIVES, TAKES LIFE (L)
2/05/1990 A082 ABORTION IS DECEPTION (L)
2/06/1990 A083 EVENT ACCURATELY PORTRAYED (L)
2/07/1990 C012 ABORTION ALTERNATIVE
2/08/1990 A085 SOME ABORTIONS NECESSARY (L)
2/11/1990 Alll TIME FOR CHOICE IS BEFORE CONTRACEPTION (L)
2/11/1990 D012 3<AUTH0R--TEACH STUDENTS CHASTITY
2/13/1990 A016 *2 FIRMS CANCEL CLEANING SERVICE TO CLINIC
2/13/1990 A085 RIGHTS HINGE ON TIMING (L)
.:^.2/14/19.90.s:C011...SHlPLEyS GETS!,CALLS rAFTER CONFLICT
2/17/1990 A084 ABORTION STOPS 3RD HEART (L)
2/18/1990 A114 PEOPLE RATIONALIZE SINS (L)
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7/20/1990 A104 COUNSELING CAN HELP COPE WITH ABORTION GRIEF CD
7/21/1990 A063 ^LEGALIZED ABORTION MEANS US CHANGES MORALS
7/26/1990 A091 COMMON SENSE LOST WHEN ABORTION LEGAL CD
7/28/1990 A015 ^LOUISIANA ACTION IS 'POLITICAL COMPROMISE'
7/28/1990 A085 PRO-CHOICE AMERICA SACRIFICES CHILDREN CD
7/31/1990 AlOl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--DAVID SOUTER'S VIEWS
8/08/1990 A10<i ABORTION IS AN ISSUE PARTIES MUST ADDRESS CD
8/26/1990 A13A WOULD ABORTION FOES TAKE UNWANTED KIDS CD
8/29/1990 AlOA CREATION 'SCIENCE' SMACKS OF MYTHOLOGY CD
8/29/1990 C0I5 ABORTION PROTESTERS APPEAL TRESPASSING CONVICTIONS
9/03/1990 A083 ABORTION FOES WOULD TAKE UNWANTED KIDS CD
9/03/1990 C033 RALLY FOR LIFE PLANNED FOR RAPID CITY
9/04/1990 A105 AMENDMENT COULD PROTECT UNBORN CD
9/07/1990 coil ABORTION PROPONENT TO SPEAK MONDAY
9/09/1990 A093 THERE ARE NO GOOD REASONS FOR CRIMES CD
9/09/1990 A095 LET UNBORN CHILD CONTROL BODY, TOO CD
9/11/1990 C015 *PRO-CHOICE ADVOCATE CRITICIZES PRESSLER'S STANCE
9/12/1990 A112 PRO-CHOICE MONEY GOES TO MUENSTER CD
9/12/1990 AII4 UNBORN CHILD HAS SAME WORTH AS OTHER HUMANS CD
9/14/1990 AlOl PRO-LIFE BACKERS WIN IN MINNESOTA CED)
9/17/1990 A104 ABORTION ENCOURAGES DISREGARD FOR BABIES CD
9/17/1990 A104 PRESSLER'S PRO-LIFE STAND COMMENDABLE CD
9/17/1990 C012 ABORTION ACTIVISTS SPEAK ON SOUTER
9/19/1990 A112 PRESSLER NOT DODGING ABORTION ISSUE CD
9/21/1990 A102 NARAL IS FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM OF CHOICE CD
9/23/1990 A113 SOCIETY DOESN'T NEED BITTER LIP SERVICE CD
9/25/1990 A082 PRO-CHOICERS WANT PARENTING BY CHOICE CD
9/28/1990 A113 PRO-CHOICE STRENGTH WILL SHOW AT POLLS CD
^-9/28/1990''A114 'PERCEPTIO ^ABOUT ABORTION WRONG CD
10/01/1990 A105 LIBERAL GROUP OPPOSES MODEST ABORTION LIMITS CD
10/05/1990 coil RIGHT TO LIFE EVENT THIS WEEKEND
10/07/1990 A095 GIVE UNWANTED BABIES A CHANCE AT LIFE CD
10/07/1990 E012 KMAKE ABORTION A RELIGIOUS ISSUE
10/08/1990 A012 ^THOUSANDS PROTEST ABORTION
10/09/1990 A083 PEOPLE MUST ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY OF CHOICE CD
10/12/1990 A012 ANTI-ABORTION PLEDGE GAINS VARIED ALLEGIANCE
10/12/1990 A105 LEGISLATION CORRECTS MANY IMMORAL THINGS CD
10/15/1990 A085 DON'T UNDERESTIMATE CHILDREN'S KNOWLEDGE CD
>10/16/1990 A085 HEADLINE' OVERPLAYS DEMONSTRATION REACTION CD
10/16/1990 C012 FOES WANT ABORTION DOCTOR OFF COMMITTEE
10/17/1990 C012 36RIVALS DISAGREE ON ABORTION
10/19/1990 A084 DASCHLE, JOHNSON PRO-CHOICE VOTERS CD
10/26/1990 coil ABORTION PROTESTER WON'T BE SENT TO JAIL
10/27/1990 C012 ACTIVISTS--NEW DOCTOR IS ABORTIONIST
10/28/1990 A114 JOHNSON, MUENSTER BOTH FAVOR ABORTION CD
10/29/1990 A082 ABORTION TOLL SINCE 1976--21 MILLION CD
10/30/1990 A083 ABORTION RARELY USED FOR GENDER SELECTION CD
10/30/1990 C034 3,000 PEOPLE GATHER FOR ABORTION PROTEST
;10/31/1990A103 CANDIDATES DON'T AGREE ON ABORTION CD
10/31/1990 C015 ABORTION DIVIDES SENATE CANDIDATES
11/01/1990 coil KFORMER ABORTIONIST TO SPEAK SATURDAY
11/08/1990 A082 FREEDOM OF CHOICE SHOULD BE PRESERVED CD
11/09/1990 Alll LIFE BEGINS AT CONCEPTION CD
11/15/1990 A115 PEOPLE SHOULD NOT PROJECT WILL ON OTHERS CD
11/21/1990 coil ANTI-ABORTION GROUP CALLS FOR BOYCOTT
11/24/1990 C013 ^PROTESTERS TAKE TO STREETS
11/25/1990 A092 UNRUH SHOULD SEEK BETTER HEALTH CARE CD
11/28/1990 A103 ABORTION MORALLY, SPIRITUALLY WRONG CD
12/07/1990 coil PICKETS TO PROTEST WILLIAMS, TARGET
12/09/1990 A092 DAYTON'S CAN SPEND MONEY AS IT PLEASES CD
12/19/1990 A085 COURT CASE MAKES ABORTION MURDER CD
1/07/1991 coil PRO-LIFE LEAGUE PLANS RALLY TUESDAY
1/16/1991 A012 INTRODUCE BILL TO RESTRICT ABORTIONS
1/16/1991 A086 FREEDOM OF CHOICE IS REALLY RIGHT TO KILL CD
1/19/1991 coil PRO-LIFE ANNUAL MARCH SCHEDULED TUESDAY
1/19/1991 C012 ^ABORTION BILL IS STUPIDITY
1/21/1991 B033 ANTI-ABORTION EVENTS TO MARK COURT RULING
1/22/1991 C032 ANTI-ABORTION RALLY GOES INSIDE, OUT OF COLD
1/23/1991 BOll JUDGE DROPS JAIL TIME FOR ABORTION PROTESTERS
1/23/1991 B012 KFOES MARCH AT LOUISE AVENUE CLINIC
1/23/1991 B013 500 IN CAPITOL PRAY
1/23/1991 B041 ANTI-ABORTION BILL COULD COST
1/28/1991 B012 ABORTION DEBATE WILL OVERSHADOW TAX BATTLE
1/30/1991 A063 KANTI-ABORTION BILL DECEPTIVELY NAMED
1/30/1991 C031 ACLU PREPARED TO TAKE ABORTION BILL TO COURT
i >J/31/I9.91-A083:WRITER vTRIES /TO ^ALIENATE PRO-L CD
2/01/1991 A014 K200 PACK ABORTION BILL HEARING
2/02/1991 C014 ^ABORTION BILL WOULD PASS COURT TEST
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2/03/1991 AG85 BILL PUNISHES WOMEN IN CRISIS SITUATION (L)
2/0A/1991 CG12 VOTE NEARS ON ABORTION BILL
2/G5/1991A1G5 ANTI-CHOICE BACKERS OPPOSE FAMILY PLANNING (L)
2/G6/1991 AGIA ANTI-ABORTION PROPOSAL UP FOR HOUSE DEBATE
2/G7/1991 AG61 ANTI-ABORTION BILL SHOULD BE REJECTED (ED)
2/G7/1991 AG61 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--ABORTIONS
2/G7/1991 AG63 ^RELIGIOUS ISSUE THAT CAN NEVER BE RESOLVED
2/G7/199I AG66 BILL THREATENS WOMEN'S FREEDOM (L)
2/G7/1991 AG66 GOVERNMENT MUST REGULATE MANY CHOICES (L)
2/G7/1991 AG7I DECISION ABOUT FAMILY SHOULD BE PRIVATE (L)
2/G7/1991 AG71 ACLU'S OPPOSITION TO BILL IS IRONIC (L)
2/G8/199I AG12 ABORTION BILL CLEANS HOUSE
2/G8/1991 AG81 JePUBLIC OPINION--THE STATE LEGISLATURE BAN
2/G8/1991 AG91 LAWS ON THE BOOKS REJECT ABORTION (L)
2/G8/1991 AG91 CHOICE MUST BE MADE BEFORE PREGNANCY (L)
2/G8/199IAG92 CLAIMS MORE LIVES THAN WAR (L)
2/G8/I991CGIA ANTI-ABORTION BILL TRIGGERS DEBATE ON DEATH PENALTY
2/G9/199IAGI5 NERVOUS FINGERS GO ASTRAY DURING VOTE
2/1G/I99I BG15 ^KEEPING QUIET ABOUT ABORTION BILL
2/11/1991 CG12 JfABORTION BILL FACES TOUGHER SENATE FIGHT
2/12/1991 AG81 SINNERS CAN ASK FOR FORGIVENESS (L)
2/1A/1991 AG83 LAWMAKERS REFLECTED VOICE OF VOTERS (L)
2/l'i/1991 AG91 ABORTION PROPONENTS REVEAL TRUE COLORS CD
2/15/1991 AG83*REST0RE MORAL ORDER, STOP ABORTION
2/15/1991 CG33 *SENATORS GET CRUSH OF MAIL
2/17/1991 AAll KREAL ISSUE IS PREVENTION
2/17/1991 AA12 WHERE LEGISLATORS STAND
2/17/1991 AA14 KCOMPELLED TO STAND FOR UNBORN
2/17/1991 AG12, LEGISLATORS WAGE POLITE FIGHT - SO FAR
2/17/199T AG91 CONTROVERSIAL' BILL DRAWS READERS* (L)
2/18/1991 AG12 LEGISLATORS DISAGREE ABOUT CLARITY OF BILL
2/19/1991 CG12 LEGISLATORS HAVE 3 BIG ISSUES TO TACKLE
2/20/1991 AG16 VANDALISM POSSIBLY RELATED TO ABORTION VIEW
2/21/1991 AG12 BfSENATE RULE ASSURES ABORTION VOTE
2/21/1991 A1G5 SNUFFS OUT POTENTIAL GREATNESS (L)
2/22/1991 AG86 MEN TELLING WOMEN HOW TO USE BODIES (L)
2/23/1991 AG12 PANEL HALTS ABORTION BILL
2/23/1991 A1G3 CONTROL HORMONES INSTEAD OF BIRTHS (L)
2/2<i/1991 AG91 LETTER WRITERS EXPRESS VIEWS ON ISSUE (L)
'2/25/199r AG8A HOME HELPS WOMEN IN CRISIS PREGNANCIES (L)
2/25/1991 A085 FERTILIZED EGG MAY BE COLONY OF PEOPLE (L)
2/25/1991 B012 ABORTION SMOKEOUT LIKELY
2/26/1991 A015 ABORTION BILL GOES TO FLOOR
2/26/1991 A021 SUPREME COURT TAKES UP ABORTION CLINIC PROTESTS
2/26/1991 A022 WHERE THEY STAND
2/27/1991 A012 SD ABORTION BILL DIES
2/27/1991 AOIA FEW SOUTH DAKOTANS SURPRISED BY VOTE
2/27/1991 A071 LAWMAKERS FORGET LESSONS (L)
2/27/1991 A072 ARGUMENT DOESN'T HOLD UP (L)
'2/28/1991 A092 FEBRUARY 7 OPINION PAGE ONE-SIDED CD
2/28/1991 A093 WHO FORCED CELEBRITY TO HAVE AN ABORTION CD
3/01/1991 AG85 ULTIMATE ACT OF SELFISHNESS CD
3/03/1991 A012 56SUPPORT GAINED IS UPSIDE TO LOSS ON ISSUE
3/03/1991 AOIA KTWIN PRESSURES OF FAIRNESS, FEAR
3/03/1991 A091 RESTRAINTS ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL CD
3/03/1991 A093 KILLS BABY, NOT JUST A CELL CD
3/08/1991 A073 EVERY CHILD SHOULD BE WANTED AND LOVED CD
3/08/1991 A081 DEFEAT TIME FOR RENEWED EFFORT CD
3/09/1991 A08«i NATION MUST PROTECT UNPROTECTED UNBORN CD
3/11/1991 A083 CONSTITUTION PROTECTS LIFE AND LIBERTY CD
3/12/1991 A085 WITHOUT RIGHT TO LIFE, ALL OTHER ISSUES MOOT CD
3/1A/1991 A086 BILL BACKERS UNDERESTIMATE FOES CD
3/16/1991 A084 BACKERS DENY BABY RIGHTS CD
3/16/1991 A085 NEW POLICY MAKES 'ARGUS' PRO-LIFE FOE CD
3/17/1991 A092 LET MEN TAKE BLAME IN CASES CD
3/18/1991 A09A OTHER CHOICES NEEDED AFTER ABORTION BILL CD
3/18/1991 A096 LAWMAKERS FORCED TO VOTE BELIEFS CD
3/21/1991 A114 ISSUE SHOWS IMPORTANCE OF VOTE CD
3/24/1991 A096 DECISION ALLOWS FAIR DEBATE CD
3/29/1991 C032 CANDIDATES' VIEWS SOUGHT
4/04/1991 A016 LOOK FOR PUBLIC VOTE ON ABORTION
4/04/1991 A092 SINNER'S VETO SHOWS COURAGE CD
4/15/1991 A083 LIFE BLESSED BY CHILD OF 15-YEAR-OLD MOM CD
4/22/1991 A106 PRECIOUS PRE-BORN NEED PROTECTION CD
4/24/1991 A092 LETTER ON ABORTION WAS HEARTWARMING CD
5/10/1991 coil GROUP PLANS MARCH AGAINST ABORTIONS
b5/31/1991>A10r RULING' ONsABORTION STIFLES FREE SPEECH CED)
5/31/1991 C012 POLICE DEFUSE ABORTION PROTEST
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6/02/1991 AHA ABORTION THREATS LESSONS IN FUTILITY (L)
6/GA/1991 COIA MINNESOTA POLICE CHIEF ARRESTED
6/07/1991 C051 POLICE CHIEF COULD LOSE JOB
6/16/1991 AG12 3€SIT-D0WN DEMONSTRATION
6/16/1991 A095 GOVERNMENT NOT FORCED TO FINANCE ABORTION (L)
6/16/1991 C015 RALLY AGAINST ABORTION ALONG CITY STREETS
6/23/1991 A092 BILLBOARD CAN BE MISLEADING CD
6/2A/1991 AlOl NOT INTENDED FOR TITLE X PROGRAM CD
7/06/1991 A08A BABIES FEEL PAIN AFTER 8 WEEKS CD
7/08/1991 A086 ABORTION IS NOT HEALTH-CARE BENEFIT CD
7/15/1991 AlOA PRESERVE PRESENT BAN ON USE OF FETAL TISSUE CD
7/17/1991 coil POLICE CHIEF JAILED IN PROTEST IS FIRED
7/19/1991 A102 'ARGUS* SHOULD SHOW ABORTED FETUS PICTURE CD
7/29/1991 A08A 'ARGUS' SOFT-PEDALS REALITY OF ABORTION CD
8/0A/1991 A112 STAND HAS RAMIFICATIONS CD
8/06/1991 A08A BABIES HAVE NO CHOICE IN DECISION CD
8/16/1991 AlOA DISPROVES BELIEF WOMEN CAN'T KILL CD
8/18/1991 A096 WHY DO BABY DEATHS DIFFER FROM ABORTION CD
8/I9/I99I B021 ^ABORTION RIGHTS LEADER, SHREVES, DIES
8/21/1991 A122 ABORTED BABIES NOT TREATED AS HUMANS CD
8/2I/199I coil MINISTRY REPORTS IT'S SHORT OF FUNDS
8/2A/1991 AOIA CITY READY FOR LAMBS OF CHRIST PROTEST
8/27/1991 A08A FOE MIXES OPINION AND FACT CD
8/27/1991 A085 GIVE READERS THE FACTS CONCERNING ABORTION CD
8/29/1991 A105 REAL STORY IN KANSAS IS 'LATE-TERM' ISSUE CD
9/02/1991 A082 ONE RESON YOUTH DEVALUING LIFE CD
9/0A/1991 C031 18 ARRESTED IN IOWA PROTEST
9/07/1991 A083 KWOMAN STRONG CHOICE SUPPORTER
- 9/08/1991 A116 PRACTICE DECAYS MORALITY CD
9/13/1991 A106 LET'S RID OURSELVES OF DESTRUCTIVE LAWS CD
9/16/1991 A082 TIME TO SPEAK UP ON TITLE X REGULATIONS CD
9/20/1991 A103 ^VIGILANTES, ABORTION DON'T MIX
9/20/1991 C012 ABORTION OPPONENTS MET BY PICKETS AT UNIVERSITY
9/25/1991 AlOl THANKS, MOM, DAD, FOR NOT ABORTING ME CD
9/28/1991 A106 ABORTION IS, SHOULD REMAIN, PRIVATE MATTER CD
10/06/1991 A115 DR WILLIAMS, DAHMER COMPARISON ATTACKED CD
10/11/1991 AlOl ISSUE SWEPT UNDER CARPET TOO LONG CD
10/13/1991 A093 MISSHAPEN ATTITUDES PART OF ABORTION ISSUE CD
:10/21/1991 BOir-ALPHA/OMEGA MINISTRIES PLANS TUESDAY BANQUET
10/22/1991 A015 ^ABORTION SURVIVOR TALKS OF MIRACLES
11/20/1991 A08<i ABORTION PROGRAM APPEARED ONE-SIDED CD
11/30/1991 A105 TEENS, PRE-TEENS NEED ABORTION RIGHT CD
12/08/1991 F012 ^SENATOR LEERY TO RENEW ABORTION FIGHT
12/17/1991 A08A ABORTION CANNOT BE JUSTIFIED ACTION CD
12/28/1991 A085 STOP ABORTION PILL FROM BEING APPROVED CD
1/08/1992 A061 *13 STATES COULD END ACCESS TO ABORTIONS
1/08/1992 COl^ ABORTION ACCESS ON ENDANGERED LIST
1/09/1992 A012 STAGE SET FOR ABORTION FIGHT IN STATE
;1/11/1992C016,ABORTION BILLaNOT LIKELY TO WIN STATE OK
' 1716/1992 A081 FETUS SURVIVES ABORTING ATTEMPT CD
1/19/1992 A012 *FOLLOWS MORALS DOWN 'RIGHT' PATH
I/21/I992 con ABORTION RIGHTS BILL UNDER CONSIDERATION
I/22/I992 AOIA SD RALLIES TO MARK ROE VS WADE DECISION
1/22/1992 A086 ANIMALS GIVEN GREATER SANCTUARY THAN BABIES CD
1/23/1992 con ABORTION ISSUE NOT ON AGENDA
1/23/1992 C012 *AB0RTI0N FOES PROTEST
1/25/1992 A083 READERS ASKED TO THINK ABOUT ABORTION ISSUE CD
1/29/1992 A08A CONSERVATIVES NOT CONSISTENT ON 'LIFE' CD
1/30/1992 AlOl RIGHT-TO-LIFE GROUPS SHOULD APPALL WOMEN CD
2/05/1992 A082 NO ONE HAS THE RIGHT TO END ANOTHER'S LIFE CD
2/09/1992 A093 ABORTION OPPONENTS SHOULD URGE EDUCATION CD
2/I2/I992 AIOl ABORTION FOES USING DISGUSTING TACTICS CD
2/12/1992 C012 PETITIONERS POSTPONE ABORTION BALLOT ISSUE
2/19/1992 A084 ANTI-ABORTION PEOPLE CARE AFTER BIRTH, TOO CD
3/01/1992 A09A MEDIA PORTRAYAL OF LAMBS OF CHRIST UNFAIR CD
3/01/1992 A096 WHY IS MOM IN JAIL AS BABIES DIE EVERY DAY CD
3/10/1992 AOIA CLINIC TARGETED FOR NORPLANT USE
3/11/1992 C015 IMPLANT PROTESTERS TARGET SINGLE CLINIC
3/17/1992 A081 ABORTION IN ENGLAND SHOULD TEACH LESSON CD
3/22/1992 Alll CHOICE ACT WILL GO BEYOND ROE V WADE CD
3/26/1992 C012 STATE POLICY IS EXPECTED TO STAND
3/28/1992 A083 *RELIGIONS NOT UNIFIED ON ABORTION
3/31/1992 A083 CHOICE ACT PREVENTS WOMEN'S VICTIMIZATION CD
4/01/1992 A012 *LAMBS SIZE UP CITY
4/04/1992 A103 *PRO-CHOICE MARCH TO SEND CLEAR MESSAGE
^^/04/199.2;,C012TiSD ^ABORTIONSi^TOTAL 946 DURING 1990
4/05/1992 An2 MAIN CAUSES OF DEATH DISPUTED BY READER CD
4/07/1992 A083 FREEDOM OF CHOICE ACT IS ABOUT, AND FOR, LIFE CD
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ABORTION 4/07/1992 A084 READER SAYS MINISTER'S ABORTION VIEWS WRONG (L)
4/08/1992 A103 LAWS DON'T DEPEND ON RELIGIOUS CONSENSUS (L)
4/08/1992 C03I ABORTION RIGHTS GROUP TO DISCLOSE CANDIDATES' STANDS
4/09/1992 A081 'CHOICE' BILL SPELLS OUT END TO LIVES (L)
4/12/1992 A071 LAWMAKER URGES 'NO' VOTE ON CHOICE ACT (L)
4/12/1992 A072 ABORTION FOES ABLE TO MAKE CHOICES, TOO CD
4/18/1992 A083 DON'T LET GOVERNMENT BECOME ABORTION ALLY CD
4/18/1992 C012 LAMBS OF CHRIST QUIET
4/20/1992 A103 THE CHOICE IS BEFORE, NOT AFTER, THE ACT (L)
4/20/1992 A103 EARLY FEMINISTS NOT ABORTION PROPONENTS CD
4/20/1992 A105 SPEAK OUT AGAINST INJUSTICES OF WORLD CD
4/22/1992 A102 THE TIME FOR MAKING RIGHT CHOICES IS NOW CD
4/23/1992 A012 COURT PLUNGES INTO ABORTION CASE
4/28/1992 A073 MAN FINDS ABORTION 'INCREDIBLE', 'IRONIC CD
5/01/1992 A082 ATTACK SHOWS LACK OF RESPECT FOR LIFE CD
5/03/1992 A071 DON'T LET BABIES WIND UP IN GARBAGE CD
5/10/1992 FOll ABORTION OPPONENTS PLAN RALLY TODAY
5/16/1992 DOll ANTI-ABORTION WALK SET FOR THIS MORNING
5/19/1992 C022 XRIGHTS GROUP SEEKS PLEDGES TO DISCOURAGE PICKETERS
5/31/1992 A012 3CAB0RTI0N VIEWS MARK DIVISION OF CANDIDATES
6/03/1992 A043 ABORTION BECOMES KEY FOR VOTERS
6/10/1992 A012 MOST SAY ABORTION SHOULD BE LEGAL
6/27/1992 A012 KSTATE AWAITS ABORTION RULING
6/27/1992 A015 TOTAL REVERSAL WOULD REPEAL STATE LAW
6/27/1992 D022 ABORTION DEBATE SET AT CONVENTION
6/28/1992 D051 STATE DEMOCRATS REMAIN SILENT ON ABORTION
6/30/1992 A015 ^RESTRICTIONS UPHELD ALREADY LAW IN SD
6/30/1992 A041 SD LAWS STRICT, BUT SOME ARE UNENFORCED
6/30/1992 A042 KSD FACTIONS URGE ACTION FROM CITIZENS^ BY RULING, WORKS NORMAL DAY
6/30/1992 A081 ABORTION DECISION SURPRISING, LOGICAL CED)
7/02/1992 A043 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--RECENT SUPREME COURT RULING
7/02/1992 C012 *DELEGATION SPLIT ON ABORTION BILL
7/05/1992 A061 ABORTION ISSUE NOT OVER CBROOKINGS DAILY)
7/05/1992 D015 WOMEN OF COLOR POLL SAYS 80 PERCENT PRO-CHOICE VIEW
7/07/1992 A063 CONSIDER 'GOD'S LAW' ON ISSUE OF ABORTION CD
7/07/1992 A064 ABORTION ALTERNATIVES READILY AVAILABLE CD
7/07/1992 A065 ANTI-ABORTION STAND WASN'T FORCED ON KIDS CD
7/13/1992 A104 MAYBE LAWMAKERS DON'T UNDERSTAND CHOICE ACT CD
n/\Z/\992 A106 SUPREME COURT READING THINGS INTO CONSTITUTION CD
7/14/1992 A063 ABORTION SUPPORTERS ARE ANTI-FAMILY CD
7/14/1992 A065 RIGHT TO ABORTION IS SELECTIVE KILLING CD
7/15/1992 A112 FATHERS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ABORTION PLAN CD
7/15/1992 A114 WHAT'S THE RIGHT, RESPONSIBLE WAY? CD
7/19/1992 Alll WHAT'S THE AMA'S STANCE ON ABORTION CD
7/24/1992 A012 KTHE ABORTION DEBATE--MARILYN SAYS NO
7/26/1992 A071 ABORTION PROTESTERS NEED TO READ MORE CD
7/26/1992 A076 LOBBYIST, COLUMNIST ARE MISLEADING READERS CD
7/29/1992 A104 ABORTION VIEWS DISTORTED IN LETTER CD
:J/31/1992 .A105 FREEDOM OF CHOICE DOESN'T APPLY TO ABORTION CD
8/02/1992 Alll CLINTON WRONG ON ABORTION ISSUE CD
8/08/1992 A082 TAKING ABORTION STANCE AIDS SOCIETY'S STRUGGLE CD
8/09/1992 Alll FURTHER MORAL EROSION WON'T BE TOLERATED CD
8/09/1992 A112 ABORTION OPPONENTS READ ALL 'FACTS' TOO CD
8/09/1992 A113 DASCHLE NEUTRALIZES OPPOSITION TO ABORTION CD
8/10/1992 A091 *ABORTION PROPOSAL DEBATED
8/15/1992 A012 *FIRST LADY HITS NERVE
8/23/1992 A091 IRONICALLY, MEN LEAD ABORTION OPPONENTS CD
8/30/1992 A116 DEMOCRATIC POSITION ON ABORTION APPALLING CD
9/07/1992 A096 CLINTON'S ABORTION STANCE MISUNDERSTOOD CD
9/08/1992 A065 DASCHLE, JOHNSON STOOD UP ABORTION FOES CD
9/13/1992 DOll ABORTION FOES SET FOR 1 PM RALLY TODAY
9/14/1992 A071 ^SUPPORTERS DISREGARD THE RIGHTS OF THE UNBORN
9/14/1992 A071 3CHIST0RY SHOWS THAT LEGAL BANS WON'T STOP ABORTIONS
9/16/1992 B012 JfGRAPHIC ABORTION ADS 'PAST RHETORIC
9/27/1992 A115 OPPOSE SUPPORTERS OF ABORTION RIGHTS CD
10/03/1992 A084 PRO-CHOICE STAND NOT FAR FROM PRO-EUTHANASIA CD
10/03/1992 BOll WOMAN TO SPEAK AT CONVENTION OCTOBER 10
10/04/1992 Alll ABORTION COMMERCIALS SHOULD BE BROADCAST CD
10/04/1992 A113 ABORTION ADVERTISING BELONGS ON TELEVISION CD
10/08/1992 AlOl 'WOMB FOR RENT' BENEFIT DEGRADING CD
10/12/1992 A095 ABORTION FOES NEED TO WORK TOGETHER CD
10/22/1992 B016 ABORTION FOES LOSE JURY TRIAL
10/28/1992 A085 BUSH ALONE IN REJECTING ABORTION ON DEMAND CD
10/29/1992 BOll ABORTION FOES PROTEST 'PRO-CHOICE COMEDY'
11/08/1992 A041 *'93 STATE LEGISLATURE FAVORS ABORTION LIMITS
<:• V : V^^-v;fel:17Tl/1^92;^t01'S TO LOSS FROM ABORTIONS CD
11/13/1992 B015 *ABORTION FOES JAILED FOR 3 DAYS
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ABOUREZK CHARLES
ABOUREZK JAMES
ABOUREZK MIKE
ABSTRACTERS
ABU-GHAZALEH SAMIR
ABUSE SHELTERS
ABUSED WOMEN
ACADEMIC DECATHLON
ACADEMIC OLYMPICS
ACADEMY SD
ACCIDENT AIRPLANE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/1A/I992
11/15/1992
11/21/1992
11/23/1992
12/01/1992
12/09/1992
12/13/1992
12/20/1992
12/22/1992
3/21/1982
2/11/1989
1/13/1990
12/11/1990
A/05/1991
3/29/1982
6/0A/1982
7/15/1982
7/25/1982
12/31/1982
8/03/1983
9/21/1983
12/1A/198A
7/15/1985
A/13/1986
A/25/1986
A/26/1986
A/28/1986
11/30/1986
10/05/1987
10/11/1987
10/16/1987
10/17/1987
10/27/1987
9/17/1988
10/26/1988
10/26/1989
11/02/1989
ll/OA/1989
11/05/1989
11/07/1989
12/06/1989
A/15/1990
A/23/1990
8/2A/1990
9/22/1990
2/11/1991
2/2A/1991
3/03/1991
: A/10/1991
4/12/1991
A/21/1991
A/2A/1991
7/09/1991
7/13/1991
7/31/1991
8/13/1991
lO/OA/1991
11/09/1991
11/25/1991
A/23/1992
12/31/1992
8/13/1983
A/2A/1985
6/11/1988
9/27/1990
A/22/1991
9/16/1991
A/19/1991
3/26/1985
7/21/1983
3/12/1990
1/05/1982
1/22/1982
,..1/25/1982.
2/02/1982
2/18/1982
A103
A086
A016
A076
B012
AlOl
A083
A091
A061
BOll
A081
A083
A012
A083
B031
BOIA
C032
DOll
A021
BOll
B023
coil
B021
D013
C016
A103
C021
A081
lAOAA
B031
B016
A081
C021
C012
C015
A083
C016
coil
A091
C012
A13A
Alll
A015
C015
C015
C035
E033
coil
coil
CO 12
CO 12
A09A
A012
C032
C016
coil
C012
coil
C031
CO 15
B012
B031
B021
C012
A016
C016
A083
C032
B021
AOIA
A015
COAl
coil
B021
C021
DOll
CHOICES ABOUT LIFE ARE NOT OURS TO MAKE (L)
REPEALING ABORTION POLICIES A BAD MOVE (L)
ABORTION RATE UP IN STATE
ACCUSATION AGAINST PROTESTER UNWARRANTED (L)
ABORTION FIGHT GOES TO LEGISLATURE
WHAT IF MICHENER'S MOTHER HAD ABORTION? (L)
ABORTION FOES SHOULDN'T PUSH VIEWS ON OTHERS (L)
ABORTION OPPONENTS FOLLOW CONSCIENCES (L)
ANTI-ABORTION GROUPS' CONCERN WIDESPREAD (L)
*INTERNATIONAL INDIAN ACTIVISM RIGHTLY HUMILIATES US
A LONG WAY TO GO TO END RACISM
*BY DESIGNATING KING HOLIDAY
^CONCERT TICKET SALES LAGGING
KISABEL CASE SMACKS OF OLD THEME
ABOUREZK KNOCKS MIDEAST POLICY
ABOUREZK TO HEAD NAVAJO JUSTICE IN ARIZONA
3CAB0UREZK URGES US TO HALT ISRAELI AID
KABOUREZK IN SPOTLIGHT DURING LATEST ARAB WAR
XABOUREZK SAYS PEACE PLANS DOOMED
*WHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
3CWAR POWERS ACT
3CAB0UREZK PARTICIPATED IN PROTEST
ABOUREZK STILL FIGHTS FOR ARAB-AMERICANS
*ABOUREZK WANTS TO SET RECORD STRAIGHT ON ARABS
ABOUREZK UPSET WITH KENNEDY
ABOUREZK TALKS OUT BOTH SIDES OF MOUTH (L)
PAC'S CORRUPT SYSTEM--ABOUREZK
56ISRAEL DRAGS US INTO IRAN MESS
)ABOUREZK BRINGS CASE TO HIGH COURT
XABOUREZK BOOK TELLS MIDDLE EAST STORY
REGIONAL AUTHORS HAVE FALL BOOKED UP
BRADLEY BILL TO HEAL OLD WOUNDS
ABOUREZK CRITICIZES US AID TO ISRAELIS
ABOUREZK KNEW HOW TO WIN
KDUKAKIS reacted too LATE--ABOUREZK
KWHEN RALLY APPLAUDS PALESTINIAN VIEWS
ABOUREZK PLANS BOOK TOUR
ABOUREZK TO SIGN BOOKS, GIVE LECTURES
*ABOUREZK WAS VOICE FOR LOST CAUSES
5CAB0UREZK CAMPAIGNS WITH BOOK
A CASE OF SOUR GRAPES (L)
STATE SHOULD ACCEPT RESERVATION DECISION (L)
^RELEASE HEARTENS SD ANALYSTS
5CEX-SENAT0R CRITICAL OF GULF ACTION
ABOUREZK RETURNING TO SD LAW PRACTICE
US SHARES BLAME FOR FIGHTING
ABOUREZK CRITICIZES BUSH, SADDAM HUSSEIN
ABOUREZK--SETTLE OTHER ISSUES IN MIDEAST
ABOUREZK TO,SPEAK AT SFC SYMPOSIUM
*LITTLE'DONE TO STOP WAR
ISRAELI MONEY CONTROLS CONGRESSMEN
FIGHTING POPULAR ISSUE REQUIRES COURAGE (L)
5CL0TT0 RIVALS MAKE A DEAL
WANTS STATUES IN WASHINGTON REPLACED
^LAWSUITS MOVING FORWARD ON LOTTO
SIERRA CLUB RETAINS ABOUREZK'S SERVICES
TRIBES NEED MONEY, MORE POLITICAL CLOUT
TO SPEAK AT DEMOCRATIC GALA
INDIAN TRIBES DISCUSS WATER RIGHTS TODAY
UNPAID TRIBE MEMBERS SUING FOR CASINO CASH
CASINO SHARES FOR OUT-OF-COUNTY TRIBAL MEMBERS
APPEALS COURT FAVORS SD ABSTRACTERS
PANEL TO DISCUSS ABSTRACTERS' FEE CHANGE
ABSTRACTORS DON'T WANT BANKS TO SELL INSURANCE
5CD0CT0R SAYS GULF POLICY TOO SELECTIVE
DOCTOR SAYS PALESTINIANS MERIT RIGHTS
*N0 LOAN GUARANTEES FOR ISRAELIS
SEE SHELTERS
SEE SPOUSE BATTERING, VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
STUDENTS TO COMPETE
LEMMON, ISABEL SCHOOLS WIN ACADMIC GAMES
*103 DEGREES--HEAT KILLS 100 CATTLE
*CHURCH, MEMORIES LEFT FROM PRAIRIE ACADEMY
WATERTOWN TOLD TO PAY FOR PLANE CRASH
CRASH WON'T ALTER AIRPORT SCHEDULING
MILITARY. SHOULD: RETHINK (ED)
COULD BOSTON mistake; HAPPEN HERE (ED)
FAA LOOKING FOR CAUSES OF SD PLANE CRASHES
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ACCIDENT AIRPLANE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/20/1982 C021 US, JAPANESE AIR CRASHES COMPARED CED)
3/06/1982 BOAl OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR RURAL RC MAN
3/09/1982 BOll SD TO FOLLOW RANCHER'S TIP ON MISSING PLANE
3/10/1982 COAl CAP SUSPENDS SEARCH FOR PLANE
3/11/1982 D033 FAMILY CONTINUES SEARCH FOR COUPLE
3/12/1982 D031 RELATIVES CAN'T FIND MISSING PLANE
A/20/1982 B051 PLANE CRASH VICTIMS FOUND
5/29/1982 B032 KA SF MAN ESCAPED INJURY FROM CROP-DUSTING
5/31/1982 A135 $1,600 GIVEN TO COLLEGES BY THE NY LIFE FOUNDATION
6/01/1982 C03A REPUBLIC PILOT SUFFERED FROM IRREGULAR HEARTBEAT
6/10/1982 C033 AWHEEL MALFUNCTION CAUSES SMALL PLANE TO LAND
7/28/1982 C012 EX-SF MAN TAKES UNPLANNED DIP IN SEA
8/18/1982 coil CROP SPRAYING PLANE CRASHES IN FIELD
8/19/1982 C033 DEAD PILOT IDENTIFIED AS MINN MAN
10/02/1982 C015 MAN KILLED IN PLANE CRASH
10/03/1982 B015 XPLANE CRASH VICTIM IDENTIFIED
10/05/1982 BOAl CAUSE OF PLANE CRASH YET UNKNOWN
11/26/1982 A012 5 KILLED IN PLANE CRASH
11/27/1982 A013 *MILBANK STUNNED BY DEATHS
11/29/1982 coil FAMILY'S ABSENCE EVIDENT
11/30/1982 B03A FAA INVESTIGATOR ENDS PROBE OF PLANE CRASH
12/01/1982 A015 LIGHT PLANE CRASHES NEAR SF AIRPORT
12/03/1982 C015 AIRPLANES SAFER THAN CARS--STATISTICS SAY
12/06/1982 A012 PLANE CRASH SURVIVOR'S CONDITION IMPROVES
12/07/1982 coil SURVIVOR--PLANE HAD NO PROBLEMS
12/09/1982 A014 NO SOUND, TRAUMA, FEAR BEFORE CRASH, SURVIVOR SAYS
12/21/1982 C035 SD WOMEN KILLED IN IOWA CRASH
1/12/1983 D021 COURAGEOUS MINNESOTA GIRL CED)
'1/16/1983 C012UND AVIATION STUDENT KILLED IN HELICOPTER CRASH
1/28/1983 COAl CAUSE OF CRASH REMAINS MYSTERY
2/05/1983 A09'i PLANE CRASH SURVIVOR THANKS CITY (L)
2/16/1983 AOll *5 HURT AFTER PLANE HITS POWER LINE, SMASHES TRAILER
2/17/1983 A012 KCRASH SURVIVORS CAN'T BELIEVE THEY'RE ALIVE
2/17/1983 coil ^FAMILY'S LUCKY AFTER PLANE SMASHES TRAILER
2/18/1983 A022 5CINVESTIGAT0RS DON'T FIND CRASH CAUSE
2/19/1983 B036 CRASH SURVIVOR IN SURGERY FRIDAY
3/17/1983 C031 PLANE LANDS SAFELY-PILOT'S FEARS WRONG
A/13/1983 C03A FEDS, AIRCRAFT FIRM BEING SUED
5/0A/I983 C061 REPORT SAYS VAPOR LOCK CAUSED PLANE CRASH
5/12/1983 C053 CRACK CAUSED HELICOPTER CRASH
7/02/1983 B0A2 PILOT IS INJURED SLIGHTLY IN CLEAR LAKE CRASH
8/23/1983 C073 FAMILY MEMBERS RECOVER AFTER BOX ELDER CRASH
9/07/1983 C051 WIND SWITCH MAY HAVE CAUSED CRASH
9/25/1983 A015 *FATAL ULTRALIGHT CRASH SHOCKS SPECTATORS
9/25/1983 coil ULTRALIGHT PLANE CRASHES AT SHOW
9/26/1983 B015 MANUFACTURERS WORK ON ULTRALIGHT SAFETY
9/27/1983 A012 FATAL PLANE CRASH FOLLOWED ATTEMPTED STUNT
10/21/1983 COAl 9CPLANE CRASH NEAR BURKE KILLS 2
10/22/1983 BOll ENGINE FAILURE -PROBABLY DIDN'T CAUSE CRASH
10/31/1983 COAA MAN UNHURT AFTER PLANE CRASH LANDS
11/07/1983 A012 3€G00SE SHATTERS JET'S WINDSHIELD
11/08/1983 A016 REPUBLIC PILOT IS STABLE BUT SERIOUS
11/09/1983 A012 PLANE PATTERNS MAY BE ALTERED TO AVOID BIRDS
11/10/1983 coil INJURED PILOT MOVED OUT OF INTENSIVE CARE
11/10/1983 C021 REPUBLIC CO-PILOT MERITS HIGH PRAISE (ED)
11/15/1983 BOAl WEATHER HINDERS PLANE SEARCH
11/30/1983 coil PLANE IS DAMAGED WHEN IT MISSED RUNWAY
12/21/1983 AOll XPLANE CLIPS RUNAWAY SWEEPER--1 DEAD
12/21/1983 coil KDESPITE SCARE, 'WE WERE LUCKY'
12/22/1983 A012 ^AIRPORT MANAGER--VICTIM NOT AT FAULT
12/23/1983 A014 OFFICIALS WON'T NAME CONTROLLER ON DUTY
1/04/1984 D041 AUTHORITIES CALL OFF SEARCH FOR MISSING PLANE
1/07/1984 C041 XPILOT IS STABLE AFTER CRASH AT ELM SPRINGS
3/16/1984 A016 OZARK FILES SUIT AGAINST AGENCY
5/04/1984 C035 YANKTON COUPLE SUE AIRCRAFT FIRM
5/05/1984 DOll 2 MINNESOTA MEN DIE IN SMALL-PLANE CRASH
5/30/1984 D041 ULTRALIGHT PLANE CRASH KILLS BERESFORD MAN
6/19/1984 B035 MAN DIES IN CROP SPRAYING PLANE CRASH
6/20/1984 D081 OFFICIALS PROBE FATAL PLANE CRASH
8/06/1984 C015 BOARD WILL INVESTIGATE CRASH OF AIR FORCE JET
9/02/1984 coil *OZARK AIRLINER-SWEEPER CRASH
9/05/1984 D035 AIRCRAFT LANDS SAFELY AFTER MISUNDERSTANDING
10/06/1984 C041 3 MEN DIE IN JET CRASH AT ABERDEEN
10/07/1984 C053 INVESTIGATOR PROBES SITE OF CRASH
10/18/1984 coil INVESTIGATION SET IN MINNESOTA PLANE CRASH
.:12/02/1984 C041 PLANE MAKES ^FORCED LANDING NEAR PIERRE
12/0971984 A012 FATAL CRASH BURNS IN MEMORY
2/02/1985 A012 *OUT-OF-TOWNERS FIND LANDING ROUGH
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2/23/1985 A0I3
5/11/1985 A012
,5/12/1985 A012
5/1A/1985 BOll
5/27/1985 A012
6/20/1985 C021
6/28/1985 C022
7/07/1985 A012
7/16/1985 COAl
7/17/1985 C0A4
7/18/1985 coil
8/07/1985 B035
8/10/1985 A014
8/21/1985 coil
9/22/1985 coil
10/04/1985 A012
10/05/1985 C015
10/13/1985 coil
11/11/1985 BOll
11/12/1985 BOll
11/23/1985 C014
11/27/1985 BOll
3/18/1986 C022
4/05/1986 A015
5/17/1986 coil
5/21/1986 B013
5/29/1986 A015
5/30/1986 A015
55/31/1986 -coil
6/01/1986 C021
6/03/1986 C021
6/18/1986 B051
6/21/1986 C031
6/25/1986 B035
7/09/1986 BOll
8/06/1986 BOll
8/07/1986 C013
8/18/1986 BOll
9/05/1986 coil
9/06/1986 coil
10/01/1986 BOll
10/03/1986 C021
12/01/1986 coil
12/04/1986 coil
1/17/1987 coil
1/31/1987 C015
2/12/1987 C021
3/24/1987 C012
i 5/02/1987 C021
5/22/1987 A012
5/23/1987 C012
7/05/1987 A012
7/06/1987 C016
7/07/1987 coil
7/08/1987 C016
7/16/1987 BOll
7/17/1987 C012
7/18/1987 A012
7/20/1987 A081
7/21/1987 C012
7/28/1987 C041
8/05/1987 B012
8/22/1987 C021
10/22/1987 C016
10/23/1987 C043
10/27/1987 coil
10/28/1987 BOll
11/11/1987 A015
11/16/1987 A012
11/17/1987 A012
11/19/1987 A121
11/25/1987 B012
11/26/1987 C021
11/27/1987 A022
11/27/1987 AO&l
-s 11/29/1987,rB031r<
^^12/04/1987 'C041'
12/26/1987 C021
POOR COMMUNICATIONS LED TO JET-SWEEPER COLLISION
3CNAVY PLANE CRASH KILLS 2
5CPLANE FLEW LOW OVER CHILDHOOD HOME
NO COMMENT ON CRASH AUTOPSIES
*2 INJURED IN TEA PLANE CRASH
FLANDREAU CRASH INQUIRY COULD TAKE MONTHS
EXPERTS FIND VIOLATIONS IN FATAL CRASH
^HELICOPTER CRASH KILLS 4 IN HILLS
KRAPID CITY PLANE CRASH INJURES TWO
PLANE CRASH VICTIMS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
EXPERT RULES OUT MECHANICAL FAILURE IN CRASH
TWO JETS SAFE AFTER EMERGENCY LANDINGS
KDELTA CRASH HAUNTS DOCTOR
*HAPPY LANDING
NAVY WITHHOLDS FINDINGS OF CRASH INVESTIGATION
XCRASH KILLS OIL FIRM OWNER
TAYLOR'S PLANE WAS FLYING TOO LOW
ACCIDENT TOOK MORE THAN 2 MEN
REPORT SAYS PILOT ERROR CAUSED NAVY JET CRASH
PLANE CRASH INJURES RANCHER LOOKING FOR HUNTER
AUTHORITIES CAN'T FIND EVIDENCE OF PLANE CRASH
3€QUESTI0NS SURROUND FATAL CRASH
BOARD LINKS PILOT FATIGUE TO FATAL CRASH
POWER FAILURE MAKES NIGHT FLIGHT A FRIGHT
PLANE CRASH VICTIM'S CONDITION IMPROVES
36CROP DUSTER CRASHES
WALKS AWAY FROM TWO PLANE CRASHES
HELICOPTER CRASH KILLS FIVE
?KAIR FORCE INVESTIGATES HELICOPTER CRASH
CRASH PROBE TO TAKE WEEKS
SURVIVOR OF HELICOPTER CRASH REMAINS CRITICAL
PLANE CRASH NEAR BADGER KILLS PILOT
FIRM BLAMES ROTOR BLADES FOR FATAL CRASH
WOMAN SUES OVER CHOPPER CRASH
YANKTON MAN FOUND DEAD AT CRASH SITE
CRASH THAT KILLED PREGNANT WOMAN
PASSENGER TESTIFIES IN PLANE CRASH SUIT
CRASHES FAIL TO BRING YALE FARMER DOWN
MESABA PLANE LANDS SAFELY AFTER ENGINE QUITS
JURORS AWARD $2 MILLION
HELICOPTER PILOT SUES AFTER CRASH
BOARD RULES PILOT ERROR RESPONSIBLE FOR CRASH
PLANE FOUND--PILOT IS DEAD
NO PLANE FAILURE EVIDENT
SD WOMAN DIES IN AIR COLLISION
*2 NEAR-COLLISIONS REPORTED IN SD
MAN IN FAIR CONDITION AFTER PLANE CRASH
*FATAL CRASH LAWSUIT SETTLED
AIRCRAFT-FIRM SETTLES SUIT IN SIOUX FALLS CRASH
PLANE CRASH KILLS 3
XCRASH TURNS CELEBRATING TO GRIEF
KMAN DEAD IN PLANE CRASH
MALFUNCTION RULED OUT IN CRASH
OFFICIALS TO NAME PLANE CRASH VICTIM
INEXPERIENCE BLAMED IN PLANE CRASH
DASCHLE'S HELP SOUGHT IN CASE
OFFICIALS PROBE MID-AIR CLOSE CALL
KAIR CRASH IDENTITY DELAY FRUSTRATES COUPLE
FLYING CROWDED SKIES IS RISKY (ED)
AUTHORITIES VERIFY NAME OF DEAD PILOT
INJURIES AVOIDED WHEN AIR PLANE FLIPS OVER
LANDING GEAR MALFUNCTION CAUSES SHUTDOWN OF AIRPORT
XPLANE CRASH KILLS ABERDEEN MAN
SEARCHERS FIND PLANE IN FIELD
AUTHORITIES EXAMINE PLANE CRASH IN FIELD
*3 MEN DIE IN PLANE CRASH
INVESTIGATORS LOOK FOR CAUSE OF CRASH
GOVERNOR UNINJURED AS PLANE BELLY-LANDS
XSIOUX FALLS, DENVER FOLLOW SAME RULES
*WALL NATIVE SURVIVES DENVER CRASH
XPUBLIC OPINION ON CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
PLANE CRASHES IN ABERDEEN
EX-ABERDEEN PASTOR AMONG ALASKA VICTIMS
PLANE ACCIDENTS IN SD FALL
EVERY AIRLINER NEEDS EXPERIENCE IN COCKPIT (ED)
ABERDEEN,PILOT RECALLS-NIGHT PLANE CRASH
ICE MAY* HAVE* CAUSED CRASH-LANDING
JUDGE ORDERS DAMAGES TO BE PAID IN DEATH
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I/I8/1988 B051 PLANE FROM RAPID CITY CRASHES, KILLING 3
2/09/1988 COIA ^UNCOMFORTABLE LANDING
4/06/1988 A0I2 KFATAL FLIGHT
4/06/1988 A0I2 ^AUTHORITIES STUDY HARDWICK CRASH
4/22/1988 C04I *PLANE CRASH KILLS TWO NEAR BOX ELDER
5/30/1988 coil B-I7 CRASH MARKER TO BE DEDICATED
6/05/1988 E05I CROP-SPRAYING PLANE CRASHES
7/0I/I988 C012 *PILOT, SON ESCAPE INJURY
7/06/1988 B012 ^HELICOPTER CRASHES NEAR SEARS
8/18/1988 AOll PLANE CRASH KILLS TWO NEAR ETHAN
8/19/1988 C012 *PLANE CRASH VICTIMS IDENTIFIED
9/01/1988 A015 *WOMAN HEADED FOR SD LUCKY
9/02/1988 A015 KIDS WEREN'T WITH HIM ON PLANE
9/05/1988 A081 WEST GERMANS COULD TAKE SAFETY TIPS (ED)
11/19/1988 A012 KCREW BLAMED IN CRASH
11/22/1988 C015 B-IB INVESTIGATION COULD TAKE A MONTH
11/26/1988 A016 B-IB DISPUTE
12/26/1988 A081 MEDIA MUST BE SENSITIVE CD
2/25/1989 A013 5fF0RMER 'ARGUS' PHOTOGRAPHER AT SCENE
3/08/1989 coil INVESTIGATION BEGINS OF SMALL PLANE CRASH
5/25/1989 DOll CRASH PILOT REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
5/27/1989 A012 KPLANE CRASH KILLS 2 CITY MEN
5/28/1989 A012 SF PILOT DOESN'T REMEMBER FATAL CRASH
5/29/1989 A015 NO CRASH ANSWERS UNTIL FALL
5/30/1989 coil CRASH SURVIVORS CONDITION SAME
5/31/1989 C015 CONTAMINATED FUEL STUDIED AS CAUSE OF CRASH
6/09/1989 C012 CAUSE REPORT ON FATAL PLANE CRASH
6/19/1989 BOll SURVIVORS REMAIN CRITICAL, SERIOUS
,7/13/1989. A012 CRASH SURVIVORS FIND NEW FRIENDS
7/20/1989 AOll *SI0UX CITY JET CRASH--UP TO 120 DIE, 178 LIVE
7/20/1989 BOll IT CAME APART LIKE AN EGGSHELL
7/20/1989 BOll KAREA AIRPORTS HAVE SEEN LITTLE
7/20/1989 B013 MICKELSON OFFERS SOUTH DAKOTA'S HELP
7/21/1989 AOll 56'IT'S A TWISTED MESS
7/21/1989 A081 TRAGIC CRASH SPAWNS TEARS AND JOY (ED)
7/2I/I989 BOll KMOST WHO LIVED SAT IN JET'S MIDSECTION
7/21/1989 BOll KCRIES LED PASSENGER THROUGH SMOKE
7/21/1989 B036 SD CITIES READY FOR DISASTER
7/2I/I989 B04I *1,000 PRAY FOR VICTIMS, SURVIVORS
V7/22/I989 A0I2 KCRASH TOLL STILL UNCERTAIN
7/22/1989 A041 ^COUNSELORS TURN ATTENTION TO WEARY RESCUERS
7/22/1989 C012 SF MAN HURT IN INDIANA PLANE CRASH
7/23/1989 A012 XUNITED RELEASES NAMES OF DEAD
7/24/1989 A016 CREWS TO COMB FIELDS FOR CLUES
7/25/1989 A012 *KEY CRASH PARTS STILL MISSING
7/25/1989 A016 'SIOUX CITY ITSELF WAS A VICTIM'
7/26/1989 A012 *PILOT--'THERE WAS NO HERO'
7/27/1989 A012 C0R0NER--232 MORGUE 'GRUESOME'
7/27/1989 A081 *PUBLIC OPINIONS THE RECENT DC-10
'7/28/1989 coil-PILOTfLANDS PLANE ON ROAD NEAR SALEM
7/29/1989 A014 TV TOUTS CRASH COVERAGE
7/30/1989 A013 PROFILES OF 111 VICTIMS ON 6,7,8A
7/31/1989 A012 INDIANA CRASH CLAIMS 3RD VICTIM
8/01/1989 A016 PILOT ERROR STUDIED IN INDIANA CRASH
8/01/1989 A081 CRASH CLAIMS ANOTHER BIG NAME (ED)
8/03/1989 A081 NO REASON TO GROUND DC-IOS (ED)
8/03/1989 coil SERVICE PLANNED FOR DC-10 CRASH VICTIMS
8/05/1989 A016 *4TH MAN DIES FROM MAY CRASH
8/11/1989 A015 *WIFE ASKS $2 MILLION FROM OWNER OF PLANE
8/11/1989 A015 PLANE LANDS ON BELLY AT AIRPORT
8/23/1989 C012 DISMISSAL SOUGHT IN AIR CRASH SUIT
8/24/1989 A083 INTERCESSION BROUGHT PRIEST TO CRASH SITE (L)
8/31/1989 A012 CRASH STILL HAUNTS CBA CHIEF
9/23/1989 A012 *FLIGHT 232 PILOT RETURNS TO SIOUX CITY
9/24/1989 A012 *A TIME FOR HEALING
9/24/1989 A061 *AIDED MOURNERS, BUT FORGOT TO GRIEVE HIMSELF
9/24/1989 A061 XVOICES COME ECHOING BACK... 'HELP ME,' THEY SAY
9/24/1989 A061 *PILOT BLEW HER A KISS AND BLEW AWAY...
9/24/1989 A061 *GUARDS MAN UNCOVERS HUMOR ALONG WITH HORROR
9/24/1989 A074 *WE HUNG THERE UPSIDE DOWN
9/24/1989 A074 ^'GREATEST TEAM I EVER PARTICIPATED ON'
9/24/1989 A074 *'YOU DIDN'T KILL ANYBODY, YOU SAVED US'
9/24/1989 AG74 *STILL WAITING FOR THE STRENGTH TO READ ABOUT CRASH
9/24/1989 A081 *THE GROUND RACED AT 260 MILES PER HOUR
9/24/1989 AG81 *I DON'T THINK MY GOD 'PICKS AND CHOOSES'
9/24/1989 AG85 *FLIGHT 232 PASSENGER
'9/24/1989 All t xCOVERAGEs^HELPED READERS RELATE TO CRASH
9/25/1989 A012 *FLIGHT 232 HEROES DELIGHT SIOUX CITY
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9/25/1989 B016
10/06/1989 B012
10/07/1989 AOIA
10/12/1989 A012
10/13/1989 coil
10/15/1989 A012
10/16/1989 B016
10/28/1989 COll
11/07/1989 C015
11/17/1989 A012
11/17/1989 C012
12/31/1989 N055
1/03/1990 A015
2/10/1990 COll
2/13/1990 COll
3/05/1990 AOll
3/06/1990 COll
3/07/1990 COll
3/08/1990 COll
3/23/1990 AOIA
3/25/1990 COll
5/09/1990 A012
5/10/1990 C012
5/1A/1990 C015
5/21/1990 C016
5/23/1990 COll
5/31/1990 A012
5/31/1990 AOAl
,6/01/1990 A012
' 6 A021
6/02/1990 C015
6/05/1990 COll
6/05/1990 C016
6/07/1990 COll
6/12/1990 A063
6/13/1990 COll
6/2A/1990 Alll
6/26/1990 C035
6/30/1990 A012
" 7/01/1990 C032
7/07/1990 A015
7/12/1990 C012
7/13/1990 A012
7/1A/1990 AOIA
7/15/1990 A012
7/15/1990 AlOl
7/19/1990 A012
7/20/1990 A012
7/22/1990 D035
. -8/01/1990 C012
8/08/1990 C012
8/11/1990 C033
8/18/1990 C015
9/11/1990 COll
9/17/1990 COll
9/19/1990 C033
9/21/1990 A015
9/27/1990 A071
10/08/1990 A083
11/02/1990 A016
11/21/1990 A021
11/22/1990 C012
11/2A/1990 A012
11/25/1990 EOll
12/10/1990 AlOl
12/20/1990 C033
1/03/1991 C012
1/05/1991 A015
3/09/1991 C012
A/05/1991 A015
5/05/1991 A012
5/28/1991 COll
5/29/1991 COll
5/30/1991 A012
5/30/1991 A021
5/30/1991 A023
6y0A/1991^A01A'
6/05/1991 C032
IN SURVIVOR, WE FIND LITTLE BIT OF ALL OF US
SIOUX CITIANS PLAN CRASH MEMORIAL
UP IN THE SKY...LUGGAGE
*FARMER FINDS CLUE TO CRASH OF FLIGHT 232
CASINO FLIGHT RUNS INTO DEER
*100 SWEEP FIELDS WITH METAL DETECTORS
FLIGHT 232 MEMORIES
650,000 GIVEN FOR AIR-CRASH AID
BEST FILES SUIT IN PLANE CRASH
'SIR, WE'RE NOT GOING TO MAKE IT'
TAPE--PLANE HAD FUEL PROBLEM
IT'S HARD TO FORGET RUNWAY DEATH
TV SERIES TO DRAMATIZE CRASH, RESCUE
PLANE CRASHES IN RAPID CITY
TWO MEN ARE INJURED IN HELICOPTER CRASH
PINE RIDGE MAN DIES IN PLANE CRASH
VICTIM IDENTIFIED IN PLANE CRASH
FLAGS AT HALF-STAFF TO HONOR PATROLMAN
CHARGES POSSIBLE IN PLANE CRASH
A KILLED IN SD PLANE CRASH
CRASH VICTIMS FROM COLORADO
*CROP-DUSTERS COLLIDE, KILLING 1
DETAILS SKETCHY ON PLANE COLLISION
CROP-DUSTER PILOTS MAY NOT HAVE SEEN EACH OTHER
PLANE VEERS OFF RUNWAY
NO CAUSE RELEASED IN YEAR-OLD CRASH
*F1RE IN THE IOWA SKY
*'EJECT10N NOT SOMETHING YOU CAN PRACTICE'
VIDEOTAPE DOESN'T SHOW CRASH
COMMANDER SAYS PILOTS" MUST TEST LIMITS
TRAINING RUNS UPSET lOWAN
PILOT INJURED IN PLANE CRASH NEAR STURGIS
AIR FORCE PROBES JET COLLISION
A-7 WRECKAGE BEING REMOVED
'TOP GUN' JET FIGHTS SHEER RECKLESSNESS (L)
WRECKED A-7 PARTS BEING RECONSTRUCTED
*M1DA1R CRASH FUELS SURPRISING MEDIA EXPLOSION
AIRPLANE MAKES EMERGENCY LANDING
*MAR1NE PLANE CRASHES SAFETY LINES
PILOT UNINJURED IN CRASH OF LIGHT PLANE
AUTHOR VIEWS 232 CRASH
A-7 COLLISION PROBE NEARLY FINISHED
232 SUIT SETTLED FOR $8 MILLION
*SURV1V0RS OF FLIGHT 232
*V1CT1MS ADAPT, BUT CAN'T FORGET
FLIGHT 232 LEAVES PAINFUL MEMORIES (ED)
*SURV1V0RS, RESCUERS RETURN TO HEAL WOUNDS
*A PLACE OF MENDING
HURON WOMAN FILES SUIT OVER HUSBAND'S DEATH
A-7 PILOT SLIGHTLY INJURED
WIDOW'S CRASH SUIT SEEKS 5 MILLION
FOUR ESCAPE INJURY WHEN PLANE CRASHES
FOURTH CIVIL LAWSUIT FILED
TRIAL SET IN 1989 INDIANA AIR CRASH CASE
NO CAUSE FOUND IN FATAL PLANE WRECK
PLANE MAY HAVE STALLED BEFORE CRASH--FAA
PILOT ERROR BLAMED IN JET COLLISION
SKY ISN'T THE PLACE FOR HORSEPLAY (ED)
*A1R-CRASH EDITORIAL WAS BASED...
UNITED BLAMED FOR CRASH
SEARCH FOR SMALL PLANE, MITCHELL WOMAN
PLANE SEARCH FOCUSES ON NORTHWEST ARIZONA
MITCHELL BUSINESSWOMAN PRESUMED DEAD
NTSB TO INVESTIGATE ARIZONA PLANE CRASH
LOW-TECH STEPS TO RAISE PLANE SAFETY (ED)
PROFESSORS' ARTICLE ON FLIGHT 232 PUBLISHED
WIDOWS CAN'T SUE FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES
AIR CRASH WIDOWS SETTLE SUIT
BANKER'S WIFE SETTLES IN FATAL CRASH
*SD SENATORS PRAISE HEINZ
*HER01C PILOT OF FLIGHT 232 READY TO RETIRE
2 NEWELL-AREA MEN DIE IN PLANE CRASH
VICTIMS IDENTIFIED IN SMALL PLANE CRASH
*F1GHTER PILOT FINDS MEMORIES DIFFICULT AFTER FALL
*ED1T0R STILL SMELLS CRASH
GUARD UNIT DOESN'T DWELL ON CRASH
*ED1T0R SUES^ 0VER^ AIR . CRASH
MAN LANDS PLANE AFTER HITTING GOOSE
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ACCIDENT AIRPLANE 6/23/1991
6/26/1991
6/27/1991
6/28/1991
7/06/1991
7/16/1991
7/21/1991
7/24/1991
8/25/1991
9/23/1991
9/26/1991
10/01/1991
10/03/1991
10/15/1991
10/20/1991
10/30/1991
11/08/1991
11/30/1991
2/11/1992
2/23/1992
2/23/1992
2/23/1992
3/27/1992
5/19/1992
6/02/1992
6/26/1992
10/05/1992
10/19/1992
10/31/1992
11/12/1992
12/19/1992
3/24/1984
8/09/1991
12/14/1982
12/14/1982
12/15/1982
2/24/1983
2/25/1983
3/02/1983
6/10/1987
7/23/1988
4/16/1989
12/26/1991
1/11/1992
, 9/02/1992
9/03/1992
12/10/1992
.7/21/1,98,9;
^3/30/1990
6/22/1990
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
AIRPORT
ANIMAL
ASPHYXIAT
ACCIDENT ,ATV
ACCIDENT AUTO
ACCIDENT AUTO-AB
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
^^^^ACCIDENT"
ACCIDENT
AUTO-AL
AUTO-AM
AUTO-AR
AUTO-AU
AUTO-AV
5/15/1982
5/30/1982
2/25/1983
2/14/1986
3/03/1985
5/10/1985
10/03/1985
10/11/1985
1/02/1986
1/11/1986
2/20/1990
11/13/1990
11/26/1990
9/27/1991
2/22/1992
7/11/1992
7/28/1987
2/15/1987
6/03/1983
12/06/1988
9/21/1989
10/05/1989
11/27/1991
""6/29/1992
6/07/1987
coil
AO 16
coil
C032
coil
C015
C031
C016
EOll
B032
C016
A015
coil
B031
F061
C031
A015
C012
C036
A013
CO 12
C013
coil
coil
coil
coil
AOll
B021
BOll
B015
A016
C061
C031
A012
A091
C032
A021
coil
CO 31
B021
coil
coil
coil
AOll
BOll
B021
BOll
coil
C023
Cd61
C031
B065
C036
B061
C051
C021
C036
C035
coil
C021
C021
coil
C031
C031
coil
coil
C061
coil
coil
coil
C016
coil
coil
coll
C061
MISSING PLANE LOCATED IN PIPESTONE HANGER
ANIMAL PAYS DEARLY IN COLLISION
PILOT SLIGHTLY INJURED IN SMALL PLANE CRASH
*PLANE ACCIDENT INVESTIGATED
2 MEN KILLED IN PLANE CRASH
BUSHEE WAIVED HIS RIGHT TO SUE
ROSCOE MAN DIES IN PLANE CRASH
3eN0 ONE HURT WHEN PLANE LANDS IN FIELD
2 PLANES COLLIDE NEAR WATERTOWN
LESSONS LEARNED IN MIDST OF TRAUMA
PILOT DIES IN CRASH NEAR PIERRE
XHESTON GLAD TO MAKE FILM IN SIOUX CITY
INVESTIGATIONS CONTINUE IN FATAL PLANE CRASHES
LIGHT PLANE CRASH HURTS 5 ON TAKEOFF
KREUNION BRINGS VICTIMS, RESCUERS BACK TOGETHER
AIR FORCE PILOT DIES IN PRIVATE PLANE CRASH
PILOT LANDS PLANE ON BELLY AFTER ENGINES QUIT
PLANE FOUND, ALL ON BOARD FEARED DEAD
MAN IS KILLED IN OKLAHOMA PLANE CRASH
*THOSE AT FLIGHT 232 CRASH UNIMPRESSED WITH FILM
seHEROES IN SIOUXLAND
*CENTERVILLE MAN COLLARS GOOD ROLE
AIR FORCE PLANE DEBRIS IS FOUND IN NEBRASKA
CROP DUSTER CRASH KILLS IROQUOIS MAN
PILOT NOT INJURED IN CROP DUSTER CRASH
CROP DUSTER HURT IN PLANE CRASH
SF PILOT INJURED IN CRASH
EMERGENCY LANDING SPURS AIRLINE SUIT
HOSPITAL RELEASES PLANE CRASH VICTIM
•POT PLANE" CRASHES OFF FLORIDA COAST
JET CRASH KILLS 8, FLIGHT MAKES STOP IN SD
GETTYSBURG MAN DIES WHEN HANGAR DOOR FALLS
FLORIDA ANIMAL SHOW SUED IN MAULING
SEE ALSO CARBON MONOXIDE
SF COUPLE FOUND DEAD IN HOME
FURNACE CHECK MAY PREVENT POISONINGS
FAULTY HEAT EXCHANGER CAUSE OF DEATHS
REPLACING DILAPIDATED HOUSES PLANNED FOR 86
7 OF 8 MEN ASPHYXIATED LEAVE HOSPITALS
ASPHYXIATED TEACHER IMPROVING
MOBRIDGE BOY DIES AFTER BEING TANGLED IN ROPE
ASPHYXIATION CITED IN WOMAN'S DEATH
TWO CITY MEN ASPHYXIATED
DEATHS OF TEENS RULED ACCIDENTAL
UNCONSCIOUS WOMAN DIES FROM CAR FUMES
POLICE AWAIT AUTOPSY ON STURGIS COUPLE
POLICE AWAIT AUTOPSY ON STURGIS COUPLE
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING KILLS MAN
HITCHCOCK BOY, 12, DIES OF ATV INJURIES
MiLBANK GIRL DIES IN ATV ACCIDENT
ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE SAFETY CONCERNS GROUP
SEE ALSO TRIALS ACCIDENT
SEE ALSO VEHICULAR HOMICIDE
ABERDEEN WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
ABERDEEN BOY KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
DRIVER ESCAPES BEFORE HIS CAR SINKS
ABERDEEN MAN, 19, DIES IN CAR-TRAIN CRASH
COUNTY COMMISSIONER FACES MISHAP CHARGE
JURY CLEARS OFFICIAL OF HIT-AND-RUN CHARGES
TODDLER DIES WHEN HIT BY TRUCK
1 DIES, 1 INJURED IN 2-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
ABERDEEN WOMAN KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
HIT-AND-RUN FATALITY STRUCK BY 2 CARS
82-YEAR-OLD MAN DIES IN SUNDAY ACCIDENT
CAR ACCIDENT MAY BE MURDER
AUTHORITIES CONCLUDE DEATH WAS ACCIDENTAL
ABERDEEN WOMAN CHARGED IN ACCIDENT
ABERDEEN MAN FACES CHARGES IN ACCIDENT
ABERDEEN TEEN DIES IN HEAD-ON CRASH
ALPENA MAN DIES IN ONE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
PLEA ENTERED IN FATAL WRECK--AMHERST
ARLINGTON MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
CAR ACCIDENT KILLS RURAL ARLINGTON MAN
WOMAN DIES IN ACCIDENT NEAR ARLINGTON
ARLINGTON MAN FACES CHARGES
ARLINGTON WOMAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
AURORA MAN KILLED WHEN CAR HITS PILLAR
AVON MAN KILLED IN CAR-SEMI-TRUCK COLLISION
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ACCIDENT AUTO-BE
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
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ACCIDENT AUTO-BU
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
AUTO-
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/19/1988 AG12 KBALTIC MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
9/21/1989 COIA JeWRECK INJURES BALTIC WOMAN
8/G5/I991 AG12 *7 INJURED IN CRASH
8/G6/1991 CG12 DRIVER CITED FOR CAUSING 3-CAR CRASH
1/23/1992 CG31 MAN IS FOUND SAFE AFTER FATAL ACCIDENT
1/25/1992 CG32 BADLANDS CRASH A PUZZLE DUE TO MISSING WITNESS
2/G2/1992 FG22 POLICE QUESTION ALLEGED DRIVER IN WALL FATALITY
1G/G6/198A CG31 MONTANA MAN DIES IN BOX ELDER
8/28/1987 AGll BERESFORD MAN KILLED IN WRECK
5/25/1989 AG16 KCAR, TRACTOR COLLIDE EAST OF BERESFORD
5/26/1989 CG12 CRASH VICTIM IDENTIFIED AS ALCESTER WOMAN
6/25/1991 CG31 OELRICH'S MAN CITED IN BOX ELDER FATAL CRASH
8/l<i/1982 CG31 BENNETT COUNTY OFFICIALS PROBE ACCIDENT
A/G8/1982 DG51 BELLE FOURCHE WOMEN DIES WHEN CAR HITS HAYRACK
9/G6/1987 CG61 ACCIDENT KILLS BELLE FOURCHE RESIDENTS
9/10/1987 CG21 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT MAY SPARK CRIMINAL CHARGES
I/22/199G BOll ACCIDENT KILLS ONE BY BELLE FOURCHE
12/17/1991 CG31 WOMAN DIES IN CRASH, 16-YEAR-OLD CHARGED
1/G5/1992 FG31 TEEN CHARGED IN MANSLAUGHTER CASE
1/19/1992 FG31 TRIAL MOVE REQUESTED IN TRAFFIC DEATH CASE
1/19/1992 FG31 BOY IS CHARGED IN TRAFFIC FATALITY
6/02/1992 CG21 BELLE FOURCHE TEEN TO STAND TRIAL AS ADULT
5/23/1992 DG21 BLACK HAWK MAN KILLED IN CRASH IDENTIFIED
8/10/1992 BOll WEEKEND CRASHES KILL 2 IN HILLS AREA
5/10/198A COAl BURKE MAN KILLED IN COLLISION NEAR BONESTEEL
A/18/1982 B051 COUPLE DIE IN HEAD-ON CRASH IN BROOKINGS
6/21/1982 B015 1 KILLED, 9 INJURED IN VAN ACCIDENT
9/10/1982 COAl CAR COLLISION KILLS RURAL BRYANT WOMAN
'iA/20/198A COAZf SERIES- OF?' HIT-AND-RUN ACCIDENTS
5/0A/198A COAl MINNESOTA WOMAN KILLED IN CAR CRASH
6/2A/1986 C015 2 MINN JUVENILES HURT NEAR BRANDON
7/11/1986 C015 JANKLOW'S HORSE KILLED BY CAR NEAR BRANDON
7/27/1986 C015 BRANDT WOMAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
A/OA/1988 AOll BROOKINGS WOMAN DEAD IN ACCIDENT
12/23/1988 C021 RURAL BRITTON TEEN-AGER DIES
8/19/1989 coil WOMAN, CHILD DIE IN BROOKINGS CRASH
9/09/1989 coil BROOKINGS COUPLE DIE IN TWO-CAR CRASH
6/16/1990 coil BROOKINGS MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
6/17/1990 GOll POLICE IDENTIFY ACCIDENT VICTIM
12/22/1990 C032 BRITTON WOMAN DIES IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT
A/25/1991 C031 BROOKINGS MAN KILLED IN HIGHWAY ACCIDENT
1/03/1992 C035 WOMAN DIES DAY AFTER ACCIDENT, TEEN HOSPITALIZED
1/25/1992 coil FIVE HURT WHEN CAR COLLIDES WITH TRAIN
1/26/1992 Foil FIVE RELEASED AFTER CAR-TRAIN COLLISION
7/10/1983 C071 BUFFALO MAN DIES AFTER HIT BY SEMITRAILER TRUCK
8/07/1983 BOAl BULLHEAD MAN DIES IN CAR-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT
10/26/1986 C021 MAN AND DAUGHTER KILLED WHEN CAR ROLLS IN DITCH
5/28/1983 A012 CENTERVILLE TODDLER DIES IN ACCIDENT
5/06/1985 C035 SIOUX. CITY MAN KILLED IN CRASH NEAR CENTERVILLE
fc9/17/1987 'COAI 'RAPID DIES IN VEHICLE ROLLOVER
7/17/1990 B031 ROLLOVER ACCIDENT KILLS GIRL, AGE 14
8/05/1982 C031 CLAREMONT CORONER'S JURY RECESSED
11/02/1989 C023 CLARK GIRL DIES IN CRASH
12/22/1990 C031 CLARK MAN CHARGED WITH AUTO HOMICIDE
10/26/1991 C031 1 DEAD AS RESULT OF 2-TRUCK WRECK
6/07/1983 C051 COLOME WOMAN DIES IN 1-CAR CRASH
6/19/1984 B035 COLMAN BOY DIES OF CARBON MONOXIDE POISON
10/29/1987 C012 ^ACCIDENT NEAR COLTON INJURES THREE
5/02/1989 coil SD COUPLE KILLED IN COLORADO CRASH
9/18/1989 BOll CORSICA MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
9/20/1989 coil OFFICIAL CONSIDERS CHARGES IN FATALITY
9/29/1989 coil CORSICA MAN, 20, CHARGED IN DEATH
11/30/1989 coil CORSICA MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN TRAFFIC DEATH
12/02/1989 coil COLTON MAN LISTED IN SERIOUS CONDITION
7/04/1990 C033 SD WOMAN DIES IN COLORADO CRASH
7/06/1990 C032 TWO COLOME RESIDENTS RUN OVER BY PICKUP
7/30/1990 C033 MITCHELL MAN DIES IN COLORADO ACCIDENT
8/09/1990 C033 3CMAN SLIGHTLY INJURED AFTER CRASH WITH TRAIN
8/29/1991 C031 COLORADO TEEN-AGER KILLED IN ROLLOVER
8/30/1991 C012 5CHEAD-0N CRASH
3/19/1992 coil CAR ACCIDENT KILLS THREE IN COLORADO
1/16/1982 B031 2 CORSON COUNTY MEN ROAD VICTIMS
11/27/1991 coil MAN SERIOUS AFTER CAR SLIDES INTO TRAIN
8/20/1982 B031 HIT-AND-RUN DRIVER KILLS CUSTER MAN
4/07/1990 C022 CUSTER WOMAN KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
3/30/1991 C034 FOUND DEAD IN CAR VICTIM OF HEART ATTACK
10/28/1991' B031''CUSTER TO USE -GRANT-TO CURB ACCIDENTS
11/09/1992 BOll CUSTER MAN, 33, DIES IN ACCIDENT
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ACCIDENT AUTO-DI
ACCIDENT AUTO-DO
ACCIDENT AUTO-DR
ACCIDENT AUTO-DS
ACCIDENT AUTO-DU
ACCIDENT AUTO-EB
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ACCIDENT AUTO-ET
ACCIDENT AUTO-FA
ACCIDENT AUTO-FL
ACCIDENT AUTO-FP
ACCIDENT AUTO-FR
ACCIDENT AUTO-GA
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ACCIDENT AUTO-HA
ACCIDENT AUTO-HB
ACCIDENT AUTO-HC
ACCIDENT AUTO-HE
ACCIDENT AUTO-HN
ACCIDENT AUTO-HO
ACCIDENT AUTO-HS
accident AUTO-HU
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/20/1983 COAl DIXON MAN BACKS TRUCK OVER SON
7/28/1983 C051 MINNEAPOLIS YOUTH DIES IN CRASH NEAR DOLAND
6/20/1983 BOll DELL RAPIDS MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
6/19/1984 BOll DELL RAPIDS GIRL DIES IN VEHICLE MISHAP
1/20/1986 B015 18-YEAR-OLD DELL RAPIDS MAN HURT IN ROLLOVER
1/01/1987 B053 ^INJURY ACCIDENT
8/17/1988 A012 ROLL-OVER CRASH KILLS DRIVER
11/26/1990 BOll DE SMET TEEN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
10/25/1983 C051 OFFICIALS PROBE ROLLOVER
9/21/1982 C041 EAGLE BUTTE MAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
12/15/1990 C036 4-YEAR-OLD BOY DIES AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
2/20/1991 C034 EAGLE BUTTE ACCIDENT KILLS 18-YEAR-OLD
9/25/1982 B031 BOY DIES OF CRASH INJURIES-ELLSWORTH AIR
12/08/1991 FOll THREE DEAD IN HIGHWAY 14 CRASH
11/25/1982 B031 WOMAN DIES IN ONE-VEHICLE ROLLOVER
4/28/1985 coil SF, ESTELLINE GIRLS DIE IN CAR CRASH
8/23/1987 coil ESTELLINE MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
3/05/1983 B031 ETHAN MAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
9/23/1983 C034 STATE TREASURER'S UNCLE DIES IN ETHAN
5/22/1983 C061 BUFFALO GAP MAN DIES IN FAIRBURN ACCIDENT
5/27/1983 C041 7-YEAR-OLD GIRL KILLED IN CRASH NEAR FAULKTON
10/24/1987 C021 CAR-TRUCK ACCIDENT KILLS FAULKTON MAN
9/04/1989 A012 CAR CRASH KILLS 4 NEAR FAULKTON
9/05/1989 A012 3 CHILDREN SURVIVE CAR CRASH
9/06/1989 A121 CASE MOUNTS AGAINST INEXPERIENCED DRIVERS (ED)
9/06/1989 coil CRASH CHARGES CONSIDERED TODAY
9/07/1989 C012 CHARGES PENDING IN FAULKTON CRASH
9/09/1989 coil CRASH VICTIM UPGRADED TO SERIOUS
9/14/1989 coil FINAL SURVIVOR OF CRASH GOES HOME
9/2171989 A016 DRIVER, 14; IN CRASH HAD DRUNK
11/14/1985 BOll FLANDREAU MAN DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
11/15/1985 C03I FLANDREAU MAN DIES FROM ACCIDENT INJURIES
10/04/1987 coil ONE-CAR ACCIDENT KILLS FLANDREAU MAN
3/20/1988 coil WOMAN DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
12/07/1982 C04I MAN KILLED IN FORT PIERRE ACCIDENT
5/24/1983 C041 YANKTON GIRL DIES IN CAR CRASH NEAR FREEMAN
1/05/1986 C015 ELDERLY FREEMAN COUPLE DIE IN ACCIDENT
7/23/1986 B021 BOY DIES AFTER BEING RUN OVER BY TRUCK
9/29/1986 C013 CAR WRECK VICTIM REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
10/14/1987 BOll GARRETSON COUPLE INJURED IN ACCIDENT
12/16/1988 C015 WOMAN INJURED IN GARRETSON CAR-TRAIN CRASH
12/28/1989 coil GARRETSON WOMAN HURT IN ACCIDENT
1/13/1990 coil GARRETSON WOMAN HIT BY AUTOMOBILE
1/14/1990 coil GARRETSON WOMAN LISTED AS CRITICAL
1/15/1990 BOll INJURED PEDESTRIAN REMAINS IN CRITICAL
1/03/1986 C032 MAN DIES PULLING CAR FROM DITCH
9/03/1987 coil ACCIDENT KILLS GROTON YOUTH
7/10/1990 C032 DRIVER IS IDENTIFIED IN RUNOVER INCIDENT
11/03/1985 coil RURAL HARRISON BOY DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
V4/27/1987 coil=2 HARTFORD MEN HURT IN ACCIDENT
6/28/1990 AOll 2 WOMEN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
8/01/1992 B012 *HARTFORD ACCIDENT HURTS FOUR
3/20/1991 C033 2 WOMEN KILLED IN CAR-TRUCK COLLISION
12/30/1984 C041 ACCIDENT TAKES LIFE OF HILL CITY YOUTH
3/18/1986 C025 HILL CITY MAN INDICTED IN DEATH
5/06/1982 D031 HETLAND MAN DIES IN PICKUP ACCIDENT
7/01/1983 C031 MAN, GIRL DIE IN HEAD-ON CRASH NEAR HERMOSA
7/02/1983 B041 MAN, DAUGHTER DIE IN CRASH NEAR HERMOSA
11/06/1990 D035 HETLAND MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
12/08/1991 F021 MAN DIES AFTER WEEKEND CAR WRECK
11/04/1985 BOll MOTHER, DAUGHTER DIE IN ACCIDENT--HOWARD
5/25/1988 B021 HOVEN NUMB AFTER LOSS OF 6 IN CRASH
1/18/1982 C031 HOT SPRINGS YOUTH DIES IN ACCIDENT
2/04/1982 D031 TWO DIE IN ACCIDENT NEAR HOT SPRINGS
3/24/1982 coil PEDESTRIAN RUNS INTO CAR, HOT SPRINGS
10/15/1983 C051 HOT SPRINGS MAN PLEADS NO CONTEST
4/04/1984 D041 HOT SPRINGS WOMAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
5/28/1986 C021 HOT SPRINGS MAN KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
9/25/1982 B031 WOMAN CRITICAL AFTER CRASH
9/21/1983 B041 HURON TEEN DIES FROM AUTO ACCIDENT
9/19/1985 C031 CAR STRIKES 2 VEHICLES IN HURON
9/20/1985 C031 MAN KILLED IN FALL FROM CAR IS IDENTIFIED
5/10/1986 coil CLINIC WALL COLLAPSES AFTER ACCIDENT WITH CAR
11/01/1986 C041 21-YEAR-OLD DIES AFTER CAR ROLLS IN HURON
2/15/1987 coil SENATOR HURT IN ACCIDENT
10/09/1987 A015 HURON DRIVER INJURES 11
10/10/1987 ;;C011 HURON ^MAN IS CHARGED IN ACCIDENTS
10/23/1987 C04I HURON MAN GETS YEAR IN JAIL FOR ACCIDENTS
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5/22/1990 B033 MAN FACES CHARGES IN VEHICULAR DEATH
10/1A/I99d E031 PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT KILLS HURON MAN
10/20/1990 C031 MAN TO BE CHARGED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
8/30/1992 FOll 2 INJURED IN CRASH SOUTH OF HUMBOLDT
9/12/1992 B021 HURON WOMAN DIES IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT
7/19/1982 B031 SF GIRL KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
7/26/1982 BOAl STURGIS TEEN KILLED IN AUTO ACCIDENT
8/04/1982 C052 SF MAN DIES IN AUTO ACCIDENT
10/01/1984 C013 SF LAWYER DIES IN CRASH
10/02/1984 BOll COUNTY OFFICES TO CLOSE FOR FUNERAL
11/27/1984 A012 ^MISTAKEN IDENTITY
11/28/1984 D021 MIX-UP A CRUEL SURPRISE (ED)
12/20/1984 C012 LIFE RETURNING TO NORMAL FOR CRASH VICTIM
12/09/1985 C013 ^MEMORIES OF CHRISTMAS EVE WRECK LINGER
11/17/1986 C012 XIOWA GIRL RETURNING FROM THE DEAD
12/09/1986 A015 *3 DIE, 3 HURT IN IOWA CRASH
9/07/1987 coil IOWA DRIVER KILLED IN AUTO ACCIDENT
2/08/1989 coil CITY MAN CRUSHED TO DEATH IN IOWA
2/13/1989 BOll THREE PEOPLE KILLED ON IOWA HIGHWAYS
3/18/1989 coil FREAK ACCIDENT IN SIOUX CITY INJURES 11
9/30/1989 coil CITY MAN KILLED, WIFE INJURED IN CRASH
1/04/1990 coil SOUTH DAKOTAN DIES IN IOWA ACCIDENT
8/21/1990 coil MAN'S CONDITION SERIOUS AFTER WEEKEND CRASH
11/13/1990 C014 AUGUSTANA STUDENT, PARENTS DIE IN CRASH
11/15/1990 A012 3(HIGHWAY DEATHS ROCK IOWA TOWN
7/26/1991 coil SHELDON TEEN DIES WHEN CAR HITS TRUCK
10/13/1992 BOll TWO DIE IN CRASH IN NORTHWEST IOWA
1/11/1987 coil HOVEN MAN DIES IN IDAHO CAR CRASH
%2/i 0/1982 .C031 i WEBSTER MAN- KIL LED IN ;.CAREHASE - ILLINOIS
10/01/1987 C051 IPSWICH MAN DIES IN ONE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
10/25/1988 coil IPSWICH GIRL, 15 DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
3/02/1982 B031 YOUTH KILLED WHEN PICKUP HITS BRIDGE-ISABEL
1/23/1987 coil ISABEL MAN DIES IN CRASH
12/06/1982 C041 KIMBALL WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
10/24/1985 C031 ETHAN MAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT NEAR KIMBALL
11/05/1992 BOll KRANZBURG CRASH KILLS TWO MEN
7/23/1989 coil CAR-HORSE ACCIDENT KILLS ALLEN MAN, 23
8/18/1990 C022 KYLE MAN DIES AFTER AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
11/02/1990 C035 CHARGES WON'T BE FILED IN FATAL CAR ACCIDENT
11/13/1991 C031 MAN FOUND NOT GUILTY IN RUNNING OVER TEEN
3/02/1982 B031 DEATHS BRING WRECKLESS DRIVING CHARGES-LETCHER
7/17/1982 B031 LETCHER MAN PLEADS NO CONTEST IN KIDS' DEATHS
9/22/1982 C041 CAR-BUS CRASH KILLS LENNOX WOMEN
4/23/1983 coil LENNOX WOMAN KILLED ON ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
4/24/1985 B012 JANKLOW CITES LEAD TEEN
5/06/1986 C021 RURAL LEOLA YOUTH DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
iO/14/1986 C033 ONE-CAR ROLLOVER KILLS LITTLE EAGLE MAN
6/16/1987 coil LENNOX BOY, 2, STRUCK BY CAR
10/11/1987 B015 LENNOX GIRL KILLED IN ACCIDENT
"5/12/1989 coil ONE-CAR CRASH KILLS THREE NEAR LEAD
4/23/1992 A012 KLENNOX TEEN ON TRACK AFTER CRASH
7/20/1992 BOll VICTIM IDENTIFIED AS LENNOX MAN
10/24/1992 A012 KLENNOX, TEA YOUTHS MOURN CLASSMATES
7/28/1986 BOll ACCIDENT SUNDAY INJURES 4 NEAR LYONS
4/12/1988 A012 KROLLOVER ACCIDENT
4/12/1988 C043 WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER ROLLOVER
6/15/1982 A013 HEAVY RAINS BLAMED FOR DEATH OF SD WOMAN
12/07/1983 C012 MARION COUPLE INJURED IN CAR-TRAIN ACCIDENT
7/05/1986 coil RURAL MADISON CHILD RUN OVER BY TRUCK DIES
1/28/1987 B021 VICTIM FOUND SEVERAL HOURS AFTER ACCIDENT
11/15/1990 C035 MADISON TEEN INJURED IN ROLLOVER
5/02/1991 coil DRIVER IN FATAL ACCIDENT CHARGED
7/16/1991 C033 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN CRASH THAT KILLED THREE
4/24/1982 C031 MCLAUGHLIN MAN HIT BY CAR KILLED
6/22/1984 coil MOUND CITY WOMAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
11/22/1991 C031 MISSION HILL MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
1/18/1982 C031 MITCHELL MAN DIES IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT
1/04/1983 C031 2-CAR CRASH KILLS RURAL MITCHELL MAN
6/10/1983 C061 MISSION MAN DIES IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
6/16/1984 C031 MISSION TEEN-AGER FACES MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE
8/18/1984 B035 PAINT TEST IDENTIFIES VEHICLE INVOLVED ACCIDENT
8/19/1984 A012 ^FRIENDS WAIT BY WINDOW FOR TRAVIS TO WAKE UP
9/07/1984 coil MITCHELL TEEN INJURED TO GET THERAPY
11/24/1984 B013 MISSION GIRL IS TRAFFIC ACCIDENT VICTIM
4/09/1985 B021 MITCHELL MAN IS KILLED IN ONE-CAR ROLLOVER
9/17/1985 C041 MISSION WOMAN DIES IN SUNDAY CAR ACCIDENT
<^10/23/1985' B033"'MINA MAN DIES« AFTER- LOSING CONTROL OF CAR
2/24/1986 BOll AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY ACCIDENT VICTIM
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10/18/1986 CG2I MITCHELL MAN KILLED IN PICKUP ACCIDENT
10/21/1986 C024 ACCIDENTS KILL 2 OVER WEEKEND
11/13/1986 C021 MILBANK WOMAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
12/15/1986 C021 MINA MAN DIES--CAR FALLS THROUGH LAKE ICE
1/26/1987 B012 ACCIDENT STRENGTHENS BOND FOR BROTHER, SISTER
A/09/1987 C021 5 YOUTHS INJURED IN CAR-BUS ACCIDENT
6/0A/1988 C021 TEEN-AGER KILLED--2 HURT IN CRASH
6/13/1988 coil MILBANK YOUTH KILLED IN ACCIDENT
3/27/1989 BOll MILBANK COUPLE DIES IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
10/12/1989 coil MITCHELL OFFICIAL FINED $215 FOR HIT AND RUN
1/10/1990 AOll MITCHELL MAN DIES WHEN PICKUP ROLLS
1/23/1990 C022 MILBANK MAN KILLED IN ONE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
7/27/1990 C031 MITCHELL TEEN DIES AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
11/22/1990 C032 BIA OFFICER DIES IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
12/0A/1990 C036 MISSION TEEN-AGER DIES IN COLLISION WITH UNCLE
12/13/1990 C032 AUTHORITIES INVESTIGATE ACCIDENTS NEAR MISSION
12/16/1990 E035 2 DRIVERS INDICTED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
1/01/1991 C033 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
3/18/1991 coil MITCHELL.MAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
5/25/1991 C015 LAWSUIT FILED IN TRUCK WRECK
9/13/1992 DOll MITCHELL TEEN-AGER DIES IN CAR CRASH
2/04/1983 A012 *6 MINNESOTA DEATHS BLAMED ON SNOW
5/25/1985 coil MILBANK MAN DIES IN MINNESOTA CRASH
6/12/1986 C013 KTO PROBE CRASH THAT KILLED FIVE
8/06/1987 coil 2 16-YEAR-OLD BOYS CRITICAL AFTER WRECK
5/13/1988 coil PIPESTONE MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
5/24/1988 C014 AREA BAND'S LEAD SINGER DIES
6/20/1988 coil CITY MAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
10/29/1988 coil MINN ACCIDENT KILLED FORMER CITY WOMAN
12/29/1988 A015*AUGirCHEERLEADER DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
12/30/1988 C016 SCFRIENDS MOURN DEATH
7/18/1989 coil 2 MINNESOTANS HURT IN CRASH
8/07/1989 BOll WOMAN KILLED IN MINNESOTA CAR CRASH
8/21/1990 C035 ESTELLINE MAN KILLED IN MINNESOTA ACCIDENT
2/09/1992 FOll NEW EFFINGTON COUPLE DIES IN CAR-TRUCK CRASH
7/07/1986 B021 MAN DIES AFTER CAR PINS HIM AGAINST WALL
3/19/1987 C021 HOT SPRINGS MAN INJURED IN FATAL CAR CRASH
9/17/1987 C041 MISSOURI ACCIDENT KILLS SOUTH DAKOTA MAN
5/25/1990 C022 MOBRIDGE BOY KILLED IN CAR-BICYCLE ACCIDENT
8/16/1991 C031*MOBRIDGE TRUCK ROLLOVER KILLS WOMAN, INJURES 4
6/22/1992 coil MOBRIDGE MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
11/24/1992 BOll 5-YEAR-OLD GIRL KILLED IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
2/21/1983 B031 RC WOMAN DIES IN CAR MISHAP--M0NTANA
12/10/1988 C012 DRIVER CHARGED IN WOMAN'S DEATH
2/05/1983 B031 MT VERNON MAN KILLED ON ROAD
7/26/1982 B041 SF GIRL INJURED IN ACCIDENT IN NEBRASKA
11/28/1982 BOll SOUTH DAKOTAN DIES IN NEBRASKA ACCIDENT
5/28/1983 B041 CRASH NEAR NAPER, NEB KILLS SOUTH DAKOTAN
12/17/1985 C021 ALPENA MAYOR DIES IN NEBRASKA CAR CRASH
, 4/20/1986 coil BONESTEEL MAN DIES IN NEB ACCIDENT
4/26/1986 C021 MAN DIES IN NEBRASKA TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
11/21/1982 C015 SD MAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
2/02/1983 D031 PORCUPINE MAN DIES IN ND CRASH
5/24/1986 C015 ABERDEEN MEN DIED IN ND CRASH
5/19/1988 coil 2 EX-RESIDENTS KILLED IN WRECK
5/20/1988 C015 BOY DIES AFTER WRECK THAT KILLED FAMILY
5/28/1990 coil 2 SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE IN COLLSION
11/14/1991 C021 MOBRIDGE MAN DIES AFTER STRUCK BY CAR
11/21/1991 C021 MOBRIDGE WOMAN DIES IN BISMARK ACCIDENT
2/28/1992 C031 SD MAN DIES IN ND ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
3/05/1992 C031 MAN FACES CHARGES IN FATAL ACCIDENT
7/13/1987 coil WOMAN DEAD IN CAR ACCIDENT
12/26/1988 C021 SERGEANT DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
8/01/1989 coil TWO SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE IN ACCIDENTS
7/17/1990 BOll SD BOY KILLED IN NEBRASKA ACCIDENT
8/15/1990 C031 ACCIDENT KILLS MAN NEAR NEWELL
1/06/1991 C035 NEBRASKA CRASH KILLS SD MAN
3/23/1991 C031 NEWELL WOMAN DIES IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
7/11/1991 C022 RAPID CITY BOY KILLED IN PICKUP ACCIDENT
1/15/1992 coil ABERDEEN MAN DIES IN NEBRASKA ACCIDENT
9/29/1987 C041 OACOMA MAN DIES AFTER BEING HIT BY TRUCK
5/02/1982 C041 WYO MAN DIES IN CRASH NEAR ONIDA
7/23/1986 B021 NEVADA WOMAN DIES IN ACCIDENT NEAR ONIDA
5/10/1991 C035 ONIDA WOMAN KILLED IN CRASH
8/05/1986 C016 BROOKINGS WOMAN DIES IN WRECK
8/29/1991 C031 S DAKOTAN HURT IN FATAL OREGON WRECK
iv7/24/1984TB051;ACCIDENT KTLLS-PARKSTON MAN
8/25/1991 EOll PARKER MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
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3/2^/1982 M2^ JANKLOW TICKETED FOR FAILURE TO YIELD
A/19/1983 BG31 MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
5/08/1983 BOll PIERRE TEEN DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
9/0A/1986 C021 MAN FILES SUIT AGAINST PIERRE AUTO COMPANY
2/25/1990 coil PIERRE CAR CRASH KILLS 1, INJURES 2
7/17/1992 coil PIERRE TEEN DIES IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
12/11/1984 C035 PINE RIDGE MAN DIES IN 2-VEHICLE CRASH
11/06/1987 C021 TODDLER DIES IN SCHOOL BUS, CAR COLLISION
12/10/1987 C041 ACCIDENT NEAR PINE RIDGE KILLS 1, INJURES 3
1/22/1988 C021 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN MANSLAUGHTER CASE
1/09/1991 C036 WOMAN KILLED, 5 HURT IN TWO-CAR COLLISION
6/21/1991 C03A TEEN-AGER DIES AFTER TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
1/13/1992 C031 DRIVER PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
3/17/1982 C051 RC MAN DIES IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
A/27/1982 BOIA EMPTY CAR SLAMS THROUGH DORM WINDOW
6/2A/1982 C031 AUTO ACCIDENT KILLS 2, INJURES 2-RAPID CITY
6/28/1982 B031 ACCIDENTS KILL 2 RAPID CITY MEN
8/17/1982 C03I MAN KILLED WHEN HIT BY PICKUP
8/18/1982 C031 INFORMATION SOUGHT ON TRAFFIC VICTIM
8/25/1982 A023 RAPID CITY WOMAN DIES IN 2-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
10/18/1982 C035 RC POLICE SAY DRAG RACING INVOLVED PRIEST DEATH
10/20/1982 C031 16-YEAR OLD CHARGED WITH PRIEST'S DEATH
10/22/1982 C031 TEEN GETS 1 YEAR IN PRIEST'S DEATH
12/0A/1982 C031 CRASH KILLS RC MAN
2/16/1983 C031 RAPID CITY MAN, 28, DIES OF INJURIES
A/10/1983 C051 RAPID CITY MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
8/23/1983 C071 FATHER SUES RAPID CITY MAN FOR SON'S DEATH
9/27/1983 C055 RC MAN DIES IN I-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
10/12/1983 COAl MONTANA MAN CHARGED WITH VEHICULAR HOMICIDE
'*l/3r/r98A-B0A2' MAN KILLED;" GIRL CRITICALLY INJURED
3/08/198A COAl RAPID CITY WOMAN DIED OF EXHAUST FUMES
8/19/198A C0A5 RC TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS RESULT IN 2 DEATHS
A/30/1985 B031 8-YEAR-OLD GIRL DIES AFTER BEING STRUCK BY TRUCK
5/31/1985 C031 MAN PLEADS NO CONTEST TO VEHICULAR HOMICIDE
9/20/1985 C031 BOY PINNED UNDER TRAILER DIES IN HOSPITAL
9/21/1985 C031 PROBE CLEARS WOMAN IN POLICEMAN'S DEATH
10/07/1985 BOll 1 DIES IN RAPID CITY TRUCK-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT
9/29/1986 C021 RAPID CITY FAMILY FILES FIVE SUITS IN FATAL CRASH
9/29/1986 C021 RAPID CITY MAN KILLED AFTER PICKUP TRUCK ROLLS
2/06/1987 C021 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY.MOTORIST KILLED
2/16/1987 coil ICY ROADS BLAMED FOR THREE DEATHS
6/06/1987 coil 2 CHILDREN DIE IN 2 ACCIDENTS
6/27/1987 C0A5 MAYOR INJURED IN ACCIDENT
7/17/1987 C021 JOY RIDE BECOMES CRASH COURSE FOR BOY, 15
10/05/1987 coil RAPID CITY WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
1/25/1988 B026 2 MEN DIE IN ACCIDENT IN RAPID CITY
12/18/1988 E02A RAPID CITY WOMAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
12/21/1988 C021 RAPID CITY MAN KILLED IN CRASH
3/15/1989 C015 BROTHERS HURT IN TRAFFIC GAME
>5/07/1989 COAl RAPID CITY WOMAN KILLED IN CRASH
7/05/1989 coil ONE PERSON DIES IN HOLIDAY CRASH
7/10/1989 BOAl RC MAN IS CHARGED IN FATAL TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
9/28/1989 C021 MAN DIES FROM CAR ACCIDENT INJURIES
1/01/1990 BOll CAR ACCIDENT VICTIM IDENTIFIED BY OFFICIALS
1/15/1990 BOll RAPID CITY MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
3/22/1990 C025 WOMAN DIES IN WRECK NEAR RAPID CITY
3/31/1990 C023 GIRL ALLEGEDLY USED CAR ILLEGALLY IN FATAL CRASH
A/09/1990 C022 RAPID CITY MAN KILLED IN ROLLOVER
6/22/1990 C03A MAN FACES CHARGE IN FATAL CAR ACCIDENT
9/11/1990 C031 TEEN, 15, DIES IN ROLLLOVER ACCIDENT
12/10/1990 C031 MAN WHO LEFT ACCIDENT SCENE IS CONVICTED
A/02/1991 B033 RC MAN IS RUN OVER BY HIS VEHICLE
A/18/1991 C03A LAWSUIT AGAINST MAYOR IS SETTLED OUT OF COURT
A/22/1991 coil RAPID CITY MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
7/08/1991 BOll 1 KILLED, 1 INJURED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
7/16/1991 C035 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS KILL 2 MEN SUNDAY
7/26/1991 coil ELLSWORTH RESIDENT KILLED IN ACCIDENT
8/16/1991 C031 RAPID CITY MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
9/26/1991 C021 MAN IS INDICTED IN TRAFFIC DEATH
3/17/1992 C031 HEAD-ON CRASH KILLS A PEOPLE
5/29/1992 C03I RC MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
lO/OA/1992 FOll RC TEEN DIES IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
11/03/1992 BOll RC MAN DIES IN TWO-VEHICLE CRASH
11/06/1992 BOll THREE-VEHICLE CRASH CLAIMS TWO VICTIMS
7/12/1982 C031 REDFIELD WOMAN KILLED IN 1-CAR CRASH
1/27/1986 BOll 2-GAR COLLISION NEAR READLYN
&.9/28/1986-A012^3«SMASHUP LEAVESvl-CRITICALLY INJURED
9/03/1991 C033 ^ROLLOVER NEAR RENNER
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7/19/1992 AOll TWO MEN KILLED IN CAR CRASH NEAR RENNER CORNER
8/03/1992 AQ85 KELO'S ACCIDENT REPORT LACKED TASTE CD
5/29/1991 CG33 ROSEBUD MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
10/09/1991 C031 WHITE RIVER MAN CAHRGED IN ACCIDENT
7/16/1992 coil BROTHER, SISTER DIE IN CAR WRECK
7/26/1992 DOll POLICE INVESTIGATING FATALITY OF ROSEBUD
5/09/1992 coil PICKUP ACCIDENT KILLS SWIFT BIRD RESIDENT
10/15/198A coil CITY MAN, 50, DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
10/2'»/1988 B021 SIOUX CITY WORKER DIES IN HIT-AND-RUN
6/20/1991 C026 SCENIC RESIDENT'S DEATH RULED ACCIDENTAL
12/16/1992 BOll SIOUX CITY PILEUP INVOLVES 50 CARS
2/08/1982 coil FOUR KILLED OVER WEEKEND ON SD ROADS
2/21/1982 B031 US NEEDS SAFETY AWARENESS (YEAGER)
3/21/1982 A012 ^5 SD DEATHS BLAMED ON SNOW STORM
6/20/1982 B055 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS KILL CHILD, 95 YEAR OLD
7/06/1982 BOll *BUCKLING UP BABY SAVES LIVES
7/22/1982 C071 PINE RIDGE MAN DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
7/25/1982 BOAl SHERMAN MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
8/01/1982 B041 VIRGIL MAN DIES IN CAR-TRUCK CRASH
8/02/1982 B031 KYLE WOMAN DIES IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
8/03/1982 B031 3 KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
8/04/1982 C051 BOND SET FOR LAN6F0RD MAN IN DEATHS
8/15/1982 B041 HIGHWAY CRASH FATALITY RATE DOWN 31 PERCENT
8/17/1982 C031 SISSETON WOMAN KILLED--HIGHWAY 212 NEAR WATERTOWN
8/21/1982 C031 2 S DAKOTANS DIE IN SEPARATE ACCIDENTS
8/23/1982 B031 COLORADO WOMAN KILLED IN CRASH IN SD
8/24/1982 coil CANISTOTA MAN FACES MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE
8/26/1982 C031 2 DEAD FOLLOWING CRASHES
8/29/1982 B041 2 FACE MURDER CHARGES IN TRAFFIC DEATH
9/06/1982 -B015 NO'TRAFFIC FATALITIES REPORTED LABOR DAY WEEKEND
9/25/1982 B034 ALCOHOL RELATED TRAFFIC DEATHS DROPS
10/14/1982 C014 CAR CRASHES NEAR HARRISBURG, PIERRE KILL 3
10/19/1982 C061 LEMMON MAN KILLED IN CAR CRASH
12/03/1982 C063 SD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT KILLS TWO
1/01/1983 B012 3 KILLED IN SOUTH DAKOTA TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
1/03/1983 A012 '82 TRAFFIC DEATHS IN SD AT RECORD LOW
1/05/1983 D031 2 DIE IN 4-VEHlCLE ACCIDENT
1/07/1983 A012 DWl FIGHT, RECESSION HELP CUT ROAD DEATHS
1/14/1983 B041 SD TRAFFIC RECORD 3RD IN NATION
1/20/1983 C031 FREEMAN MAN DIES IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
2/02/1983 D041 VEHICULAR HOMICIDE LAW SUPPORTED
2/16/1983 C031 2 SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE ON HIGHWAYS
3/21/1983 B031 3 DIE, 1 INJURED IN HEAD-ON CAR CRASH
3/22/1983 C031 ONE-CAR ACCIDENT KILLS LENNOX MAN
4/19/1983 BOll DRIVERS GOING SLOWER BUT MORE DIE
5/14/1983 BOll SF MAN CHARGED WITH MANSLAUGHTER
5/24/1983 C041 VALE MAN CHARGED WITH MANSLAUGHTER
5/25/1983 coil LIBYAN STUDENT DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
5/27/1983 C021 HOW TO AVOID BEING A HIGHWAY STATISTIC (ED)
5/27/1983 C041 HOLIDAY.WEEKEND HAS GRIM TRAFFIC RECORD
5/28/1983 B041M0BR1DGE MAN KILLED IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT
5/31/1983 A012 TWO DIE ON STATE HIGHWAYS DURING WEEKEND
6/05/1983 C051 WEEKEND ACCIDENTS KILL 3 SOUTH DAKOTA MEN
6/14/1983 B051 AUTOPSY ORDERED ON VICTIM OF CAR ACCIDENT
6/26/1983 C041 HIGHWAY PATROL PROBES CAR-PEDESTRIAN DEATH
6/30/1983 coil SHERIFF OFFICE INVESTIGATES DEATH NEAR NORRIS
7/06/1983 C035 TEEN IS STATE'S ONLY HOLIDAY TRAFFIC DEATH
7/11/1983 C014 4 ARE KILLED ON STATE HIGHWAYS
7/12/1983 coil MARTIN TEEN-AGER IS 71ST STATE FATALITY OF YEAR
7/19/1983 C045 HEAD-ON COLLISION KILLS 5, INJURES 3
7/20/1983 C051 7 KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS AROUND STATE
8/01/1983 B041 MAN FACES CHARGES FOR 1982 TRAFFIC FATALITY
8/14/1983 C016 HIGHWAY TOLL UP 25 PERCENT, BUT ACCIDENTS DECLINE
8/25/1983 coil TRIAL IN VEHICULAR HOMICIDE CASE DELAYED
9/06/1983 C016 WEEKEND CRASHES KILL 3 IN STATE
9/07/1983 C054 4 DIE ON SOUTH DAKOTA HIGHWAYS
9/20/1983 C041 WEEKEND ACCIDENT KILLS 2 ON SD ROADS
10/02/1983 B071 MINN WOMAN DIES IN 2-VEHlCLE ACCIDENT
10/05/1983 A015 TEENS 'OVERREPRESENTED' IN ACCIDENTS
10/26/1983 C041 3 BLACK HILLS RESIDENTS DIE
11/12/1983 B031 TRAFFIC VICTIM IS 26-YR-OLD NEVADA MAN
11/15/1983 B043 5 ARE KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN SD
12/12/1983 coil XSIGNS GIVE STARK REMINDER TO DRIVERS
12/14/1983 C013 ICE ON ROADS CAUSES 2 ACCIDENTS
12/21/1983 C031 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS KILL TWO STATE RESIDENTS
12/24/1983 BOll TWO SOUTH DAKOTANS KILLED IN HEAD-ON CRASH
a2/29/1983:;C011-LOWER BRULEs MAN^ WHO DIED IN CAR FIRE IDENTIFIED
12/31/1983 BOll '83 STATE ROAD TOLL 23 HIGHER THAN YEAR AGO
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l/03/198<i con
1/05/198A BG35
2/1Q/198A C031
2/20/198A CG51
2/22/198A DG36
2/23/1984 CG34
2/28/1984 BG41
3/G7/1984 DGll
3/13/1984 BGll
3/15/1984 CG12
3/21/1984 DG31
3/27/1984 CG41
4/1G/1984 CG41
4/15/1984 BG61
4/24/1984 BG41
5/19/1984 CG41
5/21/1984 CG41
5/23/1984 DG31
5/25/1984 CG41
5/27/1984 BG51
7/03/1984 C041
7/14/1984 BG31
7/18/1984 DOll
7/24/1984 BG51
8/27/1984 BG15
9/02/1984 C061
9/20/1984 C031
10/09/1984 B035
^:^10/14/1984^C051a
10/20/1984 C031
10/23/1984 B041
12/15/1984 B015
12/28/1984 AOll
12/29/1984 C031
1/15/1985 B045
2/21/1985 C024
3/17/1985 C041
5/10/1985 A081
5/28/1985 C012
6/25/1985 con
7/04/1985 C021
7/04/1985 C021
7/08/1985 B031
7/13/1985 C031
7/25/1985 C015
7/26/1985 A016
7/27/1985 C031
7/30/1985 con
8/04/1985 X011
8709/1985 C031
8/13/1985 C031
9/01/1985 D013
9/04/1985 B013
9/10/1985 C021
10/17/1985 C031
10/24/1985 C012
10/26/1985 C021
11/16/1985 C021
11/16/1985 C021
12/26/1985 con
12/27/1985 C012
1/03/1986 A015
1/26/1986 B013
1/29/1986 B015
3/02/1986 con
3/10/1986 BOll
3/14/1986 C014
4/05/1986 Con
4/30/1986 B021
5/08/1986 C031
5/25/1986 con
6/06/1986 C021
6/10/1986 C031
6/12/1986 C016
6/12/1986 C021
. 6/24/1986, C021,
6/29/1986 A012
7/01/1986 C032
SOUTH DAKOTA HAS NO HOLIDAY TRAFFIC FATALITIES
BOY IN GOOD CONDITION AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
AMHERST MAN DIES IN ONE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
STURGIS MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
CAR ACCIDENT KILLS 2 PEOPLE
ACCIDENT VICTIMS IDENTIFIED AS VOLIN COUPLE
WOMAN PASSENGER KILLED IN ROLL OVER
KICY ROADS
^ABERDEEN GIRL, 7, KILLED WHEN CAR ROLLS
MINOR INJURIES IN CAR, SCHOOL BUS CRASH
PINE RIDGE RESIDENT DIES IN AUTOMOBILE
2ND CLEAR LAKE WOMAN DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
TORONTO MAN KILLED WHEN STRUCK BY TRUCK
ABERDEEN WOMAN KILLED IN 2-CAR COLLISION
3-WHEEL VEHICLE FLIPS OVER, KILL DRIVER, 24
OMAHA MAN DIES AFTER TRAFFIC ACCIDENT ON 1-29
BERESFORD WOMAN DIES.IN HIGHWAY CRASH
CANADIAN WOMAN DIES IN CRASH NEAR FREEMAN
RANCHER KILLED WHEN PICKUP TRUCK LEAVES ROAD
NORRIS MAN DIES IN CRASH
4 DIE IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN STATE
ALABAMA MAN FACES VEHICULAR HOMICIDE CHARGE
BROOKINGS WOMAN DIES IN MULTIPLE-CAR PILEUP
CAR CRASH KILLS MARTY WOMAN
AREA TEEN-AGERS KILLED IN ACCIDENT
WINNER MAN DIES WHEN CAR, TRUCK COLLIDE
BOYS ESCAPE INJURY WHEN CAR ROLLS OVER
TWO FROM STATE DIE IN HIGHWAY MISHAPS
TORONTO MAN'DIES-FROM INJURIES
4 DIE IN 3 SEPARATE STATE ACCIDENTS
HECLA WOMAN DIES SUNDAY IN CAR ACCIDENT
IOWA MAN IS ROAD FATALITY
HOLIDAY WEEKEND WAS FATALITY FREE
MAN RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL AFTER ACCIDENT
CLARK WOMAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
FATALITY BRINGS STATE'S 1985 DEATH TOLL TO 6
69-YEAR-OLD MAN KILLED IN HIGHWAY ACCIDENT
STATE FATALITY MARKER PROGRAM PREPOSTEROUS (L)
3 DIE IN SEPARATE HOLIDAY TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
KWEEKEND ACCIDENTS KILL 5 IN SD
HOT SPRINGS MAN SENTENCED IN TRAFFIC DEATHS
1979 LAST YEAR SD HAD NO TRAFFIC DEATHS ON 4TH
STATE RECORDS 1 HOLIDAY FATALITY
FAIRFAX MAN DIES IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
INJURED MAN SPENDS 5 HOURS STRANDED IN CAR
3CSHERIFF CHARGED IN WRECK
SHERIFF CHARGED IN ACCIDENT IN STABLE CONDITION
PROSECUTOR AWAITS REPORTS FROM FATAL CRASH
3, PEOPLE DIE IN ACCIDENT NEAR LITTLE EAGLE
FARM ACTIVIST'S WIFE DIES IN CAR COLLISION
5 KILLED IN WEEKEND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN STATE
^APPLAUSE GIVES WAY TO PRIVATE VICTORIES
3 KILLED IN WEEKEND ACCIDENTS
STICKNEY INFANT KILLED IN CAR-TRUCK COLLISION
MAN WHO DIED IN RECENT CRASH IDENTIFIED
WOMAN LISTED IN SERIOUS CONDITION
CAR-TRUCK CRASH KILLS 38-YEAR-OLD WINNER MAN
NEBRASKAN CHARGED IN DEATH OF S. DAKOTAN
ACCIDENT KILLS 60-YEAR-OLD TULARE WOMAN
CAR FALLS OFF INTERSTATE OVERPASS, KILLING TWO
3eiNTERSTATE ROLLOVER
DRIVERS MOTOR TO NEW SAFETY RECORD
9eBL0WN AWAY
BRISTOL COUPLE DIES AS RESULT OF 1-CAR ACCIDENT
SIOUX FALLS MAN DIES IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
2 PEOPLE DIE IN SEPARATE WEST RIVER ACCIDENTS
DELL RAPIDS MAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
ABERDEEN WOMAN DIES OF ACCIDENT INJURIES
BRYANT WOMAN, 57, DIES IN CAR-PICKUP COLLISION
WHITE RIVER WOMAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
SOUTH DAKOTAN DIES IN MINN CAR ACCIDENT
MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO TRAFFIC DEATH CHARGE
TWO FATAL ACCIDENTS BOOST DEATH TOLL
FREEMAN MAN KILLED IN CRASH
HOT SPRINGS WOMAN DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
DEATH TOLL CLIMBS TO 45
"*SIX 'FAMILY MEMBERS DIE IN CRASH
NEIGHBORS COLLECT MONEY FOR CRASH FUNERALS
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7/02/1986 B015 RC ACCIDENT TIED TO LOCAL FATALITY
7/03/1986 coil DRIVER IN FATAL ACCIDENT HAD BEEN DRINKING
7/05/1986 coil HOLIDAY FATALITY TRAFFIC ACCIDENT REPORTED
7/06/1986 coil TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, DROWNING KILL 3
7/07/1986 BOll SD HOLIDAY TRAFFIC DEATH TOLL STANDS AT 2
7/08/1986 B021 THIRD SD HOLIDAY WEEKEND FATALITY REPORTED
7/12/1986 C031 OFFICIALS ARE INVESTIGATING DEATHS OF SD MEN
7/15/1986 BOll WEEKEND HIGHWAY DEATHS RAISE TOLL TO 63
8/09/1986 C021 4-YEAR-OLD BOY DIES AFTER BEING STRUCK BY TRUCK
8/10/1986 C021 2 WOMEN DIE IN WEEKEND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
8/18/1986 B021 SWIFTBIRD MAN KILLED AFTER CAR RUNS OFF ROAD
8/23/1986 C021 WOODSTOCK WOMAN, 18, DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
9/03/1986 B013 IDEAL MAN LONE LABOR DAY TRAFFIC DEATH IN STATE
9/04/1986 coil ELKTON COUPLE KILLED IN ACCIDENT
9/24/1986 A014 2 DELL RAPIDS TEENS INJURED
10/02/1986 C012 ^ACCIDENT INJURES 6
10/04/1986 C021 2 INJURED IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT AT INTERSTATE EXIT
11/08/1986 C035 HIGHWAY TOLL STANDS AT 117 FOR YEAR
11/19/1986 B041 WATERTOWN NUN KILLED IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
11/26/1986 coil TWO MEN INJURED IN HIGHWAY CRASH
11/30/1986 A012 TRAFFIC WRECKS KILL 2 IN SD
12/01/1986 coil WEATHER BLAMED IN TRAFFIC DEATH
12/02/1986 coll HOLIDAY TRAFFIC VICTIMS IDENTIFIED
12/02/1986 C021 CAR ACCIDENT KILLS MAN
12/03/1986 B033 ^TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS DOWN IN 1986
12/24/1986 B021 3 DIE IN SEPARATE CAR ACCIDENTS IN TWO DAYS
12/25/1986 B033 KCHRISTMAS HOLIDAY TRAFFIC PERIOD ENDS AT MIDNIGHT
,12/26/1986 AOll TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS CLAIM 67, I IN SD
12/27/1986 AOll HOLIDAY CRASH VICTIM IDENTIFIED
12/31/1986 B033 ALCOHOL-RELATED DEATHS DECLINE
1/02/1987 coil HARROLD MAN DIES IN WRECK
1/04/1987 B012 TRAFFIC DEATHS ARE 3RD LOWEST
1/11/1987 coil HIGHMORE MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER
1/18/1987 EOll WOMAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
2/24/1987 coil PATROL CONTINUES INVESTIGATION
3/10/1987 C015 HIGHWAY PATROL INVESTIGATES TRAFFIC DEATH
3/21/1987 C021 OFFICIALS IDENTIFY VICTIMS OF WEDNESDAY CRASH
4/04/1987 con INVESTIGATION OF WRECK STILL ON
4/06/1987 con CONDITION OF GIRL UPGRADED TO FAIR
5/27/1987 B033 5CTRAFFIC DEATHS ON MEMORIAL DAY
6/07/1987 C014 K2-CAR ADDICENT
6/17/1987 BOll IOWA MAN KILLED IN ROLL-OVER ACCIDENT
7/07/1987 C015 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY CAR CRASH VICTIMS
7/20/1987 con THREE KILLED IN CAR CRASHES
7/21/1987 con TWO MORE FATALITIES REPORTED IN SD
7/26/1987 C043 *SOUTH DAKOTA FATALITY RATE LOW
7/28/1987 C033 *CIRCUMSTANCES IN VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
7/30/1987 C033 *AGE OF DRIVERS IN ACCIDENTS
8/02/1987;C043 :*SUNDAY.IS SAFEST DAY ON ROAD
8/04/1987 C033 XMOST ACCIDENTS HAPPEN AT ANGLE
8/07/1987 A012 ^WAGNER MOURNS LOSS AFTER ACCIDENT
8/09/1987 con 6 BURN VICTIMS STILL CRITICAL
8/10/1987 C033 KMOST FATALITIES HAPPEN AT NIGHT
8/11/1987 con ACCIDENT INJURES 2-YEAR OLD GIRL
8/11/1987 con AUTHORITIES REPORT TWO ROAD FATALITIES
8/12/1987 A012 KCAR HITS BRIDGE
8/13/1987 con BURN VICTIMS SENT TO MINN
8/13/1987 C025 2 MEN KILLED IN 2 ACCIDENTS
8/22/1987 B013 3 PEOPLE INJURED IN CAR ACCIDENT
8/23/1987 C043 ^ALCOHOL INVOLVED IN FEWER ACCIDENTS
8/24/1987 con HEAD-ON COLLISION KILLS 2-IOWA MEN
8/25/1987 con HARTFORD WOMEN INJURED IN ACCIDENT
8/26/1987 B031 CRESBARD MAN CHARGED IN AUTOMOBILE FATALITY
9/07/1987 con PICKUP ACCIDENT KILLS FREEMAN MAN
9/15/1987 C021 2 DIE IN SEPARATE WEEKEND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
9/21/1987 con ACCIDENT KILLS FAIRVIEW MAN
10/16/1987 C041 BRYANT TEEN-AGER DIES AFTER ONE-CAR ROLL OVER
10/25/1987 BOll GETTYSBURG MAN DIES AFTER CRASH
10/31/1987 C021 HAYES MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ROLLOVER
11/01/1987 B052 ALCOHOL-RELATED TRAFFIC DEATHS DROP IN STATE
11/27/1987 C033 ^RECORDING ROAD TRAFFIC
11/28/1987 C021 HEAD-ON COLLISION KILLS TWO WAGNER MEN
11/29/1987 BOll DEATH TOLL CLIMBS TO THREE
12/05/1987 C041 OGLALA MAN DIES IN TWO-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
12/17/1987 C033 TRIPLE 'D' WEEK IN SOUTH DAKOTA
12/20/1987i-C031 HIGHER-SPEED LIMIT NOT LINKED TO MORE DEATHS
12/24/1987 A016 SURPRISE SNOW STINGS STATEj CRASH KILLS 1
12/25/1987 A012 ICY HIGHWAY FACTOR IN FATALITY
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12/29/1987 con 2 SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE IN CAR CRASH
12/29/1987 C0I2 INTERSTATE DEATHS UP, STUDY SHOWS
1/03/1988 coil TRAFFIC DEATHS HOLD STEADY
1/22/1988 C012 TEACHER STILL IN SERIOUS CONDITION
2/15/1988 A012 *SNOW, WIND MAKE TRAVEL HAZARDOUS
A/19/1988 con SISSETON TEEN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
A/20/1988 A012 96CARNAGE CONCERNED CAR CRASH VICTIM
5/03/1988 D021 TWO-CAR COLLISION KILLS 3 NEAR WAUBAY
5/20/1988 con WOMAN INTOXICATED IN FATAL CRASH
5/2A/1988 C021 CITY MAN, SIX OTHERS DIE IN STATE
5/25/1988 B033 XDEADLY WEEKEND IN SOUTH DAKOTA
6/01/1988 B031 TWO SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
6/1A/1988 con FAMILY SAFE AFTER ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
6/19/1988 A012 XTHINK--HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, FAMILIES DEBATE
6/19/1988 A023 KFOR SURVIVOR, SIGNS PAINFUL BUT USEFUL
6/19/1988 E012 *DEER MAKES SEAT BELT WEARER A BELIEVER
6/21/1988 con ABERDEEN MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
6/27/1988 con PIERRE WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
6/30/1988 A015 XDEATH SPURS CONCERN OVER DIABETIC DRIVERS
7/0A/1988 A015 3€C1TY CAR ACCIDENT KILLS WOMAN, 30
7/17/1988 Alll ^READERS DESCRIBE THEIR ENCOUNTERS WITH DEER
7/23/1988 C012 MAN, 64, CHARGED IN HIT-AND-RUN
7/26/1988 con WEEKEND CRASHES KILL THREE IN STATE
8/08/1988 C021 DEVICE REDUCES PATROL CAR, DEER COLLISIONS
8/09/1988 A012 KDRIVER DIES WHEN VAN FALLS FROM BRIDGE
8/09/1988 con SD TRAFFIC DEATHS INCREASE IN 1988
8/16/1988 A012 *4 DIE IN 1-29 CAR WRECK
8/16/1988 con WEEKEND ACCIDENTS PUT DEATH TOLL AT 91
8/17/1988 B012 MINNESOTA WOMAN KILLED IN 1-CAR WRECK
^SCHOLARSHIPS STARTED IN VICTIM'S NAME
8/18/1988 A014 SAFETY BELTS SAVED ONE FAMILY'S LIVES
8/19/1988 C012 *MAN CHARGED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
8/23/1988 C031 THREE DIE IN ACCIDENTS ON STATE HIGHWAYS
8/24/1988 BOll SURVIVORS LEAVE HOSPITAL
8/25/1988 C015 MANSLAUGHTER SUSPECT TO BE ARRAIGNED
8/28/1988 con ROLLOVER ON 1-29 LEAVES 2 SERIOUS
8/29/1988 con MINNESOTA WOMAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
8/30/1988 C012 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN 1-29 FATAL
9/07/1988 BOll ONE PERSON DIES IN HOLIDAY TRAFFIC
9/13/1988 con RURAL TABOR MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
9/17/1988 C021 STATE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS KILL THREE PEOPLE
9/23/1988 AOll PENNINGTON OFFICIAL SERIOUS AFTER CRASH
9/24/1988 C012 CHARGES PENDING IN FATAL ACCIDENT
9/28/1988 C021 MAN FOUND DEAD IN CAR IDENTIFIED
10/14/1988 con MAN CHARGED IN FATAL WRECK
10/26/1988 C012 3CMART1N DENIES ABANDONING TRUCK
10/29/1988 con OFFICIAL'S WIFE DIES OF CRASH INJURIES
11/17/1988 con TWO KILLED IN ACCIDENTS
11/24/1988 con FOGGY WEATHER LEADS TO PILEUP ON 1-29
'n/25/1988/AOn TRAFFIC TOLL REACHES 83 OVER HOLIDAY
11/27/1988 EOll RAPID CITY TEEN DIES IN ACCIDENT
11/28/1988 A012 *TWO-CAR ACCIDENT INJURES TWO
12/01/1988 A012 KBREWSTER ROOSTER
12/02/1988 con HEART ATTACK BLAMED FOR HIGHWAY CRASH
12/05/1988 con NEBRASKA MAN DIES IN SD AUTO ACCIDENT
12/15/1988 con GROUP TO GIVE MONEY TO SURVIVOR
12/18/1988 EOll NEBRASKA MAN DIES IN 1-CAR ROLLOVER
12/27/1988 con COLOME WOMAN DIES IN CRASH
12/30/1988 con CHANCELLOR MAN DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
12/31/1988 con YANKTON MAN DIES FROM CRASH INJURIES
1/03/1989 con 1 DEATH REPORTED IN STATE OVER HOLIDAY
1/04/1989 C012 seMAN INJURED IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
1/17/1989 con MARTIN SENTENCED TO 25-YEAR TERM
1/29/1989 con ND MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
1/30/1989 BOll WEEKEND CRASHES KILL TWO IN STATE
2/05/1989 con 2 MEN DIE IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
2/11/1989 C021 BRIDGEWATER MAIL CARRIER DIES IN CRASH
2/22/1989 con CUSTER MAN DIES IN AUTO ACCIDENT
2/25/1989 con ACCIDENT VICTIM REMAINS HOSPITALIZED
2/26/1989 con BRANDON MAN HURT IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
2/28/1989 C021 LEAD WOMAN KILLED
3/01/1989 con BRITTON MAN DIES IN CAR-TRAIN WRECK
3/02/1989 con EAGLE BUTTE WOMAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
3/11/1989 con BALTIC MAN, 19 INJURED IN CRASH
3/12/1989 con BALTIC MAN REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
3/19/1989 con 2 STATE MEN DIE IN CAR ACCIDENTS
<..:.i3/28/1989:iC021 STATE HIGHWAY. DEATH TOLL .REACHES 28
4/08/1989 A012 KCAR CRASH KILLS TEEN AFTER BEER PARTY
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^/Q9/\9Q9 A012 KFATAL CRASH JOLTS TEENS, PARENTS
4/09/1989 coil COLLISION KILLS WITTEN MAN, 72
4/10/1989 A012 DRUGS SUSPECTED IN CRASH
4/11/1989 A012 *250 MOURN CAR ACCIDENT VICTIM
4/11/1989 coil VIVIAN TEEN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
4/12/1989 coil DIMOCK TEEN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ROLLOVER
4/13/1989 A012 DRIVER IN COURT BEFORE CRASH
4/14/1989 coil PARENTS SEEK LAWYER FOR SON
4/16/1989 A121 TEEN TRAGEDY COVERAGE IN 'ARGUS'
4/17/1989 coil THREE PEOPLE DIE IN AUTO ACCIDENTS
4/18/1989 coil DEATH TOLL GROWS ON STATE ROADS
4/19/1989 A115 TEENS IN FATAL CRASH FACE DRINKING CHARGES
4/25/1989 coil 2 TEEN KILLED IN SEPARATE CRASHES
4/29/1989 A103 DON'T GET ON BACKS OF ELDERLY DRIVERS (L)
4/29/1989 coil TEEN UPGRADED TO SERIOUS
5/01/1989 AOll CRASH INJURES 3 NEAR PARKER
5/08/1989 A012 CLASH NEAR RENNER CORNER KILLS TWO
5/09/1989 C012 *PROBE CONTINUES INTO FATAL CRASH
5/11/1989 DOll TESTS CLEAR 2 IN FATAL CRASH
5/14/1989 A151 CRASH STORY CRUEL (L)
5/14/1989 coil MAN DIES IN CRASH NEAR WATERTOWN
5/16/1989 coil NO ALCOHOL INVOLVED IN CRASH, TEST SHOWS
5/16/1989 coil ONE-CAR ROLLOVER KILLS INTERIOR WOMAN
5/17/1989 coil TEEN IN FATAL WRECK NOW FAIR
6/02/1989 A081 IMPOSE LIMITS ON TEEN DRIVERS (ED)
6/10/1989 coil WINNER MAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
6/16/1989 coil ORTLEY MAN KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
6/17/1989 A014 *CAR ACCIDENT KILLS RURAL GARRETSON MAN
> 6718/1989 coil'EXCESSIVE-SPEED BLAMED IN FATAL CRASH
6/25/1989 coil WISCONSIN COUPLE DIES IN SD ACCIDENT
6/26/1989 BOll DOON, IOWA, MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
7/06/1989 coil 2ND HOLIDAY FATALITY CLAIMS TEEN'S LIFE
7/06/1989 C0I2 *TEEN DRIVER CHARGED IN LAKE ALVIN DEATH
7/08/1989 con 3 PERSONS DIE IN TRAFFIC CRASHES
7/10/1989 BOll 3 SOUTH DAKOTANS DEAD IN ACCIDENTS
7/22/1989 con WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER ROLLOVER IN 1-90
7/27/1989 con OKLAHOMA MAN KILLED IN 1-29 ACCIDENT
7/28/1989 C012 ESTATE WILL PAY INJURED TEEN DRIVER $50,000
7/29/1989 con ACCIDENT VICTIM SENT HOME FROM HOSPITAL
8/03/1989 con ACCIDENT KILLS GIRL, HER GRANDMOTHER
8/05/1989 con MOTOR HOME BURNS, STOPS 1-90 TRAFFIC
8/09/1989 con WENTWORTH MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
8/16/1989 con SCOTLAND WOMAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
8/I7/I989 C0I2 *WOMAN INJURED IN CRASH
8/23/1989 con GRAND JURY INDICTS PARMELEE WOMAN
8/25/1989 C033 SPEARFISH MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
8/26/1989 con CAR VICTIM IDENTIFIED AS FREEMAN WOMAN
8/27/1989 C012 TWO PEOPLE SERIOUS AFTER 1-29 COLLISION
8/31/1989 coil USD STUDENT DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
'9/12/1989 con SOUTH^DAKOTA MAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
9/15/1989 C012 TYNDALL WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
9/18/1989 BOll HURON WOMAN KILLED IN CRASH
9/20/1989 con HURON MAN FACES 2 CHARGES IN DEATH
9/22/1989 con ACCIDENTS IN STATE CLAIM TWO LIVES
9/25/1989 BOll HARTFORD MAN CITED IN CRASH
9/26/1989 C021 2 SOUTH DAKOTANS KILLED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
10/02/1989 con WEEKEND ACCIDENTS KILL TWO IN STATE
10/15/1989 C012 SIOUX FALLS TEEN-AGER DIES IN 2-CAR CRASH
10/24/1989 C021 SISSETON MAN KILLED IN CAR CRASH
11/09/1989 con WOMAN ENTERS PLEA IN MANSLAUGHTER
11/14/1989 con RAPID CITY MAN DIES IN HARDING CO CRASH
11/16/1989 C021 CHERRY CREEK MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
11/21/1989 C021 BOX ELDER MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER CRASH
11/25/1989 C024 CAPITOL DISPLAY TO COMMEMORATE VICTIMS
n/26/1989 C0I4 *5 INJURED IN CRASH
11/27/1989 BOll HOSPITAL RELEASES 3 HURT IN COLTON CRASH
n/29/1989 C0I2 *PICKUP AND KDLT-TV CAR COLLIDE
12/03/1989 EOll CAR WRECK KILLS 3 SOUTH DAKOTANS
12/07/1989 X011 HIT-AND-RUN KILLS MAN NEAR VEBLEN
12/14/1989 con ARKANSAS MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER
12/27/1989 con WOMAN IS TREATED, RELEASED AFTER CRASH
12/30/1989 con GARRETSON WOMAN IN SERIOUS CONDITION
12/31/1989 N082 *FATHER, CHILD 'START NEW DREAM'
1/03/1990 C021 ALCOHOL CAUSED FOUR ACCIDENTS ON HOLIDAY
1/08/1990 B012 LEGISLATORS FAVOR BLOOD TEST AFTER A CRASH
.1/17/199,0 .A012 i*SLIPPERY DRIVING
•1718/1990 con ACCIDENT VICTIM'S NAME RELEASED
1/27/1990 C024 WAKPALA MAN KILLED IN CRASH--TWO SURVIVE
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2/01/1990 C022 FUND-DRIVE STARTED FOR INJURED COLTON MAN
2/01/1990 C052 HOUSE REJECTS INSURANCE BILL
2/06/1990 COAl ALCOHOL TESTS AFTER ACCIDENTS IS OK'D
3/03/1990 C026 WAUBAY MAN DIES IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
3/10/1990 coil HITCHCOCK WOMAN KILLED IN 1-29 CRASH
3/1A/1990 C022 GIRL KILLED WHEN THROWN FROM CAR
A/03/1990 C025 RURAL FREEMAN MAN DIES IN CAR-TRUCK CRASH
A/OA/1990 C022 MAN HIT BY CAR WAS DRUNK/ POLICE SAY
4/13/1990 C025 RAPID CITY WOMAN ARRESTED IN CHASE
4/14/1990 C021 ROSEBUD TEEN DIES AFTER WEEKEND ACCIDENT
4/I5/I990 coil MONTROSE MAN KILLED IN ROLLOVER
4/22/1990 C02I FATAL ACCIDENT UNDER INVESTIGATION
4/24/1990 C024 AGAR WOMAN KILLED IN THREE-VEHICLE CRASH
5/20/1990 coil MAN ESCAPES INJURY IN 1-90 ACCIDENT
6/24/1990 coil ND WOMAN KILLED IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
7/04/1990 C032 SD HAS FEWER HIGHWAY DEATHS
7/11/1990 COIL KDLT'S BRUCE LEE SATISFACTORY AFTER CRASH
7/22/1990 DOll ND TEEN INJURED IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
7/30/1990 C036 SAFETY BELTS CREDITED WITH SAVING TWO LIVES
8/01/1990 C036 DUPREE MAN KILLED IN 2-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
8/02/1990 coil BRANDON TEEN HURT IN CAR-TRUCK ACCIDENT
8/03/1990 C012 *VALLEY SPRINGS MAN INJURED
8/04/1990 A012 *BROOKINGS 17-YEAR-OLD DIES
8/04/1990 C016 *2 GIRLS HURT IN ROLLOVER
8/13/1990 coil VIRGINIA MAN KILLED IN WRECK NEAR MITCHELL
8/14/1990 C031 DRIVER, MOTORCYCLIST DIE IN 2 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
8/19/1990 EOll RC WOMAN KILLED ON 1-90
8/25/1990 C031 ABERDEEN WOMAN DIES IN THREE-CAR ACCIDENT
.8/26/1990 .A012 ^VIRGINIA TEEN KILLED IN 1-90 ROLLOVER
8/2871990 C033 VEHICULAR HOMOCIDE CHARGE FILED IN DEATH
8/29/1990 C024 ANDOVER TEEN-AGER DIES IN ACCIDENT
8/30/1990 C033 TWO DIE IN ACCIDENTS NEAR BELLE FOURCHE
9/03/1990 coil 2 MEN DEAD AFTER CRASH NEAR ELKTON
9/04/1990 C016 THREE DIE IN HOLIDAY ACCIDENTS
9/07/1990 coil CANTON WOMAN DIES IN ROLLOVER
9/11/1990 C031 WATERTOWN MAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
9/12/1990 C031 SF MAN DIES WHILE CROSSING 1-29
9/13/1990 C012 XWOMAN UNHURT IN ACCIDENT
9/18/1990 C032 YANKTON MAN KILLED IN CAR-TRUCK CRASH
9/23/1990 E031 MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES DROPPED IN HURON CASE
9/25/1990 coil WENTWORTH WOMAN CRITICAL AFTER ACCIDENT
9/25/1990 C032 TEEN DIES IN ONE-VEHICLE CRASH
10/01/1990 BOll SIOUX CITY MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
10/02/1990 C033 WAUBAY MAN KILLED IN ONE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
10/03/1990 C035 LETCHER MAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ROLLOVER
10/08/1990 BOll FLANDREAU WOMAN DIES IN AUTO WRECK
10/17/1990 C032 FATAL CAR ACCIDENT BEING INVESTIGATED
10/18/1990 coil CARTHAGE WOMAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
11/06/1990 D036 TWO PEOPLE KILLED IN SEPARATE WRECKS
11/09/1990.C032 CALVES ARE KILLED IN CAR-TRUCK COLLISION
11/21/1990 coil THREE people HURT IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
11/23/1990 coil ACCIDENTS INCREASE, FATALITIES DECREASE
11/27/1990 A012 FREEZING RAIN SLIDES INTO STATE
11/27/1990 C033 KROLLOVER ON INTERSTATE
11/28/1990 A012 SNOW SLOWS TRAFFIC, INJURIES KILL WOMAN
12/11/1990 C035 FIVE PEOPLE KILLED IN TWO WEEKEND WRECKS
12/22/1990 C032 HOLIDAY TRAFFIC PERIOD BEGINS
12/27/1990 C033 1 WOMAN ONLY HOLIDAY FATALITY
12/29/1990 A012 ^TEMPERATURES, CARS TAKE SKID
1/01/1991 C033 GROUP OK'S PLANS FOR DEADWOOD HOTEL
1/04/1991 C032 SEPARATE ACCIDENTS CLAIM 2 LIVES
1/06/1991 coil TRAFFIC INJURY NUMBERS UP
1/13/1991 coil HURLEY MAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
1/26/1991 coil YANKTON WOMAN DIES IN WRECK ON 1-29
2/01/1991 C051 BILL WOULD REQUIRE ALCOHOL TESTS
2/07/1991 coil 2 S DAKOTANS DIE IN SEPARATE ACCIDENTS
2/25/1991 BOll WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER 2-CAR ACCIDENT
2/26/1991 coil 2 PEOPLE KILLED ON SD HIGHWAYS
3/05/1991 B031 WATERTOWN MAN KILLED IN PICKUP ACCIDENT
3/06/1991 coil PINE RIDGE MAN DIES IN 1-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
3/30/1991 C012 2 KILLED IN HEAD-ON CRASH ON 1-29
4/01/1991 coil CONDITION UPGRADED ON 1-29 CRASH VICTIM
4/11/1991 C022 APPARENT HIT-AND-RUN VICTIM IS IDENTIFIED
4/13/1991 coil WHITE LAKE MAN KILLED IN ROLLOVER
4/14/1991 C031 DRIVER'S DEATH MARKS 32ND IN STATE THIS YEAR
4/22/1991 coil 2 KILLED IN CRASH EAST OF PARKSTON
- "4/23/1991 COIL-^ CRASH?SOUTH OF MADISON
4/24/1991 A012 ^TRAFFIC DEATHS STUN SMALL TOWNS
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^/27/1991 C035 BLACK HAWK MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT ON 1-90
5/13/1991 coil CRASH INJURES 2 FROM CANISTOTA
6/05/1991 C031 HOT SPRINGS MAN DIES IN HIGHWAY ACCIDENT
6/07/1991 coil SEPARATE CRASHES KILL MITCHELL, KYLE MEN
6/07/1991 C021 THREE PEOPLE KILLED IN CAR-SEMI COLLISION
6/08/1991 coil CAR-SEMI CRASH VICTIMS WERE FROM MICHIGAN
6/18/1991 C03A A SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE IN WEEKEND ACCIDENTS
7/0A/1991 coil TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS HIGHER THAN AVERAGE
7/05/1991 coil ST LAWRENCE WOMAN KILLED IN CAR CRASH
7/10/1991 C032 PORCUPINE MAN KILLED IN HOLIDAY AUTO CRASH
7/11/1991 coil TEEN-AGER, MAN KILLED IN SEPARATE CRASHES
7/13/1991 C034 2 MEN KILLED IN AUTO ACCIDENTS
7/20/1991 C036 WOMAN, MAN KILLED IN SEPARATE ACCIDENTS
7/23/1991 A051 2 DIE IN SEPARATE WEEKEND ACCIDENTS
7/2A/199I C031 NOT-GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN ACCIDENT
8/02/1991 C031 NY MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT OFF 1-90
8/05/1991 BOll ALEXANDRIA YOUTH DIES IN CAR CRASH
8/08/1991 coil OHIO MAN KILLED IN CRASH ON 1-90
8/08/1991 C031 WAGNER MAN STRUCK, KILLED ON HIGHWAY 18
8/10/1991 C021 PINE RIDGE BOY, 16, DIES IN CAR CRASH
8/20/1991 C031 ROLLOVER ACCIDENT KILLS PARMELEE MAN
8/21/1991 C032 *DRIVER DIES IN COLLISION
8/22/1991 C031 N DAKOTAN IDENTIFIED AS VICTIM OF CRASH
8/26/1991 BOll RURAL MCINTOSH MAN DIES IN CAR ROLLOVER
8/30/1991 A015 GARRETSON WOMAN DIES IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
9/08/1991 coil SPENCER MAN DIES IN 2-VEHICLE CRASH
9/23/1991 BOll RAPID CITY MAN DIES IN PICKUP ROLLOVER
10/08/1991 C031 HURLEY WOMAN DIES IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT
10/08/1991 C032 3CMAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
'10/09/1991 coil SF MAN VICTIM OF FATAL CRASH
10/29/1991 C031 LAKE ANDES WOMAN DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
11/07/1991 coil MOUNT VERNON DRIVER DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
11/11/1991 BOll TWO-VEHICLE CRASH KILLS BRITTON MAN
11/12/1991 C031 PENNSYLVANIA MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
11/13/1991 coil COLMAN WOMAN DIES IN CAR-PICKUP WRECK
11/14/1991 C021 BROWNS VALLEY MAN CHARGED IN ACCIDENT
11/17/1991 E032 MAN CREDITS SEAT BELT FOR SAVING HIS LIFE
11/18/1991 C036 POLICE IDENTIFY ACCIDENT VICTIM
11/20/1991 coil GRAND JURY TO HEAR EVIDENCE IN FATALITY
11/24/1991 EOll ND MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
11/24/1991 E041 MAN INDICTED IN 6-YEAR-OLD'S DEATH
11/28/1991 C031 THANKSGIVING TRAFFIC DEATHS AVERAGE 211
11/29/1991 C031 DAVIS WOMAN DIES IN 1-29 ACCIDENT
11/30/1991 A012 ACCIDENTS, SNOW PILE UP
12/12/1991 C021 MAN KILLED IN WRECK HAD ALCOHOL IN BLOOD
12/14/1991 coil STATE CRACKING DOWN ON SNOWPLOW WRECKS
12/21/1991 coil 2 S DAKOTANS DIE IN ACCIDENTS
12/31/1991 coil HOLIDAY TRAFFIC WATCH HAS BEGUN
12/31/1991 C031 2 HIGHWAY DEATHS PUT STATE'S TOTAL AT 143
1/06/1992 coil MINNESOTA TEEN DIES IN CAR WRECK
1/08/1992 C032 2 MEN DIE IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
1/15/1992 A012 3fST0RM WHIPS STATE
1/28/1992 C032 NORTH SIOUX CITY TEEN, YANKTON MAN DIE
2/03/1992 coil MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT ON HIGHWAY 105
2/04/1992 coil IOWA MAN IDENTIFIED AS ACCIDENT VICTIM
2/04/1992 C031 2 S DAKOTANS DIE IN WEEKEND CRASHES
2/10/1992 A012 KPREP STAR AMONG TWO KILLED IN CRASHES
2/14/1992 C032 KWOMAN INJURED IN COLLISION
2/17/1992 coil THROWN CHUNK OF SNOW INJURES DRIVER ON 1-29
2/18/1992 C031 AUTHORITIES NAME ACCIDENT VICTIM
2/19/1992 C031 2 DIE IN ACCIDENTS IN SOUTHEASTERN SD
2/20/1992 coil CAMP CROOK MAN DIES IN CRASH NEAR BUFFALO
3/03/1992 AOll DRIVER KILLED WHEN TRUCK ROLLS, BURNS
3/03/1992 C031 MASS MAN DIES IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
3/14/1992 C031 1 KILLED, 3 INJURED WHEN VEHICLE ROLLS
3/15/1992 F031 2 DIE IN SEPARATE SD CAR ACCIDENTS
3/21/1992 C014 FEMALE AUTO FATALITIES ON RISE
3/23/1992 C031 NO CAUSE DETERMINED FOR FATAL CAR ACCIDENT
3/25/1992 C012 ACCIDENTS NUMBER 1 KILLER UNDER AGE 35
4/02/1992 C031 KANSAS MAN DIES IN PICKUP ROLLOVER
4/02/1992 C035 WORKER SUSPENDED FOR 'SPIKING' ROAD
4/07/1992 C031 WAKPALA MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
4/13/1992 A012 KRAIN TURNS 1-29 INTO ICY THREAT
4/13/1992 BOll 2 NEBRASKA CHILDREN KILLED IN SD CRASH
4/21/1992 coil LEBANON TEEN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
4/22/1992 coil ICY ROAD BLAMED IN BRITTON FATALITY
' 4/26/1992 FOn PRAIRIE' CITY COUPLE DIES IN AUTO WRECK
5/02/1992 C015 *1 KILLED IN ACCIDENT
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/03/1992 A071
5/05/1992 C021
5/10/1992 FOll
5/19/1992 C021
6/13/1992 coil
6/17/1992 coil
6/19/1992 coil
6/23/1992 coil
6/27/1992 D021
6/28/1992 D012
6/30/1992 C012
7/03/1992 C021
7/06/1992 A053
7/07/1992 coil
7/13/1992 C021
7/18/1992 coil
7/20/1992 BOII
7/23/1992 BOll
8/05/1992 B012
8/06/1992 BOll
8/09/1992 FOll
8/12/1992 BOll
8/l<i/1992 BOll
8/15/1992 BOll
8/15/1992 B021
8/16/1992 DOll
8/21/1992 BOll
8/23/1992 Don
^^»8/28/a;992 BOM
8/29/1992'BOll
9/0<i/1992 BOll
9/05/1992 B022
9/16/1992 B021
9/20/1992 con
9/20/1992 con
9/22/1992 B021
9/2A/1992 B021
9/28/1992 BOll
10/03/1992 BOll
10/06/1992 BOll
10/06/1992 BOll
10/07/1992 B012
10/11/1992 FOll
10/18/1992 FOll
10/18/1992 F012
10/20/1992 BOll
11/05/1992 A012
11/06/1992 BOll
.11/17/1992 B022
11/21/1992 B012
12/09/1992 AOll
12/05/1992 BOll
12/06/1992 FOll
12/19/1992 A012
12/18/1992 A082
12/18/1992 BOll
12/19/1992 DOll
12/20/1992 FOll
12/22/1992 B021
12/23/1992 B021
12/23/1992 B021
12/26/1992 BOll
12/31/1992 B016
11/05/1983 B091
2/29/1982 C031
5/05/1982 C069
5/16/1982 C061
6/11/1982 con
7/17/1982 A013
7/26/1982 B051
7/28/1982 C031
7/28/1982 C031
7/29/1982 C023
7/31/1982 C031
.8/07/1982 A099:
8/12/1982 A0r9'
8/22/1982 B015
LOOK BOTH WAYS BEFORE PICKING A HERO (L)
2 S DAKOTANS DIE IN ACCIDENTS
2 DIE IN SEPARATE HEAD-ON COLLISIONS
MINNESOTA RESIDENT DIES IN SD ACCIDENT
LEOLA COUPLE DIES IN HIGHWAY CRASH
ACCIDENTS KILL 3 SOUTH DAKOTANS
DWl CHARGE MADE IN 1-90 ACCIDENT
TWO INJURED IN CAR, MOTORCYCLE COLLISION
HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS KILL TWO IN SD
3CCH1LDREN SAFER ON SD ROADS
CHURCH VAN ROLLS NORTHEAST OF HAYES
SD FATAL HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS ON RISE
FATAL CRASHES CLAIM MANY YOUNG PEOPLE
NO TRAFFIC DEATHS REPORTED OVER HOLIDAY
IRENE, WAKONDA ADOPT VICTIM RELIEF PROGRAM
ROLLOVER VICTIM OUT OF HOSPITAL
TWO TEXAS WOMEN DIE IN 1-29 CRASH
DRIVER DIES WHEN CAR RUNS OFF BRIDGE
XCANISTOTA COUPLE INJURED IN HIGHWAY COLLISION
COUPLE STILL CRITICAL AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
CANISTOTA WOMAN DIES 5 DAYS AFTER CAR CRASH
5 SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE IN ACCIDENTS
HEAD-ON CAR CRASH KILLS SISSETON TEEN
2-CAR ACCIDENT KILLS MINNESOTA WOMAN
OFFICIALS FIND NO LINK IN RECENT FATAL CRASHES
HOMICIDE CHARGES FILED IN CAR ACCIDENT
WEBSTER MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
NUNDA WOMAN DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
LENNOX MAN CHARGED IN FRIEND*S DEATH
TEEN OUT OF HOSPITAL AFTER JUNE VAN WRECK
MAN HITS TRUCK WHILE ASLEEP AT WHEEL
ACCIDENT RATE UP
HILL CITY MAN DIES IN HIGHWAY ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT VICTIM OUT OF HOSPITAL
WATERTOWN MAN DIES IN HEAD-ON CRASH
ELLSWORTH MEN DIE IN INTERSTATE ACCIDENT
2 S DAKOTANS DIE IN ACCIDENTS
MAN DIES IN 1-CAR ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
IOWA MAN KILLED ON SD ROAD
MAN FOUND DEAD IN CRASHED CAR
RC MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
3CCRASH SENDS DRIVER TO HOSPITAL
TWO DIE IN PICKUP CRASH NEAR MARTIN
2 DIE IN RC, MCLAUGHLIN CRASHES
ACCIDENT REPORTS USUALLY COST
TWO SD MEN DIE IN SEPARATE CRASHES
XICY ROAD CAUSES FATAL ACCIDENT
BALTIC MAN VICTIM IN CAR-VAN CRASH
^COMMUTERS BRAVE 1-29 SEASONS
IOWA'W0MAN""D1ES IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
KVAN TURNS OVER
3 SD DEER HUNTERS HIT BY OWN PICKUP TRUCK
27-YEAR-OLD DIES FROM CRASH BURNS
WOMAN HURT IN CRASH OUT OF HOSPITAL
*SNOW SNARES UNPREPARED DRIVERS
THANKS TO THOSE WHO ASSISTED MAN
MAN DIES IN VAN, PICKUP TRUCK CRASH
TWO PEOPLE INJURED IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
WOMAN DIES IN CRASH WEST OF ROSEBUD
HEAD-ON CRASH KILLS ETHIOPIAN NATIVE
SAFETY OFFICIALS HOPE FOR REPEAT OF LAST YEAR
WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN VEHICULAR HOMICIDE
WOMAN DIES IN 1-29 ACCIDENT
FATALITIES ON SD HIGHWAYS INCREASE
CRASH KILLS 2 FROM CAMPBELL COUNTY
MAN SOUGHT WHO AIDED PEDESTRIAN
XWEDGED UNDER SEMITRAILER
^AMBULANCE, CAR COLLIDE
*TOOK A WRONG TURN TO A SEWAGE POND
^SAILING, SAILING...ALL WHILE SITTING AT THE CURB
SF COUPLE STABEL AFTER HIT-AND-RUN
SHERIFF'S DEPT INVESTIGATES ACCIDENT
SF MAN CHARGED IN HIT AND RUN
INMATES DESERVE CREDIT FOR HELP IN ACCIDENT CD
X2-CAR COLLISION RESULTS IN MINOR INJURIES
THANKS TO PRISON TRUSTIES CD
XFIRST AID"SAVES LTFErEARNS TRUSTIES EARLY RELEASE
MAN ARRESTED AFTER WOMAN KILLED BY CAR
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9/21/1982 C022 *2 KILLED IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
10/10/1982 BOAA CRASH INJURES WOMAN
10/1^/1982 coil JfAN ENLIGHTENING ACCIDENT
11/12/1982 A013 MOTHER OF ACCIDENT VICTIM COMFORTED
11/26/1982 C014 SF MAN KILLED IN CAR CRASH
11/28/1982 B0'i2 3 HURT IN COLLISION
12/01/1982 C031 CAR CRASH KILLS DALLAS WOMAN
12/02/1982 A012 ^INVESTIGATORS SEARCH FOR CLUES INTO CRASH
12/02/1982 A013 FEW PILOTS WERE FLYING TUES NIGHT FOG
12/03/1982 C014 *CAR LANDS UPSIDE-DOWN
12/13/1982 BOll *2 INJURED IN CAR ACCIDENT
12/21/1982 C042 *CAR SMASHES PARKED CAR THROUGH PIZZA PARLOR
2/02/1983 D012 KMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
3/19/1983 A021 2 HIT BY CAR AFTER FIGHT IN STREET
^/09/1983 BOll PATROL INVESTIGATES FATAL ACCIDENT
<»/ll/1983 BOll 3 IN HOSPITAL AFTER MOTORCYCLES HIT CAR
5/02/1983 B013 KMAN ARRESTED AFTER FATAL CAR CRASH
5/0A/1983 coil POLICE AWAIT CRASH TEST RESULTS
5/10/1983 con MAN CHARGED IN SLAYING
5/13/1983 con MAN INDICTED FOR MANSLAUGHTER
5/26/1983 C012 *CRASH ON NORTH DRIVE
5/27/1983 C036 CRASH VICTIM IS LISTED AS CRITICAL
6/03/1983 C035 CITY MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
6/0<i/1983 B033 CITY MAN INJURED AFTER CAR'S JACK COLLAPSES
6/11/1983 BOAl 3CF1VE PEOPLE WERE INJURED
7/02/1983 B031 KMAN INJURED AFTER CAR LANDS IN CREEK
9/07/1983 con KBURNING CAR KEPT PEOPLE FROM HELPING
9/1A/1983 con *T1RE-CHANG1NG LESSON
10/0'iyi983 BOAT-2 WOMEN DIE IN WEEKEND TRAFFIC
11/26/1983 BOll 2 DIE IN COLLISION NEAR HERMOSA
1/25/1984 C051 MAN FACES RECKLESS DRIVING CHARGE
2/16/1984 C035 JURY DECIDES WOMAN SHOULD GET DAMAGES
2/24/1984 con KMAN DIES IN EAST RICE STREET CRASH
5/03/1984 C012 1 DIES, ANOTHER INJURED
5/20/1984 C041 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS KILL TWO SIOUX FALLS MEN
6/18/1984 BOll TWO lOWANS KILLED IN WEEKEND ACCIDENTS
6/28/1984 C012 ^INJURY ACCIDENT
7/07/1984 B024 ACCIDENT PICTURE INSENSITIVE (L)
8/03/1984 con 9fSTREET SWEEPER DRIVER ESCAPES INJURY
8/08/1984 D031 MAN DIES FROM INJURIES SUSTAINED IN ACCIDENT
8/18/1984 B023 HIT AND RUN DRIVER IS A THIEF (L)
9/14/1984 C013 FAULTY CARBURETOR STARTS FIRE
9/14/1984 C031 SF GIRL HURT WHEN STRUCK BY CAR
9/15/1984 C031 GIRL STABLE AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
9/19/1984 Don CAR HITS MAN, 78, ON DOWNTOWN STREET
9/22/1984 A015 CAR HURTS 6-YEAR-OLD
9/25/1984 BOll MAN FACES CHARGE OF VEHICULAR HOMICIDE
9/29/1984 con MAN FACES MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE
10/03/1984 D033 INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENT CONTINUES
10/04/1984 C041 MAN HAS BIRTHDAY IN JAIL
10/13/1984 C015 3 INJURED IN 2 LOCAL TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
10/17/1984 D041 18-YEAR-OLD MAN CITED FOR CARELESS DRIVING
10/20/1984 con CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
10/31/1984 D033 WOMAN ESCAPES INJURY IN CAR-TRAIN CRASH
11/06/1984 C015 BOY IS IN FAIR CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
11/15/1984 con TRUCK TAKES DIP IN SWIMMING POOL
11/16/1984 A014 WRONG-WAY DRIVER FORCES CARS OFF ROAD
11/17/1984 C014 MAN IN WRONG-WAY CHASE MAKES COURT
11/19/1984 BOll YOUTH ESCAPES SERIOUS INJURY
12/10/1984 BOll ACCIDENT VICTIMS HAVE CONDITIONS UPGRADED
12/12/1984 D033 ACCIDENT INJURES 6
12/18/1984 B013 KREAL CURB SERVICE
12/21/1984 con TWO HOSPITALIZED AFTER THURSDAY COLLISION
1/01/1985 C015 THREE PEOPLE SUFFER INJURIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
1/03/1985 C014 SF MAN DIES WHEN CAR HITS TREE
1/19/1985 C031 ll-YEAR-OLD BOY STABLE AFTER ACCIDENT AT SCHOOL
1/25/1985 A013 KSCARY, BUT NOT SERIOUS
2/17/1985 C033 KNO SERIOUS INJURIES
2/18/1985 con DRIVERS OF CRASH IN HOSPITAL
3/02/1985 con ^NEEDING COMFORT
3/03/1985 C041 WOMAN IN STABLE CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
3/08/1985 C015 MINNESOTA MAN DIES IN SF CRASH
3/10/1985 C041 FOUR INJURED IN SF CAR ACCIDENT
3/19/1985 BOll CITY MAN FACES VEHICULAR HOMICIDE CHARGE
4/03/1985 BOll 2 TREATED AT HOSPITAL AFTER CAR CRASH
i4/04'/1985. con WOMAN STILL.IN HOSPITAL AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
4/06/1985 con 3fTHREE-CAR ACCIDENT
4/28/1985 con HOSPITAL TREATS 8-YEAR-OLD BOY STRUCK BY CAR
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5/09/1985 C013 COLLISION LEAVES OFFICIALS SCRATCHING HEADS
5/11/1985 coil LOCAL MAN IN STABLE CONDITION AFTER CRASH
5/16/1985 CGll *TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
5/17/1985 C021 KCAR-PICKUP ACCIDENT
5/20/1985 C031 AREA RESIDENTS TREATED AFTER TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
5/22/1985 B015 2 TREATED AT HOSPITAL AFTER 2-VEHICLE CRASH
6/09/1985 C013 *TOPSY-TURVY
6/10/1985 BOll «-CAR COLLISION ON INTERSTATE INJURES 2 WOMEN
6/12/1985 coil XROLLOVER INJURES 1
6/18/1985 A012 3(HEAD-0N CRASH KILLS 2 MEN
6/22/1985 C015 SURVIVOR CHARGED IN CRASH THAT KILLED 2
6/2A/1985 coil 2 KILLED, 1 INJURED IN ACCIDENT NEAR HARRISBURG
6/25/1985 coil LOCAL WOMAN CRITICAL AFTER CAR-TRUCK CRASH
6/26/1985 C015 CAR-ACCIDENT VICTIM IN STABLE CONDITION
7/05/1985 COAl 9f2-CAR, HEAD-ON CRASH LEAVES 6 IN HOSPITALS
7/06/1985 coil AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY FAMILY IN 2-CAR CRASH
7/11/1985 C021 LENNOX MAN CHARGED IN CRASH THAT INJURED 6
7/13/1985 C031 COUPLE SUFFER SERIOUS INJURIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
7/16/1985 coil MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER BEING PINNED UNDER CAR
7/19/1985 C021 K2-VEHICLE CRASH
7/20/1985 C015 COUPLE SUE FOR $2 MILLION AFTER ACCIDENT
8/07/1985 BOll KCRASH INJURES 6
8/18/1985 C013 K2-CAR CRASH INJURES 6 ON HIGHWAY
8/19/1985 C013 2 INJURED IN ACCIDENT REMAIN HOSPITALIZED
8/20/1985 COIA SCOOTER-CAR CRASH LEAVES TEEN IN HOSPITAL
8/2'i/1985 C021 ABERDEEN WOMAN, 22, DIES IN CAR-TRUCK CRASH
9/13/1985 C015 LOCAL MAN CRITICAL AFTER EARLY MORNING CRASH
10/18/1985 coil STRAPPED DRIVER
10/20/1985 A012 56TRAGEDY CLAIMS 7TH VICTIM
10/21/1985 BOI5 '2 DIE^IN -SEPARATE WEEKEND ACCIDENTS
10/28/1985 A012 KSIX DIE IN COUNTY CRASHES
10/30/1985 A012 KTRAGIC ACCIDENT LEAVES QUESTIONS
10/31/1985 AOll *SIOUX EMPIRE GIVES 7 FINAL SALUTE
10/31/1985 C0I3 seACCIDENT PROMPTS ROAD WORK
11/01/1985 A012 *8TH CRASH VICTIM DIES--MAN CHARGED
11/02/1985 AOIA MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES FROM CRASH
11/08/1985 C0I4 AREA MAN INDICTED IN CONNECTION WITH FATAL CRASH
11/18/1985 B015 20-YEAR-OLD WOMAN STABLE AFTER 1-CAR CRASH
11/27/1985 A063 WRITER IS FAR OFF THE MARK (L)
12/2A/1985 coil WOMAN SWERVES TO MISS ANIMAL, ROLLS VEHICLE
1/22/1986 AOll ^SNOWSTORM PUTS CITY ON ICE
1/26/1986 C013 *ICE CAUSES CRASH
3/07/1986 coil KTHREE-VEHICLE CRASH INJURES TWO
3/09/1986 A015 WOMAN STRUCK BY CAR DIES
3/10/1986 BOll AUTHORITES IDENTIFY WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
3/19/1986 A016 MAN SUES AMBULANCE COMPANY
3/23/1986 A105 PENALTIES DON'T MAKE SENSE (L)
3/25/1986 coil ^DRINKING CALLED A FACTOR IN FATAL WRECK
<i/05/1986 coil 3«2-CAR ACCIDENT LEAVES 5 INJURED
.4/08/1986 coil WOMAN CHARGED IN WEEKEND TRAFFIC DEATH
4/17/1986 C034 TEST "SHOWS "VICTIM WAS INTOXICATED
4/23/1986 B021 CITY WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN TRAFFIC DEATH
4/28/1986 coil 3f2 INJURED IN 3-CAR ACCIDENT
5/01/1986 coil 3-YEAR-OLD CRITICAL AFTER ACCIDENT
5/02/1986 C015 BOY HIT BY TRUCK REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
5/03/1986 coil 3-YEAR-OLD BOY DIES FROM ACCIDENT INJURIES
5/04/1986 C013 ^ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
5/05/1986 BOll 2 CHILDREN ESCAPE SERIOUS INJURY IN ACCIDENT
5/12/1986 A013 *MAN, FAMILY TRY TO RECOVER FROM ACCIDENT
5/26/1986 BOll WOMAN BREAKS ARM IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
5/29/1986 coil ACCIDENT VICTIM REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
6/01/1986 coil CITY MAN DIES OF INJURIES SUFFERED IN ACCIDENT
6/04/1986 BOll LOCAL MAN IN CRITICAL CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
6/11/1986 BOll WOMAN IN CRITICAL CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
6/13/1986 coil TRAFFIC CRASH LEAVES WOMAN IN FAIR CONDITION
6/16/1986 coil CITY WOMAN IN FAIR CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
6/22/1986 coil CITY WOMAN DIES IN EARLY-MORNING ACCIDENT
6/25/1986 BOll *2 HURT IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
7/03/1986 coil OFFICER, 2 OTHERS INJURED IN ACCIDENT
7/11/1986 C015 2 STOLEN CARS FOUND IN SEPARATE ACCIDENTS
7/13/1986 C041 *CAR-TRUCK COLLISION INJURES 2
7/15/1986 BOll WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN PEDESTRIAN DEATH
7/17/1986 C031 *INJURY ACCIDENT
7/25/1986 coil WOMAN HURT IN 2-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
7/27/1986 C014 LOCAL MAN SERIOUS AFTER CAR WRECK
8/10/1986 A014 *TWO INJURED IN CRASH
a8/.14/1986' AOll 2- CARS HIT COWS ON COUNTY: ROAD
8/16/1986 coil XCRASH INJURES 6
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8/17/1986 coil
8/18/1986 BG12
8/22/1986 coil
8/26/1986 BGll
8/27/1986 BG13
8/3G/1986 CGll
9/25/1986 BGll
1G/G5/1986 Alll
1G/G5/1986 CGll
1G/G7/1986 CG21
1G/G9/1986 CGll
1G/G9/1986 CG13
11/19/1986 BG14
11/19/1986 BG15
12/G9/1986 CG12
12/26/1986 AG12
12/27/1986 CG12
1/22/1987 CG12
2/21/1987 AG12
2/25/1987 AG12
2/26/1987 CGll
3/15/1987 CGll
3/16/1987 CGll
3/19/1987 CG12
3/29/1987 BG12
<1/08/1987 CG12
A/lG/1987 CG14
<1/15/1987 BG12
<1/17/1987 CGll
<1/30/1987 CGll
5/G3/1987 BGl<f
5/13/1987 BGll
5/19/1987 DG12
5/29/1987 AG12
5/3G/1987 AG16
5/31/1987 BGll
6/G2/1987 CGll
, 6/G5/1987 CGll
6/G6/1987 CG13
6/1G/1987 BGll
6/19/1987 CG15
6/23/1987 AG12
6/23/1987 AG21
6/2<i/1987 BGll
6/2<i/1987 BG12
6/3G/1987 AG12
7/G1/1987 BGll
7/31/1987 CGll
.8/06/1987 AG15
8/G8/1987 CG1<»
8/G9/1987 CGll
8/G9/1987 CG15
8/12/1987 BGll
8/1A/1987 CGll
8/l<i/1987 CG12
8/18/1987 CG12
8/26/1987 BG15
8/27/1987 CGll
8/28/1987 CGll
8/29/1987 CGll
8/29/1987 CG12
9/G<t/1987 CG12
9/11/1987 CGll
9/11/1987 coil
9/12/1987 CG12
9/21/1987 CGll
9/28/1987 CG15
1G/G6/1987 CG1<»
10/13/1987 BGll
10/16/1987 CGll
10/22/1987 CG12
1G/3G/1987 CGll
10/30/1987 CG21
11/07/1987 CG<»1
11/12/1987 CG12
4 ix,11/29/1987 BG16
12/02/1987 BG16
12/03/1987 CG12
AT LEAST 4 TREATED AND RELEASED AFTER ACCIDENT
3€1NJURY ACCIDENT
CITY WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER ACCIDENT
LOCAL WOMAN STILL HOSPITALIZED AFTER WRECK
*CAR WRECK
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT INJURES 12-YEAR-OLD CITY GIRL
TEEN STABLE, OTHER RELEASED AFTER CAR CRASH
PHOTOGRAPH INVADED PRIVACY (L)
2 TEENS HURT IN CAR ACCIDENT
9-MONTH-OLD GIRL KILLED IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
WOMAN DIES AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
5CC0PTER TO THE RESCUE
SIREN SOUND MISSING
^COLLISION
*3-CAR ACCIDENT
*6 INJURED IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
OFFICIALS GIVE NAMES, DETAILS IN 3-CAR WRECK
XWILD WIND TAMES DOWN TODAY
XCRASH LEAVES 3 HURT, DESTROYS 2 CARS
KTWO-CAR CRASH
THREE INJURED IN CAR ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT VICTIM DIES IN HOSPITAL
SLICK ROADS CAUSE WRECKS
« INJURED IN 2-CAR COLLISION
KCAREENING CAR RAMS FENCES, POLE, 2 HOUSES
*CATCH OF THE DAY
*1NJURY ACCIDENT
*CRASH INJURES 3
CITY WOMAN DIES AFTER WRECK
NO CHARGES PLANNED IN DEATH
^ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT VICTIM IN FAIR CONDITION
34TEEN HOSPITALIZED IN COLLISION
^ACCIDENT KILLS WORKER
XTESTS AWAITED IN FATALITY
MAN IN HOSPITAL AFTER ACCIDENTS
TESTS AWAITED IN 1-29 FATALITY
MAN INDICTED IN TRAFFIC DEATH
*3 PEOPLE INJURED
KIMBALL MAN CHARGED IN DEATH FREE ON BOND
*THREE-CAR ACCIDENT
DRIVERS CITE WET TRACK IN DEATH
DESPITE ADDED TRACK MEASURES
MAN CLEARED IN DEATH ENTERS NOT GUILTY PLEA
^COLLISION INJURES 5
XBICYCLE COLLIDES WITH CAR NEAR MALL
ACCIDENT LEAVES WOMAN INJURED
TWO MEN KILLED IN CAR-TRUCK WRECK
2 DIE IN BLAST WEST OF CHAMBERLAIN
5CFATAL ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT VICTIM IDENTIFIED
^TEARFUL COMFORT
GIRL'S CONDITION UPGRADED TO SERIOUS
MAN INJURED IN 3-CAR WRECK
X2 INJURED IN ROLLOVER
DRIVER'S SEIZURE BLAMED IN ACCIDENT
MAN PLEADS NO CONTEST TO CHARGE
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT CLOSES BURGER KING
MAN INJURED IN FAIR ACCIDENT
2 TEEN-AGERS INJURED IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
5C2 TEEN-AGERS INJURED IN CRASH
KBOY'S QUICK ACTION SLOWS CAR
TWO-CAR CRASH INJURES THREE
ACCIDENT PINS MAN BETWEEN CARS
XCRASH CAUSES MINOR DIESEL-FUEL SPILL
WOMAN CRITICAL AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
XFOUR INJURED IN ONE-CAR CRASH
XCHILD INJURED IN ACCIDENT
3 CHARGED FILED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
HEAD-ON CRASH INJURES LOCAL MAN
WOMEN RECEIVE MINOR INJURIES IN ACCIDENT
HARRISBURG WOMAN CRITICAL
^DRIVER RUNS INTO FIRE HYDRANT
XWOMAN IN SERIOUS CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
^LOOKING FOR ANSWERS
'3CSL1CK ROADS; sSNOW LEAD TO ACCIDENTS
BOY HIT BY CAR CRITICAL
INJURED BOY REMAINS CRITICAL
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12/0A/I987 A015 *SON'S LOVE FOR LIFE MAKES ...
12/08/1987 coil BOY REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
1/11/1988 coil WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER 2-CAR COLLISION
2/06/1988 A071 MEN PURSUE HIT-AND-RUN DRIVER (L)
2/1A/1988 B034 ^SLIPPERY DAY
2/17/1988 AOIA KCITY ACCIDENT VICTIM IN CRITICAL CONDITION
2/18/1988 A105 WOMANS CONDITION UPGRADED TO FAIR
2/26/1988 coil ACCIDENT VICTIM REMAINS SERIOUS
3/0A/1988 C012 KFIRE DESTROYS VAN, TWO MOTORCYCLES
3/16/1988 B012 BREACHING FOR HELP
3/16/1988 B012 SUED FOR DAMAGES IN 1986 ACCIDENT
3/30/1988 B012 UNLICENSED TEEN'S WRECK INJURES TWO
4/06/1988 BOll JUVENILES INJURED IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
4/07/1988 coil CHILD INJURED AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
4/11/1988 coil TWO HOSPITALIZED AFTER ACCIDENTS
, 4/18/1988 A016 « YOUTHS DIE ON AREA ROADS
4/18/1988 A085 TEEN DRIVERS CAN KILL (L)
4/19/1988 C016 ALCOHOL BLAMED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
4/20/1988 BOll WOMAN IMPROVES AFTER CAR CRASH
4/29/1988 coil GRAND JURY INDICTS MAN IN FATAL ACCIDENT
5/14/1988 coil CITY WOMAN DIES IN WRECK
5/16/1988 AOll 2 TEENS DIE ON AREA ROADS
5/29/1988 BOll WOMAN INJURES HAND IN FREAK ACCIDENT
5/30/1988 C021 3CTW0-CAR COLLISION
6/01/1988 A016 DRIVER DIES AFTER CRASH ON 41ST STREET
6/02/1988 coil WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER TWO-CAR WRECK
6/04/1988 A012 *3 TEENS INJURED IN ACCIDENT
6/07/1988 coil BRANDON TEEN STABLE AFTER FRIDAY ACCIDENT
-6/12/1988 C033 MORE ACCIDENTS ON 41ST.STREET
'6/20/1988 coir woman;' 74, CITED TN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
6/22/1988 B012 KMAN KILLED IN FREAK ACCIDENT
7/02/1988 coil TODDLER PINNED UNDER ROLLING CAR
7/05/1988 AOll NAME OF CAR CRASH VICTIM DISCLOSED
7/06/1988 B016 ^DRIVER IN FATAL CRASH ARRAIGNED
7/10/1988 coil BOY INJURED IN CRASH IS OUT OF HOSPITAL
7/15/1988 coil MAN INDICTED IN FATAL WRECK
7/16/1988 coil CITY MAN ARRESTED AFTER 1-CAR ACCIDENT
7/18/1988 coil CAR ACCIDENT LEAVES TEEN HOSPITALIZED
7/19/1988 coil TEEN-AGER IN WRECK IMPROVES TO FAIR
8/02/1988 C012 ^DRIVER GETS HELP AFTER COLLISION
8/10/1988 B012 VAN ACCIDENT KILLED RURAL BRANDON MAN
8/12/1988 C012 *TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
8/18/1988 A012 ^MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES IN FATAL 1-29 CRASH
8/22/1988 A012 KMAN DIES IN HIT-AND-RUN
9/05/1988 coil 3-WHEELER MISHAP INJURES AREA MAN
9/09/1988 C015 PLEADS GUILTY IN CAR ACCIDENT DEATH
9/12/1988 coil MAN CHARGED IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
9/19/1988 C012 ^ACCIDENT SHAKES UP PASSENGER
9/24/1988 C012 ^PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN ACCIDENT
10/24/1988 A015KCITY MAN KILLED BY CAR ALWAYS HELPED OTHERS
10/24/1988 B012 *CAR CRASH KILLS SIOUX FALLS MAN
10/31/1988 B021 *THREE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
11/04/1988 coil WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER ACCIDENT
11/05/1988 C016 SF MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
11/08/1988 coil WEBSTER MAN DIES IN CAR-TRUCK COLLISION
11/13/1988 E012 KMAN ARRESTED ON DRUNKEN DRIVING CHARGE
11/18/1988 coil FOUR INJURED IN TWO ACCIDENTS
11/18/1988 C012 *UP IN SMOKE
11/22/1988 coil TWO MEN KILLED IN ONE-CAR WRECK
11/29/1988 AOll CARS COLLIDE ON SLICK CITY ROADS
12/05/1988 coil CITY WOMAN HURT AS CAR ROLLS OVER
12/13/1988 C015 KTWO UTILITY POLES FELLED IN CRASH
12/29/1988 coil SIX PEOPLE HURT IN WRECK
12/30/1988 coil WOMAN HOSPITALIZED IN CRASH IMPROVING
1/01/1989 coil WOMAN TREATED IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
1/05/1989 BOll BOY HURT AFTER BEING DRAGGED BY VAN
1/11/1989 A012 TO REDUCE ACCIDENTS AT CITY INTERSECTIONS
1/15/1989 BOll FOUR INJURED IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
1/20/1989 A014 ^COLLISION KILLS CITY TEEN
1/24/1989 coil BOY, 12, IN HOSPITAL AFTER CAR HITS HIM
2/13/1989 A016 SNOWFALL SLIPS UP AREA CARS
2/18/1989 coil MAN CRITICAL AFTER ACCIDENT
2/21/1989 A012 *BEWARE OF SNOWY ROADS
2/24/1989 AOll WAGNER WOMAN KILLED IN CRASH
2/24/1989 C012 ^ACCIDENT KILLS WOMAN
3/08/1989 C013 *WOMAN INJURED IN CRASH
r '3/09/1989 COlI'^'CrTY'S FREEZING RAIN CAUSES 40 CRASHES
3/17/1989 C015 JeCAR COLLIDES WITH BUS
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4/02/1989 C015 *ONE INJURED IN CRASH
4/05/1989 A012 ^DRIVER INJURED IN TWO-CAR COLLISION
4/07/1989 A014 *TWO-VEHICLE CRASH
4/07/1989 C012 *WOMAN INJURED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
4/09/1989 AOll BRANDON DRIVER HURT IN ROLLOVER
4/09/1989 AOll PICKUP TURNS OVER, INJURING CITY MAN
4/10/1989 B012 *WOMAN HURT IN 2-CAR CRASH
4/24/1989 coil 2 PEOPLE INJURED IN CITY ACCIDENTS
4/30/1989 coil GIRL INJURED AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
5/02/1989 C022 *A NEIGHBOR'S COMFORT
5/05/1989 C012 CITY TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS DIP 5 PERCENT
5/18/1989 A012 *TRUCK SLAMS CLIFF AVENUE DRIVER
6/08/1989 C012 *TEENS CRASH INTO TREE
6/09/1989 coil FREON USE BLAMED FOR TWO ACCIDENTS
6/12/1989 coil 3 PEOPLE INJURED IN 2-VEHICLE CRASH
6/20/1989 coil WOMAN 'SERIOUS' AFTER ACCIDENT
6/30/1989 C014 *2 CARS COLLIDE
7/10/1989 B041 ^BUCKLING UP LEADS TO ACCIDENT
7/11/1989 C012 VICTIM SEEKS DAMAGES FROM DRIVER
7/25/1989 C012 *4 VEHICLES COLLIDE
8/09/1989 C014 *WOMAN INJURED IN ACCIDENT
8/11/1989 C013 36THREE-CAR ACCIDENT
8/18/1989 C012 « CARS COLLIDE
8/20/1989 coil COMMISSIONER'S DAD INJURED IN ACCIDENT
8/26/1989 A012 ^RUNAWAY HORSE TRAILER SLAMS INTO CAR
8/26/1989 C016 *NORTH CLIFF INTERSECTION 'DANGEROUS'
8/28/1989 BOll TWO STILL SERIOUS AFTER 1-29 CRASH
9/05/1989 coil WOMAN CHARGED WITH HIT AND RUN
.9/08/1989 coil WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN HIT-AND-RUN CASE
9/17/1989 A012 CAR CRASH KNOCKS OUT POWER
9/22/1989 coil BALTIC WOMAN LISTED IN SERIOUS CONDITION
9/25/1989 B014 *TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
9/29/1989 coil BALTIC WOMAN, 20 REMAINS IN HOSPITAL
10/09/1989 AOll 26TH STREET CRASH KILLS CITY MAN
10/10/1989 C012 3611 HURT IN ACCIDENT
10/16/1989 A012 SIOUX FALLS SEES MORE CAR WRECKS
10/17/1989 coil DRIVER OF SEMI FAIR AFTER CRASH
10/26/1989 C012 GIRL HIT BY VAN, IS CRITICAL
10/29/1989 AlOl SLOB DRIVERS MAKING STREETS RISKY CED)
11/03/1989 C016 seSTOLEN CAR ROLLS--TWO ARE CHARGED
11/10/1989 A012 36CAR PLOWS INTO TRUCK AT 1-229 CONSTRUCTION SITE
11/11/1989 coil PATROL CONTINUES PROBE OF FATALITY
11/12/1989 A121 BE COURTEOUS OUT THERE (ED)
11/19/1989 EOll ALCOHOL RULED OUT IN 1-229 FATALITY
11/20/1989 BOll CITY WOMAN HURT IN CAR-DEER CRASH
11/23/1989 coil 1985 LAST YEAR NO FATALS ON HOLIDAY
11/24/1989 coil CITY WOMAN STRUCK BY HUSBAND'S VAN
11/25/1989 coil CITY WOMAN CRITICAL IN RUN-OVER ACCIDENT
12/02/1989 coil CITY TEEN'S CONDITION UP TO SATISFACTORY
,12/12/1989 coil W0MAN,-34, DIES. FROM INJURIES
12/14/1989 coil CITY WOMAN TREATED AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
12/14/1989 C021 CHILD DIES IN CAR-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT
12/24/1989 coil MAN ARRESTED AFTER COLLIDING WITH POLICE
12/25/1989 coil 2 SD WOMEN DIE IN CRASH, COLD
1/04/1990 coil PEDESTRIAN HIT AFTER TWO VEHICLES COLLIDE
1/05/1990 C012 36PICKUP ROLLS IN ACCIDENT
1/08/1990 B012 36CRASH INJURES FOUR
1/09/1990 C012 36PASSENGER INJURED IN CRASH
1/10/1990 coil DRIVER HURT WHEN THROWN FROM CAR
1/25/1990 C012 36WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER ACCIDENT
1/27/1990 coil NORTH DAKOTAN INJURED IN ACCIDENT
2/13/1990 C043 364-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
2/22/1990 coil BOY SATISFACTORY AFTER BEING TRAPPED
2/25/1990 coil 2 TREATED, RELEASED AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
3/07/1990 C012 36TWO-CAR CRASH INJURES ONE
3/08/1990 A016 POLICE SLIDE INTO 100 CRASHES
3/16/1990 C012 363 TREATED IN ACCIDENT
3/21/1990 A012 36GEARING UP FOR A RESCUE
3/25/1990 coil BALTIC MAN CRITICAL AFTER 2-VEHICLE CRASH
3/29/1990 A094 BRAVERY STOPPED CAR, PREVENTED TRAGEDY (L)
4/01/1990 coil MAN HURT AFTER CAR-BIKE CRASH
4/16/1990 coil 2 TEENS INJURED IN AUTO ACCIDENT
4/29/1990 coil WOMAN TREATED FOR CRASH INJURIES
5/09/1990 coil MAN CRITICAL AFTER TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
5/14/1990 coil CITY WOMAN INJURED AFTER SATURDAY ACCIDENT
5/16/1990 C015 36WOMAN HURT IN ACCIDENT
-5/30/19905A015 TEEN GIVEN 3 YEARS IN FATAL CRASH
6/04/1990 coil 1 TREATED, RELEASED AFTER CRASH WITH VAN
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6/09/1990 C0I2
6/20/1990 C012
6/20/1990 COIA
6/21/1990 con
6/22/1990 C012
6/26/1990 C015
6/28/1990 con
6/29/1990 con
7/03/1990 con
7/04/1990 con
7/10/1990 C012
7/12/1990 A012
7/15/1990 con
7/16/1990 C012
7/23/1990 B012
7/24/1990 C012
8/04/1990 con
8/19/1990 E012
8/19/1990 E014
8/23/1990 C012
8/25/1990 con
8/31/1990 C014
9/13/1990 C033
10/14/1990 EOll
10/18/1990 C012
10/22/1990 con
10/24/1990 C012
11/03/1990 con
-^117014/1990 AO 12
11/08/1990 A016
11/13/1990 C014
11/14/1990 con
11/15/1990 C031
11/21/1990 C012
11/27/1990 A021
12/09/1990 EOll
12/28/1990 C014
12/30/1990 con
i/oi/i99r con
1/02/1991 con
1/12/1991 C015
1/27/1991 BOll
2/03/1991 EOll
2/08/1991 con
2/18/1991 con
3/01/1991 C012
4/06/1991 con
4/13/1991 C012
• t4/19/1991. C015
5/01/1991 C012
5/04/1991 C012
5/15/1991 C012
5/19/1991 C014
5/24/1991 con
5/24/1991 con
5/31/1991 A012
6/04/1991 C012
6/06/1991 C012
6/08/1991 con
6/10/1991 BOll
7/16/1991 C016
8/10/1991 C012
8/16/1991 con
8/17/1991 A012
8/19/1991 BOll
8/23/1991 con
8/31/1991 A014
8/31/1991 con
8/31/1991 C012
9/01/1991 EOll
9/04/1991 con
9/14/1991 con
9/15/1991 EOll
9/24/1991 C015
9/28/1991 A012
/.A9/29/1991 COn«
10/02/1991 C014
10/08/1991 A012
KMEN HURT IN CRASH
XCAR CRASHING INTO HER HOUSE
^ACCIDENT KILLS WOMAN
CRASH VICTIM WAS SF TEEN
3(D00R DAMAGE
XNO ONE INJURED
2 PEOPLE INJURED ON HIGHWAY 38
ACCIDENT VICTIMS IDENTIFIED BY POLICE
STATE WANTS TO CHARGE TEEN-AGER IN DEATH
TWO PEOPLE INJURED IN THREE-CAR MISHAP
36DR1VER FREED FROM CAR
3CACC1DENT BLOCKS INTERSTATE
GIRL, 5, INJURED IN CAR ACCIDENT
3CDR1VER MISSING AFTER CRASH
*TWO HURT IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
9(0NE INJURED IN ACCIDENT
PLATTE WOMAN CITED IN CLIFF AVENUE ACCIDENT
KCAR CRASHES KILL 2
J6ACC1DENT ENDS IN FLAMES
XDRIVER RAMS 3 CARS, FLATTENS 2 TREES
SF MAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
yppiicupn
XCHAIN-REACTION ACCIDENT
WOMAN INJURED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
9(CARS CRASH DURING SLICK CONDITIONS
SF MAN HURT IN CAR WRECK
5CCAR CRASHES INTO TREES
JUDGE HEEGE HITS BICYCLIST WITH CAR
KWRECKS RISE AS^^SNOW FALLS
BOY, 6, DIES IN ACCIDENT
5fCRASH AT INTERSECTION
ONE PERSON INJURED IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
36CAR JUMPS CURB, HITS 3
XMAN INJURED IN ACCIDENT
KA DAY FOR ACCIDENTS
MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER TRUCK HITS HIM
XWOMAN INJURED
CRASH VICTIM REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
CRASH VICTIM REMAINS IN SERIOUS CONDITION
LAKE PRESTON MAN KILLED IN CAR CRASH
*HEAD-ON CRASH
CITY MAN INJURED IN 1-229 ACCIDENT
CAR ACCIDENTS KILL MITCHELL, CITY MEN
6 HOSPITALIZED AFTER 2-CAR CRASH
3-CAR ACCIDENT SENDS 2 TO HOSPITAL
*1 HURT IN CRASH
MOTORISTS INJURED IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
m INJURED IN ACCIDENT
TRAGEDY.STRIKES FAMILY TWICE
XSlLO UNLOADER SMASHES CAR INJURING MAN
^EMERGENCY CARE
KCAR-TRUCK ACCIDENT INJURES TWO
^COMFORTING TOUCH
4 PEOPLE INJURED IN 3-CAR ACCIDENT
SF TEEN LOSES CONTROL, ROLLS VEHICLE
PEDESTRIAN CRITICAL, GRADUATE ARRESTED
TEEN TO BE CHARGED IN PEDESTRIAN'S DEATH
XTEEN-AGER PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN FATALITY
MAN IN FAIR CONDITION AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
7 PEOPLE INJURED IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT
MOM, INFANT HOSPITALIZED AFTER CRASH
K4 INJURED IN ACCIDENT
3 TEENS INJURED IN 41ST STREET CRASH
3(0NE INJURED IN ACCIDENT
MAN DIES OF INJURIES FROM FRIDAY ACCIDENT
MEN PULL WOMAN FROM BURNING CAR
ACCIDENTS KILL 4 IN SF AREA
MAN IS CHARGED IN RAMMING CYCLE
FAMILY SUES DRIVER IN FATAL CAR-MOTORCYCLE CRASH
2 CRITICAL AFTER SATURDAY ACCIDENT
SF TEEN DIES FROM INJURIES RECEIVED IN CRASH
WOMAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ROLLOVER
CITY WOMAN DIES IN AUTO ACCIDENT
3fCAR, PICKUP COLLIDE
XTHREE-VEHICLE CRASH
TWO^VEHICLE CRASH SATURDAY INJURES 3
KTRUCK HITS HOUSE
3(0NE KILLED IN CRASH
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ACCIDENT AUTO-SF
ACCIDENT AUTO-SI
ACCIDENT AUTO-SP
- ACCIDENT AUTO-SU
ACCIDENT AUTO-TE
ACCIDENT AUTO-TL
ACCIDENT AUTO-TO
ACCIDENT AUTO-TU
ACCIDENT AUTO-TUR
ACCIDENT AUTO-TX
ACCIDENT AUTO-TY
ACCIDENT AUTO-US
ACCIDENT AUTO-UT
ACCIDENT AUTO-VA
ACCIDENT AUTO-VE
^saCCIDENTi-AUTOrVI-
ACCIDENT AUTO-VO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/10/1991 C012 ACCIDENT VICTIM HAD HIV VIRUS
10/15/1991 A012 XAFTER COMA, EVERY DAY A BLESSING
11/01/1991 B012 KTHREE INJURED IN TWO-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
11/29/1991 A013 *MAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
11/30/1991 coil CRASH VICTIM IDENTIFIED AS SF MAN
12/27/1991 C016 MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
1/0^/1992 coil DEER DAMAGE CARS IN COLLISION IN CITY
1/12/1992 FOll CAR ACCIDENT SPURS EVACUATION FEARS
1/15/1992 C015 36TOPSY-TURVY
2/12/1992 A013 seSNOW CAUSES FLURRY OF WRECKS
2/12/1992 coil MONTROSE WOMAN DIES TWO DAYS AFTER CRASH
2/15/1992 C014 « INJURED, POWER KNOCKED OUT
3/27/1992 coil SPEARFISH MAN DIES IN ONE-CAR ROLLOVER
5/07/1992 coil AUTO ACCIDENT KNOCKS OUT POWER
5/14/1992 B013 WAYWARD VAN TAKES RIDE WITH THE WIND
5/16/1992 D012 XTWO HURT IN CAR ACCIDENT
5/29/1992 A012 3€TW0 TEENS INJURED IN WRECK
5/30/1992 DOll ONE DIES AFTER VAN HITS MEN IN FIGHT
6/06/1992 C012 *FOUR INJURED IN CRASH
6/07/1992 C025 TEEN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN TRAFFIC DEATH
7/01/1992 coil IOWA MAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
7/02/1992 C014 *2 HURT IN ACCIDENT
7/09/1992 coil 1 STILL IN HOSPITAL AFTER TUESDAY CRASH
7/29/1992 BOll MINNESOTAN FOUND DEAD AFTER HIT BY CAR
8/10/1992 BOll SF MAN DIES IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
8/16/1992 DOll SF WOMAN DIES IN CAR WRECK
8/29/1992 B014 *3 HURT IN 2-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
10/20/1992 A015 2ND, 3RD ACCIDENT SEND RECKLESS DRIVER TO PRISON
11/02/1992 A012KDANGER ON THE ROAD
11/02/1992 A086 ACCIDENT REPORT FEES ARE OUTRAGEOUS (L)
11/18/1992 BOll TWO-CAR ACCIDENT INJURES SF MAN
11/21/1992 BOll SF MAN DIES FROM CRASH INJURIES
12/03/1992 B012 KSF MAN KILLED IN ROLLOVER
12/04/1992 BOll MAN BADLY BURNED IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
12/10/1992 BOll WOMAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER CAR ACCIDENT
12/14/1992 A081 ACCIDENT WITNESSES CAN HELP BY GIVING NAME (L)
12/15/1992 BOll WOMAN, 37, DIES ON SLIPPERY 1-90
12/17/1992 B014 *N0 ONE HURT IN CRASH
12/19/1992 A012 *SHOPPER TAKES A DRIVE-IN APPROACH
12/21/1992 B014 3fTHREE HURT IN CRASH
4/16/1982 C051 A DAY FOR FREAK ACCIDENTS
12/28/1982 coil SISSETON ACCIDENT KILLS 1, INJURES 9
7/30/1983 B031 SISSETON TEEN DIES IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
4/21/1984 C041 SISSETON WOMAN DIES WHEN CAR HITS UTILITY POLE
10/30/1990 C033 SISSETON MAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
11/13/1990 coil SISSETON MAN KILLED IN CAR ACCIDENT
2/07/1983 B031 SPEARFISH MAN KILLED IN CAR WRECK
8/13/1990 coil ABERDEEN MAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
,12/19/1991 :C011 SUMMIT MAN DIES WORKING UNDER CAR
5/28/1985 C014 OFFICIAL PROBES TEA CRASH
7/26/1992 DOll ALCOHOL ATTRIBUTED TO FATALITY NEAR TEA
7/30/1992 BOll CHARGES PENDING IN TEA-ELLIS ACCIDENT
10/24/1992 A012 ^LENNOX, TEA YOUTHS MOURN CLASSMATES
6/15/1987 coil 3 DEAD, 5 HURT IN 2-CAR CRASH
1/10/1990 coil TORONTO WOMAN DIES OF ACCIDENT INJURIES
3/01/1983 B041 TURTON MAN DIES AFTER HIT BY BUS
4/21/1982 B031 2 KILLED IN TURNER COUNTY ACCIDENT
1/18/1989 A014 *BENTSEN'S FATHER KILLED IN ACCIDENT
1/31/1990 C026 PINE RIDGE MAN STRUCK, KILLED
12/15/1991 FOll TYNDALL BOY DIES IN 2-CAR ACCIDENT
6/06/1984 D051 3 SOUTH DAKOTANS DIE IN OUT-OF-STATE CRASH
12/25/1986 BOll DEATHS BRING TRAFFIC TOLL TO 132
12/28/1986 AOll HOLIDAY DEATH TOLL PASSES 250
12/29/1986 AOll 359 PEOPLE KILLED ON NATION'S ROADS
1/04/1987 AOll AT LEAST 244 DIE IN HOLIDAY TRAFFIC
1/05/1987 AOll HOLIDAY TRAFFIC KILLS AT LEAST 316
5/29/1989 coil REGION CRASHES KILL NINE PEOPLE
5/30/1989 coil HOLIDAY AUTO WRECKS CLAIM 16 IN REGION
9/25/1992 B021 INDIANS, ESKIMOS TOP GROUPS AT RISK OF AUTO-RELATED
11/19/1987 C041 RURAL UTICA WOMAN DIES IN CAR-TRUCK ACCIDENT
11/25/1987 A012 ^FRIENDS RECALL MAN WHO LOVED CHALLENGE
4/28/1986 coil RURAL VERMILLION YOUTH DIES IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
5/12/1986 coil VERMILLION WOMAN DIES AFTER CAR-TRUCK ACCIDENT
10/01/1987 coil VERMILLION MAN DIES IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
10/02/1987 C021 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY DEAD VERMILLION MAN
, A/03/1987 AO15 1 KILLED,- 8,>INJURED IN VIBORG CRASH
12/16/1991 coil VIENNA WOMAN DIES IN CAR-TRUCK ACCIDENT
3/31/1991 coil VOLGA YOUTH INJURED IN BIKE-CAR ACCIDENT
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ACCIDENT AUTO-VO 10/24/1991 COll BROOKINGS MEN HURT IN TWO-CAR ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT AUTO-WA 10/12/1982 C031 CRASH KILLS WATERTOWN MAN-WAUBAY
3/25/1984 E051 CLEAR LAKE WOMAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
4/09/1984 C041 FATAL ACCIDENT INVOLVES MISDEMEANOR CHARGE
3/06/1985 B021 WARNER CAR GOES FOR DESTRUCTIVE SPIN
2/06/1986 C025 WATERTOWN MAN KILLED IN HEAD-ON COLLISION
11/11/1987 BOll ACCIDENT INJURES THREE STUDENTS
5/03/1988 D021 ACCIDENT CLAIMS LIFE OF WATERTOWN INFANT
5/10/1988 DOll WATERTOWN MAN DIES FROM CRASH INJURIES
10/27/1990 C031 OO-VEAR-OLD DIES IN CAR-TRAIN ACCIDENT
2/12/1991 C031 WATERTOWN MAN KILLED IN PICKUP ACCIDENT
4/14/1991 COll HEAD-ON CRASH KILLS 2 NEAR WATERTOWN
5/17/1991 C031 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS CLAIM 2 LIVES
3/05/1992 C031 ALCOHOL PROBED AS CAUSE IN WAGNER ACCIDENT
3/22/1992 A012 ^DISFIGURING ACCIDENT WAS THE BEGINNING
2/15/1987 COll WEBSTER MAN KILLED IN CRASH
5/15/1987 C021 WEBSTER MAN 19, CHARGED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
6/26/1987 C021 WEBSTER MAN ENTERS PLEA IN TRAFFIC DEATH CASE
10/04/1990 COll CAR ACCIDENT KILLS 3 WEBSTER PEOPLE
10/05/1990 COll POLICE IDENTIFY 3 KILLED IN WRECK
5/16/1982 C051 WILMONT MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
8/18/1983 COll CRASH KILLS ONE, INJURES FOUR SF MEN
5/29/1985 B021 WINNER WOMAN DIES IN CRASH
2/18/1986 C021 NO CHARGES FILED IN FATAL JANUARY ACCIDENT
1/26/1987 BOll 2 FROM WINNER DIE IN WRECK
6/24/1988 COll WINNER TEEN DIES FROM CRASH LAST WEEK
8/16/1984 C031 2 FAMILY MEMBERS DIE IN ACCIDENT NEAR WOLSEY
8/23/1986 COll WORTHING MAN KILLED WHILE WORKING ON CAR
3/31/1987 C021 WOONSOCKET.MAN KILLED IN ROLLOVER ACCIDENT
10/06/1990'C031 WOLSEY MAN KILLED IN VEHICLE ROLLOVER
12/13/1991 COll WOLSEY MAN FOUND DEAD IN BURNED TRUCK
12/15/1991 FOll FOUL PLAY RULED OUT IN MAN'S DEATH
ACCIDENT AUTO-WS 8/02/1986 COll CAR-TRUCK CRASH KILLS WESSINGTON SPRINGS BOY
ACCIDENT AUTO-WV 7/29/1986 C021 SD MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT IN W VIRGINIA
ACCIDENT AUTO-WY 1/03/1982 C051 SD MAN AMONG WYOMING'S 1ST '82 FATALS
12/21/1987 COll RAPID CITY MEN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
9/19/1990 C031 2 SD MEN KILLED IN WYOMING CRASH
3/28/1992 COll S DAKOTAN DIES IN WYOMING ACCIDENT
5/06/1992 C021. EDGEMONT MAN DIES IN WYOMING ACCIDENT
3/26/1982 C041 WOMAN'S CAR CRASHES INTO SCHOOL
8/15/1983 C041 CHILD DIES OF INJURIES FROM ACCIDENT WITH CAR
9/08/1985 C015 2 MEN DIE IN CRASH NEAR YANKTON
6/18/1986 B021 5-YEAR-OLD KILLED IN YANKTON TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
6/19/1986 C021 5-YEAR-OLD KILLED IN YANKTON ACCIDENT IDENTIFIED
4/09/1987 COll 22-MONTH-OLD GIRL DIES IN ACCIDENT
2/05/1988 COll YANKTON WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
7/13/1990 C031 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT KILLS YALE MAN
9/22/1990 COll YANKTON WOMAN DIES FROM INJURIES
12/18/1990 C031 YANKTON MAN CHARGED WITH VEHICULAR HOMOCIDE
• 8/06/1991 C031 YANKTON-MAN KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT
1/30/1992 COll YANKTON MAN CHARGED IN TRAFFIC DEATH
5/01/1992 COll YANKTON MAN DIES IN 1-CAR ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT AUTO-SD 11/29/1992 FOll 1 DEAD, 2 INJURED IN SEMI ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT BALER 7/01/1982 D041 WARNER MAN IN SERIOUS CONDITION
ACCIDENT BATHTUB 11/01/1988 BOll BABY DIES AFTER ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT BOATING 7/18/1982 BG41 MAN KILLED IN BOATING ACCIDENT
7/23/1982 C031 MAN RESCUED FROM LAKE OAHE
12/21/1982 CG35 TWO RAPID CITY MEN RESCUED FROM ICE FLOE
3/18/1983 DOll LEGISLATURE ALLOTS $405 TO FIX BOAT
6/01/1983 COll MAN APPARENT BOATING MISHAP VICTIM
5/11/1984 C033 SEARCHERS RECOVER BODY FROM LAKE
5/17/1984 C014 FRIGID WATER KILLS MEN
9/12/1984 COll FROM THE DARK SWIRLING WATER
6/01/1985 C033 INJURED BOATER CAN CONTINUE SUIT
7/08/1985 B021 OFFICIAL LINKS ALCOHOL, MOST BOATING DEATHS
4/19/1987 A012 *BOAT CRASH KILLS 1
4/22/1987 BOll 2 HONORED FOR RESCUE ATTEMPT
4/23/1987 AlOl DO NOT IGNORE BASIC WATER SAFETY RULES (ED)
4/24/1987 C021 MEN FIGHT ELEMENTS IN LAKE MISHAPS
7/17/1987 C015 1 MAN KILLED, 4 INJURED IN COLLISION
7/18/1987 COll GIRL CHARGED IN BOATING FATALITY
7/22/1987 B026 TWO WOMEN INJURED IN BOATING ACCIDENT
10/28/1987 BOll FAMILY FILES SUIT IN BOATING ACCIDENT
7/10/1988 B074 DROUGHT RESPONSIBLE FOR RISE IN ACCIDENTS
7/22/1991 A051 23 RESCUED FROM MISSOURI RIVERBOAT
8/26/1991 A015 3fMAN KILLED, 2 CRITICALLY HURT
- Vj . ; V - ^ ^ ; 8 ACCIDENT; CLAIMS 2ND VICTIM
9/05/1991 C015 SF MAN TO BE CHARGED IN BOATING CRASH
ACCIDENT AUTO-WE
ACCIDENT AUTO-WI
ACCIDENT AUTO-WO
ACCIDENT AUTO-YA
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ACCIDENT BUS
ACCIDENT CABLE
ACCIDENT CAMPING
ACCIDENT CANOE
ACCIDENT CARNIVAL
ACCIDENT CAVE
ACCIDENT CHEMICAL
ACCIDENT CHIMNEY
ACCIDENT CHOKING
ACCIDENT CONSTRUCT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/17/1991 C015 DAUGHTER SUES BOAT OPERATOR OVER ACCIDENT
11/19/1991 C013 BOAT DRIVER SUED AGAIN IN LAKE ACCIDENT
12/03/1991 coil PONTOON OWNER/ DRIVER INCLUDED IN LAWSUIT
12/14/1991 CQ12 THIRD SUIT FILED IN BOAT ACCIDENT
1/14/1992 C016 THREE MORE FILE CIVIL SUIT IN BOAT CRASH
4/05/1992 B053 BOATING AND ALCOHOL OFTEN A FATAL MIX
8/20/1992 BOll SD MAN RESCUED FROM BOAT ACCIDENT
7/09/1982 C031 VERMILLION MAN IN CRITICAL CONDITION IN CHICAGO
3/08/1983 C031 ACCIDENT VICTIM IN SERIOUS CONDITION
4/26/1983 coil 2 HOSPITALIZED AFTER BUS CRASH
4/27/1983 coil 2 GIRLS HOSPITALIZED FROM BUS CRASH
3/19/1985 A012 *9 HURT IN BUS CRASH
3/20/1985 B015 CHILDREN, DRIVERS RECOVERING AFTER BUS CRASH
3/23/1985 C021 TRUCK REAR-ENDS SCHOOL BUS
4/13/1985 C021 SCHOOL BUS AND CAR COLLIDE
4/30/1985 B031 SCHOOL BUS DRIVER FACES CHARGE AFTER CRASH
10/23/1985 A012 KBUS-CAR CRASH INJURES 2
5/07/1986 BOll KBUS-TRUCK CRASH INJURES 3
5/08/1986 C035 BUS DRIVER DIDN'T SEE TRUCK
11/14/1986 C033 *SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENTS
1/18/1987 AOll JfMITCHELL TEAM BUS CRASHES
1/19/1987 A012 *SURVIVOR AWOKE TO TRAGEDY
1/20/1987 A015 PATROL RULES OUT BUS FAILURE
1/21/1987 A012 ^MEMORIES COMFORT MITCHELL
1/21/1987 B015 CRASH INVESTIGATION WAITING FOR COOPER
1/24/1987 C012 36PATROL TALKS TO COOPER ABOUT ACCIDENT
1/27/1987 A012 CAUSE OF BUS CRASH REMAINS UNKNOWN
2/03/1987 C012 DOCTORS OPERATE ON COOPER'S LEG
2/08/1987 A085 COVERAGE HURT REPUTATIONS (L)
-2/20/1987 A012 5fFATAL CRASH BAFFLES COOPER
6/28/1987 E014 ^BUSTED BUS
11/03/1987 coil 2 BUSES WRECK NEAR CANTON
1/12/1989 coil TWO STUDENTS REMAIN HOSPITALIZED
1/18/1989 coil LAST INJURED PLAYER LEAVES HOSPITAL
3/09/1989 A012 CRASH DASHES HOPES OF CHAMBERLAIN STAR
7/18/1992 C022 3fBUS HITS CONSTRUCTION SITE
7/30/1992 BOll 3 SERIOUSLY HURT IN BUS ROLLOVER
9/10/1992 BOll BALTIC SCHOOL BUS COLLIDES WITH TRUCK
11/06/1992 BOll 4 STICKNEY STUDENTS HURT IN BUS ACCIDENT
6/16/1992 coil CABLE TV WORKER INJURED ON JOB
8/10/1990 C021 ND WOMAN IDENTIFIED AS POISONING VICTIM
8/06/1992 B021 CARBON MONOXIDE FUMES KILL CAMPER
5/11/1983 D012 STRONG CURRENTS, HIGH WINDS DELAY SEARCH FOR BODY
5/17/1983 A016 BODY OF CANOEIST IS FOUND
5/21/1984 C041 HURON YOUTH DROWNS IN CANOE ACCIDENT
7/01/1984 coil TWO MEN RESCUED AFTER CANOEING ACCIDENT
4/07/1986 A012 ^CANOEING TRIP ENDS IN RESCUE
4/21/1987 A012 *2 CANOEISTS STILL MISSING AFTER 3 DAYS
4/22/1987 BOll RESCUERS HALT RIVER DRAGGING
\ 5/04/1987, coil CANOEIST'S BODY FOUND IN RIVER
5/09/1987 coil BODY FOUND OF 3RD CANOEIST
4/01/1990 C016 CANOEIST STRUGGLES TO SURVIVE
4/02/1990 C023 CANOEIST DIES AFTER EFFORTS TO REVIVE HIM
8/28/1985 B021 3 CHILDREN HURT IN ACCIDENT ON TRIBAL FAIR RIDE
5/06/1988 A012 *2 DIE IN CAVE-IN AT AVON
5/15/1988 C031 OSHA OFFICIAL EXAMINES AVON CAVE-IN SITE
6/10/1988 C016 FIRM FINED AFTER FATAL CAVE-IN
11/18/1988 coil EXCAVATING FIRM FINED FOR CAVE-IN
4/01/1982 A012 KWIND BLAMED IN GARRETSON ACID SPILL
7/07/1982 C031 TWO LIFEGUARDS INHALE CHLORINE GAS
7/01/1992 C012 K'PSEUDO-SANTA' FINDS CHIMNEY IS NO HOLIDAY
4/26/1983 A012 HUMBOLDT TEACHER SAVES CHOKING PUPIL
3/27/1982 C041 NEBRASKA MAN AWARDED $200,000
6/03/1982 C012 *THE WALLS CAME TUMBLING DOWN
7/20/1982 B031 JURY AWARDS $250,000 IN STAIR ACCIDENT
10/06/1982 C061 MAN BLEEDS TO DEATH
8/18/1983 C014 BROOKINGS MAN BURIED ALIVE FOR 5 MINUTES, LIVES
9/15/1983 D015 WORKER FALLS INTO WATER TOWER NEAR HENRY
12/29/1983 coil ^WORKER CRUSHED BY FROZEN DIRT
4/03/1984 B051 CUSTER MAN KILLED WHEN SEWER TRENCH CAVES IN
8/15/1984 D033 SF WORKERS HURT IN CONSTRUCTION ACCIDENT
8/09/1985 C031 STURGIS MAN DIES IN CONSTRUCTION ACCIDENT
9/02/1985 coil SIOUX FALLS BOY SERIOUSLY INJURED IN ACCIDENT
9/05/1985 C031 FUMES KILL MILLER MAN WORKING IN SEWER
9/04/1987 A016 *TEA MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
9/22/1987 AOll ^DETAILS SKETCHY ABOUT CAUSE OF DROP
^9/23/1987 B012 SAFETY BELT 'QUESTION ISSUE IN FATAL FALL
9/24/1987 A016 ALCOHOL LINKED TO FATAL FALL
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9/25/1987 C015 MAN'S SAFETY BELT WASN'T SECURED
9/26/1987 coil CONSTRUCTION WORKER INJURED IN CAVE-IN
9/27/1987 coil CONSTRUCTION WORKER REMAINS CRITICAL
10/01/1987 coil PIPELINE CAVE-IN RESULTS IN DEATH
11/13/1987 A081 EMPLOYER CALLOUSNESS, OSHA WEAKNESS SHOWN
11/27/1987 C012 AGENCY FINES WRONG FIRM IN WORKER'S DEATH
7/30/1988 A015 TEA FIRM MAY BE FINED FOLLOWING DEATH PROBE
8/03/1988 B016 TEA FIRM TO PAY FINE
9/27/1988 A012 KPIPE TRAPS 2 WORKERS IN, TRENCH
8/13/1989 coil WORKER DIES AFTER FALL FROM SCAFFOLD
9/10/1989 AOll FALL FROM BRIDGE KILLS CORSICA MAN
9/13/1989 C015 *AVON BUSINESSMAN SENTENCED FOR ACCIDENT
9/28/1989 coil ROWENA MAN HURT IN FALL FROM BRIDGE
10/28/1989 coil WORKER HURT IN FALL REMAINS IN HOSPITAL
11/15/1989 C015 CITY FIRM FINED $7,200 FOR SAFETY VIOLATIONS
12/08/1989 coil CIVIL SUIT SEEKES $7.5 MILLION AWARD
5/02/1990 C021 MINNESOTA MAN FALLS 50 FEET TO HIS DEATH
5/12/1990 C012 KMAN PULLED SAFELY FROM 8-FOOT HOLE
10/26/1990 C031 $1.3 MILLION IN MAN'S CONSTRUCTION DEATH
8/23/1991 C031 TRENCH CAVE-IN KILLS PINE RIDGE WORKER
11/13/1991 coil WATERTOWN MAN DIES IN TRENCH ACCIDENT
6/26/1992 C012 KROLL BAR SAVES ROAD WORKER
8/25/1992 BOll TEEN-AGER UNSTUCK FROM MUDDY AREA
9/0'i/1992 B022 *TWO INJURED IN FALL
6/09/1985 C021 DON'T DRINK AND RIDE A BICYCLE, MAN LEARNS
8/06/1985 B021 ABERDEEN MAN DIES IN MOTORCYCLE CRASH
9/21/1991 C031 ABERDEEN BIKE RIDER HIT BY CAR, KILLED
7/21/1989 coil RAPID CITY MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
:10/1:9/1982.. C061t.TEENAGER .DIES IN MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT-BELLE FOUCHE
'2/28/l99r'C03T TRIAL BEGINS IN BICYCLIST DEATH
8/04/1992 B023 3 DIE IN BLACK HILLS MOTORCYCLE CRASHES
8/10/1992 BOll WEEKEND CRASHES KILL 2 IN HILLS AREA
5/29/1982 B031 BRANDON MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT CLAIMS LIFE
7/29/1990 coil BROOKINGS MAN KILLED IN PICKUP-BIKE CRASH
4/28/1987 C021 BIKERS GO TO DENVER TO AID INJURED OFFICER
9/30/1987 BOll DELL RAPIDS GIRL ON BIKE HIT BY CAR
6/10/1991 BOll FREEMAN YOUTH DIES WHEN TRUCK HITS BIKE
8/21/1988 coil MAN FAIR FOLLOWING MOTORCYCLE WRECK
7/27/1990 coil MOTORCYCLIST INJURED IN HARTFORD CRASH
5/25/1982 C031-TWO KILLED IN MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT-HILL CITY
6/02/1987 C041 2 KILLED IN CAR-CYCLE ACCIDENT NEAR HOVEN
6/25/1987 coil 15-YEAR-OLD DIES OF CRASH INJURIES
6/21/1992 A012 JECHARITY RUN ENDS IN TRAGEDY
6/22/1992 coil ACCIDENT VICTIM STILL CRITICAL
8/09/1982 C031 ARLINGTON MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT-LAKE POINSETT
7/28/1991 E021 MADISON MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SLAYING
10/18/1991 C031 JUDGE WON'T DISMISS MADISON MURDER CASE
9/01/1983 coil MOTORCYCLIST DIES AFTER HITTING BUS
9/04/1983 BOll MOTORCYCLE CRASH IN MITCHELL
4/28/1987';C011 MITCHELL vBOY KILLED IN BIKE WRECK
8/29/1990 C025 MILBANK DRIVER KILLED IN MOTORCYCLE CRASH
5/04/1982 B041 MINNESOTA CRASH KILLS BROOKINGS MAN
8/29/1984 D012 ADRIAN WOMAN DIES IN MINNESOTA
3/14/1987 coil KEACH STEP A SUCCESS FOR INJURED TEEN
6/06/1990 coil TEEN DIES IN HEAD-ON COLLISION IN NORRIS
9/30/1989 coil SOUTH DAKOTAN DIES IN ACCIDENT
8/11/1983 C041 CYCLE ACCIDENT NEAR PRINGLE KILLS TOPEKA MAN
8/11/1988 C021 MOTORCYCLE CRASH NEAR PRINGLE KILLS CANADIAN
5/10/1982 C031 MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT CLAIMS LIFE
11/30/1982 B061 CYCLE CRASH KILLS RC MAN
9/13/1983 B051 CORONER--MAN DIED FROM ACCIDENT INJURIES
3/29/1985 C035 RENNER BOY FAIR AFTER CAR-BICYCLE ACCIDENT
4/25/1987 coil RC WOMAN DIES IN CYCLE CRASH
7/24/1987 C041 NEWELL MAN KILLED IN RAPID CITY CRASH
9/04/1987 C021 RAPID CITY MAN HIT ON SIDE OF ROAD DIES
6/26/1990 C036 MOTORCYCLISTS KILLED WHEN REAR-ENDING TRUCK
8/10/1985 C031 WISCONSIN CYCLE RIDER DIES ON STATE HIGHWAY
9/01/1985 coil AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY MOTORCYCLE CRASH FATALITY
7/27/1987 C033 KHELMET USE BY ACCIDENT VICTIMS
8/08/1987 C021 OFFICIALS NOW DOUBT DEATH WAS HOMICIDE
8/31/1987 C033 ^BICYCLE ACCIDENTS DECLINE
7/03/1988 BOll HORSE-MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT KILLS MAN
8/09/1988 coil MOTORCYCLIST DIES AFTER CRASH ON 1-90
8/16/1988 coil GRAND JURY INDICTS FREEMAN MAN, 65
8/15/1989 coil ND, MINN MEN DIE IN WEEKEND CRASHES
8/29/1989 coil MOUNT VERNON TEEN DIES IN ACCIDENT
'i9/03/i989<G0Il-MOTORCYCLIST TREATEDiAT CITY HOSPITAL
6/14/1990 C032 DRIVER FACES CHARGES IN FATAL MOTORCYCLE CRASH
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11/08/1991 CG31 OWNER NOT LIABLE FOR RENTER'S BAD GATE
6/23/1992 coil TWO INJURED IN CAR, MOTORCYCLE COLLISION
5/02/1982 coil MAN KILLED IN TRUCK-BIKE COLLISION
5/12/1982 C051 SF MOTORCYCLIST IN FAIR CONDITION
6/11/1982 C031 SF MAN KILLED IN CYCLE ACCIDENT
8/23/1982 B015 SF MAN LAY INJURED IN DITCH 6 HOURS
10/15/1982 BOll KMOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT
A/09/1983 B03A MOST BIKE MISHAPS ARE RIDER'S FAULT
5/26/198A BOll MAN IN SERIOUS CONDITION AFTER CYCLE ACCIDENT
6/29/198A coil SF MAN DIES AFTER MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT
7/05/198A coil ^MOTORCYCLIST INJURED IN JUMP
9/20/1984 C015 SF GIRL DIES IN CAR-BICYCLE CRASH
10/06/1984 C031 MAN IN SERIOUS CONDITION AFTER CYCLE CRASH
10/29/1984 BOll GIRL 8 BOY STILL IN CRITICAL CONDITION
10/30/1984 B013 AUTHORITIES RULE DRIVER NOT AT FAULT
11/05/1984 C014 ACCIDENT VICTIMS IN STABLE CONDITION
11/06/1984 C015 CITY MAN DIES IN MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT
11/12/1984 B021 VEHICLES DANGEROUS TOYS FOR CHILDREN (L)
11/18/1984 coil KMOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT INJURES YOUTH
11/19/1984 BOll YOUTH DIES FROM MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT
4/18/1985 coil TRICYCLE PROBABLY SAVED BOY'S LIFE
4/21/1985 C015 CROOKS MAN SATISFACTORY AFTER CYCLE CRASH
5/10/1985 C015 CYCLIST INJURED AFTER LOSING CONTROL IN WIND
5/12/1985 coil MOTORCYCLE CRASH INJURES SF MAN
5/25/1985 coil BOY IN SERIOUS CONDITION AFTER BIKE-TRUCK CRASH
6/06/1985 A012 ^MOTORCYCLE FATALITY
6/22/1985 C034 *YOUNG BICYCLIST INJURED
6/30/1985 coil KCYCLE CRASH KILLS TEEN
7/02/1985 C031 WOMAN SUES ABOUT SON'S BICYCLE ACCIDENT
7/16/1985"^ coil CYCLIST HIT BY VAN HOSPITALIZED IN FAIR CONDITION
8/06/1985 BOll MOTORCYCLE-TRUCK CRASH HOSPITALIZES MAN, 28
8/24/1985 C034 KCAR-CYCLE CRASH
9/15/1985 coil MAN REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
10/04/1985 C012 KCRASH INJURES BOY
10/11/1985 C012 MAN FACES VEHICULAR HOMICIDE CHARGE
12/28/1985 coil BAD LUCK STRIKES MORRELL WORKER AGAIN
5/31/1986 C015 CRASH LEAVES MOTORCYCLIST IN SERIOUS CONDITION
5/31/1986 C015 BICYCLIST HOSPITALIZED AFTER COLLISION WITH CAR
6/03/1986 coil MAN REMAINS CRITICAL AFTER MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT
6/25/1986 BOll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE
6/28/1986 coil CYCLE CRASH LEAVES TEEN-AGERS HOSPITALIZED
6/29/1986 coil MOTORCYCLIST IN FAIR CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
7/16/1986 BOll BOY, 6, HURT IN BICYCLE-CAR COLLISION
7/19/1986 coil BOY INJURED IN BICYCLE-CAR COLLISION
9/27/1986 C015 WILKA TO DECIDE ABOUT CHARGES AFTER ACCIDENT
3/09/1987 B012 ^MOTORCYCLIST HURT
5/15/1987 coil MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER BIKE WRECK
5/17/1987 C014 KBICYCLE ACCIDENT
6/02/1987 coil MAN HURT IN CYCLE ACCIDENT
"6/02/1987 C021 ^COMFORTING CARE
6/09/1987 coil CYCLE VICTIM IS CITY MAN, 59
6/30/1987 A012 KBICYCLE COLLIDES WITH CAR NEAR MALL
7/01/1987 A012 ^FRIENDS MOURN DEATH OF BOY
7/02/1987 coil CYCLIST COLLIDES WITH VEHICLE
7/03/1987 A121 CYCLIST MUST FOLLOW RULES OF THE ROAD (ED)
7/17/1987 coil CYCLIST HURT IN COLLISION
7/18/1987 coil CYCLIST LISTED IN FAIR CONDITION
9/21/1987 coil CYCLIST HOLPITALIZED AFTER HITTING CAR
9/22/1987 coil INJURED MOTORCYCLIST REMAINS CRITICAL
9/23/1987 BOll LOCAL MAN HURT IN CRASH DIES
9/24/1987 coil ACCIDENT VICTIM'S CONDITION IMPROVED
9/27/1987 coil BICYCLIST HURT IN ACCIDENT
10/04/1987 coil CAR-CYCLE ACCIDENT INJURES 16-YEAR OLD
10/14/1987 BOll PASSENGER INJURED IN CYCLE ACCIDENT
11/26/1987 C015 FAMILY FILES LAWSUIT IN BOY'S DEATH
4/02/1988 A012 5fCHILD HURT IN COLLISION WITH CAR
4/20/1988 B012 *TWO INJURED IN ACCIDENT
6/01/1988 BOll BICYCLIST INJURED IN CRASH WITH CAR
6/25/1988 coil MOTORCYCLIST INJURED IN COLLISION WITH CAR
6/28/1988 coil BICYCLIST INJURED AFTER HITTING CAR
7/16/1988 A014 MOTORCYCLE CRASH KILLS CITY MAN
9/08/1988 coil CYCLISTS INJURED IN CAR-BIKE CRASH
10/20/1988 B014 *MAN INJURED IN ACCIDENT
4/21/1989 C012 XBOY HURT IN ACCIDENT
5/02/1989 coil CITY MOTORCYCLIST SERIOUSLY INJURED
5/15/1989 BOll SIBLING INJURED IN CAR-BIKE CRASH
W6/02/1989 COIS'XCITY MAN SUFFERS INJURIES IN BIKE WRECK
6/10/1989 coil CITY MOTORCYCLIST INJURED IN CRASH
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7/2A/1989 BOll MOTORCYCLIST HURT IN COLLISION WITH TRUCK
8/01/1989 coil GIRL HOSPITALIZED AFTER CAR-BIKE CRASH
8/2<i/1989 C012 ^BICYCLIST INJURED
9/12/1989 A015 BIKING COUPLE INJURED AFTER BEING HIT
9/13/1989 coil COUPLE STILL CRITICAL AFTER BIKE-CAR CRASH
9/14/1989 coil BICYCLE RIDERS UPGRADED TO FAIR
9/27/1989 coil COUPLE UPGRADED TO STABLE CONDITION
10/08/1989 AOll MOTORCYCLIST KILLED ON CLIFF AVENUE
10/08/1989 coil 12-YEAR-OLD HURT IN CAR-BIKE CRASH
10/27/1989 coil HOSPITAL RELEASES BIKE ACCIDENT VICTIM
11/12/1989 EOll MOTORCYCLIST HURT IN CRASH WITH CAR
5/04/1990 A012 *CAR-MOTORCYCLE CRASH KILLS STUDENT
5/05/1990 A014 OWNER OF MOTORCYCLE CHARGED IN FATAL CRASH
5/08/1990 C014 CHARGES PENDING FOR DRIVER IN FATAL CRASH
5/10/1990 coil TEEN IS CITED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
6/21/1990 C012 KBICYCLIST INJURED IN ACCIDENT
6/25/1990 A071 BICYCLISTS HAUNTED BY MEMORIES
7/01/1990 A012 ^LINCOLN 'BESET WITH TRAGEDY*
7/04/1990 coil TEEN STABLE AFTER MOTORCYCLE CRASH
7/20/1990 coil TEEN INJURED IN WRECK RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL
8/27/1990 coil SF MAN DIES IN BIKE CRASH
5/08/1991 C033 KTEEN CRITICAL AFTER CRASH
5/21/1991 coil SF MAN HURT IN CAR-BICYCLE ACCIDENT
7/22/1991 A054 ^BICYCLE RIDER HURT
8/31/1991 C012 FAMILY SUES DRIVER IN FATAL CAR-MOTORCYCLE CRASH
9/28/1991 A012 KFLYNN DIES OF BICYCLE CRASH INJURIES
3/14/1992 A012 KCYCLIST STRUCK BY CAR, HOSPITALIZED
7/14/1992.A012 *911 RESPONSE-TO FATALITY DELAYED
• '7/15/1992 C012 911 DISPATCHER GIVEN CONFUSING INFORMATION
8/04/1992 BOll BICYCLIST IS INJURED IN RAMP ACCIDENT
8/09/1992 F015 56MOTORCYCLIST INJURED
9/28/1992 BOll MOTORCYCLE WRECK PUTS 2 IN HOSPITAL
5/14/1984 B041 SPEARFISH BOY DIES IN BIKE-TRUCK ACCIDENT
7/22/1984 C061 FAMILY OF CHILD MAY SUE SPEARFISH
4/27/1985 C051 MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT KILLS 2 WEST RIVER MEN
8/06/1986 BOll INDIANA MAN DIES IN CYCLE CRASH NEAR STURGIS
7/24/1986 C021 BICYCLIST DIES WHEN STRUCK BY CAR NEAR WALL
9/22/1987 C041 VOLGA MAN DIES FROM ACCIDENT INJURIES
7/12/1989 C015 TEACHER WENT BEYOND CALL OF DUTY
8/03/1983 C041 WEBSTER BOY HIT BY CYCLE, DIES OF INJURIES
5/30/1987 coil WHITEWOOD MAN DIES ON CYCLE
8/11/1990 C033 WOMAN KILLED EN ROUTE TO MOTORCYCLE RALLY
9/10/1989 EOll YANKTON MAN DIES IN CAR-BIKE ACCIDENT
8/15/1983 C012 ^YOUTH'S SPIRIT ISN'T DAUNTED BY PARALYSIS
6/04/1988 C021 DISABLED STUDENT WARNS OF DIVING DANGERS
6/11/1989 B012 FEET-FIRST JUMP COULD SAVE SWIMMER
4/10/1990 C021 AUTOPSY SCHEDULED AFTER SCUBA DEATH
8/30/1990 coil.BOY SLIGHTLY HURT IN DIVING MISHAP
8/13/1991 C031 COMMISSION MAY BAN DIVING AT 2 PARKS
9/17/1991 B031 KNEW SD LAW MAKES CLIFF DIVING ILLEGAL
1/16/1982 B031 YANKTON BOY'S BODY FOUND IN CREEK
4/11/1982 B071 MOBRIDGE BOY DROWNS IN MOTEL POOL
6/12/1982 A012 KBOY DROWNS IN FALLS PARK
6/16/1982 C031 WYO BOY DROWNS IN STOCK POND--HERMOSA
6/19/1982 B023 DROWNING POINTS TO SAFETY LESSON FOR ALL (L)
, 6/25/1982 C042 DEAD SF MAN PROBABLY DROWNED
6/29/1982 B031 PUKWANA MAN DROWNS
6/30/1982 C031 SD SOLDIER DROWNS IN VIRGINIA
7/01/1982 D041 DAM SHUTDOWN TO AID SEARCH FOR BOY
7/04/1982 C045 SEARCH CONTINUES FOR MISSING BOY
7/25/1982 B041 DROWNING VICITM'S BODY RECOVERED
8/12/1982 C031 ROSEBUD MAN DROWNS IN RIVER
8/17/1982 C031 BOY DROWNS IN MITCHELL POOL
8/20/1982 B031 SEARCH ON LIKELY DROWNING VICTIM
8/21/1982 C031 SD BOY DROWNS IN ALASKA RIVER
8/22/1982 B041 RIVER DRAGGING CONTINUES AT ELK POINT
8/31/1982 C034 MAN THOUGHT DROWNED FOUND ALIVE
9/14/1982 C031 SD MAN DROWNS AT OKOBOJI
11/07/1982 BOll STICKNEY MAN DROWNS
12/14/1982 B041 3-YR-OLD TRIPP GIRL DROWNS
12/15/1982 C031 DROWNING VICTIM IDENTIFIED
1/20/1983 C031 WOMAN FILES SUIT OVER SON'S DROWNING
4/11/1983 B012 K4 BOYS SAVE MAN FROM BIG SIOUX
5/07/1983 BOll GROTON MAN RESCUES GIRLS FROM LAKE
5/09/1983 A0I2 KDIVERS CONTINUE SEARCH FOR BODY
£5/10/1983iC012 KSEARCH FOR PRESUMED DROWNED MAN FUTILE
5/12/1983 C051 OACOMA MAN DROWNS IN A DAM NEAR RELIANCE
6/07/1983 coil OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR DROWNING VICTIM
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6/08/1983 COIA XTEEN ALMOST DROWNS IN POOL
6/09/1983 C071 DROWNING VICTIM RECOVERED FROM MCCOOK LAKE
7/08/1983 C035 BROTHERS LOST IN CANYON BROUGHT TO SAFETY
7/15/1983 C035 SOUTH DAKOTA MAN DROWNS IN MONTANA RIVER
7/31/1983 C0A6 MADISON MAN DROWNS IN LAKE NEAR BROOKINGS
8/05/1983 C012 *BOY, lA, DROWNS IN QUARRY NEAR ROWENA
8/23/1983 C071 AUTOPSY SHOWS MAN PROBABLY WASN'T MURDERED
8/30/1983 B035 SEARCH CONTINUES FOR BODY OF WAGNER MAN
9/03/1983 B031 BODY OF DROWNING VICTIM RECOVERED
lO/OA/1983 BOAl YANKTON LOOKS FOR MAN
5/30/198A DOll DROWNING VICTIM IDENTIFIED AS LOCAL WOMAN
6/21/198A C052 PLATTE BOY, 9, DROWNS
7/09/198A B035 RAPID VALLEY BOY DROWNS IN CREEK
7/15/198A coil MAN'S BODY RECOVERED FROM LAKE MADISON
7/16/198A C031 WATERTOWN MAN DROWNS IN LAKE PELICAN
7/28/198A D035 PLANKINTON WOMAN, 40, DROWNS IN STOCK POND
8/21/1984 C035 IPSWICH MAN DROWNS IN LAKE OAHE SUNDAY
11/25/1984 C041FLANDREAU INFANT DROWNS IN TEXAS POND
12/02/1984 C041 THUNDER BUTTE INFANT DROWNS IN BATH TUB
5/25/1985 A016 DAD, SON DROWN IN HURON
5/26/1985 D016 FAMILY SEARCHES FOR SOLACE
6/06/1985 coil XMAN DROWNS IN BIG SIOUX
6/07/1985 C021 BODY OF MOBRIDGE DROWNING VICTIM IDENTIFIED
6/26/1985 C021 WATERTOWN MAN, 22, DROWNS IN LAKE
7/06/1985 C031 BELLE FOURCHE MAN, 22, DROWNS
7/08/1985 BOll 2 CHILDREN DROWN IN AREA LAKES OVER WEEKEND
7/09/1985 B051 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY 4-YEAR-OLD DROWNING VICTIM
7/26/1985 C031 STATE MAN DROWNS IN IDAHO
; -7/30/1985 C035 BODY RECOVERED FROM LAKE POINSETT
8/05/1985 B013 AUTOPSY SHOWS 6r-YEAR-0LD MAN DROWNED
8/08/1985 C035 OFFICIALS SEARCH CLEAR LAKE FOR MISSING MAN
8/10/1985 C044 BODY FOUND IN CLEAR LAKE
9/03/1985 C031 WALLACE MAN, 24, DROWNS IN STATE LAKE
4/06/1986 C013 3-YEAR-OLD GIRL PULLED FROM HOTEL POOL
4/07/1986 coil 3-YEAR-OLD GIRL STABLE AFTER POOL ACCIDENT
4/30/1986 B025 RESCUER ELUDES PUBLICITY
5/23/1986 coil XMAN DROWNS IN WALL LAKE
5/24/1986 C016 *WALL LAKE SEARCH CONTINUES
5/25/1986 coil SEARCH FAILS TO TURN UP DROWNING VICTIM
5/26/1986 BOll SEARCHERS FIND DROWNING VICTIM IN WALL LAKE
5/31/1986 A112 TEAMWORK HELPED VICTIM RECOVERY (L)
6/17/1986 C021 1 BOY DROWNS, 1 MISSING IN SEPARATE INCIDENTS
6/20/1986 C021 POLICE IDENTIFY SUSPECTED DROWNING VICTIM
6/23/1986 B025 CUSTER MAN DROWNS WHILE SWIMMING
6/30/1986 C013 IRENE MAN DROWNS IN LAKE FRANCIS CASE
7/02/1986 B021 BOY DROWNS IN POND WHILE CATCHING FROGS
7/07/1986 B015 DROWNING VICTIM HAD BEEN DRINKING
7/18/1986 C014 KWOMAN NEARLY DROWNS IN CITY LAKE
8/03/1986 C025 LIFEGUARD HONORED FOR LAKE RESCUE
, 9/23/1986.C025vSTATE'S ATTORNEY'S CHILD DROWNS
12/18/1986 C021 CHARGES UNLIKELY IN DROWNING, OFFICIAL SAYS
3/07/1987 A015 KTWO FISHERMEN DROWN IN LAKE SINAI
5/09/1987 coil FIREFIGHTER CITED IN RIVER RESCUE
5/10/1987 BOll UTICA MAN, 18, DROWNS IN RIVER
6/09/1987 C021 REDFIELD RESIDENT APPARENTLY DROWNED
7/07/1987 C021 DALLAS CHILD DROWNS AT RECREATION AREA
10/13/1987 BOll WEBSTER MAN'S BODY RECOVERED FROM LAKE
4/11/1988 C012 GRANDMA LOOKS FOR ANGEL STATUE
5/01/1988 C031 BODIES OF MISSING FISHERMEN RECOVERED
6/01/1988 B031 MISSION HILL MAN DROWNS IN JAMES RIVER
6/14/1988 coil NEBRASKAN DROWNS IN MISSOURI RIVER
6/17/1988 coil CLEAR LAKE NATIVE DROWNS IN WISCONSIN
6/21/1988 coil RAPID CITY TEEN DROWNS IN RESERVOIR
7/09/1988 coil MARTIN MAN DROWNS WEST OF ROSEBUD
11/25/1988 AOll ND MAN DROWNS AT ABERDEEN MOTEL
12/14/1988 coil ND WOMAN SEEKS DAMAGES IN DEATH
5/07/1989 C041 HOMESTAKE MINING CITED IN DROWNING
5/21/1989 coil FISHERMAN DROWNS IN PIERRE ACCIDENT
5/22/1989 BOll DROWNING VICTIM WAS PIERRE RESIDENT, 38
6/12/1989 coil DROWNING ACCIDENTS CLAIM LIVES OF 2
6/14/1989 coil MAN DROWNS, OTHER MISSING IN ACCIDENT
6/18/1989 coil MISSING BOY'S BODY FOUND AT SWIM HOLE
6/21/1989 coil SECOND BODY PULLED FROM MISSOURI RIVER
6/22/1989 coil PIERRE MAN DROWNS WHEN BOAT CAPSIZES
6/28/1989 coil ABERDEEN GIRL, 6, DROWNS IN POOL
7/05/1989 AOll NEBRASKA BOY DROWNS AT LEWIS AND CLARK
ii>7/06yi.989-C011 -3 PEOPLE DROWN OVER LONG WEEKEND
7/12/1989 C041 AUTHORITIES SEARCH FOR DROWNING VICTIM
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7/24/1989 BOll PIERRE MAN DROWNS IN MISSOURI RIVER
8/06/1989 A012 *FIRE CHIEF BELIEVED DROWNED
8/07/1989 AOlZ XFIRE CHIEF'S BODY RECOVERED
8/08/1989 coil TEEN STILL IN HOSPITAL AFTER NEAR-DROWNING
8/10/1989 AOIZ *LATE CHIEF REMEMBERED FOR SERVICE TO CITY
9/Z0/1989 coil HERRICK MAN DROWNS IN OWN STOCK DAM
9/Z3/1989 COIZ SIMPLE RANCH KID LOVED TO LAUGH
lZ/31/1989 N036 DAD CAN NEVER FORGET SAVING SON
lZ/31/1989 N051 XFOUR WILL ALWAYS SHARE LIFESAVING ACTIONS
1/Z8/1990 BOll 5-YEAR-OLD FOUND DEAD IN LAGOON
4/03/1990 C0Z3 WEEKEND CANYON LAKE DROWNING VICTIM NAMED
5/13/1990 coil RAPID CITY BOY DROWNS AT MOTEL
5/15/1990 BOll POOL DROWNING VICTIM WAS RAPID CITY BOY
5/19/1990 C03Z 18-YEAR-OLD SAVES BOY FROM DROWNING
6/Z4/1990 AOIZ *TEEN DROWNS AFTER JUMPING IN CREEK
6/Z5/1990 A016 *WATER SAFETY URGED
6/Z6/1990 coil DEAD TEEN MAY HAVE SUFFERED CONCUSSION
7/07/1990 C031 HOT SPRINGS BOY IS DROWNING VICTIM
7/17/1990 BOll OFFICIALS SEEK BODY IN POSSIBLE DROWNING
7/17/1990 BOll WALL LAKE DROWNING REPORT A FALSE ALARM
7/18/1990 coil SEARCHERS CAN'T FIND DROWNED MAN'S BODY
7/19/1990 coil MAN'S BODY FOUND IN MISSOURI RIVER
8/06/1990 con WAKONDA BABY DROWNS IN TUB
8/06/1990 con BOY WHO FELL IN POOL DIES IN HOSPITAL
8/07/1990 C035 IDENTIFIES CHILD WHO DROWNED IN BATHTUB
8/1Z/1990 E031 GAME OFFICERS CREDITED WITH RIVER RESCUE
9/1Z/1990 C03Z DEAD MAN IDENTIFIED AS ROSEBUD INDIAN
5/Z7/1991 con DIVERS TO CONTINUE SEARCH AT LAKE
5/Z8/1991 AOIZ ^FIREFIGHTERS PULL BOY FROM FALLS
^5/28/1991X011 LEWIS AND CLARK LAKE DROWNING DETAILS
5/Z9/199I con MAN WHO DROWNED WAS FROM NEBRASKA
6/04/1991 C033 HURON TEEN-AGER DROWNS IN HEAVY RAIN RUNOFF
6/14/1991 COZl MITCHELL TEEN DROWNS DURING LAKE OUTING
6/15/1991 C031 RAPID CITY MAN DROWNS DURING OUTING
7/05/1991 COZZ RAPID CITY MAN DROWNS IN LAKE
7/19/1991 con DIVERS FIND BODY OF 'HERO' RESCUER
10/12/1991 B031 RAPID CITY MAN DROWNS IN LAKE
12/15/1991 FOIZ WATERTOWN WOMAN FOUND BY DIVERS
12/17/1991 C031 SERVICE SET FOR VICTIM IN LAKE DROWNING
1/17/1992 C031 WATERTOWN DROWNING RULED AS ACCIDENTAL
1/21/1992 con NEW UNDERWOOD MAN DROWNS IN LAKE
6/01/1992 con BOY ALMOST DROWNS AT WATERTOWN POOL
6/24/1992 COZl NEBRASKA WOMAN DROWNS IN SD LAKE
6/30/1992 con TWO MEN DROWN IN MISSOURI RIVER
7/06/1992 con MAN, 30, DROWNS AT LAKE CARTHAGE
7/06/1992 con CPR USED TO SAVE BOY FROM DROWNING
7/08/1992 con OFFICIALS FIND BODY OF YANKTON MAN
7/23/1992 B021 SPRING CREEK DAM DROWNING INVESTIGATED
7/27/1992 BOll RAPID VALLEY TEEN DROWNS IN LAKE
8/04/1992/B021 AIRMAN DROWNS IN RESERVOIR
8/17/1992 BOll RAPID CITY WOMAN FILES SUIT AGAINST CITY
9/15/1992 BOll MILLER WOMAN, 45, PRESUMED DROWNED
11/02/1992 A083 FAMILY DESERVES PRAISE FOR SAVING LIVES CD
5/16/1982 C051 WESSINGTON SPRINGS MAN ELECTROCUTED
6/19/1982 B031 SDSU ELECTRICIAN SURVIVES SHOCK
8/28/1985 BOll WOMAN DIES OF ELECTROCUTION, POLICE SAY
11/02/1988 con ELECTRICAL ACCIDENT HURTS GARRETSON MAN
8/18/1989 AOll GIRL ELECTROCUTED IN ELK POINT HOME
8/29/1990 C014 ^WORKER NEARLY ELECTROCUTED WHILE FIXING SIGN
10/23/1990 con MAN RELEASED MONTHS AFTER NEAR ELECTROCUTION
2/18/1991 C034 CABINET MAKER LIVES AFTER 480-VOLT SHOCK
6/08/1991 con COUPLE WINS SUIT, GETS $3.6 MILLION
1/24/1992 C015 MAN CRITICAL AFTER ELECTRICAL SHOCK AT FARM SHOW
1/25/1992 con ELECTROCUTED MAN'S CONDITION UPGRADED
1/26/1992 F031 MAN DIES FROM INJURIES SUFFERED IN JANUARY 11 FALL
7/03/1992 C016 AMPUTEE KEEPS $3.6 MILLION AWARD
7/28/1992 B025 JURY VERDICT UPHELD IN HORSE-RIDING ACCIDENT
6/16/1982 0015 JURY DENIES lOWAN DAMAGES FOR FALL
11/22/1982 C015 MITCHELL TEEN HURT FALLING DOWN ELEVATOR SHAFT
11/24/1982 C033 NO CHARGES FILED IN ELEVATOR FALL
12/02/1982 C031 FALL VICTIM MOVED TO MITCHELL HOSPITAL
12/09/1982 C031 YOUTH GOES HOME AFTER ELEVATOR FALLS
7/19/1984 B036 WATERTOWN GIRL DIES IN ELEVATOR SHAFT
11/20/1984 BOll FAMILIES GET SETTLEMENT IN ELEVATOR DEATHS
3/02/1989 con ELEVATOR ACCIDENT KILLS PARKER MAN
9/11/1990 C033 OFFICIALS TO DECIDE IN LENNOX TEEN'S FALL
^^9A12/1990 C031rMEN CHARGED IN ELEVATOR FALL
5/18/1991 C015 SUIT TARGETS CARGILL INC IN TEEN'S FALL AT ELEVATOR
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8/09/1982 C031 CUSTER YOUTH DIES IN EXPLOSION
2/26/1983 B031 TANK BURSTS--HARRISBURG MAN BURNED
5/1A/1983 BOAl RAPID CITIAN GETS $A99,50G FOR LOSS OF EYE
5/17/1983 BOll CIGARETTE CAUSED MITCHELL EXPLOSION
1/11/1982 C015 SCOTLAND WOMAN DIES OF EXPOSURE
1/13/1982 BOll VEBLEN WOMAN FREEZES TO DEATH AFTER CAR STALLS
1/30/1982 C033 MAN FOUND DEAD NEAR HIS DALLAS FARM
1/31/1982 BOAl HOT SPRINGS MAN FOUND FROZEN
2/05/1982 C031 WOMAN DIES FROM EXPOSURE
4/10/1982 B041 EXPOSURE CAUSE OF PINE RIDGE DEATH
10/21/1983 C031 EXPOSURE CAUSED DEATH OF RAPID CITY MAN
12/28/1983 DOll BROOKINGS MAN DIES FROM EXPOSURE TO COLD
1/01/1984 B065 ELDERLY MAN FOUND FROZEN IN HIS RURAL CABIN
11/30/1985 coil GLAD VALLEY AREA WOMAN DIES OF EXPOSURE
12/06/1988 coil POLICE SAY WEATHER KILLED PIERRE YOUTH
1/04/1989 coil WHITE HORSE MAN DIES OF EXPOSURE
2/03/1989 A012 KCOLD CLAIMS MARTIN MAN
2/23/1990 C012 HITCHHIKER DIES IN HIS SLEEP
11/03/1991 C041 BOX ELDER WOMAN FREEZES TO DEATH
1/17/1992 C031 HOT SPRINGS MAN DIES OF EXPOSURE
12/15/1992 BOll STORM TAKES LIFE OF RC WOMAN
3/20/1982 B031 YOUTH HOSPITALIZED AFTER 100-FT FALL, RC
11/02/1983 C041 MAN WHO DIED IN FALL FROM TOWER IDENTIFIED
12/11/1983 coil KWITH OR WITHOUT HALO, HE'S LOOKING UP
9/19/1984 D035 SF MAN DIES AFTER FALL FROM TOWER
2/27/1985 C021 RAPID CITY WOMAN KILLED IN FALL FROM CLIFF
9/16/1985 coil CITY MAN HURT IN FALL FROM OVERPASS
11/17/1985 C031 FALLEN DIRT TRAPS RAPID CITY MAN
2/27/1986 C021 RAPID CITY WOMAN KILLED IN FALL FROM CLIFF
'5/26/1986 BOll MARSHALL, MINN, MAN CRITICALLY HURT IN FALL
6/07/1986 coil MILBANK BOY SERIOUS AFTER FALL FROM TRUCK
7/22/1986 B021 BOX ELDER MAN DIES IN FALL FROM GRAIN SILO -
9/28/1986 coil ROCK CLIMBER FAIR AFTER FALL IN PARK
12/27/1986 coil DEADWOOD MAN DIES AFTER FALL
8/24/1987 C012 KFALL VICTIM MAKES A COMEBACK
11/26/1987 A015 ^STUDENT GIVES THANKS FOR SECOND CHANCE
5/20/1988 A015 *MAN FALLS TO DEATH IN RURAL WATER TOWER
7/19/1988 C043 FORMER SD MAN FALLS TO DEATH
10/04/1988 coil TEEN HOSPITALIZED AFTER 3-STORY FALL
10/13/1989 coil CITY MAN HURT AFTER FALL OFF SCAFFOLDING
10/14/1989 coil CITY MAN IMPROVING FOLLOWING 15-FOOT FALL
10/15/1989 coil BUILDER SHOCKED, FALLS FROM SCAFFOLD
10/16/1989 BOll BUILDER STILL CRITICAL AFTER SHOCK, FALL
11/15/1989 A012 XWORKER DIES FROM FALL
11/16/1989 coil OSHA, FIRM OFFICIALS INSPECT FATAL FALL SITE
11/29/1989 BOll 'WOLVES' ACTOR HURT AFTER FALL FROM HORSE
12/13/1989 coil ZOO EMPLOYEE HURT AFTER FALLING 12 FEET
12/22/1989 coil MAN INJURED IN FALL RELEASED BY HOSPITAL
12/22/1989 C015 ND FIRM FINED $3,200
12/27/1989 C015 FIRM REVIEWS SAFETY POLICY
3/14/1990 C024 WORTHINGTON MAN CRITICAL AFTER FALL
5/29/1990 B031 SPEARFISH TEEN DIES FROM FALL OFF CLIFF
5/31/1990 C033 SPEARFISH TEEN'S DEATH 'TERRIBLE TRAGEDY'
6/02/1990 C033 TEEN WHO DIED IN FALL RULED NEARLY DRUNK
6/26/1990 coil RAPID CITY MAN JUMPS FROM CLIFF TO HIS DEATH
7/04/1990 coil MAN IN HOSPITAL AFTER FALL FROM SCAFFOLD
8/01/1990 coil MAN FALLS 15 FEET, BREAKS HIS HEEL
8/02/1990 C033 CLARK TEEN KILLED IN WORK ACCIDENT
9/28/1990 coil SF WORKERS INJURED IN COLLAPSE OF TOWER
12/14/1990 C015 WOMAN SUES CITY BECAUSE OF FALL
6/04/1991 coil PERSON HURT IN JUMP AT PALISADES STATE PARK
5/02/1992 C041 MAN DIES AFTER FALL
5/16/1992 D012 GIRL INJURED IN FALL FROM BEAR BUTTE
7/10/1992 A015 3€DELLS BLUE RIBBON FAN, FRIEND KILLED IN FALL
1/28/1982 D031 MCLAUGHLIN FARMER DIES OF EXPOSURE
4/28/1982 B061 5-YEAR-OLD KILLED IN FARM ACCIDENT
5/25/1982 A012 ^FORMER STATE SENATOR DIES IN ACCIDENT
6/09/1982 C031 BRUCE MAN KILLED IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT
7/07/1982 C031 FARM ACCIDENT KILLS LEOLA MAN
7/21/1982 C031 ARTESIAN MAN KILLED IN FARM ACCIDENT
7/24/1982 C031 LAKE ANDES MAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT
8/04/1982 C051 TODDLER DIES AFTER BEING RUN OVER
8/14/1982 C031 16-YEAR-OLD DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
9/10/1982 C041 CHILD DEAD FROM FARM ANIMAL ATTACK
10/29/1982 C015 FALL FROM CORN CRIB KILLS MAN
11/27/1982 C013 A FREAK ACCIDENT ALMOST KILLED ALDROW KINSTAD
12/01/1982- C052 WOLSEY MAN DIES-OF APPARENT ASPHYXIATION
12/08/1982 C061 MAN WHO LOST ARM BEGINS SUIT AGAINST BALER MAKER
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12/17/1982 C051 BR00KIN6S JURY--FIRM NOT NEGLIGENT IN ACCIDENT
4/05/1983 BG31 HURON MAN GETS $325,000 FOR INJURIES
4/14/1983 coil MAN WINS SUIT AGAINST DAD
4/19/1983 BOll BROADLAND MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
4/30/1983 A013 KBOY'S HANGING RULED ACCIDENT
5/10/1983 C051 ACCIDENT KILLS BELLE FOURCHE MAN
5/15/1983 B071 RURAL REDFIELD MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
5/28/1983 B035 69-YEAR-OLD MAN KILLED IN TRACTOR MISHAP AT BRUCE
5/28/1983 B041 ACCIDENT IN FIELD KILLS LEOLA-AREA FARMER
7/15/1983 C035 FUMES KILL YOUTH ON CORSICA FARM
8/15/1983 C041 TRACTOR ACCIDENT KILLS 1-1/2-YEAR-OLD CHILD
9/11/1983 C063 FOOTBALL PLAYERS TIP TRACTOR OFF FARMER
10/18/1983 coil DELL RAPIDS MAN KILLED IN FARM ACCIDENT
10/27/1983 C041 CLEAR LAKE MAN KILLED IN COMBINE ACCIDENT
I2/1I/I983 C071 SIBLEY MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT NEAR COLMAN
3/04/1984 C012 FIRST DEFENSE AGAINST FARM ACCIDENTS
3/04/1984 C013 IN CASE OF ACCIDENT, FOLLOW THESE STEPS
3/06/1984 B021 SAVE A LIFETIME WITH FIRST AID (ED)
3/07/1984 D04I BROOKINGS CITY WORKER DIES AFTER 12-FOOT FALL
5/10/1984 C031 ROCK RAPIDS FARMER DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
5/10/1984 C041 FLANDREAU MAN PINNED BY FARM MACHINE DIES
7/06/1984 coil RURAL VERMILLION WOMAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
7/12/1984 C041 WAGNER MAN DIES OF ELECTROCUTION ON FARM
7/27/1984 C035 MONTROSE YOUTH DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
8/28/1984 B015 RENNER MAN DIES MONDAY IN FARM ACCIDENT
8/30/1984 D035 LATE SUMMER IS PRIME TIME FOR ACCIDENTS
9/27/1984 C03I AKASKA BOY, 6, IS KILLED IN FARM ACCIDENT
10/24/1984 D035 INJURED FARMER CATCHES RUNAWAY COMBINE
;:11/18/1984 A012 ACCIDENTS ON FARM ARE FACT OF LIFE
'11/25/1984 X061 ALERT GRANDSON-SAVES •GRANDFATHER • S LIFE
12/12/1984 D011 ^FARMER'S RECOVERY SUPRISES DOCTOR
12/23/1984 coil 5CHE GAVE DEATH THE SLIP
12/23/1984 C041 MAN, 70, FOUND DEAD ON FARM NEAR RENNER
1/04/1985 coil SHERMAN MAN, 62, DIES AFTER FALL FROM LADDER
1/06/1985 C041 BISON MAN DIES AFTER FARM TRACTOR ACCIDENT
3/08/1985 C015 ALCESTER WOMAN DIES AFTER ATTACK BY BULL
4/21/1985 D011 FATHER'S DEATH WAS GENTLE
5/12/1985 C011 FARM COUPLE WIN $160,000 JURY AWARD
5/14/1985 B041 2-YEAR-OLD STICKNEY GIRL DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
6/13/1985 C041 PIERRE FARMER DIES WHEN MACHINERY EXPLODES
7/05/1985 C016 ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE CRASH RATES INCREASE
10/05/1985 C021 BOY SUFFOCATES IN CORN-FILLED BOX
10/27/1985 C015 2 MEN DIE IN FARM ACCIDENTS
11/10/1985 A012 FARM INJURIES BRING PAIN TO THE PRAIRIE
11/11/1985 A012 DUST EXPOSES FARMERS TO HEALTH RISKS
11/12/1985 A012 ^QUESTIONS ABOUT FARM CHEMICALS LINGER
11/13/1985 D031 TRACTOR ROLLOVER KILLS FARMER
12/28/1985 C051 GARDEN CITY MAN SUFFOCATES IN GRAIN PILE
I/04/I986 C015 TRACTOR ROLLS OVER, KILLS A BURKE MAN
. 2/06/1986. C025.MAN KILLED IN WEEKEND FARM ACCIDENT
3/20/1986 B021'RURAL DIMOCK GIRL DIES IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT
6/27/1986 C021 HURON MAN, 25, DIES IN FARMING ACCIDENT
10/27/1986 C012 DEAD MAN'S WORDS WARN OTHER FARMERS
1I/I4/I986 C021 TRIPP MAN SUFFOCATES IN DRYING BIN OF CORN
4/02/1987 C0I1 MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER FARM INJURY
5/I0/I987 B021 MAN DIES AFTER HITTING BEAM, AUTHORITIES SAY
5/25/1987 C011 BOY KILLED IN AUGER ACCIDENT
7/22/1987 B026 COMBINE ACCIDENT KILLS OKLAHOMA MAN
7/23/1987 C011 BOY IMPROVES AFTER ACCIDENT
9/29/1987 C011 BALTIC WOMAN INJURED IN HAY RIDE
10/08/1987 BOll GARRETSON MAN FELLED BY GAS
10/18/1987 B012 FARMING MOST DANGEROUS JOB
3/27/1988 AI32 FARMS DANGEROUS FOR KIDS CD
5/07/1988 C01I ABERDEEN WOMAN DIES ON HIGHWAY
6/11/1988 C011 WAKONDA FARMER WINS NEGLIGENCE SUIT
7/01/1988 C031 RURAL PUKWANA MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
12/01/1988 coil FLANDREAU MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT ON FARM
1/02/1989 coil ETHAN MAN DIES IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT
5/08/1989 B012 KBERESFORD FARM WIFE FACES HARDEST TEST YET
6/04/1989 C01I MAN KILLED IN FARM ACCIDENT
7/28/1989 C011 MAN, WOMAN DIE IN STATE ACCIDENTS
9/21/1989 B086 FARM-RELATED DEATHS DIP IN '88
10/06/1989 C041 BELVIDERE FARMER KILLED IN ACCIDENT
10/09/1989 BOll GIRL DIES AFTER FALL INTO HOPPER
10/12/1989 C021 COLONY CHILD KILLED IN FARM ACCIDENT
10/19/1989 C011 ANDOVER FARMER DIES IN ACCIDENT
5.12/08/1989: COlI ^FARM -ACCIDENTSi-CLAIM vTWO (LIVES
2/08/1990 D065 LEGISLATURE REQUESTS FARM INJURY REPORTS
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A/21/1990 CGAA 800 FARM FAMILIES TO HELP IN 5-STATE SURVEY
A/25/1990 C025 WILMOT AREA GIRL DIES IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT
6/07/1990 C035 WOMAN DIES ON FARM--BODY UNDISCOVERED
6/19/1990 D062 STATE SEEKS FUNDS FOR FARM SAFETY
7/22/1990 coil 3€FATE DRIVES THE ANXIOUS INTO DITCH
9/21/1990 D065 FARMERS TO BE SURVEYED ABOUT ACCIDENTS
10/05/1990 coil MARION BOY HURT IN FARM ACCIDENT
11/03/1990 A012 STRAIN, TRACTOR C0LLIDE--1 KILLED
1/22/1991 C032 LANGFORD MAN DIES IN WEEKEND FARM ACCIDENT
2/09/1991 C031 HERREID MAN DIES FOLLOWING FARM ACCIDENT
3/29/1991 coil FARMER DIES IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT
A/12/1991 C033 XBROOKINGS MAN OVERCOMES INJURY
A/24/1991 A093 SPEED NOT INVOLVED IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT CD
5/07/1991 coil RURAL GARY WOMAN DIES AFTER BULL ATTACK
5/15/1991 coil CORSICA TODDLER DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
5/16/1991 C025 3-YEAR-OLD KILLED IN FARM ACCIDENT
6/16/1991 coil 5-YEAR-OLD BOY DIES IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT
7/18/1991 A012 xhUNTERS-TURNED-HEROES SAVE INJURED FARMER
8/10/1991 coil 2 BODIES RECOVERED FROM WEBSTER POND
9/11/1991 C031 19-MONTH-OLD BOY DIES AFTER FARM ACCIDENT
9/22/1991 coil STICKNEY MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
11/17/1991 E032 PROGRAM TO COMPILE AG INJURY INFO LACKS FUNDS
11/21/1991 D062 NO FUNDING YET FOR FARM HEALTH PROGRAM
11/25/1991 A051 ^FARMER HAS THIS TO SAY--'THANK YOU*
12/05/1991 C015 DROP IN FARM-WORK DEATHS
2/08/1992 A015 5fB0'S SECRET, LETTERS HELP ND TEEN
2/11/1992 coil STORLA MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
3/1A/1992 C031 RANCH HAND DIES AFTER CHOPPER ACCIDENT
A/OA/1992 C031 FARM ACCIDENT KILLS LAKE PRESTON MAN
A/12/1992 'A012 *DYING YOUNG" ON THE FARM
A/12/1992 AOAl XTEEN'S DEATH ON TRACTOR MAY ALTER FARM TRADITION
A/13/1992 A012 *TEEN HOPES TO GET CHILDREN TO PRACTICE SAFETY
A/13/1992'A023 ^ADVOCATING FARM SAFETY NO LONGER A LONELY CRUSADE
A/lA/1992 A081 NO ONE SHOULD TAKE AG ACCIDENTS LIGHTLY (ED)
5/03/1992 DOll FARM ACCIDENT VICTIM IDENTIFIED
5/19/1992 C021 GRAIN AUGER ACCIDENT KILLS 6-YEAR-OLD GIRL
6/25/1992 C021 SUMMIT FARMER DIES IN TRACTOR ROLLOVER
8/05/1992 BOll MITCHELL-AREA FARMER DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
8/1A/1992 BOll CLARK FARMER KILLED IN TRACTOR TURNOVER
8/20/1992 BOll BOY DIES AFTER HOLDING POWER LINE
8/20/1992 BOll CHILD, 2, DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
9/12/1992 A012 ^WOMAN'S DEATH ON FARM A PAINFUL REALITY IN SD
9/15/1992 A021 GROUPS SEEK WAYS TO OFFSET STUDY
9/20/1992 coil TEEN-AGER DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
9/20/1992 coil NEW HOLLAND MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
9/25/1992 BOll WARNER CHILD DIES AFTER FARM ACCIDENT
9/29/1992 BOll SOUTH SHORE MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
10/25/1992 FOll UNION CENTER MAN DIES IN FARM ACCIDENT
11/02/1992 A085 EXERCISE CARE AROUND FARM MACHINERY (L)
11/03/1992 BOll WOONSOCKET FARMER DIES IN ACCIDENT
11/08/1992 coil HARTFORD MAN HURT IN FARM ACCIDENT
9/01/1986 C012 BOY HELPS RESCUE FRIEND
2/16/1989 C016 MISSING HURON RESIDENTS FOUND DEAD IN RIVER
6/21/1991 coil STRANDED FISHERMEN FOUND NEAR PIERRE
5/30/1990 A015 FREON USE BLAMED FOR TEEN'S DEATH
5/16/1991 C023 NSP WORKER BURNED IN GAS-LINE ACCIDENT
8/31/1982 C031 SD MAN DIES IN HANG GLIDER CRASH
5/30/1982 A012 ^(CANTON'S YOUNG HEROES TO BE HONORED
12/18/1985 B021 BOY SHOT WITH PELLET GUN IN SERIOUS CONDITION
6/09/1991 coil BOX ELDER MAN DIES IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
7/19/1989 B012 BOY ACCIDENTLY SHOOTS, KILLS BROTHER
7/23/1982 A013 ^WITNESSES SAY SHOOTING ACCIDENTAL
9/02/1982 COAl TWO BOYS ACCIDENTALLY SHOT, KILLED-BLACK HAWK
10/12/1986 coil BROOKINGS MAN DIES IN SHOOTING
6/08/1990 coil GUNSHOT WOUND KILLS CLEAR LAKE TEEN-AGER
3/08/1989 C02A SISTERS WOUNDED IN SHOOTING
A/17/1991 coil MAN SHOOTS, KILLS SELF BY ACCIDENT
9/0A/1983 BOAl DIMOCK MAN DIES IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
8/06/1991 coil EAGLE BUTTE GIRL KILLED IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
7/11/1985 C021 HARROLD MAN DIES IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
2/25/1989 coil HIGHMORE WOMAN DIES IN SHOOTING
A/OA/1988 coil MAN DIES IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
11/02/1990 A012 KCHARGES POSSIBLE IN KILLING
11/03/1990 A016 HOWARD MAN IS CHARGED IN DEATH
1/09/1991 C016 MAN GETS 8-YEAR SENTENCE IN KILLING
12/07/1985 coil GUNSHOT WOUND PUTS HURON MAN IN HOSPITAL
2/13/1988 C HURON MAN CRITICAL AFTER BEING SHOT
2/1A/1988 B031 SHOOTING VICTIM STILL CRITICAL
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ACCIDENT GUN-HU 2/16/1988 COII SHOOTING VICTIM'S CONDITION BETTER
5/12/1992 coil GUN ACCIDENT KILLS 19-YEAR-OLD HURON MAN
10/11/1992 AOIl HURON TEEN-AGER DIES IN SHOOTING ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT GUN-IA 2/03/1988 BOll DECISION NOT MADE IN IOWA SHOOTING
A/01/1988 coil IOWA MAN INDICTED IN DAUGHTER'S DEATH
9/06/1988 coil FATHER SENTENCED IN GIRL'S SHOOTING
3/25/1989 con IOWA TEEN DIES IN GUN ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT GUN-LA 12/22/1988 COII BOY'S DEATH INVESTIGATED
ACCIDENT GUN-LO 2/01/1983 B051 BOY VICTIM OF ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING--LODGEPOLE
ACCIDENT GUN-MC 3/28/I98A DOAl ND BOY DIES IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
ACCIDENT GUN-MN 6/22/1988 BOll SHERIFF IDENTIFIES GUNSHOT VICTIM
9/25/1988 A0I2 ^PARENTS HAUNTED BY LOADED QUESTION
ACCIDENT GUN-NE A/26/1983 COII NEWELL WOMAN SHOT ACCIDENTALLY
ACCIDENT GUN-PA 10/31/1989 A015 ^ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING KILLS PARKER BOY
ACCIDENT GUN-PR 1/06/1989 COII POLICE OFFICER DIES IN RUSSIAN ROULETTE
ACCIDENT GUN-RC 5/11/1982 B051 TEEN ACCIDENTALLY SHOOTS, KILLS SELF
5/13/1982 D031 MAN JAILED, GETS PROBATION IN DEATH
2/2I/I983 B051 INQUIRY--SHOOTING WAS SELF-DEFENSE
8/20/1983 B035 RAPID CITY WOMAN DIES IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
2/09/1987 coil RAPID CITY BOY HURT IN SHOOTING
5/08/1988 BOll RAPID CITY MAN DIES IN GUN ACCIDENT
5/0A/1991 con 7-YEAR-OLD UPGRADED TO SATISFACTORY
5/I0/I991 con GIRL BACK HOME AFTER SHOOTING
6/11/1991 C033 BOY ACCIDENTALLY SHOOTS HIMSELF AT CAMPGROUND
10/30/1991 C031 SHOTGUN INSPECTED IN I2-YEAR-0LD'S DEATH
3/2A/1988 con MAN ACCIDENTLY SHOOTS HIMSELF
10/31/1991 con ROSCOE BOY SHOT IN GUN ACCIDENT
n/01/1991 BOll ROSCOE BOY DIES OF GUNSHOT WOUND
I'0y2A/T983 >C0I3 *MEM0RV'-0F' GUN ACCIDENT HAUNTS
10/15/1983 con WOMAN ARRESTED AFTER GUN GOES OFF
2/18/198A B035 GIRL SUFFERS MINOR WOUND
6/22/1985 C015 BOY STABLE AFTER ACCIDENTALLY SHOOTING SELF
5/17/1988 DOn NOT GUILTY PLEA MADE IN RIFLE INCIDENT
10/04/1988 con SUSPECT IN SHOOTING PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1/02/1989 A016 HAS ACCIDENT WITH HANDGUN
1/03/1989 A016 GUN VICTIM IS SON OF POLICEMAN
1/04/1989 A015 TEEN HELD IN BURGLARY
1/05/1989 BOll VICTIM REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
I/I2/1989 con SHOOTING VICTIM STILL IN CRITICAL CONDITION
1/I8/I989 con GUNSHOT VICTIM'S CONDITION UPGRADED
4/22/1989 C015 TEEN WHO WAS SHOT BY ACCIDENT DIES
10/27/1989 con BOY ACCIDENTLY SHOOTS FRIEND IN ARM
10/13/1983 C051 SPEARFISH MAN DIES IN SHOOTING ACCIDENT
8/08/1987 C021 MAN KILLED IN GUN ACCIDENT, OFFICIALS SAY
8/09/1988 con ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING CLAIMS STURGIS BOY
7/24/1992 AOll GIRL, 8, CRITICAL AFTER SHOOTING
7/25/1992 AOII TEA GIRL DIES FRIDAY FROM GUNSHOT INJURY
3/18/1983 D031 CLARK MAN'S SHOOTING CALLED ACCIDENT
10/22/1982i>C041,VERMILLION-;BOY STABLE AFTER GUNSHOT WOUND
2/I5/I985 C021 VTBORG MAN DIES IN SHOOTING
11/03/1992 BOll WAUBAY MAN KILLED IN SHOOTING ACCIDENT
12/25/1987 AOll WHITEWOOD BOY DIES IN ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
10/27/1985 C021 BOY DIES FROM ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
10/13/1983 C013 AMBULANCE BREAKS DOWN ON 240-MILE RUN
11/04/1983 C013 *WHITE RIVER BOY BACK IN SCHOOL
4/20/1986 C031 BOY HONORED FOR SAVING BROTHER
2/27/1990 con HELICOPTER CRASH VICTIM RELEASED
8/10/1992 A012 ^HELICOPTER CRASHES IN LAKE MADISON
8/10/1992 A061 3CHELIC0PTER NOTED FOR RELIABILITY
8/10/1992 A066 ^BOATERS SPOT BOBBING HEADS AT CRASH SITE
8/11/1992 B012 FINDING CAUSE OF CHOPPER CRASH MAY TAKE MONTHS
8/I2/I992 B0I6 DIVERS PULL HELICOPTER FROM LAKE
8/I3/I992 D024 SIOUX VALLEY HOSPITAL HASN'T HAD A PERFECT WEEK
8/15/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
ACCIDENT HIKING 9/10/1985 C021 RAPID CITY MAN KILLED IN FALL FROM CLIFF
ACCIDENT HOME 4/27/1991 C036 90-YEAR-OLD MAN DIES IN ACCIDENT AT HIS HOME
6/27/1991 A012 3€A LITTLE WINDOW PANE
6/24/1983 C035 JAPANESE TEEN CRITICAL AFTER STAGECOACH FALL
9/02/1983 con BALTIC WOMAN DIES IN HORSE-RIDING ACCIDENT
9/06/1983 C03I TEEN-AGER PARALYZED IN RODEO SUES SPONSORS
7/30/1988 con MISSION BOY, 8, DIES FROM KICK BY HORSE
7/28/1989 con MAN, WOMAN DIE IN STATE ACCIDENTS
8/24/1991 A014 3 INJURED BY SPOOKED MULE-HORSE TEAM
8/25/1991 EOll MAN HURT AT JAMBOREE LISTED IN FAIR CONDITION
ACCIDENT HOSPITAL 3/02/1986 A012 FATAL MISTAKE CHANGES HOSPITAL POLICY
v, . V . i ; HOSPITAL'-OFFICIALGVEXPRESS , SORROW ABOUT DEATH
ACCIDENT HOT TUB 9/14/1987 AOll GIRLS RESCUED FROM HOT TUB
9/16/1987 A012 *2 TODDLERS FOUND IN HOT TUB DIE
ACCIDENT
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/22/1985 B02r HUNTING ACCIDENT VICTIM NAMED--2 MORE HURT
11/19/1985 B021 SHERIFF PROBES SHOOTING OF 16-YEAR-OLD BOY
11/30/1985 C015 2 DIE FROM HUNTING ACCIDENTS
A/11/1987 C021 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN HUNTING DEATH
11/30/1987 BOll HUNTING ACCIDENT KILLS PARKER MAN
10/2A/1989 C012 EIGHT SHOT WHILE PHEASANT HUNTING
11/05/1989 A012 ^HUNTING ACCIDENT KILLS BOY, 5
11/06/1989 A012 *SON WAS TAUGHT GUN SAFETY
11/08/1989 C015 TWO DIE IN FIRST WEEKEND
11/14/1990 C03A WEBSTER MAN DIES IN HUNTING ACCIDENT
11/05/1991 B031 5CFRIENDS VICTIMS OF MOST GUN ACCIDENTS
11/05/1991 C041 STATE GIVES WARNING ABOUT ICY PONDS
11/25/1991 C031 RAPID CITY BOY DIES IN HUNTING ACCIDENT
3/31/1992 C031 BORDER ACCIDENT INJURES 6 YOUTHS
12/09/1992 BOll OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE HUNTER'S DEATH
12/18/1984 BOll BOY FOUND FORZEN TO DEATH NEAR RAPID CITY
6/09/1987 A034 *SAFETY ISSUE PART OF NATIONWIDE PROBE
2/21/1984 B012 KBRANDON TEEN DIES IN TUBING ACCIDENT
8/04/1982 A012 ^LIGHTNING KILLS SIOUX FALLS BOY
8/05/1982 A012 *DEAD TEEN'S PARENTS GRIEVE, CRY,...
10/09/1982 A014 ^LIGHTNING KILLS MAN, 20, FIXING WOODEN BRIDGE
7/05/1987 coil MAN KILLED BY FALLED LINE
7/06/1987 coil ELECTROCUTED MAN IDENTIFIED
7/12/1987 coil LIGHTNING KILLS FARM WORKER
7/14/1987 coil OFFICIALS IDENTIFY LIGHTNING VICTIM
6/06/1991 C023 VERMILLION BOY FAIR AFTER LIGHTNING STRIKE
8/16/1991 C031 LIGHTNING STRIKES WOMAN THROUGH PHONE
7/25/1992 BOll LIGHTNING HITS, KILLS SIOUX CITY MAN
9/19/1990 C034 WATERTOWN MAN DIES IN LAKE SHORE ACCIDENT
' 6/25/1983 X041'29-YEAR-OLD'LOGGER IN BLACK HILLS
5/06/1988 C021 HILL CITY MAN KILLED IN LOGGING ACCIDENT
9/06/1984 C035 LOAD OF STEEL CAUSES DEATH OF MINE WORKER
1/24/1987 coil HOSPITAL MUM ON INJURED MINER
2/02/1987 C021 NAME OF VICTIM OF MINING ACCIDENT RELEASED
2/15/1987 C021 MAN KILLED IN MINE LACKED SAFETY GEAR
3/16/1991 C031 SPEARFISH MAN KILLED IN MINING ACCIDENT
3/20/1991 coil LEAD MAN KILLED IN MINING ACCIDENT
4/25/1991 C031 HUMAN ERROR CITED IN FATAL HOMESTAKE ACCIDENT
9/23/1982 coil 5 KILLED IN MOTORHOME CRASH, FIRE ON 1-90
9/24/1982 coil KADOKA CRASH VICTIMS IDENTIFIED
3/23/1991 coil SD MAN MISSING IN NAVY CRASH
3/25/1991 BOll MOTHER SAYS MISSING SON LOVED HIS COUNTRY
3/28/1991 C035 2 MEMORIALS PLANNED FOR CRASH VICTIM
5/07/1986 A105 ACCIDENT SHOULD UNITE US (L)
5/10/1986 AlOl SOVIETS OWE WORLD FACTS (ED)
5/15/1986 A014 3(RAIN MAY BRING RADIOACTIVITY
5/18/1986 A012 SOVIET FALLOUT NO THREAT TO SD
5/18/1986 coil LAW MARKS FOR CHERNOBYL REPORTING
5/08/1989 B012 ARMY JUMPER HURT AT RUSHMORE
;fl^/01/1987 C026 MANS FOUND DEAD AFTER HIT & RUN
8/18/1989 coil RAPID CITY WOMAN KILLED BY PICKUP
3/28/1990 C024 WANBLEE MAN STRUCK, KILLED NEAR KADOKA
4/21/1990 C014 XWOMAN INJURED
4/30/1990 coil GIRL INJURED AFTER RUNNING INTO TRUCK
10/24/1990 C032 RAPID CITY MAN DIES AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
11/17/1990 B015 CAR-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT KILLS GARRETSON WOMAN
12/29/1990 coil PEDESTRIAN, CYCLE DEATHS RISE IN 1990
4/04/1991 C031 WHITE RIVER PEDESTRIAN KILLED ON HIGHWAY 83
6/12/1991 coil BOY LISTED AS FAIR AFTER HIT-AND-RUN
6/17/1991 BOll five-year-old STABLE AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
6/17/1991 B032 SIX-YEAR-OLD BOY DIES WHEN STRUCK BY CAR
6/24/1991 BOll SHERIFF INVESTIGATES HIT-AND-RUN ACCIDENT
7/19/1991 C022 NOT GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN PEDESTRIAN'S DEATH
7/27/1991 C016 TEEN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
9/04/1991 coil MOTHER, DAUGHTER HIT AT 26TH STREET CROSSING
11/28/1991 coil MAN CRITICAL AFTER BEING STRUCK BY CAR
11/29/1991 coil PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT KILLS CITY MAN, 74
2/27/1992 A012 ^INJURIES MINOR IN ACCIDENT
3/02/1992 coil 6-YEAR-OLD INJURED WHEN STRUCK BY CAR
3/03/1992 coil 9-YEAR-OLD INJURED WHEN STRUCK BY CAR
4/02/1992 coil PEDESTRIAN HURT IN CAR ACCIDENT
5/26/1992 coil 3-YEAR-OLD BOY DIES IN HOLIDAY ACCIDENT
6/03/1992 C021 21-MONTH-OLD CHILD KILLED IN ACCIDENT
8/11/1992 B013 KPEDESTRIAN KILLED
9/05/1992 BOll RAPID CITY BOY DIES CROSSING STREET
12/09/1992 BOll BOY HIT BY VAN, IN CRITICAL CONDITION
' 12/10/1992 : 8012 *MAKING THE -STREETS SAFE
12/17/1992 BOll INJURED STUDENT RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL
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10/18/1991 C032 TODDLER DIES FROM EATING MOM'S IRON PILLS
2/02/1982 A012 CARBON MONOXIDE KILLS 6 IN LEAD
2/12/1982 D031 LAB FINDS CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
3/23/1982 coil CHILD POISONING LIKELIEST AWAY FROM HOME
6/02/1983 C015 BOY IS STABLE AFTER POISONING
ll/27/198<i A014 CITY FIREMAN FOUND DEAD
12/01/1984 coil REASON FOR FIREFIGHTER'S DEATH UNKNOWN
12/27/1984 A016 CALL SPARES FAMILY OF 3 FROM DEATH
12/28/1984 A013 ^MOTHER DIALED THEIR LUCKY NUMBER
12/31/1984 B021 MOTHER'S TIMELY PHONE CALL HELPS (ED)
3/19/1985 BOll CITY WORKER FAIR AFTER CHLORINE EXPOSURE
4/30/1988 C021 DEATH OF HURON MAN RULED ACCIDENTAL
1/04/1989 coil MOTHER, SON KILLED BY CARBON MONOXIDE
5/II/I984 C0I5 DIVE TEAM STILL LOOKING FOR VICTIM
5/I2/I984 con DIVERS CONTINUE SEARCHING CREEK FOR VICTIM
5/13/1984 C041 RESCUE WORKERS FIND MAN'S BODY IN CREEK
4/I0/I984 C014 SOFT RAIL BED GETS BLAME
8/13/1985 A0I2 *8 BOXCARS DERAIL NEAR BALTIC
II/02/I985 C0I5 TRAIN CRASH DESTROYS GRAIN TRUCK, SPILLS BEANS
5/I9/I987 D02I BROWN COUNTY MAN SUES OVER FOOT INJURY
7/I8/I987 A0I2 KVANDALS BLAMED IN CITY RAILROAD ACCIDENT
I0/I7/I987 C02I INVESTIGATORS SEEK CAUSE FOR DERAILMENT
1I/I3/I987 A0I2 ^INSPECTING THE DAMAGE
2/21/1988 C012 ^JUMPING THE TRACK
3/25/1990 C012 *13 TRAIN CARS DERAIL AT BROOKINGS
3/29/1990 A012 *ACCiDENT THIRD IN AREA THIS YEAR
5/24/1990 C012 ^DERAILED CARS SPILL JET FUEL
12/08/1990 C012 ^DERAILED GRAIN CAR EMPTIED
I/05/I991 A012 XTRUCKtTRAIN COLLISION INJURES DRIVER
"l/05/I99r C032 CREWS' CLEAN -UP TRAIN DERAILMENT
3/16/1991 C012 ^CLEANING UP
4/11/1991 A012 ^CROSSINGS OFTEN A DEATH TRAP
5/11/1991 C031 FORMER WATERTOWN MAN KILLED BY TRAIN
11/25/1991 con PIERRE DERAILMENT CAUSED BY BROKEN RAIL
2/14/1992 C031 BROWN COUNTY WORKER HURT IN TRAIN WRECK
5/22/1992 A012 *TRAIN DERAILS NEAR VOLGA
9/I9/I992 C021 RAIL LINE ACCIDENT KILLS I, HURTS ANOTHER
12/22/1992 B021 PICKUP-TRAIN CRASH KILLS SOUTH DAKOTAN
12/29/1992 BOll ENGINEER HURT IN TRAIN WRECK
7/28/1991 AOIISD RANCHER DIES AFTER BEING GORGED
7/29/1991 BOll VICTIM'S NAME GIVEN IN BUFFALO ACCIDENT
7/25/1983 A012 *CHAMPION TRAPSHOOTER HEALS TRAGEDY WITH OPTIMISM
9/21/1982 C041 MO MAN DIES FROM RODEO INJURIES-EAGLE BUTTE
6/03/1989 con MAN INJURED IN SCOOTER ACCIDENT
12/19/1991 C015 WOMAN SUING HOTEL AFTER FALL IN SHOWER
1/24/1992 con WOMAN SETTLES SUIT WITH CHAMBERLAIN HOTEL
5/14/1989 con TEEN SKATEBOARDER HURT IN COLLISION
1/03/1986 C023 RESCUERS TRACK DOWN LOST SKIER
4/26/1992 F012 *MOTHER TRIUMPHS OVER TRAGEDY
J3/07/1989:C0n ,,2?B0YS^.KILLED WHEN SLED STRUCK BY CAR
3/I9/I989 con WOMAN, 43,' CHARGED IN SLEDDING DEATHS
5/07/1989 C041 ARRAIGNMENT SET IN SLED DEATHS CASE
I/08/I99I con TEEN-AGERS HURT IN SLEDDING ACCIDENT
2/09/1982 C02I SNOWMOBILE ACCIDENT KILLS SD MAN
I/I0/I988 AOII SNOWMOBILE ACCIDENT KILLS VERMILLION MAN
1/11/1988 con MAN NAMED IN SNOWMOBILE FATAL
1/12/1988 AG16 5CSPILLWAY WARNING POSTED
I/25/I988 A085 DEATH WAS PREVENTABLE (L)
12/25/1988 A016 *MICKELSON HURT AFTER ACCIDENT ON SNOWMOBILE
12/30/1988 AOll MAN DIES WHILE SHOWMOBILING
12/31/1988 con MAN IDENTIFIED IN FATAL ACCIDENT
1/15/1989 BOll IOWA MAN HURT SNOWMOBILING
1/12/1991 C035 MAN DIES IN SNOWMOBILE ACCIDENT
I/I4/199I BOII LINCOLN HIGH GRAD DIES IN RC
I/I6/I992 C03I N DAKOTAN DIES IN SNOWMOBILE CRASH
12/20/1992 F0I6 PRE-DAWN LAKE RIDE KILLS ONE
2/06/1987 C0I4 *INJURED BY SNOWPLOW FRAME
1/29/1988 con MAN, 71 DIES IN SNOWSTORM
12/30/1988 C012 INJURED MAN'S WIFE FILES $12 MILLION LAWSUIT
2/27/1990 con JUDGE WON'T DISMISS SOFTBALL INJURY SUIT
9/30/1991 C012 SOFTBALL-ACCIDENT TRIAL BEGINS
10/01/1991 con WOMAN SETTLES SUIT IN SOFTBALL INJURY
4/23/1990 A052 PREPARATION WILL PREVENT MANY SPORTS INJURIES
8/12/1982 C014 XJANSSEN, STORM VICTIM, MOVED FROM INTENSIVE CARE
4/17/1986 A016 SNOWSTORM VICTIM DIED NEAR SHELTER
11/29/1989 con STORM POSSIBLY CAUSES MAN'S DEATH
Il/03/1983--B0n ^ACCIDENT DIDN'T BREAK HIS.SPIRIT
8/24/1984 CO12 MAN IN GOOD CONDITION AFTER ACCIDENT
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7/0^/19Q5 A012 ^LIFEGUARD'S TRAINING GIVES MAN ANOTHER CHANCE
7/17/1987 AOll *BOY 12, RESCUED
7/26/1987 CG16 DIVE VICTIM STRUGGLES FOR NEW START
11/29/1989 C0I6 FIRMS TO PAY $1.A MILLION IN POOL ACCIDENT
12/28/1992 AGll x'G'i POOL ACCIDENT LEAVES FEW SCARS
5/G1/1991 CG31 IG-YEAR-OLD GIRL DIES IN SWING ACCIDENT
7/I1/199G AG12XEMERGENCY--TANKER OVERTURNED...
lG/25/1982 CG31 MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER ACCIDENT
7/18/1986 CGll GROUNDS WORKER RUN OVER BY LOADER
8/29/1987 CG12 *TRACTOR ACCIDENT KILLS LAWMAKER
4/1G/199G CG2A TRATOR ACCIDENT KILLS MISSION WOMAN
lG/28/1991 BG31 TABOR MAN TARGETS IMPLEMENT FIRM IN SUIT
3/1G/1992 CGll MAN RECEIVES HEAD INJURIES IN ACCIDENT
4/21/1992 CGll FUND ESTABLISHED FOR SF MAN
11/16/1992 BGll HURLEY MAN DIES IN TRACTOR ACCIDENT
1/29/1982 CG42 KTRAIN DERAILED ON 3GG BLOCK OF E 8TH ST
1G/G9/1982 CG31 MINN MAN KILLED IN TRAIN ACCIDENT
1G/2G/1982 CG53 TRAIN DERAILS AT CANTON
11/28/1982 BGll STRAIN DERAILS, BLOCKS CLIFF AVENUE
7/2G/1985 CG31 SEPARATE COLLISIONS WITH TRAINS KILL 2 IN STATE
9/12/1986 AG12 KTOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT
9/12/1986 AG21 KTRAIN NARROWLY MISSES WOMAN
3/G6/1987 CGll ACCIDENT VICTIM LISTED IMPROVED
3/G7/1987 CG12 BRAKE PROBLEM BLAMED FOR STOPPED TRAIN
3/13/1987 AG81 TRAINS HAVE TO WATCH OUT FOR MOTORISTS (ED)
lG/16/1987 CG41 TRAIN DERAILS NEAR REDFIELD, SPILLS CORN
1G/2G/1987 CG41 CAUSE OF DERAILMENT NEAR REDFIELD FOUND
1/19/1988 AG12 KMAN HURT IN CAR-TRAIN COLLISION
12/16/1988 CG15 WOMAN INJURED IN GARRETSON CAR-TRAIN CRASH
'•3/23/1989 CG33'5«TRAIN ACCIDENTS
4/3G/1989 CGll CROOKS MAN HURT IN CAR-TRAIN CRASH
5/G3/1989 AG15 TRAIN HITS, INJURES MAN AT TRACK
5/G4/I989 CG15 VICTIM COULD HAVE AVOIDED TRAIN
1/31/199G CG23 TRAFFIC STALLED AS TRAIN DERAILS NEAR MIDLAND
7/29/199G CG15 SF MAN DIES AFTER BEING HIT BY TRAIN
1G/G5/199G CG31 DELL RAPIDS MAN HURT AFTER FALL
11/G3/199G AG12 *TRAIN, TRACTOR C0LLIDE--1 KILLED
11/G4/199G EGll HOSPITAL RELEASES BOY HURT IN CRASH
I1/2G/1991 CGll TRAIN-TRUCK CRASH KNOCKS OUT ELECTRICITY
5/G7/1983BG35 EX-STUDENT CAN'T SUE REGENTS
11/3G/1982 BG61 FALLING TREE KILLS RAPID CITY MAN
4/21/1985 CG71 FALLING TREE KILLS 62-YEAR-OLD GROTON WOMAN
1G/2G/1991 CG31 TREE STUMP ACCIDENT KILLS ELK POINT MAN
8/G4/199G CG31 MITCHELL CITY WORKER INJURED IN TRENCH CAVE-IN
1/28/1982 DG61 KTRUCK TOPPLES INTO DITCH
1/29/1982 CG13 SfWRONG TURN OVER JUNCTION OF 1-29 8 1-229
2/G9/1982 CG21 SF MAN'S ARM SEVERED IN ACCIDENT
2/19/1982 AG12 ^CHALLENGING THE LAW OF GRAVITY
2/19/1982 CG24 AID SOUGHT FOR MAN, 18, WHO LOST ARM (L)
3/11/1982 DG14 THAT'S A TON OF STICKY TROUBLE
3/2G/1982 BG41 KTRUCK TANGLE AS STORM BEGINS
5/12/1982 CG32 KPICKUP TRUCK ROLLED OVER ON FALLS PARK DRIVE
6/23/1982 CG31 WATERTOWN MAN TRUCK ACCIDENT VICTIM
7/06/1982 CG51 WAKONDA MAN DIES AFTER FALL FROM TRUCK
7/19/1982 BG31 MAN HURT IN STORM STILL HOSPITALIZED
7/26/1982 BG41 7,GGG GALLONS OF GAS SPILLED ON I-9G
8/21/1982 CG15 I-9G ACCIDENTS KEEP LAW OFFICERS BUSY
lG/23/1982 AG15 SF MAN KILLED BY HYDRAULIC LIFT ON TRUCK
I1/G6/1982 AG12 SfTOPPLED SEMI BLOCKS TRAFFIC
12/11/1982 CG31 DRIVER JUMPS RUNAWAY RIG--PIERRE
1/11/1983 CG41 KWOMAN HIT BY TRUCK WHEN CROSSING SF STREET
5/17/1983 BG41 WILMOT MAN ELECTROCUTED WHEN TRUCK HIT LINE
8/24/1983 BGll *DRIVER NOT INJURED
8/24/1983 BGll HORSE TRAILER CRASHES INTO 2 CARS
1G/12/I983 CGll 2 DIE IN HEAD-ON CRASH
lG/13/1983 CGll 2 KILLED IN TRUCK COLLISION NEAR STURGIS
8/29/1984 DG31 TRUCK DRIVER FROM WEBSTER DIES IN OHIO
9/15/1984 CG15 WISCONSIN MAN DIES IN VIVIAN TRUCK ACCIDEN
9/16/1984 CG44 MAN SERIOUSLY HURT IN TRUCK ROLLOVER
11/G2/1984 CG32 CAR-CATTLE TRUCK ACCIDENT
11/28/1984 DG33 ^SLIPPERY ROAD
12/18/1984 BGll 3-VEHICLE ACCIDENT TAKES ABERDEEN MAN
2/G7/1985 CG21 STURGIS MAN DIES IN LOG ROLLING ACCIDENT
2/23/1985 CG2I SEMI-TRAILER BLAST INJURES NORTH DAKOTAN
3/24/1985 EG41 COLTON MAN DIES IN TRUCK ACCIDENT
3/26/1985 BG14 WIND GUSTS CAUSE UNIT TO OVERTURN
^4/25/1985'f AG12 SCHOOL' BUS > 'TRUCK 'CRASH NEAR HECLA
4/26/1985 CGll STUDENTS, DRIVER RECOVERING AFTER BUS CRASH
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5/30/1985 COSI DALLAS MAN DIES IN 2-TRUCK COLLISION
9/12/1985 CG31 WALL CRASH KILLS 1, IGNITES CHEMICALS
12/20/1985 A012 KFALL FROM BRIDGE KILLS TRUCKER
12/27/1985 A012 *WEATHER TOO SLICK FOR MOTORISTS
2/05/1986 A013 KMORNING MESS
2/11/1986 B021 TRUCK PULLED FROM RIVER
3/18/1986 coil STRUCK DRIVER HAS A SEMI-TOUGH DAY
A/18/1986 COIA WORTHING MAN DIES WHEN TRUCK CRASHES
A/23/1986 B015 GARBAGE TRUCK HITS MAN
8/09/1986 A012 3(CRUSHING BLOW
8/17/1986 C021 IOWA MAN KILLED IN TRACTOR-SEMI ACCIDENT
10/09/1986 C021 A MAN AND HIS DOG FREED FROM TRUCK WRECKAGE
ll/OA/1986 COIA XTEAMWORK
11/08/1986 coil MAN PULLED FROM BURNING TRUCK
11/18/1986 coil WOMAN DIES IN TRUCK ACCIDENT
1/20/1987 C012 XOVERTURNED
3/07/1987 C012 ^COMPOUND PROBLEM
5/23/1987 C021 TRUCK DRIVER FINED §35 IN TRAIN COLLISION
5/25/1987 A015 MAN CHARGED IN FATAL CRASH
5/27/1987 BOll BOND SET FOR MAN CHARGED IN DEATH
5/31/1987 BOll BUBBLY TROUBLES CLOSE HIGHWAY
6/16/1987 coil FALL FROM TRUCK KILLS HURON MAN
6/I8/I987 coil CITY MAN DIES IN 2-TRUCK CRASH
6/21/1987 coil MINN MAN KILLED IN TRAILER WRECK
7/01/1987 B013 KROLLOVER ACCIDENT
9/05/1987 C012 OIL TANKER BURNS, DRIVER UNINJURED
9/2A/1987 con WEST VIRGINIA CRASH KILLS SIOUX FALLS MAN
12/13/1987 con MAN KILLED IN WRECK NEAR EDGEMONT
,1/05/1988 COIA 5CSEMITRUCK ACCIDENT
T/2A/1988 B012*TOO-HEAVY A LOAD TO MOVE
5/11/1988 BOll QUARRY WORKER HURT IN ACCIDENT
6/2A/I988 con GARBAGE TRUCK PINS TEEN, BREAKS HIS LEG
7/18/1988 con TRUCK ACCIDENT KILLS HILL CITY MAN
9/02/1988 COAl IF CITY MAN WILL BE CHARGED
9/17/1988 con JURY WON'T INDICT CITY TRUCKER IN CRASH
10/16/1988 B012 3«MAN HURT IN TRUCK ACCIDENT
2/02/1989 con MARTIN MAN DIES IN TRUCK ACCIDENT
5/23/1989 con HERBICIDE SPILLED AFTER TRUCK WRECK
5/26/1989 A015 *SEMI-TRUCK KILLS RURAL LENNOX MAN
5/29/1989 con HIGH WINDS BLAMED FOR SEMI ACCIDENTS
6/16/1989 A012 ROOFER FALLS TO HIS DEATH
7/03/1989 BOll MILK SPILLED IN CAR CRASH
7/14/1989 C031 STRUCK TIPS OVER
11/28/1989 C012 ^ACCIDENT AT INTERCHANGE
2/10/1990 C013 KTRUCK OVERTURNS ON 1-229
2/16/1990 C014 XONE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT
2/17/1990 C021 SEMI, PLOW CRASH NEAR KIMBALL
2/17/1990 C024 MAN LISTED AS STABLE FOLLOWING 1-29 CRASH
5/01/1990 C015 XWORKER HUNT
'5/06/1990 con TRUCK CRASH SHATTERS FAMILY'S QUIET BREAKFAST
7/19/1990 con TRUCK LOSES LOAD OUTSIDE SF
7/27/1990 C032 TRUCK ROLLS, SPILLS 12 TONS OF POTATOES
7/28/1990 C033 MITCHELL MAN KILLED IN PICKUP ROLLOVER
8/04/1990 C031 TWO INJURED IN LUMBER TRUCK ROLLOVER
8/31/1990 A012 ^DUMPED OVER ON 1-229
9/03/1990 C032 BOY, 4, KILLED AFTER TRUCK RUNS OVER HIM
9/08/1990 A014 TRUCK RUNS OVER WORKER, KILLS HIM
9/09/1990 con NO CHARGES EXPECTED IN MITCHELL TRUCK DEATH
10/28/1990 C033 DIESEL FUEL SPILLED IN TRUCK ROLLOVER
11/04/1990 E012 STRUCK ACCIDENT CLOSES INTERSTATE FOR 45 MINUTES
11/24/1990 C012 KCEMENT CARRIER OVERTURNS
1/05/1991 A012 XTRUCK-TRAIN COLLISION INJURES DRIVER
1/11/1991 con MINNESOTA MAN HURT IN TRAIN CRASH RELEASED
1/25/1991 C033 *BIN KNOCKED OFF FLATBED
3/02/1991 con SF MAN DIES IN TRUCK CRASH
6/09/1991 con HURON MAN DIES AFTER TRUCK HITS COW
6/20/1991 con CITY WORKER PINNED BETWEEN VEHICLES
6/28/1991 C033 *DUMP TRUCK OVERTURNS
7/26/1991 C012 *SEMI TIPS OVER
7/28/1991 EOll TRUCK DRIVER IN SEMI, TRAIN COLLISION DIES
12/26/1991 con TYNDALL MAN DIES OF BURN COMPLICATIONS
1/03/1992 A012 *HARTFORD FIRE TRUCK STRUCK AT ACCIDENT SCENE
4/16/1992 con IOWA MAN CRUSHED BY SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK
5/04/1992 con SEMI DRIVER CRUSHED BY TRUCK DIES SUNDAY
6/23/1992 con TANK ROLLOVER DETOURS TRAFFIC NEAR VERMILLION
8/26/1992 BOll TRUCK DRIVER DIES IN ROLLOVER MISHAP
'^8/06/L990 con -RC MAN KTLLED-ON. JOBr.v : • •
8/27/1984 BOll 'WHAT-IFS' OF NEAR TRAGEDY CONJURE VISION CED)
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ACCOUNTANTS
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ACE HARDWARE
ACE NEON SIGNS
ACHTERHOF CAROLE
ACID RAIN
%CkER DUANE
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ACLU
ACORN
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ACTORS
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ADAM CARL •
ADAMS BOB
ADAMS DWIGHT
ADAMS GREG
ADAMS HOWARD
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ADAMS KARL
ADAMS LYNN
ADAMS MAUD
ADAMS MERLE
ADAMSJNANCY '
ADAMS NIKKIE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/07/1982 E025 SOUTH DAKOTANS PASS STATE ACCOUNTING EXAMS
8/28/1983 E021 SOUTH DAKOTANS PASS PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT EXAM
9/09/1983 C035 CLEAR LAKE MAN NAMED STATE AUDITOR GENERAL
10/28/1983 B05I RAPID CITY MAN NAMED TO ACCOUNTANCY BOARD
2/12/198A E052 RESIDENTS PASS CPA TEST
8/17/1986 EOll CPA'S TRY TO MAKE TAX REFORM ADD UP
3/07/1987 coil CPA CONVICTED ON TAX CHARGES
8/I6/I987 EOll ACCOUNTANTS BOARD ELECTS PRESIDENT
10/30/1988 con POLL OF ACCOUNTANTS SHOWS BUSH LEADING
2/21/1991 A074 ^ACCOUNTANT BALANCES JOB WITH FUN
12/06/1982 con MERGER MAKES LARGEST SD ACCOUNTING FIRM
2/07/1990 D081 ACCOUNTING FIRMS MERGE UNDER BAILLEY
4/08/1991 C012 ^LONGTIME ACCOUNTANT WAS 'NATURAL'
10/25/1992 EOll WORKSHOP TO FOCUS ON ACCOUNTING
8/30/1987 D012 *ACE OWNER KNOWS NUTS 8 BOLTS
4/01/1990 C0I2 ^CONTESTANTS TALK TURKEY
4/01/1990 E016 *ACE ADDS STORE ON I2TH STREET
4/07/1990 A085 STORY UNFAIR TO ROBSON CD
6/10/1990 E012 *ACE'S NEW PLACE
9/02/1990 DOll NEW ACE HARDWARE WILL OPEN TUESDAY
4/22/1991 C012 ^WHITEWASHED
5/07/1992 B021 *WRITE ABOUT FAMOUS DIRECTOR, WOMEN SCIENTISTS
7/30/1982 C041 STATE TO CHECK FOR ACID RAIN IN AUGUST
9/07/1982 B042 SPANNAUS FOR COALITION AGAINST ACID RAIN
12/11/1982 A012 SPECIALIST CAN'T EXPLAIN ACID RAIN FOUND IN SD
6/08/1983 con ACID RAIN MOVIE WILL BE SHOWN IN CITY
6/11/1983 BOll PROPAGANDA LABEL ON ACID RAIN FILM IS SENSELESS
9/06/1983 C021 SOLVING PROBLEMS OF ACID RAIN CED)
6/27/1990 A104 GOVERNMENT RULES CRUSHING BUSINESS (L)
1/30/1986' A014 EX-DEAN MAY BAG 2ND AG SPOT
12/25/1987 B012 3€ACT1V1STS PLANT SEEDS OF PEACE IN SD
SEE AM CIVIL LIBERTIES
1/27/1982 B041 ACORN WANTS BETTER DEAL WITH CENGAS
4/26/1982 B041 ACORN TO REVIEW HOUSING FORCLOSURES
8/20/1982 B032 ACORN INVOLVED IN PETITION DRIVE
8/29/1982 B023 SF MEN TRACE PROTEST MOVEMENTS (YEAGER)
9/03/1982 C021 WORTHWHILE & TIMELY LOOK AT SOCIAL PROTEST (ED)
10/25/1982 C031 ACORN PLANS REAGAN RANCH PROTEST
3/26/1983 B031 ACORN BLASTS MAYOR FOR COMMENTS ON BALLOT ISSUE
5/10/1983 C023 ELECTION ISSUE WOULD NOT HAV BEEN RAISED CD
12/16/1983 A012 *C1T1ZEN PLOWS THROUGH RED TAPE TO GET CITY FIGURES
11/10/1986 Adl2 ACORN'S GROWTH SOWS SEEDS
11/18/1986 AI05 STORY UNFAIR TO ACORN CD
11/20/1986 A125 ACORN MEMBERSHIP STEADY CD
6/06/1987 con GROUP CALLS BANK BOYCOTT
3/31/1989 C021 RC GROUPS FIGHT FOR RIGHT TO USE ACRONYM
3/20/1992 BOll *W1SHES BROADWAY WAS ON SD PRAIRIE
3/21/1992 A125 *GRANT SEEKS MORE FILM ROLES
8/31/1984 con CARE CENTER OFFERS ALTERNATIVE
7/03/1991 C012'M1GKELSON NEPHEW HIRED BY STATE
3/25/1983 C031 CANDIDATE BACKS ADVISORY COUNCIL
6/17/1983 C012 KADAMS SEES LOAD LIMITS AS ANSWER TO POTHOLES
6/15/1986 con KMILITARY MAN TRIES NEW CAMPAIGN
6/13/1987 con DOLE NAMES STATE STAFFERS
4/23/1988 con ADAMS TO HEAD VOLK'S CAMPAIGN
12/10/1988 con CAMPAIGN MANAGER CONSIDERING POST
12/11/1988 A094 INTEREST IN THE STATE REPUBLICAN PARTY CHAIRMANSHIP
12/15/1988 C025 ADAMS TO RUN FOR CHAIRMANSHIP
2/26/1989 C012 GOP ELECTS ADAMS AS CHAIRMAN
5/31/1989 C031 GOP OFFICIAL DECLINES DEMOCRATS' REQUEST
8/10/1989 A081 REPUBLICANS STOLE DEMOCRAT PROPOSALS CD
11/06/1989 B025 *REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES STILL UNCERTAIN FOR 1990
2/01/1990 con DEMS' PRISON PLAN UPSETS GOP LEADER
2/04/1991 con GOP CHAIRMAN SAYS HE WON'T RUN AGAIN
2/07/1991 con GOP CHAIRMAN SEEKS TO SERVE AT GULF
2/17/1991 E012 *GOP CHIEF PUTS BATTLES BEHIND HIM
2/23/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS CED)
12/15/1991 G015 3CM1N1-THEATERS COMING HOME
3/18/1992 C012 CLIENT LACKED ADEQUATE COUNSEL IN 1986 TRIAL
2/11/1990 FOll DEMOCRAT WON RESPECT OF GOP
3/20/1983 C031 *FORMER CITY MAN TELLS ABOUT JOE MCiCARTHY CYEAGER)
3/I9/I983 con ADAM'S QUEST FOR ANOTHER 'A' TITLE
7/11/1987 C012 *JUST PADDLING THROUGH
9/05/1988 A054 *RACQUETBALL CHAMP FIGHTS HEALTH PROBLEMS
5/04/1986 C021 SISTERS PRESERVE WILDERNESS SPIRIT
9/26/1987 C012 SOME WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN
'6/25/1989 FOl^ K'LOVELY -IS THE ROSE'
12/12/1991 C021 ^HAUNTING REMINDER
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ADAMS PAT
ADAMS PATTY
ADAMS PRISCILLA
ADAMS RON
;ADAMS ROY
^DAMS?^RUBE-
ADAMS SAM
ADAMS SHAWN
ADAPTION
ADBALLAH GENE
ADDABBO ANTHONY
ADDISON CAROL
ADDISON DUANE
ADDISON JULIE
ADEE BRET
ADEE RICHARD
ADKINS GORDON
ADKINS PEG
ADKINS STEVE
ADKINS TONY
ADLER CHRISTINE
ADLER LARRY
ADOPTION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/20/1991 CGIB GUESSES WRONG ABOUT MICKELSON'S SISTER
II/21/I991 AG12 GOVERNOR'S SISTER NAMED IN CONTRACTS
1G/GA/I992 BG31 ADAMS FINDS BEST REASON TO BOWL...
2/G8/1988 BG12 J^NURSE WORKS TO EASE FARM WOMEN'S STRESS
5/2G/I989 AG52 ^eCITY MAN HAS DRIVING PASSION FOR OLDER MODELS
11/G8/1986 BGIA KADAMS VITAL PART OF KNIGHTS' REUNION
8/G3/1986 FGll ^MITCHELL RESIDENTS WANT TO SAVE HOME
1G/I2/I992 BG12 KDANCING WITH A PURPOSE
2/1G/I992 AG52 KTEENS DON'T STOP AFTER SCHOOL
9/2A/199G CG33 ^KOREAN SIBLINGS SPEND HALF DAY LEARNING ENGLISH
9/27/1985 CGII ^MARSHALS GET NATIONAL PAT ON BACK
6/23/199G AG52 K'GENERATIONS' STARS VISIT TV STATION
lG/29/1983 BG23 5fTHE EARTH MUST NOT PERISH
I/G8/198A CG31 ^COMPARABLE WORTH NEEDS VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
2/2G/1983 BG31 ^GANDHI'S LIFE HAS YET TO BE FULFILLED
A/Gl/198<i EGll 5€DR KING'S DREAM KEPT ALIVE
1/28/1991 BG15 KOLD PROTESTERS REUNITE TO PUSH ANTI-WAR IDEAS
1/G7/199G FG21 MAROONED STRANGERS JOIN FORCES TO SURVIVE
7/29/1992 A1G3 ^LIFESTYLE NOT MADE IN US
8/13/199G AGI2 ^PRODUCER COMBS HIVES AT HONEY HARVEST
11/2A/1992 AG12 STATE BEEKEEPERS SAY SUBSIDY LOSS WOULD STING
3/3G/1986 CGI4 *POLICE ARREST PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL
A/Gl/1986 CGll BOND SET AT $2,GGG FOR PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL
5/11/198A AG13 *THESE VOLUNTEERS HAVE HEARTS OF GOLD
5/11/198A CG21 TO HAVE TRUE HEARTS OF GOLD...(ED)
A/18/1985 DG15 *ADKINS NAMED TO WOOD HALL OF FAME
12/G3/1987 DG15 *AUGUSTANA'S ADKINS KODAK ALL-AMERICAN
8/1A/199G AGI5 36GRAND JURY TO PROBE SALEM SHOOTING DEATH
:8/2G/199G CGll GRAND JURY PROBE RESULTS DUE THIS WEEK
«^8/22/199G AG12 *TWO MEN CHARGED IN SALEM SHOOTING DEATH
8/28/199G CG16 *MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SHOOTING
6/26/1985 AG12KCEREBRAL PALSY DOESN'T HANDICAP RUNNER
1/29/1982 A113 5CM0THER, DAUGHTER FIND EACH OTHER
8/G2/1982 AG9A ADOPTIVE PARENTS GROUP GETS GRANT
9/29/1982 CGAl 22 HARD-TO-PLACE CHILDREN FIND HOMES
1G/2A/1982 CG5A SD PLANS TV SPOTS TO FIND HOMES FOR KIDS
1/2A/1983 DG32 TV STORIES STIR INTEREST IN ADOPTION
2/18/1983 AG14 ^ADOPTED SISTERS WILL REUNIT WITH PARENTS
3/G3/1983 CG21 MANY PREGNANT TEENS BECOME WELFARE MOTHERS (L)
^ 4/29/1983 CG35 ADOPTION INFO MEETING SATURDAY
6/24/1983 BGll KGROUP URGES ALTERNATIVE
6/24/1983 BGI4 HOMES NEEDED FOR SPECIAL KIDS
8/2G/1983 AG14 LAWYER SAYS ADOPTION LAW IS JUST
9/25/1983 AG14 *114 CHILDREN NEED SPECIAL HOMES
9/25/1983 DGll *COLTON FAMILY HAS SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP
1G/G2/1983 DG51 *JODEE IS A FUN TEEN, FULL OF ENERGY
1G/G8/1983 BG24 ADOPTION ARTICLES PRAISED (L)
1G/G9/1983 DlGl XKURTIS NEEDS UNDERSTANDING PARENTS
IG/I6/1983 DG44 *AMY NEEDS STRUCTURED, LOVING FAMILY
lG/23/1983 DG32 4*J0NATH0N IS ALL HUGS, SMILES
1G/3G/I983 DG21 ^LIVELY SIBLINGS ANXIOUSLY AWAIT
11/G6/1983 DG22 TRACEY IS ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT LEARNING
11/13/1983 DG31 K'THEY REALLY WANT A LOT OF LOVE'
11/16/1983 CG16 JUDGE LETS ADOPTION LAW STAND
11/27/1983 DG21 *6-YEAR-0LD JAKE HAS A LOT TO GIVE
12/G4/1983 DG21 KSHANE DOESN'T STAY SHY FOR LONG
12/11/1983 DG21 KTHESE KIDS TELL LOTS OF STORIES, WAIT FOR ADOPTION
12/18/1983 D023 K'HOLLY IS A BUD TURNING INTO A ROSE'
12/25/1983 DG21 KKATHY IS HAPPY, ENERGETIC GIRL
l/Gl/1984 DIG3 SOUTH DAKOTA'S CHILDREN NEED HOMES
1/15/1984 DG25 JeJAMIE IS ANXIOUS TO GET A HOME
1/22/1984 DG31 ^SPARKLING EYES, CURIOSITY FOR LIFE
1/25/1984 C012 *GROUPS PLAN WEEKLY PROTEST
1/29/1984 D021 36DEB, 15, WANTS PARENTS
2/05/1984 D021 KSHAUN IS BRIGHT AND FULL OF ENERGY
2/12/1984 D121 ^JEFFREY IS A LOVING 8-YEAR-OLD BOY
3/04/1984 D021 KTANYA'S GREATEST LOVE IS RIDING BICYCLE
3/21/1984 C071 MEET THE HUMMELS
4/29/1984 D121 KlO-YEAR-OLD POLY LOVES THE FARM LIFE
5/27/1984 DOll INTEREST OVERFLOWS AT STATE AGENCY
1/10/1985 B054 AGENCY SETS SEMINAR ON ADOPTION
2/02/1985 A074 NEW PARENTS SHARE ADOPTION STORY (L)
2/19/1985 BOll ADOPTION REQUESTS BEING TAKEN STARTING TODAY
2/21/1985 B081 ADOPTION IS FOCUS OF MARCH 9 SEMINAR
3/06/1985 B021 ADOPTION REQUESTS FLOOD OFFICE
3/07/1985 C015 ADOPTION REQUESTS FLOOD AGENCY
i'3/28/1985 >D033 ^WORKSHOP' FOCUSES -ON ^ADOPTION
4/29/1985 A071 ^MITCHELL FAMILY DOUBLES
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ADRIAN BOB
ADRIAN JERRY
ADRIAN PATRICIA
ADULT AMUSEMENT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/13/1985 B072 KOREAN CULTURE DAY SET
6/23/1985 C04A PARENTS LEARN ABOUT KOREAN CULTURE
7/31/1985 B031 INDIAN FAMILIES ARE NEEDED TO ADOPT CHILDREN
9/12/1985 B07A GROUP UILL DISCUSS ADOPTION ISSUES
9/19/1985 B031 GROUP WILL HELP ADOPTED ADULTS RESOLVE FEELINGS
10/08/1985 A095 ADOPTION SUPPORT GROUP ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
11/20/1985 B021 SIOUX CHILDREN BACK TO RESERVATION
11/28/1985 C171 ADOPTION GROUP SETS UP AREA MEETINGS
12/07/1985 C021 OHIO COUPLE SEEK SD INDIAN LINK
12/21/1985 C022 COURT RULES MOTHER CAN'T HAVE DAUGHTER
12/26/1985 B052 ADOPTION AGENCY PLANS MEETING
1/21/1986 A012 XWOMAN FINDS OUT WHO SHE LOOKS LIKE
4/26/1986 A021 KS KOREAN BOYS ADOPT A COUNTRY
4/28/1986 B031 GROUP NEEDS ADOPTIVE PARENTS
6/06/1986 Alll AGENCY NAMES S DAKOTA REPRESENTATIVE
6/07/1986 A051 ADOPTION BREAKS ABUSE CYCLE
8/14/1986 C013 JANKLOW TO FIND HOMES FOR SPECIAL CHILDREN
8/17/1986 coil BROTHERLY LOVE, PERSISTANCE PAY OFF FOR FAMILY
8/21/1986 A081 LOVING HOMES FOR 57 SPECIAL CHILDREN (ED)
9/04/1986 coil XALL CHILDREN NEED A HOME
9/09/1986 A062 JANKLOW DESERVES THANKS (L)
11/06/1986 B051 PROGRAM ON ADOPTION SCHEDULED
11/24/1986 All2 ADOPTION AGENCY HAS NEW PROGRAM
12/01/1986 B035 ADOPTION SUPPORT GROUP MEETS
12/06/1986 C021 APPLICATIONS FOR INFANT ADOPTIONS
12/11/1986 C015 FAMILIES FOUND FOR SPECIAL KIDS
3/28/1987 A085 ADOPTION AN OPTION FOR BABY (L)
5/03/1987 B021 TRIBE TO DECIDE ON ADOPTION
5/15/1987 C025 COURT RULES IN ADOPTION
-^ 5/18/1987 C012 "Adoptive FATHER GAVE GIRL FREEDOM
9/02/1987 A012 KJUDGE FINES ALPHA CENTER $500
9/15/1987 A071 ADOPTION SUPPORT GROUP ELECTS OFFICERS
11/17/1987 A072 SF FAMILY HOPES HAITIAN ORPHAN HERE TO STAY
11/19/1987 A092 ADOPTION AGENCY FOR 67 YEARS
11/24/1987 C012 KADOPTEE FINDS LOVE FROM TWO MOTHER'S
6/27/1988 A092 HAITI CHILDREN ADOPTION PROGRAM AVAILABLE
9/01/1988 B051 ADOPTION PROGRAM MEETING SET
10/10/1988 C012 5CAD0PTI0N HELPS PAIR FIND FAMILY
12/24/1988 A052 KCREATING NEW FAMILY TIES
1/29/1989 A095 COURAGEOUS WOMEN PRAISED (L)
7/01/1989 C012 KA BABY ONCE GIVEN LITTLE HOPE HEADS HOME
9/24/1989 A105 MANY CHILDREN ADOPTABLE (L)
10/09/1989 A015 ^ADOPTED MAN GETS 'A SHOCK'
10/23/1989 A012 HAITIAN GIRL FINALLY FINDS A FAMILY
11/04/1989 A084 SPONSORS AIDED ADOPTION (L)
11/18/1989 A094 ADOPTIONS SPOTLIGHTED (L)
1/15/1990 A051 ADOPTION DISPLAY AT STATE CAPITOL
2/07/1990 C012 ABORTION ALTERNATIVE
2/13/1990 C021 GROUP SECURES GRANT FOR ADOPTION FAMILIES
.,2/21/1990'A084 DEATH IS WRONG CHOICE (L)
2/26/1990 A051 LAW CANNOT ASSURE LOVE WILL PREVAIL
11/21/1990 C045 ADOPTION MONTH SPOTLIGHTS KIDS
1/03/1991 A052 XMILLERS BUILD FAMILY THROUGH FOUR ADOPTIONS
4/17/1991 A104 59 WARDS OF STATE AVAILABLE (L)
5/05/1991 A093 CAN EASE PAIN OF UNWANTED PREGNANCY (L)
5/07/1991 C012 PROHIBITIVE FEES, LAWS DETERRENT TO ADOPTION
8/01/1991 A012 NO-SPANK RULE RANKLES WOULD-BE ADOPTIVE PARENTS
9/22/1991 A013 ^ADOPTION IN ROMANIA...A SF WOMAN'S DIARY
9/22/1991 A081 ^HUNGRY CHILD MOVES HOME
9/27/1991 C041 BUSINESSWOMAN PLANS ADOPTION CENTER
10/12/1991 A105 GOOD OPTION FOR UNWANTED BABIES (L)
11/24/1991 A091 CHILD GAVE MANY GIFTS DURING HIS SHORT LIFE (L)
12/10/1991 A0I2 XFAMILY MAKES ROOM FOR HAITIAN CHILDREN
6/15/1992 A012 CHILDLESS RESORT TO CLASSIFIED ADS
6/21/1992 A012 ^(COUPLE USES UNORTHODOX BABY SEARCH
6/21/1992 A041 DEMAND, BUREAUCRACY RIDDLES PROCESS
11/23/1992 B012 KJOY, HEARTBREAK CONTRAST FAMILIES' ADOPTION ORDEAL
11/26/1992 C014 COUPLE TAKES STEP CLOSER TO ADOPTION OF GIRL
12/08/1992 Bdl2 ^MITCHELL COUPLE CONQUERS CONFUSING ADOPTION QUEST
12/23/1991 C032 HE WAS RAILROADED OUT OF JOB
1/04/1992 C035 COMMISSIONER ISSUES LAST PROTEST ON VOTE
12/19/1982 E0l2 ^FARMERS REST THEIR HOPES IN JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES
4/28/1985 N071 ^(AGRICULTURE) BEEF BOOSTER HAS NO GRAVY JOB
8/27/1989 EOll WHITE RIVER WOMAN CITED BY MAGAZINE
1/03/1982 C051 FRONTIER TO FEATURE DANCERS
1/25/1982 BG41 BUSINESS GOOD, SAYS X-RATED FILM DEALER
.^3/06/1982«B011;NEW THEATERrLOUNGE-WILL BE AN ARCADE FOR GROWN UPS
4/01/1982 C015 NEW NIGHTCLUB/BALLROOM OPENS IN EAST SF
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ADULT DAY CARE
ADULTRV
ADVANCE
^ADVANCE PROCESS
^?^DVENTURE:-p-^
ADVERTISING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/16/1982 BOll
8/3I/I985
5/31/1992
7/12/1992
1/25/1991
3/0A/1983
9/18/1992
9/18/1992
9/19/1992
9/26/1992
11/23/1992
1/11/1982
l/lA/1982
2/19/1982
A/25/1982
A/30/1982
5/07/1982
5/16/1982
6/21/1982
6/22/1982
6/23/1982
9/02/1982
10/15/1982
10/19/1982
10/29/1982
12/12/1982
12/1A/1982
12/20/1982
^ '1709/1983-^
1/11/1983
1/27/1983
1/29/1983
1/30/1983
1/31/1983
2/01/1983
2/09/1983
2/09/1983
3/10/1983
3/11/1983
5/17/1983
7/20/1983
7/22/1983
11/08/1983
12/26/1983
2/12/198A
A/10/198A
5/01/198A
5/06/198A
,r 5/06/198A
5/20/198A
7/01/198A
9/20/198A
10/16/198A
10/28/198A
12/08/198A
3/10/1985
7/2A/1985
8/0A/1985
8/11/1985
9/07/1985
10/02/1985
10/20/1985
12/13/1985
12/28/1985
1/19/1986
2/02/1986
2/22/1986
A/01/1986
A/06/1986
A/16/1986
5/05/1986
5/28/1986
6/25/1986
9/19/1986
9/22/1986
rll/lA/4986>
11/23/1986
COIA
D026
FOll
coil
C013
A012
AOAl
A016
B012
B022
C051
BOll
B023
B051
C051
BOll
E021
BOll
B032
C021
A071
A086
coil
C015
EOll
B023
BOll
EOll
AO 12
C023
B031
E015
A071
B061
coil
coil
C031
C031
BOll
COAA
Alll
A092
BOll
E021
B03A
COIA
coil
C052
E031
E013
B075
B035
EOll
coil
C012
B013
E015
D012
AO 51
A012
E012
AOIA
coil
EOll
E013
C022
coil
A083
B021
BOll
A08A
B022
C023
AOIA
C022.
AOll
'X' IN X-RATED DOESN'T STAND FOR EXPANSION IN SF
SEE DAY CARE ADULT
LEGAL LANGUAGE BROADENS ADULTRY DEFINITION
BROOKINGS GROUP WINS GRANT TO TEST MODEL PROJECT
BROOKINGS AGENCY GETS GRANT FOR GROUP HOME
MAN CLAIMS PAINT CAUSED LUNG DAMAGE
*MAN WEARS-SCARS FROM A LIFE OF ADVENTURES
^WANDERER TOUCHED LIVES IN SD
*MAN'S LUST FOR ADVENTURE PROVES FATAL
XMADISON CALL HELPS SOLVE HIKER MYSTERY
^ALASKA WANDERER HAD BIG DREAMS
KADVENTURE IS LIFE LESSON
TOURISM ADS WILL FOCUS ON MOUNT RUSHMORE
BILL TO TAX ADVERTISING KILLED IN COMMITTEE
NORDICA COTTAGE CHEESE COMMERCIALS
KJOSEPH FLOYD WINS AWARD AT 16TH ADDY'S
HURON TO HAVE AIRDROP, BOTTLE FLOAT
JUST HOW DUMB DO MAKERS OF COMMERCIALS THINK WE ARE
THE BOTTOM LINE IS TO CONVINCE THE EDITOR
CITY COMMISSION TO DECIDE FOR LEGAL ADVERTISING
SIOUX FALLS TRIBUNE CITY'S NEW LEGAL NEWSPAPER
WE DISAGREE WITH CITY'S DECISION ON LEGAL PAPER (ED)
KLOCAL PITCHMEN SELL THEMSELVES
THOSE TV COMMERCIALS SURE STRETCH IT
^CANDIDATES' CAMPAIGN STRATEGY FOCUSES ON TV ADDS
A GHOSTLY RESPONSE TO AD IN NEWSPAPER
^INFLATED ADVERTISING IS FULL OF HOT AIR
AD OFFERED CHANCE TO PLUG SD PLUSES (L)
XTELL-TALE ANGLER KEEPS 'EM HANGING IN BEER AD
ADVERTISERS CAME OUT'AHEAD IN 1982
^CATHOLIC ADVERTISEMENT IS SIGN FROM ABOVE
PICTURES FOR X-RATED FILM ADS BAD (L)
BUSINESSMEN WARNED OF FAKE ADS
IT'S SD'S TURN TO BE ADVERTISED IN USA TODAY
3CNE0N S1GNS--A FLASHY WAY TO ADVERTISE
SD ADS GO OVER BORDER TO ATTRACT RESIDENTS
STATE'S BEST ADVERTISING IS IT'S CITIZENS
STATE TO SPEND $500,000 ON ADS
FEED BAG IS ONE-OF-A-KIND
ARGUS TO RUN LEGAL AD MISSED IN TRIBUNE
JUDGE--K MART OWES STATE $22,738
K MART APPEALS RULING THAT IT OWES TAXES
AND NOW A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR
CARLSON IS APPOINTED TO BOARD
JUST ASK ANY COFFEEMAKER
LOCAL ADS WIN AWARDS
ADVERTISING GROUP AWARDS STUDENTS
CANDY DISPLAY OFFENSIVE, INDIANS SAY
KWHERE'S THE BEACH
NORTHWESTERN BELL ADVERTISEMENT
'ARGUS CARES'' CAMPAIGN WINS AWARD
3CRED BARON IS FLYING HIGH
'JOYS OF BEING A NETWORK CENSOR'
MILLER LITE MARKETING STORY TO BE TOPIC
LAWRENCE g SCHILLER WORK WINS CITATION
ALCOHOL ADVERTISING AIRED AT CITY SEMINAR
36CLOWN1NG FOR CUSTOMERS
A PICTURE'S WORTH A LAWSUIT
STAFFORD ADVERTISING OPENS VIDEO DIVISION
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS GETTING PERSONAL
NEXT GUY SQUEEZING CHARMIN
3C1ND1ANS COMPLAINT SNUFFS CIGARETTE AD
^(PIERRE COMPANY HELPS SALES PITCHES
MAYOR TELLS BURGER KING HE'S HERB
^BURGER KING'S MYSTERIOUS HERB
KMYSTERY MAN SPICES UP SIGNS
*2 AD AGENCIES POOL RESOURCiES
BEER POSTER DRAWS GRIPES FROM INDIANS
ADVERTISING DESIGNED TO KEEP BUS FARES LOW
BUS ADS MIGHT BLOCK VIEW (L)
STATE WARNS BUSINESS OWNERS ABOUT AD SCAM
HENKIN WINS TOP HONOR AT ADDY AWARDS
ADVERTISING IS DECEPTIVE (L)
BADLANDS, OGLALA IN TRUCK COMMERCIAL
FORMER AD AGENCY OWNER SUED
5fNATlVE GETS ON SOAPBOX FOR CLEANSER
MOST. SUPPORT LIMITING POLITICAL ADS
SD GRIPES TO PULL TOOTHPASTE AD
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ADVERTISING 12/27/1986 C023 *END OF AN EAR
1/16/1987 C013 LAWMAKER CONSIDERING AD TAX AGAIN
1/28/1987 B0A3 BILL TO TAX ADS OPPOSED
1/29/1987 con HOUSE REJECTS BILL TO TAX ADS
2/21/1987 Aa81 BREAKDOWN IN BAN ON CONDOM ADS (ED)
3/03/1987 con AD AGENCIES SETTLE LAWSUIT
3/26/1987 B021 IOWA BARS ADVERTISING OF MITCHELL FIRM
A/21/1987 C016 SD FIRM BARRED FROM NY
5/07/1987 C051 SD TAKES MESSAGE TO BUSINESS MEDIA
5/13/1987 B012 HART RANCH PROMOTION RAISES HOPES
5/17/1987 C012 BIDDING FOR LOTTERY ACCOUNT
5/19/1987 A022 ADVERTISING AGENCY SUES UNION
7/1A/1987 A012 ^SPAGHETTI WORK
8/15/1987 C023 NOT HOT ABOUT AD FOR TEXAS ICE CREAM
8/16/1987 C031 NATIVE APOLOGIZES FOR TEXAS AD
8/20/1987 A061 1 TEXAS ENOUGH - WITH ICE CREAM (ED)
8/21/1987 C012 ACTIVIST FUMES AT FAIR'S TOBACCO AD
8/26/1987 A081 SEND US ICE CREAM (L)
10/08/1987 AOIA XMCGOVERN IN TELEVISION COMMERCIAL
10/10/1987 C012 *DUST BUSTER
10/13/1987 B023 FLASHING SIGNS TO ADVERTISE SCHOOL EVENTS
10/27/1987 A081 ICE CREAM AD WASN'T MEANT AS PUT-DOWN (L)
11/03/1987 A015 3eTWlNS FANS SCOOP UP BREAKFAST
11/03/1987 A081 *GREAT CONTRIBUTOR TO AD AGENCY BUSINESS
11/29/1987 A092 FINA WON'T GET MUCH INDIAN SUPPORT
12/20/1987 E012 XSIOUX FALLS AD AGENCIES ARE THRIVING
1/22/1988 C024 US WEST PRAISES SD
2/17/1988 BOIA ADULT MOVIE MAILING DRAWS COMPLAINTS
3/13/1988 FOll *LOCAL ADS USE HUMOR TO MAKE THEIR PITCH
(L)
9/15/1988 con *ADS WITH MILLS TO BE SHOT IN STATE
9/02/1988 D066 XMILLION-DOLLAR ADS READIED
10/19/1988 D082 KFIRMS MAKE SALES ON CAMPAIGN TRAILS
10/29/1988 A083 WINDSOR AD DISGRACEFUL (L)
1/19/1989 A016 KAD-AGENCY LOOKING FOR FRESH BEGINNING
2/01/1989 C012 KCOUNTY HALTS ADVERTISING IN ITS BUILDING
2/11/1989 C021 HOUSE KILLS SALES TAX ON ADVERTISING
2/19/1989 A019 ^'PENTHOUSE' AD UPSETS AUSTAD'S
9/17/1989 con ADVERTISING SEMINAR SET FOR WEDNESDAY
5/28/1989 E091 YEAR'S WORTH OF AWARDS IN RAPID CITY
9/20/1989 B016 BABY FORMULA ADS DIRECTED AT PARENTS
9/29/1989 A012 AGENCY GOT LAST^MINUTE CASH IN DEAL
10/11/1989 C091 XGROUPS BATTLE OVER OUTDOOR PROMOTION ADS
1/19/1990 D082 ADS AIM TO DISPEL FOOD CHEMICAL FEARS
2/12/1990 B012 ^PITCHMAN ALMOST CHOKES ON FAKE SNOW
2/20/1990 B066 KELO, LAKESIDE TRADE,OUT ADS
3/15/1990 A016 RADIO HOT LINE VEXES STORE
3/19/1990 A089 ADS DON'T PROVOKE DEBATE (L)
6/17/1990 E016 AD AGENCIES TOLD TO LOOK TO EUROPE
• 7/01/1990 EOll STATE PANEL REVERSES DECISION ON MALL ADS
•7/06/1990 C015PORK^SPOKESMAN QUESTIONS LANG BAN
7/26/1990 D061 STAFFED ADVERTISING GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
7/28/1990 A012 2 STORES PULL 'TEMPEST'--ADS CRITICIZED
8/0A/1990 A083 IF YOU DON'T LIKE PRODUCT, DON'T BUY IT (L)
8/12/1990 An2 BUSINESSES WRONG TO BAN 'TEMPEST' (L)
8/29/1990 A103 BIG BUSINESS CAN SHOW COMPASSION (L)
8/31/1990 A012 FLYOVERS JUST DON'T FLY AT STATE FAIR
9/19/1990 B016 KPILLSBURY DOUGHBOY TURNS 25
10/01/1990 A012 ^CAMPAIGNS POUR CASH INTO TV ADS
10/02/1990 B062 ADVERTISING FIRM FILES FOR CHAPTER 7
11/22/1990 A151 3CAD DEMONIZING ENEMY INSULTS ARABS
11/28/1990 A105 OFFENSIVE TV AD SHOULD BE REMOVED (L)
12/13/1990 D081 TELLINGHUISEN CALLS MAILINGS DECEPTIVE
12/14/1990 D072 *AD FIRM MAKES A GAME
1/26/1991 C015 KBILL TO LIMIT LOTTERY ADVERTISING KILLED
2/01/1991 C051 CAR, TRUCK AD PLAN KILLED
2/24/1991 A094 ADVERTISEMENT SHOWS BREACH OF SENSITIVITY (L)
4/04/1991 C012 BOARD DEFERS ACTION ON BILLBOARD LAW
4/07/1991 A012 PUTS CLAMP ON 'DANCES WITH CLAMS'
4/16/1991 B061 RAPID CITY TO HOST ANNUAL ADDY AWARDS
5/25/1991 A012 30 STATES OUTSPEND SD IN TOURISM ADS
6/02/1991 C033 CONSULTANT CALLS FOR END TO NEGATIVE CAMPAIGNS
6/20/1991 AlOl TREASURE-HUNT PRIZES DON'T MATERIALIZE (L)
7/24/1991 D066 NEW RULES AHEAD FOR CAR DEALERS
9/06/1991 C031 'DANCES WITH CLAMS' TV AD RESURFACES
9/26/1991 A085 TALE OF GREED HAS NO PLACE ON FRONT PAGE (L)
' - ^ « OVER PRIZES (L)
10/02/1991 D062 'ARGUS' EARNS ADVERTISING AWARDS
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10/06/1991 AI16 FREE MEALS, MOVIES FOR TRAINEES OFF BASE (L)
11/11/1991 B012 5CCITY CHURCHES USE ADVERTISING TO TELL
11/16/1991 A105 REALITY SADLY MISSING IN BEER, ALCOHOL ADS (L)
12/19/1991 C012 ^UNEMPLOYED MAN TRIES NEW TACTIC
12/29/1991 A07A FAULTY ADVERTISING MERITS STIFF PENALTY (L)
1/14/1992 B061 BEST AD PIECES SOUGHT FOR CONTEST
1/16/1992 D061 OFFICIALS WARN STORES OF FRAUDULENT AD SALES
1/23/1992 C012 STATE TRAVEL GROUPS REQUEST BUDGET BOOST
2/02/1992 E012 XMAKE VIEWERS FEEL GOOD
2/02/1992 E012 LOCAL CELEBRITIES GIVE AD BEST PITCH
2/09/1992 EOll ADVERTISERS HOST RENOWNED COPYWRITER
3/06/1992 D065 KEEP ADS FROM FOOLING AUTO BUYERS
3/11/1992 D081 UNITED WAY ADS WIN NATIONAL AWARD
3/21/1992 Alls VALUELESS SPOKESMAN FITTING FOR VODKA FIRM (L)
4/11/1992 A084 GRAPE-NUTS' GIBBONS WAS NOT AN ACTOR CD
6/05/1992 D065 BENDABLE RIBBON ADS BRING BEDFORD BUSINESS
6/21/1992 C042 SD GETS ROLE IN NIKE AD AS 'INSIDE* JOKE
9/16/1992 B012 ^GRAPHIC ABORTION ADS 'PAST RHETORIC
10/15/1992 A014 ^BILLBOARD STIRS UP CAMPAIGN
10/22/1992 A012 KBURGER KING TV AD PAYS OFF FOR TEENS
10/22/1992 B012 ^CAMPAIGN AD WATCH
10/28/1992 B012 ^CAMPAIGN AD WATCH
10/30/1992 B015 *THEY SHOULD BE ASHAMED
10/31/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/31/1992 A084 NARAL AD DOESN'T ENCOURAGE TOLERANCE CD
11/11/1992 AlOl MAYBE IT'S TIME TO TRY A TAX ON POLITICAL ADS CD
11/16/1992 B015 RADIO REJECTS ADS OF BOND ISSUE FOE
12/02/1992 B085 KHO HO NO PHONEY FOR SF ADVERTISING FIRM
,. 4/19/1992 ,N024 XAESOPH DREAMED IT UP 5 YEARS AGO
11719/1989"E012 MADISON'BOARD LOOKING AT LOAN FOR COMPANY
3/10/1991 E013 *ALL TOGETHER NOW
9/07/1987 •A095 AEROBICS FANS NEEDED TO 'DANCE FOR HEART'
1/27/1991 F015 KBENCH AEROBICS GIVES WORKOUT ROUTINE A LIFT
3/08/1992 F012 KHOW'D YOU DO THAT
3/22/1982 C023 NASA'S VALUE TO THE NATION IS BEING OVERLOOKED
4/01/1982 D021 APPEAL OF FLIGHT SHOWN BY COLUMBIA (ED)
11/18/1982 C021 WELL DONE COLUMBIA, GOOD LUCK CHALLENGER (ED)
12/21/1982 C021 PRIVATE INDUSTRY SHOULD RUN THE SPACE PROGRAM (L)
3/25/1983 C034 SPACE ENGINEER LOOKS TO THE SKY
4/12/1983 B021 DEBRIEFING NOW, PARADES LATER FOR US ASTRONAUTS (ED)
4/17/1983 A012 PANEL RECOMMENDS LOW-BUDGET MISSIONS TO MARS, VENUS
4/23/1983 C024 OUTER SPACE EXPENDITURES (L)
5/03/1983 B051 AERONAUTICS BOARD RULES ON COMMUTER AIRLINE
2/09/1984 C021 AMERICA'S NEW SPACE HEROES (ED)
3/16/1984 A012 KTHREE HOPE PROJECTS WILL FLY IN SPACE
4/03/1984 A012 ^FAMILY'S PRIDE BLASTS OFF WITH ASTRONAUT
6/28/1984 C021 DISCOVERY'S ABORTED LAUNCH SHOWED (ED)
2/07/1985 coil WILLING TO BE SPACE GUINEA PIGS
3/01/1985 A081 WRONG OFFICIAL PICKED FOR SPACE (ED)
;'3/ll/1985<C022 SOUTH,DAKOTAN MAY GO ON SHUTTLE
3/31/1985 C081 SD NATIVE NOMINATED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE RIDE
4/27/1985 C015 CITY TEACHER NOMINATED FOR SHUTTLE FLIGHT
6/05/1985 C035 YANKTON ASTRONAUT NAMED TO SPACE CORPS
7/03/1985 B075 YANKTON NATIVE TRAINS AS ASTRONAUT
7/06/1985 AlOl SPACE SHUTTLE HELPS ERODE WORLD PROBLEMS (ED)
7/08/1985 B015 *SOUTH DAKOTAN CHASES LOFTY DREAM
9/29/1985 coil ^COUSINS GET TASTE OF SPACE
10/19/1985 coil NASA EXPERT TELLS STUDENTS
12/04/1985 AlOl NASA HEAD SHOULD STEP ASIDE (ED)
1/25/1986 A051 *SF TEACHER SHARES EXCITEMENT OF SPACE
1/29/1986 A012 *ONE OF US WAS ON THIS FLIGHT
1/29/1986 A061 *EROS WORKER RECALLS APOLLO'S MOMENTS
1/29/1986 A073 LOCAL MAN MONITORS WORLD REACTION
1/29/1986 A121 EXPLOSION TRAGIC SHOULDN'T END JOURNEY (ED)
1/29/1986 A123 MUST NOT GIVE UP ON SPACE (ED)
1/29/1986 A123 'GO SAFELY, SLOWLY INTO THE NIGHT ...'
1/29/1986 C012 KNOBODY WANTED TO BELIEVE IT
1/29/1986 C012 'I ALMOST GOT SICK TO MY STOMACH'
1/29/1986 C072 ESTATE LAWMAKERS BOW HEADS
1/29/1986 C074 KPRIEST TALKED TO TEACHER ABOUT SD VISIT
I/29/I986 C074 ^CONGRESSMEN SAY CARRY ON
1/30/1986 A061 HE HAD SEEN TRAGEDY
1/31/1986 A104 THANKS FOR SPECIAL EDITION (L)
2/02/1986 A091 TEACHER'S DREAMS MAY YET COME TRUE (L)
2/02/1986 coil XLET THE EXPLORERS EXPLORE
2/06/1986 C025 10,000 SIGN LETTER TO FAMILIES OF ASTRONAUTS
•2/08/1986 ATOl^DEATH OF SCHOOL TEACHER SHATTERS SHUTTEL ROUTINE
2/08/1986 AlOl SEVEN ASTRONAUTS' DREAMS REMAIN ALIVE (L)
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AERONAUTICS 2/1A/1986 A084
2/16/1986 A125
3/03/1986 Aa81
3/1A/1986 CG22
3/27/1986 BG31
^/17/1986 AG61
A/2G/1986 CG13
5/G7/1986 AlGl
5/15/1986 A121
6/1G/1986 AG61
7/G8/1986 AlGl
7/17/1986 AlGl
8/28/1986 AG71
12/11/1986 CG16
l/Gl/1987 AG83
1/2G/1987 A1G3
1/28/1987 AG12
1/28/1987 AG13
1/28/1987 AG21
2/01/1987 AG83
2/GA/1987 AG61
2/05/1987 A121
5/02/1987 A072
5/06/1987 B023
4/07/1988 C014
9/25/1988 AlOl
9/29/1988 A013
9/30/1988 A012
10/04/1988 AlOl
^ 5 A061
12/08/1988 C015
7/19/1989 A081
7/23/1989 A103
7/30/1989 A124
10/27/1989 C012
5/04/1990 A012
7/06/1990 AlOl
9/21/1990 AlOl
1/27/1991 A012
1/27/1991 A051
3/28/1991 C034
10/30/1991 D062
2/19/1992 C035
12/19/1989 A012
12/19/1989 B062
5/09/1990 D102
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 8/13/1984 C015
8/26/1984 C021
8/29/1984 DOll
.9/11/1984 BO15
9/12/1984 D033
9/26/1984 D014
10/17/1984 0041
10/30/1984 B013
10/31/1984 0043
2/11/1985 C031
2/12/1985 B025
4/02/1985 B021
5/05/1985 C035
5/09/1985 C021
5/13/1985 C024
5/18/1985 B025
6/01/1985 AlOl
3/28/1987 A081
4/29/1989 C015
4/25/1990 C021
1/06/1991 A081
10/14/1988 C025
10/20/1988 B015
10/30/1988 EOll
3/05/1989 E012
3/29/1989 coil
6/09/1989 0085
8/22/1982 0011
2/14/1985 A084
8/24/1986 B015
. '5/.08/L988 . F021
4/26/1991 A091
AEROSTAR INC
AFGHANISTAN
AFLATOXIN
^AFRICA
TRAGEDY SHOCKED STUDENTS (L)
TRAGEDY TEACHES US LESSON (L)
COULD HAVE SAVED 7 LIVES (ED)
KSTUDENTS WIN IN NASA CONTEST
KSD MAN HONORS TEACHERNAUT
SPACE PANEL PUTTING NATION ON RIGHT COURSE (ED)
NASA SHUTTLE OFFICIALS TO SPEAK AT SDSU
SUCCESS MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN (ED)
KPUBLIC OPINION ON SPACE PROGRAM
TO START MOVING AHEAD AGAIN IN SPACE (ED)
MUST GET BACK IN THE SPACE RACE (L)
HONOR ANY AGENCY BUT NASA (ED)
*L1NC0LN STUDENT HAS TRIP TO REMEMBER
SO ASTRONAUT TOUCHES DOWN IN SF
A GOOD YEAR FOR SPACE EXPLORATION (L)
SETTLEMENT IN DEATHS WRONG (L)
*SD NATIVE FOLLOWS SPACE DREAM
3CTRAGEDY NOT FORGOTTEN IN AREA
SCHOLARSHIP TAKES STUDENTS TO NASA
BACK OUR SPACE PROGRAM (L)
NASA SHOULDN'T RUSH (ED)
KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON CHALLENGER
^LAUNCHING A NEW SPACE CAREER
ASTR0NAUT--DEF1NE SPACE STATION
FIRM GETS NASA CONTRACT
SPACE FUTURE HINGES ON DISCOVERY FLIGHT (ED)
KLOCAL CLASSROOMS TO WATCH EVENT ON TV
SAFE LAUNCH INSPIRES SF STUDENTS
MEETING SPACE GOALS WON'T BE EASY (ED)
XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON SPACE PROGRAMS
CITY MAN HEARS SHUTTLE CONVERSATION ON PHONE
BUSH SHOULD REKINDLE INTEREST IN SPACE (ED)
NEW SPACE GOAL NEEDED (L)
SPACE BETTER BET THAN B-2 (L)
PRESSURE LED TO CHALLENGER TRAGEDY
KSD NATIVE TO GET DREAM RIDE INTO SPACE
NO EXCUSE FOR HUBBLE PROBLEM (ED)
CAN'T AFFORD COLUMBIA FAILURES (ED)
X5 YEARS AFTER CHALLENGER
^ASTRONAUT'S GIFT A REMINDER OF TRAGEDY, HOPE
SPACE CENTER HONORS EDGEMONT GRADUATE
KNASA LENDS EAR TO SD ENTREPRENEURS
COMMITTEE DEFINES AIRCRAFT SALE POLICY
ARISING TO THE OCCASION
DISNEY CHARACTERS GET A LIFT IN SIOUX FALLS
ESTATE'S FIRMS DISCOVER WORLD MARKET
COMMISSIONERS STUDY AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS NEEDED
COUNTY WILL DISCUSS PLAN
COUNTY WILL DISCUSS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
WANTS STRONG AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
COUNTY ADOPTS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
DECISION ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BOARD
HUMAN RESOURCE APPOINTMENTS TO BE MADE
COUNTY DELAYS DECISION ON BOARD
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION TOPS COMMISSION AGENDA
COMMISSION ADOPTS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
COUNTY TO EXAMINE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
RESIDENTS CAN COMMENT ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
RESIDENTS CAN COMMENT ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
RESIDENTS CAN COMMENT ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
RESIDENTS CAN COMMENT ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION HAVING POSITIVE EFFECT (ED)
RULING IS AN ENCOURAGING SIGN (ED)
CITY CONSIDERS REVISING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
COMMISSION APPROVES AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
AFGHAN WAR TAKES BIG TOLL (ED)
TOXIC CORN MOLD AFLATOXIN NO MAJOR PROBLEM
FOOD SUPPLY NOT THREATENED BY AFLATOXIN
SDSU FINDS AFLATOXIN IN SOUTHEASTERN SD
SfTAlNTED CORN CREATES CONCERN
FARMERS TOLD TO CHECK FOR AFLATOXIN
AFLATOXIN SUSPECTED IN COTTONSEED FEED
XTHIRD WORLD SAFARI
AFRICA NEEDS US HELP (L)
SOUTH DAKOTANS LEND AFRICANS HELPING HAND
*MAN!S DESlREvilO. SEE AFRICA
AFRICA HUMAN TRAGEDY DWARFS THAT OF GULF (L)
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AG ARENA
AG CLASSROOM
AG COMMUNICATORS
AG DAY
AG EDUCATION
AG EXPERIMENT WORK
AG EXPO
AG EXTENSION WORK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/01/1991 AI03
^1/06/1982
8/28/1983
12/18/1983
2/27/198'!
<4/03/1988
<1/03/1988
8/0I/I988
8/05/1988
8/05/1989
12/2'i/1989
2/18/1990
2/18/199D
2/18/1990
2/18/1990
2/18/1990
2/21/1990
2/21/1990
3/15/1990
<4/11/1990
5/16/1990
7/13/1990
11/09/1990
2/22/1991
2/27/1991
2/10/1992
3/09/1992
5/25/1992
«7/17/1992
11/19/1992
5/10/1990
11/20/1991
6/23/1991
3/20/1991
10/08/1990
12/2<i/1992
9/10/1986
<4/30/1989
6/11/1989
1/18/1990
12/19/1991
1/17/1982
2/15/1982
3/20/1982
5/05/1982
8/03/1982
9/15/1982
10/1<4/1982
11/07/1982
11/07/1982
2/15/1983
2/21/1983
5/01/1983
5/2<4/1983
9/20/1983
10/10/1983
10/12/1983
11/09/1983
2/15/198<4
10/09/198<4
ll/l<f/198<4
ll/29/198<4
1/11/1985
1/1<4/1985
1/17/1985
1/31/1985
2/06/1985
3/07/1985
3/27/1985
6/19/1985
2/09/1986
3/28/1986
<4/10/1986
9/03/1986
12/07/1986
. a/06/1987,
2/01/1987
BOll
A021
D015
BOll
E012
E012
A012
A083
A08<4
BOll
A012
A081
A082
A086
A091
A081
coil
coil
coil
C012
B012
C012
B012
A063
A012
A012
A012
B012
A012
C021
D071
EOll
D081
B032
A086
BOll
AA07
EOll
C012
C021
B061
C051
B031
C032
B051
B03<4
B051
B0<41
EOll
C013
B025
N071
A073
CO <43
C0<42
B052
B052
DOll
Alll
C13<4
C075
C0<41
C03<4
B055
C051
coil
C061
B021
B09<4
E015
C03<4
C021
B022
E021
A062>
E031
JfAFRlCA REFUGEES IN URGENT NEED OF US AID
SEE ALSO NAACP
PAST NAACP HEAD FACES DRUG CHARGE
SF BLACKS--FREEDOM'S ROAD IS LONG
HISTORY MADE BLACK WOMEN STRONG-WILLED
BLACK STUDIES GET LITTLE EMPHASIS
KWATCHING THE DREAM COME TRUE
KBLACK STUDENTS SEE LITTLE DISCRIMINATION IN CITY
XBLACK LEADERS ON THE MOVE
•ARGUS' MAKES RACE ISSUE (L)
CITY BLACKS WONDERFUL (L)
DEPRESSION DROVE BLACKS FROM STATE
KCITY'S BLACKS SHARE PROGRESS, PROBLEMS
^'MILITANT' CHOSE TALK OVER FISTS
^LONGTIME RESIDENT TURNED TO FAITH
KFLAGMAN ROSE TO TOP OF HIS FIELD
KSMALL BLACK COMMUNITY SHARES PROGRESS, PROBLEMS
TIME FOR BLACKS TO STEP UP PRESENCE (ED)
NAACP CHAPTER ELECTION PLANNED
HART ARRESTED--B1LLED GOVERNOR FOR ROOM
NAACP CHAPTER MEETS THURSDAY
5€HART SAYS STRAIN CAUSED INCIDENT
*PHOTO EXH1B1T--STRUGGLE OF BLACK WOMAN
KPARENTS* LESSONS DRIVE BUSINESSMAN TO FULFILL DREAM
*ONE-WOMAN SHOW TELLS OF FORMER SLAVE'S PLIGHT
*BLACKS WERE COWBOYS, HEROES IN SD
*BLACKS SEE SUBTLE FORM OF PREJUDICE
3CCHURCH HONORS ONE OF ITS FOUNDERS
*BLACK VETERANS RECALL OWN WAR
5€BOOK BRINGS NEGRO LEAGUES' TALENT ALIVE
^discovering MALCOLM X
INDOOR ARENA STIRS COMMUNITY INTEREST
MORE STUDENT INTEREST IN AGRICULTURE ^
CONFERENCE BEGINS SATURDAY IN RAPID CITY
MITCHELL CHILDREN TO GET FARM LESSON
AG EDUCATION IS STATE MEETING SUBJECT
PROGRAM REACHES lOTH YEAR
XBERESFORD EXPERIMENT WORKS FOR FARMERS
^FARMERS REAP BENEFITS OF UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
FARM OFFICIALS HOST TOUR NEAR BERESFORD
3€AG EXPO OPENS
ORGANIZERS CANCEL '92 PLAINS AG EXPO
SD EXTENSION SERVICE FACES MORE CUTS
EXTENSION SERVICE MAY LAY OFF WORKERS
CENTER OFFERS TRAINING FOR SUMMER JOBS
EXTENSION SERVICE SEEKS COUNTY AID
EXTENSION SERVICE COULD LOSE MORE FED SUPPORT
^COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS PRAISED
EXTENSION SERVICE OFFERS SEMINARS
SDSU AND. COUNTIES LOOK FOR WAYS TO FINANCE EXTENSION
KTHIS EXTENSION WORKER CAN TELL YOU EVERYTHING
kjanklow wants extension personnel cut
PREVENTION BEATS CURE (L)
5t(AGRlCULTURE) COUNTY EXTENSION AGENT
*T1DEMANN HEADS STATE AG PROGRAM
FARM GROUP PROBLEMS MAY LEAD TO RESIGNATION
DEARBORNE IS ACTING HEAD OF EXTENSION SERVICE
^EXTENSION AGENTS WIN AWARDS
EXTENSION SERVICE GIVES OUT HONORS
CITIZENS DON'T LIKE PROPOSED LOCATION
DARRELL DENEKE HONORED FOR WORK
^EXTENSION WORKERS RECEIVE AWARDS
TO HELP FARMERS WITH MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE WILL REVIEW EXTENSION SERVICE
STUDY PROBES IMAGE OF STATE EXTENSION WORK
NATIONAL EXTENSION WEEK ACTIVITIES
EXTENSION DIRECTOR TO SPEAK NEAR BERESFORD
FARMERS MUST CHANGE METHODS TO SURVIVE
EXTENSION SERVICE TO HELP WITH FARM CREDIT
EXTENSION OFFICE TO GET NEW COMPUTER
^EXTENSION SERVICE PROMOTES FROKE
COUNTY TO HELP FARMERS BUDGET
EXTENSION SERVICE FACES CRIPPLING BUDGET CUTS
COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE SDSU FARM PROGRAM
BUYING LAND FOR EXTENSION BUILDING
6-COUNTY EXTENSION GROUP GOES SEPARATE WAYS
LAND.GRANT COLLEGES COULD LOSE FUNDS
AGENCY OFFERS FREE TIME MANAGEMENT CLASSES
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AG EXTENSION WORK
AG LAND
AG PROCESSING INC
AG PRODUCTS
AG UNITY
AG-FL
AG-IA
AG-IN-THE-CLASSROO
AG-MN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/07/1987 C012 EXTENSION SERVICE TO CUT SPECIALISTS
3/18/1987 A016 EXTENSION SERVICE TO CUT 26 SPECIALISTS
3/19/1987 C016 EXTENSION CUTS FOUGHT BY DIRECTOR
3/20/1987 C012 EXTENSION SERVICE VOTE DELAYED
3/23/1987 A012 EXTENSION SERVICE FEUD GOES PUBLIC
3/24/1987 C012 COMPROMISE DELAYS EXTENSION CUTS
3/31/1987 C022 EXTENSION SERVICE DOESN'T SERVE FARMERS
4/14/1987 C022 FARM GROUP LEADERS CLASH ON EXTENSION
4/16/1987 A021 EXTENSION SERVICE TARGETED FOR CUTS
4/24/1987 C024 EXTENSION SERVICE CUTS DRAW FIRE
5/03/1987 A114 EXTENSION CLUBS INVALUABLE CD
5/05/1987 A083 EXTENSION PROVIDES SERVICE CD
5/12/1987 A062 EXTENSION CUTS HURT PUBLIC (L)
5/24/1987 E015 EXTENSION SERVICE ENTERS NEW AGE
5/31/1987 A114 4-H, EXTENSION CLUBS VITAL CD
6/05/1987 C021 EXTENSION SERVICE TO PLAN PROGRAM CHANGES
6/14/1987 C012 EXTENSION OFFICIALS FEAR AGENCY CHANCES
8/16/1987 EOll EXTENSION AGENT HONORED FOR WORK
8/16/1987 E012 XNEW AG DEAN WANTS TO CHANGE IMAGE
9/28/1987 coil LEGISLATIVE PANELS MEET THIS WEEK
2/19/1989 C083 SESSION SET ON ELDERLY HOUSING
4/30/1989 CCIO CLUBS HELP GET WOMEN OUT OF HOUSE
5/07/1989 EOll EXTENSION SERVICE TO MARK ANNIVERSARY
6/22/1989 D061 HELLICKSON NAMED EXTENSION DIRECTOR
7/09/1989 E012 SALARY HIKE SOUGHT FOR EXTENSION STAFF
8/03/1989 D061 *2 AREA AGENTS GET NATIONAL AWARDS
8/15/1989 coil EXTENSION SERVICE TO MOVE TEMPORARILY
9/28/1989 coil LAWMAKERS LINED UP FOR ISSUES MEETING
12/06/1990 .C035 AAMLID NAMED TO COUNTY EXTENSION JOB
4/11/19910065 URGES NORMAL AID FOR CROP INSTITUTE
8/26/1991 B082 SERVICES FACE LEANER TIMES
2/23/1992 Foil EXTENSION GROUP TO SPONSOR MARCH SEMINAR
6/09/1992 D062 EXTENSION SERVICE TO HELP AM INDIAN FARMERS
6/29/1992 coil EXTENSION AGENTS TO BE HONORED AT STATE FAIR
SEE LAND
10/05/1990 D081 SD TRYING TO NET WET-MILLING PLANT
1/10/1991 A015 CORN FIRM--MAKE US AN OFFER
1/29/1991 C012 PANEL MULLS CORN-PLANT INCENTIVES
2/02/1991 C031 HOUSE APPROVES CORN MILLING BILL
2/14/1991 D082 *CORN-PROCESSING PLANT GETS GO-AHEADS
2/25/1991 C061 COMMITTEE CHANGES MILLING-PLANT OFFER
3/07/1991 A081 RIGHT SEEDS SOWN FOR SD CORN PLANT (ED)
3/08/1991 D072 PLANT MAY PUSH CORN PRICES HIGHER
7/03/1991 D062 CORN-PROCESSING PLANT SITE MAY BE SELECTED
10/30/1991 C035 TIME LINE FOR CORN MILLING PLANT
11/07/1991 D081 SD AWAITS PLAN FOR CORN PLANT SITE
11/15/1991 C031 BROOKINGS IDEAL SITE FOR $300 MILLION PLANT
11/21/1991 D061 LOCATION OF CORN PLANT DRAWS DEBATE
12/11/1991 A012 ETHANOL PROCESSOR PICKS SD SITE
12/15/1991 A081*BEING'TOO EAGER COULD HURT SD (ED)
12/15/1991 E012'*PLANT PROPOSAL PLEASES MORE THAN SD
12/15/1991 E016 382 COOPERATIVES OWN AG PROCESSING
12/27/1991 A083 BIG PICTURE OF CORN-PROCESSING PLANT (L)
1/15/1992 C012 CORN PLANT DECISION EXPECTED SOON
2/19/1992 D065 JEFFERSON CORN PROCESSING PLANT NOT PROMISING
3/20/1992 DG85 PURCHASES 300 ACRES OF UNION COUNTY LAND
7/11/1992 C015 LAND PURCHASED FOR CORN MILL
8/30/1992 A045 *HOPE, CAREFUL SILENCE SURROUND CORN PLANT
11/03/1992 B042 STILL UNSURE IF CORN PLANT WILL BE BUILT
11/05/1992 B062 PLANS CONTINUE FOR LARGE CORN PLANT
7/23/1992 B062 RESEARCHERS SEEK NEW USES FOR AG PRODUCTS
1/11/1982 coil AG UNITY WANTS SHORTER WETLAND EASEMENT OPTION
2/28/1986 coil KFRIENDS, MEDIA GATHER AT AUCTION
2/19/1985 B012 SD FARMERS TO SUPPORT IOWA RALLY
2/28/1985 A012 *15,000 GATHER AT RALLY IN AMES
2/28/1985 A075 *SIGNS OF UNITY
12/02/1986 C014 FARMERS MEET TO BRAINSTORM
12/24/1992 A086 PROGRAM REACHES lOTH YEAR
5/08/1983 BOll LAKE BENTON RALLIES AGAINST FORECLOSURES
10/04/1983 B013 LENDERS SAY FEW FARMERS FACING FORECLOSURE
12/17/1984 C033 MINN FARMERS RECEIVE $164 MILLION FROM PIK
12/22/1984 C014 XPERPICH MAY OFFER MORATORIUM
4/01/1985 A012 *LOCAL FOLKS DON'T OPPOSE FARM SALE
1/12/1986 coil *1,000 RALLY IN IVANHOE
3/07/1986 C031 *AGRI-PRIDE '86
3/14/1986 A012 *FARM TENSIONS ERUPT IN SCUFFLE
>3/22/1986-COrS HUMPHREY PRAISES MINNESOTA FARM BILL
4/28/1986 C015 LINKS RUTHTON SLAYIN6S TO FARM CRISIS
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6/02/1986 coil
7/16/1986 BOll
3/17/1987 A012
5/17/1988 D033
8/06/1988 coil
12/18/1985 A012
12/22/1984 C035
12/24/1984 BOll
11/24/1985 C013
1/21/1988 C026
7/14/1989 D062
1/16/1982 B042
1/17/1982 B013
1/20/1982 C031
1/20/1982 C041
1/23/1982 B031
1/28/1982 D031
1/31/1982 B063
2/08/1982 A012
2/08/1982 BOll
2/10/1982 C041
2/11/1982 D061
2/14/1982 A014
2/21/1982 B062
2/27/1982 C031
2/28/1982 A013
3/01/1982 A012
3/01/1982 C042
' ^ 3/02/1982 A014
3/11/1982 D041
3/13/1982 C014
3/17/1982 C051
3/18/1982 A014
3/19/1982 C031
3/21/1982 B035
3/25/1982 D021
3/25/1982 D051
3/27/1982 A013
3/29/1982 BOll
4/03/1982 B033
4/04/1982 coil
4/04/1982 C053
4/05/1982 C015
4/21/1982 BOll
4/21/1982 B031
4/25/1982 B045
4/27/1982 B051
5/18/1982 BOll
15/21/1982 C012
5/21/1982 C041
5/23/1982 E014
6/03/1982 A012
6/04/1982 B031
6/06/1982 B041
6/07/1982 BOll
6/08/1982 A014
6/09/1982 coil
6/12/1982 BOll
6/17/1982 C072
6/18/1982 C051
6/20/1982 BOll
6/20/1982 B021
6/23/1982 C031
6/24/1982 A012
6/27/1982 EOll
6/29/1982 B012
7/05/1982 C051
7/05/1982 C051
7/07/1982 C031
7/11/1982 B065
7/11/1982 EOll
7/13/1982 coil
7/13/1982 C031
7/15/1982 C031
7/15/1982 C031
/'.-^^•7/2iyi982-:A013t
7/21/1982 coil
KEEPS FAITH AFTER HUSBAND'S SUICIDE
WEBER MEETS WITH LYNG ABOUT FARM TROUBLES
FARM STRUGGLE GOES ON
3CMINNES0TA FARMLAND SALES
MINNESOTA CANDIDATE SLAMS FARM POLICY
TO SEE TRENTON IS TO SEE THE PAIN
CARAVANS TAKE AID TO NEBRASKA FARMERS
AREA FARMERS SENDING HELP TO VERDIGRE
SCRECESSION PLOWS UNDER FARMERS
MEDIATION PROGRAM WORKS, OFFICIAL SAYS
AG-ONE OPENS RETAIL STORE IN DELL RAPIDS
SEE ALSO CATTLE, DROUGHT, FARMS 8 FARMING
AG ACTIVIST PROMOTING GRAIN PRICE BILL
'81 SD CORN CROP 2ND LARGEST ON RECORD
FARMERS URGE SET-ASIDE PROGRAM
SENATE EYES AG FUEL TAX EXEMPTION
AG GROUP TO EDUCATE LAWMAKERS
ASCS OFFICES WILL BE COMBINED
FARMERS--RETAIN LOAD LIMIT EXEMPTIONS
SD AG LEADERS DIVIDED ON FARM BUDGET
SD'S WESTERN RANGELAND--THE LAST FRONTIER
SENATE OKS FUEL REFUND BILL
VACANCIES IN AG DEPARTMENT ANGER SOME
FMHA GETTING BUM RAP
A FLOOR PRICE FOR GRAIN PRICES UNDER A LAW
DISASTER LOANS REQUESTED FOR COUNTIES
3CFARMERS PLOWED UNDER BY LOW PRICES
CATTLEMAN--INTEREST RATES EATING US ALIVE
RANCHER ASKS FMHA TO STICK BY HIM
MILLER FIRMS FEEL PINCH OF SOUR FARM ECONOMY
MARCH 18 IS AGRICULTURE DAY
EMERGENCY FEED PROGRAM CANCELED
SD TOP 1981 RYE PRODUCER
A BILLION AG DOLLARS ARE LOST
FARM GROUP GIVES LAWMAKERS PLAN
NO NEED TO FEATURE BAD FARM NEWS CD
SNOW ENHANCES SD FARM OUTLOOK FOR '82 (ED)
HEARING ON AG ECONOMY FRIDAY
^FARMERS' STORIES DON'T HAVE HAPPY ENDINGS
FARM EXPORTS NO CURE-ALL
FARMERS SHOULD BE SELF-RELIANT
CAN A GOVERNOR BE ELECTED ON FARM POLICY
JANKLOW FORMULATING SECRET FARM PLAN
FARM PLAN INCLUDES TARIFF ANALYSIS
SD FARMERS BASKING IN WET WEATHER
82 PERCENT OF FARMS IN SET ASIDE PROGRAM
PROCESSORS MIGHT BE POWERFUL IN FUTURE
DASCHLE BACKS LEGISLATION FOR SET-ASIDE
XMANY CONTINUE FARM FIGHT DESPITE TOUGH ODDS
KO'CONNORi. VARILEK ARGUE HOW TO HELP FARMERS
GROUP WANTS REGENTS TO HAVE AG PANEL
SD BEAN CROP COULD BE START OF NEW MARKET
SD FARMERS' CONCERN ABOUT RAIN GROWS
AGRICULTURE WEATHER REPORTS ON AIR
SD FARMER WILL GRIPE AT PANEL HEARING
^FARMERS TELL LAWMAKERS OF MONETARY PLIGHT
SD FARMERS AIR FRUSTRATIONS AT MEETING
MOISTURE LEVEL AHEAD, SMALL-GRAIN LAGS
KNO QUICK FIXES, BLOCK TELLS SD FARMERS
*BOARD CREATES AG ADVISORY BOARD
ACREAGE REPORT DEADLINE NEARS
JAPANESE GRAIN EXPERTS IMPRESSED BY SD
FARM ECONOMIC PROBLEMS ARE SEVERE (L)
MOST CORN, SOYBEAN CROPS PLANTED
BECAUSE OF RAIN, SOME FARMERS HAVING A HAYDAY
*HEAVY RAINS EXTENDED SD PLANTING SEASON
KCROPS THRIVE DURING HEAT WAVE
WEATHER CHANGES SD PLANTING PLANS
PANEL STUDIES COUNTY PEST-CONTROL BOARDS
AG DEVELOPMENT CHIEF APPOINTED
CHANCE OF REPLANTING CROPS DIMINISHES
XIO-MINUTE HAILSTORM CANCELS FARMERS' PAYCHECKS
HAIL BATTERS SOME HAMLIN COUNTY CROPS
AG UNITY NOMINATES 18 FOR COUNCIL
BLOCK URGED TO DECLARE HAIL DISASTER
REGENTS APPOINT AGRICULTURE COUNCIL
36JANKLOW DISAPPOINTS FARM ACTIVIST
3CWIND, HAIL, DRY SOIL COMBINE TO LOWER GRAIN YIELDS
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7/22/1982 C071 FARM CRISIS ACT UP FOR REVIEW TODAY
7/23/1982 coil FARMERS APPRECIATION DAY SET FOR AUG 25
8/08/1982 A012 ^FARMERS NOT CELEBRATING THIS HARVEST
8/11/1982 A012 STORED GRAIN MUST BE SOLD, BUT NO BUYERS
8/12/1982 C032 HOUSE WHIP GIVES DASCHLE CREDIT FOR THE NEW ACT
8/15/1982 A022 SD FARMER'S 1982 COSTS
8/2A/1982 AOIA SD HAS 1,000 FEWER FARMS
8/31/1982 A012 WHEAT FARMERS CONSIDER BUILDING PROCESSING UNIT
8/31/1982 C021 EYEING THE FARM PROBLEM (ED)
9/01/1982 C024 MAIN STREET SHOULD SUPPORT AGRICULTURE (L)
9/08/1982 con FARM HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF, FARMERS TOLD
9/09/1982 C015 FARMERS UNITE TO PLAN STATEWIDE TALKS
9/11/1982 C021 SOIL LEADER PROTESTS BOARD'S APPOINTMENT (L)
9/13/1982 A012 IDEA OF AG COMMISSION NEGLECTED
9/14/1982 con SD FARM GROUP PLANS WAYS TO RAISE FARMERS' INCOMES
9/15/1982 A015 FARM PLAN CALLS FOR FOREIGN AID
9/15/1982 con DEMOCRATS BLAST PLAN TO BOYCOTT FRENCH PRODUCTS
9/17/1982 A012 *AG LEADERS UNITE BEHIND GIVEAWAY
9/17/1982 A016 SD TO SUE FEDS OVER SET-ASIDE
9/18/1982 C013 JANKLOW'S THREAT DRAWS ASCS REPLY
9/18/1982 C021 STRONG BACKING FOR SD MERCY FOOD PROGRAM (ED)
9/18/1982 C031 FARMER GROUP MEETS TODAY IN HURON
9/21/1982 A012 MUCH OF SD'S CROPS SAFE FROM FROST
9/25/1982 B012 SET-ASIDE PLAN TO HELP PRICES, SD FARM GROUP SAYS
10/01/1982 C031 PEARSON SAYS IT'S UP TO FARMERS
10/07/1982 C053 CO-OP ESSENTIAL TO FAMILY FARMERS, USDA SAYS
10/12/1982 C041 JANKLOW DEFENDS HIS FARM RECORD
10/14/1982 con FARM PLAN FOCUS OF SD GUBERNATORIAL RACE
10/19/1982 A012 WET WEATHER PUTS DAMPER ON CORN PRICE
10729/1982 C053SD FARMERS YOUNGER THAN NATIONAL AVERAGE
10/31/1982 EOll ^FARMERS BATTLE WET FIELDS TO HARVEST DAMP BEANS
11/02/1982 B014 BRIGHT SIDE TO STATE'S SOGGY FIELDS IS CORN PRICES
11/07/1982 B051 FARM EXPENSES RISING FAST
11/08/1982 B014 CENSUS BUREAU TO SEND OUT FORMS TO UPDATE...
11/09/1982 B041 FARMERS KEEP AN EYE ON FORECAST
11/10/1982 A012 FEW FARMERS LUCKY ENOUGH TO HAVE COMPLETED HARVEST
11/10/1982 C014 FARMERS LOOK TO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FOR SOLUTIONS
11/11/1982 A013 MORE SD FARMERS TURN TO SOYBEAN LOAN PROGRAM
11/13/1982 A013 FARMERS 8 CROPS LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
11/14/1982 E016 MIDWEST FARMING OUTLOOK HEALTHY
11/24/1982 C061 TILLAGE CONFERENCE SET FOR DEC 1 AND 2
11/30/1982 B021 EXTRA RAINFALL ENHANCES CROP OUTLOOK FOR 1983 (ED)
11/30/1982 B062 FARM BUREAU HEAD SAYS FARMERS FACE CHALLENGES...
12/03/1982 A012 SD FARMERS ADOPT MINIMUM TILLAGE
12/03/1982 C082 AG GROUP TO DISCUSS FARM SOLUTIONS
12/05/1982 FOll HIGHER INTEREST RATES SEND PRODUCTION COST SOARING
12/07/1982 C023 AG CRISIS SPREADS TO SMALL BUSINESSES
12/14/1982 B041 SD FARMERS STILL UNSURE ABOUT GRAIN PLAN
12/19/1982 con CONSERVATIONISTS WANT STRICT LAND TILLING
;12/19/1982iC013 FARM, RANCH BANKRUPTCIES INCREASE FOURFOLD
12/26/1982 EOll ^FARMERS ARE PLOWED UNDER FINANCIALLY
12/30/1982 Don SD ACTIVIST URGES FARMERS TO WITHHOLD RYE
12/31/1982 con RECENT SNOWFALLS PUSH YEAR'S MOISTURE LEVELS
1/03/1983 C041 1982 WAS A YEAR OF UPS AND DOWNS
1/11/1983 con REAGAN'S FARM PROGRAM WILL HURT SUPPLIERS
1/11/1983 C015 XJANKLOW REPLACING PEARSON
1/12/1983 A044 SD FARMERS WANT MORE DETAILS ON CROP SWAP
1/13/1983 C075 DASCHLE--CROP SWAP TOO LITTLE TOO LATE
1/15/1983 B031 PROGRAM ENCOURAGES CONSERVATION
1/17/1983 BOll ^WINTERS ON THE PLAINS HARD ON FARMERS, LIVESTOCK
1/18/1983 B015 56HOGEN NOMINATED AS AG SECRETARY
1/19/1983 DOll BLAME IT ON THE JET STREAM
1/20/1983 A012 *STATE LOSES ALMOST 500 FARMS IN FALL OF 1982
1/22/1983 B021 HOGEN EXCELLENT CHOICE AS AG SECRETARY (ED)
1/23/1983 A012 ECONOMY WEAKENS FARMLAND PRICES
1/23/1983 con SD FARMERS HAVE RECORD DEBTS
1/25/1983 BOll 36F1RST DAY PIK SIGN UP HEAVY--W1NNERS TO GET CROP
1/25/1983 B042 DASCHLE'S BUSY FIELDING CALLS ABOUT CROP SWAP
1/31/1983 BOll 36AG SECRETARY WANTS PROJECTS WITH MEAT
1/31/1983 B022 GOVERNOR'S FARM LOAN DRAWS CRITICISM (L)
2/02/1983 D041 SENATE REJECTS FUEL TAX REFUNDS
2/03/1983 con ^FARMERS HAVE SAY ABOUT GRAIN-PRICING BILL
2/06/1983 A014 W RIVER WORRIES ABOUT LOSING RAIL LINE
2/08/1983 C015 SALE BARNS PUSH BILL ON MORTGAGED GOODS
2/11/1983 C021 FARM GROUPS' FIGHT AGAINST JANKLOW (L)
2/12/1983 C014 SD WHEAT FOR DETROIT (ED)
.^2/13/1983'*;C031 LOW -PRICE, .N0T :1RRIGAT10N, FARMER'S PROBLEM (L)
2/13/1983 E012 GRAIN PRICES DROP OF PIK'S COUNTERPART
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2/16/1983 C031 TAX-EXEMPT GRAIN STILL HAS CHANCE
2/17/1983 coil KHOUSE COMMITTEE REJECTS GRAIN PRICING BILL
2/17/1983 COAA COMMITTEE LIMITS TOTAL AMOUNT TO $150 MILLION
2/19/1983 BOll JANKLOW AGREES TO SIGN GRAIN PRICE BILL
2/20/1983 B051 OFFICIAL EXPECTS LAST-MINUTE RUSH ON PIK
2/21/1983 B051 FARMERS EXPECTED TO PLANT LESS
2/21/1983 B053 SD TOP PRODUCER OF OATS, RYE
2/22/1983 BOIA LIMITED CROP FOR JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES
2/22/1983 B031 YOUNG FARMERS TO MEET THURSDAY
2/24/1983 C014 GRAIN PLAN COULD HURT BUSINESSES
2/25/1983 C015 FARMLAND TENANTS CAN'T LOSE OUT TO PIK
2/26/1983 BOll CUT-RATE FARM AND BUSINESS LOANS APPROVED BY SENATE
2/27/1983 EOll KHARD TIMES IMPROVE FARM BUSINESS SKILLS
3/03/1983 C031 COVER CROPS URGED FOR PIK USERS
3/03/1983 C044 FARMER BACKS OUT OF 1ST STEP IN FORECLOSURE
3/06/1983 B014 PIK DEADLINE WON'T BE EXTENDED
3/07/1983 A013 *L1KE INDEPENDENCE 8 GAMBL1NG--TRY FARMING
3/07/1983 B014 OIL PRICE WAR MAY HELP FARMERS
3/08/1983 A074 3 ELECTED TO AGRI-BUSINESS COUNCIL
3/08/1983 coil FARM GROUPS-LEGISLATION IS LITTLE HELP
3/09/1983 coil RULING ALLOWS CREDIT FIRM TO FORECLOSE
3/12/1983 A012 80 PERCENT OF FARMERS WILL IDLE SOME ACRES
3/13/1983 B041 TAKE A FARMER TO LUNCH MARCH 21
3/14/1983 A015 SD LEADS FLIGHT FROM CROP INSURANCE PLAN
3/16/1983 A012 AG DEPARTMENT WANTS TO SELL LAND
3/16/1983 A012 RESULTS FROM PIK PROGRAM TOP SECRET
3/18/1983 D021 AG WEEK CHANCE TO THANK FARMERS (L)
3/20/1983 EOll FARMERS EXCHANGE GAMBLE FOR GUARANTEE
3/21/1983 A012 *T1MES ARE TOUGH, BUT FARMERS WILL SURVIVE
"3/22/1983 coil PIK'PROGRAM CUTS TEEN'S SUMMER CORN DETASSELING JOBS
3/24/1983 A0I2 *GRA1N PRICES SHOOT UP WITH PIK PROGRAM
3/26/1983 B012KFARM OFFICIAL RARELY AT HIS DESK
3/26/1983 B041 FARM LEADERS TO MEET IN MITCHELL
3/31/1983 C025 FREE LUNCH IDEAS TO REWARD EFFICIENT (L)
4/01/1983 BOll XHOGEN--FARMERS MUST PROMOTE GOODS
4/02/1983 BOll STATE AG DEPARTMENT GETS $15,000 GRANT
4/02/1983 B012 KFEW AREA FARMS FACE FORECLOSURE
4/04/1983 B041 PIK MAY EASE RUSH FOR CREDIT
4/10/1983 C071 FARMERS TOLD TO BE CAUTIOUS OF GRAIN PLAN
4/10/1983 C071 PIK IS PUSHING PRICES UPWARD
4/10/1983 E021 XWILKERSON GETS AG AWARD
4/13/1983 C045 BILL MAY BLOCK STATE'S FARM LOAN PROGRAM
4/16/1983 A021 SD WON'T LOSE FARM MONEY
4/19/1983 B033 PIK PR0GRAM--PLANT1NG IS FOR THE BIRDS
4/22/1983 C021 CALF LOSSES PROBLEM BUT OUTLOOK GOOD (ED)
4/23/1983 C051 "CONFERENCE CALL' LOOKS AT AG DEPARTMENT
4/24/1983 C041 JANKLOW APPOINTS 4 TO AGRI-BUSINESS BOARD
4/28/1983 coil FARMERS SETTING ASIDE THEIR WORRIES
4/29/1983 A015 WET SPRING COSTS FARMERS MILLIONS
.5/01/1983 EOll acREDUCED TILLAGE METHODS SAVE OIL, TOIL AND SOIL
5/01/1983 N021'af(AGRICULTURE) FARROW TO FINISH
5/01/1983 N031 X(AGRICULTURE) SIOUX FALLS IS EASY TO SELL
5/10/1983 A015 RAIN BOGS DOWN PLANTING
5/12/1983 coil $3 MILLION TO LOAN TO FARMERS FOR IRRIGATION
5/15/1983 B051 FARMERS BUOY SPRING BOAT BUSINESS
5/17/1983 BOll WET FIELDS DELAY CORN, FLAX PLANTING
5/19/1983 C032 STATE MAY GET GO-AHEAD ON LOAN PROGRAM DESPITE DELAY
5/25/1983 C013 AUDIT REVEALS 197 FARMERS GOT 2 LOANS
5/25/1983 C051 SMALL GRAIN PLANTING IS ALMOST DONE
5/28/1983 B041 CLARKE WILL COORDINATE WEED, PEST MANAGEMENT
5/30/1983 coil STATE FARMERS PLANT MORE SOYBEANS
6/04/1983 A015 STATE FARM EXPORT VALUE DIPS
6/04/1983 BOll TV SHOW WILL FEATURE SOUTH DAKOTA
6/08/1983 A021 STATE FARMERS NEED RAIN
6/08/1983 C061 HARVEST DECISIONS WILL DETERMINE FEED COSTS
6/11/1983 BOll GRANT HELPS FARMERS BUY LIVESTOCK
6/12/1983 C052 RANCHER PLOWS UP WHEAT TO STAY IN PIK
6/15/1983 C071 TOPSOIL MOISTURE IS SCARCE ACROSS STATE
6/27/1983 C016 VIP COULD BE DAIRYMEN'S PIK PROGRAM
7/01/1983 C015 PANEL WILL RESEARCH INSECTS, WEEDS, DISEASES
7/03/1983 EOll KPIK IS SHORT-TERM SOLUTION
7/06/1983 C012 KBIG FARM PAYMENTS NOT THE ANSWER
7/09/1983 C031 IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO PLANT CROPS IN SOUTHEAST
7/10/1983 C015 ^DEMAND FOR IRRIGATION LOAN MONEY TRICKLES IN
7/11/1983 C021 LONG-TERM PROGRAMS NEEDED FOR FARMERS (ED)
7/12/1983 A012 FARMLAND PRICES STABILIZE
;7/13/1.983 :A012-330, 000 ACRES .MAY BE. DECLARED DISASTER AREAS
7/14/1983 A013 RECORD WINTER WHEAT CROP FORECAST
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7/14/1983 A014 STATE BOARD RECOMMENDS DISASTER RELIEF
7/16/1983 C021 THREE-COUNTY DISASTER REQUEST RIGHT APPROACH CD
7/17/1983 C031 CHAINS, GRAIN DEALERS SET AGRICULTURE PRICES CD
7/17/1983 C051 DELINQUENT FARM LOAN REPAYMENT IS LOW
7/17/1983 C061 NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR AGRICULTURE HALL OF FAME
7/17/1983 ECU ELEVATOR MANAGERS PREDICT WHAT FARMERS WILL DO
7/18/1983 A015KFARM LEADERS WANT MORE EXPORT SALES
8/10/1983 A015 PARCHED CROPS NEED MOISTURE
8/12/1983 A013 HEAT WAVE MAY BOOST MEAT PRICES 20 PERCENT
8/15/1983 coil VALUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA FARMLAND FALLS 5 PERCENT
8/15/1983 C031 UNLOCKED GATES OPEN UP PROBLEMS FOR RANCHERS
8/15/19.83 C042 AGRICULTURE OIL DAY SET
8/23/1983 C035 AGRICULTURE OFFICIAL PROMOTES FEDERAL INSURANCE
8/24/1983 B053 RAIN IS NEEDED FOR ROW CROPS
8/28/1983 E015 PIK DISTRIBUTION IN STATE IS FAIR
8/29/1983 BOll JANKLOW APPOINTS 5 TO FORM LOAN BOARD
8/30/1983 A012 HEAT WAVE RUINS SD CORN CROP
9/07/1983 coil *RURAL CO-OPS CAN'T HANDLE BUDGET CUTS
9/13/1983 A012 DROUGHT DRIVES CORN CROP DOWN S PRICES UP
9/15/1983 D015 PIK MAY HAVE ENCOURAGED WOOLLY BEAR GROWTH
9/16/1983 coil PUSH PROCESSING OF FARM PRODUCTS
9/24/1983 B033 FARMERS WITH DOUBLE BENEFITS PAY BACK
9/25/1983 C051 FARMERS PLANTING MORE WINTER WHEAT, RYE
9/27/1983 coil AG SHOULDN'T BE ONLY ECONOMIC BASE
9/27/1983 C051 5eAG DEPARTMENT SPONSORS LOAN SEMINAR
10/04/1983 B041 AG DEPT WANTS KIDS COUNTING TURKEYS
10/09/1983 C073 BOARD WILL CONSIDER FARM LOAN APPLICANTS
10/10/1983 coil SOUTH DAKOTANS OWN AND THEY FARM
10/21/1983 C016 GETTING CROP TO FARMERS WILL BE EASY
10/22/1983 B012 HEALTHY AG FUTURE--4 BASIC STEPS
11/01/1983 coil EARLY START ON '84 GRASSHOPPER FIGHT
11/01/1983 C012 SOME FARMERS HIT A SNAG WITH PIK
11/07/1983 C015 PIK HELPED PRICES, NOT HABITATS
11/09/1983 coil AREA FARMERS WANT TO BE PAID
11/09/1983 C061 ARGENTINE TRADE PRACTICE UNFAIR
11/09/1983 C072 MOST FARMS HAVE STORED CROPS BEFORE SNOW
11/10/1983 C041 AGENCY RESCHEDULES MORE FARM LOANS
11/14/1983 BOll *SD BANK GIVES $5,000 TO AG PROJECT
11/20/1983 coil ^CONGRESSMAN GETS FIRSTHAND LOOK AT THE PROBLEMS
11/20/1983 C013 TIMES GET TOUGH FOR AREA HOG FARMERS
11/20/1983 C021 JfKENNEDYS ADDRESSED FARM PROBLEMS CYEAGER)
11/21/1983 B034 LOAN FUND ENCOURAGES PROJECTS
11/27/1983 C051 AG COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN TO SPEAK IN STATE
11/27/1983 C051 PRESSLER, DASCHLE ON TILLAGE FORUM
11/27/1983 EOll *FARM'S COMPUTER KEEPS PlGS IN LINE
11/27/1983 EOll FARM DEPENDENCE DAMPENS BANKERS' OUTLOOK
11/30/1983 C051 WHEAT COMMISSION, PRODUCERS IN NEW OFFICE
11/30/1983 C065 EKSTRUM OUTLINES HIS PLAN FOR AG PROSPERITY
12/08/1983 C013 HOGEN CALLS FOR LONG-RANGE POLICY
12/11/1983 EOll GRAIN-THEFT INVESTIGATION LEADS TO SIOUX CITY MAN
12/11/1983 EOll BANKERS SAY FARM EARNINGS ARE UP
12/12/1983 C032 XPIK DEADLINE IS END OF MONTH
12/23/1983 C042 SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS PLANT MORE WHEAT
12/26/1983 C044 LIMIT ON PIK PAYMENTS COMES TOO LATE
12/31/1983 BOll FARM ECONOMY IMPROVES SLIGHTLY
1/01/1984 B014 STATE AG LOAN PROGRAM TO CONGRESS
1/01/1984 EOll HOW DID FARMERS SPELL RELIEF
1/08/1984 E015 AG EXPO EXPECTS ITS BIGGEST YEAR
1/11/1984 D013 BANKER, FARMER ISSUE CONTINUES OPENING RIFT
1/12/1984 A012 FARMERS MEET TO STAY IN BUSINESS
1/12/1984 C041 MOTIONS FILED TO DISMISS COURT ACTION
1/29/1984 C041 STUDENTS CAN WIN SCHOLARSHIP IN AG DAY QUIZ
2/06/1984 B043 AG OFFICIAL DEFENDS USE OF ANTIBIOTICS
2/08/1984 D051 FOREST SUPERVISION SWITCHES TO AG DEPART
2/09/1984 C014 BILL WOULD EXEMPT FARMERS FROM EXTRA TAX
2/16/1984 C062 3 COUNTIES ELIGIBLE FOR ASSISTANCE
2/17/1984 C015 FARMERS WILL GAMBLE
3/04/1984 EOll FARMERS HOPE '85 FARM BILL DEALS BETTER
3/04/1984 E014 HERE IS GLOSSARY OF FARM BILL TERMS
3/08/1984 C023 SHOULD HELP RESOLVE AGRICULTURAL PROB (L)
3/18/1984 A012 FMHA VS FARMER--BOTH TRYING TO SURVIVE
3/19/1984 BOll TICKETS TO BE AVAILABLE FOR BLOCK'S SPEECH
3/27/1984 A0I2 ^FARMERS PRESSURE BLOCK FOR ANSWERS
4/01/1984 A012 ^INTEREST RATES PINCH FARMERS
4/02/1984 C035 FEW FARMERS ATTEND MEETINGS ON GRAIN BLOCKS
4/10/1984 C041 LENDER SAYS RISING INTEREST RATES HURT
f'4/12/1984VnC034 STATE-FARM-GROUPS PRAISE FARM BILL
4/15/1984 B045 CONFERENCE WILL FOCUS ON AG CREDIT
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ii/19/198^ AOIZ FARMERS GO FACE TO FACE WITH MONEY LENDERS
4/19/1984 C041 FARMER IMPRISONED FOR SELLING GRAIN
4/23/1984 C041 PLOWING FRAGILE LAND ANGERS RANCHERS
4/25/1984 D031 FARMERS BEGINNING FIELDWORK AFTER WET SPRING
4/26/1984 C031 HOGEN CONCERNED ABOUT RANGELAND PLOWING
4/27/1984 C041 FARM LEADER WANTS PUBLIC COPIES
4/29/1984 C091 36AGENCV ALLOWS USE OF SUNFLOWER CHEMICAL
5/02/1984 DGll COUNTY DELAYS SALE OF POOR FARM UNTIL 1985
5/03/1984 C072 FARMERS IDLE 2.8 MILLION ACRES
5/06/1984 C061 OFFICIAL SAYS FUMIGANTS MUST BE USED
5/07/1984 BOll CORN, SOYBEAN SEED MAY BE IN SHORT SUPPLY
5/10/1984 C032 HILLS RANCHERS HAVE 8 WEEKS TO SEEK LOANS
5/13/1984 A012 ^SPRING PLANTING IS MIRED IN MUD
5/15/1984 C031 CORN PLANTING IN STATE WELL BEHIND SCHEDULE
5/15/1984 C041 STATE PRODUCED $2.5 BILLION IN AG PRODUCTS
5/27/1984 B054 FARMERS' FINANCIAL STRESS INCREASING
5/30/1984 D015 FARM VALUES MAY DECLINE
6/03/1984 D112 PANEL SAYS FARM PROBLEMS AFFECT RESERVATIONS, TOO
6/08/1984 A012 MOST FARMERS FED UP WITH POLICIES
6/09/1984 B012 OVERPRODUCTION HURTS FARMERS
6/09/1984 B033 AGREES WITH SURVEY ON FARM POLICY
6/13/1984 D015 PLANTING IS BEHIND SCHEDULE
6/14/1984 C013 KRAIN DELAYING CROP PLANTING
6/17/1984 A012 FARMERS FED UP WITH RAIN
6/19/1984 A012 ^FARMERS STRUGGLE TO KEEP HEADS ABOVE WATER
6/19/1984 BOll LATE PLANTING AGREEMENT PLANNED FOR FARMERS
6/21/1984 C051 ABDNOR WANTS COUNTIES DECLARED DISASTER AREAS
6/22/1984 coil SPECIALISTS WILL DISCUSS PLANTING ALTERNATIVES
6/24/1984 B052 36LOW-FLYING BUSINESS
'^'6728/1984 A012 LAWMAKER WARNS OF-CROPLAND WATER WARS
6/29/1984 A012 1.1 MILLION ACRES UNPLANTED
6/29/1984 coil RECORD WINTER WHEAT CROP PREDICTED IN SD
6/29/1984 C035 AG COMMITTEE LEADER URGES AID FOR FARMERS
6/29/1984 C051 RANCHERS CONCERNED ABOUT DAMS
7/04/1984 D031 DRY WEATHER HELPS FARMERS GET FIELDWORK DONE
7/05/1984 C041 FARMERS GETTING EXTENSIONS FOR USE OF LAND
7/08/1984 C045 AG DEPARTMENT LOOKS FOR lOO-YEAR-OLD FARMS
7/09/1984 B041 CUNNINGHAM--FARM BILL MAY SAVE FARMERS
7/21/1984 B031 STORM CELLS BLAMED FOR DESTRUCTIVE SWATH
7/25/1984 C031 MOISTURE SATISFACTORY FOR STATE CROP SITUATION
7/28/1984 A015 STATE LIKELY TO GET DISPUTED LAND PROGRAM
7/29/1984 E012 *A RAINY DAY ON THE HARVEST TRAIL
8/01/1984 D015 REPORT SAYS STATE ROW CROPS IN GOOD CONDITION
8/07/1984 B031 SOME VACATIONERS ARE LOOKING FOR A GOOD FARM
8/18/1984 BOll FARMERS TELL ABDNOR ABOUT FLOODING PROBLEMS
8/22/1984 A016 SURPLUS GRAIN YIELDS HAUNT STATE FARMERS
8/23/1984 A012 INTEREST RATES STILL TOO HIGH
8/30/1984 DOll XCOPING WITH ADVERSITY
8/31/1984 A121 CENTURY-OLD FARMS HONORED TODAY
'9/04/1984 C041 FIELD DAYS -SET FOR OBSERVING TEST PLOTS
9/05/1984 D015 FARM ISSUES ARE TOPIC FOR DEMOCRATS
9/13/1984 C032 FEW RANCHERS INTERESTED IN LOANS
9/16/1984 C061 COUNSELORS TO HELP FARMERS IN CRISIS
9/19/1984 A015 LOCAL CONSENSUS--A GOOD STEP
9/20/1984 C054 FEDERAL FARM ASSISTANCE PLAN NOT ENOUGH
9/24/1984 B031 STATE PLOWING CONTEST OPEN FOR CONTESTANTS
9/26/1984 A012 COLD SPELL COOLS HARVEST HOPES
9/27/1984 A012 EARLY FROST DEVASTATES LATE PLANTERS
9/28/1984 D032 DRY DAMAGED CROPS
10/08/1984 C041 ISRAEL TRIP COULD BOOST INDIAN AGRICULTURE
10/08/1984 C045 OUTLOOK FOR FARM LAND NOT GOOD
10/11/1984 coil ADVICE IS A PHONE CALL AWAY
10/11/1984 C042 STATE CROPS LOOK GOOD
10/12/1984 C031 POLITICAL DEBATE IN HURON
10/15/1984 C044 RECORD SOYBEAN, SORGHUM CROPS
10/23/1984 B042 LAMMERS--EXPORT TRADING FIRM NEEDED
10/27/1984 C032 STATE'S CATTLE LOWEST IN 6 YEARS
11/02/1984 coil INTEREST RATES HURT FARMERS
11/11/1984 EOll XCROPS YIELD A BOUNTY
11/12/1984 B033 PRICES DON'T MEET PRODUCTION COSTS
11/14/1984 D013 SPECIALISTS WILL DISCUSS AGRICULTURE
11/16/1984 coil LAWMAKERS PUT OFF DRAINAGE DECISION
11/16/1984 coil PANEL DELAYS GRAIN PROMOTIONAL FEES PLAN
11/23/1984 C035 POSSIBLE FARM PROGRAM CUTS ALARM LAWMAKERS
11/26/1984 D021 ESTATE OFFERS FINANCIAL COUNSELING
11/28/1984 D031 WEATHER ALLOWS FARMERS TO FINISH HARVEST
12/02/1984.iA012 vF;ARMERS TAKE TOWN JOBS .
12/12/1984 D042 lOTH WETTEST GROWING SEASON
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12/20/1984 C031 TAIWAN TRIP MAY LEAD TO AG SALES
12/21/1984 coil FARMERS* FORECLOSURE LAWSUITS IRRITATING
12/22/1984 C014 3 FARM GROUPS UNITE
12/22/1984 C015 STATE NO-TILL GROUP ELECTS DIRECTORS
12/23/1984 E012 GOVERNOR TO MEET WITH FARM GROUPS
12/27/1984 coil STATE GETS §60 MILLION IN PAYMENTS
12/27/1984 C021 TIMES TOUGH FOR RANCHERS (L)
1/02/1985 coil COURSE WILL FOCUS ON FARM CREDIT CRISIS
1/06/1985 coil AG OFFICIAL SAYS STATE FARMERS BETTER OFF
1/08/1985 C016 JUDGE DISMISSES FARM SUITS
1/09/1985 AOll ^FARMERS FACE RUIN--JANKLOW TELLS LAWMAKERS
1/09/1985 coil JANKLOW MAY NAME PANEL TO STUDY AGRICULTURE
1/11/1985 coil LOANS AVAILABLE FOR AGRIBUSINESSES IN 12 COUNTIES
1/16/1985 C042 ABDNOR WANTS TAX RULES ON VEHICLE USE
1/16/1985 C045 STATE OFFERS FARMERS COURSE SCHOLARSHIPS
1/23/1985 C021 TROUBLED AREA FARMERS (ED)
1/23/1985 C031 PROTESTS GAIN SUPPORT AMONG STATE FARMERS, LAWMAKERS
1/27/1985 AOll ETHAN--DISPAIR OF TROUBLED FARMERS
1/27/1985 coil LOWER LAND VALUES DON'T SIGNAL LOWER TAX
1/27/1985 coil SIMILAR TO THAT FOUND IN FARMERS OF '30S
1/29/1985 A012 FARMERS MAP RALLY STRATEGY
1/31/1985 coil HOUSE RESOLUTION BACKING CAPITAL TRIP PASSES
1/31/1985 C021 PLANS FOR DC TRIP (ED)
1/31/1985 C045 TURNOUT DISAPPOINTS AG PRESS ASSOCIATION
2/01/1985 coil ^RANCHER EXPLAINS FINANCIAL RIGHTS TO FARMERS
2/02/1985 C015 BUCK CAMPAIGN GAINS MOMENTUM
2/02/1985 C031 OLDHAM, CLEAR LAKE SCHOOLS TO CLOSE FOR RALLY
2/03/1985 Alll CONCERN FOR ETHAN FARMER
2/03/1985 Alll FARMERS BEGIN TO SEE RED (L)
•^2703/1985 X07I FARM'MEETING SET'MONDAY IN BROOKINGS
2/04/1985 coil SURVEY KNOCKS FARM CUTS
2/05/1985 A016 FARM RALLY HEADED FOR CAPITAL CITY
2/05/1985 A061 ENTIRE LEGISLATURE SHOULD GO TO CAPITAL (L)
2/05/1985 coil HOUSE EXAMINES TAX RELIEF BILLS FOR FARMERS
2/06/1985 A012 *SPEAK WITH ONE VOICE, FARMERS TOLD
2/06/1985 A083 *PRESSLER, ABDNOR SHOULD HELP FARMERS
2/06/1985 coil FARMERS MUST CHANGE METHODS TO SURVIVE
2/07/1985 A082 HELP DEMONSTRATE CONCERN (L)
2/08/1985 A012 KFEUDING FARMERS
2/09/1985 A021 DASCHLE SEES QUICK FARM BILL ACTION
2/10/1985 AlOl IT'S TIME TO TAKE ON AG PROBLEMS (ED)
2/10/1985 AlOl TRIP TO DC WOULD BE... (L)
2/12/1985 A012 ORALLY DAY
2/12/1985 BOll COMMITTEE HEARS FROM FARMERS
2/13/1985 AOll *6,000 RALLY IN PIERRE
2/13/1985 A012 LEGISLATURE WILL TAKE MESSAGE TO CAPITOL
2/13/1985 A061 *SD LEADERS ATTACK FEDERAL POLICIES
2/13/1985 A061 KNATION'S CAPITAL WILL FEEL PIERRE PRESSURE
2/13/1985 A06I IF FARMERS ARE HURTING...
.2/13/1985 A071XTHIS IS JUST A START FOR AGRICULTURE
2/14/1985'AOlI LEGISLATORS PLOT FARM ACTION PLATFORM
2/14/1985 A081 TWO OFFICIALS ARE OFF BASE (L)
2/14/1985 C061 ABDNOR SETS UP MEETING
2/15/1985 coil LEGISLATURE APPROVES TRIP TO WASHINGTON
2/15/1985 coil BILL REPEALING FAMILY FARM ACT REJECTED
2/15/1985 coil BUS RIDE TO CAPITAL MAY BE ONE-WAY TICKET
2/15/1985 C021 MICHIGAN LAWMAKERS TO ATTEND FARM MEETING
2/15/1985 C031 DEMS CRY FOUL ON RALLY BILL
2/16/1985 B012 *CHURCHES ASKED TO RING BELLS FOR FARMERS
2/17/1985 coil PASTORS KEEP THE FAITH WITH FARMERS
2/17/1985 C016 LEGISLATORS WILL WAKE UP DC
2/17/1985 C031 BERGLAND, BUTZ TO KEYNOTE AG CONFERENCE
2/17/1985 C071 LAWMAKERS HEAD TO WASHINGTON SPLIT
2/18/1985 coil THE RALLY'S MESSAGE RESOUNDS
2/19/1985 A012 LAWMAKER--FARM UNITY OR BUST
2/19/1985 B022 CHURCH BELLS WON'T RING FOR FARMERS
2/20/1985 A081 TRIP ISN'T THE ANSWER (ED)
2/20/1985 C031 BUSH TO MEET WITH LAWMAKERS
2/21/1985 A021 LAWMAKERS VETO DC TRIP
2/21/1985 A081 FARM CRISIS FOR REAL (L)
2/21/1985 A081 GOVERNMENT NOT SOLUTION (L)
2/21/1985 coil STATE FARMERS TO JOIN RALLY IN IOWA
2/21/1985 C031 BELLS RING FOR FARMS IN SD
2/21/1985 C034 JANKLOW, LEGISLATORS TO MEET WITH BUSH
2/22/1985 A081 TRIP TO WASHINGTON ALREADY WORTH COST (L)
2/22/1985 C015 HOPE FOR NATIONAL EXPOSURE
^;2/23/I985 -C031;SF WILL -HOST.FARM RALLY SENDOFF
2/23/1985 C031 RADIO FARM TRIP PROMOTION RAISES §23,000
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2/24/1985 Alll FARMERS ONLY WANT A FAIR CHANCE
2/24/1985 con FARM PLAYERS HUDDLE IN WASHINGTON
2/25/1985 A0I2 ^LEGISLATORS GET FIRED UP
2/25/1985 con COMPASSION FOR TODAY'S FARM CRISIS
2/26/1985 A013 LEGISLATORS JOIN JANKLOW TO TELL STORY
2/26/1985 A041 *THEIR TRIP DOES NOT GO UNNOTICED
2/26/1985 A046 *'NIGHTLINE' HEARS JABS BY JANKLOW
2/26/1985 A063 FARM VOICES SHOULD UNITE (L)
2/27/1985 AOIl ^LIGHTS, CAMERAS, AND LITTLE ACTION
2/27/1985 A06I ^EYES ON SOUTH DAKOTA
2/27/1985 AIOI HOPE KEEPS SUFFERING (L)
2/28/1985 A0I2 CORPORATE FARM BILL TURNS CHEERS TO JEERS
2/28/1985 con ^LEGISLATORS ARE BACK
2/28/1985 C0I2 FARM BUREAU LEADER
3/01/1985 C0I5 WASHINGTON TRIP WILL COST YOU 5 CENTS
3/02/1985 con JANKLOW'S FARM PITCH NOT OVER YET
3/02/1985 C033 JANKLOW WAS SOFT IN WASHINGTON
3/07/1985 C04I STATE ACTION ON FARM CRISIS
3/I0/I985 AI02 CITIZENS HELP MAKE DC TRIP A SUCCESS (L)
3/I0/I985 EOII STORM NEITHER HURT NOR HELPED FARMERS
3/13/1985 A082 FARMERS FEEL LIKE CUSTER (L)
3/13/1985 A084 HOPE IS NEVER SHUT OUT (LJ
3/14/1985 C023 RELIEF PLAN FACES FARMERS RELUCTANT TO BORROW
3/I5/I985 A0I3 FARMERS' BASH WILL ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE
3/I5/I985 con NEW LAW MAY DRAW CORPORATIONS TO FARMS
3/I6/I985 A081 KEEP MEAT, GRAIN OFF MARKET (L)
3/I7/I985 E0I4 FARM PARTNERSHIP
3/19/1985 BOII 9CANNUAL GOVERNOR'S AGRICULTURE CONFERENCE
3/19/1985 BOII AG COMPLEXION TO CHANGE AFTER CURRENT CRISIS
3/19/1985 BOn"*SQUARE 'TOMATOESrMIDGET CORN
3/2I/I985 C04I RANCHERS, FARMERS ELIGIBLE FOR DISASTER LOANS
3/22/1985 C021 GRASS-ROOTS GROUPS DEFEND RURAL AMERICA
3/23/1985 AIOI ^FARMERS MUST ORGANIZE
3/23/1985 C03i PUBLIC MAY DECIDE ON CORPORATE FARMING
3/24/1985 E041 SD FARMER WRITES REAGAN ABOUT CRISIS
3/25/1985 B034 WET FIELDS MAY DELAY SPRING PLANTING
3/27/1985 A013 ^FARMER'S SEARCH FOR PLANTING MONEY
3/27/1985 B02I GOVERNMENT GIVES STATE FMHA MONEY
3/29/1985 C016 DO WHAT'S IN YOUR POWER, FARMERS TOLD
4/01/1985 B045 SPENDING MORE FOR FERTILIZER, SEEDS IN 1985
4/02/1985 A095 MADDOX VICE PRESIDENT OF AG GROUP
4/02/1985 BOII FARMERS TO RECEIVE DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS
4/09/1985 B014 5€ABDN0R--ISSUE OF FAMILY FARM SURVIVAL
4/10/1985 B015 PUBLIC TELEVISION TO LOOK AT FARMING'S FUTURE
4/10/1985 C09I ANSON, STEWARD TOPS ON AGRICULTURE QUIZ
4/I2/I985 C012 FARMERS SET ASIDE 1.5 MILLION ACRES
4/2I/I985 con KWEATHER PUTS FARMERS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
5/01/1985 B014 FARMERS ARE OFF TO SUNNY START
5/04/1985 A103 KSTRONG DOLLAR HURTS OUR FARMERS
5/08/1985 B022 GRASS vis GREENER ON OTHER SIDE OF FARM
5/10/1985 con kSTOCKMAN ELUDES FOLKS WHO WANT ANSWERS
5/20/1985 C04I CROP SERVICE MAKES SURVEY TO HELP FARMERS
5/22/1985 B02I WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA IS PARCHED
5/24/1985 C042 WE TOLD NATIONS ABOUT OUR GOODS
5/30/1985 A0I2 ^PROBLEMS ON THE PRAIRIE
5/30/1985 A05I ^MOUNTING BILLS THREATEN FARM FAMILY'S WAY OF LIFE
5/31/1985 C035 AGRICULTURE PANEL TO MEET TODAY IN PIERRE
6/05/1985 con ^FARMERS MAY BEGIN SUIT AGAINST BLOCK
6/20/1985 A0I6 SD FARES WELL WITH AG INCOME
7/03/1985 C02I 2 COUNTIES CAN GET EMERGENCY FARM LOANS
7/10/1985 A021 STOCKMAN EXIT DRAWS NO FARM CURTAIN CALLS
7/I3/I985 con 3(HERSETH--FARMERS DESERVE A DOER
7/I4/I985 A0I5 ^DROUGHT WITHERS CROPS
7/I4/I985 G016 FARMERS REACHING OUT LESS
7/17/1985 con AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE TO EXPLORE CREDIT CRISIS
7/17/1985 C014 CROP REPORT SAYS MOISTURE CRITICAL
7/20/1985 C022 PROPOSAL WOULD LOOSEN CORPORATIONS' GRIP ON LAND
7/31/1985 A012 IT'S NOT GETTING ANY BETTER ON THE FARM
8/01/1985 C033 IMPROVE MANAGEMENT SKILLS, FARMERS TOLD
8/07/1985 B012 PANEL EXAMINES FARM ACT LOOPHOLE
8/07/1985 B035 CORN, SOYBEANS ARE LOOKING GOOD
8/08/1985 C035 FARM CRISIS FORUM TO LOOK AT PROPOSED BILL
8/11/1985 C015 PERCENTAGE OF FARMERS DROPS
8/13/1985 A0I5 CROPS LOOK GOOD, PRICES BAD
8/15/1985 A0I2 KFEWER SOUTH DAKOTANS WORK ON THE FARM
8/18/1985 AIOI PROBLEMS ON FARM FORCE CHANGE (ED)
: 8/20/1985 C0I4 STATE AG HOTLINE -ADDS PASTURE RENTAL LIST
8/25/1985 C013 HOSPITAL, COUNTY THROW OUT FARM LIFELINE
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8/26/1985 BOll ^THRESHING JAMBOREE TAKES FARMING BACK
8/28/1985 B03A EXPERT SAYS CROPS NEED HEAT
8/31/1985 coil FARM GROUP TRIES QUIET APPROACH TO SOLUTIONS
8/31/1985 0021 RAINY WEATHER DELAYS HARVESTS
8/31/1985 C035 FARM GROUPS SEEK HIKE IN PRICE SUPPORTS
9/01/1985 AlOl STATE SUFFERING ROUGH TIMES CYEAGER)
9/05/1985 BOll KSTORM SQUASHES FARMERS' HOPES
9/05/1985 C031 WET WEATHER DELAYS SPRING WHEAT, FLAX HARVEST
9/08/1985 coil FARMERS HEAD FOR WASHINGTON
9/12/1985 C024 STATE RADIO STATION PLANS FARMAID PARTY
9/16/1985 C015 SD FARM EXPERTS MAKE SHOPPING LIST
9/16/1985 C021 FARM EXPERT URGES CONCERN FOR FARM PROBLEM
9/22/1985 coil ^GROUP OFFERS FARMERS AN OPTION
9/23/1985 A013 SOUTH DAKOTANS CHIP IN FOR FARMERS
9/23/1985 B015 XNEW FARM GROUP LOOKS AT PROBLEM
9/24/1985 coil CHICOINE--AG GROUP GOT WRONG PERSON
9/24/1985 C041 STATE GROUPS ESTABLISH FARM LEGAL AID FUND
9/27/1985 C033 STATE TO HELP FARMERS GAIN SKILLS
10/01/1985 C021 CONVICTED OF LYING DURING LOAN PROBE
10/01/1985 C033 JANKLOW, OFFICIALS TO MEET ON FARM PROGRAM
10/02/1985 BOll FARM WOES ON MINDS OF OFFICIALS
10/02/1985 B021 KIDS ASK REAGAN TO HELP FARMERS
10/08/1985 C031 STATE SURVEYS FARMERS
10/09/1985 BOll AG PANEL RECOMMENDS TAX CHANGE
10/12/1985 C015 FARMERS QUESTION CREDIT MERGERS
10/12/1985 C016 HOUSE BILL TURNS OFF FARM LEADERS
10/14/1985 C021 ^FARMERS' LOSSES HURTING CO-OPS
10/20/1985 B023 TO GET MONEY FOR RURAL CRISIS LEGAL SERVICE
.10/22/1985 B034 JAILED FOR CONTEMPT, RANCHER FASTS
10/25/1985 'A083 WAGES PAID IN *1948
10/26/1985 C035 JUDGE WON'T FREE RANCHER
10/30/1985 B021 PLANNERS TAKE AIM AT STATE POLICY
10/31/1985 C034 BLEAK OUTLOOK FOR FARM CREDIT
11/01/1985 A014 KSD FARM LAND VALUES PLUNGE IN '85
11/08/1985 C021 38 COUNTIES ELIGIBLE FOR AGRICULTURE LOANS
11/10/1985 A016 XSTORM SHOULDN'T HURT CROPS
11/10/1985 EOll MORE RANCHERS TURNING TO FUTURES CONTRACTS
11/13/1985 D025 FARM WOES WORSEN IN SD
11/13/1985 D031 FARM MEETING STARTS MONDAY
11/16/1985 C015 COUPLE PAID LATE, MUST LOSE RANCH
11/16/1985 C021 FARM FUTURE BRIGHT, SDSU PRESIDENT SAYS
11/20/1985 B031 *FARMERS MUST LOOK AHEAD
11/23/1985 A081 XETHANOL PRODUCTION MAKES GOOD SENSE
11/24/1985 coil NEW GROUP CALLS FOR MORATORIUM ON FORECLOSURES
11/25/1985 AlOl PLAN COULD CUT SEED, WHEAT PROGRAMS (L)
11/26/1985 A071 AGRICULTURE STUDENTS ELECT OFFICERS (L)
11/26/1985 B016 JANKLOW TO DISCLOSE AG PLAN TODAY
11/27/1985 A012 KJANKLOW OFFERS PLAN TO HELP FARMERS
11/27/1985 A023 FARM LEADERS SAY PLAN MAKES SENSE
>ll/28/1985,B01T FARMERS MAY DEMAND FORECLOSURE HALT
11/30/1985 C025 SEMINAR ON FARM CRISIS TRAGEDIES IS TUESDAY
12/01/1985 A141 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ANSWER TO FARM WOES (L)
12/01/1985 B021 NEW FARM BILL MAY REDUCE TAX REVENUE
12/03/1985 B021 STOFFERAHN--JANKLOW'S PLAN ISN'T ENOUGH
12/04/1985 BOll NEW FARM EQUIPMENT SALES TO SINK
12/05/1985 A081 PROGRAM NO CURE-ALL FOR FARM WOES CED)
12/05/1985 C071 SHOWS FARMERS THE VALUE OF COMPUTERS
12/06/1985 C016 FORECLOSURE HOLD OK'D
12/06/1985 C032 FARM PROGRAM TAKES OFF
12/07/1985 C034 RANCHER LOSES BATTLE OVER FIGHT
12/08/1985 C021 AGENCY EXPANDS HOT LINE FROM HAY TO CORN
12/08/1985 C022 STUDY MEETS DIET ISSUE HEAD ON
12/09/1985 coil PUBLIC TV TO AIR SERIES ON NEW FARM PROGRAM
12/09/1985 C021 PROJECTS DUST BOWL FOR SD IN 1989
12/11/1985 BOll FARMER KILLS HIMSELF BEFORE FORECLOSURE
12/12/1985 C014 VIOLENCE HAS BANKERS CONCERNED
12/12/1985 C015 DEADLINE NEARS FOR CROP LOSS CLAIMS
12/14/1985 B051 FARM CONFERENCE WAS SUCCESSFUL (L)
12/15/1985 C015 BLASTS ECHO THROUGHOUT AREA
12/15/1985 E012 BROKERS--THE PRICE IS WRONG
12/17/1985 A012 3CC0LD FRONT STALLS DRIVERS, BUT NOT FARMERS
12/18/1985 BOll EARLY WINTER LEAVES RANCHERS SHORT ON FEED
12/19/1985 A081 DON'T CRITICIZE, OFFER SUGGESTIONS (L)
12/19/1985 coil MISTAKE PUTS PAYMENTS ON HOLD
12/22/1985 A012 ^ANGUISH MOUNTS ON RURAL ROADS
12/22/1985 C035 WINTER SACKS SD RANCHER
=12/22/1985 EOll ASSOCIATION-HONORS 7 HEREFORD BREEDERS
12/25/1985 A065 SOUTH DAKOTANS DON'T CARE (L)
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12/28/1985 A103 FARM BILL SUBSIDIZES RICH INSTEAD OF NEEDY CD
12/29/1985 C015 Bl-STATE FARMERS TO MEET
12/29/1985 E013 SD FARMERS RING IN A SAD YEAR
12/30/1985 C033 DISASTER GROUP TO MEET ABOUT FARMS
12/31/1985 CQ31 JANKLOW REPEATS CALL TO BLOCK FOR HELP
1/01/1986 C013 KFARM CRISIS IS KILLING SD TOWNS
1/02/1986 C013 GIVE FARMERS SECOND CHANCE
1/02/1986 C025 SHERIFFS IN FARM FORECLOSURES
1/03/1986 A012 FARM LOAN AGENCY GETS TOUGH
l/OA/1986 A012 DELAYS NOTICES TO INITIATE FORECLOSURES
1/05/1986 A081 JANKLOW'S NEW PLAN DOESN'T HELP FARMERS
1/05/1986 C031 SALES TAX EXEMPTION MUST STAY
1/05/1986 CO-iS ECONOMIST SEES TOUGH '86 FOR FARMERS
1/06/1986 B012 *TEACHER FIGHTS FARM BATTLES IN CLASSROOM
1/09/1986 A012 *6 DIE IN MURDER-SUICIDES
1/09/1986 C021 BEST TIME TO GET INTO FARMING
1/10/1986 AlOA FARM STORY MISSED MARK CD
1/10/1986 C021 NEWS IS DISMAL FOR FARM ECONOMY
1/12/1986 C01<i HARSH WINTER BURNS RANCHERS
1/12/1986 C032 GROUP WILL AID FARMERS IN TROUBLE
1/13/1986 coil ISSUES RANGE FROM FARMING TO AIDS
1/13/1986 C051 LAWMAKERS PAINT GRIM FARM PICTURE
l/l'i/1986 A012 FARMERS MUST PLANT LESS TO GET AID
l/lA/1986 C021 JANKLOW TO JOIN FARM CRISIS PANEL DISCUSSION
1/15/1986 A012 XJANKLOW CALLS FOR MORATORIUM
1/15/1986 A021 BAN WON'T CURE FARM ECONOMY
1/15/1986 B022 LOSING FARMS--NUMBERS TOP ESTIMATE
1/16/1986 A012 SURVEY--FARM TILL RUNNING DRY
1/16/1986 Boil GROUP WANTS FARMERS TO SET PRICES
1/17/1986'COll BILL WOULD REVIVE CORPORATE FARMING
1/18/1986 A013 3CAGENTS LEARN TO LIVE WITH STRESS
1/18/1986 C021 HOUSE APPROVES CORPORATE FARM MEASURE
1/19/1986 B053 FARM BILL MAY BOOST WILDLIFE
1/19/1986 C015 ECONOMISTS OFFER TIPS ON REDUCING RISK
1/19/1986 C051 ECONOMIST--FARM BILL WILL HELP
1/20/1986 A012 FARMER SEES NO SHAME IN USING FOOD STAMPS
1/25/1986 A012 LAWMAKERS EYE BILL TO SAVE FARMERS
1/26/1986 C021 DEMOCRATS WORKING ON FARM FORECLOSURE PLAN
1/28/1986 A012 EX-SUPERVISOR GIVES TIPS ON FACING FMHA
1/29/1986 BOll XPOLICE, TRUCKS ACCOMPANY FORECLOSURE
2/02/1986 D031 BILL WOULD SAVE STATE FARMERS MILLIONS
2/06/1986 A012 MORE FARMERS FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY
2/06/1986 B021 DEPARTMENT SURVEYS FARM STORAGE CAPACITY
2/06/1986 C016 HETLAND FARMER STRUGGLES AFTER POWER IS CUT DOWN
2/06/1986 C023 BANKERS CRITICIZE PROPOSAL FOR FARM FORECLOSURE HALT
2/06/1986 C031 FEDERAL FARM ACT
2/08/1986 C031 CLEAR LAKE FARM MEETING DRAWS ATTENTION
2/08/1986 C061 JANKLOW DEFENDS FARM FORECLOSURE PROPOSAL
2/08/1986 C062 FARM PLAN POSSIBLE NEXT WEEK
2/10/1986 A012 FARM:TROUBLES.GROW AS SPRING NEARS
2/10/1986 B013 FARM FAMILY^^ STRUGGLES TO EXPLAIN PLIGHT
2/13/1986 A012 XJANKLOW OFFERS FARM-LOAN PLAN
2/13/1986 A016 KIT GRABS LEADERS' INTEREST
2/13/1986 A016 HOUSE COMMITTEE OK'S FORECLOSURE BAN
2/15/1986 A102 PRESERVE RURAL WAY OF LIFE CD
2/15/1986 coil JANKLOW'S FARM LOAN FORECLOSURE PROPOSAL
2/15/1986 C031 PANEL DEFERS STATE AGRICULTURE AUTHORITY PLAN
2/16/1986 C016 FARM SURVEY SHOWS NO RELIEF
2/16/1986 C062 QUIET CRISIS STRIKES RURAL AMERICA
2/17/1986 A012 ^FARMERS PUSH FOR ANSWERS AT RALLY
2/18/1986 coil SENATE TO CONSIDER ANOTHER AGRICULTURE PLAN
2/18/1986 C016 FARM-LOAN PLAN RAISES CORPORATE OWNERSHIP ISSUE
2/18/1986 COIA HARD TIMES DRAW FARMERS TOGETHER
2/18/1986 C021 SUPERMARKET BUYS GOOD FORM LOCAL FARMERS
2/19/1986 A015 FLANDREAU AUCTION ATTRACTS CBS CREWS
2/19/1986 B032 COMPUTER PROGRAM DOESN'T INTIMIDATE, RANCH WOMAN
2/20/1986 B021 COMMITTEE APPROVES FARM PLAN
2/20/1986 B021 HOUSE CUTS JANKLOW REQUEST FOR FARM AID
2/20/1986 B021 COMMITTEE KILLS FORECLOSURE MORATORIUM PLAN
2/20/1986 B021 MOVE TO REQUEST FARM-REPURCHASING BILL FAILS
2/20/1986 B022 SENATE SCRAPS FORECLOSURE REVIEW PLAN
2/20/1986 B043 RATHER'S VISIT TO FARM SALE NOT DEFINITE
2/21/1986 C015 MANEUVERING KEEPS FARM BILL FROM FLOOR
2/22/1986 C021 BANK LAW CHANGES COULD HELP FARMERS
2/22/1986 C021 JANKLOW NOT WORRIED ABOUT FARM-LOAN PLAN
2/25/1986 B022 HOUSE APPROVES FARM-LOAN PLAN
2/26/1-986 aA016i JANKLOW TO GET FARM PLAN -
2/26/1986 BOll HOUSE OK'S MORATORIUM BILL
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2/27/1986 AlOl HOPE KEEPS SUFFERING CD
2/28/1986 A012 JANKLOW FARM AID PLAN READY
2/28/1986 A083 FARMERS SHOULD SEEK 98 PERCENT OF PARITY CD
3/01/1986 COIA VIEWERS HOPE TV FARM COVERAGE GROWS
3/01/1986 C031 OK'S RESOLUTION TO HELP FARMERS
3/02/1986 COIA FARMER PROPOSES TAX ON AG PRODUCTS
3/03/1986 C0I5 TO LOOK HARD AT PCA STOCK RISK
3/06/1986 con FARM PROGRAM WILL PAY OFF
3/08/1986 con MAN, FAMILY RECEIVE STATE AGRICULTURE AWARDS
3/08/1986 C02I FARM GROUP LEADERS GIVE UPBEAT TALK
3/09/1986 B0I5 CREDIT PLAN TOPS LOBBYIST'S LIST
3/09/1986 B022 REALTORS CAN'T FIND FARMLAND BUYERS
3/09/1986 B031 FARM EVENTS RESPONSE PLEASES CHAMBER
3/09/1986 BO^l BANKRUPTCY JUDGE SEES NO LETUP
3/11/1986 B014 SEMANTICS STALLS FARM BILL LEGISLATION
3/12/1986 AIOl ICON HAS SERVED NATION WELL CD
3/I2/I986 BOlI KCHILDREN SING PRAISES OF FARMERS
3/IA/I986 con JANKLOW SIGNS TWO BILLS TO HELP FARMERS
3/14/1986 C021 GROUP PLANS SUNDAY FARM RALLY IN HOWARD
3/I6/I986 £015 STUDENTS PLOW AHEAD DESPITE FARM ECONOMY
3/I7/I986 A013 ^FARMERS FIND STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
3/17/1986 B021 FARM GROUP SELLS TAPES ON LAW
3/20/1986 B015 JANKLOW SIGNS NEW VERSION OF FARM-AID BILL
3/20/1986 B022 ECONOMIST URGES USE OF FARM PROGRAM
3/21/1986 C015 PROGRAMS SHOULD HELP SMALL FARMS
3/2A/1986 B02I KINGSBURY COUNTY GROUP TO HELP FARMERS
3/24/1986 B035 FARMERS BEGIN THEIR OWN RURAL RENAISSANCE
3/25/1986 COl^ SD FARM STUDY SHOWS SPLIT
3/27/1986 B015 SD RANKS FIRST IN OATS, RYE PRODUCTION
'f/04/1986' C015 'FARMWIFE--TAX LAWS HASTENED HUSBAND'S DEATH
A/G5/1986 C022 RULING STRIKES DOWN COUNTY FARMLAND TAX LAW
4/07/1986 C021 MORE FARMERS CERTIFIED TO USE CHEMICALS
4/09/1986 B023 OVERALLS MAY NOT SUIT CAMPAIGNS
4/10/1986 C015 EDITOR SAYS FARM PRICES SHOULD RISE
4/10/1986 C031 INTEREST RATE DROP NOT HELPING FARMLAND BUYERS
4/11/1986 A121 STORY ABOUT AUCTION REFRESHINGLY DIFFERENT (L)
4/12/1986 AlOl QUIT TALKING, START SAVING FAMILY FARMS (L)
4/13/1986 D015 REGULATIONS. ANGER FARM CREDIT OFFICIALS
4/I5/I986 C0I6 RANCHERS CAN'T HELP CALVES
4/I6/I986 A0I2 AGENCY'S INFLATED FIGURE ALMOST COSTS SD
4/I7/I986 C022 FARMERS--PROGRAM DOESN'T PAY ENOUGH
4/18/1986 C0I5 WOMAN RECALLS PAIN OF BANKRUPTCY
4/I8/I986 C02I SNOWSTORM WILL DELAY FIELD WORK
4/20/1986 con ECONOMIST SEEKS INFORMATION ON FARMLAND
4/22/1986 A0I2 FLOODS DROWN PLANTING PLANS
4/24/1986 B0I5 FARMERS NEED TIME TO FILE FOR REFUNDS
4/24/1986 B021 LAWYERS TO HAVE FARM AUDIT SEMINAR TODAY
4/25/1986 con KMICKELSON UNVEILS AGRICULTURE PLAN
4/25/1986 C0I5 MEETING WITH LYNG DOWN THE DRAIN
•4/26/1986 C0I5 DASCHLE LIED ABOUT MEETING, JANKLOW SAYS
4/26/1986 C022 BOND'S CAN HELP FARMERS--HERSETH
4/27/1986 EOIl RURAL EXODUS TO INCREASE--EC0N0M1STS
4/29/1986 con FARM GROUPS CALL FOR SPECIAL SESSION
4/30/1986 B023 WET FIELDS DELAY PLANTING
5/01/1986 A061 COUNTIES NEED CASH (ED)
5/01/1986 con COURT OK'S FARM-LOAN PLAN
5/02/1986 con KFARMER HAS HIS WHEAT FIRMLY PLANTED
5/03/1986 A0I6 WET APRIL MAY DOUSE CROP PLANS
5/04/1986 C021 FARMING GROWS TO BE MORE THAN A JOB
5/07/1986 A0I2 ^FARMERS FLOCK TO FIELDS
5/07/1986 B015 FARMAID GRANT ENABLES FARMERS
5/08/1986 A015 ELIMINATE FARMS AS TAX BREAKS
5/08/1986 C016 OFFICIALS REFUSE INVITATION
5/08/1986 C031 WHEAT, SOYBEAN AND CORN STOCKS SET RECORDS
5/10/1986 A012 RAIN MIRES FARMERS IN MUD,DEBT
5/11/1986 EOll HINTS FOR W GERMANY TRADE
5/11/1986 F031 AGRICULTURE YOUTH GATHERING SET FOR JUNE
5/13/1986 D015 FARMERS PLAY CATCH-UP
5/14/1986 A081 WOULD BENEFIT FROM SPECIAL SESSION CD
5/16/1986 C015 EMERGENCY LOANS AVAILABLE FOR SD
5/16/1986 C021 PROGRAM SIGNUP DEADLINE MAY BE EXTENDED
5/I7/I986 C04I HEIDEPRIEM OFFERS FARM PLAN
5/20/1986 A012 SENATORS SHOW FARM LOSSES
5/22/1986 A105 FARMERS SHOULD SET PRICES (L)
5/22/1986 C021 FLOODING MIGHT NOT RUIN YIELDS
5/22/1986 C031 FEED SHORTAGES LEAD TO COUSELING REQUESTS
5/2471986 con BELL; rHEIDEPRIEM FAMILY FARM DISPUTE
5/28/1986 C015 GOP CANDIDATES OFFER SUGGESTIONS
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5/30/1986 AG12 SHOWERS PLOW UP PLANTING PLANS
5/30/1986 AlOl WHAT HAPPENED ABOUT THE FARM ISSUE (ED)
6/08/1986 C013 FARMAID HOTLINE REAPS SD BENEFITS
6/10/1986 coil ECONOMY HITS INDIAN FARMERS HARD
6/14/1986 A012 ^WILLIE'S ON THE ROAD TO SIOUX FALLS
6/17/1986 con SLIDE IN FARMLAND VALUE SLOWS
6/18/1986 B021 ADEQUATE MOISTURE REPORTED ACROSS STATE
6/22/1986 Alll INDIANS 8 FARMERS TOGETHER IN SINKING SHIP
6/22/1986 C023 TO CULTIVATE GRASS ROOTS FARM SUPPORT
6/25/1986 B021 CROPS IN SD MOSTLY GOOD--REPORT
6/30/1986 C053 XRANCHER TAKES 2ND SWING AT FESTIVAL
7/01/1986 con SCHEDULE SNAFU PUTS LYNG IN DS NOT SD
7/03/1986 C025 DEMOCRATS ANNOUNCE CANDIDACIES
7/09/1986 B021 NEEDS MORE RAIN, AGENCY SAYS
7/13/1986 A012 *FARM ISSUES CULTIVATE SENATE CAMPAIGN DIFFERENCES
7/18/1986 A012 ^FARMERS ARE BUSY IN FIELDS
7/20/1986 E021 COMPUTER SYSTEM EASES PIK TRANSACTIONS
7/21/1986 A081 FARMERS JUST HAVE TO WIN BATTLES (L)
7/21/1986 BOll SOME ACREAGES ARE UP, SOME DOWN
7/22/1986 A081 CANDIDATES TO PLOW NEW GROUND
7/23/1986 BOll ROW CROPS NEED RAIN
7/24/1986 C021 FARM DELEGATE MEETINGS CONTINUE
7/25/1986 A013 SOUTH DAKOTA ISN'T CRASHING IN
7/26/1986 C015 JOB-HUNTING FARMERS TUNE IN VIDEO TAPES
7/30/1986 B021 EAST RIVER CROP PROGRESSES GOOD, REPORT SHOWS
7/31/1986 A012 ^STRONG WINDS, HAIL STRIP FARMERS
8/02/1986 A012 $1.5 MILLION SET ASIDE FOR FARMERS
8/10/1986 FOll ^MINISTER HAS PERSONAL VIEW OF RURAL PROBLEMS
. .8/20/1986 B031 DRY WEATHER SPEEDS CROP MATURITY
" 8V2071986* B031 FARMERS" WANT TO CURB IMPORTS
8/21/1986 C033 KCROP PRODUCTION
8/23/1986 C021 SUPPORT GROWS WITH DELL "RAPIDS RESOLUTION
8/27/1986 B021 MICKELSON, HERSETH TRADE BARBS
8/28/1986 C023 FARMERS WILL FEEL LOSS OF TAX CREDIT
9/04/1986 C014 *HERSETH PROPOSES FARM AID
9/04/1986 C021 SOME FARMERS MUST RETURN ADVANCES
9/05/1986 A081 AG REMAINS KING IN STATE (ED)
9/05/1986 C025 3 SOVIETS VISIT SD FARM
9/09/1986 A061 SPARE VOTERS UNREALISTIC AGRl SOLUTIONS (ED)
9/09/1986 C021 CHILL DOESN'T DAMAGE CROPS
9/10/1986 B021 FARMERS, RANCHERS DON'T WANT CONTROLS
9/10/1986 B022 NEW STATE FARM PROGRAM GROWS
9/11/1986 C015 *EC0N0M1ST--FARM SCENE TO BRIGHTEN
9/11/1986 C022 SD FARMERS GET NO FLOOD RELIEF
9/11/1986 C036 CHECKOFF PROGRAM TO PROMOTE BEEF
9/12/1986 C015 LOWER CROP YIELDS NOW PREDICTED
9/13/1986 A012 KGRAIN STORAGE WOES PILE UP
9/13/1986 C012 SURVEY TRACKS FARMERS' EXODUS
9/14/1986 AlOl FARM OUTLOOK IS BRIGHTER (ED)
9/14/1986 C023 FARM-CONGRESS CALLS FOR ACTION
9/16/1986 con DELEGATES PLAN SD FARM-RANCH CONGRESS
9/16/1986 C022 VERMILLION BASIN FARMERS CHANNEL ENERGIES
9/17/1986 A081 DON'T SLIGHT FARMERS MR. REAGAN (ED)
9/17/1986 A083 US OFFICIALS MUST WAKE UP (L)
9/18/1986 C013 LAWYERS TO MEET TODAY TO DISCUSS FARM CREDIT
9/18/1986 C015 FARM CRISIS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED AT O'GORMAN
9/19/1986 C015 DEBT, OVERPRODUCTION PLAGUE FARMING
9/20/1986 C014 LONG, STEEP ROAD LIES AHEAD
9/20/1986 C016 FARMERS--BEATS SNOW
9/22/1986 con CANDIDATES AT FARM GROUP'S FORUM
9/24/1986 A012 ^FARMERS TO RALLY AGAINST REAGAN
9/24/1986 B033 KFEWER FARMS, BIGGER FARMS
9/25/1986 A012 SOGGY WEATHER COULD COST FARMERS
9/25/1986 B015 FARMERS PLAN MARCH
9/27/1986 C013 FARMERS TELL REAGAN--J01N US
9/29/1986 C031 HIGHER PRICES NEEDED FOR NEW BEAN CROP
9/30/1986 AOll xREAGAN FACES FARMERS
9/30/1986 C023 MICKELSON INVESTIGATES NEW FARM LOAN PLAN
10/02/1986 C012 FARMERS AND LYNG CHAT
10/02/1986 C042 FARMAID DIRECTOR SET TO SPEAK AT FARM CONFERENCE
10/02/1986 C053 TV TIME LANDS FARMERS NO JOBS
10/04/1986 A081 FEW FARMERS DEMONSTRATED (L)
10/04/1986 C022 FARMERS URGED TO POLITICAL ACTION
10/06/1986 C043 FARM GROUP RAISING POLITICAL AWARENESS
10/07/1986 C031 SOME AID AVAILABLE FOR HAIL DAMAGE
10/08/1986 A081 BELL'S PLAN WOULD GIVE A CHANCE (L)
a0/10/;L986 .C012 TISSUES LOST IN MIRE ; :
10/10/1986 C012 CANDIDATES CLASH OVER SUBSIDIES
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10/15/1986 AlQl RALLY SHOWED FARMERS DEMAND ACTION CD
10/17/1986 A012 *90 CENTS CORN FEARED
10/18/1986 A012*HARVEST PACE QUICKENS
10/19/1986 A121 *STATE MUST FACE REALITIES OF FARMS, JOBS
10/19/1986 C016 5CAUSTRIAN WANTS TRADE WITH SD
10/19/1986 e043 *STATE FIRST IN OATS, RYE
10/21/1986 AlOl ACTRESSES HELP FARM PLIGHT CD
10/21/1986 C023 AGENCY HEAD SET TO MEET FARMERS
10/22/1986 B015 HARVEST RUNNING BEHIND NORMAL
10/22/1986 B023 WEATHER HELPS DRY CORN IN FIELD
10/23/1986 C021 FARM GROUP FOUNDER TO HELP LEAD SYMPOSIUM
10/23/1986 C023 FARM ECONOMY NO. 1 PROBLEM
10/28/1986 A012 SD BUCKS INCOME TREND
10/30/1986 C033 ^COMMODITY PRICES
10/31/1986 C012 *LYNG LETTER AFTER REAGAN VISIT RILES FARMER
ll/OA/1986 C012 WHEN FARMERS HURT, CITY PEOPLE HURT
11/08/1986 C012 $1.05 EXPUTY DUTY ON US CORN
11/09/1986 A016 DASCHLE PLEDGES CHANGE
11/09/1986 AlOl FARMERS ARE IN FOR ROLLER COASTER RIDE CED)
11/11/1986 C012 *MASTEN TRIES TO TIP SCALES FOR FARMERS
11/12/1986 B033 *CROP CONDITIONS
11/15/1986 C026 SHARE LEASES ARE COMMON, STUDY SAYS
11/19/1986 BOAl HIGH MOISTURE CONTINUES TO PLAGUE FARMERS
11/20/1986 C033 *CORN YIELDS SETTING RECORD
11/20/1986 C061 FARM SLUMP TO CONTINUE
11/2A/1986 A012 JURY ON NEW FARM BANKRUPTCY LAW
11/27/1986 C072 LEASING DOESN'T CATCH ON WITH FARMERS
11/29/1986 C016 GROUP TARGETS LENDER
11/30/1986 E012 TO TELL FARMERS HOW TO ADAPT
12/05/1986 C012 TAX REFORM FOR FARMERS DISCUSSED
12/08/1986 A081 FARMERS MUST LOOK FOR NEW FIELDS CED)
12/09/1986 C021 SHIFT TAX BURDENS TO OTHERS
12/1A/1986 E023 SD HAS PAYMENT BUMPER CROP
12/21/1986 C015 PUBLIC WON'T FEEL AGRICULTURE BUDGET CUTS
12/23/1986 C022 DECIDING WHO QUALIFIES FOR DISASTER AID
12/23/1986 C051 CROP PAYMENTS COMING
12/25/1986 B025 DEMOCRATIC HOUSE WILL HELP FARMERS
12/28/1986 C012 SD FARM ECONOMY SUFFERED THROUGH 1986
12/28/1986 C022 RURAL AREAS ON FARM CHEMICAL USE
12/28/1986 EOll A NEW PACKET OF FREE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE
1/01/1987 A081 BRINGS BRIGHT NEWS ABOUT AGRICULTURE CED)
1/02/1987 C033 FARMLAND VALUE CONTINUED TO PLUMMET IN 1986
1/04/1987 A082 MAIN STREET IN NEED OF HELP CD
1/04/1987 E012 FMHA TO RESUME SALE OF FARMLAND
1/08/1987 C022 LAWMAKERS BACK EXPORT AID
1/09/1987 coil FARM GROUP LEADER TO ATTEND MEETING
1/11/1987 EOll TO EXAMINE THE AVAILABILITY OF AG CREDIT
1/14/1987 B015 STATE OF AGRICULTURE IGNORED IN ADDRESS
1/15/1987 B022 STORAGE BIN BOOM
vl/15/1987B042 BANKS LIKE GUARANTEED LOANS
1/16/1987 A012XINCOME DROP HITS FARM BELT HARDEST
1/18/1987 E012 *HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ON FARM POLICY
1/18/1987 E025 CHEMICAL-FREE CROPS DISCUSSED
1/18/1987 E051 STATE WORKING ON WATER DAMAGE AID
1/18/1987 E051 DEADLINE FOR BLIZZARD LOANS IN FEB 12
1/24/1987 C022 ^AGRICULTURE HEAD REAPPOINTED
1/25/1987 coil SENATE GROUP TO VISIT STATE
1/25/1987 E012 LAND PRICES TO FARM PROGRAMS
1/30/1987 C033 ^LIVESTOCK GETS BETTER PRICE IN 1986
2/01/1987 e021 STATE WILL HONOR OLDEST FARMER OR RANCHER
2/03/1987 A0I2 DAKOTAS HAVE CREAM OF THE CROPS
2/03/1987 C015 FARMERS RECEIVE HELP FROM STATE IN CHANGING FIELDS
2/05/1987 C022 AIDING FARMS AIDS DEVELOPMENT
2/06/1987 C012 LOCAL GROUPS SUPPORT FAMILY FARM ACT
2/09/1987 A021 SENATE FARM PANEL'S TRIP
2/10/1987 coil FARM PANEL PLANS GARRETSON HEARING
2/11/1987 A014 *AG CHAIRMAN TOURS SD
2/11/1987 AlOl AG TRIP NOTHING TO JOKE ABOUT CED)
2/11/1987 B021 HOUSE PANEL PASSES RIGHT-TO-FARM MEASURE
2/18/1987 B021 SENATE TO HEAR FARM ZONING BILL
2/19/1987 A015 *SLOWS DECLINE OF LAND VALUES
2/19/1987 C015 FARM LOAN AGENCY REPORTS '86 LOSS
2/20/1987 coil LAWYER TO DISCUSS FARM BANKRUPTCY
2/20/1987 C021 AGRICULTURE CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR 2 CITIES
2/21/1987 A016 SD FARM LOAN PLAN PROMOTED
2/23/1987 A072 CONFERENCES FOCUS ON NEEDS OF RURAL WOMEN
'2/25/1987 A061; EMOTION NOT ANSWER TO FARMERS' PROBLEMS CD
2/27/1987 A083 AGRICULTURE PANEL DIDN'T WANT THE FACTS CD
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2/27/1987 C012 AGENCY REVAMPS FARM DEBT PLANS
2/28/1987 C032 CLERGYMAN TOLD ABOUT FARM WOES
3/01/1987 BGll ^PROFESSOR'S TRAILBLAZING EFFORTS ENDURE
3/05/1987 coil FARM CONFERENCE SET FOR TWO SITES
3/05/1987 C021 FARM PRODUCT MORTGAGE SYSTEM GETS FINAL OK
3/06/1987 C012 MORE FARMERS CUT DEBT IN '86
3/07/1987 A081 3eFARMERS NEED MORE FOREIGN SALES
3/07/1987 C025 LAWMAKERS CALL FOR FARM PAYMENTS
3/09/1987 B012 SESSION UNPRODUCTIVE FOR FARMERS, SOME SAY
3/09/1987 B021 STATE LAYS DOWN THE LAW IN PESTICIDE USE
3/11/1987 A012 FARMER FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
3/11/1987 C021 TELLINGHUISEN AGAINST STRICKER FARM LOAN RULES
3/11/1987 C02A FEW FARM ISSUES DEALT WITH iN SESSION
3/12/1987 C033 SDSU--BANKRUPTC1ES ON THE FARM
3/13/1987 C021 ESTELLINE-AREA FARMERS TO PRODUCE VEGETABLES
3/13/1987 C021 STATE TO HONOR 2 MEN OVER 90, STILL FARMING
3/13/1987 C033 ^STAYING ON FARMS AND RANCHES
3/15/1987 AOll FARM PROTESTS FADE, PROBLEMS LINGER
3/15/1987 C042 SD FARMERS LOWER DEBT LEVEL IN 1986
3/15/1987 EOll $3,000 GRANT KEEPS FARM HOTLINE OPEN
3/16/1987 C033 XAG BORROWERS IN SOUTHEAST CONSIDERED BEST RISKS
3/17/1987 A081 AG CRISIS HAD FADED TO WAITING GAME CED)
3/17/1987 C033 FARM CREDIT EASIER TO COME BY IN 1986
3/19/1987 C021 LAW PROTECTS FARMERS IN SOME LAWSUITS
3/23/1987 A072 CONFERENCES FOCUS ON NEEDS OF RURAL WOMEN
3/27/1987 coil SD RYE CROP LEADS NATION
3/27/1987 coil RANCHERS CHECK STORM DAMAGE
3/28/1987 C022 WON'T PUSH VOTE ON TAX INCREASE
3/29/1987 B012 FARM PROGRAM ROLLS TO RISE
•4/0371987 C0230FFICIALSDEFEND LENDING PRACTICE IN STATE
4/04/1987 C041 FARMERS TO PLANT MORE BEANS, WHEAT
4/05/1987 EOll FARM GROUP PREPARES TAPE ON STATE LAWS
4/06/1987 C012 FARM BANKRUPTCIES OUTPACE '86
4/07/1987 C015 ^FIGHTING FORECLOSURE--FARM LAWYER ADVISES
4/08/1987 C021 SIGNS POSTED IN SUPPORT OF JAILED FARMER
4/09/1987 C033 J6FARM BANKRUPTCIES HIGHER IN SD
4/12/1987 E012 ^FARMERS TO PLANT LESS CORN
4/14/1987 A012 3CFARMLAND VALUE DROPS 17 PERCENT IN SD
4/14/1987 C021 FARM HOTLINE GETS §1,000 FROM JOHNSON RAISE
4/15/1987 C091 NOLD WINS AGRIBUSINESSMAN AWARD
4/19/1987 A012 ^FARMERS PLANT TOWARD HARVEST OF DEBT
4/19/1987 C035 SD GOING UP, FARMERS DOWN
4/19/1987 C035 FARM HOTLINE GETS §1,500 FROM FORMER HURON MAN
4/22/1987 B012 PLANTING 60 PERCENT AHEAD OF LAST YEAR
4/23/1987 C023 AID FOR FARM LENDER EYED CAUTIOUSLY
4/26/1987 A091 *WOSTER SEES BRIGHTER OUTLOOK FOR FARMERS
4/28/1987 C023 PLANTING RUNNING AHEAD-- REPORT
5/03/1987 E012 FARMERS NEED GOVERNMENT
5/04/1987 A032 KANSAS FARMERS LIKE WHEAT DEAL
'5/10/1987 B022 FARMERS CAN.TAP §5 MILLION
5/12/1987 D015 CROP PLANTING SPRINGS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
5/15/1987 C012 BILL WOULD INCREASE DISASTER PAYMENTS
5/17/1987 A012 ^FARMLAND AT RISK WITH INSURANCE FIRMS
5/17/1987 E012 *FARMERS FLOCK TO SUBSIDY PROGRAM
5/24/1987 C021 STATE TO TAKE INVENTORY OF NOXIOUS WEEDS
5/25/1987 coil STATE PEST EXPERT WARNS OF APHIDS
6/03/1987 B023 *LAND IN FARM USE
6/03/1987 B033 MORE PROFIT POSSIBLE FROM IRRIGATED ACRES
6/05/1987 C022 FARM FAILURES TO FORCE TOWNS
6/07/1987 coil OFFICIAL BUCKS BAN OF LEADED GASOLINE
6/09/1987 C021 CROP PLANTING RUNS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
6/10/1987-B021 STATE CROP PLANTING IS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
6/18/1987 C021 CANDIDATES INVITED TO FARM CONFERENCE
6/23/1987 C014 HOPES FOR CROPS SHRIVEL IN SUN
6/26/1987 coil FARM BANKRUPTCIES ON RISE, STUDY SAYS
6/28/1987 E045 FIRMS TAKING OVER FARMS NOT A CONCERN
6/30/1987 A012 HAIL MAY COST MILLION IN CROPS
7/03/1987 C021 21 COUNTIES QUALIFY FOR FEDERAL HAY PLAN
7/04/1987 coil MEASURE INCLUDES MONEY FOR STATE
7/09/1987 A012 BILL TO FREE CASH FOR FARMERS
7/12/1987 EOll CORN, SOYBEANS STILL AHEAD OF NORMAL
7/14/1987 C012 CROPS & CRITTERS SAFE DESPITE EARLY CHILL
7/15/1987 BOll STATE'S CROPS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
7/16/1987 B021 STATE TO COMPUTERIZE FARM LIENS
7/18/1987 C016 BEANS, CORN, LOOK A-1
7/19/1987 C066 BIA SEEKS TO UPDATE INDIAN FARMS
^7/19/1987' EOll GROUP "TO HONOR lOO^YEAR FAMILIES
7/19/1987 EOll STATE FARMERS INSURE 65 MILLION ACRES
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7/25/1987 C022 FARM MEETING SET FOR FALL
7/27/1987 coil HOT LINE GETS $16,000
7/29/1987 B021 LATE-SEEDED GRAINS SHOW EFFECTS OF HEAT
8/05/1987 A061 FARMLAND LEGISLATION MERITS WIDE SUPPORT (LD
8/05/1987 B021 EXTREME HEAT TAKING TOLL ON ROW CROP YIELDS
8/15/1987 C012 FEDERAL AGENCY LOWERS CORN LOAN RATE
8/19/1987 B033 *FARM NUMBERS DECREASE IN ALL AREA STATES
8/20/1987 C015 GRAIN OFFICIAL FORESEES HIGHER YIELDS
8/26/1987 B012 LAWYER WARY AFTER FARM DISASTER VICTORY
8/26/1987 B031 ROW CROPS STILL RUNNING AHEAD OF NORMAL
8/30/1987 C021 CATALOG SPECIALIZES IN STATE-PRODUCED ITEMS
9/06/1987 EOll FARM INCOME SLUMP CHANGES
9/08/1987 C025 SDSU AG DEAN SAYS CHANGES NEEDED
9/09/1987 A012 ^CRISIS IS OVER FOR MOST
9/10/1987 A012 OPINIONS VARY ON RURAL RECOVERY
9/10/1987 C021 DRY WEATHER AIDS DEVELOPMENT OF ROW CROPS
9/11/1987 C012 NUMBER OF FARMS DROPS BY 1,000
9/12/1987 AlOl FARM PROSPERITY HAS NOT ARRIVED YET (ED)
9/12/1987 C023 ^DEMOCRATS, FARMERS CRITICIZE REMARKS
9/13/1987 C041 HIGHER CROP PRODUCTION FORSEEN IN STATE
9/13/1987 E012 FARMERS NOTE AID FROM CONCERTS
9/17/1987 C033 ^FARMLAND RENT RIDES ROLLER COASTER
9/18/1987 A012 SOME SAY FARM AID CONCERT WON'T HELP
9/18/1987 C033 KDAIRY FARMS IN REGION SHOW LOWEST INCOME
9/19/1987 coil CO-OPS WILL MEET TUESDAY IN HURON
9/19/1987 C033 ^PASTURE RENT DECREASING
9/20/1987 EOll CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON MEAT INDUSTRY
9/21/1987 C022 ^CROPLAND RENT DECREASES STEADILY
9/21/1987 C031 AGRICULTURE CONFERENCE TO OPEN
9/22/1987 C012 EXPORTS KEY TO SAVING FARMS
9/23/1987 A083 RICH FARMERS GET RICH (L)
10/0A/1987C031 WEIGHT LIMIT RESPONSIBILITY ON FARMERS
10/15/1987 C021 JOHNSON URGES CLOSING OF FARM TAX LOOPHOLE
10/25/1987 EOll FARM CREDIT SALES TOP $80 MILLION
10/26/1987 BOll AGRICULTURE LEADER LAUDS SCHOOL PROJECT
11/01/1987 E016 FARMERS FLOCK TO ASCS OFFICES
11/12/1987 B051 FARM FORUM DISCUSSES AG POLICY
11/17/1987 C033 *FARM/RANCH SURVIVAL RATE HIGHEST IN IOWA
11/22/1987 B023 SURVEY--FARM INCOME IMPROVING
11/27/1987 C016 FARMERS AWAIT BUDGET SPECIFICS
11/29/1987 EOll MISSOURI FARMER TO SPEAK AT MEETING
12/0A/1987 C021 FARMERS MUST REPORT HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
12/05/1987 A015 KSD SENATORS SUPPORT BILL
12/10/1987 A012 KMICKELSON UNVEILS FARM PLAN
12/10/1987 AOIA FARM LEADERS APPROVE OF GOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL
12/11/1987 C021 FARMAID TO GIVE FUNDS TO NEEDY FAMILIES IN SD
12/12/1987 AlOl POSITIVE FARM NEWS OUTWEIGHS NEGATIVE (ED)
12/13/1987 C012 CRITICS ASSESS IMPACT OF FARM PLAN
12/15/1987 A082 FARMERS ARE BEING CHEATED (L)
12/18/I987-C012KFARM'CREDIT BAILOUT ONLY A PATCH
12/20/1987 EOll STATE HELPS PAY COMPUTER TUITION
12/20/1987 E012 FARM STRESS, IT'S WORSE NOW
12/26/1987 coil FARMAID FUNDS HELP 202 FAMILIES
12/27/1987 coil FARMERS GET RECORD SUBSIDY PAYMENTS
12/27/1987 E016 FARMERS JUST STARTING TO RECOVER
12/30/1987 A061 AGRICULTURE ON UPTURN (ED)
12/31/1987 C021 FARMERS MAY GET DISASTER PAYMENTS
12/31/1987 C051 COMMODITY PROGRAM SIGN-UP ANNOUNCED
1/02/1988 C012 AG SCHOOL CUTS ENRAGE FARM GROUP
1/02/1988 C015 ECONOMIST HAS HOPES FOR FARMLAND VALUES
1/03/1988 AlOl SUBSIDIES UNDER THE NATIONAL FARM BILL (ED)
1/03/1988 E012 FARM CREDIT PLAN COULD OPEN UP NEW ACREAGE
1/07/1988 C015 STATE FARMERS ELIGIBLE FOR PAYMENTS
1/10/1988 E061 STATE LOANS HELP BUILD RURAL IDEAS
1/17/1988 B032 GOVERNOR--FARM DEBT PROGRAM NEEDED
1/20/1988 B016 LAWMAKERS SEEK TO END '7A FARM ACT
1/20/1988 B023 RURAL RENAISSANCE PROGRAM LOSES FUNDS
1/22/1988 C023 FAMILY FARM ACT DISSENT EXPRESSED
1/2A/1988 EOll SMALL FARMS CARRY HEAVY DEBT
1/24/1988 E012 KPRICES SHOW PROMISE IN '88
1/27/1988 BOll HOWARD FARM GROUP TO HOLD MEETING
1/27/1988 B021 FARM MEDIATION AMONG AGRICULTURE PROPOSALS
1/29/1988 C012 PANEL KILLS REPEAL OF FAMILY FARM ACT
1/31/1988 A012 KSURVEY SHOWS MANY FARMERS OPTIMISTIC
1/31/1988 B012 *JAPAN BUYS BEEF FROM SD PRODUCERS
2/03/1988 B023 MICKELSON SEEKS HELP FOR FARM PROGRAM
fc2/04/1988 C012- FARM DEBT-PLAN fPASSED
2/05/1988 A081 CANNOT IGNORE CHANGES IN AGRICULTURE (ED)
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2/05/1988 CG21 SENATE OK'S PLAN RESTRUCTURING FARMERS' DEBTS
2/06/1988 Ca23 PANEL OK'S FARM DEBT MEDIATION PROGRAM
2/08/1988 A012 ^CORPORATE FARM FIGHT NOT OVER YET
2/14/1988 D016 KHOGEN--FARMERS SHOULD BE INSURED
2/17/1988 B02I HOUSE PASSES FARM DEBT MEDIATION PROGRAM
2/19/1988 A015 ^SUPPORTERS SAY BILL WILL BE RESURRECTED
2/19/1988 con FARM DEBT PLAN PASSES LEGISLATURE
2/23/1988 C012 SENATE PASSES BAN ON CORPORATE FARMS
2/24/1988 B013 DEP ROLE IN FARM BILL DEBATED
3/08/1988 C024 FARMERS RESPOND TO AG PROGRAM
3/10/1988 C012 TO FORCE CORPORATE FARM VOTE
3/10/1988 C051 DAIRY FARM INSPECTIONS TO START
3/27/1988 GOBI STATE LOANS GIVE TEENS TASTE
3/29/1988 C023 NEW FARM MEDIATION BOARD GETS TIPS
3/31/1988 A016 SOME COUNTY FARMLAND COULD BE REASSESSED
3/31/1988 B021 FARMERS TO RECOMMEND DAIRY CHANGES
4/03/1988 con 2 TECH STUDENTS WIN AGRICULTURE AWARDS
4/03/1988 C0I2 SOIL IS DRY, OPTIMISM HIGH
4/04/1988 C012 FARMERS FOCUS ON SOYBEANS
4/05/1988 C0I2 85 PERCENT OF ELIGIBLE FARMERS
4/09/1988 C023 OATS, WOOL FARE BETTER AT MARKET IN '87
4/13/1988 A12I ^FARMERS AGAINST EXCESSIVE SHIPPING COSTS
4/20/1988 A012 *DRY CONDITIONS THREATEN CROPS
4/21/1988 C012 DEADLINE FOR PREVENTED PLANTING INSURANCE
4/22/1988 C033 SOUTH DAKOTA'S RANK IN AGRICULTURE
4/22/1988 C041 GOVERNOR GETS SUPPORT FOR FARM DEBT PROGRAM
4/27/1988 B023 FARMERS PLAN TO PLANT MORE CORN, OATS
4/28/1988 C021 HOG FARMERS DESERVE TO BE PROTECTED
4/29/1988 C012 CAN'T RELY ON FEDERAL DROUGHT HELP
4729/1988 C033 CROPS'HIGH'AND LOWS FOR STATE
5/0I/I988 E0I6 S^FARM MANAGERS AID NOVICE OWNERS
5/03/1988 A015 FARMERS RE-EVALUATE AS WINDS DIE DOWN
5/06/1988 con FARM MEDIATION DIRECTOR NAMED
5/07/1988 A012 MICKELSON FIGHTS BALLOT MEASURES
5/09/1988 con AGRICULTURE IS TOPIC OF CAPITOL FOR A DAY
5/09/1988 C015 AGENT FEARS DROUGHT...
5/11/1988 B02I DROUGHT AID LIST EXPANDS
5/11/1988 B021 FARM CREDIT MEETING IS SET FOR SUNDAY
5/15/1988 A012 ^DROUGHT LEAVES FARMERS WEARY
5/15/1988 A044 OTHER AREAS STILL SWIMMING
5/17/1988 D016 ^AGRICULTURE SECRETARY STEPS DOWN
5/18/1988 A012 *BANKERS SAY WORST DAYS ARE OVER
5/18/1988 B021 DRY, WINDY WEATHER HARD ON CROPS
5/22/1988 E0I2 *FEWER FARMERS GOING BROKE IN SD
5/22/1988 E016 SIGN-UP FOR US FARM PLAN DROPS
5/25/1988 B051 MUCH OF SD STILL VERY DRY
5/31/1988 con FARM MEDIATION PROGRAM BEGINS
6/03/1988 C033 COUNTY PETITIONS FOR DROUGHT HELP OK
6/07/1988 A012 ^FARMERS SWEAT OUT HOT WEATHER
6/07/1988 con CONTRACTSOFFERED FOR FARM MEDIATORS
6/08/1988 B05I JOHNSON ASKS LYNG TO VISIT STATE
6/09/1988 C045 4 COUNTIES TO RECEIVE EARLY HAYING, GRAZING
6/11/1988 con RETAILERS SUPPORT CORPORATE FARM BAN
6/I4/I988 A015 WARM WEATHER PUTS CROPS IN DEEPER DANGER
6/I5/I988 B012 DROUGHT WON'T CUT ALL PROFITS
6/16/1988 A015 AG CHAIRMAN TO EXAMINE SD DROUGHT
6/17/1988 A012 LYNG FREES LAND FOR HAYING
6/20/1988 AlOl FACTS SHOW IMPORTANCE OF PROCESSING INDUSTRY (ED)
6/22/1988 AlOl TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR RAIN PAYMENTS (L)
6/23/1988 C012 MICKELSON WANTS FARMERS REIMBURSED
6/24/1988 A012 TOO EARLY FOR EMERGENCY RELIEF--LYNG
6/25/1988 AOII *IT'S NOT LIKE DIRTY '30S
6/26/1988 AOII ^DAKOTA DROUGHT
6/26/1988 A061 3CPUTS ALL ITS HOPES IN RAIN
6/26/1988 E015 KHELP FOR FARMERS MUST BE BIPARTISAN
6/27/1988 A016 OFFICIALS HUNT FOR FARM AID
6/30/1988 C016 GETTING A HAY LIFT
7/06/1988 D071 MEDIATION PLAN GETS 49 CASES
7/06/1988 D071 FARMERS MUST MAKE INSURANCE REPORT
7/I2/I988 C012 KRAIN TOO LATE FOR SOME FARMERS
7/I4/I988 C0I2 KSMALL-GRAIN YIELDS FALL BELOW AVERAGE
7/15/1988 A012 LYNG TO VISIT ABERDEEN
7/I6/I988 A0I2 *PANEL REQUESTS MORE DROUGHT AID
7/I6/I988 A012 GROTON FARMER NAMED AS NEW SECRETARY
7/17/1988 FOll 36MEMORIES OF THE DROUGHT
7/17/1988 F025 DROUGHT WORST IN 1936
7/19/1988 A014 SORROW UNDER THE SUN
7/23/1988 A012 ^DISHEARTENING HARVEST
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7/24/1988 A012 ^FARMERS REAP LOW YIELDS FROM FIELDS
7/29/1988 A013 SD SEES HOPE FOR THOSE HIT WORST
7/29/1988 0012 FARMER URGES USE OF DEBT PROGRAM
7/31/1988 A112 SWISHER RIGHT MAN FOR JOB (L)
8/04/1988 coil FARMERS WILL APPLY FOR MORE RELIEF
8/06/1988 A081 CONGRESS COMES THROUGH QUICKLY WITH AID (ED)
8/07/1988 E012 ADJUSTERS ESTIMATE SMALL-GRAIN LOSSES
8/08/1988 A103 SUPPORT FAMILY FARMS (L)
8/09/1988 C012 GOVERNORS PANEL TO MEET IN SF
8/14/1988 B051 SOYBEANS MIGHT EARN MONEY FOR FARMERS
8/25/1988 C012 STATE FARM DEBT PROGRAM CERTIFIED
8/27/1988 C014 IN CONTEMPT IN GRAIN LOAN CASE
9/01/1988 A061 FARM NEWS NOT ALL BAD (ED)
9/04/1988 A015 DROUGHT VICTIMS AWAIT FARM AID
9/07/1988 D071 CLAIMS SURGE EXPECTED IN FALL
9/11/1988 EOll NORWEST RANKS 13TH FOR FARM LENDING
9/20/1988 C012 RURAL FINANCING PROGRAM
9/21/1988 D082 MOISTURE ENCOURAGES PLANTING
9/22/1988 C012 KGRIM REAPING
9/23/1988 D061 FARM GROUPS DISAGREE ON BILL
9/25/1988 E012 KFARM LOSSES SEEP THROUGH SD ECONOMY
10/04/1988 C023 AGRICULTURE SECRETARY BACKS ALTERNATIVE CROPS
10/05/1988 C023 SOME FARM YIELDS BETTER THAN EXPECTED
10/08/1988 C012 TAIWAN BUYERS MAKE WHEAT DEAL
11/03/1988 A012 *GROUP STAGES FMHA VIGIL
11/06/1988 D012 DROUGHT MUDDLES BUDGETS OF GRAIN GROUPS
11/06/1988 E012 DISAPPOINTED FARM NOTICES AREN'T ON TIME
11/20/1988 D015 BIG INSURERS ACQUIRING MORE FARMLAND
11/22/1988 A084 GOP VOTES AGAINST FARMERS (L)
12/04/1988 EOIl FARMERS MAY LOSE IN DEBT-REDUCTION
12/14/1988 C051 PANEL ENDORSES FARM PROPERTY TAX PLAN
12/18/1988 D051 DROUGHT BRINGS HEAVY DEMAND
12/25/1988 C012 WATER WOES OMINATED FARM SCENE
1/01/1989 C012 LOWER SD FARM INCOME PREDICTED
1/01/1989 EOll ENROLLMENT OPEN IN FEED GRAIN PROGRAM
1/01/1989 E012 MILLIONS IN DROUGHT AID ACROSS STATE
2/01/1989 C023 BILL WOULD LOAN STATE FUNDS TO FARMERS
2/06/1989 B025 TAX REFUND MONEY GOES UNUSED
2/10/1989 C024 AG LOAN PROPOSAL SURVIVES 1ST ASSAULT
2/15/1989 D082 FARM BILL TALK HITS HIGH GEAR
2/18/1989 coil BOND SALE PERMITS NEW AID FOR FARMERS
3/01/1989 C021 BILL TO PROTECT FARM ADVISERS DIES
3/04/1989 C023 PLAN KEEPS FARMERS ON THE LAND
4/01/1989 A016 ^FARMERS WILL PLANT MORE, SURVEY FINDS
4/02/1989 E012 SD FALLS FROM TOP OF FARM RANKINGS
4/05/1989 A083 ^LEGISLATURE FAILED FARMERS
4/09/1989 E043 DASCHLE CO-SPONSORS BILL BACKING ALTERNATIVE CROPS
4/30/1989 GG03 56APPROVE BAN OF CORPORATE HOG FARMS
5/03/1989 A015 SD AG OFFICIALS WELCOME BONUSES
5/13/1989 C012-GOVERNOR FEARS DRYSUMMER IS AHEAD
5/14/1989 E015 OUTLOOK IS BRIGHTER THAN MOST
5/17/1989 C023 LAWYERS MAKING MEDIATION ADVERSARIAL
5/20/1989 C021 UTILIZATION COUNCIL ADMINISTRATORS DEFEND START
5/28/1989 B012 AGRICULTURE LED THE WAY TO DEVELOPMENT
6/06/1989 B061 CONTEST IS OPEN FOR STATE AG MURAL
6/07/1989 A015 AREA'S DRY FARMS FEAR EVEN DRIER SUMMER
6/11/1989 E012 FARM MEDIATION CHIEF CLAIMS SUCCESS
6/13/1989 B061 FARMLAND VALUE JUMPS 9.1 PERCENT
6/13/1989 B062 GRAZING LAND CONVERTED TO WHEAT FIELDS
6/16/1989 C041 20 PEOPLE APPLY FOR JOBS AT AG DEPT
6/22/1989 A012 HAIL AND RAIN BYPASS CROPS
6/24/1989 A012 ^FARMERS SHORT OF WATER, FEED
6/25/1989 A012 ^MOST FARMERS FINDING GRASS NOT GREENER
6/25/1989 EOll MICKELSON REQUESTS MEDIATION EXTENSION
6/25/1989 E061 INCOME SHRINKS FOR PARTICIPANTS IN FARM CLASSES
7/12/1989 A012 GRASSHOPPERS CHOMP THROUGH EASTERN SD
7/13/1989 C012 SCATTERED RAINS BRING RELIEF
8/01/1989 C012 FARMERS MAKE BIG GAINS IN HARVEST
8/02/1989 D081 LIVESTOCK MAKES UP 68 PERCENT OF AG SALES
8/16/1989 B081 SWISHER APPOINTS ACTING DIRECTOR
8/17/1989 C023 FARM OFFICIALS HOPE MORE MEDIATION PROCESS
9/14/1989 A012 GOP LEAVES FARM OFFICIAL IN LIMBO
9/15/1989 D066 PANEL BACKS ANDERSON FOR ASCS
9/16/1989 A012 NEW DIRECTOR NAMED FOR AG OFFICE
9/26/1989 B062 ^DROUGHT DISASTER REQUESTS SLOW
10/04/1989 D086 SD FARM OWNERSHIP INCREASES
10/08/1989'EOIZ'ASCS CLOUDED-BY CASE OF FIRED FARMER
10/12/1989 D061 SD FARM TOP POPCORN PRODUCER
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10/22/1989 EOll TECHNICAL HELP IS WELCOMED
11/01/1989 C033 AGRICULTURE GRANTS
ll/OA/1989 C012 SW1SHER--ADD MARKETING DIVISION
11/08/1989 D082 3CM01STURE SHORTAGE CRITICAL
11/12/1989 E016 WET WINTER NEEDED IN STATE
11/15/1989 D08A AGENCY PREDICTS BIG DROP IN FARMERS
11/16/1989 D06I AGENCY--1DLE LAND IS TOO COSTLY
11/25/1989 C033 CROP PRODUCTION
12/08/1989 A123 PROTECTING ENVIRONMENT, BROADENING AGRICULTURE
12/23/1989 C023 STATE FARM PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDS
1/16/1990 A012 *'PRAY1NG FOR RAIN*
1/21/1990 C033 ^ACREAGE RENT
1/21/1990 E016 SD SHOULD HELP FINANCE PLANT
1/25/1990 D066 AMMONIA REGULATION BID FAILS
1/28/1990 EG12 MOST OPTIMISTIC ABOUT FUTURE OF FARMING
2/01/1990 D061 BILL TO PUSH BIG BUSINESS OUT OF FEEDLOT
2/07/1990 D082 BILL TO LIMIT PACKERS FAILS
2/23/1990 COAl LITTLE SNOW DUSTING LITTLE HELP
2/26/1990 B022 COUNTY ASCS OFFICE GETS NEW DIRECTOR
2/28/1990 D082 CALVING SEASON STARTS AMID CONCERN
3/0A/1990 E015 KMANY CROP COSTS DOWN, BUT DROUGHT CONCERNS
3/1A/1990 D082 GOVERNOR BACKS AG PROCESSING PLANT
3/18/1990 EOll AG APPRECIATION DAY SET FOR MONDAY
3/28/1990 AlOA FAIR PRICES TOP FARM ISSUE (L)
3/30/1990 D081 SD FARMERS GET $20 MILLION IN LOANS
3/30/1990 D082 ECONOMIC PLAN FOCUSES ON FARMING
A/OA/1990 D083 FARMERS TO PLANT MORE CORN, LESS BEANS
A/19/1990 D062 STATE'S AGRICULTURAL RANKINGS IMPROVE
•A/26/1990 A012 5CPLANT1NG STARTS EARLY
A727/1990 C0A6 FRANKENFELD' TELLS tJOHNSON TO HURRY BILL
5/10/1990 D065 FARM, RANCH SURVEY SHOWS INCOME LOSS
5/13/1990 E012 WHEAT CROP AHEAD OF LAST YEAR'S
5/29/1990 A012 DROUGHT REMAINS STRONG THREAT TO FARMERS
5/31/1990 D066 RAIN SLOWS CROP GROWTH STATEWIDE
6/03/1990 EOll CENTURY FARMS TO BE RECOGNIZED AT FAIR
6/12/1990 D062 BUDGET TALKS HINDER FARM BILL
6/17/1990 E012 ^FARMLAND VALUES CONTINUE REBOUND
7/18/1990 D085 MIGRATION OF STATE'S CALVES
7/31/1990 B062 PANEL TOLD OF GAPS IN WEED CONTROL
8/02/1990 B062 AGRICULTURE JOBS LEAD EMPLOYMENT IN CITIES
8/16/1990 D061 SD FARMERS REDUCE IDLE ACRES
8/17/1990 C031 AG IMPACT CONFERENCE SCHEDULED
8/30/1990 D062 FMHA DELAYS SALES OF REPOSSESSED FARMLAND
9/02/1990 EOll USDA OFFICIAL TO GIVE SPEECH AT CONFERENCE
9/05/1990 DOll REPORT SHOWS CROPS HURT BY HEAT IN SD
9/06/1990 A086 AGRICULTURE MUST DIVERSIFY TO COMPETE (L)
9/06/1990 D062 SURVEY FINDS SD IRRIGATION STEADY
9/13/1990 D062 SD RANKS 22ND IN NET FARM INCOME
9/16/1990 COIA 5CEXPECTS FEWER, BUT LARGER FARMS IN FUTURE
>:9/20/1990 .D062 UNEMPLOYMENT= RATE , LOWEST IN AGRICULTURE SECTOR
9/21/1990 D061 AG PROCESSOR LOAN IS APPROVED
10/01/1990 B012 STATE AG ASSESSMENT RESULTS DUE SOON
10/03/1990 D065 BILL WILL HURT SD FARMERS
10/10/1990 D085 MICKELSON OFFERS 22-POlNT FARM PLAN
10/25/1990 D065 SENATORS, MUENSTER PAN FARM BILL
11/11/1990 A09A STATE FAILED TO ACT IN MILLING PLANT SITING (L)
11/11/1990 E031 TEN COUNTIES QUALIFY FOR EMERGENCY LOANS
11/20/1990 B061 CROPS COULD REACH RECORD AMOUNTS
11/30/1990 D081 LAW BANNING FOREIGN PURCHASE OF FARMS
12/01/1990 C016 FARM BILL HARDEST ON WHEAT CROP
12/14/1990 A015 SOVIET CREDIT SENDS FARM FUTURES DOWN
12/18/1990 B062 AG DEPT DELIVERS EGG, SHEEP RULING
12/31/1990 C082 RAINS BRIGHTEN SD FARMERS' YEAR
1/02/1991 D082 HOPES FOR ECONOMIC CARRYOVER INTO '91
1/03/1991 B065 CROPLAND RENTAL UP EXCEPT ON PLAINS
1/03/1991 C031 STATE FARMERS ASKED TO COMMENT ON FARM BILL
1/11/1991 D075 BILL WOULD PROVIDE 4 WEED INSPECTORS
1/16/1991 C033 AG SECRETARY--LACK OF MONEY HURTS PROMOTION
1/18/1991 D076 CORN PLANT ASSISTANCE FALLS SHORT
2/06/1991 D082 SWISHER SAYS BUDGET WON'T HURT FARMERS
2/24/1991 A091 OFFICIALS SHOULD FIGHT FOR FAIR PRICES (L)
2/26/1991 B066 OPINION KEEPS FIRMS OUT OF SD
3/17/1991 EOll STATE AGRICULTURE WEEK TO BEGIN
3/19/1991 A015 AREA FARMLAND ASSESSMENTS ARE BOOSTED
4/04/1991 D062 CONSERVATION TO HELP FARMERS PLAN
4/14/1991 E016 XMICKELSON SEEKS HELP IN EUROPE
« 4/17/199.1 D081 vRAlNS, REPLENISH STATETS. TOPSOlL
4/28/1991 B015 LEADS THE NATION IN OAT, RYE PRODUCTION
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5/01/1991 DD86
5/08/1991 0082
5/1^1/1991 C036
5/29/1991 0061
6/0*^/1991 B061
6/05/1991 A012
6/09/1991 EOll
6/16/1991 C031.
6/26/1991 A014
6/27/1991 B062
7/09/1991 B061
7/17/1991 0061
7/18/1991 0062
7/21/1991 EOll
7/23/1991 B066
7/25/1991 B081
7/30/1991 B065
8/13/1991 B062
8/20/1991 A015
9/16/1991 A012
9/17/1991 B061
9/19/1991 0062
9/20/1991 A01<i
9/25/1991 0082
10/21/1991 A084
10/27/1991 E012
11/01/1991 0101
11/07/1991 0086
ll/lA/1991 0061
-«?n/i7yi99rT032
12/29/1991 E012
12/29/1991 E013
1/01/1992 0071
1/07/1992 C012
1/14/1992 B061
1/25/1992 C035
2/05/1992 C032
2/12/1992 coil
3/19/1992 O062
4/02/1992 0081
4/05/1992 E012
4/15/1992 0081
5/11/1992 B062
5/13/1992 0061
5/19/1992 C022
5/27/1992 C012
5/29/1992 coil
5/30/1992 A016
5/30/1992 0061
« 6/10/1992 C021
6/10/1992 O061
6/16/1992 C022
6/17/1992 C021
6/18/1992 A041
6/20/1992 C021
7/02/1992 A041
7/02/1992 B061
7/02/1992 C022
7/10/1992 A012
7/15/1992 0061
7/18/1992 C021
7/27/1992 B062
8/04/1992 B062
8/05/1992 B061
8/11/1992 B062
8/13/1992 B062
8/13/1992 B063
8/18/1992 B024
8/25/1992 B066
8/27/1992 B062
9/03/1992 B061
9/06/1992 E031
9/06/1992 F012
9/10/1992 A012
9/13/1992 BOll
10/01/1992 B066
.a^;40/07/1992^ B012
10/08/1992 A012
RAINS PLANT OPTIMISM ON FARMS
FARM LEADERS PROTEST MEDIATION FEE
AG SECRETARY READY TO RETURN TO WORK
CORN, SOYBEANS AHEAD OF AVERAGE
SO SOIL HAS ADEQUATE MOISTURE
XRAIN PELTS AREA FARMS BY THE BUSHEL
NITROGEN DEFICIENCY FOUND IN STATE CROPS
MICKELSON SAYS SOVIET PLAN WILL BENEFIT FARMERS
RAIN GREAT FOR CROPS
CROPLAND VALUES UP, HIGHEST IN SOUTHEAST
STATE CROPS THRIVE, SOIL MOISTURE SHORT
PORTIONS OF STATE BEGINNING TO DRY OUT
HEAT PROPS UP CORN, BEAN PRICES
SMALL GRAIN HARVESTS COULD HIT RECORDS
SO FARMLAND STILL TOO DRY
PRODUCTION NOT HURT BY WEATHER
HALF OF SO SHORT OF TOPSOIL MOISTURE
1 PERCENT AG GROWTH COULD ADO 1,200 SO JOBS
FARMERS' FORTUNES TIED TO FATE
XSUNNY CROP FORECAST ISN'T SHINING ON ALL
RAINS ARE TOO LATE FOR MOST CROPS
AG SECTOR UNEMPLOYMENT RANKS LOW
CHILLY WEATHER DOESN'T LEAVE FARMERS OUT IN THE COLO
STATE'S HARVEST HITS THE FAST TRACK
GOVERNMENT FIGURES DIFFER FROM 'ARGUS' DATA (L)
XA MIXED BLESSING
FARM AID PROJECT EXTENDED ONE YEAR
SO NEEDS NON-AG JOBS TO SURVIVE
$162 MILLION SOLO IN GRAIN NUTRIENTS
PROGRAM TO COMPILE AG INJURY INFO LACKS FUNDS
SO AGRICULTURE HAD MEDIOCRE YEAR
1991'S AVERAGE CROP, LIVESTOCK PRICES
FARMERS, RANCHERS AWAIT POISON RULING
BILL CALLS FOR ELECTION OF AG SECRETARY
NEED FOR AG PRODUCTS PROCESSING IN STATE
DUMPS PLAN TO ELECT SO AG SECRETARY
TO FURTHER RESTRICT CORPORATE HOG FARMS FAILS
SENATE VOTES TO PUT FARM ISSUE TO BALLOT
MORE FARM PRODUCTS USED BY PROCESSORS
MORE CORN, SORGHUM, WHEAT TO BE PLANTED
^FARMERS GET A BREAK FROM RISING COSTS
STATE CROP SEEDING AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
FARMERS PLANT EARLY, AWAIT RAIN
HOT, DRY CONDITIONS CONTINUE FOR FARMERS
KAID WOULD HELP WATER LIVESTOCK
FROST HAS STATE'S FARMERS WAITING, WORRYING
FROST ADVICE MEETINGS SET FOR FARMERS
FROST HIT SD HARD
REPORT SAYS FARMS LOW ON MOISTURE
CROPS SHOWING STRESS OF TOO LITTLE MOISTURE
MUCH OF SD REMAINS DRY, REPORT SAYS
WEEKEND RAINS TO AID CR0PS--0FF1C1AL
19 COUNTIES ALLOWED OUT OF CROP PROGRAM
STORM BLESSING TO SURVIVING CROPS IN EASTERN SD
USDA ALLOWS USE OF IDLED ACREAGE
OFF-THE-ROAD TAXES SHOULD GO TO FARMERS (L)
STORM-LOSS BENEFITS AVAILABLE AT FMHA
MORE SD LAND PLANTED TO CROPS
XRAINS TOO MUCH FOR CROPS
RAIN SLOWS WORK ON SD FARMLAND
AG PRODUCTS FOCUS OF 3-DAY MEETING
STATE'S FARMERS NEED HOT SPELL TO AID CROPS
^OFFICIALS SEE HOG PRICE HEAVEN
COOL, WET WEATHER HARMING CROPS
CROPS SURVIVE ANOTHER STORM TEST
LOCAL FARMERS OPTIMISTIC IF WEATHER COOPERATES
FARM RECEIPTS SLIP IN STATE
EXTENSION SERVICE AGENT FORESEES EARLY FROST
PROGRESS OF CROPS LAGGING
LARGE FARMS ON DECLINE IN STATE
MICKELSON PLANS AG CONFERENCE
FARMERS RACING JACK FROST
FARMERS HOPE WARM SUN DELAYS FROST
KSUN BRIGHTENS FARMERS' HOPES
SD CORN, BEANS MAY BREAK RECORD
COMMODITY DONATIONS $3.4 MILLION
JeBUSH'S POLICIES HAVEN'T HELPED MARKET
RAINS PUT DAMPER ON CROP REPORT
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10/10/1992 A012
10/10/1992 B022
10/13/1992 A025
10/15/1992 B026
10/18/1992 A012
10/18/1992 A0A3
10/28/1992 B064
11/01/1992 EOll
11/06/1992 A012
11/12/1992 B062
11/18/1992 A015
12/03/1992 B016
12/03/1992 B061
12/18/1992 B062
12/19/1992 A016
12/26/1992 B06A
12/29/1992 B0A2
12/31/1992 B026
2/26/1987 Alll
8/02/1987 EOll
1/07/1982 DOll
1/12/1982 C021
1/16/1982 B023
1/30/1982 A012
2/03/1982 C023
3/16/1982 C024
3/19/1982 A013
3/21/1982 B051
3/28/1982 BOll
' " - y/30/1982 'Adl2
A/02/1982 COAl
A/27/1982 BOll
5/05/1982 coil
5/06/1982 D032
5/09/1982 C02A
5/12/1982 C031
5/20/1982 DOAl
5/22/1982 C031
5/22/1982 C0A2
5/23/1982 BOAl
5/2A/1982 C013
5/26/1982 C032
5/30/1982 EOll
6/01/1982 C021
6/02/1982 C032
6/03/1982 C025
6/03/1982 C031
6/09/1982 C013
6/10/1982 C0r6
, 6/11/1982 .C02Af
6718/1982'A012'
6/25/1982 C023
6/26/1982 C02A
6/27/1982 C021
6/29/1982 B02A
7/11/1982 B031
7/11/1982 B051
7/11/1982 B061
7/15/1982 A013
7/21/1982 A051
7/21/1982 C05A
7/2A/1982 con
7/25/1982 BOAl
7/28/1982 C051
7/29/1982 con
8/03/1982 B012
8/05/1982 C015
8/09/1982 C02l
8/11/1982 con
8/12/1982 AOIA
8/1A/1982 C021
8/1A/1982 C021
8/15/1982 E015
8/21/1982 A012
9/0A/1982 BOll
9/11/1982 AOIA
=»-«?9/12/1982 A012-
9/22/1982 con
XLIKLIHOOD OF ANOTHER RURAL DOWNTURN DEBATED
RECORD CROP HARVESTS EXPECTED
DISASTER AID HELPS FARMERS
STARTING FARMERS GET HELP
KNEW BURDENS CLOUD FUTURE OF FARMING
*SD ECONOMY STILL DRIVEN BY AGRICULTURE
*DASCHLE WANTS FARM BILL REWRITTEN
AG SEMINAR COVERS STRESS, COMPUTERS
KFARMERS WAIT OUT WET WEATHER TO BRING CROPS IN
^(SOYBEAN PRICES COULD SOUR
LATE HARVEST BURNING UP FUEL SUPPLY
AG LAND VALUES DEBATED
LOANS AVAILABLE FOR STARTER FARMS
KFARMERS SKEPTICAL ABOUT EC TRADE DEAL
11 SD OFFICES ON CUTBACK PLAN
AG IN THE CLASSROOM TEACHES ABOUT NUMBER 1 INDUSTRY
HOPE FOR FARM PRICES IN 1993
KSWENSON PRESENTS FARM IDEAS TO CLINTON
FARM APPRECIATION EVENT MARCH 6
TICKETS ON SALE FOR FARMER DAY AT FAIR
ROBERTS SAYS BLOCK CONSIDERING SET-ASIDE PROGRAM
FARM LEADER--FREE MARKET A MYTH (L)
SCOTCH LEASE PLAN FOSTERS CONVERSATION (L)
PLAN WILL BOOST GRAIN PRICES, ROBERTS SAYS
REORGANIZATION PLAN FOR FARMER'S (L)
AG DAY HONORS US FARMERS (L)
SD LAWMAKERS BACK FARMERS BETTER BREAK
HEARINGS ON FARM PROBLEMS SET IN RC
^MISSOURI FARMER FIGHTS FOR CHANGES
REAGAN WON'T HEAR FARM WORRIES
FARM LOAN PROGRAM MEETING TOPIC
FARMERS NOT TO GIVE IN TO GOVT AGENCIES
DASCHLE'S SET-ASIDE BILL RECEIVES PRAlSE/CRlTlClSM
LEGISLATION TO RELIEVE FARM CRISIS
FARM SURPLUS, HUNGER PROBLEMS REPLAYED (L)
SMALL-GRAIN SEEDING AHEAD OF NORMAL
FARM PRODUCT SPOKESMEN TO TESTIFY
AG BUSINESS PARTICIPANTS INCREASE
BERGLAND CRITICIZES FARM BILL
HEARINGS ON FARM CRISIS LEGISLATION BEGIN
ROBERTS CRITICIZES DASCHLE'S FARM CRISIS BILL
FARMERS BACK CRISIS BILL
KSD FARMERS MISUNDERSTAND CROP REPORTING SERVICE
SOVIET LEADERSHIP FACES FARM PROBLEMS (ED)
ROBERTS GIVES CONDITIONAL SUPPORT TO BILL
FARM BILL NOT NEEDED (L)
DASCHLE--ROBERTS TO BACK FARM CRISIS BILL
FARM ACT GIVEN 50-50 CHANCE
JOHN BLOCK TESTIMONY DRAWS FIRE
AGRICULTURE NEEDS LESS US CONTROL (L)
KHOUSE-AG'PANEL KILLS FARM CRISIS BILL
DASCHLE'S FARM BILL IS NOT MANDATORY (L)
FARM CRISIS ACT VOTE VERY DISAPPOINTING (L)
FARM BILL'S DEMISE WILL HELP US BUDGET (ED)
DASCHLE FARM BILL WAS THE RIGHT STEP (L)
DASCHLE GIVES NEW FARM CRISIS BILL 50-50 CHANCE
WHEAT GROWERS LOBBY FOR LONG-TERM DEAL WITH RUSSIA
3(G0P AIDES SAY DASCHLE BILL CHANGED
KSET-ASIDE A FLOP IN SD
DASCHLE REWORKING FARM CRISIS ACT
DASCHLE SAYS CROP PAYMENTS UNFAIR
SUBCOMMITTEE PASSES REVISED FARM CRISIS ACT
DASCHLE--ROBERTS MISLED ABOUT BILL
PART OF FARM CRISIS ACT BEFORE HOUSE
US ECONOMY FACED WITH DELUGE OF FORCED SALES
REAGAN SAYS FARMING WILL BE PROFITABLE AGAIN
DASCHLE, ROBERTS VIEW NEW FARM BILL DIFFERENTLY
REAGAN OUGHT TO SEE YOUNG FARMERS' PLIGHT (L)
US HOUSE PASSES REVISED FARM CRISIS ACT
NEWS OF HUGE HARVEST EXPECTED TO HURT PRICES
BIG CROPS INSPIRE SOME VARYING VIEWS (ED)
NEW FARM CRISIS BILL OFFER SECOND CHANCE (L)
DASCHLE, ROBERTS EASE STANDS ON FARM BILLS
SOVIETS OK GRAIN EXTENSION
DASCHLE WANTS US CROP REPORTS INVESTIGATED
JANKLOW WANTS STATE BOYCOTT OF FRENCH GOODS
LOW PRICES SPUR FARM DISSENT-AGAIN
SD NATIVE TOP ASSISTANT TO BLOCK
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9/24/1982 C014 BLOCK ANNOUNCES NEW GRAIN SET-ASIDE PLAN
9/30/1982 coil ABDNOR SUSPICIOUS OF COMMITTEE'S REQUEST
10/03/1982 B021 RUSSIAN OFFICIAL'S VIEW OF CORNBELT, EMBARGOES (ED)
10/13/1982 C043 ABDNOR PLEASED BY BLOCK'S PRICE WAR
10/18/1982 C021 CREDIT REAGAN FOR GRAIN OFFER (ED)
10/30/1982 B025 FARMER BLAMES REAGAN FOR LOW INCOME (L)
11/14/1982 EOll US FARMERS MUST CREATE AG PROSPERITY
11/19/1982 C071SWENSON CALLS SURPLUS GRAIN GIVEAWAY A SCAM
12/07/1982 C013 SD MAN HAS PLAN TO INCREASE FARM PRICES
12/12/1982 E015 PRICE FREEZE ISSUE (HENSHAW)
12/13/1982 BOll FARM LEADER PREDICTS HIGHER RAIL RATES
12/15/1982 C041 FARMERS UNION SKEPTICAL ABOUT REAGAN'S PLAN
12/26/1982 coil FARMERS RALLY FORCE BEHIND AG MOVEMENT
12/26/1982 C061 FARM LEADERS--GRAIN PROGRAM VAGUE> FLAWED
1/11/1983 C033 MIDWEST FARMERS WORK FOR GRAIN PRICING BILLS
1/11/1983 C041 SD MAN SEES GREATER AAM SUPPORT
1/12/1983 B061 LAW COULD INCREASE GRAIN EXPORT (HENSHAW)
1/12/1983 D021 CONGRESS NO HELP TO FARMERS (L)
1/15/1983 B014 HEAVY SIGN-UP EXPECTED FOR PIK PROGRAM
1/16/1983 C021 SANCTITY OF CONTRACT LAW HELPFUL GRAIN STEP (ED)
1/20/1983 C021 PAYMENT-IN-KIND TO AID AMERICAN AGRICULTURE (ED)
1/21/1983 B021 PIK GOOD FOR FARMERS--GOV'T (L)
2/04/1983 A016 OFFICIAL SEES PIK CONTINUING THROUGH 1984
2/10/1983 D014 *MELCHER WANTS EXPANDED PIK PROGRAM
2/15/1983 C035 *DASCHLE'S FARM PLAN PUT IN BILL
2/22/1983 B021 BLOCK GIVES BOOST TO FARM EXPORT CAUSE (ED)
2/24/1983 coil *BLOCK-DELAY ON TAX CHANGE WON'T STALL CROP SWAP
2/27/1983 B021 *PIK PROGRAM GOOD STEP
2/27/1983 E015 PIK REDUCES BORROWING
2/28/1983'B021 BLOCK 8 CONGRESS AID FARMERS (ED)
3/03/1983 C031 AG EXPORT PROMOTION MONEY SOUGHT
3/06/1983 B041 DASCHLE ASKS BLOCK TO EXTEND PIK
3/12/1983 C033 FARM GROUP WANTS TO FREEZE TARGET PRICES
3/25/1983 C021 FARM OUTLOOK ENHANCED--RUSS GRAIN PACT NEEDED (ED)
3/25/1983 C021 PIK'S CONSERVATION PLUSES (ED)
3/30/1983 A015 FARM GROUP SAYS FEDS SHOULD CUT INDIAN TIE
4/09/1983 B036 EXPERT--PIK SURPRIZES OTHER NATIONS
4/17/1983 B031 IDLING FARM LAND WHEN MANY IN NEED IS WRONG (L)
4/24/1983 C052 SALE WOULD LESSEN NEED FOR PIK
5/05/1983 A012 PLAN CUTS AID TO SODBUSTERS (HENSHAW)
5/13/1983 A032 3CABDN0R WANTS NEW TRADITION IN FARM POLICY (HENSHAW)
5/31/1983 coil SOUTH DAKOTANS TO TESTIFY ON PIK
6/01/1983 C021 SHIPPING LEGISLATION THREATENS AGRICULTURE (ED)
6/08/1983 coil SWENSON--PIK RULES DISCRIMINATE
6/08/1983 C061 AGRICULTURE CENSUS REPORTS SENT TO FARMERS
6/10/1983 coil LATE PIK START HURT AG BUSINESS (HENSHAW)
6/10/1983 C012 PRESSLER--PIK A SHORT-TERM SOLUTION
6/30/1983 A016 PRESSLER, ABDNOR SUPPORT AG BUDGET
7/03/1983 B041 JANKLOW HEADS SPEAKERS ON AGRICULTURE POLICY
7/06/19831 A012vJ6WORLD FARM MARKET UNFAIR, JANKLOW SAYS
7/07/1983 A012 *ABDN0R--$21.2 BILLION FARM PROGRAM A BARGAIN
7/16/1983 C031 MIDWEST AGRICULTURE SECRETARIES WILL MEET
7/19/1983 A012 GRAIN LOAN PLAN SEEN AS GRIEF FOR FARMERS
7/20/1983 A061 FARMERS DON'T WANT RULES TO CONTROL RUNOFF
7/23/1983 B041 BANK MAKES 45 PERCENT FEWER FARM LOANS IN 1983
7/30/1983 BOll FARMERS' JULY RAW PRODUCT PRICES DROP
7/30/1983 B012 *REAGAN PROMISES GOOD FARM FUTURE
8/01/1983 B031 DASCHLE--REAGAN'S PLAN WOULD COST MILLIONS
9/21/1983 B051 KPLAN TO HELP SUPPLIERS HURT BY PIK
9/21/1983 B052 LOCAL SELLERS SAY LARGE LOSSES DUE TO PIK
9/22/1983 A015 *BLOCK--DROUGHT BUT NO DISASTER
10/28/1983 BOll XPANEL WOULD PAY FARMERS TO CUT WHEAT CROP
11/01/1983 A012 PIK BEGINS TO PAY OFF
11/26/1983 B013 POLICIES INADEQUATE FOR TODAY'S FARMERS
12/03/1983 BOll KTEXAS DEM BERATES REAGAN'S AG PLAN
12/05/1983 A013 ^FARMERS IN DEEP WATER, LAWMAKER SAYS
1/20/1984 C041 DASCHLE ADVOCATES CHANGES IN '85 FARM BILL
1/22/1984 C015 XTO SAVE FAMILY FARM OPERATIONS
1/29/1984 C041 AG DEPARTMENT SEEKS OLDEST FARMER
1/30/1984 B042 PIK ON ITS WAY OUT, FARM OFFICIALS SAY
2/16/1984 C061 FARM PROGRAM CHANGES ARE BENEFICIAL
2/25/1984 B031 ABDNOR SAYS ECONOMY MAY KILL US AG
3/06/1984 B024 GOV'T SHOULD STAY OUT OF BUSINESS (L)
3/08/1984 C024 TOO MANY IMPORTS CAUSE SURPLUS
3/24/1984 A012 ^DASCHLE CONFRONTS BLOCK ON AG ISSUES
3/28/1984 A012 FARMERS NEED FEDERAL HELP
" 3/31/1984-C052 ABDNOR URGES ACTION-'ON FARM BILL
4/02/1984 C035 $310 MILLION ADDED TO CRISIS LOAN PROGRAM
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A/12/1984 C034
4/15/1984 B045
5/10/1984 C042
5/13/1984 ClOl
5/24/1984 C012
6/11/1984 CQ21
6/13/1984 0013
6/20/1984 0023
6/26/1984 B035
6/30/1984 C035
7/12/1984 C021
7/20/1984 C033
7/28/1984 0022
8/01/1984 0035
8/21/1984 C035
8/29/1984 0031
8/31/1984 coil
9/01/1984 C034
9/10/1984 A012
9/14/1984 C032
9/21/1984 C021
9/23/1984 BOll
9/23/1984 B061
9/27/1984 coil
9/29/1984 C024
10/02/1984 B015
10/06/1984 C021
10/19/1984 C013
10/19/1984 C032-^ 107X9/1984 CO53'
11/10/1984 C021
11/11/1984 C043
11/27/1984 coil
12/01/1984 coil
12/04/1984 B013
12/05/1984 O021
12/05/1984 0021
12/08/1984 C023
12/08/1984 C035
12/21/1984 C012
12/23/1984 C041
1/21/1985 B021
1/21/1985 B041
1/24/1985 coil
1/24/1985 C051
1/26/1985 C015
1/27/1985 E012
1/29/1985 B043
2/02/1985 A012
.2/03/X985.A101^
2/03/1985 C016
2/04/1985 C041
2/05/1985 C013
2/08/1985 coil
2/08/1985 C015
2/08/1985 C025
2/09/1985 A081
2/09/1985 A084
2/10/1985 A012
2/13/1985 A081
2/15/1985 C036
2/16/1985 A081
2/17/1985 coil
2/21/1985 C034
2/21/1985 C036
2/22/1985 A041
2/22/1985 A041
2/22/1985 A081
2/22/1985 A084
2/23/1985 C022
2/24/1985 A015
2/24/1985 A114
2/24/1985 A115
2/25/1985 A012
2/25/1985 A041
2/25/1985 A041
- i 2/26/1985 A041>-
2/26/1985 A041
MERCANTILE HEAD SAYS MORE EXPERTS
ABONGR PUSHING TAX EXEMPTION FOR FARMERS
REP DASCHLE FAVORS TOUGH SOOBUSTER BILL
SWENSON PREDICTS FARM POLICY CHANGES
XREAGAN DOESN'T UNDERSTAND PROBLEMS
TOWARD EASING FARM CRUNCH (ED)
KPRESSLER TRYS TO TELL REAGAN OF FARM PLIGHT
TO FIX FARMERS' PLIGHT (L)
ABDNOR SAYS PAYMENTS AVAILABLE FOR FARMERS
ABDNOR LEGISLATION WOULD LIMIT OFF-FARM INCOME
FARMERS NEED ACTION, NOT PROMISES (ED)
FARM PLATFORM COULD BE BETTER
CONGRESS CAUSES FARM MESS (L)
RAPID CITY HOSTS AMERICAN AGRICULTURE GROUP
CUNNINGHAM ASKS FARMERS TO UNITE ON BILL
TRACTORCADE BACKING FARM ISSUES
OUTLOOK DIM FOR DIRECT PAYMENTS
CARTER IS THE ONE TO BLAME
CHICKEN, SWINE FED MORE DRUGS THAN CATTLE
ECONOMISTS PREDICT RECORD YIELDS
WHO'S SUDDENLY TALKING ABOUT FARMING (ED)
FARM PLAN SKIRTS FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
FARMERS DIFFER ON CONTENTS OF FARM BILL
AG DEPARTMENT VIOLATING THE LAW
FEDS SHOULD END FARM WELFARE (L)
DASCHLE SEEKS SUIT AGAINST AG OFFICE
CHEAP FOOD POLICY IS ROUGH (L)
STATE FARMERS SUE TO GET FEDERAL AID
WORLD MARKET KEY TO HIGHER PRICES
JUDGE^DISMISSES $15 MILLION LAWSUIT
REAGAN PLAN MAY HELP FARMERS (ED)
OFFICIAL WARNS OF AGRICULTURAL SURPLUS
ECONOMIST PESSIMISTIC ABOUT '85 FARM BILL
3CEQU1TY IN FARM PROGRAMS
SC1ENT1ST--DEPRESS10N LIKELY BY 1989
HISTORY WILL JUDGE AG POLICIES (L)
PROBLEMS RAISE QUESTIONS (L)
AGRICULTURE NEEDS FREEDOM (L)
ABDNOR--REAGAN PROGRAM WON'T DOOM FARMER
GOVERNORS OF FARM STATES DECLARE WAR
DASCHLE PLANS FARM CREDIT BILL
BILL WOULD HELP RANCHERS (L)
ABDNOR VOWS TO FIGHT NEW IRS TRIP LOG
LAWMAKERS WARN ABOUT FARM CRISIS
PRESSLER WANTS GRADUATED SYSTEM OF TARGET PRICES
IRS TO CHANGE MILEAGE RULE
ANNOYING MILEAGE LOG HAS EVERYONE UPSET
DASCHLE MEETS WITH FARM GROUP LEADERS
36FARM AID PACKAGE ON THE WAY
MILEAGE LOG REGULATION BELONGS IN SCRAP HEAP (ED)
LAWMAKERS SEEK AID FOR FARM
HEARING TO DISCUSS AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
DASCHLE SAYS BLOCK BACKS OFF FARM AID SWAP
STRONG DOLLAR WEAKENS FARMERS
OUTLOOK FOR FARM CREDIT BILL IS BRIGHT
JANKL0W--ADM1N1STRAT10N FARM PLAN ISN'T ENOUGH
LAWS CAUSE HIGH RATES (L)
POLICIES CAUSED PROBLEMS (L)
FARMERS HOPE TO HARVEST SUPPORT AT CAPITOL
TAX AG PRODUCTS TO HELP STRUGGLING FARMERS (L)
DASCHLE--STOCKMAN'S FARM PREDICTION WRONG
MUST NOT MAKE FARM CRISIS WORSE (ED)
^REAGAN'S POLICY STINKS
ABDNOR--FARM PACKAGE ALMOST COMPLETE
EXPORTS FALL MORE THAN ANTICIPATED
STATE LEADERS SPLIT ABOUT REAGAN FARM COMMENTS
ABDNOR--DEMS REJECT FARM CREDIT COMPROMISE
SOME FARMERS HAVE TO GO (ED)
FEDS TO BLAME FOR AG WOES (L)
FARM BILL CONTRACT FOR DISASTER
5eJANKL0W--0FFICIALS FLIP-FLOPPING
ANOTHER REVOLUTION POSSIBLE (L)
FARMERS PAYING FOR MISTAKE (L)
FARMERS TO GET $3 BILLION
FARMERS' ENEMY IS CONGRESS
COLLEAGUES AGREE ON TALK, TONE, CONTENT
SENATE BEGINS DEBATE ON- FARM CREDIT
MEETING WITH REAGAN FRUSTRATES GOVERNORS
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2/26/1985 A0A5 XJANKLOW URGES SENATE ACTION
2/27/1985 A061 XBUSH SAYS LOANS WILL BE AVAILABLE
3/01/1985 C013 DASCHLE DEFENDS FARM BILL
3/03/1985 AlOl WASHINGTON FARM TREK (ED)
3/03/1985 AlOl SD DELEGATION GOT WASHINGTON'S ATTENTION
3/03/1985 coil *DC WASN'T ALL FARM DICKERING
3/0'i/1985 C025 ABDNOR PREDICTS LESS FEDERAL FARM AID
3/07/1985 A012 REAGAN VETOES FARM BAILOUT PLAN
3/07/1985 A013 *DASCHLE VOWS TO KEEP FIGHTING FOR AID
3/08/1985 C023 1930S-ERA FARM PROGRAMS OUTDATED
3/10/1985 AlOl REAGAN SHORTCHANGES FARMERS BY KILLING BILL (ED)
3/12/1985 A081 BLOCK'S AG ADVICE SOUND (L)
3/14/1985 A082 FARMERS GET PASSED OVER (L)
3/15/1985 coil ABDNOR TELLS REAGAN
3/17/1985 EOll KABDNOR PROPOSES $23,600 CAP
3/19/1985 AlOl LAWS, NOT GENTLEMAN FARMERS, THE PROBLEM (ED)
3/20/1985 A082 SUPPORT SILOS, NOT MISSILES (L)
3/20/1985 BOll EXPERTS SHAKE HEADS AT REAGAN FARM PLANS
3/22/1985 D061 FARM WOES REAP SLIM SYMPATHY HARVEST
3/22/1985 D063 REAGAN WILL BACK CROP PLAN
3/25/1985 B025 REAGAN SUPPORTS ABDNOR'S FARM BILL
3/26/1985 A014 KREAGAN'S JOKE ABOUT FARMERS FLOPS
3/26/1985 BOll HARKIN--DIM HOPE FOR EMERGENCY AID
3/26/1985 B021 PRESSLER URGES BENEFITS FOR FAMILY FARMERS
3/27/1985 AlOl THE REAL JOKE IS REAGAN'S FARM POLICY (ED)
3/27/1985 A102 *AG, LIKE MX MISSILE, IS DEFENSE ISSUE
3/28/1985 C021 FARMERS WITH MATURING LOANS MAY KEEP GRAIN
3/29/1985 A082 AG NEEDS A FREE MARKET (L)
3/30/1985 C021 SENATE COMMITTEE TO LOOK AT LOG-BOOK BILL
3/31/1985 A103'IMPORTS"HAVE ADVANTAGE (L)
4/03/1985 B031 US HOUSE REPEALS IRS MILEAGE-LOG RULES
4/06/1985 A105 REAGAN DIMS FARM HOPES (L)
4/09/1985 A015 NEW FARM POLICY IS OLD (HENSHAW)
4/12/1985 A021 TO HELP DRAMATIZE FARMERS' PLIGHT
4/12/1985 AlOl LAND WITHOUT PROGRAM PAYMENTS (L)
4/12/1985 AlOl REAGAN'S JOKE NO BIG DEAL (L)
4/12/1985 AlOl SUPPORT FAMILY FARMS
4/13/1985 coil FARMERS SAY THEY AREN'T GETTING LOANS
4/14/1985 A012 *GROUNDSWELL LEADERS SEEK HELP
4/15/1985 A016 FARM CUTS WILL CRUSH COUNTIES
4/17/1985 BOll FARM PROTESTERS FACE NO CHARGES
4/20/1985 A082 HERE'S WAY TO HELP FARMERS (L)
5/01/1985 B012 FARM CREDITORS--DASCHLE PLAN A FARCE
5/05/1985 C091 ACTRESSES HOPE TO SPOTLIGHT FARM PROBLEMS
5/08/1985 B013 PROPOSED FARM BILL SWIMS AGAINST CURRENT
5/17/1985 AlOl ACTRESSES TALENTED BUT NOT FARM EXPERTS (L)
5/27/1985 AlOl SUPPORT THE FARM REFORM ACT (L)
5/28/1985 C012 US FARMS ARE TOO BIG
6/04/1985 AlOl *BLOCK HAS BIG SALES JOB IN EUROPE (ED)
6/08/1985 .A012 VALUE OF FARM LAND TAKES 12 PERCENT DIVE
6/14/1985 con BILL WOULD TIGHTEN FARMERS' GRIP ON LAND
6/18/1985 C041 TAX POLICY CAN UNDERMINE FARM LEGISLATION
6/24/1985 C021 DASCHLE CRITICIZES FOREIGN FARM SUBSIDY PLANS
6/25/1985 C041 HOUSE APPROVES BILL TO HELP FARMERS
7/06/1985 C016 ABDNOR--FARMERS IGNORED
7/09/1985 B013 REAGAN BILL CUTS FARM INCOME
7/16/1985 A014 FARM CREDIT SYSTEM SEEKS $435 MILLION
7/17/1985 C013 FARM CREDIT BAILOUT COULD LOWER INTEREST RATES
7/20/1985 AlOl WRITING THE FARM BILL IS DIRTIEST JOB (ED)
7/22/1985 BOll NATION'S FOCUS SHIFTS AWAY FROM FARM
7/23/1985 AlOl DON'T LET FARM PROBLEMS SLIP (ED)
7/27/1985 con XHOUSE MEMBERS WRESTLE WITH FARM BILL
8/01/1985 A012 3(G0VERN0RS BLAME CONGRESS FOR FARM PROBLEMS
8/03/1985 C035 REAGAN READY TO GO TO BATTLE ON FARM BILL
8/06/1985 B016 XABDNOR MAD ABOUT FARM BILL
8/08/1985 C021 TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR FARM BILL
8/12/1985 A065 FARM CONTRACT MIGHT HELP (L)
8/17/1985 C014 LAND VALUES SINK
8/19/1985 C015 XFARM LEADERS GIVE REAGAN MIXED REVIEWS FOR SPEECH
8/21/1985 A121 FARM CONCERTS NICE BUT DON'T ALTER REALITY (ED)
8/28/1985 AlOl AMERICAN FARMERS NEED FAIR PRICE (L)
8/29/1985 C014 ABDNOR--REAGAN FAILED FARMERS
9/01/1985 Alls DON'T HELP OUR COMPETITORS (L)
9/02/1985 C034 FARM CRISIS OVERSHADOWS ALL ELSE
9/04/1985 B025 SENATORS SAY FIGHTING HURTS BILL
9/05/1985 con *BLOCK TURNS DEAF EAR TO FARM-BILL
=9/05/1985 C015 AG STUDY PINPOINTS^BLAME FOR MEAT PRICES
9/06/1985 A081 NOW'S TIME TO APPLY PRESSURE (ED)
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9/06/1985 coil
9/06/1985 COIA
'9/11/1985 C015
9/16/1985 coil
9/16/1985 C021
9/16/1985 C025
9/19/1985 C023
9/20/1985 COIA
9/21/1985 coil
9/21/1985 coil
9/22/1985 AOIA
9/24/1985 A081
9/24/1985 C015
9/29/1985 AlOl
10/03/1985 C013
10/05/1985 AlOl
10/05/1985 A103
10/06/1985 coil
10/11/1985 A043
10/13/1985 E013
10/15/1985 A061
10/20/1985 A015
10/20/1985 A061
10/20/1985 C043
10/22/1985 B021
10/24/1985 coil
10/27/1985 coil
10/31/1985 C022
aII/01/1985. A014
11/01/1985 coil
11/06/1985 DlOl
11/12/1985 A112
11/15/1985 A081
11/15/1985 A083
11/16/1985 AlOl
11/17/1985 coil
11/21/1985 coil
11/22/1985 C034
11/24/1985 A012
11/30/1985 A014
11/30/1985 coil
11/30/1985 C013
12/02/1985 A081
12/03/1985 A016
12/03/1985 A103
12/03/1985 B035
12/06/1985 C015
12/12/1985 coil
12/14/1985 A081
V12/15/1985 A013
12/16/1985 A064
12/17/1985 C021
12/17/1985 C031
12/18/1985 B014
12/19/1985 A012
12/19/1985 C015
12/20/1985 A082
12/21/1985 C021
12/22/1985 EOll
12/24/1985 A012
12/25/1985 A063
12/27/1985 C015
12/28/1985 C015
12/29/1985 A063
12/29/1985 C061
1/03/1986 A105
1/05/1986 E015
1/07/1986 A014
1/08/1986 A015
1/08/1986 C013
1/09/1986 coil
1/10/1986 A051
1/11/1986 C022
1/12/1986 C031
1/16/1986 A015
1/16/1986 B033
1717/1986= A014
1/21/1986 C031
2 AG OFFICIALS WIN SETTLEMENTS
0FF1C1AL--FARMERS MUST PROFIT
TV STATION TO BROADCAST FARMAID CONCERT
KFARMAID
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT OK'S EMERGENCY PLAN
FARMAID TRAIN WILL ROLL AGAIN
LAWMAKERS TOY WITH FARMERS
SENATE PANEL OK'S FARM BILL
^eLAWMAKERS FOCUS ON FARM BILL
DASCHLE CHALLENGES BLOCK
^FARMERS HOPE EVENT PLANTS THE MESSAGE
FARMAID FALLS SHORT IN CASH (ED)
J6ABDN0R ATTACKS USDA
PRESIDENT ON RIGHT AG COURSE CED)
^REACTION MIXED ON MORATORIUM
STEPS CAN BE TAKEN TO HELP FARMERS (ED)
^FARMERS MUST SPEAK OUT
5CFARMER CONTINUES FIGHT FROM PRISON
FARM CREDIT, BANKERS AT ODDS
^LAWMAKERS STAY DOWN ON THE FARM BILL
FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT IS BIGGEST ENEMY (ED)
SIDES ARE DRAWN IN FARM-BILL WAR
FARMERS NOT SOLD ON SUBSIDIES
JANKLOW JOINS 8 GOVERNORS
CO-OPS HELP PEOPLE'S NEEDS--BERGLAND
LARGEST AGRICULTURAL LENDER SUFFERS LOSS
REAGAN LIKELY TO VETO FARM BILL--ABDNOR
STATE OFFICIALS BACK SODBUSTER, DAIRY
ABDNOR BLASTS ADMINISTRATION'S CREDIT STAND
FARM-PRODUCT"PRICES INCREASE
SUBSIDIES SORE SPOT OF AG BILL
SPONSORS FARMING, RANCHING SEMINAR
REAGAN IGNORES FARM WOES (ED)
FEDS SHOULD HELP FARMERS (L)
FARM CREDIT SYSTEM NEEDS AN OVERHAUL (ED)
9(BUSH OFFERS NO ANSWERS TO FARMERS
3CSENATE BILL WOULD HURT FARMERS
PROSPERITY OVERLOOKED FARMERS
*SENATE PASSES 1985 FARM BILL
XFARM BILL SET FOR MAIN EVENT
FARM GROUPS VOW TO FIGHT VOTE
FARM PRICES RISE 2.4 PERCENT
PRESIDENT SHOULD KEEP HIS HANDS OFF (ED)
NET FARM INCOME DROPS
TAKE CARE OF FARMERS FIRST (L)
BUTZ FOR NEW FARM POLICY
FARM CO-OP IS OUT $61 MILLION
56EX-AG SECRETARY GIVES REAGAN A D+
CUT AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDIES (ED)
LAWMAKERS OK FARM BILL
FARMING SETS US PACE (L)
DASCHLE CALLS FARM BILL COMPROMISE A TURKEY
FARM BILL IS GOOD SHOW, BAD POLICY
LAWMAKERS ARE SPLIT ON FARM BILL
IT RESTS IN REAGAN'S CORNER NOW
FARMERS AFRAID THAT FARM BILL WON'T HELP
AMERICAN FARMERS CAN'T PROVIDE FREE LUNCH
DASCHLE SAYS CHECKS ARE IN THE MAIL
XNEW FARM BILL WILL BE DIFFERENT
REAGAN SIGNS $169 BILLION FARM BILL
MYTHS HAUNT FARM REALITY (L)
AREA GOVERNORS WILL TAKE LOOK AT FARM CRISIS
GROUNDSWELL HEAD CHOREOGRAPHS ACTS TO INCLUDE MEDIA
LET FARMERS ACT LIKE FEDS (L)
DASCHLE ASKS FOR EXPANSION OF MORATORIUM
LET'S SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT (L)
BUREAU TO TEST FARM CENSUS
DROUGHT-STRICKEN FARMERS TO GET GRAIN
XLEADERS SEE NO CHANGE
*T0 STAVE OFF FARM CRISIS
BLOCK'S SUCCESSOR WILL HAVE TO ...
VIOLENCE NOT OVER, RURAL STRESS EXPERTS SAY
JANKLOW--CHANGE WHEAT PLAN
BLOCK'S POSSIBLE SUCCESSORS LEAVE PRESSLER COLD
COMPETITION CUTTHROAT, EXPERT SAYS
MORATORIUM PLAN NOT THE ANSWER
BALANCING'CUTS PLOW INTO-FARM PROGRAMS
JANKLOW TO SERVE ON FARM FINANCE PANEL
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/26/1986 B021
1/28/1986 coil
1/28/1986 CG22
1/28/1986 CG31
1/3G/1986 AGlA
1/3G/1986 AGIA
1/3G/1986 AG15
1/3G/1986 AG22
1/3G/1986 BGll
2/G1/1986 CGll
2/G2/1986 DG31
2/G6/1986 AG12
2/G6/1986 CGIA
2/G7/1986 AG81
2/11/1986 BG15
2/12/1986 AG81
2/14/1986 CG21
2/16/1986 EG14
2/17/1986 AG83
2/2G/1986 BGll
2/22/1986 AG81
2/23/1986 EG14
2/24/1986 BG45
2/28/1986 AG83
3/G6/1986 AG14
3/G7/1986 AG14
3/G7/1986 coil
3/09/1986 AG81
3/13/1986 AG12
•3/15/1986 AG15
3/15/1986 A1G4
3/16/1986 A123
3/16/1986 CGll
3/18/1986 AG12
3/18/1986 CG42
3/20/1986 AlGl
3/25/1986 CG14
3/28/1986 CG15
3/30/1986 C043
4/02/1986 BGll
4/03/1986 coil
4/04/1986 coil
4/19/1986 coil
5/06/1986 coil
5/08/1986 A122
5/16/1986 C031
5/18/1986 EOll
6/16/1986 C021
6/19/1986 C023
u-6/20/1986 C021
6/23/1986 B034
6/28/1986 C023
7/17/1986 A014
7/19/1986 coil
7/22/1986 A013
7/29/1986 A065
7/30/1986 B015
8/02/1986 coil
8/02/1986 coil
8/05/1986 A061
8/10/1986 A103
8/15/1986 coil
8/15/1986 C012
8/16/1986 C013
8/16/1986 C015
8/20/1986 AlOl
8/22/1986 AlOl
8/25/1986 A081
8/26/1986 A083
8/29/1986 A083
9/24/1986 A02I
9/24/1986 A081
10/07/1986 C012
10/09/1986 C022
10/10/1986 C014
10/11/1986 A021
1 10/24/1986 G012'
10/28/1986 AlOl
FARM CRISIS GET WORSE, DASCHLE SAYS
BILL WOULD REDUCE INTEREST EXPENSES
CORN, OATS FOR EMERGENCY FEED
STOFFERAHN BLASTS FARM POLICY
EX-DEAN MAY BAG 2ND AG SPOT
36NAT10N MAY TUNE IN TO FARM FAMILY
XREAGAN PICKS CHOICE FOR NO. 1
AGENCY STALLING ON FARM BILL
LAWMAKERS DON'T LIKE CHOICE OF LYNG
JANKLOW, DASCHLE TRADE JABS
AG LOANS STALLED--DASCHLE
LAWMAKERS COUNT ON FARM FIGURES TO HURT
XCONSUMERS WILLING TO PAY TAX TO HELP FARMERS
LOAN AND TAX POLICIES MUST CHANGE
ABDNOR PROPOSES CHANGE IN FARM BILL
DON'T EXPECT CHANGE (ED)
LAW WILL BITE INTO FARM INCOME
BUDGET PARES FARM REPORTS
KAID FROM CORPORATIONS TO FAMILY FARMERS
MILITARY AID PLAN INSULTS FARMERS
FARM BUDGET IS MORE THAN ENOUGH (ED)
SUPERFARMS' GROWTH SOARS
ABDNOR PROPOSES RULES FOR FORECLOSURE
REAGAN HURTING FARMERS (L)
SENATE OK'S FARM AID
HOUSE OK'S FARM BILL CHANGES
ABDNOR SPONSORS FARM BILL AMENDMENT
LET'S SPEND MONEY ON FARMERS, NO CONTRAS (L)
FARM EXPORT SLUMP SPURS TRADE DEFICIT
HOUSE PANEL HEARS FROM FARM COUNTRY
HELP FARMERS, HELP YOURSELF (L)
LET'S PROTECT OUR INTERESTS (L)
NEW AGRICULTURE SECRETARY FEARS BACKLASH
FUTURE IS LARGE FARMS
LYNG PLANS TO PUSH FOR MORE EXPORTS
AGRICULTURE REMAINS TOO IMPORTANT TO IGNORE (ED)
*EC0N0M1STS PREDICT TIME OF RECKONING ON FARM
VOLESKY CALLS FOR MORATORIUM ON FORECLOSURES
FARM EARNINGS SET RECORD
ACTIVISTS URGE FARMERS TO EXERT PRESSURE
LAWMAKERS URGE GOVERNMENT TO BUY BEEF
AG SECRETARY--BE PATIENT, FARMERS
POTENTIAL FARM-DEBT DISASTER
FUTURE PRICES COOL AFTER VOLATILE WEEK
BURG UNDERSTANDS FARMING
AMENDMENT WILL ALLOW FARMERS TO KEEP PAYMENTS
FARMERS' CASH EXPENSES DROP FOR 2ND YEAR
BILL WOULD BAR FOREIGNERS FROM FARM PROGRAM
ODOMETER RULE SURVIVES DESPITE ABDNOR AMENDMENT
DASCHLES-CREDIT SYSTEM NOT AIDING FARMERS
DASCHLE, ABDNOR DEBATE FARM PROBLEM
LYNG SET TO DEFEND REAGAN FARM PLAN
^(NELSON TO RAISE CASH CROP FOR FARMAID
BULGING BINS PUT PRESSURE ON LYNG
FARMERS WANT TO SEND HAY
FARM POLICY RUINING ECONOMY (L)
DEMOCRATS TRY TO GAIN GROUND WITH GRAIN BILL
SD AIDS DROUGHT BAILOUT
MEASURE PROVIDES DROUGHT RELIEF FOR FARMERS
HAYLIFT ONLY FOR POLITICAL GAIN (L)
CONGRESS CAN'T VOTE PRICES (L)
ABDNOR MISQUOTED, CAMPAIGN AIDE SAYS
DASCHLE--FARMERS FAVOR PRODUCTION COSTS
HELP FARMERS HARVEST BIGGER PAYMENTS--ABDNOR
KBELL--UPROOT AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
RETURN TO TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES
TIME TO GO NEW DIRECTION (L)
TIME TO START EXPLORING NEW IDEAS (ED)
TIME FOR POLITICAL CHANGE (L)
NOTHING NEW ABOUT AG IDEA (L)
DASCHLE, ABDNOR PITCH BILLS
REAGAN & ABDNOR HAVEN'T HELPED FARMERS (L)
CRITICIZE ABDNOR FOR VOTING TO FORGIVE DEBTS
BILL WOULD SAVE MANY FARMERS
REPORT EXAMINES DROP IN FARM TRADE
CONGRESS SETTLES ON FARM BILL
GROUPS DISAGREE ABOUT HARKIN FARM MEASURE
RHETORIC OF FARM CRISIS DOESN'T TELL REAL STORY (L)
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11/01/1986 A015 OCT PRICES 2ND WORST IN 8 YEARS
11/05/1986 AOIA DASCHLE'S WIN SENDS MESSAGE TO REAGAN
11/19/1986 A071 HARVEST OF TROUBLES
11/21/1986 C022 USE FOOD AID, SALES TO END SURPLUS
12/03/1986 A012 XFARM CONFERENCE YIELDS DIVERSE IDEA
12/04/1986 C012 FARMERS RIPE FOR NEW IDEAS
12/04/1986 C023 DASCHLE SEES CHANGE COMING FOR FARM BILL
12/07/1986 D012 FARM BILL WON'T COME EASY
12/07/1986 D012 CONFERENCE SHOWS EQUALITY A WAY OF LIFE
12/07/1986 D051 GOVERNMENT TO OFFER DATA LINE ON RESEARCH
12/11/1986 C021 DASCHLE CALLS FOR CHANGE IN CREDIT SYSTEM
12/13/1986 C012 ANALYST PREDICTS FIGHT ON FARM BILL
12/31/1986 A012 RETALIATES IN FARM TRADE WAR
2/04/1987 B041 NATIONAL FARM GROUP SELECTS SCENIC WOMAN
2/06/1987 A015 ^PRODUCTION LIMITS FOCUS OF FARM BILL
2/24/1987 A083 HARKIN BILL GOOD LEGISLATION (L)
2/28/1987 A081 BRIGHT NEWS ABOUT AG LIFE (EDJ
3/22/1987 E023 JOHNSON--FARM ACT UNLIKELY
3/29/1987 A012 FARMER IN SALE OF MORTGAGED GRAIN
3/31/1987 A082 TALK OF FARM CRISIS NOT ENOUGH (L)
4/05/1987 A015 KWHERE FOOD DOLLAR GOES
4/11/1987 C021 SENATE PANEL ADOPTS COMMODITIES MEASURE
4/13/1987 C012 FARM LENDER TO SEE PROFITS BY '90
4/22/1987 B031 GROUP CALLS FOR FARM CREDIT BAILOUT
4/27/1987 C012 ^LENDER SELLS 73,000 ACRES IN SD
4/28/1987 C023 IN TRADE, PRESSLER CAUGHT BETWEEN
5/20/1987 BOll FARMERS AHEAD IN CORN PLANTING
6/07/1987 E012 RECOVERY BEGINS QUIETLY ON THE FARM
6/09/1987 A012 *FARM PROGRAM PRAISED DURING VISIT
• ^671071987 B016' FARM CREDIT NEEDS DEBATED
6/13/1987 C031 IOWA LEADS IN PESTICIDE USE
6/14/1987 EOll FARMERS ELIGIBLE FOR MILLIONS OF FUEL DOLLARS
6/14/1987 E012 ^FARMERS, BROKERS TRADE BARBS
6/15/1987 C031 PANEL HEARS ABOUT DAIRY HERD BUY-OUT
6/21/1987 A081 FARM RECOVERY FRAGILE (ED)
6/21/1987 E014 AGENCY STEPS UP SALES
7/01/1987 BOll AMENDMENT TO HALT LATE FARM PAYMENTS
7/01/1987 B021 STATE TO RECEIVE $15 MILLION UNDER HOUSE BILL
7/03/1987 C021 EXPECTING BIG CHANGES IN FARM BILL
7/07/1987 A012 REAGAN CALLS FOR END TO FARM SUBSIDIES
7/08/1987 C033 FARMERS FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY
7/11/1987 coil SENATOR CO-SPONSORS FARM CREDIT BILL
7/11/1987 C015 ^FORMER AG SECRETARY SPEAKS
7/19/1987 C016 FARM BILL TRADE PLAN DRAWS DASCHLE PRAISE
8/10/1987 A081 TIGHTER CASH ACCOUNTING RULES FOR FARMERS
8/11/1987 C021 JOHNSON PROPOSES COMMODITY CREDIT BILL
8/19/1987 B022 KDASCHLE PUSHES FAIR FARM PRICE BILL
8/21/1987 C016 36FARM LENDER CREDITS PRICES, SUBSIDIES
8/31/1987 C041 INSURANCE COMPANIES INCREASE FARM HOLDINGS
r 9/09/1987 A012 KFARMERS ,'NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD'
9/12/1987 C021'JOHNSON ON FARM CREDIT BAILOUT
9/13/1987 E015 SUBSIDIES WON'T SAVE FARMERS
9/19/1987 A081 FARM AID NICE, AG WOES DEEP (ED)
9/19/1987 C014 LEADER--FARMERS MUST UNITE
9/20/1987 A013 XFARM AID III
9/20/1987 C032 CANADIAN LEADER BRINGS TRADE FIGHT TO STATE
9/20/1987 EOn LENDERS FORECAST $4 BILLION LOSSES
9/20/1987 Foil KFARM AID FOR A SONG
9/22/1987 coil FARM AID RAISES OVER $3 MILLION
9/22/1987 C021 CANDIDATES SHOULD FOCUS ON FARM ISSUES
9/23/1987 BOll EVALUATION KEY, FARM OFFICIAL SAYS
9/27/1987 EOll CORN, BEAN OUTLOOK GOOD
10/04/1987 C064 IOWA DEMOCRAT PUSHES FOR FARM CREDIT BILL
10/11/1987 E012 CHANGES DOUBLE FARMER'S CUT, OFFICIALS SAY
10/12/1987 A105 DASCHLE FARM EFFORTS PRAISED (L)
10/18/1987 E016 JOHNSON--BILL EASES FARM CUTS
10/24/1987 C014 *FARM SUBSIDIES SHOULD BE PHASED OUT
10/25/1987 F015 *AG SCHOOLS FACE ENROLLMENT SLIDES
11/13/1987 C021 REAGAN WANTS FARM-PAYMENT CUT
11/14/1987 C033 36IOWA FARMERS IN BEST SHAPE
11/15/1987 B043 ^WISCONSIN FARMERS GO OUT OF BUSINESS
11/16/1987 C033 JtlOWA FARM OUTLOOK BEST
11/17/1987 coil FEDERAL AG POLICIES TOPIC OF DISCUSSION
11/25/1987 B023 JOHNSON CRITICIZES DIRECTOR'S TRAVELS
11/30/1987 B023 KIOWA'S CORN, SOYBEAN YIELDS BEST
12/03/1987 A016 SENATORS--BILL WOULD REDUCE FORECLOSURES
;jl2/06/1987 C021'- EX-FARMER--SYSTEM 'CAN. CHANGE-
12/07/1987 A012 MIDWEST TAKES LEAD IN FARM RECOVERY
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12/08/1987 AG65 STATE 'SURPLUS' MISLEADING
12/26/1987 CG12 RURAL OUT-MIGRATION STUNS EXPERTS
12/28/1987 BG12 *FARM POLICY IN 1987 POLITICS
1/23/1988 CG2A LAWMAKERS UNHAPPY WITH TRADE PACT
1/28/1988 AG15 *BUSH CREDITS '85 FARM BILL FOR RECOVERY
2/12/1988 AG81 NEEDS STRONG FAMILY FARM ACT (L)
2/16/1988 AG83 *HEALTHY RURAL ECONOMY WOULD PRODUCE
2/18/1988 A1G3 DESTINY DEPENDS ON FAMILY FARMING (L)
2/26/1988 CG12 BANKERS SAY FARM INCOME IMPROVED
3/G1/1988 CGll FARMERS GET BREAK ON TAX DUE DATE
4/G5/1988 BG61 OPTIMISM OF MIDWEST FARM RECOVERY
4/G6/1988 BGIA ECONOMIST FORESEES FARM RECOVERY
<i/G7/1988 CG15 BILL'S PROGRESS VINDICATES BUSINESS LEADER
5/G1/1988 EG12 FARM PRICES KEEP UP STEADY
5/06/1988 AlGl 1985 FARM BILL HELPED (L)
5/24/1988 A012 FARM INCOME, LAND VALUES UP
5/26/1988 CG33 FEWER ACRES TAKEN OUT OF PRODUCTION
5/29/1988 BG23 ^GOVERNORS PLEAD FOR FARM AID
6/01/1988 B012 LYNG APPROVES DROUGHT PROGRAMS
6/19/1988 DOll ROSY USDA OUTLOOK NEGLECTS DROUGHT
6/29/1988 B015 5fLAWMAKERS SAY RULES KEEP FARMER FROM GETTING HELP
7/03/1988 B031 NATIONAL MEDIA FOR FARMERS' PLIGHT
7/31/1988 E041 DEEPENS DEBT OF FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE
8/14/1988 A112 FARMERS AFFECT EVERYONE (L)
9/01/1988 C012 DISASTER PROVISIONS MUST BE IMPROVED
9/09/1988 A012 FARM VOTES LACK SWAY THEY HAD IN '60
10/15/1988 C014 3(FARM BILL WILL REDUCE SUBSIDIES
10/23/1988 E012 *85 BILL SURE TO CROP UP
11/26/1988 A013 GROUP HAS LOST RESPECT--DASCHLE SAYS
:^2/ir/1988 D041 ^FARMERS' HOPES AT ODDS WITH BUDGET TRENDS
12/15/1988 A016 XMOST APPLAUD BUSH'S CHOICE FOR AG CHIEF
1/25/1989 A021 FMHA BERATED FOR HANDLING OF NOTICES
1/26/1989 A083 SOME ABUSE FARM PROGRAMS (L)
1/29/1989 E016 NO MORE USDA
2/03/1989 A081 YUETTER SHOULD REDEFINE AG DEPT'S ROLE (ED)
2/21/1989 C013 PRESSLER--TUNEUP OF FARM BILL TO NEW ONE
3/03/1989 AlOl HARSH REALITIES KEEP RESHAPING AGRICULTURE (ED)
3/28/1989 C021 SUBSIDIES WON'T END SOON
4/23/1989 E012 36FARMLAND PRICES RISE 6 PERCENT
5/16/1989 AlOl FARM OUTLOOK BLEAK
5/28/1989 EOll ABOUT 897,000 ACRES TO BE IDLED IN SD
6/11/1989 E016 AG RESEARCH SAID TO HARM FAMILY FARMS
6/12/1989 AlOl MUST KEEP TELLING THE FARM STORY (ED)
6/22/1989 D061 SDSU GRADUATE TAKES FOREIGN POST
6/25/1989 coil YEUTTER PROMOTES GRADUATE OF SDSU
6/29/1989 AlOl DROUGHT AID MEASURE DESERVES TO SURVIVE (ED)
8/03/1989 D062 *FOOD, AGRICULTURE LINK NATIONS
8/05/1989 A033 CONGRESS OK'S $900 MILLION FARM AID PLAN
8/09/1989 A081 FARM DISASTER AID FITTING (ED)
9/16/1989 C012.SURV CHANGE IN FARM BILL OPINIONS
10/16/1989 A083 SUBSIDIES HURT FARMERS (L)
11/05/1989 E016 ECONOMY SUFFERS UNDER FARM POLICY
11/19/1989 A095 WHO'S RUNNING THE SHOW (1)
11/26/1989 E016 0FF1C1AL--WE NEED MARKETS
12/08/1989 D082 XPRAIRIE HARVEST WITHOUT A PLOW
1/06/1990 C012 96PROGRAMS IRK FARMERS
1/07/1990 C022 DASCHLE, JOHNSON PREDICT HUGE FARM BILL
1/09/1990 B062 FARMERS--DON'T LOWER SUPPORTS
1/14/1990 E035 SOYBEAN, OILSEED BILLS GET FIRST OK
1/23/1990 B061 SURVEY--FARM BILL NEEDS BIG CHANGES
2/07/1990 A012 BUSH'S FARM PLAN GETS GRILLING
2/08/1990 A081 STATE MUST NOT HIDE FROM COMPETITION (ED)
2/08/1990 D062 GRAIN GROUP TO HEAR FARM BILL
2/11/1990 E012 ^CONGRESSMEN HEAR BILL TESTIMONY
3/04/1990 C041 *UPPER MIDWEST RESEARCHERS PIN HOPES ON BURDICK
3/10/1990 C012 PRESSLER SOWS DISAPPROVAL OF FARM BILL
3/13/1990 B062 seDASCHLE SPONSERS ORGANIC FARMING BILL
3/18/1990 A081 MAY BE LUCKY TO MAINTAIN STATUS QUO (ED)
3/27/1990 D061 SURVEY--END FARM SUPPORTS, CONTROLS
4/23/1990 B066 CONGRESSMEN WORKING HARD ON FARM BlLL
5/03/1990 A081 FARMERS MUST TALK PRICES (L)
5/04/1990 D081 PANEL OK'S DASCHLE FARM BILL
5/17/1990 D065 ^POLITICS INCITE PACKING INVESTIGATION
5/30/1990 A083 ^INCREASING FARM LOAN RATES WILL REDUCE
6/21/1990 D062 FARM BILL COMPROMISE COLLAPSES
6/26/1990 D062 FARM BILL PLANS WORRY FARMERS
STATESrCAN'T HOPE FOR TOO MUCH (ED)
7/05/1990 A083 AG PANELS GAMBLING WITH FAMILY FARMS (L)
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AGED-AB
AGED-AL
AGED-AR
AGED-BE
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AGED-BR
AGED-OA
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AGED-CU
AGED-DR
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/07/1990 COIA
7/12/1990 A015
7/16/1990 A081
7/28/1990 A016
7/28/1990 A021
8/02/1990 A016
8/02/1990 B065
8/02/1990 B066
8/05/1990 AlOl
8/05/1990 A112
8/05/1990 E012
8/12/1990 EOll
10/12/1990 A016
10/15/1990 A081
10/17/1990 D082
10/27/1990 COAl
11/03/1990 C031
11/16/1990 D072
11/27/1990 A08A
11/27/1990 B06<!i
11/28/1990 D091
12/13/1990 D08A
1/26/1991 C012
1/27/1991 E033
2/05/1991 B062
3/06/1991 D061
3/18/1991 C033
3/23/1991 C031
- K.4/13/ia91, A08A
" ' 5^ AlOl
5/30/1991 B061
7/31/1991 D051
8/11/1991 EOll
9/08/1991 C033
11/23/1991 C031
11/28/1991 B076
12/03/1991 D061
12/08/1991 F016
1/12/1992 F016
1/22/1992 A085
1/2A/1992 C031
2/03/1992 A061
2/16/1992 A092
3/06/1992 D061
3/08/1992 E016
<»/09/1992 D06A
4/19/1992 A012
4/26/1992 E015
5/25/1992 A015
, , . 7/19/1992 EOll
9/03/1992 AOll
11/23/1992 A071
11/23/1992 A071
11/30/1992 B012
11/30/1992 B012
10/12/1992 B012
2/27/1990 B062
1/27/1991 EOll
3/07/1982 B061
2/17/1984 C051
8/14/1986 BOll
1/26/1992 F032
7/31/1988 A012
6/01/1990 C016
12/31/1989 coil
8/30/1982 A013
11/05/1983 B041
1/19/1990 C021
7/23/1990 B031
2/13/1984 coil
12/25/1985 B021
1/26/1990 C014
10/25/1991 A012
12/13/1982 B012
12/15/1982 C013
5/31/1988 coil
MH^V4v3/26/1990 rC023:v
2/28/1990 A015
STATE DELEGATION, CANDIDATES NOT SATISFIED
FARM SUBSIDY CUTS UNPOPULAR IN SD
QUICK END TO FARM PROPS DANGEROUS
SENATE PASSES FARM BILL
SD SENATORS CRITICAL OF NEW FARM BILL
KHOUSE OK'S 1990 FARM BILL
FARM BILL PROPOSAL WOULD LIMIT LOANS
5fSD PICKED FOR FEDERAL AG PROJECT
NEW FARM BILL COULD BE WORSE (ED)
NEW FARM PROGRAM MAKES MORE SENSE (L)
PROGRESS ON FARM BILL READY TO UNRAVEL
YEUTTER URGED TO STALL COLLECTIONS
HOUSE PANEL OK'S CUTS IN FARM PROGRAM
AGRICULTURE HAS BATTLE ON HANDS (ED)
FARM BILL TAKES ENVIRONMENTAL TURN
SENATORS AGREE ON FARM BILL, BUDGET
SUBSIDY CUTS IN LIMBO
5CTRADE TALKS GOING NOWHERE
DEMOCRATS TO BLAME FOR MONEY WOES (L)
GULF CRISIS SEEN AS HINDRANCE TO AGRICULTURE
BIG FARM INCOMES PREDICTED IN 1991
POLITICAL LEADERS LAUD BUSH TRADE ACTION
AG SECRETARY NOMINEE TAKES...
FARM LEADERS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT MADIGAN
FARM BUDGET DOESN'T CHANGE MUCH
FOURTH-QUARTER FARM PROFITS DIP
FARM BILL CHANGES HURT FARMERS
3CBUSH CARES MORE ABOUT JORDAN THAN FARMERS
BUSH NOT TO BLAME FOR FARM AMENDMENT (L)
DON'T LET BUSINESS CONTROL AG POLICY (ED)
PLANTING ADVANCES IN MOST OF US
NUMBER OF US FARMS DROPS 2 PERCENT IN LAST YEAR
FARM PROFITS LAG BEHIND 1990 LEVEL
FEDERAL CROP PROGRAMS CHALLENGING FARMERS
CONGRESS STOPS EFFORT TO HELP OUT DAIRY FARMERS
US FARM PRICES ON DECLINE
FARM GROUP PLANS NEWS CONFERENCE
GROUP--AG EFFORT IS TOP PRIORITY
KUSDA SHOULD TAKE ROLE IN WORLD MARKET
USDA HELPS PRODUCERS MORE THAN DASCHLE (L)
LABELING CHANGES ON FOOD FOR INDIANS
POLICY MAKERS HAVE FAILED IN AG TRADE (L)
FAMILY FARMS TO SUFFER IN NEW WORLD ORDER (L)
DASCHLE--FARMERS ANGRY WITH MADIGAN
*MAD1GAN DEVELOPS STRATEGY
AG SECRETARY PROMISES TO CLOSE SOME OFFICES
TO STOP GIVING FLOUR TO SCHOOLS, RESERVATIONS
AG DEPARTMENT NOW MONSTROUS
URBAN AID MAY HURT FARMERS
FARM. ESTATEvVALUE FALLS 49 PERCENT SINCE '81
*BUSH PLEDGES AID TO FARMERS
3CW0ULD BE EXCELLENT AGRICULTURE SECRETARY
^ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS A KEY TO FUTURE POLICY
KMICKELSON LIKES SINNER FOR AG POST
FARM CENSUS BEGINS NEXT MONTH
EBUSINESS SCHOOL TO OPEN ON PRAIRIE
*FARM GROUPS SPONSER EXHIBIT
THREE-DAY AGARAMA WILL BEGIN FEB 26
70-YEAR-OLD HEALTH AIDE FORCED TO QUIT
WORK KEEPS WOMAN, 90, YOUNG
*THE STRONG MAN AT 83
ELDERLY LUNCH PROGRAM BEGINS IN ARLINGTON
3CW0MAN TURNS 106 WITHOUT A WORRY
BERESFORD WOMAN DIES AT AGE 107
HEALTH CARE ORDERLY CHARGED WITH RAPE
*THE LAST OF A GENERAT10N--BRAND0N
BROOKINGS HANDICAPPED CAN HIRE AIDE
BROOKINGS GROUP TO HELP ELDERLY
PRIVATE FUNDS NEEDED FOR ELDERLY PROGRAMS
JCCANTON WOMAN QUILTS TO HELP OTHERS
KWOMAN, 80, TENDS COUNTRY STORE
KCANTON'S GOOD NEIGHBOR DIES
^CHANCELLOR MAN IS 105 YEARS STRONG
COLD WEATHER DOESN'T COOL FIGHT WITH CITY
CUSTER COUPLE HAS WATER AGAIN
COUNTY TO HONOR FIVE CENTURY CITIZENS
XSMALl^ CREATIONS KEEP.vRETIREE'S HANDS BUSY
*90-YEAR-OLD KNOWS ONLY WORKING LIFE
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12/19/1990 C03A WOMAN CELEBRATES 1Q5TH BIRTHDAY
lO/OA/1987 C021 HURON RESIDENTS WARNED OF MONEY SCAM
7/20/1989 coil HURON WINS AWARD FROM AGING AGENCY
5/13/1983 A012 ^LENNOX WOMAN REFLECTS ON CENTURY THAT'S GONE BY
12/25/1985 A061 KAT 91 AND 100, LENNOX NEIGHBORS SHARE
5/12/1992 C032 KLENNOX MAN KEPT PEDALING AT 106
1/02/1986 C031 MARTIN WOMAN MARKS HER 105TH BIRTHDAY
6/23/1986 B013 *l05-YEAR-OLD WOMAN SETS EXAMPLE
12/15/1987 C031 MADISON WOMAN DIES AT lOA
7/07/1982 C031 MITCHELL OFFERS MEALS FOR SENIORS
3/30/1987 A052 *MITCHELL'S EXERCISE GURU
8/22/1992 D053 KBICYCLIST STILL WHEELING AT 90
7/25/1989 C021 KMINNEHAHA'S CENTENARIANS RECOGNIZED
1/21/1985 B03r TOE-TAPPING KEEPING ELDERLY"IN TIP TOP SHAPE
1/09/1982 B023 FREE FISHING LICENSES URGED FOR SD ELDERLY CD
1/19/1982 C021 DOUBLE DUTY FOR SCHOOL BUSES & KITCHENS (ED)
3/09/1982 B052 FARM LEADER--CUTS WILL END JOBS FOR ELDERLY
3/11/1982 D0A3 STATE TO FINANCE HOUSING FOR ELDERLY
3/29/1982 BOAl AUGUSTANA OFFERS ELDERHOSTEL
A/20/1982 BOll *FATE OF GREEN THUMB HAS SD ELDERLY WORRIED
5/05/1982 C061 SOME SD SCHOOLS WILL SERVE LUNCH TO SENIOR CITIZENS
8/25/1982 A013 K7A-YEAR-0LD WOMAN OPTS FOR ELECTRICITY--AND TV
9/01/1982 AOIA REAGAN VETO MEANS SD ELDERLY LOSE JOBS
11/18/1982 C032 ELDERLY URGED TO GET FLU SHOTS THIS WINTER
1/11/1983 A051 KSD WOMAN PROVES YOU'RE NEVER TOO OLD
1/26/1983 D051 AGING OFFICE WANTS INPUT FROM SENIORS
8/15/1983 C031 POSTER CONTEST IS FOR ELDERLY
8/30/1983 B013 KPRESSLER HEARS ELDERLY'S PROBLEMS
9/07/1983 A012 KSOUTH DAKOTANS ARE GROWING OLD
9/07/1983 BOll ^ELDERLY FACE PARADOX OF INDEPENDENCE
9/07/1983 B013 STATE'S POPULATION OF OLDER CITIZENS
10/18/1983 coil ^HEARING EXPLORES HIGH INTEREST RATE
12/18/1983 C081 INSURANCE AGENTS FOOL 100 ELDERLY IN STATE
2/05/198A B034 GOVERNORS' DEFICIT PLAN UNFAIR CD
2/28/1984 BOll MONEY FOR PROGRAMS FOR ELDERLY
3/08/1984 C041 2 FARMERS) AGES 96 AND 94, HONORED
3/21/1984 C075 TO PROMOTE TALENT AMONG SENIORS
7/11/1984 D015 ^DEFENDS INTENT OF MEETINGS WITH STATE'S ELDERLY
1/30/1985 D045 ^COMMITTEE REJECTS ELDERLY ABUSE REPORT BILL
4/30/1985 B041 SENIOR PROGRAMS MAY LOSE MILLIONS
5/15/1985 A015 SD HEADED FOR TROUBLE WITH ELDERLY
12/25/1985 A012 KELDERLY CAN'T RETIRE FROM THE FUTURE
12/26/1985 A012 KELDERLY FIND GETTING OLDER IS WORKING OUT
12/27/1985 A012 3fT00 COLD FOR COMFORT
12/27/1985 A021 KCOUPLE PLANS TO MOVE TO APARTMENTS
1/06/1986 C021 PROGRAM HELPS SENIORS FEEL YOUNG
4/10/1986 C035 HEIDEPRIEM TELLS ELDERLY OF RIGHTS
5/22/1986 A012 SD RANKS LOW IN ELDERLY CARE
7/12/1986 A051 PREVENTION PREVENTS FALLS FOR ELDERLY
7/29/1986 C021 EYE CARE HELPLINE REACHES OUT TO ELDERLY
8/12/1986 A012 *WOMAN CELEBRATES 11 DECADES
8/12/1986 A051 K105-YEAR-OLD WOMAN RECALLS QUIET LIFE
10/16/1986 A062 SENIORS GROUP NON-PARTISAN
10/19/1986 C012 MICKELSON FOR MORE AID TO ELDERLY
10/29/1986 B012 GROUP CAUGHT UP IN POLITICS LOSES GRANT
11/01/1986 A112 RETIRED SENIOR PROGRAM SALUTED (L)
11/14/1986 A085 SENIOR CITIZENS GROUP NEEDS FUNDING (L)
11/24/1986 C012 HISTORY TO BE FOUND IN LINES OF AGE
12/30/1986 C033 ^STATE'S RESIDENTS GROW OLDER
1/03/1987 C033 OLDEST RESIDENTS RANK BELOW NATION FINANCIALLY
2/02/1987 C021 NATIVE OLDEST LIVING NOTRE DAME ALUMNUS
2/20/1987 A015 1 IN 10 ELDERLY SUFFER ABUSE
3/05/1987 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON DRIVERS OLDER THAN 70
3/05/1987 B031 17 ELDERHOSTEL SESSIONS SCHEDULED
3/05/1987 C021 BILL GIVES ELDERLY BREAK ON CAR INSURANCE
3/13/1987 C021 STATE TO HONOR 2 MEN OVER 90, STILL FARMING
6/01/1987 coil ELDERLY ON RISE STUDY SAYS
8/19/1987 BOll ELDERLY IN NEED TO GET PHONE CREDIT
9/09/1987 B012 SENATORS BACK ELDERLY HEALTH PLAN
9/22/1987 C033 *65 AND OVER POPULATION INCREASING
9/25/1987 C025 ELDERLY POPULATION FASTEST GROWING IN SD
9/28/1987 A015 ^GUARDIANSHIP CASES UNDER LOOSE REIN
9/29/1987 C012 TYPICAL CASE PUTS FAMILY IN CONTROL
9/29/1987 C033 HUTCHINSON FASTEST GROWING COUNTY
9/30/1987 B021 ^GUARDIANSHIP WARDS OFTEN LOST
10/03/1987 AlOl TIGHTER CONTROL OVER GUARDIAN SYSTEM (ED)
•10/14/1987i B021 PROGRAM CUTS; COSTS -FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
11/27/1987 C012 ELDERLY CARE MUST CHANGE
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1/25/1988 A012 ELDERLY ARE MAKING VOICES HEARD
2/1A/1988 B031 ELDERLY TO RECEIVE LOWER PHONE BILLS
2/15/1988 BOll SENIOR CITIZEN PROGRAM READY
2/16/1988 A081 CITIZENS COULD HELP MAKE CITY SAFER CD
A/2A/1988 E012 3«SEN10RS GOING BACK TO WORK
5/19/1988 C012 SENIORS ABUSE MEDICATION, BOOK SAYS
6/07/1988 A015 GUARDIANS OF ELDERLY GET LEGISLATIVE REVIEW
7/2A/1988 E01<i PRESSLER--ELDERLY INDIANS IGNORED
9/01/1988 C012 ELDERLY MAY GET HELP PAYING MEDICAL BILLS
3/19/1989 FOIA CARE COSTS COULD BE REACHING CRISIS
'i/30/1989 DD06 ELDERLY ARE LARGE, NEGLECTED GROUP
9/08/1989 CO^l MORE BEDS NEEDED FOR AGED
9/08/1989 C042 MANY VOICE DISLIKE FOR HEALTH PLAN
9/29/1989 AlOl AGING NATION REWRITING DEFINITION OF ELDERLY (ED)
10/19/1989 C041 STUDY PREDICTS INCRESE IN ELDERLY VISITS
11/06/1989 A052 JfHEALTH CLUBS GEAR PROGRAMS FOR AGING POPULATION
12/20/1989 A012 ELDERLY COUPLE FIGHT FRAUD AND WIN
12/30/1989 C0133€CANTON SENIOR CITIZENS HIT POOL BALLS
1/25/1990 D062 GROUP SEEKS NURSING HOME HELP
1/28/1990 F061 SOCIAL BIRDS FLY SOUTH IN WINTER
3/07/1990 D081 HIRING OLDER WORKERS SPOTLIGHTED
4/19/1990 con STATE CONFERENCE FOR ELDERLY SET FOR MAY
5/06/1990 DD06 *F1T SENIOR CITIZEN TELLS OTHERS
6/05/1990 con CITY MAN APPOINTED TO SENIORS COMMITTEE
10/12/1990 A105 WRITER DOESN'T SPEAK FOR ALL SENIOR CITIZENS (L)
12/16/1990 A012 STRUGGLE TO PLACE NEEDY SENIORS IN NURSING HOMES
3/21/1991 C033 SERVICES CAN HELP ELDERLY REMAIN AT HOME
4/08/1991 C033 SENIOR GROUP PLANS ANNUAL CONFERENCE
9/21/1991, C012 GROUP WANTS HELP FOR SD ELDERLY
12/12/1991 C015 KSENIORS HONOR DASCHLE
2/15/1992 con SENIOR CITIZEN INTERN INQUIRIES BEING TAKEN
4/07/1992 con SENIOR CITIZENS SET STATE MEETING
5/18/1992 A012 STATE'S 43,070 WIDOWED COMBAT LONELINESS
6/03/1992 C012 PROGRAM SEEKS TO STEM ELDERLY ABUSE
8/11/1992 B022 ELDERLY MEALS PROGRAM 'EFFICIENT'
8/17/1992 A014 BOLDER DRIVERS FACE ROADBLOCKS
11/22/1992 GOll KSOUTH DAKOTANS FLOCK SOUTH
1/19/1982 A081 TELL (THE INSTITUTE FOR ENRICHMENT OF LATER LIFE)
2/17/1982 C013 KFREE VALENTINE DINNERS
2/24/1982 D084 SENIOR CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
3/02/1982 B041 SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM MOVES
3/15/1982 BOll TRAVELING FISCAL SAFETY NET WORRIES OLD
3/25/1982 DOll AUTHORITIES OK APARTMENT PLAN FOR ELDERLY
3/27/1982 A083 GRATEFUL FOR NEW PIANO
5/04/1982 BOll BERGELAND DIRECTOR QU1TS--N0 REASON GIVEN
5/05/1982 A014 NO REASON FOR HER DISMISSAL
5/06/1982 D014 BERGELAND PROBE TURNED UP NOTHING
5/07/1982 A012 ^POLICE TO INVESTIGATE SENIOR CENTER
5/08/1982 B031 SENIOR CITIZEN VOLUNTEER HONORED
5/21/1982 .C024 SENIOR CENTER BOARD BLASTED FOR FIRINGS (L)
5/22/1982 C032 STATE BERGELAND CENTER AUDIT CALLED ROUTINE
5/25/1982 A061 KRET1REMENT--ACT1VE LIVING WITHOUT THE HASSLES
9/10/1982 BOll KSENIOR CITIZENS TALENT SHOW STARTS TODAY
9/10/1982 con SF MAN TO BE TRIED IN THEFT OF $1,500
9/11/1982 C012 KA TOUCH OF ROYALTY
11/10/1982 BOll GENERATIONS SHARE SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
11/28/1982 A012 *WAYNE FRENCH—BEST KNOWN FOR HIS PUCKER
11/28/1982 DOll KONLY THING SENIORS DO SLOWLY IS GROW OLD
11/30/1982 B064 THESE SENIORS GRADUATE EARLY FROM LHS
12/04/1982 A094 RSVP PROGRAM A REWARDING VENTURE (L)
1/13/1983 B054 MEMBERSHIP MONTH FOR SENIORS' PROGRAM
1/13/1983 C071 K'l CAN CREATE A BRIGHT SPOT IN A DAY'
1/27/1983 C024 ELDERLY NEED VISITORS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR (L)
2/14/1983 A053 XFOR 102 YR-OLD, ALL HAVE BEEN GOOD
2/15/1983 C021 USE SCHOOL BUSES TO TRANSPORT ELDERLY (ED)
4/10/1983 con XSR CITIZENS MUST HAVE POSITIVE ATTITUDE ABOUT AGING
4/24/1983 Dill KSF MAN RECALLS 100 YEARS OF LIFE
5/01/1983 N041 K(CULTURE/T0UR1SM) SENIOR CENTER'S GETTING OLDER
7/23/1983 B013 ^SENIORS' THEATER GROUP TELLS STORIES
8/07/1983 BOll ^DECISIONS FACED BY CHILDREN OF AGING PARENTS
8/13/1983 BOll ADULT DAY SUPERVISION CENTER WILL OPEN IN FALL
8/13/1983 B014 STATE URGED TO BACK CENTERS
8/16/1983 Bd21 A HELPING HAND FOR ADULT DAY CARE (ED)
9/08/1983 BOll *HAV1NG THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE
9/17/1983 B035 5€SEN10R ROYALTY
9/26/1983 BOll SENIOR CITIZENS GROUP RECEIVES §19,845
,10/04/1983 A012.XA YOUTHFUL 97
10/13/1983'B051" SENIOR DAY'BREAK' HAS' OPEN HOUSE
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10/18/1983 B035 SHLANTA ELECTED TO BOARD
11/03/1983 C031 CARRIERS OFFER TO CHECK ON ELDERLY, SHUT-INS
11/07/1983 coil XMEALS-ON-WHEELS BRINGS FOOD TO ELDERLY
11/07/1983 C012 ^HELPING FRIENDS KEEPS RETIRED COUPLE BUSY
11/09/1983 B054 ^WIDOWED PERSONS HONOR ERICKSON
11/18/1983 C023 SENIOR CITIZEN SOUNDS OFF
11/21/1983 A113 36CRASH COURSE WAKES SENIORS UP TO THE PAST
12/12/1983 A091 *LONGEVITY IS PAYNE FAMILY TRADEMARK
1/10/1984 A051 ^CENTER OFFERS FAMILIES AN ALTERNATIVE
1/10/1984 A075 4 ELECTED TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS
1/21/1984 B021 'FRIENDS* PROGRAM BOLSTERS SERVICES CED)
3/22/1984 BOll *BERGELAND CENTER'S ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
4/26/1984 DOll BASEBALL SENIOR CITIZENS CAN STILL PLAY THE GAME
5/18/1984 C042 *WALK 'N TALK
7/25/1984 C023 MEDIA QUESTIONS DISAPPOINTING (L)
9/22/1984 C031 *KING AND QUEEN
9/26/1984 DOll MCKENNAN PROGRAM EASES PROBLEMS OF AGING.
10/10/1984 C014 36THE POWER OF A PURR
10/25/1984 B055 TELL PLANS ANNUAL DINNER
11/04/1984 N062 SF SENIOR CITIZENS ARE ON THE RUN
11/19/1984 B023 HELP SENIORS ENJOY SEASON (L)
12/11/1984 B041 KAT 101, OFF MORTALITY CHARTS
12/16/1984 A014 *AT 99, HE LOOKS AHEAD
12/26/1984 BOll SF FIRM GETS GRANT TO SURVEY ELDERLY
1/09/1985 BOll 36BRIDGING THE GAP
1/11/1985 BOll KGOING BACK TO CLASS AT 71
1/21/1985 Alll WANT TO ADOPT A GRANDPARENT
1/23/1985 B051 KCERNY IS SENIOR CITIZEN OF YEAR
; 3/15/1985 COll CLINICS SCHEDULE TESTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
5/02/1985 coil ^SENIORS MAKE MAY DAY A TREAT
5/06/1985 C013 XFRIENDS HONOR TIRELESS SENIOR CENTER WORKER
5/17/1985 BOll 1 IN 25 ELDERLY ABUSED
5/24/1985 COll *ELDERWALK MAKES STRIDES
5/28/1985 A071 9eAT 91, MARTHA KEEPS MOVING
6/01/1985 A105 DON'T FORGET SENIOR CITIZENS (L)
6/28/1985 BOll seCLASS ACT FOR ELDERS
8/05/1985 A095 XNEW MEMBERS ADDED TO COUNCIL
8/07/1985 BOll ^AFTERNOON EXCURSION
9/13/1985 C031 CENTER TO HELP EDLERLY SORT THROUGH CHOICES
9/22/1985 C013 TALENT EXPLODES ALL OVER SHOW
9/24/1985 COll LOCAL AGENCY PLANS TO USE §10,000 GRANT
12/05/1985 BOll *SENIORS SING OUT WITH CHRISTMAS CAROLS
12/25/1985 A061 *SHE'S WATCHED CITY CHANGE
12/25/1985 COll *A TREASURE BUILT UPON MEMORIES
12/26/1985 A012 ^SENIORS DECIDE MEAL BEATS EATING ALONE
12/28/1985 A012 *TYING THE KNOT-AGAIN
12/28/1985 A021 *IMP0RTANT FOR WIDOWS TO KEEP ACTIVE
12/29/1985 A012 ^STAYING IN SHAPE
12/29/1985 A061 BURY MYTHS OF AGING (ED)
12/29/1985 A073 A LIST OF SERVICES AVAILABLE
1/20/1986 BOll ^VOLUNTEER STAYS FIT BY HELPING OTHERS
1/23/1986 A061 ROMANCE DESERVES LIFE IN NURSING HOME (ED)
2/24/1986 A051 ^SENIORS AT THE BERGELAND CENTER
2/28/1986 BOll KA LITTLE FELLOWSHIP AND LOTS OF CARING
4/12/1986 A095 JAMBOREE RAISES BENEFIT FUNDS (L)
4/22/1986 COll ^SENIORS COMPARE NOTES AT LINCOLN
4/27/1986 N031 (HEALTH) *SHE STILL ENJOYS DIP IN POOL
4/27/1986 N071 (RELIGION) *84-YEAR-0LD PIANO PLAYER
5/09/1986 B015 NEW THEATER GROUP GIVES PERFORMANCE
5/21/1986 A012 KGRAY PANTHER POUNCES ON INJUSTICE
5/24/1986 A054 ELDERWALK TO TAKE SENIORS THROUGH ZOO
5/30/1986 COll ^SENIORS WALK FOR HEALTH
6/01/1986 A104 SENIORS GETTING FINE CARE (L)
6/06/1986 D012 *NEVER TOO OLD TO EXERCISE
8/13/1986 B013 9€NEWSPAPER LEADS TO LONG-LOST COUSIN
8/16/1986 A075 ^AGELESS ATHLETES COMPETE IN OLYMPICS
8/22/1986 C023 CARD OFFERS SENIOR CITIZENS GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
9/03/1986 C012 ^VOLUNTEERS DELIVER FOOD, FRIENDSHIP
9/07/1986 C015 RESIDENT WALKS AWAY FROM NURSING HOME
9/08/1986 B034 VOLUNTEERS 60 AND OLDER NEEDED
9/08/1986 COll MISSING MAN FOUND IN DELL RAPIDS HOME
9/25/1986 B021 SENIORS VOLUNTEER PROGRAM GETS NEW DIRECTOR
10/20/1986 C012 CHILDREN ARE SPECIAL AT LOLLY'S
1/03/1987 A075 RSVP CHRISTMAS PARTY SUCCESSFUL (L)
1/21/1987 C071 3CW0MAN CHOSEN 1986 SENIOR CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
2/08/1987 A012 ^TIMELESS EXCHANGE
;a-3/01/1987 :A012 KTHE ^NEW POOR
3/01/1987 A041 5CS0ME FOOT BILL LONGER THAN MOST
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3/12/1987 0012
3/14/1987 A074
3/28/1987 A072
4/21/1987 A064
4/27/1987 AD53
5/20/1987 B033
8/02/1987 E012
9/26/1987 0015
12/21/1987 O014
3/04/1988 0021
3/06/1988 A012
3/31/1988 A094
4/17/1988 DOll
5/18/1988 BOll
5/18/1988 C094
6/07/1988 C021
6/14/1988 A015
6/15/1988 O091
6/26/1988 EOll
7/11/1988 OOll
8/22/1988 A071
8/31/1988 0094
9/17/1988 0012
9/18/1988 E012
1/19/1989 B012
1/21/1989 A052
6/01/1989 A072
6/09/1989 0013
6/22/1989 O012
11/02/1989 B012
12/29/1989 A012
12/31/1989 N064
4/22/1990 A115
5/28/1990 O015
7/03/1990 O012
10/24/1990 B012
12/02/1990 A012
4/13/1991 A052
5/11/1991 A052
5/12/1991 A092
5/23/1991 OOll
6/12/1991 D012
7/27/1991 O012
8/05/1991 B015
10/24/1991 0015
11/11/1991 BOll
3/13/1992 D072
3/26/1992 O015
3/28/1992 A051
4/05/1992 A113
4/12/1992 A075
4/16/1992 A012
6/09/1992 B012
7/28/1992 B012
8/06/1992 B012
8/22/1992 A072
10/29/1992 A083
12/16/1992 A012
12/25/1992 A103
1/25/1982 B02I
2/15/1982 B014
4/02/1982 O041
9/08/1982 O025
1/10/1983 O025
3/03/1983 O031
7/28/1983 OOll
3/24/1984 O024
9/23/1984 DOll
4/06/1985 AlOl
7/29/1986 A061
10/25/1986 A012
9/16/1987 D012
2/15/1988 B033
9/30/1989 O033
10/14/1989 A081
11/13/1989 A084
5/17/1990. OOll
5/27/1990 OOll
56MAYOR JACK WHITE HELPED DELIVER NOON MEALS
MEALS ON WHEELS THANKS HELPERS (L)
NUTRITION PROJECT BENEFITS ELDERLY (L)
GROWING OLD IS THE PYDS (L)
XBERGELAND SENIORS TAKE TO THE STAGE
XELDERLY POPULATION BY GENGER
COURTING THE ELDERLY
KSENIOR CITIZENS FIND TALENT AT SHOW
^INVESTMENT FIRM OPENS PHONE LINES
COUNTY WANTS TO HONOR CENTENARIANS
^PRISONERS OF FEAR
*APPETITE HAS GROWN, LOCAL FOUNDER SAYS
CENTURY CITIZENS TO BE HONORED
STATE TO HONOR 3 CENTURY CITIZENS
CENTURY CITIZENS TO BE HONORED
CENTURY CITIZENS IN COUNTY TO BE HONORED
ELDERLY HOLDING UP WELL
FIVE HONORED AS COUNTY CENTURY CITIZENS
TWO CENTURY CITIZENS TO BE RECOGNIZED
COUNTY TO HONOR 4 CENTURY CITIZENS
SCHOOLS OFFER SENIORS RATE BREAKS
COUNTY HONORS CENTURY CITIZENS
KFACES OF EXPERIENCE
*A GIANT FRIEND TO THE LITTLE GUY
*A SLOWER, BUT SOCIAL, PACE
KWOMAN PLAYS DESPITE AGE
TROLLING IN WITH LUNCH
^SENIOR CITIZENS LIVE THE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
RED CROSS HELPS ELDERLY BEAT HEAT
^FOLLOWED STATE'S HISTORY FROM BIRTH TO PRESENT
PEOPLE WRING OUT BENEFITS OF OLD YEAR
*2ND MARRIAGE STILL A DREAM
LAW HURTS SENIOR CITIZENS (L)
ADULT DAY CARE NEED GROWING
36MAKES JOKES ABOUT 105TH BIRTHDAY
SEATING HABITS WORK AGAINST ELDERLY DIETS
56HANDICAPPED SENIORS FEAR MOBILITY CRISIS
SYMPOSIUM CONCENTRATES ON MINISTRY FOR SENIORS
SENIORS CITIZEN FORUMS PLANNED FOR TWO WEEKS
EXPO FILLED WITH AIDS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS (L)
SENIOR OPTIONS SEMINAR DRAWS 1,500
SENIORS SET FOR THREE DAYS OF HOT COMPETITION
HOUSING SHORTAGE LIMITING OPTIONS FOR ELDERLY
FOOD PROGRAM CUT BY $42,000
ELDERLY MUST WAIT FOR HELP
CHAMBERLAIN NAMED SENIOR CITIZEN OF YEAR
3685-YEAR-OLD WON'T GIVE UP WORK
36BIRTHDAY NUMBER 103
36HELGE'S PIONEER SPIRIT STILL FULL OF GLEE
SF HAS POOR FACILITIES FOR SENIORS (L)
SF DOESN'T DO MUCH FOR ITS SENIORS (L)
36TEACHER, 88, GOES BACK TO SCHOOL
36HOME WHERE THE HEARTH IS
TWO SF RESIDENTS FOIL CON ARTISTS, CALL POLICE
36VOLUNTEER LURES OTHERS TO FISH
36FREE WHEELIN'
SF NEEDS BETTER SENIOR SERVICES (L)
PROGRAM HELPS PAY FOR ELDERLY'S TAX BILL
SENIOR CITIZENS DESERVE BUILDING IN NICE AREA (L)
SUMMIT HOPES FOR NEW BUS PLAN (L)
36DISPENSER OF PHILOSOPHY
ROBERTS SAYS KEEP GREEN THUMB
ELDERLY CUTS DEPLORED
DEMOCRATS TRYING TO BILK SENIOR CITIZENS (L)
BILL CREATES ELDERLY HOUSING OFFICE
AGING COMMITTEE WILL HOLD LOCAL HEARING
SENIORS DESERVE MORE THAN $84 A MONTH (L)
36PROMOTES VALUE OF ELDERLY AS CONSUMERS
AMERICANS LIVING LONGER CED)
GRAMM-RUDMAN DENIES FAIR COLA (L)
ELDERLY GROUP HITS ABDNOR VOTE RECORD
36TRAVELS TO SPREAD BAPTIST MESSAGE
HOUSEHOLD INCOME AT AGE 65
ELDERLY HOUSING
POOR ELDERLY MAY LOSE THEIR HEALTH-CARE FIGHT (ED)
BILL PENALIZES RETIREES (L)
BILLf TARGETS FRAUD. ON SENIOR CITIZENS
HEARING WILL ADDRESS ELDERLY HEALTH CARE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/20/1992 CG12 HELPFUL SENIORS LIVE LONGER, BETTER LIVES
12/25/1988 C012 NUN'S GIFT TO WATERTOWN IS HOME
2/21/1985 A013 *BURIED MAN WITH NO FAMILY, FRIENDS
12/06/1991 A012 9eV0WS BOND COUPLE 72 YEARS
1/23/1987 A052 *ART CENTER DIRECTOR CLEANING HOUSE
4/24/1987 B012 DIRECTOR OPENS UP ART CENTER
1/02/1989 C012 KART DIRECTOR WISHES TO BE A TV COMIC
5/06/1990 EE12 3CARTS, ENTERTAINMENT START ON POSITIVE NOTE
8/27/1992 B062 XT-SHIRTS FOR THE BEST
2/25/1984 A015 DASCHLE BLASTS DEFOLIANT STUDY
5/09/1984 D021 AGENT ORANGE 'WIN' MAY NOT BE A VICTORY (ED)
9/09/1984 C051 AGENT ORANGE WAS NEEDED, VETERAN SAYS
10/04/1984 C031 CONGRESS NEARS APPROVAL OF AGENT ORANGE
10/19/1984 C025 BILL IS A VICTORY FOR VETERANS (L)
11/11/1984 C031 AGENT ORANGE FORM BRINGS MEMORIES
9/28/1987 A081 AGENT ORANGE KEEPS SOILING NATIONAL IMAGE (ED)
5/02/1990 A021 KREPORT LINKS AGENT ORANGE TO CANCER
8/27/1990 C031 VETERAN CALLS ATTENTION TO AGENT ORANGE EFFECTS
9/07/1990 C012 XAGENT ORANGE VICTIM ROLLS THROUGH CITY
10/14/1991 B033 DUMP SITE SOUGHT FOR TOXIC AGENT ORANGE
9/01/1992 D012 XOH, JUST FORGET IT
9/01/1992 D033 FORGETFULNESS CAN SIGNAL PROBLEMS
11/10/1991 E012 XCANDIDATE SEEKS RECOGNITION
1/29/1992 C035 AGRAN SAYS SD VOTE CRITICAL
2/21/1992 A094 AGRAN SHOULD BE ABLE TO DEBATE DEMOCRATS (L)
2/24/1992 A104 LARRY AGRAN WOULD MAKE GOOD PRESIDENT (L)
3/09/1992 A083 XAGRAN IS BEST CHOICE FOR INDIANS
SEE AG
, 8/15/1982^C031 AHLERS HOLD SLIGHT EDGE IN HUSET
8/27/1992 D012XDELICATE & DOLL-ICIOUS
5/21/1992 A015 XLAST WISH COMES TRUE AT SOUTH CAROLINA SHORE
11/26/1988 A102 PLAY RESERVES IN BLOWOUT (L)
2/04/1989 B013 PLANKINTON STANDS BY FOUR-MINUTES PLAYING TIME
1/15/1985 B035 3 CASES OF AIDS SYMPTOMS REPORTED
10/10/1985 C014 STATE HAS ITS 1ST VICTIM
10/20/1985 A015 BISHOP SEEKS TO CURB FEAR
1/07/1986 C022 LAWMAKERS TO SPONSOR AIDS BILL
1/24/1986 coil OFFICIALS REPORT STATE'S THIRD AIDS VICTIM
1/24/1986 C051 PLAN TO DESIGNATE BLOOD IS OUT
1/30/1986 A012 VA TO ADMIT AIDS PATIENT
2/04/1986 A081 FEAR OF AIDS NO REASON TO ABANDON (ED)
2/04/1986 A085 PAPER SINKS TO NEW LOW (L)
3/04/1986 C015 PATIENT TESTED FOR AIDS
5/02/1986 B014 SD HAS AIDS HYSTERIA
5/25/1986 C016 SD PLANS EDUCATION ON AIDS
6/21/1986 A012 CITIBANK EMPLOYEE TESTS POSTIVE
8/02/1986 C034 NEW YORKER RUNS TO RAISE AWARENESS OF AIDS
8/17/1986 C021 ELLSWORTH PERSONNEL TO BE TESTED FOR AIDS
8/23/1986 AlOl AIDS VICTIMS GET FAVORITISM (L)
10/03/1986 C021 16 TESTED POSITIVE FOR AIDS ANTIBODY
1/28/1987 B015 COLLEGES NEED AIDS PLAN
3/14/1987 A012 AIDS TEST BECOMES THE SOCIAL THING TO DO--OFFICIAL
3/29/1987 A012 AIDS NOT FORGOTTEN ISSUE IN SD
4/06/1987 A081 DON'T STOP VICTIMS FROM STEPPING FORWARD (ED)
4/12/1987 C023 AIDS DISCRIMINATION LAWS NEEDED
4/29/1987 B012 SCHOOL DISTRICTS URGED TO FORM AIDS POLICY
5/21/1987 C012 REGENTS TO CHECK AIDS POLICY
5/22/1987 coil REGENTS PANEL OK'S AIDS PLAN
5/23/1987 C015 REGENTS OK AIDS GROUPS
6/02/1987 A081 REAGAN OVERREACTING TO AIDS (ED)
6/14/1987 A085 AIDS POSES SERIOUS THREAT (L)
6/14/1987 C015 AIDS REPORTED AT HOSPITAL
6/25/1987 C021 RAPID CITY APPROVES AIDS POLICY FOR SCHOOLS
7/29/1987 B012 AIDS FEAR BOOSTS HEALTH EDUCATION
8/06/1987 C016 AIDS FEAR BOOSTS PROGRAM
8/08/1987 A052 XCONDOM MAKERS WOO WOMEN
8/15/1987 A012 XDIOCESE WON'T BAR AIDS VICTIMS
8/18/1987 A061 DIOCESE'S WAY FOR DEALING WITH AIDS (ED)
8/27/1987 A016 CITY FIRMS VARY ON AIDS PLAN
8/28/1987 C051 SD, ND HAVE FEWEST AIDS CASES
9/02/1987 A081 FAILING AIDS COMPASSION TEST (ED)
9/03/1987 A015 GAY ACTIVIST--STATE AIDS COUNT TOO LOW
9/13/1987 C041 MAN ARRESTED AT FAIR SAYS HE HAS AIDS
9/15/1987 A016 AIDS VIRUS SPREADS IN SD
10/04/1987 C012 SCRAMBLE TO MEET GLOVE DEMAND
10/05/1987 C012 SCHOOLS PROCEED WITH CARE
.10/15/1987 C021 HEALTH'DEPARTMENT ADDS 2 AIDS SPECIALISTS
10/16/1987 C021 GAY GROUP PRODUCES SAFE-SEX PAMPHLET
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/19/1987 A092
10/24/1987 A081
10/28/1987 B023
10/29/1987 C021
11/03/1987 A012
11/05/1987 B062
11/08/1987 A012
11/11/1987 A012
11/16/1987 A081
11/22/1987 BOll
11/23/1987 0015
11/24/1987 C021
11/28/1987 A083
12/11/1987 A012
12/12/1987 C015
12/14/1987 B012
12/24/1987 C012
1/06/1988 A012
1/21/1988 C016
1/24/1988 C012
1/27/1988 B014
1/27/1988 B021
1/27/1988 B021
2/03/1988 A061
2/25/1988 C021
3/04/1988 C016
3/13/1988 A014
3/13/1988 A014
,3/14/1988 A012
3/14/1988 A05I
3/15/1988 A012
3/15/1988 A023
3/16/1988 A012
3/16/1988 AlOl
3/20/1988 A131
4/01/1988 A081
4/04/1988 coil
4/15/1988 C021
4/20/1988 B015
4/27/1988 B013
5/02/1988 A052
5/07/1988 C015
5/12/1988 A102
5/12/1988 C043
5/13/1988 C043
5/19/1988 A015
5/23/1988 C012
5/29/1988 B012
6/06/1988 A103
6/12/1988 ,C023
6/23/1988 C012
6/28/1988 A015
7/13/1988 B012
8/10/1988 BOll
8/18/1988 C012
8/25/1988 A016
9/11/1988 C015
9/18/1988 C012
10/17/1988 A103
10/26/1988 A012
11/19/1988 C012
12/11/1988 E016
12/15/1988 C033
4/01/1989 C015
4/29/1989 C032
6/02/1989 C012
6/05/1989 C015
8/04/1989 C012
8/21/1989 A105
9/14/1989 B041
10/16/1989 BOll
10/18/1989 coil
11/20/1989 B012
12/31/1989 N074
1/14/1990 A012
1/18/1990 A065
v: ,1/20/19 9 0 A 0 81
1/21/1990 C021
9(A1DS VIDEO
INNOCENT HAVE RIGHT TO DEMAND TESTS (L)
STATE STUDIES AIDS POLICY FOR WORKERS
DAKOTA STATE SPONSORS AIDS PROGRAM
NATIVE WITH AIDS PREPARES TO DIE
SCHOOL'S AIDS POLICIES HUMANE
STATE CAN TREAT AIDS PATIENTS
MINNESOTA TEEN DIED OF AIDS
EARLY LEARNING PROCESS NEEDED IN FIGHT CED)
LAWMAKER ATTENDS REGIONAL AIDS FORUM
SCHOOL BOARD TO REVIEW AIDS POLICY
DELAYS ACTION ON SCHOOL AIDS POLICY
EDUCATION BEST DEFENSE AGAINST AIDS
CATHOLIC CHURCH CHANGES STANCE ON 'SAFE SEX*
CONDOMS AREN'T ANSWER TO AIDS
IDENTIFICATION OF AIDS PAROLEES
XAIDS NEEDS ATTENTION, DOLE SAYS
MEDICAL TEST PART OF COUNTY AIDS POLICY
COUNTY DELAYS AIDS POLICY AFTER PROTEST
SPORTS GROUPS CONSIDER AIDS POLICY
AIDS VICTIMS SEEK SPECIAL HELP
BILL ADVOCATES MANDATORY TESTING FOR AIDS
HOUSE UNANIMOUSLY OK'S DISEASE CONTROL BILL
SEXUAL ACTIVITY OUTSIDE OF MARRIAGE IS WRONG (L)
LAWMAKERS, HEALTH OFFICIALS REWORK AIDS BILL
AIDS WILL TEST SOCIETY
MOST INFORMED ON DISEASE
^PARENTS RECALL THE DEATH OF A SON
MINNESOTA HEMOPHILIAC WAS AN UNLUCKY
SPREAD OF AIDS PREVENTABLE
VIRUS NOT PREVALENT PROBLEM IN SD
5CSD AIDS STATISTICS
SF MAN LIVING WITH FATAL VIRUS
SD IN DEALING WITH AIDS
AIDS SOON WILL BE TOPIC
AIDS SERIES VALUABLE CD
RAPID CITY MEN SELL LATEX GLOVES
RURAL SD NEEDS AIDS EDUCATION
BOARD PASSES AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM
CHURCH NEEDS ACTIVE ROLE
^INFORMATION ABOUT AIDS SELLS
LOCAL GAY GROUP PRAISES PAMPHLET
AIDS MAILING WASTES MONEY CD
KAIDS EPIDEMIC HURTING HEMOPHILIACS
STATE GROUPS TO DEVELOP AIDS EDUCATION
TEACHERS WANT TO KNOW OF AIDS CASES
TEST SITE OFFICIALS STRESS EDUCATION
REACTION TO AIDS PAMPHLET MIXED
DISCARDING PAMPHLET NAIVE CD
BOARD MIGHT RECONSIDER AIDS COURSE
5CBISH0PS TO REVIEW STAND ON AIDS
BISHOPS TO WRITE NEW AIDS PAPER
AIDS YET TO HIT MIDWEST PRISONS
SD MAN FILES SUIT IN AIDS CASE
*COUPLE WORKS TO FIND HOMES FOR BABIES
PATIENTS CRITICIZE CUTOFF OF FUNDING
EDUCATION PREVENTS AIDS,,HOMOSEXUALS TOLD
MORE CLASS TIME DEVOTED TO AIDS STUDIES
SEXUAL ABSTINENCE BEST (L)
AIDS PLAGUES INDIAN HEALTH
AIDS KNOWLEDGE INCOMPLETE BUT IMPROVING
AIDS SPREADS IN SD
36REPORTED AIDS CASES INCREASING
OFFICIALS CONFIRM MINN'S 5G0TH AIDS CASE
STARTED MANDATORY AIDS EDUCATION
'SLANDEROUS' AIDS LETTER MAILED
USD WANTS AIDS FILM
TEACH ABOUT AIDS EARLY
ACTION VIOLATES LAW (L)
XMUST IMPLEMENT AIDS CURRICULUM THIS YEAR
PUBLIC INVITED TO WORKSHOP ON AIDS
MINNESOTA, IOWA OFFICIALS TO HOLD AIDS UPDATE
GREAT PESTILENCE ISN'T CREEPING UP ON US
INFECTED MAN SEES LESS HYSTERIA
SD HAS FEWEST AIDS CASES
MORE AIDS RESEARCH NEEDED (L)
>SD SHOULD'NOT BECOME-COMPLACENT (ED)
USD SORORITY PICKED FOR NATIONAL PLAN
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AIDS 2/05/1990 B021 AIDS BENEFIT PLANNED AT USD WEDNESDAY
2/09/1990 0021 USD BENEFIT SHOW NETS $2,000 FOR AIDS FIGHT
3/16/1990 C012 AIDS RUMORS UNSUBSTANTIATED
4/10/1990 A081 *DID MUCH FOR OTHERS IN SHORT LIFE (ED)
4/12/1990 C013 STATE ADVANCED AIDS EDUCATION
4/13/1990 C012 3CCITY BOY NAMED RYAN WHITE
4/14/1990 A052 *LOCAL DOCTOR, THEOLOGIAN WRITE ABOUT AIDS
4/21/1990 A085 COLUMN REVIVES HATRED (L)
4/22/1990 A101 HIGH-RISK AMERICAN INDIANS FOR EDUCATION
5/06/1990 Alll INDIANS NO MORE AIDS RISK THAN OTHERS (L)
5/09/1990 A012 MANY AIDS VICTIMS INFECTED OUT OF STATE
5/15/1990 A103 RISK FROM AIDS NOT UNIQUE TO INDIANS (L)
6/10/1990 C032 MAN SUES--AIDS TEST RESULTS MADE PUBLIC
6/26/1990 A061 AIDS PROTESTERS HURT THEIR CAUSE (ED)
7/24/1990 C012 AIDS NOT PROBLEM, STATE SURVEY FINDS
7/29/1990 C021 MISCONDUCT CHARGES TARGET OF INSPECTOR GENERAL PROBE
8/12/1990 E041 INDIANS RESIST TALK OF AIDS
8/19/1990 A121 PUBLISHING AIDS CARTOON IRRESPONSIBLE~(L)
11/27/1990 C016 AIDS CASES TO INCREASE--DOCTOR
12/09/1990 A081 SD NO LONGER SEEN AS HAVEN FROM AIDS (ED)
1/11/1991 C012 NEW AIDS CASES FALL BY HALF IN SD
2/09/1991 A012 XAIDS BABIES PARENTAL CHALLENGE
2/13/1991 C011 RYAN WHITE'S MOM TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA
2/20/1991 C012 KGET EDUCATED ABOUT AIDS
3/18/1991 A051 ^VIDEOTAPE EXPLAINS AIDS TO CHILDREN
4/16/1991 C033 SD USES EDUCATION TO BATTLE AIDS
6/28/1991 A015 AIDS ISSUE FORCES LOOK AT TESTING
7/28/1991 A114 EYE CLINIC TESTS WORKERS (L)
7/29/1991 B015 STATE OFFERS AIDS RULES
10/10/1991 A016 *MAN GAINS NATIONAL VOICE IN AIDS FIGHT
10/10/1991 C012 ACCIDENT VICTIM HAD HIV VIRUS
10/15/1991 B012 EMERGENCY WORKERS FACE AIDS THREAT
11/08/1991 A015 5CFANS SADDENED, BUT HOPE...
11/08/1991 DOll XMAGIC CAN STILL INSPIRE YOUNG PEOPLE
11/08/1991 D013 XMCKENNA, GUDMUNDSON SHOCKED
11/10/1991 A081 MAGIC A HERO WITH UNTAPPED POTENTIAL (ED)
11/13/1991 A081 STIGMA OF AIDS SHOULD DISAPPEAR (ED)
11/14/1991 A081 *PUBLIC OPINION--TO COMBAT AIDS
11/16/1991 B012 LOCAL AIDS TESTS SKYROCKET
11/17/1991 A093 GOD'S LAWS OF SEXUAL CONDUCT PREVENT AIDS (L)
11/23/1991 C012 $500,000 FOR AIDS 'WELL SPENT'
11/29/1991 C031 USD PROGRAM FUNDED FOR AIDS EDUCATION
12/02/1991 C031 MITCHELL SEES NO RISE IN AIDS VIRUS TESTS
12/17/1991 D013 seGROUP APPLIES TO SHOW MEMORIAL QUILT
12/24/1991 C015 FALSE-POSITIVE AIDS TEST REPORTED
12/29/1991 A073 AIDS IS MORE THAN SOCIAL, PHYSICAL BLIGHT (L)
12/31/1991 D011 BCMAGIC YEAR IN SPORTS GREW SERIOUS
1/18/1992 C012 AIDS TEACHINGS DISCUSSED
2/02/1992 A093 WE'VE HAD ENOUGH NONSENSE ABOUT AIDS (L)
' ' 2/02/1992 F041 LAW OFFICERS COULD REQUEST HIV TESTING
•2/09/1992 A012 *FIGHTING DISEASE TAKES STUDENT BACK TO HIS ROOTS
2/10/1992 A081 LACK OF CONFIDENTIALITY MORE PAINFUL TO INDIAN
3/01/1992 A012 AIDS OUTBREAK AMONG YOUNG INDIANS FORESEEN
3/01/1992 A051 ALCOHOL ABUSE IS EPIDEMIC'S ALLY, MANY SAY
3/01/1992 A051 HEALTH OFFICIALS BEGIN FIGHT TO STOP AIDS SPREAD
3/03/1992 A081 ACT UP GROUP MOVED OBSERVER TO SORROW (L)
3/12/1992 A081 GOVERNOR PAUSES IN FACE OF 'NOBLE IDEALS' (L)
3/24/1992 A052 KEMCEE OF AIDS BENEFIT HAS NO RESPECT FOR MAGIC
3/26/1992 A102 VIRTUE, NOT EDUCATION WILL CURTAIL AIDS (L)
4/07/1992 C014 AIDS RUMOR SWEEPS PIERRE
4/08/1992 A104 TAXPAYERS CAN'T BEAR PAYING AIDS-CARE TAB (L)
4/08/1992 C045 PIERRE AIDS RUMOR IS FALSE
4/10/1992 A101 ASHE CAN HELP STOP AIDS DISCRIMINATION (ED)
4/20/1992 A012 KTEENS--AIDS 'NOT A THREAT'
4/27/1992 A051 36ABSTINENCE BEST CHOICE TO STOP AIDS
5/05/1992 A064 TEEN AIDS HEADLINE DANGEROUS, MISLEADING (L)
5/05/1992 A066 AIDS ARTICLE INFORMATION PROVIDES LOPSIDED FACTS (L)
5/21/1992 A012 *SEMINAR AIMS TO END AIDS STIGMA
6/18/1992 C012 AIDS RULES FOR HEALTH WORKERS TAKE SHAPE
6/18/1992 C013 NEW RULING TO ADD TO STATE'S AIDS TOTALS
6/27/1992 D012 OSHA RULES TO MAKE AIDS PROTECTION MANDATORY
7/13/1992 A012 KSUPPORT POWERS AIDS FIGHT
7/17/1992 C012 AIDS EDUCATION TAKES CENTER STAGE
7/21/1992 A016 SD CASES TO STAY LOW, OFFICIAL SAYS
8/16/1992 A071 EDUCATION CAN HELP FEED AIDS SOLUTIONS (L)
8/21/1992 B011 AUTHOR TO DISCUSS AIDS AT FORUM
, L t - 8/22/19924^ AUTHOR SAYS
8/31/1992 D012 *DARK PLAY DRIVES'HOME A POWERFUL MESSAGE
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AIDS
AIDS COALITION
AIKIN DICK
AIKINS WADE
9/12/1992
9/13/1992
9/16/1992
10/15/1992
11/05/1992
11/10/1992
11/29/1992
11/29/1992
12/17/1992
12/20/1992
12/23/1992
2/25/1992
2/11/1990
5/04/1985
6/19/1985
10/05/1990
10/11/1990
A051
GOll
BOll
A015
C012
B012
F012
F042
B012
AOll
B022
A012
D012
coil
A016
A016
A091
AIM
AIR S SPACE MUSEUM
AIR CONDITIONERS
AIR FORCE
8/21/1992 BOll
7/08/1989 A052
1/25/1982 B021
4/20/1982 B021
2/21/1984 B051
12/28/1986 C012
1/19/1987 A082
5/23/1987 C016
5/31/1987 B022
6/09/1987 C025
7/04/1987 C015
9/22/1988 C031
7/20/1989 C012
7/28/1989 A081
8/12/1989 C012
9/27/1989 C021
2/05/1990 BOll
7/18/1988 coil
4/18/1982 B051
12/17/1989 E051
4/23/1990 C045
1/03/1991 C031
12/23/1992 BOll
6/24/1986 C013
8/09/1986 A012
8/10/1986 A012
8/10/1986 coil
8/11/1986 A012
8/24/1986 B015
5/12/1987 D023
6/25/1987 C021
7/07/1989 C015
7/08/1989 C012
8/04/1989 C015
8/12/1989 A012
8/13/1989 A012
8/14/1989 AOll
9/02/1989 A083
7/04/1990 C031
8/05/1990 coil
6/18/1991 C031
6/25/1992 C022
8/02/1982 B032
8/03/1982 A012
3/16/1983 A072
3/19/1983 B021
8/03/1986 coil
8/02/1991 A012
8/02/1991 C032
8/07/1989 B015
1/01/1982 F031
1/05/1982 C021
1/07/1982 D031
1/08/1982 C051
1/12/1982 coil
1/12/1982 C051
1/14/1982 coil
1/20/1982 A012
a/21/I'982r'D013:
1/22/1982 coil
AIR FORCE ACADEMY
AIR PATROL
AIR QUALITY
AIR SHOW
AIR TRAFFIC
AIRCHAIR
AIRLINE AUTHORITY
AIRLINES
JCAIDS PLAGUE WILL SOMEDAY TOUCH US ALL
*A1DS VIRUS GIVES POWER TO TALK, LIVES
NATIONAL AIDS ANALYST TO SPEAK ON CAMPUS
DOCTOR INNOCENT OF IDENTIFYING AIDS SUFFERER
MAGIC SHOULD HAVE STAYED RETIRED THE FIRST TIME
*A1DS VICTIM PREACHES ABSTINENCE
KAIDS QUILT KEEPS MEMORIES ALIVE
QUILT PANELS TO BE SHOWN IN RC
KSD WOMAN LOSES FIGHT AGAINST AIDS
5EGARRETS0N MAN FINDS SUPPORT AFTER REVEALING STORY
AIDS TEST RULED OUT FOR FIFTH GRADERS
^ACTIVISTS GIVE AWAY CONDOMS AT SCHOOL
FARM BUYBACKS A 'HEADACHE' UNDER RULES
PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN TROOPER'S DEATH
STATE WANTS DEATH PENALTY FOR AlKlNS
3€DRAW1NG REMOVED BY STATE
MURAL IS AN AFFRONT TO AMERICAN INDIANS (L)
SEE AM INDIAN MOVE
MUSEUM WON'T RECEIVE B-36 BOMBER
^KEEPING YOUR COOL
MILITARY SHOULD RETHINK CEDD
USED 747S FOR AIR FORCE (ED)
AIR FORCE PRACTICE RUNS WORRY RANCHER
*WELL-REPRESENTED IN ACADEMY CLASS OF '90
STOP BACKSCATTER RADAR PLAN
AIR FORCE PICKS SD FOR RADAR
PLANNED AIR FORCE RADAR SITE
ANTI-RADAR SIGNATURES GATHERED
AIR FORCE CONSIDERS SITE FOR RADAR
AIR FORCE RADAR SYSTEM NEAR BRITTON
POLITICIANS STILL WARY OF STEALTH
STEALTH HAS POTENTIAL BUT COST FACTOR (ED)
RAVEN WINS AIR FORCE CONTRACT
AIR FORCE'S BACK SCATTER RADAR
AIR FORCE ACADEMY TAKES 2 SD WOMEN
SOUTH DAKOTA WINS AIR PATROL AWARD
RC AIR QUALITY NEEDS IMPROVING
GROUP TO MONITOR AIR QUALITY
STATE BOARD REJECTS DUST CONTROL AUTHORITY
ORDINANCE WOULD CONTROL EMISSIONS FROM WOOD STOVES
HEARING DATES SET ON AIR QUALITY RULES
CHAMBER SPONSORS AIR SHOW AT HURON AIRPORT
AIR SHOW OFFERS JUST PLANE FUN
XAIR SHOW LANDS A CROWD OF 125,000
36UPL1FTS SD'S FIRST WOMAN FLIER
AIR SHOW PUMPS $2 MILLION INTO SF
CITY BUSES CARRY 11,500 PASSENGERS
AIR SHOW SET FOR ARMED FORCES DAY
HURON NATIVE TO FLY SUPER TANKER AT AIR SHOW
UP TO 70,000 EXPECTED IN HURON
5CAER1AL ACROBATS LOVE FLYING THE LOOP
AIR SHOW TO RE-CREATE INFAMOUS DAY
XPLANES TO RE-ENACT PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
5C0VER EASY AT THE AIR SHOW
AIR SHOW DRAWS CITY-SIZE CROWD
GUARD EDITORIAL ASININE (L)
AIR ACROBATICS FEATURED IN HURON SHOW TODAY
AIR SHOW SCHEDULED FOR PLANKINTON
HURON AIR SHOW TO SALUTE TROOPS
OFFICIALS HOPE EXPANDED AIR SHOW FLIES
PATCO STRIKE HAD LITTLE EFFECT ON RAPID CITY
PATCO STRIKERS, AIRPORT TOWER START OVER
AIR TRAFFIC LEVEL DRAWS QUESTIONS
KEEP SKIES SAFE BY RETAINING RESTRICTIONS (ED)
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS MAN THE SKIES
KTHE FUN IS AIR APPARENT
KPAT IS KING OF THE AIR WAVES
PANEL TO SOLICIT WAYS TO IMPROVE AIR SERVICE
NORTHERN TO ADD 1 SIOUX FALLS FLIGHT
AIRLINE SAFETY RECORD (ED)
YANKTON AIR SERVICE MAY BE DELAYED
WESTERN CUTS 5TH JOB AT SF OFFICE
WINTER AIR FARES CUT
NORTHERN MOVE TO DROP PIERRE A FORMALITY
AIRLINES HAD 'ROTTEN' YEAR IN SD
JANKLOW LETTER BLASTS NORTHERN AIRLINES
9€MAY0RS'T0-:JANKL0W--NORTHERN'S NOT THAT BAD
NORTHERN NAMED AIR CARRIER FOR 3 CITIES
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/22/1982 C021 GIVE NORTHERN CREDIT FOR FLYING SD (ED)
1/27/1982 BOIl MINNEAPOLIS BUMPED FROM SD SCHEDULE
1/29/1982 C031 ROBERTS CRITICAL OF NORTHERN AIRLINES
1/29/1982 C031 YANKTON, NORFOLK AIR SERVICE ON AGENDA
1/30/1982 C031 PIERRE TO PROTEST WESTERN CHANGE
2/02/1982 C023 EDITORIAL TREATED JANKLOW TOO GENTLY (L)
2/04/1982 A012 COATS BAIL OUT BETWEEN YANKTON AND SF
2/05/1982 A015 NORTHERN ASKS PROTECTION FROM CREDITORS
2/05/1982 C031 YANKTON WANTS AIR SERVICE TO SF
2/06/1982 A012 NORTHERN BANKRUPTCY FILING--CITIES IN AIR
2/07/1982 B051 PIERRE REQUESTS WESTERN'S SERVICE
2/07/1982 E022 SD AIRLINES--RADIO STATIONS JOIN
2/09/1982 coil NORTHERN AIRLINES IN COURT TODAY
2/10/1982 A013 NORTHERN CAN FLY AGAIN--COURT RULES
2/11/1982 A014 NORTHERN YANKED-WESTERN, REPUBLIC BACK
2/11/1982 D032MESABA WANTS TO REPLACE NORTHERN IN SD.
2/11/1982 D042 LAYOFFS WON'T AFFECT SF, REPUBLIC SAYS
2/12/1982 D031 STATE WON'T PROTEST CAB ORDER
2/13/1982 B031 MEIERHENRY INVESTIGATING NORTHERN
2/16/1982 C061 A-A-A PLANS APRIL AIR SERVICE TO YANKTON
2/18/1982 A014 NORTHERN LOSES SD SERVICE
2/19/1982 C031 MESABA WILL PROVIDE SD AIR SERVICE
2/20/1982 C031 REPUBLIC TO GIVE AWAY 150 PLANE TICKETS
2/20/1982 C063 HARRISBURG MAN SUES WESTERN
2/21/1982 B016 SD TOWNS SAY AIRLINE OWES MONEY
2/21/1982 EOll 3€N0RTHERN'S FLIGHT--UP 8 AWAY FROM SD
2/26/1982 A012 *WHO SAID--NO SUCH THING AS A FREE RIDE
2/26/1982 coil 5 AIRLINES INTERESTED IN SERVING EASTERN SD
2/26/1982 EOll KTHE BIG AIRLINE GIVEAWAY GAMBLE
2/28/1982 B041 AIRLINE TO GET PLANE MONDAY
3/03/1982 coil MESABA TO SERVE 3 SD CITIES
3/06/1982 B031 TRAVELER DROPS SUIT AGAINST AIRLINE (L)
3/06/1982 B041 WESTERN TO FLY TO SALT LAKE CITY
3/09/1982 B051 6 AIRLINES FILE WITH CAB TO SERVE PIERRE
3/10/1982 C015 NORTHERN WANTS TO FLY AGAIN IN EASTERN SD
3/11/1982 D035 3RD COMMUTER AIRLINE WANTS TO SERVE SD
3/13/1982 C012 NORTHERN AIRLINES PROPOSAL MET WITH CRITICISM
3/17/1982 coil REPUBLIC AIRLINES DENIES BANKRUPTCY
3/17/1982 coil HURON-MITCHELL-BROOKINGS WANT MESABA
3/27/1982 C041 PIERRE FAVORS WESTERN AIRLINES
4/03/1982 B012 SF COMMERCIAL AIR TRAFFIC INCREASES
4/18/1982 B051 BOARDINGS AT RC AIRPORT DROP
4/29/1982 D015 REPUBLIC FASTEST GROWING AIRLINE IN 1981
4/29/1982 D021 CAB'S ACTION A BOOST FOR BRANIFF (ED)
5/01/1982 C031 OMAHA AIRLINE STARTS YANKTON SERVICE
5/02/1982 6111 K(INDUSTRY) WESTERN AIRLINES' JACK-OF-ALL-TRADES
5/09/1982 C051 SOME SD CITIES MIGHT LOSE AIR SERVICE WITH AID
5/11/1982 B016 MESABA AIRLINES HAPPY WITH START IN SOUTH DAKOTA
5/20/1982 D041 ABDNOR BACKS MESABA
5/21/1982 C031 WESTERN NAMED AS PIERRE AIR CARRIER
5/23/1982 B045 WATERTOWN MIGHT BE PLANE SERVICE SITE
5/25/1982 coil WESTERN'S PIERRE PLANS (ED)
5/27/1982 DOll MITCHELL THE 4TH SD CITY TO SEEK FAA FLIGHT
5/31/1982 B021 SF IS IDEAL LOCATION FOR NEW FLIGHT STATION (ED)
6/02/1982 C031 A-A-A INCREASES YANKTON BOARDINGS
6/04/1982 BOll SIOUX FALLS JOINS 9-CITY FOR PILOT INF CTR
6/05/1982 C041 AIR CARRIER SELECTION DELAYED
6/07/1982 B013 KSD PLANS AIR TRAFFIC NETWORK
6/15/1982 B041 5CRAPID CITY WOMAN RUNNING FOR PUC
6/16/1982 coil CAB NAMES MESABA AS 3 CITIES' CARRIER
6/22/1982 B031 FLIGHT SERVICE STATION STUDY PREPARED
7/12/1982 C014 SOME SD CITIES MIGHT LOSE AIR SERVICE
7/13/1982 A0I2 KHAS THE SD CAPITOL BUILDING FLOWN NORTH...
7/13/1982 C031 NORTHERN AIRLINES HASN'T PAID DEBTS
7/14/1982 coil NORTHERN AIRLINES DEFUNCT
7/21/1982 C031 RAPID CITY TO GET NEW DENVER FLIGHT
7/28/1982 coil UNITED AIRLINES INTERESTED IN SF
7/29/1982 C014 UNITED'S DECISION ON SF EXPECTED IN WEEK
7/31/1982 C031 ABDNOR TO PUSH AIR SUBSIDIES
8/07/1982 coil UNITED AIRLINES BEGINS SERVICE IN SF
8/15/1982 B061 ANOTHER AIRLINE JOINS RAPID CITY'S FARE WAR
8/19/1982 C062 REPUBLIC WORKERS MAY BE ASKED TO TAKE CUT (HENSHAW)
8/29/1982 B021 UNITED AT FOSS FIELD (ED)
9/09/1982 C021 UNITED-FIFTH AIRLINE IN SF (ED)
9/09/1982 C031 UNITED AIRLINES TAKES OFF IN SF
9/14/1982 coil REPUBLIC'S SUBSIDY EXTENDED (HENSHAW)
.9/28/L982«/B051 FRONTIER WONfX RESTORE RAPID CITY FLIGHT
9/30/1982 C055 PIERRE FUNDS STUDY OF FLIGHT STATION
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lO/OA/1982 A013 THEY'RE OFF TO HAWAII BY WAY OF RAPID CITY
10/10/1982 EOll DEREGULATION NOT GOOD FOR SF, AIRPORT MANAGER SAYS
10/14/1982 C031 YANKTON COMMUTER WANTS TO FLY TO SF
10/24/1982 coil PLANE LANDS ON ONE ENGINE
11/07/1982 E031 WESTERN AIRLINES TO HAVE REDUCED FARES
11/15/1982 C033 AIR FARE DECREASING AFTER DEREGULATION
11/19/1982 C062 XFARE SHARING UNLIKELY IN SF, FRONTIER CHIEF SAYS
11/24/1982 C061 YANKTON WANTS AAA AIR FLIGHT TO SF
11/25/1982 B031 FLIGHT SERVICE STATION BONDS APPROVED
12/26/1982 C031 *AIR TRAVEL TAKEN FOR GRANTED (YEAGER)
1/07/1983 B031 OZARK CUTS AIR FARES
1/09/1983 B051 ABDNOR SEEKS OK OF AIRLINE SERVICE
1/15/1983 B015 SD COUPLE SUES AIRLINE OVER SEATING
1/20/1983 C012 12 PILOTS GROUNDED BY BRANIFF START OWN AIRLINE
1/23/1983 E014 AIRLINE TICKET PRICES TAKE A DIVE
1/25/1983 B031 CHAMBERLAIN ALSO SEEKS FLIGHT STATION
1/28/1983 coil REPUBLIC CAN'T MAKE GUARANTEES ON SD SERVICE
3/10/1983 coil PLANE LANDS AFTER PASSENGER GETS SICK
3/15/1983 A012 BLACK MARKET DEAL NOT AS GOOD AS IT SOUNDS
3/24/1983 C013 AT FRONTIER, A FORMULA FOR FLIGHT FARES
4/03/1983 EOll *CONVAIR--THE WORKHORSE OF THE SKIES
4/06/1983 A021 ABERDEEN FLIGHT SERVICE FULL TIME
4/07/1983 CG42 AIRLINES TO DROP WATERTOWN TO RAPID CITY ROUTE
4/12/1983 BOll LANDING GEAR OK ON MESABA FLIGHT
4/15/1983 coil PLANE MAKES EMERGENCY STOP
5/04/1983 coil SIOUX FALLS-OMAHA FLIGHTS OK'D
5/21/1983 B021 APPLY EASTERN FLIGHT LESSON TO ALL AIRLINES
5/22/1983 EOll 56AIR FARES TAKE OFF IN SUMMER
i5/25/1983 C061 REPUBLIC SUIT SEEKS TAX REFUND FROM COUNTY
5/30/1983 COll AIRLINE MAKES SHORT FLIGHTS PROFITABLE
5/31/1983 COll AIR TRAVEL INCREASES IN STATE
6/01/1983 C013 WESTERN AIRLINES SUES MINNEHAHA COUNTY
6/03/1983 C041 FIRST AIRLINE FLIGHT HAS NO PASSENGERS
6/04/1983 A012 AIRLINES TURN TO TWIN CITIES FOR PLANE REPAIRS
6/07/1983 COll FRONTIER AIRLINES CHALLENGES TAXES
6/15/1983 C041 TWO MORE AIRLINES SUE COUNTY IN TAX DISPUTE
7/10/1983 C071 ABERDEEN PROTESTS REMOVAL OF AIR SERVICE
7/13/1983 C013 ABERDEEN-SIOUX FALLS FLIGHT TO END
7/15/1983 C014 REPUBLIC SEEKS EMPLOYEE PAY CUT
7/16/1983 A015 AIRLINE UNIONS SAY THEY'LL TAKE PAY CUT
8/14/1983 C041 4 AIRLINES FILE MORE SUITS IN TAX DISPUTE
8/17/1983 C031 STRIKE CANCELS FLIGHTS INTO RAPID CITY
9/02/1983 COll ATTACK SHOWS SOVIETS CAN'T BE TRUSTED
9/02/1983 C014 KATTACK COULD HURT TALKS
9/03/1983 A013 ^HONORING THOSE WHO DIED
9/03/1983 B021 PRESSURE SOVIET UNION TO EXPLAIN (ED)
9/04/1983 A012 SOVIET ATTACK REVEALS DIFFERENCE IN IDEAS
9/04/1983 BOll *KOREAN JET TRAGEDY OCCUPIES MINDS
9/07/1983 C021 REAGAN'S CHANCE TO CHANGE SOVIETS WAYS (ED)
9/07/1983'C031 PIONEER AIRLINES WILL ADD RAPID CITY 8 PIERRE
9/14/1983 C021 UN VOTE ON FLIGHT 007 A VICTORY (ED)
9/15/1983 A013 WESTERN TO DROP LOCAL FLIGHTS
9/15/1983 D012 TRAVEL AGENCIES REFUSE TO SELL SOVIET TICKETS
9/24/1983 B014 RC-SF FLIGHTS WILL END
9/27/1983 A021 AIRLINE SUSPENDS SERVICE TO RC
9/28/1983 COll ABDNOR--WESTERN SHOULD CONTINUE FLIGHTS
9/28/1983 C051 AIRLINE SUITS WILL GO TO 1 JUDGE
9/30/1983 C012 MESABA COULD REPLACE FLIGHTS TO PIERRE
9/30/1983 C021 REPUBLIC'S UNIONS MERIT PRAISE
10/01/1983 B031 PIERRE GROUP OPPOSE ENDING FLIGHTS
10/02/1983 FOll 5CAIRLINES--TURBULENT TIMES
10/03/1983 B016 AIRLINE MAY FORCE BUSINESS TO NEW WAY
10/04/1983 BOll JANKLOW BERATES AIRLINES IDEA
10/05/1983 C015 SENATORS ASK BOARD TO DENY AIRLINE'S REQUEST
10/06/1983 COll WESTERN LIKELY TO WIN PIERRE CASE
10/07/1983 COll REPUBLIC GETS OK TO END ABERDEEN FLIGHTS
10/13/1983 C043 MAYOR WON'T FIGHT WESTERN FLIGHT PLAN
10/22/1983 BOll MESABA POSTPONES SIOUX FALLS SERVICE
10/26/1983 C051 REPUBLIC EMPLOYEES RALLY TO HELP
10/28/1983 BOll WESTERN CAN'T HALT FLIGHTS BEFORE DEC 14
10/29/1983 B031 AGENCY GIVES WESTERN OK TO DROP FLIGHTS
11/01/1983 C013 REPUBLIC INSTITUTED CHANGES
11/05/1983 B021 PASSENGER JET SERVICE MARKS 25TH ANN (ED)
11/10/1983 COll UNITED AIRLINES WILL START RC FLIGHTS
11/17/1983 C032 PIERRE WANTS WESTERN PULLOUT DELAYED
11/17/1983 C034 REPUBLIC RESTORES JET SERVICE TO 2 CITIES
.Tl/20/1983i.C016vvREPUBlrIC STARTS-NEWwRUN^FEB I
11/23/1983 COll OZARK BEGINS SIOUX FALLS-ST LOUIS FLIGHTS
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11/24/1983 D031 ABDNOR SAYS PIERRE AIR PLAN IS INADEQUATE
12/04/1983 EGll AIRLINES ADDS THIRD FLIGHT TO RAPID CITY
12/05/1983 C013 RAPID CITY FLIGHTS RESULT OF DEREGULATION
12/09/1983 C031 REPUBLIC REQUESTS CHANGES IN SD FLIGHTS
12/14/1983 C044 COURT KEEPS WESTERN FLYING
12/15/1983 coil MESABA BEGINS PIERRE, SIOUX FALLS SERVICE
12/16/1983 C032 KNEW CARRIER--MESABA AIRLINES
12/17/1983 C044 FEDERAL COURT REJECTS SOUTH DAKOTA'S PETITION
12/17/1983 C044 FRONTIER WILL START PIERRE-DENVER FLIGHTS
12/20/1983 C015 LAWYER SAYS TAX IS DISCRIMINATORY
12/26/1983 C014 PLEASED WITH PIERRE-SIOUX FALLS FLIGHTS
12/28/1983 DOll CITIES CAN LOSE SUBSIDIZED AIR SERVICE BY 1988
1/05/1984 B016 NEW UNITED FLIGHT MAKES JOB EASIER FOR RANCHER-PILOT
1/08/1984 EOll 2 FRONTIER AIRLINES COMBINE ON CONNECTIONS
1/14/1984 B042 OZARK WON'T SALVAGE PLANE
:;i/22/1984 E01i: REPUBLIC HEAD^ DECRIES DEREGULATION ;-
2/01/1984 C031 OZARK AIRLINE BEGIN FLIGHTS TO TWIN CITIES::
2/08/1984 D061 JANKLOW SEES OTHER AIRLINE PROBLEMS
2/09/1984 C035 JUDGE RULES AIRLINES CAN'T RECOVER TAX
2/12/1984 E052 MESABA AVIATION EARNS $104,000
2/26/1984 C021 DOLE SEES SAFER SKIES (ED)
3/09/1984 C021 HOW TO AVERT ANOTHER 007 TRAGEDY (ED)
3/10/1984 C041 FEBRUARY WAS GOOD MONTH IN STATE
3/14/1984 D041 ABERDEEN, PIERRE GET NEW SERVICE
3/17/1984 C051 COMMUTER AIR SERVICE IN DANGER--ABDNOR
3/21/1984 D033 REPUBLIC AIRLINES STILL AT ODDS WITH CONTRACT
3/28/1984 B081 REPUBLIC AIRLINES PILOTS OK CONCESSIONS FOR STOCK
3/28/1984 D041 MESABA WILL ADD 44-PASSENGER PLANE
3/30/1984 C015 TRAVELERS LOOK SOUTH TO OMAHA
4/07/1984 B031 AGENCY SEEKS PLANE TO PROVIDE WEST ROUTE
4/12/1984 C012 FRONTIER SLASHES FARES TO SOUTHWEST
4/12/1984 C051 AIRLINE SERVING ABERDEEN FILES BANKRUPTCY
4/17/1984 B044 WESTERN WOULD KEEP PIERRE FLIGHTS
4/19/1984 C041 NEW MESABA AIR FARE IS CHEAPER
4/25/1984 D031 HURON OFFICIALS OPPOSE AIR SERVICE REDUCTION
4/27/1984 C044 AGENCY'S DECISION STOPS CUT IN FLIGHTS
5/20/1984 E031 REPUBLIC AIRLINES ADDS SERVICE TO TWO CITIES
5/27/1984 EOll MESABA AVIATION REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
6/03/1984 EOll UNITED AIRLINES ADDS FLIGHTS FROM CHICAGO
6/18/1984 B041 BOARDING RESULTS MIXED FOR COMMUTER AIRLINE
6/24/1984 B061 MESABA PLANNING ROUTES FOR NEW PLANES
7/01/1984 EOll REPUBLIC AIRLINES BOARDINGS DOWN IN TWO CITIES
7/10/1984 B015 MESABA AIRLINES FLIES NEW 44-PASSENGER PLANES
7/12/1984 C044 MESABA AIRLINES WILL BE SERVING RAPID CITY
9/04/1984 C021 QUESTIONS LINGER ABOUT SHOOTING JET (ED)
9/06/1984 C015 FRONTIER CHANGES RATES ON AIR-FARE
10/25/1984 coil FRONTIER NAMED CARRIER FOR PIERRE
10/27/1984 C031 IOWA AIRLINE MAY COMPETE WITH MESABA
10/28/1984 EOll MESABA, NORTHWEST ORIENT LINK AIR ROUTES
10/30/1984 B041 PIERRE HAS 1 AIRLINE
11/03/1984 B035 IOWA AIRLINE FILES TO REPLACE MESABA
11/14/1984 D013 WESTERN TO RESUME RC-SF FLIGHT
12/08/1984 C035 MESABA PRESIDENT--ENCOURAGE SUBSIDIES
12/10/1984 B033 NORTHERN AIRWAYS TO RESTART SF-BISMARCK
12/12/1984 D041 AIRLINE ANNOUNCES SOUTH DAKOTA FLIGHTS
1/23/1985 A012 LOW AIRLINE RATES MAKE SKIES FRIENDLIER
2/02/1985 C021 FARE WAR GREAT FOR PUBLIC (ED)
2/08/1985 C021 MESABA--PLAN WOULD HURT AIR SERVICE
2/22/1985 C021 WESTERN TO ADD SF, RAPID CITY FLIGHT
3/01/1985 C021 AIRLINE BLAMES FLIGHT CANCELLATIONS ON WEATHER
4/28/1985 EOll REPUBLIC BOARDINGS INCREASE BY 26 PERCENT
5/18/1985 A012 KUNITED GROUNDS LOCAL FLIGHTS
6/19/1985 C021 UNITED AIRLINES RESUMES SERVICE THIS MONTH
6/20/1985 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON HIJACKED JET
6/27/1985 A081 COST OF BEING AMERICAN ISN'T ALWAYS REASONABLE (ED)
6/27/1985 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON FLYING OVERSEAS
7/26/1985 C013 AIRLINE STOPS SIOUX FALLS SERVICE
8/09/1985 C031 ABERDEEN MAY GET NEW AIRLINE
8/15/1985 coil FAULTY SIGNALS FORCE REPUBLIC FLIGHT DELAY
10/20/1985 C021 AIRLINE EYES WATERTOWN, ABERDEEN SERVICE
10/25/1985 C021 NEW AIRLINE TO TAKE ON SOME STATE ROUTES
11/06/1985 B035 AIRLINE ANNOUNCES NEW ABERDEEN SERVICE
12/26/1985 A061 DEBATE OVER AIR SAFETY (ED)
12/30/1985 C015 NEW FARES FILL POST-HOLIDAY BLUE SKIES
1/23/1986 coil RETURNS TO AIRPORT AFTER ENGINE FLARES UP
1/30/1986 BG34 LOCAL BUSINESSMAN PROPOSES FREIGHT TERMINAL
5«2/04/L986%B021-0FFICrALS: HAPPY; DEAL WON'T AFFECT SERVICE
2/09/1986 EOll *CITY AIR TRAFFIC SOARS TO 6-YEAR HIGH
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2/10/1986 soil PLANE CLEARED IN RAPID CITY AFTER BOMB THREAT
2/20/1986 BOll ABDNOR SAYS AIR SERVICE PHASE-OUT HURTS STATE
3/0I/I986 C02I TWA TAKEOVER SHOULDN'T AFFECT CITY
^/06/1986 A081 TO MAKE AIR TRAVEL SAFE (ED)
A/08/1986 con SUPREME COURT TO HEAR AIRLINES' SUIT AGAINST SD
A/25/1986 C02I PRESSLER TO DISCUSS AIRLINE DEREGULATION ON TV
5/02/1986 C021 ABERDEEN GETS NEW COMMUTER AIRLINE SERVICE
5/2I/I986 B023 PIONEER GROUNDS ABERDEEN FLIGHTS
5/22/1986 C031 PIONEER AIRLINES LEAVES $6,000 IN UNPAID BILLS
6/21/1986 con TAX MAY FORCE MESABA TO CUT SERVICE
6/22/1986 A012 RULING GROUNDS SD AIR SERVICE
6/2A/I986 C021 TRANS-COLORADO TEMPORARILY HALTS FLIGHTS
6/28/1986 A092 AIRLINES GAVE TRAVELER SPECIAL CARE (L)
7/08/1986 B023 MORE PEOPLE FLY MESABA'S NEW AIRCRAFT
7/25/1986 C021 MAN FACES FEDERAL CHARGES FOR DISABLING PLANE
8/01/1986 A013 NORTHWEST AIRLINES MAKES CITY MORE WORLDLY
8/17/1986 AlOl AIR SERVICE CHANGING CED)
8/25/1986 A016 PASSENGERS SCRAMBLE TO FIND FLIGHTS
8/26/1986 A015 XAREA PASSENGERS IRKED
8/29/1986 C02I NORTHWEST PLANS NO BIG CHANGES IN AIR SERVICE
9/0A/1986 COIA MESABA ADDS WATERTOWN SERVICE
9/06/1986 A103 *SAFETY A VICTIM OF DEREGULATION
9/06/1986 C021 PIERRE MAYOR CRITICIZES MESABA FLIGHT CHANGES
9/1A/1986 A103 SAD TO SEE THE LAST FRONTIER GO
9/16/1986 A021 SD CITIES TO BENEFIT FROM SALE
9/18/1986 A061 DEREGULATION REQUIRES CONTINUED VIGILANCE (ED)
9/20/1986 C013 PANEL OK'S TAX RELIEF FOR MESABA
9/21/1986 E012 AIRLINES WITHOUT A SCORECARD
10/03/1986 C021 FRONTIER EMPLOYEES VOTE ON JOB OFFER MONDAY
lO/lA/1986 C033 MESABA- INCLUDES STATE IN GROUP CHARTER OFFER
10/22/1986 AOll CONTINENTAL TO FLY TO SIOUX FALLS
10/2<)/1986 A081 CONTINENTAL AIRLINES IS WELCOME ADDITION (ED)
10/2A/1986 COAl CONTINENTAL TO BEGIN CITY FLIGHTS NOV 8
10/26/1986 C021 OZARK-TWA MERGER ADDS 1 DAILY FLIGHT TO CITY
11/09/1986 C016 NEW AIRLINE TOUCHES DOWN IN CITY
11/13/1986 C02A MAN GUILTY OF INTERFERING WITH PLANE
11/15/1986 con AIRLINER BLOWS TIRES IN LANDING
11/16/1986 C016 AGENCY WON'T INVESTIGATE JET BLOWOUT
11/23/1986 E032 SD CITIES MIGHT LOSE AIR SERVICE
12/06/1986 A095 CONTEST WINNER APPRECIATES TICKETS (L)
1/16/1987 C023 STATE TO LOBBY FOR AIR SERVICE
1/20/1987 C012 ^AIRLINES FLIGHTY ABOUT LOST CHILD
1/30/1987 C0I6 AIR FARES TO DIVE FOR CITY
2/01/1987 EOll MESABA INCOME UP $132,306 IN 3RD QUARTER
2/19/1987 C016 PROBLEMS DELAY THIRD MINN JETLINER
2/25/1987 B0I2 GROUNDS AIRLINES' CASE AGAINST SD
3/0I/I987 E021 SENATORS SPONSOR AIR SERVICE BILL
3/18/1987 B041 AIR SERVICE TASK FORCE MEETING CANCELED
3/25/1987 B0I2 *HIGH FLYING FINANCE
3/25/1987 B021 AIR SERVICE TASK FORCE TO MEET IN PIERRE
3/28/1987 C022 AIR SERVICE UP TO CONGRESS
3/29/1987 EOIl WESTERN TO FLY INTO THE SUNSET
4/02/1987 C021 PANEL APPROVES STUDY OF AIR SERVICE IN SD
4/03/1987 C0I2 XJET LANDS IN CITY AFTER ENGINE TROUBLE
4/03/1987 C015 AIRLINE MERGER MAKES NO TURBULENCE
4/09/1987 C041 CONTINENTAL FLIGHTS WEST FROM PIERRE TO END
4/16/1987 C02I AIRLINES PAY IN INCIDENT OF MISPLACED DAUGHTER
5/03/1987 E0I3 9CL0CAL REPORTS ABOUT AIRLINE VARY
5/10/1987 B022 BOARDING FIGURES TO DETERMINE AIR SERVICE
5/16/1987 con AIRLINES MERGE DENVER OPERATIONS
5/23/1987 con JOHNSON FIGHTS AIR SERVICE CUTS
5/27/1987 A061 POOR SERVICE SHOULDN'T BE ACCEPTED (ED)
5/31/1987 BOII AIR SERVICE REPORT MAY BE SET SOON
6/12/1987 C021 MESABA AIRLINE TO RAISE TICKET RATES JUNE 19
6/14/1987 A084 UNITED DOES GOOD JOB FOR CITY (L)
6/14/1987 E012 3 AIRLINES ADD FLIGHTS FROM SF
6/16/1987 C024 PLANT CAUSES SCARE
6/20/1987 AlOl FLIGHT PROBLEMS MAY BE GETTING WORSE (ED)
6/20/1987 con AIRLINE HARBORS MITCHELL DOUBTS
7/05/1987 A063 FLIGHT DELAYS ARE BAD (L)
7/25/1987 C021 AIRLINE TO CONTINUE SD-DENVER ROUTE
8/05/1987 B021 BIRD IN ENGINE DELAYS RAPID CITY FLIGHT
8/17/1987 AlOl NEED TO MAKE SKIES SAFE (ED)
8/19/1987 A08I AIR TRAFFIC SYSTEM NEEDS MAJOR OVERHAUL (ED)
8/26/1987 A08I DOLE'S SAFETY PLAN FAR ENOUGH (ED)
8/29/1987 A083 GREATER RESOLVE BY AIRLINES NEEDED
-•-9/04/I987>iA081-DEREGULATION, REAGAN MADE SKIES DANGEROUS (L)
9/16/1987 D021 CONSULTANTS CONDUCTING AIR SERVICE STUDY
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9/18/1987 coil MESABA REPORTS NEAR-MISS IN SD
10/29/1987 C023 SENATE PASSES AIR SUBSIDY BILL
11/17/1987 AlOl AIRLINE PASSENGERS GET A CHANCE (ED)
11/27/1987 A081 EVERY AIRLINER NEEDS EXPERIENCE IN COCKPIT (ED)
12/20/1987 EOll BOARDINGS INCREASE AT MESABA AVIATION
12/2A/1987 C033 XHOLIDAY RATES CONSTANT
1/06/1988 A081 AIRLINES DISPLAY POOR SERVICE (ED)
1/07/1988 A012 AIRLINES REDUCE AIR FARES
1/22/1988 C021 SENATE PASSES AIRLINE SUBSIDY LEGISLATION
2/07/1988 E012 *JET WAY BRINGS NORTHWEST PASSENGERS
2/16/1988 A012 ^CONTINENTAL TO END SERVICE TO SF
2/18/1988 AlOl CONTINENTAL, OTHERS NEED SERVICE TUNEUP (ED)
2/27/1988 A015 AIRLINE'S CONTRACT TALKS MAY AFFECT CITY
2/28/1988 A012 NORTHWEST STRIKE STILL UP IN THE AIR
3/01/1988 C012 SOME AIR TRAVELERS AVOIDING NORTHWEST
3/02/1988 B021 NORTHWEST STRIKE STILL POSSIBLE, UNION SAYS
3/11/1988 C031 NORTHWEST UNION REFUSES CONTRACT
3/16/1988 BOIA NORTHWEST FLIGHTS LATE MOST OFTEN
3/31/1988 B021 MANAGER DOUBTS CONTINENTAL WILL BE REPLACED
A/15/1988 A012 9€C0NT1NENTAL TAKES OFF
A/2A/1988 A012 NO-SMOKE LAW A BREATH OF FRESH AIR
A/25/1988 AlOl SHOULD BAN SMOKING ON ALL FLIGHTS
6/05/1988 DOll FEWER PEOPLE FLEW ON MESABA IN APRIL
6/12/1988 E012 FATE OF FREQUENT-FLIER PLANS UP IN THE AIR
6/12/1988 E013 RATING THE SIOUX FALLS AIRLINES
6/26/1988 DOll MESABA REVEALS REORGANIZING PLAN
7/17/1988 C012 INTRASTATE AIR SERVICE CONSIDERED
8/18/1988 C012 ATH MINNEAPOLIS FLIGHT ADDED TO NORTHWEST
8/2A/1988 AOIA ABERDEEN GROUP PROPOSES COMMUTER AIR
9/08/1988 C025 WATERTOWN MAYOR REJECTS COMMUTER AIRLINE PLANS
9/09/1988 D072 RENOWN SELLING COMMUTER DEAL
11/07/1988 coil PRESSLER SEEKS FUNDS FOR NEW AIRLINE
11/13/1988 D012 ^BRINGING AIR FARES DOWN TO EARTH
11/17/1988 A081 STATE'S OWN HUB-AND-SPOKE SYSTEM (ED)
12/02/1988 C021 OK PLAN FOR AIR SERVICE PANEL
12/20/1988 C021 STATE UNHAPPY WITH PLANS TO CUT AIR SERVICE
12/29/1988 A012 AIR FREIGHT TOUCHES HOME
12/30/1988 A012 BRANIFF CONSIDERS RETURN TO CITY
12/30/1988 A081 KILLERS WHO BOMBED JET SHOULD NOT REST EASY (ED)
1/01/1989 A015*DEC1DED AGAINST TRIP ON FLIGHT 103
l/OA/1989 D08A MIDCONTINENT-BRANIFF AIRLINE WORD PENDING
1/20/1989 C021 RURAL AIR PROGRAM GET 60-DAY REPRIEVE
1/22/1989 BOAl BR00K1NGS--A1R PROGRAM WILL BE SAVED
1/31/1989 A015 KANSAS CITY, OMAHA ON AIRLINE'S PLAN
2/07/1989 coil MESABA TEMPORARILY SUSPENDS SERVICE
2/15/1989 D081 MESABA SETS RECORD FOR JANUARY BOARDINGS
2/15/1989 D082 BRANIFF AIRLINE TAKES FLIGHT TODAY
2/16/1989 C012 BRANIFF BRINGS NEW FLIGHT PATTERN
2/19/1989 C091 PANEL APPROVES AIRLINE AUTHORITY BILL
2/23/1989 coil MESABA CANCELS FLIGHT INDEFINITELY
3/03/1989 A065 DEADLINE HEARS FOR AIR SUBSIDIES
3/04/1989 C021 LEGISLATURE URGES MESABA TO IMPROVE
3/08/1989 A015 LOCAL TRAVELERS DON'T NOTICE SLOWDOWN
3/08/1989 D082 MESABA TO END PIERRE PASSENGER FLIGHTS
4/01/1989 coil DELTA TO ADD FLIGHT FROM SALT LAKE CITY
4/06/1989 C016 NORTHWEST TAKEOVER COULD HURT STATE
4/07/1989 coil PRESSLER WANTS HEARING ON TAKEOVER
4/09/1989 COll MESABA AIRLINK WON'T FACE DISRUPTIONS
4/27/1989 COll SIOUX FALLS-PIERRE FLIGHTS END MONDAY
4/30/1989 GG02 ^DEREGULATION THREATENS SMALL AIRPORTS
6/09/1989 D085 SENATE VOTES TO FUND SD FLIGHTS
7/01/1989 A081 TAKEOVERS THREATEN LOCAL AIRLINE SERVICE (ED)
7/09/1989 A112 PROFITS DETERMINE SERVICE (L)
8/23/1989 D081 MESABA WILL CUT STOP AT ABERDEEN
9/13/1989 D082 MESABA THREATENS TO PULL OUT
9/20/1989 D081 MESABA'S TRAFFIC CLIMBS 110 PERCENT
9/29/1989 C016 SUBSIDIES PASS, BUT MESABA NOT SATISFIED
9/29/1989 D063 BRANIFF EXPRESS CANCELS FLIGHTS
10/15/1989 E015 FLIGHTS TO KANSAS CITY TO BE RESUMED
10/18/1989 D086 COMPROMISE SAVES AIRLINE SERVICE IN SD
10/20/1989 D081 MESABA FLIES 69,624 DURING SEPTEMBER
10/20/1989 D082 FARRAR BIDS FOR BUSINESS AVIATION
10/24/1989 B062 CITIES WILL MEET WITH MESABA
10/28/1989 AOll SMOKE FORCES JET BACK TO RAPID CITY
10/29/1989 EOll FAULTY AIR SYSTEM CAUSED JET SMOKE
11/03/1989 COll AIR SERVICE PROGRAM WILL GET FUNDING
^ll/05/1989'-G0Il^ MIDCONTINENT'ENDS DIRECT FLIGHT PLANS
11/06/1989 A081 MESABA WILL PROSPER IF IT OFFERS QUALITY SERVICE (ED
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11/11/1989 C016 MESABA--MEET1NG BENEFICIAL
11/16/1989 C021 SENATE GIVES LIFT TO STATE AIR SERVICE
12/15/1989 C061 RECOMMENDATION NEAR ON IN-STATE AIRLINE
12/26/1989 C035 YANKTON STUDIES ITS OPTIONS AFTER CUTOFF
1/10/1990 A013 STATE-SUBSIDIZED AIR SERVICE WELCOMED
1/12/1990 A081 PLAN DESERVES TO GET OFF THE GROUND (ED)
1/16/1990 C023 XAIRLINE VITAL TO SD GROWTH
1/19/1990 C025 AUTHORITY TO ASK FOR AIR SERVICE FUNDING
1/31/1990 D081 NORTHWEST PLANS SERVICE CHANGE
2/03/1990 C021 5 CITIES BACK IN-STATE AIRLINE
2/0A/1990 C02A REGIONAL AIRLINES BID TO SERVE A CITIES
2/06/1990 C022 PIERRE OK'S PLAN FOR INTRA-STATE LINE
2/07/1990 C023 RAPID CITY PANEL DELAYS ACTION ON AIRLINE PLAN
2/07/1990 D086 PANEL OK'S SUBSIDIZED AIR SERVICE
2/09/1990 COAl AIRLINE SUBSIDY BILL FLIES THROUGH PANEL
2/13/1990 C0A3 AIRLINE PLAN GETS HOUSE OK
2/1A/1990 D103 IN-STATE AIR SERVICE DELAYED
2/15/1990 D062 DEREGULATION HAS CUT SD AIR FARES
2/18/1990 AlOl SMALL SNAGS THREATEN PROPOSED PLAN (ED)
2/22/1990 C023 JfAlR FARES DOWN 3 PERCENT IN SF
2/23/1990 C016 SENATE APPROVES AIRLINE
2/25/1990 A015 KAIRLINE SMOKING BAN BEGINS TODAY
2/25/1990 C021 WATERTOWN NOT HAPPY WITH AIRLINE
2/25/1990 C02A AIRLINES TO DISCUSS YANKTON SERVICE, RATES
3/05/1990 B021 WATERTOWN CITY OFFICIALS TO HEAR AIRLINE PLANS
3/07/1990 C021 WATERTOWN VOTES NOT TO JOIN
3/10/1990 C016 RAPID CITY HOLDS OFF ON AIRLINE PLAN
3/20/1990 A081 NORTHWEST JET SHOULD NOT HAVE LEFT FARGO (ED)
3/2A/1990 A012 KJANKLOW, 5 OTHERS WANT BANKRUPT AIRLINE
•3/28/1990 C051 TO SEEK BIDS FOR SUBSIDIZED AIR SERVICE
3/31/1990 C012 LOCAL BID APPROVED FOR BUSINESS AVIATION
A/05/1990 D081 MESABA'S FLEET MIGHT BE DOUBLED
A/09/1990 C021 PIERRE-SF MESABA FLIGHT REINSTATED
A/12/1990 D061 MESABA EXPECTS RATE INCREASES
A/12/1990 D061 SPEARFISH MAY JOIN AIRLINE SYSTEM
A/23/1990 C021 MITCHELL PROTESTS PLAN TO EXCLUDE CITY FROM ROUTE
5/0A/1990 D085 OPERATORS SEE DELAY IN COMMUTER AIRLINE
5/11/1990 C021 HILLS AREA INCLUDED IN AIR SERVICE PLANS
5/16/1990 C02A YANKTON TO REGAIN REGULAR AIR SERVICE
5/18/1990 C036 AUTHORITY DECIDES AIRLINE ROUTES
5/20/1990 C031 BOARD WANTS MORE INFORMATION ON AIRLINE
5/21/1990 D062 56A1RL1NE WOULD SERVE MIDWESTERN STATES
5/25/1990 AlOl AIRLINE SAFETY-SEAT PLAN IS GOOD (ED)
5/26/1990 A012 AIR WAR CUTS FARES
5/31/1990 A081 WAIT BEFORE PAYING FOR INTERSTATE AIRLINE
6/02/1990 C033 RAPID CITY OFFICIALS PUSH FOR AIRLINE MONEY
6/02/1990 C03A YANKTON-MINNEAPOLIS FLIGHTS TO START JUNE 8
6/06/1990 C016 BIRD STOPS ENG1NE--JET LANDS SAFE
6/15/1990 D082 RAPID CITY MAY PROPOSE REDUCED AIRLINE SUBSIDY
:6/16/1990 coil SKADSEN BALKING AT AIRLINE SERVICE FEE
6/17/1990 G031 STATE AIRLINE SUPPORTERS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT PLAN
6/24/1990 C033 AIRLINE CONTRACTS LIKELY TO BE AWARDED
7/01/1990 C054 AIRLINE AUTHORITY FAILS TO PICK BID
7/01/1990 EOll NEW AIRLINE REPORTS GROWING BUSINESS
7/02/1990 C045 MESABA WITHDRAWS FROM SERVING
7/08/1990 EOll NEBRASKA AIRLINE CHOSEN AS CARRIER
7/10/1990 D061 AIRLINE MAY HINGE ON RC
7/18/1990 AOll STATE'S AIR CONTRACTOR FACES LAWSUIT
7/18/1990 D081 MESABA BUSINESS UP 18 PERCENT IN JUNE
7/18/1990 D082 PILOT QUESTIONS SAFETY OF AIRLINE
7/19/1990 A081 KEEP AIRLINE PLAN ON STEADY COURSE (ED)
7/19/1990 D061 WATERTOWN AGAIN REJECTS AIRLINE
7/21/1990 BOll FIRE GROUNDS PLANE--NO PASSENGERS HURT
7/21/1990 B016 AIRLINE APPROVAL EXPECTED
7/22/1990 DOll ESSENTIAL AIR SERVICE CARRIER PICKED BY CITIES
7/22/1990 D031 BUSINESSMAN OFFERS TO HELP PAY FOR AIRLINE
7/23/1990 B031 COUNCIL SETS DEADLINE FOR DECISION ON AIRLINE
7/24/1990 C031 BUSINESSES RAISE FUNDS TO BRING IN AIRLINE
7/25/1990 C031 HURON VOTES TO JOIN IN-STATE AIRLINE SERVICE
7/25/1990 D081 GROUP RAISES AIRLINE MONEY
7/26/1990 C012 WATERTOWN MAYOR DECIDES TO SUPPORT IN-STATE AIRLINE
7/31/1990 C016 RC SAYS NO, WATERTOWN WAITS
8/02/1990 AlOl DON'T SCRAP HOPE FOR AIRLINE SERVICE (ED)
8/03/1990 C032 CHIEF VOWS TO GET STATE AIRLINE OFF GROUND
8/04/1990 C014 AIRLINE TO FLY DESPITE RESISTENCE
8/11/1990 C031 NEBRASKA AIR SERVICE GETS PRELIMINARY NOD
•-• 8/1-2/1950' AIOP^AIRL'INE CAN BE .^SUCCESS DISPITE 2-ClTY REJECTION
8/12/1990 Alll WATERTOWN GETS BAD RAP ON STATE AIRLINE (L)
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8/I3/I990 C035 STATE AIRLINE AID FACES CUTS
8/15/1990 D082 *TWA CUTS FARE FROM SF
9/08/1990 C0I6 FARES SET FOR IN-STATE AIR SERVICE
9/09/1990 con AIRLINE FLYERS BOOST OLD WEST ATTRACTIONS
9/19/1990 D081 IN-STATE AIR SYSTEM TAKING RESERVATIONS
9/22/1990 C033 INTRASTATE AIRLINE TO TAKE OFF OCTOBER 9
9/27/1990 con PRESSLER INTRODUCES AIR-SERVICE AMENDMENT
9/29/1990 C032 AIRLINE HEAD DOUBTS SERVICE WILL SUCCEED
10/08/1990 A0I5 KINTRASTATE AIRLINE READY TO TAKE FLIGHT
10/10/1990 A012 NEW AIRLINE TAKES OFF
10/10/1990 A021 AIRLINE PLANS FLIGHTS BETWEEN LARGEST CITIES
lO/n/1990 D061 AIRLINE SHUTTLE MAY START MONDAY
10/12/1990 D071 AIRLINE COMPENSATES MAN FOR INJURIES
10/18/1990 C032 CITY APPROVES MONEY FOR INTRASTATE AIRLINES
I0/2A/I990 D081 ACROSS-STATE FLIGHTS WILL BEGIN TUESDAY
10/28/1990 con AIR SERVICE BILL PASSED BY SENATE
10/29/1990 B082 BfLOCAL AIR TRAVEL RESISTS DIRE OUTLOOK
10/30/1990 B08I SD AIRLINE IS OFF TO GOOD START
11/01/1990 D071 NORTHWEST CHANGES MINNEAPOLIS FLIGHTS
11/06/1990 B092 FLEDGLING FLIGHTS SLIM ON PASSENGERS
11/17/1990 A012 TO TAKE OFF WITH $25 COMPANION TICKETS
11/27/1990 con DENVER AIRPORT FIRE HAS LITTLE EFFECT HERE
12/02/1990 EOll GP EXPRESS STARTS ESSENTIAL AIR SERVICE
I2/0A/1990 B066 TOP CARRIER STILL EYEING SF
12/07/1990 D092 IN-STATE AIRLINE PRICES TAKE DIP
1/10/1991 C012 MICKELSON WANTS TO PROP UP AIRLINE
I/18/I991 AlOl DON'T WRITE OFF STATE AIRLINE YET (ED)
1/25/1991 con GOVERNOR TO MEET ON IN-STATE AIRLINE
1/26/1991.A015 AIRLINE FUTURE UP IN AIR
1/30/1991 C0I2 $300,000 NEEDED TO SAVE STATE AIRLINE
1/30/1991 C015 KJET LANDS SAFELY WITH ONE ENGINE
2/03/1991 E03I MICKELSON SAYS IN-STATE AIRLINE REQUIRES PATIENCE
2/0A/I991 con SPECIAL RATES OFFERED TO LAWMAKERS ON AIRLINE
2/07/1991 D085 S DAKOTANS OVERCHARGED FOR AIR TICKETS
2/08/1991 C03A SYSTEM PLANS SURVIVE LOSS OF STATE AIR SERVICE
2/09/I99I A0I6 IN-STATE AIRLINE IS FAILURE
2/09/1991 A08I DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/2I/I991 C031 FREE FLIGHTS TO VISIT WOUNDED TROOPS
2/22/1991 C012 US SHOULD AID AIRLINES
2/23/1991 C033 IN-STATE AIRLINE OFFICIALLY GROUNDED
3/11/1991 B016 AIR SERVICE WAS A GOOD PRACTICE RUN
3/26/I99I A083 ESTATE'S AIR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
3/28/I99I B012 XGROUND-TO-AIR MISSION
5/0A/1991 AOIA AMERICAN PLANS SF SERVICE
5/08/1991 D085 CITY SAFE FROM TWA WOES
5/28/1991 C031 COMMISSION HAPPY WITH CONTINENTAL
6/18/1991 B061 AMERICAN NEEDS OK TO START FARGO SERVICE
6/23/1991 C032 PLANS NIXED FOR ROUTE BETWEEN PIERRE, DENVER
7/05/1991 C021 ABERDEEN TO HAVE 2 DAILY FLIGHTS TO DENVER
8/05/1991 BOAI LAWYER SAYS FLIGHT TO SD DENIED ACCESS
8/16/1991 D061 ADVANTAGE LOOKS AT SD EXPANSION
8/21/1991 D062 KC FLIGHTS TO RESUME ON OCTOBER 1
8/28/1991 C012 PRIVATE AIRLINE SERVICE POSSIBLE FOR CITIES
10/06/1991 EOll AIRLINE CONNECTS PIERRE AND DENVER
10/15/1991 B085 NORTHWEST PULLS OUT OF MINNESOTA DEAL
10/20/1991 E012 AIRVANTAGE PLANS TO ADD DAILY FLIGHT TO PIERRE
12/26/1991 C015 AIR SERVICE FUNDING THREATENED
1/08/1992 D061 NORTHWEST AIRLINE TO UPGRADE ITS SYSTEMS
1/13/1992 C032 AIR SERVICE STUDY ANNOUNCED
1/15/1992 D061 FEWER TRAVELLERS MAY HALT AIR SERVICE
1/20/1992 C032 BROOKINGS TACKLES AIR-SERVICE CRISIS
1/29/1992 con PLANE MAKES STOP FOR SICK PASSENGER
2/03/1992 C031 AIRPORT CONSULTANT--LOWER SOME FARES
2/06/1992 B062 S6AMERICAN ANNOUNCES LOCAL FLIGHTS
2/23/1992 F031 RAPID CITY TO DENVER FARES CUT TO $79 ONE-WAY
3/08/1992 EOll UNITED ADDS THIRD FLIGHT TO DENVER
3/18/1992 A012 ^AIRFARES SLASHED IN HALF
3/30/1992 con AIRVANTAGE TO ADD MORE WEEKDAY FLIGHTS
A/03/1992 D072 AMERICAN AIRLINES SHOWS OFF SERVICE
5/02/1992 C021 AMERICAN LANDS IN SF
5/22/1992 D073 DELTA TO DROP FLIGHT FROM UTAH TO SD
5/28/1992 D061 GREAT LAKES LOOKS FOR CONNECTIONS
5/29/1992 A012 CHEAP FARES HOT TICKET AT AIRPORT
6/02/1992 A012 CHEAP FARES SPUR TRAVEL FEVER
7/28/1992 B065 NEW FLIGHT SERVICE TARGETS BUSINESSES
7/29/1992 B051 SWISSAIR BARGAIN AVAILABLE IN CITY
r v8/01/1992' B063: ^SF'AIRLIN&; BARGAIN OFFERED AGAIN
8/09/1992 EOll NORTHWEST LOSSES TOTAL $68.9 MILLION
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8/09/1992 EGI2
9/06/1992 EOll
9/09/1992 A015
10/08/1992 B066
11/18/1992 A0I2
12/24/1992 A082
12/31/1992 BOll
3/19/1982 coil
4/05/1982 coil
7/07/1982 C051
8/10/1982 B052
8/20/1982 B031
9/22/1982 coil
9/23/1982 coil
9/25/1982 BOll
9/25/1982 B021
9/29/1982 C016
10/07/1982 coil
11/16/1982 C033
2/03/1983 C041
2/06/1983 C021
2/26/1983 B031
2/27/1983 B061
3/02/1983 C054
3/11/1983 C031
7/11/1983 C012
10/04/1983 B041
10/20/1983 coil
'2/27/1984 BO45
3/18/1984. coil
6/24/1984 B061
7/25/1984 BOll
8/13/1984 coil
11/21/1984 DOll
1/09/1985 C015
1/23/1985 C035
3/06/1985 BOll
3/08/1985 A081
3/13/1985 Don
3/16/1985 C021
3/28/1985 D033
4/28/1985 N131
7/22/1985 A012
1/22/1986 B022
2/09/1986 A012
2/13/1986 A061
2/16/1986 A121
6/16/1986 C021
7/2T/1986 AO12
7/22/1986 B012
8/09/1986 con
12/24/1986 A061
7/23/1987 C021
7/26/1987 con
8/06/1987 C012
8/10/1987 C012
1/08/1988 C021
8/08/1988 A012
9/28/1988 C021
11/07/1988 A012
11/15/1988 A072
3/19/1989 C012
6/16/1989 A015
7/27/1989 con
8/03/1989 A081
9/20/1989 C071
10/07/1989 A014
11/05/1989 C051
1/11/1990 C012
2/18/1990 E043
7/12/1990 B012
7/31/1990 C012
8/12/1990 EOll
12/12/1990 A012
2/20/1991 C031
^H!^!;>3/04/1991 /C031
3/27/1991 C032
KLOW-PRICED AIRLINE TICKETS HELP SPUR TRAFFIC
UNITED AIRLINES TO HONOR CITY
TWA DROPS SF FROM ITS LIST
NORTHWEST PUNCTUALITY SCORES BEST
KAIRLINES CASINO FLIGHTS OK'D
BUSINESS AIRFARES TAKING OFF
AIRLINE ADDS ROUTES TO SD SERVICE
SEE ALSO ACCIDENT AIRPLANE, AIRLINES
PLANE HELD ON ILLEGAL HUNTING
3CC0ME FLY AWAY
*STORM DAMAGES 4 PLANES S 2 HANGERS AT JOE FOSS
36TEEN-AGER FLYING HIGH AFTER SHOW
PILOT FINED FOR HARNEY PEAK LANDING
scCOMMlSSlONER'S PLANE SWAP INVESTIGATED
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DISCUSS COPTER DEAL
DEMOCRATS ASK COUNTY TO VOID HELICOPTER-PLANE DEAL
ADVICE FROM COMMISSION ABOUT PLANES, CHOPPER (ED)
PANEL OK'S HELICOPTER, PLANE SWAP
COUNTY'S PLANE FIRST ISSUE AT CHAMBER COFFEE
HOMEMADE PLANE NOW WILDLIFE SERVICE PROPERTY
SD SHOPS FOR NEWER AIRPLANES
KEEP B-1 BUDGET 1NTACT--B-52 SHOW AGE (ED)
STATE BUYS PLANE FOR $765,000
PLANE PURCHASE OK SURPRISES KNEIP
OEMS UNABLE TO STOP JANKLOW PLANE PURCHASE
SD MAN SETS MARK IN HOMEMADE PLANE
^CLOSING ENGINE POWER IS PART OF THE GAME
PLANES SHOULD CARRY FIRE EQUIPMENT
GRAVEN BUYS OUT ULTRALIGHT COMPANY
SOUTH DAKOTA MAN WINS TO NEVADA AIR RACE
KMAIN USES OF COUNTY PLANE
AIR SHOW IS PLANNED FOR JULY 4 IN HURON
XPIONEER PILOT TOOK SD BY STORM
seBOMBERS TO LAWN MOWERS
MINNEHAHA COUNTY WANTS TO REPLACE PLANE
RENTSCHLER QUESTIONS USE OF COUNTY PLANE
COUNTY DECIDES TO UPGRADE PLANE
DISPUTE GROUNDS AIRPLANE
STORY ABOUT AIRPLANE (L)
PLANE ENGINES TO COME FROM OUTSIDE COUNTY
PLANE LANDS SAFELY AFTER APPARENT PROBLEM
MINIATURE AIRCRAFT ON DISPLAY
K(RETAIL) FLYING SERVICE ONE OF HIS HIGH ASPIRATION
KSD MAN TAKES COPTER TO CORNFIELDS
BUSINESSMAN SUES OVER PLANE CARTOON
JANKLOW PAYS TO PLAY IN STATE PLANE
KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE STATE AIRPLANE
JANKLOW SHOULD FIND A TRAVEL AGENT (ED)
RESOLUTION FAVORS AIR SERVICE TO SD TOWNS
XFLYING BATHTUB GROUNDS FAMILY'S PLANS
XRARE BIRDS
3CFEMALE FLYER BLOWS SMOKE FOR FUN
WELCOME BACK, VOYAGER (ED)
RECORD-BREAKING PLANE TO CROSS SD
VOYAGER MAKES STOP IN CITY
STATE AIRPLANE BACK IN BLACK
9CM0DEL AIRSHOW IS JUST PLANE FUN
STATE PLANE TO RETURN TO SERVICE
^FASHION MODEL
SHERIFF TO FIND CHEAPER AIR SERVICE
*PLANE FLIES WITH A MISSION
KCATCHING A CHEAPER HOLIDAY
3CFLY1NG ACES INVADE THE EMPIRE
3CMYSTER10US LANDING, PLANE THEFT UP IN AIR
PRIVATE PLANE LANDS ON AREA HIGHWAY
NO REASON TO GROUND DC-IOS (ED)
SNAKE STOWAWAY CAUSE FOR PILOT'S ALARM
UP IN THE SKY...LUGGAGE
X'FLYING BATHTUB' HAS BROOKINGS SKIES BUZZING
NOT PHASED BY TIRE-BLOWOUT REPORT
3CHUR0N MAN LOVES PLANE, AIR SHOW
XBRANDON MAN WATCHES WORK TAKE FLIGHT
^SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
VINTAGE AlRdRAFTS ON DISPLAY IN OMAHA
KSOUTH DAKOTAN HELPED PIONEER SUPER JETS
MINNEHAHA COMMISSIONERS CONSIDER BUYING AIRPLANE
^WOMEN'S 'AIR .RACE ^jPLANS SD STOP
MINNEHAHA NARROWS PLANE CHOICE TO 2
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AIRPORTS-AB
AIRPORTS-BE
AIRPORTS-BF
AIRPORTS-BH
AIRPORTS-BR
AIRPORTS-CA
AIRPORTS-CU
AIRPORTS-HU
AIRPORTS-IA
AIRPORTS-MI
AIRPORTS-PA
AIRPORTS-PH
AIRPORTS-RC
AIRPORTS-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/17/1991 C012 COUNTY COMMISSION VOTES TO PURCHASE AIRPLANE
A/2A/1991 C012 KCOUNTY DENIES IMPROPRIETY
5/05/1991 Na91 *LAKE PRESTON YOUTH FLIES HIGH WITH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
7/2A/1991 C033 *CROP-DUSTER BUILDING OWN RUNWAY
9/23/1991 CGIA KAN EMOTIONALLY UPLIFTING EXPERIENCE
6/1A/1992 FQll ETHANOL-POWERED PLANE TO PERFORM
7/12/1992 F012 TRAVEL POLICY KEEPS STATE FLEET FLYING
A/06/1983 A021 ABERDEEN FLIGHT SERVICE FULL TIME
12/26/198A BOll ABERDEEN GETS AIRPORT IMPROVEMENT MONEY
11/25/1986 C023 AIRPORT BUSINESS SOARS
1/11/1987 C021 CITY LAWYER TO LOOK AT CUT IN AIR TRAFFIC SERVICE
2/0A/1987 BOAl ABERDEEN MANAGER SAYS WORRIES EASED
5/11/1987 C021 AIRPORT BOARD TO ASK CITY ABOUT CONTROL TOWER
10/07/1987 B061 ABERDEEN PANEL TABLES FIRING DECISION AGAIN
lO/lA/1987 B025 AIRPORT MANAGER SAYS HIS FIRING WAS UNJUST
10/25/1987 B021 AIRPORT BOARD ASKS TO BE REAPPOINTED
11/21/1987 C021 FIRED MANAGER DEMANDS MONEY FROM CITY
12/10/1987 X0^1 ABERDEEN TO NAME AIRPORT MANAGER
A/08/1989 C024 AIRPORT TO EXPAND WEATHER DATA
11/18/1991 coil ABERDEEN AIRPORT TO GET NEW WEATHER SYSTEM
7/15/1992 coil ABERDEEN AIRPORT RECEIVES GRANT
7/01/1990 C03A COUNCIL TO HIRE AIRPORT CONSULTANT
1/30/1984 B041 REFERENDUM WOULD PUT NEW AIRPORT TO VOTE
2/01/1984 C041 BELL FOURCHE CITIZENS TO VOTE ON AIRPORT
5/24/1987 C021 BELLE FOUCHE WANTS STATE AID FOR AIRPORT
8/22/1988 C012 AVIATION PIONEER ICE HONORED
7/28/1983 C051 BROOKINGS PETITIONS SEEK VOTE ON RUNWAY
8/03/1983 C041 PANEL WILL HOLD MONEY UNTIL BROOKINGS ELECTION
9/14/1983 C035 BROOKINGS ACCEPTS GRANT FOR AIRPORT RUNWAY
7/18/1987 coil LOCAL AIRPORTS REASSURED
9/19/1987 C021 BROOKINGS COUPLE LOSE SUIT AGAINST CITY
12/17/1989 EOll BROOKINGS AIRPORT GIVEN $1 MILLION
1/13/1991 C034 KBROOKINGS CONSIDERS STREET CHANGE
1/16/1991 C031 CITY COMMISSION VOTES TO LOWER EIGHTH STREET
2/12/1991 C031 BROOKINGS AIRPORT GETS $I MILLION GRANT
2/17/1991 E031 CITY GETS $1 MILLION FOR LANDING SYSTEM
5/27/1991 C032 BROOKINGS OFFICIALS DEAL WITH AIRLINE IMAGE
7/22/1991 A071 PLANS COMPLETE FOR AIRPORT LANDING SYSTEM
12/20/1992 EOll BROOKINGS BOARD DIVIDES AIR ROUTES
11/30/1989 C015 LINCOLN COUNTY AIRPORT MIGHT LOSE MANAGER
9/13/1990 C032 PROPERTY OWNERS WILL VOTE ON AIRPORT DISTRICT
2/06/1991 C033 LINCOLN COUNTY NAMES AIRPORT ADVISORY BOARD
7/06/1991 C031 IF SOIL IS CONTAMINATED AT CANTON AIRPORT
12/11/1992 B021 CANTON AIRPORT GETS $270,000 GRANT
12/05/1982 C041 CUSTER HOPES AIRPORT WILL LURE INDUSTRIES
9/06/1985 C031 2 APPARENT LOW BIDDERS FOR AIRPORT CONSTRUCTION
5/16/1991 C021 AIRPORT RECEIVES $183,600 GRANT
2/15/1992 C031 MINNEAPOLIS FLIGHT BOARDINGS ARE DOWN
7/09/1992 C023 KSTORM RIPS HURON AIRPORT, GOLF COURSE
7/20/1989 AOllKSIOUX CITY JET CRASH--UP TO 120 DIE, 178 LIVE
9/07/1982 B021 APPROPRIATE HONOR FOR MCGOVERN (ED)
6/20/1987 coil AIRLINE HARBORS MITCHELL DOUBTS
9/24/1988 C021 AIRPORT GETS FUNDING
4/23/1989 coil PARKSTON AIRPORT GETS $450,000 GRANT
8/3I/I986 C034 JANKLOW LETS FLY ON AIRPORT PROPOSAL
8/24/1983 BOll RC AIRPORT RUNWAY WILL CLOSE FOR 2 DAYS
9/26/1983 B041 ECONOMY RAISES HOPE FOR RC TERMINAL
7/31/1984 B045 RAPID CITY AIRPORT MAY GET FACELIFT
2/14/1985 C022 RAPID CITY AIRPORT TO GET $2.9 MILLION GRANT
4/13/1986 D021 FEDERAL CUTS CHANGE RAPID CITY AIRPORT PLANS
9/20/1986 C021 AIRPORT LOBBY WINDOWS BREAK IN JET'S WAKE
11/23/1986 E031 BOARDING FIGURES SOAR AT RAPID CITY AIRPORT
1/24/1987 C021 RAPID CITY FIRM GETS AIRPORT BUILDING DEAL
2/27/1990 C026 AIRPORT, INSURANCE LINK PROBED
2/09/1991 C035 AIRPORT TOLD TO PUT BACK PAPER RACKS
10/18/1991 C031 FEWER FLYING OUT OF RAPID CITY
6/11/1992 C021 $59,000 COST OF TEARING DOWN RAPID CITY TERMINAL
9/10/1982 C031 SF SITE OF AIRPORT MEETING
3/15/1983 C031 FOSS FIELD MONEY GOES TO AIRPORTS
2/08/1985 C021 AIRPORT CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR HURON
11/15/1985 C031 FEDERAL MONEY TARGETED FOR STATE AIRPORTS
6/29/1986 A081 SF COULD HELP SMALL AIRPORTS SURVIVE (ED)
11/27/1986 C033 KAIRLINE PASSENGER BOARDINGS
8/19/1987 B024 AIRLINE MONEY AVAILABLE DASCHLE SAYS
8/25/1987 A081 AVIATION TRUST FUND IS FOR ALL AIRPORTS (L)
9/21/1987 C031 AIRPORT MANAGER UNDER FIRE
>3/30/l-988>B013'AIRPORT BOARDINGS .PROJECT
3/30/1988 B015 SMALL-TOWN FLIERS DON'T USE OWN AIRPORTS
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STUDY TARGETS STATE AIRPORTS FOR CUTS
FEDERAL FUND TO HELP UPGRADE 5 AIRPORTS
*A1RP0RT IMPROVEMENTS
SENATE OK'S FUNDS FOR SD AIRPORTS
GRANT TO FUND NEW STATE LANDING SYSTEM
AIRPORTS RUN AFOUL OF FAA RULE
^LEGISLATORS SEEK FAA WAIVERS FOR SD CITIES
AIRPORT BATTLE--VOLUME VS SERVICE CED)
COMMERCIAL AIR TRAFFIC INCREASES AT SF AIRPORT
FOSS FIELD TO REQUEST AIRPORT MONEY
FAA TELLS HOW TO GET FLIGHT STATION
DEREGULATION NOT GOOD FOR SF, AIRPORT MANAGER SAYS
AIRLINE TRAFFIC UP IN SF
FLIGHTS OUT
JOE FOSS FIELD BOARDINGS INCREASE
XBUSINESS RISING AT JOE FOSS FIELD
JOE FOSS FIELD TO GET WIND SHEAR ALERT SYSTEM
36LOFTY FACELIFT
*AIRPORT MANAGER--VICTIM NOT AT FAULT
9CC0-W0RKERS REMEMBER DOUGLAS STONER
OFFICIALS WON'T NAME CONTROLLER ON DUTY
FLAGS WARN CONTROLLERS OF RUNWAY MAINTENANCE
AIRPORT PLANS TO UPGRADE TERMINAL
FOG STRANDS HUNDREDS OF AIR PASSENGERS
*FOG CLOUDS TRAVELERS' HOLIDAY SPIRIT
BOARDINGS AT AIRPORT FALL SLIGHTLY
AIRPORT KEPT NICE AND TIDY (L)
AIRPORT GETS $500,000 FOR IMPROVEMENTS
NEGOTIATORS TENTATIVELY AGREE ON AIRPORT RATES
AIRPORT EXPANSION TO TAKE 3 MONTHS
SMALL AIRPORTS--ALL'S FARE IN CHANGES
AIRLINES SERVING SF BEEF UP SECURITY
CITY OK'S AIRPORT CONTRACT DESPITE CLASH
XINSIDE-OUT BAGGAGE AREA
AIRPORT BOARDINGS SHOW 19.5 PERCENT INCREASE
AIR TRAVEL UP BY 25 PERCENT
BID FOR NEW ELEVATOR AT AIRPORT
AIRPORT GETS NEW BAGGAGE CLAIM AREA
EARLY WINTER MAKES AIRPORT SEEK CASH TRANSFER
NUMBER OF FLIERS SOARS IN SF
NEAR COLLISION AT JOE FOSS FIELD
AIR GUARD SPOKESMAN CLARIFIES NEAR COLLISION
AIRPORT LANDS INSURANCE
LEFTOVER MONEY WILL BE GIVEN TO OTHER AIRPORTS
CITY TO RELINQUISH AIRPORT RESPONSIBILITY
TO LET AIRPORT BOARD FLY SOLO (ED)
AIRPORT PLANS MORE IMPROVEMENTS
JOE FOSS FIELD RECEIVES $573,400 FEDERAL GRANT
BACKERS TOUT PLAN FOR AIRPORT AUTHORITY
(CULTURE) HAVING LIVES IS JUST PART OF JOB
CITY TO STUDY AIRPORT PLAN
COMMISSION OK'S NEW AIRPORT AUTHORITY
CITY AIRPORT BOARDINGS TAKE OFF
KDEAD END FOR NEW CITY THOROUGHFARE
XAIRLINE PASSENGER BOARDINGS
SETTLEMENT NEAR IN AIRPORT DEATH
AIRLINE BOARDINGS INCREASE
NUMBER OF PASSENGERS SOARS THIS YEAR
COMPLAINTS SPUR ON BAGGAGE HANDLERS
3CWINTER WEATHER DELAYS FLIGHTS
'86 AIRPORT USE NEAR RECORD
3CAIRP0RT BOARDINGS
^JANUARY BOARDINGS SOAR
^(AIRLINE BOARDINGS IN FEBRUARY
XAIRPORT BOARDINGS CLIMB IN JUNE
XAIRLINE BOARDINGS INCREASE IN JULY
^AUGUST BOARDINGS DIP SLIGHTLY
AIRPORT BOARDINGS INCREASE IN OCTOBER
AIR BOARDINGS LOWER THAN HOPED
CONFIDENCE IN AIRPORT PROVES TO BE JUSTIFIED (ED)
SLIPPERY ROADS CAN'T STOP AIRPORT REUNIONS
XAIRPORT BOARDINGS CLIMB IN '87
AIR TRAVEL BUSINESS SOARS
*MAN ARRESTED FOR AIRPORT VANDALISM
AIRPORT GETS GRANT FOR CONSTRUCTION
ABOARD ANNOUNCES NEW AIRPORT MANAGER
RESCUE PERSONNEL SIMULATE PLANE CRASH
$1 MILLION RENOVATION PLANNED FOR TERMINAL
1/05/1989 A013
5/09/1989 C0I6
5/10/1989 C033
11/16/1989 C021
10/01/1990 B033
7/29/1991 A01<i
8/03/1991 C012
1/22/1982 C021
7/18/1982 BOll
9/18/1982 C031
9/22/1982 CO^il
10/10/1982 EOll
l/l<i/1983 B01<i
1/29/1983 B013
3/2<i/1983 coil
8/l<i/1983 A012
10/14/1983 C041
11/09/1983 C014
12/22/1983 A012
12/22/1983 coil
12/23/1983 A014
2/09/1984 coil
7/09/1984 A013
12/28/1984 A012
12/29/1984 A012
1/07/1985 BOll
3/09/1985 A105
4/26/1985 C021
, .6/12/1985 C015
6/17/1985 C015
6/20/1985 coil
6/26/1985 A012
7/02/1985 C033
8/16/1985 C012
9/14/1985 C013
9/22/1985 C015
10/15/1985 coil
12/19/1985 coil
12/21/1985 coil
1/03/1986 C013
1/11/1986 A012
1/12/1986 C013
1/18/1986 C034
1/30/1986 B034
3/06/1986 coil
3/13/1986 A121
3/13/1986 B034
4/04/1986 C021
4/09/1986 BOll
4/27/1986 N071
5/12/1986 C036
5/13/1986 A012
7/26/1986 C015
9/10/1986 B013
9/11/1986 C033
9/26/1986 C012
11/06/1986 C033
11/07/1986 C012
11/22/1986 C022
12/01/1986 C012
1/06/1987 C015
1/06/1987 C033
2/06/1987 C033
3/23/1987 C032
7/19/1987 C043
8/15/1987 C033
9/07/1987 C033
11/21/1987 C033
11/29/1987 E015
12/05/1987 AlOl
12/24/1987 A012
1/07/1988 A013
1/09/1988 A015
1/26/1988 C012
4/15/1988 coil
5/11/1988 B012
>8/18/1988 ^COll
10/21/1988 C016
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AIRPORTS-SF
AIRPORTS-SP
AIRPORTS-ST
AIRPORTS-TE
AIRPORTS-US
AIRPORTS-VE
AIRPORTS-WA
AIRPGRTS-WE
AIRPGRTS-WS
AIRPGRTS-YA
AIRSTREAM RALLY
pv?.#.ATSENBREY#t:INDSEY-
AKER ALAYNA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/23/1988 A012 3CC0UNT ON A FLIGHT AT CITY AIRPORTS
12/29/1988 C016 AIRPORT HIRES ARCHITECTS TO REMODEL
1/07/1989 A012 KCITY AIR BOARDINGS DOWN 12 PERCENT
3/22/1989 A012 ^AIRPORT TO GET NEW LOOK
A/11/1989 coil AIRPORT ADOPTS SMOKING RESTRICTIONS
5/07/1989 C015 AIRPORT BOARDINGS DIP FROM YEAR AGO
5/18/1989 C012 3(CITY AIRPORT IS SOLID GROUND FOR TRAVELERS
6/30/1989 A012 *END OF AN AIRPORT 'EYESORE'
8/03/1989 C012 YEAR'S FIRST SOLID BOARDING AGAIN
8/21/1989 B012 3CL0W BID IS $1.1 MILLION TOO HIGH
8/23/1989 AlOl ARCHITECTS MISS MARK (ED)
8/25/1989 coil CITY PLANS TO MOVE AIRPORT FIRE STATION
8/25/1989 D086 AIRPORT DECISION DELAYED
9/07/1989 C013 SIOUX FALLS AIRPORT BOARDINGS INCREASE
9/09/1989 A012 KAIRPORT RENOVATION PLANS TAKE OFF
9/19/1989 A016 IT WAS 'JUST ANOTHER DAY'
9/29/1989 C015 AIRPORT AUTHORITY SEEKS NEW SERVICE
9/29/1989 D063 BRANIFF EXPRESS CANCELS FLIGHTS
10/11/1989 D086 AIRPORT BOARDINGS RECOVER
12/10/1989 D012 ^BOARDINGS UP AT AIRPORT
12/21/1989 coil SMALL PLANE MAKES EMERGENCY LANDING
3/01/1990 D062 *AIRPORT GETTING A NEW LOOK
A/26/1990 coil SF AIRPORT RECEIVES FEDERAL GRANT
5/05/1990 C033 REGIONAL AIRPORT BOARDED MORE PASSENGERS
6/23/1990 C012 ^AIRPORT TERMINAL HAS A FRESH LOOK
7/31/1990 C015 XGIVE US AN 'S'
8/17/1990 Alll CITY AIRPORT UPLIFTING AFTER OVERSEAS TRIP (L)
9/30/1990 A112 LONG PARKING WAIT AT AIRPORT EXASPERATING (L)
10/29/1990 .B082 3€L0CAL AIR TRAVEL RESISTS DIRE OUTLOOK
11/28/1990 AlOA NONEXPERTS SHOULD NOT BELITTLE ART (L)
11/30/1990 BOll AIRPORT ART SHOWS CITY HAS ARRIVED
1/10/1991 A072 ^WAITING AT THE GATE
1/16/1991 AOIA FOG ENDANGERS, STALLS TRAVEL PLANS IN REGION
2/20/I99I COIA AIRPORT WANTS RAMP FOR CARGO PLANES
3/16/1991 C012 XCITY PLANS TO DIG LAKE BY AIRPORT
5/08/1991 D085 CITY SAFE FROM TWA WOES
6/28/1991 coil SF AIRPORT GETS FEDERAL GRANT
8/31/1991 C012 GUARD NOW ON FIREFIGHTING DUTY AT SF AIRPORT
9/21/1991 C031 TO RECEIVE IMPROVEMENT GRANTS
1/03/1992 A015 *WEARY TRAVELERS MAKE DO WHILE FLIGHTS GROUNDED
3/03/1992 coil FOG FORCES 7 FLIGHTS TO STOP IN SF
3/06/1992 A012 ^SOARING SALES
5/29/1992 A012 CHEAP FARES HOT TICKET AT AIRPORT
6/05/1992 coil SF AIRPORT SETS BOARDING RECORD
8/09/1992 E012 3CL0W-PRICED AIRLINE TICKETS HELP SPUR TRAFFIC
1/28/1991 B033 AGENCY EXPECTED TO OK NEW AIRPORT SYSTEM
A/23/1990 C022 STURGIS GROUP WANTS LAND CONDEMNATION STOPPED
5/13/1990 C023 STURGIS CONDEMNING LAND FOR NEW AIRPORT
5/07/1991 C036 COURT GIVES NEW WINGS TO AIRPORT REFERENDUM
>7/07/1991 C031 STURGIS VOTERS BACK COUNCIL'S AIRPORT PLAN
9/23/1991 B031 STURGIS AIRPORT PLAN MAY GET 2ND VOTE
7/03/1987 C012 COUNTY'S PLAN TO PURCHASE AIRPORT
5/05/1989 C012 ^LINCOLN COUNTY TO UPGRADE TEA AIRPORT
6/1A/1989 A012 TEA AIRPORT PLAN CLEARS HURDLE
9/03/1989 C012 TEA AIRPORT PROJECT CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF
1/25/1990 C022 LINCOLN COUNTY AIRPORT GETS STATE APPROVAL
2/15/1990 C02A TEA AIRPORT EXPANSION SET TO BEGIN BY MAY
<i/24/1990 C021 TEA AIRPORT RUNWAY FINALLY GOES AHEAD
A/26/1990 C021 LINCOLN AIRPORT 'DREAM COME TRUE'
9/20/1990 C033 PLANES MAY FLY AGAIN AT TEA AIRPORT
10/05/1990 C031 TEA BUSINESSES CHIP IN FOR AIRPORT PAVING
11/09/1990 C031 RECONSTRUCTED AIRPORT OPENS AFTER 7 MONTHS
2/10/1992 C012 LINCOLN COUNTY AIRPORT FINDING SUCCESS
7/13/1982 C021 TIGHTEN AIRPORT CONTROL IN HAZARDOUS WEATHER (ED)
12/30/1983 A09A KILLING TIME IN AN AIRPORT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE DULL
7/11/1987 C033 AIRPORT IMPROVEMENT ALLOCATIONS
6/01/1985 C015 VERMILLION AIRPORT GETS GRANT FOR REPAIRS
1/05/1982 COAl WATERTOWN TOLD TO PAY FOR PLANE CRASH
7/30/1990 C033 WESSINGTON SPRINGS MAY BUILD AIRPORT
1/28/1992 C031 WESSINGTON SPRINGS AIRPORT PLANS TAKE OFF
12/25/1991 C032 AVIATION STANDARDS AT CENTER OF DISPUTE
2/12/1992 C032 FAA INVESTIGATES YANKTON AIRPORT CONTRACT
A/12/1992 D026 YANKTON TOLD TO EXPLAIN AIRPORT DEAL
5/29/1992 C031 CHALLENGE DENIED IN AIRPORT BIDDING
6/12/1992 C022 YANKTON AIRPORT OPERATIONS LEGAL
9/1A/1990 C012 3CSILVER BULLETS ROLL INTO TOWN
«A/07/1988iA015 JCETHAN.-TEACHER^DIES AFTER WORKOUT
5/03/1992 coil MAKER'S CENTRAL TO COBBLERS' TRACK SUCCESS
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AKER GEORGE
AKINS DOUG
AKRON lA
AKTA LAKOTA MUSEUM
ALAN KEN
ALASKA
ALBEE EDWARD
ALBERS DOUG
ALBERS DUANE
ALBERS KEN
ALBERS LOUISE
ALBERS RHETT
ALBERT DONNIE
ALBERTIZZIE RALPH
ALBERTS BONNIE
;^LBE^Y CURT j ^ -
ALBERTY KENT 8 LUA
ALBRECHT CHUCK
ALBRECHT TONY
ALBRIGHT CHARLES
ALBUQUERQUE LITA
ALCESTER MEATS
ALCESTER SD
ALCHOLISM
ALCOCK RALPH
ALCOHOL
ALCOHOL 8 DRUG
ALCOHOL AS FUEL
ALCOHOLISM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/21/1987 AlOl CITY NATIVE TREASURER OF NATIONAL CHURCH
5/07/1989 EG12 *CAFE SPECIALTY ADDS SPICE IN DELL RAPIDS
7/26/1982 BGll *YOU MEAN THEY DO THIS FOR FUN
5/12/1991 CGIA AKTA LAKOTA MUSEUM TO OPEN IN CHAMBERLAIN
lG/29/1991 AG52 KA LEAP OF FITNESS
A/G8/199G AG9A STOP ALASKAN GIVEAWAY (L)
9/3G/199G FG21 KTRULY, AMERICA'S FINAL FRONTIER
A/26/1992 CG12 KMOVE NORTH TO... ALASKA
A/29/198A AG12 XRENOWNED PLAYWRIGHT BRINGS OPINIONS, ADVICE
lG/13/1987 AG76 KPLAYWRIGHT TO GIVE LECTURE AT AUGUSTANA
10/17/1987 AG52 ^AMERICANS AVOID TRUTH, PLAYWRIGHT SAYS
A/26/1992 N19A KCHEF'S EDGE OFFERS SHOPPERS GOURMET PRODUCTS
8/26/1990 A012 KSF MOVES SOUTH OF BORDER
1/19/1992 E012 KFARM LIFE IS TEA FAMILY TRADITION
5/08/1982 B033 KALBERS TO SEEK SHERIFF POST AGAIN
3/28/1986 C015 LINCOLN COUNTY SHERIFF SEEKS RE-ELECTION
A/27/1986 NOAl *HE LIVES ON BOTH SIDES OF GUN BARREL
8/12/1987 A015 IN CASE OF DEAD CANTON GOAT
8/13/1987 A012 ^SHERIFF ACQUITTED IN GOAT KILLING
11/15/1989 A016 KPHONES HAMPER SHERIFF
1/25/1990 C012 SHERIFF SAYS HE KNEW ABOUT PAIR
1/29/1990 B012 SAVING GRAIN ELEVATOR FROM SCAM
7/23/1992 D012 WELCOME HOME NOT TOO HOT
9/16/1992 B012 OWNER DREAMS OF SUPER BOWL REOPENING
12/20/1987 A012 36SEWAGE-ASH PROJECT DEVELOPS ANOTHER DEBATE
2/22/1991 B012 ^VISITING SINGER SURE TO BE HIT OF OPERA SHOW
7/I9/I986 coil 36PRESIDENTS' PILOT LOGGED MILES, MEMORIES
5/13/1989 C012 KMOTHER-DAUGHTER TEAM EARNS DUAL DEGREES
A/02/1988 coil XLOAN OFFICIAL RUNNING FOR COUNTY BOARD
10/23/1988-C011 COMMISSION UNITY A MUST
2/06/1992 A072 ^FAMILIES COMMITTED TO CARING
9/29/198A A071 XKELO-AM TO GO STEREO
6/09/1983 C071 *DEAF LIFEGUARD APPLICANT SAYS HE COULD DO JOB
5/19/1991 coil ALBRIGHT TOP POINT WINNER IN CONTEST
ll/lA/1982 D091 KARTIST SELECTS LIME PIT AS SCULPTURE SITE
7/19/1990 D062 AG PROCESSORS GET LOW-INTEREST LOANS
5/0A/1987 C012 JOINING COULD SPLIT TOWNS' RESIDENTS
12/21/1987 A012 ^ALCESTER THRIVES ON NEIGHBORLY LOVE
2/06/1989 A012 36ALCESTER NURTURES ITS BUSINESSES
12/21/1989 coil ALCESTER APPROVES SUNDAY BEER SALES
1/15/1990 A012 ALCESTER SHRUGS OFF SETBACKS
2/0A/1990 C023 ALCESTER CONSIDERING PUBLIC LIBRARY ADDITION
2/06/1990 C026 ALCESTER ASKS FOR STUDY ON LIBRARY EXPANSION
4/08/1990 C021 ALCESTER SQUEEZED FOR CLASSROOM SPACE
4/11/1990 C021 ALCESTER-HUDSON SCHOOL ADDITION GETS OK
4/21/1990 C043 ALCESTER TO APPLY FOR CITY BLOCK GRANT
5/05/1990 C023 WOMEN TO PRESENT DAY CARE PROPOSAL
5/15/1990 B023 FUNDRAISERS PLANNED FOR ALCESTER LIBRARY
7/16/1990 C032 ALCESTER LIBRARY REQUEST UP FOR CONSOLIDATION
9/18/1992, B022 3fALCESTER LIBRARY A JOINT VENTURE
9/30/1992 B025 *WEEK LATER, INTEREST IN SKELETON WANING
2/03/1992 A021 FIGHTING FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME
3/03/1990 C021 SDSU NAMES AG ENGINEERING HEAD
8/09/1987 coil ALCOHOL SEEPS FROM TERMINAL
8/11/1987 A016 ALCOHOL SPILL ESTIMATE GROWS
8/12/1987 B012 GROUND WATER TAINTED, SAYS GEOLOGIST
SEE ALSO CHEMICAL ABUSE
2/04/1991 C033 ABERDEEN, COLLEGE GIVEN $15,000 GRANT
4/17/1992 C012 TREATMENT CENTERS SAY THEY'RE AT RISK
4/18/1992 C012 DRUG PROGRAM POPULAR WITH INMATES
4/23/1992 A015 'BOTTOM LINE* FORCES RIVER PARK TO CLOSE
5/08/1992 C0I2 BOOZE, TOBACCO FUEL OTHER DRUG ABUSE
5/17/1992 F025 HIGH COSTS PINCH TREATMENT CENTERS
SEE GASOHOL
3/19/1982 BOll 3CMARTINI LUNCHES--POST-WORK DRINKS ADD UP
3/31/1982 E021 3CINDIANS MUST HAVE HERITAGE TO FIGHT ALCOHOLISM
5/18/1982 coil ALCOHOL TREATMENT CHANGES COACH'S LIFE
8/15/1982 DOll ^TREATMENT FOR ALCOHOLISM IS MORE THAN DRYING OUT
9/30/1982 B054 ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS SCHEDULED
1/22/1983 A073 *CHURCH ATTITUDE TOWARD ALCOHOLICS CHANGES
2/03/1983 A015 CHURCHES IGNORE PROBLEMS OF ALCOHOLISM
4/14/1983 coil YANKTON SCHOOL FOCUSES ON DRINKING PROBLEM
4/17/1983 A013 *BABY INSPIRES PARENTS BATTLING ALCOHOLISM
5/01/1983 coil STUDY FINDS ALCOHOL ABUSE--ABERDEEN
6/16/1983 C035 RIVER PARK SCHEDULES REUNION IN AUGUST
6/23/1983 BOll ALCOHOL 8 DRUG TREATMENT OFFICE OPENS HERE
»8/03/L983;.C04rsRIVER PARK ^WILL EXPAND.; OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
8/10/1983 C051 RIVER PARK ANNOUNCES STAFF CHANGES, ADDITIONS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/30/1983 BG35 2 RC PEOPLE GET RIVER PARK AWARDS
10/05/1983 A015 TEENS 'OVERREPRESENTED' IN ACCIDENTS
10/27/1983 C051 KEYSTONE CENTER WILL HOST OPEN HOUSE
1/I0/I984 A075 WILLIAMS IS CHOSEN TO DO STUDY
1/10/1984 A075 BROWN NAMED PROGRAM COORDINATOR
I/22/I984 C032 FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME, A SERIOUS PROBLEM CD
2/27/1984 BOll ARRESTS CAN BE PUSH TOWARD SOBRIETY
3/04/1984 C051 DRINKING PROBLEM TO BE TOPIC IN DELL
5/23/1984 C135 CARROLL ELECTED TO TREATMENT BOARD
6/12/1984 A134 CARROL NOW ON BOARD OF DIRECTORS
6/13/1984 C114 GLENN JORGENSON NAMED MEDALIST
8/04/1984 B031 RIVER PARK ALUMNI REUNION SET FOR AUG 24
9/16/1984 DOll RIVER PARK DOCTOR A FOUNDER BETTY FORD
9/21/1984 C021 ALCOHOL ABUSE COSTS TOP TAX MONEY CD
11/21/1984 con PROGRAM DOESN'T WAIT FOR DRINKER TO STOP
12/21/1984 C0I2 ^(DASCHLE WANTS CHANGE IN ALCOHOL PROGRAMS
12/21/1984 C023 CONFERENCE A SUCCESS CD
1/05/1985 A012 56'TOUGH LOVE' TURNED ALCOHOLIC AROUND
1/08/1985 C015 SUPPORT GROUP STARTS FOR CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
I/30/I985 D022 ALCOHOL CAUSES PROBLEMS CD
4/14/1985 E052 RIVER PARK PLANS TO CLOSE PIERRE CENTER
5/29/1985 B024 REPORT--PINE RIDGE ALCOHOL ABUSE SOARS
6/10/1985 A013 ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS TURNS 50
7/15/1985 A012 *PRIEST BATTLES ALCOHOLISM ONE DAY AT A TIME
7/31/1985 B015 TV TEST WILL REVEAL SIGNS OF ALCOHOLISM
8/15/1985 C021 ALCOHOLICS' CHILDREN NEED OUTSIDE HELP
8/16/1985 C021 NEW FOUNDATION WILL FIGHT ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE
10/09/1985 A081 PARENTS MUST SET EXAMPLE (L)
10/11/1985 A082 ALCOHOLICS AREN'T CRIMINALS (D
10/12/1985 A07r*VISTA TO HELP INDIAN TEENS
10/30/1985 B021 INDIAN DEATHS TIED TO ALCOHOL
11/02/1985 C031 JANKLOW DISPUTES ALCOHOL COMMENTS
11/09/1985 C015 ALCOHOLISM CENTER REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
3/17/1986 A073 ^ALCOHOLIC FINDS RED ROAD TO RECOVERY
4/01/1986 A102 ALCOHOL NOT ALWAYS TO BLAME CD
4/29/1986 con MAN CRITICALLY HURT IN RIVER PARK ALTERCATION
4/30/1986 B015 MAN REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
5/09/1986 con DRINKING EPISODE DIVIDES SENIOR CLASS
8/16/1986 C021 MINNESOTAN TO SPEAK AT RIVER PARK REUNION
8/24/1986 BOll RIVER PARK REUNION RADIATES HEALTH, HAPPINESS
10/10/1986 C036 RURAL YOUTH ABUSE ALCOHOL, TROOPER SAYS
12/20/1986 C041 HOSPITAL OPERATOR MAY LEAVE
3/05/1987 B031 ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE GROUP TO MEET
4/04/1987 A075 STATE PROGRAM GRATEFUL FOR SUPPORT
5/03/1987 An4 LOFGREN HELPED ERASE STIGMA CD
5/11/1987 B035 GROUP MARKS AWARENESS WEEK
7/17/1987 A083 ALCOHOLICS ARE VICTIMS, TOO CD
7/26/1987 EOll RIVER PARK REUNION WILL BE IN PIERRE
9/07/1987 AlOl GOD'S LOVE FOUND AFTER BRUSH WITH SUICIDE CD
10/04/1987 Alll INDIAN COUNSELOR DIDN'T KNOW HE WAS A WINNER
10/26/1987 A083 SUBSTANCE ABUSE IS WIDESPREAD PROBLEM CD
12/12/1987 C012 ALCOHOLICS CAN UNDERSTAND DEAVER'S TROUBLES
12/19/1987 A091 ALCOHOLISM AWARENESS PROMOTED CD
1/03/1988 A104 ALCOHOL CAN MAKE YOU KILLER CD
1/19/1988 C012 ^WOMEN'S TREATMENT CENTER GETS GO-AHEAD
4/18/1988 C012 JOURNEY WITHOUT ALCOHOL WILL TAKE
4/2I/I988 A013 RIVER PARK FOUNDER--DECISION A SETBACK
4/25/1988 A104 EXPAND ALCOHOL FIGHT
4/29/1988 C045 COURT AFFIRMS DECISION ENDING PARENTAL RIGHTS
7/04/1988 A073 RIVER PARK GROUPS SCHEDULE PICNIC FOR PARK
7/30/1988 A081 ^ABSTINENCE ONLY ANSWER TO ALCOHOL THREAT
8/09/1988 C015 KFAMILY SPECIALIST LINKS ADDICTIONS TO SHAME
8/13/1988 C012 VIRGINIA FIRM BUYS KEYSTONE CENTER
8/22/1988 A041 WOMEN TAKE ON TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM
8/23/1988 C012 MORE STATE WORKERS SEEKING ABUSE HELP
11/04/1988 con SEMINAR FOCUSES ON ALCOHOLISM
1/15/1989 B065 RIVER PARK LAUNCHES NATIONAL TV SERIES
2/26/1989 A093 JOIN IN WAR AGAINST ALCOHOLISM
3/22/1989 C012 RESERVATION BATTLING ITS ALCOHOL PROBLEM
5/03/1989 C021 AA GROUP TO HOLD SPRING MEETING
5/16/1989 A072 CLINIC FIGHTS TO PREVENT BIRTH DEFECT
5/16/1989 A075 STATE LAW TO STEM BIRTH DEFECT
6/09/1989 D081 NAME CHANGED AT RIVER PARK
7/24/1989 B012 *YANKTON CENTER'S DRUG PROGRAM AT ISSUE
8/25/1989 C021 YANKTON DRUG PROGRAM FACES CUT
9/06/1989 A044 DON'T NEGLECT ALCOHOL EFFORT
V; 9/24/1989 A103 -PLAN STOPS ALCOHOL .PROBLEM (D
9/25/1989 AlOl ^ALCOHOL ABUSE IS TAKING HEAVY TOLL
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ALDERMAN BERNIECE
ALDERN BOB
ALDERSON MARY
ALDRICH KATHRYN
.ALDRIDGE rROBERT f;-
"^ALEWEL ^HUBERT
ALEX ROBERT
ALEXANDER BOB
ALEXANDER DEE
ALEXANDER DIANE
ALEXANDER LAMAR
ALEXANDER MICHAEL:
ALEXANDER RUTH
ALEXANDRIA SD
ALFALFA
ALFSON JEAN
ALICK FOOD 8 DRUG
ALICK JOE
ALIMONY
ALKOTA CLEANING
ALL SAINTS COMM CO
ALL-TERRAIN VEHICL
ALLEN.AGNES
ALLEN CARROLL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/05/1989
11/26/1989
12/03/1989
1/07/1990
1/30/1990
3/01/1990
A/13/1990
6/09/1990
7/17/1990
8/1A/1990
12/02/1990
12/11/1990
3/07/1991
3/13/1991
A/26/1991
A/28/1991
5/2A/1991
8/13/1991
10/11/1991
11/29/1991
5/03/1992
5/12/1992
12/2A/1992
12/31/1992
6/01/1985
10/21/1988
10/22/1992
1/09/1991
12/26/1988
•5/0671990
A/22/1988
A/23/1988
A/29/1988
A/09/1992
5/30/1992
8/28/1990
A/03/1982
2/10/1985
2/13/1985
2/16/1985
2/22/1985
2/26/1985
3/19/1985
A/28/1985
5/16/1985
5/16/1985
5/19/1985
5/22/1985
7/21/1991
? 7/03/1985
A/19/1989
6/15/1989
9/0A/1989
9/2A/1989
9/26/1989
9/27/1989
2/19/1990
6/02/1982
A/19/1983
6/12/198A
7/06/1986
1/23/1987
8/25/1989
7/13/1990
8/01/1990
6/13/1990
11/23/1986
12/19/1992
6/08/1991
3/06/1990
11/26/1990
A063
coil
Alll
coil
A052
C0A2
A103
A081
A015
CO 12
D015
C031
C0A3
C015
AO 92
D016
CO 33
B061
C032
C032
A071
C025
A063
A086
coil
B012
B012
B023
C012
con
AO 15
A012
con
con
DO 12
C031
BOAl
con
C031
BO 23
A081
A015
AlOA
con
A012
A021
AlOl
A016
C056
A081
An5
C012
A012
con
C021
C015
C021
C031
BO 36
B035
C0A2
con
D081
C012
C033
DlOl
D012
A012
C036
C02A
A012
6/18/1989 B012
A/23/1982 COAl
A/29/198A N031
1/27/1985 C015
.n/067I9S55^01T
1/17/1986 C015
HOLIEN ALCOHOL ABUSE STATEMENT MISLEADING (L)
FORUM WILL FOCUS ON ALCOHOL, DRUGS
NBC IN PINE RIDGE BOOZE EXPOSE
RED CLOUD STUDENTS TALK ON NBC SHOW
^VARIETY OF TREATMENT ADDS CHOICE TO HOPE
INDIAN CALLS FOR ALCOHOLISM FIGHT
3CPR0GRESS POSSIBLE IN ALCOHOL TREATMENT
ATTITUDE PROBLEM IN ALCOHOL BATTLE CED)
NEW INMATES ARE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT
ALCOHOL SHOULDN'T BE IGNORED--EXPERT
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME HITS STATE HARD
BIRTH DEFECTS CAUSED BY ALCOHOL INCREASING
•WOLVES' STAR WARNS OF DANGERS TO INFANTS
COLLEGE STEP CLOSER TO DRUG-ABUSE GRANT
PRAY FOR VICTORY IN WAR AGAINST ALCOHOL (L)
^RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC REBUILDS LIFE
^INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COULD WORSEN
PARKSIDE CLOSES RAPID CITY SITE
INMATES MAKE POINT ABOUT ALCOHOL
TREATMENT CENTER INCLUDED IN BUDGET PLAN
INSURANCE FIRMS DON'T RECOGNIZE ALCOHOLISM (L)
YANKTON TRIBE FOR ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
*ALCOHOL TAKES SWEET WOMAN AWAY
GIVE GIFT OF LIFE, TEACH KIDS TEMPERANCE (L)
3(W0MAN CELEBRATES HERITAGE WITH DOLLS
^TRIPLE OPENING OFFERS VIEWERS A FREE RIDE
RECORDER ACCUSED OF EMBEZZLING
KBROOKINGS' mom SHARES SKILLS WITH SON
vKSALVATION ARMY NEVER LOSES ITS CALL
chamberlain MAN TO LEAD NEWSPAPER GROUP
REACTION TO TWINKIE MAY HAVE KILLED
DISPUTES REPORT THAT TWINKIE KILLED MAN
ARCHAEOLOGIST DIED OF ASTHMATIC ATTACK
*SF MAN SEEKS SEAT ON COMMISSION
*MEET THE CANDIDATES
WOMAN HAS DONATED 51 GALLONS OF BLOOD
3CCAN0VA TEACHER SEEKS HOUSE SEAT
96CANOVA OFFICIALS ON DYING SCHOOL
CANOVA PRINCIPAL ASKED TO RESIGN
FIRING, TESTIMONY SHOULDN'T BE LINKED
CANOVA'S SCHOOL SPAT IS CLASH OF PRINCIPLE (ED)
KCANOVA FIRES PRINCIPAL
CANOVA TEACHER WRONGED CD
EX-CANOVA PRINCIPAL FILES $1.25 MILLION LAWSUIT
XCANOVA BOARD LETS STUDENTS PUBLISH PAPER
^ALEXANDER'S LETTER
CANOVA STUDENTS WIN A BATTLE WORTH LOSING (ED)
STATE HIRES EX-CANOVA PRINCIPAL
OFFICIAL TO MEET WITH EDUCATORS
3€STAGNATI0N BY REJECTING DOWNTOWN PROJECT
KCHURCHES TO RECOGNIZE WOMEN'S CONTRIBUTIONS
^VATICAN'S PRESENCE TO BE FELT IN ALEXANDRIA
UPRAISE AND PRAYERS IN ALEXANDRIA
SCHOOL BOND ISSUE ON ALEXANDRIA BALLOT
ALEXANDRIA TO VOTE ON BOND ISSUE
KHANSON DISTRICT REJECTS SCALED DOWN ADDITION
ALEXANDRIA GEARS UP FOR RECYCLING MATERIAL
WASPS SENT TO CONTROL ALFALFA WEEVILS
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT ALFALFA
WEEVIL DATA SOUGHT
PEA APHIDS FOUND ON SOME ALFALFA
BILL WOULD ALLOW ALFALFA ROTATION
SEEDING ALFALFA NOW CAN PAY OFF LATER
3€N0T-S0-KIND CUT
3CNEIGHB0R NEWS KEEPS CORRESPONDENT BUSY
ALICK STORE LEAVING lOTH STREET LOCATION
*ALICKS' LARGE, SMALL STORE OPENS
3CSH0PPER TAKES A DRIVE-IN APPROACH
COURT ORDERS HEARINGS IN ALIMONY CASE
ALCESTER COMPANY GETS FEDERAL CONTRACT
*ALL SAINTS MAY FIND NEW LIFE
SEE ATV
^DAUGHTERS' CAREER MADE DAY FOR FATHER
seALLEN SEEKS 3RD SENATE TERM
^(SECTION 2) RETURNING TO THE DUGOUT AFTER 20 YEARS
FALLEN TAKES JOB AS DEMOCRAT LEADER
.DEMOCRATS FORM GROUP .TO HELP CANDIDATES
^DEMOCRATIC PARTY CHAIRMAN QUITS AFTER 1 YEAR
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ALLEN CARROLL
ALLEN CHARLES
ALLEN GEORGE
ALLEN MICHAEL
ALLEN NANCY
ALLEN TODD
ALLEN TOM
ALLERGY
ALLEY BOB
ALLEY MICHELLE
ALLISON JOAN
ALLMAN MARY
ALLSTATE LAWN
ALM KENT
ALMENDINGER DOROTH
ALPENA JOURNAL
ALPHA CENTER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/22/1987 C041 STATE SENATOR SAYS IRS PROBLEM CLEARED UP
11/15/1987 B031 LAWMAKER WANTS CHECK ON OIL FIRMS
3/2A/1988 coil ^SENATOR ALLEN WILL RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
A/18/1989 C015 3(ALLEN-HEAD OF PENAL BOARD SHOULD RESIGN
7/23/1989 Alll KCONFUSION IN DEMOCRATS' RANKS
9/02/1989 coil ALLEN TAKING LOOK AT GOVERNOR'S RACE
10/10/1989 A015 ^GOVERNOR WANNA-BES CRITICAL OF MICKELSON
10/11/1989 C015 POLITICIANS TICKLE US WITH FUNNY TALES
1/02/1990 coil ALLEN WANTS CHANGE IN DROPOUT LAW
9/11/1991 coil YANKTON'S RED ALLEN DECIDES NOT TO RUN
11/11/1992 B021 RETIRING LEGISLATORS TO BE HONORED
11/19/1992 B021 ALLEN CONSIDERING POLITICAL OPTIONS
12/10/1992 B012 TAX WOULD BOOST ETHANOL, ALLEN SAYS
3/1A/1992 A09A KSAY YES TO GOD IN YOUR LIFE
12/25/1992 N015 K'JOY TO THE WORLD' ON THIS SPECIAL DAY
11/07/198A B012 FALLEN-REACHES OUT TO INDIANS
2/18/1991 A083 *STATE INDIANS LOSE GOOD FRIEND
3/07/1985 COIA 3«NEW MANAGER OF WESTERN MALL
5/27/1982 B012 *THREE TIMES A CHAMPION
6/29/1991 A012 3CMISS GAY SD ENVISIONS ACCEPTANCE, NEW LAWS
7/2A/1991 A085 ALLEN SHOULD HAVE PRIDE IN IDENTITY (L)
9/21/1989 A012 XFROM NEW YORK TO PINE RIDGE
9/08/1983 A012 WORST HAYFEVER SEASON IN 10 YEARS
9/21/1984 A012 YEAR'S RAGWEED CROP
4/27/1987 C031 ALLERGIES ISOLATE HOWARD WOMAN
4/22/1988 A015 REACTION TO TWINKIE MAY HAVE KILLED
4/23/1988 A012 DISPUTES REPORT THAT TWINKIE KILLED MAN
5/09/1988 A052 KHAY, FEVER HITS ALLERGY SUFFERERS
5/23/1989 A052*THE LIVIN' IS SNEEZY FOR ALLERGY SUFFERS
5/14/1990 B012 ALLERGY SUFFERERS TAKE CHANCES WITH DRUGS
9/26/1990 B015 FOOD ALLERGIES COMMON IN KIDS
7/24/1992 B012 WET WEATHER ACCELERATES MOLD ALLERGIES
12/18/1987 B016 KSINGER COMES HOME; AUTHOR CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
12/21/1992 B021 TABOR STUDENT WINS POSTER CONTEST
5/06/1990 FF07 *FOR PART-TIME TEACHERS
2/10/1986 A051 ^DIRECTOR HELPS CONNECT PAST TO FUTURE
10/15/1987 A092 KRENOVATED MUSEUM READY FOR REOPENING
1/01/1989 F014 *MUSEUMS DIRECTOR EYES BUDGET FREEZE
9/11/1989 B012 9CMUSEUMS DIRECTOR MIXED UP FRIEND'S FAMILY HISTORY
10/31/1990 D071 WATERTOWN PLANT CL0SES--46 LAID OFF
4/15/1991 B012 *ALM TAKES STATE RAQUETBALL CROWN
4/26/1990 B012 *SERVICE WITH A SONG
10/20/1992 B015 'ALPENA JOURNAL' STOPS PUBLISHING AFTER 109 YEARS
5/19/1987 A012 *ANTI-ABORTION CENTER INVESTIGATED
5/22/1987 A016 *PRO-LIFE CLINIC INDICTED
5/23/1987 A012 PRO-LIFE ADVOCATES ATTACK CHARGES AGAINST CENTER
5/29/1987 A012 ALPHA CENTER--HELP OF HARASSMENT?
5/31/1987 A114 ALPHA CENTER INDICTMENTS UNFAIR (L)
6/01/1987 A081 ALPHA CENTER DISPUTE BLURS LINES OF REASON (ED)
6/03/1987.B015 KCENTER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
6/05/1987 A081 PROUD OF ALPHA-CENTER WORKERS (L)
6/05/1987 A082 CLINIC'S INDICTMENTS WRONG (L)
6/07/1987 A105 CENTER ACTION SHADES OF SS (L)
6/11/1987 A083 ALPHA CENTER USES VALID PROCEDURES (L)
6/11/1987 A084 ALPHA CENTER ISSUE IRONIC (L)
6/11/1987 coil ALPHA CENTER RALLY SET SUNDAY
6/13/1987 A084 CENTER FIGHTS FOR INFANTS (L)
6/15/1987 A012 *ALPHA CENTER RALLIES SUPPORT
6/21/1987 A091 CENTER HAS NOTHING TO HIDE IF WITHIN LAW (L)
6/29/1987 A081 ISSUE NEEDED PUBLICITY (L)
7/03/1987 A125 UNRUHS GIVE TO SOCIETY (L)
7/08/1987 A064 SUPPORT ALPHA CENTER (L)
9/02/1987 A012 *JUDGE FINES ALPHA CENTER $500
9/03/1987 C012 ALPHA CENTER SEEKS POST-TRIAL RECOVERY
9/04/1987 A081 JUSTICE IN ALPHA CENTER CASE (ED)
9/08/1987 A063 END DOES NOT JUSTIFY MEANS (L)
9/08/1987 A063 CENTER SHOWS REAL CONCERN (L)
9/15/1987 A084 JUSTICE TAKEN FOR RIDE (L)
9/16/1987 A084 WAY TO GO, CENTER (L)
9/22/1987 AlOl THANK GOD FOR THE ALPHA CENTER (L)
9/23/1987 A081 *TRUTH ABOUT ABORTION TO WOMEN
9/24/1987 A061 ATTORNEY'S 'ICEBERG' SURE MELTED QUICKLY (L)
9/25/1987 A121 STATE'S ATTORNEY DESERVES MORE CREDIT (L)
10/06/1987 A063 PRO-DEATH FORCES LOSE (L)
10/06/1987 coil UNRUH GAINS AWARD FROM PRO-LIFE GROUP
10/15/1987 A121 WILKA'S TACTICS CRITICIZED (L)
dT/07/1988>B03iALPHA:CENTER^HOLDING BANQUET
10/08/1989 A112 ALPHA CENTER COVER-UP (L)
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ALPHA CENTER
ALPHA PLASMA CTR
ALPHA SIGMA
ALTENBURG'JERRY
ALTERNATIVE PROGRA
ALTRUSA CLUB
ALTRUSA INTERNATL
ALTSTIEL TERRY
ALUMINUM
ALVERSON DONALD
ALVERSON RON
ALVINE FRANK
ALVINE MARILYN
ALZADO LYLE
'^''ALZHEIMER'S
AM AG MOVEMENT
AM ASSOC OF RETIRE
AM ASSOC UNIV PROF
AM ASSOC UNIV WOME
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/12/1989 AGBl ALPHA CENTER TEACHES TEENS RESPECT FOR SEX (L)
2/19/1991 coil PLANS ANNIVERSARY BANQUET
3/0A/1991 con OBSERVES ANNIVERSARY SATURDAY
8/21/1991 con MINISTRY REPORTS IT'S SHORT OF FUNDS
12/11/1992 B012 KCENTER OFFERS MONEY FOR PLASMA
3/04/1986 B034 ALPHA SIGMA INSTALLS OFFICERS (L)
12/01/1982 D012 ARMOUR'S ALTENBURG USES SPECIAL LAWS
6/23/1987 C015 REINSTATES PREGNANT STUDENTS' PROGRAM
8/23/1983 A092 ALTRUSA CLUB INSTALLS PRESIDENT
8/07/1984 A095 AMAN IS PRESIDENT OF ALTRUSA CLUB
9/09/1986 B034 LARSEN ELECTED ALTRUSA PRESIDENT
5/03/1988 C031 HENNINGSEN PRESIDENT OF ALTRUSA CLUB
5/10/1988 C031 OFFICERS ELECTED FOR ALTRUSA CLUB
5/13/1982 B094 *THE INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE AT CONFERENCE
4/18/1991 C031 DOCTOR STAYS IN HILLS FOR LOVE
3/0A/1986 con ^UNEMPLOYED LABORER COLLECTS CANS
A/30/1987 C012 *METAL FOR MONEY
4/06/1990 D081 CHESTER FARMER WINS CORN GROWER CONTEST
12/17/1991 B061 CORN GROWERS ELECT NEW PRESIDENT
9/27/1984 C052 SURGEON WOULD RATHER WATCH THAN HUNT
1/14/1992 A052 *HERN1ATED DISCS COULD GET RELIEF FROM LASERS
5/05/1991 N061 *MOTHER OF ALL FUN LOOKING TO BUILD MORE THRILLS
6/28/1991 A012 36ALZADO SAYS STEROID USE LEAD TO CANCER
7/04/1991 A012 *STER01D USE STARTED IN YANKTON
7/09/1991 A081 ALZADO'S SAD STORY SHOULD HELP OTHERS CED)
7/11/1991 BOll XALZADO DIDN'T SPEAK WHEN IT REALLY COUNTED
1/26/1992 con XALZADO'S STAR ROSE AT GREAT COST
5/15/1992 A012 XFOOTBALL GREAT ALZADO DIES
:5/15/1992 DOn *CANCER WAS NO MATCH FOR ALZADO'S SPIRIT
11/12/1983 B021 FAMILIES OF'ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE PATIENTS
1/17/1985 BOll ^DISORDER ROBS COUPLE OF LIFE TOGETHER
1/17/1985 B063 XCARE IS THE ANSWER
12/29/1985 A071 JfMYSTERY OF ALZHEIMER'S IS FRIGHTENING
3/01/1986 A071 ALZHE1MER'S--ANSWERS, AID ARE CRUCIAL
3/09/1986 A083 GROUP CAN HELP EASE PAIN (L)
7/23/1986 A091 PRESSLER BILL TO FUND STUDY OF ALZHEIMER'S
10/13/1986 A072 ALZHEIMER'S BENEFIT DINNER PLANNED
10/15/1986 B014 SUPPORT GROUP HELPS FAMILIES HANDLE DISEASE
1/14/1987 A063 ALZHEIMER'S GROUP AIDS VICTIMS AND FAMILIES (L)
4/20/1987 A063 TV OFFERS GOOD ALZHEIMER'S PORTRAYAL CD
5/26/1987 A094 ALZHEIMER'S GROUP ELECTS OFFICERS
9/16/1987 DOll EVENT TO RAISE ALZHEIMER'S FUNDS
9/27/1987 con BENEFIT TO HELP ALZHEIMER'S VICTIMS
10/17/1987 A075 DINNER AIDS ALZHEIMER'S PROGRAMS (L)
11/12/1987 A081 GROUP HELPS EASE ALZHEIMER'S BURDEN CD
2/11/1988 C063 DISORDERS WITH ALZHEIMER'S CAN BE STOPPED
3/19/1988 con PRESSLER SPONSORS ALZHEIMER'S BILL
7/23/1988 C013 DOCTOR SEES GAINS IN RESEARCH
11/08/1988 A105 LET'S ACT ON ALZHEIMER'S (L)
7/15/1989 C012*PRESSLER PUSHING ALZHEIMER'S BILL
11/22/1989 A083 ^CHAPTER AIDS ALZHEIMER'S BIGGEST SUFFERERS
11/26/1989 Alll GROUP OFFERS SUPPORT TO ALZHEIMER'S KIN
4/06/1990 con PRESSLER URGES ALZHEIMER'S FUNDS
12/07/1990 A102 LOCAL CHAPTER HELPS ALZHEIMER'S FAMILIES CD
4/06/1991 A052 GROUPS TO PRESENT CONFERENCE
9/04/1991 D012 EXERCISE WALK BATTLES ALZHEIMER'S
11/02/1991 C016 36PIONEER 'SHARED HER PAIN'
11/10/1991 EOll NOVEMBER MAY BE ALZHEIMER'S MONTH
11/17/1991 E031 ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE MONTH PROCLAIMED
11/21/1992 B022 3(ALCESTER NURSING HOME ADDS ALZHEIMER'S WING
1/11/1983 CO^l SD MAN SEES GREATER AAM SUPPORT
1/17/1988 E041 SOUTH DAKOTAN ELECTED OFFICER OF AG GROUP
12/08/1991 F016 GROUP--AG EFFORT IS TOP PRIORITY
SEE AARP
6/26/1982 COAl NORTHERN STATE REMOVED FROM AAUP CENSURE LIST
4/22/1982 DO-il KTHE JOY OF READING
5/17/1982 A134 AAUW EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
10/05/1982 A095 UNIVERSITY WOMEN NAMES OFFICERS
11/08/1982 A074 AAUW SPONSERS MEDITERRANEAN TOUR
4/20/1983 C031 USED BOOK SALE CONTINUES TODAY AT MALL
4/26/1984 C012 ^READERS DREAM
5/12/1984 A074 BOOK SALE RAISED MORE THAN §5,000
9/05/1984 C094 36UNIVERSITY WOMEN HONOR NELSEN
9/11/1984 A095 KNUDSON TO LEAD UNIVERSITY WOMEN
4/16/1985 B015 UNIVERSITY WOMEN PLAN BOOK SALE THIS WEEK
4/18/1985 con 3CB00KW0RMS' DELIGHT
>5/04/1985iA092^USED-BOOK-SALE^RAISED §5,000
6/10/1986 C021 LAMONT NAMED WINNER OF AWARD FOR WOMEN
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AM ASSOC UNIV WOME A/ZA/1987 C012 KBROWlNG FOR BOOKS
A/02/1988 A07I AAUW HELP FOR GIRLS PRAISED CD
A/18/1988 con UNIVERSITY WOMEN SCHEDULE BOOK SALE
A/21/1988 B05A USED BOOK SALE BEGINS TODAY
A/23/1988 C012 ^STACKING UP ON GOOD BOOKS
6/15/1988 C093 AAUW AWARDS SPELLMAN FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
A/20/1989 con THREE-DAY BOOK SALE BEGINS TODAY IN MALL
A/21/1989 con MICH MAYOR HEADS WORKSHOP LINEUP
A/22/1989 C0I2 KBROWSING FOR BOOKS
A/27/1990 C013 *ONE FOR THE BOOKS
A/25/1992 D012 3(A BOOK BONANZA
1/09/1986 B0I3 PIERRE WITH PETUNIA PANORAMA
7/26/1983 C035 NET INCOME DOUBLES FOR AMERICAN CARRIERS
SEE ALSO CHRISTMAS, CHURCH S STATE
1/17/1982 DOn K'WE THE PEOPLE(FINE)
1/22/1982 C026 ACLU--ONE MORE TIME CD
9/26/1982 B0I3ACLU'S HUMANITARIAN HONOR GOES TO MUNSON
10/03/1982 BG31 ^GUARDING- FREEDOM—AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTY UNION. .
10/17/1982 C036 LAUDS MUNSON CHOICE (L)
12/18/1982 con ACLU TO POSTPONE DECISION ON NATIVITY
9/22/1983 C031 ACLU SEEKS TO OVERTURN LAWS
11/26/1983 B013 LAWSUIT FOR CAPITOL NATIVITY SCENE
8/IA/1985 B026 ACLU OFFICIAL THREATENS SUIT AGAINST ABERDEEN
10/08/1988 AlOl ACLU GETS CARRIED AWAY (ED)
10/09/1988 A133 ACLU DEFENDS FREEDOMS (L)
10/21/1988 AlOl ACLU PROTECTS RIGHTS (L)
10/22/1988 C03I ACLU PLANS SUIT AGAINST INDIAN CENTER
10/2A/I988 AIOA ACLU FIGHT MORAL VALUES (L)
n/02/1988 AI03 ACLU A POSITIVE FORCE (L)
11/02/1988 AlO'i ACLU BACKS SCHOOL CURSING (L)
n/n/1988 A085 ACLU SUPPORTS TERRORISTS (L)
8/11/1989 C02A MORE STATE JAILS COULD BE FACING SUITS
12/26/1990 A08A PRESSLER'S LOW ACLU RATING COMMENDABLE (L)
I/30/I99I C031 ACLU PREPARED TO TAKE ABORTION BILL TO COURT
8/20/I99I con ACLU CHAPTER PLANS MEETING WEDNESDAY
I/2I/1992 C012 AREA LAWYERS FORMING ACLU CHAPTER
2/16/1992 F012 INSPECTION FINDS FAULTS WITH INMATE TREATMENT
2/20/1992 A0I2 THREATS SPEED COUNTY'S PLAN TO BUILD JAIL
2/28/1992 A091 ACLU LAWYERS NOT LED BY FOUNDING FATHERS (L)
3/02/1992 A081 ACLU WILL TAKE AWAY NATIVITY SCENE RIGHTS (L)
4/28/1992 C015 ACLU WANTS COUNTY JAIL INSPECTED
5/18/1992 C012 PRISON UNDER WATCH
5/21/1992 C012 ACLU LAWYER CITES PROBLEMS AT JAIL
1/13/1989 D086 WORKERS REAPPLY FOR JOBS
2/26/1990 A012 3fLAB BLAST HURTS MAN
2/27/1990 A012 LAB BLAST HAS SOME QUESTIONING SAFETY
3/09/1990 con MAN HURT IN EXPLOSION RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL
7/I8/I986 A012 *JANKLOW GETS NEW JOB
8/I7/I988 A0I5 TRUCKING FIRM TO CLOSE, 435 JOBS LOST
4/I3/I982 BOlI- *MORE FEDERAL AID GOAL OF OGLALA LEADER
2/15/1982 C0I4 AIM LEADER PLANS TO REQUEST NEW TRIAL
11/23/1982 B021 FEDS APPEAR TO BE WILLING TO FABRICATE DATA--AIM
5/12/1983 C021 AIM RAPPED FOR DOING WHAT OTHERS SUGGESTED (L)
2/02/1986 A081 POLITICAL GROUPS DON'T SPEAK FOR INDIANS
5/03/1987 Alll AIM MUST HAVE PATIENCE TO SUCCEED
9/04/1988 C016 AIM CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY, BUT FIGHT CONTINUES
9/09/1988 A081 DESPITE AIM'S PROTESTS, WOES LINGER (ED)
7/30/1989 A131 AIM BROADENS THRUST TO PROTECT
8/06/1989 A093 AIM FAILURE ON RESERVATIONS (L)
3/09/1984 C062 AMERICAN INDIAN SERVICES GETS $25,000
8/I7/I984 con PETITION CALLS FOR INVESTIGATION OF AGENCY
10/11/1984 B075 BOARD SEEKS 3 MEMBERS
10/15/1984 B035 INDIAN SERVICES HAS 3 OPENINGS
2/23/1985 con ^INDIAN EMPLOYMENT SERVICE WILL CONTINUE
5/06/1986 A014 INDIAN AGENCY DIVIDED OVER LEADER'S RESIGNATION
7/30/1986 B021 EX-DIRECTOR OF INDIAN SERVICES FILES SUIT
10/25/1986 A071 UNITED WAY--AMERICAN INDIAN SERVICES
3/3I/I992 C031 LEGION HOPES MOVE BOOSTS MEMBERSHIP
I/18/I992 C031 CANISTOTA LEGION DECIDES TO REBUILD ITS HALL
8/24/1991 C031 GARRETSON PARADE HONORS LEGION LEADER
5/02/1991 C034 LEGION CREATES PROGRAM TO ATTRACT MEMBERS
4/11/1990 C013 K'SMALL TOWN WITH A BIG HEART'
4/13/1982 A085 LEGION COUNTY COMMANDERS
4/14/1982 D066 LEGIONNAIRE OF THE YEAR
3/30/1983 B051 AMERICAN LEGION POST HONORS 2
4/12/1983 A074 LEGION ELECTS DISTRICT COMMANDER
^ 4/19/1983 A094-DEGROOT HEADS LEGION^ POST
6/13/1984 D035 HUMBOLDT MAN AMERICAN LEGION COMMANDER
AM BEAUTIFUL
AM CARRIERS
AM CIVIL LIBERTIES
AM CORN
AM DENTAL LAB
AM ELECTION COMM
AM FREIGHT SYSTEM
AM HORSE JOE ^
AM INDIAN MOVEMENT
AM INDIAN SERVICES
AM LEGION-AB
AM LEGION-CA
AM LEGION-GA
AM LEGION-HA
AM LEGION-HU
AM LEGION-SD
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AM LEGION-SD
AM LEGION-SF
AM LEGION-US
AM MEDICAL ASSOCIA
AM PATRIOTIC COALI
AM TELEPHONE 8 TEL
AM TRACE CO
AM WESTERN CORP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/16/198A B074 EVENT HONORS LEGION COMMANDER
A/30/1985 A07A AMERICAN LEGION SELECTS OFFICERS
5/07/1985 A07A NEISES IS LEGIONNAIRE OF YEAR
6/06/1985 B05A AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY MEETS IN MITCHELL
A/12/1986 C021 LEGION SPRING CONVENTION SET WEDNESDAY
A/19/1986 coil LEGION DISTRICT CONVENTION ELECTS OFFICERS
6/01/1986 coil STATE AM LEGION TO MEET IN SIOUX FALLS
6/13/1986 coil AMERICAN LEGION CONVENTION SET FOR WEEKEND
1/2A/1987 A075 AMERICAN LEGION DESERVES THANKS (L)
A/1A/1987 B035 LAKE PRESTON LEGIONNAIRE HONORED
6/19/1987 C021 WESSINGTON MAN TO LEAD STATE LEGIONNAIRES
A/06/1988 C093 KBRADBERRY NAMED LEGIONNAIRE OF THE YEAR
A/26/1988 A071 LOGUE NAMED LEGIONNAIRE OF YEAR
7/26/1988 A075 AMERICAN LEGION NAMES NEW OFFICERS
5/02/1989 A091 AMERICAN LEGION GROUP SELECTS OFFICERS
A/23/1990 C012 *POST 15 GETS 1ST WOMAN LEADER
6/07/1990 C031 BROOKINGS CHOSEN HOST OF LEGION CONVENTION
6/1A/1990 C031 RAPID CITY MAN NAMED LEGION COMMANDER
6/17/1990 G033 '92 LEGION CONVENTION SET FOR WATERTOWN
6/22/1990 A015 LEGION WILL BURN FLAGS IN CEREMONY
10/11/1990 coil AMERICAN LEGION PLANS CELEBRATION
5/27/1991 A016 VFW, LEGION GROW BIGGER
6/07/1991 C021 LEGION AUXILIARY TO HOST CONVENTION
6/13/1991 C036 LEGION SEEKS INCREASED VETS' BENEFITS
8/12/1992 B021 AMERICAN LEGION POST 50 ACQUIRES TANK
A/06/1982 A083 LEGIONETTE OF THE YEAR
5/12/1982 D07A 3€AMERICAN LEGION COMMANDER ROBERT ASCHOFF
5/13/1982 B095 PROCLAIMED FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AS POPPY DAYS
5/17/1983 A07A 5CTENNEB0E IS NEW POST COMMANDER
'3/12/198ABd31 AMERICAN LEGION WILL CELEBRATE 65TH
A/03/198A A091 ^LEGIONNAIRE OF THE YEAR
2/02/1985 A071 CHAPLAINS' HEROICS WORTH TELLING
A/10/1985 C091 XHALE IS LEGIONNAIRE OF THE YEAR
6/11/1985 A095 XWILSON COMMANDS LEGION POST
2/13/1986 B051 AMERICAN LEGION SPONSORS SWEETHEART DANCE
A/02/1986 C09A TENNEBOE, CHRISTENSEN HONORED
A/22/1986 A07A *TENNEBOE ELECTED LEGION LEADER
5/2A/1986 C021 AMERICAN LEGION PARADE SCHEDULED FOR JUNE
6/17/1986 A012 ^STANDING TALL
10/02/1986 A09A LEGION'S MR 8 MRS PARTY IS FRIDAY
12/11/1986 B05A LEGION SPONSORING SPEECH CONTEST
A/01/1987 C071 *NASH IS HONORED AS LEGIONNAIRE OF YEAR
A/08/1987 B072 ANDERSON LEGIONNETTE OF THE YEAR
A/09/1987 B052 LEGION OFFERS FRIDAY STEAK NIGHTS
5/26/1987 A095 *RANNEY LEADS LEGION POST 15
7/01/1987 C091 OUTSTANDING CITIZEN AWARD GIVEN
A/06/1988 C093 kBINGER SELECTED LEGIONNETTE OF THE YEAR
5/17/1988 C032 KKUCK TO COMMAND LEGION POST
10/25/1988 A091 AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY ELECTS OFFICERS
: 5/08/1991 con KPOST.15 INSTALLS 78TH COMMANDER
12/10/1991 con GULF WAR VETS CAN JOIN LEGION
2/28/1990 C012 APPEALS COURT UPHOLDS '87 RULING AGAINST AMA
1/18/198A DOAl PATRIOTIC COALITION TO HAVE MEETING
A/02/1982 C0A2 ATST DISMANTLING--BIG ISSUE FOR LAWMAKERS
6/25/1982 COAl AT&T MIGHT ADJUST SOME PHONE BILLS-RAPID CITY
6/27/1982 C051 9-STATE COALITION HIRES EXPERTS TO FIGHT AT&T
5/01/1992 C012 KPRIVATE EYE LIKES FINDING A CHALLENGE
12/23/198A E012 AMERICAN WESTERN GROWING
A/07/1985 EOll PUBLIC CORPORATIONS HAD PROSPEROUS 198A
7/13/1985 C031 COMPANY POSTS RECORD EARNINGS
10/20/1985 E012 AMERICAN WESTERN RECORDS RECORD EARNINGS
5/23/1986.con FIRM PLANS TO EXPAND IN SIOUX FALLS
6/20/1986 COIA LOCAL STOCK GOES ON BLOCK
7/23/1986 B015 AMERICAN WESTERN EARNINGS DOWN 30 PERCENT
8/2A/1986 E012 MARKET DIVE DOESN'T DAMPEN LOCAL FIRM
3/08/1987 E012 PLASTIC BAG FIRM'S EARNINGS SAG
A/26/1987 EOll AMERICAN WESTERN REPORTS EARNINGS UP
3/30/1988 BOll AMERICAN WESTERN TO BUY GEORGIA FIRM
7/2A/1988 con AMERICAN WESTERN REPORTS HIGHER PROFIT
7/31/1988 E012 ^AMERICAN WESTERN WRAPS UP HOT QUARTER
8/30/1988 C012 AMERICAN WESTERN NEARS EXXON BAG DEAL
lO/OA/1988 C023 AMERICAN WESTERN COMPLETES BAG BUY
l/OA/1989 C02I CITY MANUFACTURER FACES FINE FOR SPILL
2/03/1989 D062 AMERICAN WESTERN LAYS OFF 28 WORKERS
2/25/1989 C016 MANUFACTURER HAS PROFIT OF $4.9 MILLION
3/03/1989 D061 XFIRM MUST MAKE BAGS DEGRADABLE
:«^4/26/1989, .D081'i'P'LASTTC BAG.^MAKER RETURNS LAID-OFF STAFF
5/03/1989 D082 COMPANIES GO OPPOSITE WAYS DURING QUARTER
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AM WESTERN CORP
AMABEL NANCY
AMAN KELSEY
AMAN LEROY
AMATO DEREK 8 BONN 10/08/1992
AMBROSIUS DICK
AMBROSIUS G.RICHAR
AMBULANCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/28/1989 E012 SF FIRMS MOVE TO MEET WORKERS* NEEDS
6/21/1989 D085 ^PLASTICS FIRM MAY GO PRIVATE
6/27/1989 D061 AMERICAN WESTERN GETS $450,000 LOAN
7/30/1989 EOll AMERICAN WESTERN ENJOYS HIGHER SALES
9/07/1989 D062 ^EMPLOYEES OFFER STOCKHOLDERS $104 MILLION BUYOUT
9/13/1989 A012 AMERICAN WESTERN TO BE SOLD
9/29/1989 D066 BAG FIRM'S BUYOUT PACT FINALIZED
11/01/1989 D081 AMERICAN WESTERN HAS 3RD QUARTER LOSS
1/26/1990 D061 MERGER AGREEMENT EXTENDED TO MARCH
3/24/1990 C012 AMERICAN WESTERNS BUYOUT PLANS FINALIZED
3/28/1990 A015 ^COMPANY LOSES TOP 2 MEN
3/31/1990 A016 AMERICAN WESTERN FIRES 85
4/28/1990 C012 3RD AMERICAN WESTERN OFFICIAL RESIGNS
3/20/1992 coil WRITER TO SPEAK AT CHILDREN'S EVENT
4/15/1992 C013 *JUMPERS RAISE $14,000
11/19/1982 C035 ABERDEEN MAN SOURED ON HIS POLITICAL WORK
A012 *DOG ADOPTION TURNS VIOLENT
9/05/1987 "A083 GIRLS CLUB GREAT PLACE FOR DAY CARE
8/30/1989 D084 ^COUNSELOR TELLS HOW TO KEEP HAPPY
1/17/1992 A103 XLACK OF YOUTH HAMPERS ECONOMY
1/10/1983 coil SF AMBULANCE SERVICE WANTS BUSINESS
I/I2/1983 D033 COMMISSION TO HOLD AMBULANCE HEARING
1/15/1983 B014 AMBULANCE SERVICE DISCUSSED ON QT
1/26/1983 D015 COMMISSION WON'T ALTER EMERGENCY DISPATCH
1/27/1983 C043 AMBULANCE OPERATOR SUES COUNTY
2/02/1983 D053 COMMISSIONS KEEP AMBULANCE SYSTEM
4/14/1983 coil GRANT COUNTY LAWSUIT DISMISSED
7/27/1983 C036 35-FOOT AMBULANCE IS A REVAMPED BUS
9/08/1983 C035 CITY DENIES LICENSE TO AMBULANCE SERVICE
9/11/1983'C091 NSP WORKERS GET AWARD FOR SAVING MAN
10/13/1983 C013 AMBULANCE BREAKS DOWN ON 240-MILE RUN
10/14/1983 A012 MINUTES ADD PERIL TO RURAL EMERGENCIES
10/15/1983 coil BREAKDOWN SPEEDS BUYING OF NEW AMBULANCE
10/16/1983 C013 MCKENNAN LOBBIES FOR HELICOPTER
10/18/1983 C021 MCKENNAN'S COPTER PLAN EXCELLENT IDEA (ED)
12/14/1983 A012 NEED HELICOPTER AMBULANCE IN RURAL AREAS
2/07/1984 B032 MILBANK MAN SUES SIOUX FALLS
2/20/1984 C014 ^AMBULANCE SERVICE WANTS INCREASE
2/21/1984 A012 RURAL RACE FOR LIFE DEPENDS ON AMBULANCE
2/21/1984 BOll COMMISSION WILL VOTE ON CONTRACT
2/22/1984 D051 AMBULANCE SERVICES MAY COST MORE
3/13/1984 B041 WHITE RIVER TO REPLACE OBSOLETE AMBULANCE
3/19/1984 BOll COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS AMBULANCE CONTRACT
3/26/1984 C051 HILL CITY HUB OF RURAL AMBULANCE SERVICE
4/09/1984 C041 HOSPITAL TEAMS UP WITH AIR AMBULANCE FIRM
7/13/1984 C014 AMBULANCE WORKER LOOKS FOR BILLFOLD
9/18/1984 BOll MILBANK MAN HAS AMBULANCE SUIT THROWN OUT
1/07/1985 BOll ALCESTER AMBULANCE TO DISCONTINUE SERVICE
1/21/1985 A015 ALCESTER OVERWORKED VOLUNTEERS QUIT
1/25/1985iC015 BILL EASES VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE REGULATIONS
1/28/1985 A012 SIREN AGAINST AMBULANCE BILL
1/30/1985 D021 STANDARDS FOR AMBULANCE WORKERS CED)
1/30/1985 D021 AMBULANCE RULES SHOULDN'T BE EASED (L)
1/31/1985 C013 CONTROVERSY CONTINUES ABOUT TRAINING
2/02/1985 A072 CITY HAS EXCELLENT RESCUE SYSTEMS (L)
2/03/1985 Alll DON'T CHANGE RULES FOR SERVICE (L)
2/05/1985 A061 AMBULANCE SERVICE NEEDED (L)
2/12/1985 A121 DON'T TAKE AWAY FROM OUR RURAL AREAS (L)
2/14/1985 A084 AMBULANCE BILL REASONABLE (L)
3/18/1985 BOll ^AMBULANCE SERVICE IS PRIDE OF TOWN
3/19/1985 B021 PUBLIC HEARINGS TO DISCUSS STATE AMBULANCES
4/28/1985 N071*(HEALTH) RESPONDS TO CALL OF SIRENS
6/15/1985 C021 PUT AMBULANCE SERVICE UP FOR BIDS
11/07/1985 A082 TIGHTEN AMBULANCE RULES (L)
11/27/1985 A063 WRITER IS FAR OFF THE MARK (L)
1/24/1986 C016 AMBULANCE SERVICE IS IN DANGER
3/17/1986 B034 CITY TO HEAR HELICOPTER ISSUE
3/18/1986 coil HELICOPTER AMBULANCE LANDING ZONES
4/10/1986 coil AMBULANCE FIRM, DRIVER DENY CHARGES
4/29/1986 C013 SIOUX VALLEY SERVICE TO TAKE OFF IN JUNE
5/08/1986 coil ^HOSPITAL LAUNCHES CHOPPER PROGRAM
5/10/1986 C033 MCKENNAN TO JOIN SIOUX VALLEY WITH HELICOPTER
6/05/1986 A081 XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON HELICOPTER AMBULANCE
6/08/1986 A081 TWO HOSPITAL RIVALS IN AIR (ED)
7/05/1986 C013 ^VICTIMS BETTER OFF THANKS TO HELICOPTERS
8/13/1986 AlOl XSTOP HELICOPTER RACE BEFORE IT GETS WORSE (ED)
>11/18/1986 €015 ?'-THEY!RE -GOING.-TO CRASH'
11/19/1986 B014 SIREN SOUND MISSING
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AMBULANCE 11/20/1986 CG15 LIMITS FATHER'S TESTIMONY ABOUT GRIEF
11/21/1986 CG12 DRIVER SAYS SIREN ON BEFORE CRASH
11/22/1986 CG15 LETUP ON GAS WOULD AVOID COLLISION
11/25/1986 AG15 JURY AWARDS $3GG,GGG
l/Gl/1987 BG53 MAN PROTESTS AMBULANCE PURCHASE
1/G5/1987 CG15 *HELP AT HAND
1/16/1987 CG16 COUNTIES MUST PAY AIR CARE COSTS FOR THE POOR
1/27/1987 A1G5 DON'T SLOW DOWN AMBULANCE CD
6/G8/1987 AG12 AIR AMBULANCE IDEA TAKES OFF
6/29/1987 CG12 FAULTY AMBULANCE IS ACCIDENT-PRONE
7/16/1987 BG15 FORD TO TRY TO CURE AMBULANCES' DEFECT
ll/GA/1987 BG12 FIRM EQUIPS AIR AMBULANCES FOR NORWAY
A/17/1988 AG16 VICTIMS OF CRIME SAY HELP IS NEEDED
7/GA/1988 CG12 PANEL BACKS AIR AMBULANCE LICENSING
lG/GA/1988 CG12 ^AMBULANCE FUND FINDS NEW WAY TO HELP
1/19/1989 AGIA AIR AMBULANCES NEED REGULATION
' 3/28/1989 AG81 HELP AMBULANCES WIN RACE AGAINST DEATH (L)
6/G9/1989 CG12 CITY STOPS PLANS FOR AMBULANCE
6/17/1989 CG12 CITY TAKES 2ND LOOK AT AMBULANCE LAW
7/19/1989 CG12 *C1TY HEARS CASE FOR SECOND AMBULANCE
7/22/1989 AGIA K2ND AMBULANCE SERVICE OK'D
7/27/1989 AG81 NEW AMBULANCE SERVICE DESERVES A CHANCE (ED)
8/27/1989 CG15 KNEW AMBULANCE SERVICE OWNER
8/3G/1989 CGll AMBULANCE POLICY TO BE REVIEWED
9/06/1989 A012 HOSPITAL DENIAL COULD SIDELINE SECOND SERVICE
9/G7/1989 AG15 2ND CHANCE FOR 2ND AMBULANCE
9/G9/1989 AG16 MCKENNAN WANTS 9G DAYS TO STUDY CARETRAUM SETUP
9/1G/1989 Alll DIRECTORS MAKE BAD CARETRAUM DECISION (L)
9/12/1989 AlGl CITY AMBULANCE BEST (L)
9/12/1989'CGIA AMBULANCE MAY GET CHANCE
9/22/1989 AlGl HOSPITAL BOARDS UNFAIR (L)
9/24/1989 A1G5 ARE THERE ULTERIOR MOTIVES (L)
9/29/1989 DG62 ^HOSPITAL GETS NEW PLANE
lG/15/1989 A131 SIOUX VALLEY IS TRYING TO STOP FREE ENTERPRISE (L)
11/19/1989 AG65 ^AMBULANCE TRIPS FROM KADOKA CAN BE FATAL
11/25/1989 CG12 KJAM1S0N--REASSESS AMBULANCE SUBSIDY
11/28/1989 CG12 CITY RENEWS AMBULANCE LICENSE
12/G2/1989 CGll SKADSEN DEFENDS AMBULANCE CONTRACT
12/12/1989 CG15 COMMISSION WANTS AMBULANCE STUDY
12/15/1989 CG12 CITY ASKS PROPOSALS FOR AMBULANCE STUDY
12/19/1989 AG81 CITY PASSING BUCKS ON AMBULANCE ISSUE (L)
12/2G/1989 DG83 KSALE TO NORWEGIANS PUTS CITY FIRMS
12/23/1989 CG12 AMBULANCE PACT TO BE DISCUSSED
12/25/1989 A122 CITY NEEDS 2ND SERVICE (L)
12/27/1989 AG64 MASUR WORTHY OF RESPECT (L)
12/27/1989 CG15 AMBULANCE PAY IS SET
12/29/1989 AG63 WHY IS AMBULANCE SERVICE STALLED (L)
12/3G/1989 CG15 AMBULANCE POLICY PROTESTED
1/G5/199G AG63 DON'T RISK YOUR LIFE FOR 'FREE ENTERPRISE' (L)
1/13/199G .CG14 AMBULANCE STUDY BEING PROPOSED
1/16/199G CG15 AMBULANCE STUDY BLOCKED BY TIE VOTE
1/17/199G CG12 CITY ASKS COUNTY TO HELP PAY FOR STUDY
1/18/199G AG64 CITY NEEDS CARETRAUM (L)
1/2G/199G CG12 PLAN WOULD CHANGE AMBULANCE LICENSING
1/23/199G AG84 ADD 2ND AMBULANCE SERVICE (L)
1/24/199G AG83 MASUR'S 'PRIVELAGES' ARE HOSPITAL BUSINESS (L)
1/3G/199G CG16 AMBULANCE SERVICE MUST TURN TO STATE
2/G1/199G CG23 ^AMBULANCE VOLUNTEERS RESCUE JEFFERSON
2/13/199G CG23 AIR AMBULANCE PILOT DIES FOLLOWING CRASH
2/28/199G CG15 2 COUNTIES TO CONSIDER JOINT AMBULANCE STUDY
3/G1/199G CG12 AMBULANCE REQUEST CRITICIZED
3/G7/199G CG24 LINCOLN COUNTY FORMS 911 STEERING PANEL
4/2G/199G CG12 XAIR AMBULANCE VISITS SCHOOL
7/23/199G AG16 AMBULANCE FIRM WANTS 911 RIGHTS
7/24/199G AG12 56CARETRAUM TO GET 911 SERV1CE--0NLY AFTER INSPECTION
7/26/199G CGll CARETRAUM SUSPECTS INSPECTION FAILED
7/27/199G AIGT BURDEN REMAINS ON AMBULANCE SERVICE (ED)
7/29/199G AG15 AMBULANCE FIRMS LACK IN TESTING
8/G1/199G CG31 COUNTY MEDICS HAVE MIXED FEELINGS
8/G5/199G Alll CITY'S AMBULANCE RIFT GETTING DIRTY (L)
8/11/199G AG83 CARETRAUM AMBULANCE GETTING THE RUNAROUND (L)
8/13/199G AG83 JILL, JAY MASUR NEED ENCOURAGEMENT (L)
8/15/199G CG12 ^AMBULANCE DECISION DUE IN 2 WEEKS
8/16/199G CG16 CARETRAUM GROUP WANTS HEARING DELAY
8/19/199G AG15 AMBULANCE COMPETION QUESTIONED
8/19/199G A122 WHY IS AMBULANCE COMPETITION BAD (L)
; , ^i<,^ ^=A8/23/199G.; AlGJ4 ONE; AMBULANCE,.SERU1CE :1S-ENOUGH (ED)
" 8/29/199G CG12 AMBULANCE SERVICE DEBATE HEATING UP
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9/15/1990 C012 CARETRAUM NEARS ITS FINAL ROADBLOCK
9/20/1990 A103 COMPETITION GOOD FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE (L)
9/21/1990 A101 LEAVE HEALTH SERVICE DECISION TO EXPERTS (L)
10/0A/1990 A091 AMBULANCE SERVICE FIGHT UNBELIEVABLE CD
10/06/1990 A012 ^AMBULANCE FIRM FACES QUESTIONS
10/09/1990 C012 CARETRAUM CLEARS SMALL HURDLE
10/10/1990 C016 COUNTY BLASTS CITY FOR DELAYS
10/11/1990 A083 KASK YOUR DOCTOR IF YOU HAVE DOUBTS
10/12/1990 C026 AMBULANCES DESPERATELY NEED MORE VOLUNTEERS
10/13/1990 C012 3CC1TY NEARS CONCLUSION IN AMBULANCE SAGA
10/14/1990 A092 CITY HOSPITALS THINK OF THEMSELVES FIRST CD
10/14/1990 A093 TSCHETTERS DO NOT DESERVE SMEAR TACTICS CD
10/16/1990 A012 CITY PASSES AMBULANCE ISSUE BACK TO HOSPITALS
10/17/1990 A012 *SPL1T VOTE ALLOWS CARETRAUM TO SERVE COUNTY
10/18/1990 A014 CARETRAUM--VOTERS MAY DECIDE FATE
10/18/1990 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS—EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICE
10/19/1990 C012 CITY TAKES STEPS TO GET AROUND...
10/19/1990 C015 WOMAN PROVIDES EXAMPLE OF BILLING
10/20/1990 A015 5CAMBULANCE FIRM ADMITS BILLING ERRORS
10/25/1990 A012 CARETRAUM STARTS PETITION TO SETTLE DISPUTE
10/26/1990 A092 AMBULANCE SERVICE NEEDS COMPETITION CD
10/31/1990 A012 CITY GIVES CARETRAUM LIFE
11/06/1990 A012 CITY HALTS CARETRAUM HOPES
11/06/1990 A065 HOSPITALS MUST YIELD TO WILL OF PEOPLE CD
11/09/1990 A013 *MASURS DELIVER ON VOW TO FORCE AMBULANCE VOTE
11/09/1990 A101 LET BEST AMBULANCE SERVICE PREVAIL CD
11/10/1990 A015 VOTERS DON'T UNDERSTAND AMBULANCE ISSUE
11/11/1990 A012 XMASURS CRITICAL OF JAMISON'S FLIP-FLOP
11/11/1990 A093 ARE CITY HOSPITALS DICTATING TO PEOPLE CD
11/14/1990 C011 AMBULANCE ELECTION MOVED TO JANUARY 8
11/14/1990 C036 CARETRAUM SAYS IT CAN SUPPLEMENT HEALTH CARE
11/15/1990 A106 MASURS SHOULD HAVE ACCESS TO 911 SYSTEM CD
11/17/1990 B012 AMBULANCE PATIENTS GET REFUNDS
11/19/1990 A105 CITY HALL PEOPLE HOPE CARETRAUM WILL FOLD CD
11/24/1990 A083 SECOND AMBULANCE SERVICE LONG OVERDUE CD
11/25/1990 A094 CARETRAUM FAILS THE DUCK TEST CD
11/26/1990 A083 CITY HALL RAISES WOULD FUND MANY ELECTIONS CD
11/29/1990 C016 AD AGENCY HIRED TO ASSESS ATTITUDES
12/01/1990 A103 ^COMMISSIONERS HAD BETTER LISTEN
12/04/1990 C012 GROUP TO CAMPAIGN FOR CARETRAUM
12/05/1990 A106 MEDICAL EXPERTS BACK ONE AMBULANCE SERVICE CD
12/06/1990 A012 *M1X-UP WILL FORCE TWO VOTES ON CARETRAUM
12/06/1990 A064 ELECTION WORTH COST TO KEEP MASURS HERE CD
12/08/1990 C011 GROUP SUPPORTING CARETRAUM MEETS
12/09/1990 A092 PEOPLE SHOULD SELECT ONE AMBULANCE SERVICE CD
12/10/1990 A103 PEOPLE DON'T NEED AMBULANCE EDUCATION CD
12/11/1990 A103 WHY COULDN'T TWO AMBULANCES WORK CD
12/12/1990 A115 DOES AMBULANCE LOGIC APPLY TO HOSPITALS CD
12/12/1990 A116 IF SUBSIDY EXISTED, WHEN WAS IT ENDED CD
12/14/1990 A104 SF AMBULANCE CREW WELL TRAINED CD
12/15/1990 C011 PARTIES IN AMBULANCE DISPUTE MEET SECRETLY
12/16/1990 A083 CARETRAUM FOES WANT TO MAINTAIN MONOPOLY CD
12/18/1990 A016 WHITE SAYS AMBULANCE BIDS BEST
12/18/1990 A101 AMBULANCE ISSUE EXPLAINED, SORT OF CD
12/20/1990 A084 2 AMBULANCE SERVICES WOULD RAISE PRICES CD
12/21/1990 A081 AMBULANCE FIRMS SHOULD BID FOR JOBS CED)
12/22/1990 C015 VO-TECH RALLIES FOR EMT CLASS
12/24/1990 C011 MAYOR TO PROPOSE AMBULANCE BIDDING
12/25/1990 A015 AMBULANCE STUDY OK'D
12/27/1990 C012 *COUNTY JOINS AMBULANCE STUDY
12/28/1990 A081 MASUR SHOULD VERIFY KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL CD
12/29/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS CED)
12/30/1990 A092 CARETRAUM PARAMEDICS ARE WELL QUALIFIED CD
12/31/1990 A104 COMMISSION FORGETS WHO IT REPRESENTS CD
12/31/1990 B0ir AMBULANCE ISSUE BEFORE COMMISSION
1/01/1991 A063 GREED BIG MOTIVATOR IN AMBULANCE SQUABBLE CD
1/01/1991 C016 CITY GRANTS AMBULANCE EXTENSION
1/02/1991 A081 PUT BOTH AMBULANCE SERVICES TO WORK CD
1/05/1991 C011 XMAYOR, MASUR ON RADIO SHOW
1/06/1991 A012 KA LIFE-SAVING DILEMMA
1/06/1991 A044 9CCALLERS FACE 2 OPTIONS FOR SERVICE
1/06/1991 A081 VOTERS SHOULD BACK AMBULANCE MEASURE CED)
1/06/1991 A091 XSHOULD 2ND AMBULANCE HAVE 911 ACCESS
1/06/1991 A091 DEBATE IS RIGGED SO ONE IS ACCEPTABLE SOLUTION CD
1/06/1991 A091 ELECTION WILL FORCE INEXPERIENCE ON CITY CD
1/06/1991 A092 CARETRAUM ALREADY HAS SAVED CITY MONEY CD
< 1/06/1991'A093'HOSPITALS TRYING. TO LIMIT BUSINESSES CD
1/08/1991 A012 AMBULANCE DISPUTE WON'T END DISPITE VOTE OUTCOME
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1/09/1991 A012 CARETRAUM WINS BIG
1/10/1991 A012 HEDGE ON 911 AVAILABILITY FOR CARETRAUM
1/10/1991 AlOl OPEN 911 TO BOTH FIRMS - FOR NOW CED)
1/11/1991 A086 LET PEOPLE DECIDE IF CARETRAUM STAYS (L)
1/12/1991 A015 PROPOSAL WOULD LET CALLERS CHOOSE
1/12/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/12/1991 A08A ONE AMBULANCE FIRM CAN'T HANDLE DISASTER (L)
1/12/1991 C015 2 AMBULANCE ADVOCATES CONSIDER RECALLING OFFICIALS
1/13/1991 A091 COMMISSIONERS BETTER HEED AMBULANCE VOTE (L)
l/lA/1991 A08^ COMPETITION IMPROVES QUALITY OF SERVICE (L)
l/lA/1991 A08A USING 'EXPERT' WAY TO SOLVE CITY PROBLEM (L)
1/15/1991 A012 *C1TY GIVES CARETRAUM 911 ACCESS
1/15/1991 A083 TWO AMBULANCES NO PROBLEM FOR 911 CD
1/15/1991 A08<i GROWING AREA NEEDS 2ND AMBULANCE (L)
1/15/1991 A08<i MONEY SPENT ON STUDY COULD HAVE AIDED NEEDY (L)
1/16/1991 A086 EXPERT CARE IS BETTER THAN COMPETITION (L)
1/16/1991 A092 HAS TWO HELICOPTERS DETERIORATED CARE (L)
1/16/1991 C036 COUNTY POISED TO DENY REQUEST FOR 911 ACCESS
1/17/1991 Alll PERHAPS COUNTY PANEL SHOULD BE ELIMINATED (L)
1/17/1991 A112 CITY CAN SUPPORT ONE AMBULANCE SERVICE (L)
1/17/1991 A115 GROWING CITY NEEDS ANOTHER AMBULANCE (L)
1/18/1991 A103 SF AMBULANCE HAS SERVED AREA WELL (L)
1/18/1991 A103 WHY VOTE IF ELECTION IS IGNORED (L)
1/20/1991 AG66 HOSPITALS SHOULD OPEN MASUR COMMUNICATION (L)
1/20/1991 EOll GROUP SEEKS RECALL OF COMMISSIONERS
1/21/1991 A083 READERS SOUND OFF ON AMBULANCE ISSUE (L)
1/22/1991 A015 GROUP OPPOSES SWITCHING TO 2-AMBULANCE
1/23/1991 A012 COUNTY OK'S CARETRAUM PLAN
>1/23/1991 A066 CARETRAUM SHOWS CONCERN FOR PATIENTS (L)
1/23/1991 BOll CITY DEFERS ACTION ON 911 QUESTION
1/25/1991 A112 RIFT ISSUES NEED TO BE SETTLED (L)
1/25/1991 A112 LICENSING PARTIES SHOULD HAVE 911 SAY CD
1/25/1991 A112 COMMISSIONERS SHOULD WORK FOR THE PEOPLE CD
1/25/1991 A113 CARETRAUM TRAILS IN EXPERIENCE, TRAINING CD
1/28/1991 A085 CITY CAN SUPPORT ONLY ONE SERVICE CD
1/28/1991 BOll JOINT MEETING TACKLES AMBULANCE RESOLUTION
1/30/1991 A012 RESOLUTION GIVES CARETRAUM ACCESS
1/30/1991 coil MEETING SCHEDULED ON AMBULANCE ISSUE
2/01/1991 A09I RULING DOESN'T MAKE SENSE CD
2/01/1991 coil QUESTIONS POSED ON AMBULANCE ISSUE
2/05/1991 AlOA PUT EACH AMBULANCE ON 3-DIGIT NUMBER CD
2/06/1991 A072 CURRENT AMBULANCE ARRANGEMENT IS SILLY CD
2/09/1991 coil CARETRAUM FORMS AVAILABLE MONDAY
2/10/1991 A091 ANSWERS NEEDED ON STUDY FIRM CD
2/11/1991 A061 QUALITY OF CARE TOPS AMBULANCE ISSUE CD
2/12/1991 A081 CITY NEEDS MORE THAN 1 CD
2/12/1991 COIA CARETRAUM AUTHORIZATION FORMS HIT STREETS
2/12/1991 C012 OUTCOME OF CITY'S STUDY DUE TODAY
2/13/1991 A085 MAY BEST AMBULANCE PROVIDER WIN CD
2/1A/1991C016 ,NEEDS STUDY WILL BE FAIR
2/15/1991 A012 CARETRAUM FILES ANTITRUST LAWSUIT
2/15/1991 A085 PEOPLE SHOULD CHOOSE AMBULANCE THEY WANT CD
2/17/1991 A084 HOSPITALS HAVE RIGHT TO EXCLUDE MASURS CD
2/19/1991 A063 TRAINING IS ONLY PART OF PICTURE CD
2/20/1991 A091 PEOPLE GET RUNAROUND ON ISSUE CD
2/21/1991 A106 APPARENTLY UNDERSTATES CHARGES CD
2/23/1991 A103 CITY CREATES POTENTIAL FOR LIABILITY SUIT CD
2/28/1991 C015 CARETRAUM GETS 911 CALLS
3/03/1991 A093 CARETRAUM GIVES IMPRESSIVE SERVICE CD
3/08/1991 C015 XAMBULANCE BILLING PROBE INCOMPLETE
3/15/1991 C031 PARAMEDICS NOT ON SOME AMBULANCES
3/19/1991 B015 CITY, COUNTY RESPOND TO CARETRAUM LAWSUIT
3/21/1991 Alll CARETRAUM WAIVER DIDN'T STOP HASSLE CD
3/21/1991 coil PUBLIC MEETING APRIL 2
3/24/1991 C015 56IRENE AMBULANCE SOON TO END RUN
3/30/1991 C012 *613 WAIVERS REQUEST CARETRAUM
3/31/1991 coil MEETING TO DISCUSS ISSUE
4/02/1991 A012 CARETRAUM IS TWICE AS QUICK
4/03/1991 C012 FIRM PROMISES FAIR STUDY
4/04/1991 A091 KELO-TV'S STORY WAS ONE-SIDED CD
4/06/1991 A012 CARETRAUM GETS 1 MARCH 911 CALL
4/09/1991 B012 CARETRAUM BEING SABOTAGED
4/13/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS CED)
4/16/1991 C012 CONTRACTOR SUES CARETRAUM FOR GARAGE BILL
4/17/1991 A105 TAPES SHOW CONTACT HANDLED PROFESSIONALLY CD
4/28/1991 N031 *PILOT ENJOYS PROVIDING HELP FROM ABOVE
<.4/30/1.991i.C01>2iGARETRAUM=WANTS. SUIT,DISMISSED
5/02/1991 AlOl MANY CITY ISSUES DESERVE ATTENTION CED)
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5/03/1991 C012
5/22/1991 con
5/29/1991 CG14
5/31/1991 CG16
6/G2/1991 A116
6/G<i/1991 CGll
6/G5/1991 AG12
6/G5/1991 AGIA
6/G5/1991 AG51
6/G5/1991 AG51
6/G6/1991 AlGl
6/G6/1991 CG12
6/G8/1991 AG12
6/G8/1991 AG13
6/G9/1991 AG81
6/G9/1991 AG95
6/1G/1991 BGll
6/11/1991 AG12
6/12/1991 CGll
6/13/1991 AG12
6/22/1991 CG15
6/25/1991 CG12
6/26/1991 AG12
6/26/1991 AG21
6/27/1991 AlGl
6/3G/1991 CG12
7/G2/1991 AG86
7/G7/1991 CG12
7/23/1991 AG12
8/02/1991 CG12
8/21/1991 AG15
8/31/1991 A012
9/02/1991 AG81
9/03/1991 coil
9/04/1991 C015
9/08/1991 A113
9/10/1991 AlOl
9/12/1991 C012
9/16/1991 coil
9/18/1991 A102
9/19/1991 A014
9/19/1991 A021
9/20/1991 C014
9/21/1991 C012
9/22/1991 A113
9/23/1991 A081
9/24/1991 C031
9/29/1991 A116
10/02/1991 C035
i 10/07/1991 A081
10/20/1991 C035
10/28/1991 B032
10/30/1991 C012
10/31/1991 C012
11/02/1991 AlOl
11/05/1991 C015
11/06/1991 A014
11/10/1991 A094
11/16/1991 A012
11/16/1991 B016
11/17/1991 A091
11/20/1991 A015
11/21/1991 A012
11/21/1991 A081
11/29/199T A081
11/30/1991 C031
12/05/1991 C016
12/10/1991 A012
12/14/1991 C012
12/18/1991 C012
12/24/1991 C016
12/24/1991 C031
12/26/1991 C031
1/01/1992 C012
1/15/1992 C015
1/17/1992 C016
^ - ^/18/T992 con;
1/27/1992 B031
CARETRAUM gets two 911 CALLS IN APRIL
DEFENDANTS SEEK FED COURT FOR AMBULANCE SUIT
COMMISSION HOPEFULS MAKE AMBULANCE STUDY AN ISSUE
REPORT REVEALS EMS GAPS
OFFICIALS DIDN'T LISTEN TO CARETRAUM VOTERS (L)
EMS REPORT TO BE RELEASED TODAY
STUDY RIPS AMBULANCE SYSTEM
CANDIDATES SAY STUDY SUPPORTS CARETRAUM
^OWNERS OF RIVAL FIRMS FEEL VINDICATED
REPORT RAISES NEW WORRIES, RESIDENT SAYS
XPUBLIC 0P1N10NS--AREA'S EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
STUDY DETAILS IN EMERGENCY-CARE GAPS
CARETRAUM SHOULD BE ON 911
INTERIM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EMS SYSTEM CLASSIFIED
BIDDING IS STILL BEST AMBULANCE OPTION CED)
CARETRAUM ACCEPTS MEDICARE ASSIGNMENT CD -
AMBULANCE GROUP PLANS PUBLIC FORUM
CITY TELLS CARETRAUM--WA1T AGAIN
COUNTY DOESN'T ACT ON CARETRAUM MOVE
AMBULANCE ISSUE DIVIDES CANDIDATES
COMMISSIONS TO FILL AMBULANCE BOARDS
STAAB'S CARETRAUM PLAN REJECTED
36CARETRAUM--BOARDS STACKED
THE BOARDS STUDYING AMBULANCE SERVICES
STOP DILLYDALLYING ON AMBULANCE ISSUE (ED)
*AMBULANCE STORY BEHIND RESIGNATION
EMS BOARD STACKED AGAINST CARETRAUM CD
^AMBULANCE RIVALS OPPOSE PUBLICLY RUN SERVICE
FARGO SEEKS CARETRAUM BID FOR SERVICE
XCARETRAUM GETS 1 JULY 911 CALL
SERVICE DANGEROUSLY SLOW IN CITY
HANSON SETS DATE FOR BEGINNING SYSTEMS
DELAY INTENSIFIES AMBULANCE MESS CED)
CITY TO CONSIDER AMBULANCE ISSUE
DEADLINE SET FOR SHORT-TERM AMBULANCE PLANS
GET RID OF RESTRAINTS ON CARETRAUM CD
BILL ARRIVAL TACKY ON FUNERAL DAY CD
EMERGENCY CALLS FAIL, WOMAN DIES
MASURS TO DISCUSS ISSUE
CITY OFFICIALS HELD TO BLAME IN BABY'S DEATH CD
CORONER DISPUTES CARETRAUM
3CCARETRAUM TAKES FRUSTRATIONS TO STREETS
CARETRAUM CARVES OUT ITS TERRITORY
CARETRAUM BACKS OFF ON TURF CLAIM
CARETRAUM, HOSTAGE CASE BOTH DISTURBING CD
FISTICUFFS SHOULD SHAKE CITY CED)
SERVICES RECEIVE $1,000 GRANTS
EVERYTHING WAS DONE TO TRY TO SAVE BABY CD
COUNTY PAYS FOR DEFIBRILLATOR FOR HUMBOLDT AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE AGENCY TO FEED THE TAX BEAST CD
AMBULANCE DONATED FOR USE ON RESERVATION
ESTELLINE RESIDENTS TRY TO SAVE SERVICE
BOARDS TO ISSUE REPORT TODAY
AMBULANCE BOARDS REQUEST MONEY FOR STAFFER
DAKOTA WINDS CED)
CITY OK'S HIRING AMBULANCE HELP
KCOUNTY OK'S FUNDS FOR AMBULANCE AID
END NONSENSE OVER SERVICES CD
CARETRAUM A VOTE AWAY FROM JOINING NETWORK
AMBULANCE PANELS HIRE COORDINATOR
BOARDS' ONLY GOAL IS TO SPEND MONEY CD
36CARETRAUM GIVEN MORE ACCESS TO 911
JCVOLUNTEERS RELY ON EQUIPMENT
FINALLY, PROGRESS ON AMBULANCE FRONT
CARETRAUM OFFERED LOW PRICE, GREAT CARE CD
SOUTH SHORE TO CUT AMBULANCE SERVICE
*CARETRAUM DROPS PLAN FOR FARGO
CITY AMBULANCE FEES GET MORE EXPENSIVE
NEW AMBULANCE GUIDELINES PENDING
CITY, COUNTY OK AMBULANCE GUIDELINES
CARETRAUM WILL BILL FOR MEDICARE GAP
FIREFIGHTER TAKES RIDE IN OWN AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE TO RETURN TO DUTY AFTER THREAT
CARETRAUM DENIES IT LACKS PARAMEDICS
CARETRAUM HURT BY CHARGES--OWNERS
CARETRAUM PLEASED THAT FINDINGS FAIL...
MASURS FILE-LAWSUIT AGAINST TSCHETTER
RAPID CITY COUNCIL DENIES BIDS BY PUBLIC AGENCIES
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2/04/1992 coil CARETRAUM LOSES PARAMEDIC EMPLOYEE
3/28/1992 AG15 CARETRAUM SERVICE AT ISSUE
3/31/1992 A012 CITY TO RECONSIDER CARETRAUM'S LICENSE
4/01/1992 AlOl NO END IN SIGHT TO AMBULANCE SPAT (ED)
4/01/1992 C012 AMBULANCE HEARING APRIL 16
4/08/1992 A103 PUBLIC ONLY HEARS BAD ABOUT CARETRAUM (L)
4/10/1992 C012 5CCARETARUM TO ASK FOR IMPROVED 911 ACCESS
4/11/1992 coil AMBULANCE BOARD DELAYS 911 REQUEST
4/12/1992 A012 MEDICARE RATES DRIVE AMBULANCE OWNERS TO ACTION
4/16/1992 A083 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--CONTROVERSY OVER AMBULANCE
4/17/1992 A012 ^CARETRAUM GIVEN 'FAILING GRADE'
4/17/1992 A021 CONDUCT OF CITY QUESTIONED AT CARETRAUM HEARING
4/18/1992 A015 SHOUTS TRADED ON CARETRAUM
4/19/1992 A016 MASURS DRIVEN TO FINISH BATTLE
4/19/1992 AlOl CARETRAUM LICENSE SHOULD BE REVOKED (ED)
4/19/1992 Alll HARTFORD LUCKY TO HAVE GOOD EMERGENCY CARE (L) --
4/20/1992 A015 BULK OF CALLERS OFFER SUPPORT FOR CARETRAUM
4/20/1992 B012 THE CARETRAUM CALL IN
4/21/1992 C016 CARETRAUM LOSES NEW PARAMEDIC
4/24/1992 A015 CARETRAUM MISMANAGED, EX-PARAMEDIC SAYS
4/26/1992 Alll READERS SHARE VIEWS ON LOCAL AMBULANCE ISSUE (L)
4/27/1992 A012 ^CARETRAUM DEBATE THREATENS SKADSEN BID
4/28/1992 A012 CARETRAUM LOSES 911, KEEPS LICENSE
4/30/1992 A012 *CARETRAUM CAN STAY ON 911, COUNTY SAYS
5/03/1992 A061 AMBULANCE ISSUE RAISES SIDE ISSUES (ED)
5/04/1992 A102 CARETRAUM PROVES CORRUPTION ALIVE HERE (L)
5/12/1992 A012 CARETRAUM ORDERED OFF 911
5/16/1992 A084 PARAMEDIC TREATED CRUELLY BY RESIDENTS (L)
5/17/1992 F011*STEENSLAND--TAKE BIDS FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE
5/31/1992 D021 VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE COMMITTEE NAMED
6/02/1992 C012 CARETRAUM ASKS TO BE TAKEN OFF 911 EMERGENCY LINE
6/30/1992 coil CARETRAUM TO RELEASE WORKER RECORDS IN SUIT
7/21/1992 B013 CITY RESTORES CARETRAUM'S 911 STATUS
7/22/1992 B016 CARETRAUM BACK ON 911
7/28/1992 B012 OVERDOSE ATTEMPT PROMPTS 911 POLICY CHANGE
7/31/1992 A031 CARETRAUM GETS CALLED LATE TO HELP WITH FIRE
8/17/1992 A012 5CV0LUNTEER EMS SERVICES NEED LIFELINE
8/28/1992 B012 CARETRAUM LOSES SUIT CLAIMING CONSPIRACY
9/12/1992 B062 *LOCAL COMPANY AGAIN BUILDING AIR AMBULANCES
9/13/1992 A015 AMBULANCE PLAN GIVES AUTHORITY TO NEW BOARD
9/13/1992 A021 AMBULANCE OWNERS SAY STUDY HASN'T PROMPTED CHANGE
9/15/1992 B012 KCARETRAUM PROPOSES EXPANSION
9/19/1992 C012 CARETRAUM ASKS TO BE TAKEN OFF 911
9/28/1992 A051 AIR AMBULANCE COULDN'T LAND ON CROWDED HORSE FARM
9/30/1992 B012 CARETRAUM SETS UP MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM
10/06/1992 A012 XMOM RESCUED BY ANGEL
10/19/1992 B014 PUBLIC WELCOME AT AMBULANCE SYSTEM MEETING
10/27/1992 B012 VOTERS MAY FACE AMBULANCE AUTHORITY CHOICE
11/22/1992 A092 SF AMBULANCE OFFERED LITTLE FOR $240 (L)
111/29/1992 F014 NEW OWNER TO EXPAND CARETRAUM
12/03/1992 BOll AMBULANCE FIRM STOPS SERVICE FOR 30 DAYS
12/16/1992 AlOl COMMISSIONERS OWE CARETRAUM FOR WOES (L)
12/20/1992 A092 AMBULANCE COMPANY CHARGES TOO MUCH (L)
12/25/1992 B016 MASUR PLANNING RURAL AMBULANCE
12/27/1992 D022 JfEX-PARAMEDIC SAYS INEXPERIENCE HURT MASURS
4/22/1990 A012 *SUNNY AND FREE--DAY TO CLEAN
11/10/1984 coil 3(CHAMPI0NSHIP TILT LEAVES YOUTH SHOW
5/01/1983 DOll KGONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
3/29/1984 B053 KRENOWN ENGINEER RETURNS TO SDSU
10/06/1989 D064 ^COMPUTER ARCHITECT SHARES LOOK AT FUTURE
10/26/1986 C014 ^CANDIDATES VIE FOR PUBLIC LAND OFFICIAL
10/30/1986 A081 COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS--TIMOTHY AMDAHL (ED)
3/11/1988 coil AMDAHL TO DISCLOSE INTENTIONS TODAY
2/03/1990 C015 LOW LAND REVENUES CUT FUNDS
2/18/1990 A103 ^REPUBLICANS MOVING TO REMOVE AMDAHL
5/18/1990 coil LAND COMMISSIONER TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
6/10/1990 C012 36CRITICIZE SCHOOL, PUBLIC LANDS OFFICIAL
6/22/1990 coil OFFICIAL PROJECTS HIKE IN UNIVERSITY FUNDING
6/26/1990 A063 XPLAYING SCHOOL OFFICE POLITICS COULD BE THREAT
6/27/1990 C016 ABORTION, AMDAHL TOP GOP AGENDA
6/29/1990 C012 LAWSUIT CLAIMS AMDAHL SKIPPED LEASE PAYMENTS
6/29/1990 C021 AMDAHL'S ASSISTANT MAY RUN FOR HIS BOSS' JOB
6/30/1990 A021 AMDAHL FACES CHALLENGE FROM DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
7/01/1990 C012 ^AMDAHL WINS FIGHT FOR GOP NOMINATION
7/03/1990 A012 ^AMDAHL MAY DECIDE FATE OF CHALLENGERS TODAY
7/03/1990 A066 TEACHING AT HOME TAKES COMMITMENT (L)
-5t7/04/1990 AOI6i3(AMDAHL^^OPPOSERS' RESIGN. :
7/06/1990 A103 EDITORIAL THRASHING OF AMDAHL DISGRACEFUL (L)
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amEnrud randy
AMENT PAT
AMEREQUIN
AMERICAN
AMERICANS
AMHERST SD
AMIDEI NANCY
AMIDON WILLIAM
AMIOTTE ARTHUR
AMIOTTE EMMA
AMMANN BRUCE
AMMANN CRAIG
AMMONIA
AMMONS JEANNIE
AMMUNITION
AMOCO
AMOCO FOAM
AMOCO SAFETY TRAIN
AMOS ROBERT
AMPRIDE FARMLAND
AMSDEN LAKE
AMTRAK
AMUNDSON GEORGE
AMUNDSON JACK
AMUNDSON LOREN
AMUNDSON MARGARET
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/08/1990 A113 MEDIA SLINGS MUD IN AMDAHL CRITICISM (L)
7/11/1990 C012 AMDAHL LOSES 6TH EMPLOYEE
7/13/1990 C012 AUDITOR, AMDAHL BATTLE OVER LAND TRADE
7/l'i/1990 coil AMDAHL ANNOUNCES STAFF ADDITIONS
7/22/1990 A061 HOME EDUCATION CARES EVOLVING (ED)
7/22/1990 D015 AMDAHL DEFENDS TRAVEL EXPENSES
8/28/1990 C012 ^SCHOOLS LOSE CASH UNDER AMDAHL
9/09/1990 C012 ^DISPUTES CHARGE SCHOOLS LOST REVENUE DURING TERM
9/13/1990 C012 ^AMDAHL REVERSES HIMSELF ON LETTER
9/18/1990 C012 ^ATTORNEY GENERAL--AMDAHL DIDN'T MISUSE
10/05/1990 C015 AMDAHL'S ORAL LAND DEAL DRAWS CRITICISM
10/06/1990 COIA 3(0RAL LAND DEAL OK
10/09/1990 C012 AMDAHL SAYS LAND DEAL APPROPRIATE
10/17/1990 A091 AMDAHL HAS COST TAXPAYERS MILLIONS (L)
10/17/1990 C0I2 CANDIDATES ARGUE OVER PUBLIC LAND LEASE RATES
10/22/1990 A061 LANDS OFFICE NEEDS NEW COMMISSIONER (ED)
10/22/1990 C012 *LANDS CANDIDATES DEBATE SCHOOL FUNDS
11/03/1990 C015 XAMDAHL DENIES HIRING INTERN FOR CAMPAIGN
11/07/1990 D012 AMDAHL TRAILING--HARDING IN TIGHT CONTEST
1/06/1991 C012 JeAMDAHL NOT AIDING TRANSITION
3/29/1992 B065 *AMENRUD TRYING TO LURE KIDS BACK TO FISHING
6/05/1989 €015 USD WANTS AIDS FILM
1/12/1989 coil AMEREQUIN SOLD TO EX-EMPLOYEE
SEE AM
9/06/1990 A081 DESERVING NAMES OMITTED FROM LIST (ED)
5/27/1987 B026 RADAR TRANSMITTING SITE CONCERNS AMHERST CITIZENS
A/08/1982 DOll POLICIES HURTING MORE THAN JUST WELFARE
9/22/1991 coil HISTORICAL SOCIETY TO DEDICATE MARKER
9/10/1989 F012 KARTIST KEEPS TRADITION ALIVE THROUGH CHANGE
11/09/1989 B01A -5CPA1R WRITES SD ART HISTORY
11/17/1989 B016 OMISSIONS, INACCURACIES MAR ART BOOK
10/07/1990 E033 AMIOTTE HONORED AT TRIBAL ARTS SHOW
11/12/1991 C012 3CEXHIBIT HONORS CONTRIBUTION IN WWII
5/29/1992 B012 ^AMMANN OF MANY TALENTS
2/27/1985 B012 ^OBSTACLES FOR AMMANN
2/27/1986 B012 KOBSTACLES FOR AMMANN
7/22/1987 A015 LIQUID AMMONIA POURED INTO CITY SEWER
7/23/1987 C012 SEARCH CONTINUES FOR AMMONIA SEARCH
7/2A/1987 coil SEWER TEST RESULTS TODAY
7/25/1987 C012 TESTS DONE TO FIND LEAK SOURCE
7/28/1987 coil SOURCE OF AMMONIA STILL NOT CERTAIN
7/29/1987 BOll CITY CLOSE TO NAMING SOURCE OF AMMONIA
7/31/1987 C012 WILLIAMS TAKES BLAME FOR SPILL
8/03/1987 A081 WHO'S MINDING STORE AT WILLIAMS (ED)
8/05/1987 BOll AMMONIA SPILL COST PUT AT OVER $17,000
8/11/1987 A016 ALCOHOL SPILL ESTIMATE GROWS
8/15/1987 coil WILLIAMS TO PAY CITY $17,000
A/15/1988 coil AMMONIA LEAK CLOSES MORRELL
6/01/1988 B031 AMMONIA LEAK FORCES EVACUATION OF PLANT
.7/25/1988 con AMMONIA LEAKS AT MORRELL TOWER
12/02/1988 con AMMONIA ODOR STIRS RESIDENTS' CONCERNS
1/25/1990 D066 AMMONIA REGULATION BID FAILS
2/06/1990 B061 LIMITS ON AMMONIA USE WORRIES DASCHLE
A/19/1990 con ANHYDROUS AMMONIA TANK LIFTED UPRIGHT
1/23/1991 A015 MORRELL WORKERS FLEE AMMONIA GAS
7/09/1989 F012 aeMANY EMPLOYEES PUT MILES BETWEEN JOBS, HOME
5/03/1987 B012 PROPOSED BLAST TESTS DRAW OPPONENT'S FIRE
1/06/I99I EOII AMOCO TERMINAL HONORED FOR SAFETY
8/28/1992 B066 AMOCO LOOKING FOR BUYER
9/I8/I992 B0I2 *AMOCO ACCEPTING USED OIL
2/10/1991 DOIA *FOOD PACKAGING ON LIGHT DIET, TOO
2/20/1991 D08I AMOCO FOAM TO LAY OFF 20 IN RESTRUCTURING
I0/I7/199I B06I SF PLANT HITS SAFETY MILESTONE
6/07/1991 C012 ^'HAZARDOUS' MATERIAL
8/05/1989 A052 ^ENGLISH PASTOR IN RESIDENCE AT CITY CHURCH
3/25/1990 EOll CO-OP BECOMES AMPRIDE FRANCHISE
7/14/1986 D012 MONSTER MUSKIE PROWLING IN AMSDEN LAKE
6/20/1990 AlOl RAIL DREAM ENDS, ANOTHER BEGINS (ED)
5/02/1992 A072 *HAPPY TRAILS ON THE RAILS
3/17/1992 B012 « NAMED TO SD SPORTS HALL OF FAME
12/26/1986 C012 *SON BRINGS COUPLE TOGETHER FOR ANNIVERSARY
8/10/1989 C012 «TATE GROUP HONORS SIOUX FALLS DOCTOR
1/16/1990 con SIOUX FALLS DOCTOR TO DIRECT STATE OFFICE
9/22/1990 con DOCTOR WINS HONORS AS EDUCATOR OF YEAR
4/23/1984 DOIl ATHLETIC TRAINER AMUNDSON IS READY
6/19/1984 con XGETS LOOK AT NEW SPORTMEDICINE TECHNIQUES
4-5/21/1987^ D041 KAUGUSTANA--DEPARTURE OF AMUNDSON
2/10/1992 C032 70 YEARS OF SALES
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AMUNDSON MARK
AMUNDSON ROBERT
AMUNSON MAYLOU
AMUSEMENT PARK
AMUAY
ANACHRONISM
ANCEL TERRY
ANDAL ROGER
ANDBERG BILL
ANDERA LEONARD
ANDERBERG RICKY
ANDEREST THOMAS
ANDERSEN BRENDA
ANDERSEN CHAD
ANDERSEN GLADYS
sANDERSEN GWEN v/'f
ANDERSEN KEITH
ANDERSEN LAWRENCE
ANDERSEN MARK
ANDERSEN MARY
ANDERSEN MICHAEL
ANDERSEN MYRON
ANDERSON ALBERT
ANDERSON ARTHUR
ANDERSON BARB
ANDERSON BOB
ANDERSON BRENT
ANDERSON BRUCE gK
ANDERSON C L
'ANDERSON CAROL
ANDERSON CHARLES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/l<i/1986 A012 *A STROKE OF BAD LUCK
6/26/1989 C0I5 COUPLE EARNS DEFICIT TO TAKE GOLF TOURNEY
7/13/1989 D0I2 « PAST CHAMPIONS SURVIVE 1ST ROUND
7/I6/I989 B0I5 ^BLOOMBERG DEFENDS TITLE AGAINST AMUNDSON
7/17/1989 C0I2 ^AMUNDSON WINS MATCH-PLAY GOLF
7/I0/I990 D0I2 AMUNDSON, KOLB PLAYING FOR PLACE IN HISTORY
8/26/I99I C0I2 5fL0CKW00D, AMUNDSON STRUGGLE TO TWO-MAN VICTORY
5/I2/I987 DOll MICKELSON NAMES NEW STATE JUDGE
7/13/1987 A0I2 AMUNDSON COMES HOME AS NEW JUDGE
7/IA/I987 COIA XJUDGE SWORN IN
2/02/1991 COIA ^(COUNTY CIRCUIT JUDGE NAMED TO HIGH COURT
2/09/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/11/1991 C012 5CAPP0INTEE DILIGENT FAN OF 'PERRY MASON'
3/10/1991 E031 NEW JUSTICE TO BE SWORN IN
12/2A/I987 C033 AMUNSON DIES IN MOBRIDGE AT AGE 91
6/21/1991 D012 5CWATER REIGNS AT KARTS WEST
7/18/1992 C013 ^SLIDING INTO SUMMER
3/08/1990 A052XAMWAY DISTRIBUTOR REINFORCES FAMILY TIES
9/29/1991 COI2XWARRIORS PUMMEL FOES AT MEDIEVAL RE-ENACTMENT
2/06/1990 B061 YONKERS HIRES NEW MANAGER
3/16/1985 A083 3€BIG DECISIONS AWAIT STATE VOTERS
3/26/1986 BOll 2 ANNOUNCE CANDIDACIES FOR KRUEGER'S SEAT
12/05/1986 AlOl CHARITABLE GAMES IN PRIVATE BARS
12/31/1987 coil ANDAL WANTS SENATE SEAT
8/21/1988 C012 ESTATE LEGISLATURE TO ONE HOUSE
8/2A/1988 A081 ONE-HOUSE LEGISLATURE NOT ANSWER (ED)
9/03/1988 A081 UNICAMERAL OFFERS MORE EFFECTIVE
9/12/1988 coil XANDAL WANTS TO EASE VOTER REGISTRATION
9/25/1988 coil CANDIDATE WANTS TUITION PROGRAM
n/n/1988 B012' 5«AUSTAD CAMPAIGN POSTCARDS ILLEGAL
11/2A/1988 C016 ANDAL SEEKS RECOUNT OF LOSS TO AUSTAD
10/12/1990 coil ANDAL SUPPORTS LIMITS OF LEGISLATIVE TERMS
3/09/1991 C012 MAN SUING ABERDEEN OVER BINGO
II/05/I99I A083 56VETS FORTUNATE TO HAVE GOOD CARE
4/11/1982 C053 XANDBERG'S A RUNNING VETERINARIAN
2/24/1988 B012 RUMOR CATCHES LAWMAKER OFF GUARD
9/12/1988 C021 GETTING MONEY FOR 1990 RACE
2/14/1989 C012 LEGISLATOR'S REASONABLENESS DECIDED BY HIS PEERS
3/19/1989 C015 3fPRIS0NS NEED VIDEO LOTTERY AID
5/01/1989 BOIl ANDERA CONSIDERS GUBERNATORIAL BID
7/25/1989 coil ANDERA TO SPEAK TO COUNTY DEMOCRATS
8/16/1989 C02I ANDERA--GOVERNOR MISLEADING PEOPLE
10/10/1989 A015 3(G0VERN0R WANNA-BES CRITICAL OF MICKELSON
10/11/1989 C015 POLITICIANS TICKLE US WITH FUNNY TALES
2/27/1983 B015 JfMUSIC TEACHER BY DAY g SINGER BY NIGHT
4/11/1982 BOll ESTATE'S EYE TURNS TO MATHIS TRIAL OPENING
5/05/1992 B031 ^OCCUPATIONAL NURSE LIKES INDEPENDENT ROLE AT 3M
4/23/1987 B041 ^ANDERSEN ADJUSTS TO NEW ROLE
6/23/1992 C032 QUILTER KEPT FAMILY WARM
^4703/1986 G014 ANDERSENr SEEKS SEAT IN SOUTH DAKOTA HOUSE
4/08/1986 A083 LET'S SET RECORD STRAIGHT (L)
11/05/1990 A0I2 5CL0NETREE--WINDFALL OR WASTE
11/08/1990 C012 LONETREE JOBS HALT--FUTURE UNCLEAR
11/25/1984 C012 NEWSPAPERS IN MILBANK
7/08/1984 A0I2 JANKLOW AD DEFENDS STATE, CITIBANK
7/08/1984 C031 CITIBANK PRESIDENT, JANKLOW RESPOND TO ATTACK
7/10/1984 B021 DEFENDING SD--A QUESTION OF STYLE (ED)
9/26/1982 D13I SHE FEEDS 7,000 HUNGRY KIDS EACH DAY
8/26/1990 B06I KLOCAL TEEN TOSSES HIS WAY TO CHAMPIONSHIP
8/20/1990 C012 *BADGER'S FRIENDLY, CHEAP, MAYOR SAYS
I2/I7/I982 C064 CH1R0PRACT0R--IRS SEIZED CHURCH PROPERTY
12/18/1982 C033 CHURCH IS A TAX FACADE, GOVT SAYS
3/08/I99I C024 ARLINGTON MAN RECEIVES $130,000 IN LAWSUIT
4/07/1983 BOII *THERAPIST HELPS KIDS DEVELOPE SKILLS
9/29/1983 C053 seMINNESOTA BARBER FORCED TO MOVE TO SD
7/I6/I99I A0I2 XTOWN AIDS TRANSPLANT TANDEM
8/18/1990 A012 3€AIR GUARD COUPLE AWAITS WORD
4/08/1982 D031 *REP ANDERSON RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION
II/I0/I982 C023 ANDERSON ANSWERS ELECTION DAY AD (L)
II/I8/I982 C02I BUILDERS DISAVOW CANDIDATE CRITICISM (L)
4/22/1983 Cdl4 ^LAWYER C L ANDERSON DiES AT 60
9/21/1983 BOll WYOMING BANK FILES CLAIMS AGAINST ESTATE
I/I7/I983 C032 *2 RUN IN RACE FOR DEMOCRATIC PARTY CHAIRMAN
II/15/I987 A103 SfNATIONAL FARMS WOULD HURT FARMERS
6/28/1989 con ANDERSON TO HEAD HEALTH DEPARTMENT
4/06/1990 A083 XSTORM OF PROTEST MIGHT FORCE REYNOLDS
Sf4/25/I990 4C011^>BUSINESSMANHPLEADS-GUILTY.IN TAX FRAUD
9/03/1990 con SD HEALTH SECRETARY APPOINTED TO PANEL
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ANDERSON CHARLES
ANDERSON CHRIS
ANDERSON CINDY
ANDERSON COURTNEY
ANDERSON CRAIG
ANDERSON DALE
ANDERSON DARCY
ANDERSON DAVE
ANDERSON DEAN
Anderson:,DEBRA
ANDERSON DON
ANDERSON DONALD
ANDERSON DOROTHY
SANDERSON .DOUG
ANDERSON DOUGLAS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/12/1991 C012 HEALTH BOSS TO RESIGN POST
3/31/1986 C013 *CAB DRIVER ENDS AO-YEAR CAREER
5/12/198A con *MEDICAL OATH FOR MOTHER, DAUGHTER
3/29/198A C051 PHYSICIAN WILL RUN FOR LOCAL SEAT IN HOUSE
7/12/198A DOIA KTRIES TO CREATE LOCAL ATHLETIC CLUB
A/28/1985 NG81 KCHEALTH) GENERAL PRACTITIONER OF LIFE
8/03/1986 A061 DOWNING PROPERTY A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR SOME
7/27/198A con *ANDERSON TO TAKE LEADERSHIP
9/22/198A COIA EPISCOPAL BISHOP INSTALLATION SUNDAY
A/27/1986 NlOl (RELIGION) KCALLING CAME LATER FOR SD BISHOP
A/23/1990 A081 ^RECONCILIATION IS A TIME TO RESOLVE
6/22/1991 A083 ^EPISCOPALIANS ON SIOUX LAND-CLAIMS MEASURE
6/30/1991 C015 KBISHOP URGES RECONCILIATION WITH SUBSTANCE
7/19/1991 AIOI ROSEBUD EPISCOPALIANS PROUD OF ANDERSON (L)
3/25/1992 B01236EPISCOPALIANS WILL TAKE CONCERNS TO BRAZIL
8/30/1992 F015 *SD BISHOP RESIGNS TO LEAD NY SEMINARY
5/15/1988 C033 DOCTOR CAN REFUSE PATIENTS, GROUP-RULES
9/1A/1989 A012 GOP LEAVES FARM OFFICIAL IN LIMBO
9/15/1989 D066 PANEL BACKS ANDERSON FOR ASCS
9/16/1989 A012 NEW DIRECTOR NAMED FOR AG OFFICE
3/11/1985 C022 SOUTH DAKOTAN MAY GO ON SHUTTLE
5/09/198A BOll ANDERSON TURNS IN TENNIS ELBOW FOR FOOTBALL PADS
10/2A/I98A BOll ANDERSON SHINES FOR SF COLLEGE
7/29/1988 D062 *CITY'S MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE USES NEW FORM
9/01/1989 A103 ANDERSON NOT RESPONSIVE (L)
9/16/1989 A012 NEW DIRECTOR NAMED FOR AG OFFICE
9/20/1989 A121 *BUSH FILLS AG JOBS ADEQUATELY (ED)
10/08/1989 E012 ASCS CLOUDED BY CASE OF FIRED FARMER
, A/08/1982 ,D031 KANDERSON WANTS ATH TERM IN HOUSE
1/07/1983 B05A ANDERSON OFFERED JOB WITH EPA IN WASHINGTON
3/23/1983 C031 ANDERSON SAYS NO TO ERA JOB
3/17/1984 C041 ^ANDERSON WILL RUN FOR 5TH TERM
8/02/1984 C031 REP ANDERSON ATTENDS NATIONAL CONFERENCE
12/12/1984 DOll *LEGISLATORS TRAVEL TO TAIWAN
I/I0/1985 BOll KCAREER GOT START AT FAMILY DINNER TABLE
2/08/1985 con *HOUSE PASSES BILL TO LIMIT SPEEDING FINES
12/05/1985 C012 ANDERSON APPOINTED TO COUNCIL
3/29/1986 C015 TWO CANDIDATES VIE FOR STATE HOUSE SEAT
5/22/1986 C031 SIOUX FALLS WOMAN CHOSEN TO LEAD COMMITTEE
5/26/1986 A083 CHALLENGER WOULD BE A RESPONSIVE LEGISLATOR (L)
5/28/1986 con * BELL RECRUITED FOR LIBERTARIANS
7/12/1986 con AREA LAWMAKER PICKED FOR MENTAL HEALTH PANEL
7/25/1986 con STATE LAWMAKER JOINS TASK FORCE
11/16/1986 C012 *GOP PICKS ANDERSON AS SPEAKER
11/23/1986 E031 HOUSE SPEAKER TO MAKE PANEL ASSIGNMENTS
2/09/1987 C012 *FIRST WOMAN TO HEAD STATE HOUSE
2/18/1987 A064 REFERENDUM BILL NOT NEEDED (L)
2/23/1987 A083 RETAIN RULES FOR PETITIONING (L)
3/22/1987 Alll KHIGHER SPEED LIMIT, STATE'S RIGHT
- 4/26/1987.BB31KSPEAKER MAKES HISTORY
• 5/08/1987 A081 BILL CHANGING PETITION QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED (L)
5/08/1987 A0B3 BILL FOES DID VOICE OBJECTIONS (L)
8/04/1987 con ANDERSON SELECTED AS TOP LEGISLATOR
8/23/1987 An2 ANDERSON DESERVES HONOR (L)
9/02/1987 BOll ANDERSON WEIGHING CONGRESSIONAL BID
2/20/1988 A103 DOESN'T VOTE IN TAXPAYERS' INTEREST (L)
2/25/1988 con ANDERSON PREPARING FOR CAMPAIGN
I/29/I989 C015 UNION LEADERS CRITICAL OF LOCAL LAWMAKER
2/09/1989 A016 *T0 BE TOP CANDIDATE FOR WHITE HOUSE JOB
2/28/1989 A012 ^ANDERSON WINS WHITE HOUSE JOB
3/03/1989 C012 WASHINGTON LIFE--ANDERSON HOPES NOT
3/22/1989 A0I2 EX-MAYORS ON LIST OF 6 TO REPLACE
3/23/1989 C0I6 2 MORE LOOK TO FILL VACANT HOUSE SEAT
5/29/1989 A012 *EX-LEGISLATORS ADJUST TO CONSTANT RUSH
6/10/1989 C041 9eANDERS0N CALLS WHITE HOUSE JOB THRILLING
9/19/1989 A121 *ANDERSON IN SPOTLIGHT--PRESSLER IN SHADOWS
1/29/1990 B031 XWHITE HOUSE ROLE DRAWS GOOD REVIEWS
2/06/1990 C012 FORMER LEGISLATORS TAKE SEATS
3/01/1991 A016 9€SD WOMEN SAW BUSH'S VIEW OF WAR
3/10/1991 A093 VOTERS WON'T FORGET LAWMAKERS' DOVE VIEWS (L)
5/22/1992 C012 *DEB ANDERSON AWAITS NEW APPOINTMENT
5/23/1992 D016 ^ANDERSON CALLS STINT GRATIFYING, EXHAUSTING
iO/19/1988 B012 KCHEF RECALLS OLDER TRICKS
5/30/1992 DOll POLICE ARREST MAN FOR SECURITIES FRAUD
8/04/1992 B013 *MINNESOTAN'S SCAM TRIAL STARTS NEXT MONTH
3/18/1984 F041 *BABY BLANKET FOR CALVES
.>^;7/:04/l=983<vG012-XJAYCEEvAWARD-WINNER HAS NO PROBLEM JUSTIFYING TIME
9/18/1988 A071 ^MANAGER FEARS TOTAL AQUIFER CONTAMINATION
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SUBJECT
ANDERSON DYLAN
ANDERSON EDNA
ANDERSON EDWARD
ANDERSON EUGENE
ANDERSON FRIESEN .
ANDERSON GENE
ANDERSON GEORGE
ANDERSON GINNY
ANDERSON GREG
ANDERSON GRETCHEN
ANDERSON GWEN
ANDERSON JACK
ANDERSON JAMES
ANDERSON JAY
ANDERSON JIM
ANDERSON JOAN
ANDERSON JOANNE
ANDERSON JOE
ANDERSON JOHN
ANDERSON KENNY
•it 'v*
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1992 A012 3€LAWN TRIMMING CAN BE SHEAR PLEASURE
3/25/1983 BOll ^RETIRED SCHOOL TEACHER HAS WAY WITH WORDS
3/22/1986 A071 *LOCAL WOMAN SPELLS LONG SUCCESS FOR CONTEST
7/16/1990 C031 HOME EC DEAN AT SDSU RESIGNS
3/23/1991 C012 *THIS JUDGE SCRUTINIZES ALL W-O-R-D-S
8/1A/1986 A081 SF DOESN'T NEED ANOTHER HEART SURGERY PROGRAM
1/30/1990 C02A PUC OFFICIAL TO MONITOR STATE'S GRAIN DEALERS
8/16/1992 C012 *HOW CAN YOU CANOE?
6/05/1992 D065 BENDABLE RIBBON ADS BRING BEDFORD BUSINESS
6/02/1991 C012 ^SKELETON SCULPTING
11/27/1986 D012 *MR. 8 MRS. TV BINGO
5/01/1988 NOAl (SEC GG) ^MANAGER HAS TIGERS BY THE TAIL
6/16/1989 D012 KPIERRE SENIOR WINS 9 FIRST-PLACE MEDALS
2/27/1990 coil WATER PLANT WORKER HONORED FOR SAFETY
12/19/1986 C021 PIERRE WRITER TO BE MICKELSON PRESS AIDE
12/30/1988 A081 ^(CHANGES SHOULD HAVE BEEN CORROBORATED
5/21/1990 C012 XPRESS SECRETARY WON'T GIVE UP
12/12/1991 C012 KPRESS SECRETARY ANDERSON RESIGNS
12/1A/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/15/1991 GOll KGRETCHEN WAS TOUGH ENOUGH TO TRY, TO CRY
1/20/1992 COIA ADDRESSING THE CAPITOL PRESS CORPS
7/0A/1992 C015 ^FORMER AID TO GOVERNOR JOINS RANKS OF LAY CLERGY
4/08/1982 D031 ^BOOKKEEPER CANDIDATE FOR AUDITOR
4/28/1985 C014 WRITER--REAGAN TRIP TURNS FIASCO
9/29/1985 C046 ANDERSON TABS BUSH, LACOCCA
9/30/1985 B043 COLUMNIST CALLS DEFICIT IMMORAL
7/14/1986 A063 ANDERSON JUMPS INTO INDIAN LAND FRAY
9/19/1986 coil ^COLUMNIST TAKES SHOT AT PRESSLER
: 4/26/1989 C012 COLUMNIST WRITES ABOUT CRACK IN CITY
9/06/1991 D066 5fANDERS0N TO SPEAK TO CHAMBER
9/21/1991 A105 'ARGUS' DOESN'T CARRY ANDERSON COLUMN (L)
10/17/1991 B015 KCOLUMNIST WARNS--WATCH WORDS
12/05/1986 C021 PRESIDING JUDGE NAMED TO 6TH CIRCUIT BENCH
5/20/1982 B012 *FRESHMAN JAY ANDERSON RUNS FOR STATE MEET GLORY
5/18/1984 C041 RAPID POLICE CHIEF RESIGNS FOR MISUSING MONEY
12/26/1990 C035 MAN MAY CRUSH CANS ON 'LETTERMAN' SHOW
10/21/1992 D023 KHEALTH-CONSCIOUS COOK EXPERIMENTS
7/11/1992 A083 3fREIGNING IN HEALTH-CARE COSTS WILL TAKE EFFORT
8/07/1985 A015 JfWW II RADIO TECHNICIAN
11/01/1986 A091'3CSCANDINAVIAN HUMOR
7/11/1987 A103 3CPH0T0S SHOW SIOUX PRIDE
4/10/1986 C014 ANDERSON TO RUN FOR CITY COMMISSION SEAT
7/03/1986 D012 ANDERSON HANDLES SPORTS, ELECTIONS
2/17/1987 C012 *LIST OF VANDERLOO CHALLENGES GROWS
4/20/1988 BOll ^(ANDERSON SEEKS COMMISSION SEAT
4/22/1988 coil ^(ANDERSON TO SEEK COMMISSION SEAT
5/05/1988 C012 *T0 CAPITALIZE ON PAST SUPPORT IN CITY RACE
6/30/1988 C012 ^HANSON, RANDALL EXCHANGE BARBS
7/01/1988 C015 2 EX-RIVALS ENDORSE ANDERSON
7/03/1988 A071 3CCANDIDATES MAKE THEIR CASES
7/06/1988 AOll XHANSON UPSETS RANDALL
7/12/1988 C013 TICKET A FINE LESSON FOR ANDERSON
7/19/1988 A105 ELECTION RESULTS PLEASING (L)
8/01/1988 A012 KBLACK LEADERS ON THE MOVE
8/31/1988 A012 SUPPORTERS HAD NO SWAY-ANDERSON
9/21/1988 C012 3eGUESTS TRY TO ROLL PAST BARRIER
10/29/1988 A012 KHE NOW OPPOSES DAKOTA PROP
12/12/1988 C012 ^COMMISSIONER'S STORYBOOK HOME RUN WON GAME
2/18/1989 C014 TAKING AIM AT CITY HALL
8/27/1989 G031 KCITY COMMISSION
11/04/1989 C016 3eANDERS0N WILL SEEK RE-ELECTION
11/08/1989 A021 SD POLITICIANS WELCOME GAINS
2/18/1990 EOll CITY COMMISSIONER'S SON IS ARRESTED
2/22/1990 coil COMMISSIONER'S SON FINED IN POT CASE
2/25/1990 C012 *SLATE FOR SCHOOL, CITY ELECTION SLIM
2/28/1990 coil ANDERSON TO START RE-ELECTION CAMPAIGN
3/02/1990 A012 XCITY COMMISSIONER SEEKS SECOND TERM
3/10/1990 C015 ANDERSON WAITS UNTIL FINAL MOMENT TO FILE
3/24/1990 C012 COMMISSION CANDIDATES TACKLE ISSUES
3/28/1990 C012 ^CHALLENGER CRITICIZES ANDERSON'S QUALIFICATIONS
4/01/1990 C014 3€THESE 4 MEN WANT YOUR VOTE
4/05/1990 C012 ANDERSON IS FAR OUT FRONT IN CONTRIBUTIONS
4/08/1990 A081 MCELHANEY BEST PICK IN CITY RACE (ED)
4/08/1990 C041 KCITY COMMISSION CANDIDATES FOR TUESDAY'S ELECTION
4/11/1990 A012 KANDERSON RE-ELECTED
4/11/1990 AlOl INCUMBENTS WIN BIG (ED)
^<5y04/1990'C014KBECOMINGAWAREfOF BARRIERS
11/20/1990 A015 ^COMMISSIONER IN HOSPITAL AFTER POSSIBLE STROKE
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ANDERSON KENNY
ANDERSON KIRK
ANDERSON KRIS
ANDERSON KRISTIN
ANDERSON LARRY
ANDERSON LAURA
ANDERSON^ LEE •
ANDERSON LEWIE
ANDERSON LORI
ANDERSON MABEL
ANDERSON MARK
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
MARLENE
MARTIN
MARTY
MATTHEW
MICHAEL
ANDERSON MILTON
ANDERSON NANCY
ANDERSON NATE S SU
ANDERSON NATHANIEL
ANDERSON PAUL
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
RAY
ROBERT
ROBERTA
ROBIN
ROD
ROLLAND
ANDERSON SIGURD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/21/1990 A012 XBLOOD CLOT REMOVED FROM ANDERSON
11/22/1990 C012 ANDERSON IN CRITICAL CONDITION AFTER SURGERY
11/2^/1990 con ANDERSON UPGRADED TO SERIOUS CONDITION
11/25/1990 EOll ANDERSON CONDITION REMAINS UNCHANGED
11/27/1990 A015 ^COMMISSIONER DOWNGRADED TO CRITICAL CONDITION
11/28/1990 con ANDERSON REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
11/29/1990 con ANDERSON'S CONDITION REMAINS CRITICAL
11/30/1990 AOll XKENNY ANDERSON DIES
12/01/1990 A015 KFUNERAL PLANNED MONDAY
12/01/1990 A041 KANDERSON TAUGHT CITY ABOUT RESPECT, CARING
12/01/1990 C021 ^SERVICES SCHEDULED MONDAY FOR ANDERSON
12/02/1990 A081 ANDERSON'S LOVE OF CITY SHOWED (ED)
12/03/1990 AOll ANDERSON'S FUNERAL TO BE HELD TODAY
12/0<i/1990 A012 3CEUL0GIZED AS A RACIAL 'HEALER'
12/06/1990 A063 ANDERSON SAT BENCH TO LET SCRUB PLAY (L)
12/13/1990 A083 ANDERSON ALWAYS GAVE 100 PERCENT (L)
10/20/1991 con XBUST OF ANDERSON UNVEILED AT DINNER
A/17/1992 C015 ^COMMISSIONER'S SCULPTURE POURED
1/19/1985 con DEMOTED FIRE OFFICIAL GETS JOB BACK
3/12/1985 B015 JUDGE ORDERS DEMOTED FIREFIGHTER REINSTATED
3/29/1986 con COURT RULES CITY CAN DEMOTE BATTALION CHIEF
8/19/1989 A012 *ANDERSON PICKED AS FIRE CHIEF
3/12/1990 B012 *CHIEF TURNS FROM TACKLING FOOTBALL...
1/22/1989 C016 *LINCOLN GYMNASTS TRIUMPH
12/02/1992 B022 XEX-GOVERNOR'S DAUGHTER DONATES BOOKS TO SDSU
7/23/1987 A012 *MAYOR FINDS MINNESOTA LIFE TOO TAXING
5/02/1990 C021 *EX-LEGISLATOR FILLS COUNTY POST
5/06/1990 EE07 *GAMES OF CHANCE, A 'BUCKING MULE'
11/02/1992 A012 *ANDERSON PUPILS BEAT TESTING ODDS
3/31/1990 C022 *MITCHELL MAN ANNOUNCES BID FOR CIRCUIT JUDGE
n/n/198A E012 ^GUARDING WAGES IS LAST DOMAIN OF UNIONS
10/04/1987 A013 ^PERSONALITY CLASH ISN'T HOLDING UP
1/07/1989 con ANDERSON EXPECTED AT MORRELL TALKS
1/11/1989 AOll UNION LEADER DENIES CHARGES
1/13/1989 A012 XLABOR LEADER TO MEET UNION PRESIDENT
1/14/1989 A012 REUNION FIRES LABOR LEADER
1/21/1989 C016 ANDERSON GETS UNPAID UNION JOB
1/22/1989 E012 )(MORRELL'S OLD FOE LOSES UNION JOB
1/25/1989 con UNION LEADERS WANT ANDERSON REINSTATED
1/26/1989 C024 IBP PACT CALLED FOR ANDERSON'S FIRING
1/30/1989 A016 ^UNIONIST TO APPEAL HIS FIRING
3/02/1989 A022 *LABOR LEADER STILL FIGHTING TO RECLAIM JOB
6/23/1989 C012 *MORRELL NEGOTIATORS RECESS FOR RESEARCH
11/17/1989 D085 XUFCW OFFICER RAISES SPUR MORE REFORM TALKS
4/05/1990 A014 KLOCAL UNION AIMS TO REAP INFLUENCE
4/08/1990 E012 UFCW RAPS ANDERSON'S EFFORTS
4/09/1990 A014 *UNION WILL TRY TO CRUSH REFORM
6/10/1990 con MORRELL UNION LEADER TO SPEAK AT RALLY
11/06/1986 D012 SANDERSON MAKES TRI-VALLEY 1 OF STATE'S ELITE TEAMS
9/27/1984 BOITXJOB ADDS UP TO 60 YEARS FOR BOOKKEEPER
3/18/1991 A012 XTHE WEST SIOUX STORY
6/20/1990 coll DEMOCRAT ENTERS RACE FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
3/09/1991 C031 BUDGET THROWS WATER STUDY OFF TRACK
5/04/1992 con KUNION OFFICIAL TO SEEK, SEAT IN STATE HOUSE
7/18/1992 A071 *CLEAN OUT THE CLOSETS OF YOUR LIFE
5/10/1989 con TRIPP OFFICIAL QUITS POSITION
10/28/1992 B022 BERESFORD MAN IS TOP CORNHUSKER
3/27/1983 C042 XMASK CAN'T HIDE SMILE OF FIRE VICTIM
10/20/1982 C032 AUTHORITIES DIDN'T KNOW PRISONERS ESCAPE RECORD
7/21/1990 A012 3C0UT FOR A SPIN
1/06/1988 A012 ^MINNESOTA MAN KEEPS TRACK OF HIS AGE
12/11/1990 C012 *NUN MAKES HELPING HOMELESS HER CALL
7/15/1991 B012 ^PARACHUTING GOAL LED SISTER TO TRY GARAGE JUMP
12/25/1982 A012 KCHARITY BEGINS AT HOME FOR THOSE VOLUNTEERS
10/13/1984 con 9CNEW CANTON CHURCH BELLS TO RING
8/20/1982 A012 *FORMER SD PRIEST FILLS BISHOP POSITION
5/31/1983 C012 ^WELCOMES ANDERSON AS DIOCESE'S AUXILIARY BISHOP
1/05/1987 A012 *BISHOP ANDERSON DIES AT 69
5/31/1983 con STATE LIVESTOCK DEALER FACES CHARGES
5/25/1982 A094 PRESIDENT REAGAN APPOINTED ANDERSON TO THE COUNCIL
3/17/1984 C051 USD STUDENT INVITED TO BE NATIONAL SCHOLAR
1/11/1985 DOll XEX-CLEAR LAKE STAR IN BIG 10
1/14/1989 A083 3CFIREFIGHTERS DISAPPOINTED BY CHIEF'S CRITICISM
6/22/1989 D061 SDSU GRADUATE TAKES FOREIGN POST
6/25/1989 con YEUTTER PROMOTES GRADUATE OF SDSU
8/03/1989 D062 *FOOD, AGRICULTURE LINK NATIONS
n/26/L989i E016 OFFICIAL--WE NEED MARKETS
9/11/1983 C091 JUDGE COMES OUT OF RETIREMENT
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9/16/1983 C021 SIGURD ANDERSON'S HELPING HAND
<4/29/198^ C031 ^FORMER OFFICIALS GIVE MOST VIVID RECOLLECTIONS
9/16/198A COAl KFORMER GOVERNOR ANDERSON ENJOYING LIFE
1/07/1988 coil FORMER GOVERNOR HOSPITALIZED
5/01/1988 N031 (SEC DD) KSPENT A LIFETIME SERVING SOUTH DAKOTA
12/20/1990 C012 FORMER GOVERNOR RESTS IN GUARDED CONDITION
12/23/1990 C021 XFORMER GOVERNOR DIES AT AGE 86
12/2A/1990 AlOl 'THE JUDGE' WILL BE FONDLY REMEMBERED (ED)
12/29/1990 C012 ^FORMER GOVERNOR ANDERSON LAID IN WEBSTER
12/30/1990 A095 ANDERSON SHOWED NORWEGIAN DESCENT (L)
12/30/1990 F031 ^ANDERSON KNEW STATE INSIDE OUT
12/30/1991 C032 ^WEBSTER MUSEUM PLANS MEMORIAL TO ANDERSON
12/02/1992 B022 *EX-GOVERNOR'S DAUGHTER DONATES BOOKS TO SDSU
3/07/1982 A013 *SD NATIVE COUNTS ON INSTINCT
I0/0I/I98A DOll TIGERS' ANDERSON LOVES TO TALK
I2/28/198A D012 *CELEBRITY ANDERSON MORE AT PEACE
10/31/1989 con RAPE SUSPECT WANTS PROPERTY AS BOND
5/29/198^1 con SWEN ANDERSON HAS REPUTATION AS A MAVERICK
1/30/1985 D021 36BLOOD BANK PROGRAM SERVES PATIENTS
10/2A/1992 A083 *IT'S TIME TO SAVE FAMILY FARM
1/01/1987 B031 OFFICIAL ON BOARD OF LEGISLATURE GROUP
9/01/1987 con SD MAN ELECTED TO NATIONAL GROUP
10/09/1989 B012 *SMALL-TOWN LAW ENFORCEMENT
3/08/1990 con ANDERSON TAKES JOB WITH NATIONAL GROUP
8/12/1990 E033 ANDERSON NAMED TO US LEGISLATIVE POST
8/29/1990 con ANDERSON NAMED TO NATIONAL POST
12/10/1990 con LEGISLATIVE EXPERT TAKES POST IN DC
3/0A/1991 C012 ^RESEARCH COUNCIL PLAYS PIVOTAL ROLE
, 8/26/1991 B031 SOUTH DAKOTAN TO LEAD NATIONAL CONFERENCE
12/05/1991 A061SDAKOTANS RELIEVED BY ANDERSON RELEASE
A/lA/1987 C031 9CRETIRED MCKENNAN OFFICIAL DIES AT 66
11/29/1990 B012 *HE SAVES PEOPLE'S SOLES
3/17/1991 E012 KMAN MENDS BROKEN SOLES
9/12/198A A012 ^STREET PATROLLER CURBS IMPULSIVE KIDS
11/18/1991 con ANDERST BEGINS TERM ON CITY'S LEGAL STAFF
1/12/1992 G012 KANDERSTS WORKED WITH PEACE CORPS
A/06/1992 B012 ^JUDGMENTS INVOLVING CHILDREN ARE BEST, WORST PART
12/18/1992 B012 KFOUR ATTORNEYS TRY TO PREVENT POSSIBLE SUITS
A/19/1987 E012 SMALL COMMUNITY BIG ON ITS TREES
10/2A/1992 A05A 5€0PERA SINGER AT HOME IN SF
5/1A/198A con *ANDRETTI STILL KEEPS HIS EYES ON THE ROAD
8/2A/1986 BOll ^BRITISH PASTOR WILL TAKE A BIT OF SD BACK HOME
7/10/1987 B012 *THE ART OF COLLECTING
12/15/1992 C031 USD THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR TRACK STANDOUT ANDREWS
2/12/198A AOAl *KEY PLAYERS IN NUCLEAR WASTE SITE DUMP
lO/lA/1990 D012 KSAM'S--AFFORDS TO BE SELECTIVE
12/18/1991 C016 EX-NURSE FILES SUIT
9/06/1992 A09A CERTIFIED ANESTHETISTS PROVIDE 65% OF CARE (L)
A/30/1992 A072 KRARE ANGIOEDEMA CAUSES SWELLING
5/01/1985 A012 ^IMPRISONED STUDENT FREED FROM ANGOLA
5/02/1985 C013 CAPTIVITY A HAZY MEMORY
1/05/1992 F032 PROPERTY RULE MAY AFFECT PARK
SEE ANIMAL RIGHTS
3/29/1991 D071 OFFICIALS SAY LAB OUTDATED, TOO SMALL
A/02/1992 D082 $A.9 MILLION NEEDED TO EXPAND
A/30/1992 B061 AG GROUP BACKS LAB IMPROVEMENTS
9/19/1992 C022 CONSULTANT SAYS LOSS OF LAB BIG BLOW
9/22/1992 B012 MICKELSON--SDSU LAB COSTS
10/08/1992 B025 PLANS UNDER WAY FOR BROOKINGS LAB
7/10/1991 D052 BOARD TO HANDLE LIVESTOCK TREATMENT COMPLAINTS
12/03/1989 A103 ANIMAL PROTECTIONISTS THREAT TO SPORTSMEN (L)
12/08/1990 C016 ANIMAL WELFARE GROUP FORMED
12/11/1990 A105 WILL VEGETABLE RIGHTS BE THE NEXT CAUSE (L)
12/19/1990 A085 CARTOON SHOWING WOMAN IN CHAINS IS IN BAD TASTE (L)
1/18/1991 C012 HUNTERS ARE AMONG HUNTED
1/18/1991 C051 GROUP WARY OF ANIMAL ABUSE BILL
1/25/1991 AlOl HUNTING INTERESTS MUST SHOOT BACK CED)
1/26/1991 C033 OPPONENTS ATTACK ANIMAL TREATMENT BILL
1/28/1991 A081 LET HUMANE SOCIETY KEEP DOING ITS JOB (ED)
2/01/1991 C036 HOUSE GETS ANIMAL-CARE MEASURE
2/15/I99I C035 COMMITTEE OK'S BILL
2/17/1991 A095 RIGHTS ACTIVISTS HAVE CHANCE TO ACT IN GULF (L)
3/11/1991 A08A GROUP'S PROBLEMS MORE MEDICAL THAN EMOTIONAL (L)
3/17/1991 EOll GROUP URGES MEATLESS DAY
3/19/1991 A08A EXTREMISTS DON'T SPEAK FOR MOVEMENT (L)
6/03/1991 AlOl WEEK TO SPOTLIGHT HUMANE ANIMAL CARE (L)
,. 6/07/:1991iiAl-01^ ANIMAL. ADVOCATES .GET-CARRIED AWAY (ED)
6/16/1991 A093 GROUPS UNFAIRLY ATTACK FARMERS (L)
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6/16/1991 A096 ANIMAL RIGHTISTS MAKE IMPORTANT POINT (L)
6/19/1991 A081 THROWING OF PIE OFFENSIVE, CHILDISH (L)
7/15/1991 BOll REPORTS REQUIRE GIVING NAME
11/09/1991 C015 NEW STATE LAW TRACKS FEW CASES
11/09/1991 C031 'DANCES' PASSES TEST ON ANIMAL TREATMENT
11/29/1991 coil FUR FREE FRIDAY EVENTS PLANNED TODAY
1/20/1992 C016 NEW LITTER SIGN RULE IN EFFECT
3/30/1992 A081 BLAME MISPLACED FOR OTHERS' DISAPPEARANCE (L)
4/19/1992 B012 LOOPHOLE IN LAW ALLOWS ANIMAL ABUSE
4/19/1992 B013 FOUR AWAIT TRIAL ON CRUELTY CHARGES
7/26/1992 D013 ^SIGN'S AUTHOR IS UNKNOWN
8/17/1992 A095 ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVISTS RESPECT ALL LIFE FORMS (L)
9/06/1992 A092 ANIMAL RIGHTS GROUPS ARE JUDGING COWBOYS (L)
11/28/1992 B012 JeLOCAL ACTIVISTS TARGET FUR SHOP
12/07/1992 B016 ANIMAL RIGHTS FARM GROUPS SEE DIFFERENT FUTURE PLANS
2/16/1982 A012 NO EXPLANATION FOR ABANDONED DEAD PIGS
2/18/1982 A014 ANIMAL NEGLECT, ABUSE RUN RAMPANT IN AREA
2/18/1982 C103 BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS DISPLAY
2/19/1982 C012 FUND RAISING FOR BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS RESUME
2/21/1982 BOll ANIMAL ABUSE NOT AS WIDESPREAD AS THOUGHT
2/24/1982 A013 SF MAKING HOME FOR BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS
3/05/1982 C014 56ZOO ANIMALS GET FREE LUNCH
3/10/1982 C052 DOCTOR SAYS TEST CRUEL TO MOUSE
3/11/1982 D015 BOND ISSUE CONSIDERED FOR DONATED ANIMALS
3/18/1982 D024 WHY HESITATE ABOUT BUILDING FOR ANIMALS (L)
3/19/1982 coil KNEW CLASSMATE--A ONE-MONTH-OLD-LION FROM THE ZOO
3/20/1982 B021 CITY SPENDING FOR ANIMAL COLLECTION HIT (L)
3/28/1982 B034 OPPOSE CITY BUILDING FOR ANIMAL COLLECTION (L)
4/02/1982, C031 RECYCLING DRIVE TO AID ANIMALS FUND
"4/16/1982 A013"BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS BOND ISSUE PLANNED
4/20/1982 BOll HOME FOR BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS UPTO VOTERS
4/27/1982 B024 FAVORS PENNY TAX FOR ANIMAL TROPHIES
5/04/1982 B022 ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED IN BROCKHOUSE (L)
5/10/1982 B035 SOROPTIMISTS CONTRIBUTE $500
5/11/1982 A075 BROCKHOUSE BENEFIT
5/16/1982 C023 HOW BROCKHOUSE FILM DISMAYED CLASSROOM (L)
5/21/1982 coil LION CUB STOLEN FROM ZOO STILL IS MISSING
5/21/1982 C041 KGOAL NEARED IN BROCKHOUSE FUND DRIVE
5/22/1982 A013 KAPOLLO BACK HOME
5/23/1982 B031 ANIMAL COLLECTION OFFERS UNIQUE VIEW (L)
5/23/1982 B032 BROCKHOUSE DISPLAY PLANS UPSET SF FAMILY (L)
5/23/1982 B041 KANIMALS ON DISPLAY
5/26/1982 C021 DON'T LET BROCKHOUSE COLLECTION SLIP AWAY (ED)
5/27/1982 C092 BROCKHOUSE BENEFIT DANCE FRIDAY
5/27/1982 D021 BIRKENHEUER DISPUTED--GAME EXHIBIT PRAISED (L)
5/27/1982 D023 PUT ANIMAL EXHIBIT NEAR SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND (L)
5/31/1982 A134 SIXTH GRADERS DONATE $200
6/05/1982 C014 ANIMAL FUND GETS MYSTERY DONATION
6/06/1982 B031 *75 PERCENT IN SURVEY FAVOR BONDS
6/09/1982 C021 DISTORTED VIEW SEEN IN ANIMAL COLLECTION (L)
6/09/1982 C024 BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS AN EDUCATIONAL ASSET (L)
6/13/1982 C021 LET'S KEEP BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS IN SF (ED)
6/14/1982 A012 KANIMAL HOME NEEDS 60 PERCENT VOTE
6/16/1982 A012 KVOTERS OK BROCKHOUSE MUSEUM
6/17/1982 C021 'YES' VOTE FOR BUILDING IS A POSITIVE STEP (ED)
6/18/1982 B014 A REAL MONUMENT TO BROCKHOUSE (FINE)
7/03/1982 B021 OBJECTS TO EXPENSE FOR HOUSING ANIMALS (L)
8/21/1982 A074 FROM BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS GROUP (L)
9/04/1982 B025 TOSSED COINS ASSIST BROCKHOUSE COLLECTION (L)
9/08/1982 C053 GAME OFFICER TO HELP CONTROL ANIMALS
9/14/1982 C015 $1.8 MILLION BROCKHOUSE BOND OK'D
9/25/1982 A014 *AFRICAN SAFARI FOUND IN WEBSTER SD STOVE
9/28/1982 A012 FIRST-GRADERS KNOW THEIR ABZ
11/05/1982 A012 KANOTHER ANIMAL FOUND SKINNED IN SIOUX FALLS
11/06/1982 coil SKINNED ANIMAL FOUND NEAR TRACKS THOUGHT TO BE FOX
11/07/1982 B014 REWARD FUND GROWS TO $1,500
11/08/1982 BOll KPETS REALLY NEED ANIMAL WELFARE LEAGUE
11/18/1982 coil DETECTIVE EXPECTS ARREST IN DOG CASE
11/20/1982 B031 MOUNTAIN LIONS DEATH INVESTIGATED
11/25/1982 B031 FUND-RAISER SET FOR BROCKHOUSE ANIMALS
12/12/1982 C031 LET OFFICIALS TAKE CARE OF ANIMALS (L)
12/19/1982 C035 PROTESTS MISTREATMENT OF ANIMALS (L)
2/07/1983 A071 KJOB IS FOR THE DOGS, CATS, AND SKUNKS TOO
2/09/1983 A012 MAN SUSPECT IN RAPE, DOG DEATHS
2/12/1983 A075 BOY REPAYS ANIMAL WELFARE LEAGUE (L)
2/12/1983 A076 ANIMALS CAN'T TALK FOR 'SELVES (L)
!3/18/1983^A012IT^S GOiFOR BROCKHOUSE BUILDING
3/28/1983 B033 CLARK COUPLE'S BASEMENT IS WILD KINGDOM
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A/10/1983 AOIA KMILT'S MENAGERIE HAS REAL ANIMAL MAGNETISM
A/19/1983 AG13 KBROCKHOUSE COLLECTION
A/23/1983 C02A PEOPLE WHO ABUSE ANIMALS (L)
A/26/1983 CG33 3€MUSEUM ORGANIZED INTO HABITATS
A/29/1983 CG52 *ADOPT-A-BURRO
5/G3/1983 BG21 WEEK BACKS HUMANE TREATMENT FOR ANIMALS
5/18/1983 CG12 *WORK STARTS ON BROCKHOUSE MUSEUM
5/22/1983 BGAI YOUNG ANIMALS MEANT TO BE LEFT IN WILD
6/12/1983 DGll *ARCTIC FOXES, LLAMAS LURE FOLKS TO HUMBOLDT FARM
6/2A/1983 CGll *PALS IN THE PARK
8/16/1983 BGll ^ANIMAL MUSEUM TAKES SHAPE
9/19/1983 CGIA RANCHER GIVES UP TUG-OF-WAR OVER DEER
11/G9/1983 CG61 MAN ARRAIGNED FOR RAISING RACCOONS, FOXES
11/12/1983 BG31 REWARD OFFERED FOR CONVICTION OF ELK KILLERS
12/19/1983 BGll KTHESE ANIMAL LOVERS WANT-MORE THAN CATS AND DOGS
1/12/198A CG13 *ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL
A/GA/198A CG91 *CHILDREN LEARN ABOUT ANIMALS BY WATCHING
A/G8/198A BG51 HURON-AREA RESIDENTS WARNED OF RABIES
5/G5/1984 DGll CITY MARKS COMPLETION OF MUSEUM
5/2G/1984 CG72 TWO BIG CATS SIGHTED NEAR VERMILLION RIVER
7/08/1984 C031 PRESSLER SPONSORSHIP OF ANIMAL BILL PRAISED (L)
7/18/1984 DG12 RABIES CASES ON INCREASE IN STATE
8/G4/1984 BG23 ANIMALS CAN OUTSHINE HUMANS (L)
8/3G/1984 DG32 COLLECT FOOD, MONEY FOR ANIMALS
9/1G/1984 AG12 CHICKEN, SWINE FED MORE DRUGS THAN CATTLE
9/19/1984 CGll ANIMALS NEED TO BE UNDERSTOOD
lG/30/1984 BGll SHOTS AFTER RACCOON BITES
1/29/1985 BGll PANEL APPROVES BILL ON ILLEGAL ANIMAL FIGHTS
1/31/1985 coil HOUSE PASSES ANIMAL-FIGHTING LEGISLATION
7/11/1985 A084 ANIMAL MUSEUM A TREASURE (L)
11/3G/1985 CG23 ANTELOPE FIND CITY TO BE HOSTILE RANGE
6/25/1986 BG13 WOMAN FILES SUIT IN GOAT KILLING
8/G7/1986 BG54 PRESCHOOLERS CAN DISCOVER ANIMALS
8/25/1986 BGll COMMISSION MIGHT LOOK AT ANIMAL ORDINANCES
8/29/1986 CG13 LOVE OF ANIMALS FOR CITY FATHER, SON
9/3G/1986 CG51 BISON CORRALLED FOR VACCINATIONS
1/G7/1987 DG16 GROUP MAKES CASTOFF TREES ANIMAL HOMES
1/13/1987 CG16 RANCHER DONATES BOBCAT
1/17/1987 CG12 3eANIMALS NOT WILD ABOUT WINTER
1/18/1987 BG51 *FOX, COYOTE POPULATIONS ON RISE
3/G1/1987 AGll ZEBRA ROUNDUP KEEPS PATROL BUSY
7/G4/1987 CG21 COUPLE DONATE ANIMAL BONES TO SCHOOL
7/17/1987 AG83 UNWANTED ANIMALS PROVIDE LOVE, LOYALTY (L)
7/3G/1987 AG16 3€RARE BABOON BORN AT ZOO
8/15/1987 CG15 ANIMAL CREMATORIUM SOUGHT
11/21/1987 CG16 ADOPTION PROGRAM KEEPS ZOO IN BLACK
1/22/1988 CG21 ANIMAL SHELTER TO BE CLOSED FOR DISINFECTION
6/15/1988 BG12 CHILDREN LEARN ABOUT GIVING WITH GOAT PROJECT
8/G7/1988 FGll ^LLAMAS IN DAKOTA
. 9/G9/1988CG12 SMOTHERING BOND ON FARM IS AMAZING
11/3G/1988 DG81 EXPERT URGES UNITY IN ANIMAL FIGHT
12/18/1988 A091 ANTI-FUR PEOPLE SEEK TO DESTROY INDUSTRY (L)
12/18/1988 AG92 TRAPPING RESTRAINTS NEEDED CD
12/2G/1988 AG61 ORGANIZATION SHOULDN'T PROTECT ANIMAL ABUSERS (ED)
1/G3/1989 AG81 ANIMALS WON'T BE IN HEAVEN (L)
2/G3/1989 CG14 ILLEGAL TRAPPING ANGERS WOMAN
2/G6/1989 B012 SSNOW IN CAMEL-LOT
2/21/1989 A083 HOW TRAPPED ANIMALS ARE TREATED CD
2/28/1989 AG85 ANIMAL ACTIVIST HEARTENED CD
3/G5/1989 AG85 GIVE ANIMALS PROPER STATUS CD
3/28/1989 CGll ANIMAL RIGHTS GROUP TO HOLD FIRST MEETING
4/13/1989 AG84 GROUPS THREATEN FREEDOM (L)
4/16/1989 AG12 ANIMAL RIGHTS FEUD SPRINGS TRAP ON SALVATION ARMY
4/16/1989 CG51 STWO-HEADED CALF BORN ON SD RANCH
4/21/1989 A1G5 AVON TAKES A GIANT STEP CD
4/23/1989 A1G4 KEEP ANIMAL ROLE CLEAR CD
4/3G/1989 A151 ANIMAL TREATMENT WORSENING CD
4/3G/1989 A151 ANIMAL RIGHTISTS WRONG CD
7/G1/1989 AG12 ^ORPHANED FAWN IS DEAR TO CAMP CREW
7/G2/1989 A115 ANIMALS WIN AVON MOVE CD
7/G6/1989 CG12 WHEN BABOON IS REMOVED ...
7/17/1989 AG83 SOCIETY NOT THE BAD GUYS CD
10/10/1989 C016 CONGRESS FACES ANIMAL RIGHTS FIGHT
11/25/1989 CG12 ^ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVISTS PROTEST
12/03/1989 BG71 ENCOURAGED TO KILL COYOTES, FOXES
1/G1/199G A143 MISUSE OF HABITAT IS TOP THREAT TO ANIMALSCD
^1/13/19,9 G CO15 ACTT VISTS' ARE FARM THREAT - - EXP ERT
1/2G/199G AG82 FILM TRAPPER IN ACTION CD
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1/21/1990 A091 RIGHTISTS HIDE BEHIND FUR (L)
1/22/I99D A08I ANIMALS LIVE BECAUSE PEOPLE BUY FUR COATS (L)
2/13/1990 A052 ^ADVOCATES STAND UP FOR PETS' RIGHTS
2/18/1990 EOAl ANIMAL CONTROL ON TAP FOR LENNOX MEETING
2/22/1990 AI04 TRAPS PAINFUL FOR ANIMALS (L)
3/0A/1990 C02A ANIMAL VACCINATION ON CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
3/06/1990 A08I GOD OK'D ANIMAL KILLING (L)
3/20/1990 B062 OPPONENTS AIR BEEFS ABOUT MEAT EATING
3/26/1990 A065 PIONEER DAYS ARE GONE (L)
4/26/1990 C0I2 XTALK TO ANIMALS
5/29/1990 AlOl COURTS PROTECT ANIMALS, NOT FETUSES (L)
6/24/1990 F013 KIT'S A ZOO IN THERE
7/05/1990 C031 4 BABY ANIMALS TAKEN FROM HILLS ATTRACTION
7/28/1990 C035 OFFICER SENTENCED ON ANIMAL CRUELTY CHARGES
9/09/1990 A094 ANIMALS SHOULD BE TREATED WITH KINDNESS (L)
9/19/1990 A113 PREDATOR OFFICER SHOULD BE FIRED (L)
10/01/1990 A105 PREDATOR OFFICER SPEAKS FOR FARMERS (L)
10/04/1990 A08I ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVISTS ARE SLOWING RESEARCH (L)
10/11/1990 C033 KBLIND VOLUNTEER BEFRIENDS ANIMALS
10/12/1990 A112 RESPONSE TO LETTER HAS NUMEROUS ERRORS (L)
10/18/1990 A083 CIRCUSES SHOULD TREAT ANIMALS HUMANELY (L)
11/09/1990 C031 LION BACK IN CAGE AFTER RURAL STROLL
2/25/1991 C062 IMPORTING ELK, DEER HALTED FOR 90 DAYS
3/23/1991 A012 KEXOTIC BIRDS, ANIMALS FOR THE BIDDING TODAY
5/25/1991 C033 MORATORIUM LIFTED ON SOME ANIMAL IMPORTS
7/10/1991 C031 CITY VOWS TO SUE AFTER STUFFED ANIMALS TAKEN
7/23/1991 B031 PROPOSAL WOULD BAN CERTAIN EXOTIC ANIMALS
8/19/1991 B035 GAME FARMS CONCERN WILDLIFE MANAGERS
9/02/1991 A081 DON'T USE ANIMALS FOR TARGET PRACTICE (L)
•^ 9/22/1991 A112 ANIMAL CONTROL MAN BRUTAL TO SQUIRREL (L)
11/24/1991 A094 HELPING OUR ANIMALS IS VALUABLE SERVICE (L)
12/06/1991 C025 STATE GETS TASTE OF GOAT JUSTICE
12/17/1991 C012 KFULL HOUSE OF HOMELESS
12/23/1991 C031 PICKING UP ROAD-KILL GAME ILLEGAL
2/02/1992 A043 ^MEMORIAL SERVES PETS
2/27/1992 AlOl OFTEN-OUTLAWED TRAP CRUEL KILLER OF ANIMALS (L)
3/24/1992 A081 MAYBE ANIMALS COULD GIVE US SOME ADVICE (L)
4/16/1992 D065 TO CONSIDER TOUGHER REGULATIONS TO CURB BRUCELLOSIS
6/23/1992 C022 PROPOSALS WORRY GAME FARMERS
6/24/1992 C021 AUTHORITIES TAKE MORE DOGS, CATS FROM FARM
6/25/1992 D062 PSEUDORABIES, NON-DOMESTIC REGULATIONS PROPOSED
7/02/1992 C021 BULL SHOT AFTER YANKTON RAMPAGE
7/24/1992 BOll DONATED FOOD, CASH TO HELP FEED ANIMALS
8/15/1992 BOll ANIMAL BONDING TALK SCHEDULED FOR TONIGHT
11/17/1992 C031 KINCREASE IN PREDATORS CONCERN FOR MANY
12/17/1992 BOll SETTLEMENT MAY PROTECT MORE ANIMALS
4/I5/I990 B06I KCOMING TUESDAY
4/17/1990 D012 KANIMALS CAUSING AN UPROAR
4/17/1990 D031 KZOO DIRECTOR DOESN'T LIKE EXOTIC PETS
1/04/1992 ;C012 KMINIATURE MENAGERIE
1/21/1992 B031 COMMISSION WANTS TO CHANGE EXOTIC ANIMAL LAW
3/03/1989 B012 ^ANIMATOR DROPS 'GHOSTBUSTERS' FOR TURTLE HEROES
10/07/1991 A012 KDAKTRONICS ANIMATORS SERIOUS ABOUT 'FUN STUFF'
9/24/1992 B061 ANIMATION EXPERT OFFERS WORKSHOP
10/19/1982 N031 KANING--A FAMILY NAME THAT'S SYNONYMOUS W/MORRELL'S
4/10/1987 C015 KMORRELL WORKER TO RUN
9/10/1982 C021 KREAGAN CAN AID FARMERS---FOOD AS WEAPON
12/14/1984 C021 HELP FEED WORLD'S STARVING PEOPLE
4/01/1990 A114 ANKRUM SERVED HYDE WELL (L)
4/01/1990 C014 KTHESE 4 MEN WANT YOUR VOTE
4/08/1990 C041 KCITY COMMISSION CANDIDATES FOR TUESDAY'S ELECTION
12/18/1992 B012 KSOUNDS OF BRAZIL
4/26/1990 C023 FAULTY MINING FILTER COLORS ANNIE CREEK
11/08/1982 BOll DAVE ANNIS WAS A PLAIN MAN BUT HE MADE HIS NAME
10/23/1983 C021 KECONOMIC SHIFT MEANS MORE LOCAL DECISIONS
10/15/1990 C082 KA GIFT FOR THE GIVING
1/09/1983 DOll EATING DISORDER TURNS LIVES UPSIDE DOWN
3/06/1984 A051 KPROGRAM IS 1ST DESIGNED FOR EATING DISORDERS
5/09/1991 A012 KSTORE CO-OWNER--I'D HAVE SHARED LOTTO
7/17/1991 A085 IS ANSCHUTZ SHARING HIS LOTTO WINNINGS (L)
7/10/1991 A012 KFEELINGS MIXED ABOUT LOTTO SETTLEMENT
7/17/1990 C062 KANSON GAINS NSP APPOINTMENT
11/21/1991 A083 ^'WELFARE FOR WEALTHY' SEGMENT OFF BASE
12/22/1991 G012 KZOO CURATOR HAS COOL TIME AT ANTARCTICA
9/19/1982 B054 ANTELOPE POPULATION SOARS
9/02/1984 B054 KANTELOPE NEED THINNING
V 6yi2/1986 'B035 ANTELOPE'POPULATION CUT
10/12/1986 C031 ANTELOPE HERD DROPS DRAMATICALLY
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ANTELOPE
ANTELOPE GROVER
ANTES ROGER
ANTHEM
ANTHONY FRANCIS
ANTHONY MITCHEL
ANTHRAX
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTI-FREEZE
ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/11/1987 DOAl MORE ANTELOPE LICENSES PROPOSED
9/13/1991 Ca32 *0N RECORD BOOK WITH TROPHY ANTELOPE
8/18/1992 COAl ANTELOPE BOWHUNTERS FACE STIFF CHALLENGE
1/07/1990 COAl SIOUX RELIGIOUS LEADER CONVICTED OF RAPE
3/22/1990 C025 JUDGE TURNS DOWN NEW TRIAL IN RAPE CASE
12/1A/1986 D012 *A BUSINESS THAT DEFIES LABELS
7/27/1990 AOIA *LOCAL SINGERS ARE BETTER AT THE ANTHEM
2/02/1991 A085 ANTHEM SHOULD HAVE BEEN PLAYED AT CLASSIC (L)
11/18/1987 C012 *THE LOVE CHEF MIXES ROMANCE WITH RECIPES
9/12/1989 A103 ^CENTER'S PROGRAMS, HOT LINE HAVE SAVED THOUSANDS
8/05/1985 B015 ANTHRAX OUTBREAK FORCES QUARANTINE OF CATTLE
3/24/1982 DOll LIFE WITH THE NEWFIES, NEWFOUNDLAND
1/18/1992 C032 SIOUX WOMAN HONORED, SERVES AS A POSITIVE ROLE MODEL
12/21/1988 D082 5CANT1-FREEZE PRICES DOUBLE
9/19/1982 A013 NUKE FREEZE MOVEMENT STRUGGLES...
11/28/1982 A012 KB1SH0P--WE HAVE TO TARGET NUKES
12/06/1982 coil NUKE FREEZE SUPPORTER VICTIM OF 3 VANDALISMS
12/06/1982 C021 NUCLEAR ARMS FREEZE MAKES SO MUCH SENSE (L)
1/09/1983 B03r AGREES WITH BISHOPS ON NUCLEAR FREEZE (L)
1/13/1983 C025 WE NEED NUCLEAR FREEZE (L)
1/20/1983 C023 SENATE RESOLUTION HAS CONFLICTING STATEMENTS (L)
1/22/1983 BOll NUKE FREEZE RESOLUTION INTRODUCED
1/24/1983 A012 SOME SAY ITS TIME TO FACE NUCLEAR ISSUE
1/25/1983 B023 PRESSLER BACKS NUCLEAR FREEZE (L)
2/02/1983 D023 REASONS FOR BLOCKING NUCLEAR FREEZE (L)
2/03/1983 C053 LAWMAKERS TAKE NO ACTION ON NUKE FREEZE
2/05/1983 BOll LAWMAKERS CALL FOR STRONGER RESOLUTION
2/09/1983 C052 RESOLUTION CALLS FOR CONTINUED ARMS TALKS
,2/27/1983 B041 COMMITTEE KILLS NUCLEAR RESOLUTION
'3/10/1983 A012 CITY CLERGY WON'T PREACH ANTI-NUCLEAR FREEZE
3/14/1983 C032 NUKE PROTESTERS PLANNING DEMONSTRATION
3/15/1983 C023 WORLD MUST TURN AWAY (L)
3/19/1983 B021 BIBLE DOES NOT SUPPORT ANTI-NUCLEAR CRAZE (L)
3/23/1983 C021 PROTEST TAKES STRANGE TURNS IN NATION (ED)
3/26/1983 B023 ISOLATED BIBLE TESTS NOT VALID NUKE VIEW SUPPORT (L)
3/27/1983 C023 *NUCLEAR FREEZE RESOLUTION LACKS MUSCLE
3/30/1983 C021 *NUCLEAR ARMS WILL END IN FUTURE
4/02/1983 B013 DASCHLE--REAGAN FEELING HEAT
4/02/1983 B023 REV WELCH DISTORTED BIBLE IN HIS NUCLEAR VIEWS (L)
4/03/1983 A021 KELLSWORTH PROTESTORS WANT NUKE FREEZE ON BALLOT
4/05/1983 BOll XNUKE FREEZE REFERENDUM WON'T PASS IN SD
5/03/1983 A013 LOCAL PASTORS' REACTION MIXED
5/05/1983 A015 STATE'S CATHOLICS ASKED TO PRAY, FAST FOR PEACE
5/09/1983 B021 BISHOPS ERR--MANPOWER ONLY NUCLEAR ALTERNATE (ED)
5/26/1983 C023 36US SHOULD TAKE LEAD IN NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
5/26/1983 C024 IT'S TIME TO BE SERIOUS ABOUT NUKE FREEZE (L)
5/28/1983 B024 SHOULD SERIOUSLY DISCUSS ARMS REDUCTION
5/30/1983 C023 PHYSICISTS WANT NUCLEAR FREEZE (L)
6/15/1983 C061 AMERICAN LEGION SUPPORTS LIMITED FREEZE
6/19/1983 B034 SENATORS NEED VIEWPOINTS ON FREEZE VOTE (L)
6/27/1983 C052 CENTER WANTS NUKE FREEZE RESOLUTION ON BALLOT
6/30/1983 C041 STATE BISHOP AGREES WITH ANTI-NUCLEAR PAPER
7/08/1983 C023 XTHERE WOULD BE NO WINNER OR MINIMUM DESTRUCTION
7/14/1983 C023 NUCLEAR FREEZE MAYBE WORLD'S ONLY HOPE (L)
8/07/1983 B014 *SOUTH DAKOTANS FAST TO PROTEST NUCLEAR ARMS
8/15/1983 C024 FREEZE MOVEMENT HAD ITS BEGINNING (L)
9/16/1983 coil NUCLEAR FREEZE RESOLUTION LACKS SIGNATURES
10/13/1983 B051 GROUP TO TALK ABOUT NUCLEAR THREAT
10/29/1983 B023 KTHE EARTH MUST NOT PERISH
10/31/1983 C024 HE DISPUTES FREEZE SURVEY (L)
11/06/1983 C051 *S DAKOTANS LOOKING FOR SOVIET PENPALS
11/08/1983 B024 SURVEY GAVE CONSTITUENTS CHANCE (L)
11/16/1983 BOll K'DAY AFTER'--THINKING THE UNTHINKABLE
11/17/1983 C031 ARTIST TO DISCUSS NUCLEAR ARMS EMOTIONALISM
11/18/1983 B013 PARENTS SHOULD DECIDE IF KIDS WATCH FILM
11/18/1983 C024 READERS URGED TO PARTICIPATE IN MEETING (L)
11/21/1983 Alll 5CA NIGHT OF ARMAGEDDON
11/22/1983 A012 'THE DAY AFTER' STARTED TALK
11/22/1983 A022 PEACE PLAN GIVES LOOK AT SOVIET LIFE
11/22/1983 C021 'DAY AFTER' ENHANCES UNDERSTANDING (ED)
11/26/1983 B021 BIBLE OFFERS ANSWER TO NUCLEAR WAR (L)
11/29/1983 B021 BISHOP HOPES PEOPLE MEET CHALLENGES (L)
11/30/1983 C023 NUCLEAR FREEZE ISSUE (L)
12/01/1983 C021 IF YOU REALLY DESIRE PEACE (L)
12/02/1983 C014 LEAGUE WANTS VOTERS TO DECIDE NUKE ISSUE
12/02/1983 C021 PETITION SEEKS PEACE THROUGH STRENGTH VOTE (L)
.12/06/1983..B024 COMMUNIST TAKEOVER STORY SHOULD FOLLOW (L)
12/09/1V83C024 NUCLEAR SHOW'DIDN'T^MENTION GOD'S ROLE
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ANTONEN MEL
ANTONEN RAY
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APHIDS
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APPLIANCES
APPRENTICES
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AQUANAUTS
AQUARIUM
AQUEDUCT
AQUIFER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/10/1983
12/30/1983
1/17/198A
9/23/198A
9/28/198A
10/02/198A
10/21/198A
10/27/1984
10/28/1984
11/02/1984
11/10/1984
11/12/1984
5/10/1989
4/27/1991
1/12/1983
2/21/1983
4/09/1983
10/11/1983
10/16/1983
11/15/1983
1/14/1984
5/11/1984
11/09/1984
4/20/1985
4/23/1985
9/19/1985
9/29/1985
11/28/1985
.2/22/1986
2/19/1988
9/10/1988
10/25/1988
5/12/1989
4/26/1992
8/01/1985
4/19/1992
12/09/1984
10/25/1991
6/20/1982
4/29/1984
3/13/1985
8/08/1987
10/19/1987
6/04/1989
5/05/1991
5/25/1987
9/29/1987
8/08/1990
4/28/1985
12/10/1982
3/25/1990
7/05/1990
10/12/1983
3/20/1985
9/28/1986
9/23/1987
3/18/1989
9/27/1989
9/27/1990
9/21/1991
5/12/1992
9/23/1992
9/23/1992
2/02/1992
2/02/1992
9/20/1990
4/01/1985
4/01/1987
4/01/1989
4/02/1991
4/02/1991
8/18/1991
5/23/1992
7/01/1990
il?l/01/1988
10/04/1991
C023
B024
C031
ClOl
D024
B021
C041
C025
C013
C024
C036
B031
C041
B012
C041
B012
B013
BO 11
D021
A053
A073
coil
B021
coil
BOll
B031
C023
C151
coil
CO12
C012
A072
C014
N042
C031
B021
C014
D016
C021
N021
B014
B015
A012
BOll
E012
coil
C021
D081
N021
,A091
HOll
C033
EOll
coil
DOll
C012
coil
B012
A012
C012
D062
D012
D015
GOll
G061
coil
A015
C012
A052
A015
B015
A041
D014
coil
B013
AlOl
SHOW NOT NEEDED TO REMIND OF NUCLEAR WAR (L)
14,000 SIGNATURES ARE NEEDED (L)
PUBLIC INVITED TO NUCLEAR FREEZE DISCUSSION
FREEZE-RED PEACE
FREEZE VIEWS CHALLENGED (L)
FOLLOW RELIGIOUS TEACHINGS (L)
STATEWIDE SERIES OF FREEZE FORUMS
FREEZE BACKERS MISLABELED (L)
FORUM EXAMINES NUCLEAR FREEZE ISSUES
VOTE AGAINST NUCLEAR WINTER (L)
OFFICIAL RESULTS CHANGE NUKE FREEZE VOTE
NUKE FREEZE SUPPORTERS SEE VICTORY
NUCLEAR PROTESTERS ESCORTED OFF ELLSWORTH
^DOUBLES TROUBLE
3fSD PUNCH BOWL PRICELESS ANTIQUE
CHALLENGE ATTRACTS HUNTER TO ANTIQUES
*GLASS DOCTOR
XCAROUSEL ANIMALS ARE A BREED APART
36ANTIQUE SHOW STILL ON TODAY
*OLD BOTTLES LURE TRIO TO PRIVIES
THANKS FOR BACKING ANTIQUE SHOW (L)
5CSALE SPONSORED BY THE CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
ANTIQUES SHOW AT SIOUX FALLS ARENA
XOLDIES BUT GOODIES
5CRETIRED TEACHER'S HOME PRESERVES MEMORIES
GROUPS SPONSORING ANTIQUE SHOW AND SALE
XSALE PROVIDES A PEEK AT PAST
MINIATURES ON DISPLAY THIS WEEK
^STERLING DISPLAY
^SETTING THE TABLE
3CBUYING TIME
^INVESTING IN AGED ARTICLES
36THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
^ANTIQUE DEALER LIVES IN THE PAST
AMENDMENT WOULD ALLOW ANTITRUST LAWSUITS
WINNER MAN ADMITS TO ASSAULT CHARGE
A SANTA DISCOVERS THE JOYS
^NATIVE'S OF STATE REPORT STORIES OF WORLD SERIES
'VITAMIN MAN' COMES TO TWINS' AID
*CSECTION 1) SALES BUSINESS BASED ON LIFETIME LOVE
3CBURNS, ANTONEN, SCOTT ELECTED TO HALL OF FAME
AMATEUR BASEBALL PRESIDENT DIES AT 69
XTWINS RECALL SPIRIT, FRIENDSHIP
FIGHT FOR LIFE WON
KSMALL FIRMS THINKING BIG
STATE PEST EXPERT WARNS OF APHIDS
APHIDS COULD DAMAGE CROPS
WHEAT GROWERS PUT ON ALERT FOR APHIDS
^(AGRICULTURE) ON LOOKOUT FOR BEE'S WELL-BEING
*SF MAN PEDALS WAVES TO BRITISH COUNTRY MUSICIANS
*HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR FOREIGN CAR
KTO US, BROOKINGS MAN IS PA INGALLS
VARIETIES OF RIPE APPLES MAKE BEST CIDER
KFORBIDDEN BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
KAPPLE ORCHARD BLOOMS FOR MINNESOTA FAMILY
^GROWERS LOOKING FOR A SLICE OF APPLE MARKET
APPLES IN STATE BELIEVED TO BE SAFE
KAPPLES FUTURE CROP IN SD
KAPPLE HARVEST HAPPY, BUSY TIME
5CEYE FOR APPLES
KBLOSSOM TIME
KTAKE YOUR PICK OF ORCHARDS IN THE AREA
XAPPLE HARVEST STRONG THIS YEAR
^APPLIANCES THAT NEVER SAY DIE
READERS DESCRIBE LOVING APPLIANCES
CITY LIBERALIZES APPRENTICE RADIO
DON'T BE A FOOL TODAY
KONLY A FOOL LOSES HIS SENSE OF HUMOR TODAY
3€J0KER'S WILD ON APRIL FOOLS' DAY
BOGUS COUNTRY CONCERT FOOLS
BOMB SCARE EMPTIES MORRELL
^(OUTSIDER LOOKS IN ON INDIAN WORLD
SD AQUANAUT GOES HOME SICK FROM NASA PROJECT
FEDERAL AQUARIUM NEAR YANKTON MAY CLOSE
SEE PIPELINES
SEE WATER SUPPLY
CITYnTOiiDRILL 3 WELLS IN SPLIT ROCK AQUIFER
CITY PLAN COULD DRAIN WELLS ALONG AQUIFER
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AQUINO CORAZON
ARAB-AMERICANS
ARAFAT YASSER
ARAPAHOE DAVID
ARBOR DAY
ARBOR WEEK
ARCHAEOLOGIST
ARCHAEOLOGY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/31/1986 A061 ^AQUINO THE YEAR'S BRIGHEST STAR CED)
A/21/1991 con ARAB-AMERICAN DAY SET FOR SATURDAY
11/30/1988 A081 SCHULTZ'S POOR CALL SETS BACK CREDIBILITY (ED)
12/25/1988 A09A ARAFAT DESERVED A VISA (L)
12/28/1989 C021 7 FELONY COUNTS FILED AGAINST SF BOY
2/15/1990 C012 JUDGE DENIES SUPPRESSION MOTION
5/01/1990 C012 RAPE ACCOMPLICE GETS 50 YEARS
A/30/1982 con 56GIVE A TREE A DRINK TODAY
5/01/1982 C012 ^LIVING MEMORIAL--HORACE MANN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
A/26/1983 C0I3 KCITY PLANTS TREES FOR ARBOR WEEK
A/29/1983 A012 *SD TREE PLANTERS HONORED TODAY
A/30/1983 B013 *TREE PLANTED IN PARK FOR ARBOR DAY
A/30/1983 B032 ARGUS TREE GIVEAWAY CONTINUES
5/18/1983 C025 ARGUS COVERAGE APPRECIATED CD
A/15/198A BOIA KRIS MILLER CROWNED MISS ARBOR DAY
A/19/198A B053 TREES PLANTED FOR ARBOR DAY
A/26/198A BOll 3€A HOLIDAY WITH FOCUS ON FUTURE
A/17/1985 BOll SHELLY SUMMERTON CROWNED MISS ARBOR DAY
A/26/1985 con ^DIGGING IN FOR ARBOR DAY CELEBRATION
3/28/1986 C021 GROUP NAMES ABERDEEN A TREE CITY USA
A/23/1986 C091 NOWAK REIGNS AS MISS ARBOR DAY
A/25/1986 C013 ^RECOGNIZING ARBOR DAY
A/23/1987 con CITY GIVES AWAY WOOD, COMPOST
A/2A/1988 DOll ARBOR DAY ACTIVITIES BEGIN MONDAY
A/29/1989 A0I2 *A TREE GROWS IN MEMORY
A/09/1990 con STUDENT TO PLANT TREES ON ARBOR DAY
A/21/1990 COAl CRAB TREE, BLACK HILLS SPRUCE TO BE PLANTED
A/22/1990 con ACTIVITIES PLANNED FOR ARBOR WEEK
A/25/1990 AlOl ARBOR DAY GOOD TIME TO PLANT (L)
''A/29/T990 con ARBOR DAY AGENCY OFFERS FREE TREES
2/19/1991 con ESSAY CONTEST SCHEDULED
2/25/1991 BOll ESSAY DEADLINE MARCH 29
A/19/1991 con SHADE TREES OFFERED FOR JOINING FOUNDATION
A/27/1991 C012 KHAYWARD STUDENTS DO PART TO SAVE EARTH
5/08/1991 B032 CONTEST WINNERS
A/2A/1992 coil ARBOR DAY, EARTH DAY ACTIVITIES SCHEDULED
A/25/1992 Don ARBOR DAY, EARTH DAY SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES
A/20/1991 con SF PLANS ARBOR WEEK EVENTS
12/19/1988 con SOCIETY APPOINTS STATE ARCHAEOLOGIST
2/08/1982 COAI PRESERVATION PROGRAM'S FACE MONEY WOES
3/13/1982 con A CAMPSITE IS A CAMP SITE...
3/25/1982 A015 SD BUTTE HAS SIGNS OF EARLY MAN
3/28/1982 B03A ARTICLE ON ANCIENT CAMPSITE CRITICIZED (L)
6/17/1982 A015 BLACK HILLS MIGHT HAVE PREHISTORIC INDIAN CAMPSITE
6/26/1982 C061 VOLUNTEERS SEARCH INDIAN RUINS
7/31/1982 con KARCHEOLOGISTS UNCOVER ANCIENT FARMING COMMUNITY
12/28/1982 C021 PRAISES WORK BY STAFF ON MASS BURIAL AREA (L)
1/01/1983 B031 ARMY CORPS STILL STUDYING BONES AT LAKE FRANCIS
1/06/1983 C031 MASSACHUSETTS GROUP VOLUNTEERS RESEARCHERS
3/12/1983 COAl USD ASKED TO HELP WITH TUSK SITING
5/06/1983 A013 KMODERN DOCTORS USE ANCIENT SCALPEL
8/03/1983 C0A5 BADLANDS CAMP APPARENTLY USED ABOUT 300 AD
8/07/1983 B0A6 HIGH WATER LEVEL TURNS UP SKELETONS
8/16/1983 B061 SKELETON IDENTIFIED AS INDIAN BABY
10/15/1983 C051 ARCHAEOLOGIST WANTS TO STUDY INDIAN VILLAGE
10/26/1983 con ANTHROPOLOGISTS WILL EXAMINE HUMAN SKULL
11/20/1983 C07I PRAIRIE YIELDS BONES OF TYRANNOSAURUS REX
1/07/198A C0A2 GRAVEYARD IS MAMMOTH FINDING
5/03/198A C071 ARCHEOLOGICAL MEETING DELAYED
5/10/I98A B075 ARCHEOLOGICAL AWARENESS DAY
6/1A/198A A012 ^STALKED THE BADLANDS 11,000 YEARS AGO
7/05/198A C013 ^VOLUNTEER ARCHAEOLOGISTS WILL DIG INTO HISTORY
7/08/1984 con ^ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG REVEALS STONE TOOLS
7/21/1984 B03I ARCHAEOLOGISTS WILL DIG AGAIN NEAR BRANDON
10/30/1984 B046 ARCHAEOLOGISTS EXCAVATE VILLAGE
5/I6/I985 B094 MONTHLY_ARCHAEOLOGY SERIES
6/23/1985 C013 KTHUNDER STOPS AT BLOOD RUN
6/24/1985 C023 ^HOUSES FOUND IN ANCIENT CITY NEAR MITCHELL
9/29/1985 C07I ^UNCOVERS 200-YEAR-OLD INDIAN VILLAGE
n/05/1985 A0I2 BONES FOUND IN CITY
11/06/1985 BOll XBONES THOSE OF 10 PEOPLE
2/13/1986 B051 ARCHEOLOGIST TO DISCUSS PALEOLITHIC PAINTINGS
3/05/1986 BOll KDIG MAY DRAW 200,000 TOURISTS, STUDY SAYS
6/08/1986 C044 CITY LINKED TO SITE OF ANCIENT VILLAGE
7/24/1986 C03I FORT RANDALL TO BE SITE OF DIG
8/30/1986 C033 CEREMONY KICKS OFF FORT RANDALL EXCAVATION
Vi9/19/1.986>C013 tAUGUSTANA; HOSTS. STATE ARCHELOGY MEETING
2/20/1987 C012 ^RELIGIONS HONOR VIOLATED
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ARCHER DAVE
ARCHER JACK
ARCHER JOHN
ARCHER KENLYN
ARCHER KERI &
ARCHERY
ARCHITECTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/18/1987 A09A
7/08/1987 C012
11/29/1987 B012
6/01/1988 B033
7/08/1988 coil
7/11/1988 coil
8/02/1988 C023
9/11/1988 C054
5/28/1989 B016
6/02/1989 coil
6/12/1989 coil
6/16/1989 coil
6/17/1989 C012
8/06/1989 C021
8/08/1989 COl'i
8/11/1989 C026
8/13/1989 C012
9/03/1990 C031
9/26/1990 C012
10/15/1990 B031
10/15/1990 B032
10/26/1990 C035
3/02/1991 A053
3/08/1991 C015
3/15/1991 C033
3/19/1991 B033
6/02/1991 F012
6/13/1991 C031
6/17/1991,B016
'9/15/1991 E035
11/20/1991 coil
^/03/1992 C022
6/13/1992 coil
6/18/1992 coil
6/30/1992 C022
7/02/1992 C025
7/23/1992 B021
8/14/1992 B031
8/16/1992 D022
8/23/1992 D022
8/26/1992 B022
1/07/1990 F021
5/02/1991 A012
4/09/1983 B031
2/03/1984 BOll
9/24/1990 coil
KACI 11/08/1992 C061
2/14/1982 C041
2/15/1982 D015
3/13/1983 C051
3/13/1983 C054
8/14/1983 B041
6/04/1984 BOll
6/27/1985 coil
8/12/1985 C041
2/23/1986 coil
12/22/1987 coil
1/17/1988 C071
2/14/1988 B032
4/10/1988 C081
10/30/1988 B061
6/04/1989 B071
3/12/1990 B012
5/22/1990 D031
7/24/1990 B015
8/13/1990 C033
1/08/1991 B031
3/17/1991 B031
8/12/1991 C012
3/16/1992 B085
4/13/1992 C012
5/19/1992 D032
8/23/1992 C071
4/20/1983 C033
11/11/1984 EOll
10/16/1985 A103
, . <,7/20/19.86 -coil
3/20/1988 E012
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG HELPERS SOUGHT
*A DOWN TO EARTH VIEW OF THE PAST
STATES SEE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE'S TOURISM POTENTIAL
TO DIG FOR MAMMOTH BONES NEAR HOT SPRINGS
ARCHAEOLOGISTS PLAN DIG NEAR SISSETON
VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT FOR ARCHAEOLOGY DIG
OPTIMISTIC ABOUT SICA HOLLOW DIG
ARTIFACTS FOUND IN DIG AT FORT RANDALL
HISTORIANS ASK ARMY TO PROTECT ARTIFACTS
ARCHAEOLOGY EVENT PLANNED IN MITCHELL
CENTER SEEKS HELP ON ARCHAEOLOGY DIG
MITCHELL TO HOST ARCHAEOLOGY EVENT
CHUNKING FOR HISTORY
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONGRESS TO DISCUSS REBURIAL ISSUES
ANCIENT REMAINS SPART NEW DEBATE
GROUP PASSES ACCORD ABOUT HUMAN REBURIAL
REMAINS OF INDIANS REBURIED AT WOUNDED KNEE
USD PROFESSOR'S PAPER PLANNED FOR CONGRESS
^(EXPANSION HINGES ON DIG RESULTS
FBI INVESTIGATES LAKE OAHE VANDALISM
CORPS ASKS FOR HALT IN ARCHEOLOGICAL WORK
XVERMILLION PUPILS DIG INTO THE PAST
KISREALI ARCHEOLOGIST TO SPEAK THURSDAY
BIBLICAL EXPERTS HELPED SAVE CULTURAL SITES
WORK ON CAST OF MAMMOTH SKULL
ARCHEOLOGIST--ARTIFACTS DISAPPEARING
SCARCHEOLOGISTS DIG SD SOIL
SURVEY--RECREATION AREA WORK CAN RE-START
DESIGNATION WOULD PROTECT HISTORICAL SITES
ARCHEOLOGISTS LEARN ABOUT EARLY BLACK HILLS MAN
MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO DESTROYING RUINS
XSKULL FOUND IN YARD
PUBLIC ARCHEOLOGY EXCAVATION PLANNED
ARCHEOLOGY EVENT SET FOR THIS WEEKEND
DIRT, LOGS WORTHY SITE--ARCHEOLOGIST SAYS
DIGS TURN UP RELICS AT FORT SISSETON
TAX MONEY WON'T BE USED FOR DIG
SEA LIZARD FOSSIL NEAR CHAMBERLAIN
INSTITUTE FINDS PREHISTORIC SHARK FOSSILS
FOSSIL CONFERENCE--WHO CAN COLLECT?
KFOSSIL HUNTER SPARS WITH OFFICIALS
MAROONED STRANGERS JOIN FORCES TO SURVIVE
XARCHER GOES FISHING
ARCHER RESIGNS AS SECURITIES DIRECTOR
9(THE BAND MUST GO ON
BROOKINGS TEEN DIES OF GUNSHOT WOUND
XTWINS DOING FINE YEAR AFTER SEPARATION
KARCHERY TOURNAMENT NOT DRAWING BIG CROWDS
KNEAR-PERFECT ARCHER WINS PRO-AM CROWN
3€BLEDS0E LOVES GOOD ARCHERY STORY
ARCHERY SEASONS PROPOSED TO COMMISSION
MARCHERS STALK WILD KINGDOM EAST OF SF
XRETURN TO ROBIN HOOD
KREADY, AIM...
MARCHERS ON TARGET
MARCHERS TAKE AIM AT TITLE
ARCHERY SEASON FOR TURKEYS CONSIDERED
KARCHERS SHOOT FOR THE TOP
^AIMING WITH DETERMINATION
YANKTON GROUP WORKS ON NEW RANGE
BOWS DRAW HUNTERS TO FIELD
APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR 2 ARCHERY SEASONS
36244 ARCHERS SHOOT FOR TOP
ARCHERY CLUB IS BUILDING INDOOR RANGE
36LOCAL CLUBS KEEP ARCHERS ON TARGET
36TARGET PRACTICE
36MINNEHAHA ARCHERS WELCOME UPDATED RANGE
36PROPOSAL GIVES BOWHUNTERS 3 TARGETS FOR '91
36BOWHUNTERS IN SPORT FOR VARIOUS REASONS
36LOAN LETS CORSON STUDENT TARGET ARCHERY SALES
36LOCAL ARCHERS ENJOY OUTDOORS AND FAMILY FUN
SD ARCHERS WANT EDUCATION COURSE
REFUGE HAS SPECIAL ARCHERY DEER SEASON
CO COMMISSION WILL REVIEW CREDENTIALS
ARCHITECTS PRAISE RONALD MCDONALD
36ARCHITECTS GO BEYOND STEREOTYPE
MAGAZINE RANKS. TSP<,40TH IN DOLLAR VOLUME
36ARCHITECT MERGER RESURRECTS A NAME
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ARCHIVES-MIN
ARCHIVES-SD
ARCHON SERVICES
ARDEN INTERNATL
ARDMORE FARMS
ARENA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/01/1982 C08A
5/31/1982 BG52
7/18/1982 B071
9/13/1982 CG31
9/19/1983 CGAl
8/11/1985 EGll
A/21/1987 BG12
3/2A/1982 CG32
8/G8/1982 BG31
lG/lG/1982 BG23
6/G1/1983 CG51
8/28/1983 DlGl
1/G3/1991 CG12
8/13/1992 BG26
7/H/199G CG12
K1 1G/G9/1991 DG61
5/26/1992 CG31
8/28/1991 CG32
9/12/1982 EGll
3/G7/1983 BG23
6/G1/1983 CG51
6/1A/1983 BG51
3/15/198A C012
A/29/198A NOAl
5/29/198A coil
10/11/1987 A012
10/18/1987 AlOl
10/22/1987 A061
r v 11/20/1987 A016
' 11/20/1987 B012
12/02/1987 DOll
2/25/1989 COIA
3/01/1989 A061
3/01/1989 C012
3/07/1989 C012
3/16/1989 coil
3/21/1989 A012
3/23/1989 AlOl
3/30/1989 C012
3/31/1989 COIA
A/11/1989 C012
6/11/1989 F012
8/18/1989 coil
8/19/1989 C012
8/22/1989 C012
8/31/1989 A083
9/06/1989 COIA
9/10/1989 Alll
9/23/1989 A103
. 1/25/1990 A012
2/11/1990 B012
2/19/1990 C012
2/22/1990 AOIA
A/07/1990 A012
A/09/1990 coil
A/10/1990 C031
A/19/1990 C012
A/21/1990 A083
A/2A/1990 coil
A/28/1990 A016
5/17/1990 AOll
5/18/1990 A012
5/18/1990 A021
5/18/1990 B012
5/20/1990 AlOl
5/2A/1990 AOll
5/26/1990 C015
5/31/1990 A086
6/09/1990 A012
6/21/1990 A08A
6/21/1990 C012
6/22/1990 AlOA
8/13/1990 A083
8/22/1990 AlOA
9/02/1990 A116
11/06/1990 A063
-^M^ll/18/T>990-'A08i;
11/23/1990 A081
DOW BUILDINGS EXHIBIT
SD HIGH COURT RULES STUDENT CAN'T SUE
*SD CENTER SURVEYS IMMIGRANT ARCHITECTURE
STATE ARCHITECTS TO MEET HERE
ARCHITECTURE INC WINS 2 AWARDS FOR DESIGN
TSP RANKS AMONG TOP ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS
BfSCHOOL HUGS HILL, RESTORES VIEW
XPANEL TO SIFT COUNTY RECORDS
SIOUXLAND MUSEUMS WORTHWHILE, NEED SUPPORT (L)
*ARCH1V1ST--D0N'T KEEP PAPERS IN ATTIC (YEAGER)
AUGUSTANA WILL STORE COUNTY RECORDS
STATE ARCHIVES HEAD TO SPEAK AT MEETING
CASE'S ARCHIVES PUT ON ICE TO SAVE THEM
STATE ARCHIVISTS TACKLE MELLETE, MICKELSON PAPERS
SD MAY FACE ANOTHER WASTE FIGHT
COMPANY MAY BUILD PLANT IN ABERDEEN
-PLANS FOR PROCESSING ,PLANT INCLUDE-125 JOBS
STATE WON'T PROSECUTE IN MANURE DUMPING
*SF HALL FACILITIES MAKE CITY HALL SEE RED
ARENA BOOKINGS CRITICIZED CD
COMMISSION MAY SEEK BIDS ON ARENA CONCESSION
CITY CONTRACT OPENS NEXT YEAR
^CLEANING HOUSE FOR CLASS A GUESTS
XCSECTION A) THE SHOW MUST GO ON AT THE ARENA
COMMISSION AWARDS CONCESSION CONTRACT
ARENA NO LONGER THE KING OF THE COURTS
SF ARENA NEEDS A FRESH START (ED)
CITY SHOULD TURN ARENA OVER TO PARKS (ED)
WILL THE ARENA HOST BIG CONCERTS AGAIN
*WHY NO CONCERTS
CITY ARENA STILL PRIME FLOOR SPACE
ARENA ASKING FOR PERMANENT BEER LICENSE
STRUGGLING ARENA PUT ON PROMISING COURSE (ED)
A COMPANIES VYING TO MANAGE ARENA
CITY APPROVES BEER LICENSE FOR ARENA
PASTOR WANTS BEER LICENSE REVOKED
CITY SPELLS OUT ARENA BEER SALES
3€PUBL1C 0P1N10NS--BEER AT ARENA
BEER LICENSE PETITION FALLS SHORT ON SIGNATURES
ARENA BEER LICENSE WON'T GO TO VOTERS
ARENA MOVES CLOSER TO PRIVATE MANAGEMENT
KNEW MANAGER HOPES TO PICK UP THE PACE
ARENA MANAGEMENT BIDS FOR CONCESSIONS
^CONCESSIONAIRES LEAVE ARENA
ARENA GETS NEW CONCESSIONS
KEEP BEER SALES AWAY FROM ARENA (L)
CITY APPROVES BEER SALES
SAY NO TO ARENA BEER (L)
ARENA BEER SALES HAVE NEGATIVE SIDE (L)
SCHEDULING PROBLEMS COST ARENA
CBA ADDS NEW BEAT TO BASKETBALL
KWORLD OF WHEELS COMES TO TOWN
KSINGER MURRAY TO PERFORM HERE
ARENA COOLS OFF FOR SUMMER
CITY TO AWARD ARENA BIDS TODAY
ARENA AIR CONDITIONING IS APPROVED
ARENA MANAGERS WANT MORE MONEY
CITY NEEDS NEW ARENA (L)
ADVISORY GROUP APPROVED BY CITY
ARENA HAS 1ST PROFIT IN HISTORY
ARENA MANAGER SAYS COSBY TO SIGN SOON
ARENA MANAGER SEEKS USD CONTRACT
RINGLING BROTHERS CIRCUS TO PLAY ARENA IN OCTOBER
KARENA STAGE TO BE MOVED TO WEST SIDE
KARENA IS BACK ON TRACK (ED)
KARENA SIGNS COSBY FOR AUGUST SHOW
OGDEN ALLIED WON'T SEEK USD CONTRACT
ARENA IN BLACK NOW-BUT SO IS FLOOR (L)
KSTEP RIGHT UP
IMPROVED SECURITY NEEDED AT CONCERTS (L)
DISABLED AIR COMPLAINTS ABOUT ARENA
SAFETY CODES NOT EVIDENT AT ARENA (L)
CITY LEADERS, KINFOLK GET BEST ARENA SEATS (L)
GIVE OUT-OF-TOWNERS FRONT ROW SEATS (L)
BINOCULARS HELP RESERVED SEAT BUYERS (L)
MEDIA SHOULD PROMOTE ARENA ENTERTAINMENT (L)
DON'T HIRE' A FOX-TO.GUARD CHICKENS (ED)
RESERVED SEATS HURT ARENA TICKET SALES (L)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
ARENA 12/06/1990 C012 $500,000 ARENA REMODELING PLANNED
I/17/I991 C0I2 NCAA DIVISION II TOURNAMENT SITE
2/23/I99I COIA TURTLE--DOPE'S FOR DOPES
2/27/1991 B012 CONCERT BUSINESS QUIET--ARENA MANAGER
2/28/1991 B0I2 56TURTLES CRAWL OUT OF SEWERS, ONTO STAGE
3/17/1991 FOII KVAN SHELTON, LOVELESS, TIPPIN AT ARENA TONIGHT
3/20/I99I A086 BROKEN PACT FORCED LOCATION CHANGE (L)
^/06/I99I A052 TRIO OF COUNTRY LEGENDS TONIGHT
A/09/1991 B015 AIR-CONDITIONING IS NOW FIXED
A/25/1991 C012 SWITCH REDUCES ARENA DEFICIT
A/27/1991 C012 SHOW SPONSOR POISED TO SUE ARENA
5/08/1991 A105 SHOULD LENGTHEN TICKET OFFICE HOURS (L)
6/20/1991 A013 *CLINT BLACK WILL PERFORM AT ARENA
6/23/1991 COIA LEAKY ROOF PLAGUES 30-YEAR-OLD ARENA
11/08/1991 C012 SKYFORCE, ARENA DEBATE NEW LEASE
11/10/1991 F012 KARENA BOSS CLIMBS THE RANKS
11/21/1991 A081 ARENA PERSONNEL LAX IN ASSISTING MUSICIANS (L)
11/2A/1991 A095 UNTIDY ARENA, BOSS GET FEW ACCOLADES (L)
12/17/1991 A012 COMMISSION HAS PLAN TO ENACT TAX
12/28/1991 A012 *NEW YEAR RINGS IN NEW JOB
12/29/1991 F015 RENOWNED FIGURE SKATERS BRING THEIR SHOW TO ARENA
1/19/1992 AOll AUGIE-SDSU TICKETS REJECTED AT ARENA
1/21/1992 C015 ARENA PLANS RESERVED SEATING FOR NEXT GAME
1/30/1992 A015 3CNEW MANAGER AT ARENA
1/30/1992 C012 ESCKILSEN CHOSEN FOR ARENA CHALLENGE
3/1A/1992 A013 CITY WON'T BUDGE ON ARENA REQUEST
3/20/1992 D081 ARENA HOME SHOW SET FOR APRIL 2-5
5/06/1992 A103 HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL SNUBBED AT ARENA (L)
.'5/16/1992 A012^5fTICKET LOTTERY BRINGS FANS TO ARENA
'5/2A/1992 A09I ARENA INSULTED REGIONAL CUSTOMERS CD
6/09/1992 A063 ARENA IS RIGHT SPOT FOR ARTS, SCIENCE CENTER CD
9/10/1992 D0133eS£SAME STREET GANG BRINGS CAST TO ARENA
10/02/1992 B015 XOGDEN NAMES EWING NEW ARENA MANAGER
11/16/1992 A095 LOCAL ARENA, RC CENTER DON'T COMPARE (L)
11/18/1992 B015 *ICE MAKER
12/31/1992 A08<i MAKE ALL ARENA SHOWS GENERAL ADMISSION ONLY CD
2/21/1985 D012 KCITY YOUTH IS PRIORITY TO AREND
'i/07/1987 C0I5 KFIGHTING FORECLOSURE--FARM LAWYER ADVISES
12/1A/1985 B03I ^STRIVE TO RISE ABOVE DEFEAT
1/28/1991 B012 ^PUBLIC RADIO OFFICIAL
2/21/1992 D012 5CREGI0N WRESTLING
10/10/1991 C032 ARGUELLO CAN'T BE CO-COUNSEL
7/13/1992 C021 COURT ADDS 6 YEARS TO 90-YEAR SENTENCE
SEE SF ARGUS LEADER
7/07/1991 C033 SDSU TO RESEARCH LIVING IN ARID AREAS
5/17/1992 E012 KPIES, ICE CREAM SWEETEN BUSINESS
2/23/1985 A083 TWO STATES DIFFERENT, YET... CYEAGER)
7/21/1983 C012 *HE PUTS THE POWER INTO CAR DRIVERS WANT
7/27/1985 C033 ARLINGTON ALIVE, WELL AND READY TO PARTY
8/21/1985:C031 ARLINGTON PLANT MOVES TO MADISON THURSDAY
11/17/1985 C021 MISSED TOWN OF ARLINGTON
3/10/1986 BOll RESIDENTS TRY TO REVIVE SOAP BOX DERBY
3/25/1986 C024 ARLINGTON TO GET $100,000 GRANT TODAY
l/lA/1987 A012 ^HIGHWAY BYPASS PLAN BURNS ARLINGTON
8/22/1988 C012 ARLINGTON IN FIGHT TO KEEP HIGHWAY lA
8/26/1988 con ARLINGTON GETS TO KEEP HIGHWAY
12/15/1988 C012 ATTEMPTED ROBBERY UPSETS RESIDENTS
5/21/1989 E012 *STATE SHELLS OUT TO AID ARLINGTON OATS FACILITY
5/29/1989 C012 ^SUNDAY BEER, WINE MAY BE ON TAP
6/06/1989 con ARLINGTON APPROVES SUNDAY BEER SALES
7/26/1989 con ARLINGTON SCHEDULES ELECTION ON AUGUST 8
8/06/1989 C012 SUNDAY LIQUOR ON ARLINGTON BALLOT
8/09/1989 con ARLINGTON REJECTS LIQUOR ON SUNDAYS
9/18/1989 AOIA *ARLINGTON MUSEUM KEEPS KNEIP MEMORY ALIVE
1/11/1990 C015 BURIED TANKS DELAY ARLINGTON HIGHWAY
2/11/1990 D021 DOT TO RENOVATE ROAD
3/15/1991 AOIA ARLINGTON BALLOT BARE FOR 3RD YEAR
A/lA/1991 C033 HIGHWAY lA WORK RESUMES
1/26/1992 F032 ELDERLY LUNCH PROGRAM BEGINS IN ARLINGTON
7/08/1992 C021 ARLINGTON VOTERS TO DECIDE WATER ISSUE
12/18/1991 C016 EX-NURSE FILES SUIT
11/19/1982 B021 BtARTISTIC FREEDOM SPURRED ON FAMILY INTEREST IN ART
8/18/1985 con KMAN'.S ARM WITHSTANDS TEST OF TIME
1/23/1989 C013 3fMINNES0TAN STRONG-ARMS WAY TO WORLD TITLE
5/29/1983 DOll ARMAGEDDON
5/29/1983 DOll K'THE NEXT GREAT EVENT WILL BE THE RETURN OF CHRIST'
i .5/13/1982 'D061 ARMED FORCES'iJO =BE HONORED
5/15/1982 C032 3eMILITARY AIRCRAFT ON DISPLAY
AREND DON
ARENS JOHN
ARENSON DUANE
ARGANBRIGHT VALERI
ARGE JASON
ARGUELLO FIDEL
ARGUS LEADER
ARID LANDS
ARISTO ENTERPRISES
ARIZONA
ARKUS-DUNTOV ZORA
ARLINGTON SD
ARLT JAMES
ARLTON ROLAND S MA
ARM.WRESTLING
ARMAGEDDON
:ARMED;;FORCESvNDAV«ai
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ARMED FORCES DAY
ARMENIA
ARMORED VAN
ARMORY
ARMOUR FOOD CO
ARMOUR SD
ARMS ELECTRONIC
ARMSTRPNG DAyiD,.
ARMSTRONG DEBBIE
ARMSTRONG EMMA
ARMSTRONG JACK
ARMSTRONG JAMES
ARMSTRONG JESSICA
ARMSTRONG JOHN
ARMSTRONG KERCHAL
ARMSTRONG ROGER
ARMSTRONG VALOREE
ARMY AIR BASE
ARMY CORPS
ARMY RESERVE
ARMY STORE
! ARMY-WORMS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/16/1982 A013 ^PUTTING UP THE FLAG
5/16/1982 C013 *SIOUX FALLS LETS IT PATRIOTISM SHOW
5/19/1983 C031 ARMED FORCES DAY IS SATURDAY
5/21/1983 BOll COMBAT HELICOPTER DISPLAYED IN CITY
5/21/1983 B021 TODAY'S THE DAY TO SAY 'HI' (ED)
5/22/1983 A012 XSIOUX FALLS' PATRIOTISM IS SHOWING
5/22/1983 C012 ^SOVIET THREAT TO US SECURITY IS REAL
5/18/198A coil CITY WILL OBSERVE ARMED FORCES DAY SATURDAY
5/11/1985 C021 EXHIBITIONS PLANNED FOR ARMED FORCES DAY
5/17/1985 C021 ARMED FORCES DAY PROGRAM IS SATURDAY
5/17/1986 coil ARMED FORCES DAY ACTIVITIES SET FOR TODAY
5/22/1988 CQ12 3€VETERANS, CITIZENS CELEBRATE ARMED FORCES DAY
5/19/1989 coil VOLUNTEERS KICK OFF CEREMONY SATURDAY
5/l<i/1990 coil ARMED FORCES DAY CELEBRATION IS SATURDAY
5/20/1990 C012 ^HONORING OUR ARMED FORCES
5/18/1991 coil PROGRAM SET FOR TODAY
9/04/1991 C012 seJOHNSON TO HELP:OVERSEE ARMENIAN ELECTIONS v _
2/28/1989 C012 KCITY PURCHASES ARMORED VAN FOR $1
11/16/1989 C015 2 MILLION ARMORY TO BE BUILT IN 1991
10/03/1990 C035 FEDERAL MONEY TO FUND ARMORY EXPANSION
8/28/1991 C015 GUARD SEEKS COUNTY FUNDS FOR RENOVATION OF ARMORY
9/08/1992 A061 DON'T FAULT GUARD FOR ARMORY CHANGES (ED)
6/07/1983 C014 ARMOUR SELLS PLANTS TO SWIFT
3/08/1984 C031 ARMOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE CONTINUES
6/11/1986 AOll ^FLOODING KILLS SCORES OF FARMERS' PIGS
8/15/1988 A012 KSMALL-TOWN ARMOUR IS REPUBLICAN
10/29/1990 A016 ^ARMOUR SHIELDS ITSELF FROM DECLINE
1/09/1992 C031 NEW ARMS A DREAM COME TRUE FOR GIRL
3/25/1992 coil MAN AWAITS CHARGES IN MARIJUANA RAID
^• 9/22/1992 BOll VERMILLION MAN GETS 30 MONTHS IN DRUG CASE
2/15/1984 D021 GREAT WIN AT AGE 20 (ED)
1/21/1992 A012 PRESIDENTS RECALL KING'S HUMBLE '64 VISIT
2/18/1990 A082 PLONGTIME RESIDENT TURNED TO FAITH
11/18/1983 A012 PFORMER STATE BISHOP RESIGNS NATIONAL POST
5/03/1988 D012 REPORTER QUITS POSITION AT KSFY-TV
1/30/1992 AlOl KELO REPORTER HELPS WOMAN WITH GROCERIES (L)
4/07/1990 C023 TRIBAL COUNCILMAN REMOVED FROM OFFICE
7/18/1984 coil PROFESSOR IS LOOKING FOR MASTER SINGERS
6/25/1991 C014 SF NATIVE RELATES WAR STORIES IN NEW BOOK
10/16/1988 A085 PABOUT COMMUNAL LIFE ON A HUTTERITE COLONY
5/06/1990 BBOl PTHE NEXT SF
7/01/1992 coil CELEBRATION SET FOR ARMY AIR BASE
2/21/1990 C021 CORPS WANTS CLEANUP OF CREEK
5/29/1990 A012 PHISTORICALLY, CORPS' POWER ABSOLUTE
5/30/1990 A012 COURT TO RECONSIDER RIVER SUIT
6/09/1990 C012 DASCHLE--INTERIOR MAY GET RIVER JOB
6/28/1990 C012 MUENSTER TO MINIMIZE CORPS' AUTHORITY
6/29/1990 C012 CONCERNS AIRED ABOUT RIVER'S FUTURE
7/01/1990 C015 PRESSLER WANTS A PANEL TO REVIEW ACTIONS
,8/03/1990 coil MEASURE OK'D MAKING CORPS ACCOUNTABLE
8/05/1990 coil BILL INTRODUCED ON CORPS ACTIVITIES
1/31/1991 A093 CORPS AGAIN HARPOONS PRIVATE LANDOWNER (L)
2/27/1991 coil SECURITY BEEFED UP AT YANKTON DAM
3/29/1991 C032 CORPS OF ENGINEERS PLANS RIVER MEETING
5/30/1991 C051 CAN'T MOVE OFFICES BEFORE 1992
6/06/1991 C015 ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS TO CUT JOBS
6/18/1991 C033 CORPS OF ENGINEERS PLANS LAUDED
6/20/1991 C061 MAY BACK EFFORT TO DELAY DORN NOMINATION
7/21/1991 C021 PCORPS' DECISIONS CREATE STATIC
9/04/1991 C032 4 STATES AGREE TO HELP CORPS FILE LAWSUIT
2/04/1992 C035 CORPS SHORTCHANGES UPPER BASIN STATES
2/05/1992 C035 CORPS WILL STAY COURSE ON RIVER PLANS
2/06/1992 C014 RIVER REPORT WELCOME NEWS--JANKLOW
2/06/1992 C035 CORPS WANTS CHARGES FOR RECREATION AREAS
2/08/1992 C031 CORPS LOWERS ESTIMATE ON RECREATION FEES
3/31/1992 C032 CORPS DENIES CHANGING MANAGEMENT POLICY
4/06/1992 B032 BUILDING NESTING AREAS FOR ENDANGERED BIRDS
4/16/1992 C032 CORPS CRITICIZED FOR RIVER MANAGEMENT
6/09/1992 C025 GOVERNOR--CORPS' WORDS NEED ACTION
6/14/1992 F022 CORPS--DROUGHT MENACE TO RIVER
7/24/1992 B022 STATES WANT SUIT AGAINST CORPS DELAYED
10/13/1992 BOll CORPS OFFICIAL GIVEN ARMY SERVICE AWARD
12/11/1992 B012 ARMY ICES IGLOO AMMUNITION SITE
12/11/1992 B021 PETITIONS PROTEST CORPS' CAMP PLANS
9/12/1991 coil ARMY OFFICIALS TO KEEP 323RD COMPANY HERE
4/07/1989 C012 XARMY STORE RUNS UP WHITE FLAG
-7/04/19839X041.WEATHER CONDITIONS::F.AVOR ARMYWORM BREEDING
" 7/05/1984 C035'ENTOMOLOGIST PREDICTS INCREASE IN ARMY WORMS
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ARMY WORMS
ARNDT'S WRECK KING
ARNE LYNN
»vARNESON BECCA
ARNESON DUANE
ARNESON RON
ARNIE'S MEATS
ARNO HELEN 8 MARGI
ARNOLD DENNIS
ARNOLD SANDRA
ARNOLD STACEY
ARNOLDS PARK lA
ARNOTT GEORGE
ARNOTT JOHN
ARON LEONARD
ARP MARY
ARROW LEO
ARSHEM ART 8 ED
ARSON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/17/1984 A0I5 INVASION THREATENS LAWNS, FARMS
7/24/1984 B042 ARMY WORMS WORSE IN NORTHERN PART OF STATE
7/05/1990 A012 WET WEATHER KILLS GRASSHOPPERS
7/13/1990 C031 ARMY WORM ONSLAUGHT TO PEAK SOON--EXPERT
6/05/1984 BOll *DO-IT-YOURSELF AUTO SHOP
10/11/1989 B012 KCOOK, MORTICIAN, MOTHER
7/22/1990 B055 5€SWIMMING TO THE TOP
7/21/1991 B041 KLOCAL SWIMMING STAR STILL MAKING A SPLASH
7/02/1983 A071 *ARNESON--IS THE CHURCH ALIVE
12/24/1983 A054 36THIS CHRISTMAS, GIVE GOD YOUR BEST
11/17/1984 A071 9€ALL BELIEVERS CAN WIN SOULS
7/18/1987 A095 *WE MUST BE OPEN TO GOD'S HEALING
9/11/1990 B031 3eA TRIP TO ALASKA - JUST FOR THE HALIBUT
12/04/1992 A012 FIRM CHARGED WITH DELIVERING QUITE A FISH STORY
10/18/1988 A012 XSISTERS EVICTED FROM HOME
10/31/1988 A012 JCODOR COMPLAINTS SURPRISED SISTERS
10/25/1989 A012 SISTERS GET HELP FOR CONDEMNED HOME
5/27/1991 C032 PRINCIPAL PUCKERS UP TO PECK PIG FOR STUDENTS
9/25/1991 C031 WATERTOWN PRINCIPAL WINS AWARD FOR STATE
3/21/1982 B071 WOMAN POLICE CHIEF RUNNING FOR COUNTY SHERIFF
5/02/1983 BOll JCARNOLD KEEPS LAW, ORDER IN ELKTON
1/09/1985 BOll 36MISS SOUTH DAKOTA USA
8/30/1987 C012 9CAMUSEMENT PARK'S FACELIFT THREATENS
5/26/1989 B012 *ARNOLDS PARK GETS READY TO RE-OPEN
5/25/1990 C012 ARNOLDS PARK GEAR TO GO ON BLOCK
1/22/1991 coil BUSINESSMAN AND SON FACE CHARGES
5/11/1991 A014 ARNOTTS NOT GUILTY OF ASSAULT
5/25/1991 coil ARNOTTS PLAN SUIT AGAINST SF
7/17/1991 C012 MAN SUES CITY, POLICE FOR BRUTALITY
10/09/1992 B016 POLICE BRUTALITY SUIT STALLS
5/09/1991 C012 HITTING POLICE WAS ACT OF SELF-DEFENSE
12/03/1990 C012 ^INDIAN CULTURE FASCINATES DEAF-SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR
7/03/1990 C012 kMAKES JOKES ABOUT 105TH BIRTHDAY
7/04/1992 C012 ^FOURTH OF JULY IS 107TH FOR MARY ARP
9/22/1982 A012 *'REAL FIGHTER' COMES HOME TO SD
9/25/1983 EOll *ERA ENDS WITH CLOSING OF SERVICE STATION
7/16/1982 C051 WOMAN FACES TRIAL FOR ARSON
7/31/1982 C031 RICK WILEY PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ARSON
8/07/1982 C031 SPEARFISH SKATING RINK OWNER CLEARED
8/22/1982 B041 ARSON SEMINAR TO BE IN PIERRE
8/24/1982 A021 MEIERHENRY—ARSON TRAINING NEEDED
10/23/1982 C031 LEAD MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ARSON
11/17/1982 B031 PIERRE MAN CHARGED WITH ARSON
11/26/1982 A012 MOTIVES OF ARSONISTS WORRY FIRE DEPARTMENT
1/18/1983 B031 MAN TO BE TRIED FOR ARSON, THEFT
2/28/1983 A012 *POLICE ARREST MAN FOR ARSON
5/14/1983 B042 ARSON INVESTIGATORS MAY ENTER WITHOUT WARRANT
7/21/1983 coil MAN ACCUSED OF TRYING TO BURN WIFE'S HOUSE
10/07/1983 C041 TEXAS MAN ARRESTED FOR ARSON
11/09/1983 €063 ARSON BLAMED FOR HOT SPRINGS FIRE
4/06/1984 C031 STURGIS MAN FACES CHARGES OF ARSON
4/25/1984 D031 NO CONTEST PLEA ENTERED TO HILL CITY ARSON CHARGE
6/02/1984 C041 HOT SPRINGS MAN ARRESTED FOR ARSON IN NASHVILLE
6/19/1984 BOll MAN ENTERS PLEA ON ARSON CONSPIRACY CHARGE
6/25/1984 C015 ARSONISTS ARE BLAMED FOR FIRE IN WAREHOUSE
6/28/1984 C041 ARSON CHARGES REDUCED FOR HOT SPRINGS MAN
8/10/1984 C031 HURON MAN SENTENCED IN CONSPIRACY CASE
10/12/1984 coil CITY MAN CHARGED WITH ARSON RELEASED
5/12/1985 C091 ARSON CAUSES $250,000 DAMAGE A YEAR
6/29/1985 A012 INVESTIGATORS SAY WAREHOUSE FIRE WAS ARSON
7/13/1985 A081 36LAW DAMPENS INCENTIVE FOR ARSONISTS
7/20/1985 C015 LOCAL MAN FACES IST-DEGREE ARSON CHARGE
8/02/1985 C031 JURY FINDS MITCHELL MAN NOT GUILTY OF ARSON
10/01/1985 coil MAN GOES TO COURT AFTER REPORTED ARSON SPREE
10/18/1985 C031 SUSPECT IN FIREBOMBING OFFERED IMMUNITY
6/08/1986 C031 WOMAN CHARGED IN MITCHELL ARSON CASE
6/09/1986 C021 INSURANCE FIRM CLAIMS ARSON IN FIRE
6/12/1986 C021 HEARING SET FOR WOMAN CHARGED WITH ARSON
6/17/1986 C021 MITCHELL WOMAN PLEADS INSANITY IN ARSON CASE
11/07/1986 coil POLICE ARREST MAN IN ARSON CASE
11/11/1986 C021 ARSON TRIAL TO BEGIN NEXT WEEK IN MITCHELL
1/07/1987 D031 WOMAN GETS 5-YEAR PRISON SENTENCE FOR ARSON
1/09/1987 coil ARSON BLAMED IN RESTAURANT FIRE
5/19/1987 D021 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO SPRING CREEK ARSON
5/20/1987 BOll FIRE WAS ARSON--OFFICIAL
5/24/1987 coil REWARD OFFERED FOR ARSON TIPS
5/28/1987 C021 MAN I FACES . ARSON,.CHARGE IN MOBILE HOME FIRE
6/20/1987 coil' ARSON BLAMED IN ELEVATOR FIRE
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ARSON
ART EDUCATION
ART EXHIBITIONS
ARTESIAN SD
ARTHRITIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/23/1987 C015 OFFICIALS RULE OUT FUGITIVES IN ARSON
7/08/1987 coil CITY MAN FACES ARSON CHARGES
7/09/1987 coll MAN ENTERS ARSON PLEA
7/22/1987 BGll JUDGE ORDERS TESTS FOR ARSON SUSPECT
7/22/1987 BG15 GARAGE FIRE POINTS TOWARD ARSON
8/28/1987 CGll CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ARSON
9/17/1987 CGll MAN SENTENCED IN ARSON CASE
1G/2G/1987 CGll 2 MORE CHARGED IN CANTON ARSON
lG/25/1987 BG15 POLICE ARREST YOUTHS IN FOREMOST ARSON
^/1^/1988 CG12 ARSON SUSPECTED IN MOBILE HOME BLAZE
A/22/1988 CGll CANTON MAN FOUND GUILTY OF ARSON
A/22/1988 CG21 ARSON SUSPECTED IN RAPID CITY AREA FIRES
7/1G/1988 CGIA FIRE AT MINING OPPONENT'S HOME
7/28/1988 CGll ARREST LIKELY IN ARSON CASE
8/G2/1988 CG16 RAPID CITY STUDIES ARSON TIPS
8/G3/1988 AG16 DEADWOOD WOMAN CHARGED IN ARSON ATTEMPT
8/22/1988 CGll WRIGHT PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ARSON
8/26/1988 CG3r POLICE HAVE NO NEW LEADSIN RAPID CITYARSON
8/3G/1988 coil ARSONIST'S SENTENCE REDUCED BY 2 YEARS
9/13/1988 CG21 OFFICIALS THINK LEAD FIRE WAS MAN-CAUSED
9/19/1988 CGll POLICE CROSS MAN OFF ARSON SUSPECT LIST
10/26/1988 CGll MAN ENTERS PLEA TO ARSON CHARGES
10/28/1988 CG31 ARSON SUSPECT'S RIGHTS VIOLATED
12/04/1988 EG12 WRIGHT ARSON TRIAL STARTS MONDAY
12/16/1988 C021 ABERDEEN FIRE APPARENTLY ARSON
1/03/1989 coil MOTION FILED TO CLOSE MURDER CASE HEARING
1/25/1989 C021 DEADWOOD WOMAN GETS JAIL FOR ARSON
3/15/1989 C015 ARSON SUSPECTED IN SERIES OF TEA FIRES
5/16/1989,coil MAN SENTENCED ON ARSON CHARGE
6/27/1989 CGll 17-VEAR-OLD TEA BOY CHARGED WITH ARSON
6/29/1989 CGll 17-YEAR-OLD FROM TEA DENIES ARSON CHARGE
7/18/1989 CG24 JUDGE--ARSONIST CAN'T SUE JURORS
7/24/1989 BGll DEADWOOD ARSONIST FILES FIFTH LAWSUIT
7/28/1989 CGll REWARD OFFERED FOR ARSON LEADS
8/09/1989 CGll ARSON BLAMED FOR FIRE IN FALLS PARK
9/18/1989 BGll RAPID CITY MAN FACES ARSON CHARGES
12/06/1989 CGll MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ARSON CHARGES
12/20/1989 CG21 TRANSIENT GETS SENTENCED TO 35 YEARS
8/25/1990 CG33 RAPID VALLEY MAN CONVICTED OF ARSON
9/16/1990 CG36 RAPID VALLEY MAN SENTENCED FOR ARSON
2/11/1991 CG31 TWO MEN CHARGED WITH 2ND-DEGREE ARSON
7/25/1991 AG75 FLANDREAU FIRE INVESTIGATED AS ARSON CASE
8/03/1991 CG31 WATERTOWN MAN FACES ARSON, ASSAULT CHARGES
8/07/1991 CG31 CHARGES FILED AGAINST WOMAN, 34
8/20/1991 A012 SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ARSON, MURDER
8/28/1991 CGll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGE
8/29/1991 CGll BLACK HILLS FIRE BLAMED ON ARSON
8/31/1991 CG31 MAN ARRESTED, CHARGED WITH ARSON
9/11/1991 CGll BAIL STAYS SAME IN ARSON CASE
,9/11/1991! CG31 IROQUOIS WOMAN AWAITS PENALTY IN ARSON CASE
10/12/1991 BGll IROQUOIS WOMAN SENTENCED IN ARSONS
1/24/1992 CG15 MAN TO BE RETRIED FOR ARSON
5/08/1992 CG21 FORMER FIRE OFFICIAL JAILED FOR ARSON
7/08/1992 CGll ARSON CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST SF MAN
8/01/1992 AG16 *ARSON CAUSE OF FIRE
8/12/1992 AG12 SECOND CANTON FIRE CALLED ARSON
8/12/1992 BG51 ANTI-ARSON CAMPAIGN BEING CALLED A SCAM
8/19/1992 BG12 POLICE HOPE FOR BREAK SOON IN ARSON PROBE
9/16/1992 BGll GARRETSON OFFICIAL CHARGED IN FIRE
9/22/1992 A015 SF MAN CHARGED WITH PLANTING BOMB
9/23/1992 BOII SF MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO PLANTING BOMB
9/25/1992 BGll GARRETSON MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ARSON
10/02/1992 BGll MAN CHARGED IN BOMB PLANTING FACES TESTS
4/03/1990 A052 ART EDUCATION REQUIREMENT IN JEOPARDY
4/06/1990 A081 KEEP ART IN CURRICULUM (L)
5/06/1982 COli ^VISIONS OF IMPRESSIONISM
3/17/1983 C031 THE ARTESIANS ARE UP TO SOMETHING
3/22/1983 C013 CARTESIANS HAVE FILL OF OLYMPIA BEER COMMERCIALS
11/05/1984 BOll SOUTH DAKOTA FARMING TOWN RISES
9/21/1986 B051 CPHEASANT BUSINESS ADDS JOBS TO TOWN
1/28/1988 C012 TOWNS AFTER CONSOLIDATION DEFEAT
4/21/1988 C031 VOTE TAKES ARTESIAN OUT OF LIQUOR BUSINESS
8/29/1988 A012 SMALL-TOWN ARTESIAN FIGHTS OFF OBLIVION
12/24/1989 C012 GLASS STAINER ADDS COLOR TO CHURCH
8/21/1990 C034 ARTESIAN CITY COUNCIL BANS STREET DANCES
2/27/1984 B034 CUSTER GIRL NAMED POSTER CHILD FOR ARTHR
r, 8/10/1984: COII. CCOUPON SPARKS. DISPUTE..BETWEEN CHARITY, FIRM
2/20/1985 B054 ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION RECOGNIZES 2
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/2A/1985
ll/OA/1985
12/2A/1985
3/28/1986
A/03/1986
A/IO/1986
A/21/1986
A/21/1986
12/02/1986
2/10/1987
A/18/1987
A/21/1987
A/23/1987
A/26/1987
7/21/1987
2/29/1988
A/OA/1988
5/15/1988
7/0A/1988
l/lA/1989
3/15/1989
5/03/1989
12/08/1989
1/08/1991
12/19/1982
2/22/1983
3/26/1983
A/01/1983
A/10/1983
A/18/1983
5/21/1983
5/25/1983
5/28/1983
6/26/1983
7/02/1983
7/08/1983
8/20/1983
9/06/1983
9/1A/1983
9/18/1983
10/30/1983
1/21/198A
11/01/198A
12/19/1987
2/28/1988
3/06/1988
3/12/1988
3/27/1988
5/25/1990
3/01/1990
6/25/1991
2/27/1992
5/06/1992
6/22/1989
A/2A/1992
A/25/1992
1/06/1982
1/10/1982
1/21/1982
2/28/1982
3/1A/1982
3/15/1982
A/08/1982
5/01/1982
5/02/1982
5/05/1982
5/09/1982
5/20/1982
6/03/1982
6/07/1982
8/18/1982
8/2A/1982
8/25/1982
.;9y05/1982
9/16/1982
B021
A095
A072
coil
AOIA
B031
B031
B032
B031
A075
A071
A06A
A092
coil
coil
A072
A07A
F021
A073
A073
B071
C021
BOll
A052
E012
BOIA
B033
B013
C051
B051
B012
C031
B051
coil
B015
C012
BOll
C013
coil
COAl
BOll
B051
coil
coil
C012
DOIA
coil
E07A
C023
C012
C032
C031
coil
B021
B032
A052
D063
D035
C021
D013
B031
B013
coil
C021
DOll
COIA
C063
C032
COAl
A061
B05A
A075
COAl
coil
BOll
HOSTAGE DAY WILL AID ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION
ARTHRITIS SUPPORT GROUP SEEKS MEMBERS
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION ELECTS OFFICERS
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION BEGINS *86 FUND-RAISER
ARTHRITIS PATIENTS WOULD RUN RISKS TO END PAIN
BASKETBALL TO BENEFIT ARTHRITIS
NITE CITY SPONSORS ARTHRITIS BENEFIT
BARBERS TO DONATE TO TELETHON
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION PICKS BOARD
KMERTZ TO HEAD ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION
SHOW HELPED ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION CD
ARTHRITIS FIGHT PROGRESSING CD
*PETERSON, WOSTER TO HOST TELETHON
ARTHRITIS TELETHON ON KELO TODAY
ARTHRITIS PROGRAM SCHEDULED FOR TODAY
ARTHRITIS-SUFFERERS HELP EACH OTHER
ARTHRITIS VOLUNTEER GROUP TO MEET
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION TELETHON RAISES $8A,500
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION HAS VOLUNTEER MEETING
FUND-RAISER NETS MONEY FOR ARTHRITIS SERVICES CD
MCGOWAN WILL LEAD APRIL TELETHON
BIKE RIDE TO HELP ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION
JINGLE BELL RUN SET FOR SATURDAY
XBATTLE OF A LIFETIME
XFARMERS REST THEIR HOPES IN JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES
LIMITED CROP FOR JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES
REFUNDS POSSIBLE IN ARTICHOKE CASE
^JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE PRODUCERS
ARTICHOKE GROUP TO ELECT OFFICIALS
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES PRODUCE BIG CROP OF CONTROVERSY
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE FIRM TO FILE FOR REORGANIZATION
AEFS BLAMES BANKRUPTCY ON FARMERS
ARTICHOKE FIRM OWES FARMERS $6 MILLION
OWNERS WERE PAID $250,000
FARMERS BAND TOGETHER TO PROMOTE ARTICHOKES
AEFS PRESIDENT WON'T ANSWER QUESTIONS AT HEARING
CREDITORS, GROWERS ASK FOR LIQUIDATION
CO-OP WANTS JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE MARKET
BANKRUPTCY JUDGE ORDERS AEFS TO LIQUIDATE
AEFS PRESIDENT WITHDREW $5.5 MILLION
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES PRODUCE CONTROVERSY
LONG PERIOD SEEN TO DEVELOP ARTICHOKES
INDICTED IN JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE CASE
MAN SENTENCED IN ARTICHOKE DEAL
TRIAL IN FAILED ARTICHOKE ENTERPRISE
ENTERPRISE LEADER DEFENDS HIMSELF IN TRIAL
OFFICIAL CONVICTED IN ARTICHOKE CASE
LAST ARTICHOKE TRIAL BEGINS
HIGH COURT DISBARS SIOUX FALLS LAWYER
SEE ALSO INDIAN ARTIFACTS
GROUP RULES IN FAVOR OF INDIANS
WILL BE DISPLAYED AT RUSHMORE
MEN ADMIT REMOVING ARTIFACTS FROM RIVER
2 MEN SENTENCED FOR ARTIFACT THEFTS
PARTISANS SEE THEMSELVES AS KEEPERS OF TRADITIONS
KWILL SHOW HOW THINGS MADE LONG AGO
KSKILLS OF OLD S NEW
SEE ALSO INDIAN ARTISTS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ARTISTS
BIENNIAL WINNERS OF REGIONAL WOMEN PAINTERS
SF WELL REPRESENTED AT WOMEN'S ART SHOW
SIOUX FALLS ARTIST EXHIBITS DRAWINGS
*A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST
SF ARTIST USES SCENES FROM TV (YEAGER)
^ARTIST'S WORKS ASK 'CAN YOU TAKE A JOKE'
^STARVING FOR ART
KEXHIBIT AT VERMILLION A FINE TRIBUTE TO ARTIST
XHOWE COMBINED MODERNISM WITH CULTURE
KARTIST HAS A NEW SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
XRETIRED FARMER CREATES ART FROM WOOD STRIPS
^WOMAN'S JOB IS TO SPREAD THE PAINTING WORD
SF ARTIST WINS STAMP CONTEST
*SF WOMAN CAPTURES WILDLIFE WITH BRUSH
XMARIAN HENJUM'S WORK IN WISCONSIN EXHIBITION
YANKTON COLLEGE PROF IS PANELIST
SF ARTIST WINS STILL LIFE CATEGORY AT FAIR
KARTIST'.S LINK; WITH LUMBERJACK IS SAWDUST
^ABERDEEN ARTIST TELLS STORY
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9/27/1982 A071 ^WINNING DUCK STAMP CONTEST CHANGED LIFE
10/07/1982 B05A CENTER FEATURES ABERDEEN ARTIST JIM ARMSTRONG
10/19/1982 A07A SF ARTISTS WIN AT FARGO ART SHOW
10/21/1982 B071 SDSU PROFS TO CONDUCT ARTIST'S REVIEW
12/02/1982 BOll ^fSF MAN CARVES HIS WAY INTO LIMELIGHT
12/18/1982 coil KPAINTING MINISTRY
1/09/1983 BOll ARTISTS CHANNEL ENERGY INTO MINIMUM SPACE
1/19/1983 CllA MAGAZINE FEATURES SAVAGE PAINTING
1/20/1983 B051 DISABLED ARTISTS' EXPOSITION CONTEST
1/21/1983 A115 XGUTZON BORGLUM EXHIBIT
1/23/1983 D021 *PRISON BOREDOM HELPS DISCOVER ART TALENT
1/28/1983 BOll *INDIAN ARTIST'S WORK BEGINS WITH A WALL
3/10/1983 B015 WORK BY YOUNG ARTISTS EXHIBITED IN SF
3/l'i/1983 C031 PROF'S ARTWORK IN ITALIAN EXHIBIT
A/10/1983 DOll SIOUX FALLS ARTIST CHOSEN FOR EXHIBIT
A/13/1983 B053 FIVE ARE CITED FOR ART WORK
A/21/1983 B073 VISUAL ARTISTS PLAN ANNUAL ,SHOW
5/08/1983 DOll *SIOUX ARTIST DOCUMENTS DYING CULTURE
5/27/1983 B021 STATE ARTISTS HAVE NEW MEXICO SHOW
5/30/1983 BOll ^CHAMBERLAIN WANTS TO DRAW TOURISTS TO ARTWORK
8/0A/1983 BOll ^LUCRATIVE BUSINESS WAS NOT A STROKE OF LUCK
8/05/1983 BOll 5C0UTD00RSMAN IS A SPECIAL KIND OF BIRD
12/22/1983 BOll KPEN FREES INMATE'S TALENT
2/19/198A C0A5 RAPID CITY, HURON ARTISTS WIN STATE CONTEST
3/22/198A BOll *BERGELAND CENTER'S ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
3/23/198A BOll 5A ARTISTS WILL EXHIBIT AT MALL
8/13/198A coil 3(BAHNS0N'S JOB IS DELIVERING MAIL
8/16/198A BOll *ARTIST'S CREATIONS ARE WASH AND WEAR
9/08/198A BOlZjeSTAMP CONTEST BRINGS SUCCESS TO PAINTER
9/12/I98A-C01I *SON OF THE MIDDLE BORDER
9/12/198A C095 RECEPTION HONORS STATE NATIVE
10/05/198A coil PAINTING WITH HIS TEETH
2/17/1985 DOll *DRAWING FROM EXPERIENCE
3/29/1985 BOll *PUTS TOGETHER A NATIONAL REPUTATION
5/18/1985 A091 COMMUNITY SUPPORT HELPS ARTISTS
5/31/1985 A071 KARTISTS RESPOND TO IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE INVITATION
6/07/1985 B012 *LOCAL ARTIST BRIDGES COMMERCIAL, FINE ARTS
7/30/1985 BOll 3CARTIST PAINTS LAKOTA STORY
10/25/1985 B015 SHOW FEATURES 15 WESTERN ARTISTS
12/09/1985 C013 ^SUNDAY WITH THE ARTIST
1/26/1986 A012 ^WESTERN ARTIST SAVAGE DIES FROM CANCER
2/11/1986 A051 XLOCAL ARTISTS FIND SUPPORT IN CORPORATE OFFICES
3/15/1986 coil XARTIST BREAKS TRADITION
3/22/1986 A071 ARTIST LEAVES BIG IMPRESSIONS
3/30/1986 0013 ARTIST USES EGGS FOR HIS CANVAS
4/12/1986 A071 *ARTIST MAKES HIS POINT
4/23/1986 B031 OFFERS $1,000 FOR BEST DESIGN
4/26/1986 A071 *T0 CREATE COMMEMORATIVE SCULPTURE
4/26/1986 A091 ASSOCIATION GRATEFUL TO ARTISTS
4/27/1986 N021.'(CULTURE) ^ARTIST HAS LOVE FOR PAINTING
5/07/1986 C021 COLTON ARTIST RECEIVES AWARD
6/05/1986 BOll ^ARTIST'S WORK LIVES IN STUDIO EXHIBITS
6/06/1986 A071 WOMAN FIGHTS NUCLEAR POWER ON CANVAS
6/06/1986 A071 3fDEADW00D MAN PAINTS OPINIONS
7/27/1986 C026 ARIST'S TOPIC MORE IMPORTANT THAN TECHNIQUE
8/01/1986 B031 *ARTIST FINDS INSPIRATION IN ENVIRONMENT
9/05/1986 B012 ^SPONTANEITY OF WATERCOLOR PAINTING
9/07/1986 C021 RELIANCE ARTIST HONORED BY WESTERN GROUP
9/21/1986 coil ^DESIGNS ARE FIT FOR A PALACE
9/26/1986 A103 GO EASY ON YOUNG ARTISTS (L)
10/03/1986 B012 *SHOW OFFERS VIEWS OF CITY
10/16/1986 B012 KTO CAPTURE WHAT CAMERA CANNOT
10/24/1986 A012 GALLERY SHOWCASES OSCAR HOWE WORKS
10/24/1986 B041 *ARTIST'S WIFE CONTINUES TRADITION
11/14/1986 B014 *ARTIST DEPICTS INDIAN LIFE, LEGENDS
11/23/1986 E012 ^ANIMALS CAPTURED BY ARTISTS
12/02/1986 B012 *REDFIELD WOMAN SCRATCHES SURFACE OF ABILITY
12/23/1986 A072 *THE COWBOY WITH BRONZE MEMORIES
1/09/1987 A132 *HORSES GALLOP ACROSS LOCAL ARTIST'S WORKS
2/04/1987 B022 COURTHOUSE'S MYSTERY MURAL ARTIST
3/06/1987 B012 MIXES PRAIRIE ROOTS, CONTEMPORARY STYLE
3/11/1987 B071 ARTISTS SOCIETY HONORS DE VANEY
4/03/1987 B012 KMAKES PAPER, SETS TYPE FOR POSTERS
4/22/1987 C074 LAUSTSEN GETS ART CENTER CITATION
7/26/1987 C022 SPEARFISH PAINTER DISCOVERS IN SPHERES
7/26/1987 F041 *SPHERES ARE CENTER OF PAINTER'S ART
^5/0 6/1987ilD01 Is^*ART I ST DRAWS ON- ENERGY, . TEXTURE
10/02/1987 B012 FILLS HIS WORK WITH COLORFUL SPIRIT
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11/05/1987 BQ12 *ART1ST'S WORK IN NEBRASKA FIELD
11/08/1987 FOll *TWO SHOWS SPICED WITH COLORFUL VARIETY
11/12/1987 BG51 ARTISTS SOUGHT FOR JURIED SHOW
11/13/1987 BG12 ^PRESERVING THE PRAIRIE
12/18/1987 BG12 *LOCAL ARTIST'S WILDLIFE SCENES POPULAR NATIONWIDE
1/17/1988 CG12 KCOLORS OF GREEN
1/22/1988 AG72 XARTISTS BRING VENICE TO VERMILLION
3/GA/1988 A133 BANKS, BUSINESSES SHOW LOCAL WORK
4/G1/1988 BG12 JfEXHIBIT FEATURES MODERN ARTISTS
A/15/1988 BG12 *0'KEEFFE EXHIBIT EXPLODES WITH COLOR
A/2G/1988 CG91 USD ARTISTS RECEIVE SD ARTS COUNCIL GRANTS
A/27/1988 CG91 SIOUX FALLS ARTIST COLLECTS AWARDS
5/G1/1988 NGll CSEC CO KPAINTINGS GLORIFY COMMON PEOPLE
5/G1/1988 NG13 (SEC CO *S10UX ARTIST HONORED HIS HERITAGE
5/12/1988 AG12 *A WORK OF ART
6/12/1988 BG71 *M1LLETTE LIVES DREAM IN ART STUDIO
9/G2/1988 BG12 SERIES WITH LOCAL PHOTOGRAPHER
9/GA/1988BG81WATERT0WN FESTIVAL WILL FEATURE 65 ARTISTS:
9/1G/1988 AG52 ^SHARING AN ARTISTIC HERITAGE
9/22/1988 BG12 GALLERY EXHIBITS HOWE WORKS
lG/21/1988 BG12 ^TRIPLE OPENING OFFERS VIEWERS A FREE RIDE
1G/2A/1988 BG12 LOCAL POLICE ARTIST FLESHES OUT
1/G2/1989 CG12 KART DIRECTOR WISHES TO BE A TV COMIC
1/27/1989 BOll EXHIBIT WILL FEATURE SCHOOL ARTISTS' WORK
'♦/1A/1989 B012 *A CELEBRATION OF COLOR
5/05/1989 B012 ^DISPLAY FEATURES SDSU TEACHER'S NINE PAINTINGS
5/28/1989 FOll A VISION IS SHAPED IN BOYHOOD
6/11/1989 F021 MORE PRINTS, MORE MONEY
7/18/1989 A052 CENSORSHIP BATTLE MOVES INTO GALLERIES
7/21/1989 B056 ART DISPUTE POSES DIFFICULT QUESTIONS
7/2A/1989 B012 ARTISTS' TALENT SURFACES AFTER HIS DEATH
9/01/1989 B016 'SEA DREAM' TURNING INTO PIPE DREAM
9/08/1989 B012 9€ART1ST HAS BRUSH WITH SUCCESS WITH WATERCOLOR
9/10/1989 F012 KARTIST KEEPS TRADITION ALIVE THROUGH CHANGE
9/20/1989 C051 *SPEARF1SH ARTIST PAINTS NEW WORLDS
9/22/1989 B033 *ART SHOW CHANGED BIRD'S CAREER
10/27/1989 B012 3fART SHOW ATTRACTS WYOMING COWBOY
10/29/1989 F012 *ART FOR A NEW CENTURY
12/01/1989 C012 KTHE ART OF REVOLUTION
12/05/1989 AlOA POTAS RESTORED DAMAGED ART (L)
1/26/1990 B012 KEVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY
3/16/1990 B012 aeTOWN IS RIGHT SIZE, ARTIST SAYS
7/10/1990 A016 XLAKOTA MAN WINS HONOR FOR FOLK ARTISTS
7/16/1990 A012 XARTIST MAKES CLAIM AS WORLD'S FASTEST
7/30/1990 C033 *ART1ST FINDS A HOME IN THE MIDWEST
10/19/1990 B012 ARTIST'S GRADE-SCHOOL LOVE BECOMES...
11/2A/1990 A051 *SPR1NGF1ELD ARTIST FIGHTS ART ILLITERACY
11/30/1990 B012 DINNER JOURNEY LEADS ARTIST HOME
12/08/1990 A05A ARTIST TO SIGN COPIES OF ARTWORK AT GALLERY
3/22/199,1 B012 SHOW WORK AT BENEFIT AND AUCTION
3/24/1991 C015 OGDEN DALRYMPLE DIES AT AGE 83
3/27/1991 C012 5CPA1NT1NG A PRETTY PICTURE
4/13/1991 A052 *ART1ST BLENDS PAINTING, PASSION FOR KITES
4/19/1991 BOll KLOCAL ARTIST ASKS AGAIN--'WHAT IS ART'
5/12/1991 C012 KARTIST'S PAINTINGS GIVE VIEWERS BRUSH WITH WEST
5/15/1991 B015 TO BRING ARTISTS TO PRESCHOOL CLASSES
5/25/1991 C032 MITCHELL STUDENT WINS NATIONAL ART CONTEST
5/26/1991 coil MITCHELL YOUTH TO GET 1991 ARTIST AWARD
9/06/1991 BOll XTIME FOR YOUNG FOLKS TO TAKE LEAD
9/17/1991 C032 *USD ARTIST'S WORKS WIN HONORS
10/25/1991 B051 KLOCAL ART GALLERY HOLDING EXHIBIT
11/18/1991 C036 ARTISANS TO PETITION AGAINST LAW
11/22/1991 B012*B1STRO IS A WORK OF ART, DREAMS
12/06/1991 B012 *HARTENHOFF MAKES PRINTS, MONEY
12/30/1991 coil ARTIST REDLIN SAYS HE'LL FUND ART CENTER
1/10/1992 C015 SCULPTOR TEACHES KIDS TO EXPLORE WORLD OF ART
1/24/1992 B012 SPOTTER AND PAINTER SHARE ARTS CENTER
2/03/1992 C032 SPORTS ARTIST REACHES THE BIG LEAGUE
2/07/1992 B012 KARTIST EXPLODES EXPLORER MYTHS
6/11/1992 B012 KDAKOTA ARTISTS SHOW FLAIR AND VARIETY IN EXHIBITION
7/23/1992 D012 KA DOWN-HOME ARTIST
9/03/1992 B012 KPAINTS UNDERSTANDING WITH BRUSH, TALK, LAUGHTER
9/04/1992 DOll kARTISTS GAIN RECOGNITION ON NATIONAL STAGE
9/09/1992 B021 GREENER PAINTING ON MAGAZINE COVER
9/11/1992 D012 XMAKING LITTLE THINGS COUNT
10/05/1992 B012 *SD BOYHOOD INSPIRES ARTIST
.10/09/1992:B012v*ART1ST-PA1NTS PICTURE OF ABILITY, BEAUTY
10/09/1992 D012 KPRIDE IN HER RURAL HERITAGE THROUGH EXHIBIT
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ARTS
SART55I.GENTER>
ARTS CONGRESS
ARTS COUNCIL
ARTS FESTIVAL
ARTS^AB
ARTS-BR
ARTS-CH
ARTS-DE
^-sARTS-DR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/22/1992 D012
10/30/1992 D011
12/0<i/1992 D041
12/21/1992 D011
12/28/1992 D011
3/17/1991
5/21/1992
5/24/1992
5/25/1992
9/22/1989
2/25/1991
2/25/1982
6/20/1982
9/11/1982
9/11/1982
9/11/1982
9/12/1982
9/14/1982
9/21/1982
9/25/1982
7/22/1983
7/23/1983
7/25/1983
8/03/1983
8/10/1983
9/11/1988
^^9/08/1989'
9/09/1989
9/10/1989
9/16/1989
9/17/1989
3/25/1990
5/29/1990
7/06/1990
7/06/1990
7/08/1990
9/07/1990
9/09/1990
7/12/1991
9/07/1991
9/08/1991
7/10/1992
7/12/1992
9/12/1992
9/13/1992
9/19/1992
1/30/1985
7/28/1982
11/08/1982
7/10/1983
7/12/1985
7/14/1985
11/05/1985
7/13/1986
7/13/1986
7/20/1986
7/20/1986
2/09/1987
4/03/1987
10/14/1987
7/08/1988
7/08/1988
7/10/1988
5/05/1989
7/07/1989
5/29/1990
10/06/1990
3/17/1991
3/21/1991
1/28/1992
10/16/1992
7/28/1992
2/17/1985
>^/03/1992;
7/31/1992
C015
C015
A081
A102
B016
A071
C011
B011
coll
N071
N101
F014
A073
C034
A094
Alll
B021
AO 71
B033
B045
A012
B016
A052
A012
A052
C014
C023
C041
B021
C031
C012
B021
A012
C033
C011
A012
B031
F012
B011
D012
A101
C091
B052
A075
A015
B012
C041
A095
AO 12
C011
A014
E013
A074
B062
AO 12
B0l2
B016
C012
B013
B012
C041
A053
C033
C035
A052
D012
B021
D011
-C032
B015
3CRURAL ROOTS PROPEL ARTIST
*ART MUSEUM DIRECTOR STUART SET TO RETIRE
XMOTHER-DAUGHTER ART TEAM
36SKETCHBOOK--YOUNG TALENT SHINES
*SKETCHBOOK--YOUNG TALENT SHINES
SEE ALSO INDIAN ARTS
SEE ALSO ARTS-SF
STATE DIVVIES ARTS FUNDING
ARTS CENTER STUDY OK'D BY COMMISSIONS
ARTS PLAN RAISES HOPES, CONCERNS (ED)
WASHINGTON TOO SMALL FOR AN ARTS CENTER (L)
ARTS CONGRESS TAKES LEADERS TO ABERDEEN
DAKOTA ARTS CONGRESS
SEE ARTS-SD
FOCUS WILL BE ON LOCAL ARTS 8 ARTISTS
K9TH ANNUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL IN THE PARK
2 BLOCKS OF I0TH ST CLOSED FOR ARTSHOW
ARTS FESTIVAL ATTRACTS MORE ARTISTS
CORPORATE BACKING VITAL TO FESTIVAL
DOWNTOWN SF COMES ALIVE
^FESTIVAL'S SUCCESS MAY MEAN EXPANDED CELEBRATION
FESTIVAL PRAISED-NEED TO CONTROL LITTER (L)
SUCCESS (L)
FOOD
FINE LOOK (ED)
SIDEWALK ARTS FESTIVAL A
ARTS FESTIVAL HAS MUSIC,
SUNDAY ON GRASS OFFERS A
3(D0 WALK ON THE GRASS
SIOUX RIVER FOLK FESTIVAL AUG 13, 14
ARTS CENTER PLANS 20TH FESTIVAL
*PURPLE PEOPLE PLEASER
WET SUIT READY FOR DUNK TANK DUTY SATURDAY
XTECHNIQUE IS KEY TO ARTISTS' FINAL PRODUCT
*ARTS FAIR 'CURB-TO-CURB PEOPLE'
'VERY SPECIAL' ART FEST OPENS AT MALL
36ARTS FEST IS 'DAY OF INSPIRATION'
^(SPECIAL KIDS TAKE A BOW IN BR00KIN6S
3CBR00KINGS ART FESTIVAL DRAWS 25,000
ARTS FESTIVAL IN 19TH YEAR
50,000 ARE EXPECTED TO ATTEND ARTS FAIR
KBROOKINGS SUMMER ART FESTIVAL
CITY'S ANNUAL ARTS FESTIVAL THIS WEEKEND
*45,000 ATTEND FESTIVAL
20TH ARTS FESTIVAL TO FEATURE 190 BOOTHS
SIDEWALK ARTS FESTIVAL BEGINS TODAY AT 9 AM
*WEATHER IS NO DETERRENT AT FESTIVAL
EVENTS EXPANDED FOR CHILDREN IN BROOKINGS
*FESTIVAL SHINES IN CLOUDY DAY
DOWNTOWN STREETS CLOSED FOR FESTIVAL
*40,000 CROWD ARTS FESTIVAL
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
'BUCKET IN WINTER' WINS ART CONTEST
SDSU PROF NOMINATED FOR ART AWARD
MEMORIAL ARTS CENTER RECEIVES GRANT
*WOOD CARVERS AT FAIR BRING NEW LIFE TO LOGS
180 ARTISTS SHOW WORK AT BROOKINGS FESTIVAL
*THE SALE MUST GO ON
PAINTINGS, SCULPTURES DISPLAYED
*PRIME MIMES AT THE BROOKINGS FESTIVAL
*ART, CRAFTS, 8 FOOD ATTRACT HUNDREDS
*BRIGHTENING UP BRANDON
*BRANDON CRAFTS FESTIVAL IS ALL DOLLED UP
ART GROUP TO HOST CHOCOLATE AUCTION
*SHOWS DISPLAY CONTRASTS IN ART
ART CENTER TO SHOW FILM
*BROOKINGS HOLDS ARTS FEST
BROOKINGS ARTS TO MOVE OUT OF DOORS
*CRAFTY ARTISTS
'BADLANDS' PRESENTS MULTIMEDIA SHOW
ART FAIR TO SET UP SHOP IN BROOKINGS PARK
*BROOKINGS ART FESTIVAL DRAWS 25,000
CERAMICS SHOW OPENS SUNDAY IN BROOKINGS
NUDE PAINTING IRKS STUDENTS
SDSU BOARD WON'T MOVE NUDE PAINTING
*COLORFUL SPIRIT WILL SHINE ON IN EXHIBITS
*MUSEUM DIRECTOR NERVOUS ABOUT AUCTION
MOTEL OWNER GIVES MILLION TO FUND CHAMBERLAIN ARTS
*DESMET MAN TURNS A DOLLAR
.*DELL ^RAPIDS .ART.»ON DISPLAY
*LIVE ART
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
I2/02/198A C0A3 RAMONA SIXTH-GRADERS DISCOVER ART--DESMET
6/2A/I99I B03I ARTS COUNCIL TOLD TO VACATE GALLERY
I0/07/I99I B03I FRANK FOOLS CROW ART GALLERY DEDICATED
2/1I/I986 B021 PROMOTERS WANT TO SET UP ARTIST COLONY IN LEAD
6/I7/I982 C09I 'ART IN THE PARK' IN MADISON
6/10/1988 BG12 KMADISON RESIDENTS IMPROVE CITY'S ARTS
1I/I6/I989 CGI2 5€A MASTER PIECE
A/GI/I99G AII5 STOLEN ART PIECES OF SOUL (L)
9/IG/I992 DGI2 KTRIBUTE TO VERSATILE SD GRAIN
A/29/1982 CGII KWALKER EXHIBIT REFLECTS WORLD'S TENSION
I2/G9/I982 BGII MINNEAPOLIS' WALKER ART CENTER IS GOING TO DOGS
6/11/1989 FGI2 KVISIT TO WALKER, GUTHERIE AN EXPERIENCE
2/23/I99G BGII COOPERATIVE ART EXHIBIT IMPRESSIVE
7/28/1992 DGIA KDAYTON EXHIBIT SHINES AT FREE INSTITUTE OF ART
9/2G/I99I AIGI ^OFFENSIVE ART IS BEST DISPLAYED DRAPED (ED)
A/G8/I982 DGAI RASH OF ART THEFTS CONCERNS GALLERY
A/17/1983 DG7I ART EXHIBIT IN RAPID CITY
3/28/1987 CG2I SECRETARY CHARGED IN THEFT FROM ART FUND i
5/G6/1991 CG31 CHRISTIAN SCHOOL ASKS TO COVER NUDE ARTWORKS
5/1G/1991 CG33 COUNCIL MAKING POLICY TO IDENTIFY ART DISPLAYS
IG/25/1982 BG3A SIOUX CENTER ARTS COUNCIL GETS GRANT
I/G2/I982 BG21 THE ARTS FACE GROWING PAINS, FUNDING CUTBACKS (ED)
2/G8/1982 CGII ARTS COUNCIL ACTING CHAIRMAN QUITS (FINE)
2/1G/I982 CGII ^CONTROVERSY OVER ARTS DIRECTOR'S ROLE
2/1A/1982 BG81 ARTS COUNCIL PROCEEDS WITH NEW DIRECTOR
5/IA/1982 CG33 XART AUCTION PROCEEDS TO GO TO SD PUBLIC TV
5/31/1982 B051 ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS 71 GRANTS
7/I2/I982 CGIA GRANTS BRING ART TO 6 SD CITIES
IG/II/I982 CGII PUBLIC ART PROJECT BRINGS TOGETHER DIVERGENT VIEWS
IG/26/1982 A115 ARTS'FOUNDATION ELECTS OFFICERS
11/29/1982 AG75 ARTS COUNSEL TAKING APPLICATIONS
3/G8/I983 AG7A COUNCIL COMPILES ARTIST ROSTER
3/25/1983 BGSr 5CEXPERT--CERTAIN TYPE OF MIND NEEDS DALI
A/08/1983 BGII CAFETERIA ART GALLERY
6/26/1983 CG61 KANCIENT JAPANESE ART COMES TO SOUTH DAKOTA
8/25/1983 BGII ^THERE'S LIFE AFTER ARTS COUNCIL FOR THATCHER
IG/G2/1983 DG65 ARTS COUNCIL IS REQUESTING $376,000
I/II/I98A CG95 MILTON GETS ART EDUCATOR AWARD
3/23/I98A BGI5 COUNCIL GIVES $337,32A IN ARTS GRANTS
3/28/I98A CIG2 COMPUTER-GENERATED ART ON DISPLAY
8/G8/I98A CGII ESTATE SUPPORT OF ARTS IS IMPRESSIVE
8/I7/I98A BG23 ARTS COUNCIL GRANTS
IG/G6/198A AG73 ARTS COUNCIL GRANT GETS PRAISE (L)
3/29/1985 BG2A ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS $375,000 IN GRANTS
6/26/1985 CG21 SD ARTS COUNCIL RECEIVES GRANT
2/03/1986 AG61 COUNCIL IN FOSTERING CULTURAL AWARENESS
2/G<i/1986 AG51 ^COUNCIL CELEBRATES ARTISTIC 20 YEARS
2/I3/I986 BG51 STATE'S FOLK ARTS TO BE FEATURED IN EXHIBIT SUNDAY
2/19/1986 CI13 CITIBANK RECEIVES GOVERNOR'S AWARD FOR THE ARTS
10/09/1986 B055 ARTS COUNCIL HAS PUBLIC FORUM
12/11/1986 B05A AGRICULTURE SUBJECT OF ART CONTEST
1/26/1987 A07I FAIR, FESTIVAL DIRECTORY AVAILABLE
3/14/1987 A052 PANEL OF ART CRITICS--SD DOING WELL
3/14/1987 A053 STATE CENTENNIAL PROJECTS GETS GRANTS
3/19/1987 B052 ARTS COUNCIL SOCIAL TO BE TUESDAY
4/27/1987 A071 ARTS GROUPS DONATE TO TASK FORCE
7/26/1987 C021 GROUPS SEEK TO TRACE STATE'S ARTISTIC ROOTS
10/19/1987 A112 ARTS COUNCIL OFFERS PUBLICATIONS
11/05/1987 B054 NOMINEES NEEDED FOR ARTS AWARDS
11/23/1987 A091 VISUAL ARTS DIRECTORY FINISHED
11/23/1987 A092 PROGRAM APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
12/10/1987 coil ARTS COUNCILS PLAN FOR CENTENNIAL
2/04/1988 Bd51 ARTS LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP HELD IN PIERRE
2/12/1988 B012 ^FILMMAKERS, ART ACTIVISTS WIN AWARDS
2/12/1988 B012 ^CELEBRATING THE ARTS
3/I2/I988 C012 ARTS COUNCIL DIRECTOR RETIRES
3/18/1988 B012 COUNCIL LIMITS FUNDS FOR QUINTET, QUARTET
4/21/1988 B054 ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE FOR ART SHOW
5/01/1988 B052 ^WINNING ENTRY
5/16/1988 A074 ART MUSEUM VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
6/17/1988 B016 ARTS COUNCIL MIGHT MOVE TO PIERRE
6/23/1988 A076 *HOLUB NEW ARTS DIRECTOR
7/02/1988 A052 ^PROMOTING THE ARTS PAYS OFF
7/19/1988 A092 ARTS GROUPS ELECT NEW OFFICERS
8/02/1988 A074 SEVEN JOIN ART ASSOCIATION BOARD
9/16/1988 B016 COUNCIL MOVE MAKES RUMORS--SILENCE REIGNS
4i9/20/1988?.TC012 ~ARTS COUNCIL, WANTS TO DOUBLE SUPPORT
9/21/1988 C012 ARTISTS MEET WITH COUNCIL
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11/02/1988 CCll CENTER PUBLISHES BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARTS
11/11/1988 CG12 PRAIRIE REP, STATE ART COUNCIL TO REMAIN
2/2«i/1989 BG16 COUNCIL PROMOTES MARCH ARTS MONTH
3/18/1989 AG52 SOUTH DAKOTA ARTS COUNCIL DIVIDES MONEY AMONG GROUPS
6/G8/1989 BG53 SD ARTS CONGRESS
7/G9/1989 CG12 XBROOKINGS ART FESTIVAL DRAWS THOUSANDS
8/12/1989 AG83 ABERDEEN ARTS EVENT WILL APPEAL TO MANY (L)
8/25/1989 BGll SD ARTS SHOWS ARE IN CONFLICT
9/29/1989 BG16 WOMENS ART ON DISPLAY IN BROOKINGS
11/G9/1989 BG14 KPAIR WRITES SD ART HISTORY
ll/lG/1989 BG12 ART SHOW MIXES OLD WITH NEW
11/17/1989 BG16 OMISSIONS, INACCURACIES MAR ART BOOK
11/23/1989 AG15 JfARTS COUNCIL EYES WASHINGTON HIGH
ll/2<f/1989 BGll SD ARTS FOUNDATION TO MEET IN CITY
11/2^/1989 BG16 ARTS CENTER NEXT
11/25/1989 AG81 KARTS HISTORY REVIEW HAD INACCURACIES
12/29/1989 BG15 *BEST OF "89
1/G1/199G Al^'t BOOK CAPTURES PEOPLE(L)
3/G2/199G BGll COUNCIL'S ARTS EFFORTS FALL SHORT
3/13/199G AG56 COUNCIL ANNOUNCES ARTS GRANTS
3/29/199G AG84 ROAST COULD HELP ARTS (L)
3/29/199G BG12 TO TAKE PART IN NATIONAL RURAL ARTS PROJECT
<»/G8/199G FG12 KART EXHIBIT PLUNGES INTO STATE'S BIGGEST RIVER
5/G6/199G EE12 9€ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT START ON POSITIVE NOTE
5/G9/199G A1G3 ARTS FUNDING MORE THAN ISSUE OF FREEDOM (L)
5/28/199G AG81 ARTS FUNDING IS BIG BOOST TO STATE (L)
6/17/199G A113 ENDOWMENT ARTS FUND SHOULD BE SELECTIVE (L)
7/2'i/199G CG33 BROOKINGS MAN NAMED TO HEAD ARTS COUNCIL
9/G2/199G FG33 AREA ART GALLERIES MIX FAMILIAR WITH UNIQUE
<9/G6/i99G>CG34HARVEY"DUNN PAINTING DONATED TO MUSEUM
9/17/199G CG12 MICKELSON PUTS PRIORITY ON ELDERLY ISSUES
1G/28/199G A113 GOVERNOR SHOULD HAVE JUDGED ART, NOT PERSON (L)
11/G9/199G BGll ART IS SAFE FROM HANDS OF CENSORS
2/1G/1991 FG41 ESTATE FOLKLORIST HELPS SAVE ENDANGERED ART
3/22/1991 BGll FACES NEW SET OF CHALLLENGES
7/12/1991 BGll KARTIST EYES BROOKINGS PARK PROJECT
9/2^1/1991 AG12 KSHOW AND SELL
9/28/1991 CG31 GRANT APPROVED FOR ARTS PROGRAM
2/G7/1992 BGll *WHITE EAGLE WILL HELP SING PRAISES OF ART
3/2G/1992 BGl<i ARTS COUNCIL TO DISTRIBUTE $586,GGG
3/22/1992 FG16 SD ARTISTS GET FUNDING
'f/12/1992 AG73 7G CENTS CAN KEEP LOCAL ARTISTS WORKING (L)
6/19/1992 CGll NEA AWARDS GRANT TO SD ARTS COUNCIL
1/2G/1982 DG12 ^SUPPORTING THE ARTS IS GOOD BUSINESS
2/G^/1982 BG65 EXHIBITIONS AT FINE ARTS CENTER
2/G9/1982 CG21 ARTS CENTER FILLS VITAL ROLE IN CITY (L)
2/18/1982 C1G3 ART SALE, EXHIBIT
2/18/1982 DG2<i WHO DECIDES DAVID STATUE IS FINE ART (L)
2/25/1982 CGll INDULGE IN THE ARTS
S/G'i/IGGZ CG82 EVENTS AT CIVIC FINE ARTS CENTER
3/G8/1982'AG83 HOT LINE FOR THE ARTS
6/G3/1982 BG53 THE CIVIC FINE ARTS ASSOC FOR THE EXHIBITION
6/3G/1982 CGll SNAKED MURAL ENDS IN NAKED WALL
7/G1/1982 DGT-i ARTS CENTER WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN AND ADULT
7/G2/1982 AG91 KMUCH ADO ABOUT (WEARING) NOTHING
7/15/1982 BG75 SUNDAY ON THE GRASS
7/22/1982 BGll KSUNDAY ON THE GRASS--MUSICAL CHAIRS
7/23/1982 BGll KFOR ONE A-MAZING DAY, AN ART MUSEUM MADE OF HAY
7/26/1982 BG31 *SUNDAY ON THE GRASS
7/27/1982 BG-il HAY MAZE ART EXHIBIT WINNER
7/29/1982 BG55 PROFESSIONAL WESTERN ART SHOW
8/G7/1982 CG41 WESTERN ART SHOW IN SIOUX FALLS
8/l<i/1982 AG75 WESTERN ART SHOW IMPRESSIVE (L)
9/16/1982 BGll 3€SF GETS NEW GALLERY
9/16/1982 BG51 FALL ARTS CLASSES SET
2/11/1983 CG43 SF ARTISTS PUT HEARTS INTO SHOW
2/18/1983 BG16 FINAL THOUGHTS 8 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
2/2G/1983 BG31 DIRECTOR THANKS FINE FOR CONTRIBUTION (L)
A/13/1983 BG21 FESTIVAL BENEFITS KIDNEY GROUP
5/2G/1983 BGll ENTRIES FOR ARTS CELEBRATION ACCEPTED
6/GA/1983 BG31 XGALLERY DISPLAYS ART THAT YOU CAN WEAR
7/GA/1983 BGll KARTIST CAPTURES CITY WITH PEN AND INK
9/G9/1983 DGll *SF SIDEWALK ARTS FESTIVAL 1983, SPECIAL SECTION
9/1G/1983 BGll 2GTH SIDEWALK ARTS FESTIVAL HAS BIGGER ATTRACTIONS
9/11/1983 CGll 36PEOPLE INTRIGUED BY SEEING THEMSELVES
lG/16/1983 DGAl ART CENTER HAS ENTRY FORMS
,.3/19/198A,AG91 „*ARTS MONTH
^3/25/1984 DGIl 3€MARCH ARTS MONTH
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3/25/198A EOll ^CLOWNING AROUND
4/07/198'! AG95 THANKS FOR HELPING ARTS EXPO (L)
5/31/198A soil *THE CLOSEST THING TO COIN-OPERATED ART
5/31/1984 soil CITY OFFERS GALLERIES GALORE
7/17/198'i A071 ^SUNDAY ON THE GRASS
7/23/1984 A013 JETAKING IT EASY
7/23/1984 A0713ESUNDAY ON THE GRASS
8/05/1984 F013 ART SHOW HELPS KEEP TRADITIONS ALIVE
8/31/1984 A012 NUDE ART REMOVED FROM SHOW
9/09/1984 A013 ^CLOWNING AWAY THE CLOUDS
9/09/1984 DOll 3CFESTIVAL CELEBRATES THE ARTS
9/09/1984 D012 MEN BELIEVE SCROLLS ARE PRICELESS
9/12/1984 C051 ADULT, YOUTH ART CLASSES OFFERED
10/25/1984 B055 ARTS ASSOCIATION HONORS DONERS
11/23/1984 BOll 3EARTIST SINKS ROOTS IN IMAGINED WASTELAND
3/08/1985 B03I MARCH IS ANNUAL CELEBRATION
4/11/1985 B055 ARTS AUXILIARY SPONSORS LECTURER
4/26/1985 BOll KART ON THE BLOCK
5/24/1985 C014 KARTIST'S TREASURE MIGHT MOVE ON
6/29/1985 B012 ARTS CENTER DESERVES BETTER PLAY
7/22/1985 A012 KA LITTLE FUN ON THE GRASS
7/22/1985 A051 *DANCERS, ARTISTS, MUSICIANS AND JUGGLERS
7/25/1985 coil ^TEACHING YOUNG KIDS NEW TRICKS
7/26/1985 BOll XTHIS PIECE OF GRAFFITI IS ART
7/27/1985 A071 SUNDAY ON THE GRASS IS A SUCCESS
8/01/1985 B012 *T0 DRAW MORE INTEREST IN ARTS CENTER
8/15/1985 A015 KMYSTERY MAN STEPS FOWARD WITH $25,000
8/16/1985 A081 LET'S GET BEHIND ARTS CENTER (L)
8/23/1985 B035 ^FABRIC, PAPER ARTWORK ON DISPLAY AT CENTER
W08/1985 A012 ^FLAGGING DOWN SALES
9/08/1985 coil KFESTIVALGOERS CREATE THEIR FUN
9/21/1985 A072 MANY BEHIND ARTS FESTIVAL SUCCESS
10/04/1985 B013 ARTS DISPLAY WILL MAKE YOU FEEL AT HOME
10/17/1985 B051 GALLERY FEATURES SVENSON'S ART COLLECTION
10/18/1985 BOll *ALUMNUS GIVES ORGINAL PRINTS TO AUGUSTANA
11/08/1985 E073 *NEW YORKER DONATES RENOIR TO SF
11/26/1985 A091 SPRING ARTS EXPO ENTRIES BEING ACCEPTED
1/03/1986 A125 SHOW FEATURES WOMEN ARTISTS
1/11/1986 A051 ^TESTAMENT TO YOUNG IMAGINATIONS
1/14/1986 B035 ARTIST'S WORKS TO BE SHOWN
1/26/1986 A104 FINE ARTS CENTER SEEKS ENTRIES FOR PRINT EXHIBIT
1/26/1986 coil *THE ART OF LEARNING
1/28/1986 coil ARTS CENTER PANEL BACKS NEW 1 PERCENT TAX
1/30/1986 A091 ARTS CENTER ACCEPTING PRINT ENTRIES
2/20/1986 AlOl HELP NUTURE ARTS IN OUR GROWING CITY (L)
4/02/1986 C015 ARTS OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND THIS MONTH
4/11/1986 A091 ARTISTS DONATE WORKS FOR BENEFIT
4/13/1986 C124 ART GRANTS WORKSHOP TO BE OFFERED
4/26/1986 A091 ASSOCIATION GRATEFUL TO ARTISTS
5/03/1986 A094 ART AUCTION RAISES FUNDS FOR CENTER
5/14/1986 A082 LET'S SUPPORT THE ARTS (L)
5/19/1986 C016 STUDENT'S ART HEADS FOR DC
6/28/1986 A091 ART CENTER WORKERS COMMENDED (L)
7/25/1986 B015 JUNIOR LEAGUE ART WORKSHOP FOR KIDS
7/28/1986 BOll COMMISSION TO DISCUSS ARTS BUILDING REPAIRS
7/29/1986 C015 CITY DECIDES TO REPAIR ART BUILDING
8/04/1986 B043 KART OF ACTION
8/07/1986 BOll ^WORKSHOP BRINGS ART WORLD TO CHILDREN
8/11/1986 B034 FINE ARTS CENTER GETS $1,500 GRANT
8/29/1986 B012 ^SIDEWALK ARTS FESTIVAL
8/29/1986 B012 SF TEEN BRINGS ADVENTURE TO FESTIVAL
9/05/1986 B012 SIDEWALK ARTS FESTIVAL OFFERS CHANCE
9/06/1986 AlOl DON'T MISS SIOUX FALLS TRADITION (ED)
9/07/1986 coil KAREA ARTISTS TAKE TO STREETS
9/13/1986 coil 3eSH0W AND SELL
9/19/1986 B012 RESIDENTS TAKE TIME FOR ARTS
9/19/1986 C013 2 MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN THEFT OF CORVETTES
9/20/1986 A092 THANKS TO THOSE BEHIND ART FESTIVAL (L)
9/21/1986 D014 ART-LOVING COUPLE PICTURES SIOUX FALLS
12/01/1986 B035 LANDHUIS PAINTINGS TO BE AUCTIONED
12/12/1986 B012 ^ARCHITECTURE 8 ART
12/19/1986 B012 KART THEOLOGY
12/26/1986 A082 PARTNERSHIP OF GOOD WORK
1/23/1987 A052 *ART CENTER DIRECTOR CLEANING HOUSE
2/18/1987 B012 KPANEL DISCUSSION
3/01/1987 FOll ARTS IN SPOTLIGHT WITH MARCH GALA
J>3/01/1987.#02i; LOCAL-BUSINESSES DISPLAY ART
3/02/1987 C012 ^DANCERS KICK OFF ARTS CELEBRATION
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3/07/1987 A081 ART IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL (ED)
3/2A/1987 B012 *CITY COUPLE BUY BIG HORN PAINTINGS
A/03/1987 B062 *SHOWS DISPLAY CONTRASTS IN ART
A/1A/I987 coil CITY PLANS GRANT FOR ARTS BUILDING
A/2A/1987 B012 DIRECTOR OPENS UP ART CENTER
6/05/1987 B012 LEAGUE IS BOOSTER FOR SF ARTISTS
6/26/1987 A072 ^CENTER OFFERS SERIES OF LECTURES
7/03/1987 A062 QUESTIONS, WISDOM ABOUT CENTER
7/07/1987 A073 CIVIC FINE ARTS CENTER HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING
7/15/1987 B015 GROUP TAKES FOREFRONT IN ARTS CENTER EFFORT
7/23/1987 A121 LOT OF WORK REMAINS IN ARTS CENTER (ED)
7/2A/1987 A066 KCRITIC MUSED ON HER CRAFT
8/20/1987 A012 ^ARTISTIC INMATE TURNS WALLS INTO MURALS
8/31/1987 C012 KSTANDS BY HIS ARTS CENTER OFFER
9/0A/1987 B012 ARTS SEASON WILL KEEP SF PATRONS ENTERTAINED
9/06/1987 B012 *ARTS CENTER TO HAVE NEW LOOK
9/05/1987 A081 ARTS CENTER BACKERS MISLEAD CITY VOTERS (L)
9/12/1987 A016 WEATHER, CITY EVENTS SHOULD SHINE
9/13/1987 A012 ^THOUSANDS IN CITY TAKE TO SIDEWALKS
9/17/1987 C015 ARTS GROUP MAKES BUDGET REQUEST
9/26/1987 A074 FESTIVAL DIRECTOR THANKS HELPERS (L)
10/20/1987 A123 ART CENTER SHOULD BE SET TO SHOW ANY FILM (L)
10/30/1987 B012 HIGH INTEREST IN ARTS IN SIOUX FALLS
10/30/1987 B021 5CWINNING WORK
11/23/1987 A103 ART BRINGS BACK THE PAST (L)
1/01/1988 B016 1987'S BEST
1/29/1988 B012 CITY'S PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
2/01/1988 BOll MEETINGS ON CENTER START THIS WEEK
3/06/1988 A092 ARTS EXTRAVAGANZA
3/06/1988 A096 ARTS CENTER WANTS PARK, NOT PARKING
3/05/1988 A053 3€ART MASTERPIECES EXHIBITED
3/09/1988 BOll ARTIST TO SPEAK ON SCULPTURING
3/25/1988 B012 *ARTS ON THE PLAINS
3/3I/I988 A115 ARTS IN THE PARK REGISTRATION OPEN
6/I1/I988 A085 CITY HAS MANY ART SHOWS (L)
6/23/1988 A072 *OWNERS WORK TOGETHER TO PROMOTE ART
6/26/1988 A103 'ARGUS' PLAN TOO LATE (L)
5/20/1988 B012 KART EXHIBIT BLOOMS WITH COLOR
6/19/1988 A103 IT'S TIME TO SUPPORT ART (L)
8/05/1988 B016 ARTS CENTER RUNS AGROUND
10/16/1988 B012 KART IN OUR OWN BACKYARD
10/16/1988 B016 SF SETS SPENDING FOR 1989 ARTS
10/29/1988 A052 KGALLERY HOLDS FALL SHOW
6/01/1989 A052 KDONORS MAKE AUCTION A WORK OF ART
6/28/1989 B012 KTOUR TO VISIT MUSEUMS, GALLERIES
6/29/1989 B031 ARTS NIGHT '89 NETTED $60,000 (L)
5/26/1989 B012 ARTS CENTER CONTINUES RENOVATION
9/01/1989 B012 *ARTIST, FRAMER BUSINESSMAN OPEN GALLERY
9/06/1989 A106 ART DELIGHTFUL DISCOVERY (L)
>10/16/1989 A051vARTS.GROUP SEEKS NOMINEES FOR AWARD
12/29/1989 B012 ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT GETS ROLLING IN 1989
2/27/1990 coil ^WASHINGTON SUITABLE FOR ARTS
6/13/1990 BOll PRICES ARE UP AT BOX OFFICE
10/05/1990 B012 ^ARTIST BUILDS MAZE INSIDE ART GALLERY
11/27/1990 A083 MONEY FOR AIRPORT ART WAS WELL SPENT (L)
11/30/1990 BOll AIRPORT ART SHOWS CITY HAS ARRIVED
12/28/1990 B012 KBIG-CITY FARE PROVES A HIT
1/17/1991 C015 SEPARATED SITES TERMED LIKELY FOR ARTS
2/26/1991 A076 COUNCIL TO PROMOTE MARCH ARTS MONTH
6/26/1991 B012 GALLERY'S SPRING SHOW OPENS TODAY
5/05/1991 N031 KGALLERY OWNER OFFERS VISION TO ARTISTS
5/08/1991 B033 ART SHOW WINNERS
5/31/1991 B016 KART OF AFRICA
6/07/1991 B012 KREBIRTH OF A CHURCH
6/08/1991 A083 COVERING NUDE ART BRINGS NEGATIVE FEELINGS (L)
7/05/1991 A071 ^'BARGAIN' ART ISN'T WANTED IN SF
8/09/1991 BOll 3€SF NEEDS PLACE TO PERFORM
8/10/1991 A052 KTHE BEAUTY OF THE SKY
9/01/1991 F012 KEXXON OIL SPILL ARTIST AIMS TO STIR UP EMOTIONS
9/17/1991 C016 PIERSOL--CALL FOR WHS RENOVATION
9/27/1991 B055 VISIT MANY LOCAL GALLERIES
10/06/1991 B012 KART, OIL AND SAVING THE EARTH
10/26/1991 A012 ^BRUSHING WTIH HER TEETH
10/30/1991 C012 ARTS SUPPORTER PROPOSES CITIZEN'S PANEL
11/01/1991 B016 3CMCG0WAN TO LEAD CITIZENS GROUP FOR ARTS CENTER
11/07/1991 C012 ^DISPLAY'S THE THING
f^l/13/ia91,vA016:>.COUNTY FAVORS-ARTS/.CE IN WASHINGTON
11/17/1991 E012 5CART AUCTION A SUCCESS
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11/22/1991 BOll 9fV0ICE INTEREST IN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
11/23/1991 coil PERFORMING ARTS GROUP MEETS TODAY
12/25/1991 AlAl WASHINGTON SHOULDN'T CUT CORNERS WITH ART (L)
12/25/1991 A1A2 ARTS CENTER WILL BRING CITY MORE PRESTIGE (L)
1/03/1992 A051 KYEAR BRINGS TOP EVENTS, FUNDS FEARS
1/12/1992 A083 HOW MUCH CULTURE DOES ONE CITY NEED (L)
1/22/1992 A083 ARTS CAN LEND SELF ESTEEM TO STUDENTS (L)
1/2*4/1992 BOll *SKADSEN ENDORSES ART CAREER
1/25/1992 A031 ^PERFORMING ARTS FACILITY SITES
2/02/1992 A091 PROFESSIONAL ART BELONGS IN ALL OF OUR SCHOOLS (L)
2/21/1992 A092 NEW ARTS CENTER SHOULD HAVE ADEQUATE SEATING (L)
2/28/1992 B012 *ARTS NIGHT '92 FULL OF FUN, VARIETY
*4/16/1992 C012 GROUP OPPOSES WHS SITE FOR ARTS CENTER
5/11/1992 A012 ^INDECISION STALLS ARTS CENTER PLAN
6/23/1992 C01*4 PANEL OK'S ART CENTER FINANCE STUDY
8/23/1992 H13*4 5CARTS THRIVE IN COMMUNITY
8/28/1992 DOll ^STRENGTHENING ARTS WOULD MAKE SF BETTER
8/30/1992 G051-FARMERS' DAUGHTERS, THE BOMB, NATIVE ISSUES EXPLORED
9/10/1992 A012 STATE THEATRE'S OWNERS ENVISION ARTS CENTER
9/11/1992 DOll ^BACKERS OF ARTS CENTER MUST ACT
9/11/1992 D031 ARTS FESTIVAL SET SATURDAY IN DOWNTOWN
9/22/1992 A012 *ARTS CENTER HAS RIVER VIEW
9/25/1992 A012 *SUPPORT STRONG FOR ARTS CENTER AT WHS, STUDY FINDS
11/12/1992 A012 ARTS CENTER MOVES UP ON FUND-DRIVE LIST
11/13/1992 A015 FUNDING FOR CONVENTION, ARTS CENTERS IN QUESTION
11/16/1992 A095 LOCAL ARENA, RC CENTER DON'T COMPARE (L)
11/28/1992 A103 KARTIST THANKS ARTS CENTER FOR SHARING
12/0*4/1992 D012 *NEW GALLERY SPOTLIGHTS ART OF N PLAINS INDIANS
12/19/1992 D012 ^STUDENTS DISCOVER JAPANESE ART FORM
•6/25/1988-C03l 'KSlSSETON ART CENTER DISPLAYS COLLECTIONS
8/25/1990 C031 MOORE HONORED FOR RECONCILIATION EFFORTS
8/05/1983 C033 SPEARFISH HAS LEADS ON ART VANDALS
7/02/1992 C021 OHIO ARTIST SUING FOR CONTRACT DISPUTE
7/1*4/1989 B012 ARTS ADVOCATES CHARGE CENSORSHIP
8/0*4/1989 AlOl HELMS RIGHT TO OPPOSE OBSCENE ART FUNDING CD
12/15/1989 B012 *ART EXHIBIT LASHES OUT AT POLICY
*4/03/1990 A081 ART ENDOWMENT SHOULD NOT HAVE RESTRICTIONS CED)
4/15/1990 A112 SPEND ART MONEY ELSEWHERE CD
4/16/1990 A082 ART ENDOWMENTS BENEFICIAL CD
4/17/1990 A063 PEOPLE CAN'T AFFORD ENDOWMENT FOR ARTS CD
4/30/1990 A084 STOP ARTS ENDOWMENT CD
5/01/1990 A071 ARTS ENDOWMENT IS VITAL CD
5/02/1990 A103 ARTS CAN USE MORE SUPPORT CD
5/04/1990 AlOl ENDOWMENT BENEFITS MANY CD
5/06/1990 A112 ARTS NEED ENDOWMENTS CD
6/08/1990 BOll NEA MADNESS HAS GONE ON LONG ENOUGH
6/13/1990 A083 TROUBLED BECAUSE IT DIDN'T CENSOR ITSELF CD
6/29/1990 BOll MONET SHOW WORTH TRIP TO CHICAGO
11/16/1990 A104 DASCHLE OPPOSED ART RESTRICTIONS CD
;8/27/1991 C012 KSEES KENNEDY CENTER POSITION AS OPPORTUNITY FOR SD
3/27/1992 BOll 3fNEA BATTLE THREATENS MORE THAN ARTS RIGHTS
4/29/1992 A104 NEA FUNDS SUPPORT MANY VALUABLE PROJECTS CD
5/07/1992 AlOl WRITER IGNORES NEA'S POSITIVE CONTRIBUTIONS CD
5/24/1992 A094 NEA BRINGS ART TO RURAL AREAS CD
3/04/1982 C082 EXHIBITS IN VERMILLION
9/16/1984 D082 VERMILLION EXCHANGES ART WITH GERMAN CITY
9/05/1985 coil SPEAKERS TO DISCUSS ARTS IN COUNCIL OFFICE
11/05/1985 A095 OIL PAINTER TO LEAD WORKSHOP
2/05/1987 Alll WATERTOWN ARTS FAIR IS JUNE 13-14
7/05/1991 B086 BROOKINGS MEAT FIRM WILL CLOSE
4/03/1992 C012 SOLDIER'S PARENTS SUE ARMY OFFICERS
10/25/1990 D062 .FARMS TO BE SQUEEZED IN THE MIDDLE
8/11/1983 C041 DAVISON WILL TEST COURTHOUSE ASBESTOS LEVELS
11/14/1983 B045 COURTHOUSE WILL FIND OUT DANGER OF ASBESTOS
2/12/1984 E051 ASBESTOS INFORMATION AVAILABLE
3/01/1984 C054 ABERDEEN WILL SPEND ON ASBESTOS PROBLEM
3/31/1984 C041 ABDNOR WANTS FEDERAL ROLE IN ASBESTOS
5/23/1984 A015 COURTHOUSE FLUNKS TEST FOR ASBESTOS
5/23/1984 A016 SCHOOLS TAKE BIDS ON TAINTED CEILINGS
5/27/1984 A012 TESTS CONFIRM FINDINGS OF ASBESTOS IN COURTHOUSE
5/30/1984 DOll ASBESTOS REMOVAL COULD COST $240,000
6/01/1984 coil ASBESTOS ISN'T IMMEDIATE HEALTH THREAT
6/01/1984 C045 EPA CHECKING ASBESTOS PROBLEMS IN SCHOOLS
6/02/1984 coil COUNTY HAS MONEY FOR CEILING REPAIR
8/08/1984 D015 TWO SCHOOLS WILL REMOVE ASBESTOS
11/21/1984 D031 AIRBORNE ASBESTOS IS BELOW FEDERAL LIMITS
;fca/31/1.985iC011.i STATEi-COUNTYsfFILE CLAIMS AGAINST MAKER
2/06/1985 C024 PINE RIDGE ASBESTOS STUDY STILL INCOMPLETE
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2/2A/1985 C10<i REPORT DOWNPLAYS ASBESTOS HAZARD
2/28/1985 C022 FIRM TO TEST BIA SCHOOLS
8/19/1985 coil COLORADO FIRM HAULS ASBESTOS TO STURGIS
6/30/1987 C016 BELL SUIT MAY CITE ASBESTOS VIOLATIONS
11/30/1987 A015 ASBESTOS MAY COST SCHOOLS OVER $2 MILLION
12/09/1987 B021 INSULATION REMOVED MAY HAVE BEEN ASBESTOS
,12/11/1987 C015 ASBESTOS HAUNTS MANY CONTRACTORS
3/29/1988 C015 ASBESTOS REMOVAL CONTRACT AWARDED
5/09/1988 C022 SDSU TO OFFER ASBESTOS CLASSES
7/13/1988 B016 HARMFUL MATERIAL TO BE REMOVED FROM HEALTH OFFICE
7/17/1988 COIA SCHOOL DISTRICT GETS REMOVAL GUIDELINES
7/28/1988 C021 ASBESTOS REMOVAL COULD COST $300,000
8/28/1988 EOll CO-OP WILL PROVIDE ASBESTOS TRAINING
12/10/1988 C012 ASBESTOS DELAYS MUSEUM COLLECTION MOVE
12/15/1988 C015 ASBESTOS REMOVAL TO COST $100 MILLION
12/17/1988 AlOl INFORMATION KEY TO ASBESTOS ISSUE (ED)
12/26/1988 C021 ASBESTOS REPORT DUE NEXT MONTH
2/1A/1989 COI2*REMOVAL STARTS OF ASBESTOS AT CENTRALBAPTIST
3/15/1989 C023 ASBESTOS MAY COST SD $3 MILLION
5/07/1989 A012 ASBESTOS RISK COSTS SCHOOLS
5/10/1989 A121 CRAWLING AHEAD SLOWLY IN ASBESTOS FIGHT (ED)
11/25/1989 C016 LAWRENCE COUNTY OFFICES BEING MOVED
12/17/1989 E051 ASBESTOS REMOVAL SHUFFLES WORKERS
5/17/1990 C021 EPA MIGHT REVIEW COMPANY'S ASBESTOS INSPECTION
5/31/1990 con GASIFICATION PLANT AREAS SEALED OFF
6/08/1990 A0I2 REPORT--ASBESTOS DANGERS PASSED ON
6/12/1990 C036 ASBESTOS TO BE REMOVED FROM RC SCHOOLS
7/13/1990 C035 STATE MAY HAVE TO PAY FOR ASBESTOS CLEANUP
, 7/18/1990 C012 US WEST ASBESTOS TAKEN TO MITCHELL
8/12/1990 E012 RC ASBESTOS BID GOES TO SF FIRM
8/25/1990 C031 PLANT VISITORS MAY HAVE ASBESTOS EXPOSURE
11/20/1990 C031 BRANSON FAMILY GIVEN MONEY IN ASBESTOS DEATH
1/25/1991 All3 TAXPAYERS HURT WHEN FEARS SMOTHER FACTS (L)
2/I6/I991 C033 PANEL OK'S ASBESTOS-REGULATOR PLAN
10/09/1991 D062 ^CLEANING UP A KILLER
2/15/1992 C012 YANKTON INMATES EXPOSED TO ASBESTOS
3/30/1992 C015 ASBESTOS REMOVAL MAY HIT BUSINESSES NEXT
A/02/1992 C015 EX-YANKTON INMATE SUES OVER ASBESTOS EXPOSURE
5/06/1992 C016 HOSPITAL SUES OVER ASBESTOS
7/10/1992 C016 ASBESTOS WORK SPURS INDICTMENT
8/13/1992 BOll CONTRACTOR FINED IN ASBESTOS CASE
10/02/1992 B016 MAN IMPROPERLY REMOVED ASBESTOS
11/02/1992 BOll STATE EXAMINES DEADWOOD DEBRIS
3/0A/1983 C013 *MAN WEARS SCARS FROM A LIFE OF ADVENTURES
5/06/1990 DD02 ^ROUTINE IS LIKE 'BEAT THE CLOCK'
5/16/1989 A072 CLINIC FIGHTS TO PREVENT BIRTH DEFECT
5/21/1991 A015 HONORED FOR WORK WITH WOMEN, KIDS
9/13/1991 C012 SHELTER FOR ABUSED WOMEN OPENS IN LAKE ANDES
1/16/1992 C015 IOWA MAN SUES DOCTOR, HOSPITAL
.11/17/1991 D012:. RULING LIMITS PROTECTED SEED SALES
10/13/1990 C0I2 ARTIST BREATHES NEW LIFE INTO MURALS
2/14/1991 C012 9CMARKED FOR THE SEASON
4/21/1991 N171 3CGET 17-YEAR COMMUTER TO WORK
4/10/1992 AlOl ASHE CAN HELP STOP AIDS DISCRIMINATION (ED)
3/25/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR WANTS SOUTH DAKOTAN TO HEAD SCHOOL
4/15/1989 A012 *ARIZ WOMAN LIKELY USD CHOICE
4/16/1989 A0I2 XFIRST WOMAN TO LEAD SD SCHOOL
4/18/1989 A081 USD PRESIDENT BRINGS STRONG RESUME (ED)
7/30/1989 C012 AMOVING INTO THE SPOTLIGHT AT USD
12/25/1989 C012 *USD PRESIDENT DREAMS OF WRITING
3/04/1990 A091 XSF COULD BECOME TECHNOLOGY CENTER
5/04/1990 C023 9fTHE SOUND OF MUSIC
5/05/1990 C012 *USD'S ASHER STRESSES COOPERATION
7/05/1990 C012 3€ASHER EARNS POSITIVE MARKS FOR JOB
9/12/1984 BOll HOWARD HURDLER HAD INFLUENCE ON ASHFORD
11/30/1989 C0I2 COURT ASKED TO OVERTURN MURDER CONVICTION
9/18/1992 B0I5 BARNETT--OVERTURNED CONVICTION FACES APPEAL
4/I6/I987 D013 KASHLEY HONORARY REFEREE FOR WOOD RELAYS
11/22/1983 D013 ^ASHLEY HOPES THE GOOD TIMES RETURN
6/23/1988 B012 ASHLEY RECALLS YOUNG WORTHY'S TALENT
4/28/1985 N071 3€(CULTURE) TRADITIONAL INDIAN VALUES NOT FORGOTTEN
7/10/1990 C034 ASHMORE IS NAMED SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
3/3I/I992 con SfJULIE ASHWORTH IS TEACHER OF THE YEAR
4/04/1992 AIOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/17/1992 A013 ^TEACHER'S REWARD
11/17/1992 B012 NUMBER 1 INSTRUCTOR EMPHASIZES 'HOW TO THINK'
...3/01/1.982..C045-iRC SCIENTIST STUDIESaMOLECULAR ATTRACTION
7/17/1990 C0I5 5CL0CAL CLIMBERS REACH MT RANIER'S SPIRITUAL FEELING
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8/15/1992 BOll ASIAN-AMERICAN DAY CELEBRATION IS TODAY
8/16/1992 D012 KASIAN PICNIC OFFERS FOOD, CELEBRATION
9/02/1983 A071 ^PORCELAIN PREACHER IS PROUD TO BE A JANITOR
8/16/1990 A012 *ASNER--TEACHERS MUST FIGHT
11/12/1982 BOll ASP LEADS TALENTED SDSU CROSS COUNTRY RUNNERS
12/15/198A C021 XASP RUNS WITH DEDICATION, DURABILITY
10/16/1985 A103 XARCHITECTS GO BEYOND STEREOTYPE
A/21/1987 B012 ^SCHOOL HUGS HILL, RESTORES VIEW
1/07/1982 BOll COMMISSIONER ASPAAS RETIRING TO OILS 8 CANVAS
8/12/1983 C023 ASPAAS' REMARK ABOUT HITTING SHOCKS READER (L)
8/13/1983 B013 KSILENT CIRCLE SUPPORTS ABUSED WOMEN
8/1A/1983 C021 FUROR SET OFF BY ASPAAS MAY AID PROBLEM (ED)
8/16/1983 BOll ABUSE GROUP WILL ANSWER ASPAAS STATEMENT
8/23/1983 C025 ASPAAS MISSED MEETING THAT COULD HAVE EDUCATED HIM
8/28/1983 C025 ASPAAS REMARK WAS BLOWN OUT OF PROPORTION (L)
12/03/198A A012 KTO CLOSE BOOK ON COMMISSION CAREER
10/27/1986 C012 KFRIENDS AND PATIENTS HONOR RETIRING DOCTOR
5/30/1990 B012 XASPARAGUS DRAWS PICKERS OUTDOORS
6/08/1992 C012*ZOO DIRECTOR PARTIAL TO LLAMAS, ZEBRAS
6/21/1992 C021 SUMMER SESSION AT ASPIRE HIGH NEAR CAPACITY
6/22/1986 B081 *ASSAM NURTURES OUTDOOR WONDERLAND
'i/28/1992 coil DEVELOPER WITHDRAWS REROUTING REQUEST
1/20/1982 C021 COLONEL RAY'S SACRIFICE (ED)
2/02/1992 A092 'JFK' SHOULD PROMPT OPENING OF FILES (L)
2/21/1992 A092 SINCE WHEN DO FBI, CIA CALL THE SHOTS (L)
11/22/1992 GOll KWHEN JFK AND THE INNOCENCE DIED
11/29/1982 C034 ABERDEEN MAN SENTENCED ON ASSAULT CHARGE
11/05/1985 B013 HEARING SET FOR MINN MAN
11/29/1986 C021 ABERDEEN MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
'2/24/19870011 POLICE HOLD TEEN AFTER SHOOTING
3/17/1987 C041 NO CHARGES TO BE FILED IN ABERDEEN SHOOTING
10/14/1987 BOll MAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING
12/12/1989 coil MAN IS ARRESTED IN TEAR-GAS INCIDENT
4/27/1990 C022 PROSECUTOR TO APPEAL DISMISSED ASSAULT CASE
6/03/1990 B032 ABERDEEN WOMAN FACES ATTEMPTED MURDER
6/08/1990 C031 PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO TRYING TO MURDER TEEN
12/04/1990 coil WOMAN CHARGED WITH MANSLAUGHTER ATTEMPT
12/14/1990 coil WOMAN INDICTED ON STIFFER CHARGES
12/15/1990 coil WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SHOOTING
12/29/1990 C031 WOMAN SENTENCED FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER
3/12/1991 C031 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ATTEMPTED MURDER
4/24/1991 C033 ABERDEEN MAN ARRESTED IN STABBING, ROBBERY
4/27/1991 C033 ABERDEEN MAN REQUESTS COURT-APPOINTED LAWYER
5/09/1991 C034 MAN SENTENCED FOR MOTEL ROOM ATTACK
7/03/1991 coil MAN HELD ON CHARGES OF AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
7/13/1991 coil ABERDEEN MAN CHARGED IN SLAYING
7/19/1991 C021 2 ABERDEEN MEN CHARGED IN ASSAULT
8/22/1991 C031 3 PLEAD GUILTY IN KIDNAPPING, BEATING
9/02/1991 B031 MAN SENTENCED IN ABERDEEN BEATING
11/23/1991. C031 SENTENCES WILL STAND IN ABERDEEN ASSAULTS
7/18/1992 coil MAN FIRES SHOTS AT WORKPLACE
7/22/1992 B022 ABERDEEN MAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING, RAPE
7/24/1992 BOll MAN FACES HEARING IN WORKPLACE SHOOTING
7/28/1992 B021 ABERDEEN MAN FACES 7-COUNT INDICTMENT
7/30/1992 B021 SHOOTING SUSPECT TO GET MENTAL TEST
8/19/1982 C031 PATROL INVESTIGATING SNIPER REPORTS--ALEXANDRIA
11/19/1983 BOll ALCESTER MAN IN JAIL AFTER SHOOTING
9/05/1991 A012 ^KIDNAPPED BABY OK, PAIR HELD
9/06/1991 A014 ^KIDNAPPING CHARGE EXPECTED AGAINST 2
9/07/1991 C012 BERESFORD COUPLE FACES MORE CHARGES
12/04/1991 coil FATAL BEATING INVESTIGATED
2/08/1984 D031 BALTIC MAN TO APPEAR ON WEAPON CHARGES
10/16/1991 C012 ASSAULT ON BALTIC BAND
10/17/1991 BOll BALTIC TEEN RELEASED IN BAND ASSAULT
10/18/1991 C016 TEEN STILL INSIDE JAIL
10/23/1991 B031 KTHIRD CHARGE KEEPS BALTIC TEEN JAILED
11/27/1991 C016 TEEN SAYS HE SWERVED CAR ON PURPOSE
4/02/1992 coil BALTIC TEEN SENTENCED FOR SWERVING AT KIDS
8/06/1991 coil BOX ELDER MAN CHARGED IN STABBING
1/02/1992 C031 MAN GETS 10 YEARS FOR OCTOBER SHOOTING
7/12/1985 C021 MAN SAYS HE'S TARGET OF AGENCY HARASSMENT
11/10/1983 C014 MAN ANSWERS DOOR, SHOT
12/13/1983 C03I BRANDON MAN ACCUSEDOF AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
1/14/1984 B041 BROOKINGS SHOOTING VICTIM NOT IN CUSTODY
2/05/1984 B051 BRITTON MAN ARRESTED IN 2 SHOOTINGS
7/21/1984 B031 STUDENT PLEADS NO CONTEST TO ASSAULT CHARGE
4 2/17/1987«G021 HEARING:SET'WEDNESDAY IN ASSAULT ON OFFICER
4/11/1991 C021 SF MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BURGLARY
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5/16/1991 C021 BROOKINGS MAN FACES CHARGES IN BREAK-IN
5/22/1991 C033 MAN IS SENTENCED IN ASSAULT, BURGLARY
5/2A/1991 C031 SF MAN GETS 3 YEARS IN STABBING
5/30/1991 C021 BROOKINGS MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SHOOTING
8/09/1991 C031 BROOKINGS MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN STABBING
9/17/1991 A012 WOMAN GRABS BIKE FROM ROCK-THROWER
1/19/1992 FOll NO CHARGES PLANNED IN BROOKINGS BAR BRAWL
lT/08/1987 C071 GRAND JURY INDICTS BULLHEAD MAN
3/23/1982 A012 IOWA CARS TERRORIZED ON HIGHWAY
5/22/1982 con CASE OF HIGHWAY TERROR CLOSED WITH ARRESTS
7/22/1986 B031 CHAMBERLAIN MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER SHOOTING
8/21/1987 con CHAMBERLAIN MAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING
9/01/1987 con COMPETENCY TESTS ORDERED IN SHOOTING
6/16/1982 C031 COLTON WOMAN CHARGED IN STABBING
7/30/1982 COAl COLTON WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN ASSAULT
12/20/1989 C021 CONDE MAN CHARGED IN STANDOFF
6/29/1988 B021 WYOMING MAN CHARGED WITH SIMPLE ASSAULT
5/1A/1985 B041 MAN ACCUSED OF KILLING TROOPER TRIES SUICIDE
7/06/1992 C02rDEADWOOD MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO PULLING GUN
8/21/198A COIA DELL RAPIDS MAN TO APPEAR ON ASSAULT CHARGE
3/20/1991 C03A DUPREE MAN CONVICTED OF ASSAULT WITH HOE
11/22/1990 C031 EAGLE BUTTE MAN FACING ASSAULT CHARGES
3/17/1989 C021 LAWSUIT SETTLED IN POLICE BEATING CASE
1/15/1983 B031 FLANDREAU MAN FACES ASSAULT CHARGE
1/19/1983 D031 FLANDREAU MAN FACES ASSAULT CHARGE
7/03/1991 C032 FLANDREAU MAN GIVEN A YEARS IN ASSAULT
11/10/1989 con FORT THOMPSON MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
7/01/1990 C032 FORT THOMPSON MAN CONVICTED OF ASSAULT
8/03/1991 C031 MAN GOES TO PRISON FOR CLUBBING OTHER MAN
•fr2/01/199nC031'FORT THOMPSON MEN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT
12/19/1991 con NOT GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN ASSAULT
10/27/1985 C013 POLICE ARREST MAN AFTER CHASE
11/21/1991 con NOT GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN BEATING
12/27/1991 con HARRISBURG MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN BEATING
3/15/1992 FOll HARRISBURG MAN GETS 180 DAYS IN BEATING
3/31/1982 A015 *MAN HELD IN KNIFE DEATH OF HURON OFFICER
A/03/1982 B031 BITTNER FACING HEARING IN STABBING
5/0A/1982 B051 ARRAIGNMENT IN STABBING DELAYED
A/10/1983 C051 COURT HEARING SET FOR HURON MAN
2/23/1985 C021 HURON POLICE SEEK MASKED ATTACKER OF GIRLS
1/30/1987 C021 TWO HURON MEN CHARGED AS ACCESSORIES
3/29/1987 B021 MAN FOUND GUILTY IN STABBING OF HURON MAN
11/21/1982 C015 SF MAN JAILED AFTER STABBING
8/17/1986 A015 LOCAL MAN KILLED IN IOWA BRAWL
8/18/1986 BOll CITY MAN'S SLAYING IMPROVOKED
8/20/1986 BOll IOWA POLICE CHARGE THREE IN BEATING DEATH
8/21/1986 con FOURTH SUSPECT CHARGED IN DEATH
1/20/1986 A015 MAN ARRESTED IN KADOKA TEEN'S DEATH
1/21/1986 C031 AUTHORITIES CHARGE HURON MAN WITH MURDER
N 2/13/1986 ,C01A ,LAKE ANDES MAN SENTENCED FOR ASSAULT
A/23/1992 C031 LAKE ANDES MAN ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
10/05/1990 C035 TWO MEN CHARGED IN BREAK-IN, ASSAULT
5/11/1984 C041 LEAD MAN IN SERIOUS CONDITION AFTER SHOOTING
8/05/1986 C021 LEAD MAN INDICTED FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER
12/05/1986 C021 DEFENSE RESTS IN LEAD SHOOTING TRIAL
12/07/1986 EOll MAN FOUND GUILTY IN LEAD SHOOTING
1/11/1987 C021 MAN GETS 25 YEARS IN ATTEMPTED MURDER CASE
7/16/1991 C034 LENNOX MAN, 24, GETS 2 YEARS FOR ASSAULT
4/29/1982 D051 SF MAN FACES ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE
3/30/1985 C021 LAPLANT MAN DIES AFTER BEING SHOT IN FIGHT
3/30/1990 con LYONS MAN FOUND NOT GUILTY OF ASSAULT
7/22/1987 B021 IOWA MAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING INCIDENT
9/03/1990 C033 MANDERSON WOMAN SENTENCED TO PRISON FOR ASSAULT
2/17/1992 C031 MARTY MAN SENTENCED FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT
3/28/1991 C033 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY ON CHARGES
4/03/1983 con MAN ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT OF TROOPER--MITCHELL
7/21/1983 C081 HURON MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN MITCHELL
11/13/1985 Don POLICE INVESTIGATE SHOOTING INVOLVING YOUTH
2/13/1987 C021 SHOT AT RURAL HOME NO ACCIDENT, SHERIFF SAYS
5/29/1987 C012 KCITY MAN DIES AFTER MICHIGAN FIGHT
5/30/1987 con TRUCKER CHARGED IN MICHIGAN KILLING
7/03/1987 con MAN SENTENCED IN KNIFE ASSAULT
9/24/1987 C021 POLICE PROBE STABBING IN MITCHELL
11/27/1987 con MITCHELL MAN GUILTY IN SHOTGUN INCIDENT
12/02/1987 BOll JUDGE REDUCES BOND FOR MITCHELL MAN
6/09/1988 C012 MITCHELL MAN ARRESTED IN ATTACK ON WOMAN
..;3/14/1.989.COll.i ARMED MAN HOLDS .POLICE AT BAY
" 4/27/1989~A014 3 ARRESTED IN MITCHELL SHOOTING
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A/29/1989 C016 DANCER FACES STIFFER CHARGE IN SHOOTING
3/29/1990 A015 MAN CHARGED IN ATTACK ON 67-VEAR-OLD
A/05/1990 C021 ASSAULT VICTIM IDENTIFIES HIS ALLEGED ATTACKER
A/11/1990 C022 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN BEATING INCIDENT
7/10/1990 C032 EARL TRIAL DELAYED UNTIL SEPTEMBER
3/30/1991 C03A MINNESOTA MAN ACQUITTED OF ASSAULT CHARGES
A/12/1991 C032 MISSION MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
A/23/1991 C031 MISSION MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
5/26/1991 C022 MILLER MAN ARRESTED IN STABBING INCIDENT
5/31/1991 C031 MILLER MAN FACES ADDITIONAL CHARGES
6/12/1991 C021 MAN FACES ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE
10/01/1991 C031 POLICE STILL LOOKING FOR MITCHELL GUNMAN
ll/lA/1991 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN INCIDENT WITH GUN
3/30/1982 B051 MOBRIDGE MAN FINALLY GETS INTO JAIL
6/08/198A C015 MONTROSE MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO SHOOTING
10/15/1987 C021 RAPID CITY MAN SHOOTING VICTIM IN RENO
A/03/1985 A081 PROSECUTORS SHOULD DO JOB RIGHT (ED)
10/13/1991 B031 PARMELEE MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
8/30/1986 C031 MANFACES ASSAULT TO COMMIT MURDER CHARGE
1/10/1989 A015 GUN WOUNDS LEAVE TWO DEAD IN PIERRE
1/11/1989 C012 SUSPECT WAS EX-SPOUSE OF VICTIM
9/22/1989 coil TEEN-AGER ARRESTED FOR PIERRE STABBING
12/1A/198A C032 JURY ACQUITS PINE RIDGE MAN OF ASSAULT
. A/lA/1985 E021 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY VICTIM OF FATAL STABBING
12/11/1986 C021 PINE RIDGE MAN CONVICTED IN POLICE STABBING
9/10/1987 C021 FBI, TRIBAL POLICE INVESTIGATE SHOOTING
1/25/1990 C025 PINE RIDGE MAN GETS PRISON TERM
2/06/1990 coil PINE RIDGE STABBING UNDER INVESTIGATION
7/13/1990 C035 PINE RIDGE MAN CONVICTED OF ASSAULT
10/16/1992 B051 MARTIN MAN IS CHARGED IN STABBING
11/05/1992 BOll GUNFIRE MISSES FEDERAL OFFICER
2/13/1982 B031 PART OF WOMAN'S FINGER BITTEN OFF
3/08/1982 BOAl RC MAN ARRESTED FOR STABBING
3/11/1982 DOAl RC MAN DIES OF STAB WOUND
1/16/1983 C012 RC MAN DIES OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS
A/19/1983 BOll STABBED WOMAN LEAVES HOSPITAL
5/1A/198A BOAl CONDITION OF LEAD SHOOTING VICTIM IMPROVES
7/29/198A F0A5 ARREST MADE IN STABBING OF RAPID CITY MAN
9/17/198A B031 MEN SUFFER GUNSHOT WOUNDS IN FIGHT
9/30/1984 BOAA WOMAN ARRESTED ON ASSAULT CHARGES
11/16/1984 C035 SHOOTING VICTIM DESCRIBED AS MILD-MANNERED
12/04/1984 B013 NO ALCOHOL, DRUGS FOUND IN VICTIM
5/19/1985 C035 24-YEAR-OLD MAN GETS TWO YEARS FOR ASSAULT
5/31/1985 C031 NEW CHARGES ARE FILED IN MANSLAUGHTER CASE
6/01/1985 C031 MAN FINED FOR INJURING TEEN ON WAY TO DANCE
7/02/1985 C021 STANDOFF ENDS WHEN MAN IS ALLOWED TO SLEEP
7/09/1985 B051 COTTIER'S THREAT PRECEDED SHOOTING
12/11/1985 B031 7 YEARS FOR ASSAULTING DEPUTY SHERIFF
12/18/1985 B021 17-YEAR-OLD SURRENDERS AS STABBING SUSPECT
4/17/1986 C031 SHOOTING VICTIM TESTIFIES
5/16/1986 C021 BOY SENTENCED FOR GRABBING OFFICER'S REVOLVER
8/03/1986 C021 JURY CONVICTS MAN FOR SHOOTING AT CAR
8/29/1986 C021 POLICE ARREST 3 IN ATTACK ON SKATER
8/29/1986 C022 COURT UPHOLDS SENTENCE FOR ASSAULT CASE
12/07/1986 EOll RAPID CITY MAN DIES IN SHOOTING
12/11/1986 C021 BOY WON'T BE CHARGED NOW IN DEATH
6/01/1987 coil WOMAN CHARGED IN SHOOTINGS
6/17/1987 B041 RC WOMAN TO STAND TRIAL IN ASSAULTS
6/26/1987 C021 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULTS
8/30/1987 C061 RAPID CITY WOMAN SENTENCED IN SHOOTING
10/14/1987 B021 RAPID CITY POLICE PROBE SHOOTING SPREE
11/04/1987 B021 RAPID CITY MAN HELD IN SHOOTING OF EX-WIFE
11/13/1987 C021 FAMILY SUES MINI MART IN WOMAN'S DEATH
11/22/1987 B021 JUDGE ORDERS MAN TO STAND TRIAL IN SHOOTING
8/18/1988 C025 4 INJURED IN SHOOTING AT RAPID CITY HOME
8/19/1988 coil BOY TO BE CHARGED IN SHOOTING OF FOUR
8/25/1988 A015 BABY DELIVERED BEFORE MOTHER DIES
12/18/1988 EOll MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN SHOOTING CASE
4/02/1989 coil 2 SENTENCED IN STABBING
5/03/1989 C023 TEENS INVOLVED IN SHOOTING ARRESTED EARLIER
5/25/1989 DOll TEEN SENTENCED IN SHOOTING SPREE
10/02/1989 AOll 18-YEAR-OLD SERIOUS AFTER STABBING
2/07/1990 coil FBI ARRESTS SUSPECT IN WEEKEND STABBING
4/13/1990 C025 18-YEAR-OLD CHARGED IN STABBING DEATH
5/04/1990 C025 WYOMING MEN CHARGED IN SHOOTING INCIDENT
7/13/1990 C033 WOMAN ARRESTED AFTER RAMMING POLICE CAR
^7/31/199.0iiC034 THIRD MAN. CHARGED IN HATCHET FIGHT
8/18/1990 coll MEN LAUGH AT THEIR SENTENCE FOR ASSAULT
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11/28/1990 CG32 MAN TO BE RETRIED ON BEATING DEATH
12/08/1990 003^ THREE MEN PLEAD GUILTY TO HATCHET ATTACK
12/21/1990 C03A 2 SENTENCED IN BEATING OF MEN
2/12/1991 C011 BOY SATISFACTORY AFTER HE'S BITTEN BY MAN
5/20/1991 C03A CHARGES FILED AGAINST MAN IN EAR-BITING CASE
5/28/1991 C033 TO BE TRIED FOR BITING OFF GIRLFRIEND'S EARLOBE
6/07/1991 C022 OGLALA MAN CHARGED IN ATTACK ON BROTHER
6/15/1991 C033 MAN SENTENCED IN MOP HANDLE ATTACK
6/17/1991 B033 RC MAN CHARGED WITH TRYING TO KILL EX-WIFE
6/28/1991 C033 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN TRYING TO KILL WIFE
7/11/1991 C022 BOYFRIEND CONVICTED IN EAR-BITING INCIDENT
7/31/1991 C011 MAN FATALLY STABBED, TEEN ARRESTED
8/01/1991 C021 VICTIM IDENTIFIED IN FATAL STABBING
8/02/1991 C031 TEEN MAY BE TRIED AS ADULT IN STABBING
8/0A/1991 C011 RC MAN FACES CHARGES AFTER STABBING
8/16/1991 C032 PROSECUTORS WANT SUSPENDED SENTENCE REVOKED
8/21/1991 C031 MAN GETS 6 YEARS FOR BITING OFF EARLOBE
8/31/1991 C031 PROBABLE CAUSE FOUND IN STABBING
9/13/1991 C0ir RAPID CITY MAN BOOKED IN KILLING OF TEEN-AGER
9/22/1991 C021 SUSPECT REQUESTS RECOGNIZANCE BOND
11/09/1991 C031 RAPID CITY BOY, 15, FACES TRIAL AS ADULT
11/22/1991 C031 BROTHERS CONVICTED IN POLICE ASSAULT
12/14/1991 coil JURY CONVICTS MAN IN FATAL STABBING
12/21/1991 C031 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO FELONY ASSAULT
1/12/1992 F031 TEEN SLAPPED WITH FELONY ASSAULT CHARGE
2/04/1992 coil JURY FINDS TEEN GUILTY IN STABBING DEATH
2/13/1992 C031 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULTING CHILD
2/22/1992 C031 TEEN FOUND GUILTY OF PULLING KNIFE
2/23/1992 F031 JUDGE THROWS OUT ADMISSION IN STABBING
2729/1992 coir TWO MEN PLEAD GUILTY IN STABBING DEATH
3/13/1992 C031 MAN GETS LIFE FOR STABBING DEATH
3/13/1992 C031 POLICE ASK FOR HELP IN STABBING CASE
3/16/1992 C031 ROSEBUD MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
3/21/1992 coil TEEN GETS PROBATION FOR STABBING DEATH
3/21/1992 C031 MAN CHARGED IN BITING FRIEND'S CHEEK
3/30/1992 C031 MAN, TEEN ARRESTED IN RAPID CITY ASSAULT
4/24/1992 C021 RAPID CITY MAN FACES HABITUAL OFFENDER CHARGE
4/24/1992 C021 BOX ELDER MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
4/27/1992 C022 MAN SHOT IN STANDOFF NOT STABBING SUSPECT
4/29/1992 C02r HIGH COURT ORDERS NEW TRIAL IN CIVIL CASE
8/15/1992 B021 LAWYER TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY IN STABBING CASE
8/21/1992 B021 YOUTH FOUND GUILTY IN SHOOTING DEATH
8/31/1992 B021 RC POLICE OFFICER HIT BY CAR
8/21/1987 coil RENNER MAN ARRAIGNED FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER
9/17/1987 coil RENNER MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN ASSAULT
11/10/1987 coll RENNER MAN SENTENCED FOR AUGUST ASSAULT
4/08/1989 coil MAN ARRESTED IN REDFIELD SEX ASSAULT
7/26/1989 C015 100-YEAR TERM FOR ATTACKING WOMAN, 87
6/13/1986 C023 PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT WITH CIGARETTE
7/23/1986 B023 ROSEBUD MAN TO SERVE 6 MONTHS FOR ASSAULT
1/02/1991 C033 ROSEBUD WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
2/05/1992 C031 SUSPECTS PLEAD GUILTY TO ASSAULT CHARGES
4/09/1991 B032 RED SCAFFOLD WOMAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING
6/18/1986 B021 JUDGE SENTENCES 3 MEN IN SEPARATE ASSAULTS
5/11/1989 A012 XGUNMAN'S BULLET HITS CAR ON INTERSTATE 29
7/03/1989 A012 GIRL INJURED IN 2ND RANDOM SHOOTING
7/04/1989 C016 SHOOTING PROMPTS MORE CALLS
7/06/1989 A012 MORE GUNPLAY UNCOVERED ON AREA ROADS
7/08/1989 A012 5fHIGHWAY GUNMAN SKETCHED OUT
7/11/1989 A012 GUNMAN HAS WOMEN KEEPING AN EYE ...
7/11/1989 A022 SEARCH FOR SUSPECT CONTINUES
10/31/1989 coil JUDGE REJECTS MOVE BY SHOOTING SUSPECT
11/13/1989 B021 JURY CLEARS TROOPER'S NIGHTSTICK USE
2/16/1990 coil SUSPECT CHARGED WITH ASSAULT ON POLICE
5/14/1990 AG12 XDRIVER SHOT, KILLED ON 1-90
5/15/1990 A012 *PARKSTON VICTIM HAD SONG IN HIS HEART
5/15/1990 A016 *2 MORE SHOOTINGS REPORTED
5/17/1990 A012 *3 CHARGED IN 1-90 KILLING
5/18/1990 C012 NO PENALTY DECISION YET IN SHOOTING
5/22/1990 B012 XGRAND JURY GETS SESSION ON 1-90 KILLING
5/24/1990 C012 POLICE FOCUS ON SOLO TRIGGER MAN
5/25/1990 C015 3 MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN 1-90 DEATH
4/26/1991 C032 BONESTEEL MAN GIVEN 46 MONTHS IN STABBING
10/05/1991 AOll TWO BUS PASSENGERS ARRESTED IN ASSAULT
2/18/1992 coil SNOW ATTACK ON 1-29 INVESTIGATED AS ASSAULT
4/22/1992 C021 ROSEBUD MAN GETS 71 MONTHS FOR STABBING
. ;i716/1982- BO15 . MAN CHARGED ^WITH; ilNJURING • COP
2/02/1982 C033 SF MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN AUG ASSAULT
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2/20/1982 0063 MAN GETS 5-YEARS IN POLICEMAN ASSAULT
<i/25/1982 B015 SF MAN ARRESTED AFTER CHASE, SHOOTING
5/26/1982 coil FORMER SF MAN CHARGED WITH ATTEMPTED MURDER
6/09/1982 C053 WOMAN FACES TRIAL DESPITE SELF-DEFENSE CLAIM
7/16/1982 C052 WOMAN TO BE TRIED ON ASSAULT CHARGE
8/10/1982 B031 MAN FACES CHARGES IN APARTMENT SHOOTING
8/1A/1982 C031 MAN CHARGED IN STABBING
9/08/1982 C051 ASSAULT MAY HAVE CAUSED MISCARRIAGE
9/1A/1982 C031 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING OFFICER
9/23/1982 C062 SF MAN SHOT AT WRONG APARTMENT
9/2A/1982 C031 WOMEN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
10/05/1982 B051 FOUR ASSAULTS--RAPES LINKED TO SF MAN
10/30/1982 B031 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING OFFICER
11/01/1982 C031 MAN SOUGHT FOR ATTACKING WOMAN
11/02/1982 B033 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT,BEING HABITUAL CRIMINAL
12/01/1982 C031 MAN HELD ON 2 CHARGES
12/1A/1982 B03A MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
12/28/1982 C031 POLICE HAVE SUSPECTS IN STABBING
1/07/1983 B033 WANTED MAN TURNS HIMSELF IN
1/13/1983 C0A1 WOMAN IN FAIR CONDITION AFTER BEATING
1/15/1983 B031 POLICE LOOK FOR ASSAULT SUSPECTS
1/29/1983 B031 MAN ACCUSED OF ASSAULT, KIDNAPPING
3/0<i/1983 C031 NO DATE SET FOR PLEA IN ASSAULT CASE
3/05/1983 B031 MAN HELD AFTER POLICEMAN ASSAULTED
3/11/1983 C032 POLICE OFFICER TESTIFIES ALMOST SHOT ATTACKER
3/12/1983 C011 MAN SAYS HE WANTED TO SHOOT SOMEONE
3/16/1983 C031 COURT CASE SET ON ASSAULT CHARGES
3/22/1983 C015 SHOOTING SUSPECT SAYS HE'S MENTALLY ILL
3/23/1983 C031 POLICE SEARCH FOR SHOOTING SUSPECT (L)
3/29/1983 JB0^1 CRIME VICTIM WINS $15,000 LAWSUIT
5/01/1983 C012 MOBILE HOME RESIDENT SURRENDERS TO POLICE
5/03/1983 B011 TRIAL SET FOR MAN WHO PULLED GUN
5/03/1983 B011 WOMAN GOES TO TRIAL FOR STABBING SON
5/06/1983 C011 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING DEPUTY
5/06/1983 C011 3fMAN IN STABLE CONDITION AFTER STABBING
5/19/1983 C011 KLEINSCHNITZ PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
5/21/1983 B011 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
6/28/1983 C011 JUDGE TELLS MAN TO STAY AWAY FROM NEIGHBOR
6/30/1983 C011 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO THREAT ON GIRLFRIEND
7/08/1983 C011 MAGISTRATE COURT HEARING SET AFTER BAR INCIDENT
7/13/1983 C011 SIOUX FALLS MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
7/23/1983 B035 MEN BEAT TEEN-AGER WHO INTERVENES IN FIGHT
7/26/1983 C035 $30,000 BOND SET FOR SUSPECT IN POLICE ASSAULT
8/03/1983 C031 MAN REFUSES TO ENTER PLEA AT ARRAIGNMENT
8/03/1983 C031 TEEN-AGE SISTERS STABBED DURING FIGHT
8/0'»/1983 C011 SIOUX FALLS MAN WILL BE ARRAIGNED AGAIN
8/04/1983 C011 POLICE HAVEN'T MADE ARRESTS IN STABBING
9/07/1983 C051 MAN CHARGED WITH THREATENING 2
9/13/1983 B041 19-YEAR-OLD PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT CHARGE
10/04/1983 B041 2 RESIDENTS CHARGED IN STABBING CASES
12/13/1983 C011 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING OFFICER
12/25/1983 C045 SF MAN JAILED AFTER STANDOFF WITH POLICE
2/02/1984 C041 MAN FACES CHARGES THAT HE BIT WOMAN'S NOSE
2/09/1984 C041 MAN JAILED, CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING WOMAN
2/09/1984 C041 NOSE-BITTING ASSAULT CASE SENT TO CIRCUIT
2/11/1984 B031 MAN CHARGED WITH THREATENING GIRL WITH KNIFE
2/25/1984 B031 CHESTER MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
2/28/1984 B011 LAWYER SEEKS PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION
2/28/1984 B011 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT & DAMAGE
3/01/1984 C011 MAN PLEADS INSANITY TO KNIFING CHARGE
3/12/1984 A012 *2 CITY MEN DIE IN SHOOTING
3/13/1984 B031 POLICE CLOSE BOOKS ON MURDER-SUICIDE
5/05/1984 D051 ST FRANCIS MAN FACES UP TO 30 YEARS
5/15/1984 C033 MAN ADMITS SWINGING KNIFE AT PARTY
6/12/1984 B015 TWO CITY MEN IN JAIL AFTER ASSAULT CHARGES
6/17/1984 C014 JUDGE DROPS CHARGES AGAINST LOCAL MAN
7/03/1984 C011 MAN ACCUSED OF AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
7/12/1984 C011 MAN GETS 4 YEARS FOR KNIFE ASSAULT
7/24/1984 B015 MAN FACES CHARGE AFTER PLASTIC PISTOL INCIDENT
8/10/1984 C031 POLICE HAVE NO CLUES IN WOMAN'S BEATING
8/11/1984 C011 PURSE SNATCHING ATTEMPT ENDS
8/11/1984 C015 LOCAL FIRM OFFERS REWARD FOR ATTACK INFORMATION
8/14/1984 B011 MAN FACES CHARGE IN KNIFE-THREAT INCIDENT
8/18/1984 A012 2ND FEMALE BEATEN BY INTRUDER
8/19/1984 C014 BEATINGS CHANGE WAYS ON 10TH STREET
8/21/1984 C013 ATTACKS STILL BEING PROBED
8/31/1984.C011 POLICE HAVE FEW CLUES ON ATTACKER
10/02/1984 A012 POLICE PROBE "POSSIBLE BEATING
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10/03/198A A012 VIOLENCE VICTIM DIES MYSTERIOUSLY
10/2Q/198A coil GRAND JURY CHARGES SUSPECT WITH ASSAULT
1G/25/198A coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
II/03/198A BGII MAN CHARGED IN BEATING IS RELEASED
11/G9/198A CG15 MAN FACES CHARGES OF THEFT
12/11/1984 CG15 MAN FREE ON CONDITION HE LEAVE WIFE ALONE
1/G4/1985 CGll MAN JAILED AFTER FIGHT NEAR WASHINGTON HIGH
I/17/I985 CG12 SF COUPLE ASSAULTED IN HOME
1/18/1985 CG41 NEW YEAR'S EVE INCIDENT BRINGS ARREST
1/19/1985 CG31 AGGRAVATED ASSAULT CASE GOES TO CIRCUIT COURT
2/07/1985 CG31 WOMAN ACCUSED OF ASSAULT IN POLICE SCUFFLE
2/27/1985 DG36 SF MAN STABBED DOWNTOWN
2/28/1985 CG31 WOMAN ACCUSED OF STABBING IS IN CUSTODY
3/13/1985 DGll YOUTH FACES CHARGES INCLUDING ASSAULT
3/14/1985 CG15 EXPERT WILL DECIDE SUSPECT'S MENTAL HEALTH
3/15/1985 coil POLICE SEARCH FOR 2 MEN IN ASSAULT INCIDENT
3/15/1985 CG21 WINTERS CHARGED WITH AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
3/26/1985 BG15 WINTERS ENTERS NOT GUILTY PLEA TO ASSAULT
4/03/1985 BOll'LOCAL MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING OFFICER
4/08/1985 coil MAN FACES ASSAULT CHARGE IN TRAILER INCIDENT
4/09/1985 B013 SF MAN CHARGED IN HOSTAGE INCIDENT
4/12/1985 C021 EX-REPORTER SUES BAR, PATRON FOR PUNCH IN FACE
4/13/1985 coil WOMAN IN CRITICAL CONDITION AFTER ASSAULT
4/18/1985 coil HEARING SET FOR WESTERN MALL ASSAULT SUSPECT
4/19/1985 A014 SHERWOOD FACES MURDER CHARGE
4/20/1985 A012 SHERWOOD NOT ALLOWED TO ATTEND FUNERAL
5/05/1985 C014 WOMAN ESCAPES INTRUDER, POLICE SAY
5/12/1985 coil POLICE IDENTIFY MAN ARRESTED IN GUN INCIDENT
5/13/1985 A012 *TENSE MOMENT
•5/14/1985'B015SF MAN POSTS BOND AFTER GUN INCIDENT
5/22/1985 B015 WOMAN CHARGED IN ASSAULT OF 11-YEAR-OLD
6/14/1985 C015 YOUTH CHARGED WITH AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
6/30/1985 A012 2 CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING POLICE OFFICERS
7/02/1985 C015 POLICE ASSAULT DEFENDANTS APPEAR IN COURT
7/06/1985 C031 ASSAULT SUSPECT SAYS RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED
7/09/1985 B014 MAN ACCUSED OF BEATING GIRL
7/19/1985 coil INFORMATION IN LOCAL BEATING CASE
7/26/1985 C021 JURY CONVICTS LOCAL MAN IN STABBING AT BAR
7/31/1985 B015 APPARENT STABBING VICTIM IN STABLE CONDITION
8/14/1985 B013 SIOUX FALLS MAN GETS ONE YEAR FOR ASSAULT
8/14/1985 B036 2 SIOUX FALLS MEN APPEAR ON ASSAULT COUNTS
8/28/1985 BOll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULTING OFFICER
9/07/1985 C014 POLICE SEARCH FOR MAN AFTER SHOOTING REPORT
9/08/1985 C015 POLICE STILL SEEKING MAN IN REPORTED SHOOTING
9/17/1985 A015 MAN CHARGED WITH ATTEMPTED MURDER
9/20/1985 C014 GRAND JURY INDICTS MAN FOR BEATING
9/27/1985 coil LOCAL MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BURGLARY
9/28/1985 C015 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULTING WOMAN
10/10/1985 C033 MAN SENTENCED TO 10 YEARS FOR ASSAULT
10/17/1985 con, INVESTIGATION CONTINUES IN TUESDAY NIGHT STABBING
i0/20/1985'C013 BEDROOM BEATER CASE BRINGS SENTENCE
11/18/1985 B012 MAN SOUGHT AFTER WOMAN STABBED
11/28/1985 BOll JUDGE RELEASES SIOUX FALLS MAN
12/16/1985 con 3 INJURED IN STABBING INCIDENT
1/09/1986 C014 CITY MAN ARRESTED FOR BRANDISHING GUN
1/21/1986 C015 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
2/12/1986 AOll STABBING VICTIM HOSPITALIZED
2/13/1986 C014 SIOUX FALLS MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN STABBING
2/25/1986 BOll CITY MAN FACES CHARGE OF ASSAULTING WOMAN
3/02/1986 A012 SUSPECT ARRESTED IN STABBING
3/03/1986 con STABBING VICTIM REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
3/04/1986 con CITY MAN ARRESTED FOR AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
3/07/1986 C015 JURY FINDS MAN NOT GUILTY OF CHARGE
3/20/1986 A0l3 *3-H0UR SIEGE ENDS
3/21/1986 C015 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
3/23/1986 con CITY MAN CHARGED WITH AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
5/02/1986 C015 $50,000 BOND SET FOR MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT
6/05/1986 C015 LOCAL MAN HOSPITALIZED WITH SLASH WOUND
6/09/1986 C015 ASSAULT CHARGE AFTER BAR INCIDENT
6/11/1986 BOll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT, BURGLARY
7/16/1986 B013 POLICE OFFICER ACCUSED OF BRUTALITY
7/17/1986 con AGENCY TO INVESTIGATE POLICE OFFICER
8/01/1986 C013 MAN FOUND GUILTY IN APRIL ASSAULT OF OFFICER
8/03/1986 con MINN MAN ARRESTED FOR AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
8/15/1986 C014 CITY MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT IN KNIFE FIGHT
9/05/1986 con SIOUX FALLS MAN FOUND NOT GUILTY OF ASSAULT
« 9/15/1986 ;C016/ fVICTIM TREATED AFTER .SHOOTING
9/18/1986 C013 CANTON MAN CHARGED WITH ABDUCTION, ASSAULT
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9/18/1986 C015 CITY MAN, 28, PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE, ASSAULT
9/2A/1986 BG15 BOND SET AT §30,000 FOR SIOUX FALLS MAN
10/17/1986 C021 MAN SENTENCED TO PENITENTIARY FOR ASSAULT -
11/08/1986 coil MAN CHARGED IN CAR SHOOTING
11/11/1986 coil GUN-TOTING MAN ATTACKS WOMAN
11/15/1986 C015 KWOMAN ARRESTED AFTER MAN IS STABBED
11/27/1986 COIA KSTUN GUNS AVAILABLE, OFFICER SAYS
12/25/1986 BOll MAN ARRESTED IN GUN INCIDENT
1/04/1987 BOll MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER POLICE CALL
2/20/1987 coil POLICE--DOKKEN ASSAULTED
2/28/1987 coil MAN TREATED AFTER ASSAULT
3/18/1987 BOll MAN CHARGED WITH AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
3/24/1987 C015 MAN CRASH WITH SHERIFF CAR
5/20/1987 B012 KMAN STABBED
6/25/1987 coil POLICE CHECK PIT BULL REPORT
8/14/1987 con CITY MAN KNIFED
8/15/1987 A012 ASSAULT VICTIM FIRES SHOT
8/20/I987-C0II AREA MAN ARRESTED IN CHOKING INCIDENT
8/29/1987 A015 ATTACKS ON TWO WOMEN PROMPT SEARCH FOR MAN
9/01/1987 con BOY TELLS POLICE OF MASKED MAN
9/02/1987 A012 ^ATTACKS HAVE AREA ON EDGE
9/04/1987 C012 WORRIED RESIDENTS FIND SECURITY IN NUMBERS
9/12/1987 con WOMAN ESCAPES ATTACK AT HOSPITAL
9/22/1987 con MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
9/22/1987 C044 POLICE HAVE SUSPECT IN ST FRANCIS STABBING
9/24/1987 C021 MAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO ASSAULT CHARGE
9/25/1987 con MAN SOUGHT IN ASSAULT
9/26/1987 C016 MORRELL EMPLOYEE STABBED
10/01/1987 C051 JUDGE DECIDES TO KEEP ASSAULT SUSPECT IN JAIL
10/06/1987 con HANDGUN INCIDENT REPORTED IN CITY
10/14/1987 BOll SUSPECT TAKES PIZZA FROM DELIVERY MAN
10/18/1987 BOll TWO MEN ARRESTED IN ASSAULT INCIDENT
10/20/1987 con WOMAN CHARGED IN ASSAULT
10/20/1987 C013 ^(JUDGE SENDS MESSAGE ON GUNS
10/23/1987 A016 KMAN HELD FOR FIRING AT OFFICER
10/31/1987 con SHOOTING SUSPECT TO UNDERGO TEST
11/19/1987 con MAN THREATENS NEWSPAPER CARRIER
12/17/1987 con MASKED MAN ATTACKS WOMAN
1/02/1988 con WOMAN ARRESTED IN STABBING
1/09/1988 con 15-YEAR-OLD GIRL CHARGED IN ASSAULT
1/16/1988 A015 WOMAN SURVIVING APPARENT ASSAULT
1/17/1988 BOll WOMAN REMAINS HOSPITALIZED
1/18/1988 BOll WOMAN STILL IN SERIOUS CONDITION
1/19/1988 con ASSAULT VICTIMS CONDITION IMPROVES
1/21/1988 C014 NEW LEADS INVESTIGATED IN ATTACK
1/23/1988 A015 2 MEN ARRESTED IN ASSAULT OF WOMAN
1/27/1988 BOll MEN EXTRADITED FROM CONNECTICUT
1/28/1988 C012 ^SUSPECTS IN BEATING ARRAIGNED
2/05/1988 C015 MEN CHARGED WITH ATTEMPTED MURDER
^ 2/10/1988 B03I MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN ATTEMPTED MURDER
3/06/1988 A0I2 KPRISONERS OF FEAR
3/26/1988 con POLICE ARREST MAN AFTER CHASE
4/05/1988 C016 ^ASSAILANT SOUGHT
4/23/1988 C016 MAN CHARGED IN BEATING PLEADS GUILTY
4/26/1988 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT ON CHILD
4/29/1988 A012 *MAN WITH KNIFE HOLDS OFF POLICE
5/02/1988 con NO CHARGES FILED IN WEEKEND INCIDENT
5/11/1988 BOll CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN ASSAULT
5/25/1988 BOll CITY MAN ARRAIGNED ON ASSAULT CHARGE
7/07/1988 C015 MAN GETS 20 YEARS FOR ATTACK
7/27/1988 B015 LINK BETWEEN MUGGING, PURSE THEFT ATTEMPT
8/03/1988 BOll MAN, TEEN ARRESTED IN SHOOTING AT CAR
8/06/1988 C012 *35 YEARS IN PRISON FOR ATTACK ON WOMAN
8/25/1988 con CITY MAN HURT IN HIT-AND-RUN
8/30/1988 con JUDGE SHORTENS SENTENCE FOR BEATING
9/09/1988 con MAN ARRESTED IN AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
9/23/1988 con MAN ARRESTED IN SHOOTING AT HOME
10/07/1988 con WOMAN ARRESTED IN BAR ASSAULT
10/07/1988 con MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER STABBING
10/12/1988 con STUDENT HELD IN STABBING ATTEMPT
10/21/1988 A015 FACES CHARGES AFTER RAMMING ON 1-29
10/26/1988 con TEEN PLEADS GUILTY IN STABBING ATTEMPT
11/05/1988 con MAN ARRAIGNED ON ASSAULT CHARGES
11/19/1988 con MEN INJURED IN STABBING
11/20/1988 AOll HIRED ESCORT SLAIN
11/21/1988 A016 *WARDEN--STABBING WASN'T SYSTEM FAILURE
•11722/1988' ACiT2 '*MURDER CHARGES TOR BENNIS
11/22/1988 con MEN CHARGED IN STABBING
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11/23/1988 C012 STABBING STEPS UP REVIEW OF PAROLE
11/27/1988 A012 XA QUICK END TO A QUIET LIFE
11/30/1988 coil STABBING SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
12/01/1988 C021 MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN STABBING
12/02/1988 coil STABBING SUSPECT TO BE RELEASED
12/13/1988 coil JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST OFFICER
12/17/1988 A015 HONORED SOLDIER CONVICTED IN CITY ASSAULT
12/21/1988 coil POLICE LOOK FOR TEENS IN ASSULT OF MAN
12/28/1988 coil EX-CONS CHARGED IN CLERK ASSAULTS
12/30/1988 coil ARMY SERVICEMAN MUST PAY DAMAGES
1/05/1989 BOll MAN ARRAIGNED ON STABBING CHARGES
1/18/1989 coil CITY MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
1/20/1989 coil MAN CHARGED IN GUN THREAT AGAINST TEEN
1/28/1989 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
2/07/1989 coil SIOUX FALLS MEN JAILED AFTER FIGHT
2/10/1989 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
2/17/1989 coil CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN ASSAULT
3/13/1989 coil SPECIAL TEAM ARRESTS CITY MAN IN ASSAULT-SF :
3/1A/1989 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
3/16/1989 C016 INMATE TELLS OF STABBING IN PRISON
3/17/1989 C015 ^PRISON STABBING WAS SELF-DEFENSE
A/11/1989 coil CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
A/19/1989 Alll MAN ARRESTED FOR SHOOTING AT TEENS
A/29/1989 A012 MAN HELD IN KIDNAPPING OF TWO TEENS
5/01/1989 BOll MAN ARRESTED AFTER STANDOFF
5/02/1989 coil MAN'S HEARING SET FOR ASSAULT CHARGE
5/08/1989 BOll CITY WOMAN ARRESTED ON ASSAULT CHARGES
5/09/1989 coil ALLEGED GUNMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
5/10/1989 coil WOMAN GETS HEARING ON ASSAULT CHARGES
5/1371989 con ABDUCTION SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
5/16/1989 con TWO MEN ARRESTED FOR FIGHT AT MALL
5/17/1989 con WOMAN ENTERS PLEA IN ASSAULT INCIDENT
5/19/1989 con MAN ARRESTED IN CITY STABBING
7/11/1989 con ASSAILANTS THREATEN CITY WOMAN, BABY
7/12/1989 C012 POLICE LOOK INTO RECENT CRIME WAVE
7/12/1989 C016 FIRM LENDS PHONES FOR FREE TO WOMEN
7/12/1989 CO<il MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT CHARGE
7/13/1989 C015 MAN FACES CHARGES IN GUN INCIDENT
7/14/1989 C012 *2 ROOMMATES ARRESTED IN STABBING
7/14/1989 C012 *2 ROOMMATES ARRESTED IN STABBING
7/15/1989 con 2 APPEAR IN COURT ON STABBING CHARGES
7/18/1989 con CITY MAN DENIES HE THREATENED OFFICER
7/23/1989 con POLICE SEEK TWO MEN IN MORNING ASSAULT
8/16/1989 con CITY WOMAN REPORTS SON ASSAULTED HER
8/23/1989 con MAN IS ARRESTED IN KNIFE INCIDENT
8/26/1989 C014 STATE'S ATTORNEY LIKELY TO ASK FOR HELP
9/02/1989 C012 56TWO MEN INVOLVED IN SECOND STABBING
9/07/1989 C021 SENTENCE SUSPENDED IN ASSAULT CONVICTION
9/08/1989 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN STABBING CASE
9/23/1989 C015 SF MAN IS CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING WOMEN
9/27/1989 X011 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULTING TEENS
10/04/1989 con EX-STUDENT PLEADS NO CONTEST TO CHARGES
10/07/1989 C012 9 SHOTS FIRED INTO SIOUX FALLS HOME
10/12/1989 con JURORS GET GUN WIELDING CASE
10/13/1989 con JURORS CAN'T AGREE IN MINNESOTA SAILOR'S TRIAL
10/14/1989 con PROSECUTORS UNSURE OF SAILOR'S FUTURE
10/22/1989 C016 SIOUX FALLS WOMAN RAPED AT KNIFEPOINT
10/25/1989 C016 MAXIMUM 15-YEAR SENTENCE GIVEN FOR THREATS
10/29/1989 EOll MAN ARRESTED IN CITY ON ASSAULT CHARGE
11/01/1989 DOll MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN GUN INCIDENT
11/03/1989 con TWO ARE JAILED IN MOTEL ASSAULT
11/09/1989 con SEX OFFENDER GIVEN DAYTIME FURLOUGH
11/21/1989 C016 SISTERS SUE MALL, ATTACKER
12/01/1989 con CITY MAN CHARGED WITH ATTACKING POLICE
12/03/1989 A015 ARMED MAN ARRESTED AFTER STANDOFF WITH COPS
12/04/1989 AOll *EX-PR1S0N AIDE JAILED IN ASSAULT
12/05/1989 C021 KWEST GERMAN FACES CHARGES
12/06/1989 C015 KGERMAN PROTESTS COURT PROCEEDINGS
12/07/1989 C012 TEAR GAS PUTS FAMILY OUT OF HOME
12/15/1989 con CITY MAN CHARGED IN WOMAN'S BEATING
12/19/1989 con KCOURT APPROVES PSYCHIATRIC TESTS
12/19/1989 C012 MAN SENTENCED IN GUN INCIDENT
12/24/1989 A093 SEND WEST GERMAN HOME (L)
12/25/1989 con AGGRAVATED ASSAULT CHARGES ARE FILED
12/27/1989 con 2 MEN ARE CHARGED IN GUN-FlRlNG ACCIDENT
12/28/1989 con EX-BOYFRIEND HELD IN ASSAULT, BREAK-IN
.12/28/1989..C0.15, WEST: GERMAN= ACCUSED,OE .ASSAULTING DEPUTY
1/03/1990 A012 'WASTED YOUTHS' FACE ASSAULT CHARGES
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ASSAULT-SF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/06/1990 coil TEEN ENTERS PLEA ON POLICE ASSAULT
1/06/1990 C012 DEPENDENT FACES MORE PSYCHIATRIC TESTING
1/09/1990 C021 MAN HELD IN ASSAULT OF BROTHER
1/09/1990 C022 LOUD MUSIC BLAMED FOR ASSAULT
1/19/1990 coil ARMED MAN SOUGHT IN ATTACK OF WOMAN
1/23/1990 con MAN CHARGED AFTER WOMAN IS KNIFED
1/29/1990 con SHOOTING LANDS WOMAN IN JAIL
2/01/1990 con TEEN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULTING OFFICER
3/01/1990 con WOMAN ALTERS PLEA TO GUILTY IN SHOOTING
3/19/1990 con MAN SENTENCED IN MUSIC COMPLAINT
3/23/1990 con MAN CHARGED WITH AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
9/02/1990 con CITY MAN ARRESTED ON ASSAULT CHARGES
5/06/1990 con WOMAN ARRESTED ON ASSAULT CHARGES
5/16/1990 con MAN STABBED NECK, IN CRITICAL CONDITION
5/22/1990 BOll TWO SENTENCED IN POLICE ASSAULTS
7/19/1990 con POLICE LOOKING FOR ASSAULT SUSPECT
9/03/1990 C031 JUDGE DEFENDS SENTENCE IN HAIRCUTTING-ATTACK
9/10/1990 BOll STABBED SF MAN IN FAIR CONDITION
9/17/1990 C039 MAN SHOT AT STURGIS HAD DRUGS IN BLOOD
10/05/1990 con 3 YOUTHS CHARGED IN ASSAULT OF STUDENT
10/19/1990 EOll OFFICERS HURT WHILE TRYING TO MAKE ARREST
10/29/1990 con GRAND JURY TO GET STABBING CASE
10/27/1990 con MAN BEING HELD IN FRIDAY STABBING
10/30/1990 AD83 SCOTT FODNESS DIES FOR WHAT WAS RIGHT (L)
10/31/1990 con MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
11/30/1990 C012 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS ASSAULT CONVICTION
12/15/1990 con MAN, WOMAN CHARGED IN ASSAULT INCIDENT
12/15/1990 con MAN FACES CHARGES IN SCUFFLE WITH POLICE
12/18/1990 con MAN ARRESTED IN STABBING ATTEMPT
12/29/1990 con LOUD PARTY'ENDS WITH 9 ARRESTS
1/19/1991 con JUDGE SENTENCES MAN IN ASSAULT CASE
1/22/1991 con BUSINESSMAN AND SON FACE CHARGES
1/25/1991 con POLICE SEARCHING FOR ASSAULT SUSPECT
3/02/1991 con DELIVERY MAN ATTACKED, ROBBED
3/06/1991 C012 SLAYING SUSPECT WILL CLAIM SELF-DEFENSE
3/22/1991 con MAN ARRESTED, CHARGED WITH HITTING OFFICER
3/29/1991 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY
9/06/1991 C015 WEAPON INCIDENT RESULTS IN CHARGE
9/11/1991 con INMATE ADMITS BEING A HABILTUAL OFFENDER
9/11/1991 C012 DEPENDENTS SAY POLICE ASSAULTED THEM
9/15/1991 con RUTLAND MAN CRITICAL AFTER STABBING AT BAR
9/16/1991 con MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES
9/16/1991 con STABBING VICTIM UPGRADED TO SERIOUS
9/17/1991 con INVESTIGATION NOT RELEVANT TO CASE
9/19/1991 con SF MAN INDICTED IN ASSAULT
9/21/1991 con MAN ARRESTED AFTER GUN-WlELDlNG INCIDENT
9/23/1991 con SF MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES
9/25/1991 con 2 MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN STABBING
9/30/1991 coll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN GUN-WAVING INCIDENT
, 5/01/1991* con MEN ARRESTED, HELD IN ALLEGED KNIFE FIGHT
' 5/08/1991 C012 JURY TOLD VERSIONS OF BATTLE AT ARREST
5/11/1991 A019 ARNOTTS NOT GUILTY OF ASSAULT
5/21/1991 con CONVICTION APPEALED IN STABBING DEATH
5/22/1991 con MAN HOPITALIZED AFTER BAR FIGHT, KNIFING
6/05/1991 con MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN STABBING AT BAR
6/08/1991 con SF MAN STABBED THREE TIMES
6/16/1991 con 6-HOUR STANDOFF ENDS WHEN MAN SURRENDERS
6/16/1991 con 31-YEAR-OLD ARRESTED IN TOY AIRPLANE DISPUTE
7/11/1991 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
7/17/1991 C012 MAN SUES CITY, POLICE FOR BRUTALITY
7/21/1991 AOll 3C2 HOPITALIZED AFTER KNIFE FIGHT
8/01/1991 con MAN CONVICTED OF BEATING WIFE WITH METAL PIPE
8/03/1991 con SUSPECT DENIES STABBING MAN'S HAND
8/10/1991 A012 3CMAN ATTACKS SUSPECT IN COURTHOUSE
8/13/1991 con POLICE ARREST MAN AFTER GUN INCIDENT
8/17/1991 C015 KSFY FILMING RAISES DOUBTS
8/30/1991 C012 *MOELLER CUT ME, WOMAN TESTIFIES
8/31/1991 A01<i *MOELLER INDICTED IN O'CONNELL CASE
8/31/1991 con MAN IS CHARGED IN RAMMING CYCLE
9/03/1991 C015 X2 HOSPITALIZED IN STABBINGS
9/05/1991 con MAN GIVEN 2 AND ONE-HALF YEARS FOR WAVING HANDGUN
9/12/1991 con MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULTING WOMAN
9/13/1991 con CITY MAN COULD GET 35 YEARS FOR STABBING
9/19/1991 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO NOT REPORTING FELONY
9/17/1991 con MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN VEHICLE ASSAULT
9/17/1991 con MAN GETS 7 YEARS IN WIFE BEATING
4;V^/21/1991i,!Cdn^MAN PLEADS NOT^GUILTY IN ASSAULT WITH CLUB
9/24/1991 con MAN GETS 5 YEARS FOR AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
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ASSAULT-SF
ASSAULT-SI
ASSAULT-SP
ASSAULT-ST
ASSAULT-TB
ASSAULT-TE
ASSAULT-TU
ASSAULT-TX
ASSAULT-VE
ASSAULT-VS
ASSAULT-WA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/2A/1991 coil
9/27/1991 coil
10/11/1991 coil
10/16/1991 coil
10/25/1991 coil
11/06/1991 C015
11/26/1991 coil
11/28/1991 coil
12/05/1991 coil
12/12/1991 coil
12/21/1991 coil
12/22/1991 FOll
12/2A/1991 C012
12/31/1991 coil
1/15/1992 coll
1/21/1992 con
1/22/1992 con
1/22/1992 con
1/2A/1992 con
1/28/1992 con
2/10/1992 C012
2/19/1992 con
3/03/1992 C012
3/07/1992 C012
3/15/1992 FOll
3/17/1992 con
3/2A/1992 con
4/30/1992 C015
5/08/1992 con
' ?d/09/r992"con
6/11/1992 con
7/21/1992 B016
7/22/1992 BOll
8/03/1992 BOll
9/25/1992 BOll
2/11/1982 D031
6/01/1982 C031
9/12/1985 con
4/03/1986 C021
4/11/1991 C021
9/28/1991 con
n/19/1991 con
6/08/1982 B031
3/31/1990 C023
6/16/1982 C031
5/19/1985 con
3/17/1986 B021
3/18/1986 C021
3/04/1989 con
9/02/1990 E031
2/23/1991 C033
5/18/1991 C023
4/28/1992 con
4/24/1985 B021
9/14/1990 C031
11/18/1986 C021
11/05/1985 B014
1/14/1984 B041
1/18/1984 D041
1/26/1990 C021
2/02/1990 C021
2/13/1990 C021
8/31/1990 C031
12/16/1991 C012
12/17/1991 C012
8/31/1992 B021
8/05/1987 BOll
2/13/1982 B031
8/30/1985 C021
6/18/1986 A012
10/28/1987 BOll
10/29/1987 con
11/25/1989 con
4/02/1991 B031
4/03/1991 C033
12/26/1991 con
iW'lv^0i¥/1992:^C0ni
3/30/1992 C031
MAN SENTENCED, FINED FOR FAILING TO REPORT
MAN IS CONVICTED IN ASSAULT WITH BOTTLE
MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT ON OFFICER
SF MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
MAN SAYS HE WAS VICTIM OF RACIST ATTACK, SLURS
MAN PLEADS: NOT GUILTY TO 2-BY-4 ASSAULT
SF MAN CHARGED IN ASSAULT
MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BEATING WOMAN
FRIDAY HEARING SET IN LAKE ANDES KILLING
MAN SAYS ADMISSIONS IN STABBING COERCED
2 SUSPECTS AT LARGE AFTER MUGGING AT BAR
MAN CAN'T CHANGE PLEA IN STABBING
MAN SENTENCED IN HIT AND RUN
MAN SENTENCED TO JAIL FOR BITING COP
74-YEAR-OLD MAN ASSAULTED, ROBBED
SF MAN JAILED IN STABBING
MAN ACCUSED OF TRYING TO RUN FAMILY OFF ROAD
MAN ENTERS PLEA IN POOL CUE ASSAULT
MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO THREAT WITH GUN
WESTERN MALL TO PAY $150,000 IN LAWSUIT
MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN KNIFE ASSAULT
*MOELLER SENTENCED TO LIFE TERM IN ASSAULT
^ILLEGIBLE NOTES SHORTEN SENTENCE
MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN KNIFE SLASHING
MAN GETS 22 YEARS IN BARROOM STABBING
JUDGE BANISHES DRIVER FOR THREATENING OFFICER
*RFSriJF sCfnf
MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER FISTFIGHT
MAN GETS'5-YEAR TERM IN STABBING INCIDENT
MINNESOTA MEN HELD IN WEDNESDAY ASSAULT
SUSPECT IS OWN LAWYER
MAN WHO AIMED SHOTGUN IMPRISONED
RALLY-GOERS ARRESTED FOR FIRING GUN AT BAR
SELF-REPRESENTING MAN GETS 12 YEARS
SISSETON JUVENILE ARRESTED FOR ASSAULTS
SISSETON MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT FOUND
1 DIES, 1 HURT IN SH00T1NG--S1SSET0N
MAN PLEADS GUILTY FOR ROLE IN FATAL ASSAULT
BROTHER GETS PRISON IN STABBING DEATH
MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN BAR ASSAULT
SISSETON MAN GIVEN SUSPENDED SENTENCE
MAN GETS 10 YEARS FOR ASSAULT--SPEARF1SH
SPEARFISH MAN CHARGED WITH AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
STOCKHOLM MAN CHARGED IN STABBING
SLAIN TROOPER'S WIFE GETS LIFE BACK TOGETHER
RANCHER RELEASED ON BOND AFTER FIRING RIFLE
HEARING SET IN ASSAULT ON AIR FORCE VEHICLE
EX-POLICE CHIEF CONVICTED OF ASSAULT
COUNTY DROPS CHARGES AGAINST GANG MURDER
MAN CHARGED IN ATTACK ON ELDERLY WOMAN
TRIAL 2 WEEKS BEFORE '91 RALLY
STURGIS POLICE SEARCH FOR ASSAULT SUSPECT
THUNDER BUTTE WOMAN SHOT TO DEATH IN HOME
POLICE SEEK TEEN-AGER IN ASSAULT ON 9-YEAR-OLD
TUTHILL MAN GETS 10-YEAR SENTENCE FOR ASSAULT
ARMOUR NATIVE KILLED IN TEXAS
WOMAN KILLED BY GUNSHOT NORTH OF VELBEN
NO ARRESTS MADE IN FATAL SHOOTING
MAN PLEADS NO CONTEST TO DAKOTA DAY ASSAULT
COURT ORDERS STUDENTS TO STAY APART
USD STUDENT PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT
ALCESTER MAN JAILED IN NUISANCE CALLS
ARMED USD STUDENT SURRENDERS
STANDOFF SUSPECT FACES 4 CHARGES
ASSAULT REPORTS RISING AT USD
SHOTGUN INCIDENT UNDER INVESTIGATION
WATERTOWN YOUTH CHARGED IN ATTACKS
WALL SERVICE STATION OPERATOR STRUCK ON HEAD
JAIL OVER JAW IN ASSAULT SENTENCE
WATERTOWN MAN STABBED
WATERTOWN MAN CHARGED IN STABBING
WAGNER MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN FEDERAL CASE
ELDERLY WOMAN IS SEXUALLY ASSAULTED
MAN CHARGED IN RAPE, ASSAULT OF WOMAN, 86
WOMAN ARRESTED IN WAGNER STABBING
KWAGNER WOMAN' FACES: MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE
WAGNER WOMAN FACES TRIAL FOR STABBING DEATH
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ASSAULT-WI
ASSAULT-WL
ASSAULT-YA
ASSAULT-ZE
ASSERTIVENESS
ASSESSMENT
ASSESSORS
ASSMAN ED
ASSOCIATIONS
ASTHMA
ASTROLOGY
ASTRONAUTS
ASTRONOMERS
ASTRONOMY
ASYLUM
AT8T
ATHERECTOMY
ATHLETES
ATHLETES SCHOOL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/13/1982
10/19/1982
10/15/1982
1/21/1983
10/31/1985
9/25/1987
8/16/1990
2/02/1991
9/19/1992
2/05/1983
3/20/1985
3/21/1985
3/29/1985
12/21/1986
7/27/1991
7/30/1992
1/06/1982
6/05/1989
9/19/1992
1/25/1989
2/26/1992
8/29/1982
6/09/1983
8/16/1986
2/09/1989
3/13/1989
9/07/1992
11/17/1992
12/26/1988;
5/09/1988
5/09/1988
5/23/1988
6/25/1983
6/28/1983
9/19/1989
11/19/1989
11/22/1987
9/15/1989
7/21/1989
7/21/1989
7/23/1989
11/15/1990
11/16/1990
11/19/1990
12/05/1990
1/19/1991
1/27/1991
1/27/1991
1/28/1991
1/29/1991
2/05/1992
8/22/1987
3/07/1982
8/19/1982
8/27/1982
2/17/1986
8/11/1988
12/05/1990
10/06/1989
5/22/1985
9/25/1986
6/01/1986
6/02/1986
6/12/1986
6/27/1986
9/17/1987
9/22/1987
9/28/1987
5/19/1987
8/26/1987
5/11/1990
2/09/1992
1/19/1991
C031
C031
B032
B033
C021
C071
CO 3 3
C032
B021
B031
A012
C011
C035
C021
C039
B011
C031
A052
C025
C021
C012
B023
B051
A091
A071
A052
A052
D012
AO 12
A015
A081
A061
C021
A059
C021
D021
B016
C011
A081
CO 12
F012
A012
A013
B012
A012
A019
A012
A051
A051
CO 15
C012
B013
B013
C011
A071
B013
B012
C016
C012
B011
A016
A015
A012
C016
AO 12
C015
B012
C011
C012
B012
A015
C015
A052
11/29/1988 D012
12/19/1988,.B013
2/20/1989 C0l2
WINNER MEN TO BE ARRAIGNED
MAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO ASSAULT
MAN PLEADS NOT GU1LTY--W1NNER
MAN IS GUILTY IN ASSAULT
WINNER MAN GETS 7 1/2 YEARS
ST FRANCIS MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ASSAULT
POLICE GRAPPLE WITH GUNMAN FOR 6 HOURS
WINNER MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
WINNER MAN ADMITS TO ASSAULT CHARGE
TEXAS MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT—WALL LAKE
5CTEAR GAS ENDS 21-HOUR STANDOFF
OFFICIALS ON STANDOFF--WHITE LAKE
MAN WILL BE CHARGED IN FARMHOUSE STANDOFF
YANKTON MAN CONVICTED IN ATTACK ON OFFICERS
MAN GETS 6 MONTHS IN BEATING OF WOMAN
MAN DIES OF WOUNDS FROM KNIFE FIGHT
ZELL MAN TO BE SENTENCED FOR STABBING
SEMINAR LEADER ASSERTS VIEWS
•VERBAL JUDO' TO TOUGHEN TRAINEES' ASSERTIVENESS
SEE PROPERTY TAX, TAXATION
SENATE DELAYS VOTE ON CITY ASSESSORS BILL
XCITIZEN LOBBY CAUSES, LEARN 'HOW THINGS WORK'
SF MEN TRACE PROTEST MOVEMENTS (YEAGER)
ASTHMA GROUP GREW FROM NEED FOR SUPPORT
THANKS TO ASTHMA CAMP SUPPORT (L)
WOMEN'S GROUP DONATES TO ASTHMA CAMP (L)
3CASTHMA--P0TENT1ALLY DEADLY SICKNESS
CHECK WITH DOCTOR BEFORE CHANGING MEDICATIONS
*1T'S DEADLY, BUT TREATABLE
ASTORIA FINDS LIFE ON THE BORDER ...
*LOCAL ASTROLOGER NOT SURPRISED
THE PRESIDENT IS CONSULTING SOMEONE (ED)
^RESEARCHER GIVES ASTROLOGY SCIENTIFIC CREDENTIALS
SALLY RIDE 8 CREW DESERVE HIGH PRAISE (ED)
KMANY WOULD LIKE TO HITCH RIDE ON SHUTTLE
CHALLENGER'S ASTRONAUTS HONE SKILLS (ED)
EXPLOITS IN SPACE TO PAY OFF (ED)
ASTRONAUT--CHALLENGER HURT US
3€ASTR0NAUT WILL TALK IN HOMETOWN
*PUBL1C OPINIONS ON ASTRONAUT
3(M00N CHILDREN
*ONE GIANT LEAP FOR MANKIND
*SOUTH DAKOTAN SET FOR FLIGHT
*1T'S A SECRET - BUT SHUTTLE'S UP
JfEYES WILL BE ON THE SKIES TONIGHT
XGEMAR NOT LOST IN SPACE--HE LOVED IT
ESTATE'S ASTRONAUT SLATED TO FLY AGAIN
*5 YEARS AFTER CHALLENGER
^ASTRONAUT'S GIFT A REMINDER OF TRAGEDY, HOPE
XCHRISTA TAUGHT US TO DARE TO DREAM
36NAT1VE SHARES SHUTTLE WONDERS WITH AREA STUDENTS
3CASTR0NAUT AMAZED BY VIEW OF EARTH FROM SHUTTLE
LOCAL ASTRONOMERS PLAN SKY-WATCH
USD PROF--NO DANGER IN ALIGNED PLANETS (ED)
METEORS TO BE VISIBLE IN NORTHEAST SKY
KCOMET AUSTIN CAN BE SEEN AT NIGHT
DON'T JUST WISH ON A STAR
^FALLING STARS TO BLAZE IN SKY
SD NATIVE IS DIRECTING SHUTTLE WORK
CANTON GOLF COURSE NO PLACE FOR GRAVEYARD
AT&T PLANS TO EXPAND
AT&T CALLS FOR RATE CUT
155,000 UNION MEMBERS STRIKE AT&T
*JOB SECURITY TOP ISSUE, PICKETS SAY
AT&T BRINGS RELIEF
AT&T, UNION AGREE TO END STRIKE
AT&T SEEKS OK TO TAKE ON BELL
COMPANIES LINE UP FOR AT&T HEARING
FIRMS SEEK STATUS IN AT&T MATTER
BELL WON'T OPPOSE AT&T PLAN
AT&T WANTS INTO SD
XEX-CITIBANK PRESIDENT HELPS START AT&T CARD
MOBRIDGE WOMEN BAFFLED BY OVERSEAS PHONE CHARGES
3(BUST1NG THE BLOCKAGE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES, ATHLETICS
XA SHINING KNIGHT
KWORK ETHIC ,HELPS. VIBORG RUNNER CLAIM HONOR
KLINCOLN BASKETBALL PLAYERS SCORE HIGH
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ATHLETES SCHOOL
ATHLETES-HO
ATHLETES-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/23/1989 DOll ATHLETES GIVE WRITER TIMES WORTH NOTING
9/25/1989 C013 BROOKINGS SPECIAL STUDY HALL FOR STUDENT ATHLETE
2/01/1990 AOIA INJURED LENNOX SENIOR DROPS OUT FOR FUTURE
2/15/1990 C021 JUDGE REJECTS APPEAL BY VERMILLION ATHLETE
2/16/1990 C022 OFFICIAL CALLS ATHLETE'S INELIGIBILITY UNFORTUNATE
A/12/1990 C021 BASKETBALL STANDOUT ADMITS HAVING ALCOHOL
A/12/1990 D012 AREA SCHOOLS SIGN BASKETBALL TALENT
12/20/1990 D012 XBURNETT AN ALL-STATER FOR 3RD YEAR
11/12/1983 coil *HOVEN'S SCHAEFER RAN UNTIL SHE DROPPED
A/22/1982 C061 FEAR OF MORE PAIN LINGER'S IN STALLINGA'S MIND
8/27/1982 BOll *HAWAII WILL BE NO VACATION FOR TRIATHLETE DAVE KNOX
12/17/1982 D012 KCATHY COYLE'S ATHLETIC LIFE, AWARDS
12/28/1982 D022 KPIERRE'S SCHAEFER TOP PREP MALE ATHLETE
1/11/1983 B012 EYES OLYMPICS AS CANADIAN DECATHLETE
1/17/1983 D012 CLYDE HAGEN CHALKS UP DIFFERENT VICTORIES TODAY
1/20/1983 DOll *1963 SDSU NATIONAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS TO RELIVE PAST
3/27/1983 BOll *HIPPE, SCHAEFER PACE ARGUS FIRST FIVE TEAM
3/29/1983 coil MISS BB FINDS RECRUITING FRUSTRATING
A/11/1983 coil *GIRLS ACCUMULATING ATHLETIC LETTERS
A/2A/1983 B013 SF 8 FOOTBALL ARE SCHAEFER'S FIRST LOVES
5/13/1983 D013 *ISAAK NOW WRITES ABOUT FOOTBALL
5/31/1983 BOll XHANDEL'S BASEBALL DREAMS MAY COME TRUE
8/16/1983 coil FREEMAN'S MILLER GOES TO PAN AM GAMES IN A YEAR
9/15/1983 coil PLAYER-POLITITIAN MICKELSON MOVES FORWARD
12/26/1983 BOll ^COLLEGE ATHLETES BUDDY UP WITH YOUTH
5/17/198A D012 *HONOR ATHLETES HAVE FOLLOWED INSTRUCTIONS
5/25/198A D051 SPRINGFIELD ATHLETES LOOKING FOR NEW PLACES
7/07/198A coil TREASURE FAMOUS SONS 8 DAUGHTERS
10/14/1984 A012 *FLOP'S AN ALL-STAR AT AGE OF 76
"12/25/1984^^B012 *LEWIS NAMED INDEPENDENT ATHLETE OF YEAR
6/16/1985 B012 *ATHLETES--DADS MAKE BIGGEST DIFFERENCE
6/16/1985 B013 *SD ATHLETES SEEM AT DISADVANTAGE OUTSIDE STATE
6/19/1985 D013 *PLAYERS HOPE FOR BREAK AT TWINS CAMP
7/05/1985 B012 *JOCKS AT WORK
7/09/1985 C012 ^DECATHLON SUCCESS LINKED TO IMPROVED VAULTING
9/26/1985 D012 AUTUMN SEASON FOR SD GIRLS
11/22/1985 D015 EX-SDSU FOLKS FIND OTHER WORK
12/18/1985 D012 *JOHNSON HONORED
12/22/1985 B012 ^DIVISION I RECRUITERS TAIL BOBCATS
1/05/1986 B012 ^FREEMAN'S MILLER BUSY AT YALE
1/18/1986 C02I CHINA TRIP MAKES STUDENTS APPRECIATE
2/06/1986 D012 *SPRINTER TURNS RECEIVER
2/12/1986 D012 *PREP FOOTBALL PROSPECTS SIGN TODAY
4/10/1986 D016 BROOKINGS GIRLS SELECT COLLEGES
4/16/1986 D012 *FEENEY ELECTED TO HOWARD WOOD HALL OF FAME
4/17/1986 D012 HER JUMPING MADE AN ENTIRE STATE TAKE NOTICE
5/08/1986 B015 COLORADO COACH SEES RESULTS
5/18/1986 B012 *AGE SEEMS TO BE NO BARRIER
7/30/1986 DOll *PRICE REMEMBERED AS GENTLE GIANT
. 7/30/1986 D015*SCHEMMEL ACTIVE IN ANOTHER ARENA
8/01/1986'D012*TRIATHLETESALEM FOR FOOTBALL PLAYERS
8/01/1986 Ddl2 XSOFTBALL PLAYER FOR CHURCH, GAME
8/06/1986 D012 *VERMILLION'S ROSS INTO A TRIATHLON FIT
8/07/1986 D012 *NOTICE OF SD SCHOLAR-ATHLETES
8/19/1986 DOll NCC PLAYERS ARE TALK OF THE NATION
8/24/1986 C012 *BLACKS ADAPT, EXCEL IN SD
8/24/1986 C012 SD NATIVE FURTHERED CAUSE OF BLACK ATHLETES
8/24/1986 C053 XRACIAL TENSION HIT HARRIS AFTER LEAVING STATE
10/08/1986 D012 JOY IN LAUNCHING CAREERS FOR OTHERS
11/18/1986 B012 AUGUSTANA, SDSU RECEIVE COMMITMENTS
12/08/1986 B032 ^SCARBOROUGH HITS WHAT SHE AIMS FOR
12/19/1986 D012 CHING KEEPS ON MOVE DURING REDSHIRT SEASON
12/26/1986 B016 XSCHUELER IS GIRLS ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
1/21/1987 D012 POSTMEN ARRANGE THEIR SHARE OF SPORT MARRIAGES
1/23/1987 B013 HIGH SCHOOLS NOT IMMUNE TO PROBLEM
2/20/1987 D014 *CLARK PUSHES TOWARD SHOT PUT GOAL
3/13/1987 D041 36WHIRLWIND 1 1/2 YEARS FOR MICKELSON
3/18/1987 D012 *ATHLETIC TRIO BOUND FOR SD HALL OF FAME
5/31/1987 C012 ^LINCOLN, STEVENS REIGN IN AA
5/31/1987 C013 ^OUTSTANDING ATHLETES
6/20/1987 B013 WAHL RECOGNIZED HOWSER'S TALENTS EARLY
6/21/1987 B012 WEIGHTS LIFT ATHLETES' STRENGTH, CONFIDENCE
7/16/1987 D012 *ARMOUR SPECIAL TO FATHER OF FAMOUS SONS
8/13/1987 D031 *LIMBURG, MISTEREK HONORED
8/18/1987 DOll SD SHARES ATHLETES WITH WORLD
10/29/1987 D013 *MONTROSE'S DONELAN OVERCOMES OBSTACLES
il2/15/1987. D013i*DEHAVEN PLANS TO CHASE..OLYMPIC DREAM
12/16/1987 D013 SDSU'S STEVENSON TAKES CHARGE
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12/21/1987 C013 XWASHINGTON'S HEIRIGS EARN STATE HONOR
12/23/1987 D015 36FATHER, SON COMPETE ON HANDCOURT
12/25/1987 D012 SD ELITE 5'S HIGH ON SANTA'S LIST
12/25/1987 DOAl *SOUTH DAKOTA HIGH 5'S
12/28/1987 C031 MENDOZA FACES NEW CHALLENGE
12/29/1987 B012 KFREEMAN WRESTLER NAMED TOP ATHLETE
1/19/1988 B01336SOUTH DAKOTANS COVET ROLES IN FINAL FOUR
1/30/1988 BOIA ^'PASTOR' KNEW MECKLENBURG'S TALENT
2/10/1988 D012 SIGNINGS CLEAR ATHLETES' FUTURES
2/23/1988 B012 seBASKETBALL SUCCESS MOVES TO BUSINESS
3/11/1988 DOAl 36YOUNGER ZULK HONES BASKETBALL SKILLS
3/12/1988 C012 SPARKS MEMORIES OF BASKETBALL HERO
4/03/1988 B013 FIRST 5 STARS FOCUS ON FUTURES
4/05/1988 B013 3fCLASS B HONOR TEAM DISPLAYS
4/17/1988 B012 *CLASS OF THE COURT
4/20/1988 D013 FORMER TRACK STAR REACHES GOAL
4/28/1988 B041 LEIFERMAN TO COMPETE FOR SDSU
5/08/1988 C061 ^ATHLETES SAY--'THANK YOU, MOM'
5/27/1988 D041 *INJURY PUSHED SWETT OFF TRACK
5/27/1988 D041 *DISCUS IN HAND FELT NATURAL TO CANTER
5/27/1988 D041 ^(COLLEGE TRACK CHANGES GOAL OF STAR RUNNER
5/27/1988 D041 BOLDLY ATTACKED 6-FOOT BARRIER IN 1940'S
5/27/1988 D046 *COACH KEPT JOHNSON ON RIGHT TRACK
5/27/1988 D051 KHURDLER REMEMBERS PREP DAYS
7/10/1988 BOll STATE HAS TREASURED ITS OLYMPIANS
12/06/1988 B031 KMCCONNELL IS GATORADE PICK
12/30/1988 A012 *GAME STRATEGY HELPS ATHLETE FACE SURGERY
2/02/1989 D013 *EX-MITCHELL STAR AWED BY RECORD GAME
2/07/1989 BOll STATE FACES GO PRIME TIME
'2/08/1989 D012 3^F00TBALL PLAYERS MAKE CAREER CHOICES
3/16/1989 D015 ^BASKETBALL DEEDS HELP S DAKOTANS
3/28/1989 BOll SIOUX FALLS NATIVE PART OF NCAA
4/12/1989 D012 PREPS MAKE COLLEGE BASKETBALL CHOICES
4/13/1989 D012 ^HANDICAP DOESN'T RATTLE USD PITCHER
5/28/1989 C015 *1989 STATE TRACK OUTSTANDING ATHLETES
6/04/1989 BOll *OLYMPIANS HELP SD WRESTLING ATTAIN PIN-NACLE
6/16/1989 DOll SD STARS POINT TO SHOOTOUT
6/28/1989 DOll SD'S NAME CARRIED FAR BY COLLINS
8/06/1989 BOll *WINNER'S LEAHY KEPT NOTRE DAME ON WINNING TRACK
8/20/1989 B012 SD FINEST LEFT IMPRINT ON FOOTBALL HISTORY
9/03/1989 BOll *SOUTH DAKOTAN WAS FILL-IN FOR BASEBALL LEGEND
10/01/1989 BOll ^LINEBACKER LINKS SD TO GOPHERS
10/01/1989 B012 KMILLS' RUN TO GOLD MEDAL BROUGHT PRIDE
11/21/1989 A105 GREEN SHOULD BE ON TEAM (L)
11/21/1989 B013 FOURTH BARTSCHER TO PLAY FOR HANSON BREAKS RECORD
12/14/1989 D013 *MOUNT MARTY STAR SPEND CAREER COLLECTING RECORDS
12/22/1989 0013 ^RUNNING IS FUN, REWARDING FOR BROOKINGS' WESTBY
2/04/1990 A014 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED TO GIVE COVER SHOT
2/13/1990 B012 *SD NATIVE RUNS ACROSS LOCAL TIES
,2/13/1990 ,B031 *CENTERVILLE SENIOR MORE THAN BASKETBALL THIEF
2/14/1990 D012*0'GORMAN STARS TO PLAY FOR SMU
4/27/1990 D012 *AWARDS FOR ATHLETIC, ACADEMIC ABILITY
5/06/1990 CC09 *SCHOLAR-ATHLETE STANDS AS ROLE MODEL
5/13/1990 A012 ^REBOUNDING SZABO TAKES LIFE OFF COURT
5/13/1990 B081 *SHARP EYE PUTS STALZER AMONG SHOOTING ELITE
7/18/1990 A012 *AUGUSTANA STAR'S BRAIN GROWTH SHRINKS
12/19/1990 C015 *BILLY MILLS SHARES PLAN FOR SUCCESS
12/20/1990 DOll SD'S BEST IN HOOPS SHINING BRIGHT
12/20/1990 D012 *PIATOWSKI DOING EVERYTHING WELL
12/31/1990 C012 SD STANDOUTS MEET IN BIG LEAGUES
12/31/1990 C031 *SD'S STARS IN THE SHADOWS
2/07/1991 D012 *FOR THE LOVE OF COMPETITION
2/10/1991 Foil ^EXCELLENCE BOUND 2 OPPONENTS
3/08/1991 D012 3CF0RDHAM LEADS ATHLETES IN NATIONAL TITLE
4/21/1991 BOll ^ATHLETE'S WILL AIDS IN FIGHT FOR RECOVERY
4/22/1991 B012 *TODAY IS DAY OF WAITING FOR 2 AREA PLAYERS
5/05/1991 B012 *BOEKELHEIDE TWINS RELISH CHALLENGE OF COLLEGE GAME
5/05/1991 N201 ^HURON'S SHINING STAR WILL TAKE SHOW ON ROAD
5/16/1991 B012 XATHLETES HONORED FOR EXEMPLIFYING INTEGRITY
6/07/1991 DOll *BASEBALL WISE CHOICE FOR O'GORMAN GRAD
8/11/1991 B012 *JENCKS LIFTED DE SMET WITH MATURITY
8/13/1991 B015 *PAN AM MEDALS GIVE A BOOST
8/17/1991 B012 XFINDING HIS PLACE IN FAME FROM 35 YARDS AWAY
8/21/1991 DOll ^INVOLVEMENT EARNS AWARD FOR LINDQUIST
9/01/1991 A012 STEROIDS ARE UNSEEN PLAYER ON THE TEAM
9/02/1991 coil *STUDENT REBUILDS LIFE, DREAMS
;a2/08/1991;^B011 '*SD GIRLS MAKE iMOST - OF THEIR SHOT
12/10/1991 D013 *MCCONNELL A HIT AT EVERY BASEBALL STOP
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12/18/1991
12/25/1991
12/27/1991
12/30/1991
1/31/1992
2/07/1992
2/20/1992
A/12/1992
A/15/1992
5/03/1992
5/17/1992
5/28/1992
7/15/1992
8/01/1992
8/15/1992
9/23/1992
11/11/1992
12/10/1992
12/25/1992
5/01/1982
A/21/1983
7/10/1983
8/1A/1983
9/16/1983
11/30/1983
5/0A/1985
5/09/1985
2/12/1986
5/10/1986
10/207^1986
2/19/1987
A/23/1987
A/20/1988
A/30/1988
11/10/1988
A/21/1989
A/13/1990
5/10/1985
9/02/1989
10/19/1989
10/08/1992
3/18/1992
7/12/198A
1/07/1982
3/13/1982
3/19/1982
3/25/1982
3/26/1982
^ 3/27/1982
A/OA/1982
A/06/1982
A/07/1982
A/20/1982
5/18/1982
5/26/1982
5/26/1982
5/26/1982
6/0A/1982
6/06/1982
7/07/1982
7/2A/1982
8/31/1982
10/05/1982
10/09/1982
12/01/1982
12/09/1982
12/09/1982
12/11/1982
12/16/1982
12/22/1982
12/2A/1982
12/31/1982
1/05/1983
1/20/1983
2/03/1983
"^2/10/1983
DOIA
D012
D012
B015
B012
D012
B012
C012
0012
coil
B012
0012
0012
C012
C012
coil
B022
C016
C012
B031
OOIA
B012
B012
0011
0012
coil
0012
A015
B012
AO 91
0012
B015
0012
B031
B012
0012
A012
A081
A081
0013
C012
0012
OOIA
COIA
BOll
0012
BOll
B012
BOll
B015
C012
C012
coil
coil
0011
OOAl
OOAl
coil
C015
0011
B012
B021
C012
BOll
0012
0021
OOAl
BOll
0012
BOAl
0012
B032
BOAl
OOAl
0012
BOll
COLLEGE GLORY IS REWARD
9CF0RMER ONIOA STAR STILL BEATING TEST OF TIME
*HARO WORK KEEPS PAYING OFF FOR KLINE
CREVIER GAINS HER FAME FROM BASKETBALL WIZARDRY
*S0 SHARPSHOOTER LEAVES COURT FOR FAMILY
KBIATHLETE WORKING TOWARD '9A
MROAO TO BIG LEAGUES BUMPY FOR SF NATIVE
3€S0'S BEST--SUTHERLANO, A SMALL TOWN GIANTS
3C0ECISI0N TIME FOR PREP ATHLETES
MAKER'S CENTRAL TO COBBLERS' TRACK SUCCESS
3CKESSINGER PICKS SCHOOL'S ALL-TIME GREATS
3CAHEA0 OF HIS TIME
KSO NCAA AWARD A SCHERR THING
3CLYMAN 2-SPORT STAR FOCUSES ON FOOTBALL
XKNUTH'S CAREER KICKS INTO HIGH GEAR
-XSUTHERLANO COMMITS TO MISSOURI
SCHOOL RETIRES ATHLETES' NUMBERS
^OLYMPIAN GETS SO AWARD
^BETWEEN LEGEND AND PAIN
^COMMITTEE HONORS A SIOUX FALLS ATHLETES
*A ATHLETES HONORED BY CHAMBER
KIT'S NOT EASY BEING AN AMATEUR ATHLETE THESE DAYS
KATHLETES BEWARE OF SEARING SUMMER WEATHER
BILLY MILLS' '6A GOLD MEDAL
KLINCOLN'S ROBSON IS FOR ALL SEASONS
LUNCHEON TO HONOR OUTSTANDING ATHLETES
A NAMED SIOUX FALLS HONOR ATHLETES
KWANTEO--COLLEGE FOOTBALL PLAYERS
KOAKOTA CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
GROUP SPONSORING LECTURE SERIES
KO'HARA HONORED BY B'NAI B'RITH
HONOR ATHLETES JOIN ELITE LIST
*A LOCAL ATHLETES HONORED
CHRISTIAN ATHLETES HOLD SUCCESSFUL BANQUET (L)
ATHLETES GO TO PLAYING THEIR LINES
KAUGUSTANA CITED FOR PROWESS ON COURT
KAUGUSTANA BASKETBALL PLAYER HAS BRAIN TUMOR
UEBERROTH SCORES WITH DRUG-TESTING PLAN (ED)
SCORE ONE FOR ANTI-STEROID EFFORTS
DESIRE TO WIN CAN DRIVE TO STEROID USE
PLAYER SALARIES HAVE GONE BEYOND REASON
KMCGRANN WAS BASKETBALL HERO IN FOOTBALL TOWN
KTRIES TO CREATE LOCAL ATHLETIC CLUB
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS, COACHES
COACHES HONOR 'LOVABLE' LOCKWOOD
KMOVE TO CROW CREEK HIGH DELIGHTS FRANKLIN
LOLLY FORSETH WINS GYMNASTICS COACHING HONOR
FORMER PLAYER DEFENDS CENTRAL'S COACH
KHUNNICUTT GIVES HIS TIME TO YOUTHS
-USD COACHING OPENING CAUSES NAME DROPPING
KDOUG MARTIN NAMED USD BASKETBALL COACH
MARTIN LOVES THOUGHT OF TAKING OVER TEAM
USD'S HAASE WALKS IN COACH'S SHOES
BOUNDARIES DON'T LIMIT JOHN EIDSNESS
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CHANGES COACH'S LIFE
NAASZ, GREENO, SALEM TO ENTER HALL OF FAME
KDICK BROOK WANTS OUT OF COACHING DUTIES
ABERDEEN'S BEATTIE MISSES CONTRACT DEADLINE
FUND-RAISER HELPED BRING KLINEDINST
STRAIN CLEARED BY OFFICIAL
CONDE COACH SAYS IT'S TIME FOR SIX-MAN FOOTBALL
BOMHOFF TAKES OVER SUCCESSFUL WARRIOR TEAM
KFATHER, SON COACHING RIVALS
ED CHALLENGE BRINGS COACH TO WOOD
NOBODY DID MORE FOR COACHING THAN BOB CLIFFORD
ARMOUR'S ALTENBURG USES SPECIAL LAWS
KPATTERSON BACK IN HOME POOL--SNOWFOX SWIMMERS
KRALPH LEADS SDSU IN NEW DIRECTION
BASKETBALL PLAYERS NEED EQUALITY IN COACHING
SCOTT UNDERWOOD CONTINUES TRADITION
KNORTHERN'S CURT FREDERICKSON HONORED BY WRITERS
BROOKINGS' STRANDE--COACH OF YEAR
KPIERRE COACH BOB JUDSON HONORED AS TOP COACH
KBROOKINGS STRANDE VOTED GIRLS COACH OF YEAR
KEX-AUGIE COACH JOINS CITADEL STAFF
xa«AULD-HONORED AS SPORTSMAN. OF YEAR
KTOM OSBORNE COACHING AT AUGUSTANA
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2/I1/I983 0012 XHUETHER TURNS IN RESIGNATION AT SDSU
3/08/1983 B0I2 KAUGUSTANA'S THOMAS RESIGNS
3/13/1983 C041 KST MARTIN IS GUINNESS BOOK RECORD-HOLDER
4/17/1983 C061 SCGREENO HAS SEEN CHANGES SINCE DAYS AT LANGFORD
5/01/1983 B012 XSUN, VICTORY STILL AWAIT RETIRING COACH HUETHER
1/14/1984 coil NORTHERN STATE'S WACHS MARCHES ON
1/22/1984 B013 JANKLOW SEES BENEFITS OF NON-TEACHING COACHES
1/23/1984 B031 *JANKLOW'S PLAN FOR PART-TIME COACHES
1/29/1984 B015 BEHAVIOR IS SPONTANEOUS, NATURAL
3/11/1984 B012 COACHING PRESSURE CAN BE HARD TO BEAR
3/11/1984 B054 SOLEM NOT READY FOR PRESSURE, YET
3/21/1984 BOll PARKER HAS TO DIVIDE HIS TIME
4/29/1984 N091 BISECTION 1) COMMON SENSE PRODUCES WINNING RECORD
5/10/1984 D012 *BOMHOFF REPLACES DAY AS COORDINATOR
6/26/1984 B015 COACHES DON'T NEED CERTIFICATES
6/29/1984 DOIl *COACH WALTON CAN TAKE MEMORIES
9/14/1984 DOll MINNESOTA COACH HOLTZ KNOWS
10/14/1984 B012 *T0 TUTOR THAT RARE, GREAT ATHLETE
12/24/1984 C014 JeMONTROSE COACH HONORED
3/21/1985 DOII *SD BASKETBALL MEMORIES RUN DEEP
4/11/1985 D03I ^MITCHELL'S MUNSEN NAMED BASKETBALL COACH OF YEAR
4/22/1985 BOII ^LITTLE SUPPORT AT MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY
4/28/1985 N091 KCRELIGION) HIS WINNING SOLUTION IS SIMPLE
8/07/1985 D0I2 XZULK RESIGNS AS STATE BASKETBALL COACH
2/06/1986 D012 PRESSURES MAKE COACHES HARDER TO FIND
4/01/1986 A051 *FORSETH THE COACHES' CHOICE IN GYMNASTICS
4/I7/I986 D012 *HOLWERDA TOP COACH IN USA
4/20/1986 B012 VOLUNTEERS FACE INCREASING THREATS
4/21/1986 A065 COACH'S ABILITIES OVERLOOKED (L)
4/27/198'6 N02l (HEALTH) KCOACH GETS MITCHELL BASKETBALL ROLLING
4/27/1986 N05I (HEALTH) ^BASKETBALL IS HIS LIFELONG LOVE
5/08/1986 B012 KLECLAIR JOINS COACHING RANKS
5/17/1986 B0I2 MUNSEN MAY MOVE IF RIGHT OFFER APPEARS
6/03/1986 D0I2 ^MORNINGSIDE'S CALLAHAN TO TAKE NEW JOB
6/09/1986 C015 DISTRICT'S POLICY FOR HIRING COACHES
6/29/1986 B0I6 HAWK NAMED COACH OF YEAR
7/02/1986 D063 AN EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATOR QUIETLY STEPS DOWN
7/26/1986 B012 KCOACHING LURES RUNNING OFF COURT
8/06/1986 D0I6 XPEARSON REACHES HIS DREAM
8/07/1986 D012 KCOACH EXPECTED TO MOVE UP
8/20/1986 D012 KEX-LUVERNE COACH STILL ENJOYS FOOTBALL FLARE
8/30/1986 A012 KRAPID CITY COACH ACCUSED OF SEXUAL OFFENSE
9/17/1986 D012 DAKOTA STATE COACH ENDS BASKETBALL HIATUS
10/30/1986 D012 XMARQUARDT PRODUCES WINNERS
11/18/1986 A104 COACH INSTILLS LIFELONG VALUES (L)
11/22/1986 B012 IOWA STATE SHOULD CONSIDER TRIPLETT
11/27/1986 B015 ^BASKETBALL EXCELLENCE A TRADITION AT PARKER
12/19/1986 D034 XPEIPER CITED FOR COACHING EXPERTISE
12/30/1986 A052 ^BENNETT COUNTY'S HOPKINS HONORED
1/06/1987<D031 KLEIN RESUMED WINNING TRADITION
1/07/1987 B012 3CBASKETBALL JOURNEYS HAVE BEEN FIRST CLASS
1/20/1987 C021 NEW LAW WOULD PROTECT VOLUNTEER COACHES
1/21/1987 DOll XPARKER'S HOOVER GAINS COACHING MILESTONE
1/28/1987 D012 ^(GREGORY FINDS COACHING HEAVEN
1/29/1987 D012 *SCHAFFER TAKES MARSHALL BASKETBALL TEAM
1/30/1987 C021 BILL TO PROTECT VOLUNTEER COACHES KILLED
2/11/1987 A104 COACHES TOO HARD ON PLAYERS (L)
2/13/1987 B013 *ARMOUR PRODUCES CHAMPIONS IN ABUNDANCE
2/26/1987 B031 KHUSKER COACH RECALLS GREATEST GAME EVER
2/27/1987 C021 FEDERAL JURY TO HEAR FORMER COACH'S LAWSUIT
3/26/1987 coil KPOISE KEY QUALITY OF LUCE'S
4/05/1987 C013 WOMEN SLOW TO ANSWER CALL OF COACHING
4/26/1987 BOll KRIER GIVES NO LESS THAN BEST
4/26/1987 FF21 3fST FRANCIS TEACHER-COACH
4/26/1987 FF51 *IOWA COACH BELIEVES, WINS
5/21/1987 D012 KSELLEVOLD NEW WARRIOR COACH
5/22/1987 C033 KKRAUTH PLANS MOVE FROM TRI-VALLEY
5/23/1987 B012 KBEGEMAN FOR BASKETBALL POSITION
6/03/1987 D015 ^PATRIOTS' BUSCH HONORED
6/05/1987 D013 COACH IN 'B' TITLE TRIP
6/09/1987 B013 LOCKWOOD RETURNS TO WASHINGTON
6/13/1987 B034 CALIF. COACH HIGH ON SD
6/28/1987 B015 WINTER CITED AS TOP COACH
8/09/1987 B013 PROPOSED PROGRAM LOOKS BEYOND WINS
9/11/1987 BOll UND COACH BUILDER OF CHAMPIONS
9/12/1987 B013 *BURNS MAKES DAKOTA BOWL SPECIAL EVENT
:M/02/1987'?;C015 SUPREME COURT ^REJECTS ,COACH'S DISABILITY CLAIM
11/15/1987 C012 PROGRAM FOR YOUTH COACHES
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12/1A/1987 C013 ^NATIONAL COLLEGE'S TICKNOR GETS AWARD
12/18/1987 D013 DWU'S OLERICH NAMED COACH OF YEAR
12/23/1987 D013 XARMOUR'S WEBER TAKES GIRLS COACHING HONOR
1/01/1988 DG13 BUCKEYES' FIRED COACH PLANS SF STOP
1/06/1988 D012 XBURNS RESIGNS O'GORMAN POST
1/12/1988 B013 *B1G-T1ME COACHES DRAW ON SD TIES
2/10/1988 D033 XAUGUSTANA WOMEN'S COACH RESIGNS
2/10/1988 D03A BOZIED JOINS FOOTBALL STAFF
2/12/1988 D015 KS DAKOTA TO REPLACE MARTIN
2/27/1988 BOll USD JOB IS UP FOR GRABS
3/0A/1988 BOll ROCKNE'S SUCCESS HAS TIES TO SD
3/08/1988 B013 KAUGIE ASSISTANT REPLACES TURPIN
3/10/1988 B0A5 PINE RIDGE COACH BEATS ALCOHOLISM
3/1A/1988 B013 KROAD FROM SF SMOOTHS FOR KAPPENMAN
3/21/1988 B013 KLINDSKOV HONORED FOR SERVICE
3/2A/1988 B016 USD PICKS 6 FINALISTS FOR JOB
A/06/1988 D015 )EZULK TURNS DOWN COACHING JOB
A/12/1988 B015 KSCHLAGEL TURNS DOWN USD JOB
A/22/1988 D013 5CDEN1ES CONTRACT TO WINNING WILMOT COACH
A/26/1988 B016 3CJ0NAS DECLINES USD JOB
A/27/1988 D012 COACHES SYMPATHIZE WITH ROBINSON
A/28/1988 B012 XUSD FINDS BASKETBALL COACH
5/01/1988 A13A COACHES CAN'T BE PERFECT (L)
5/01/1988 NOAl (SEC GG) ^MANAGER HAS TIGERS BY THE TAIL
5/01/1988 Nlll (SEC CO seNOTRE DAME COACH HAD WINNING ROOTS
5/03/1988 A081 KNIGHT SHOULD GO
5/10/1988 A015 KEARRING DEAL BRINGS COACH BACK TO FIELD
5/10/1988 B016 STEVENS COACH DIVICH RESIGNS
5/11/1988 A081 COACHES MUST FOLLOW RULES OF THE GAME
'5/19/1988 A103 COACH OFFERS PLAYERS COMMON SENSE ADVICE (L)
5/23/1988 A06A COACH SHOULD BE ROLE MODEL
5/2A/1988 A085 PEOPLE GAVE IN TO COACH (L)
5/25/1988 D015 *MART1N TAKES DWU BASKETBALL POSITION
5/27/1988 D012 *D1SCUS THROW SET SCHWARTZ'S LIFE SPINNING
5/30/1988 B013 KFOSNESS WANTS YOUTH TO AVOID PITFALLS
5/31/1988 A082 STUDENTS NEED CHALLENGE (L)
6/03/1988 AlOl COACH'S LESSON IMPORTANT (L)
6/1A/1988 B013 *TALCOTT NAMED COUCH OF YEAR
6/16/1988 B015 TRIPLETT APPLIES FOR UNI COACHING JOB
6/30/1988 DOAl MONTROSE'S THELEN GETS HURON POST
7/07/1988 B015 ^MINNESOTA FIRING HANDLED POORLY, LOCAL MEN SAY
7/31/1988 B035 COACH USES YOGA DURING PRACTICES
8/18/1988 DOll KSCHUELER WILL BE MISSED
10/08/1988 B016 RULING GIVES HURON COACH HIS JOB BACK
12/13/1988 D013 ^TALENTED KNIGHTS TURN KUETER INTO WINNER
12/15/1988 D013 WINTER'S DRIVE HELPS YANKTON'S SUCCESS
12/16/1988 D013 5fB0BCAT GYMNASTS CLAIMED TITLE
12/20/1988 D013 KUSD FOOTBALL COACH RESIGNS
12/21/1988 D012 TRIPLETT IS CANDIDATE FOR 3 JOBS
12/21/1988 D013 3CF00TBALL COACHES REVIVE SCHOOLS' WINNING SPIRITS
12/2A/1988 B013 *BALT1C CROSS COUNTRY COACH HONORED
12/28/1988 D013 3(NE1BER MOLDS JACKRABBIT BASKETBALL INTO WINNER
1/2A/1989 B03A 36ROACH NAMED DSC COACH
2/01/1989 D012 XVIBORG COACH EARNS AOOTH CAREER WIN
2/12/1989 B013 3CF1RM HAND GUIDES MORNINGSIDE REVIVAL
2/15/1989 D012 KCOLTS HIRE BALTIC NATIVE AS ASSISTANT
2/2A/1989 DOAl ^LESSONS LEARNED SERVE TAR HEELS COACH
2/26/1989 B013 XPIONEER WRESTLING COACH BROKE DOWN BARRIERS
3/10/1989 D016 WASHINGTON'S ODNEY RETIRES
3/18/1989 A083 ODNEY WILL BE MISSED (L)
3/21/1989 B012 XTHOMAS FITS MOLD OF ASSISTANT COACH
3/22/1989 DOll ODNEY WAS A SUCCESS AS COACH
3/2A/1989 D031 *S10UX FALLS COLLEGE COACH RESIGNS
3/27/1989 B012 KVETERAN COACH--STUDENTS KEEP HIM YOUNG
A/07/1989 DOAl ^LINCOLN'S FORSETH PICKED FOR COACHES SHRINE
A/09/1989 BOll TRUE COACHES FIND HONOR IN GIVING
A/09/1989 B032 *C0ACHES WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE
A/16/1989 BOll COACH MUST STAND BEHIND HIS PROMISES
A/17/1989 BOAA COLMAN-EGAN COACH NAMED
A/25/1989 B013 ^COACHING HONOR SURPRISES O'GORMAN'S HUNT
A/30/1989 B012 ^(STRESS IS AMONG TOUGHEST OPPONENTS
5/03/1989 D015 THRILLERS WON'T OFFER SAUNDERS NEW DEAL
6/09/1989 D016 WASHINGTON HIGH NAMES MURREN AS WRESTLING COACH
6/09/1989 D031 EVENSON EARNS COACHING AWARD
6/15/1989 D013 LINCOLN TENNIS COACH EARNS HONOR
6/17/1989 B012 BAKER NEW WASHINGTON COACH
- ^7/10/1989 v<A083VfCOAGHES/ UMPIRES, HAVE. THANKLESS JOBS (L)
7/12/1989 D012 XMUSSELMAN HOPES HIS EXPERIENCE HELPS
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9/03/1989 BOH KNCC FOOTBALL CUTS PATH INTO CANADA
9/26/1989 BGll *HURON COACH RETURNS SPARK TO FOOTBALL
10/13/1989 CG33 KEX-RC COACH STRAIN ACCUSED OF ADVANCES
lG/18/1989 DGll KPASTOR PETE'S RETIREMENT IS FOOTBALL'S LOSS
12/12/1989 BG13 USD'S WILLEY THRIVES ON HARD WORK
12/12/1989 BG16 *LYNX COACH HONORED BY HIS PEERS
12/15/1989 DG13 HURON COACH HELPED STEER TEAM OUT OF SLUMP
12/20/1989 DG13 KO'GORMAN VOLLEYBALL COACH HONORED
12/31/1989 NG65 *COACH FIGHTS BACK AFTER BREAKDOWN
1/30/1990 B035 *NCC REVIEWING TAPE OF FIGHT
2/13/1990 C023 DECISION MAILED IN MAT INCIDENT
2/16/1990 C012 COACH REPORTED IN WRESTLING INCIDENT
2/25/1990 BOll KCOACH FEELS FRUSTRATION, NOT BURNOUT
3/27/1990 D016 KMILLER QUITS LINCOLN JOB
3/30/1990 A081 COACH UNFAIRLY BLAMED IN DRILLS (L)
4/01/1990 Alll REPORT OF NUDE BASKETBALL DRILL OFFERS LESSON
4/26/1990 A013 KEKKER RESIGNS AS SKYFORCES COACH
5/06/1990 AOll GARRY TO COACH LINCOLN FOOTBALL
5/06/1990 B016 KGARRY TO COACH LINCOLN
5/06/1990 CC05 ^BRANDON'S COACH LEADS BY LISTENING
5/13/1990 C012 KCLOSES SEX CASE AGAINST TEACHER-COACH
5/20/1990 BOll KIT WAS ONE TERRIFIC RUN FOR GREENO
6/05/1990 D016 ELK POINT GOLF COACH HONORED
6/15/1990 D012 NEW USD COACH REVOKES SCHOLARSHIPS
6/22/1990 D012 KAREA COACHES COULD BE REWARDED
6/23/1990 A085 MAYBE NEW USD COACH NEEDS PAY MOTIVATION (L)
7/02/1990 C012 KSKYFORCE COACH NOW ENJOYS BASKETBALL WITH KIDS
9/01/1990 BOll SF COACHES ESTABLISH NEW TRADITION
10/27/1990 A012 *TOP AUGUSTANA COLLEGE COACH DIES
10/30/1990 B012'KSD"STATE'S HAENSEL RESIGNS
11/16/1990 D015 KEX-USD COACH ENJOYS BIG TIME IOWA FOOTBALL
11/19/1990 C015 KTO NAME FOOTBALL COACH BY DECEMBER 1
12/02/1990 B012 KDALY TAKES FOOTBALL JOB
12/19/1990 D012 KLENNOX PROGRAM REAPS HONORS
12/20/1990 A091 AUGUSTANA UNFAIR TO GREAT COACH (L)
12/24/1990 A012 KBRANDON VALLEY'S KLINEDINST NAMED
2/08/1991 D012 KKENDLE VOWS TO FIGHT AUGUSTANA DECISION
2/15/1991 DOll MCDERMOTT, DAKOTA STATE WINNING AT LAST
2/20/1991 D012 STANDS OUT AMONG NFL COACHES
3/01/1991 D012 KTHERE'S MORE TO LIFE THAN WINNING
3/05/1991 C012 PRESLER REPLACES KENDLE AS AUGUSTANA WRESTLING COACH
4/03/1991 D016 KCOACH HONORED AGAIN
4/26/1991 A015 WOMAN GETS OFFER TO COACH BASKETBALL FOR MCCOOK BOYS
4/29/1991 B012 *1970 STATE TITLE STILL BIGGEST THRILL
5/05/1991 A081 CHEERS TO SCHOOL FOR GIVING HER A CHANCE (ED)
5/05/1991 BOll SCHOOLS NEED MORE WOMEN COACHING BOYS
5/05/1991 N164 KTHIS COACH TEACHES DISCIPLINE
5/08/1991 A012 WOMAN REFUSES COACHING OFFER
5/08/1991 D012 KFAITH, FOOTBALL IMPORTANT TO COACH
'5/27/1991 C012KAUGUSTANA COACH CHASTISES HERSELF FOR RUNNING LATE
6/05/1991 D012 KDUMMERMUTH RECEIVES COACHING HONOR
6/11/1991 B012 MARION'S KIPPES HONORED
7/23/1991 B041 BALL STATE ASSISTANT KIRCHNER IS COACH
9/21/1991 A012 KLEGENDARY CATHEDRAL HIGH COACH SALEM DIES
9/22/1991 C031 KHALL OF FAME COACH NUSIER SALEM DIES
11/05/1991 B012 KUSD FOOTBALL COACH IS FIRED
11/17/1991 BOll FRITSCH ERA COMES TO HARSH END
11/30/1991 B013 KDALY NAMED NCC COACH OF THE YEAR
12/12/1991 A012 COACH APOLOGIZES FOR INDIAN ARTICLE
12/12/1991 DOll THESE COACHES PROSPERED THROUGH BASKETBALL'S CHANGES
12/17/1991 C015 KHEINITZ HONORED FOR TURNAROUND
12/19/1991 D012 KCREEHAN NAMED USD FOOTBALL COACH
12/28/1991 B012 KEX-AUGUSTANA ASSISTANT SIGNS RICH 5-YEAR DEAL
1/01/1992 D015 KCHAMPION COACH DEFENDS AGAINST OFF-COURT DEMONS
1/21/1992 A086 COACH'S 'GROSS' GAME BEHAVIOR IRRESPONSIBLE CD
3/08/1992 GOll KDOC'S LESSON TOOK 30 YEARS, 1 CONFESSION
4/19/1992 N082 KAT 60, COACH TACKLES NEW JOB
. 5/15/1992 D012 KTHOMAS STEPS TO HEAD OF BENCH
6/07/1992 BOll KBASKETBALL IS NOT GROSS' ONLY CHALLENGE
9/29/1992 C012 ^MEMORIES OF '67 STILL STRONG FOR MOTTICE
12/09/1992 C012 KAUGUSTANA'S HEINITZ RESIGNS
12/19/1992 B012 KMOLLER NAMED AUGUSTANA COACH
12/22/1992 C041 MILLER'S SIZER NAMED GIRLS COACH OF YEAR
12/28/1992 C051 FAMILY TAKES PRIORITY FOR CUSTER COACH
1/14/1982 EOll TIGHT BUDGET HAS HURON'S CARRIER RECRUITING BY PHONE
8/04/1982 C021 UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT MADE THE RIGHT MOVE (ED)
«8/14/T982 BOll COLLEGE COACHES ARE ON THE ROAD AGAIN
9/16/1982 D0l2 KDAKOTA STATE TRAINER A PIONEER
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ll/0<i/1982 0014 AREA ATHLETIC TRAINERS SPEAK OUT
1/19/1983 B012 RECRUITING LIMITS WON'T AFFECT LOCAL COLLEGES
I/2G/I983 0015 AREA SCHOOLS MAY GET ATHLETES WHO FAIL NCAA STANDARD
1/21/1983 coil ENFORCEMENT POSES PROBLEM WITH RULE CHANGE
5/15/1983 C014 5€AID FOR ATHLETES
5/17/1983 coil MISS OPPORTUNITY TO BE A JACKRABBIT OR COYOTE
.11/20/1983 B013 ^NATIONAL COLLEGE BEGINS A NEW TRADITION
4/29/1984 B013 ATHLETICS STRIVES FOR TOTAL EQUALITY
5/01/1984 B012 FINN HOPES TO GET EQUALITY AT SDSU
5/25/1984 0054 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE CLEARED
7/01/1984 B012KDORDT SURVIVES SMALL-COLLEGE WORLD WITHOUT FOOTBALL
6/19/1985 D012 $600 PAYMENT WON'T SIT WELL WITH SMALLER SCHOOLS
6/27/1985 D012 DAKOTA CONFERENCE ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY
11/06/1985 D012 NCAA DIVISION II'S BEST
1/16/1986 C012 RULE CHANGES RECRUITING PLANS
6/17/1986 0033 NCC SCHOOLS FACE TOUGH COMPETITION
9/11/1986 A121 REAL PROBLEMS IN SPORTS (ED)
10/29/1986 D012 PRESIDENTS TAKE LEAD IN NAIA ATHLETICS
9/06/1987 B013 KNCC--RIGHT TO SEE PREP GAMES
12/11/1987 D013 SD STATE RUNNERS HONORED
12/20/1987 B012 COLLEGES WANT IN NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE
12/10/1988 A081 SPORTS STUDY REFLECTS EDUCATIONAL HYPOCRISY (ED)
12/17/1988 C012 *MIXED SIGNALS TO YOUNGER FOLKS
1/15/1989 C013 XREDSHIRT--MERIT OF 5-YEAR PLAN
1/28/1989 AlOl HIGH MINDED, BUT TOO DISCRIMINATORY (ED)
2/19/1990 C012 KTHINKS 'DEATH PENALTY' WORKS
4/03/1990 B012 LACK OF SPRING CONTACT DRILLS UNPOPULAR
6/23/1990 B015 *SDSU TAPS ITS OWN RESOURCES
12/20/1990 A094 NDSU COLUMN SOUNDS LIKE SOUR GRAPES (L)
"1704/1991 A081 SPORTS STUDY MERITS RESERVED APPLAUSE (ED)
4/11/1991 C012 KUSD FOOTBALL PLAYER KILLS HIMSELF
4/13/1991 BOll AREA SCHOOLS SCORE BIG WITH RECRUITS
5/05/1991 N021 *TOP USD ATHLETE TRAVELS BY LAND
5/12/1991 BOll NUMBERS GAME DOESN'T AFFECT AREA PROGRAMS
8/04/1991 BOll 3CPAYING COLLEGE ATHLETES WON'T END ABUSE
4/02/1992 A043 JfPUBLiC OPINIONS--SPORTS IN COLLEGES
4/02/1992 A081 *NCAA STANDARDS NOW MATCH SD (PROF)
4/19/1992 coil *SD COLLEGES REAP BENEFITS FROM BROOKLYN
9/20/1992 BOll XGENDER EQUITY IS NEXT GOAL FOR COLLEGES
2/05/1984 C012 *REFS HAVE TO ACCEPT HARDSHIPS
4/25/1984 B012 *DENNIS NOW IS HONORARY REFEREE
10/16/1992 C012 *YOUNG REFEREES STRUGGLE TO MOVE UP
6/03/1982 DOll WASHINGTON'S GIRLS STATE PREP CLASS A CHAMPS
6/15/1982 B042 STUDENTS WILL HAVE TO BUY OWN SHOES
6/23/1982 B012 LAW PROHIBITING SEX DISCRIMINATI0N--10 YEARS
7/23/1982 D012 ^ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND THE ATHLETE
7/24/1982 B012 3€CAN'T COMPARE KIDS TO PROS
7/25/1982 C012 ATHLETES TOP PRIORITY FOR WASHINGTON'S LUCE
8/01/1982 C031 SF KIDS' MOTIVATION IN SPORTS NORMAL
8/31/1982 B021 O'GORMAN STILL HAVE STRONG TEAM
'9/02/1982 B013 COACH CHARGES DISTRICT WITH SEX DISCRIMINATION
10/29/1982 D012 PARKER RUNNER NIKKI ZEBELL WILL FINISH RACE IN COURT
12/09/1982 D012 PREP SPORTS PARTICIPATION STILL HIGH...
1/16/1983 B071 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS FACE VOTE THIS WEEK
1/19/1983 BOll ASSOCIATION TO LOOK AT 3-CLASS BASKETBALL
1/20/1983 D012 SD ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION MAKES CHANGES
2/12/1983 B012 JUDGE RULES MILLER OF FIS INELIGIBLE
4/08/1983 DOll POPULAR DEMAND COULD BRING GAMES BACK
5/22/1983 C012 3«ATHLETES' PARTY RAISES DEBATE ABOUT COACHES' ROLES
5/29/1983 C012 3fTW0 SPORTS IN ONE SEASON NIXED BY SOME
6/12/1983 B012 SD HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS HONORS
6/14/1983 B012 SF BOARD DECIDES AGAINST SOCCER
6/14/1983 B012 BRANDON COACHES GET BACKING IN DISPUTE
9/22/1983 DOll MADISON'S DEPARTURE FROM ESD WILL REWRITE
9/23/1983 DOll IRENE'S RICH ATHLETIC HERITAGE
10/09/1983 BOll GIRLS TENNIS, BOYS GOLF PAYING OWN BILLS
11/13/1983 A012 GIRLS BECOME MORE ACTIVE IN SPORTS
12/04/1983 B014 EAST/WEST SPLIT ENGULFS AREA
12/14/1983 C052 HOT SPRINGS STUDENTS HAVE TO PASS TO PLAY
1/01/1984 coil WASHINGTON BOYS CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL SEASON
1/11/1984 BOll SUCCESS IN THE ADRIAN, MINN SPORTS ARENA
2/12/1984 B012 MUST WAIT FOR GIRLS 3,200-METER RACE
4/30/1984 D012 GOVERNMENT ISN'T ALWAYS HELPFUL
6/30/1984 BOll SF, SINAI REUNIONS
9/23/1984 C014 HIGH SCHOOLS PLAY RECRUITING GAME
11/20/1984 coil IN THE FORE OF THE SUBURBAN REVOLUTION
:,12/03/1984 €011-BOYS RANCH CONTRIBUTESaO SPORT SCENE
12/29/1984 C033 XROW CREEK GETS UNIFORM GIFT
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4/28/1985 N031 K(HEALTH) 'THE SHOT* RINGS AFTER 43 YEARS
6/02/1985 BOll SUMMER TRAINING LEGAL WITH CAMPS
9/22/1985 B012 SCHEDULING IS NIGHTMARE FOR SOME SCHOOLS
12/27/1985 A061 NO-PASS, NO-PLAY RULE (ED)
2/25/1986 C014 SOUTH DAKOTA ELIGILIBILTY RULES TOUGHENED
8/31/1986 B012 ^ATHLETIC PROGRAMS ESCAPE CUTS
9/18/1986 D012 REVISION OF PHYSICALS PROCEDURE OVERDUE
12/19/1986 D012 ^DECISIONS ABOUT WHICH SPORTS TO OFFER
1/14/1987 D013 ALL-STAR GAMES SET FOR ABERDEEN
1/21/1987 D012 BOARD WILL VOTE ON CO-OPS TODAY
6/13/1987 B012 ESTATE GIRLS BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS TOGETHER
7/11/1987 AlOl CHANGES NEEDED IN JUNIOR HIGH ATHLETIC POLICY
9/08/1987 AD61 PREP SPORTS IN SYNC (ED)
9/29/1987 B012 SOUTH DAKOTA GIRLS LIKE THEIR SPORTS
12/24/1987 B013 SPEARFISH TEAM ROLLS TO YEAR-END HONOR
1/10/1988 B012KWHISTLE FOR FOOTBALL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
5/17/1988 BOll STEVENS DOMINATES '88 SPORTS
11/20/1988 B014 SEARCH FOR BUDGET-CUTTING MEASURES
12/18/1988 BOll WHAT'S IN A NAME
1/06/1989 D036 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS SD TRANSFER RULE
2/21/1989 B012 36AHTLETIC PARTNERSHIP WITH ARENA IN JEOPARDY
7/04/1989 D015 ^HISTORY OF WASHINGTON ATHLETICS DETAILED IN BOOK
10/19/1989 C041 PRAIRIE SPORTS COVERAGE 'WAS GREAT FUN'
11/08/1989 D015 O'GORMAN STUDENTS RALLY BEHIND DECISION
11/09/1989 D013 SUSPENSIONS REACH O'GORMAN BASKETBALL TEAM
11/15/1989 A113 MEDIA HURT O'GORMAN (L)
11/16/1989 A093 STORY SHOWS FAVORITISM (L)
11/19/1989 A094 SUSPENSIONS APPROPRIATE (L)
1/1/21/1989 SELECT THEIR HEROES POORLY (L)
11/22/1989 A082 KUETER DID WHAT WAS RIGHT (L)
3/09/1990 C015 WINNER SCHOOL BOARD ASKS PUBLIC'S INPUT ON STRIP
3/15/1990 A081 STRIP FREE-THROW DRILL BLOCKS SPORTS BENEFITS (ED)
3/15/1990 Cdl4 'STRIP BASKETBALL' DISCONTINUED
3/22/1990 C021 AGENCY QUESTIONING WATERTOWN SPORTS BIAS
4/14/1990 C012 ADDITIONAL GIRLS SPORT MAY BE MANDATED
5/08/1990 C026 WATERTOWN GIRLS MAY GET VOLLEYBALL
5/27/1990 C041 VOLGA WOMAN WANTS JURY TRIAL IN SCHOOL SUIT
6/16/1990 B036 SD PREP CHANGES
9/21/1990 C033 GARRETSON HIGH SCHOOL BANS INITIATION RITUALS
10/04/1990 B023 DISRESPECTFUL SPORTS FANS RUIN THE FUN
10/18/1990 A084 RONCALLI LEARNS FEELING OF BEING SHORT-HANDED (L)
11/20/1990 B043 *MERGER MAKES FOR MIGHTY MCCOOK
3/24/1991 FOll ^ACADEMIC SUPERSTARS
5/21/1991 A012 TEAM'S BLACK RIBBONS BREAK REGULATION
5/22/1991 AlOl ACTIVITIES OFFICIAL REVERSES BAD CALL (ED)
6/09/1991 A093 FANS FORGET PURPOSE OF HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS (L)
6/24/1991 A103 DON'T SHORT-CUT ATHLETIC PHYSICALS (ED)
11/19/1991 C015 *7 O'GORMAN STARTERS SPORTING HIGH GPA'S
12/03/1991 A066 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS BEAT WEATHER ODDS (L)
'12/08/1991 BOll *SD GIRLS MAKE MOST OF THEIR SHOT
12/10/1991 A016 CONTACT SPORTS OUT FOR GIRLS
12/11/1991 A012 SCHOOL SPORTS TIPPED TO BOYS' SIDE
1/10/1992 D041 NEW PREP ENROLLMENT DIVISIONS PROPOSED
1/29/1992 C031 ABERDEEN--ATHLETES MUST MAKE GRADE
2/23/1992 F035 SISSETON SCHOOL DISTRICT FACES RIGHTS COMPLAINT
9/02/1992 A012 ALCOHOL AD ON FOOTBALL TICKETS STIRS CONTROVERSY
9/15/1992 A064 SF SCHOOLS MISS EQUALITY CONCEPT (L)
9/17/1992 D031 5fGAMES BELONG TO STUDENT ATHLETES (PROF)
9/24/1992 A012 KPOST-GAME TERROR SHAMES ELK POINT OFFICIALS
12/19/1992 AOll *BOY BANNED FROM GIRLS SPORT
12/19/1992 A021 STATE LAW SILENT ON CO-ED SPORTS
12/22/1992 A015 *MONTROSE FORFEITS CONTEST AFTER UNRULY DISPLAY
12/22/1992 A023 OFF-COURT BEHAVIOR CALLED DEPLORABLE
12/22/1992 A061 HIGH SCHOOLS NEED POLICY ON SPORTS (ED)
12/24/1992 A012 DISORDERLY CONDUCT, ASSAULT CHARGES FILED
12/24/1992 A063 ^PUBLIC OPINION--SCHOOL SPORTS ACTIVITIES
3/17/1982 BOll CLEMENT-THE ORIGINAL FEMALE UMPIRE
1/19/1984 D013 KADMITS HE HAS BLOWN SOME CALLS
11/14/1984 B014 56BOOMGARDEN RETIRES HIS STRIPES
7/28/1985 B012 UMPIRES ARE GETTING OUT OF GAME
6/21/1992 B012 9CDELL RAPIDS' STADEM UMPIRES SONS' BALLGAMES
5/03/1983 C012 ND CUTS SCHOLARSHIPS OF MERRIAM, KWIKKEL IN HALF
5/04/1983 D012 SCHOLARSHIP CUTTING NOTHING NEW, SAYS GUNTHER
5/13/1990 BOll WHAT BECAME OF GOOD OLD TEAM NAMES
1/01/1985 DOll SD RARE MOMENTS IN 1984
>4/25/1985 .B041<DOBRATZ WINS STATE. AWARD
'12/31/1985 DOll TEAM PLAY-HIGHLIGHTS SUCCESS IN '85
1/02/1986 B034 UNBEATEN BROOKINGS HONORED ONE MORE TIME
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4/27/1986 NlOl (HEALTH) ^MEMENTOS MARK 37 YEARS IN UNIFORM
5/04/1986 B012 ^VULNERABLE KNEES BRACING FOR FOOTBALL BLOWS
10/17/1986 D012 ^THREAT OF ABUSE IS REAL TO OFFICIALS
1/01/1987 D051 SD HAD SHARE OF RARE MOMENTS
1/27/1987 BOll PREP ALL-STAR GAMES FINANCED IN UNIQUE WAY
7/17/1987 D013 CONFERENCE EXPANSION AFFECTS NCC SCHOOLS
, 2/02/1988 B013 XVAN WECHEL FOCUSES ON TRACK
3/06/1988 B012 KAWARD IS TRIBUTE TO MARSHALL'S WORK
9/17/1988 BOll N COLORADO SHOULD LEAVE NORTH CENTRAL
2/08/1989 A083 TICKET PRICE TOO STEEP (L)
5/07/1989 B013 POTENTIAL SPONSORS TAKING HARDER LOOK
11/28/1991 B041 *ARGUS LEADER ELITE 45
12/28/1991 A083 SPORTSWRITERS MISS BEST WOMEN'S TEAM CD
11/02/1989 DOll HINDERS PROPER GROWTH OF NEARBY ATHLETIC FIELD
3/15/1986 AlOl NCAA FAILING IN DUTY (ED)
3/22/1984 coil ATKINS TO SEEK REPUBLICAN STATE SENATE SEAT .
3/23/1984 C0433«PAISLEY RUNNING FOR STATE SENATE
11/01/1990 A012 KTEA-TIME HARVEST
11/02/1987 A056 CHET ATKINS PROVES HE KNOWS HIS MUSIC
5/14/1982 coil HILL CITY MAN FINDS PARALLELS AS PRIEST AND COP-
6/17/1982 C122 ATKINSON ON LEAVE TO RUN FOR PUC
10/24/1992 B024 ATKINSON, 81, TAUGHT VALUE OF PEOPLE
1/23/1982 B033 ATLAS PICTURES TO BE RETURNED
3/17/1988 coil PROFESSOR TO TALK ABOUT ATOMIC BOMB
2/03/1985 C021 *CITY ATTORNEY'S JOB NOT ALWAYS UNDERSTOOD
5/08/1986 C043 ABERDEEN CITY ATTORNEY REPRIMANDED
12/18/1992 B012 KFOUR ATTORNEYS TRY TO PREVENT POSSIBLE SUITS
1/11/1985 C041 LINCOLN COUNTY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE HIRES AIDE
4/13/1989 C012 ^NELSON WON'T INVESTIGATE PRISON
" S OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
5/22/1982 coil JUDGE MENTIONED AS REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
11/03/1982 C013 MEIERHENRY WINS RE-ELECTION
6/14/1983 BOll DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL RESIGNS
7/29/1984 G031 SD ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
7/07/1985 A071 CANDIDATES FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL'S JOB
10/25/1985 B035 DAKTOAS ATTORNEYS GENERAL ROAST EACH OTHER
3/09/1986 A081 CONTESTS DEVELOPING FOR MEIERHENRY'S JOB
3/12/1986 B021 CASEY TO ANNOUNCE BID FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
3/13/1986 BOll KCASEY ENTERS ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE
3/15/1986 C014 XMASTEN WANTS TO HELP FARMERS
3/23/1986 C021 JACKLEY ENTERS ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE
3/29/1986 A012 ^MEIERHENRY WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
5/03/1986 C013 NEEDS MORE CRIME PREVENTION--CASEY
6/06/1986 C031 HEIDEPRIEM, VOLESKY CONSIDERED
6/19/1986 C015 ATTORNEY GENERAL FIELD NARROWS
8/24/1986 B041 ATTORNEY GENERAL CANDIDATES SPELL OUT DIFFERENCES
8/25/1986 B013 TELLINGHUISEN--MASTEN EXPLANATION MISLEADING
8/30/1986 A081 ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE PRODUCES IDEAS (ED)
8/31/1986 coil ATTORNEY GENERAL CANDIDATES SOUND OFF AT FAIR
9/24/1986 A084 RACE, OFFERS CLEAR CHOICE (L)
9/27/1986 C012 CANDIDATES DEFEND CRIMINAL-LAW STANDS
10/03/1986 C023 TELLINGHUISEN, MASTEN AGREE ON NEW ISSUES
10/29/1986 A051 TELLINGHUISEN, MASTEN FOCUS ON DRUGS
10/30/1986 A081 MASTEN HAS THE EDGE IN ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE (ED)
11/05/1986 coil 3CTELLINGHUISEN LEADS ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE
12/31/1986 B022 ^LOBBYIST NAMED DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
1/04/1987 A015 ^(MEIERHENRY LOOKS BACK ON YEARS IN COURT
1/06/1987 A041 XSOUTH DAKOTA LOSES A GOOD CHIEF LAWYER
2/28/1987 C031 DEPUTY CAN BE A COMMISSIONER, OFFICIAL RULES
11/16/1987 C021 OPEN MEETINGS POLICY DEVELOPING
3/09/1988 B021 ATTORNEY GENERAL WARNS OF LOTTERY CHAIN LETTER
11/01/1988 AlOl PROSECUTORS MUSE USE COMMON SENSE (ED)
10/16/1989 B021 *1990 BID FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL POST
10/29/1989 A112 SPIRITED ATTORNEY GENERAL'S RACE LOOMS
11/22/1989 A015 ^TELLINGHUISEN, HEIDEPRIEM OUT OF RACE
11/23/1989 C021 *BARNETT EARLY PICK FOR GOP
11/30/1989 A081 TELLINGHUISEN QUIETLY GETS THE JOB DONE (ED)
12/15/1989 A103 EXPERTISE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL STAFF
6/22/1990 C012 *SF MAN RUNNING FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
7/04/1990 C032 STATE RECOVERS RECORD AMOUNT OF FUNDS
7/21/1990 B012 *BUTLER PLEDGES ACTION
10/21/1990 D016 ^CANDIDATES ARGUE ATTORNEY GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
10/26/1990 A081 BARNETT BEST OPTION FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL (ED)
10/26/1990 A092 BUTLER WOULD BE GOOD ATTORNEY GENERAL (L)
11/04/1990 E016 ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE COSTLY
11/24/1990 C032 LONG NAMED DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
;;liy27/1990rC033. PERSONNEL CHANGES,POSSIBLE, BARNETT SAYS
'2/10/1991 B015*KEEPING QUIET ABOUT ABORTION BILL
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8/20/1991 C036
1/23/1982
1/29/1982
1/30/1982
2/26/1982
2/27/1982
3/01/1982
7/08/1982
8/18/1982
2/02/1983
2/04/1983
2/05/1983
2/08/1983
2/09/1983
2/13/1983
2/18/1983
2/23/1983
3/08/1983
3/31/1983
6/17/1984
8/30/1984
11/05/1984
1/08/1985
11/23/1985
4/08/1986
11/21/1986
12/09/1986
12/11/1986
12/12/1986
12/18/1986
12/20/1986
12/21/1986
12/30/1986
1/03/1987
1/09/1987
11/13/1987
12/30/1987
2/25/1988
3/16/1988
3/18/1988
4/09/1988
4/24/1988
5/11/1988
5/14/1988
5/15/1988
5/27/1988
5/30/1988
6/05/1988
- 6/07/1988
6/08/1988
6/15/1988
9/14/1988
9/25/1988
10/19/1988
10/20/1988
10/26/1988
11/04/1988
11/09/1988
11/09/1988
6/19/1989
10/21/1989
11/13/1989
8/11/1990
9/06/1990
9/07/1990
9/08/1990
9/11/1990
4/09/1991
5/18/1991
6/09/1991
12/11/1991
12/19/1991
12/31/1991
3/10/1992
3/24/1992
VC 5/24/1992
5/26/1992
B043
0041
C033
C033
CO 31
C032
C071
C031
0041
C041
B046
C015
C031
AO 12
C045
C032
CO 31
CO 51
CO 51
D013
C041
C035
CO 16
A081
C021
A012
A012
C012
C016
C022
C026
C014
A012
A123
C012
B023
CO 12
B015
coil
A015
AlOl
A015
A012
AlOl
C015
C012
A081
C023
AOll
B071
C014
C012
C012
B012
AlOl
C014
C015
C042
BOll
C015
B012
C032
A012
A015
coil
AlOl
B033
C023
C014
C021
C021
A013
C013
C015
4F016
C031
CLOSED MEETING WITHIN THE LAW--STATE OFFICE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF STATE ATTORNEY
STATE'S ATTORNEY BILL GOES TO JANKLOW
CONTROVERSY ABOUT LEGAL FEE OF TRIPP CO
ALL COUNTIES CAN HIRE STATE'S ATTORNEY
TRIPP COUNTY HIRES PIERRE LAWYERS
RULING ON STATE'S ATTORNEY CASE DELAYED
BILL SNAGS STATE'S ATTORNEYS CAREER
ATTORNEYS WARNED OF PAYMENT RULING
BROWN COUNTY STATE'S ATTORNEY QUITS
BILL WOULD ALLOW STATE ATTORNEY FEES
COMMITTEE OKS STATE'S ATTORNEYS BILL
FORMER STATE'S ATTORNEY WOULD GAIN
TRIPP RESIDENTS LOBBY AGAINST BILL
APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTIES LEGALIZED
*TR1PP COUNTY LAWSUIT FRIEND AGAINST FRIEND
SENATE GETS BILL TO STOP LAWYER'S FEE
TOBIN'S 1 STEP CLOSER TO KEEPING $102,000
ANOTHER SUIT FILED AGAINST TOBlN
JUDGE NAMED IN TRIPP COUNTY CASE
GROUP SUPPORTS POSITION TO TRAIN PROSECUTORS
STATE'S ATTORNEY WILL STAND TRIAL
STATE'S ATTORNEY RACE OFFERS A CHOICE
XWANTS TOUGHER DOMESTIC ABUSE LAWS
GAMBLING RAID NETS RECORDS
LOCAL OFFICIALS DID FINE JOB (L)
DEPUTY ATTORNEY TO SUCCEED TELLINGHUISEN
PROSECUTOR FACES DISMISSAL
ATTORNEY'S RECORD UNDER JANKLOW'S SCRUTINY
JANKLOW AWAITING KELLER REPORT
HIGH COURT DELAYS HEARING ON DISMISSAL
COURT TO CONSIDER STATE'S ATTORNEY CASE
JUSTICES TAKE THEMSELVES OFF KELLER CASE
XKELLER HEARING GETS GO-AHEAD
PROSECUTOR KEEPS JOB AFTER HEARING
ESTATE'S ATTORNEY REMOVAL ATTEMPT
*SEXUAL HARASSMENT INQUIRY REPORTED
COUNTY DEFERS DECISION ON HIRING INVESTIGATOR
KWILKA STATES INTENT TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
WILKA AIDE RESIGNS TO AVOID CONTROVERSY
KSTATE WANTS WILKA TAKEN OFF CASE
ESTATE'S ATTORNEY, EX-AIDE EXONERATED
SUSPICIONS PUT RACE IN PRIMARY SPOTLIGHT (ED)
KSTATE UPHOLDS SEX COMPLAINT AGAINST WILKA
KCOUNTY TO CONTINUE CASE AGAINST WILKA
COUNTY RIGHT TO GET INVOLVED (ED)
STATE'S ATTORNEY CANDIDATES DISCUSS PROSECUTION
ESTATE'S ATTORNEY HOPEFULS DISCUSS VIEWS
KNELSON, FROEHLICH ARE TOP ATTORNEY HOPEFULS (ED)
ASSISTANT PROSECUTOR LATE FOR COURT
xlT'S NELSON VS FROEHLICH
DAY COUNTY SEARCHING FOR A STATE'S ATTORNEY
XFROEHLICH GETS LEAVE FOR CAMPAINGING
ESTATE'S ATTORNEY RACE
NELSON--HE'S A BETTER PROSECUTOR
KFROEHLICH--I'M DOUBLY QUALIFIED
EDGE GOES TO FROEHLICH (ED)
CANDIDATES EMPHASIZE BACKGROUND
XNELSON HEADS FOR VICTORY OVER FROEHLICH
XMASTEN LEADING IN LINCOLN COUNTY
DAY COUNTY OFFICIAL OFFERS TO RESIGN
STATE'S ATTORNEY HIRES ASSISTANT
^PROSECUTOR VAPORIZED A HOT DOG AT ATOMIC LAB
COUNTY REFUSES TO ADD DEPUTY STATES ATTORNEY
SLAM OF INDIANS CHALLENGED
TRIBE CALLS FOR BOYCOTT OF LAKE ANDES
GROUP--RACIAL REMARKS SHOCK
WHALEN SHOULD STEP DOWN NOW (ED)
COUNTY STUDYING FULL-TIME ATTORNEY POST
STATE'S ATTORNEY JOB COULD BECOME FULL TIME
KMASTEN SUGGESTS POST BE FULL TIME
STATE'S ATTORNEY JOB IN LINCOLN COUNTY
DAVISON COUNTY OK'S FULL-TIME STATE ATTORNEY
XLESSON LEARNED THE HARD WAY
KNELSON TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
^EMPLOYEE MAY FACE BOSS IN RACE
PROSECUTOR HAS A SIXTH SENSE
PENNINGTON WANTS MONEY FOR STAFF, TESTS
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ATV
ATWOOD MEARL
ATWOOD TERI
AUBAUGH BILLY
^ AUBIDjsRAINA
'AUCH ARNOLD
AUCH ROGER
AUCTION
AUCTIONEERING
AUCTIONEERS
AUCTIONS
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
AUDITING
AUDITOR GENERAL
AUDITORS
AUDLEY BARBARA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
lO/OA/1992 A012
10/09/1992 AlOl
11/05/1992 B022
1/06/1991 C012
6/25/1991 A015
6/27/1991 C012
7/07/1991 A081
7/09/1991 C015
7/10/1991 C015
7/1A/1991 A091
10/17/1991 B012
10/23/1991 B015
10/24/1991 C031
11/24/1991 E041
12/01/1991 C012
12/30/1991 C031
7/10/1992 coil
7/10/1992 coil
7/11/1992 A016
10/19/1992 BOll
11/02/1992 BOll
6/22/1990 C041
7/15/1990 B061
3/18/1991 C033
7/25/1986 coil
12/21/1988 C012
5/28/1983 A102
6/01/1990 A014
'7/31/1986"BOll
4/18/1991 A052
9/30/1992 B012
8/27/1988 A081
5/28/1989 BOll
9/17/1989 E012
4/05/1990 C012
6/27/1984 D035
5/26/1985 E015
6/13/1985 coil
6/13/1985 C045
6/14/1987 C022
1/22/1991 B062
5/05/1991 E015
10/13/1991 A091
8/30/1992 EOll
6/27/1982 C041
7/12/1982 C032
1/07/1983 A012
1/08/1983 C041
-1/22/1983 8021
5/01/1983 N041
6/26/1983 C051
4/21/1985 EOll
4/28/1985 N051
1/01/1982 F032
1/08/1982 C031
4/03/1982 A015
7/16/1982 C031
4/05/1983 B021
4/16/1983 B042
4/20/1983 C051
5/28/1983 B031
6/12/1983 coil
6/30/1983 C035
2/16/1984 C021
12/26/1991 C015
2/05/1992 C031
10/14/1987 B014
4/27/1986 N021
10/29/1986 A051
12/02/1987 B033
11/14/1989 A016
12/18/1989 B012
12/20/1989 C021
1/20/1990 C023
10/11/1990 A095
'^10/25/1990 C033/
5/08/1988 BOll
*MONEY PROBLEMS FORCE MASTEN OUT
MASTEN'S DEPARTURE TESTS THE SYSTEM (ED)
FLANDREAU MAN TAKES MOODY COUNTY SEAT
*TOP COUNTY PROSECUTOR TAKES FEDERAL POST
^REPLACEMENT CALL SURPRISES HOGEN
PRESSLER AIDE'S COURTROOM EXPERIENCE AT CENTER
PRESSLER-NOMINEE NOT FIT FOR LEGAL JOB
INDIAN CONGRESS--HOGEN SHOULD STAY
SCHIEFFER TRYING TO SELL DC HOME
PRESSLER SIGNALS DIFFERENCES IN 'JOURNAL', 'ARGUS'
BUSH TABS SCHIEFFER FOR US ATTORNEY
OGLALA TRIBE CALLS FOR HOGEN TO RETAIN
US ATTORNEY'S OFFICE COLLECTS $1.3 MILLION
ATTORNEY GENERAL TO BE SWORN IN DECEMBER 6
*'I WOULD LIKE TO DO IT FOREVER,' HOGEN SAYS OF JOB
US ATTORNEY ADDING RAPID CITY ASSISTANT
SCHIEFFER WAITING FOR CONFIRMATION
ASSISTANT US ATTORNEY PROMOTED
*$19,000 A MONTH FOR RENT
US ATTORNEY'S OFFICE SHOWS PROFIT
MANDEL IN CHARGE OF ELECTION FRAUD
SEE ALSO ACCIDENT ATV
ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE SAFETY CONCERNS GROUP
TO MAKE RIDING ATVS SAFER
WOMEN CHURN OUT ALL-TERRAIN 'MUD PUPPIES'
*MOPPING UP
*BILLBOARD POPS THE QUESTION
*THIS LITTLE PERSON IS BIG ON LIFE
*GRADUATES SPLIT ON STAYING IN SD
*BLIND'MAN HAD THE ATTITUDE TO BE INDEPENDANT
*FRIENDS SAY OTHERWISE OF ARNOLD AUCH
*STREETS CALLED UNSAFE
*HABITAT RAZING, LAND USE REDUCE DUCKS
VOLK TO AUCTION UNCLAIMED ITEMS
*GOEMAN USES AWARD-WINNING SELLING STYLE
*UNCLAIMED LOOT UP FOR SALE
AUCTIONEERING CHAMPIONSHIP SET AUG 17
AUCTIONEERS TO HOLD ANNUAL MEETING, CONTEST
TRY COUNTY AUCTION
5 IN STATE WILL BE AMONG 87
AUCTIONEERS SOLD ON BETTER FARM DAY
*AUCTIONEER GREW UP ON SALES
*LONGTIME AUCTIONEER VERNELL JOHNSON RETIRES
AUCTIONEER CHARGES TOTALLY OUT OF LINE (L)
*RETIRED AUCTIONEER MAKES HALL OF FAME
SD AUCTIONEER, BUD KNIGHT, WAS RUNNER-UP
HE'S TRYING TO TALK HIS WAY TO THE TOP
*AUCTIONEER WANTS TO RAISE AUCTIONEER FEE
SF MAN THOUGHT AUCTION LICENSE OK'D
WINGLER'S PROPOSAL SOUNDS SOUR
*(AGRICULTURE) THE AUCTIONEER CARES ABOUT EVERYONE
SOUTH DAKOTAN WINS WORLD AUCTIONEERING TITLE
*AUCTIONEER RELISHES PASSION FOR TOURING
*(CULTURE) MUSICIAN CONDUCTS A RECORDING STUDIO
AUDITOR GIVES SCHOOL DISTRICT GOOD MARKS
MORE MANPOWER FOR AUDITS ASKED
PINE RIDGE AID HAD LITTLE EFFECT
AUDIT SHOWS WAYS TO SAVE CITY FUNDS
CITY NEEDS STATE AUDIT (L)
STATE AUDIT FINDS ERRORS IN COUNTIES' BID TAKING
SNITCH LINE WORKS WELL--AUDITOR SAYS
STATE AGENCIES NEED CLOSER AUDITS
MILBRANDT QUITS AS AUDITOR GENERAL
PANEL APPOINTS SCHUR ACTING AUDITOR GENERAL
*AUDITORS-GENERAL LACK POWER TO STOP MISUSE
DEADWOOD TO ALLOW AUDIT EVERY YEAR
PROPOSAL AUTHORIZING AGENCY AUDITS PASSES
11 COUNTIES VIOLATE CASH BALANCE LAW
(FINANCE) *AUDITOR'S GOAL IS TO AVOID MISTAKES
*AUDITOR CANDIDATES OUTLINE POSITIONS
AUDITORS AVERAGE NEARLY $32,500
*THOMS SAYS 42 YEARS IS 'LONG ENOUGH'
TURNER COUNTY AUDITOR 'ON HOLD'
TURNER COUNTY AUDITOR HIRES LAWYER
TAX AUDIT PROBLEMS OUTLINED
AUDITORS MAY NOT PROVIDE VOTE RESULTS (L)
STATE-AUDITOR HOPEFULS FIND FEW KNOW...
PARENTS ANONYMOUS ELECTS SD WOMAN
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/01/1983 B012 ARTIST HAS HAY DAY WITH ENVIRONMENTAL SCULPTURE
5/28/1983 B051 SOCIETY REJECTS APPEAL TO MOVE
3/21/1985 BG7A AUDUBON SOCIETY SCREENS FILM
10/21/1987 B023 ALUMNI HOPE TO SAVE CAMPUS WITHIN MONTHS
7/28/1989 B015 *CANTON ACADEMY ALUMNI REUNITE
2/09/1990 C025 seCANTON LANDMARK AT END OF ITS LIFE
7/25/1991 A071 REUNION STARTS FRIDAY
1/07/1982 C012 *HEINITZ HIRED AT AUGUSTANA
1/13/1982 DOll ^PROFESSOR PUSHES THE LANGUAGE OF NUMBERS
1/14/1982 DOll 5eKAUR-FM, FULL-TIME COLLEGE STATION
3/02/1982 A082 AUGUSTANA PROFESSORS PROMOTED
3/04/1982 C083 CIRCLE K DANCE-A-THON
3/18/1982 C013 9CAUGIE DEAN URGED TO STAGE FOR 'TWO BY TWO'
3/20/1982 A083 GIFTS MADE KINI CONFERENCE POSSIBLE CD
3/20/1982 B033 *MUSIC HAMSTRINGS AUGIE MUSICAL
3/25/1982 C084 EVENTS AT AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
4/03/1982 A121 SHALOM CENTER ACTIVITIES
4/07/1982 D064MINOT DIRECTOR OF NORLAND FEST
4/17/1982 B012 AUGUSTANA COLLEGE OFFERED $450,000 CHALLENGE GRANT
4/29/1982 D031 AUGUSTANA GIVEN VALUABLE COLLECTION
5/14/1982 A014 AUGUSTANA GIVEN MINNESOTA BANK
5/19/1982 C025 ADVICE FOR AUGUSTANA FROM DEPARTING FROSH CD
5/29/1982 B025 AUGUSTANA APPLAUDED (L)
6/02/1982 D053 AUGUSTANA ALUMNI HONORED
6/06/1982 B031 HISTORIAN'S PAPERS OFFER CHRONICLE OF SD (YEAGER)
6/24/1982 C041 KPROF BEGINS RESEARCH WITH $20,000 FED GRANT
6/27/1982 DlOl ^AEROSPACE EDUCATION WORKSHOP AT AUGUSTANA
7/25/1982 D071 YORDE WAS NAMED VICE PRESIDENT FOR DEVELOPMENT
8/01/1982 D07I 3(A NEW ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR AT AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
8/09/1982 con WHICH AUGIE IS THE BEST OF ALL...
9/09/1982 C012 ^FACULTY PARADE
9/23/1982 con ^HERE'S PIE IN YOUR FACE
9/30/1982 B051 AUGUSTANA SPONSORS THEATER TOUR
10/04/1982 Alls AUGUSTANA RECEIVES AAL GRANT
10/05/1982 BOn XIT'S VIKING DAYS ALL WEEK AT AUGUSTANA
10/06/1982 con XLOVE THAT LUTEFISK
10/08/1982 C031 ^AUGUSTANA CROWNS KING AND QUEEN
10/10/1982 A012 XAUGIE'S QUEEN OF 58 YEARS AGO BACK TO CELEBRATE
10/12/1982 A092 AUGIE STUDENTS IN JAZZ ENSEMBLE
10/12/1982 C031 XKLEIN AGAIN JOINS AUGUSTANA STAFF
10/13/1982 B054 AUGUSTANA DEBATE TEAMS IN TOURNEYS
10/21/1982 BOn *THEATER DIRECTOR HOPES TO DRAW STUDENTS
10/27/1982 DOll SD COLLEGES AMONG 50 BARGAIN-PRICE SCHOOLS
10/31/1982 C041 NATIONAL REVIEW PUBLISHER TO SPEAK
11/01/1982 B034 AUGUSTANA RECEIVES CONTRIBUTIONS
11/14/1982 E025 AUGUSTANA FORMS BUSINESS COUNCIL
11/16/1982 A071 KMUSIC TEACHER BROUGHT ALONG STRING TRIO
11/17/1982 C075 STUDENTS WIN SOPHOMORE HONORS
11/21/1982 D021 3CAUGUSTANA DEBATE DUO KEEPS 16,000 FACTS FLYING
12/07/1982 A071 'DON'T DRINK THE WATER' ALMOST TOO FUN FOR ACTORS
12/17/1982 B021 XAUGUSTANA STUDENTS STUDY FOR FINAL EXAMS
12/17/1982 C012 5CFRESHMEN EXTINGUISH FRUSTRATION BY BURNING BOOKS
1/13/1983 A015 KFLOODED RADIOACTIVE VAULT--NO DANGER
1/23/1983 C051 KAUGUSTANA WANTS HIGH PERCENT LUTHERAN STUDENTS
2/10/1983 C092 AUGUSTANA BAND TO PERFORM
2/16/1983 con *THE BEAVER PACKS 'EM IN AT AUGUSTANA
2/23/1983 B054 *AUGUSTANA GIVES TUVE AWARD
2/25/1983 A012 *WHEN THE LIGHTS WENT OUT
2/25/1983 C013 AUGUSTANA POWER FAILS, CABLE BLAMED
2/26/1983 B042 *1-W0MAN PLAY TO JUDGE SOCIETY'S ATTITUDES
3/03/1983 BOll ^FESTIVAL FEATURES MUSIC, ALL THAT JAZZ
3/05/1983 B031 AUGIE TEAM TO DEBATE IN NATIONALS
3/06/1983 B043 AUGUSTANA PROGRAM GIVES CREDIT
3/09/1983 B054 DEBATE TEAM QUALIFIES FOR TOURNEY
3/10/1983 A012 AUGIE FACES $1.6 MILLION CHALLENGE
3/14/1983 con XAUGIE FINANCIAL AID SPREADS THINNER
3/23/1983 B055 BURCHAM WINS $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP
3/28/1983 A051 KJOB PLACEMENT CENTERS HELP COLLEGE STUDENTS
4/04/1983 A095 CENTER LOANS ART TO BOYS RANCH
4/07/1983 C071 KAUGUSTANA DEBATE TEAM PLACES SIXTH
4/10/1983 con KPRECISION DRILL
4/12/1983 BOll AUGUSTANA COLLEGE BONDS GET AN A
4/12/1983 B031 SUBJECT OF WORKSHOP IS LANGUAGE
4/17/1983 B051 ^DRINKING TEST IS SOBERING FOR AUGIE STUDENTS
4/17/1983 EOll ^STUDENTS FORECAST THE ECONOMY
4/17/1983 E013 INDICATORS POINT TO FRAGILE RECOVERY
' 4/18/1983-?A094 ' BROTHERHOOD •GIVES COLLEGE $6,308
4/18/1983 BOll *STUDENTS--FRAGILE ECONOMY SHOWS SIGNS OF UPSWING
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A/21/1983 B072 OPERETTAS PERFORMED AT AUGUSTANA
A/22/1983 DOIA GROSS TO SIGN NATION'S NO 2 JR COL SCORER
A/22/1983 DOIA SCHAEFER OPTIONS FOR VIKING FOOTBALL
5/01/1983 N021 *(HEALTH/ED) AUGUSTANA PRESIDENT SEES JOB AS MISSION
5/10/1983 B035 AUGUSTANA REGENTS ELECT MEMBERS
5/11/1983 A012 KROBOT BUMPS WAY INTO AUGUSTANA PHYSICS LAB
5/12/1983 B081 CELEBRATION HONORS MUSIC PROFESSOR
5/1A/1983 B031 KTEACHER J EARL LEE CELEBRATES 52 YEARS AT AUGUSTANA
5/16/1983 BOll AUGUSTANA TO GET $A50,000 GRANT
5/18/1983 B051 AUGUSTANA HONORS FIVE ALUMNI
5/19/1983 C031 FED OKS BANK HOLDING COMPANY FOR AUGUSTANA
5/20/1983 B013 AUGUSTANA STUDENTS GET SCHOLARSHIPS
5/23/1983 C012 5CG00DBYE AUGUSTANA
5/27/1983 COAl ^AUGUSTANA PREPARES FACULTY FOR THE COMPUTER AGE
5/30/1983 C012 ^JOURNALISM BRINGS GRAD BACK TO AUGIE
5/31/1983 A093 COLLEGE ALUMNI COUNCIL HAS ELECTION
6/01/1983 C051 AUGUSTANA WILL STORE COUNTY RECORDS
6/05/1983 D121 AUGUSTANA COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
6/06/1983 coil FAMILY DONATES MONEY FOR CHAPEL
6/15/1983 B05A AUGIE EMPLOYEES PUBLISH WORK
8/03/1983 B05A AUGUSTANA PROFESSORS AWARDED AID
8/09/1983 A055 ^(AUGUSTANA HAS OPEN AUDITIONS FOR NEW MUSICAL
9/03/1983 B031 AUGUSTANA OFFERS SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT
9/10/1983 BOll AUGUSTANA ENROLLMENT EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS
9/11/1983 B072 AUGUSTANA RUNNERS DOMINATE ROAD RACE
9/15/1983 B012 'WHAT A LOT OF BARNEY' AT AUGUSTANA
9/19/1983 B031 SHALOM CENTER RECEIVES GRANT
9/19/1983 B032 AUGIE RECEIVES $15,000 IN GRANTS
9/23/1983 coil PROF FROM GERMANY WILL LECTURE
9/27/1983 COAl MISSION WK INCLUDES "NON-STOP PRAYER CHAIN
9/28/1983 B055 CAMP AWARDS PROFESSOR FOR WORK
9/30/1983 DOll AUGIE 8 SF COLLEGE DUST OFF RECORD BOOKS
10/06/1983 BOll *DAY SPENT DANCING, COOKING, SINGING
10/11/1983 coil KCHAMPION BEARD-GROWER
10/12/1983 coil *DR SCHMUTTERER IS VIKING DAYS PARADE MARSHAL
10/13/1983 B052 KEX-AIR FORCE CHIEF SPEAKS AT AUGIE
lO/lA/1983 BOll XVIKING VARIETIES TAKE THEIR SHOW ON THE ROAD
lO/lA/1983 COAl 36AUGUSTANA ROYALTY
10/15/1983 coil VIKING MARCHERS INVADE FOR AUGIE
10/16/1983 C061 36A DAY MADE FOR AN AUGIE PARADE
10/26/1983 C035 ALBRECHT WILL PRESENT PIANO RECITAL
11/19/1983 BOll KLET THE MUSIC PLAY
11/21/1983 BOll ^HANDBELLS RING IN THE SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS
12/05/1983 C015 *AUGUSTANA CHAPEL WON'T PIPE DOWN
12/26/1983 coil SOVIET EMBASSY OFFICIAL TO SPEAK
12/29/1983 B03A PEACE, JUSTICE IS THEME OF INTERIM
1/13/198A CO^il 3CLANGLEY--CHANG1NG PRIORITIES
1/21/198A B031 BROADWAY STYLE REVIEW SHOWS AMBITION
1/29/198A EOll STUDENTS WILL LEARN ABOUT HOTEL BUSINESS
2/16/198A BOll"KAUGIE DOGGIE, VIKINGS' BEST FRIEND
2/26/198A C051 KSUPER SATURDAY CHALLENGES CHILDREN
2/28/198A B031 AUGUSTANA & OGLALA GAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
3/06/198<» A07A AUGUSTANA PROMOTIONS APPROVED
3/07/198A DOll SF MAY GET 2 PUBLIC RADIO STATIONS
3/10/198A AlOl ACTOR'S PERFORMANCE IN 'PIPPIN' ADDS MAGIC
3/19/198A.A114 AUGUSTANA RECEIVES 2 GRANTS
3/20/198A A075 GEHRING LEADS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
3/23/1984 C025 AUGUSTANA BASKETBALL SENIORS THANKFUL (L)
4/12/1984 C041 JANKLOW TO BE PANELIST AT JOURNALISM FORUM
4/18/1984 DOll 3CSUNNY SCULPTING
4/23/1984 coil ^CITY COLLEGES PLAN NEW COMPUTER SCIENCE
4/29/1984 N021 *(SECT10N 4) DIRECTOR BRINGS AUGUSTANA THEATER UP
5/08/1984 C012 STAVIG SCHOLARSHIP BREAKFAST SET FOR SATURDAY
5/21/1984 C014 SUNDAY GRADUATES
5/22/1984 coil AUGUSTANA COMPUTERS TO AID BUSINESSES
5/28/1984 A094 AUGUSTANA COLLEGE RECEIVES GIFTS
7/30/1984 B035 AUGIE PICKED TO PRESENT PROPOSAL
9/05/1984 coil KROSEMALING EXHIBIT DONATED TO CENTER
9/12/1984 DOll NIELSEN SURVEY HELPS AUGUSTANA
9/19/1984 D041 CENTER FOCUSES ON COMPUTER RACE
9/26/1984 C094 AUGUSTANA STUDENTS PICK ROYALTY
9/26/1984 D031 STUDENTS WILL CELEBRATE OKTOBERFEST TODAY
9/27/1984 B054 COLLEGE HOSTS ARTS, CRAFTS FESTIVAL
9/27/1984 C032 AUGUSTANA COLLEGE BEGINS VIKING DAYS
10/06/1984 AOll VIKINGS INVADE STREETS TODAY
10/07/1984 A014 KAUGUSTANA ADVENTURE
10/07/1984 vC^ll' CELEBRATE VIKING-DAYS ,
10/07/1984 C045 3(V1KING DAYS ROYALTY
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10/13/198A Alll STUDENTS TUNE UP AT FESTIVAL
10/I6/198A AI12 STEINKE STARTS JOB AT AUGIE
I0/18/198A C031 AUGUSTANA COLLEGE TO TEST COMPUTER PROGRAM
11/29/I98A C06I AUGUSTANA RENEWS EDUCATIONAL AID PROGRAM
I2/06/I98A BOII *'CHANTS OF THE SHAMAN'
12/06/1984 CG4I STUDENTS TO PRESENT INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
12/09/1984 C06I ALL NATIONS FEAST GIVES FOOD FOR THOUGHT
12/11/1984 D021AUGUSTANA'S VIKINGS ARE GLAD TO BE HOME
I2/I2/I984 DG3I AUGUSTANA VESPERS TO BE AIRED ON RADIO, TV
12/17/1984 CG3I AUGUSTANA GETS $28,GGG GRANT FROM CITIBANK
12/25/1984 BGI2 *PASSES UP WARM WEATHER TO BE VIKING
12/26/1984 CII5 SCHMUTTERER GETS ORDER OF MERIT
I/2I/I985 AIIl AUGUSTANA RECEIVES $6,327 GRANT
2/G8/1985 CGI3 AUGUSTANA TO CUT STAFF POSITIONS
2/1G/1985 DG21 ^COLLEGE CAREER LASTS A LIFETIME
2/22/1985 CG21 INDIAN-WHITE RELATIONS IS TOPIC NEXT WEEK
3/15/1985 CGll 36WHITTLING AWAY THE HOURS
3/21/1985 C014 AUGUSTANA COLLEGE CHOOSES STUDENT OFFICERS
3/27/1985 BGll KMORE THAN MEETS THE EVE
4/13/1985 C021 COLUMNIST JAY HARRIS TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA
4/19/1985 AG71 ^AUGUSTANA PERFORMS OPERAS
4/24/1985 BOll RALPH NADER TO SPEAK TONIGHT AT AUGUSTANA
4/28/1985 CG15 HART COMES HOME TO HELP ALMA MATER
4/28/1985 N031 K(CULTURE) INVESTED EARLY IN PRECIOUS METAL
5/G2/1985 BOll 3CCH0RAL GALA
5/07/1985 A075 AUGUSTANA NAMES NEW REGENTS
5/14/1985 BOll FINAL HOUR
5/19/1985 C035 600 EXPECTED TO ATTEND AUGUSTANA CONVENTION
,5/20/1985 coil 3CPLANNED ATHLETIC CENTERS FOR TOTAL STUDENT BODY
5720/1985 COSr XAUGUSTANA, SIOUX FALLS GRADUATE 525
5/28/1985 coil AUGUSTANA DISTRIBUTES $135,000 IN SCHOLARSHIPS
6/08/1985 coil AUGUSTANA 4-YEAR NURSING PROGRAM GETS OK
6/13/1985 B073 CHILDREN'S BOOK FAIR NEXT WEEK
6/21/1985 B031 'MAMA' MEMORABLE--SORT OF
6/26/1985 C0I5 KBEAVER CREEK CHURCH BUILDING BEING MOVED
6/29/1985 C0I4 PENNSYLVANIA DEAN TO TAKE AUGUSTANA POST
7/05/1985 C013 AUGUSTANA AWAITS INSTRUMENT
7/20/1985 C031 2 BECOME AUGUSTANA ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS
8/02/1985 coil AUGUSTANA GETS GRANT
8/22/1985 C031 STUDENTS MAY REGISTER AFTER AN ABSENCE
8/23/1985 D015 *AUGUSTANA SET TO PURSUE MIRACLES
8/25/1985 con MUSICIANS SOUGHT FOR AUGUSTANA ORCHESTRA
9/06/1985 con 5CHAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
9/07/1985 con KOLE TRIO TO PERFORM CONCERT AT AUGUSTANA
9/I4/I985 A121 ARTS ACADEMY DEBUTS IN CITY
9/15/1985 con AUGUSTANA COLLEGE STUDENTS TO HOST PARENTS
9/16/1985 C015 ^AUTHOR TACKLES 125-YEAR HISTORY
9/19/1985 B032 BREAKFAST, POETRY READING OFFERED AT AUGUSTANA
9/23/1985 B012 ^TREASURE LIES BENEATH CAMPUS LIBRARY
9/23/1985 B021 COLLEGE AUXILIARY TO HOST CRAFTS FESTIVAL
9/24/1985 A075 CAROL OAKLAND ACCEPTS AUGUSTANA POSITION
9/24/1985 A075 VERMILLION MAN WILL DIRECT AUGUSTANA BANDS
9/25/1985 BOll AUGUSTANA ENROLLMENT FOR FALL DIPS BY 2.5 '/.
9/26/1985 B051 AUGUSTANA THEATRE DEPARTMENT TO SPONSOR TOUR
9/26/1985 B051 PRIVATE ART COLLECTION ON DISPLAY AT COLLEGE
10/01/1985 A071 AUGUSTANA RECEIVES $20,000 GRANT
10/01/1985 A073 COLLEGE STATION ANNOUNCES NEW EXECUTIVE STAFF
10/09/1985 C021 AUGUSTANA REUNION, HOMECOMING SLATED
10/10/1985 B051 AUGUSTANA'S ARTS, CRAFTS FESTIVAL IS SATURDAY
10/18/1985 BOll 3CALUMNUS GIVES ORIGINAL PRINTS TO AUGUSTANA
10/19/1985 C013 AUGUSTANA'S HOMECOMING PARADE IS TODAY
10/20/1985 BOll BEST BUYS IN SD
10/20/1985 B021 HONORED AT HOMECOMING
10/20/1985 C013 AUGUSTANA BLACKOUT LEADS TO WORKER INJURY
10/23/1985 B025 WISCONSIN PROFESSOR TO SPEAK ON FALLING IN LOVE
10/28/1985 BOll BAD CABLE PLUNGES AUGUSTANA INTO DARKNESS
10/30/1985 B031 AUGUSTANA COLLEGE RETURNS TO LIGHT
11/07/1985 con AUGUSTANA NURSING DEPARTMENT REACCREDITED
n/07/1985 D0I2 AUGUSTANA STAYS WITH NORTH CENTRAL
11/13/1985 D013 POWELL UNFURLS MEDIA SHORT COMINGS
11/30/1985 A09I GERMAN CHRISTMAS DINNER SET AT AUGUSTANA
12/02/1985 B013 TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR AUGUSTANA VESPERS
12/06/1985 BOII XPROFESSIONAL ACTRESS HELPS WITH AUGUSTANA PLAY
12/30/1985 A034 AUGUSTANA RECEIVES $16,500 IN GRANTS
I/I7/1986 A09I AUGUSTANA OFFICIAL RECEIVES SERVICE AWARD
1/22/1986 C095 AUGIE JUNIOR FESTER WINS INTERNSHIP
I/24/I986<A012 AUGUSTANA PLANS $800,000 HI-TECH HOOKUP
2/I6/I986 C022 KINI CONFERENCE SET AT AUGUSTANA
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2/19/1986 BOll 56D1NERS EXPERIENCE FEAST OR FAMINE
2/19/1986 0012 COMPETITION BRINGS OUT BEST IN AUGUSTANA GUARDS
2/28/1986 C03A KlNl CONFERENCE EXAMINES MEDIA
3/03/1986 B012 *AUGUSTANA GETS BID
3/0A/1986 B013 STUDENTS LEARN TO HELP ELDERLY
3/0A/1986 D012 KAUGUSTANA'S KNIGHT FACES TOUGHER DAYS
3/06/1986 B035 FREE TEACHER'S INSTITUTE SET
3/07/1986 A081 GOOD LUCK, AUGUSTANA (ED)
3/07/1986 BOll KMUSIC IS IN THE AIR AT AUGUSTANA
3/07/1986 coil HOPE TO EXPLAIN CULTURE WITH ART
3/15/1986 A074 K'DAMES AT SEA'
A/02/1986 BOIA ^PROFESSOR'S HIGH-TECH MACHINE PROVES YOU ARE ..
A/06/1986 D05A AUGUSTANA OFFERS OUTDOOR CAMP FOR CHILDREN
A/09/1986 C031 ORGANIST TO GIVE WORKSHOP AT AUGUSTANA
A/12/1986 C035 NEW AUGUSTANA CURRICULUM PLAN REQUIRES MORE
A/lA/1986 B03A AUGUSTANA GETS $25,000 GRANT
A/17/1986 B031 MATTISON TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA
A/17/1986 C012 WOMEN PRESS FORWARD IN JOURNALISM
A/23/1986 B022 ^VISIONS OF SUMMER
A/23/1986 C091 AUGUSTANA FELLOWS TO HONOR A
A/27/1986 C021 PROFESSOR TO SPEAK ON CHANGING GOVERNMENT
5/01/1986 A012 J^RESIGNS TO ASSUME FUND-RAISING ROLE
5/05/1986 A072 AUGUSTANA RECEIVES KELLOGG GRANT
5/08/1986 C031 AUGUSTANA TO HAVE TRADE, MARKETING SEMINAR
5/16/1986 C021 VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY OFFICIAL TO BE AT AUGUSTANA
5/2A/1986 A051 ^COMPOSER CREATES TRIBUTE FOR GRADUATION
5/26/1986 A071 AUGUSTANA RECEIVES $15,000 GIFT
5/26/1986 A072 FOUNDATION GIVES COLLEGE $17,850
6/13/1986 C015 ^AUGUSTANA NAMES ACTING PRESIDENT
>7/07/1986 -AOT'l AUGUSTANA GETS GRANTS FOR SERIES
7/11/1986 coil 3€TALL ORDER
7/17/1986 BOll KTHEATRE CAMP IMMERSES IN ACTORS' WORLD
8/03/1986 B012 3CAUGUSTANA, SFC WANT NEW CENTERS
8/16/1986 AlOl FAILURE OF SCHOOL PLAN LEAVES LESSON (ED)
8/21/1986 D012 ^(BRUNING AT CENTER OF AUGUSTANA HOPES
9/01/1986 C013 ^AUGUSTANA STUDENTS IN MOVING EXPERIENCE
9/17/1986 C092 ^TEACHERS HONOR COLLEGE PROFESSOR
lO/OA/1986 C016 COLLEGE'S HEAD HUNT TO NARROW
10/08/1986 BOll AUGUSTANA PICKS ITS KING, QUEEN
10/09/1986 C012 ^AUGUSTANA EX-PRESIDENT TAKES POST
10/10/1986 C021 AUGUSTANA PLANS BUSY HOMECOMING WEEKEND
10/12/1986 C012 XRAIN ON PARADE DOESN'T DOWN DAY
10/16/1986 B052 IRISH CEILI IS TONIGHT AT AUGUSTANA
10/17/1986 C021 AUGUSTANA'S FRESHMEN GET HIGHER ACT SCORES
10/22/1986 BOll ^KISSINGER TO TALK AT AUGUSTANA
10/23/1986 C021 AUGUSTANA BIOLOGIST GETS CANCER STUDY GRANT
10/30/1986 coil AUGUSTANA VOTE MIRRORS STATE POLL
11/01/1986 A095 PNEUMONIA STALKS STAR OF 'BAD SEED'
ll/OA/1986 A012 KSVENDSBYE NAMED TO AUGUSTANA POST
11/13/1986 C041 AUGUSTANA PROGRAM ACCREDITED
11/21/1986 B012 ^NATIONAL ARTIST LEARNS AT AUGUSTANA
11/22/1986 coil FESTIVAL CONCERT SET FOR TONIGHT
11/23/1986 E012 STUDENTS MAKE MUSIC, FRIENDSHIPS
11/25/1986 B012 ^AUGUSTANA PRESENTS OPERA IN ENGLISH
12/04/1986 A112 AUGUSTANA PLANS POLITICAL DIALOGUE
12/11/1986 B054 TEEN PAGEANT TO BE AT AUGUSTANA (L)
12/12/1986 C012 *1N TUNE WITH THE TIMES
12/19/1986 B012 XART THEOLOGY
12/22/1986 A092 SCHOLARSHIP NAMED FOR PROFESSOR
1/18/1987 DOll PROFESSOR TO SPEAK ON GREENHOUSE EFFECT
1/20/1987 C022 BUSINESS JOBS BECKON COLLEGE STUDENTS
1/22/1987 B052 MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP AUDITION DATES
2/03/1987 A014 ^COUGARS, VIKINGS TAKE TO COURT AFTER 46 YEARS
2/12/1987 B052 CONCERT TONIGHT AT AUGUSTANA
2/12/1987 B053 ARTHUR SCHLESINGER AT CITY COLLEGE
2/12/1987 B053 FESTIVAL OF NATIONS IS THIS WEEKEND
2/23/1987 C012 AUGUSTANA OK'S $5 MILLION SPORTS FACILITY
3/06/1987 B012 ^PERFORMS 'GODSPELL' ON GLITTERING SET
3/07/1987 A056 AUGUSTANA PRODUCTION TEAMS JOY, MESSAGE
3/12/1987 coil ASIAN FESTIVAL TO BE SATURDAY
3/15/1987 coil SCHOOL OFFERS AID TO FARM VICTIMS
3/16/1987 B031 LAWYER ESTABLISHES SCHOLARSHIP
4/01/1987 A012 ^STUDENTS PROTEST CIA VISIT
4/03/1987 C012 *HECKLERS DISRUPT VIGIL
4/16/1987 A061 AUGUSTANA PROTESTERS DESERVED PROTECTION (L)
4/21/1987 coil FORMER ASTRONAUT TO SPEAK IN CITY
V5/05/1987 B012 ^AUGUSTANA'S ELMEN.CENTER RECEIVES NAME
5/06/1987 C092 5 AUGUSTANA ALUMNI TO GET AWARDS
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5/19/1987 A063 AUGUSTANA CHOIR GAVE WELL-PREPARED CONCERT CD
5/21/1987 B055 WESTERN STUDIES CENTER ANNOUNCES ART CONTEST
5/25/1987 C021 ^COMMENCING LIFE AFTER COLLEGE
6/08/1987 coil CITY TO CONSIDER COLLEGE'S PERMIT
6/10/1987 C071 *10 REGENTS SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
6/10/1987 C071 AUGUSTANA TAKES LIBRARY HONORS
7/08/1987 C012 *A DOWN TO EARTH VIEW OF THE PAST
7/11/1987 coil AUGUSTANA PLANS GROUNDBREAKING
8/12/1987 C095 AUGIE GRADUATE GETS FULBRIGHT
8/1A/1987 B021 RADIO STATION IS 13TH ON ARBITRON LIST
9/10/1987 con SURVEY SEARCHING FOR CITY SOLUTIONS
9/1A/1987 C012 MAN PLANS FOR PRESERVATION OF PAST
9/16/1987 C09<i AUGUSTANA PROFESSORS AWARDED
9/24/1987 C014 AUGUSTANA DORMS FILLED TO BRIM
10/09/1987 B016 DIRECTOR REACHES FOR TWO WORLDS WITH PLAY
10/11/1987 BOll AUGUSTANA SEES ENROLLMENT INCREASE
10/13/1987 A076 XPLAYWRIGHT TO GIVE LECTURE AT AUGUSTANA
10/23/1987 con AUGUSTANA CROWNS VIKING DAYS ROYALTY
10/23/1987 C012 *AUGUSTANA INSTALLS ITS I9TH PRESIDENT
10/24/1987 A014 *NEW LEADER CHAMPIONS LIBERAL ARTS
10/25/1987 B015 *VIKING FUN
10/28/1987 BOll SPEAKERS TO DEBATE CONTRAS, PEACE PLAN
12/02/1987 BOll AUGUSTANA TO HOST FORENSIC TOURNAMENT
12/16/1987 C092 AUGUSTANA PROFESSOR PUBLISHED
1/11/1988 con AUGUSTANA TO BEGIN SPRING REGISTRATION
2/09/1988 B013 ^INJURIES AT CENTER NOT NEW FOR AUGUSTANA
2/10/1988 D033 *AUGUSTANA WOMEN'S COACH RESIGNS
2/10/1988 D034 BOZIED JOINS FOOTBALL STAFF
2/20/1988 A091 SPORTS AUCTION HELPS AUGUSTANA ATHLETES
"2/27/1988 B015*VIKINGS EARN 20TH VICTORY
3/12/1988 A056 COLLEGE PLAY FLAWED BY ACTORS' AGES
4/19/1988 con COWBOY CONFERENCE SET FOR SATURDAY
4/19/1988 D015 *AUGUSTANA NETS TWO PREP STARS
4/24/1988 DOll VOYAGER CREW TO SPEAK AT COLLEGE
5/01/1988 N041 (SEC DD) *LUTHERAN COUPLE NURTURED AUGUSTANA
5/03/1988 D016 KGRAD GIVES AUGUSTANA $1.3 MILLION
5/07/1988 A072 EMOTIONS COULD 'RAISE LOWER DEPTHS'
5/08/1988 EOll STUDENTS TO GIVE TAX PRESENTATION
5/10/1988 D012 AUGUSTANA CONSIDERS ROTC REQUEST
5/10/1988 D012 TIPS ON SALES TAX PROJECTIONS
5/12/1988 B035 LIVING HISTORY PROGRAM PLANNED
5/12/1988 con AUGUSTANA TO GIVE OUT SCHOLARSHIPS
5/18/1988 A012 *A VIKING STANDS GUARD
5/23/1988 C0I2 *HAT TRICKS
5/24/1988 C012 *SEE YOU NEXT FALL
5/30/1988 B013 *FOSNESS WANTS YOUTH TO AVOID PITFALLS
6/15/1988 B012 *A BRUSH WITH NATURE
6/16/1988 C041 *PLAYING IT SAFE
6/17/1988 B012 *EXHIBIT FOLLOWS IMMIGRANTS TO AMERICA
6/18/1988 A051 NORWAY EXHIBIT OPENS IN CITY
6/23/1988 A091 LECTURES HIGHLIGHT NORTHERN PLAINS GROWTH
7/03/1988 con AUGUSTANA GYM SERVED LONG, WELL
9/09/1988 A0I2 ^WELCOMING PROCESSION
9/09/1988 C012 CONVOCATION SIGNALS START OF SCHOOL
10/11/1988 con XAUGUSTANA NAMES HOMECOMING ROYALTY
10/16/1988 B014 *PARADE FIT FOR A VIKING
10/18/1988 C012 ^NORWEGIAN STUDENTS BRING HERITAGE TO LIFE
10/20/1988 BOll COLLEGE TO SPONSOR STUDENT SCIENCE DAY
10/28/1988 C015 ^DEMOCRATS OPPOSE VIDEOTAPE SHOWING
11/11/1988 B012 3CTAUGHT MORE THAN SHAKESPEARE TO STUDENTS
11/12/1988 con HISTORICAL CENTER TO HOLD MEETING
11/14/1988 con XOFFICER NAMED AT AUGUSTANA
11/17/1988 D012 AUGUSTANA TAKES SUCCESS TO PLAYOFFS
12/24/1988 C012 *AUGUSTANA GETS GIFT OF $875,000
1/11/1989 C025 RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP FOR PREMED PROGRAM
1/16/1989 A012 *GYM DANDY
2/05/1989 C012 PROMOTES CENTENNIAL WITH TRIP IN HISTORY
2/17/1989 B016 COLLEGE THEATER GETS NEW LOOK
3/04/1989 B012 *VIKINGS WIN, STAY I GAME BACK
3/05/1989 B015 AUGUSTANA EARNS NCC TITLE SHARE
3/06/1989 BOll UNLIKELY PAIR LEADS AUGUSTANA
3/06/1989 B013 *ELMEN CENTER SHEDS NEW LIGHT FOR BASEBALL
3/09/1989 A081 CENTER SEATING DISAPPOINTS CD
3/09/1989 BOll AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA
3/12/1989 F012 MESSAGE OF 'ROMANOFF AND JULIET'
3/13/1989 A081 VIKINGS ON BEST ROLL IN 46 YEARS (ED)
. 3/13/1989;.con 575 PEOPLE ATTEND MASS HONORING TUTU
3/16/1989 DOll PROPER BLEND PUTS IN PLAYOFFS
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AUGUSTANA COLLEGE 3/18/1989 B012 KAUGUSTANA FALLS 99-95
3/19/1989 B0A3 ^AUGUSTANA DOWNS FAIRBANKS
3/20/1989 A1G5 CENTER BIG DISAPPOINTMENT (L)
3/25/1989 AG83 DONORS AREN'T 'FAT CATS' CD
3/26/1989 Alll AUGUSTANA BACKERS THANKED (L)
3/29/1989 AG81 AUGUSTANA DESERVES PRAISE, NOT CRITICISM CD
A/G2/1989 AllA FAN COMPLAINTS RIDICULOUS CD
4/1A/1989 BG15 AUGUSTANA MAKES FULL COMMITMENT TO THEATER PROGRAM
4/22/1989 BG12 5CWR1TERS GATHER FOR LITERARY POTPOURRI
4/25/1989 CG12 ^OUTDOOR SAFETY
4/29/1989 CG12 KBARNYARD ANTICS
4/3G/1989 BBG5 AUGUSTANA'S MOVE RATTLES CANTON FOLKS
5/G5/1989 BG12 KWILD BILL HICKOK'S LIFE
5/18/1989 DG12 KAUGUSTANA CELEBRATES NORWEGIAN ROOTS
5/31/1989 DGll AUGUSTANA ENHANCES ITS SPORTS OPTIONS
6/17/1989 AG72 5«HUSEB0E TO HEAD AUGUSTANA CENTER
8/22/1989 AG56 COFFEEHOUSE TO OPEN AT AUGUSTANA
8/25/1989 BG12 KPAIR IN DIRECTOR'S CHAIR AT COLLEGE
8/27/1989 BG12 XVIKINGS HOPE TO IMPROVE ON '88 SUCCESS
9/G7/1989 CG12 XPICK-UP GAME
9/14/1989 BG12 *AUGUSTANA'S EQUIPMENT MANAGER SHARES A PASSION
1G/G3/1989 CG15 KAUGIE ROYALTY REUNITED
lG/18/1989 CG14 ^STUDENT'S SUICIDE SURPRISES FRIENDS
lG/18/1989 DGll *PASTOR PETE'S RETIREMENT IS FOOTBALL'S LOSS
lG/19/1989 BG12 X'SHOOTING STARS' FLICKERS AT AUGUSTANA
lG/21/1989 CG12 GOOD TIMES DON'T DEPEND ON ALCOHOL
11/G2/1989 AG14 AUGUSTANA, SCHOENEMAN'S WRESTLE FOR PARCEL OF LAND
11/G2/1989 DGll HINDERS PROPER GROWTH OF NEARBY ATHLETIC FIELD
, - . 11/G3/1989 BG12 BAND IN TUNE WITH PLAYERS' LIKES
' BG12 36AUGUSTANA KEEPS'PLAYOFF HOPES
11/13/1989 CG13 AUGUSTANA EARNS PLAYOFF SPOT
11/16/1989 AG91 EGAN COLUMN OFFENDS CD
11/18/1989 CG12 KTUNING UP FOR TONIGHT
11/2G/1989 AG72 kKAUR FM 89.1
12/G9/1989 AG52 *AUG1E CAST PERFORMANCE SUCCEEDS'
12/14/1989 CGll PROFESSOR FEATURED AT CONVOCATION
1/19/199G BG12 ^PRIMITIVE ARTIFACTS LINK LIVING WITH DEAD
1/25/199G AG12 SCHEDULING PROBLEMS COST ARENA
1/27/199G CG12 MINNESOTAN CRITICAL AFTER 5-STORY FALL
1/3G/199G CGll MAN WHO FELL 5 STORIES OUT OF INTENSIVE
2/G1/199G AG83 AUGUSTANA LACKS CLASS (D
2/1G/199G AG12 JfRECKLESS ROMP ON CAMPUS
2/16/199G BG12 'CHARLIE BROWN' RELIEF FROM ADULTHOOD
2/19/199G CGll AUGIE CELEBRATES BLACK HISTORY MONTH
3/G1/199G CGll AUGUSTANA FEATURES WOMEN'S WEEK
4/G9/199G CGll AUGUSTANA TO HOST COLUMNIST GOODMAN
4/13/199G AG12 ^AUGUSTANA BASKETBALL PLAYER HAS BRAIN TUMOR
4/21/199G CGll NO TICKETS LEFT FOR AUTHOR'S LECTURE
4/24/199G BG12 5CP1AN1ST CONCLUDES AUGUSTANA RESIDENCY TONIGHT
4/28/199G CGll COLUMNIST GOODMAN TO SPEAK IN CITY
5/G4/199G CG12 5e'W0MEN ONLY HALFWAY THERE'
5/G5/199G AG72 UNEVEN PERFORMANCE 'WIND IN THE WILLOWS'
5/G9/199G BG92 COLLEGE PROFESSORS
5/G9/199G CGll AUGUSTANA AUXILIARY TO HOST BREAKFAST
5/11/199G CG12 AUGIE STUDENTS OPPOSE DISCIPLINARY ACTION PLAN
5/13/199G AG12 ^REBOUNDING SZABO TAKES LIFE OFF COURT
5/17/199G CG12 KTEACHER IN RUNNING TO BE AMBASSADOR
5/19/199G AG12 *LOFTY IDEA
5/19/199G CG15 SCHOLARSHIP FUND SURPRISES COLLEGE
5/31/199G CG35 AUGUSTANA TO HOST LUTHERAN ASSEMBLY
6/21/199G C033 AUGUSTANA PROFESSORS AUTHOR CHILD CARE BOOK
6/22/199G AG12 *TENT SHOW OPENS TONIGHT
6/22/199G CG12 FLAVORS EVENT WITH HISTORICAL PORTRAYALS
8/22/199G DG15 KPOWERFUL BACK CARRIES VIKINGS' FOOTBALL HOPES
9/G4/199G CG13 *BACK TO SCHOOL
9/13/199G CGll AUGUSTANA ENROLLMENT INCREASES AGAIN
9/17/199G CG12 ^AUGUSTANA PROFESSOR TREASURES BOOKS
9/26/199G CG12 3«EXPANS10N HINGES ON DIG RESULTS
1G/G9/199G CGll XJODRE, LINDQUIST AUGUSTANA ROYALTY
1G/12/199G CGll STREETS TO BE CLOSED FOR AUGUSTANA PARADE
1G/12/199G CG12 kA FLOATING VIKING
1G/14/1990 E012 ^CVIKING DAYS, 1990
10/15/199G BOll AUGUSTANA REPORTS MORE STUDENTS
lG/19/1990 B031 A YEARN TO LEARN AT AUGUSTANA THEATER
1G/27/199G A012 *TOP AUGUSTANA COLLEGE COACH DIES
11/G1/199G DG71 BUSINESS DEAN IS SYMPOSIUM SPEAKER
; ' • • - FEATURES; .BUSINESS SCHOOL DEAN
11/15/199G DG12 KAUGUSTANA WRESTLERS TO TOP NORTHERN
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11/15/1990 D012 KKLINE MAKES DEC1S10N--1T«S AUGUSTANA
11/16/1990 coil 300 BANDS WILL MARCH INTO TOWN
12/01/1990 C012 *SONGS OF WORSHIP
12/02/1990 F012 *THREE FACES OF HAMLET
12/11/1990 con AUGUSTANA PARKING ADDITION TO OPEN
12/11/1990 D012 XAUGUSTANA AGREES THAT SOFTBALL TEAM WAS SPECIAL
12/12/1990 D012 *AUGUSTANA DEPTH, DEFENSE STOP HURON
12/16/1990 E016 AUGUSTANA CUTS STAFF, COURSES
12/18/1990 C012 KONE FOR THE BOOKS
12/20/1990 A091 AUGUSTANA UNFAIR TO GREAT COACH (L)
1/25/1991 Alll KENDLE'S PROGRAM HAS GAINED RESPECT (L)
2/08/1991 D012 KKENDLE VOWS TO FIGHT AUGUSTANA DECISION
2/13/1991 B013 AUGUSTANA TO PRESENT ONE-ACTS
2/20/1991 C012 KGET EDUCATED ABOUT AIDS
2/22/1991 DOll DUO SPECIALIZING IN TRACK MARKS
2/26/1991 A073 SEXUAL VIOLENCE TOPIC OF GENDER CONFERENCE
2/28/1991 con NURSE TO SPEAK ON ORGAN DONATION "
3/01/1991 D071 ECONOMY AFTER WAR SUBJECT OF FORUM
3/05/1991 C012 PRESLER REPLACES KENDLE AS AUGUSTANA WRESTLING COACH
3/07/1991 A056 A WOMAN WITHOUT A NAME
3/10/1991 A092 AUGUSTANA MAKING MISTAKE ON WRESTLING (L)
A/03/1991 D012 XORSTAD, VIKINGS HAVE MUCH TO SHOUT ABOUT
A/03/1991 D061 *HOST OF PBS SHOW TO SPEAK AT COLLEGE
A/07/1991 DOll *RECESS10N COPING SUBJECT OF SYMPOSIUM
A/21/1991 con AUGUSTANA PLANS EARTH DAY LECTURE
A/27/1991 A052 *'SCAP1N0* A ZANY COMEDY
A/29/1991 C013 3CCLASS EXAMINES LAKE'S UPS, DOWNS
5/03/1991 BOll KCOLLEGE ARTS HURT BY BAD ECONOMICS
5/03/1991 B012 ^COLLEGE SALUTES LONGTIME PROFESSORS
'5/0A/1991"C016 COLLEGES SEE FRUITS OF LABOR IN DONATIONS
5/07/1991 C015 XAUGUSTANA ART BUILDING GETS $1 MILLION BOOST
5/08/1991 B032 RESEARCHER MAUREEN DIGGINS
5/09/1991 A072 *COMPOSER GOES NONCOMMERCIAL
5/11/1991 B012 XAUGUSTANA SOFTBALL TEAM STARTS OVER AT 55
5/12/1991 B012 ONE VICTORY AWAY FROM REGIONAL SOFTBALL TITLE
5/13/1991 A072 ^RESEARCHER STUDIES FAT AND FERTILITY
5/13/1991 B012 XAUGUSTANA WINS REGIONAL TOURNEY
5/13/1991 con 96BROKENLEG TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA EXERCISES
5/16/1991 BGAl KREADY FOR CHALLENGE OF FIRST FINAL FOUR
5/18/1991 C012 KSLOW MOVING
5/20/1991 A014 ^NATIONAL CHAMPS TOTE THEIR TROPHY
5/20/1991 B012 KAUGUSTANA WINS SOFTBALL TITLE
5/21/1991 B012 CELEBRATION CONTINUES FOR SOFTBALL VIKINGS
5/25/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/02/1991 C012 ^SKELETON SCULPTING
6/11/1991 B061 AUGUSTANA HOSTING BUSINESS ACADEMY
8/03/1991 con LIGHTNING HITS DORM CAUSING LITTLE DAMAGE
9/06/1991 B012 *HELP1NG PLAY THE PART
9/12/1991 C012 KAUGIE STUDENTS ARE LEFT POWERLESS
10/02/1991 con POTSDAM DELEGATES TO VISIT AUGUSTANA
10/08/1991 con XEHRMAN, STOKES AUGUSTANA ROYALTY
10/11/1991 con KAUGUSTANA PARADE IS SATURDAY MORNING
10/13/1991 A012 ^MARCHING TO THE BEAT
10/17/1991 B072 3e'M00N OVER THE BREWERY'
10/23/1991 B032 *PEACE PRIZE FORUM SET AT AUGUSTANA
11/07/1991 C012 ^DISPLAY'S THE THING
11/12/1991 A052 *DR DEAN'S ART UP FOR AUCTION
11/12/1991 con BAND FESTIVAL SET AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
11/17/1991 E012 XART AUCTION A SUCCESS
11/23/1991 C013 XPUCKERED PERFORMERS
12/17/1991 B012 kKRAUTH MAKES AUGIE TEAM NUMBER 1
1/09/1992 con AUGUSTANA TO OFFER ADULT-LEARNER PROGRAM
1/17/1992 C034 KPEACE MISSION IS FULL-TIME JOB
1/17/1992 D073 PROGRAM GIVES CREDIT FOR COMMUNITY WORK
1/25/1992 C012 KDRAMATIC DUELING
2/13/1992 A012 KCRAZY BULL AT PEACE WITH HERITAGE
2/16/1992 A012 KPEACE HAS BEEN THEIR LIFE'S WORK
3/13/1992 B031 AUGUSTANA ONE-ACTS LOOK AT MARRIAGE, MISS POTENTIAL
A/01/1992 A012 KAUGUSTANA PRESIDENT RESIGNS
A/02/1992 AOAl AUGIE, STATE SCHOOLS MUST RETHINK ROLES (ED)
A/22/1992 AlOl STUDENT SHEDS POSITIVE LIGHT ON AUGUSTANA (L)
A/22/1992 D061 AUGUSTANA GROUP WINS SIFE HONORS
A/26/1992 EOll TECHNOLOGY FAIR SET FOR FRIDAY AT CENTER
5/05/1992 C012 )«AUGUSTANA NAMES RAND INTERIM PRESIDENT
5/08/1992 B023 *AUG1E'S WILD OATS CLEVER BUT SLOW
5/15/1992 D012 36THOMAS STEPS TO HEAD OF BENCH
5/18/19.92 con iAUGUSTANA. DELEGATES ELECT NEW REGENTS
5/23/1992 DOll INCOMING AUGIE OFFICIAL OK AFTER HOSPITAL STAY
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6/05/1992 coil AUGUSTANA GRANT GOES TOWARD RESEARCH
8/23/1992 DOll AUGUSTANA GETS ACCREDITATION NOD
8/24/1992 BOll AUGUSTANA OFFERS NEW ADULT PROGRAM
9/10/1992 B012 SLOUCH COUCH JOB
9/15/1992 D012 KRELAX FRIDAY WITH LAID-BACK LIVE RADIO
9/25/1992 B012 ^SHOWING THEIR SUPPORT
10/07/1992 A02I,KPEERS ENCOURAGE TEENS TO SMOKE, RESEARCHERS SAY
10/14/1992 BOll KAUGUSTANA SENIORS CROWNED KING, QUEEN
10/16/1992 D032 AUGUSTANA'S HOMECOMING SATURDAY
10/17/1992 BOll VIKING DAYS EVENTS START WITH PARADE
10/18/1992 F014 ^WATCHING THE PARADE GO BY
10/23/1992 D012 WHAT 'MOTHER HICKS' DOESN'T SAY IS BEST
10/28/1992 BOll RUSSIAN TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
11/13/1992 A012 KMEDITATION EVENT UN-CHRISTIAN, STUDENTS, ALUMNI SAY
11/13/1992 D012 XAUGUSTANA TO HOST 'MONSTER' PIANO CONCERT SATURDAY
11/16/1992 coil AUGUSTANA VICTIM OF FLAWED SYSTEM
11/16/1992 C012 KAUGUSTANA DENIED PLAYOFF BERTH
II/I8/I992 A0r2 KBLACKOUT MEANS MEALS AT THE MALL
11/18/1992 AlOl COLLEGE SHOULD TOLERATE TM (ED)
11/23/1992 A075 KEEP TM SESSIONS FROM AUGUSTANA (L)
11/29/1992 A084 AUGUSTANA SHOULDN'T HOST TM SEMINARS (L)
11/30/1992 A012 AUGUSTANA MAY SELL STUDENT-RUN KAUR
12/08/1992 A063 AUGUSTANA SHOULDN'T BE SO QUICK TO DUMP KAUR (L)
12/09/1992 B012 AUGUSTANA EYES KRSD OFFER
12/09/1992 coil HEINITZ MADE FOOTBALL-POOR SCHOOL WINNER
12/09/1992 C012 *AUGUSTANA'S HEINITZ RESIGNS
12/10/1992 A081 STUDENTS OBJECTING TO TM DESERVE PRAISE (L)
12/10/1992 A082 OPEN-MINDEDNESS NEEDED AT AUGUSTANA (L)
;12/12/1992 A071 AUGUSTANA CAST DOES GOOD JOB WITH UPDATED STORY
12/14/1992 A012XCOLLEGES ENJOY CENTRAL SF LOCATION
12/19/1992 B012 ^(MOLLER NAMED AUGUSTANA COACH
12/23/1992 B012 COLLEGE PARES PRESIDENTIAL CHOICES TO 3
12/30/1992 BOll KAUR FIRE CAUSES MINOR SMOKE DAMAGE
6/28/1982 A071 YES, THAT STRANGE VEHICLE IS A BIKE
10/20/1992 A012 ^TROUBLES DOG BREEDER
2/03/1983 D012 KAULD HONORED AS SPORTSMAN OF YEAR
8/30/1989 A015 KCITY MURDER VICTIM HAD 'HEART OF GOLD'
9/0I/I989 C016 *TEEN ADMITTED KILLING MAN
10/28/1989 C012 XINMATE HAD OTHER CAR RUN-INS WITH LAW
1/23/1983 EOll AURORA INC SHEDS LIGHT ON PROBLEMS
2/21/1987 C023 FARMER FIGHTS FOR WATER PROJECT FUNDS
4/25/1990 C024 LEAD PRINCIPLE CHOSEN AS TOP OF HIS CLASS
3/18/1992 B071 ARTS SCHOLARSHIP
1/10/1988 E015 ^FOUNDERS SON NAMED PRESIDENT OF AUSTAD
3/20/1988 E012 XAUSTAD'S STORE BRINGS GOLFING TO THE INDOORS
8/16/1988 C012 AUSTAD'S HOPES TOY IS AN ACE IN HOLE
12/19/1989 C013 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN HURON FRAUD
2/21/1982 DOll *THE NO-NONSENSE WORLD OF OSCAR AUSTAD
8/10/1982 B031 KAUSTAD CHAIRS ROBERTS COUNTY EFFORT
9/11/1983 C031 3€D0WN-H0ME PHILOSOPHY OF HOME FOLK (YEAGER)
10/08/1983 B021 AUSTAD RAP AT DASCHLE DISPUTED (L)
11/22/1983 C023 36DASCHLE SHOULD PRACTICE WHAT HE PREACHES
1/05/1985 B031 AUSTAD OPPOSED TO CATALOG USE TAX
1/09/1985 C061 GOOD IMAGE BRINGS GOOD BUSINESS
1/15/1985 A071 3CNEW RULES IN LOCAL COMPANIES SIGNAL AN END
2/10/1985 E012 *AUSTAD GIRDS FOR ROUND 2 IN TAX BATTLE
2/12/1985 B015 AUSTAD LETS OFFICIALS KNOW LOYALTY RUNS DEEP
1/18/1986 C014 AUSTAD TO TELL SECRET OF BUSINESS SUCCESS
2/23/1986 E012 KPUSH FOR SALES TAX UPSETS MAIL ORDER FIRMS
7/12/1986 A083 ^DASCHLE CONFUSING ON RIGHT TO WORK
7/16/1986 A081 RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS RESTRICT CHOICE (L)
7/21/1986 A084 LAW HELPS KEEP PAY LOW (L)
3/08/1987 E013 AUSTAD--TARGETING SECRET TO SUCCESS
9/24/1989 BOll SWINGERS OF WORLD LOOK TO AUSTAD
10/08/1992 A102 AUSTAD SHOULD GET FACTS STRAIGHT ON TAX HIKE (L)
3/26/1986 BOll 2 ANNOUNCE CANDIDACIES FOR KRUEGER'S SEAT
9/22/1987 C023 *AUSTAD JOINS EFFORT TO REPEAL LOTTERY
9/27/1987 A105 LOTTERY ALREADY SETTLED (L)
9/30/1987 A083 STATE LOTTERIES ARE A BAD BET
10/05/1987 AlOl DON'T TRY TO REGULATE OTHERS VALUES (L)
10/05/1987 AlOl AUSTAD MISSES POSITIVE SIDE (L)
10/06/1987 A061 AUSTAD ON THE MARK ABOUT LOTTERY (L)
10/13/1987 BOll AUSTAD TO ADDRESS EVANGELICAL GROUP
10/21/1987 A083 AUSTAD HYPOCRITICAL IN LOTTERY CAMPAIGN CD
11/20/1987 C012 36LAWMAKER WANTS TO BAN LOTTERY ADS
11/30/1987 A084 AUSTAD SHOWS HIS CHARACTER (L)
12/09/1987 ?A085 US NEEDS MORE LIKE AUSTAD (L)
2/10/1988 A015 XPANEL CLEARS TOUGHER LAW ON OBSCENITY
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2/20/1988 A105 AUSTAD SHOULD BE REALISTIC (L)
2/27/1988 A083 AUSTAD TAKES A BOLD STAND (L)
3/12/1988 coil KAUSTAD TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
11/11/1988 B012 XAUSTAD CAMPAIGN POSTCARDS ILLEGAL
H/2A/1988 C016 ANDAL SEEKS RECOUNT OF LOSS TO AUSTAD
12/13/1988 C015 THREE RACES UNCHANGED AFTER ELECTION RECOUNTS
12/15/1988 coil AUSTAD KEEPS SEAT AFTER RECOUNT
I/I3/1989 COIA WOMAN ASKS BOSS AUSTAD FOR RAISE
1/27/1989 COIA AUSTAD SUPPORTS ANTI-ABORTION BILL
1/31/1989 C015 AUSTAD PROPOSES ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY BILL
2/12/1989 E012 AUSTAD--FOR BAN ON PORNOGRAPHY
2/12/1989 E012 FORUM CHANGES PLEASE LEGISLATOR
2/14/1989 A014 ^'PENTHOUSE' AD UPSETS AUSTAD'S
2/14/1989 A081 ANTl-PORNOGRAPHY BILL BELONGS IN SCRAP HEAP (ED)
2/26/1989 A093 WHAT IS SECULAR HUMANISM (L)
5/18/1989 D012 AUSTAD TO GO TO JAPAN FOR GOLF PARTNER
12/06/1989 C012XFEWER SITTERS NEEDED THAN FIRST THOUGHT
1/27/1990 C041 KILLS BILL TO OVERHAUL SALES TAX
2/04/1990 A092 EDUCATE, DON'T OUTLAW CD
2/05/1990 A081 BILL IS ATTACK ON FREEDOM (ED)
2/08/1990 A084 AUSTAD STAND COURAGEOUS (L)
2/24/1990 C015 PHONE SOLICITORS FACE STRICT OPERATING RULES
9/30/1990 C016 *AUSTAD--REDUCE LEGISLATURE
10/07/1990 A091 AUSTAD, STENSLAND IN CLASSIC RACE
10/07/1990 E012 KMINING ISSUE SPLITS STENSLAND, AUSTAD
11/07/1990 A012 KGOP'S LEGISLATIVE GRIP THREATENED
11/22/1990 C012 KAUSTAD SEEKS RECOUNT IN CLOSE RACE
3/26/1992 coil *AUSTAD PLANNING LEGISLATIVE BID
5/27/1992 D065 ^CATALOG TARIFF IN HANDS OF CONGRESS
8/20/1992 A031SD DELEGATES TOUR NASA GROUNDS
10/25/1992 F012 AUSTAD OPPONENT APOLOGIZES FOR ERROR
10/31/1992 B012 AUSTAD DEFENDS HONESTY ATTACK
3/18/1984 F014 FAMILY BUSINESS GROUP TOURS AUSTAD
2/10/1985 EOll AUSTAD MAKES BID FOR DISTRIBUTION CONTRACT
3/27/1988 GOll ^COMPANIES ARE LEADERS IN THEIR FIELDS
2/21/1989 C013 KAUSTAD'S OFFERS GOLFERS WINTER PLAY
5/11/1989 A034 AUSTAD'S PRESIDENT SAYS LEGISLATION UNFAIR
9/17/1989 EOll AUSTAD'S OPENS STORE IN MINNESOTA
10/08/1989 E012 ^'OFFICIAL' ITEMS BRING UNEVEN SALES
1/10/1990 D081 AUSTAD'S INCREASES SALES 10 PERCENT IN 1989
1/31/1990 D081 GOLF MAGAZINE CITES AUSTAD'S
6/22/1990 D061 AUSTAD'S WILL HOST COMPANY GOLF TOURNEY
5/05/1991 EOll TO TEAM WITH GENERAL MILLS ON MARKETING EFFORT
5/07/1991 B081 AUSTAD'S, 3 OTHER BUSINESSES SITED
7/10/1991 D051 AUSTAD'S ANNOUNCES EMPLOYEE LAYOFFS
9/24/1991 B061 TO BE PROFILED ON ESPN TV SHOW
10/11/1991 D071 AUSTAD'S RECEIVES BUSINESS AWARD
5/24/1992 EOll AUSTAD FOUNDER TO BE HONORED
6/25/1992 AOll AUSTAD'S CUTS JOBS, ELIMINATES NIGHT SHIFT
6/26/1992 D082 AUSTAD'S CUTBACKS INCLUDE VACATION WITHOUT PAY
7/26/1992 B042 AUSTAD'S PLANS STORE IN RETAIL HOT SPOT
7/31/1991 B021 XTEEN-AGER COOKS FOR HER FAMILY
5/12/1982 BOll USD'S AUSTIN LEARNS ROPES AT SEAHAWKS MlNl-CAMP
12/31/1989 N041 WATERTOWN'S AUSTIN DESIGNS GOOD LIFE
3/02/1992 A014 *CHAS1NG A BREEZE
6/18/1988 A052 ^CONGREGATION RESTORES 1884 CHURCH
10/30/1990 B014 ^AUSTIN GRABS REBOUND RECORD
9/01/1985 A091 KTOWN BUILT BY HORMEL NOW DIVIDED BY STRIKE
6/16/1990 C012 GARRETSON MAN CHARGED IN DRUG BUST
10/15/1992 C042 ^COUGARS FIND A STARTER IN GERMANY
6/14/1985 C013 ^SIMILAR FARM PROBLEMS IN AUSTRALIA
11/15/1986 C012 3CV1S1T1NG FAMILY PACKS UP TO RETURN
2/01/1992 C032 *FLANDREAU TEEN TAKES CHARGE OF GOLF CARTS
3/11/1990 C024 FLANDREAU MAN TO HEAD NURSERYMEN'S GROUPS
10/19/1986 C016 5CAUSTR1AN WANTS TRADE WITH SD
4/26/1985 BOll DOCTOR HELPS UNRAVEL MYSTERY OF AUTISM
10/22/1985 A071 CHAPTER FOR AUTISTIC PEOPLE FORMS IN SD
12/01/1985 A141 ^HANDICAP DOESN'T TAKE AWAY LOVE
12/16/1985 C012 ^PARENTS OF AUTISTIC CHILD WANT TO HELP
9/26/1986 C021 STATEWIDE SYMPOSIUM ON AUTISM BEGINS TODAY
4/12/1987 FOll KBEATING THE ODDS
10/01/1987 A121 HELP IS AVAILABLE FOR AUTISM VICTIMS (L)
2/01/1988 A091 STATE AUTISTIC SOCIETY PLANS MEETING IN CITY
12/06/1988 coil PUBLIC TV TO AIR PROGRAM ON AUTISM
3/06/1989 A072 KMENTAL INTROVERSION CHARACTERIZES DISABILITY
1/06/1990 A052 ^CENTER TRIES TO BRING OUT BEST IN BOY
1/06/1990 A055 .SUPPORT GROUP
7/13/1990 A103KG1VE AUTISM STUDENTS SAME CHANCE
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7/31/1990 CG33 AUTISM GROUPS EARN NATIONAL HONORS
12/07/1990 B013 THIS WEEK DECLARED AUTISM WEEK IN SD
12/16/1990 E012 *AUTISTIC STUDENT GRADUATES, SEEKS MASTER'S DEGREE
1/23/1992 A012 HOYT DISTRICT REVIEWS $1A0,000 BILL FOR STUDENT
2/11/1992 A08A STORY ON AUTISTIC CHILD SHOWED INSENSITIVITY (L)
«i/12/1992 G012 ^BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS
«i/12/1992 G012 *THERAPY HELPS AUTISTIC TEEN OUT OF 'SLAMMER'
<i/12/1992 G015 AUTISM SYMPTOMS, CAUSES
2/0<i/1988 C021 SEAT BELT PROPOSAL TO GET SECOND VOTE
SEE ACCIDENT AUTO
2/28/1992 C012 ^BATTERY CASES FOUND BY RIVER
7/15/1991 BOll STUNT MAN INJURED IN PICKUP JUMP
5/10/1982 C031 STATE CAR DEALERS ASSOCIATION TO BUILD
5/l'»/1982 C0<i2 *TRUCKLOAD PARADE OF 131 NEW CARS
6/08/1982 B013 KDEAL WRITERS SALES DOWN A LITTLE
8/01/1982 EOll ^INNOVATION, PROMOTIONS HAVE DRIVEN TO SUCCESS
8/19/1982 C021 BETTER SALES YEAR SEEN FOR 1983 AUTOS (ED)
9/10/1982 C051 CAR DEALERS TO FORM COMPLAINT FORUM
9/16/1982 B055 GROUND BREAKING CEREMONIES WEDNESDAY
10/17/1982 EOll NUMBER OF CAR DEALERSHIPS DOWN
ll/l«i/1982 EOll ^SENSITIVITY IS KEY TO SELLING CARS
2/0<»/1983 A012 7.9 PERCENT INTEREST BRINGS OUT SF CAR BUYERS
2/08/1983 A012 LOW-COST CAR LOANS SPARK INTEREST
2/12/1983 C031 SENATE OKS RESTRICTING AUTO SALES
2/20/1983 EOll ^CONSUMERS SAVE WITH LOAN OFFER
2/20/1983 E014 ^DISCOUNT CAR FINANCING LEGAL
2/20/1983 E05A CUSTOMERS PLEASED WITH DISCOUNT LOAN DEAL
3/06/1983 E051 XPROSTROLLO RECEIVES CAR DEALER AWARD
.3/09/1983 coil COURT ORDERS BILLION TO PAY BACK WAGES
4704/1983 AOTI KINDUSTRY PICKS' UP SPEED AGAIN
5/10/1983 C012 DEALERSHIP HAS FINANCIAL TROUBLES
5/10/1983 C051 JUDGE DISMISSES DISCRIMINATION LAWSUIT
5/13/1983 C015 ALL OR PART OF CAR FIRM MAY BE SOLD
5/15/1983 B014 3€CAR DEALERSHIP CLOSES
5/18/1983 coil FORD REMOVES DEALER'S NEW CARS
6/01/1983 coil BILLION MAY BUY DEALERSHIP
6/03/1983 C031 KGIANT CAR SALE BEGINS TODAY
6/07/1983 A012 NEW OWNER PLANS TO REVIVE EMPIRE DEALERSHIP
6/17/1983 C036 CAR DEALERS FORM CONSUMER GRIEVANCE BOARD
7/25/1983 C013 MPARTS MAN HAS BEEN ON JOB 60 YEARS
7/29/1983 N021 *SCHOON MOTERS--IN BUSINESS SINCE 191A
7/29/1983 N031 *RAPP CHEVY GOING ON ITS 2ND 50 YEARS
7/29/1983 NO<il KFRANK STINSON EMPLOYEES HAVE POSITIVE OUTLOOK
7/29/1983 N041 KDUKE TUFTY CONVERTED CORNFIELDS TO NEW CAR LOTS
7/29/1983 N051 *DREAM OF CADILLAC DUAL COMES TRUE
7/29/1983 N051 *GASPAR--A GOOD TIME TO BE IN THE BUSINESS
7/29/1983 N061 KVERN EIDE OFFERS WIDE SELECTION
7/29/1983 N061 *S00 IMPORT, GRAHAM TIRE STARTED WINNING COMBINATION
7/29/1983 N071 *BILLIONS SHARE IN PROFESSIONAL, PERSONAL GROWTH
8/10/1983 C013 OWNERS WILL OPEN LINCOLN MERCURY DEALERSHIP
8/18/1983 C014 EMPIRE LINCOLN-MERCURY-MAZDA-BMW OPENS
11/13/1983 C051 CAR DEALERS SAY BUSINESS IS PERKING UP
1/20/1984 C042 LONG LABOR DISPUTE ENDS AT BILLION
2/24/1984 C01<i STINSON BUYS THIRD CHEVY DEALERSHIP
3/25/1984 E052 MILBANK DEALER VICTIM OF ODOMETER TAMPERING
5/08/1984 C014 ^ECONOMY, INTEREST RATES HELP BOOST CAR SALES
5/15/1984 C041 AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION HONORS YANKTON DEALER
5/19/1984 A012 PRISON ESCAPEE SELECTS WRONG PLACE
6/11/1984 C041 STATE CAR DEALER URGES LAWSUIT PARTICIPATION
9/28/1984 C031 *SIOUX EMPIRE MARKET STRONG
12/18/1989 B013 BILLION OLDS-TOYOTA PLANS NEW SHOWROOM
12/31/1984 B015 WORKERS TO BUY STINSON CHEVROLET
1/01/1985 C035 KSTINSON SELLS AUTO DEALERSHIP TO SCHULTE
1/19/1986 A012 KFIRE DAMAGES CAR DEALERSHIP
3/25/1986 C013 5f40 YEARS OF SERVICE AT BEN HUR
8/02/1986 C013 DUKE TUFTY, FRANK STINSON DRIVE BARGAIN
8/30/1986 coil CHRYSLER, FORD JOIN CAR WARS
8/31/1986 E012 *KINDLER WAXES ELOQUENT
11/02/1986 C012 XUSED CARS AND HORSE STARS
11/30/1986 E0I2 *S00 IMPORT SURVIVES TRIAL BY FIRE
2/19/1987 C021 PANEL OK'S BILL TO EXEMPT TAX FOR CAR DEALERS
3/14/1987 C033 HARDING SELLS AUTO DEALERSHIP
8/02/1987 A085 CITY HAS BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE (L)
8/09/1987 EOll CAR DEALER MEETS GOALS FOR CHANGE
8/16/1987 E012 5CDEALERS PUSH TO SELL 1987 MODELS
11/28/1987 A081 SOME SALESMEN INSULT FEMALE CUSTOMERS (L)
; 8/T9/1988;D072>xMECHANIC PUTS ON .BRAKES. AFTER 44 YEARS
1/11/1989 D082 ^DISCLOSURE LAW FACES BARRAGE
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4/05/1989 DQ86 CHRYSLER DRIVES 0 PERCENT DEAL
10/08/1989 coil POLICE SEEK DRIVER OF IROC-Z AUTOMOBILE
10/10/1989 con STOLEN CAR FOUND, BUT NO ARREST MADE
10/27/1989 D083 *SALES PLEASE CITY DEALERS
10/31/1989 A016 CAR THEFT VICTIMS ON ROAD AGAIN
11/03/1989 C016 KSTOLEN CAR ROLLS--TWO ARE CHARGED
11/06/1989 B016 DEALERSHIP TO TEST FOR TAINTED SOIL
12/16/1989 A012 KJANKLOW NOW TRYING TO SELL AUTOMOBILES
12/19/1989 con BRANDON COUNCIL APPROVES CAR LOT
12/31/1989 EOll MADISON DEALER ADDS CHRYSLER CARS, TRUCKS
1/13/1990 C033 GAMBLING DRIVES CAR DEALER AWAY
2/25/1990 E013 KCANTON CAR DEALER OFFERS A SIMILAR DEAL
7/12/1990 C041 DEADWOOD LOSES LAST CAR DEALER
2/03/1991 E012 ^LONGTIME AUTOMOBILE DEALER DIES AT 88
2/04/1991 C021PONT1AC DEALERSHIP OWNER DIES
2/10/1991 B031 3621-YEAR-OLD RUNS USED-CAR BUSINESS
6/05/1991 D071 STATE TRUCK, CAR SALES PICKING UP
6/21/1991 D062 36WR1T1NG DEALS
6/30/1991 E012 36KRELLS RELISH THE WORLD OF CAR SALES
7/16/1991 A015 36B1LL10N'S 'WONDERFUL LIFE' ENDS
7/21/1991 E012 96PROSTROLLO ON MOVE
7/24/1991 D066 NEW RULES AHEAD FOR CAR DEALERS
7/31/1991 D051 BEN HUR FORD OPENS WEST 12TH STREET LOT
9/12/1991 D062 FORD INTRODUCES DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM HERE
1/13/1992 C016 REQUESTS FOR USED-CAR LOTS GROW WITH CITY
1/17/1992 D076 36PARK-1T CAR DEALER WINS CASE
2/02/1992 F041 SELLING 5 VEHICLES COULD REQUIRE LICENSE
2/04/1992 B066 BILL CHANGES PARK-IT-MARKET CONCEPT
2/20/1992 C012 KA DISPLAY OF DISAPPROVAL
"2/22/1992 C041 BILL BANNING'CAR DEALERSHIP LOSES
3/06/1992 D065 KEEP ADS FROM FOOLING AUTO BUYERS
5/15/1992 con FORD DEALERSHIP TO HOST CAR SHOW
SEE INSURANCE
1/23/1982 B041 SENATE OK'S DRIVER'S LICENSE BILL
3/24/1982 C012 360NE WEEK TO GO
4/01/1982 D012 361F YOU DON'T HAVE YOUR 1982 TABS TODAY
5/12/1982 C015 SD--LAND OF BEST-LOOKING LICENSE PLATES
5/27/1982 A014 36L1CENSE PLATE PREFIX A BUST
8/16/1982 C021 40 SETS OF POW LICENSE PLATES SOLD
10/30/1982 BOll CONSTITUTIONAL LICENSE DOESN'T WORK
2/05/1983 B042 56L1CENSE PLATE INCREASE REJECTED
3/10/1983 C031 1983 LICENSE PLATE DEADLINE NEARS
3/22/1983 C012 36AUTOMOB1LE LINE UP
1/28/1984 BOll PLAN FOR HIGHER LICENSE FEE GETS OK
2/15/1984 D015 PANEL REJECTS COLORED LICENSE PLATES
3/14/1984 D012 DEADLINE NEAR FOR RENEWING LICENSES
3/30/1984 con 36PROCRAST1NATORS LINE-UP FOR STICKERS
3/31/1984 con MOTORISTS WITHOUT '84 LICENSE TAGS
2/10/1985 EOll LICENSE CHANGE GETS APPROVAL
2/21/1985 C061 LICENSE DESIGNED FOR UNDER-21 DRIVER
2/22/1985 C031 LICENSE BILL KILLED
3/07/1985 C061 LICENSE DEADLINE IS MARCH 31
3/23/1985 A012 36ST1CKY FINGERS
3/27/1985 B021 COUNTY RESIDENTS HAVE 3 DAYS TO BUY LICENSES
3/29/1985 con *DOUBLE-DECKER LINEUP
3/31/1985 C091 WOMAN SNAGS A PROFIT JUST STANDING AROUND
9/10/1985 C015 COUNTY WORKERS HAND OUT HUG'S
12/21/1985 C021 LICENSE PLATE STICKERS GO ON SALE JAN 2
1/04/1986 con 36HURRY UP AND WAIT
2/04/1986 B015 OFFICIAL WANTS TO CUT CAR REGISTRATION RED TAPE
3/17/1986 B031 IRISH COWBOY OFFERS TO STAND IN LICENSE LINE
3/27/1986 B013 36L1CENSE TO WAIT
3/29/1986 A012 *1F YOU WAIT FOR THE PLATE
4/01/1986 C015 HORDE DESCENDS ON COURTHOUSE
5/03/1986 C042 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE DELAYS
7/24/1986 C021 MOST AT BEADLE MEETING DON'T LIKE WHEEL TAX
11/19/1986 B021 CAR REGISTRATION TO SPEED UP
11/30/1986 C015 WHEELS ROLL FOR COUNTY VEHICLE TAX
12/19/1986 A014 PLATES COMMEMORATE SD STATEHOOD
12/19/1986 C015 NEW COMPUTER IN VEHICLE REGISTRATION
12/27/1986 con CHANGE IN LICENSE RENEWAL DISCUSSED
1/01/1987 B033 DRIVER RESPONSIBILITY LAW TO TAKE EFFECT
1/03/1987 A081 ESTATE SHOULD STAGGER DUE DATES CED)
1/03/1987 C013 ^VEHICLE OWNERS IN LINE FOR WAIT TO REGISTER
1/15/1987 AlOl PLATE EXPRESS LINE NEEDED (L)
1/30/1987 C014 LAW TO STAGGER LICENSE PLATE RENEWAL
- :3/05/l,987 C012 560LD PLATES. NEVER, DIE, THEY JUST HANG AROUND
3/24/1987 C021 COMPUTER GLITCH STALLS CAR LICENSE OFFICES
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3/29/1987
A/01/1987
A/GA/1987
A/05/1987
1/10/1988
1/20/1988
2/11/1988
2/12/1988
2/1A/1988
3/06/1988
3/31/1988
6/27/1988
8/28/1988
l/OA/1989
2/03/1989
2/08/1989
2/09/1989
2/10/1989
2/13/1989
2/1A/1989
2/18/1989
2/23/1989
3/02/1989
3/13/1989
3/30/1989
8/29/1989
9/26/1989
11/08/1989
, 12/26/1989
12/30/1989"
1/03/1990
1/08/1990
1/29/1990
3/19/1990
3/28/1990
3/30/1990
3/31/1990
3/31/1990
A/05/1990
A/10/1990
A/13/1990
5/15/1990
5/22/1990
6/1A/1990
7/25/1990
7/26/1990
9/02/1990
11/09/1990
12/03/1990
12/06/1990
2/06/1991
2/21/1991
8/13/1991
10/09/1991
10/17/1991
10/26/1991
11/2A/1991
12/20/1991
12/29/1991
l/OA/1992
1/26/1992
1/30/1992
1/31/1992
2/15/1992
2/26/1992
3/29/1992
A/12/1992
8/01/1992
8/23/1992
9/28/1992
9/03/1987
5/31/1990
7/09/1990
8/03/1990
10/12/1990
10/26/1990
t J .5/28/lv99I.
6/13/1985
A071 NEW PLATE RENEWAL POLICY COULD REMEDY (L)
B012 KPROCRASTINATORS RECEIVE A LICENSE
COAl MEANS FINED FOR DRIVING WITHOUT SD PLATES
BOAS SD LICENSE PLATES NUMBERED BY COUNTY
coil LICENSES MUST BE BOUGHT BY MARCH 31
B012 COMMISSIONERS FOR LICENSE FEE INCREASE
C015 OFFICIALS PREDICT LONG LINES FOR RENEWALS
COAl PANEL REJECTS HIKE IN VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEES
B061 FEWER CAR OWNERS GET RENEWAL NOTICES
DOll LICENSE PLATE DEADLINE MARCH 31
A012 ^LICENSE PLATE RENEWAL DEADLINE
coil JULY DRIVER EXAM SCHEDULES LISTED
G035 HAVE 90 DAYS TO GET LICENSE
coil DRIVERS LINE UP FOR NEW LICENSES
C021 BILL REQUIRING SPECIAL LICENSES KILLED
C015 LICENSE PLATE BILL UNSAFE, POLICE SAY
C012 SHERIFF'S BOARD BACKS LICENSE PLATE BILL
C012 PANEL OK'S $10 LICENSE PLATE HIKE
A081 REQUIRING TWO PLATES FOR SAFETY (ED)
coil LICENSE PLATE FEES WON'T BE INCREASED
C021 LICENSE PLATE BILL GOES TO SENATE FLOOR
C021 BILL REQUIRING 1 LICENSE PLATE KILLED
coil MONDAY IS LAST DAY TO MAIL FOR LICENSE
C012 STAGGERED SYSTEM PITS BIG, SMALL COUNTIES
C012 KWAITING TILL LAST MINUTE
C025 LICENSE PLATES REVEAL DEVELOPMENT
C026 MICKELSON NOT NUMBER 1 AT ALL
COAl PLANS STAGGERED VEHICLE REGISTRATION
C012 ^LICENSES SET FOR STAGGERED START
AO&r^LlCENSE LINE WILL NOT BE MISSED (ED)
C015 NO RELIEF YET FOR LICENSE LINES
B021 HIGHER LICENSE FEE DRAWS CRITICISM
B015 $2 EXTRA LICENSE TO FUND TRANSPORTATION
C082 JfSD DRIVING AWAY WITH DEAL
A012 ^COMPUTER PROBLEM SLOWS LINES
A015 MORE TIME FOR TAGS
A012 KLICENSE TAG TRAFFIC JAM
C012 DRIVING WITH EXPIRED TAG COULD NET TICKET
A081 A GOOD WAY TO BEAT LICENSE CONFUSION (ED)
C015 DRIVERS COULD GET TAGGED WITH FINE TODAY
AlOl LACK OF LICENSE FINES WAS NOT GRACE PERIOD (L)
BOll STUDENTS GIVE INPUT ON LICENSE DESIGN
BOIA xQUlCK LICENSE
A012 MANY IGNORE LICENSE SUSPENSION
coil LICENSE REGISTRATION CHANGE REDUCES WAITS
AG15 *NEW LICENSE PLATES
NG2A CAR, DRIVER LICENSING INFORMATION
CG33 NEW LICENSE PLATES GET MIXED REACTIONS
CG31 STATE, ROSEBUD OFFICIALS DIFFER ON LICENSE PLATES
CG16 LICENSING GOING WELL
CG32 SENATE APPROVES HIGHER VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEES
CG15 SENATE OK'S INCREASE IN LICENSE FEES
CG35 PLATES TO FEATURE TRIBE EMBLEMS
CGI6 COUNTY WANTS FEE GRADUATED
BG12 PANEL BACKS $8 HIKE IN LICENSE PLATE FEE
CGll DAVISON OFFICIAL WANTS INCREASE IN PLATE FEES
EGA2 3€S10UX TRIBES UPSET ABOUT LICENSE PLATES
CG31 PANEL VOTES TO BOOST VEHICLE REGISTRATION
AG62 MITCHELL DAILY REPUBLIC (ED)
CG31 CALL ISSUED TO FIGHT LICENSE PLATE FEES
AG85 LICENSES PLATE BILL BOOSTS FEES $2A IN 3 YEARS (L)
CG15 LICENSES PLATE INCREASE FAILS TO PASS HOUSE
CG55 HOUSE BANS BILL TO HIKE PLATE FEES
CG35 UNIVERSITY LICENSE PLATE BILL DIES
CG32 APPLYING PRESSURE TO RAISE LICENSING FEES
FG32 EXEMPTION FOR FARM VEHICLES
AG7A MAKE SURE LICENSE MATCHES REGISTRATION (L)
AG12 ^COLLECTORS RANK SD LICENSE PLATE SECOND BEST
HGAl LICENSING TIME DETERMINED BY LAST NAMES
BGll 'S' VEHICLES NEED TO RENEW REGISTRATION
CGAl DEADWOOD MAYOR TO PUSH PARKING ORDINANCE
CGll DEADWOOD BOARD SETS PARKING FEES
CG32 PARKING BAN OPENS DEADWOOD'S STREETS
CG33 FREE PARKING RETURNS TO DEADWOOD
CG22 DEADWOOD RESIDENTS DEBATE PARKING BAN
CG33 PARKING METERS WILL RETURN TO DEADWOOD
CG32-<:DEADWOOD CONSIDERING PARKING ORDINANCES
CG25 PARKING LOT BEHIND STATE CAPITOL WILL BE REPAIRED
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5/26/1991 C022 COMMISSIONER BACKS BUYING VACANT LOTS
3/18/1983 DOAl TICKETS ISSUED FOR CARS IN DRIVEWAYS
11/26/1984 C033 NEW RAPID CITY PARKING RAMP, CITY HALL
5/I7/I985 C022 PARKING OFFENDERS MIGHT GET THE BOOT
5/27/1985 B022 CITY COMPUTER COULD COST TICKET-HOLDERS
1/03/1992 C031 NEW HANDICAPPED PERMITS IN EFFECT
10/25/1982 B035 MONTH TO NOTICE HANDICAPPED PARKING
4/17/1984 BOll 2 BLACK HILLS TOWNS MAY REMOVE METERS
2/05/1992 C031 SENATE OK'S TOUGHER PARKING PENALTIES
1/19/1982 C021 PARKING IN DRIVEWAY A THOUGHTLESS ACT (L)
2/09/1982 C021 SENATE OK'S MINN AVE PARKING BILL
2/17/1982 C043 PARKING LOT ABUSERS MIGHT FACE FINES
2/18/1982 DOll HOUSE APPROVES MINNESOTA AVE PARKING BILL
2/27/1982 C014 LAWMAKERS GIVE SF POWER TO DECIDE MINN AVE PARKING
5/25/1982 C015 DISGUSTED BY TICKET FOR DRIVEWAY PARKING (L)
5/31/1982 B024 POLICEMAN APPLAUDED FOR DRIVEWAY TICKET (L)
6/06/1982 B016 PAYMENTS FOR RAMP START IN '86
6/06/1982 B035 DRIVEWAY PARKING IRRITATES PEDESTRIAN (D
6/I2/I982 B023 MORE CHEERS FOR DRIVEWAY PARKING (L)
7/21/1982 C024 TICKETS DISCOURAGE DOWNTOWN LUNCHEONS (L)
7/24/1982 C025 DOWNTOWN OFFERS FREE PARKING FOR SHOPPERS (L)
8/26/1982 C042 BLOCK 11 PARKING RAMP OPENING LATE
8/27/1982 coil SF WOMAN'S PARKING TICKET TOTALED $2,527
9/04/1982 B023 DRIVEWAY TICKET DISGUSTS CITIZEN (L)
9/I4/I982 C031 CITY MIGHT RAISE PARKING FINES
11/23/1982 B013 DISABLED DRIVERS WANT $25 PARKING FINE
12/08/1982 C05I GROUP OPPOSES REMOVING PARKING SPOT ON MINN AVE
12/13/1982 B051 COMMISSION TO DISCUSS PARKING FINE
I2/I4/I982 B034 PARKING IN HANDICAPPED Z0NE--$25 TICKET
T2/I5/I982 C03I HEARING ON PARKING SPACE TODAY
1/04/1983 C032 CITY DELAYS PLAN TO CHANGE DOWNTOWN PARKING LOT
I/25/I983 B033 *POLICE TICKET AND TOW SNOWBIRDS
1/28/1983 C013 *SF MAN PROTESTS CITY PARKING LIMITS
2/06/1983 C061 COMM MAY BOOST FINES ON CARS--HAMPER PLOWS
2/11/1983 C031 RENOVATIONS TO ADD PARKING SPACES
3/19/1983 B024 HANDICAPPED PARKING ERROR UPSETTING (L)
3/31/1983 C033 NO PARKING SIGN BACKED INTO
4/12/1983 B015 COMMISSION OKS NEW PARKING FINES
4/21/1983 C022 METERS IRK OUT-OF-TOWNERS
5/19/1983 coil HIGHER PARKING FINES TAKE EFFECT
7/26/1983 C022 DOWNTOWN PARKING METERS DON'T HELP BUSINESS (L)
7/26/1983 C035 15 PARKING SPACES LEASED TO WESTERN BANK
11/15/1983 B016 HOLIDAY SHOPPERS GET FREE PARKING
11/18/1983 coil 3CFREE PARKING
11/22/1983 C014 XSNOW PARKING
12/14/1983 C015 COUNTY WILL ENFORCE 2-HOUR LIMIT
12/22/1983 C021 WASHINGTON STUDENTS AIR PARKING, SNOW PROBLEMS (L)
1/04/1984 D014 KFREE PARKING ENDS
1/23/1984 A012 XMETERS NOT DUE TO EXPIRE UNTIL 1996
2/09/1984 C042 MINNESOTA AVENUE PARKING TO BE FOCUS
2/16/1984'C0I3*MERCHANTS PROTEST NO-PARKING PLAN
2/17/1984 C033 BUSINESSMEN PLAN PROTEST OF PARKING IDEA
2/23/1984 C013 CITY STUDYING NEED FOR NEW PARKING RAMP
3/01/1984 coil HEARINGS BEGIN ON MINNESOTA AVE PARKING
3/03/1984 B024 EVERYONE SHOULD BE TREATED ALIKE CD
3/07/1984 DOll GROUP TO DISCUSS MINNESOTA AVE PARKING BAN
3/08/1984 C031 MINNESOTA AVE GROUP OFFERS 3 ALTERNATIVES
3/12/1984 BOll K12TH STREET MERCHANTS LOST PARKING
3/12/1984 B024 FEE, FINE SHOULD BE REFUNDED CD
3/28/1984 D012 FAMILY REJECTS COUNTY OFFER FOR PARKING LOT
4/06/1984 con STATE OFFERS CHANCE TO SAVE AVENUE PARKING
5/23/1984 D0I5 CITY RAISES FINES FOR ILLEGALLY PARKED CARS
7/09/1984 BOll COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS PARKING ON KIWANIS
7/25/1984 C0I5 COUNTY WANTS LAND NEAR SAFETY BUILDING
8/05/1984 con ^SHOOTING THE LOOP
8/I3/I984 C031 CITY COMMISSION TO DISCUSS PARKING REQUEST
8/28/1984 B014 FREE PARKING SOUGHT FOR DOWNTOWN
10/03/1984 D012 RESTRICTIONS LEAVE MOTORISTS WITH TICKETS
10/09/1984 BOll SNOW REMOVAL PLAN FOR ILLEGALLY PARKED CARS
10/31/1984 D031 KCITY CHURCH'S PARKING LOT
12/06/1984 C031 TO PAY FOR DOWNTOWN PARKING PROJECTS
12/15/1984 'A022 BEWARE--CITY ISN'T DONE YET
12/20/1984 C021 CARRIED AWAY TICKETING PARKED CARS (ED)
1/04/1985 A012 DAY IN COURT WITH TICKETS
1/17/1985 A013 COURT THROWS OUT MANY OF LAST MONTH'S TICKETS
1/17/1985 C031 MAN FILES SUIT FOR TOWING OF AUTOMOBILE
.1/25/1985 C022 VERDICTS DON'T MAKE-SENSE CD
1/29/1985 B033 $25 MILLION PROJECT GETS GO-AHEAD
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2/02/1985 coil ^TICKETS SPARK POTTY PROTEST
6/09/1985 AlOA POST OFFICE NEEDS FREE PARKING (L)
7/09/1985 A051 *HE MAKES CARS DISAPPEAR
10/21/1985 BOll PARKING SPACE MAY COST MORE THAN CAR
11/09/1985 A022 BE CAREFUL WHERE YOU PARK
11/12/1985 A012 C1TY--W1NDFALL FROM SNOWFALL
11/13/1985 DOll TICKETED MOTORISTS SEEK THEIR DAY IN COURT
11/18/1985 AlOT MOTORISTS HAVE DUTY TO FOLLOW (ED)
12/0A/1985 AlOl YOU CAN'T BEAT SNOW OR CITY (L)
1/23/1986 C022 BOARD WANTS REFINANCING FOR PARKING LOT DEBTS
2/23/1986 A085 GET RID OF PARKING METERS
3/11/1986 A08'i METERS SCARE OFF SHOPPERS (L)
'i/22/1986 C015 COMMISSIONERS CLASH OVER PARKING RAMP
5/05/1986 B031 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER MONEY FOR PARKING RAMP
5/06/1986 C031 CITY SETS ASIDE MONEY FOR RAMP
5/11/1986 AlOl TAXPAYERS CAN'T AFFORD RAMP (L)
5/12/1986 coil *F16HT OVER PARKING RAMP TO HEAT UP
5/20/1986 A062 PARKING RAMP NOT NEEDED (L)
7/15/1986 BOll CITY PLANS PROJECT HEARINGS
7/23/1986 B035 PETERSON DISPUTES NEED FOR RAMP
7/28/1986 B021 HEARING SET TUESDAY TO DISCUSS PARKING RAMP
8/01/1986 A083 KDOWNTOWN PARKING RAMP NEEDED
8/04/1986 B035 PARKING RAMP ON AGENDA
8/05/1986 A012 CITY DRIVES TOWARD PARKING RAMP
8/06/1986 AlOl NEED FOR MORE PARKING NOT PROVEN
8/06/1986 BOll PETERSON DISCOUNTS CITY'S RAMP NUMBERS
8/13/1986 B013 KTO JUDGE TRAFFIC TICKET COMPLAINTS
8/26/1986 B013 CITY LIMITS PARKING TIME NEAR SCHOOL
9/14/1986 C015 PARKING CRUNCH GIVES SCHOOLS LOTS OF GRIEF
'9/16/1986 C023 5€TRAFF1C DOLLARS
9/23/1986 A121 GET RID OF METERS IN DOWNTOWN AREA (L)
9/25/1986 B033 PARKING METER COLLECTIONS
10/14/1986 C012 RESIDENT OFFERS LAND FOR LINCOLN PARKING
10/25/1986 A014 ^POLICE PULL PLUG ON PROMOTION TO PLUG METERS
10/27/1986 coil BOARD TO DISCUSS SCHOOL PARKING
10/28/1986 C015 SCHOOL BOARD OK'S PARKING PLAN
11/04/1986 A105 DON'T BUY LAND FOR PARKING (L)
11/10/1986 C016 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER PARKING ISSUE
11/15/1986 AlOl PARKING LOT WOULD SOLVE PROBLEMS (L)
11/18/1986 A104 SCHOOL PARKING LOT NEEDED (L)
11/21/1986 A081 NO FREE PARKING PRIVILEGES (ED)
11/23/1986 A114 WASHINGTON NEEDS PARKING (L)
11/25/1986 A082 SCHOOL NEEDS PARKING SPACE (L)
11/26/1986 A063 TEENS DON'T NEED TO DRIVE (L)
11/27/1986 AlOl RAMP BEST SOLUTION TO PARKING PROBLEM (L)
11/28/1986 A082 TAGGING CARS A GOOD IDEA (L)
12/04/1986 C012 TO CURB PARKING NEAR RESIDENTIAL MAILBOXES
12/06/1986 C012 COUNTY, CITY CLASH ON PARKING PLAN
12/08/1986 A083 LINCOLN HIGH PARKING LOT (L)
12/09/1986 AlOl MAKE STUDENTS PAY FOR PARKING (L)
12/09/1986 A102 STUDENTS SHOULD CAR POOL (L)
12/09/1986 coil CITY TO HEAR PARKING PLAN
12/09/1986 C013 COMMISSION OPPOSES POSTAL PLAN
12/10/1986 Bdl4 COMMISSION SPLIT OVER RAMP
12/15/1986 C015 COMMISSION TO TAKE UP PARKING RAMP PROPOSAL
12/17/1986 AlOl RAMP PROJECT LEAVES CITY MORE WORK (ED)
12/18/1986 A081 PARKING PROJECT IS A WASTE OF MONEY (L)
12/20/1986 A105 WASHINGTON NEEDS PARKING LOT (L)
12/22/1986 AlOl WASHINGTON STUDENTS DESERVE PLACE TO PARK (L)
12/26/1986 A122 PROJECTS COSTLY, WORTHLESS (L)
12/28/1986 A014 GROUP PLANS RAMP PETITION
12/29/1986 B016 CITY MEETING TO CONSIDER RAMP ISSUES
12/30/1986 A012 GROUP BEGINS DRIVE TO STOP RAMP
1/02/1987 AlOl SPARKING RAMP PROPOSAL IS BASED ON NEED
1/04/1987 A082 DON'T SPEND FOR NEW PARKING (L)
1/04/1987 E014 PETITIONS RAISE QUESTIONS
1/06/1987 A012 RAMP VOTE COULD COST $250,000
1/07/1987 A015 ANTI-RAMP GROUP SURPASSES GOAL
1/08/1987 A015 5fWHITE TO FIGHT FOR RAMP PROJECT
1/09/1987 C012 KGROUP HANDS IN PETITION AGAINST RAMP
1/10/1987 coil VALIDATION LIKELY TO DELAY ACTION
1/12/1987 A012 RAMP VOTE THREATENS DOWNTOWN
1/12/1987 A081 OH NO, HERE WE GO AGAIN (ED)
1/12/1987 A081 A BETTER USE FOR MONEY THAN RAMP (L)
1/12/1987 A081 TAXPAYERS DESERVE THEIR SAY (L)
1/12/1987 BOll SCHOOL PARKING ON BOARD AGENDA
-1/13/1987•C012;.RAILROAD SPURS NEW PARKING DISPUTE TWIST
1/14/1987 A012 SOME RAMP SIGNATURES MAY BE INVALID
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1/15/1987 AlOl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON A NEW PARKING RAMP
1/15/1987 BOIA VALID SIGNATURES ENSURE PARKING RAMP VOTE
1/17/1987 A016 RAMP ELECTION IN DOUBT
1/17/1987 A081 CHAMBER WOULD NOT PROFIT (L)
1/17/1987 A081 MORE GROWTH TIED TO PARKING (L)
1/19/1987 C012 OFFICIAL TO DECIDE ON RAMP PETITIONS TODAY
1/20/1987 A012 RAMP PROPOSAL GOES TO VOTERS
1/20/1987 A021 OFFICIALS BACK PETITION RULING
1/20/1987 AlOl GROUP JEOPARDIZES GROWTH (L)
1/21/1987 A061 LAW IS IN NEED OF A TUNEUP CED)
1/22/1987 C012 PARKING SHORTAGE MAY HALT DEVELOPMENT
1/26/1987 B016 LOOK AT SCHOOL PARKING PLAN
1/27/1987 A102 TRANSFER FACILITY NOT NEEDED (L)
1/27/1987 C012 CITY LIMITS PARKING ON RIDGE ROAD
1/28/1987 BOll CITIZENS GROUP TO DISCUSS PARKING
2/01/1987 A085 DOWNTOWN PARKING NEEDED CD
2/09/1987 A08I ADD TWO MORE LEVELS TO EXISTING RAMPS CD
2/09/1987 C033 PARKING METER REVENUE FOR SIOUX'FALLS^ -
2/10/1987 A082 CITY NEEDS TO DISCUSS RAMP CD
3/05/1987 C012 ^LINCOLN'S STUDENT DRIVERS MAY GET NEW LOT
3/17/1987 C012 KNEW GROUP BACKS PARKING RAMP
3/21/1987 C022 DISABLED CITIZENS BACK DOWNTOWN PARKING RAMP
3/25/1987 B022 CITIZENS FOR PROGRESS FOR PARKING RAMP
A/06/1987 A081 RAMP CRITICAL TO CITY'S DEVELOPMENT
A/07/1987 A085 PARKING SITUATION A DISASTER (L)
A/12/1987 E012 PARKING RAMP FOES DOOM SHRIVER'S BUILDING
5/02/1987 C012 KHOME PARKING RAMP ARGUMENTS
5/06/1987 B023 BUILDINGS WILL MAKE WAY FOR PARKING
5/10/1987 AHA RAMP VOTE WRONG VS. RIGHT (L)
•5/15/1987 C016 GROUPS DEBATE NEW RAMP
5/17/1987 A021 FACTS IN FAVOR OF NEW PARKING RAMP (ED)
5/20/1987 A081 KPARKING RAMP WOULD IMPROVE TRANSPORTATION
5/23/1987 A081 CITY WILL BE OK WITHOUT RAMP CD
5/28/1987 A125 PARKING RAMP IS NEEDED (L)
5/29/1987 A085 CANDIDATE OPPOSES RAMP CD
5/29/1987 C012 CALLS OPPONENT'S COMMENT A MAJOR CONCESSION
5/30/1987 AlOA WE DON'T NEED PARKING RAMP (L)
5/31/1987 AOll KCITY DEBATES FOR NEW DOWNTOWN
5/31/1987 AOAA KGROUPS GO HEAD TO HEAD
6/03/1987 A083 RAMP CRITIC DOESN'T WANT PROGRESS (L)
6/08/1987 A103 MCGOWAN STATEMENT FALSE (L)
6/09/1987 C016 MEETING LOOKS AT LOT FOR LINCOLN
6/10/1987 BOll PARKING RAMP DEBATE SCHEDULED THURSDAY
6/10/1987 BOIA 2 CITIZENS GROUPS SEEK SUPPORT
6/12/1987 A021 RAMP BACKERS COLLECT $26,000
6/12/1987 A081 VOTERS SHOULD SAY YES TO NEW RAMP (ED)
6/12/1987 C015 RAMP BACKER PLAYS RECORDING
6/13/1987 A081 STATION, RAMP NEEDED FOR GROWTH (L)
6/13/1987 A082 METERS WON'T PAY FOR RAMP (L)
6/13/1987 A083 RAMP DIDN'T PAY FOR ITSELF (L)
6/14/1987 A081 DON'T WASTE MONEY ON PARKING (L)
6/17/1987 AOll PARKING RAMP ISSUE PASSES
6/17/1987 A081 VOTE ON PARKING RAMP IS PLUS (ED)
6/17/1987 A085 LEAVE RAMP DISSENT BEHIND (L)
6/21/1987 E012 WINNERS ATE TACOS
6/22/1987 C016 RAMP PLANS TO PROCEED AT MEETING
6/23/1987 C022 CITY OK'S BUILDING PURCHASE
6/25/1987 A065 CITY TAKES STEP AHEAD (L)
6/29/1987 A081 REPORT PARKING RAMP FACTS (L)
7/06/1987 C013 SCHOOL PARKING ON BOARD AGENDA
7/07/1987 C015 OK'S PLAN FOR LINCOLN HIGH PARKING
7/27/1987 C012 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER PARKING BONDS
7/30/1987 A081 CRITICS WARNED YOU WHAT WOULD HAPPEN (L)
7/30/1987 C012 DISTRICT AWAITS LINCOLN PARKING DEAL
8/11/1987 C012 BOND RATES DELAY PARKING RAMP PLANS
8/25/1987 coil RAMP CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT AWARDED
9/17/1987 C012 NEW LOT EASES LINCOLN PARKING PROBLEMS
10/08/1987 B012 COUNTY MAY SEEK JOINT PARKING EFFORT
10/14/1987 B012 GROUP TO BOYCOTT RAMP SUPPORTERS
10/17/1987 A081 BOYCOTTING IS SILLY (ED)
11/09/1987 A021 PARKING FACILITIES USE SAFETY MEASURES
11/12/1987 A081 RAMP TRIAL MAY BRING MORE SAFETY
11/21/1987 C012 PARKING CHARGE INCREASE SOUGHT
11/24/1987 C015 PARKING COSTS TO RISE
12/11/1987 A082 ZONE 3 TREATED UNFAIRLY (L)
12/14/1987 A084 TOURISTS' TOW CHARGE UNFAIR (L)
>12/28/1987 B012 RAMP CONTRACTOR WANTS EXTENSION
1/18/1988 B016 NEW WALKWAY PROPOSAL FACES COMMISSION
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3/09/1988 BD33 ^PARKING FINES, METER REVENUE DOWN
5/05/1988 A081 36PUBLIC OPINIONS ON A SKYWALK
7/23/1988 C013 PARKING FEE CONSIDERED FOR COURTHOUSE SPACES
8/28/1988 G091 SNOW DAYS MEAN CITY DRIVERS ...
9/02/1988 A012 *RUMMEL RAMP FINISH DATE PUSHED BACK
10/26/1988 C012 5CFIRST SNOWFALL TO YIELD TICKETS
11/02/1988 C016 CITY, COUNTY DISAGREE ON PARKING SPACES
11/05/1988 C012 COUNTY, CITY CAN'T AGREE ON SPACES
11/16/1988 COIA COUNTY NIXES TENTATIVE AGREEMENT
11/19/1988 C012 CITY WANTS TO INCREASE PARKING RATES
11/20/1988 AlOl 36NEW PARKING RAMP NICE (ED)
11/22/1988 C012 CITY COMMISSION RAISES PARKING RATES
11/23/1988 coil PARKING RAMP OPENS TO MOTORISTS
12/02/1988 C015 BUSINESS NOT UP TO SPEED AT NEW RAMP
12/0A/1988 A132 RATE HIKE PENALIZES WORKERS (L)
12/07/1988 C015 TO CURTAIL PARKING PROBLEM AT COUNTY COURTHOUSE
1/26/1989 C013 ^COURTHOUSE PARKING VIOLATORS FACE FINES
3/29/1989 C015 NEW ORDINANCE CLAMPS DOWN ON PARKING
7/08/1989 C015 JAMISON ASKS FOR A DELAY ON BIDS
8/09/1989 A012 CHURCH TO VOTE ON SELLING LOT
8/12/1989 A014 KTO BEEF UP PARKING ALONG PHILLIPS AVE
8/21/1989 A015 CHURCH OPTS TO SELL LOTS
9/16/1989 C033 ^PARKING TICKETS
10/18/1989 A105 NUMBER LANES AT MALL (L)
11/20/1989 B015 PARKING FEE INCREASE
11/21/1989 C016 SISTERS SUE MALL, ATTACKER
12/09/1989 C012 KRAMP PROJECT SHORT OF TIME AND MONEY
12/11/1989 BOll RED SIGNS IDENTIFY PUBLIC PARKING LOTS
12/23/1989 A08A ENFORCE TOWING POLICY (L)
• '̂ 2713/1990 C012 56DEMOLITION PAVES WAY FOR PARKING LOT
2/17/1990 A016 679 CARS GET SNOW FINE
6/08/1990 A015 ^PARKING PROPOSAL FOR CRUISING YOUTHS
6/11/1990 A012 KCRUISERS WANT LOOP ALTERNATIVE
6/12/1990 C012 ^COMMISSIONERS DEFER ACTION ON LOOP
6/1A/1990 A081 NO EASY ANSWERS TO LOOP PROBLEM (ED)
6/16/1990 A015 LOOP GROUP TRIES TO CLEAN CRUISER IMAGE
6/21/1990 C012 YOUTH BOARD ASKS CITY TO DELAY LOOP VOTE
6/26/1990 A071 ^PUBLIC OPINION--THE LOOP
6/26/1990 C012 PARKING ON LOOP SOON THING OF PAST
6/30/1990 C012 CLASSIC RENTALS PLAN DRAWS DISSENT
7/02/1990 coil CITY TO EXAMINE PARKING DECISION
7/03/1990 C012 BUSINESS HALTS PARKING REQUEST
7/0A/1990 C016 ^FRONTIER PRICE TAG TOO HIGH
8/05/1990 Alll MUST BUILDINGS DIE FOR PARKING LOTS (L)
8/06/1990 C012 CLASSIC RENTALS PERMITS AT RISK TODAY
8/26/1990 A131 MANY PEOPLE ABUSE HANDICAPPED PARKING (L)
8/26/1990 coil TEACHERS MUST PARK SOUTH OF LINCOLN
9/02/1990 N031 ^SNOWFALL BRINGS SPECIAL RULES FOR CITY PARKING
9/0A/1990 A016 PARKING CONCERN FOR HIGH SCHOOLS
9/05/l?90 C016 KSTUDENTS FACE PARKING DILEMMA
9/16/1990 E0123€TRIES OUT PARKING WITHOUT PLUGGING
9/21/1990 C012 CITY NEGOTIATING TO BUY NOTORIOUS BAR
11/28/1990 C012 XRAMPS HAVEN'T CURED PARKING ILLS
1/05/1991 C012 FRONTIER COULD SOON BE PARKING LOT
A/20/1991 coil POLICE TO CRACK DOWN ON PARKING
A/30/1991 C015 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER PARK-IT MARKET
5/18/1991 C012 PARKING HAS CLINIC IN TIGHT SPOT
6/16/1991 A091 WHEELCHAIR PARKING ABUSED, CHANGE NEEDED (L)
6/26/1991 A106 HIGH SCHOOL PARKING CHARGES ARE WRONG (L)
7/06/1991 C012 CITY MAY PAY FOR PARKING RAMP STUDY
7/09/1991 coil CITY OK'S STUDY ON PARKING RAMPS
7/13/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/11/1991 E012 KPAIR HOPES TO FRANCHISE CAR LOT IDEA
8/1A/1991 A103 WHEELCHAIR PERMITS ALLOW INDEPENDENCE (L)
8/22/1991 C012 NEED FOR MORE MCKENNAN PARKING
8/27/1991 coil SCHOOL BOARD OK'S PARKING FEE REDUCTION
9/05/1991 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--ADDITIONAL PARKING AT MCKENNAN
9/23/1991 B015 CITY PLANS TO PURCHASE FRONTIER LOT
10/23/1991 B012 WINTER TOWING POLICY IS BEING RECONSIDERED
11/06/1991 B085 TWO BUSINESSES TEST NEW PARKING LOT USE
11/07/1991 C036 PARKING PLAN STEAMS NEIGHBORS
11/20/1991 C016 WASHINGTON'S LACK OF PARKING SPURS CONCERN
1/12/1992 A012 ^PARKING METERS RAISE REVENUE, TEMPERS
1/16/1992 B012 ARE VIOLATIONS IGNORED FOR POLICE VEHICLES
1/27/1992 BOll TO CONSIDER REMOVING PARKING ON lOTH ST STRETCH
1/28/1992 C012 lOTH STREET LOSES EIGHT PARKING SPOTS
! 3/01/1992. A095 .VISITORS SHOULD GET PARKING PRIVELEGES (L)
5/29/1992 AlOl KEEP PARKING LOT IDEA ALIVE AWHILE (ED)
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6/05/1992 C015 EXPANSION ISSUE WON'T GO TO VOTE
6/23/1992 D062 CITY DEALS FOR HANSON PARKING
7/15/1992 DD65 HANDICAPPED PARKING UNSUITABLE, EXPERT SAYS
8/2I/I992 BGll MALL NOT RESPONSIBLE TO PAY CAR REPAIRS
lG/lA/1992 BGII COUNTY WORKERS ASKED TO PARK ELSEWHERE
7/27/1991 CG31 EFFORTS TO STOP BUILDING PARKING LOT FAILS
9/23/1991 BG15 PARKING LOT DESIGNATION CONCERNS STUDENTS .
1/26/1983 DG31 WATERTOWN WINS PARKING DISPUTE
I/3G/1983 CG21 CHEERS FOR WATERTOWN
1/21/1982 CG86 SOAP BOX DERBY
1/23/1982 CGll SOUTH DAKOTA'S 'MR RACING'
2/GA/1982 CG15 WOLFGANG RIDES WITH ELITE ON RACE TEAM
2/17/1982 BGll DAYTONA 5GG HELPS UNLEASH AUTO RACING BUG
3/21/1982 BGA2 KTHE INDY 5G0 IT ISN'T--BUT DERBY STILL RACY
4/15/1982 CGll NEW STRATEGY AT HARTFORD SPEEDWAY -
4/25/1982 CG51 AUTO RACING FANS LOVE TO SEE THEIR OUTLAWS :
5/G2/1982 BG56 HARTFORD OPENS CCONLEY)
5/G9/1982 BG71 FLOWERS TAKES OVER OPERATIONS AT HUSET "CCONLEY)
5/1G/1982 DG12 5CHAMAN RACES TO STREET STOCK LEAD AS HUSET OPENS
6/G4/1982 BG25 HUSET CLAIMS UNFAIR TO DRIVERS (L)
6/G9/1982 CG25 ADVICE FOR DRIVERS ON HUSET AUTO CLAIM (L)
6/19/1982 BG25 SUPPORT REITERATED FOR FLANDREAU DRIVERS (L)
6/2G/1982 CG71 DESPITE HARD TIMES, AREA RACING PRODUCING RECORDS
7/G4/1982 BG42 RULES WRITTEN TO BENEFIT, NOT HINDER, DRIVERS
7/G8/1982 DG12 KFIRE LEAVES RACE DRIVER ALAN KROGER TERRIFIED
7/13/1982 BG16 KINSER WINS FEATURE EVENT
7/18/1982 C061 MARV SADDLES UP HIS SPRINT CAR AGAIN
7/25/1982 CG41 6-CYLINDER RACING REVIVAL HITS SPEEDWAY
8/G1/1982 CG55 MIDGET CAR RACING COMES TO HARTFORD
8/11/1982 DGll HOSPITAL STAY HASN'T DULLED JOHNNY GREEN'S DESIRES
8/15/1982 CG31 AHLERS HOLD SLIGHT EDGE IN HUSET
8/22/1982 CG12 KKINNUNEN OVERCOMES DUNLAP IN ROAD RACING
8/22/1982 C041 OLD CARS, BRAVE DRIVERS PLAN SLAM-BANG TIME
8/28/1982 CG12 FRANTSEN WINS AT SIOUX EMPIRE FAIR RACES
8/29/1982 CG41 5CT0UGH TIMES MAY BE OVER FOR CAR DRIVER
8/3G/1982 CG15 REINERS MAKES A WINNING RETURN
9/12/1982 CG71 VAN EMMERICK ONE OF THE BEST
9/19/1982 BG73 HUSET TO CROWN SEASON CHAMPS
9/26/1982 CG61 HARTFORD ENDURO RACE GOES AT NOON TODAY
4/13/1983 DGll BIGGER ISN'T ALWAYS BETTER WHEN IT COMES TO OUTLAWS
4/28/1983 DG15 WOLFGANG AT HEAD OF OUTLAWS' PACK
4/3G/1983 CG12 ^WOLFGANG BLAZES TO RECORD
5/G1/1983 BG35 KSWINDELL EDGES SHUMAN IN HUSET FEATURE RACE
5/G8/1983 CG74 HUSET OPENS TODAY FOR AREA DRIVERS
5/G9/1983 CG12 *AUTOCROSS, WHERE YOU CAN GO FAST, LEGALLY
5/15/1983 CG61 *DAYS OF RACING STARDOM JUST MEMORIES FOR HAUGAN
6/2G/1983 CG12 LUCAS LEAVES MARION DRAG-RACE COMPETITION BEHIND
6/26/1983 BG61 *ALBINSON USES RACING AS OUTREACH
6/26/1983 CG35 MANAGER CRITICIZED FOR CALLING OFF SUNDAY RACES (L)
,7/G3/1983 CG63 ^SWINDELL BATTLES ENGINES ON OUTLAW TRAIL
7/G7/1983 DGI2 XKINSER SPEEDS PAST OUTLAWS AT HUSET
7/1G/1983 BG71 KKINSERS DON'T DOMINATE OUTLAWS CIRCUIT ON LOOKS
7/17/1983 BG71 KMINI MAKES MOVE
7/24/1983 CG81 GETTING READY FOR SOCIAL EVENT OF THE SEASON
7/27/1983 AG12 *AT 5 FOOT 5, SHE'S UP TO RACING RIGS
8/11/1983 CG23 CAR OWNERS PROTEST CONDITIONS AT HUSET'S (L)
8/14/1983 BG81 EXPERIENCE KEY TO SAFETY IN SPRINT CARS
8/27/1983 CG23 BANNING OF RACE CAR UNFAIR (L)
8/27/1983 CG42 MAN CAN'T SUE FOR RACE TRACK INJURY
8/28/1983 BG21 DRIVERS WHO WALK AWAY FROM BAD WRECKS
9/G3/1983 BG25 MANAGER WRONG IN BARRING DRIVER (L)
9/18/1983 BG13 MANAGING HUSET SPEEDWAY IS NO BED OF ROSES
12/07/1983 DGll KRACE DRIVER WOLFGANG MAKES SPLASH
3/25/1984 BG34 KLEESCH READY FOR CHALLENGE
4/G8/1984 CG64 CLARK IS CONFIDENT FLAG MAN
4/22/1984 CG71 AUTO RACING FANS SEEM TO LIKE PARITY
5/14/1984 CGll KANDRETTI STILL KEEPS HIS EYES ON THE ROAD
5/2G/1984 BG41 DEYOUNG DRIVES DOWN THE COST OF AUTO RACING
6/G3/1984 BG73 *LOVRO'S DRAG-RACING CAREER
6/14/1984 DG12 KHOPES UNWANTED SUMMER VACATION ENDS QUICKLY
8/1G/1984 BGll ARENDS CREDITS CONCENTRATION
8/12/1984 CG61 9€LATE MODEL RACING TROUBLED DIVISION
8/19/1984 BG61 WOLFGANG KEEPS FEATURE STRING GOING
8/26/1984 BG71 FAIR BIDDING MIFFS HUSET MANAGER
2/G3/1985 BG61 TO START ENGINES AT HUSET SPEEDWAY
2/11/1985 CGll *IN THE FAST LANE
.2/17/1985SBG45 LATE MODEL STOCK CARS RUN
5/12/1985 BG61 HUSET BEGINS 1985 SEASON TONIGHT
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5/19/1985 B081 XSTIEFEL ENFORCES CODES AT HUSET
6/16/1985 B081 THUNDERBIRD SALES HOT
6/23/1985 B012 LOCAL DRIVERS HIT THE ROAD
7/07/1985 8071 HUSET CAN'T SETTLE ON RACING DATE
7/07/1985 con RACE CAR DRIVER DIES OF INJURIES FROM ACCIDENT
7/21/1985 B071 ^BOMBERS INVADE MADISON
7/28/1985 B061 3CM0VE OVER GUTHRIE, HERE COMES GALLOP
8/11/1985 B081 BAD FANS MAKES DANGEROUS SITUATION FOR DRIVERS
8/20/1985 D012 ^WOLFGANG RACES WITH FAST CROWD
9/01/1985 B081 SfGRANDMA DRIVER ISN'T SLOWING DOWN
10/07/1985 A012 5CACC1DENT DOESN'T WRECK RACER'S DAY
3/10/1986 BOll RESIDENTS TRY TO REVIVE SOAP BOX DERBY
4/06/1986 B081 RUMOR OF TRACK CLOSINGS DISMISSED
4/13/1986 A083 RACE TRACK WILL BE MISSED (L)
5/25/1986 A015 *KSFY TO DELAY RACE COVERAGE
5/29/1986 A104 RACE FANS SHOULD SHAPE UP (L)
6/07/1986 con CUSTOM CARS TO ROLL INTO TOWN FOR COMPETITION
6/09/1986 0016 STEVENSON REPEATS AS HUSET WINNER
6/22/1986 B073 *GOTH GETS HOOKED ON BOMBER RACING
6/29/1986 B051 *SF DRIVER LEARNS LESSONS IN SPRINT CAR
7/07/1986 C016 CALIFORNIA DRIVER WINS HUSET FEATURE
7/08/1986 A102 EXPAND RACING COVERAGE (L)
7/13/1986 B061 KCOMPETITION KEEPS HUSET POPULAR
7/16/1986 D041 EXPERIENCED RACER TO TRY AS TRACK MANAGER
8/03/1986 B081 BATTLES TO REGAIN USE OF HIS LEGS
8/04/1986 C016 DEWALL WINS FIRST FEATURE AT HUSET
8/10/1986 B073 SPRINT SULTANS HEAD TO KNOXVILLE
8/17/1986 B051 TOP DRIVERS HANDLE TOUGHEST TRACKS
8/31/1986 B063 SF DRIVER FINALLY UNCOVERS FORMULA
^ 9/1471986'B043 JONES' WINNING WAYS NOT LIMITED
9/17/1986 A084 DRIVERS SET POOR EXAMPLE (L)
9/28/1986 B071 FLYING DUTCHMAN TO RACE TODAY
9/29/1986 D012 JONES 2ND SF CHEATERS DAY WINNER
11/17/1986 C021 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER TRACK
3/01/1987 D051 WOLFGANG RACES ON THE WILD SIDE
4/19/1987 B064 KHUSET SPEEDWAY GREETS SEASON
4/19/1987 B064 ^FLAGMAN HAS ADDED INTEREST IN TRACK
5/10/1987 C013 RACING TAKES PRECAUTIONS
5/12/1987 BOll HUSET OPENER A SUCCESS
5/17/1987 B061 YOUNG CAR OWNER HOPES TO GROW INTO RACING
5/24/1987 B071 SIOUX FALLS DRIVERS MAKE MARKS
5/26/1987 A016 SD NATIVE KILLED AT INDY
6/07/1987 B064 XVOGLER TRAVELS FAST LANE
6/07/1987 B064 HUSET DRAWS FANS, DIFFERENT WINNERS
6/10/1987 A084 GIVE WHEELCHAIR FANS A BREAK (L)
6/21/1987 B043 STREET STOCKS RACING WELL
6/22/1987 A012 AT LEAST 1 DEAD IN HUSET CRASH
6/23/1987 A012 DRIVERS CITE WET TRACK IN DEATH
6/23/1987 A021 DESPITE ADDED TRACK MEASURES
6/27/1987,con NO ALCOHOL IN HUSET CRASH
6/28/1987 A104 TRAGEDY NO ONE'S FAULT (L)
7/04/1987 AlOl SAFETY IGNORED IN FATAL HUSET CRASH
7/07/1987 A081 COVERAGE OF RACES IS POOR (L)
7/09/1987 C012 *RACE TRACK DEBATE CENTERS ON BEAM
7/14/1987 A081 RACING NEVER TOTALLY SAFE (L)
7/28/1987 B015 VAN BEEK DEDICATED WIN TO GRANDMOTHER
8/04/1987 B013 CANTON'S WINTER SEES GREEN AT HUSET
8/11/1987 A063 TRACK OFFICIAL SHOULD APOLOGIZE FOR INCIDENT (L)
9/08/1987 D041 3 EARN 1ST HUSET WINS OF SEASON
9/27/1987 B055 KJONES AS KING OF CHEATERS
9/28/1987 B013 SMITH BECOMES DOUBLE WINNER
10/05/1987 C012 ^DRIVERS WIDOW ADJUSTS
12/19/1987 B016 HUSET SOLD
2/21/1988 B012 SPEEDWAY SHIFTS TO NEW ERA
5/08/1988 C081 KAREA TRACKS RACE INTO SEASON
5/15/1988 B013 TO PUT THUNDER BACK IN AREA DRAGWAYS
5/15/1988 B035 3«STREET ROD NATIONALS COMING TO SF
5/22/1988 B041 XROAR OF ENGINES RETURNS TO HARTFORD
5/22/1988 B045 COMMITMENT PAYS OFF WITH HUSET VICTORY
5/29/1988 C033 SF COUPLE TO PROMOTE SAFETY IN RACING
6/05/1988 B071 *CREW INSPIRES BRANDON DRIVER DUMP
6/19/1988 B053 KFATHER HELPS SON IN FAST LANE
6/26/1988 B063 KSCHNEE IN DEMAND AS RACE-CAR BUILDER
7/10/1988 B061 ^DRIVER WANTS BACK ON TRACK
7/17/1988 B044 *JONES ON TRACK FOR HUSET TITLE
7/19/1988 B013 *LEESCH ENDS AUTO RACING RETIREMENT
>7/24/1988 <B012i*RED DEVIL SPEEDWAY.ADDS FUEL TO RACE
8/12/1988 D013 LOCAL RACE CAR DRIVER CHANGES ROLES
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8/13/1988 B012 PARALYZED RACE DRIVER GETS CAREER BACK
8/21/1988 BOAA *DAKOTA OUTLAW CHASES DREAM
8/25/1988 B015 GOEHRING WINS FAIR RACE
9/17/1988 BOAS WOLFGANG CHASES CHEATERS DAY SUCCESS
9/20/1988 A123 AUTO RACE COVERAGE NEEDED (L)
9/30/1988 A08A CAR RACE COVERAGE LOUSY (L)
10/01/1988 A081 AUTO RACING DESERVES IMPROVED COVERAGE (L)
l/OA/1989 D013 SPEEDWAYS ADD ENTRY-LEVEL CLASS
1/11/1989 D013 AREA SPEEDWAY ADDS MODIFIEDS CLASS
2/07/1989 B013 TRACK OWNER PROMISES ECONOMY-CLASS RACING
2/09/1989 D013 GRACING LESSONS TO EVERYDAY LIFE
2/18/1989 A083 RACE COVERAGE APPLAUDED (L)
2/27/1989 B012 *RACING WITH MONEY ON HIS MIND
3/27/1989 C012 ^HOLIDAY INNS-SPONSORS FOR SPRINT-CAR TEAM
4/23/1989 B061 KNEW LOOK TO HUSET SPEEDWAY
4/27/1989 B013 KWOLFGANG EARNS TOP SPOT IN RACING POLL
4/30/1989 B061 KRED DEVIL TRACK OPENS WITH IMPROVEMENTS
5/07/1989 B031 KCRESSMAN, HIS FORD GRAB RACING SPOTLIGHT
5/14/1989 B014 HUSET WAGES FIGHT TO KEEP BIG CARS
5/22/1989 A103 WINGLESS SPRINTS WILL BRING BACK RACE CROWDS (L)
5/24/1989 A014 PLANS FOR TEA SPEEDWAY ON TRACK
5/25/1989 D041 TEA RACE TRACK ON COLLISION COURSE
5/27/1989 A012 KPLANE CRASH KILLS 2 CITY MEN
5/27/1989 A021 RACING HAS CLAIMED OTHER SD FANS
6/01/1989 A012 OFFICIALS PUT BRAKES ON PLANS NEAR TEA
6/14/1989 D015 RED DEVIL MANAGER HOPES...
6/21/1989 A124 HUSET COVERAGE SKIMPY (L)
6/21/1989 D013 *3 RACERS TO SPRINT FOR $5,000 PRIZE
6/25/1989 B064 K'FAST LANE" HIGHLIGHTS AREA RACE TRACK ACTION
6/29/1989 B013 KINSER HOLDS OFF SWINDELL
7/06/1989 B012 KWOLFGANG RACES TO HUSET WIN
v 7/09/1989^B063 .^DAVIS vis. MOSTir-CHASED OUTLAW : s >
7/10/1989 C013 KMIDGET SERIES WON'T RACE AT HUSET
7/11/1989 B013 DRIVER ENJOYED CAREER YEAR AT HUSET
7/15/1989 A085 TRACK CONDITIONS POOR (L)
7/17/1989 C015 *A FAST CROWD TO WORK WITH
7/19/1989 D015 FORMER GOVERNOR TO RACE FRIDAY AT MADISON TRACK
7/24/1989 A083 TRACK NEEDS IMPROVEMENTS (L)
7/26/1989 coil POLICE CHIEF WINS SPECIAL AUTO RACE
7/27/1989 D013 LASOSKI SEEKS 1ST KNOXVILLE NATIONAL TITLE
8/01/1989 B013 ZITTERICH FINISHES 4TH
8/03/1989 B012 WIFE KEEPS HUSBAND'S LOVE OF RACING
8/07/1989 C012 *ACCIDENT FORCES DRIVER INTO PITS
8/08/1989 AlOl RUBINS DO GOOD JOB AT HUSET SPEEDWAY (L)
8/09/1989 coil SPRINT CAR RACES ON TAP AT FAIR
8/22/1989 B013 KNEW CAR FOR WOLFGANG
8/25/1989 D013 WOLFGANG SEEKS TO KEEP STREAK INTACT
8/26/1989 B012 KFULL SPEED AHEAD
9/10/1989 B033 K4 FROM CLUB HEAD FOR NATIOALS
9/15/1989 D013 DEFENDING CHEATERS DAY RACE TITLE
9/18/1989 C012 KHEWITT DRIVES TO CHEATERS DAY TITLE
10/06/1989 D013 WOLFGANG CHASES PAIR OF WINS IN NY
10/12/1989 D013 KSIOUX FALLS DRIVER WINS TITLE, LEARNS LESSONS
10/25/1989 D016 KWOLFGANG WINS OUTLAWS' FINAL FEATURE RACE
11/08/1989 D013 KAUTO RACING TRIP TO BATTLE FOR TITLE
12/06/1989 D015 WOLFGANG SPRINTS TO TOP OF PACK
12/06/1989 D016 CITY RACERS EARN HONOR AS NATION'S BEST
1/18/1990 D013 KTO CHANGE CARS FOR OUTLAWS SEASON
3/05/1990 B025 COMMISSION TO DISCUSS TURNER RACING EVENT
3/09/1990 C015 WIDOW SETTLES SUIT IN INDY 500 DEATH
3/11/1990 B084 KMULTI-PURPOSE BUILDING OFFERS NEW LOOK
3/20/1990 B043 WOLFGANG 1ST IN OKLAHOMA CITY
4/03/1990 B041 OWNERS DISAGREE ON IMPACT OF DUAL TRACK
4/08/1990 B061 KLUCKY 4'S DRIVE VAN BEEK
4/19/1990 D013 KKNOXVILLE CEREMONY HONORS WOLFGANG
5/01/1990 A072 CARBURETOR NOT ILLEGAL (L)
5/01/1990 D015 WOLFGANG TAKES HIGH ROUTE
5/03/1990 B012 KMODEL CARS SIZE UP SONS LOVE OF RACING
5/09/1990 C012 RACETRACK WITHDRAWS LIQUOR LICENSE REQUEST
5/20/1990 B072 KFATHER-SON RACE TEAM LETS GO OF KARTS
5/22/1990 D045 KWOLFGANG WINS OHIO RACE BUT LOSES LEAD
5/30/1990 D041 KINSER INCREASES LEAD IN OUTLAWS STANDINGS
6/04/1990 A063 RACE OFFICIALS OWE DRIVER AN APOLOGY (L)
6/17/1990 B061 KTEAM WANTS MORE THAN RACING WINS
6/20/1990 D012 OUTLAWS LEADERS RACE TO WEEKEND WINS
6/23/1990 A084 DISQUALIFYING GAGNON CORRECT, APPROPRIATE (L)
-7/01/1990 :B03L .KSPONSORS HELP-PUT-RACE DRIVER BACK ON TRACK
7/04/1990 D0I2 KOUTLAWS HIT HUSET TONIGHT
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7/0<i/1990 0082
7/10/1990 00^3
7/20/1990 C022
7/24/1990 B012
7/28/1990 A084
7/29/1990 B051
8/12/1990 B012
8/17/1990 D012
8/22/1990 0012
8/24/1990 O012
8/25/1990 A012
8/25/1990 B012
8/25/1990 C034
9/05/1990 C031
9/09/1990 B064
9/30/1990 B081
10/05/1990 O012
10/08/1990 C012
10/10/1990 O041
10/17/1990 O061
11/18/1990 B075
1/06/1991 B061
3/12/1991 B031
4/21/1991 B012
5/05/1991 B031
5/12/1991 B061
5/22/1991 O036
6/09/1991 B031
6/16/1991 B051
7/03/1991 0041
7/04/1991 0012
7/21/1991 :B041
7/27/1991 B045
8/11/1991 Ari3
8/15/1991 A105
8/17/1991 B016
8/23/1991 0012
8/24/1991 B043
8/27/1991 A083
8/27/1991 A084
9/01/1991 B051
9/29/1991 B081
9/29/1991 B081
10/04/1991 0015
10/07/1991 C012
10/22/1991 B041
12/22/1991 BOll
2/02/1992 BOll
2/03/1992 0013
2/03/1992 0041
2/09/1992 B021
4/04/1992 A015
4/19/1992 C041
5/01/1992 B012
5/11/1992 A072
5/13/1992 0012
5/20/1992 0015
5/27/1992 0012
6/03/1992 0012
6/07/1992 B044
6/10/1992 0012
6/17/1992 O012
7/01/1992 0012
7/05/1992 C055
7/08/1992 0012
7/12/1992 B013
7/19/1992 C051
7/22/1992 C012
7/24/1992 C041
8/02/1992 B064
8/05/1992 C061
8/21/1992 C012
8/22/1992 B012
8/26/1992 C012
8/30/1992 B042
9/02/1992 C012
.<9/09/
9/25/1992 0012
MHUSET'S DRAWS 4,000-5,000 PEOPLE
WOLFGANG WINS 2N0 STRAIGHT RACE
RC MAN CHARGED IN DRAG RACE DEATHS
WOLFGANG COLLECTS $50,000 FOR VICTORY
ORGANIZERS WISE TO POSTPONE CONCERT (L)
BfPOPULARlTV ON NASCAR CIRCUIT
XKNOXVILLE NATIONALS
THUNDER VALLEY SET FOR DRAG RACING WEEKEND
36ALLEN STOPS KINSER-WOLFGANG STREAK
960UTLAWS, HOT RODS TO RACE
*RACE FANS HIT ROAD FOR THEIR OUTLAWS
XSWINOELL LEADS OUTLAWS
GRAND PRIX GO-KART RACE PLANNED SUNDAY
BLEACHERS C0LLAPSE--33 PEOPLE INJURED
^MARKETING A LEGEND
*SF VISITOR HAD RUN WITH FERRARRl TEAM
*LAYNE READY FOR CHEATERS DAY
XLASOSKI FINOS PLEASURE ON CHEATERS DAY
KINSER CLINCHES TITLE
WOLFGANG CAPTURES lOOTH OUTLAWS FEATURE WIN
POINTS RACE HITS FINAL LAP TODAY
MAKES CHANGE TO IMCA FOR THE BETTER
MINUS OTHER TOP DRIVERS, OUTLAWS OWNED BY KINSER
LAKE COUNTY SHIFTS AREA SEASON INTO GEAR
^(CALIFORNIA RACING ASSOCIATION GEARS UP
HUSET'S HAS BRIGHT HOPES FOR SEASON
WOLFGANG WILL GIVE OUTLAWS 2 WEEKS REST
KTHUNOER VALLEY SEEKS QUALITY CROWDS
KTHRILL-SEEKERS HAVE FRIEND IN BUCKSKIN JACK
KGAERTE, KINSER PLAN RUNS TO FRONT
KKINSER CAUTIOUSLY WINS AT HUSET'S
KKINSER ENDS OUTLAWS DROUGHT ;
3€0LD-T1ME CARS SET TO RACE AT RED DEVIL
HUSET'S SPEEDWAY SHOULD PICK UP THE PACE (L)
PAPER SHOULD GIVE RACING MORE ATTENTION (L)
JONES FINDS EASIER TRAIL AT KNOXVILLE
KINSER LEADS WAY AS OUTLAWS HIT TOWN
CABLE TELEVISION TURNS ON TO AREA RACING
HUSET'S HAS EXCELLENT FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT (L)
HUSET'S SPEEDWAY ONE OF NATION'S FINEST (L)
EWORLD OF OUTLAWS SEEKS MORE EXPOSURE
9(AGE NO ROADBLOCK TO GANT
GRACING BUG BIT MCGRIFF AS BOY
WOLFGANG EXPECTED TO COMPETE
XHAUDENSCHILD TRIUMPHS AT CHEATERS DAY
^WOLFGANG 2ND, SCHNEE WINS IN MISSOURI
^SACRIFICES MAKE RACING WORTHWHILE
^(WOLFGANG RACES ON OWN TERMS
5CSPR1NT CAR CHASSIS ASSEMBLED IN SF
KRACE CARS START HERE
RUBIN PLANS SHIFT FOR CHEATER'S DAY
3(SD RACER HURT IN CRASH
GRACING COMMUNITY OPENS HEART TO WOLFGANG
KTRACKS READY FOR HOT STARTS
3(TEENS BURN RUBBER AT HIGH SCHOOL RACES
^(FLAGMAN NEVER WAVERS
^SPRINTING TOWARD SUCCESS
5CETHAN0L CLEANER, FASTER, DRIVERS SAY
^(DRIVER GOING TO TOWN
KLASOSKl MAKES HAPPY RETURNS
KTEEN OUT TO BUILD, DRIVE OWN SPRINTER
XKLOSTERBUER'S BACK IS ON TRACK AFTER INJURY
3eRAClNG THE FAMILY CAR
X14-YEAR-0LD READY FOR SPRINT-CAR DEBUT
*WET TRACK MAY HOLD UP OUTLAWS
KDRIVER SAYS RACING FUTURE IS UNCERTAIN
KNCRA SPRINTS INTO JEFFERSON FRIDAY
^(RICHARD WANTS TO BE AMONG BEST
FREE NIGHT OF RACING OFFERED JULY 31 AT HUSET'S
KAUGUST A HOT TIME FOR SPRINTS
KLELAND GEARING UP FOR THREE TITLES
LASOSKl SECOND TO ONE, GUNS FOR FIRST
3CSW1NDELL HOLDS TIGHT, WINS AT HUSET'S
ROARING ENGINES CREATE GOOD VIBRATIONS
3CPAV1NG A PATH FOR ROAD SUCCESS
3CHANSEN-KRULL TEAM IN BATTLE FOR HUSET'S TITLE
CHEATERS DAY WILL BE .BIGGEST EVER
KTHREE DAYS OF RACING BEGINS TONIGHT
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9/28/1992 C012 LASOSKI, CHADD STAY IN FRONT
10/08/1992 C043 KLIVE TV SERIES COULD IGNITE OUTLAWS
11/03/1992 COAl KWOLFGANG TO BE ANALYST FOR TNT OUTLAWS BROADCAST
11/11/1992 C012 KSF NATIVE SHARES PETTY'S FAREWELL SEASON
2/22/1992 A08A GARAGES ARE TAKING CONSUMERS FOR A RIDE (L)
3/03/1992 A094 MISUNDERSTANDING OF AUTO TERMS DISTURBING (L)
3/10/1992 A08A TECHNICIAN NEEDS TO LOOK UNDER THE HOOD (L)
9/11/1992 B062 SEARS OFFERING REPAIR REFUNDS
7/12/1991 C016 SALVAGE OWNER, CITY STILL AT ODDS
7/26/1990 C033 KCARS KEEP COUPLE'S MOTOR RUNNING
7/30/1990 COIA KPLUM OF THE SHOW
8/19/1990 E012 KCRUISERS ON DISPLAY
4/27/1991 C012 SHOW SPONSOR POISED TO SUE ARENA
2/24/1992 C012 XHOT ROD
12/15/1992 BOll CARJACKING REPORTED NEAR WATERTOWN MALL
7/06/1983 C043 FLOATING CAR MAKES FISHING EASY--ABERDEEN
12/17/1986 B041 LOCKED OUT IN ABERDEEN--CALL A LOCKSMITH
9/05/1987 C041 STATE RULES ABERDEEN CAR LOT IS JUNK YARD
5/01/1988 C051 *1931 MODEL A ON 7,600-MILE TRIP
6/17/1991 B033 POLICY REQUIRES CITY WORKERS TO BUCKLE UP ON JOB
7/26/1987 A012 *VINTAGE LINE
1/01/1988 A012 GIFT CAR BAFFLES SD COUPLE
7/31/1989 B033 DROVES DRIVE TO 9TH CANTON CAR SHOW
7/20/1992 B015 CANTON CAR SHOW IS SUNDAY
7/24/1992 B022 *CANTON GEARING UP FOR CAR SHOW
7/27/1992 B013 KTHE SHINING
5/22/1987 B012 *ELK POINT MAN'S CAR IN MOVIE
11/02/1992 B022 *FREEMAN CAR REBUILDER SHUNS RETIREMENT
2/26/1984 C091 *FLANDREAU COMPANY CUSTOMIZING VANS
1/04/1985 C013 PERPICH ENDORSES SEAT BELT LAW
7/31/1988 coil USED CAR LAW TO START IN MINNESOTA
; 3/Z5/a984^E051:Ra POLICE? TRADING IN A/OLVOS FORa FORDS
1/18/1986 C016 FIRM SUES FOR FRANCHISE
1/09/1982 B044SDSU WILL STUDY ELECTRIC VAN
1/12/1982 C021 SMILE AT MECHANICS--8 MIND YOUR SURVIVAL (ED)
3/14/1982 B023 *FTC PROPOSAL CAR DEALER'S NIGHTMARE
4/26/1982 BOll *SD MAN DRIVEN BY LOVE FOR ANTIQUE CARS
8/10/1982 B041 COMPACT CAR COSTS DROP
8/29/1982 DOll *SALE OF HIS '53 MERCURY MARKS RURAL TIME
11/20/1982 B045 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE BACKS TAX ON ALL MOTOR VEHICLE
1/16/1983 C042 CAR STICKERS PROMOTE STATE
1/20/1983 coil BILL OK'D BY PANEL BOOSTS USED VEHICLE TAX 3 PERCENT
1/25/1983 BOll *2 SOUTH DAKOTANS OFFER DELOREANS FOR MINN PROJECT
1/25/1983 B061 MEASURE SUPPORTS BUYING US CARS
1/26/1983 DG23 DON'T LET CHILD DO ADULT'S WORK (L)
2/02/1983 D041 BILL REQUIRES CHILDREN'S SAFETY SEATS
2/02/1983 D041 SENATOR PROPOSES USED VEHICLE TAX
2/03/1983 C051 BILL MANDATES WEARING OF SAFETY BELTS
2/03/1983 C051 HOUSE DEFEATS US CAR PURCHASE PLAN
2/04/1983 C013 SENATE PASSES TAX ON USED VEHICLES
2/11/1983 C016 PANEL OK'S RESTRAINT FOR RIDERS UNDER 2
2/16/1983 C051 HOUSE PANEL OKS USED VEHICLE TAX
2/24/1983 C041 COMMITTEE KILLS SAFETY RESTRAINT BILL
2/26/1983 B031 HOUSE DUMPS USED CAR SALES TAX
3/10/1983 C021 USED CAR SALES TAX BEST REVENUE IDEA (ED)
3/18/1983 coil *AUTOMOBILE BUYER'S GUIDE
4/13/1983 C031 STUDDED TIRES ILLEGAL AFTER SATURDAY
4/13/1983 C041 MORE CONTROLS ON USE OF STATE CARS RECOMMENDED
4/23/1983 C024 STUDDED TIRE LAW IMPRACTICAL (L)
5/03/1983 B051 PEOPLE BURNING GASES IN VEHICLES NEED PERMIT
5/21/1983 B031 DRIVERS, NOT CATTLE, HAVE RIGHT OF WAY
6/06/1983 coil MOTOR VECHICLE OFFICIALS HAVE MEETING
6/07/1983 C051 ODOMETER FRAUD COSTS VICTIMS BILLIONS
6/09/1983 C075 OFFICIALS CRACK DOWN ON ODOMETER FRAUD
7/18/1983 C041 CORVETTE CARAVAN TRAVELS TO BLACK HILLS CLASSIC
8/01/1983 B041 NEW PROGRAM GIVES STATE VEHICLES LONGER WEAR
8/15/1983 coil PROJECTS COMPETE FOR $240,000 IN GRANT MONEY
12/05/1983 C025 USED CAR TAX SHOULD BE BASED ON COST
12/20/1983 C015 STATE OFFICIALS SEEK TWO IN THEFT
1/07/1984 C041 MOBRIDGE OFFICIALS SUED FOR BLOCKING SALES
1/10/1984 B042 LEGISLATORS DISCUSS RENOVATING CARS
1/16/1984 C042 PROGRAM REJUVENATES HIGH-MILEAGE VEHICLES
1/19/1984 C013 *IT'S HOODS-UP TIME
1/20/1984 coil CHILD CAR SEATS MAY BE LAW
1/21/1984 B041 MEIERHENRY URGES TAKING ADVANTAGE
1/24/1984 C023 CARS WITH 1 HEADLIGHT (L)
, 2/01/1984. C061 SENATE DELAYS GASOLINE TAX, LICENSE FEE
2/01/1984 C062 CAR SAFETY SEAT BILL HEADS TO HOUSE
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2/03/198A DOll BILL FOR CAR SAFETY SEATS FOR CHILDREN
2/0A/I98A B03I LEGISLATORS TURN DOWN AUTOMOTIVE DECAL BILL
2/08/I98A D052 PANEL OK'S BILL REQUIRING CHILD SAFETY SEAT
2/10/1984 CG13 CAR SAFETY SEAT BILL FAILS
2/16/1984 C042 SENATE PASSES BILL REQUIRING INFANT SEATS
2/22/1984 D054 BOTH HOUSES WORK ON SAFETY SEAT BILL
2/25/1984 B041 LAWMAKERS GIVE FINAL OK TO INFANT SEAT
3/11/1984 E012 PREPARE FOR RUSH ON INFANT SEATS
3/26/1984 coil DEALERS SAY BOAT, SPORTING SALES SOARING
3/31/1984 C0I5 KYOUR CAR MAY BE TIRED OF WINTER
4/06/1984 C043 STUDDED TIRES MUST BE REMOVED
6/01/1984 C045 COST OF DRIVING CAR DECLINES SLIGHTLY IN STATE
7/03/1984 C023 CHILD RESTRAINT LAW IS NOT STRONG CD
7/I5/I984 EOll 36CUSTOM COACHES
7/I9/I984 BOH TRAIN OF CORVETTES TO BEGIN TREK
8/11/1984 C024 MOTORISTS--FIX HEADLIGHTS CD
9/28/1984 D031 NEW CAR SALES IN STATE INCREASE 18 PERCENT
10/26/1984 C032 COURT BARS DISCRIMINATION IN CAR LOANS
12/25/1984 C135 A NEW CAR CLUB HAS BEEN FORMED
1/04/1985 coil ^COMPLAINTS ABOUT A CAR THAT WENT SOUR
1/13/1985 A012 STATE MAY FORCE YOU TO BUCKLE UP
1/15/1985 BOH LEMON CRY BRINGS NEW AUTOMOBILE
1/16/1985 C042 ABDNOR WANTS TAX RULES ON VEHICLE USE
1/17/1985 C021 REQUIRE THE USE OF SEAT BELTS CED)
1/22/1985 C015 BILL WOULD EXTEND BLACK HILLS' STUDDED TIRE USE
1/22/1985 C023 SAY NO TO SEAT-BELT LAW CD
1/23/1985 coil NOBODY YIELDS ON BILL ABOUT ABANDONED CARS
1/27/1985 C024 BELT LAW NOT ACCEPTABLE CD
1/30/1985 DOll SENATORS APPROVE WHEEL TAX MEASURE 29-6
1/30/1985 D023 BUCKLING UP WON'T KILL YOU CD
2/02/1985 coil LEGISLATORS APPROVE BILL ON STUDDED TIRES
2/02/1985 COH jHOUSE SENDS .LICENSE .iPLATE BILL TO -JANKLOW .i,v-
2/09/1985 B012 CAR SAFETY RESTRAINT MEASURE GOES TO HOUSE
2/09/1985 B036 JANKLOW APPROVES SNOW TIRE BILL
2/12/1985 B014 XSEAT BELT BILL RIDES EASILY INTO SENATE
2/14/1985 C012 MANDATORY USE
2/I9/I985 A082 SEAT BELTS DON'T ALWAYS HELP CD
2/22/1985 C051 CAR SAFETY RESTRAINT MEASURE FAILS IN SENATE
3/03/1985 AH3 SEAT BELTS SAVE LIVES CD
3/06/1985 A104 IS SPARE TIRE TAXED TOO CD
4/13/1985 A084 BUCKLE UP SEAT BELTS CD
4/20/1985 A084 LEAVE SEAT BELTS OPTIONAL CD
5/30/1985 C012 BUYING A USED CAR COULD BE TAXING
5/31/1985 C035 ANTIQUE CARS TO BE DISPLAYED AT SISSETON SHOW
7/21/1985 C022 COUPLE MARRIES AT CORVETTE CLASSIC
9/01/1985 coil CAR BUYERS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF LOWER RATES
9/10/1985 coil 2ND 'VETTE PROMOTION
9/21/1985 C031 STOFFERAHN WANTS LAW ON CAR TAXES CHANGED
10/02/1985 B031 STUDDED TIRES NOW ALLOWED 2 WEEKS EARLIER
11/12/1985 AlOl STATE CHILD RESTRAINT LAW CED)
11/15/1985 C031 COURT UPHOLDS MOTOR VEHICHLE WEIGHT RULING
12/11/1985 A103 SEAT BELTS DO SAVE LIVES CD
12/14/1985 A083 USE OF SAFETY BELTS SAVES MONEY CD
12/14/1985 A085 SEAT BELTS INFRINGE ON RIGHTS CD
12/19/1985 C021 SALES OF NEW CARS, TRUCKS DOWN IN SD
12/20/1985 C031 KCRASH INJURES WOMAN
1/11/1986 •A081 USE OF SEAT BELTS SAVES LIVES, MONEY CD
1/11/1986 A082 FIGHT SEAT BELT PROPOSAL CD
I/I4/1986 C016 BILL WOULD BOOST FEE FOR TICKETS
2/08/1986 C041 HOUSE PASSES MANDATORY CAR INSURANCE BILL
2/08/1986 C042 DEFEAT DOESN'T SURPRISE SEAT BELT BACKERS
2/24/1986 A081 NOT BUCKLING IN A CHILD CED)
3/09/1986 A091 MAGIC ABOUT TAN, 1936 FORDS
3/17/1986 BOH SUPPORT FOR SEAT-BELT RULE
3/19/1986 B015 COUNTY HEARS ARGUMENTS FOR SEAT-BELT POLICY
4/I0/I986 C021 DEADLINE FOR STUDDED TIRE USE IS APRIL 30
7/10/1986 C031 ANNUAL CORVETTE CLASSIC TO BEGIN JULY 17
7/15/1986 B021 SPEARFISH TO GROW WITH CORVETTE CLASSIC
7/18/1986 C021 AUTO COUNCIL MAKES CENTENNIAL A PRIORITY
8/12/1986 A103 THERE IS CAR HELP AVAILABLE CD
9/04/1986 C014 LOBBY FOR MANDATORY SEAT BELT LAW
11/14/1986 C021 GROUP WOULD SUPPORT SEAT BELT LAW
12/15/1986 A012 CAR INSURANCE AT A PREMIUM
12/16/1986 A081 CAR CHECKS WOULD MAKE THE ROADS SAFER CED)
12/25/1986 B021 NEW LAW CONFUSES DRIVERS
12/28/1986 A091 MONEY BETTER SPENT ON CURRENT INSPECTONS CD
1/09/1987 . C033iXVEHICLE SALES SOAR;^ IN DECEMBER
1/16/1987 C021 RECORDS SHOW MOST HAVE AUTO INSURANCE
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1/30/1987 A1G2 SEAT BELT LAW UNNECESSARY CD
2/09/1987 AG82 BELT LAW WOULD SAVE MONEY CD
2/1G/1987 AG83 MANUAL NEEDS IMPROVING (L)
2/11/1987 BG23 SEAT BELT LAW WOULD SAVE LIVES
2/11/1987 BG25 PANEL REJECTS WHEEL TAX PLAN
2/11/1987 BG25 CHILD-RESTRAINT LAW ENDORSED
2/12/1987 CG21 SENATE REJECTS PENALTY FOR CHILD RESTRAINT LAW
2/2G/1987 CGll CAR CONVENTION TO RETURN TO CITY
3/G2/1987 AG61 SEAT BELT PROPOSALS SHOULD BE APPROVED (ED)
3/G6/1987 CGll MICKELSON SIGNS CHILD SAFETY LAW
3/G7/1987 AG81 SEAT BELTS DO SAVE LIVES CD
3/G7/1987 CGll BILL WOULD CHANGE TAX ON USED CARS
3/13/1987 AG82 SEAT BELTS WERE LIFESAVERS CD
5/G1/1987 CG21 TIME TO TAKE STUDDED SNOW TIRES OFF VEHICLES
5/21/1987 CG21 MICKELSON AIDE TO GET MOTOR VEHICLE POST
6/19/1987 CG21 CORVETTES TO SWARM INTO SPEARFISH IN JULY
7/15/1987 BGll SIOUX FALLS MAN ON SAFETY BELT PANEL
8/22/1987 CG21 SEAT-BELT GROUP TO LOBBY FOR SECONDARY LAW
lG/17/1987 CGll GROUPS ADD SUPPORT FOR SEAT BELT BILL
lG/19/1987 A121 AUTOMAKERS BEHIND SAFETY BELT CAMPAIGN
10/19/1987 BG41 SIX GROUPS JOIN IN PUSH FOR SEAT BELT LAW
10/25/1987 B0A3 ^AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATIONS STEADY
10/27/1987 C025 LIABILITY INSURANCE FOR STATE VEHICLES
11/01/1987 BG51 SHERIFFS GROUP ENDORSES SEAT BELT BILL
11/02/1987 A08A ABATE SHOULD TELL TRUTH (L)
11/03/1987 coil SHERIFFS ENDORSE SEAT BELT LAW
11/08/1987 AlOl SD SEAT BELT LAW WOULD CUT
11/12/1987 C033 *'79 VINTAGE YEAR FOR CARS
11/22/1987 A091 MAKE SEAT BELTS VOLUNTARY (L)
11/23/1987 C012 SEAT BELT BACKERS WON'T BUCKLE UNDER
11/27/1987 A081 SEAT BELT SHOULD BE MATTER OF CHOICE (L)
12/05/i987^A105 GROUPS' BELT CLAIMS FALSE (L) - - ^
12/11/1987 A081 PUT SEAT BELT ISSUE TO VOTE (L)
12/16/1987 B021 CHRYSLER TO PAY SOUTH DAKOTANS IN CASE
12/20/1987 A102 CHOICE FREEDOM IMPORTANT CD
12/30/1987 B021 CHILD RESTRAINT PENALTY BEGINS FRIDAY
1/23/1988 C021 SENATE OK'S SEIZURE OF STOLEN VEHICLES
1/2A/1988 B021 GROUPS SAY WRONG PANEL TO HEAR SEAT BELT BILL
1/30/1988 C021 SEAT BELT LAW GOES TO SENATE FLOOR
2/03/1988 B023 MANDATORY SEAT BELT BILL FAILS FIRST TEST
2/0A/1988 A061 SEAT BELT PROPOSAL SHOULD BE APPROVED CED)
2/05/1988 A015 REJECTS BILL REQUIRING SEAT-BELT USAGE
2/05/1988 A083 MEDICAL TECHNICIANS BACK SEAT BELT BILL CD
2/11/1988 C061 DEWEY COUNTY SHERIFF'S CAR STOLEN FROM HOME
2/12/1988 COAl BILL REQUIRES GOVERNMENT CARS TO USE GASOHOL
3/21/1988 coil PLYMOUTH CONTEST STARTS TUESDAY
A/20/1988 B021 STATE TO SET POLICY ON SEAT BELTS
5/23/1988 coil BUCKLE UP AMERICA WEEK STARTS TODAY
5/23/1988 C023 STREET ROD OWNERS WIN AWARDS
;6/19/1988 EOll WINDOW TINTING LAW TAKES EFFECT JULY 1
6/27/1988 coil CAR SALE WILL REQUIRE DAMAGE DISCLOSURE
9/22/1988 coil CANDIDATE WANTS USED-CAR WARRANTIES
10/01/1988 coil DENTAL GROUP BACKS SAFETY BELT PROPOSAL
11/25/1988 coil HOLIDAY SEASON IS 'BUCKLE UP' TIME
12/03/1988 A012 SCHOOL TRADES IN LABELS FOR DODGE
1/05/1989 A103 SAFETY BELT LAW IN SD
1/05/1989 BOAl STATE VEHICLES TO BE FUELED BY GASOHOL
1/06/1989 D062 *AUTO INSURANCE RATES LOW IN SD
1/11/1989 C012 MOST SUPPORT MANDATORY SEAT BELT LAW
l/lA/1989 A082 BELT LAW NOT THE ANSWER CD
1/26/1989 C021 MANDATORY SEAT BELT LEGISLATION FILED
1/31/1989 A081 SHOULD BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY, TOO CED)
2/02/1989 C023 PANEL PASSES SEAT BELT LAW
2/03/1989 COIA SEAT BELT BILL FAILS IN 1ST SENATE VOTE
2/0A/1989 COAA FAILED SEAT BELT MEASURE TO RESURFACE
2/05/1989 A093 MANDATORY BELTS NOT ANSWER CD
2/06/1989 A081 EDUCATION, NOT SEAT-BELT LAW
2/07/1989 C02A MEASURE DETAINED ALLOWING MOTOR VEHICLE IMPOUNDMENT
2/10/1989 A104 DO-GOODERS AT IT AGAIN CD
2/12/1989 Alll EDUCATION BETTER THAN BELTS CD
2/12/1989 A113 DON'T MANDATE SEAT BELTS CD
2/16/1989 A083 ARGUMENTS AGAINST SEAT BELT NONSENSE CD
2/16/1989 C021 SENATE REJECTS SEAT BELT MEASURE
2/19/1989 A093 SEAT BELTS PROVE THEIR WORTH CD
2/22/1989 coil ONLY 1 IN 5 WEAR SEAT BELTS IN STATE
2/23/1989 A082 LET VOTERS DECIDE ON BELTS CD
r6/09/1989-C015KEX^LOBBY!ST- GUILTY OF ODOMETER FRAUD
7/29/1989 A102 SOUTH DAKOTANS BUCKLING UP CD
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8/1A/1989 BOll
8/31/1989 C033
10/03/1989 A015
11/03/1989 coil
ll/0<i/1989 A052
11/25/1989 coil
12/0A/1989 B021
12/08/1989 A013
12/09/1989 A085
12/10/1989 FOll
12/16/1989 A012
12/17/1989 FOll
l/0<i/1990 C012
1/19/1990 coil
1/29/1990 B012
1/30/1990 C026
2/01/1990 A083
2/09/1990 AOll
2/1A/1990 C041
2/16/1990 coil
2/2^/1990 A085
5/27/1990 A083
5/27/1990 C021
6/09/1990 A084
6/18/1990 C062
6/22/1990 D062
6/28/1990 A012
7/18/1990 C012
12/02/1990 D031
1/02/1991 C012
1/13/1991 A081
11/25/199 r^C051
1/28/1991" A052
2/08/1991 CO'tl
<4/04/1991 C031
4/14/1991 A115
6/01/1991 C014
6/04/1991 A084
7/18/1991 C012
8/11/1991 Alll
8/21/1991 A121
9/01/1991 A093
9/22/1991 C012
10/14/1991 BOll
11/13/1991 A083
11/15/1991 A012
12/03/1991 A065
12/06/1991 C021
1/05/1992 A083
. 1/10/1:992 C012
1/11/1992 C03r
1/12/1992 F032
1/19/1992 A081
1/24/1992 A103
1/27/1992 A083
1/27/1992 B032
1/30/1992 C012
2/01/1992 A012
2/03/1992 C012
2/09/1992 A096
2/11/1992 A083
2/14/1992 A083
2/14/1992 A091
2/14/1992 A095
2/17/1992 A081
2/18/1992 A083
6/29/1992 coil
11/16/1992 B022
12/05/1992 AlOl
1/08/1982 A012
2/14/1982 BOll
6/11/1982 C033
6/22/1982 A051
7/06/1982 C013
7/22/1982 C041
10/10/1982 E014
' 11/13/1982 C022
STATE WILL CHECK CHILD CARE SEATS
KMILES TRAVELED
RELIGION NO EXCUSE FOR NO INSURANCE
CLEAR ICE OFF CAR WINDOWS
*DR1VE SYSTEM GETS DRIVERS' THUMBS UP
STATE GROUPS WAGING SAFETY-BELT CAMPAIGN
SEAT BELTS CRUCIAL ON HOLIDAY DRIVES
KSEAT-BELT ADVOCATE PRACTICES PREACHING
MOST OPPOSE SEATBELT LAW (L)
^AUTOMOBILE HAD ROOTS IN WOONSOCKET
KMOTORISTS FIGHTING FRIGID FRONT
PIONEERS INVENTION FUELS AUTOMOTIVE AGE
SEAT-BELT PLAN UNPOPULAR WITH LEGISLATURE
PANEL OK'S CHANGE IN SAFETY SEAT LAW
FEDERAL PARKS REQUIRE SEAT BELTS
SURVEY SHOWS SUPPORT FOR SEAT-BELT MEASURE
SEAT BELT FIGHT STUPID CD
SEAT-BELT BILL PASSES SENATE
CHILD-SAFETY SEAT LEGISLATION SIGNED
PANEL REJECTS SEAT-BELT BILL
SEAT BELT SAVED BABY CD
*BUCKLE THEIR SEATBELTS
OFFICIALS URGE TRAVELERS TO BUCKLE UP
DON'T JEOPARDIZE LIVES OF CHILDREN CD
XBUYERS SING PRAISES OF STANZA
*WHAT A DEAL
BUCKLE UP YOUR KIDS OR PAY THE PRICE
*PROMOTES BLACK HILLS CORVETTE CLASSIC
COUNTY ADDS WHEEL TAX TO MEET BUDGET NEEDS
OPPOSITION TO SEAT BELT USE STEADY
LAWMAKERS SHOULD PASS MANDATORY SEAT BELT LAW (ED)
COMMrTT-EE KILLS: MANDATORY HEADLIGHT BILL - -.v; ;;
'^AUTOMATIC SHOULDER HARNESSES AREN'T ENOUGH
SAFETY BILLS BITE THE DUST IN COMMITTEE
CAMPAIGN BACKING SEAT BELT LAW
DRIVERS CAN DECIDE WHEN TO BUCKLE UP CD
POLL--PLACE SEAT-BELT RULE
PRIVATE DOCUMENTS BEING HELD HOSTAGE CD
CLASSIC CORVETTES HEADING FOR THE HILLS
CHILD-RESTRAINT LAW SHOULD BE AMENDED (L)
STRICTLY ENFORCE CHILD RESTRAINT LAW (L)
CHILD RESTRAINT NEEDS STRONG EFFORT TO WORK (L)
*0FF1C1AL--SEAT BELT LAW WOULD CUT DEATHS
LEAGUE GIVES SUPPORT TO SEAT-BELT LAW
STATISTICS SHOW SEATBELTS DO SAVE LIVES (L)
56SD CAR SALES SPUTTER TO 14 PERCENT DROP
S DAKOTANS NEED SAFETY BELT REMINDER (L)
4 CITIES HONORED FOR SEAT BELT USE
SUPPORT SEAT BELT LAW FOR EVERYONE (L)
SEAT-BELT MEASURE GAINS SUPPORT
OFFICAL SAYS SEAT BELT LAW MAY BE PASSED
COULD LOSE ROAD FUND WITHOUT SEAT-BELT LAW
USE OF SEAT BELTS SHOULD BE REQUIRED (ED)
KNO PROOF SEATBELT LAWS SAVE LIVES
PEOPLE'S VOTE SHOULD DECIDE SEATBELT ISSUE (L)
LAWMAKERS SAY THEY FAVOR SEAT-BELT LAW
*SEAT-BELT BILL PASSES SENATE PANEL
SEAT BELT BILL FAILS IN SENATE
SEAT-BELT VOTE NONPARTISAN
SEAT-BELT LAW WOULD TAKE AWAY FREEDOM (L)
LET THOSE WHO WON'T BUCKLE UP PAY THE COST (L)
STATE JUDGED BY LAWS IT DOES NOT PASS (L)
MOST S DAKOTANS AGAINST SEAT-BELT LAW (L)
TOO MANY CHALLENGES TO FREEDOM OCCURING (L)
TEST HEADLIGHTS WITH SIMPLE CHECKS (L)
DO-GOODERS' LATEST GAME IS SEAT-BELT BILL (L)
NEW LAW RAISES CRASH DISCLOSURE MINIMUM
SEAT BELT BILL TO POP UP AGAIN
MANDATORY SEAT BELT USE (RC JOURNAL)
XSIOUX FALLS--THE LAND OF JUMPER CABLES
POLICE ABANDON UNCLAIMED CAR BUSINESS
ANTIQUE CAR SHOW HERE SATURDAY
*8-STATE HORSELESS CARRIAGE TOUR STARTS
*1T'S A CAR, A BOAT, AND AN AMPHICAR
*CORVETTE CARAVAN
3€PR0PANE VIABLE ALTERNATIVE TO GASOLINE
;F0RD EXECUTIVES PROMOTE NEW CAR LINE IN SF
STEREOTYPING CORVETTE DRIVERS RESENTED (L)
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11/21/1982 C051 KSTEAM CLEARING
12/04/1982 A012 KlNSlDE A SMALL CAR RIDES A BIG CAR MAN
1/15/1983 BGll GRADE RIDES ON FINDING DELOREAN FOR CLASS
1/22/1983 BOll SNOWBIRDS WILL BE TICKETED
1/31/1983 B031 COMMISSION TO STUDY DRIVING LAWS
2/G1/1983 BG51 COMMISSION DISCUSSES ALCOHOL LAW
2/G8/1983 AG12 LOW-COST CAR LOANS SPARK INTEREST
4/G4/1983 AG71 ^INDUSTRY PICKS UP SPEED AGAIN
4/27/1983 CG12 NEW CAR SALES JUMP IG PERCENT IN SF
5/2G/1983 CG31 WOMEN'S CAR CARE CLINIC WILL BE MONDAY NIGHT
7/21/1983 CG12 KHE PUTS THE POWER INTO CAR DRIVERS WANT
8/29/1983 BG13 ^DRIVERS TASTE REVENGE AT DEMO DERBY
9/14/1983 CG31 3eCITY MAN WINS AWARD IN CARD SHOW
2/24/1984 CG31 ^BAREFOOT CRUSH POSTPONED
2/25/1984 BGll ^(MONSTER GIMMICK DRAWS CROWDS
2/27/1984 BGll COMMISSION WILL DECIDE ABOUT CARS
3/23/1984 CG12 ^BUSINESS ON PARADE
6/G3/1984 DGll KNEW PAINT FOR OLD WHEELS
6/G5/1984 BGll KDO-IT-YOURSELF AUTO SHOP
12/14/1984 CG36 WOMAN KILLED IN ACCIDENT ON COUNTY ROAD
2/G7/1985 CG16 STOLEN CAR CAPS WILKA'S ROTTEN DAY
2/17/1985 EGll WINDSHIELD REPAIR SERVICE COMES TO AREA
3/12/1985 BG24 *B1G TOE WAITS FOR THE SHOW
4/21/1985 CG15 CITY MAY SCRAP BARNEY'S AUTO SALVAGE
4/23/1985 BG14 JUNKYARD RECEIVES 3-MONTH REPRIEVE
4/26/1985 CG51 KTOYOTA CONVOY ROLLS INTO TOWN
5/G4/1985 AG12 K'VETTES INSPIRE FLASHY LOVE AFFAIRS
5/22/1985 BG15 COUNTY TO IMPOSE SALES TAX ON USED VEHICLES
7/13/1985 CG14 KCHEVY CLASSIC
8/G8/1985 CG13 CAR HAULERS STRIKE
9/3G/1985 BG13 *LOW RATES INTEREST CAR BUYERS
3/G3/1986 CGll SPRING CRUISES INTO TOWN
4/16/1986 BG16 COUNTY OK'S MANDATORY SEAT-BELT USE
5/G4/1986 CGll KCOLLECTORS WAX ELOQUENT ABOUT MODEL A'S
5/G5/1986 BGll KMECHANIC SPECIALIZES IN SPECIAL CONVERSIONS
5/G5/1986 BG31 KCORVETTE SUMMER
5/17/1986 AG15 2.9 RATE SPURS BEN HUR SALES
6/1G/1986 CG21 1,2GG VINTAGE AUTOMOBILES EXPECTED TO ARRIVE
6/12/1986 CGll WOMAN REMAINS CRITICAL AFTER PICKUP ACCIDENT
6/13/1986 AG12 KZZ CAR HEADLINES AUTO SHOW
6/14/1986 CG12 KREADY TO ROLL
6/15/1986 AG12 KCAR LOVERS TO SHOW OFF THEIR WORK
6/27/1986 CGll COMPLAINTS ABOUT CRUISING TEENS
7/28/1986 BGll KPATROL CARS TAXl ON IN RETIREMENT
8/G6/19B6 AlOl CORVETTE VANDAL MUST NEED TO SEEK HELP (L)
8/18/1986 BG33 KNEW CAR SALES
8/22/1986 CG33 KLICENSED VEHICLES
8/25/1986 BGll KVINTAGE CAR ENTHUSIASTS WORK WELL
9/14/1986 CGll KLOW RATES BRING HIGH INTEREST IN CAR DEALERSHIPS
lG/GI/1986 BG21 AREA AUTO CLUBS SPONSOR CHARITY CAR SHOW
11/17/1986 CG32 NEW CAR PREFERENCE
12/2G/1986 CG15 WASTE VEHICLE TO BE REPLACED
1/24/1987 AG12 KGETTING A JUMP ON WINTER
1/24/1987 AG74 CORVETTE CLUB DONATES TO PROGRAM (L)
3/G8/1987 EG12 KEX-RACE CAR DRIVER SPRINTS TOWARDS NEW GOAL
5/05/1987 DG33 NEW CAR SALES
5/18/1987 A1G5 RULING ENFORCED UNFAIRLY (L)
6/27/1987 AG94 EXHAUST PROS RESCUED TRAVELERS (L)
8/03/1987 CG12 KWHOLE LOT OF SHINE'N GOIN' ON
9/G7/1987 AG12 KHOT ROD MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER PRETTY GRILL
9/25/1987 DGll KPICKUP IS MODERN-DAY HORSE
10/25/1987 EGll FUNDING COMPLETED FOR CAR-WASH PROJECT
10/26/1987 AG74 STUDEBAKER CLUB RECEIVES CHARTER
1G/3G/1987 CGll AUTO SHOW BEGINS TODAY AT ARENA
11/05/1987 CGll AUTO SALVAGE HEARING TO CONTINUE
11/30/1987 BG12 SIX VEHICLES BURNED IN ARSON STRING
12/08/1987 CG12 AUTO SALVAGE WINS REPRIEVE
12/17/1987 CG15 CITY WORKERS TO WEAR SEAT BELTS
4/1G/1988 EG12 KCAR PHONES HAVE CITY DRIVERS TALKING
4/24/1988 EG12 KYUGO CARS NOW AVAILABLE IN SF
5/15/1988 CGll CORVETTE LOVERS SAY IT'S AN AFFAIR OF THE HEART
5/21/1988 CG12 CRACKDOWN ON LOOP VIOLATIONS WORKED
8/29/1988 AG12 KCHEVY SHINES AT CAR SHOW
9/14/1988 CGll CAR SHOW TO HELP ACCIDENT SURVIVOR
1G/G2/1988 EG12 MANDATORY SEAT BELT LAW
1G/G5/1988 CG12 FEW PLEASED BY CAR DAMAGE PAYMENTS
.1G/16/I988,= EG12 MORE SF DRIVERS FILLING UP WITH PREMIUM
11/06/1988 DG13 KCITY DRIVERS WANT MUSCLE
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11/10/1988 CD33 NEW VEHICLES REGISTRATION
12/21/1988 0082 KANTl-FREEZE PRICES DOUBLE
2/04/1989 C043 KGETTING A CHARGE OUT OF THE COLD
2/24/1989 NOll ESTIMATED COST OF ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
2/24/1989 N016 ^ROUTINE CHECKS CAN SAVE DRIVERS
2/25/1989 C012 ^FINISHING TOUCHES
2/27/1989 C012 ^WASHING AWAV WINTER
3/17/1989 D103 ^HYUNDAI CONVOY
4/05/1989 C012 *PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO DISCONNECTING ODOMETER
5/03/1989 D082 3€AUD1 IMAGE, SALES REBOUNDING
5/18/1989 D016 CITY CANCELS TOWING PACT WITH 1 FIRM
5/19/1989 D062 *RODDERS MAY DRIVE AWAY
5/20/1989 A052 *C1TY MAN HAS DRIVING PASSION FOR OLDER MODELS
5/20/1989 C012 3CCRUS1N'
6/15/1989 B051 ANTIQUE CAR PARADES
6/15/1989 coil LOCAL MAN DECIDES TO SELL CONTEST PRIZE
6/17/1989 A072 5CANT1QUE AUTOMOBILE ADMIRATION
6/21/1989 C012 5fA DRIVE THROUGH THE PAST
6/24/1989 D063 ^COMPETITION IS FAST-PACED
6/28/1989 D082 *C1TY IN RENTAL CAR CRUNCH
7/12/1989 C022 ZR-1 CORVETTE CAN BE VIEWED TODAY
7/25/1989 A052 KCAR STEREO PACKS POWER BY TRUNKLOAD
8/26/1989 A052 *S10UX FALLS PAIR OWNS RARE CAR
9/10/1989 E014 *FLASHY FENDERS
11/09/1989 D082 *MYSTERY CAR DEBUTS, BUT NOT IN SF
11/22/1989 C012 COMMISSION REVOKES SALVAGE FIRM'S PERMIT
12/06/1989 C033 ^VEHICLE LICENSING
12/28/1989 C012 SUDS TO SPARE
12/30/1989 coil CAR THIEF GETS SUSPENDED SENTENCE
2/21/1990 A012 3€K1DS RESCUED FROM BURNING CAR
3/25/1990 HOll 3€H0W TO CARE FOR YOUR FOREIGN CAR
•^/2371990 ?D062-':3€FREON^COST^R1SE TO BE FELT-DURING •90!S- ; . -
6/26/1990 coil SPEEDOMETER CHECKS SCHEDULED THIS WEEK
6/27/1990 D082 BfClTY HARD UP FOR CAR RENTALS
8/15/1990 coil SPEEDOMETER CHECKS OFFERED THIS WEEK
10/24/1990 D086 SATURN CAR NOT AVAILABLE IN STATE
12/03/1990 A103 HOOD ORNAMENT THEFTS MUST BE STOPPED (L)
1/15/1991 B062 3fCAR-WASH FIRMS TURN TIDY PROFIT
6/09/1991 coil SPECIALTY CAR SHOW PLANNED DOWNTOWN
6/21/1991 D012 K'36 PACKARD CARRIES HOPES OF SF MEN
8/26/1991 B014 KA SILVER CELEBRATION, DEARLY BELOVED CAR
8/31/1991 C014 JCPOSH POLISH
9/14/1991 coil WHEELS FOR CHARITY SHOW OPENS TODAY
9/14/1991 C012 XWOMAN HURT IN ACCIDENT
10/21/1991 B016 CAR PHONES CAUSE CLOSE CALLS
11/03/1991 F012 DOWNERS STILL LOVE BUGS
11/06/1991 C012 ^WASHING THROUGH THE SNOW
12/18/1991 coil SIOUXLAND CAR COUNCIL TO PRESENT DONATIONS
1/13/1992 C016 REQUESTS FOR USED-CAR LOTS GROW WITH CITY
; 1/25/1992 A012 CITY NAMES 5 SITES FOR ARTS CENTER
4/02/1992 C012 *T1RE VANDALISM
5/09/1992 A052 KCLEAN CARS TAKE WORK
6/09/1992 B014 *MUSEUM REINS IN OLD WHEEL EXHIBIT
6/12/1992 coil CAR SHOW DEADLINE EXTENDED TO MONDAY
8/23/1992 H052 DRIVING REGULATIONS EXPLAINED
9/05/1992 B012 KSHINING UP FOR THE SHOW
9/12/1992 A052 *AUD10 WITH AN ATTITUDE
9/12/1992 BOll WHEELS FOR CHARITY CAR SHOW SET FOR TODAY
9/27/1992 E012 *NEW CAR SALES SHINE LOCALLY
2/19/1982 A075 FLAWS FORCED OPPOSITION TO USED-CAR RULE
4/14/1982 C021 GM PACT STEP TO INDUSTRY COMEBACK (ED)
5/29/1982 B021 ENTERPRISE SYSTEM BUILT ON FREE CHOICE (L)
6/24/1983 C021 CHRYSLER'S EARLY PAYBACK SIGNALS STRONG RECOVERY
7/13/1984 C021 HOT AIR ON THE ISSUE OF SAFETY (ED)
7/26/1984 C021 AIR BAGS AREN'T NEEDED (L)
1/26/1985 C021 GM TAKES NOBLE STEP IN PRODUCTIVITY (ED)
3/30/1985 C021 SENATE COMMITTEE TO LOOK AT LOG-BOOK BILL
3/31/1985 C081 IRS MILEAGE LOGS ON THE WAY OUT
4/04/1985 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON JAPANESE CARS
4/04/1985 C021 SENATE REPEALS IRS VEHICLE LOG RULES
4/09/1985 B021 JANKLOW WILL HELP STATES WITH BID FOR SATURN
4/17/1985 AlOl WISH MINNESOTA, IOWA LUCK IN CHASE FOR PLANT (ED)
4/27/1985 A081 PERPICH'S CHASE FOR PLANT (ED)
7/30/1985 A061 SCRAMBLE FOR CAR PLANT LIMPS TO WELCOME END (ED)
8/19/1985 C031 AUTO INVESTMENTS PLEASE GOVERNORS
1/07/1986 A014 CAR SALES ROLL TO NEW HIGH
-1/11/1986 A08T >SMOG FINDING MAY LEA CHANGE (ED)
9/07/1986 A091 3CSUDDENLY, DAKOTA BECOMING TRENDY
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9/26/1986 B0I2 AD IS TOUGH ON SD IMAGE
7/06/1987 B061 DAKOTA TRUCK STANDS UP TO ROAD TEST
9/25/1987 DOll *'88 CARS DESIGNED FOR POWER
4/01/1988 C03I STREET RODDERS TO HOLD RALLY IN CITY AGAIN
7/31/1989 A081 REDUCE ACCIDENT TOLL BY MAKING CARS SAFER (ED)
9/24/1989 F012 *DRIVERS STEER AUTOMAKERS TO MINIVANS
12/02/1989 A052 *AIMS TO KEEP WINDSHIELDS ICE-FREE
4/09/1990 B082 *AUTOMAKERS READY TO ROLE OUT CONVERTIBLES
9/28/1990 AlOl MILEAGE STANDARD SHOULD BE RAISED (ED)
5/04/1991 C023 SENATORS BACK FUEL BILL WITH RESERVATIONS
5/31/1991 D065 GM TO PROTEST GAS-EFFICIENCY BILL
1/16/1992 A081 AUTO CHIEFS FITTINGLY THRUST INTO HOT SEAT (ED)
2/05/1992 A012 DRIVERS OF US CARS ARE SPECIAL GUESTS
12/26/1992 B022 42 STATES HAVE SEAT-BELT LAWS
4/27/1990 D083 *VERMILLION GETS NEW CHAIN, CAR WASH
8/09/1990 C032 CITY CRACKS DOWN ON ABANDONED CARS
10/04/1990 D081 AUTO PARTS PLANT TO CLOSE IN WATERTOWN
2/08/1990 B012 *WORTHING MAN PUTS SHINE ON A '69
1/27/1982 B031 YANKTON POLICE WON'T UNLOCK CARS
6/06/1985 B053 AUTOGRAPH CLUB PLANS ORGANIZATIONAL. MEETING
SEE AUTO
9/06/1982 B021 CHARMS OF SEPT UNFOLD ON THE PLAINS (ED)
10/02/1982 A013 *FALL DROPS IN
10/14/1982 A012 *A FALL RITE
9/13/1983 B043 *WHAT'S AHEAD
10/06/1983 C013 *SKETCHES OF AUTUMN
10/17/1983 A073 *YARDWORK IN FALL YIELDS BENEFITS IN SPRING
10/31/1983 C021 FALL DAYS ARE A DELIGHT FOR SD (ED)
11/02/1983 coil *FALLING LEAVES
11/05/1983 A012 *RAKING AND STOMPING
10/07/1984 D012 *LIVING COLOR
10/10/1984 A012 *A .COLORFUL TIME
10/10/1984 D0I2*LEAFING THROUGH BOOKS
9/22/1985 coil *AUTUMN HAS ARRIVED
9/28/1985 C013 THE SUN SHINES ON SUSAN BLOMBERG
10/17/1985 C031 *FALL IS LOOKING UP
11/02/1985 AlOl NICE AUTUMN WEATHER
9/21/1986 DOll *NATURE'S SHOW BEGINS
10/06/1986 C012 TAKES LEAVE OF SENSES WHEN LEAVES FALL
10/11/1986 AlOl OCTOBER IS SD'S BEST MONTH (YEAGER)
10/22/1986 A012 *FABULOUS FALL
10/24/1986 C012 *ALL FALL DOWN
9/13/1987 FOll *FALLING FOR AUTUMN LEAVES
9/19/1987 A082 READER FALLS FOR LEAVES (L)
9/20/1987 A103 EARLY AUTUMN STIRS UP GHOSTS OF PAST
9/23/1987 B012 *WATER COLOR
10/03/1987 A012 *FALL FOOTBALL
10/22/1987 A012 *A BRUSH OF FALL COLORS
9/22/1988 A012 *STATE'S TREES TURN OVER A NEW LEAF
40/08/1988 A012 EVENTS, WEATHER BRIGHTEN AUTUMN WEEKEND
9/26/1989 C012 *AUTUMN DAY ON LAKE ALVIN
10/30/1989 B013 SIGNS OF FALL SHOW UP IN EVERY STEP
10/19/1990 A012 *STEP BACK INTO AUTUMN
10/16/1991 C012 *FALLING LEAVES
8/22/1983 B014 *SUPERVISOR EVALUATES LIFE AT NURSING HOME
SEE ALSO AERONAUTICS, AIRPLANES, AIRLINES
2/16/1983 B053 AVIATION GROUP HONORS O'CONNELL
11/25/1985 B013 WOMAN FOLLOWS FUTURE IN THE CLOUDS
1/07/1987 D031 RAPID CITY, SIOUX FALLS RECEIVE FAA FUNDS
10/05/1987 C041 DASCHLE CO-SPONSORS AVIATION AGENCY BILL
2/03/1988 BOll FAA OFFICIAL TO SPEAK IN ABERDEEN TODAY
5/17/1988 A012 *PILOT MAKES PIT STOP HERE ON RECORD FLIGHT
7/01/1988 C031 FAA RULE REVISION RULE SPARES AREA FLIERS
6/18/1989 coil AVIATION FIRM FILES FOR REORGANIZATION
6/25/1989 E012 *BANKRUPTCY FILING FUELS AIRPORT ANXIETY
7/09/1989 A012 *AVIATION TRAILBLAZER RECALLS 100 YEARS
8/19/1989 C014 *'LINDBERG FLIGHT' INCLUDES TEA BREAK
3/20/1990 A081 NORTHWEST JET SHOULD NOT HAVE LEFT FARGO (ED)
10/04/1990 coil DASCHLE RECEIVES AVIATION AWARD
6/03/1991 C012 *THE SKY'S THE LIMIT FOR CANTON CLASS
8/03/1991 C012 *LEGISLATORS SEEK FAA WAIVERS FOR SD CITIES
8/10/1991 C021 AVIATION HALL OF FAME LANDS IN SPEARFISH
8/18/1991 EOll FOSS AND CORNING TO GET AVIATION HONOR
9/03/1991 A016 *AVIATION PIONEER DIES AT 98
9/05/1991 AOll AERIAL FEAT LANDS CITY MAN IN RECORD BOOKS
12/25/1991 C032 AVIATION STANDARDS AT CENTER OF DISPUTE
;;4/20/1992 .A071. AVIATION ACADEMY HAS SUMMER COURSE
5/26/1992 C032 *103-YEAR-OLD FLIER NOMINATED TO HALL OF FAME
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AVIATION
AVON
AVON SD
AWARDS
AWARE QADIR
AXDAHL LEE
AXELRAD IRVING
AYERS*AGNES
AYLWARD KENNY
AZURE JASON
B'NAI B'RITH
BAACK DOUG
BAARDA DEAN
BABBITT BRUCE
BABBITT HATTIE
BABBITT JEANNIE
BABCOCK CALENE
BABY-SITTING r
BACH CATHERINE
BACH JOHANN
BACH PETER
BACHAND MARY KAY
BACHELORS
BACHWIG TOM
BACKER BOB
BACKER JEFF
BACKER RON & ELIE
BACON FLOYD
BAD RIVER
BADAMI JENNIE
BADE BRIAN
BADGER CLARK
BADGER SD
BADLANDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/28/1992 DOIl SDSU TO OFFER MINOR IN AVIATION STUDIES
7/07/1992 CG12 *STUNT FLYER HAS FAITH IN ETHANOL
7/19/1992 F0I2 KRENNER REMEMBERS LINDBERGH'S HISTORIC VISIT
7/21/1992 A012 ^AVIATOR ICE DIES AT 103
7/2A/1992 B022 AVIATION CAMP EXPOSES KIDS TO HIGH-FLYING CAREER
8/17/1992 B021 GEMAR, FAHLIN JOIN SD AVIATION GROUP
8/23/1992 D012 ^LINDBERGH EVENT RECALLED AS 'THRILL'
8/25/1992 B022 PASSENGER LANDS PLANE SAFELY
9/18/1992 B021 AVIATION EVENT FOCUSES ON SAFETY
A/18/1989 AQ52 ^COMPUTER MATCHES MAKEUP TO SKIN TONE
5/31/1982 A012 *AVON RESIDENTS WORK FAST TO STOP FLOODING
6/01/1982 COIA AVON BACK TO NORMAL AFTER FLOOD DAMAGE
7/03/1982 BOAl AVON NOT PREPARED TO HANDLE FLOOD EXPENSES
7/28/1982 COAl AVON'S APPLICATION FOR GRANT DENIED
5/06/1988 A012 *2 DIE IN CAVE-IN AT AVON
5/15/1988 C031 OSHA OFFICIAL EXAMINES AVON CAVE-IN SITE
1/22/1990 B021 AIMS TO SAVE FORGOTTEN CEMETARY
11/06/1991 coil AVON DEFEATS SALES OF BEER ON SUNDAYS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF AWARDS
10/09/1985 C091 TWO VERMILLION MEN RECEIVE NATIONAL AWARDS
11/06/1985 C092 KSIOUX FALLS ENGINEER HONORED
5/02/1992 0024 ^EAGLE BUTTE WOMAN SHINES AT POINT OF LIGHT EVENT
4/03/1991 C012 KKURD PLEADS FOR HELP FROM SD
1/08/1992 C012 ^NATIVE OF IRAQ HELPS REFUGEES
9/03/1992 A031 KURD GIVES BUSH MESSAGE
5/06/1990 CC05 *RADIO MAN CREATING CITY COMPANION
6/23/1991 C012 3€KTWB-FM TUNED OUT BY LIGHTNING STRIKE
8/13/1992 D012 KRADIO STATIONS PLAY MUSICAL CHAIRS
11/21/19,86 B012 XSD SON A SUCCESS
8/01/1990 D085 DEADWOOD STORE WONT'T SELL
12/21/1990 A012 56BELOW-ZERO CHILL THREATENS HOLIDAY TRAVEL
10/06/1985.A015 *BOY'S GENEROSITY INSPIRED PARENTS
1/19/1982 A081 JCB'NAI B'RITH INSTALLS OFFICERS
2/08/1988 C013 TO HIGHLIGHT B'NAI B'RITH BANQUET
1/06/1992 B012 KREEVES TO SPEAK AT B'NAI B'RITH EVENT
2/27/1992 B012 KB'NAI B'RITH HONORS SZAMEIT
3/16/1986 EOll DEMOCRAT BAACK WANTS SEAT IN STATE HOUSE
4/13/1990 D085 ^SERVICE 90S' BYWORD
10/08/1986 B021 BABBIT TO ANNOUNCE PLANS AFTER '86 ELECTION
5/24/1987 Alll STALES OF A POLITICAL WOULD-BE
8/04/1987 coil BABBITT BRINGING CAMPAIGN TO SD
8/07/1987 C016 KBABBITT URGES NEW TAX
11/08/1987 coil GEPHARDT, BABBITT TO SPEAK IN CITY
11/15/1987 B012 5CCANDIDATES SOLICIT ELDERLY FARM VOTE
12/23/1987 B012 XBABBITT CHALLENGES CANDIDATES TO ATTACH ISSUES
2/07/1988 Alll XWOULD RAISE TAXES, TEST ALL BUDGET
7/15/1987 B012 KWIFE MAKES PITCH FOR BABBITT PRESIDENCY
2/27/1991 B023 3CV0LUNTEER TAKES HER COOKING SERIOUSLY
5/15/1988 C051 TEACHER WINS RULING AGAINST WALL DISTRICT
; 5/11/1986iCOll K'GRANDMA ELLEN' KEEPS BABY-SITTING
4/08/1989 A052 XBABY-SITTING JOBS AREN'T CHILDS PLAY
7/06/1983 BOll *SD ROLLS OUT THE RED CARPET FOR ITS NOTABLE NATIVES
8/12/1985 C013 XACTRESS KEEPS UP WITH THE EVENTS IN FAITH
3/21/1985 A012 KBACH'S BIRTHDAY WILL BRING MUSIC TO YOUR EARS
4/16/1989 C012 FAMILY DONATES BIBLE FROM 1647
10/06/1982 C061 FORMER SD WOMAN KILLED IN ARKANSAS
10/09/1982 C031 KILLER SOUGHT IN WOMAN'S DEATH
10/11/1982 C015 MAN SUSPECTED IN MURDER FOUND DEAD
7/27/1987 A056 BACHELORS GO ON THE BLOCK FOR CHARITIES
8/17/1991 C015 KSFY FILMING RAISES DOUBTS
11/27/1991 B023 *COOK HAS KNACK WITH MEAT
1/09/1988 A083 ^BANNING OF SCHOOL CHOIRS IN CHURCHES
10/25/1985 BOll JfCOUPLE WEDS COUNTRY MUSIC TO WESTERN ART
10/20/1991 C012 *PASTOR PURSUES MASTER'S AT 81
6/05/1984 C042 RIVER RECEDES AFTER CRESTING 6 FEET ABOVE
8/03/1986 B061 XSOIL CARRIED BY BAD RIVER CAUSES ALARM
4/11/1989 C023 OFFICIALS BEGIN RIVER STUDY
5/05/1984 BOll XBADAMI EYES OLYMPIC TEAM
5/30/1987 AlOl LOCAL BOOK OF EARLY DAKOTA PHOTOGRAPHERS
8/11/1990 coil AIR GUARD PILOT TO FLY AFTER INJURY
10/08/1990 A083 XAIR-CRASH EDITORIAL WAS BASED...
5/06/1983 C035 CUSTER PARK SCHEDULES BADGER CLARK
6/24/1982 B051 BADGER MARKS 75 YEARS
8/20/1990 C012 ^BADGER'S FRIENDLY, CHEAP, MAYOR SAYS
8/03/1983 C045 BADLANDS CAMP APPARENTLY USED ABOUT 300 AD
10/09/1983 C061 BADLANDS MANAGEMENT PLAN READY FOR PUBLIC
^y6/01/li984iC036 iRARK SERVICE LOOKING FOR COMMENTS ON BADLANDS
6/05/1984 C021 *LET'S HELP PARK SERVICE WITH DEVELOPMENT (ED)
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BADLANDS
BADMINTON
BAER AL
BAER BILL
BAER DOUG
BAER LINDA
BAGELS
BAGNESCHI LARRY
BAGS
BAGSTAD MARJORIE
BAHNEMAN JOHN
BAHNSON BERNIE
BAHNSON DOROTHY
BAHNSON KEN
BAIL BONDS
BAILEY BRUCE
BAILEY CHARLES
BAILEY DANA
BAILEY F LEE
BAILEY HAROLD
BAILEY JACK
BAILEY JAMES
BAILEY RAZ2Y
BAILEY ROSE
BAILEY TOM
BAILIFF
BAILIN JANET
BAILIN MARVIN
BAIN KEN
BAINTER KIRK
BAIR BILL
BAKER HOWARD
BAKER JOI
BAKER JOLENE
BAKER KRISTIN
BAKER MARTHA
BAKER NORBERT
BAKER PHIL
BAKER PHIL a WIN
BAKER ROBERT
BAKER RON
BAKER RUSSELL
BAKER SHERRY
i.'BAKER.THERESA
BAKER WALLY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/14/198'i A012
8/26/1984 B041
11/11/1985 B034
10/27/1986 CG21
1/17/1988 B021
4/19/1988 A015
6/06/1989 CG23
9/21/1989 AG41
7/G3/199G BG12
1G/25/199G CG32
2/26/1991 BG35
4/3G/199I CG15
5/G1/1991 AG15
12/29/1991 FG16
6/21/1982 AG91
5/G4/1986 EGll
7/12/199G AG12
8/3G/199G CG33
6/24/1988 BG82
2/23/1989 CG12
lG/22/1989 AG75
11/G2/1989 AG83
lG/lG/1983 AG51
11/24/1989 CG21
3/G3/1989 DG61
1/31/1992 CG55
1/22/1989 BG54
5/G2/1992 CG12
5/G5/1992 CGll
5/G8/1991 A1G3
8/1G/1984 AG71
.12/31/1984 AG51
^8/13/1984 CGll
8/31/1992 AG21
8/19/1985 CGll
7/31/1984 BG43
3/05/1991 AG52
9/G1/1991 AG91
6/16/1985 DlGl
2/G9/1982 AG14
2/1G/1982 DlGl
2/14/1982 BG31
6/3G/1984 AG71
9/29/1984 CG31
6/16/1982 DG55
4/2G/1989 CG12
1/18/1992 AG12
1/24/1992 CG32
8/2G/1983 BG23
? 4/24/1988 BG61
12/06/1982 CG32
3/19/1989 CGll
2/G8/1992 CG13
4/G5/1983 BGll
1/26/1986 AG81
11/18/1985 BGll
3/G1/1982 DGll
12/25/1983 BG51
5/21/1983 AG21
5/21/1983 BGll
3/15/199G CG21
3/23/199G CG21
3/17/1983 CG12
4/G4/1983 BGll
8/12/1989 CG12
6/12/1983 CG43
3/28/1988 AG81
9/2G/1989 CG71
7/16/1991 AG53
11/25/1992 BG14
12/25/1991 AG15
2/21/1992 DG61
6/17/1989 BG12
2/23/1986 DGll
5/14/1986 BG12
11/15/1992 FG16
A,.12/1:8/199.0 BG13
3/G1/1982 AG12
^(STALKED THE BADLANDS 11, GOG YEARS AGO
KSTEVE CONKLING GIVES LECTURES
PARK SERVICE WANTS MONEY FOR BADLANDS
PLAN COULD BOOST PART OF BADLANDS PARK
VISITS TO BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK UP 14 PERCENT
BADLANDS ENDORSEMENT GOOD NEWS
BADLANDS PARK MARKS 5GTH ANNIVERSARY
TO LOSE YOURSELF JUST A LITTLE BIT
XNATURE, PEOPLE FLAVOR THE BADLANDS UNIQUE
VISITORS CENTER NAMED FOR REIFEL
BADLANDS IS POSSIBLE FERRET RELEASE SITE
4 LOST CHILDREN FOUND NEAR BADLANDS
MISSING MOM FOUND LOOKING FOR DAUGHTER
2 MEN FIND THEIR WAY OUT OF BADLANDS
*VOLLEYBALL OR BADMINTON ARE THE HOTTEST SELLERS
^DEPRESSION FURNISHES MAN'S INCENTIVE
SHERIFF TURNS TO CASINO SECURITY
FORMER MOODY SHERIFF ORDERED TO PAY
KTO CAPTURE ANIMALS' WILDNESS IN WORK
^PROFESSOR WORKS TO SAVE RURAL SD
FAMILY DUTIES TANGLE CAREERS
BAER DESERVES CREDIT (L)
XBAGELS FIND A HOME IN MIDWEST
BATTLES PORN WITH 'POWER OF GOD'
XFIRM MUST MAKE BAGS DEGRADABLE
SENATE PASSES CORN-BASED BAG BILL
MISSION HILL WOMAN LIVING IN HISTORY
XTHEIVES NAB 4GG-P0UND WOODEN INDIAN
WOOD INDIAN STATUE RETURNED TO OWNER
^PARTICIPANTS IN WALL LAKE EFFORT
56WHY ARE THESE PEOPLE SMILING
KTOUCHED THOUSANDS OF LIVES
XBAHNSON'S JOB IS DELIVERING MAIL -
36VIDEO LOTTERY INCREASES BAIL BONDS BUSINESS
XPOLICE OFFICER KEEPS BUSY WHILE MOST SLEEP
WORKERS PROSPER UNDER RIGHT-TO-WORK LAW
K'LAND WAS OURS'--LOCAL INTEREST
KSTORY ABOUT S DAKOTAN A LOVING HYMN OF SURVIVAL
THE TALE OF SELF-APPOINTED RAINMAKER
KBAILEY--PRISONS NO CRIME DETERRENT
BAILEY'S LAW-YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR
BAILEY APPROACH WON'T ELIMINATE CRIME (L)
XGOD CAN HELP PUT PEACE
SDSU VICE-PRESIDENT ANNOUNCES RESIGNATION
36BAILEY WINS PHARMACEUTICAL AWARD
CITIBANK CHIEF GETS NEW BOSS
KSELF-PROFESSED AGENTS SUE SD HOTEL
XSINGER WOULD WORK WITH AGENTS AGAIN
XAGENCY RULINGS COULD MAKE PHONE COSTS PROHIBITIVE
^GOBBLE WITH THIS TOM
36BAILIFF KEEPS THE PEACE-THROUGH DIPLOMACY
EX-BALIFF PLEADS GUILTY TO GRAND THEFT
^RETIRING MAGISTRATE BALIFF
KPASSOVER--JEWISH PEOPLE COMMEMORATE FREEDOM
COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS VITAL TO PROGRESSIVE CITIES
9CEX-SHERIFF TRADES BADGE FOR BIBLE
BAINTER WINS THIRD STATE WRESTLING TITLE
BAIR HANDLES DEATH WITH SCIENTIFIC EYE
BAKER SAYS BUDGET VOTE DIDN'T DEFEAT REAGAN
KBAKER VISITS STATE TO HELP PRESSLER'S RE-ELECTION
OFFICIAL'S DAUGHTER CHARGED WITH FALSE FILING
PUC OFFICIALS'S DAUGHTER ADMITS FILING FALSE
XSALEM WOMAN'S SON MISSING ALMOST 3 MONTHS
^BALTIC WOMAN'S SON STILL MISSING
5CAPP0INTMENT PUTS WEST POINT IN GOOD HANDS
*BAKER FOR 2 YEARS OF MATH, SCIENCE
KMERGER SHOWS FINANCIAL, SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
SNAKE STOWAWAY CAUSE FOR PILOT'S ALARM
^HEADLINES PARK EVENT FOR KIDS
KNEW TUNE FOR BROOKINGS CELEBRATION
COUPLE PRESENTS STUDENTS WITH AN EVE OF FUN
kbaker elected head of first national
BAKER NEW WASHINGTON COACH
VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARDS
KVOLUNTEER AWARD
NAVAL RESERVE BOSS LEAVES
KON THE. RETURN, „
CATTLEMAN--INTEREST RATES EATING US ALIVE
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BAKERS
BAKERY
BAKING
BAKING METZ
BAKKE ELMER
BAKKE ELMER 8 CLAR
BAKKE ERICKA
BAKKE OLE
BAKKE SIGRID
BAKKENE JOHNIE
BAKKER HENRY
BAKKER JIM
BALAKIER ANN
BALANCE SYSTEMS
BALCER CHARLES
BALDWIN CLINT
BALDWIN MERLYN
BALES ALAN 8 SHARO
BALGEMAN KEN
BALL JOHN
BALL MICHAEL
BALL STEVEN
BALLASTS
BALLET OMAHA
BALLINGER CONNIE
BALLOONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/06/1989 coil FORMER BAKER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
9/28/1986 E012 ^(BUSINESSMEN SAY ROLLS ARE HOT ITEMS
A/05/1987 E012 BAKERY CHAIN'S SALES RISE QUICKLY
7/09/1989 C021 BELLE FOURCHE BAKERY CLOSING AFTER 62 YEARS
1/12/1990 D082 ^TECHNOLOGY TAKES BITE FROM BAKING BUSINESS
2/26/1992 B012 KBREAD-MAKING IS MADE EASY
A/07/1992 C012 DISCRIMINATION COST HIM JOB--SF MAN
12/06/1991 A012 KVOWS BOND COUPLE 72 YEARS
12/0A/1990 AOIA 71 YEARS OF MARRIAGE EARNS KUDOS
5/25/1989 B013 3(»88 CHAMPS ENTER STATE 'A' MEET
5/27/1990 B015 KWEST RIVER TEAMS MARCH TO 2 TITLES
12/05/1983 coil ?6CITY INVENTOR OFFERS POTHOLE CURE
2/07/1985 BOll KAFTER 71 YEARS, PLEDGES HER CITIZENSHIP
6/08/1992 C022 *CANTON ONCE SITE OF SKIERS' DELIGHT
ll/lA/1991 coil MAN TAKES OFF AFTER ENTERING ESCAPE PLEA
11/16/1991 B015 CHASE LEADS POLICE THROUGH DOWNTOWN
3/26/1987 AOIA XMEDIA WANT TO DISCREDIT TV MINISTRY
A/16/1987 A061 PAPER HARD ON EVANGELISTS (L)
A/25/1987 AlOA BAKKER CAN BE JUDGED (L)
5/28/1987 A121 BAKKER SHOULD FADE QUIETLY TO BACKGROUND (ED)
10/05/1987 A102 BAKKERS DESERVE CONTEMPT (L)
10/17/1987 A081 BAKKER SHOULD STAY HOME (ED)
10/06/1989 A015 CITY CLERGY SEARCH FOR MEANING
10/07/1989 A081 GUILTY OF MORE THAN FLEECING FOLLOWERS (ED)
10/26/1989 A081 SAVE SYMPATHY FOR VICTIMS, NOT BAKKER (ED)
ll/OA/1989 A085 BAKKER 'PRISON' UNBELIEVABLE (L)
8/06/1992 B012 TWO RUN ON NATURAL LAW TICKET
1/31/1985 C031 BALANCE SYSTEMS, UNION RESUME TALKS
' 8/30/1988 C016 ,CITY FIRM IS FINED $35,010
9/07/1988 B012 ^WORKERS PROTEST HAZARDS AT PLANT
9/17/1988 C015 FORMS UPSET WORKERS AT BALANCE SYSTEMS
2/18/1989 C0T6 COMPANY SETTLES FINE WITH OSHA
1/10/1984 A07AKBALCER IS APPOINTED CONSULTANT
12/09/1985 coil UNION LEADER PACKS IT IN AFTER YEARS OF SERVICE -
5/10/1992 A081 ^ENTREPRENEURS BANK ON CITY GROWTH
6/25/1990 B012 HURON COUPLE SHOOTS DOWN LOCAL HISTORY
8/18/1990 A083 ^EQUALIZING PROPERTY TAX RATES
11/03/1991 C031 FORMER STATE FAIR DIRECTOR DIES AT 77
5/0A/1992 C02A ^STUDENTS PAMPER GRAND OLD MAPLE
A/03/1992 C02A MAN RECEIVES 60 YEARS FOR STABBING
A/11/1992 A083 ^PIPELINE REGULATION WELCOMED
12/02/1991 coil PCB-LOADED BALLASTS TO BE TAKEN FROM MALL
11/18/1989 B012 TROUPE TO PERFORM 'NUTCRACKER'
7/15/1991 C012 *HOW ABOUT HORSING AROUND
A/2A/1982 BOll ^LETTERS SENT BY BALLOONS
5/12/1982 coil 36BALLOONISTS GUIDE THEIR CRAFTS OVER HIGHWAY 3A
5/20/1982 D02A FARM DAMAGE HEAVY FROM BALLOON RACES (L)
5/23/1982 A012 3€H0T-AIR BALLOONS RISE TO THE OCCASION
5/23/1982 BOll *A RIDE IN A BALLOON TAKES MORE THAN HOT AIR
5/2A/1982 coil :OMAHA BALLOONIST WINS SF CONTEST
11/03/1982 C061 BALLOONISTS MOVE LAUNCH SITE TO SD
ll/OA/1982 con BALLOONIST'S CREW LOOKING FOR SUNDAY LAUNCH
11/06/1982 COIA BALLOONISTS EYE SKY FOR LAUNCH
11/08/1982 A012 *BALLOON DEPARTS SD ON WORLD CIRCLING TRIP
3/17/1983 COAl 3«A HURRY-UP-AND-WAIT PROJECT
3/18/1983 D033 *WIND CARRY'S BALLOON MORE THAN 1,000 MILES
3/18/1983 D052 BALLOONISTS FOLLOW WINDS OF SOAR
6/28/1983 A013 *BALLOONISTS WITH TIES TO RAVEN DIE IN CRASH
11/19/1983 A012 3(IRVING SCHOOL BALLOON LANDS IN NJ
12/06/1983 BOll ^INFLATABLE ADS
1/27/1984 C014 XBALLOON RIDE ENDS IN TRAGEDY
5/24/1984 C012 KHIGH-FLYING GOODBYE
6/17/1984 A013 XUP, UP AND AWAY
10/21/1984 E012 NEW FILM GIVES A LIFT TO BALLOONS
10/29/1984 A012 BALLOONIST SOARS FAR BEYOND SIOUX EMPIRE
3/21/1985 C041 CHAMBERLAIN STUDENTS WILL RELEASE BALLOONS
6/09/1985 A012 KBALLOONISTS BEGIN MARRIAGE WITH HEADS IN THE CLOUDS
8/30/1985 BOll XKIDS CATCH WIND OF BALLOON DIPLOMACY
9/10/1985 C012 BALLOON MAKES IT TO MISSOURI
10/15/1985 con BALLOONS TO RACE FOR HISTORY
10/22/1985 A012 GRAVEN HISTORIC BALLOON LAUNCH
11/12/1985 B015 WINDS BLOW CHANCES FOR BALLOON RACE
2/15/1986 C033 BALLOON STORY DOESN'T GET OFF GROUND
2/22/1986 C022 BALLOON MAKER LAMENTS INSURANCE COSTS
4/14/1986 BOll ^BALLOONS IN THE PRAIRIE SKY
5/01/1986 con *UP, UP AND AWAY
>5/13/1986' BOn ,*STUDENTS LAUNCH BALLOONS IN WEATHER PROJECT
8/08/1986 con 41 BALLOONS TO COMPETE IN RACE SATURDAY
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BALLOONS
BALOGH TRACEY
BALTAZAR FIDEL
BALTIC SO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/10/1986 C0I5 SOUTHWEST WINDS BLOW CHANCES FOR RACES
8/I1/I986 A0I2 BALLOON GLIDES OVER A SOYBEAN FIELD
8/23/1986 A092 COUPLE ENJOYED BALLOONING EVENTS (LI
9/16/1986 CQ21 BALLOON FLIGHTS SET FOR SUNDAY IN TUTHILL PARK
9/28/1986 coil OBSERVATION BALLOON RAISES QUESTIONS
10/20/1986 A013 KABOVE ALL, THEY FLOAT
11/23/1986 F013 *CITY FIRM INFLATES WHALE OF A BALLOON
3/22/1987 EOll CALIFORNIA NOTE FLOATS TO SD
^/05/I987 A012 *AIR-RAISING EVENT
<4/22/1987 B012 XFIRED UP
6/1A/1987 A013 KUPLIFTING
8/08/1987 C023 KHOT-AIR WHEELS
8/30/1987 FOll KBELL OF THE HALL
9/02/1987 C091 LOCAL BALLOONIST WINS RAVEN CUP
9/13/1987 C032 KBOWL BUSINESS
9/16/1987 D015 KPEACE RELEASE
11/26/1987 A012 XBALLOONS FROM CITY TO FLY IN PARADE
12/26/1987 COI2KCOUPLE'S BALLOONS END UP IN WISCONSIN
6/25/1988 con BALLOONS TO RACE TODAY AND SUNDAY
6/27/1988 C012KENTHUSIASTS RACE FOR PINPOINT ACCURACY
8/2<t/1988 B023 BALLOON MUSEUM TO OPEN IN TYNDALL
9/l<4/1988 con STUDENTS TO RELEASE BALLOONS THURSDAY
5/I<4/1989 C015 TWO TYNDALL BALLOONISTS TO SEE USSR
6/01/1989 C041 SD MEN TAKE UNCLE SAM ABROAD
6/12/1989 A013 KTOWN HAS LOFTY HOPES FOR MUSEUM
6/2<4/1989 A012 *BALLOONS SAIL OVER SIOUX FALLS
6/2^/1989 A052 *BALLOONING FUN LIMITED BY WEATHER
7/22/1989 con TYNDALL TO LAUNCH BALLOON MUSEUM
7/23/1989 F012 KBALLOONISTS LAUNCH MUSEUM
3/18/1990 con TYNDALL TO HOST CHAMPIONSHIPS
6/I0/I990 C014 *HOT AIR BALLOONS TAKE TO THE SKY
'7/10/1990 . C03^ BAt^LOON^^SHOW;,MAY' DRAW 10/000 EACHi=DAY'« -
' 8/07/1990 C033 *MAN RISES TO NEW HEIGHTS IN HOT AIR "BALLOONING
9/18/1990 C033 XTYNDALL READY TO FLY WITH COMPETITION '
9/I8/I990 C034 XBRANDON DUO WEAVES BALLOON BASKETS
9/22/1990 A012 *BALLOON CONTESTS TAKE FLIGHT
9/22/1990 A021 "HINDENBERG EFFECT' STEERS BALLOONISTS AWAY
9/23/1990 E033 *CZECH FAMILY FREE TO FLY AGAIN
9/25/1990 C031 GAS BALLOONISTS CHECK IN AFTER LONG FLIGHTS
9/27/1990 C033 BALLOON COMPETITORS MAKE SECOND LAUNCH
9/29/1990 C031 BALLOON COMPETITION CONTINUES IN WEEKEND
10/01/1990 B031 AUSTRIANS FLY HIGH AT BALLOONING EVENT
6/09/1991 A012 *RACE FILLED WITH HOT AIR
6/26/1991 C033 TYNDALL TO HOST HOT AIR BALLOON RALLY SEPT 12-15
9/12/1991 CDS'! *HOT-AIR AIRSHIP CHAMPIONSHIPS
9/13/1991 C032 *BALLOON ENTHUSIASTS TAKE HOBBY TO NEW HEIGHTS
9/1A/1991 C015 FEET ON GROUND FOR BALLOON-FLYING FARMER, FRIENDS
9/I7/I99I C032 AREA BALLOONISTS PLACE IN COMPETITIVE EVENTS
11/14/1991 C016 BALLOON DESIGNED FOR DISABLED
.11/28/1991 C013 *AERIAL STAR
11/29/1991 C031 BALLOON MUSEUM MOVING TO MITCHELL
12/01/1991 C031 MITCHELL MUSEUM WORK TO BE DONE BY MAY
1/10/1992 C012 *A LOT OF HOT AIR
1/25/1992 C031 BRITISH BALLOONISTS BEGIN FLIGHT IN TYNDALL
I/3I/I992 C052 GRAVEN BALLOONS ARE PART OF WORLD RECORD ATTEMPT
2/03/1992 B021 ^BALLOONIST GETS AERIAL VIEW OF COMMUNISM'S DEMISE
2/22/1992 A052 KFLY AWAY FOR A VISIT
6/03/1992 C012 *COME SAIL AWAY
6/10/1992 D041 PLENTY OF HOT-AIR FUN UP IN THE AIR THIS WEEKEND
6/2I/I992 C02I BALLOON MUSEUM MAY OPEN IN MID-JULY
7/25/1992 A0I2 ^BALLOON MUSEUM READY TO LIFT OFF
7/25/1992 B025 *BALLOON MUSEUM OPENS IN MITCHELL
9/I7/I992 A0I3 *10 BALLOONISTS RACING ACROSS ATLANTIC
12/21/1992 B012 *DON'T FLY AWAY
4/21/1991 N085 *MADIS0N TEEN-AGER FLYING TO AIR FORCE FOR EDUCATION
5/11/1992 C015 CANTON MAN ATTEMPTS MURDER, THEN SUICIDE
8/07/1982 C031 BALTIC'S WATER SYSTEM BREAKS
8/09/1982 C031 BALTIC STILL USING INTERIM WELLS
I2/I9/I984 D016 BALTIC RESIDENTS REJECT BOND ISSUE
5/11/1987 A012 *BALTIC'S ROOTS REACH TO NORWAY
8/18/1989 C015 BALTIC PLANS CITYWIDE OPEN HOUSE
9/11/1989 A012 *BALTIC'S CHAPEL OF LOVE
2/15/1990 C025 BALTIC CONSIDERS LAND PURCHASE FOR PARKING
3/12/1990 B022 BALTIC TO DISCUSS LONG-TERM CITY GOALS
3/27/1991 D072 *BALTIC CAFE COOKS UP A CROWD
8/01/1991 C022 CENTER ON HOLD IN BALTIC
8/01/1991 i,C025 BALTIC -GOES FOR THE GOLD
8/18/1991 E031 NEIGHBORS GATHER FOR BLOCK PARTY
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' BANDS-BA
BANDS-BR
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/22/1991 A015 XBALTIC PREPARES FOR POLITICKIN"
12/03/1991 C032 BALTIC MAN WANTS TO START MUSEUM
12/19/1991 AG12 *BALTIC BAR TAP SHUT OFF
7/15/1992 A012 KCOUNTY REJECTS BALTIC GO-GO
A/02/1985 A102 *DOMINO THEORY AT WORK
A/26/1985 N051 (HEALTH) NICARAGUAN DOCTOR FINDS PEACE
3/21/1986 AlOl ^IDEOLOGICAL FIGHT BETWEEN US, SOVIETS
6/01/1992 A053 KFILM STANDS TEST OF TIME
9/29/1990 A052 KSESAME STREET SHOW RETURNS TO SF
12/02/1988 B012 PHOTOGRAPHER MIXES MEDIA TO EXPRESS MESSAGES
6/01/1990 B012 XPHOTOGRAPHER, WRITER SHARE VIEWS OF CHINA
6/20/1988 A012 3CBANCR0FT SPRUCES UP FOR ITS lOOTH
10/01/1989 A012 *2,000 MAKE MUSIC IN STRIDE
10/08/1989 COIA *BRANDON VALLEY TAKES TOP SPOT
10/16/1989 A083 BAND EVENT DESERVED MUCH MORE SPACE (L)
10/21/1989 A051 BROOKINGS HOSTS BAND COMPETITION
10/22/1989 coil LINCOLN BAND WINS SWEEPSTAKES HONORS
10/11/1990 A091 TRI-STATE BAND FESTIVAL DESERVED-MORE SPACE (L)
11/16/1990 coil 300 BANDS WILL MARCH INTO TOWN
11/17/1990 B012 *THE LEADER OF THE BAND
10/05/1991 coil STREETS CLOSED TODAY FOR BAND PARADE
10/06/1991 C012 *ONE COOL PERFORMANCE
10/07/1991 BOll FESTIVAL OF BANDS LIST OF RESULTS
11/12/1991 coil BAND FESTIVAL SET AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
9/26/1992 BOll TRI-STATE BAND FESTIVAL TODAY
10/02/1992 D031 BAND FESTIVAL SET FOR SATURDAY IN SF
10/03/1992 B012 *FIFTH FESTIVAL OF BANDS
lO/OA/1992 F012 *STRIKE UP THE BANDS
1,0/05/1992 B021 BAND RESULTS
10/16/1991 C012 ASSAULT ON BALTIC BAND
10/10/1987 coil MARCHING BAND COMPETITION TODAY
5/27/1990rC0Al BROOKINGS BAND PLAYS rBEFORE INDIANAPOLIS'500 . V
ll/^09/1992^B021^MAReHING'«BAND TO PERFORM -INDOORS ,
12/28/1992 BOll BROOKINGS HIGH BAND IS IN PHOENIX PARADE
12/31/1992 B022 *FIESTA TIME--MEMBERS OF THE BROOKINGS HIGH SCHOOL
11/1A/198A DOll BRANDON VALLEY ANNUAL BAND CONCERT
6/23/1987 coil BRANDEN VALLEY WINS BAND CONTEST
10/05/1989 B012 ^PRACTICE PAYS OFF FOR BRANDON VALLEY BAND
6/02/1991 C033 BRANDON VALLEY BAND TO ATTEND FESTIVAL
A/23/198A C012 *ALL-STATE BAND BECOMES A HABIT
A/18/1985 C021 CANTON BAND WINS KANSAS CITY COMPETITION
9/16/1989 C012 KEEP QUITTING, YOU'LL NEVER AMOUNT ...
A/18/1982 DOAl DEUBROOK HIGH SCHOOL BAND WILL PLAY AT WORLD'S FAIR
10/19/1982 A075 DELL RAPIDS BAND WINS AWARD
6/25/1983 C031 FLANDREAU BAND PERFORMS ON CAPITOL STEPS
1/15/1987 AOll STARS BRIGHTEN HOPES OF SOUTH DAKOTA BAND
2/03/1987 C022 HILL CITY AUCTION NETS CASH FOR TRIP
6/12/1983 coil XLENNOX NOTES BAND'S lOOTH BIRTHDAY
8/02/1990 C031 *LENNOX BAND PLAYS ON
v6/27/1983 COAl-MARIAN. HIGH BAND WILL BE IN NATIONAL PARADE
7/10/1983 C045 MARION BAND TO 1ST PLACE IN PARADE
7/26/1983 C021 MARION BAND PERFORMANCE DESERVED BETTER COVERAGE (L)
8/06/1983 B021 MARION MARCHING BAND TROPHY IS HONOR FOR STATE (L)
A/19/1986 C021 MACY'S INVITES MADISON HIGH BAND TO PARADE
11/23/1986 Foil *SD BAND IN MACY'S PARADE
11/25/1986 A082 BAND GIVES EXCITING SHOW (L)
11/01/1989 C012 MADISON BAND FOR COTTON BOWL TRIP
l/OA/1990 coil CBS MISIDENTIFIES MADISON BAND
9/22/1991 C022 *MAJOR ENTHUSIASM
11/19/1988 coil PIPESTONE BAND LEAVES FOR PARADE
7/05/1988 coil PARKSTON BAND TAKES FIRST PLACE
10/03/1986 C021 ROSE PARADE PRESIDENT BRIEFS RAPID CITY BAND
12/29/1986 B021 BAND IN CALIFORNIA FOR NEW YEAR'S PARADE
12/27/1991 C032 RAPID CITY BAND TO SEND MUSIC TO COSTA RICA
5/12/1984 C041 REDFIELD BAND PLANS FOR TRIP TO SAN FRANCISCO
7/15/1984 C051 REDFIELD BAND RETURNS FROM SAN FRANCISCO
9/18/1983 C044 HS BANDS COMPETE IN ANNUAL FESTIVAL
10/10/1984 C021 BATTLE OF BANDS IS IN MADISON
10/10/1984 cm NSC LISTS WINNING BANDS
10/06/1985 coil PIPESTONE BAND WINS OPTIMIST CLUB FESTIVAL
4/05/1986 A051 *ALL-STATE BAND SHARPENS SKILLS
10/01/1986 B021 24 AREA BANDS COMPETE IN TRI-STATE FESTIVAL .
11/23/1986 E012 STUDENTS MAKE MUSIC, FRIENDSHIPS
3/02/1988 C075 SCHOOL BAND DIRECTORS JOIN NATIONAL FRATERNITY
10/06/1988 A061 MARCHING BANDS SHOW TALENT HERE (L)
10/07/1988 B012 BAND MUSICIANS TO MARCH ON SF
a0/08/1,988:..C012.»BAND; MEMBERS -LUCKYw,TO .BE FREE
10/15/1988 A072 CHAMBER THANKS BAND ENTHUSIASTS (L)
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10/16/1988 BOll BRANDON VALLEY WINS BAND FESTIVAL
10/22/1988 A092 FESTIVAL OF BANDS DRAWS SUPPORT
11/20/1988 E012 HIGH SCHOOL STANDOUTS VISIT CITY
12/16/1988 coil BAND MAY GET TO PLAY IN PARADE
6/26/1990 B012 BATTLE OF BANDS CONTEST BEGINS THURSDAY
lO/OA/1990 coil FESTIVAL OF BANDS SET FOR SATURDAY
10/07/1990 E012 ^FOLLOW THE LEADER
lO/lA/1990 A093 BANDS TREATED LIKE SECOND-CLASS CITIZENS CD
lO/OA/1991 B031 BAND FESTIVAL SATURDAY AT HOWARD WOOD
1/02/1992 A012 ^LINCOLN BAND GETS WHIFF OF THE ROSES
9/21/1992 DOIA XMARCHING FERVOR GROWS IN SD
10/15/1992 BOll 26 BANDS COMING TO DAKOTADOME
6/18/1982 B031 SF MUNICIPAL BAND BEGINNING 63RD SUMMER
7/08/1982 B053 YOUTH BAND RECEPTION JULY 15
8/11/1982 B034 5€PAUL BANKSON WILL RETIRE AFTER 20 YEARS WITH BAND
9/01/1982 coil BAND BUDGET REQUEST HITS SOUR NOTE WITH CITY
9/15/1982 C021 BAND GIVES CASE FOR MORE CONCERTS, MONEY CD
9/26/1982 BOll ^LINCOLN HIGH'S BAND TAKES TRl-STATE SWEEPSTAKES
9/30/1982 B051 MUNICIPAL BAND TO HOLD AUDITIONS
10/10/1982 BOAl LINCOLN SWEEPS BAND COMPETITION
1/13/1983 BOll KLIVE ROCKY MOUNTAIN OYSTERS
3/17/1983 C031 MUSICIANS INVITED TO PLAY WITH BAND
3/22/1983 A053 KAREA MUSICIANS MAKE MUSIC WITH SF MUNICIPAL BAND
3/31/1983 BOll KFOR LINCOLN BANK--SPR1NG S CHERRY BLOSS
4/04/1983 A094 MCDONALD'S BAND TAKES NOMINATIONS
4/10/1983 coil LINCOLN HIGH BAND GETS HIGH MARKS
4/11/1983 A061 3CL1LLEHAUG MARKS 20TH SEASON AS DIRECTOR
4/13/1983 A012 KCITY TOOTS HORN FOR LINCOLN BAND
4/14/1983 C021 ^STRIKE UP THE BAND FOR LINCOLN CED)
'4/28/1983 B013 KLOCAL BANDS WANT CHANCE TO BE HEARD
4/30/1983 B023 LILLEHAUG S BAND ASSETS TO COMMUNITY CD
' 6/05/1983' D151> SIOUX ' FALLS' BAND' S. SUMMER " SEASON STARTS r " •
6/11/1983' BOll MUNICIPAL BAND PERFORMS SUNDAY
6/14/1983 B041 SF BAND WILL PLAY AT CITY PARK
7/11/1983 C022 BAND PROGRAMS APPRECIATED CD
8/07/1983 D051 MUNICIPAL BAND PERFORMS TODAY
8/15/1983 coil ORIENTAL BAND WINS CONTEST AT CONVENTION
9/02/1983 coil ^TRUMPETING THE SUNRISE
9/26/1983 B041 LINCOLN HIGH BAND WINS COMPETITION
10/07/1983 C041 HS BANDS WILL COMPETE IN FESTIVAL
10/09/1983 C041 LINCOLN HIGH MARCHING BAND WINS COMPETITION
11/22/1983 C012 ^PARENTS WANT BAND TO GO TO EUROPE
11/25/1983 C021 BAND TRIP TO EUROPE IS WORTHWHILE CED)
12/01/1983 coil BOARD OKS HIGH SCHOOL BAND'S TRIP TO EUROPE
2/03/1984 BOll KTHE BAND MUST GO ON
2/07/1984 B031 LINCOLN BAND WILL PERFORM WITH TRUMPETER
4/07/1984 B024 HONOR GIVEN SCHOOL CHOIR DESERVED BETTER CD
4/11/1984 D012 $8,000 CUT FROM BAND DIRECTOR'S PAY
4/18/1984 A015 KLILLEHAUG CALLS PAY CUT UNJUST
4/20/1984 C021 CITY RIGHT IN TRIMMING SALARY CED)
4/29/1984 N031 KCSECTION 4) DRUMMER MARCHES TO BEAT OF BIG TOP
5/13/1984 A014 ^MARCHING TO THE MUSIC
6/10/1984 D131 KSTRIKE UP THE BAND JUNE 17
7/16/1984 C031 SUMMER YOUTH BAND WILL PERFORM TUESDAY
8/09/1984 B023 KSTRIKE UP THE BAND
8/31/1984 C012 ^STRIKE UP THE BAND
9/29/1984 A012 BAND POLICY PUZZLES MAYORS
9/30/1984 BG43 SF LINCOLN TAKES TOP HONORS AT TRl-STATE
10/15/1984 A012 LINCOLN HIGH'S BEAT IS BEST
10/18/1984 coil 36STR1KE UP THE BAND
10/19/1984 C021 CHEERS FOR LINCOLN'S BAND CED)
5/25/1985 coil O'GORMAN BAND TAKES 1ST IN COMPETITION
5/26/1985 DOll O'GORMAN BAND TAKES 2ND IN WEST VIRGINIA CONTEST
6/17/1985 C031 *STR1KE UP THE BAND
6/24/1985 A052 XLELAND LILLEHAUG LEADS THE SF MUNICIPAL BAND
7/01/1985 coil O'GORMAN ONTO NATIONAL BAND MAP
7/11/1985 A012 BAND CAN'T STAY AT ALL-STAR GAME
8/01/1985 B012 XBAND TOOTS FOR FIRST WOMEN MEMBERS
8/24/1985 A085 BAND ENTERTAINMENT FREE CD
9/18/1985 C051 ^MAKING MUSIC
9/29/1985 coil 56L1NCOLN WINS 4TH BAND TITLE
9/30/1985 BOll CITY BAND TO CONDUCT AUDITIONS FOR '86 SEASON
10/08/1985 A071 XBANDS ARE SINGING THE BLUES IN SF
10/09/1985 C091 LINCOLN MARCHING BAND PLACES 2ND IN CONTEST
4/10/1986 BOll ^WASHINGTON HIGH BAND DIRECTOR PASSES ON HIS BATON
4/22/1986 C015 COURT THROWS OUT LAWSUIT FILED BY CITY BAND LEADER
a5/27/1986/DOll LINCOLN SENIORS WORK TO GO OUT IN STYLE
6/04/1986'B011 LINCOLN BAND WINS
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6/06/1986 CGIA ANOTHER WINNING PERFORMANCE
6/13/1986 BDll ^STRIKE UP THE BAND
7/07/1986 A013 KSUMMER SUNDAY
7/08/1986 A074 ^CONDUCTOR BRINGS HAPPY SOUND
7/28/1986 B021 MUNICIPAL BAND PLANS JAZZ CONCERT DOWNTOWN
8/12/1986 B015 ORGANIZERS TRY TO KEEP BANG IN BAND CONCERT
8/21/1986 A08<i HATS OFF TO MUNICIPAL BAND (L)
8/23/1986 A091 BRING BACK THE COAST GUARD BAND (L)
8/23/1986 A102 TALKING DROWNS OUT MUSIC (L)
10/06/1986 A082 BAND NEEDS BETTER COVERAGE (L)
10/11/1986 A103 COVER TEEN'S ACHIEVEMENTS
10/20/1986 A072 ^LINCOLN HIGH ENDS SEASON ON WINNING NOTE
11/11/1986 A064 BAND DESERVES SUPPORT (L)
2/24/1987 A0I4 KBAND DIRECTOR RETIRES
3/05/1987 C015 CITY BANK WANTS PETERSON REPLACED
3/08/1987 A104 LILLEHAUG DESERVES PRAISE (L)
5/16/1987 C012 MUNICIPAL BAND BATON PASSES TO AUSTRALIAN
6/19/1987 B0123fDlRECTOR PREFERS CORNETS TO CROCODILES
7/11/1987 A076 MUNICIPAL BAND TO HONOR SOUSA
7/25/1987 A051 KLILLEHAUG DIRECTS FINAL BANK CONCERT
8/07/1987 B012 BAND STRIKES UP A PERFECT EVENING
9/27/1987 C012 KBANDS COMPETE FOR LUVERNE HONORS
11/11/1987 AlOl WASHINGTON BAND PRAISED (L)
6/19/1988 FOll *LOVE OF MUSIC UNITES MUNICIPAL PLAYERS
8/27/1988 A052 ^STRIKE UP THE BAND
9/26/1988 coil LINCOLN BAND WINS AT MINNESOTA FESTIVAL
10/11/1988 C016 14,000 TURN OUT TO SEE BAND EVENT
10/17/1988 BOll LINCOLN BAND WINS AT TWO AREA FESTIVALS
10/21/1988 A102 BAND FESTIVAL PLUS FOR CITY (L)
• 4/10/1989 A052 XSF BAND SPREADS MESSAGE THROUGH ITS ALBUM
5/08/1989 BOll LINCOLN MUSICIANS WIN NATIONAL HONORS
• v6/23/1589.^AM5 BAND CONCERT DRAWS RAVES ,(L)
7/30/1989 A124 PARADE NEEDED BANDS (L)
8/04/1989 C012XFLAGRANT FUN
8/09/1989 DOll FINAL BAND CONCERTS SET FOR WEEKEND
8/18/1989 B012 HOT ROD CHEVY KEVY CUTS SINGLE
9/25/1989 BOll LINCOLN HIGH BAND TO PLAY AT CONTEST
9/25/1989 B012 ^SUCCESSFUL BAND DIRECTOR SWITCHES FOCUS
11/03/1989 B012 BAND IN TUNE WITH PLAYERS' LIKES
12/29/1989 B012 RIFF RAFF PLOTS COURSE FOR SUCCESS
2/17/1990 A012 XGUNS FOR HYRE WANTS A CHANCE
2/18/1990 E015 ^GUNS FOR HYRE WINS BATTLE OF THE BANDS
4/06/1990 B015 KDIRT BAND ENDURES 23 YEARS OF CHANGE
6/02/1990 coil 0'GORMAN TAKES FIRSTS IN MUSIC COMPETITION
7/28/1990 A052 PROGRESSIVE ROCKERS FOREHEAD LOOK AHEAD
3/30/1991 A014 BAND MEMBERS GET EXTRA YEAR AT LINCOLN
4/08/1991 C012 *ROSEY CELEBRATION
4/27/1991 A085 LET 14 BAND MEMBERS GRADUATE WITH PEERS
5/05/1991 A094 SCHOOL BOUNDARIES SHOULD APPLY TO ALL (L)
6/02/1991 coil WASHINGTON HIGH BAND TO PERFORM AT FESTIVAL
7/02/1991 A086 WASHINGTON BAND EXCELLED AT FESTIVAL (L)
7/29/1991 B013 KFOR 84-YEAR-OLD DRUMMER, BEAT GOES ON WITH 4 BANDS
8/16/1991 C012 *D01NG THE WARRIOR WAVE
8/31/1991 A052 ^PAYING TO PLAY
10/22/1991 coil LINCOLN BAND CLAIMS DAKOTA DAYS AWARD
12/28/1991 A013 *A ROSY SEND-OFF
12/28/1991 C012 LINCOLN STUDENTS TAKE OFF FOR CALIFORNIA
1/04/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS CED)
1/06/1992 C012 XPARADE A SUCCESS, BAND MEMBERS SAY
5/29/1992 B012 KAMMANN OF MANY TALENTS
5/29/1992 B014 BAND'S SUMMER CONCERT SCHEDULE
9/07/1992 A091 CITY'S MUNICIPAL BAND ASSET TO COMMUNITY (L)
10/25/1992 FOll LINCOLN HIGH BAND WINS DAKOTA DAYS
10/01/1989 A012 SISSETON BAND'S MESSAGE
1/01/1990 A012 ^TRENT'S KITCHEN BAND CAN DISH IT OUT
9/11/1987 A042 ^STRIKE UP THE BAND
9/15/1989 coil CITY TO HOST BAND FESTIVAL
5/31/1987 FOll XBAND DIRECTOR TURNS IN BATON
4/02/1989 C051 WALL BAND EARNS ONE WEEK IN FLORIDA
5/25/1990 C015 ^GORBACHEV WILL SURV1VE--L1THUAN1AN
7/17/1982 A051 ^SACRAMENTS VIA SATELLITE TO SF
8/29/1982 BOll COMMUNION SERVICE BEAMED TO COLISEUM
11/19/1983 A074 *FA1TH IN GOD SPREADS CHRISTIANITY TO WORLD
3/03/1984 A054 *ONE NATION, UNDER GOD, INDIVISIBLE
12/29/1984 A051 ^ASKING GOD INTO YOUR HEART
4/11/1992 C012 XCOUNTY OFFICIAL HAS KILLER INSTINCT
X7 5/30/I985 f COLl iGROUPS TO COLLECT tAID jFOR. HURRICANE VICTIMS
• 9/07/1983 con *BANK AMERICA MAY TAKE ADVANTAGE OF LAW
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9/15/1983 D015 BANK AMERICA WOULD CONSIDER TRAVELORS' CHECKS
lO/OA/1983 BOll CO WINS APPROVAL TO OPEN BANK IN STATE
6/18/1985 C03A BANKAMERICA SCRAPS MOVE TO RAPID CITY
9/12/1988 A012 LUVERNE TOOTS ITS HORN OVER '88 BAND FESTIVAL
9/30/1989 A015 2,000 STRUT THEIR STUFF
1/17/1982 B033 JUDGE ECKER DEFENDS NEW BANKRUPTCY LAW
I/2A/1982 E025 BANKRUPTCIES
1/31/1982 B03I ^BANKRUPTCY LAW NEEDS REVISION
2/07/1982 E025 SOUTH DAKOTA JANUARY BANKRUPTCIES
2/21/1982 E031 BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS FILED IN SF
3/21/1982 F041 FILLED BANKRUPTCY IN FIRST HALF OF MARCH
A/OA/1982 EOAI BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS IN LAST HALF OF MARCH
A/25/1982 E021 BANKRUPTCIES FILED IN FIRST HALF OF APRIL
5/09/1982 E033 SOUTH DAKOTA BANKRUPTCY COURT
5/23/1982 E051 BANKRUPTCIES FOR THE FIRST HALF OF MAY
6/18/1982 AOIA SD BANKRUPTCY LAWS A MESS
7/11/1982 E02A BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS FILED IN THE LAST HALF OF MAY
7/25/1982 E02r BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS IN THE LAST HALF OF MAY
8/08/1982 E022 PETITIONS FILED IN THE FIRST HALF OF JULY
8/12/1982 COlA LEGISLATORS TO CONSIDER BANKRUPTCY LAW UPDATE
11/23/1982 B0A2 BILL MAY HELP PERSON AFTER BANKRUPTCY
12/03/1982 C082 BANKRUPTCY LAWS SAVE FARMS FROM CREDITORS
12/19/1982 C013 FARM, RANCH BANKRUPTCIES INCREASE FOURFOLD
12/26/1982 A012 3eBANKRUPTCY--GETTING A FRESH START CAN BE PAINFUL
12/26/1982 EOll ^FARMERS ARE PLOWED UNDER FINANCIALLY
12/26/1982 E013 CHAPTERS TO FILE UNDER FOR BANKRUPTCY
12/26/1982 E02A SD BANKRUPTCIES FILED IN THE COURT
1/16/1983 E031 BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS IN MAY AND JUNE
1/25/1983 B051 BILL WOULD UPDATE, TOUGHEN STATES' BANKRUPTCY LAWS
2/04/1983 C014 GRIGGS CLOTHING STORE FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
2/06/1983 E021 BANKRUPTCIES FILED IN SD FOR JAN 83
;>;'5/14/1983«-B043- CRIMINALS ;CANvr BE^DENIEDf FOR ViBANKRUPTCW^^f;
5/22/1983 E021 SOUTH DAKOTA BANKRUPTCIES FILED IN MAY •
5/26/1983 C015 DALE FILES BANKRUPTCY
5/28/1983 B051 BANKS DENY BANKRUPTCY PREDICTION
6/26/1983 coil OWNERS WERE PAID $250,000
7/10/1983 E021 BANKRUPTCIES FOR THE LAST HALF OF MAY
7/24/1983 E024 SD BANKRUPTCIES FILED IN FIRST HALF OF JULY
11/06/1983 E021 BANKRUPTCY FILED AT THE END OF OCTOBER
12/06/1983 BOll WESTPORT LANES OWNER FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
2/12/1984 E051 FILED FOR THE LAST HALF OF DECEMBER 1983
3/08/1984 C016 LARGE FARM OWNER FILES BANKRUPTCY
3/25/1984 C043 FOR THE LAST HALF OF FEBRUARY 1984
4/22/1984 E041 BANKRUPTCIES DURING THE FIRST HALF OF APRIL 1984
4/29/1984 E024 BANKRUPTCIES DURING THE FIRST HALF OF APRIL 1984
5/30/1984 D043 GOVERNMENT MAY TAKE CATTLE
7/28/1984 D021 BANKRUPTCY PROBLEM HITS PRESSLER IN HEART (ED)
8/07/1984 B036 STATE BANKRUPTCIES UP IN 1ST HALF OF *84
9/02/1984 F023 FILED FOR THE FIRST HALF OF AUGUST 1984
11/11/1984 E031 FILED IN SD FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER
1/20/1985 E021 FOR THE FIRST HALF OF DECEMBER 1984
2/03/1985 E021 FILED FOR THE LAST HALF OF DECEMBER 1984
2/08/1985 AOll BANKRUPTCIES ARE UP 1,526 PERCENT
5/05/1985 E021 FILINGS FOR MARCH AND THE FIRST HALF OF APRIL
5/19/1985 E031 FILINGS FOR APRIL
6/05/1985 C034 RANCHER STAYS IN JAIL UNTIL MONEY IS RETURNED
6/11/1985 C031 RANCHER ASKS JUDGE TO RELEASE HIM FROM JAIL
6/12/1985 C043 JAILED RANCHER RELEASED AFTER SILENCE IN COURT
6/20/1985 C021 RANCHER LOSES ANOTHER ROUND
6/30/1985 E022 FILINGS FOR THE FIRST HALF OF JUNE
7/07/1985 E022 FILINGS FOR THE LAST HALF OF JUNE
7/13/1985 C031 MAN SUES JUDGE FOR PUTTING HIM IN JAIL
7/28/1985 E021 FILINGS FOR FIRST HALF OF JULY
8/18/1985 E025 FILINGS FOR THE LAST HALF OF JULY
8/21/1985 C033 ONCE-JAILED RANCHER TO GET MORE HEARINGS
10/03/1985 C063 RANCHER WON'T TELL JUDGE ABOUT MONEY
10/15/1985 C013 LAWYER, PERKINS COUNTY RANCHER TO JAlL
10/20/1985 E022 FILINGS FOR THE LAST HALF OF SEPTEMBER
10/26/1985 C035 JUDGE WON'T FREE RANCHER
10/27/1985 E025 FILINGS FOR THE LAST HALF OF SEPTEMBER
10/30/1985 B013 SD FARM BANKRUPTCIES RISE
11/05/1985 B034 RANCHER'S LAWYER RELEASED FROM JAIL
11/06/1985 B061 RANCHER FREED FROM JAIL
11/09/1985 C015 RANCHER TURNS IN MONEY
12/22/1985 E014 THE SECOND HALF OF NOVEMBER, 1985
12/29/1985 E021 FILINGS FOR FIRST HALF OF DECEMBER
51/05/1986 E021 THE FIRST; HALF OF DECEMBER 1985
1/07/1986 Cd21 ECKER TO REPRESENT REGION ON NATIONAL BOARD
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1/12/1986 E036 FILINGS FOR THE FIRST HALF OF DECEMBER
1/16/1986 B015 LAWYER NAMED TO BANKRUPTCY COURT
2/0<i/1986 A012 MORE FARMERS FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY
3/09/1986 B041 BANKRUPTCY JUDGE SEES NO LETUP
3/31/1986 C022 FARM TROUBLES LEAD TO SPECIALTY FOR LAWYER
A/18/1986 CG15 WOMAN RECALLS PAIN OF BANKRUPTCY
5/01/1986 C021 WATERTOWN MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO EMBEZZLING
6/15/1986 E021 LIST OF BANKRUPTCIES FOR MAY, 1986
6/18/1986 B013 *JUDGE TO DEAL EVERYONE A FAIR HAND
6/27/1986 C036 HIGH COURT REVERSES DECISION
7/01/1986 coil RESTITUTION ORDERED FOR FIRM'S EX-PRESIDENT
7/03/1986 A012 FARM SKILL TO COUNT IN DEBTS
7/06/1986 EOAl A LIST OF BANKRUPTCIES
7/27/1986 E023 LIST OF BANKRUPTCIES FILED IN 1986
10/04/1986 C021 TERM LAPSES FOR STATE'S BANKRUPTCY JUDGE
10/28/1986 C012 LAW GIVES FARMERS NEW BANKRUPTCY OPTION
11/24/1986 A012 JURY ON NEW FARM BANKRUPTCY LAW
12/17/1986 B021 SECOND FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY JUDGE
1/08/1987 C033 ^BANKRUPTCY CLIMBS IN STATE
1/23/1987 C023 *BANKRUPTCIES BY CHAPTERS
2/23/1987 C023 SD READING OF BANKRUPTCY LAW
3/11/1987 A012 FARMER FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
3/12/1987 C033 SDSU--BANKRUPTCIES ON THE FARM
3/13/1987 C033 ^STAYING ON FARMS AND RANCHES
4/06/1987 C012 FARM BANKRUPTCIES OUTPACE '86
4/09/1987 C033 XFARM BANKRUPTCIES HIGHER IN SD
4/14/1987 C021 ELKTON MUSHROOM FIRM FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
6/26/1987 coil FARM BANKRUPTCIES ON RISE, STUDY SAYS
7/08/1987 C033 FARMERS FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY
'7/19/1987 E012*SD LEADS REGION IN FILINGS
9/06/1987 C043 36CHAPTER 12 BOOSTS BANKRUPTCY TOTAL
19/13/1987 C063 r3<FARM .BANKRUPTCIES KEEP INCREASING .
11/22/1987 B043 ^BANKRUPTCIES CONTINUE TO CLIMB ' ' ' '
12/01/1987 C021 MOCCASIN FACTORY CLOSES
12/28/1987 B023 ^BANKRUPTCIES CONTINUE TO CLIMB
1/07/1988 C021 MEDIATION LAW LOWERS BANKRUPTCY FILINGS
4/22/1988 coil FARM BANKRUPTCIES DROP 331 PERCENT
4/24/1988 D033 ^(BANKRUPTCIES DECREASING IN 1988
4/25/1988 C023 FEWER FARMERS FILING BANKRUPTCY
5/09/1988 coil FARM BANKRUPTCY FILINGS DOWN IN 1988
5/15/1988 E012 MORE PEOPLE IN SD GO BANKRUPT
5/22/1988 E012 *FEWER FARMERS GOING BROKE IN SD
5/25/1988 B012 OGLALA TRIBE FIGHTS AGAINST BANKRUPTCY
5/29/1988 E012 XMOST NEW BUSINESSES GO BELLY UP
8/09/1988 coil MGM LIQUOR FILES FOR REORGANIZATION
12/22/1988 A022 BANKRUPT CREDIT UNION HAD OVER $2 MILLION
12/24/1988 C016 CLAIM TO BE FILED FOR NUNS IN BANKRUPTCY
5/05/1989 A016 MICROWAVE PLANT'S OWNERS, CREDITORS IN COURT
6/25/1989 E012 ^BANKRUPTCY FILING FUELS AIRPORT ANXIETY
-7/08/1989 A014 ;3€GALLAND FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
7/26/1989 D082 MICROWAVE FIRM BALKS AT TRUSTEE SETUP
4/03/1990 A012 COAST TO COAST PARENT FILES FOR BACKRUPTCY
4/10/1990 A015 BROOKINGS WORKERS FEEL PINCH
4/21/1990 C012 COAST TO COAST NEEDS BUYER
7/04/1990 C012 CLENDENON DECLARES PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY
8/16/1990 D066 VERMILLION FIRM UNDER CHAPTER 11 RESTRUCTURING PLAN
9/25/1990 A015 SD BANKRUPTCIES UP 15 PERCENT
10/02/1990 B062 ADVERTISING FIRM FILES FOR CHAPTER 7
4/05/1991 D071 OFFICE SUPPLY FIRM FILES FOR CHAPTER II
4/11/1991 A106 TAXPAYERS HAVE RIGHT TO FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY (L)
6/10/1991 B031 HURON PARK INN FILES CHAPTER II BANKRUPTCY
7/21/1991 EOll LAST CHANCE OWNER FILES FOR CHAPTER 11
10/03/1991 D062 JUDGE OK'S LOAN FOR PAY 'N PAK
11/07/1991 A016 BANKRUPTCIES CLIMB IN SD
2/04/1992 coil SD BANKRUPTCY RATE RISES IN '91
8/17/1992 B025 LEGAL PROBLEMS COMPLICATE RESORT BANKRUPTCY CASE
8/20/1992 B065 BANKRUPTCY FRAUD GROWS
10/26/1992 BOll JURY REJECTS FARM COUPLE'S LAWSUIT
SEE ALSO NAMES OF BANKS
2/I7/I982 A014 FIRST FEDERAL SSL LOOKS FOR PARTNER
2/20/1982 coil NATIONAL SWITCHES TO FIRST BANK OF SD
2/27/1982 C032 S&L WIL CHANGE LOCATIONS
3/07/1982 EOll 3(SD SAVINGS AND LOANS SURVIVING
3/13/1982 C014 FEDERAL JURY RULES AGAINST MITCHELL BANK
3/13/1982 C041 BANK MUM ABOUT CORSICA ACCOUNT
3/17/1982 DOll JfTWO RESIDENTS THERE THE DAY IT HAPPENED
; 3/26/1982; A0124.DON'T ^PANIC/ LENDERS TELL; FARMERS
3/30/1982 B041 STATE COURT TAKES SUIT TO RECOVER LOAN
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A/13/1982 A033 SOME SF SAVERS TAKE MONEY ELSEWHERE
A/25/1982 A015 SEATTLE BANK CONSIDERING MOVE TO SD
A/28/1982 D091 KMOORE WINS BANKING AWARD
5/09/1982 E012 SD BANKING SYSTEM FROWNS ON CONVENTION
5/12/1982 CGSl S&LS HOLDING THEIR OWN
5/1A/1982 AGIA AUGUSTANA GIVEN MINNESOTA BANK
5/16/1982 CG71 BENEFICIAL FINANCE WANTS TO CLOSE ITS 6 SD OFFICES
6/18/1982 CGll SEATTLE BANK FILES TO MOVE CREDIT OFFICE
6/27/1982 EGll SD BANKERS HOPE NEW ACCOUNT WILL ATTRACT INVESTORS
6/29/1982 BGll ^INTEREST RATES PARALLEL INFLATION, BANKER SAYS
6/3G/1982 CG13 COMMISSION SAYS NO TO SUPER NOW ACCOUNTS
7/15/1982 CGIA FEW SD BANKS ON FDIC PROBLEM LIST
7/17/1982 AG12 ^TELLERS FOIL SF BANK ROBBERIES
7/29/1982 CGIA BANK STARTS SUPER NOW ACCOUNTS
8/G1/1982 AG12 SUNBANK TO OFFER SUPER NOW CHECKING ACCOUNT
8/GA/1982 AG12 SD BANKS CLOSE SUPER NOW ACCOUNTS
8/G7/1982 CG15 SD TO SUE FEDS OVER SUPER NOW BANK ACCOUNTS
8/G8/1982 AGr2 SUNBANK PUTS SUPER NOWACCOUNT ON HOLD
8/13/1982 CGAl STATE TRYING TO RETURN UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
8/1^/1982 AG15 SD SUES FEDS OVER INTEREST RATES
8/17/1982 CGll SUPER NOW BILL WON'T HURT SD SU1T--MEIERHENRY
8/2G/1982 BGll *BANK PRESIDENT TO HEAD BANCO REGION
8/29/1982 BGIA 2ND SEATTLE BANK CONSIDERING SD AS CREDIT...
8/29/1982 EG24 SD ENTERS HIGH FINANCE POLITICS (HENSHAW)
9/G2/1982 CG3I KNEW NORTHWESTERN BANK CHIEF NAMED
9/05/1982 CG16 SEATTLE BANK TO BUY OR LEASE RC BUILDING
9/09/1982 AOIA EARLY FROST BIG WORRY FOR FARMERS
9/20/1982 BGAA SD HAS LOW RATE OF PAST-DUE MORTGAGES
9/21/1982 CGll SD WILL FIGHT TO ALLOW SUPER NOW ACCOUNTS
9/21/1982 CG26 SAVINGS & LOAN MERGER APPROVED FOR SF FIRM
9/23/1982 DG61 SD BANK AGREES TO SELL MAJORITY INTEREST
;9/25/1^82 AG12 SENATE CLEARS WAY FOR SUPER NOW v.
9/30/1982 CGAl SUPER NOW SUIT DELAYED
10/02/1982 CG31 SEATTLE FIRST NAT BANK MUST DECIDE
10/03/1982 EOll FIRST BANK OF SD ELECTS NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE
10/03/1982 E016 CHECK SERVICE OPENS IN SF
10/05/1982 BOll SD LOSS TO MONEY MARKETS IS 500 MILLION
10/06/1982 C051 BILL OK'D BY CONGRESS FOR NOW ACCOUNTS
10/10/1982 E021 SIOUX FALLS BANK BUYS MITCHELL BANK
10/13/1982 C051 FED PRESIDENT--SUPER NOWS COULD BE COSTLY
10/15/1982 B015 SD BANKS MAY BENEFIT FROM PROGRAM
10/15/1982 B051 3RD SEATTLE CREDIT FIRM EYES SD
10/16/1982 C031 SEATTLE BANK LOOKING FOR APPLICANTS
10/20/1982 C013 LOANS UNAFFECTED BY LOWER RATES
ll/OA/1982 CG73 WASH BANK MAY MOVE TO SD
11/05/1982 C012 WASHINGTON BANK DECISION SURPISES RAPID CITY
11/16/1982 A013 FEDS APPROVE HIGH-INTEREST ACCOUNTS
11/2A/1982 coil MOST BANK HEISTS TRIED ON MONDAYS
12/11/1982 coil PINE RIDGE RESERVATION BANK SOUGHT BY OGLALA
12/13/1982 BOll FINANCIAL ACCOUNT TO KEEP MONEY IN STATE
12/1A/1982 C061 SD S&L'S LOSE MILLIONS 1ST HALF OF YEAR
12/16/1982 C012 JANKLOW--ANOTHER CREDIT CARD DIVISION COMING
12/17/1982 C012 OMAHA BANK WANTS CREDIT CARDS IN SD
12/18/1982 C031 YANKTON'S CREDIT CARD BRANCH WOULD HIRE 46
12/28/1982 C014 DAKOTA SAVINGS BEGINS TO RECOVER ON ITS OWN
12/30/1982 DOll REACTION TO RATE DROP MIXED
1/02/1983 E013 SAVERS SHOW HIGH INTEREST IN NEW ACCOUNTS
1/07/1983 B041 BOARD TO DECIDE ON CREDIT FIRM MOVE
1/08/1983 coil K7 BANKS CONSOLIDATE INTO FIRST BANK OF SD
1/13/1983 C061 THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM BANKS ON HIM
1/16/1983 C041 WASHINGTON BANK NOT COMING TO SD
1/21/1983 B031 HURON TO GET NEW BANK
1/23/1983 C013 BANK TAX CHANGE WORRIES OFFICIALS
1/23/1983 C081 COURT--NO PENALTY ON EARLY REPAYMENT
1/25/1983 B051 MCKELLIPS NOT SURE BANK PLAN WILL PAN OUT
1/28/1983 C041 BANKS MOVE CLOSER TO MERGER
1/29/1983 B032 BILL ATTRACTS BANKS' INTEREST
2/01/1983 B041 PAISLEY WANTS HIGHER TAX ON BANKS
2/03/1983 C041 SD SHOPS FOR NEWER AIRPLANES
2/03/1983 C041 COUPLE SUES SF BANK FOR $5.5 MILLION
2/04/1983 C042 NEW WAY TO SPLIT BANK PROFITS TAX PROPOSED
2/05/1983 A013 JANKLOW WANTS BANK LAWS CHANGED
2/06/1983 coil BILLS WILL PUMP MONEY INTO SD JANKLOW SAYS
2/09/1983 coil INSURANCE INDUSTRY READY TO BATTLE JANKLOW PLAN
2/09/1983 C016 RAPID CITY MAY GET CREDIT CARD OFFICE IF LAW CHANGES
2/10/1983 D021 SCHEDULE HEARING NOW ON BANK (ED)
2/10/1983 -004:1 HOUSE OK ' S B! LLS ,0N. CREDIT CARDS
2/11/1983 coil JANKLOW'S BANK BILL SURPRISES LAWMAKERS
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2/11/1983 C016 STATE APPROVES PLAN TO SELL BRANCH BANKS
2/12/1983 coil 9(FIRMS WANT TO OWN BANKS
2/15/1983 AG12 BANK PLAN WOULD BRING JOBS
2/15/1983 AG12 BANK TAX MEASURE HELPS STATE, HURTS COUNTIES
2/15/1983 CG3A FEDS OK MCCOOK COUNTY BANK HOLDING COMPANY
2/15/1983 CG55 SENATE REJECTS INDUSTRIAL BANK BILL
2/16/1983 CGll BANK HOLDING BILL WOULDN'T AFFECT CONSUMERS
2/17/1983 CGll KBANK BILL, WITH CHANGES, GOES TO FULL HOUSE
2/17/1983 CG15 BILL TAKES CREDIT CARD TAXES FROM COUNTIES LOSES
2/18/1983 CGll FED TO RULE ON LEGALITY OF BANK PLAN
2/18/1983 CG13 56YES CREDIT CARD TAX--NO SALES TAX
2/18/1983 CG21 JANKLOW'S BANK PLAN HOLDS POTENTIAL (ED)
2/18/1983 CG51 CALIFORNIA BANK SHOWS INTEREST IN BILL
2/23/1983 CGll KBANK BILL APPROVED WITH CHANGES
2/2A/1983 AG12 MOVE OF MICHIGAN CREDIT OPERATION DEPENDS ON PASSAGE
2/2A/1983 CG21 COUNTY BANK, INHERITANCE TAX SPLIT
2/26/1983 BG31 HOUSE PANEL APPROVES CREDIT CARD BILL
2/26/1983 BG31 CONFERENCE COMMITTEE GETS BANK BILL
2/27/1983 BG31 XMUCH MAIL OPPOSING WITHHOLDING (YEAGER)
3/G1/1983 BGll LEG PASSES BILL ALLOWING BANKS TO BUY INSURANCE FIRM
3/02/1983 CGll PROPOSAL CUTS CAPITAL REQUIREMENT OF BANKS
3/G5/1983 BGll JANKLOW SIGNS BILL, INVITES 3 BANKS TO SD
3/G5/1983 BG15 CUT-RATE LOAN PROGRAM SQUEAKS BY IN SENATE
3/G6/1983 AGll JANKLOW PROGRAMS SET BUSINESS WHEELS IN MOTION
3/G8/1983 CG<il STATES MAY COPY BANK LAW
3/G9/1983 CG15 BIG RESPONSE SEEN TO SD BANKING LAW
3/1G/1983 CGll MICHIGAN BANK LOOKS AT CREDIT FIRM SITE
3/12/1983 CGll SD LAWMAKERS BACK REPEAL OF WITHHOLDING
3/12/1983 CG13 CITIES AT ODDS ABOUT LOCATION OF OPERATION
'3/18/1983 DG36 WHY ARE INTEREST RATES HIGH?
3/3G/1983 AG12 ^CITICORP BUYS SD BANK
3/31/1983 AG12 .INSURANCE INDUSTRY-TO FIGHT BANKING LAW .
3/31/1983:AG23RCFR0NTRUNNER.FOR CREDIT CARD OPERATION :
A/Gl/1983 BGll BANK REFILES PURCHASE APPLICATION
4/G3/1983 EGll ^DAKOTA S8L
A/G8/1983 CG3A THE LURE OF SD MAY DECLINE
A/16/1983 BG12 FEDS APPROVE CREDIT CARD OPERATION IN YANKTON
A/16/1983 BG13 GOVERNMENT OK'S SEATTLE BANK'S CHARTER
A/18/1983 BGll BANKING BOOM RIDES CITICORP CASE
A/18/1983 BG12 JANKLOW--INTEREST RATES TOO HIGH IN STATE
A/19/1983 BG23 KJANKLOW'S MOVES SHOULD BE QUESTIONED
A/2G/1983 CG12 NEB BANK GETS GO-AHEAD TO BUY BANK
A/2G/1983 CG21 PERPICH BANKING IDEAS BORROWED FROM SD
A/21/1983 CG71 ^LAWYER REMINDS GOP OF 198G PARTY PLATFORM
A/22/1983 AG12 CAL FIRM PLANS PURCHASE OF BIG STONE BANK
A/27/1983 CG32 MICHIGAN FIRM PLANS MOVE TO RAPID CITY
A/29/1983 CGll COMMISSION PLANS CHARTER HEARING
A/3G/1983 BG13 UNITED PLANS TO SELL 13 BRANCH BANKS
5/G1/1983 NG91 *(FINANCE/GOVT) WORKING WITH PEOPLE
5/G2/1983 BGll BANK CONSOLIDATIONS GET APPROVAL
5/GA/1983 AG16 ANOTHER BANK TO OPEN OFFICE IN SF
5/G7/1983 BG35 FINANCIAL SERVICES CHANGING--NEED RULES
5/18/1983 CGll BANK PREPARES TO MOVE TO YANKTON
5/18/1983 CG12 JANKLOW--SD SETS EXAMPLE
5/19/1983 C015 CITICORP FILES TO BUY BANK IN RAPID CITY
5/22/1983 CG32 JANKLOW IS TRYING TO DESTROY BANK LAWS (L)
5/27/1983 CGAl BANKING COMMISSION APPROVES NEW BANK
5/28/1983 BG51 BANKS DENY BANKRUPTCY PREDICTION
6/G3/1983 CGAl HIGH INTEREST RATES COULD HURT RECOVERY
6/G3/1983 CGAA YANKTON WILL SEEK GRANT TO HELP BANK EXPAND
6/GA/1983 BG51 BELLE FOURCHE BANK SEEKS RAPID CITY EXPANSION
6/G7/1983 CGIA CITICORP FILES FOR RAPID CITY BANK
6/G8/1983 CG31 UNITED WILL SELL BANKS OUTSIDE CITY
6/G9/1983 CGAl OMAHA BANK MAY BUY LOTS IN YANKTON
6/G9/1983 CG75 BANK BOARD CONSIDERS FIRST FEDERAL MERGER
6/11/1983 AGIA INSURANCE FIRM WANTS TO BUY BANK
6/11/1983 BGll NEW LAW ON INSURANCE FIRMS NEEDS NATIONAL STUDY
6/12/1983 CG21 INSURANCE FIRMS OWNED BY BANKS IS A GOOD IDEA (ED)
6/1A/1983 BG12 HOME FEDERAL ACQUIRES 2 S 8 LS
6/15/1983 CGll ND WILL EXAMINE INSURANCE COMPANY
6/18/1983 AG15 ^COMMUNITY BANK OF HARTFORD FOLDS
6/18/1983 AG21 STATE BANK CLOSINGS HAPPEN QUICKLY, SECRETLY
6/19/1983 BGIA JURY WILL INVESTIGATE BANK CLOSING
6/21/1983 BGll COMPLEX SERIES OF DEALS LEAD TO BANKS CLOSING
6/22/1983 CG33 BANK CLOSING WORRIES HUMBOLDT RESIDENTS
7/G1/1983 CG12 3 CITY MEN MAJOR STOCKHOLDERS IN BANKS
i-7/G3/1983 BG61.,YANKTON WANTS MORE. MONEY -TO EXPAND BANK
7/G3/1983 EG23 QUESTIONS, ANSWERS ABOUT HARTFORD BANK CLOSING
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7/19/1983 A0I6 TRIPATI ARRESTED FOR MISAPPLYING BANK'S MONEY
7/20/1983 A0I2 TO STUDY FORT LINCOLN'S ROLE IN CLOSING OF BANK
7/24/1983 B0I5 ELKTON BANK WINS $1 MILLION VERDICT
7/24/1983 B032 US HAS BECOME WORLD BANK (L)
7/26/1983 CGII INSURANCE GROUPS ASK HEARINGS ON CITICORP'S BID
8/05/1983 C035 FIRST INTERSTATE SEEKS APPROVAL OF BANK DEAL
8/07/1983 BOll SAVINGS AND LOANS ADAPT TO VOLATILE INTEREST RATES
8/08/1983 B043 SOUTH DAKOTANS WHO LEFT VALUABLES IN BANK
8/09/1983 A014 KSIOUX FALLS RATES FOLLOW UPWARD TREND
8/10/1983 coil ^COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS SALE OF BANK--BIG STONE
8/13/1983 A012 GROUPS ASK COURT TO REPEAL BANKING LAW
8/14/1983 coil FEDS WILL GIVE EVIDENCE AT BANK CLOSING HEARING
8/17/1983 A012 *JANKLOW--STATE'S BANKING LAWS WILL STAND
8/19/1983 coil LAWYER WANTS DELAY IN HARTFORD BANK HEARING
8/19/1983 C035 HIGH COURT WILL HEAR CASE ON BANKING LAW
8/27/1983 C013 OWNER CHARGED WITH BANK FRAUD
8/28/1983 ClOl BANK FRANCHISE TAX--AN INCOME TAX
8/31/1983 B035 COMMISSION DELAYS BANK APPLICATION HEARING
9/10/1983 B031 GRAND JURY NEARS END OF BANK INVESTIGATION
9/11/1983 EOll ^INVESTIGATORS FIT PIECES IN BANKS PUZZLE
9/15/1983 D015 BANK AMERICA WOULD CONSIDER TRAVELERS' CHECKS
9/20/1983 C013 KJANKLOW DEFENDS LEGISLATION THAT ATTRACTS BANKS
9/21/1983 BOll WYOMING BANK FILES CLAIMS AGAINST ESTATE
9/21/1983 B012 LOCAL MAN REINSTATED AS VICE PRESIDENT
9/22/1983 C013 FIRM PROPOSES ACQUISITION OF DAKOTA SAVING
9/22/1983 C021 LICENSING BANKS--BE CAREFUL
9/24/1983 BOll GRAND JURY INDICTS TRIPATI FOR DEFRAUD
9/27/1983 coil MAN IN HARTFORD BANK CASE WILL BE IN COURT
9/27/1983 C041 NEW RC BANK GETS TENTATIVE APPROVAL
9/30/1983 coil BOARD DELAYS VOTE ON BANK CHARTER
10/01/1983 B034 EX-CHAIRMAN CHARGED IN BANK CLOSING
10/02/L983 B021. BANK-OF AMERICA ' S=:ENTRY WELCOMED ( ED) - ? i
10/02/1983:F015 DEREGULATION ADDS FLEXIBILITY TO;SAVINGS.
10/04/1983 BOll MURDERS AREN'T SIGN OF GROWING RUMBLING
10/04/1983 BOll CO WINS APPROVAL TO OPEN BANK IN STATE
10/04/1983 B013 LENDERS SAY FEW FARMERS FACING FORECLOSURE
10/08/1983 B015 KILLER GETS MONEY LINKED TO ROBBERY
10/08/1983 B041 ACCUSED'S BANK ACCOUNT CAN'T BE FROZEN
10/09/1983 EOll KDEBIT CARDS BEGINNING TO REPLACE CHECKS
10/14/1983 C035 RAPID CITY CREDIT CARD BUSINESS DELAYED
10/21/1983 C031 NEBRASKA BANK TO BUY YANKTON BANK
10/22/1983 B015 *INTEREST RATE WILL DROP, ANALYST SAYS
11/11/1983 C013 LYONS BANK AVERTED LIQUIDATION
11/17/1983 C016 BANK SALE COULD ADD 125 JOBS
11/18/1983 C042 *JURY GETS TRIPATI CASE
11/19/1983 A012 TRIPATI GUILTY OF ALL 9 FELONY COUNTS
11/20/1983 C061 COMMISSION DELAYS BIG STONE BANK VOTE
11/27/1983 EOll FARM DEPENDENCE DAMPENS BANKERS' OUTLOOK
12/03/1983 B015 CALIFORNIA COMPANY MAY BRING IN BANK
12/07/1983 C034 LAWYERS LET BANKS BUY INSURANCE FIRMS
12/08/1983 C015 FIRST INTERSTATE'S PLAN TO BUY BANK
12/13/1983 C061 ^UNITED BANK IS SOLD TO TEXAS MAN
12/14/1983 C051 FEDERAL RESERVE APPROVES FARMERS STATE BANK
12/14/1983 C071 DEFEATS PROPOSAL FOR STATE-RUN BOND BANK
12/20/1983 C042 PROJECT AIMED AT REDUCING BAD LOANS
12/22/1983 C035 BILL WOULD GIVE LOAN COMPANIES CHANCE
12/23/1983 coil LAWYER SEEKS DOCUMENTS IN BANK FRAUD CASE
12/25/1983 coil SD LAW ATTRACTS NATION'S LARGEST BANKS
1/07/1984 A012 FED DELAYS DECISION ON BANK CHARTERS
1/07/1984 A013 JANKLOW BLAMES CONGRESS FOR BOARD'S INACTION
1/07/1984 C014 BANK EMPLOYEES TESTIFY ABOUT THEFT
1/07/1984 C015 TRIPATI JAILED 10 YEARS FOR VIOLATIONS
1/08/1984 A012 BANK TELLS 100 FARMERS TO PAY LOANS NOW
1/10/1984 A015 FARMERS, BANKERS DIFFER ON LOAN ISSUE
1/10/1984 B013 MEIERHENRY WANTS TO PROSECUTE TRIPATI
1/11/1984 D013 BANKER, FARMER ISSUE CONTINUES OPENING RIFT
1/12/1984 A012 FARMERS MEET TO STAY IN BUSINESS
1/13/1984 C014 XBANK ISSUE IS OVERBLOWN
1/14/1984 B013 YANKTON BANKERS PRAISE VALLEY STATE BANK
1/14/1984 B021 CONGRESS SHOULD DECIDE BANK ISSUE (ED)
1/17/1984 A014 STOCKHOLDERS APPROVE UNUSUAL SSL MERGER
1/17/1984 C042 BANKING LAW IS UNDER FIRE IN COURT
1/19/1984 C035 LETTING LOAN COMPANIES INTO BANKING
1/21/1984 B013 XSTATE WAITS, BANKING LAWS GET CLARIFICATION
1/25/1984 C051 BANK EMPLOYEE INDICTED FOR EMBEZZLING $32,700
2/09/1984 coil COMMITTEE WANTS TO PROTECT BANK CUSTOMERS
2/12/L984;C081 ^SUPER BANKING?, IS COMING TO SD
3/11/1984 C051 CO-OP BANK RETURNS MILLIONS TO BORROWERS
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3/2A/198A coil DEREGULATION CALLED THREAT TO SMALL SAVERS
3/31/198A CG32 STATE SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS LANDMARK LAW
4/G6/198A CGIA ^(SMALLEST BANK BUILDS ROOM TO GROW
A/22/198A BG71 $AG MILLION BANK SUIT MAY BE TRIED SOON
5/G2/198A AG12 *BANK MAY BRING 5GG JOBS TO CITY
5/G3/198A CGll FIRST CITY WILL FILE APPLICATIONS FOR BANK
5/GA/198A CG21 TEXANS LIKE WHAT THEY SEE IN SD (ED)
5/G6/198A FGll DEN HERDER NAMED SUNBANK PRESIDENT
5/1G/198A CG31 CITICORP, NORWEST BANKS WILL SHARE TELLER MACHINES
5/13/1984 CG81 EUREKA BANK WANTS TO BUY EDEN BANK
5/19/1984 CG24 HARD WORK PRODUCED NEW JOBS (L)
5/24/1984 CG31 JfVISITS SF TO LEARN ABOUT BANKING LAWS
6/1G/1984 EGll ADVANTAGE JOINS NATIONWIDE TELLER SYSTEM
6/12/1984 BG14 EX-BANK DIRECTOR PLEADS NO CONTEST
6/16/1984 CG13 DAKOTA STATE BANK AT COLMAN TAKES OVER
6/17/1984 EGll BANKWEST BUYS FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SELBY
6/24/1984 BG45 MAN CHARGED WITH 2 COUNTS OF BANK LARCENY
6/3G/1984 CG13 TRIPATI SUES 11 CONNECTED'WITH BANK CLOSING
7/G7/1984 BG24 STATE BANKERS CONGRATULATED (L)
7/21/1984 BG31 TWO WOMEN BILK INSTITUTION OUT OF $1,8GG
7/26/1984 CGll CREDIT CARD FIRM DUE HERE
7/28/1984 DG13 AGENCY HAD TO SAVE BANK, OFFICIALS SAY
8/G4/1984 BG31 BANK OFFICIAL CHARGED WITH MISAPPLYING MONEY
8/17/1984 CG41 PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO LOAN FRAUD
8/27/1984 BG24 BANKERS SHOULDN'T BE RUDE (L)
9/16/1984 EGll OUTSTANDING LOANS TOTAL $157 MILLION
9/18/1984 BGll TRIAL BEGINS TODAY IN HARTFORD BANK CASE
9/19/1984 DG12 TO STOP BANK-INSURANCE LEGISLATION
, 9/19/1984 DG12 CUNNINGHAM CRITICIZES PRESSLER FOR VOTE
'9/19/1984 DG35 JANKLOW ATTENDS BANK CONVENTION
9/23/1984 EGll LOAN OFFICERS GROUP TO HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
9/25/1984;AG12:BANK INSURANCE LAW-IN LIMBO
1G/G4/1984 CG34 FORMER BANK OFFICIAL PLEADS GUILTY
1G/G5/1984 CG21 CORRECT OPPOSING BANK BILL (L)
lG/11/1984 CGll FORMER BANK OFFICIAL PLEADS GUILTY
lG/13/1984 CG31 FEDERAL AGENCY APPROVES BANK PURCHASE
10/13/1984 CG32 FIRST CITY BANK BEGINS INTERVIEWS
lG/21/1984 CG51 OFFICIAL FEARFUL OF INTERSTATE BANKING
IG/26/1984 AG12 ^BANKERS ENTER PRESSLER-JANKLOW SCRAP
1G/28/I984 EG12 *FIRST CITY FINDS NEW HOME
lG/28/1984 EG14 *MYERS TO MAKE PUBLICITY TOUR
lG/29/1984 BG21 PRESSLER NOT BANK'S SENATOR (L)
lG/31/1984 DG,41 INSURANCE EXPERTS CRITICAL OF SD LAW
11/04/1984 EG16 FIRST BANK, CITICORP TO OPEN NON-BANKS
11/08/1984 CG24 SENATE BILL DID RIGHT THING (L)
11/17/1984 CG14 COURT RULES BANK CLOSING, SALE PROPER
11/20/1984 BGll MAN GETS 2 YEARS IN PRISON
11/25/1984 EGll REGULATORS KEPT WATCH ON BANK'S DEALINGS
12/02/1984 EGll KTHE CALL TO 'GO WESTERN'
12/02/1984 EGll BANKER FOLLOWS PATH OF UNDERSTANDING
12/08/1984 CG21 FEDERAL BANK CONTROL SHOULD NOT SLIP (ED)
12/13/1984 CGll NEW BANK TO OPEN IN SIOUX FALLS
12/16/1984 EGll TRIPLE-CHECKED FINANCIER'S BACKGROUND
12/21/1984 CGll FARMERS' FORECLOSURE LAWSUITS IRRITATING
12/26/1984 BG13 BANK HOPES TROUBLES ARE IN THE PAST
12/30/1984 CG41 POLLOCK MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CONSPIRACY
1/15/1985 BG14 WORTHINGTON BANKERS RECEIVE THREATS
1/20/1985 EGll MITCHELL BANK OFFERS DISCOUNT BROKER SERVICE
1/24/1985 CG41 BIG STONE, MILBANK BANKS WILL MERGE APRIL 1
2/09/1985 BGll UNITED NATIONAL, SUNBANK AGREE TO MERGE
2/16/1985 BG21 EX-BANK OFFICER SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
2/20/1985 AG12 K3RD IOWA BANK CLOSES
2/24/1985 EG12 BANK CLOSINGS KEEP FDIC BUSY
3/09/1985 A1G4 USURY IS THE NEW MORALITY (L)
3/14/1985 CG21 AREA BISHOP SUPPORTS IMPRISONED BANKER
3/18/1985 BG15 NEBRASKA, IOWA TOP LIST FOR FAILURES
3/24/1985 EG14 S & L DISEASE WON'T CATCH ON
3/26/1985 BG35 STATE BANKS IN GOOD SHAPE
3/28/1985 AlGl ASK QUESTIONS BEFORE DEPOSITING MONEY (ED)
3/30/1985 CG15 UNITED NATIONAL PLANS TO EXPAND
3/31/1985 CG15 *SOUTH DAKOTA CORNERSTONE OF BANKING NETWORK
4/25/1985 CG14 EXPERT PREDICTS BANK FAILURE
4/28/1985 NG71 3e(FINANCE) BANKER PLACES HIGH VALUE ON RIGHTS
5/02/1985 CG34 STATE BANKERS PROTEST PLANS
5/21/1985 AG81 SEARS' BANK PURCHASE ANOTHER BOOST (ED)
5/25/1985 CG21 COURT UPHOLDS FORECLOSURE AGAINST RANCHER
5/'31/1985>CG3riLAND-BANK TO'INCREASE INTEREST RATE TO 13.5 PERCENT
6/01/1985'AG12 *7 BANKS SHUT DOWN IN 4 STATES
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6/02/1985 EOll FED FACING DEADLINE IN BANKING-INSURANCE ISSUE
6/08/1985 C033 BANKING DECISION STILL AHEAD
6/09/1985 A012 KFARM LAND PRICES HELP SAFEGUARD BANKING
6/09/1985 A015 CHARTERS KEEP JANKLOW, BANKERS AT ODDS
6/09/1985 AlOl STATE'S CONSERVATION BANKING PAYS DIVIDENDS CED)
7/01/1985 C015 LAND BANK LOANS COST MORE TODAY
7/03/1985 C02Z PCA ORDERS FREEZE ON STOCK SALES
7/08/1985 BOll 2 SD CITIES CONSIDERED FOR TERRITORIAL OFFICES
7/17/1985 coil FIRST CITY BANK OF SIOUX FALLS
7/17/1985 C013 FARM CREDIT BAILOUT COULD LOWER INTEREST RATES
7/21/1985 EOll OPPORTUNITY TO DENOUNCE SD LAW
8/04/1985 AlOl FED DIMS THE LUSTER OF SD INC (ED)
8/10/1985 AlOl BANK TREND IN QUESTION (ED)
8/16/1985 A012 JfFIRST BANK PLANS TO PULL OUT
8/16/1985 A021 SALE TO TRIM BANK BY 40 PERCENT
8/17/1985 C013 FARM BANK BAILOUT LIKELY
8/22/1985 C015 WESSINGTON SPRINGS BANK SALE AWAITS OK
9/07/1985 A081 QUESTIONABLE" DEALINGS SOIL IMAGE OF BANKING (ED)
9/08/1985 E012 *FIRST NATIONAL MARKS NUMBER 100
9/11/1985 C015 SALEM BANK CLOSING WILL LEAVE 1 BANK IN TOWN
9/25/1985 B012 RURAL BANKS CALL FOR HELP
10/02/1985 A012 ROBBERY RIFLES BANK'S GUN RAFFLE
10/06/1985 EOll UNITED NATIONAL TO ACQUIRE SUNBANK FRIDAY
10/10/1985 C015 FARM-LOAN RATE DIPS
10/16/1985 B021 2 FARMERS SUE CREDIT AGENCY
10/19/1985 A012 MINNESOTA BANK CLOSES
10/20/1985 BOll FDIC TO TAKE OVER 120 LOANS FROM FAILED BANK
10/21/1985 B023 FIRST BANK WORKERS OFFER TO BUY
11/05/1985 B031 SEARS HEARING DELAYED
11/08/1985 C022 FARM CREDIT SYSTEM
11/17/1985 E013 BANKING GROUP TO SPONSOR ACCOUNTING SEMINAR
11/20/1985 B033 SEVEN LEND AGENCIES OK MERGERS ^ vr:
11/21/1985 C031 COURT CONSIDERS NEW KIND OF BANK
11/22/1985 C025 BANKERS WARNED ABOUT MONEY SCAM
11/26/1985 B014 WINNER-AREA CREDIT GROUP REJECTS MERGER PLAN
11/29/1985 C015 AGENCIES URGED TO OK MERGER
12/11/1985 BOll FARMER KILLS HIMSELF BEFORE FORECLOSURE
12/12/1985 C014 VIOLENCE HAS BANKERS CONCERNED
12/17/1985 C022 VIOLENCE ISN'T NEW TO RURAL BANKERS
1/02/1986 A081 STORY NOT FAIR TO COMMUNITY BANKER
1/03/1986 C031 DEPOSIT PLAN POSTS RECORD RETURN
1/04/1986 C021 JUDGE REDUCES SENTENCE FOR EX-BANK CASHIER
1/07/1986 C051 OFFICIALS RULE ON HURLEY BANK BUYOUT
1/08/1986 coil SEARS VOTE MUST WAIT
1/10/1986 C015 LENDERS MISS TAX PAYMENTS
1/16/1986 BOll 7 LOCAL BANKS BACK SEARS' PLAN
1/16/1986 B025 STATE BANKING DIRECTOR TO QUIT AT END OF MONTH
1/31/1986 A012 3CN0RWEST SELLS SEVEN SD BANKS
1/31/1986 coil SEARS CLEARS HURDLE FOR BANK
2/06/1986 C012 -WOMAN INDICTED ON EMBEZZLING CHARGES
2/12/1986 B031 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO EMBEZZLEMENT
2/13/1986 C014 BANKS TURN DOWN STATE'S $12 MILLION
2/20/1986 B015 BEAVER CREEK BANK PRESIDENT RESIGNS
2/22/1986 A012 CITY BANK ROBBED FOR 2ND TIME IN 3 WEEKS
2/22/1986 C021 BANK LAW CHANGES COULD HELP FARMERS
2/22/1986 C031 COURT RULES AGAINST BANK COMMISSION
2/23/1986 C013 BILL TO CHANGE BANKING LAW STALLS
2/25/1986 B033 OK'S BILL TO ALLOW TRADE BANKS
3/02/1986 E015 KEX-GOVERNOR SPECIALIZES IN SMALL-TOWN BANKING
3/13/1986 B021 HURON MAN WANTS TO BUY FIRST BANK STURGIS
3/16/1986 coil FEDERAL OFFICIALS TO HELP TROUBLED FARM BANKS
3/21/1986 A015 FIRST BANK PLANS GROWTH
3/28/1986 coil STOCKHOLM BANK CLOSES
3/28/1986 C021 SBA DESIGNATES WESTERN BANK OF SF
3/30/1986 C014 STOCKHOLM TO REOPEN TROUBLED BANK
4/13/1986 D015 REGULATIONS ANGER FARM CREDIT OFFICIALS
4/26/1986 AlOl NEED FLEXIBILITY TO DEAL WITH PROBLEMS (ED)
5/02/1986 A012 KBANDIT HOLDS UP CITY THRIFT
5/03/1986 C023 WILL-WRITING BANKER MUST PAY $125,000
5/15/1986 coil INDIANS HAVE HARD TIME BORROWING MONEY
5/18/1986 C014 BANKERS ASK FMHA HEAD TO TRUST THEM
5/23/1986 A012 KSHOT FIRED IN ROBBERY
6/03/1986 coil EX-BANK OWNER CHARGED WITH EMBEZZLING
6/15/1986 C031 MICH CREDIT CARD FIRM INTO RC
6/17/1986 C015 CREDIT CARD BUSINESS GETS OK
6/28/1986 A012 ^ANOTHER CITY BANK IS ROBBED
.6/29/1,986 E011>,NORWEST, FIRST BANK EXPAND ATM AGREEMENT
7/06/1986 E012 CHECK-CASHING SERVICE INTRODUCED
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7/15/1986 B013 GROUP WANTS LOWER BANK FEES FOR SOME
7/23/1986 B015 NEW YORKER ASKS TO OPEN BANK IN CITY
7/27/1986 E031 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS SHOW QUARTER EARNINGS
7/30/1986 A016 IOWA FIRM PLANS NEW CITY BANK
8/03/1986 con LOW INTEREST RATES FLOOD BANKS WITH REQUESTS
8/03/1986 E012 *F1RST CITY BANK MARKS 1 YEAR IN CITY
8/06/1986 B015 APPROVES NORWEST BANK CARD OPERATION
8/07/1986 C013 HOME FEDERAL MERGES WITH CANTON SAVINGS
8/08/1986 con NEW YORK MAN GETS OK FOR TRADE BANK IN CITY
8/2^1/1986 EOll ARMOUR-DELMONT BANK TO ACQUIRE TRIPP BANK
8/26/1986 BOll TO GET BARGAIN FROM LAND BANK
8/30/1986 C02<f PIERRE BANK WANTS STATE CHARTER
8/31/1986 C021 HURON BANK TO CLOSE BRANCH IN HITCHCOCK
9/06/1986 C021 BANKING PANEL DENIES BRANCH BANK REQUEST
9/09/1986 C023 PURCHASE AGREEMENTS SIGNED FOR 21 BANKS
9/2A/1986 B013 HEAD OF FARM CREDIT OF OMAHA RESIGNS
9/24/1986 B021 FIRST BANK SYSTEM SELLS OFF TWO
9/26/1986 C025 COURT ORDERS NEW TRIAL OVER LOAN
10/05/1986 E012 ^RETIRING OFFICER MOST PROUD OF CIVIC ROLE
10/17/1986 C021 BANK REVERSES DECISION/: WILL STAY IN HITCHCOCK:
10/26/1986 C021 DAKOTA STATE BANK SEEKS SIOUX FALLS BRANCH
11/02/1986 con SAVINGS BOND DRIVE SUCCEEDS
11/11/1986 C033 KSOUTH DAKOTA DEPOSITS
11/14/1986 coll COLMAN BANK TO MOVE TO CITY
11/18/1986 C021 PANEL OK'S NEW CHARTER FOR LEMMON BANK
11/23/1986 Alll BORROWERS MAY BE BILKED (L)
n/24/1986 A012 JURY ON NEW FARM BANKRUPTCY LAW
11/24/1986 C022 CREDIT RULE DISCRIMINATES, TRIBES SAY
11/28/1986 C021 FARM GROUPS SET MEETINGS ON BANK CONTRACT
11/29/1986 C016 GROUP TARGETS LENDER
12/04/1986 C012 FIRM WON'T SPECULATE ON BANK LAW
12/11/1986 ;C021 DASCHLE CALLS.'FOR;,CHANGE . IN CREDIT SYSTEM. /,
1/13/1987 C015/NORWESTrCORP, BANK ONE JOIN FOR NEW SERVICE
1/21/1987 B023 CITIES, BANKERS FACE OFF ON BILL
1/25/1987 A012 SD BANKS CASH IN
1/25/1987 A015 KSOUTH DAKOTA'S LARGEST BANKS
2/15/1987 E012 PROPOSAL WOULD SIMPLIFY CREDIT CARD LAWS
2/21/1987 C015 FARM LENDER PLANS TO RESTRUCTURE
"2/27/1987 C012 AGENCY REVAMPS FARM DEBT PLANS
3/11/1987 C051 TRIBES MAY SUE OVER PRIVATE BANK CONTRACT
3/12/1987 C021 INDIAN AGENCY DELAYS SIGNING BANK CONTRACT
3/14/1987 con TROUBLED PAST CLOSES MINN BANK
3/18/1987 B012 KFRESH START BUOYS SMALL MINN TOWN
3/29/1987 E012 SD BANKS DODGE CREDIT CARD WARS
5/08/1987 C012 SISSETON BANK FAILS TO REOPEN
5/14/1987 C036 BANKERS LIKE SD ECONOMY
5/16/1987 A012 BANKS INCREASE PRIME TO 8.14
5/22/1987 C012 ANALYST--1NTEREST RATES WILL DECREASE
6/27/1987 con ALEXANDRIA COUPLE FOUND GUILTY
6/28/1987 DOll, METROPOLITAN OFFERS BROKERAGE SERVICE
7/02/1987 C021 COURT SEIZES CATTLE MARKET BANK ACCOUNTS
7/30/1987 C021 BELLE FOURCHE MAN ACCUSED OF EMBEZZLINE
8/04/1987 A012 MOST SD FARM BANKS STAY AFLOAT
8/07/1987 C032 *MORE FARM BANKS IN AREA STATES
8/09/1987 C021 BANK MAY HAVE TO CLOSE, OFFICIALS SAY
8/30/1987 C021 KIMBALL BANK MANAGER REMOVED FROM POST
9/15/1987 C021 YANKTON WOMAN SUES BANK FOR $1 MILLION
9/15/1987 C021 NEW LAW MAY KEEP BELLE FOURCHE BANK AFLOAT
10/03/1987 con HOME FEDERAL TO GROW DOWNTOWN
10/16/1987 A022 BANKER--PR1ME RATE 1 FACTOR
10/21/1987 B023 MAN HELD WITHOUT BOND IN BANK FRAUD CASE
11/01/1987 E012 *EX-GOVERNOR TURNS BANK BARON
11/11/1987 BOll BELLE FOURCHE BANK FAILS, OFFICIALS SAY
11/12/1987 C016 BANKS SEE FAVORABLE ECONOMY, SURVEY SAYS
11/13/1987 C021 BANK WANTS APPROVAL TO CLOSE VIVIAN BRANCH
11/19/1987 C033 *SOUTH DAKOTA BANKERS MOST OPTIMISTIC
11/20/1987 C023 EX-OFFICIALS OF BANK IN KIMBALL INDICTED
11/25/1987 B021 VIVIAN RESIDENTS WANT TO KEEP BANK OPEN
12/01/1987 C021 EX-HEAD OF BELLE FOURCHE BANK PLEADS GUILTY
1/08/1988 A083 BANKING ACT HURTS CONSUMERS
1/12/1988 A012 SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS TX BANK-CARD RULING
1/17/1988 E012 ^BANKERS SEEK LOOSER RULES
1/19/1988 C031 FORMER BELLE FOURCHE BANKER SENTENCED
1/24/1988 B021 FORMER BANK PRESIDENT PLACED ON PROBATION
1/29/1988 C021 APPEALS COURT DENIES ACQUISITION OF BANK
2/06/1988 C012 BILL SAVES STATE FROM LOSING CITIBANK
: 2/07/1988 .E055avFIRST^^^ BAIL-OUT.COULD BRING JOBS TO SF
2/09/1988 C015 UNITED NATIONAL JOINS NATIONAL BANKING GIANT
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2/10/1988 B031
2/12/1988 C02I
2/13/1988 C031
3/08/1988 coil
3/12/1988 coil
3/20/1988 C051
3/30/1988 B012
A/08/1988 C012
A/23/1988 AOll
A/26/1988 C012
5/0A/1988 B015
5/1A/1988 C012
5/15/1988 EOll
5/18/1988 B013
5/19/1988 coil
5/20/1988 coil
5/31/1988 C021
6/08/1988 BOIA
6/11/1988 C012
7/10/1988 .E012
7/12/1988 coil
7/20/1988 B016
7/25/1988 coil
7/28/1988 C015
8/03/1988 A012
8/03/1988 D071
8/20/1988 C012
8/2A/1988 B021
8/2A/1988 D092
8/31/1988 D082
9/0A/1988 E012
V 9/11/1988 -EO11
:10/19/1988 A015
10/20/1988 A121
11/01/1988 B021
11/11/1988 0076
12/06/1988 C012
12/11/1988 0011
12/16/1988 COAl
12/22/1988 A022
12/2A/1988 C016
12/30/1988 coil
1/01/1989 A015
1/06/1989 C013
1/22/1989 BOll
2/0A/1989 A083
2/07/1989 A021
2/08/1989 con
2/08/1989 con
2/09/1989 Cd21
2/10/1989 AlOl
2/12/1989 A012
3/0A/1989 A012
3/21/1989 COIA
3/23/1989 C021
A/21/1989 A012
A/21/1989 A021
A/22/1989 A015
A/25/1989 C015
5/02/1989 con
5/03/1989 A012
5/0A/1989 A015
5/10/1989 C013
5/16/1989 A015
5/19/1989 0061
5/25/1989 AOIA
5/26/1989 C015
5/27/1989 C021
5/28/1989 BOll
6/0A/1989 C02A
6/0A/1989 EOll
6/08/1989 0061
6/13/1989 B062
7/09/1989 EOll
8/10/1989 0082
8/12/1989 A081
i ,.;i8/13/1989.,E0n
8/16/1989 B081
HOUSE OK'S BILL EXPANDING BANKING LAWS
PANEL PASSES CREOIT-CARO BANK BILL
SENATE OK'S BILL TO PROTECT CREOIT-CARO BANKS
KIMBALL BANKER FOUND NOT GUILTY
BANK MANAGER PLEADS GUILTY
FORMER BANK OFFICER PLEADS GUILTY TO CHARGES
HOME FEDERAL BEGINS 2-PHASE EXPANSION
CHECK SCAM NETS FORGER $1,750
9€STAN00FF ENDS AFTER 5 HOURS
xPLEAOS NOT GUILTY TO ROBBERY CHARGE
*MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BANK ROBBERY
XBANKER LEAVING STATE FOR PROMOTION
INVESTORS UNVEIL PLAN TO ACQUIRE GARY BANK
BANK OFFICIAL FAVORS BRANCHING OUT
TO KEEP BANKS OUT OF THEIR BUSINESS
FOIC BAILS OUT YANKTON BANK
FORMER SISSETON BANK OFFICIAL PLEADS GUILTY
BANKS ASK TO EXPAND SERVICES
ABSTRACTORS DON'T WANT BANKS TO SELL ;1NSURANCE
THINK TWICE BEFORE CASHING IN A CD
*BANK ROBBER GETS 20-YEAR SENTENCE
STATE HOPES LOOSER RULE WILL BOOST EXPORTS
FED 0FF1C1AL--BANKS WILL SURVIVE DROUGHT
ALLEGATIONS AGAINST BANK TO BE REVIEWED
9ETW1NS OWNER BUYS LOCAL BANKS
BANK BILL MAY GO TO FULL LEGISLATURE
MARSHALL COUNTY BANK CLOSES
FARRAR TAKES OVER DEPOSITS OF CLOSED BANK
RURAL BANKS CAN WEATHER DROUGHT
XMONEY ACCESS TIME SHORTENED
KKEEP YOUR EYE ON THE SCRAWL
NORWEST::RANKS 13TH FOR FARM LENDING s
STATE LEADS NATION IN BANK CARD USE r
LIMITS FOR BAILING OUT SAVINGS 8 LOANS (ED)
ELDERLY MAN LOSES $200 IN BANK SCAM
XBANKER--BUSH GOOD FOR NATION
XTWINS OWNER FINISHES BUYING VALLEY BANK
RURAL COALITION ENDORSES BANK PLAN
HIGH COURT REINSTATES BANKS LAWSUIT
BANKRUPT CREDIT UNION HAD OVER $2 MILLION
CLAIM TO BE FILED FOR NUNS IN BANKRUPTCY
MAN SOUGHT IN BANK SCAM
HOME FEDERAL MERGES WITH INSOLVENT S & L
FIGHT LOOMS OVER BANK'S INSURANCE SALES
MAN SUSPECTED IN LOCAL BANK SCAMS
MOST SAVINGS, LOANS PROFITABLE, GROWING (L)
AREA SSL OFFICERS NOT SURPRISED
BANK TELLER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO THEFT
BANK WORKER FACES FUNDS MISUSE TRIAL
.DASCHLE--PUT BAD SSL MANAGERS IN JAIL
REASONABLE PLAN TO BAIL OUT SSLS (ED)
ESTATE'S SSLS SAFE AND SOUND
XBANK ROBBER FLEES ON FOOT ON AIST STREET
TRADE FINANCE BANK FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
SD THRIFTS LEAD DISTRICT PROFITS
^CHARTFORD BANK ROBBED
XLAST ROBBERY MORE THAN DECADE AGO
OFFICIALS ID SUSPECTS IN BANK THEFT
PAPERWORK HOLDING UP BANK ARRESTS
PROBE CONTINUES IN BANK ROBBERY
HARTFORD HEIST LINKED TO 2ND NEB BANK JOB
XFBl DELAYING BANK ROBBER'S ARREST
BRANCH BANKS WANT SPOT IN BERESFORD
KANSAS MAN HELD IN HARTFORD ROBBERY
BIGGEST HOLDING COMPANY CREATED
XFARRAR FACES BANK BATTLES
KANSAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN HARFORD HOLDUP
RAPID CITY BANK PURCHASED BY CHASE
PRESSLER PRAISES JAPAN TRADE TALKS
KPRESSLER--1N RUNNING FOR BANK JOBS
ESTATE'S BANKERS GATHER IN CITY
BANK APPROVES PLAN FOR REDFIELD OFFICE
BANKS HOPE TO CASH IN ON SATURDAY
FORMER BANK WORKER INDICTED ON 3 COUNTS
KFARRAR APPEALS BRANCH BANK RULING
WRONG TO INFLATE BAILOUT COST (ED)
FINANCIAL FIRM TO,CHANGE ITS NAME
LEMMON SSL WILL BE CLOSED
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8/17/1989 coil EX-BANK EMPLOYEE PLACED ON PROBATION
8/17/1989 D061 EX-BANK EMPLOYEE PLACED ON PROBATION
8/17/1989 D061 VALLEY NATIONAL JOINS ADVANTAGE NETWORK
9/02/1989 A015 *TWINS OWNER POHLAD BUYS WESTERN BANK
9/08/1989 D062 3CFARRAR SUES TO BLOCK BERESFORD BANK
9/20/1989 D081 CONSULTANT--FASTER BANKING EXPECTED
9/2A/1989 E012 ^CONSUMED WITH CUSOMERS
9/28/1989 B082 BERESFORD SSL LOSES BID
10/03/1989 B065 BANKS FROM SD, MINNESOTA MERGE
10/13/1989 D081 RAPID CITY LOSES CHASE OPERATION
10/17/1989 A012 BANK ROBBERS KILL WOMAN
10/18/1989 A012 MAN ARRESTED IN FAIRVIEW BANK ROBBERY
10/19/1989 C012 SEARCH 'NOT AT DEAD END YET'
10/19/1989 D061 NEW YORK BANK TO BUY FIRST CITY
10/28/1989 A015 *BANK SUSPECTS CHARGED, BUT LAWYERS QUIT
ll/OA/1989 C012 YANKTON BANK EX-PRESIDENT PLEADS GUILTY
11/17/1989 coil BANK DONATES HOUSE FOR LENNOX RAFFLE
11/21/1989 C021 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO FUND MISUSE
12/19/1989 C012 BANK PRESIDENT SENTENCED
12/21/1989 D066 OLDEST S 8 L MAY BECOME NORWEST BANK
12/29/1989 C015 FORMER BANK OFFICER DRAWS WEEKEND JAIL
1/05/1990 D082 3CREM0DELED THRIFT HAS CITIES ONLY ESCALATOR
1/07/1990 C012 BANKS IN BRANDON, VALLEY SPRINGS SOLD
1/15/1990 BOll STATE BANKS IN GOOD SHAPE, OFFICIAL SAYS
I/I9/I990 D086 JUDGE REJECTS APPEAL TO CLOSE BANK
1/20/1990 C021 EX-BRITTON BANKER INDICTED FOR FRAUD
1/20/1990 C023 RAPID CITY THRIFT CUTS JOBS
1/21/1990 C02A NEW YANKTON BANK HIRES JENKINS AS CEO
m1/22/1990 B016 BANK TAX THREATENED BY DISPUTE
2/0A/1990 EOll GARD NEW MANAGER AT FIRST FEDERAL
2/21/1990 .C02I,SCOTLAND BANK IS BEING INVESTIGATED
J37^i5/1990yiA052t*RETIREE;fRECALLS ;DAWSDILLINGER CAME ^TO aTOWN ?
3/27/1990 D065SD THRIFTS TIGHTEN BALANCE SHEETS
3/31/1990 A012 MASKED MAN 'CLEANS OUT' BANK
A/01/1990 C012 WITNESSES SOUGHT IN BANK ROBBERY
A/lA/1990 A081 SAVINGS MESS JUST KEEPS GETTING WORSE (ED)
A/29/1990 A133 WHO CAUSED S8L MESS (L)
5/05/1990 C016 BANKER PLEADS GUILTY TO FRAUD
6/03/1990 E012 FRUGAL BANKS THRIVING IN SD
6/06/1990 DlOl BANKER ADMITS FUNDS MISAPPLIED
6/15/1990 AlOl MONEY IN SD BANKS SAFER
7/09/1990 A081 TAXPAYERS NEED MORE PROTECTION (ED)
7/11/1990 C016 CANDIDATES DISAGREE ABOUT S8L'S
7/22/1990 D0A2 NO COMMERCIAL CREDIT CRUNCH SEEN HERE
7/25/1990 C033 FORMER BANK OFFICIAL ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
7/30/1990 A0A6 KLAWSUIT CHARGES DISCRIMINATION IN LOAN PRACTICE
8/03/1990 A012 seCON MEN BILK BANKS, MERCHANTS
8/06/1990 A081 CONGRESS LOOKING FOR SCAPEGOATS (ED)
8/15/1990 AOll 2 ARRESTED MEN MAY BE SCAM TEAM
8/16/'1990,' C012 SF, KANSAS CHECK SCHEMES RELATED
8/23/1990 C012 MAN INDICTED IN BANK FRAUD SCHEME
9/06/1990 C031 FORMER YANKTON BANKER LOSES LAWYER'S LICENSE
9/12/1990 D082 DEBIT CARD WORKS LIKE CHECKS
9/22/1990 A016 36MAN ROBS BANKFIRST AT GUNPOINT
lO/OA/1990 C03A FORMER BRITTON BANKER SENTENCED FOR FRAUD
10/11/1990 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BANK FRAUD CHARGES
10/12/1990 C021 WOMAN SENTENCED IN BANK LOAN CASE
11/09/1990 D072 ^BANKING HEAD KEEPS LOW PROFILE
12/04/1990 B061 OFFICIAL--BANKS IN GOOD SHAPE IN SD
12/06/1990 D082 XMIDWEST TAKES CONSERVATISM TO THE BANK
I2/I2/I990 AI05 HEARING SHOWS SYSTEM IN NEED OF REFORM (L)
I2/I2/I990 D074 SD PROFITS IN TOP 10
12/20/1990 D081 SD AAA JOINS BANKING NETWORK
12/23/1990 coil EMBEZZLEMENT CHARGE IS FILED
1/08/1991 B061 WARNER BANKER GAINS DIRECTORSHIP ON FED
1/22/1991 B061 MARQUETTE BANK OPEN DURING KING HOLIDAY
1/22/1991 B061 ANALYST--BANK HEALTH BETTER IN MIDWEST
1/25/1991 D072 YANKTON S8L SOLD TO NORWEST
1/30/1991 coil MAN SENTENCED IN BANK SCHEME
2/03/1991 DOll MITCHELL MAN BANKER OF YEAR
2/05/1991 C034 DEADWOOD BANKS LOWER EXCHANGE RATE
2/08/1991 D075 COURT OK'S BERESFORD BANK
2/17/1991 NOll *TAKE ONE-STOP SHOPPING TO THE BANK
2/23/1991 C031 BRITTON MAN CHARGED WITH BANK FRAUD
3/04/1991 C033 *FROSTY CAREER WITH FAMILY, SCHOOL
3/09/1991 A012 KFEDS SEIZE THE HURON S8L
:i^37^12/1991 iB062&*FEDS IN CONTROL AT^HURON ^THRIFT
3/24/1991 EOll 'MONEY' PICKS 2 STRONG SD BANKS
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3/27/I99I C03I
A/13/1991 C032
A/28/1991 BOH
5/09/1991 B081
5/12/1991 CG32
5/26/1991 ECU
6/01/1991 0036
6/11/1991 A015
6/12/1991 D071
6/13/1991 B061
6/19/1991 A012
6/21/1991 A015
6/25/1991 B062
7/07/1991 EOll
7/11/1991 0021
7/1A/1991 EOll
7/1A/1991 EOll
8/15/1991 A0r5
8/21/1991 A121
8/25/1991 DOIA
8/28/1991 D061
9/11/1991 D085
9/12/1991 0031
9/15/1991 D012
10/09/1991 D061
lO/lA/1991 B031
lO/lA/1991 B031
12/02/1991 O015
12/05/1991 OOn
12/21/1991 A021
1/07/1992 0031
«i;il/31/1992;,B062i
'2/27/1992 B061
3/15/1992 EOll
A/lA/1992 O012
A/15/1992 O012
A/20/1992 B021
A/27/1992 B061
5/01/1992 B076
5/18/1992 B062
5/26/1992 D062
6/11/1992 O022
6/28/1992 BOH
6/28/1992 B012
6/30/1992 D062
7/08/1992 D061
7/15/1992 O016
8/02/1992 F02A
8/18/1992 B062
8/25/1992 B062
9/23/1992 B062
10/02/1992 B062
10/08/1992 6062
10/09/1992 A012
10/09/1992 A015
10/09/1992 B065
11/16/1992 A016
11/16/1992 AOAA
6/06/1982 A015
8/06/1982 0011
8/10/1982 A012
9/22/1982 A015
9/23/1982 AOIA
9/2A/1982 OOH
9/25/1982 B015
9/26/1982 B021
9/27/1982 BOH
9/28/1982 A016
9/29/1982 A012
10/01/1982 0013
10/06/1982 A012
11/19/1982 A012
H/2A/1982 OOAl
11/26/1982 A082
12/09/1982 O015
12/19/1982 OOH
. 12/23/.1982 .0021
1/06/1983 A015
MITCHELL WOMAN ADMITS DEFRAUDING BANK
BANK CAMERA MAY NOT HAVE RECORDED ROBBERY
BIDS WILL BE SOUGHT FOR FAILED HURON S&L
SD BANKS LOWEST EARNINGS IN '90
WOMAN TO BE SENTENCED IN BANK FRAUD CASE
BANKERS CONVENTION SET FOR JUNE 9-10
JURY AWARDS $5 MILLION TO YANKTON BANK
FD10--SD BANKS ARE HEALTHIEST
MADISON, GARY BANKS TO MERGE
SALE OF FAILING HURON SSL BEGINS
PLEAD GUILTY IN HOME-LOAN SCHEME
4 OF 11 SSL'S SHOW LOSSES
BANKS OFFER INCENTIVES THROUGH EMPLOYERS
PICTURE IMPROVES FOR REAL-ESTATE LOANS
MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO LYING TO GET LOAN
NORWEST BANK GETS OK FOR PIERRE BANK
SSL TO CONVERT TO STOCK COMPANY
BCCI EYED SD MOVE
BCCl IS ONE BANK SD DOESN'T NEED (ED)
HURON THRIFT HAS UP TO 20 BUYERS
FIRST BANK CELEBRATES WEATHER BALL DAY
*T0 SELL STOCK TO ENSURE SOLID FUTURE
WOOD MAN SENTENCED TO PROBATION FOR LYING
FAILED HURON SSL SOLD, SITES OPEN
BANK SET TO OPEN BRANCH IN SF
BOX ELDER WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
BOOKKEEPER SENTENCED IN THEFT, BANK FRAUD
GRAIN TERMINAL, 3 BANKS TO PAY §400,000
MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO FRAUD
INTEREST RATES WON'T DROP IN SD SOON
MAN SENTENCED IN MONEY LAUNDERING
^FIRST:;iNTERSTATE iBANK. ENTERS CREDIT; card ;FLIP SIDE
HOME FEDERAL NOW A STOCK COMPANY
YANKTON BANK PLANS TO BUY MCCOOK BANK
SF MAN ON TRIAL FOR BANK FRAUD
XLOANS WEREN'T FRAUD, BUSINESSMAN SAYS
MITCHELL BANKS TO FILE MERGER REQUEST TODAY
RAPID CITY SAVINGS AND LOAN SOLD TO ND BANK
SD AMONG BEST IN NATION
*BANK DISPUTES LINK IN FEDERAL PROBE
SD BANKS SHOWING STRENGTH
GRENADE-TOTING BANK ROBBER SOUGHT
BANKERS SUPPORT REGULATION REDUCTION
XBANKS LOOSEN UP TO SERVE CUSTOMERS
STATE'S SSL'S INCREASE EARNINGS
MITCHELL BANK PLANNING MERGER
JURY GETS '90 BANK HEIST CASE
SUSPECT ARRESTED IN BANK ROBBERY
KTURNING PLASTIC INTO CREDIT
MAGAZINE'S TOP-RANKED BANKS IN STATE STICK TO...
BANK DROPS FRANCHISE TIE
XRE-NAMED BANK SELLS PART OF ITS OPERATION
STUDY FINDS SD BANKS AMONG BEST
TWO SMALL-TOWN BANKS IN SD TOP 20
KTOP 20 BANKS IN THE STATE
MITCHELL BANK EXPANDS INTO WEST SF
SD BANKS TO ENDURE NEW RULES
SD BANKS SURVIVE LEAN TIMES
BANKS WASN'T THE 1ST REFUSED EXTRADITION
COURT--BANKS CAN BE TRIED FOR FIREARMS
BANKS FACES OREGON TRIAL
BANKS WILL COME BACK, MEANS SAYS
3CCAL1F OPTION ENDS IF BANKS RETURNS
XBANKS' PLANNED RETURN TO SD CONTINUING
BANK'S ARRIVAL PLANS BEING KEPT SECRET
RULE OF LAW, RESTRAINT NEEDED IN BANK'S CASE (ED)
DENNIS BANKS' RETURN TO SD REMAINS A MYSTERY
BANKS SAYS HE MAY NOT COME BACK
SEARCH FOR BANKS A BUST
POLICE OFFICERS STOP VAN OWNED BY BANKS
BANKS--1 HAD NO PLAN TO RETURN
CALIF GOVERNOR-ELECT SAYS HE'LL EXTRADITE BANKS
BANKS--1ND1ANS WON'T NEED FORCE
3(AN UNTHANKSGIVING
BANKS HOPE LAWMAKERS WILL OVERRIDE EXTRADITION
XBANKS WILLING TO GO TO WIRE
BANKS FACES .PROSPECT OF DAY IN SD COURT (ED)
BANKS SPOTTED IN PINE RIDGE
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STATES WON'T OFFER REFUGE TO BANKS
BANKS BELIEVED TO BE ON NY RESERVATION
CHURCHES NOT HOLDING GRUDGE
KUNSTLER SAYS BANKS WON'T TURN HIMSELF IN
XACTIVIST CONTACTS NEW YORK BEFORE LEAVING CALIF
WARRANT COULD ENSURE BANKS' RETURN
WORK ON BANKS' EXTRADITION BEGIN
FEDS MAY CHARGE BANKS BEFORE SD
SHERIFF WAITS FOR TRIBAL LEADERS
NY LOOKED SAFEST, BANKS TELLS PAPER
BANKS' BROTHER FEARS VIOLENT ARREST
BANKS WILLING TO SERVE TIME IN NY
STATE OFFICIALS EXPECT BANKS WILL BE JAILED IN...
MEIERHENRY ASKS NY FOR BANKS
BANKS' extradition PAPERS GO TO NY GOVERNOR
INDIANS MUM ON BANKS^-PASTOR SAYS
INDIAN MOTHER URGES PRAYER FOR BANKS
NEW YORK GOVERNOR SAYS BANKS CAN SERVE THERE
BANKS MIGHT DO TIME OUTSIDE SD
XBANKS HAPPY IN NEW YORK
OREGON JUDGE SETS FEDERAL TRIAL DATE
BANKS CLEARED OF OREGON CHARGES
36APPEAL OK'D IN BANKS' CASE
BANK'S BROTHER--SOUTH DAKOTA COURTS RACIST
FBI CHANGES MIND ON BANKS BULLETIN
OFFICIALS MEET SECRETLY & TALK ABOUT BANKS
INDIANS INQUIRE ABOUT BANKS STATUS
KNEWS OF INDICTMENT BREAKS UP NEGOTIATIONS
BANKS WON'T GET 2ND OFFER
MAGAZINE GIVES JANKLOW APOLOGY
JANKLOW WANTS TO MEET WITH BANKS
*GROSS^COUNTRY-;RUN^ TO BONIFY NATlVE- AMER^lCANS
TALKS RESUME ON BANKS
BANKS IS IN NEW YORK
SURRENDER DATE FOR BANKS IS SUGGESTED
kbanks' lawyer plans court appearance
BANKS TO RETURN THURSDAY
DENNIS BANK'S SAGA (ED)
NEW SENTENCING LAW MAY APPLY
3(BANKS READY TO END EXILE
JCBANKS SURRENDERS, DENIED BAIL
ACTIVIST FOCUSES ON FAMILY, FUTURE
*F1NAL NIGHT OF FREEDOM SPENT WITH FAMILY
COURTHOUSE RIOT BROUGHT NOTORIETY
36'MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY'
DEFENSE LINES UP ALL-STAR CAST
RESERVATION INDIFFERENT TO BANKS
BLACK LEADERS LEND SUPPORT TO BANKS
BANKS TO APPEAL CONVICTIONS TO HIGH COURT
COURTHOUSE DRUM VIGIL FOR BANKS CONTINUES
AUTHORITIES TAKING PRECAUTIONS
BANKS' SENTENCING MONDAY AT RIOT SITE
36BANKS GETS 3 YEARS
BANKS TO SERVE TIME IN STATE
BANKS FACES FEDERAL CHARGE
SAGA RAISES ETHICAL QUESTIONS (ED)
FEDERAL OFFICIALS DROP CHARGES
MONK PRAYS FOR BANKS IN FRONT OF PRISON
36BANKS APPEALS TO STATE SUPREME COURT
BANKS FASTS FOR ETHIOPIA
36A PRAYER FOR BANKS
NUN'S PRAYERS FOR BANKS WILL BE HEARD
CONCERT HELPS BRING HARMONY
36BANKS BOUND FOR SPRINGFIELD
BANKS GETS MORE NOTICE THAN DESERVED (L)
36BANKS HOSPITALIZED
BANKS' CONDITION IMPROVES AFTER CHEST PAINS
SUPREME COURT TO REVIEW BANKS' 1975 CASE
BANKS BECOMES ELIGIBLE FOR WORK-RELEASE
36LEAVES PRISON FOR WORK RELEASE
OGLALA RESIDENTS WELCOME BANKS
36BANKS' RELEASE REFLECTS NEW MOOD (ED)
HIGH COURT SET TO HEAR BANKS APPEAL
COURT CANCELS BANKS APPEAL HEARING TODAY
ACTIVIST BANKS SEEKS PAROLE TODAY
BANKS TELLS PAROLE BOARD HE WANTS NEW START
ABOARD GRANTS BANKS PAROLE
INDIAN ACTIVIST SAYS BANKS PAROLE WAS JUST
1/07/1983 B0I5
I/lA/1983 AGI2
I/1A/I983 AG23
1/15/1983 AG15
1/16/1983 CG14
1/2G/1983 0015
1/31/1983 AG12
2/01/1983 B013
2/02/1983 D053
2/0A/1983 A016
2/05/1983 B015
2/06/1983 C015
2/08/1983 C015
2/13/1983 A016
2/17/1983 COAl
2/18/1983 C013
2/19/1983 B014
2/25/1983 A015
3/05/1983 A015
3/08/1983 A016
3/12/1983 C033
5/21/1983 A015
6/08/1983 coil
7/08/1983 A012
7/16/1983 A015
8/2A/1983 B015
8/26/1983 C013
10/02/1983 B015
tlO/05/1983 COIA
10/06/1983 CO15
12/10/1983 coil
f 5/10/198A COlZf
9/01/198A A012
9/06/198A coil
9/07/1984 C016
9/08/1984 B032
9/11/1984 A015
9/11/1984 B021
9/12/1984 D014
9/13/1984 A012
9/14/1984 A012
9/14/1984 A013
9/14/1984 A061
9/14/1984 A061
9/16/1984 AO12
9/16/1984 A015
9/16/1984 A021
9/24/1984 A014
9/25/1984 B035
9/30/1984 :,B041
10/01/1984 C013
10/07/1984 A012
10/09/1984 A012
10/10/1984 A014
10/11/1984 C015
10/13/1984 C021
11/01/1984 coil
11/03/1984 BOll
11/14/1984 D013
11/21/1984 A016
12/02/1984 A014
12/02/1984 coil
12/03/1984 BOll
1/12/1985 A012
1/22/1985 C023
3/11/1985 C015
3/12/1985 B021
4/16/1985 B015
6/28/1985 C021
9/28/1985 coil
9/29/1985 coil
10/01/1985 A081
10/11/1985 C021
10/22/1985 B026
11/21/1985 coil
11/22/1985 C031
1<n/23/1985>M01)^2i
11/24/1985 coil
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BANKS DENNIS
BANKSON PAUL
BANNER ASSOCIATES
BANNER ENGINEERING
BANNERS
BANOUVONG AS S
BANQUET^ ' ; c:
BAPTISM
BAR FOUNDATION
BARBERS
BARBERSHOP MUSIC
BARBIE KLAUS
BARDWICK JUDITH
BARG JULIE
BARKAY GABRIEL
BARKDULL TOM S BEV
BARKER JACOB
BARKER KEN
BARKER KEN 8 BROS
BARKER KURT
BARKER LINDA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/10/1985 C02I BANKS STARTS lA-MONTH PAROLE FROM PRISON
I/22/I986 BGI3 ^PROSECUTOR HOPES TO TRY BANKS
I/26/I986 con GOVERNMENT DECIDES TO PROSECUTE BANKS
5/03/1986 C0I3 ^COURT UPHOLDS BANKS' RIOT CONVICTION
6/13/1986 CG23 REMEMBER HERITAGE, BANKS TELLS STUDENTS
6/27/1986 CG23 JUDGE--BANKS' DISMISSAL WILL STAND
8/13/1986 AG7A ^AIM LEADER SEES HOPE
2/19/1987 CGll BANKS RELEASED FROM PAROLE STATUS
2/22/1987 AG91 ^ACTIVIST BANKS SETTLES DOWN
3/G9/I987 BG15 KBANKS CASE TO GO BEFORE COURT TODAY
3/1G/1987 CGII CASE AGAINST BANKS HEARD
5/G2/1987 CG12 BANKS PLANS BUSINESS BOYCOTT
5/G3/1987 Alll AIM MUST HAVE PATIENCE TO SUCCEED
5/G7/1987 CG12 ^APPEALS COURT REINSTATES CHARGES
5/1G/1987 BG21 RAPID CITY MAYOR, BANKS TO DEBATE BOYCOTT
6/1A/1987 AG12 *RACE RELATI0NS--2 INDIAN ACTIVISTS
6/16/1987 AG81 RACISM SLOWLY FADING (ED)
9/28/1987 AGll BANKS TURNS ACTOR
3/G5/1988 CGll PROSECUTOR--BANKS WILL PLEAD GUILTY
3/G8/1988 CG15 3€BANKS GETS 5 YEARS' PROBATION
5/G1/1988 NG33 (SEC EE) *DENNIS BANKS AIM FOUNDER HASN'T GIVEN UP
5/11/1988 BG21 KEX-INDIAN ACTIVIST STARTS CHAUFFEUR BUSINESS
1/G5/I992 AG33 KBANKS HOPES RUN TEACHES HARMONY
8/11/1982 BG3A XPAUL BANKSON WILL RETIRE AFTER 20 YEARS WITH BAND
2/15/1991 CGI2 ^VALENTINE'S SALUTE
10/27/1985 CG21 WOMAN SUES COMPANY FOR HUSBAND'S DEATH
5/09/1989 C012 EXPANSION TO CREATE JOBS IN ABERDEEN
1/11/1990 coil LIBRARY TO HOST BANNER EXHIBIT
9/30/198A DOII ^STRUGGLING TO MAKE A NEW LIFE
A/17/1989 C0I5 AGO ATTEND MURAL DEDICATION AT THE BANQUET
6/2A/1989 coil BANQUET NAMES ITS NEW DIRECTOR
ll/23/1989i:B012 KTHE 'BANQUET.sFEEDS HUNGRY IN -BODY, SOUL .
'6/09/i990 -A052 XBANQUET CELEBRATES 5 YEARS' OF MISSION WORK?
11/23/1990 C012 XA BANQUET AT THE BANQUET
12/13/1990 A012 AGENCIES SAY RECESSION HERE
12/2A/1990 C0I5 HOLIDAY MEALS OFFERED TO NEEDY
2/12/I99I C012 BANQUET RECOGNIZED FOR ITS WORK WITH NEEDY
5/I6/I992 A051 ^BANQUET SEES FEARS, TEARS AFTER LAYOFFS
8/16/1992 DOll BANQUET ACCEPTING SCHOOL SUPPLY DONATIONS
8/3I/I992 A0I2 KMORE SD CHILDREN FACING POVERTY
3/02/1989 B012 *CHRISTIAN--THE BEGINNING OF NEW LIFE
12/18/1991 coil BAR FOUNDATION GIVES OUT GRANTS
2/19/1982 C051 BILL EQUALIZES BARBER SHOP PAY
A/26/1982 BOAl ELMER VEVANG--A CUT ABOVE THE REST
5/02/1982 A021 (RETAIL)53 YEARS OF CUTTING HAIR-TOO YOUNG TO RETIRE
5/25/1982 A095 THORPE APPOINTED TO BARBER BOARD
9/29/1983 C053 ^MINNESOTA BARBER FORCED TO MOVE TO SD
4/08/1985 BOII KA CUT, SHAVE AND CONVERSATION
9/14/1988 A012 XLOCAL BARBER MAKES THE FINAL CUT
11/15/1989 DOll NEED TO KNOW ABOUT SPORTS--ASK A BARBER
2/12/1990 A012 ^JEFFERSON BARBER SHOP DEFIES CHANGE
8/19/1990 E033 *BARBER KNOWN FOR HAIRCUTS, BIRDS
11/17/1991 E032 KBARBER TRAVELS AT A GOOD CLIP
4/26/1992 N091 *INJURY STARTED BARBER'S CAREER
10/26/1992 B023 KALCESTER BARBER SPECIAL IS $5 HAIRCUT FOR JUST $3
2/04/1990 C012 )CSING A SONG, SING OUT LOUD
8/28/1983 C031 ENDS DIDN'T JUSTIFY THE MEANS IN BARBIE CASE
4/27/1984 BOll ^SUCCESS IS MORE THAN CLIMBING A LADDER
4/28/1984 C013 KPLATEAUING TAKES VIGOR OUT OF LIFE
6/25/1990 A072 STUDENTS ENLIGHTENED AFTER MISSION WORK
3/02/1991 A053 KISREALI ARCHEOLOGIST TO SPEAK THURSDAY
3/08/1991 C015 BIBLICAL EXPERTS HELPED SAVE CULTURAL SITES
9/30/1984 E012 PLACING THE DISABLED
8/22/1984 DOll ^POLITICAL ACTIVISM LEADS TEEN TO CONVENTION
6/12/1982 C051 SDSU GRAD TO BE STUDENT REGENT
7/04/1982 D041 KKEN BARKER--THE STATE'S STUDENT REGENT
4/12/1985 A015 XSTUDENT REGENT WILL RESIGN THIS MONTH
7/22/1985 A083 STORY SLANTED TOWARD NEGATIVE SIDE (L)
4/25/1983 B04I 3(KEN, KURT AND KRIS BARKER GET ON BALLOTS
9/04/1986 A091 *EDGEMONT RESIDENTS STILL HAVE HOPE
4/03/1982 B041 *BARKER, SCHIRMER SEEK COUNTY JOB
10/17/1982 C031 3(MINNEHAHA COMMISSIONER CAMPAIGN STANDS
10/18/1982 coll ^FAIRNESS IMPORTANT IN COMMUNITY OF RURAL
10/20/1982 C02I 9CSCHIRMER, BARKER, THOMS CLEAR COMMISSION CHOICES
11/03/1982 C014 XSCHIRMER, BARKER WIN COUNTY
I/04/I983 con 5CBARKER, THOMS TAKE OFFICE AS COMMISSIONERS
^2/1?6/1983hC014 COUNTY -TAX INCREASES LIKELY
11/29/1984 C021 BARKER DESERVES CREDIT FOR PROTESTING (ED)
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BARKER LINDA
BARKER MARK
BARKER SHERRY
s-BARiLOW »Itt'^'
BARLOW EDWARD
-BARLOW WILL-^
BARN AGAIN
BARN THEATRE
BARNES ALLEN
BARNES DENNY
BARNES DON
BARNES DONNA
BARNES GLENN
BARNES JOHN
BARNES RAY S MYRL
BARNES RICH
BARNES SCOTT
BARNES THAD
BARNETT CAROL
BARNETT DENNIS
BARNETT DOROTHY
BARNETT GREG
BARNETT JIM
BARNETT JOSEPH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/09/1985 C03A BARKER ELECTED COMMISSION CHAIRWOMAN
1/11/1985 C021 B(BARKER A GOOD CHOICE TO HEAD BOARD (ED)
A/21/1985 ClOl 36COUNTIES HAVEN'T TOUCHED RELIEF FUND
7/17/1985 CG31 CHAIRWOMAN HAS TROUBLE STICKING TO PROCEDURE
3/28/1986 C015 BARKER WANTS TO RETURN TO COUNTY COMMISSION
A/02/1986 BOIA ^BARKER, SCHIRMER FILE FOR RE-ELECTION
8/12/1987 B012 *COUNTY LEADERS UPSET AT MUSEUM PROGRESS
3/17/1988 coil BARKER RUNS FOR DEMOCRATIC PANEL
7/07/1988 C016 BARKER TAKES AIM AT OPPONENT'S NATIONAL SEAT
7/10/1988 C015 *BARKER LOSES CHALLENGE FOR POSITION
5/25/1989 D013 BARKER WANTS 2ND YEAR OF FREEZE REMOVED
5/31/1989 C015 BUDGETS NEED A TRIM, COMMISSION WARNS
8/27/1989 G031 KCOUNTY COMMISSION
10/22/1989 A071 ^POLITICAL PROGRESS CENTERED IN STATE
1/03/1990 coil COUNTY TO KEEP LEADERSHIP SAME
1/25/1990 C016 BARKER BALKS AT TAX LIMIT
1/28/1990 A083 DEMOCRATS--BARKER TO OPPOSE MICKELSON
2/0A/1990 A091 KBARKER-CRANE MAYOR RACE LOOMS
2/2A/1990 C012 ^COMMISSIONER BARKER WON'T SEEK 3RD TERM
2/28/1990 C014 ^COMMISSIONERS SQUABBLE OVER TAXES
5/15/1990 B023 COMMISSIONER PROPOSES RECYCLING
12/27/1990 C031 *LINDA BARKER RETIRES
12/29/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/01/1991 C012 56LOCAL LEADERS TO BE HONORED
4/24/1991 C012 ^COUNTY DENIES IMPROPRIETY
4/04/1992 coil S6BARKER SET TO RUN FOR DISTRICT 13 SEAT
4/19/1990 C013 *END OF ROPE
9/18/1989 B015 XCITY'S NAVAL RESERVE CENTER GETS FIRST WOMAN
2/26/1990 B012 3CWINDS ON CHANGE WON'T SWEEP BARKER
2rol4/T992'C015 *tOCAL UNITED WAY WON'T WITHHOLD DUES
10/13/1989 D082 PREPARE FOR NEW JOBS, CITY LEADERS URGED
f2/24/1982^D01>l jSJREETFIGHTER;-MAKES ;GOOD. JN,-CHARITYi.RACKETv;; V ,
3/27/1988 C012 ^HISTORIC BARN IS 'BARN AGAIN'
6/10/1982 BOIIKBARN THEATER THRIVING AFTER 5 YEARS
6/14/1982 BOll ^'CHILDREN' NEEDED DIRECTION (FINE)
6/12/1987 B012 JEPLAY TIME IN THE BARN
7/15/1989 A052 SHOW BELONGS TO WOMEN IN 'PLAZA SUITE'
6/08/1990 B012 3(BARN THEATRE OPENS SUMMER SEASON
6/16/1990 A052 'STEEL MAGNOLIAS' LACKS VITALITY
7/21/1990 A036 'KITCHEN' IS FUNNY, INSIGHTFUL
5/26/1991 F012 ^SEASON FULL OF ENTERTAINMENT
7/24/1992 D014 JeWRITER TACKLES THE DIFFICULTIES OF LIFE CHANGES
4/25/1985 A014 HOOPS WANTED CUTS IN ARTS 8 SCIENCES
12/09/1985 A062 ^FOREIGN LANGUAGE SHOULD BE PART OF EDUCATION
11/18/1986 A095 BARNES TO SERVE SECOND TERM
6/19/1988 B051 ^SHARING LOVE OF SPORTS MAKES DAD'S DAY
5/14/1990 A063 KTO PASS FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
8/21/1991 B021 KCOOK SHARES MEAL DUTY WITH HUSBAND
4/13/1982 B031 SD EDUCATOR TO HEAD NATIONAL GROUP
5/01/1983 coil XBARNES ELECTED TO NATIONAL OFFICE
1/12/1984 C04T FORMER RAPID CITY COUNCILMAN, MAYOR DIES
6/20/1991 A072 36AN ADDED COMFORT TO YOUR CAMPING TRIP
4/08/1982 D031 BARNES TO RUN FOR STATE SENATE
11/20/1982 B041 BARNES--DASCHLE DIDN'T HELP DEMOS
1/04/1983 C032 SIOUX FALLS BUSINESSMAN FILES SUIT AGAINST DEMOS
3/16/1983 C031 BARNES WANTS COMMITTEEMAN POST
5/13/1983 C012 BARNES' CARTOON RIDICULED ME, WALLING
5/21/1983 B012 RICH BARNES SUED FOR DRAWING CARTOON
5/28/1983 BOll DEMS WANT SUIT DROPPED
6/14/1983 BOll JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST DEMS
6/17/1983 coil LAWYER WANTS TO DROP CARTOON SUIT
4/06/1984 C041 3CBARNES ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY FOR STATE
1/22/1986 B022 BUSINESSMAN SUES OVER PLANE CARTOON
1/23/1986 C015 BARNES NOT GUILTY OF LIBEL FOR CARTOON
5/09/1986 C014 CITY MAN TO ASSIST BUREAU WITH 1990 CENSUS
7/09/1986 B025 SF MAN ANNOUNCES RUN FOR STATE TREASURER
1/28/1991 B015 *OLD PROTESTERS REUNITE TO PUSH ANTI-WAR IDEAS
11/19/1987 C012 CANCER MAKES GUARD LEARN ABOUT LIFE
5/23/1992 B012 KBARNES, MURPHY REACH SEMIS
12/17/1992 B015 ANGRY PARENT--NEW COMPUTERS WASTE OF MONEY
4/21/1986 A063 9(HER0ES WHO MAKE ALL OF OUR LIVES BETTER
5/06/1991 coil AREA MAN TO CONSULT POINTS OF LIGHT
12/25/1989 A012 XGIVING IS TRADITION FOR FAMILY OF 14
2/13/1992 C032 ^FIGHTING THE GOOD FIGHT
11/26/1989 A016 THREAT FORCES CITY NATIVE OUT OF EL SALVADOR
9/25/1990 AOll SF PRIEST PROTESTS IN GEORGIA
11/03/1990 ..COlZi XPRIEST SPREADS .WORD OF;, EL SALVADOR STRIFE
1/04/1982 'A012 MILLER 8 BARNETT--THE ODD COUPLE LEADING HOUSE GOP
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BARNETT JOSEPH
BARNETT KATHLEEN
BARNETT LARRY
BARNETT MARK
BARNETT MAX
BARNETT PATRICK
BARNEY'S AUTO
BARNHART ANNE
BARNS
BARON FRED
BARONDEAU A J
BARONE MICHAEL
BARR ROSEANNE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/06/1982 C031 HOUSE WITHOUT BARNETT TUESDAY
3/09/1982 B021 TERM 'GIRLS' EQUATED WITH UNFAIR TREATMENT (L)
A/02/1982 COAX BARNETT TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
1/20/1983 C015 DEMOCRATS PIN DOWN WAY TO UNSEAT BARNETT
2/23/1983 coil *BANK BILL APPROVED WITH CHANGES
1/20/198A C012 XPOWER BROKER DESCRIPTION
1/10/1985 coil BARNETT GETS WHITE ELEPHANT FROM COLLEAGUE
5/03/1985 A013 KMOURN DEATH OF HOUSE LEADER BARNETT
5/03/1985 AlOl *A BIG LOSS FOR SOUTH DAKOTA (ED)
5/03/1985 coil 9(KN0WN FOR POWER, HUMOR, FAIRNESS
5/03/1985 C031 MAJORITY LEADER BARNETT DEAD AT 53
5/05/1985 coil *STATE BURIES HOUSE LEADER BARNETT
5/06/1985 coil PAPA JOE TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW
5/17/1985 A102 BARNETT WILL BE MISSED (L)
9/15/1985 C021 2,000 TO GET TREES AS LIVING TRIBUTE TO BARNETT
10/12/1985 C035 SON PROUD OF COLLEGE BUILDING
1/13/1986 CO«il 56WITHOUT 'PAPA JOE'
5/01/1988 N061 (SEC GG) ^WRANGLING WAS,HOUSE LEADER'S SPECIALTY
2/2^/1991 FOll KPAPA JOE'S LOSSES WERE RARE INDEED
3/02/1991 A08<» BARNETT PROVES GOOD =SOMETIMES DIE 'YOUNG (D
9/13/1985 C015 JANKLOW ASKS BARNETT'S WIFE TO TAKE SEAT: ;
10/18/1985 C013 *WIDOW TO FINISH BARNETT'S TERM
1/19/198A D013 ^ADMITS HE HAS BLOWN SOME CALLS
10/29/1989 A112 SPIRITED ATTORNEY GENERAL'S RACE LOOMS
11/23/1989 C021 KBARNETT EARLY PICK FOR GOP
2/22/1990 coil ATTORNEY GENERAL CANDIDATE TO SPEAK
2/23/1990 COAl KBARNETT SAYS DRUGS TARGET
A/21/1990 coil BARNETT KICKS OFF CAMPAIGN NEXT WEEK
A/2A/1990 coil BARNETT KICKS OFF HIS CAMPAIGN TODAY
"A/25/1990 C012 PIERRE LAWYER KICKS OFF CAMPAIGN
A/26/1990 coil 3fBARNETT SPECULATES ON CAMPAIGN BILLS
^6/10/1990V C031- ATT0RNEY^.GENERAL HOPEFUL ; SUGGESTS,-VIC'T'IMiPLANS
8/11/1990 C025 HIRE ENVIRONMENTAL LAWYERS
9/17/1990 coil BARNETT WOULD HIRE SHORT-TERM LAWYERS
9/23/1990 A103 3CBUTLER MIGHT SIDESTEP BARNETT
10/21/1990 A115 PLEA BARGAINS HELP BARNETT DRUG RECORD (L)
10/21/1990 D016 ^CANDIDATES ARGUE ATTORNEY GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
10/26/1990 A081 BARNETT BEST OPTION FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL (ED)
11/02/1990 A085 BARNETT HAS BACKGROUND FOR POST (L)
ll/OA/1990 A123 WHERE ARE 'KINGPINS' BARNETT DISCOVERED (L)
11/27/1990 C033 PERSONNEL CHANGES POSSIBLE, BARNETT SAYS
1/03/1991 C032 BARNETT PROPOSES VICTIM PAYMENT FUND
1/10/1991 C012 DIRECTOR OF STATE'S DCI QUITS
2/10/1991 B015 XKEEPING QUIET ABOUT ABORTION BILL
3/09/1991 coil TO ATTEND NATIONAL MEETING
A/09/1991 B015 5CSD JOINS OTHERS IN SUPREME COURT APPEAL
A/26/1991 C033 KFOES STILL MAY STOP LONETREE
A/28/1991 D012 XBARNETT PROUD OF BEING TOUGH ON CRIME
5/15/1991 C033 KHERO 'ROLL CALL' DEDICATED
, 6/23/1991 C033 .BARNETT STATES OPPOSITION TO TRIBAL MEASURE
6/29/1991 B031 KBARNETT LIKES VICTIM-IMPACT RULING
7/09/1991 COAl BARNETT URGED NOT TO OPPOSE TRIBAL BILL
7/20/1991 coil BARNETT REMOVES OFFICE FROM PROBE
10/13/1991 B032 OPEN MEETING LAW 'VAGUE'
12/02/1991 C012 *BARNETT WANTED TO BE PERRY MASON
1/23/1992 C032 KGROUP OK'S CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL
2/25/1992 C012 PURSUES SETTLEMENT IN MANURE-DUMPING CASE
5/13/1992 C021 *BARNETT WON'T TRY RUN FOR GOVERNOR
6/18/1992 C022 *LAWMAN WANTS FREEZE OF GAMBLING
7/02/1992 A052 KOUR PICKS FOR POLITICAL'S WORSTS, BESTS
7/09/1992 B012 BARNEY 'REQESTS' A BAIL-OUT CALL, KINSERS BATTLE...
7/09/1992 C021 BARNETT SAYS ETHICS COMMISSION NOT NEEDED
9/18/1992 B015 BARNETT--OVERTURNED CONVICTION FACES APPEAL
12/13/1992 F016 ^ATTORNEY GENERAL URGES STATE TO GO SLOW ON GAMBLING
9/16/1991 B013 XBARNETT WILL RIDE HIS FRISBEES TO FLORIDA
8/03/1991 C031 WATERTOWN MAN FACES ARSON, ASSAULT CHARGES
11/22/1989 C012 COMMISSION REVOKES SALVAGE FIRM'S PERMIT
10/10/1992 B025 WHITE RIVER HOUSEWIFE TAKES HOME LOTTO PRIZE
9/03/1991 C033 EXTENSION ENGINEER WANTS OLD BARNS PRESERVED
1/17/1992 C032 ^PROGRAM GIVES HISTORIC BARNS LIFE
6/28/1992 G015 *OLD BARN HID MANY KIDS, STOOD TALL AGAINST WINDS
5/01/198A A012 ^HOLOCAUST'S HORRORS LINGER FOR SURVIVOR
6/30/1983 coil A J BARONDEAU, FORMER LAWMAKER, DIES AT 5A
8/27/1992 A083 RADIO COMMERCIAL HEARD ON MPR (L)
7/27/1990 A014 KLOCAL SINGERS ARE BETTER AT THE ANTHEM
7/31/1990 AlOl GIVE ERROR TO CLUB, A BREAK TO BARR (ED)
10/19/1990 ,^085,WHY IS BARR BAD,-LEGIONNAIRE AMUSING (L)
10/28/1990 A115 BARR'S PROBLEM WAS MAKING FUN OF ANTHEM (L)
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3/14/1986 D012 XPAIN OF SURGERY MATCHES LOSS AT "A"
8/16/1987 E0I2 KDEALERS PUSH TO SELL 1987 MODELS
5/01/1991 coil BARRIER AWARENESS DAY SCHEDULED THURSDAY
1/20/1990 A052 HUMOR COLUMNIST DEBUTS THURSDAY
8/10/1990 C022 EX-CONGRESSMAN HURT IN LAWN-MOWlNG ACCIDENT
1/26/1990 A101 BARRY SHOULD STEP DOWN, TOO (ED)
6/12/1990 A074 ELECTED LEADERS SHOULD BE ABOVE DRUG USE (L)
7/03/1990 A061 BARRY INVESTIGATION STEPS OVER THE LINE (ED)
8/16/1990 A081 BARRY PATHETICALLY CLINGS TO POWER (ED)
7/28/1992 B065 NEW FLIGHT SERVICE TARGETS BUSINESSES
8/26/1984 E011 *BARSNESS AGENCY EARNS EXCELLENCE AWARD
11/21/1989 A072 BIRTHDAY WOMAN GOES THE DISTANCE
7/11/1989 C034 BARTELS, 25, WAS WATERTOWN LANGUAGE TEACHER
7/12/1989 C012 TEACHER WENT BEYOND CALL OF DUTY
4/19/1992 N052 *R0LL1NGER ENJOYS THE CUSTOMERS
2/28/1983 B011 BAD ECONOMY IS GOOD NEWS FOR BARTENDERS
3/17/1992 C011 US WEST EMPLOYEE TO RUN IN DISTRICT 14
10/31/1992-B041 56CHALLENGER QUESTIONS NICOLAY'S TWO ROLES
9/14/1988 B012 JfPUTTlNG POLISH ON THE POLISH
4/30/1989 A141 DISFIGURED BOY BECOMES CHAMPION FOR DISABLED
8/02/1990 C011 KNEW EFFINGTON REP BARTNIK DIES OF CANCER .
5/22/1991 coil BARTO TO ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY FOR MAYOR
5/23/1991 C015 KBARTO PROPOSES NATIONS MERGE
3/17/1989 A014 Kl DAKOTA--A QUESTION OF CAPITAL
3/21/1989 A081 STATE MERGER BACKERS SHOULD LOWER SIGHTS (ED)
5/15/1984 A091 kHOMEMAKING SKILLS HELP 'AVON CALLING'
12/18/1982 C031 BARTON HEADS VETERANS PROGRAM
2/17/1991 A013 KPLAYING GREAT
,5/26/1982 B054 DOCTORS RECEIVE AWARDS
' 471871^^^^ BOARD SHOULD RESIGN
11/21/1989 B013 FOURTH BARTSCHER TO PLAY FOR HANSON BREAKS RECORD
i^^2/197I992^D022 "ALEXANDRlA*WOMAN-CROWNED-SNOW QUEEN
2/0171989 C012KCANCER PATIENT TO GET HIS JOB BACK '
12/10/1991 A012 KFAMILY MAKES ROOM FOR HAITIAN CHILDREN
4/26/1992 N071 KBARTSCHER'S A ONE-MAN CONSTRUCTION CREW
8/27/1990 A013 KlRAQl NATIVE SAYS SADDAM A KILLER
3/04/1991 A051 KIRAQIS MUST FINISH OFF DICTATOR
7/10/1984 A071 KBASEBALL, BUBBLE GUM 8 BIG DREAMS
7/1471986 C011 SUMMER GAME STIRS THE CHILD IN THE MAN
7/16/1986- C011 KRENNER CONCESSION STAND SERVES FAVORITES
7/29/1986 D012 SD PASTURES IN EVOLUTION OF BASEBALL
3/21/1988 B012 TO HOST NATION'S BEST BASEBALL PLAYERS
3/28/1988 A011 KIN THE SWING
7/08/1988 A081 CONTROL IS ESSENTIAL FOR YOUNG PITCHERS (L)
7/24/1988 A113 ENCOURAGE YOUNG PLAYERS (L)
7/24/1988 E015 KCARD-FILLED HOUSE TURNS AMATEUR TO PRO
7/26/1988 A085 JUNIOR BASEBALL EXCITING (L)
11/0571988 B016 RUSHMORES WIN TWO MORE GAMES AT WORLD SERIES
11/09/1988 D011 SD PASSES BASEBALL TEST IN PHOENIX
6/04/1989 B014 ORGANIZED YOUTH BASEBALL PROGRAM
6/04/1989 B051 KLITTLE LEAGUE MEMORIES
7/08/1989 C012 OLD MITT STIRRED VISIONS OF DAD
7/10/1989 B015 GET OUT OF THE BALLPARK
7/24/1989 C012 KFRIENDSHIP WITH DIZZY DEAN
10/15/1989 B011 BASEBALL HAD MODEST START IN THE STATE
2/04/1990 B011 LOCAL MAN FINDS A FIELD OF DREAMS
3/25/1990 A012 DUO PITCHES DREAMS OF INDIAN YOUTH
9/02/1990 A114 BANTAM BALL SHOULD STAY AT COVELL LAKE (L)
10/07/1990 B011 SD SHOWS SENIOR CLASS IN BASEBALL
12/19/1990 C015 BANTAM OFFICIAL FIGHTS TO KEEP BASEBALL FIELDS
12/20/1990 C015 BASEBALL GROUP WANTS PUBLIC VOTE ON PARK CHANGES
3/08/1991 C012 KSWINGING TOWARD SPRING
7/01/1991 A051 KLOCAL BASEBALL FOLLIES MORE FUN THAN TV
7/08/1991 A052 K»LITTLE LEAGUE ELBOW' AFFLICTS YOUNG HURLERS
7/09/1991 B015 SHOULD FANS SELECT ALL-STARS
7/22/1991 B012 LIGHT-HITTING MEXICO WINS 2 AT CLASSIC
7/23/1991 B012 KUS TEAM DOWNS MEXICO 13-3
7/24/1991 D016 BROOKINGS LOSES 15-0 TO NATIONALS
7/25/1991 B015 KlO ERRORS HELP US TEAM WHIP POST 15 19-3
8/05/1991 B032 INFIELDER RECALLS 'FIELD OF DREAMS' GAME
9/08/1991 FOll KSUMMER BASEBALL MEMORIES
1/22/1992 D011 KBASEBALL TALK WARMS LOCAL HEARTS
4/11/1992 B011 MINOR-LEAGUE BASEBALL CAN WORK IN CITY
4/12/1992 G011 KDADS RELUCTANT TO COACH BALL, YET KNOW IT ALL
6/02/1992 D012 KA MODERN-AGE BASEBALL AGENT
6/06/1992 B015 KBASEBALL A BIG HIT WITH LOCAL YOUTHS
V ;A6/29/1992 G012 KGHOSTS, ^FAMILY;DEDICATE, FIELD
9/08/1985 D011 KNOT JUSt FOR KIDS ANYMORE
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1/28/1989 BOll KGREED SQUEEZES KIDS OUT OF MARKET
1/30/1989 B012 ^DIAMOND HEIRLOOMS
5/23/1989 CG12 TEENS FACE CHARGES IN BASEBALL CARD HEIST
8/18/1989 DG62 KVIDEO PITCHES TIPS FOR COLLECTING CARDS
5/G3/199G AG15 ^ILLEGAL BASEBALL CARDS HIT MARKET
7/2G/199G CGll BASEBALL CARD SHOW SET FOR THIS WEEKEND
7/29/199G BOll ^COLLECTING HOBBY TURNS BIG BUSINESS
9/17/1990 C035 NICKEL INVESTMENT PAYS OFF FOR CARD COLLECTOR
12/10/1990 C012 3CCARNIVAL OF CARDS
2/09/1991 C032 LETTER LANDS CHILD A MICKEY MANTLE CARD
3/19/1991 C012 *JACKSON*S CARD VALUE DROP LOCALLY
3/22/1991 A012 ^INJURY COULD BE COSTLY TO JACKSON JUNKIE
7/22/1991 A053 KCARD CONNOISSEURS
8/07/1991 D012 9eY0UTH FINDS RYAN'S AUTOGRAPH IN CARD PACK
11/23/1992 BOll BASEBALL STADIUM NEEDS MORE REPAIRS
5/07/1982 DOll AMATEUR BASEBALL HOPEFULLS-STRUGGLE ^THROUGH-WORKOUT
5/09/1982 B061 HUMBOLDT STARTS AN AMATEUR TEAM
5/25/1982 B012 SPIKE MILLER BACKBONE OF CANOVA BASEBALL
6/01/1982 BOll SF AMATEUR TEAMS APPEAR TO BE SET
6/18/1982 DOll FLAMETHROWING RICHARDSON LOVES TO MOW 'EM DOWN
6/20/1982 C051 LACK OF SPONSORS LIMITS SF TEAMS TO TWO
6/27/1982 B051 SF PLAYERS ARE ULTIMATE FREE AGENTS
6/29/1982 C021 XMONARCHS' MYDLAND GOES ON HOME-RUN BINGE
7/0A/1982 B0A2 afSCOTLAND'S PECKHAM WANTS TO GO OUT AS A WINNER
7/09/1982 D014 UNBEATEN BAUER OUTLASTS VALLEY
7/11/1982 COAA FEINER SHORT ON STATURE, LONG WITH A BAT
7/15/1982 D051 KLUTHER HIPPE FINDS BASEBALL TO HIS LIKING
7/25/1982 C052 KGOLDAMMER LEAVES HIS MARK
7/29/1982 DOll NO ONE'S SEEKING REFUNDS AT BASEBALL PLAYOFF
':8/01/1982 C061 UNDEFEATED--HURON GODFATHER'S PIZZA TEAM
8/10/1982 coil PLATTE BASEBALL TRADITION GOES BACK TO 1901
£;8/12/a;982 ;D011<3CSTATE'^TOURNAMENT^CELEBRATES SO^EARS - T w
8/13/1982 D012 ^ABERDEEN DUMP VALLEY NATIONAL - -
12/21/1982 BOll SF RECREATION COMMITTEE THINKING BASEBALL ALREADY
A/23/1983 B012 *AUGUSTANA'S ROBSON HOPES TO CATCH
5/22/1983 B081 XLEIGHTON LEAVES SIOUX EMPIRE LEAGUE
5/24/1983 BOll DELL RAPIDS ENJOYS A BASEBALL RENAISSANCE
6/05/1983 BOll MERRIAM RULING SHOWS THE RULES CAN BE ENFORCED
6/10/1983 DOll SF TO CELEBRATE ITS BASEBALL PAST
6/24/1983 D012 KSPEEDY HUGHES HELPS SIOUX NATION WIN
6/26/1983 B073 MARCIE SWENSON-SIBLEY SIOUX NATION SPONSOR
7/03/1983 C061 *DR. K, STRIKEOUT KING REMEMBERS '50S
7/08/1983 DOll KRIBELL THINKING OF STATE TOURNEY INSTEAD OF TWINS
7/10/1983 B063 FREEMAN NATIVE HANDEL REACHES FOR BASEBALL STARS
7/24/1983 C053 *GOLDSTINE IS PURE GOLD TO MONARCHS
8/07/1983 C081 FINAL HURRAH FOR FLANDREAU'S OSWALD--THIS YEAR
8/07/1983 DOll *AMATEUR BASEBALL IS A CENTRAL PART OF SUMMER LIFE
8/10/1983 DOll 3CAMATEUR BASEBALL'S ROOTS REACH DEEP INTO SD SOIL
8/11/1983 C021 TAKE IN THE BALL GAMES AT STATE TOURNEY (ED)
8/11/1983-DOll VALLEY NATIONAL FACES FIRST STATE TOURNEY
8/12/1983 D012 ^ABERDEEN, RAPID CITY, VALLEY NATIONAL TRIUMPH
8/13/1983 C012 *WENDBERG'S QUICK CHANGE SPARKS TO TRIUMPH
8/14/1983 B012 *MATHIESEN SHOOTS DOWN HONKERS 7-3
8/15/1983 B012 MADISON PROVIDES FIREWORKS
8/16/1983 B023 WHY CAN'T SF HAVE 2 TOURNEY TEAMS (L)
8/16/1983 C012 5CCLARK, CANOVA WIN--GASSMAN TIES WIN MARK
8/17/1983 D012 KMILLER WORKS MAGIC ON MACY'S
8/18/1983 D013 BRENNER CONTINUES ON STATE MARCH
8/19/1983 D013 *ALPENA PITCHER SHUTS DOWN HARRISBURG, 6-5
8/20/1983 B024 REASON RAPID CITY HAD TWO TEAMS IN TOURNEY EXPLAINED
8/20/1983 C012 *MOBRIDGE, CLARK JOIN SIX OTHERS LEFT IN FINALS
8/21/1983 A012 *HALL OF FAME BENEFACTOR GLAD
8/21/1983 BOll ^ABERDEEN UPENDS VALLEY NATIONAL--RENNER WINS
8/21/1983 B013 SIOUX FALLS TO HOST 1984 MEET
8/22/1983 C012 ^(MONARCHS REIGN AS CHAMPS
8/23/1983 BOll AMATEUR BASEBALL FINAL SHOWS
8/27/1983 A084 CHAIRMAN THANKS MERCHANTS, CITY (L)
9/03/1983 A114 THANKS TO TOURNAMENT PARTICIPANTS (L)
4/04/1984 B012 ^HURD GIVES SF A 3RD AMATEUR BASEBALL TEAM
5/20/1984 B041 RENNER, SCOTLAND TO MEET AGAIN
7/03/1984 BOll KWHOLE FAMILY PITCHES IN FOR THE TEAM
7/08/1984 B042 BROOKINGS CUBS IMPROVE WITH HITTING
7/27/1984 D015 XHURON TEAM MAY BATTLE BAN IN COURT
7/28/1984 BOll VETERAN DICK HEIBERGER HELPS SIOUX NATION
7/29/1984 B012 STATE AMATEUR BASEBALL TORN BY RULE
7/29/1984 B071 BOB BEATTIE IS STILL SWINGING AWAY
t 8/05/1984^ B051) *GREGORY«PI^CHER :BELAK SHOWED HIS STUFF
8/09/1984 D051 CINDERELLA TEAMS SPICE TOURNAMENT
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8/12/198A coil 36RENNER PLAYS ITS GAME, WINS
8/l<{/198^ C012 ADAMSON WHIFFS 19 IN BROOKINGS WIN
8/17/198A DOll A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR DELMONT, DIMOCK-ETHAN
8/20/198A DGll CLAREMONT'S STERN SCHEDULE OFFERS EXAMPLE
8/2G/198A DG12 *CLAREMONT TAKES AMATEUR TITLE
3/31/1985 BGll SIOUX EMPIRE STRIKES BACK BY SECEDING
A/11/1985 DG31 STATE ASSOCIATION BARS TEAMS FROM PLAYING
5/12/1985 BGll KAMATEUR BASEBALL FEUD IN SD HEATS UP
5/2G/1985 AlGl TWO GROUPS SHOULD RESOLVE DISPUTE (ED)
5/26/1985 BG81 ALEXANDER GETS 3 HITS IN LAKE NORDEN'S 19-RUN INNING
6/G9/1985 BG81 TOUGH TO SCRAPE UP SECOND TEAM
6/16/1985 BG81 SAFER BASEBALL ENDORSED BY SOME
6/27/1985 DG12 AMATEUR BASEBALL SPLITS TOURNAMENT
6/3G/1985 BG63 COMMISSIONS DO LITTLE TO HELP AMATEUR BASEBALL
7/07/1985 BG75 MORSE ANSWERS CALL FOR AMATEUR PLAYER
7/08/1985 AG81 SPLITTING TOURNAMENT WON'T HELP BASEBALL (ED)
7/12/1985 coil KJANKLOW GAME ABOUT DAY AT THE DIAMOND
7/14/1985 BG83 ^HANSON STEALING LIKE A FELON
7/20/1985 B014 3€VALLEY BANK'S ON DUMMERMUTH
7/21/1985 B074 ^ALEXANDRIA'S TITLE ROAD GETS ROCKIER ;
8/11/1985 B081 KRAPID CITY GREGS' LINEUP
8/14/1985 A103 BASEBALL ON RIGHT TRACK (L)
8/17/1985 C013 3CCHAMP10NSH1P CHOMPING
8/18/1985 A102 BASEBALL SHOULD UNITE AGAIN (L)
8/23/1985 A085 NEW LEAGUE FULFILLING GOALS (L)
6/29/1986 B032 ALLEN SHADOWS SUTTON IN AMATEUR BALL
7/19/1986 B012 SALEM BATTLES BACK TOWARD TITLE FORM OF 1982
8/05/1986 A061 AMATEUR BASEBALL ELITE KEPT APART
8/12/1986 AlOl WORK OUT PROBLEMS, LET'S PLAY BALL (L)
"8/18/1986 C012 ROBSON, BANKERS WIN TITLE
8/22/1986 D012 ^ALEXANDER FIRES 2-HlTTER
>'8/23/1986 B012i *FESER' S .FUMBLERS NOT - FAR- FROM :ONE FAN '^S .Ml ND r. .. ;^
8/24/1986 C063 WAY OF LIFE FOR CUTLER CLAN
8/25/1986 C012 DENEKE TRIGGERS RAPID CITY GREGS
8/31/1986 B041 GASSMAN STILL KING OF HILL
7/05/1987 B052 WINNING FOLLOWS CHAMBERLAIN'S KOUPAL
8/08/1987 B015 AMATEUR BASEBALL PRESIDENT DIES AT 69
8/14/1987 D012 KSTAHL SPARKS SALEM
8/17/1987 B012 PANCAKE KEEPS PIONEERS ALIVE
12/27/1987 B013 AMATEUR BASEBALL EXPECTS SUCCESS
2/28/1988 A012 JCSPRING TRAINING
3/23/1988 D012 *SD AMATEUR BASEBALL REUNITES
4/09/1988 AlOl AMATEUR BASEBALL SCORES (ED)
6/23/1988 B012 ATHLETES SWEAT OUT TEMPERATURES
7/18/1988 A012 5fT0WN RECALLS ITS BIGGEST BOOSTER
7/18/1988 BOll AMATEUR TEAM GOES BEYOND FIELD
8/11/1988 D016 TABOR CHASES TITLE
8/12/1988 D012 TABOR, HARRISBURG COLLECT VICTORIES
8/13/1988 B015 MOGEN PITCHES DELL RAPIDS TO TOURNAMENT WIN
8/20/1988 B012SH0P'N CART, ABERDEEN EARN VICTORIES
8/22/1988 B012 3CST1ER LEADS ABERDEEN TO TITLE
9/17/1988 B013 3 TO GAIN BASEBALL GREATNESS
12/01/1988 A102 TEAM SHOWS SD PROWESS (L)
12/07/1988 D015 XRUSHMORES' PERFORMANCE ONE FOR AGES
12/08/1988 D015 PITCHER STEERS HIS TEAM TOWARD SUCCESS
5/07/1989 B013 POTENTIAL SPONSORS TAKING HARDER LOOK
5/18/1989 B013 36WEBER, SALEM SEEK ANOTHER SHOT
5/21/1989 B015 ^IRENE'S HEIRIGS BROTHERS
6/06/1989 B013 KMCCONNELL WAITING AS DRAFT ENTERS 2ND DAY
8/07/1989 A014 3CCAN0VA TEAM IN FULL SWING
8/20/1989 B012 3CD0UBLE DRIVES LENNOX
8/21/1989 C012 KSHOP 'N CART WINS SD AMATEUR
5/29/1990 D012 *ZENS, CANOVA COUNT ON DEFENSE IN QUEST OF TITLE
6/02/1990 B012 *HUGHES GIVES SHOP N' CART RUNNING START
6/29/1990 D012 *MAD1S0N PLAYER HOMES IN
8/05/1990 B012 KBOYS OF SD SUMMER
8/09/1990 D015 DENEKE POWERS GREGS PAST HURON
8/12/1990 B012 XDELL RAPIDS, VERMILLION EARN WINS
8/19/1990 B015 XGASSMAN EARNS VICTORY NUMBER 30 IN STATE MEET
8/20/1990 BOll SF BASEBALL IS REVITALIZED
8/20/1990 B012 BULLETS CAPTURE AMATEUR TITLE
12/06/1990 D012 ^SILVER BULLETS INDEPENDENT TEAM OF YEAR
5/01/1991 D014 JUNIOR OLYMPIC TEAM ON ITS WAY
6/01/1991 B012 SILVER BULLETS STILL HAVE MOST WEAPONS
6/09/1991 BOll AMATEUR BALL NEEDS SOME REVITALIZING
6/23/1991 B015 PLAYERS CONTINUE TO HIT AGE'S BEST PITCH
-.^7/13/1991V A083..MASEBALL: RULES FALL, SHORT
7/27/1991 A0833(CR1T1C OUTDATED, INACCURATE ON AMATEUR BASEBALL
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8/15/1991 B012 PITCHING DEPTH WILL BE KEY FOR TEAMS
8/16/1991 A012 KDELL RAPIDS READY TO WIN
8/16/1991 D015 *11 DAYS IN AUGUST
8/18/1991 B012 *CORN BELT ADDS TO WIN TOTAL
8/26/1991 C012 YANKTON COMES BACK TO TAKE TITLE
5/26/1992 D012 *SUDBECK FAMILY KEEPS BASEBALL ALIVE IN DIMOCK
8/16/1992 coil YANKTON LOOKS SET FOR REPEAT AMATEUR TITLE
1/29/1992 DG13 RONKEN TO START BABE RUTH LEAGUE TEAM
2/05/1992 D033 BABE RUTH TEAM HAS 35 PLAYERS
8/1A/1990 B031 BANTAM MOVE NOT EMBRACED BY ALL
5/21/1991 A012 CITY URGES COMPROMISE ON FIELDS
6/07/1991 C015 CANDIDATES BLAST DECISION TO MOVE PROGRAM
7/05/1991 A061 LEAVE BANTAM BALL IN TERRACE PARK (ED)
7/16/1991 C012 STAAB ACTS TO KEEP BANTAM BALL AT COVELL LAKE
7/25/1991 A103 MOVING BASEBALL WOULD HURT DISADVANTAGED (L)
7/31/1991 A103 LEAVE BASEBALL AT TERRACE PARK (L)
8/15/1983 B032 *BEEP-BALL ALLOWS THE BLIND TO SEE
3/26/1982 B031 USD'S SMIT FINDS A HOME IN THE OUTFIELD
3/26/1982 B031 GORDON SWITCHES-BASKETBALL TO BASEBALL
A/08/1982 B031 KENNERLY SEARCHES SKIES FOR SUNSHINE
5/19/1982 BOAl *AUGUSTANA'S HUGHES TURNS TO STEALING
<i/lA/1983 D031 *WEATHER HURTS SPITTER AT SF COLLEGE
A/15/1983 D013 *TRYING HARDER PART OF THE GAME
5/01/1983 B012 *ACE PITCHER HAYNE LIFTS AUGUSTANA
A/13/198A D012 SDSU'S HEFFLEY FULL OF PENNSYLVANIA PUNCH
A/23/198A DOAl *BLUMHARDT ENJOYS BASEBALL
5/0A/198A DOII HOFER IS A PAIN IN THE OPPOSITION'S BACK
5/19/198A B012 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE STILL UNBEATEN
5/22/198A BOll *LANE MAKES DREAM COME TRUE
,12/21/1984 B03I WORLD SERIES TRIP
A/13/1985 BOll *SD BASEBALL PLAYERS CAN COMPETE WITH BEST
A/lA/1985 A012 *BASEBALL IN A BLANKET
A/lA/1985 B051 *SDSU TOPS AUGUSTANA
A/18/1985 A012 *GOLFING ACCIDENT ALMOST BUSTED PITCHER'S SEASON
6/01/1985 BOll CARTWRIGHT FINDS HOME AT SDSU
3/25/1986 B016 USD TO DROP BASEBALL
A/12/1986 B015 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE SWEEPS AUGUSTANA
A/19/1986 B016 GROUP WANTS USD BASEBALL
A/23/1986 DOIA *KRULL'S POWER HITTING FUELS COUGARS
A/27/1986 B012 AUGUSTANA, USD SPLIT IN BASEBALL
5/02/1986 D016 BASEBALL DRIVE STARTS AT USD
5/09/1986 D012 SDSU HURLER FORSAKES FASTBALL
6/07/1986 B015 *FREEMAN'S HANDEL SET BACK BY INJURY
7/09/1986 D012 USD BASEBALL RIVAL FALLS SHORT
3/17/1987 BOIA COYOTE BASEBALL RETURNS AT CLUB LEVEL
3/22/1987 B071 SD PLAYER DOES JOB FOR CREIGHTON
A/29/1987 D031 *SDSU WINS WITH TALENT, PRIDE
5/02/1987 B013 STATE WHIPS AUGUSTANA TO CLINCH TITLE
5/05/1987 B013 MANKATO STATE STREAKS INTO BASEBALL TOURNEY
5/07/1987 D013 GRONSETH A WORKHORSE
A/07/1988 D031 *AUGUSTANA SWEEPS JACKRABBITS
A/08/1988 D013 *INDOOR PRACTICE DOESN'T STOP JACKS
5/08/1988 COAl *SDSU CLINCHES TITLE
5/13/1988 D013 *SDSU HOPES FOR REVENGE
5/20/1988 D013 *SD STATE STAR IS CO-MVP
3/06/1989 B013 *ELMEN CENTER SHEDS NEW LIGHT FOR BASEBALL
A/22/1989 D012 *SDSU SWEEPS
5/11/1989 B0A3 STREAKING SDSU MAKES TITLE PITCH
6/08/1989 DOAl SD STATE STAR HITS .A16
A/05/1990 D016 COYOTES REINSTATE BASEBALL
5/06/1990 B0A5 *MEYER POWERS SDSU TO 2 WINS
A/01/1991 B013 *AREA BASEBALL TEAMS SEEK FOUNTAIN
A/16/1991 B012 CROW'S HITTING SPARKS SDSU
A/28/1991 C012 *HUSKA, USD EARN SPLIT WITH VIKINGS
5/09/1991 BOll USD BASEBALL WANTED MORE THAN TO RETURN
5/11/1991 BOAS SDSU BASEBALL TEAM STAYS ALIVE
5/1A/1992 D012 SDSU HOPES TO CONTINUE HITTING, WINNING WAYS
7/1A/1988 A061 *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
1/07/1992 B015 *POST 15 LOOKS FOR NEW COACH AGAIN
7/12/1988 A012 *TURNING TWO
7/12/1988 B015 EAST, WEST WIN JUNIOR OPENERS
7/12/1988 B033 *ALL-STAR GAME HITS HOME FOR JUNIOR
A/28/1982 coil OFFICIALS KEEP EYE ON NEW LEGION STRUCTURE
5/17/1982 coil COLLINS, TORVE BOYS SPREAD WORD OF SD BASEBALL
6/11/1982 D012 *SIOUX FALLS, RAPID CITY POSTS SPLIT
6/20/1982 C031 *OMAHA TEAM TRAVELS IN STYLE
i:?7/08/1982rA012 :*YOUNG BALL PLAYERS STRIKE AFTER MANAGER FIRED
7/15/1982 C02A LEGION BASEBALL HURT BY LUNDGREN'S FIRING (L)
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7/28/1982 C021 PARENTS OF LEGION BALL PLAYER UPSET ABOUT DISMISSAL
8/15/1982 coil HEIG'S HARD WORK KEEPS CLARK TEAM ALIVE
1/07/1983 C012 DEBOER NAMED COACH OF LEGION BASEBALL TEAM
6/15/1983 D012 XPOST 15'S LEGION TEAM THRIVES UNDER NEW MANAGER
7/02/1983 C012 XROBSON SWITCH HITS TO LEGION COACH
7/22/1983 BOIA ^LESLIE WOULD RATHER SWITCH THAN FIGHT
7/2A/1983 COIA PLOOF PROOF DYNASTIES AREN'T ANCIENT HISTORY
8/18/1983 D012 RAPID CITY POST 22 REIGNS AGAIN
7/19/198A COIA KLOVE FOR BASEBALL WITHSTANDS TESTS
8/12/198A DOll 9(HUNGRY FANS SCORE BIG WITH LEGIONNAIRES
6/09/1985 BOIA RAPID CITY PROGRAM IS ENVY OF OTHER TEAMS
7/18/1985 D013 *CATCHING IS HEIBERGER'S SPECIALTY
8/0A/1985 BOAl GROTON STAYS UNBEATEN IN STATE 'B' TOURNAMENT
8/10/1985 B031 *LATE-SEASON SURGE BOOSTS POST 15
8/15/1985 D016 KPOST 22 CHAMP AGAIN
8/20/1985 A06A DON'T IGNORE OTHER TEAMS (L)
6/27/1986 D012 BROOKINGS' BANDITS ARE STEALING THE SHOW
7/13/1986 B051 SUPERIORITY IS HAZY IN ALL-STAR GAME
8/12/1986 C012 3fKEYS TO PLOOF'S SUCCESS
8/17/1986 B051 LOSSES BITTER PILL FOR BURESH, POST 15
A/2A/1987 D013 *POST 15 WILL WIN STATE TITLE
8/19/1987 D015 RAPID CITY, HURON IN LEGION FINALS
8/20/1987 D015 *POST 22 TAKES TITLE
8/30/1987 A084 CITY TEAM DESERVES RESPECT (L)
9/02/1987 A082 RAPID CITY LEADS WAY AGAIN (L)
9/09/1987 A08A BALL TEAM WAS GREAT (L)
7/10/1988 BOll ODDS IN PRODUCING BASEBALL TALENT
7/27/1988 D032 *SHOP'N CART WINS EMPIRE TITLE
8/05/1988 D015 KPITCHING LEADS POST 15'S HOPE FOR LEGION TITLE
"8/077T988 B012 STONECIPHER LEADS RC TO VICTORY
8/08/1988 B012 *POST 15 WINS 2ATH STRAIGHT
8/10/1988 D012...KSIOUX .FALLS,.RAPID CITY ADVANCE
8/11/1988 A012KPOST 15 WINS STATE TOURNAMENT 2-1
8/11/1988 D012 36POST 15 BEATS RC FOR STATE LEGION TITLE
8/12/1988 DOll RAPID CITY STREAK RANKS AMONG BEST
7/10/1989 C012 RED-HOT OFFENSE LEADS POST 15
8/10/1989 D012 *POST 15 CAPTURES STATE TITLE
6/18/1990 C012 OMAHA ENRON WINS TOURNEY
6/2A/1990 A116 LEGION PLAYER HAS OUTSTANDING GAME (L)
8/03/1990 D012 POST 15 READY FOR LEGION WAR
8/09/1990 D012 5CRC TOPS BANDITS 16-9 IN FINALS
8/18/1990 B012 36ROAD TO '40 TITLE NOT ALWAYS SMOOTH
9/15/1990 B016 XPOST 15'S RONKEN FIRED
9/27/1990 A082 PARENTS ASSOCIATION SHOULD REHIRE RONKEN (L)
9/28/1990 Alll COACHING BOTTOM LINE IN LEGION BASEBALL (L)
9/29/1990 A081 REASONS FOR OUSTING LEGION COACH WEAK (L)
10/04/1990 A094 BASEBALL COACH FIRING WAS A BIG MISTAKE (L)
10/04/1990 A096 WINNING SHOULDN'T BE ONLY CONSIDERATION (L)
10/08/1990 A083 BASEBALL PARENTS GROUP DESERVING OF SUPPORT (L)
10/14/1990^A091 PARENTS-SHOULDN'T HIRE LEGION BASEBALL COACH (L)
12/03/1990 Bdl23eRONKEN WORKING ON 2ND LEGION TEAM
5/28/1991 B012 *POST 15 PLAN--NEW COACH, SAME SUCCESS
6/02/1991 B012 ^MITCHELL SET TO CHALLENGE LEGION BIG BOYS
6/15/1991 B012 kKRULL, CONRAD THROW 2-HIT SHUTOUTS
6/17/1991 C012 POST 15 TAKES EXPLOSIVE ROUTE
7/07/1991 B012 *QUICK-STARTING LUVERNE WINS LEGION TOURNEY
7/20/1991 B012 BASEBALL'S BEST JUNIORS HIT SF
7/21/1991 B012 KCLASSIC VICTORY FOR MEXICO
7/30/1991 B012 POST 15 TOPS VALLEY SPRINGS FOR REGION TITLE
8/03/1991 B014 TOURNEY HAS NO CLEAR-CUT FAVORITE
8/09/1991 D012 RAPID CITY BEATS POST 15 FOR LEGION TITLE
1/09/1992 B012 BEAVERS NAMED POST 15 COACH
4/08/1992 D012 *BUSY SEASON ON DECK FOR LEGION TEAMS
5/12/1992 A066 LEGION HAS NO CLOUT IN SF BASEBALL (L)
6/01/1992 A041 LEGION BASEBALL A VALUABLE PROGRAM (L)
8/14/1992 C012 KPOST 15 DELIVERS
5/07/1988 C012 THE GAME IN LITTLE LEAGUE
6/02/1991 FOll *PEEWEE NO MORE
3/08/1982 A012 3€BEING A YANKEE A DREAM COME TRUE FOR SD NATIVE
9/21/1982 BOll DODGERS CONVERT DELL RAPIDS MAN
3/30/1983 D013 KPITCHER CALDWELL HAS PIERRE ROOTS
4/03/1983 B041 ^^LOCAL NOTABLES PICK WINNERS FOR 1983
4/10/1983 B071 FREEMAN BALLPARK FULL OF MEMORIES FOR PERRY
6/13/1983 B021 GRIFFITH MUST CHANGE TO ATTRACT TWIN FANS (ED)
7/17/1983 BOll *SOUTH DAKOTA TWINS
7/20/1983 C024 SUPPORTERS WANT TWINS TO SLIDE HOME TO SD (L)
. .>4/01/1984 ,D011i5fFANS .STILL CARRY THE;>LEGENDS
5/11/1984 BOll 3fBASEBALL, H0TD0GS, APPLE PIE--'AND BANKROLL
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5/18/198A DOll JIM PALMER ISN'T FADING AWAY YET
7/1A/1984 BG21 ^BASEBALL HAS NO ROOM FOR ALL-STAR GRUMBLERS CED)
8/G1/198A DG21 *TWINS' NEW SUCCESS (ED)
8/G4/1984 BG22 EDITORIAL ON TWINS OFF BASE (L)
lG/Gl/1984 DGll TIGERS' ANDERSON LOVES TO TALK
1G/15/198A CG21 TIGERS THE BEST TEAM (ED)
l/lG/1985 DGll *198A A PRO BASEBALL SEASON OF REDEMPTION
2/17/1985 Alll ^COLLECTING BASEBALL CARDS
3/GA/1985 AG61 KEEP BASEBALL TALKS (ED)
'»/G5/1985 AG81 JAPAN'S BAN ON BASEBALL PLAYERS (ED)
4/12/1985 AlGl A STEP IN THE WRONG DIRECTION (ED)
4/3G/1985 AG81 YOGI BERRA WILL BE BACK (ED)
5/15/1985 AG12 KALL-STAR TICKETS
5/16/1985 AlGl *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON DRUG TESTS
6/13/1985 AG13 ^MINNESOTA TWINS FANS HAVE SUGGESTIONS
6/14/1985 AG12 XHE TURNED DOWN THE MAJORS
6/16/1985 AG81 GREED AND STUPIDITY BASEBALL'S BIG PROBLEM (ED)
6/24/1985 AG81 PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL DOESN'T DESERVE SUBSIDY (ED)
6/25/1985 AlGl TWINS MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE (ED)
7/14/1985 BG51 ^LEGION PLAYER GETS TO SEE HIS HERO
7/16/1985 AG12 ^BASEBALL FAN'S DEDICATION SUITS RELATIVES
7/16/1985 DG51 ^WEBSTER NATIVE PRIEB RUNS SHOW
7/21/1985 BG31 MONEY GRABBERS KILLING GAME
7/21/1985 BG31 UNIONS HAVE RIGHT TO STRIKE
8/G2/1985 AG81 STRIKE MAY CURE BASEBALL'S ILLS (ED)
8/G7/1985 AG12 36KIDS AGREE--STRIKE STINKS
8/G7/1985 AlGl BASEBALL STRIKE WELCOME FOR TWINS' FANS (ED)
9/G8/1985 BG12 *SOME BEGAN DREAM IN SIOUX FALLS
9/G9/1985 AlGl *DESERVING ROSE JOINS LIST OF IMMORTALS (ED)
^^9/13/1985 AG81 BASEBALL COCAINE TRIAL SMACKS OF A WITCH HUNT (ED)
lG/12/1985 AlGl CHORE OF CLEANING UP BASEBALL (ED)
IG/18/1985 AlGl GOOD YEAR FOR .BASEBALL IN MISSOURI..^(ED) iz
lG/18/1985 DG12 PRO BASEBALL COULD RETURN TO'AREA
lG/19/1985 BG21 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE WORLD SERIES
1G/2G/1985 CG71 *SD NATIVE TENDS HOUSE FOR ROYALS
11/25/1985 AlGl IN THE BIG LEAGUES, MORE WILL MEAN LESS (ED)
3/G6/1986 AG61 BASEBALL'S DRUG USERS (ED)
4/G6/1986 BG71 KPREDICTIONS--ROYALS, DODGERS, METS
4/27/1986 NG81 (HEALTH) seBASEBALL HAS BEEN VERY GOOD TO HIM
6/17/1986 AG12 *CABLE FIRM CHANGES CHANNELS
7/G3/1986 AG15 aeTWINS SCORE COMEBACK WITH LOCAL CABLE
7/1G/1986 AG61 *GIVE THE CUBS A CHANCE
lG/Gl/1986 DG21 KSPORTS VIEW ON THE WORLD SERIES
lG/27/1986 DG12 BRANDON NURSE AMONG HOWSER'S FRIENDS
1/15/1987 AG12 KPRO BASEBALL PLAYERS ARE A HIT
1/15/1987 CG12 TWINS BIG SWINGERS AT LOCAL BASEBALL GATHERING
4/G7/1987 AG81 GETS BASEBALL OFF TO A PROMISING START (ED)
4/G7/1987 BG13 TWINS HOPE NEW METRODOME CARPET MAGIC
4/23/1987 BG13 SD INFLUENCE TOUCHES TWINS
7/G5/1987 BG12 ^ROYALS, TWINS VIE FOR AREA FANS
'7/13/1987 AG81 A GOOD YEAR FOR BIG-LEAGUE (ED)
7/15/1987 DG14 KCLENDENON--SIOUX FALLS IS A HIT
7/24/1987 AG62 acALL IN THE CARDS FOR BASEBALL AFICIONADOS
8/27/1987 A121 afPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE MINNESOTA TWINS
9/07/1987 AlGl TWINS ADD NICE TOUCH TO SEASON (ED)
9/11/1987 B012 a6L0MBARD0ZZI--C0NFIDENCE IS ASSET
9/29/1987 A012 aeMINNESOTA MAGIC
10/07/1987 A0I2 WEST CHAMP TWINS A HIT
1G/G8/1987 AG12 acBAYLOR'S CLUTCH SINGLE KEYS WIN
1G/G8/1987 A121 FANS HELPING PLAYERS (ED)
1G/G8/1987 CGll afTWINS WIN OPENER 8-5
1G/G9/1987 AG12 aeTWINS TWO-OUT RALLIES KILL TIGERS
1G/G9/1987 DGll aeTWINS ARE GLADDENED
lG/lG/1987 AG12 TWINS TREATED FAIRLY BY MEDIA
10/12/1987 A012 aeMEN BEHIND THE TWINS
10/13/1987 AGll aeVICTORY IS MORE THAN JUST A TOSS
10/13/1987 AG15 aeAFTER 22 LONG YEARS, TWINS BACK
10/13/1987 BG12 TWINS TAKE SIOUX FALLS BY STORM
10/13/1987 BG12 TEAM'S SUCCESS TURNS INTO HOT SELLER
10/13/1987 CGll aeTWINS WIN
10/14/1987 AG81 TWINS FANS IN SD DESERVE SERIES TICKETS (ED)
10/17/1987 BGll aeYOUTHFUL DREAMS CAN COME TRUE
10/18/1987 AG12 SERIES SEAT DOESN'T COME CHEAP
10/18/1987 B012 aeSERIES FEVER INFECTS PATIENTS
10/18/1987 C105 CAGE BRINGS OUT THE BOY IN MEN
10/19/1987 A012 aeTWINS RECALL SPIRIT, FRIENDSHIP
;!l0/19/1987s:C011 EVERYONE ISyGETJING INTO TWINS ACT
10/20/1987 A092 aeFANNING THE TWINS ' FIRE
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10/20/1987 B016 KPALMER HASN'T FORGOTTEN SOUTH DAKOTA
10/23/1987 AOll KBUSCH-WHACKED TWINS STAGGER HOME
10/25/1987 Alll TWINS WORTH WAVING HANKY OVER
10/25/1987 coil *TW1NS HAVE LIFE AGAIN
10/26/1987 A012 *A VICTORY FOR THE HEARTLAND
10/26/1987 B012 *S1GN OF THE TIMES
10/26/1987 C012 *N0 HERO WORSHIP FOR TWINS
10/27/1987 A081 KFANS PLAY GIANT ROLE IN TWINS WIN (ED)
10/28/1987 AOIA *M1NNES0TA PARADES ITS PRIDE AND JOY
11/02/1987 B012 MEDIA PERSONALITIES ADD TO SERIES FLAVOR
11/03/1987 A015 XTWINS FANS SCOOP UP BREAKFAST
11/23/1987 B012 *STE1NBACH SAW TWINS' POTENTIAL
3/0A/1988 A015 FOUR CITY STATIONS PLAN TWINS COVERAGE
3/30/1988 D013 COLLINS GETS TICKET BACK TO MAJORS
A/03/1988 BOAl SD PITCHER WAS RENOWN PIRATE
A/09/1988 AlOl UEBERROTH HELPS BASEBALL (ED)
A/21/1988 C035 BALTIMORE HAS MANY FAULTS
A/26/1988 BOIA ^BALTIMORE TORMENTS LOPEZ, TOO
A/27/1988 A012 TWINS HAND BALTIMORE ITS 19TH LOSS
A/27/1988 D012.COACHES SYMPATHIZE WITH ROBINSON
5/03/1988 B012 AREA FANS BACK GIAMATTI
5/08/1988 Alll MEETING BASEBALL KING
5/11/1988 D015 ^PUSHES IDEA OF INTER-LEAGUE PLAY
5/19/1988 B033 3CSD NATIVE SPARKS CINCINNATI 8-A
6/26/1988 BOIA S DAKOTAN MAKES BIG LEAGUES
9/03/1988 A081 THE TWINS STILL CHAMPIONS TO FANS (ED)
11/10/1988 D012 PERRY RECALLS AWARD
2/09/1989 D015 *TWINS NEED STRONG START, LARKIN SAYS
. 3/19/1989 B012 *AUTOGRAPH HUNT IS SIGNATURE OF SPRING
•^4703/1989 A081 AMERICA'S FAMILY GAME WILL SHINE AGAIN (ED)
A/05/1989 A012 TWINS FANS HAIL OPENER
; <6/18/1989JB012 *DAUGHTERS' CAREER;MADE DAY FOR FATHER .
6/2A/1989C012 SCANDAL REVIVES MEMORIES OF ROSE'S FAN
9/03/1989 BOll KSOUTH DAKOTAN WAS FILL-IN FOR BASEBALL LEGEND
9/05/1989 A081 ^GIAMATTI WAS RIGHT MAN AT RIGHT TIME (ED)
lO/lA/1989 A012 XCANISTOTA MAN TOSSES BACK BALL FROM '65 HOMER
10/18/1989 A016 *AREA FANS ENCOUNTER NIGHTMARE
12/26/1989 A081 BASEBALL'S FISCAL FRIVOLITY (ED)
2/17/1990 A081 OWNERS HAVE THE EDGE IN SPAT (ED)
2/20/1990 BOll FANS WANT BASEBALL, NOT MONEY TALK
2/22/1990 A105 OWNERS TRY TO BREAK UNION (L)
3/20/1990 A012 BASEBALL FANS REJOICE AT LONG STRIKE'S END
3/21/1990 A121 LOCKOUT WON'T LESSEN FERVOR OF FANS (ED)
3/22/1990 AlOl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
A/02/1990 A092 PLAYERS' UNION CRAZY (L)
A/12/1990 A015 3(MAN CHASES BASEBALL DREAM
7/30/1990 A016 1,500 ATTEND SF DAY
8/01/1990 A081 BASEBALL CLEANS ITS DIRTY HOUSE (ED)
8/12/1990 A113 BEING PART OF TWINS WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE (L)
1/18/I99I A012 3€SF PITCHES FOR CLASS A BALL
2/22/1991 D012 ^BASEBALL DREAM FACES MAJOR OBSTACLES
3/20/1991 D012 KPRO BASEBALL HEADED FOR CITY
3/20/1991 D012 KSPRING-TRAINING WISH COMES TRUE
3/23/1991 A083 KMINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL FRANCHISE
3/27/1991 AOIA CITY HASN'T CAUGHT FEVER
3/30/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
A/03/1991 D016 'NO PLACE TO PLAY' KEEPS PRO LEAGUE OUT OF CITY
A/OA/1991 A081 3€PUBLIC OPINIONS--NEW BASEBALL SEASON
A/05/1991 DOll SF COURTED AGAIN BY PRO LEAGUE
A/06/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
A/10/1991 D016 OPERATIONS ARE POSTPONED UNTIL NEXT SEASON
A/15/1991 A081 BASEBALL PAY SHOWS HIGH COST TO WIN (ED)
5/10/1991 AlOl DENVER, BUFFALO DESERVE BASEBALL (ED)
7/15/1991 coil SF DAY TAKES BACKSEAT TO OLIVA TRIBUTE
9/13/1991 AlOl 5CPUBLIC OPINIONS--TWINS
9/16/1991 A081 FOR TWINS AND FANS, IT'S SWEET AGAIN (ED)
9/30/1991 A012 TWINS CLINCH AL WEST
10/08/1991 A012 XSTOIC TWINS READY TO UNLEASH BRILLIANCE
10/08/1991 DOll seNEWCOMERS FIND OLD MAGIC, REVITALIZE TWINS
IO/lA/1991 A013 9€TWINS HEADED FOR SERIES
10/19/1991 A015 INDIANS PLAN TOMAHAWK CHOP PROTEST AT SERIES
10/19/1991 DOll 5CW0RLD SERIES '91
10/20/1991 A016 PROTESTERS--'CHOP' HAS TO STOP
10/22/1991 B062 ^BUSINESS OF WINNING
10/23/1991 B051 KYOUNG FANS
10/2A/1991 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--'TOMAHAWK CHOP'
V.10/2A/1991 C012-3€0NE, FAN'S REVENGE
10/25/1991 D016*NATIVE'S OF STATE REPORT STORIES OF WORLD SERIES
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BASHARD MICHAEL
BASIC SKILLS
BASKETBALL
10/26/1991
10/26/1991
10/26/1991
10/26/1991
10/27/1991
10/27/1991
10/28/1991
10/29/1991
11/06/1991
11/10/1991
<»/01/1992
A/03/1992
5/08/1992
5/09/1992
5/09/1992
5/1A/1992
5/17/1992
5/18/1992
5/28/1992
6/07/1992
6/09/1992
6/23/1992
7/08/1992
7/10/1992
7/17/1992
8/13/1992
9/05/1992
9/10/1992
10/2A/1992
10/29/1992
12/08/1992
10/13/1988'
9/09/1989
10/30/1990
11/02/1990
11/03/1990
A/26/1985
7/11/1982
7/12/1982
7/08/1983
3/09/1987
9/17/1987
6/13/1988
3/05/1989
3/30/1989
A/01/1989
A/08/1989
2/11/1990
2/18/1990
10/10/1990
2/26/1991
5/28/1992
6/1A/1992
BASKETBALL-ALL-STA 7/30/1992
7/31/1992
8/2A/1982
1/06/1982
1/21/1982
1/27/1982
1/29/1982
2/16/1982
3/2A/1982
5/13/1982
8/07/1982
11/15/1982
11/21/1982
11/25/1982
12/06/1982
12/16/1982
12/22/1982
12/23/1982
12/26/1982
12/27/1982
12/28/1982
12/29/1982
n?l2/30/1982
12/31/1982
BASKETBALL-AMATEUR
BASKETBALL-COL
A012 KLITTLE GUYS LOOM LARGE IN GAME 6
AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
A103 TOMAHAWK CHOP IS REALLY A COMPLIMENT (L)
BOll 3fHER0ICS MAKE 'AVERAGE GUY' SERIES STAR
A012 KTWINS SURVIVE A SERIES OF THRILLS
C016 5CTWINS A HOT TOPIC WITH COLD BEER
A012 XFANS THRILLED TO EXHAUSTION OVER BIG WIN
A081 WORLD SERIES IS HIT TRANSCENDING SPORTS (ED)
A085 COCHRAN SAW DIFFERENT GAME THAN REST OF US (L)
A096 WORLD SERIES CONFRONTATION CROSSED LINE
D016 MINOR VISION--OWNER WANTS BASEBALL HERE
D031 ^DEFENSE, SMART PLAY MADE GREEN PART OF DYNASTY
D015 KCANARIES FLIGHT TO CITY FUELS STADIUM ISSUE
BOll MINOR LEAGUE WILL ENHANCE AREA BASEBALL
B015 CANARIES ARE 90 PERCENT CERTAIN FOR '93
A103 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--A MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAM
AlOl MINOR-LEAGUE TEAM WOULD BE NICE CATCH (ED)
A071 *SF WOULD BE GREAT BASEBALL TOWN
D016 XCITY OK'S STADIUM RENOVATION
coil CITY TO CONSIDER CANARIES AGREEMENT
D016 CITY OK'S LEASE WITH STAVRENOS
D015 kWECKWERTH WILL TAKE OVER DUTIES JULY 20
DOll KMINOR-LEAGUE BASEBALL'S JOY EVIDENT
AlOl CUBS DESERVE JEERS FOR RESISTING MOVES (ED)
B012 XBOOK BRINGS NEGRO LEAGUES' TALENT ALIVE
A012 *SD BASEBALL STAR SIGNS WITH PHILLIES
BOll APPROVAL PENDING FOR PARK IMPROVEMENTS
coil GIVE OWNERS ERROR IN VINCENT CASE
D015 KMINOR LEAGUE, MAJOR MISSION
C015 LOCAL PRO TICKET PRICES AFFORDABLE
A061 CHEER PUCKETT, BOO TEAM OWNERS (ED)
'D015'^0-OVER. PLAYERS ^READY'FOR NATIONALS r '
B041 SEND 2 TEAMS TO SENIOR WORLD SERIES
B063 SD TEAMS IN SENIOR WORLD SERIES
D012 MAKE BASEBALL STATEMENT WITH ARIZONA SUCCESS
B013 XSD BASEBALL TEAMS OUSTED FROM SERIES
DOll kcitY baseball group plans to upgrade fields
C012 CANTON BREAKS SIOUX FALLS' MONOPOLY
B013 3CELKS HOT ENOUGH TO CLAIM TEENER BASEBALL CROWN
C023 XTHERE WOULD BE NO WINNER OR MINIMUM DESTRUCTION
A083 XPEOPLE HELPED CREATE IRAN SCANDAL
SEE EDUC, SCHOOLS
D012 ^SUMMERTIME BASKETBALL
BOAl ^BASKETBALL FUN IN THE SUNSHINE
BOll *SD TEAMS WENT TO HOOP...
A072 KBASKETBALL AT LUNCH
B016 YMCA EVENT ATTRACTS 327 TEAMS TO CITY
CO12 *DAY-OFF DUNK
D012 3(H00P HIJINKS
FOll KBEST ADVICE GIVEN WHEN IT'S TOO LATE
C012 KFRIENDLY GAME OF ONE-ON-ONE
C012 KSLAM DUNK
DOll KCAMP WILL GIVE PLAYERS CHANCE TO SHOW STUFF
B012 SPARKING LOT HOT SHOTS
C012 SHOW TIME FOR CLASS OF '92
C016 BASKETBALL WINS FOLLOW NORTH'S VOLLEYBALL VICTORY
B013 CINDERELLA SALEM GOES FROM RAGS TO STATE RICHES
BOll MORE BRAWN, LESS FINESSE DESCRIBES NCC BASKETBALL
BOAl seUSD'S BYKOWSKI COMES BACK (B CONLEY)
coil BASKETBALLS FELL IN DAKOTADOME THIS WEEK
BOll MISSOURI FANS HAVE TOUGH TIME BELIEVING
DOll NORTH CENTRAL BASKETBALL PLAYOFF
B015 XGLANZER, SMEAD HEAD ALL-COLLEGE SQUAD
coil LISA VANGOOR CONTINUES TO LEAD COLORADO BASKETBALL
BOll KAUGIE TROUPE SWEATS INTO SHAPE FOR TRIP
BOll MANKATO S ST CLOUD MEAN lOTH-PLACE PICK
BOAl NCC BASKETBALL-BOTTOM IS GETTING ALOT CLOSER TO TOP
DOll KSIOUX FALLS COLLEGE'S PEDERSEN KEEPS PLUGGING AWAY
BOIA KUSD WOMEN FINISH SECOND
DOll LIFE'S GETTING BETTER FOR ED BOYD
BOll MORNINGSIDE'S DEBEY IS RUNNING, GUNNING...
DOll XWARREN, MORROW BECOME TEAMMATES AT USD
B012 *OPPORTUNITES DIFFERENT FOR ST CLOUD'S HARRIS
D012 *TOM MCDONALD KEEPS FAMILY NAME ON SDSU
D012 ^(NEBRASKA-OMAHA'S MILLIES WANTS BEST
B012 BLIZZARD DELAYS NORTH CENTRAL HOLIDAY TOURNEY
BOll; KUSD/ SDSUi'CHIEFS, AUGUSTANA, NCC WINNERS
BOll XMORNINGSIDE, AUGUSTANA SET NEW YEAR'S EVE DATE
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1/02/1983 B021 *PANCOAST HITS BOOKS WHILE HITTING POINTS
1/06/1983 DOll WITH TOURNEY OVER, NOW COMES REAL TEST FOR TEAMS
1/12/1983 BOll SB'S SMALL TOWN IMPACT ON NCC BB UNENDING
1/16/1983 B012 SDSU DEFEATS COYOTES
1/16/1983 BOIA XMORNINGSIDE EDGES AUGUSTANA 84-82
1/20/1983 DOll *1963 SDSU NATIONAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS TO RELIVE PAST
1/28/1983 DOll THOMAS, ZULK FRIENDLY IN BASKETBALL RIVALRY
2/01/1983 C012 *JENN1 JOHNSON FINDS HER GAME ON THE COURT
2/02/1983 B012 TETZLAFF LIFTS SDSU PAST USD, 62-61
2/03/1983 DOll *SDSU*S TATZLAFF KEEPS GOING
2/27/1983 C075 *AUGUSTANA'S WILLETT GOES FOR LAST REBOUND
3/12/1983 B043 SMED, GONDER, TETZLAFF--NCC STAR TEAM
3/16/1983 DOll *SMED'S PRO AMBITIONS STILL LIE AHEAD
3/22/1983 B013 *SMED HEADS ALL-STATE COLLEGE TEAM
4/12/1983 coil NCAA BASKETBALL SIGNING GIVES BYU A TOUCH OF SD
4/12/1983 C031 IQWA GETS A WINNER--RAVELING
4/22/1983 D014 GROSS TO SIGN NATION'S NO 2 JR COL SCORER
6/18/1983 coil JOHN JORDAN TO USD/SPRINGFIELD'S DOORSTEP
10/15/1983 BOll MIDNIGHT USHERS IN THE BASKETBALL HOUR
11/16/1983 D012 *BUNN TRIMS DOWN FOR COMEBACK TRY
11/21/1983 C012 AUGUSTANA TRANSITION TO PERIMETER GAME
11/22/1983 DOll HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE BASKETBALL FRONTS
11/22/1983 D013 *ASHLEY HOPES THE GOOD TIMES RETURN
11/27/1983 B016 *B1G BOYS BUY WINS
12/06/1983 coil SDSU'S MEN PROVING AS A CONTENDER FOR NCC
12/21/1983 DOll XWITTHUS' RETURN TURNS NIGHT TO DAY
12/22/1983 DOll *LADOUCEUR, YOUNG FIND A HOME WITH THE JACKRABBITS
12/26/1983 DOll *USD'S GUSTAFSON FINDS SUCCESS
.12/28/1983 BOll *THE1N HELPS IMPROVING YOUNG AUGUSTANA TEAM
"lZ/2S/1:96Z'li021 HOLIDAY TOURNEY OFFERS BASKETBALL TREAT (ED)
12/31/1983 C013 *MANKATO STATE TIPS SOUTH DAKOTA
l/05/1984^C011i COYOTES GET FIRST CRACK AT NCC OPENER ^ ^
1/07/1984 B012 TECH EDGES SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE, 79-75
2/03/1984 coil *QU1ET KATIE DOES HER TALKING FOR THE COYOTES
2/07/1984 B021 MAXIMIZING ARENA BASKETBALL (ED)
2/08/1984 BOll NEBRASKA-OMAHA'S 11-0 CONFERENCE MARK
2/17/1984 BOll *BASKETBALL PULLS NORTH DAKOTA'S CORCORAN
2/19/1984 B031 *ND STATE'S INNIGER CRITICAL OF OFFICIATING
3/28/1984 B012 *THREE REPEAT HONORS
4/11/1984 B012 SIOUX EMPIRE BASKETBALL RECRUITS
4/12/1984 B015 USD SIGNS TOP WOMEN RECRUITS
4/17/1984 C012 AUGUSTANA SIGNS GUARD
4/20/1984 DOll KLAASSEN WILL ATTEND AUGUSTANA
4/21/1984 BOll *KLAASSEN REJECTED BlG-TlME OFFERS
9/19/1984 BOll *FORMER PACKER STAR AT AUGUSTANA
10/13/1984 BOll FAVORED TEAM IN SDIC BASKETBALL
11/10/1984 B041 SIGNAL OPENING OF BASKETBALL SEASON
11/21/1984 B031 COYOTES LOOK FOR HEALTHY SEASON
11/22/1984 B061 CHICAGOAN WORDLAW TAKES LESS-TRAVELED ROAD
11/23/1984 DOll *BLACK HILLS STATE'S ABBOTT FINDS SD
11/26/1984 BOll *FREEMAN JUNIOR COLLEGE BOLSTERS BY MAIL
12/04/1984 coil GAMES AGAINST DIVISION 1 TEAMS
12/13/1984 DOll NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE WOMEN TOUGH
12/16/1984 B012 LEAKY ROOF DOESN'T STOP SDSU
12/27/1984 DOll *1N1T1AT1NG FORCE IN NCC TOURNAMENT
12/27/1984 D012 *SDSU'S SCHULTZ IS READY
12/28/1984 coil *TOURNAMENT FUN
12/30/1984 B012 *AUGUSTANA WINS TITLE
1/04/1985 BOll *BROTHERS PREPARED MILLER FOR PRESSURE
1/06/1985 B012 *ROUND BOOSTS SDSU
1/10/1985 D012 *1NJURED BYRE WANTS TO PLAY AGAIN
1/11/1985 DOll *EX-CLEAR LAKE STAR IN BIG 10
1/16/1985 DOll SMALL SCHOOLS PRODUCE BlG-PERFORMANCE
1/17/1985 DOll *FORMER SDSU STAR AS GOPHER SCOUT
1/24/1985 DOll *THOMAS BROTHERS GAVE A MILLION MEMORIES
1/26/1985 BOll *CASTLEWOOD'S CHING IS NEBRASKA BOUND
1/29/1985 C012 *FR1CK MAKES SWITCH TO COUGARS
1/31/1985 DOll NORTHERN MICHIGAN & SDSU FOR REGIONAL HOST
2/05/1985 DOll ZULK WEATHERS WELL DURING COACHING GRIND
2/21/1985 DOll *TETZLAFF AND SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
2/24/1985 B015 SOUTH DAKOTA STOPS SDSU
2/26/1985 BOll *SHOW ME STATE'S 'D.J.' JOHNSON
2/28/1985 A061 BENCH BAD-BOY BOBBY KNIGHT (ED)
3/01/1985 BOll *M1TCHELL'S FRIEDRICK IN RECRUITING PLANS
3/02/1985 B012 SD STATE WINS CONFERENCE TITLE
3/03/1985 B012 AWAITS PLAYOFF WORD
V- 3/04/1585D0I1; STRANGE TWIST INTO iCHASE FOR FRIEDRICK
3/04/1985 D015 SD STATE NAMED HOST FOR REGIONAL
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3/06/1985 BGll ^KEEPING COOL, WATCHING NAIA PLAYOFFS
3/10/1985 BG15 JACKS WIN
3/12/1985 CGll XDAILEV DOES LITTLE THINGS THAT ADD UP
3/1A/1985 DGll CAL STATE-HAVWARD NOT TYPCIAL TEAM
3/17/1985 BG12 KSDSU BEATS HAYWARD
3/19/1985 CGll FINAL FOUR-BOUND JACKRABBITS
3/2G/1985 DGll ^FORMER SDSU STAR EIDSNESS
3/21/1985 DG12 KUSD'S SWANHORST PROVES
3/22/1985 AG15 5CEX-R1VALS NOW GO TOGETHER
3/22/1985 DG12 SAUER, SDSU OFFICIAL SCORER FOR 38 YEARS
3/23/1985 AG16 JACKRABBITS ZIP INTO FINALS
3/23/1985 BGll *SDSU BEATS MOUNT ST MARY'S
3/2A/1985 AG15 SDSU LOSES BID FOR CHAMPIONSHIP
3/2A/1985 BGll *JACKRABB1TS FALL SHORT
3/26/1985 CGll KHOYA NOW MEANS BASKETBALL EXCELLENCE
3/27/1985 DGll JACKRABBIT EFFORT ENHANCES PRESTIGE OF NCC
<1/10/1985 DGll UNCERTAIN FUTURES CONFRONT SD PREP STARS
A/11/1985 DG12 ^MITCHELL'S FRIEDRICK SIGNS WITH DRAKE
11/22/1985 DG12 SCHULTZ, MCDONALD SHOULDER HOPES
11/23/1985 BG12 MOUNT MARTY GOES DUTCH
11/23/1985 BG3A XUSD, SDSU POST VICTORIES
11/2A/1985 BGIA USD WINS OPENER
11/26/1985 CG13 ^MUSTANGS MUSCLE SFC
11/27/1985 DG13 *KLAASEN LIFTS VIKINGS 1GG-6G
12/2A/1985 BG12 NCC BASKETBALL FANS TO TOWN
12/25/1985 DG12 *JACKRABB1TS TRY TO PUT RUNNING GAME BACK TOGETHER
12/26/1985 DG12 USD GAINS MEASURE OF RESPECT FROM GOPHERS
12/27/1985 DG12 SD STATE HEART STOPPERS TOP TEAM
12/27/1985 DG13 FORMER FOES TEAM UP FOR AUGUSTANA
•12728/1985 BG12 *F1RST ROUND HOLIDAY HAMMER
12/29/1985 BG12 *AUGUSTANA, ST. CLOUD REACH FINALS
12/30/1985 DG12 ST. CLOUD STATE WINS TITLE
12/31/1985 DG1I;HUSK1ES--NCC TITLE PLANS EARLY
1/12/1986 BGll KUJAWA IS PLEASANT FIND FOR BRIAR CLIFF
1/18/1986 BG12 *ST. CLOUD HANGS ON TO WIN
1/19/1986 BG15 XVIKES ROMP
1/22/1986 DG12 KVIKINGS DEFEAT BISON
1/23/1986 DG13 *SM1TH DOUBLE TROUBLE FOR SFC
1/2A/1986 BG12 CARRIER, MILANOVICH TAKE SD TIES INTO BATTLE
1/26/1986 CG12 SOUTH DAKOTA NIPS STATE 62-60
1/3G/1986 AlGl SCANDEL AT MINNESOTA BRINGS OUT GOOD, BAD (ED)
2/G9/1986 BG12 KAUGUSTANA GUNS DOWN SDSU
2/11/1986 CG12 XCHICKEN FEATHERS FLY FEB 22 AT ARENA
2/12/1986 DG15 AUGUSTANA BEATS SIOUX
2/1A/1986 DG12 *M1XED BAG OF DUTIES AT DAKOTA STATE
2/19/1986 DG12 COMPETITION BRINGS OUT BEST IN AUGUSTANA GUARDS
2/23/1986 BG12 KAUGUSTANA TIPS CHIEFS
2/23/1986 BGAl SOUTH DAKOTA ST. BEATS USD 80-70
3/01/1986 BG12 AUGUSTANA BEATS NORTH DAKOTA--SDSU FALLS
.3/02/1986 BG12 AUGUSTANA FALLS 67-56
3/03/1986 BGI2 KAUGUSTANA GETS BID
3/07/1986 AG81 GOOD LUCK, AUGUSTANA (ED)
<t/G8/1986 BG13 KOLSON HEADS ALL-STATE COLLEGE TEAM
4/09/1986 D014 RECRUITING ROAD ENDS FOR A FEW
4/21/1986 D012 AUGUSTANA SIGNS BASKETBALL STARS
5/14/1986 D012 HARTER TRAVELS A TRAIL
5/17/1986 B012 *FR1EDR1CK EYES EUROPE, TERRORISM THREAT
10/17/1986 D012 BASKETBALL WALK-ON HAS BIG DREAM
11/15/1986 B013 NORTH CENTRAL BASKETBALL HOTLINE LIGHTS UP
11/20/1986 B031 ^AUGUSTANA A TITLE CONTENDER
12/15/1986 D012 BASKETBALL FANS SELECTIVE MEMORY
12/25/1986 D012 *SDSU STARTS NCC PLAY UNBEATEN
12/26/1986 B013 KHATCHETT, GRAVES GIVE USD A LIFT
12/27/1986 B012 KHASSELQUIST, VIKINGS BEGIN NCC PLAY
12/27/1986 C033 STATE SHOOTS FOR 6TH NCC HOLIDAY TITLE
12/28/1986 A012 XJACKS BE NIMBLE
12/28/1986 B012 seHOLlDAY HUNT OPENS WITH BANG
12/29/1986 A012 *TOURNAMENT ATTENDANCE INCREASES
12/29/1986 C012 BLIND'S FREE THROW PACES ST. CLOUD
1/04/1987 C012 CARTWRIGHT SPARKS SD STATE
1/10/1987 B031 AUGUSTANA, SDSU TESTING TELEVISION WATERS
1/13/1987 B032 DRUGGED START BENEFITS SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE
1/16/1987 D041 KWINS ON OLSON'S MIND
1/20/1987 B012 AUGUSTANA, GROSS ARE CONCEDING NOTHING
1/23/1987 A012 JeUSD-SDSU RIVALRY
1/23/1987 BGll ^AUGUSTANA HANGS WINS OVER CHIEFS
vl/24/1987i B012 ' KADAMS SPARKS SDSU . PAST USD
1/24/1987 B043^LUTZ SPARKS USD PAST SD STATE
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1/25/1987 B012 *VIKINGS PULL AWAY IN 2ND HALF TO TRIUMPH
1/25/1987 B012 JENKINS PACES SDSU PAST MORNINGSIDE
2/03/1987 AOIA *COUGARS, VIKINGS TAKE TO COURT AFTER <»6 YEARS
2/07/1987 C023 *AUGUSTANA, SDSU BASKETBALL
2/17/1987 BOll NCC CAGE KNOT SOON WILL UNRAVEL
2/17/1987 BGAl SF COLLEGE WANTS MORE SHARE
2/19/1987 D031 XSIGDESTAD DOES EVERYTHING
2/21/1987 BGIA SUAREZ SPARKS SDSU BY USD
2/22/1987 BG31 *WIENK HELPS AUGUSTANA TOP USD IN OT
2/22/1987 BG31 ^COUGARS TAKE DIFFICULT ROAD
3/G3/1987 BGll ST CLOUD PROPER PICK FOR PLAYOFFS
3/0^/1987 AG61 OFFICIATING DESTROYING GAME (L)
3/G8/1987 BGll SD SHOOTERS AMONG BEST
3/16/1987 AG61 NCAA DRUG CLEANUP SCORES BIG (ED)
3/23/1987 BG12 KA TIME FOR VICTORY, A TIME FOR DEFEAT
A/G5/1987 CG12 KALL-COLLEGE PICKS HASSELQUIST, FRICK
8/13/1987 DG31 AREA COLLEGE TEAMS DRAW BEST
11/19/1987 BG13 A YEARS LATER THEY MEET AGAIN
11/21/1987 BG15 SfAUGUSTANA DOWNS SFC
12/17/1987 BG53 ^MURPHY NURSES 14-POINT AVERAGE
12/25/1987 DG13XTHREE-P0INTERS HIGHLIGHT CHIEFS' ATTACK
12/26/1987 BG12 *YOUNG COYOTES TO PROVE CRITICS WRONG
12/28/1987 CG13 KAUGUSTANA BOMBER GETTING COMFORTABLE
12/29/1987 BG12 ^HOLIDAY HOTSHOTS HIT COURT
12/3G/1987 AGIA KRIVAL MASCOTS KEEP TEAMS ON THEIR TOES
12/3G/1987 DG12 *DEFENSE PUTS AUGUSTANA IN TITLE GAME
12/31/1987 AG12 *AUGUSTANA GRABS HOLIDAY TITLE
12/31/1987 BG12 AUGUSTANA WINS TITLE 88-7A
. 1/G9/1988 BG15 JACKRABBITS GAIN REVENGE
• 1/1071988 BG13 AUGUSTANA MARCHES TO 12TH WIN
1/17/1988 CG15 SDSU SNAPS AUGUSTANA VICTORY STREAK
1/19/1988 BG13 *S0UTHiDAK0TANS COVET ROLES IN FINAL FOUR i r -
1/21/1988 BG13 ACCURATE SHOOTING ELUDES COYOTES
1/23/1988 BG15 KJACKRABBITS DROP HUSKIES
1/2A/1988 CG12 VIKINGS TAME ST CLOUD 85-82
1/27/1988 DG15 JACKS EDGE BISON 69-65
1/29/1988 DG16 KJACKS DEFEAT BEARS
1/31/1988 CG12 JACKRABBITS WIN; UNC TOPS VIKINGS
2/G3/1988 DGll JACKRABBITS SHOCK NCC WATCHERS
2/GA/1988 DG13 AUGUSTANA AUCTION FEATURES VARIETY
2/G4/1988 DGAl SDSU REBOUNDS SCORE WINS
2/G7/1988 BG12 JACKS BEAT USD TO STAY NUMBER 1
2/G8/1988 CG12 ^AUGUSTANA, SDSU CAPTURE WINS
2/G9/1988 BG13 ^INJURIES AT CENTER NOT NEW FOR AUGUSTANA
2/12/1988 DG15 XS DAKOTA TO REPLACE MARTIN
2/13/1988 BG12 XVETERANS LEAD COUGARS PAST TIGERS
2/1*4/1988 EG12 XVIKINGS SURGE PAST JACKS 81-77
2/16/1988 BG13 xBRAXTON EARNS NATIONAL HONOR
2/2G/1988 BG16 HUSKIES DEFEAT SDSU
2/27/1988'BG15 XVIKINGS EARN 2GTH VICTORY
2/28/1988 BG12 SD STATE ROMPS PAST CHIEFS
3/G1/1988 DGll SD STATE CELEBRATES GLORY DAYS
3/G1/1988 DG15 XTESSIER NAMED TO ACADEMIC HONOR SQUAD
3/G6/1988 BG12 ND STATE HALTS JACKS 7G-55
3/G7/1988 CG12 XAUGUSTANA, SDSU RECEIVE BIDS
3/1G/1988 BGll AUGUSTANA COACH IS CHANGED MAN
3/11/1988 DG12 XSDSU DUO ON ALL-NCC TEAM
3/11/1988 DG15 XAUGUSTANA AWAITS FAST-PACED FERRIS
3/11/1988 DG15 XSDSU MEN'S SQUAD FACES STRANGE FOE
3/12/1988 BG31 XSD STATE WOMEN TURN BACK UND
3/12/1988 BG35 XSDSU SENIOR AIDS REVIVAL
3/14/1988 BGll LOSSES DON'T DULL NCC GLOW
4/15/1988 DG12 XLOCAL UNCLE OF UK STAR CHAPMAN
4/17/1988 BG12 XCLASS OF THE COURT
4/2G/1988 DG16 NCC VOTES FOR NEW TOURNAMENT
5/G8/1988 CGll USD ALUMNI FEAR BASKETBALL ORDEAL...
5/13/1988 AlGl IT'LL TAKE TIME TO REBOUND CED)
11/21/1988 CG51 LUTZ LEADS USD PAST AUGIE
12/G4/1988 BG15 AUGUSTANA TOPS COUGARS, STATE FALLS
12/08/1988 D012 XFREIDEL KEYS AUGUSTANA VICTORY
12/G8/1988 DG31 SD STATE SHOOTER HITS STRIDE
12/G9/1988 DGll COLLEGES WILL ENHANCE CHALLENGE
12/G9/1988 DG13 XGUARD ADDS STABILITY TO SFC'S COUGARS
12/22/1988 DG13 KMARTIN HELPS MAVERICKS TO YEAR-END HONOR
12/23/1988 DG13 XEUROPEAN IMPORT FINDS BASKETBALL SUCCESS
12/25/1988 BG16 XCOYOTES SEEK SUCCESS
SI2/26/1988^-BG12 vXMATTHEWS"SPORTS3SWITCH BENEFITS SDSU
12/27/1988 BG12 XFREIDEL, LESLIE RUNNING ATTACK
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12/28/1988 0012 ^HOLIDAY TOURNEY OPENS TODAY
12/29/1988 D012 ^HOLIDAY HOOPS HIT ARENA
12/30/1988 D015 *AUGUSTANA BEATS SDSU IN OVERTIME
12/30/1988 D043 ^NORTHERN BASKETBALL ROLLS TO SUCCESS
12/31/1988 D012 *NEB-OMAHA TIPS BIKINGS 73-71
1/06/1989 D016 3€AUGUSTANA, SDSU EARNS WINS
-1/08/1989 B012 *AUGUSTANA REPELS UNO IN REMATCH
1/11/1989 D012 *USD DEFEATS NEBRASKA-OMAHA TO END LOSING STREAK
1/14/1989 A071 FAN RELISHES HOLIDAY BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT (L)
1/15/1989 A012 XAUGUSTANA EDGES SDSU
1/15/1989 C015 3CAUGUSTANA WINS BY 1
1/15/1989 C041 XSDSU STOPS VIKINGS
1/19/1989 DOll *3-P01NT RING PERFECT FIT FOR KURTENBACH
1/28/1989 BOll 5CAUGUSTANA BEATS BEARS, SDSU WINS
1/29/1989 B012 JfCOYOTES REBOUND FROM ADVERSITY OF '88
2/04/1989 B012 AUGUSTANA DEFEATS USD 63-58
2/06/1989 coil USD GETS SHOT AT BIG BOYS
2/10/1989 DOll AUGUSTANA, SDSU ROLL-WITH RIVALRY
2/18/1989 B012 XVIKINGS WIN 87-77
2/19/1989 B014 AUGUSTANA KEEPS NCC PACE
2/19/1989 B041. 36SDSU DEFEATS ST CLOUD 85-68
2/21/1989 B012 *MT MARTY ENDS SFC SEASON 90-83
2/21/1989 B045 *BURKARD SETS STATE RECORDS
2/24/1989 D012 BEARS EDGE AUGUSTANA--SDSU FALLS
3/04/1989 B012 KVIKINGS WIN, STAY 1 GAME BACK
3/05/1989 B015 AUGUSTANA EARNS NCC TITLE SHARE
3/06/1989 BOll UNLIKELY PAIR LEADS AUGUSTANA
3/10/1989 D013 XUSD'S WOMEN ARE CONFIDENT
3/11/1989 B012 NDSU WOMEN EDGE COYOTES IN OT
-3/13/1989 A081 VIKINGS ON BEST ROLL IN 46 YEARS (ED)
3/16/1989 DOll PROPER BLEND PUTS IN PLAYOFFS
3/16/1989 D043 KLUTZ, SDSU DUO NAMED ALL-NCC
3/18/1989;A082-RECRU1T1NG EQUALIZES NCC (LO
3/18/1989 B012 KAUGUSTANA FALLS 99-95
3/18/1989 B031 SDIC MEN'S MOST VALUABLE AWARD
3/19/1989 B043 KAUGUSTANA DOWNS FAIRBANKS
3/24/1989 A081 AUGUSTANA GIVES GENEROUSLY TO CITY CD
4/16/1989 B012 KSOME STRAIGHT SHOOTERS
4/30/1989 BOll USD RECRUIT TRAVELS BY KNIGHT
9/20/1989 D012 AUGUSTANA TO PLAY SOVIETS NOVEMBER 4
12/10/1989 A091 AUGUSTANA ABUSED DAKOTA STATE TEAM (L)
12/27/1989 D015 KNCC TOURNAMENT FORMAT TO CHANGE AFTER WEEKEND EVENT
12/28/1989 D012 HOLIDAY TOURNEY OPENS TODAY
12/29/1989 A012 KNCC HOLIDAY TOURNAMENT
12/29/1989 D015 KVIKINGS, USD OPEN TOURNEY WITH VICTORIES
12/30/1989 B015 KAUGUSTANA TOPS USD
1/14/1990 BOll KFALLEN CENTER WON'T ALLOW ANY SELF-PITY
1/24/1990 D033 KBRUNS PERFECT IN SDSU WIN
1/29/1990 con KPOSTSEASON TOURNAMENT TO OFFER CHANCE
2/03/1990 B012-NOTHERN COLORADO HALTS AUGUSTANA
2/09/1990 A084 KEEP COLLEGE RIVALRY FUN (L)
2/09/1990 D012 KAUGUSTANA TRIUMPHS 76-68
2/11/1990 BOll kDRAKE COACH NOT TO BLAME
2/24/1990 B012 COYOTES DEFEAT SDSU 78-71
2/24/1990 B031 KAUGUSTANA EARNS 99-98 OVERTIME WIN
2/25/1990 B012 KCOYOTES RALLY PAST AUGUSTANA
3/03/1990 B012 kMANKATO TRIPS COYOTES 59-58
3/08/1990 B015 kCOYOTES FORCE TITLE-TAKING ND
3/09/1990 D012 KUSD, MANKATO TRIUMPH
3/09/1990 D031 KWOMEN'S BASKETBALL FEATURES 4 NCC TEAMS
3/11/1990 B012 KSD RULES NCC
3/18/1990 B045 SLOW-STARTING USD TOPS ANCHORAGE
4/15/1990 B012 KTEAM GOALS COME FIRST FOR MOORE
4/15/1990 B015 *F1SH MAKES SIZE WORK IN HER FAVOR
7/18/1990 A012 KAUGUSTANA STAR'S BRAIN GROWTH SHRINKS
11/12/1990 C012 KAUGUSTANA SEEKS RETURN TO WINNING FORM
11/13/1990 B012 KUSD'S NEW CAST TRIES TO CONTINUE ASCENT
11/13/1990 C012 KSLAMMIN', JAMMIN' (WITH TRAMPOLINE)
11/14/1990 D012 KNEW ATTITUDE, TALENT BOLSTER SD STATE
11/15/1990 D012 kKLINE MAKES DEC1S10N--1T'S AUGUSTANA
11/23/1990 D012 KUSD, AUGUSTANA HOPE TO PUT PRESSURE
11/27/1990 B013 KAUGUSTANA HOLDS OFF NORTHERN STATE
12/12/1990 D012 KAUGUSTANA DEPTH, DEFENSE STOP HURON
12/12/1990 D012 KUSD BASKETBALL PROGRAM EARNS AWARD
12/18/1990 B015 KHATCHETT PROVES DAD RIGHT
12/19/1990 D016 KCOACH HAS DWU BACK ON COURSE
12/27t/l 9.9 0- B012, KTOURNAMENT HAS JNEW iFORMAT
12/28/1990 D012KSD STATE RAISES RECORD TO 8-0
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12/29/1990 BOIA *USD DOWNS DOANE--SDSU PREVAILS
12/30/1990 A095 PLAYERS SHOULD ACT AS EXAMPLES TO OTHERS (L)
12/30/1990 BOll PEPSI CHALLENGE IS NOT QUITE A HOLIDAY TOURNAMENT
12/30/1990 B012 ^CLASSIC DAY FOR USD, AUGUSTANA
1/06/1991 BOAl NDSU WITHSTANDS JACKS' LATE RALLY
1/07/1991 BOAl NDSU WITHSTANDS JACK'S LATE RALLY
1/17/1991 C012 NCAA DIVISION 11 TOURNAMENT SITE
1/18/1991 DOll REALITY HITS SD TEAMS IN NCC PLAY
1/19/1991 B012 UND TOPS COYOTES TO REACH 5-0
1/20/1991 B012 COYOTES DEFEAT BISON
1/20/1991 B015 SDSU EDGES VIKINGS 89-81
1/23/1991 D012 VIKINGS, SDSU FALL TO ND TEAMS
1/26/1991 B012 PRESS AIDS SD STATE IN 90-82 WIN
1/26/1991 B012 GROSS BACK--V1K1NGS WIN
1/27/1991 C031 AUGUSTANA HOLDS OFF ST CLOUD 82-78
1/29/1991 B012 KSF RALLIES BEHIND OVERBAUGH
2/02/1991 B012 AUGUSTANA DUMPS COYOTES
2/03/1991 B012 COYOTES HALT SD STATE 75-67
2/08/1991 DOll NCC PACK WILL REMAIN TIGHT UNTIL THE END
2/10/1991 E012 AUGUSTANA PUSHES WIN STREAK TO 6
2/13/1991 D012 SDSU, AUGUSTANA FALL TO ND
2/17/1991 B012 XWHITE PACES STATE
2/21/1991 B012 *MOUNT MARTY PUTS END TO SFC SEASON
2/27/1991 D015 USD DOWNS MANKATO STATE
2/28/1991 DOll NCC PLAYOFF POSITIONING A CLEAR MESS
3/02/1991 B012 SDSU TOO MUCH FOR COYOTES
3/06/1991 D012 SD STATE, S DAKOTA ADVANCE
3/08/1991 DOll BECKSTRAND'S PLAY A PLUS FOR AUGUSTANA
3/08/1991 D012 KKEY FOR NCC FOUR CHAMPION
IN FINAL
3/09/1991 B012 5€SD SHOWTIME
3/09/1991 B03AXJACKRABB1TS SOAR
: 3/r0/1991A012 «DSU WINS NCC TITLE
3/10/1991 B015 3€JACKRABB1TS TRIP SD
3/11/1991 C012 SDSU'S PLEA NOT A TOURNAMENT BARGAIN
3/1A/1991 D012 JACKRABBITS MUST OUTRUN THE ROADRUNNERS
3/16/1991 B013 SDSU DEPTH TOO MUCH FOR METRO
3/17/1991 B012 3CS10UX TOP SD STATE TO REACH ELITE 8
3/30/1991 B012 KSDSU'S KRUSE LEADS ALL-STATE WOMEN'S
3/31/1991 B012 36ALL-STATE COLLEGE MEN'S BASKETBALL
4/11/1991 A115 OVERBAUGH DESERVED ALL-STATE SELECTION (L)
11/05/1991 B051 *TEN CATE LEADS THE CHARGE FOR SFC
11/09/1991 BOll AUGUSTANA LEARNS, GROWS IN EXHIBITION
11/23/1991 B031 XROSE LEADS SDSU TO JACKRABBIT CLASSIC VICTORY
11/29/1991 D012 *NCC BASKETBALL FULL OF SURPRISES
12/03/1991 D012 *AUGUSTANA WHIPS BUENA VISTA 114-86
12/13/1991 D012 *DWU, MORGAN UPSTAGE VIKINGS
12/31/1991 D015 56V1K1NGS SUPERIOR TO DULUTH 70-65
1/03/1992 BOll EARLY SHOWDOWN COULD DICTATE NCC SEASON
1/04/1992 ,B012 WILLIAMS, USD CLIP MANKATO 80-75
1/11/1992 B014 SDSU EDGES NEB-OMAHA
1/12/1992 B012 *USD DEFEATS CHIEFS 85-73
1/12/1992 B041 SDSU TRIUMPHS BEHIND WHITE, BOOHER
1/15/1992 D012 *SFC SHOOTS DOWN DORDT
1/16/1992 DOll ^RIVALRY EVOKES A BASKETFUL OF MEMORIES
1/19/1992 AOll AUGIE-SDSU TICKETS REJECTED AT ARENA
1/19/1992 B015 36STATE CLIPS AUGUSTANA
1/20/1992 B043 STATE BEATS AUGUSTANA 104-91
1/21/1992 C015 ARENA PLANS RESERVED SEATING FOR NEXT GAME
1/22/1992 D012 NDSU COOLS JACKRABBITS 79-72
1/24/1992 D015 KDWU BEATS SF
1/25/1992 B015 ROSENQUIST, WIRTZ LEAD USD PAST UNC
1/26/1992 C012 NEBRASKA-OMAHA POWERS WAY PAST USD
2/01/1992 B014 KUSD'S TOO MUCH FOR AUGUSTANA
2/02/1992 B012 KCOYOTES UPEND SDSU 73-72
2/03/1992 D016 EGGS CAUSE SCRAMBLE DURING BHSU-TECH TILT
2/03/1992 D045 WILLIAMS, BRENEGAN PACE SD
2/04/1992 A084 AUGIE FANS' BEHAVIOR AT GAME OFFENSIVE (L)
2/04/1992 D012 *NCC TOURNAMENT HAS FAMILIAR LOOK
2/07/1992 DOll KUSD EMERGING IN TYPICALLY TIGHT NCC RACE
2/15/1992 B016 KCOYOTES FINALLY GOT EASY WIN
2/16/1992 B012 STATE TRIPS AUGUSTANA 101-74
2/16/1992 B041 WILLIAMS BASKET GIVES USD 72-70 VICTORY
2/22/1992 B012 XJACKS GRAB SHARE OF NCC LEAD
2/22/1992 B031 OMAHA TOPS USD, TIGERS EDGE SFC
2/23/1992 BOll 3fSD FLAVOR ADDS SPICE TO NCC RACE
'S2/23/19.92 BOl'5'. STATE WINS,' TAKES CHARGE IN^ N RACE
2/26/1992 D012 SDSU CLINCHES SHARE OF NCC TITLE
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2/28/1992 DOll AUGUSTANA'S WOMEN APPLY NCC PRESSURE
2/29/1992 B012 USD HOLDS OF SD STATE
3/01/1992 B012 SDSU TOPS CHIEFS, WINS NCC
3/05/1992 D012 *LATE SPURT PUTS SDSU IN SEMIS
3/07/1992 B012 BfUND SIOUX VS UNC BEARS
3/07/1992 B031 SDSU'S THORSON, WHITE TOP NCC HONOREES
3/08/1992 BOll ^TOURNAMENT BOOSTS ODDS OF NCC TEAMS
3/08/1992 B012 KSIOUX WIN NCC TITLE OVER UNC
3/08/1992 B012 NUMBER 7 VIKINGS TOPPLE NUMBER 1 ND STATE
3/12/1992 D012 3(AUGUSTANA, SDSU WOMEN HAVE BISON ON THEIR MINDS
3/12/1992 D031 KAUGUSTANA'S NIELSEN HEADS ALL-NCC TEAM
3/13/1992 D015 SDSU FACES FAMILIAR OBSTACLE IN REGION
3/14/1992 B012 SDSU TIPS ST CLOUD IN OT
3/15/1992 B012 KSD STATE WINS, REACHES ELITE 8
3/19/1992 D043 ^NORTHERN WOMEN INSPIRED BY JENSEN
3/24/1992 B012 KRESTED RABBITS READY FOR NUMBER 1
3/26/1992 B015 '91 DEFEAT STARTED SDSU TOWARD ELITE 8
3/27/1992 D012 *SDSU FALLS IN 1ST ROUND
3/27/1992 D012 *NIELSEN EPITOMIZES AUGUSTANA'S SUCCESS :
3/29/1992 B012 BfWHITE, MORGAN IN A CLASS BY THEMSELVES
4/04/1992 A012 KFINAL FOUR IS FINAL FLING FOR TWIN CITIES
4/05/1992 B063 KSDSU PREPARED MICHIGAN'S DUTCHER
11/12/1992 C031 AREA BASKETBALL TEAMS PREPARE FOR SEASON
12/16/1992 C012 SD STATE BASKETBALL TEAM REACHED 'ELITE' STATUS
12/27/1992 coil AUGUSTANA, NDSU WOMEN CLASS OF NCC
1/22/1982 DOll EX-BASKETBALL OPPONENTS CHEER TOGETHER NOW
1/31/1982 coil STATE-TOURNAMENT HOPEFULS AT 'B' CLASSIC
2/02/1982 B021 VICTORY OVER YANKTON HELPS WASHINGTON
2/04/1982 coil MARION BEARS HUNGRY FOR HOME-COURT ACTION
2/04/1982 C012 GOVERNORS PLACE THEIR BETS
2/09/1982 BOll WEST RIVER BASKETBALL CREATES TURNAROUND
2/18/1982-B012 KSUMMIT ONLY UNBEATEN TEAM IN SOUTH DAKOTA.;
;'2/21/l982:'C07l KEUREKA'S PAPENDICK SITTING ON SIDELINES
2/21/1982 C071 *JORGENSON, RUNGE SAVVY PARKER DUO
2/27/1982 C025 ADVICE FROM RAPID FOR LINCOLN CHEERLEADERS (L)
3/03/1982 B041 WARRIORS CHARGE DOWN CLASS B HOME STRETCH
3/07/1982 C012 56STATE 'B' BASKETBALL FIELD FINALIZED
3/08/1982 C031 ^CORSICA WINS CLOSE GAMES TO REACH FIRST STATE TOURN
3/10/1982 B012 ^WASHINGTON, BRANDON VALLEY WIN IN 3A
3/10/1982 B031 WHITE EAGLE'S ANKLE KEY TO DUPREE'S HOPES IN STATE
3/11/1982 A012 SF MOTEL MANAGERS BECOME 'B'-KEEPERS
3/11/1982 coil KTHE RETURN OF THE KILLER B'S
3/13/1982 BOll XMOVE TO CROW CREEK HIGH DELIGHTS FRANKLIN
3/13/1982 B031 ^(WARNER'S LOON WAKES UP WHEN HE STEPS ON ARENA FLOOR
3/13/1982 C021 CRITICISM OF CHEERLEADERS DISPUTED (L)
3/14/1982 AOll DASH OF WEBSTER FLASH
3/14/1982 coil 36BEARCATS WHIP CROW CREEK, 62-47
3/15/1982 A012 'B' BRINGS BUCKS, BASHES, BRAWLS TO SF
3/16/1982 A015 WOMAN PICKS 'B' WINNER, SCORE
r3/16/1982 C021,HAIL WEBSTER BEARCATS (ED)
. 3/17/1982 B031 ^WASHINGTON'S NUGTEREN ADAPTING TO NEW ROLE
3/19/1982 DOll KELLY SUNDE LEARNS FROM CROW CREEK CAGERS
3/19/1982 D012 MADISON EXPLODES TO BEAT WASHINGTON
3/20/1982 A082 CHIEFTAINS THANK SF
3/20/1982 coil TALK OF NEW BASKETBALL SEASON BEFORE OLD IS BURIED
3/20/1982 C012 *RAPID CITY CENTRAL, PIERRE IN 'A' TILT
3/20/1982 C021 EMPTY SEATS DON'T MEAN 'A' MOVE TO SIOUX FALLS
3/21/1982 coil MADISON--'A' TOURNEY WITH THIRD PLACE FINISH
3/21/1982 C012 KPIERRE REIGNS IN 'A' RANKS
3/21/1982 C081 DAD'S DRILLS--DIVIDENDS FOR PIERRE STANDOUT SHAEFER
3/23/1982 B012 *0'GORMAN NAMES NEW HEAD BASKETBALL COACH
3/23/1982 C021 PIERRE GOVERNORS SHOW TEAMWORK, EXPERTISE (ED)
3/24/1982 B012 KSFY-TV GAINS RIGHTS BASKETBALL TOURNEY
3/25/1982 D021 ADVICE OFFERED KSFY ON TOURNEY SLOTS (L)
3/29/1982 C012 *DESMET'S MARK SCHULTZ TOPS FIRST FIVE TEAM
3/31/1982 D023 CHIEFTAINS ACCLAIMED FOR SPIRIT 8 TALENT (L)
4/01/1982 B013 KGOVERNORS LAND TWO ON ALL-STATE SQUAD
4/02/1982 C024 WARRIOR FANS PANNED FOR POOR 'A' SHOWING
4/10/1982 A012 BeATHLETE HAS RECRUITERS AT HER HEELS
4/19/1982 D015 KSTOVER NAMED MR. BASKETBALL
9/02/1982 B013 BOMHOFF FACES CHALLENGE OF WARRIOR TRADITION
9/02/1982 B032 3CSD GIRLS BASKETBALL SEASON OPENS TONIGHT
11/17/1982 D012 WEST CENTRAL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM
11/20/1982 coil GIRLS BB '82 SEES CHANGING OF THE GUARD IN REGION 6B
11/22/1982 D012 CASTLEWOOD, ARMOUR LEAD GIRLS INTO REGION CONTEST
11/24/1982 D012 *GIRLS CLASS B FIELD COMPLETE
-11/30/1982 ^COll. BRANDON VALLEY,GETS^ANOTHER SHOT AT WASHINGTON
11/30/1982 C031CHRISTAN HIGH'S LONE RETURNEE SAYS THEY'LL BE GOOD
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12/05/1982 B081
12/07/1982 BOll
12/10/1982 BOll
12/11/1982 BOll
12/11/1982 B012
12/12/1982 B014
12/14/1982 B021
12/23/1982 D012
12/25/1982 C012
1/04/1983 B021
1/05/1983 BOll
1/07/1983 coil
1/08/1983 B012
1/20/1983 D021
1/21/1983 C012
1/26/1983 B015
1/28/1983 D012
2/08/1983 0021
2/15/1983 B021
2/21/1983 C012
3/03/1983 0014
3/08/1983 B012
3/10/1983 A012
3/10/1983 C02i
3/10/1983 NlOl
3/11/1983 O013
3/11/1983 0022
: . 3/11/1983 0022
' 3/l271'983 BOll
3/12/1983 B031
V 3/13/1983 A012
3/13/1983 coil
3/14/1983 B021
3/15/1983 B031
3/15/1983 C021
3/16/1983 0012
3/17/1983 O013
3/18/1983 B031
3/18/1983 B031
3/18/1983 O024
3/19/1983 coil
3/19/1983 C032
3/19/1983 C034
3/20/1983 BOll
3/21/1983 coil
3/21/1983 C012
3/22/1983 BOll
3/22/1983 C021
,3/23/1983 C034
3/29/1983 coil
4/01/1983 C022
4/02/1983 B022
6/05/1983 B084
6/24/1983 0011
8/21/1983 B082
8/25/1983 0011
9/01/1983 0011
9/25/1983 B012
10/13/1983 0011
10/22/1983 coil
10/23/1983 B012
11/11/1983 0011
11/19/1983 C012
11/29/1983 C012
11/30/1983 0012
12/01/1983 0012
12/03/1983 C012
12/04/1983 B014
12/07/1983 OOll
12/10/1983 BOll
12/11/1983 B012
12/11/1983 B015
12/11/1983 B081
12/13/1983 0011
12/22/1983 0012
^ W^-»a>«!:j?2/24/T983\-G01.3.'
12/27/1983'C031
DALE WEBER'S OBJECTIVITY, LOYALTY NOT QUESTIONED
WINTER CHANGES YANKTON'S BASKETBALL FORTUNES
YANKTON AGAIN LOOMS AS ROADBLOCK TO LINCOLN
MISTEREK'S VIEW ON LIFE COULD LIFT PIERRE TO CROWN
BASKETBALL PLAYERS NEED EQUALITY IN COACHING
PIERRE, YANKTON REACH 'A' FINALS
96PIERRE REIGNS IN CLASS 'A'
PIERRE S SALEM--OF THEE WE SING (EO)
kRUESINK tops GIRL BASKETBALL HONOR TEAM
^LINCOLN'S OLSON ALL-STATE PICK
0'GORMAN'S KNIGHTS TO TEST WASHINGTON'S TEAM
bRookings a s b shootout pits...
NORTH SEES WASHINGTON AS TEAM TO BEAT
JUDGE TO RULE ON MILLER ELIGIBILITY CASE
EOGEMONT CITIZENS WORK TO GIVE TEAM 'NEW' COURT
SMALLER BASKETBALL APPROVED FOR GIRLS PLAY
PLAYERS SAY SMALL BALL OK
*BRAOY BALANCES WASHINGTON BASKETBALL ACT
O'GORMAN SCHEDULE MAKES ITS COACH SHUDDER
DEFENSE KEYS VICTORIES FOR UNBEATEN WASHINGTON-
SCHUMAKER RECALLS SOSU OIST 18B GLORY
GOOOALL, HANSON CHASE SPIRIT OF TITLE TEAMS
WASHINGTON BEGINS ITS DEFENSE
KLITTLE WOUND'S STATE B PARTICIPATION
TOURNEY MAGIC BEGINS ANEW (EO)
STATE B BASKETBALL 1983
KCLASS B OPENERS
LIFE WITH THE STATE 'B'
SF GEARS UP FOR TOURNEY BY HIRING SECURITY TEAMS
LYMAN RAIDERS MEET MATCH WITH HAMLIN
3€ANN0UNCERS LOVE TRIP TO CLASS B TOURNEY
3€HAMLIN. IS STATE CLASS B BASKETBALL WINNER
KHAMLIN CHARGERS' DEFENSE STEALS 'B' TITLE 1
3(CLASS B BASKETBALL WINNERS
KWATERTOWN TURNS CLASS REUNION INTO STATE 'A' TRIP
HAMLIN'S PRIDE AND JOY (EO)
KWARRIORS' HIPPE ENTERTAINING, INVALUABLE
KWARRIORS FOLLOW OLD BASKETBALL FORMULA
^WARRIOR PUT '82 OUT OF MIND
*SCOTTY IS 'THE ANSWER MAN' FOR TRI-STATE
'B' TOURNEY ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE (L)
ADAM'S QUEST FOR ANOTHER 'A' TITLE
*TRI-STATE PLAYERS WELL TRAVELED AT YOUNG AGE
NAGEL IS WASHINGTON'S SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
^WARRIORS WEAR CROWN
WASHINGTON LIMITS TURNOVERS
^WASHINGTON HAILS ITS BB VICTORS
STATE-BORDER INVISIBLE TO COACH OF STATE-TOURNAMENT
WHAT TOURNEYS SHOW (ED)
LAWMAKERS HONOR CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS
MISS BB FINDS RECRUITING FRUSTRATING
KCLASS B ALL-STATE TEAM HAS LOT OF COURT EXPERIENCE
WARRIOR TEAM, COACHES PRAISED (L)
HETTICH, AREA GIRLS EUROPEAN TOUR
BASKETBALL PROSPECT MOVING TO BROOKINGS
STATE MAKES BASKETBALL RULE CHANGES
^CARRIER SPREEDS BASKETBALL FEVER
BROOKINGS, CANOVA PART OF BASKETBALL CROP
FRIENDS OR FOES--IN OLDHAM, RAMONA
TRADITON KEEPS LIGHTS BURNING AT AGAR HIGH
XHARRISBURG'S THOMPSON SHOWS 'EM HOW
GIRLS BASKETBALL EXPERIMENT SUCCESSFUL
COLOME TWINS ARE DOUBLE TROUBLE FOR OPPONENTS
3CREGI0NALS NEXT STOP IN GIRLS DRIVE
3(0'GORMAN'S BOYLE FAVORS SD'S BRAND
ANDERSON WATCHES SD GIRLS FROM U OF IOWA
KWARRIORS' VOAS READY TO DEFEND TITLE
XHEELAN, ROSENQUIST SHADE WASHINGTON
ARMOUR WINS IT
WAY CLEARED FOR ADDING THIRD CLASS
HIEMSTRA ROCKETS INTO GIRLS BASKETBALL PROMINENCE
kyankton first ladies of class a
XTHREE-CLASS BASKETBALL BECOMING BIG TOPIC
GLANZER AND ARMOUR KEEP PRODUCING WINNERS
LITTLE ROCK'S KLAASSEN HAS FANS WORRIED
RUESINK, NIELSEN LEAD STATE CLASS B
aeCLASSv A. ALL-STATE. GIRLSv^
ZIEGLER WINS ACE HONOR WITH 35-POINT PERFORMANCE
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12/30/1983 C012 KSOUTH DAKOTA, MANKATO MEET IN FINAL
1/10/198A coil UNDEFEATED DELL RAPIDS TEAM STIRS MEMORIES
1/29/198A B015 ARMOUR WINS, 54-A8
1/31/198A coil WAKONDA GETS A CHANCE FOR REVENGE
2/02/198A DOll REASONS FOR FEBRUARY CLASSIC CANCELLATION
2/05/1984 COBS GAMES ARE FOR BENEFIT OF THE FANS (L)
2/24/1984 DOll TRI-VALLEY'S GUNN IS ALL FOE
2/29/1984 DOll *GROTON*S HINDS, KERSTING ANXIOUS
3/02/1984 coil MARCH 1945 MEMORABLE TO CHESTER HIGH
3/04/1984 A013 ^BREAKING UP THE STATE B
3/06/1984 A012 *CHEERING ON THE TEAM
3/06/1984 coil BABB REMEMBERS WAKONDA'S FIRST TRIP
3/07/1984 B012 SUPRISE STATE 'B* BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
3/08/1984 D012 STATE 'B' BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
3/09/1984 A012 'B' FEVER CAUSES MASS MIGRATION
3/10/1984 BOll COACH GRAMM RELIVES PAST THROUGH HIS SON
3/11/1984 A013 XWAKONDA WARRIORS WIN THE BIG 'B*
3/11/1984 B012 XWAKONDA IN A WALK
3/12/1984 B021 HAIL WAKONDA'S WARRIORS (ED)
3/15/1984 C021 SF LIKES ROLE OF HOSTING TOURNAMENT (ED)
3/16/1984 A013 *CLASS A AGONY--AND ECSTASY
3/16/1984 D012 *'A' GREAT OPENING ROUND FOR 4
3/17/1984 A013 *STATE 'A* MANIA
3/17/1984 BOll MUNSEN REMEMBERS BIG BART FRIEDRICK
3/17/1984 C013 *FANS RAISE SCHOOL SPIRIT
3/18/1984 A013 ^KERNELS WIN IT, BUT BOTH TEAMS ARE CHAMPS
3/20/1984 B031 3CALL-SI0UX INTERSTATE CONFERENCE TEAM
3/20/1984 C021 CHEERS FOR KERNALS, SPORTSMANSHIP (ED)
3/23/1984 A015 TRI-STATE FEVER BOUNCES INTO SIOUX FALLS TODAY
3/23/1984 D013 KHAMLIN'S CARLSON TOPS YOUNGEST ALL-STAR
3/25/1984 B015 OFFICIALS NOT SURE ABOUT PLAYOFF SITES
3/25/1984 B061 *TRI-STATE FEVER CATCHING
4/03/1984^C022 l3(WAKONDA!S SMITH,: DRUIN LEAD CLASSAB : : K
6/22/1984 C021 TOO MANY TOURNAMENTS (ED)
6/27/1984 B015 REARRANGES STATE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
9/02/1984 B012 IOWA GIRLS SWITCH BRANDS OF BASKETBALL
9/29/1984 BOll NEXT YEAR'S BIG-SCHOOL BASKETBALL FORMAT
10/18/1984 DOll KNELSON FAMILY IS PREPARED FOR RECRUITERS
11/03/1984 coil BOYS BASKETBALL TITLE ASPIRATIONS
11/19/1984 coil STATE BASKETBALL TOURNEY ENTRANTS
11/29/1984 D012 JEFFERSON BEGINS RUN TOWARD STATE 'B'
11/30/1984 DOll XHOAR FACES MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
11/30/1984 D041 XBRUHN ANCHORS KNIGHTS
11/30/1984 D041 ^CHARGERS LOOK TO ROOZENBOOM
12/01/1984 BOll XSANDLAND STANDS TALL ON BASKETBALL COURT
12/02/1984 B031 DREAM FOR DAVE AND JULIE KRAUTH
12/06/1984 D012 BROOKINGS HAS ALL TO WIN TITLE
12/08/1984 BOll XBROOKINGS HOLWERDA
12/09/1984 B012 BROOKINGS WINS 'A' CHAMPIONSHIP
12/11/1984 C021 NOTHING WRONG WITH GIRLS BASKETBALL (ED)
12/11/1984 D031 KARMOUR GIRLS TEAM OF YEAR
12/13/1984 D031 HOLWERDA MAN BEHIND BOBCAT TITLE
12/16/1984 B051 TRI-VALLEY BASKETBALL PLAYER LEARNS LESSON
12/19/1984 B012 ARMOUR'S LEONARD LEADS B ALL-STATE
12/21/1984 B012 36BROOKINGS' PRACTICE PAYS OFF WITH TITLE
1/20/1985 A012 ESTELLINE PLAYERS SUSPENDED FOR DRINKING
1/22/1985 DOll THREE-CLASS SYSTEM TO CHANGE PREP BASKETBALL
1/25/1985 C021 STUDENTS MAY DESERVE SUSPENDED SENTENCE (ED)
2/04/1985 A062 BOYS' BASKETBALL STILL UNFAIR (L)
2/27/1985 BOll PARKER'S BASKETBALL SUCCESS
2/28/1985 A012 XLOSERS AND WINNERS
3/07/1985 A012 GOING 'B'ANANAS
3/07/1985 A081 STATE CLASS B TOURNEY (ED)
3/07/1985 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINION ON THE STATE CLASS B
3/07/1985 BOll KBUSY AT THE B'S
3/07/1985 B013 ^WELCOME STATE B FANS
3/08/1985 AOll BASKETBALL TOURNEY PACKS BARS WITH BETTORS
3/08/1985 BOll ^BASKETBALL ISN'T ONLY GAME IN TOWN
3/08/1985 DOll NORTHERN STATE, SD GET MOST
3/09/1985 B012 LYMAN CARRIES YEARS OF WEST RIVER FUTILITY
3/09/1985 C013 X2 RECALL YEAR THE B'S WERE BORN
3/10/1985 A012 XA BREAK FOR THE CHAMPIONS
3/10/1985 Alll MITCHELL FANS HELP PUT CLASS IN KERNELS' GAME
3/10/1985 BOll KRAIDERS OF THE HIGH ARCH
3/12/1985 C012 CANTON RACES WITH THOROUGHBREDS IN STATE 'A'
3/14/1985 C031 BASKETBALL BETTORS HEAD FOR UPCOMING ACTION
.3/15/1985 A081 STATE SHOULD. RESTORE:2-T0URNAMENT SYSTEM (ED)
' 3/15/1985 D031KCHAMBERLAIN'S TRIEBE BEST-KEPT SECRET
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3/15/1985 D031 GROUP WANTS 3 TEAMS ADDED TO CLASS AA
3/16/1985 DOll XFACING MITCHELL NOT SO SCARY
3/17/1985 BOll ^MITCHELL TOPS WASHINGTON FOR TITLE
3/17/1985 B031 1972 MILLER CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM COULD COMPETE
3/17/1985 C012 5eMASS FOR MITCHELL KERNEL FANS
3/18/1985 A012 MITCHELL DOCTOR HELPED DELIVER CHAMPIONSHIPS
3/19/1985 B021 BASKETBALL TOURNEY MILLION DOLLAR BUSINESS
3/20/1985 AG81 CONGRATULATIONS, PLAYERS (ED)
3/22/1985 C021 BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT TICKET SALES JUMP
3/28/1985 B012 ^MITCHELL'S BIG 3 HEAD ALL-STATE TEAM
3/29/1985 D012 *MOORE, CHING, FREIDEL, OLINGER, SCHULTZ
3/30/1985 Alll CITY RESIDENTS ARE SALT OF THE EARTH (L)
A/11/1985 DG31 ^MITCHELL'S MUNSEN NAMED BASKETBALL COACH OF YEAR
5/G2/1985 DGll *LESLIE NAMED PLAYER OF YEAR BY COACHES
7/G2/1985 BG12 HAYTI BASKETBALL OFFERS PROOF OF 'B' MYSTIQUE
9/G5/1985 DG13 NEW GIRLS SEASON BRINGS CHANGES
9/18/1985 AG16 GIRLS SWEAT OUT SLIPPERY BALL GAMES
9/18/1985 D015 BROOKINGS HANDLES WARRIORS
lG/23/1985 A08A GIRLS' TEAMS IGNORED AGAIN (L)
lG/25/1985 DG12 GIRLS BASKETBALL TALENT RUNS DEEP
10/30/1985 DD13 ^UNBEATEN BOBCATS TOP LINCOLN
11/28/1985 D031 *ISTAS LEADS WEEK'S ACES
12/03/1985 C0I2 ^LINCOLN GIRLS, BROOKINGS BATTLE TONIGHT
12/0A/1985 D013 KYANKTON KNOCKS OFF O'GORMAN
12/07/1985 D012 3€'A' SHOWDOWN
12/11/1985 D012 HEGG BOOSTS LINCOLN
12/11/1985 D013 CONCURRENT STATE TOURNAMENTS FOR GIRLS
12/12/1985 A081 MAKE MOST OF IT, GIRLS (ED)
;12/1^/1985, DO16 XBROOKINGS' SUCCESS TOOK TIME, HARD WORK
12/19/1985 D012 *DEFENDING TITLISTS WIN
12/15/1985 BOll *ONCE AGAIN
12/18/1985 D093SCHUELER'S 93 TOPS ACES
12/21/1985 BOll ^WARRIORS' SHIFT SMOTHERS WEST
12/22/1985 B012 JfDIVISION I RECRUITERS TAIL BOBCATS
12/29/1985 B012 JfCLASS B ALL-STATE SQUAD MIXTURE
12/26/1985 D012 *HARD WORK COMES EASY FOR CLASS A ALL-STATERS
12/27/1985 D012 9(BR00KINGS LANDS 3 PLAYERS ON CLASS AA
12/31/1985 A061 GIRLS TEAM DESERVES MORE MEDIA ATTENTION (L)
1/02/1986 B039 UNBEATEN BROOKINGS HONORED ONE MORE TIME
1/07/1986 B012 *LYMAN CO IS NO LESS
1/26/1986 B013 WARRIORS WIN 97-32
2/05/1986 D012 DE SMET PROUD OF PRESENT SUCCESS
2/06/1986 D013 KMURPHY, WHEELERS ON ROLL
2/08/1986 B012 ^WASHINGTON EDGES CENTRAL
2/19/1986 D015 LOOK AT NEW 3-CLASS SYSTEM
2/23/1986 A012 REVISED HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNEYS
2/23/1986 B012 ^BASKETBALL'S CLASS STRUGGLE
2/23/1986 B051 KBOYS BASKETBALL'S CLASS STRUGGLE
2/28/1986 A012 9(L0SERS AND WINNERS
2/28/1986 D012 3€CANTON, WEST CENTRAL WIN
3/07/1986 A012 seHIGH ON HIGHLANDERS
3/09/1986 A012 MTHE AGONY OF DEFEAT
3/12/1986 D093 BROOKINGS WRAPS UP BERTH IN 'AA'
3/13/1986 A091 ^VICTORY AGAIN DANGLES BEFORE HANSON FANS
3/13/1986 A121 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THREE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS
3/19/1986 A012 INNKEEPERS SUFFER 'A' TOURNEY SLUMP
3/19/1986 A081 MISSING FROM BASKETBALL CLASSIC (ED)
3/19/1986 D012 JfPAIN OF SURGERY MATCHES LOSS AT 'A'
3/15/1986 A012 36LAWMAKER--OUT WITH THE NEW
3/16/1986 A012 *LAKOTA SHOOT FOR THE FUTURE
3/16/1986 A012 *A CHAMPIONSHIP CHEER
3/18/1986 A015 COACHES UPSET TOURNAMENT COVERAGE
3/18/1986 B012 BEST OF THE 'A' STILL HAVE A YEAR
3/18/1986 B093 3CBR00KINGS COACH TAKES COLLEGE ROUTE TO 'AA'
3/18/1986 B093 LINCOLN'S FEDDERS SAVES BEST FOR LAST
3/18/1986 B095 TOURNAMENT RETURNS TO HURON AFTER 25 YEARS
3/18/1986 C015 BASKETBALL PROPOSAL BENCHED
3/19/1986 A081 LET TOURNEY ORGANIZERS KNOW WHAT YOU THINK (ED)
3/19/1986 D012 XMIEDEMA IS FOREMAN OF WARRIORS' WORK FORCE
3/21/1986 A012 DEMOTIONS ON OVERTIME
3/21/1986 C012 CLASS B FANS FILL HURON'S MOTELS
3/22/1986 A012 ^THOUSANDS OF YOUNG PLAYERS DESCEND ON CITY
3/22/1986 AlOl NEW TOURNEY SYSTEM DESERVES FAIR CHANCE (L)
3/22/1986 B012 *SHOWDOWN TIME FOR BOYS
3/22/1986 B012 PROBLEMS FOLLOW 3-CLASS SYSTEM
3/23/1986 B012 ^DAKOTA CHRISTIAN, MITCHELL WIN
ic^3/23/1986tB012SBIGrSCHOOLS OR^SMALL;«BASKETBALL BEAT IS SAME
3/29/1986 C012 QUICK DECISION TO LONG GLORY DAYS
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3/25/1986
3/25/1986
3/29/1986
3/29/1986
A/02/1986
A/G3/1986
A/06/1986
A/10/1986
A/10/1986
A/10/1986
A/13/1986
A/20/1986
A/27/1986
A/27/1986
7/12/1986
8/31/1986
9/06/1986
9/17/1986
10/01/1986
10/17/1986
11/01/1986
11/06/1986
11/19/1986
11/19/1986
11/30/1986
11/30/1986
12/02/1986
12/02/1986
12/03/1986
^12/0A/1986 V
12/0A/1986
12/07/1986.
;12/08/1986-
12/09/1986
12/1A/1986
12/16/1986
12/23/1986
12/23/1986
12/2A/1986
1/08/1987
1/13/1987
1/20/1987
2/03/1987
2/26/1987
3/12/1987
3/12/1987
3/13/1987
3/1A/1987
3/1A/1987
3/1A/1987
3/15/1987
3/15/1987
3/18/1987
3/18/1987
3/18/1987
3/18/1987
3/18/1987
3/19/1987
3/19/1987
3/19/1987
3/19/1987
3/19/1987
3/20/1987
3/20/1987
3/20/1987
3/21/1987
3/21/1987
3/22/1987
3/22/1987
3/25/1987
3/26/1987
3/28/1987
3/28/1987
3/29/1987
3/29/1987
3/29/1987
^ ^^/29/158^75'
3/29/1987
A085
B012
AlOl
A102
D0I5
0012
B012
DOIA
0016
0033
A08A
B015
N021
N051
B012
B012
0012
0012
0012
OOA2
B012
0012
0012
0021
B012
BOAl
0012
O012
0012
B012
B0A5
B012
BO 12
B012
A09A
B012
BOIA
BOAl
0013
0031
B032
B012
B012
B012
A012
0012
0012
AO 12
A081
B012
A012
B012
0013
0031
0031
0031
0033
AO 12
A061
C033
0012
0012
A013
A081
0033
B012
C012
A012
B012
0013
A121
A071
B012
A012
A061
AG61
OOT2;
0051
TOURNAMENTS FOR STUDENTS (L)
RUNNING FOR TOP GIRLS PLAYERS
NEW TOURNEY SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS (L)
KEEP TOURNAMENT IN HURON (L)
WARNER'S ROZELL LEADS CLASS B ALL-STATE TEAM
TALL GUARDS INVADE 'A' ALL-STATE RANKS
FINANCIAL REPORT MIXED
KKIGER PACES ALL-STAR TEAM
BROOKINGS GIRLS SELECT COLLEGES
KTEN CATE TWINS ARE BACK
TOURNEY SYSTEM HAS PLUSES (L)
PREPS SHOOT FOR 3
(HEALTH) *COACH GETS MITCHELL BASKETBALL ROLLING
(HEALTH) ^BASKETBALL IS HIS LIFELONG LOVE
KSTERNER STAYS PUT IN MITCHELL
GIRLS CHAMPS ACCEPT NEW CHALLENGES
OPTIMISTIC ABOUT LINCOLN'S CHANCES .
56L1NCOLN GIRLS DOWN KNIGHTS
KWARRIORS HOLD OFF 0'GORMAN
56L1NCOLN ACE PUTS HEART INTO GAME
KBENNETT COUNTY BEST AGAIN
KANOERSON MAKES TRl-VALLEY 1 OF STATE'S ELITE TEAMS
CLASS REALIGNMENTS, UNPOPULAR DECISIONS
XSPORTS VIEWS ON FIELD GOAL RULE
SCHUELER SPARKS LINCOLN PAST BROOKINGS
XHEGG ANXIOUS FOR NEW SEASON
3CWASH1NGT0N, YANKTON IN FINALS
BOYS BASKETBALL HAS INTERESTING MATCHUPS
3CWEST CENTRAL'S DETERS STANDS TALL
KSTATE 'A' GIRLS BASKETBALL TOURNEY
3(LUEBBERT leads untested WARRIORS
O'GORMAN, WASHINGTON IN 'AA'
TOURNAMENT DISAPPOINTING FOR BRUNS :
SF CHRISTIAN LONG SHOT IN STATE 'B'
GIVE GIRLS SAME COVERAGE (L)
BCGIRLS TRIO REUNITED AT TOURNEY
KCLASS A ALL-STATE GIRLS TEAM
VERMILLION'S MCDONALD A VERSATILE BIG MAN
KSCHUELER, KAOING NAMED TO 'AA' ALL-STATE SQUAD
3(CHEESEMAN, HANSON SHOOTING FOR MOON
MORE TOURNEYS BETTER FOR HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
SMALL-TOWN SHOOTERS IN THE CORN PALACE
PREP BASKETBALL UNDERGOES REALIGNMENT
^SIBLINGS IN HILLS-BEAVER CREEK TEAMS
^THOUSANDS TREK TO TOWN FOR GAMES
KSO'S SHOOTING STARS
JeSTATE 'A' TOURNEY FIELD CUT TO A
KFANS DON'T REBOUND FROM TOURNEY SWITCH
TOURNAMENT STRUCTURE AS PUZZLING AS WEATHER (ED)
PINE RIDGE COMPLETING UNBEATEN MISSION
KPINE RIDGE ALUM RECALLS LONG-SHOT WIN
XTHORPES RALLY PAST LENNOX TO WIN 'A'
LINCOLN'S PEARSON HOPES FOR DEJA VU
ETHAN TURNS UP THE BASKETBALL HEAT AT TOURN TIME
STEVENS TAKES A BEAD ON TOP-RANKED KERNELS
TOP-RANKED MIDLAND BUZZING ABOUT 'B'S'
ABERDEEN CENTRAL SUCCESS IS SMALL FEAT
3CG0LDEN AGE OF SPORTS FANS
^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON CROWD BEHAVIOR AT GAMES
A CITIES LOOKING FOR lOTH BOYS TITLE
KCHANT STILL TELLS TRIPP TITLE STORY
^CONFIDENCE CHARACTERIZED 1967 WILDCATS
^LINCOLN STOPS WASHINGTON
LET OFFICIALS KNOW WHAT YOU THINK (ED)
KTITLE CHASERS IN CLASS B
^(BROOKINGS ENDS MITCHELL REIGN
KTHE FACE BEHIND THE MASCOT
BREACHING FOR VICTORY
KBROOKINGS TOPS EAGLES TO WIN 'AA'
KSIOUX FALLS PLACES 3 ON ALL-SIC
BOBCATS COVERAGE SLAMMED (L)
TOURNAMENT WORTH IT DESPITE LOSS (L)
JCBASKETBALL TEAM MAKES SWEET MUSIC
THREE'S A CROWD, PLAYOFF POLL SHOWS
GO BACK TO 2 TOURNEYS (ED)
XSLI6HT BROOKINGS BASKETBALL FANS
^BASKETBALL CLASSES MERGE ON ANNUAL FIRST FIVE
FORTY-TWO CHAMPIONS CROWNED IN TRI-STATE
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<4/01/1987 AG63
<i/G<i/1987 AG7<4
<4/08/1987 DG12
<4/09/1987 D012
<4/10/1987 D013
<4/19/1987 A062
5/31/1987 C013
6/13/1987 B012
6/29/1987 BO13
7/31/1987 B013
8/02/1987 BOll
8/11/1987 A061
9/11/1987 B012
9/13/1987 B012
9/16/1987 B013
12/01/1987 B01<4
12/03/1987 D013
12/0<4/1987 D012
12/06/1987 BOll
12/1<4/1987 C012
12/21/1987 D012
12/23/1987 0012
2/22/1988 C016
2/2<4/1988 0012
2/2<4/1988 0012
2/26/1988 0016
3/09/1988 0012
3/10/1988 A121
_ •; 3/10/1988 BO<4<4
3711/1988 "0015
3/12/1988 A012
^3/12/1988 A081
" ^3/12/1988 A081
3/12/1988 BOll
3/13/1988 B012
3/13/1988 B0<41
3/l<4/1988 B051
3/15/1988 B015
3/16/1988 O0<4<4
3/17/1988 O012
3/18/1988 A012
3/18/1988 O012
3/19/1988 A012
3/19/1988 A012
3/19/1988 A081
3/19/1988 B012
3/20/1988 AOll
3/20/1988 B012
3/20/1988 B015
3/21/1988 B033
3/22/1988 B016
3/23/1988 0013
3/25/1988 A012
3/26/1988 B015
3/27/1988 A132
<4/03/1988 B013
<4/05/1988 B013
<4/06/1988 0013
<4/07/1988 0013
<4/09/1988 B015
<4/l<4/1988 0012
5/09/1988 B016
5/10/1988 A063
6/10/1988 0013
7/30/1988 B01<4
8/2<4/1988 0012
9/02/1988 O015
10/11/1988 B031
10/18/1988 B013
10/19/1988 0012
10/22/1988 C012
10/29/1988 B012
11/01/1988 C012
11/16/1988 0012
11/16/1988 O0<41
11/18/1988 0012
fe^;s«11722/1988r B012
12/02/1988 A103
BASKETBALL COVERAGE WAS FINE (L)
PINE RIOGE THORPES DESERVE PRAISE CD
KSTOEL LEADS CLASS B TEAM
KCLASS A ALL-STATE BASKETBALL 1ST TEAM
^SOPHOMORE MAKES CLASS AA
TV SHOULD CARRY ALL TOURNEYS (L)
TO GET BASKETBALL TOURNEYS ON TV
KSTATE GIRLS BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS TOGETHER
AREA PLAYERS SEE GERMANS' SKILLS
3€ALL-STARS BATTLE HEAT IN GAMES
ALL-STAR GAMES SUCCESSFUL
ABERDEEN 010 AN ALL-STAR JOB OF HOSTING GAMES CEO)
^(LINCOLN REMAINS STRONG
GIRLS BASKETBALL DRIBBLES TO DIFFERENT BEAT
36L1NCOLN ROLLS PAST KNIGHTS
3(BRENNER ANXIOUS TO JOIN 0'GORMAN CAST
WASHINGTON, SWANN SET SIGHTS HIGH
3(LENN0X, MADISON SURVIVE
GIRLS GET OVERDUE SHOT ON TV
XWAUBAY'S NELSON GREETS TALL GOALS
56ARMOUR DUO BOWS OUT IN STYLE
XYANKTON STARS CAP WITH AWARDS
NIELSON NAMED MISS BASKETBALL
LENNOX SOARS TO DISTRICT TITLE
PATRIOTS REMAIN PERFECT
TROJANS CAPTURE 7A TITLE
^WASHINGTON SHOCKS LINCOLN
THREE-CLASS BASKETBALL TOURNEY SYSTEM UNFAIR CD
GENEROSITY STILL BENEFITS RED CLOUD
^DEFENSE HELPS VERMILLION RIP BON HOMME
BLIZZARD BURIES BLACK HILLS
'DOUBLE TOURNAMENT OISTRACTING TO FANS (ED) - -
XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON TWO BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS
COACH MAKES SISSETON STAND TALL
KTELL US WHICH TEAM WAS SO'S BEST
3CVERMILL10N, SISSETON REACH FINAL
KVERMILLION WINS CLASS A TITLE OVER SISSETON
'B', 'AA' BASKETBALL FIELDS SET
*1NC0NS1STENT PIERRE TO BATTLE STEVENS
*THE GREATEST
*STATE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS OPEN
XFREE THROWS BOOST BROOKINGS
BASKETBALL FANS--STUOENT SUPPORT WANING
EVEN THE AVERAGE TEAMS HAVE THEIR MOMENTS
STATE B SHOULD BE TELEVISED CD
*1T'S MITCHELL AND ABERDEEN
SATELLITE PROBLEM FORCES DELAY IN TELECAST OF GAMES
K3 DIVISIONS -- CLASS ACT OR FOLLY
*ABERDEEN TOPS MITCHELL IN 'AA' FINALS
.3«PETERS0N, DEUBROOK GRAB 'B' TITLE
XSWANN, BECKSTRAND ALL-NCC
*<4 TEAMS ACCEPT DAKOTA CHALLENGE
^(BASKETBALL BONANZA
^COMPETITION FOR SPARTANS GOES BEYOND
GIVE ALL KIDS FAIR CHANCE (L)
FIRST 5 STARS FOCUS ON FUTURES
JCCLASS B HONOR TEAM DISPLAYS
KMCDONALD LEADS 'A' HONOR SQUAD
^HIGHLIGHTS 'AA' ALL-STATE TEAM
SWANN'S SHOT LIFTS 'AA' STARS
RECRUITS CHOOSE SCHOOLS, FUTURES
3CBETTELY0UN NAMED MR BASKETBALL
3 CLASSES HURT BASKETBALL (L)
J610WA ASSISTANT ADDS KNOWLEDGE TO CAMP
SD BASKETBALL STARS HOOP IT UP
GLISTEN TO COACH BILL LUTHER EXPLAIN STRATEGY
GIRLS TIP OFF BASKETBALL SEASON
10 GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAMS UNBEATEN
^BALTIC'S SITTIG CELEBRATES SUCCESS
KO'GORMAN DEFEATS WASHINGTON
PLAYER'S MESSAGE BACKFIRES
TOP-RANKED GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAMS
KBIG SIOUX CONFERENCE POWERS COLLIDE
XLENNOX DEFEATS TIGERS
56GARRETSON CLAIMS DISTRICT 7B TITLE
XPARKSTON CAPTURES 7A CHAMPIONSHIP
!?0-G0RMAN STUMPS LINCOLN;,A
MILBANK TEAM SHOULD HAVE BETTER COVERAGE (L)
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12/05/1988 B013 MILBANK STARTERS ON COLLEGE TEAMS
12/06/1988 B013 )£L1NC0LN WANTS 2ND SHOT
12/07/1988 D012 KBOYS BASKETBALL SEASON OPENS
12/07/1988 D012 kWORK ETHIC IS O'GORMAN ASSET
12/08/1988 D013 ^WARRIORS ANTICIPATE BIG BASKETBALL SEASON
12/12/1988 D013 ^TEAMWORK HELPED ABERDEEN TO TITLE
12/18/1988 B012 KBEST OF "B" BASKETBALL WANT SHOT
12/20/1988 D012 3(WAK0NDA'S FLYNN HEADS TEAM
12/22/1988 D014 KYANKTON TRIO LEADS 'AA' TEAM
1/24/1989 B013 HOWARD'S GLANZER DISHES UP PLENTY
1/26/1989 D013 ^CHARGERS LONG TO STATE TOURNEY
1/30/1989 A014 DEUBROOK PACKS 'EM IN FOR BASKETBALL TEAM
2/05/1989 BOll ^STREAK MADE ARMOUR HIGH CLASS OF THE COURT
2/24/1989 D012 *L1NC0LN TOPS WASHINGTON
3/01/1989 D012 3CWARR10RS DEFEAT O'GORMAN
3/01/1989 D015 FLANDREAU BEATS NUMBER 1 COSSACKS FOR REGION TITLE
3/08/1989 D012 ^LINCOLN, MITCHELL ADVANCE TO STATE
3/09/1989 A012 CRASH DASHES HOPES OF CHAMBERLAIN STAR
3/09/1989 D012 TWINS LEAD VERMILLION IN QUEST
3/09/1989 D012 *TEAMS FOR ALL TIMES
3/10/1989 D012 3CCLASS A FIELD CUT TO FINAL 4
3/11/1989 B012 XCUSTER, VERMILLION IN FINALS
3/11/1989 C012 FAST START TURNS INTO PREDICTABLE FINISH
3/12/1989 BOll PREP TRIO COURTS GREATNESS
3/12/1989 B012 *VERM1LL10N WINS 'A'
3/13/1989 B013 *FLANDREAU FAVORED TO FLY TO TOP IN '89
3/15/1989 D013 *DAKOTA CHRISTIAN STANDOUT CENTER TAME ARMOUR
3/15/1989 D015 'B' TOURNAMENT, SMALL TOWNS BUZZING
3/16/1989 B012 aeiRENE RALLIES TO CHASE BASKETBALL DREAM
'3/16/1989 DOll aeLlNCOLN BATTLES TO BEAT STATE 'AA' JINX'
3/16/1989 D031 THREE TALENTED SENIORS TO END
3/17/1989 DOIZKSTATE TOURNEYS TAKE FLIGHT
3/18/1989 B012 HANSON, NORTHWESTERN IN 'B' FINALS -
3/18/1989 B015 ABERDEEN, STEVENS SET 'AA' FINALS
3/19/1989 B012 ^MASTERS OF THE COURT
3/21/1989 B013 CARLSON'S CLUTCH SHOOTING LEADS IRENE
3/21/1989 B032 STEVENS PLAYER SAYS TEAM DESERVES TITLE
3/26/1989 B012 JfSCOTLAND GUARD JOINS CLASS OF 'AA'
3/28/1989 B012 XPETERSEN TO 'B' HONOR TEAM
3/29/1989 D013 KLONG, MIKKELSEN ADVANCE ON TEAM
3/30/1989 BG12 *SOPHOMORE KLINE MAKES 'AA' HONOR
4/05/1989 D016 ^(LINCOLN'S BECKSTRAND EARNS 2ND MVP AWARD
4/08/1989 B012 KCLASS A STARS WIN 109-96 IN FINALE
4/30/1989 CC08 ^DIVISION CREATES ERA OF THE BASKETBALL
5/01/1989 A012 HOOPS HOOPLA RULES JEFFERSON
8/30/1989 D013 WARRIORS WELCOME YANKTON CHALLENGE
8/31/1989 D013 TALL LINEUP FOR KNIGHTS
9/01/1989 D013 ^LINCOLN LOOKS TO BUILD SUCCESS
9/02/1989 B013 .500 RECORD IS CHRISTIAN'S GOAL
9/05/1989 B031KNERVOUS FLYNN KEEP WAKONDA BASKETBALL WIN
9/24/1989 B013 GIRLS TRY TO SCORE WITH 1-SlTE TOURNAMENTS
11/09/1989 D013 SUSPENSIONS REACH O'GORMAN BASKETBALL TEAM
11/14/1989 B013 NO SMALL PROBLEM FOR OPPONENTS
11/19/1989 B013 O'GORMAN GIRLS WIN DISTRICT 2AA
11/21/1989 B013 FOURTH BARTSCHER TO PLAY FOR HANSON BREAKS RECORD
11/23/1989 DOll GIRLS PROVE TALENT IN DIVISION 1
12/01/1989 A012 XWAKONDA WINS NUMBER 50, O'GORMAN FALLS
12/02/1989 B014 KWAKONDA, LANGFORD ADVANCE IN CLASS B
12/03/1989 BOll KHURON, WAKONDA WIN TITLES
12/04/1989 Adl3 KWAKONDA FANS WHOOP IT UP FOR HOOPS
12/18/1989 A081 ASK FANS AND PLAYERS ABOUT TOURNEY (L)
12/19/1989 B033 HUWE MAKES MOST OF FREE THROWS
12/20/1989 C015 GAME SKIDS TO HALT FROM SHOE LEAK
12/20/1989 D014 *WAKONDA DUO HEADS 'B' ALL-STATE
12/21/1989 D012 *B1G CROW LEADS 'A' ALL-STATE TEAM
12/21/1989 D013 TINY WAKONDA BIG-LEAGUE TEAM
12/22/1989 D012 *HURON CENTER LEADS 'AA' TEAM
12/26/1989 B013 ^(VERMILLION WINS WITH SIMPLE APPROACH
12/27/1989 D013 *LYNX MAKE MOST OF PROMOTION
12/28/1989 D013 SCOTLAND'S MARTIN EXCELS ON COURT, TRACK
1/23/1990 B013 GAME-WINNING SHOT STUNS PARKER SENIOR
2/20/1990 B041 KPLAHN IGNITES JASPER'S RISE TO TOP
3/07/1990 D012 ^LINCOLN WINS DISTRICT TITLE
3/08/1990 B012 COACHES AGREE--CUSTER IS FAVORED
3/09/1990 A012 KELO SUES TO TELEVISE LIVE AT TOURNEY
3/09/1990 C015 WINNER SCHOOL BOARD ASKS PUBLIC'S INPUT ON STRIP
V3/10/1990iA016 KELO WINS RIGHTS- r
3/11/1990 B021 O'GORMAN, BROOKINGS WIN IN REGION lAA
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3/12/1990 C043 KCUSTER TOPS RED CLOUD, WINS STATE TITLE
3/13/1990 AQBA RE-ADJUST TOURNEY DISTRICTS (L)
3/15/1990 A081 STRIP FREE-THROW DRILL BLOCKS SPORTS BENEFITS (ED)
3/15/1990 B012 STATE TOURNEYS TIP OFF TODAY
3/15/1990 B012 KHAML1N--TALENT-R1CH AREA
3/15/1990 COIA 'STRIP BASKETBALL' DISCONTINUED
3/16/1990 A012 KHOORAY AT 'AA'
3/17/1990 B012 ^LINCOLN, MITCHELL FINALISTS
3/18/1990 B012 KLYMAN BEATS NORHTWESTERN 77-75
3/18/1990 B031 STEVENS BEATS O'GORMAN FOR 5TH
3/18/1990 FOll *THE GREAT GRASP--REST OF US REACH
3/19/1990 C015 BALTIC COACH'S DAD PLAYED FOR BULLDOGS
3/27/1990 A062 CHEERLEADERS GREAT (L)
3/28/1990 A103 CHANCE TO BE IN TOURNAMENT (L)
3/29/1990 D012 KMITCHELL STANDOUT HEADS CLASS AA
3/31/1990 C021 STUDENT TO REPORT ON ALL-AMERICAN GAME
A/01/1990 B012 ^LINCOLN STANDOUT AMONG ELITE ON FIRST 5
A/30/1990 B015 ISABEL'S LINDSKOV NAMED TOP PLAYER
7/27/1990 DOIA NORTH STARS SWEEP SOUTH IN BASKETBALL
8/21/1990 B02I XCOURT IS NOW IN SESSION
8/30/1990 D012-*G1RLS BASKETBALL CHAMPS REMAIN TOUGH
9/07/1990 D016 ^RETURNERS BOLSTER WARRIORS
9/08/1990 B016 ^LINCOLN RETURNS YOUTH
9/10/1990 C015 ^INEXPERIENCE LEAVES KNIGHTS WITH QUESTIONS
9/11/1990 B016 ^CHARGERS HOPE FOR LATE BLOOM
9/12/1990 D012 ^LINCOLN HOLDS OFF 0'GORMAN'S LATE SURGE
9/12/1990 D016 LYNX UNDERGO CHANGES
10/03/1990 D012 seWARRlORS WHIP LINCOLN 70-A8
10/12/1990 D012 3eUP FOR GRABS
T0/r771990'D012 ^STRIVING TO DO WHAT NO TEAM HAS DONE
10/23/1990 B015 KSUMMER WORK PAYS OFF FOR WEST CENTRAL
10/2A/1990 D012 36WAKONDA WINS 67TH STRAIGHT .
10/27/1990 BOT2 5fWAKONDA SETS STATE WIN MARK '
10/30/1990 BOIA 9CAUST1N GRABS REBOUND RECORD
11/29/1990 D012 XWAKONDA AIMS FOR 3 IN A ROW
11/30/1990 DOll KWAKONDA WHIPS HANSON 85-37 IN 'B'
12/01/1990 B012 WAKONDA ROLLS PAST IROQUOIS
12/18/1990 B012 *WAKONDA'S SUCCESS COMES IN 3'S
12/19/1990 D012 *P1NE RIDGE STAR IS MORE THAN SCORER
12/21/1990 D012 *FLYNN BUILDING HISTORY AT WAKONDA
12/25/1990 D061 *ELKTON STANDOUT SETS HIGH GOALS
1/08/1991 BOAS KIEFFER SHARES THAT WINNING FEELING
l/lA/1991 COIA KHURON'S BURNETT NAMED SD MISS BASKETBALL
1/15/1991 BOAS *SWANSON STANDS TALL AGAINST PARKER
1/22/1991 B0A3 ^VERSATILITY HELPS IRENE JUNIOR STANDOUT
1/23/1991 D012 LENNOX WHIPS O'GORMAN 82-AA
1/2A/1991 B012 KCLASS OF 'A' EARN HIGH MARKS IN SD
2/02/1991 B012 KKNUTSON LIFTS WARRIORS TO WIN
2/05/1991 BOIA KHAINES IS AT CENTER OF HARRISBURG'S SUCCESS
•2/06/1991 D012KLYNX'SBEHAN HAS BIG-TIME GOAL
2/12/1991 B013 WARNER'S ROZELL PLAYS IN FAMILY TRADITION
2/19/1991 D015 XWEBER LIKES DEFENDERS IN HIS FACE
2/26/1991 B015 KGRIEBEL GUARDS MARION AGAINST OFFENSIVE FOES
2/27/1991 D012 KSIOUX VALLEY, HOWARD ADVANCE
3/05/1991 C012 36BUCKS ROUT WASHINGTON, LINCOLN WINS
3/05/1991 C015 KOLTMANNS' SURPRISE
3/07/1991 BOll KSTRONG CLASS A FIELD BEGINS PLAY TODAY
3/07/1991 BOll ALL-STATE--NOBLE IDEA, DIFFICULT TASK
3/08/1991 D012 *FOUR RATE FIRST-ROUND 'A'
3/09/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/09/1991 B031 FATHERS, SONS WORK TOGETHER
3/10/1991 AOIA KLENNOX EARNS 'A'
3/10/1991 B012 LENNOX CLIPS CUSTER 72-56 TO WIN 'A'
3/12/1991 B013 KPERSSON'S LATE SPURT SENDS STICKNEY TO STATE
3/13/1991 D012 POWERS PREPARE FOR 'AA' CHALLENGE
3/16/1991 B012 3fRC CENTRAL TOPS WASHINGTON
3/17/1991 B015 NORTHWESTERN CAPTURES 'B'
3/17/1991 FOll XLESSON OF GAME IS PASS ON GLORY
3/18/1991 BOll PUT THE STATE 'B' TOURNEY BACK ON TV
3/21/1991 D015 LENNOX CRUSHES FOES IN ARGUS POLL
3/23/1991 B012 K'B' ADVOCATES WORK FOR IMPROVED TV
3/2A/1991 A091 POOR WARRIOR TOURNEY SUPPORT DISAPPOINTS (L)
3/2A/1991 BOll SD HOOPS VIDEO TRIES, MISSES
3/2A/1991 B012 PLAYMAKER WOOD JOINS SCORERS ON ALL-STAR TEAM
3/2A/1991 C012 TOURNEY SHOOTS $700,000 INTO ECONOMY
3/27/1991 D012 KTWINS MEAN DOUBLE TROUBLE FOR OPPONENTS
^?3/28/199l;D012a;*NO SMALL ACCOMPLISHMENT i
3/29/1991 D012 ^ABERDEEN'S KLINE HONORED FOR 3RD STRAIGHT YEAR
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3/31/1991 A091 SOLUTIONS FOR GETTING 'B'S' ON TV SIMPLE
A/26/1991 A015 WOMAN GETS OFFER TO COACH BASKETBALL FOR MCCOOK BOYS
5/29/1991 C032 MAN CHARGED IN FIGHT WITH COACH IS SOUGHT
7/23/1991 B012 KPREP ALL-STARS ARE READY FOR ACTION
7/28/1991 BOll 3CALL-STAR FANS GET TO ENJOY REAL TWIN PLAY
8/2A/1991 B012 KHIGH HOPES AT ROOSEVELT
9/06/1991 DG15 *ROUGH RIDERS TAKE COURT WITH SUCCESS
9/11/1991 DG12 96STEALING THE SHOW
9/17/1991 BG12 stDE SMET CENTER STILL A GUARD AT HEART
9/2G/1991 DG12 KROOSEVELT WINS BY 6
9/25/1991 DG15 KO'GORMAN TIPS ROUGH RIDERS
lG/22/1991 BGA3 XTWINS DOUBLE TROUBLE FOR HURLEY FOES
lG/29/1991 BGA3 ^OPPONENTS RUN AFOUL OF MARION'S DICK
11/G3/1991 FOll ^PAYING THE PRICE
11/12/1991 BG63 KCENTERVILLE SENIOR IS NAMED TOP
11/19/1991 BGAIKPEDERSEN USES RARE 3-POINT BARRAGE-TO RALLY
11/22/1991 DG12TR1-VALLEY CAPTURES 5A CHAMPIONSHIP
11/26/1991 BGA3 LENNOX'S.RAABE.STEADY, UNDER PRESSURE ;
11/26/1991 DG12 3CWAK0NDA TOPS SFC
11/27/1991 AG12 XWAKONDA WINS IGG STRAIGHT
12/03/1991 DGA3 *CARMON STARS IN HOWARD UPSET
12/05/1991 D012 GIRLS TIP OFF WITH TITLES AS GOAL
12/06/1991 DOll WAKONDA NOT 1NV1NC1BLE--C0ACHES
12/07/1991 B012 WAKONDA'S STREAK ENDS WITH 56-55 LOSS
12/07/1991 B012 SISSETON LEFT IN RED CLOUD OF DUST
12/08/1991 B012 NORTHWESTERN IS CLASS OF 'B'
12/10/1991 DO^l JfVANDENBOSCH STEALS SPOTLIGHT WITHOUT SCORING
12/1A/1991 B012 ^PATRIOTS OPEN ON A HIGH NOTE
12/15/1991 C012 MINNESOTANS SWEEP SD IN CHALLENGE
'T2/T8/1991D012KFLYNN'S SCORING KEPT WAKONDA OPPONENTS OFF GUARD
12/19/1991 D012 3€P1NE RIDGE'S BIG CROW LED BY EXAMPLES
12/20/1991 fD012 3€SAWYERS BECOMES- BLUE-CHIPPER
12/21/1991 B012KWARR10RS HOLD OFF ROOSEVELT
12/31/1991 D013 5«GIRLS TOURNEY TOPPED RARE MOMENTS
12/31/1991 D0A3 GlRLS TOURNEYS WERE ALL SPECIAL
1/14/1992 B012 9(R0ZELL DANGEROUS SCORER, PASSER FOR NUMBER 1 WARNER
1/18/1992 B012 XKNIGHTS BEAT ROOSEVELT 61-42
1/21/1992 B043 XWIEBENGA STEPS FORWARD FOR IRENE
1/28/1992 B012 KHECK-UVA TEAM NO SURPRISE TO HARRISBURG
1/29/1992 D015 ^LINCOLN SURPRISES NUMBER 1 MITCHELL
2/04/1992 D012 KPARKER UPENDS GARRETSON FOR STATE 'A' BERTH
2/10/1992 B015 WAKONDA'S FLYNN IS MISS BASKETBALL
2/26/1992 D015 KGARRETSON, TRl-VALLEY ADVANCE IN SA
2/28/1992 A012 KCHEERS, TEARS AT WASHINGTON'S FINAL HOME GAME
3/01/1992 GOll 3€W1NTER OF '62 FULL OF GLORIOUS BASKETBALL LORE
3/11/1992 DOll KCANISTOTA'S STUNNING 'B' TITLE MADE FANS BELIEVE
3/15/1992 A012 KCUSTER WINS CHAMPIONSHIP
3/15/1992 BOll *CUSTER FITS TRADITION OF SMALL SCHOOLS
3/17/1992 B043 KLUITJENS' LAST STAND LEADS CUSTER
3/19/1992 D012'AA' HAS BALANCED TEAMS, FIELD
3/21/1992 B012 *STATE BASKETBALL FINALS SET
3/22/1992 A016 BOMB THREAT STOPS 'AA' FINAL
3/22/1992 BOll ^SUTHERLAND, ARROWS LIVE ON THE EDGE
3/22/1992 B012 *'92 BASKETBALL BOUNTY
3/23/1992 B013 *C1TY SHOWDOWN ALMOST OCCURRED 360 MILES AWAY
3/24/1992 BOll *HARROLD WINS HEARTS, TITLE AT STATE 'B'
3/28/1992 B012 *TR1-STATE TOURNEY ATTRACTS RECORD FIELD
3/29/1992 Alll STATE MISSES GREAT 'B' BECAUSE TV, SDHSAA CD
3/31/1992 A084 INDIANS RECEIVE POOR TREATMENT AT TOURNAMENT CD
3/31/1992 B012 *LAPPE, ROZELL HEAD 'B' BASKETBALL FIRST 5
4/01/1992 D012 *LU1TJENS, KING RETURN TO ALL-STATE TEAM
4/02/1992 D016 KCLASS ACTS LEAD 'AA' ALL-STATERS
4/05/1992 Alll SMALL TOWN SPORTS GET LITTLE EXPOSURE CD
4/05/1992 A113 EXPLAIN REASON CLASS B SPORTS ARE SNUBBED (L)
4/08/1992 A112 TV WOULDN'T CARRY CLASS B BASKETBALL CD
4/10/1992 D033 SD MIGHT MOVE 3-POlNT LINE
4/12/1992 C012 KSD'S BEST--SUTHERLAND, 4 SMALL TOWN GIANTS
4/17/1992 A105 'B' BASKETBALL WILL AIR THANKS TO HARD WORK CD
8/29/1992 D015 ^LINCOLN TALLEST OF TALL LOCAL TEAMS
9/16/1992 C015 ^LINCOLN SHOWS BALANCE IN CLIPPING KNIGHTS
10/13/1992 C032 KSIVESIND STEPS UP FOR ROOSEVELT
10/27/1992 C031 *HANSEN, WAKONDA BACK ON TRACK
11/08/1992 C025 DEPARTMENT CRITICIZED FOR SENDING UNDERCOVER...
11/10/1992 C031 *TEN CATE STEPS UP FOR 17-0 CHARGERS
11/24/1992 C012 *SCHM1DT SETS PACE AT TOP-RANKED MILLER
12/06/1992 A094 BASKETBALL EXPERIENCE GREAT FOR STUDENT CD
a2/07/1992 ;B012 j*HURLEY RELISHES; NUMBER 1 MOMENTS
12/15/1992 C0I2 *BLASE DELIVERS MITCHELL TO 'AMAZING' VICTORY
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12/21/1992 C012 KSWANHORST REPEATS ON GIRLS CLASS B SQUAD
12/22/1992 AG15 KMONTROSE FORFEITS CONTEST AFTER UNRULY DISPLAY
12/22/1992 C012 ^VERSATILE STAPP PROVES DIFFICULT TO STOP
12/22/1992 CG15 KBROWN FINDS TIME TO LEAD LINCOLN
12/23/1992 CG12 *A GOOD OMMEN MEANT TITLE FOR KERNELS
12/23/1992 CGAl TRl-STATE GIRLS TOURNAMENT SET
12/23/1992 CG41 PINE RIDGE BASKETBALL PLAYER ASSERTS RACISM
SEE ALSO SKYFORCE
6/13/1982 BG31 KHAUSMAN--HE'S A NEW YORK MET
6/27/1982 BGIA ^KRAMER LOVES BASKETBALL EUROPEAN RUNNING STYLE
9/2G/1982 CGll WORLD-TRAVELER NANNEN HEADS TO ENGLAND
A/G3/1983 BG12 GLOBETROTTER'S HEART WITH HOUSTON
5/G1/1983 BG51 3CSTUDENT FINDS NBA PLAYERS ARE MORTAL
6/G6/1983 DG12 D1SCH1NGER--NBA HASN'T CHANGED
6/23/1983 DGll *THE LUCK OF THE IRISH
6/29/1983 DG13 SPACERS PICK AUGUSTANA'S MARK SMED
7/19/1983 BG15 *SMED PICKS SWEDEN
6/27/198A BG13 KGONDER SIGNS CONTRACT TO PLAY IN FRANCE
12/25/198A BGll KSENDS CHRISTMAS GREETINGS FROM FRANCE
2/G2/1985 BGIl kGLANZER HAS FUN IN. SWEDEN'S PRO LEAGUE
A/GA/1985 DGll TO TRY OUT FOR TEAM VISITING ASIA
6/1A/1985 DG16 SFC'S RUNNING NORWAY BOUND
8/11/1985 BG12 KEUROPE HAVEN FOR BASKETBALL STARS
12/10/1985 DG12 XFIRST WOMAN OF GLOBETROTTING
12/12/1985 AG12 KCOURT JESTERS TROT INTO TOWN
12/12/1985 DG13 ^TROTTERS WEAVE TIMELESS MAGIC
1/13/1986 BG12 JUNGLE TESTS SALEM'S WILL
7/27/1986 BG12 *70 OVERCOME ODDS IN TRYOUT WITH BUCKS
.7/28/1986 CG12 *AS DREAM OF PRO CAREER FADES
f'A/12/1987 8012 CBA LOOKS TO SD FOR NEW THRILLS
A/22/1987 DGAl IS SF NEXT TO HAVE CBA TEAM
A/2A/1987 AG81 CBA IS WORTH A TRY (ED)
A/28/1987 DG15-SIOUX FALLS STILL HIGH ON CBA LIST
5/28/1987 BG13 CBA LIKES WHAT HE SEES IN SF
5/29/1987 D012 CONTINENTAL TEAM SEEKS SF BUYERS
6/05/1987 DG31 WILDCATTERS' FUTURE REMAINS UNCERTAIN
6/09/1987 BOIA WILDCATTER OFFICIALS STILL SEEKING BUYERS
6/10/1987 AOIA KAM INDIAN TEAM PLAYED IN '30'S
6/12/1987 DOIA FANS DIFFER ON CBA TEAM
6/18/1987 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE POSSIBILITY OF CBA
7/03/1987 B016 CBA TEAM'S MOVE UNLIKELY, HEDGES SAYS
7/1A/1987 B012 WYOMING CANCELS ARENA DATES
7/23/1987 B015 FETERL IN CBA DRAFT
12/31/1987 B013 ARRIVAL OF THRILLERS HEADS LIST
5/11/1988 DOll SIOUX FALLS WISE TO PASS CBA CHANCE
6/20/1988 BOII O'BRIEN HUSTLES FOR ISIAH-MAGIC MOMENT
6/21/1988 AOll OUTRAGEOUS ACTIONS EARN LAKER TICKET
6/23/1988 B012 ASHLEY RECALLS YOUNG WORTHY'S TALENT
6/2A/1988 DOll KAUGUSTANA PRODUCT GOES NUMBER 1
6/25/1988 B015 KRAMERS-NBA NOT IN PLANS
11/27/1988 B012 MINNESOTA LOOKS TO DALLAS FOR MODEL
1/07/1989 A016 BASKETBALL TEAM LOOKS AT CITY SITE
1/10/1989 AlOl CBA GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR CITY (ED)
1/19/1989 A08I CROSS-STATE RIVALRY IS LIKELY
1/23/1989 A083 CITY WOULD BE WISE TO BACK CBA TEAM (L)
1/25/1989 A012 SIOUX FALLS IN FINALS FOR CBA TEAM
1/25/1989 DOll CBA PLAYERS NOT EXACTLY PRIME TIME
1/29/1989 A012 SF COURTS PRO BASKETBALL TEAM MONDAY
1/31/1989 BOII RAAB OPTIMISTIC ABOUT CBA
1/31/1989 B016 *CBA STILL MAY MOVE TO CITY
2/02/1989 A081 36WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE A CBA TEAM BASED IN SF
2/02/1989 D013 SCHEDULING MAY HINDER FOR WAYNE'S BID
2/05/1989 A083 COLLEGE PROGRAM OFFERS AREA BETTER FUTURE
2/09/1989 D015 SEASON TICKET SALES IS CITY'S PASS
2/10/1989 D015 ClTY MAY LEARN CBA FATE TODAY
2/11/1989 B013 SIOUX FALLS IS CBA CHOICE
2/1A/1989 B012 9fRAPlD CITY, SIOUX FALLS NATURAL CBA RIVALS
2/15/1989 A012 F1NALLY--C1TY NETS CBA TEAM
2/15/1989 D013 ^CITY'S CBA TEAM HAS COMPETITION
2/18/1989 A081 CBA TEAM WELCOME (ED)
2/18/1989 A083 CITY LOSES IN GAINING PRO TEAM (L)
2/23/1989 A081 TO BENEFIT FROM NEW CBA TEAM (L)
2/28/1989 A081 PRO BASKETBALL WILL BOOST CITY ECONOMY (L)
3/05/1989 A081 CITY TO PROFIT FROM CBA FRANCHISE (L)
3/08/1989 A083 THRILLERS HAVE BOOSTED RAPID CITY FAN SUPPORT (L)
3/20/1989 B012 ^THRILLERS OPEN CBA PLAYOFFS
s . 3/26/1989 :.B0124i5ECBAH PLAYERS SHAREi .WISH,, .f. - .
A/15/1989 B015 5fClTY'S CBA TEAM NAMES EKKER COACH
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BASKETBALL-WHEELCH
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BASKETS
BASS KENNETH
BASSETT SHELLI
BASSING JOAN
BATCHELDER IRENE
BATCHELLER TOM
BATEMAN WINSTON
BATESLAND SD
BATHROOMS
BATIE DARRELL
BATMAN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/15/1989 B034 CITY'S CBA TEAM REMAINS NAMELESS
4/25/1989 B012 CBA COACH PLANS TO CONTINUE WINNING WAYS
5/01/1989 B012 *CBA COACH HOPES TO START WITH 4,000
5/18/1989 A012 *IT'S A WORD —SKYFORCE
5/19/1989 D013 OMAHA GETS TEAM AS CBA EXPANDS
5/25/1989 A081 ^(PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE NAME
6/07/1989 D013 CBA TEAM REVEALS TICKET PLANS
6/22/1989 D012 SKYFORCE'S EXPANSION DRAFT GOAL
6/24/1989 B012 *SKYFORCE PICK HARBORS DREAMS
6/24/1989 D012 KDRAFT NETS SKY FORCE 11 PLAYERS
7/20/1989 B013 ^BASKETBALL COMMISSIONER LISTED AMONG MISSING
7/20/1989 D015 SKYFORCE LOOK FOR MORE HELP
7/24/1989 C021 SCHEMMEL TO GUIDE CBA
7/26/1989 D012 J^CBA NAMES SCHEMMEL ACTING COMMISSIONER
8/08/1989 B041 *SIOUX FALLS' PICKS IN THE CBA COLLEGE DRAFT
8/23/1989 D085 SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS GIVE FANS CHANCE
8/27/1989 G133 THE CBA COMES TO SIOUX FALLS
8/31/1989 A013 KIN SPORTS--FILLING OUT THE SKYFORCE -
8/31/1989 D012 NBA MOVE GIVES CBA MORE TALENT
9/22/1989 A012 ^SWEATING SKYFORCE TRYOUTS
10/02/1989 B035 KINSIDE THE SKYFORCE
10/24/1989 A012 KNBA'S WOLVES INVADE ARENA
10/24/1989 BOll CITY'S BIG NBA CROWD DEFIES PAST
10/25/1989,D012 KACADEMIC ABILITY HINDERED BASKETBALL CAREER
10/25/1989 D015 KSKYFORCE SIGN NUMBER 2 SELECTION IN DRAFT
10/30/1989 C012 KRUNNING TOWARD A DREAM
11/15/1989 A012 MAYORS GET TO GAME'S METTLE
11/16/1989 DOll LONG-AWAITED SKYFORCE DEBUT IS FINALLY HERE
11/16/1989 D0I2 KSKYFORCE TAKE OFF TONIGHT
11717/1989 A012 *FUN BY THE SKY-FUL
11/17/1989 D012 KTHRILLERS GROUND SKYFORCE
12719/1989- B012 KGLANZER CAN'T'ABANDON PASSION^FORj'BASKETBALL
1/25/1990 D014KSKYFORCE RECEIVE 'C GRADE
3/03/1990 B031 KNEW CBA BOSS BRINGS VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
3/14/1990 D014 KSKYFORCE PLAYERS PUT UP WITH POOR PAY
3/18/1990 A093 DID WINNING BLIND COACHES (L)
5/22/1990 A012 SKYFORCE COACH NAMED TODAY
7/22/1990 B012 KNEW COACH, NEW HOPE
8/13/1990 C012 KCBA COMMISSIONER CAN'T HIT A FASTBALL
8/14/1990 B012 KSKYFORCE PICK SCORING OVER SIZE
5/22/1991 D063 KFOWLER MAY SWITCH JOBS
11/07/1991 D012 KSKYFORCE UPBEAT, UP-TEMPO
11/07/1991 D041 KNEW FACES ARE IN SKYFORCE PICTURE
1/21/1992 B015 KRELLFORD READY TO SHOWCASE ABILITIES
2/01/1992 A012 CBA TEAM ALLEGES RACIAL BIAS BY JAMZ
4/25/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
7/17/1992 D012 KRECRUITING REVUE--HIGH SCHOOL PLAYERS SHOW STUFF
10/11/1992 BOll KSKYFORCE PICKS TAKE SHOTS AT NBA OPENINGS
10/23/1992 A012 KLIVE FROM SF, IT'S THE NBA
10/23/1992 C012 KBARROS LEADS SEATTLE TO VICTORY
10/29/1992 C015 LOCAL PRO TICKET PRICES AFFORDABLE
II/14/I992 AlOI DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/14/1992 B022 MITCHELL TO BENEFIT FROM SKYFORCE
11/20/1992 C012 KSKYFORCE AIM TO IMPROVE ROAD RECORD
11/22/1992 BOll KRIGHT ATTITUDE CAN FOSTER CBA SUCCESS
11/28/1992 C015 KOPENING NIGHT SUCCESS STORY
11/29/1992 B012 SKYFORCE TRIP OKLAHOMA CITY
12/03/1989 A012 KSTATE GIRLS FINALS
2/18/1985 C013 KTIME OUT
7/05/1991 B016 KLENNOX EVENT 'LIKE PLAYING STREET BALL'
12/11/1988 E041 KWEAVING BASKETS THE TRADITIONAL WAY
6/30/I99I C023 FORMER RC MAN SEEN ON 'MOST WANTED'
10/23/1990 B015 KSUMMER WORK PAYS OFF FOR WEST CENTRAL
1/10/1991 A012 KNICE DAY IN THE COUNTRY
10/27/1985 C031 KMAGAZINE SHOWS SIOUX FALLS SITES
3/19/1988 A083 KEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA OFFERS EXCITEMENT
5/27/1991 A103 KAREA HAS MUCH TO OFFER
4/27/1986 N021 (RETAIL) KZIP PRESIDENT KEEPS FIRM AFLOAT
10/04/1987 E015 KFEED MILL RECALLS IT'S ROOTS
7/31/1983 coil KDISASTERS LEAVE RED CROSS SHORT ON CASH
8/01/1986 A025 GASOLINE DIDN'T AFFECT TOWN'S WATER
4/08/1984 D031 KBATHROOM DESIGN IS CHANGING
7/26/1990 D062 kTAKING BATHROOMS TO THE PUBLIC
2/03/1991 F012 KBATHROOMS ARE FLUSH WITH TOUCH OF LUXURY
10/21/1987 C071 EX-RANCHER HAWKS HEALTH HOT DOGS
10/23/1988 coil KCAPED CRUSADER GIVEN A HERO'S WELCOME
i5/.22/19894:A072-KSIGNS OF CAPED, CRUSADER , EVERYWHERE
5/28/1989 A095 WEST NOT ORIGINAL BATMAN (L)
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BATMAN
BATMOBILE
BATON TWIRLING
BATS
BATTAGLIA RICHARD
BATTERY
BATTEY RICHARD
BATTISTA VIC
BATZ RONALD
BAUDER GEORGE
BAUER ARNIE
BAUER ARNIE S MARI
BAUER BARRY
BAUER BRIAN r
BAUER GERALDINE
BAUER PEGGY
BAUER ROLAND
BAUER SCHIEFFER GE
BAUER TIM
BAUER W R
BAUGHMAN BRYAN
BAUGHMAN MARION
BAUM EDWARD
BAUM FRANK
BAUM JERRY
BAUM LYMAN
BAUM RICHARD S MIC
BAUM TINA
BAUMANN CHUCK
BAUMBERGER RICHARD
BAUMEISTER DAVE
BAUMEN MARY ANN
BAUMERT MARTI
BAUMGARD DAVID
BAUMGART ROXY
BAUMGARTNER BILL
^BAUMGARTNER ^ PAT^vi-^
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/1A/1989
6/23/1989
7/01/1989
7/14/1989
11/15/1989
6/19/1992
6/19/1992
7/08/1992
1/18/1990
2/16/1990
9/03/1990
6/05/1983
6/28/1992
3/19/1987
7/08/1985
2/01/1990
1/03/1992
4/15/1992
7/21/1992
9/22/1992
10/30/1992
3/21/1984
12/20/1984
12/26/1984
9/26/1985
9/30/1985
10/16/1985
10/25/1985
10/26/1985
"11716/1985
1/02/1988
7/14/1992
7/18/1992
3/15/1989
6/26/1983
8/23/1983
4/16/1985
8/05/1985
10/13/1985
3/03/1987
5/14/1987
5/31/1987
9/27/1987
11/18/1987
11/14/1988
12/03/1988
4/27/1983
3/04/1991
12/16/1991
8/19/1991
4/26/1992
5/22/1992
12/12/1983
4/27/1990
3/21/1992
2/14/1991
10/21/1992
2/22/1982
9/13/1990
10/31/1984
3/30/1984
5/01/1988
1/20/1987
1/10/1991
8/13/1989
8/15/1989
9/08/1984
5/03/1986
12/23/1984
6/29/1989
12/28/1986
8/04/1987
2/25/1992
10/27/1992
4/28/1991
2/27/1990
s 6/17/19,90
5/08/1992
A134
A012
AOll
A014
B012
B012
B023
BOll
A012
C012
C014
A021
GOll
C016
B021
C015
coil
A012
B012
B012
B012
D023
coil
B021
C013
A081
BOll
C012
A015
C035
C012
A016
A015
C012
EOll
A012
B015
B021
Alll
A081
C012
BO 22
C031
B012
coil
A015
D012
A012
A052
A052
F024
coil
C013
coil
C035
C033
B015
BOll
B012
BOll
A012
N051
C014
C012
FOll
A012
B032
A012
C013
A072
FOll
C015
A056
B012
N031
C026
A014.
C012
LETTER SOUR GRAPES (L)
XFANS CALL NEW SHOW A WINGDINGER
'BATMAN' 7-DAY GROSS IS SIOUX FALLS RECORD
XBATMANIA GOES TO BOY'S HEAD
'BATMAN' VIDEO TO TAKE WING TODAY
x'BATMAN' VISITS DARK SIDE
56BATMAN RETURNS TO A TOY BOX NEAR YOU
*BATMANIA SHOULD BE KID'S STUFF
HOLY BATMOBILE TO SIOUX FALLS
KHOLY BATMOBILE
KTWIRLING TO THE TOP
PROFESSOR IS BATS ABOUT RESEARCH
^INSPIRE WILD FEARS, BUT THEY'VE GOTTEN A BAD RAP
EXTENSION CUTS FOUGHT BY DIRECTOR
MAN SAYS INVENTION EXTENDS LIFE OF BATTERIES
BATTERY ACID SPILL CLOSES INTERSTATE 29
OLDHAM COUPLE SUES BATTERY MANUFACTURER
XBATTERY SITE CLEANUP BEGINS
CLEANUP OF TAINTED SOIL UNDER WAY
3€BATTERY-CRUSHING SITE NEARLY CLEANED UP
36DISHING UP THE DIRT
PROSECUTOR BROUGHT HANSON CASE TO TRIAL
PRESSLER NOMINATES REDFIELD LAWYER
BATTEY A GOOD CHOICE FOR JUDGESHIP (ED)
REAGAN PICKS BATTEY FOR JUDGESHIP
REAGAN SCORES WITH JUDGE APPOINTMENT (ED)
JUDGE CONFIRMATION HEARINGS BEGIN TODAY
SENATE VOTES ON JUDGESHIP TODAY
KBATTEY APPROVED AS FEDERAL JUDGE
NEW JUDGE SCRAPS LAWSUITS
^WITNESSES TRYING TIMES IN COURT
SUE TO SIT IN SHED, JUDGE RULES
SUE TESTIMONY EXAGGERATED BY INSTITUTE
COUNTY REJECTS FOURTH CONSTABLE
^VETERINARIAN TRADES 4 WALLS FOR 4 WHEELS
XEDUCATORS--LOW PAY SHOWS POOR SUPPORT
3EBAUDER TO BECOME TEACHER UNION PRESIDENT
TEACHERS GROUP PRESIDENT CRITICIZES LATE START
KMONEY PROBLEMS THREATEN EDUCATION
*LITTLE MERIT IN SENATE PAY PLAN
TEACHERS UNION RE-ELECTS BAUDER
^TEACHERS ON THE MOVE, OFFICIAL SAYS
XTAX REVENUE SHOULD BE USED FOR EDUCATION
*GROUP EXPECTS STRUGGLE TO GET TAX
EDUCATOR SEEKS UNITY ON TAX REFORM
PROPOSAL HAS GOOD AND BAD POINTS
XBAUER SAYS 1946 RELAYS WERE HIS TOUGHEST
XHAS NO NAME, BUT LOTS OF CHARM
3CMISERY OF THE MIDDLE EAR
JfLOOKING FOR BETTER VISION
STURGIS TRIAL MOVED TO BISON
WOMAN CONVICTED FOR STEALING MAIL
^LIBRARIAN, CHILDREN SHARE WONDER
TIRE PROPERTY OWNER GETS 3 DAYS IN JAIL
TO DECIDE MAIL-THEFT VENUE CHANGE
XKNEE DEEP IN SHEEP
KASK THE CANDIDATES
XTHE DEER LIVE NEAR BAUGHMAN BY CHOICE
X147 MONARCHS REIGN AT SF HOME
KPIONEER LIFE--A STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE
36YELLOW BRICK ROAD STARTED IN ABERDEEN
(SEC AA) AUTHOR WAS NO WIZARD IN BUSINESS
BAUM TO HEAD DCI--DELGROSSO STAYS ON
DIRECTOR OF STATE'S DCI QUITS
^ABERDEEN HAS PLACE IN LAND OF OZ
'OZ' RESEARCHERS--HOME WAS ABERDEEN
COUPLE HELD FOR TAX EVASION
*SHE SOARS TO THE TOP
CLINIC'S DECISION TO FORGIVE $1,400 BILL
3CEX-TEACHER ENTERS PRIESTHOOD
KJUST ANOTHER DAY IN GOTHAM CITY
KNEW HEALTH FACILITY FOR WOMEN'S NEEDS
NEBRASKAN TAKES POST WITH SD SYMPHONY
*UP AGAINST THE WALL
KOBSTETRIC NURSE SEES MANY CHANGES
AIRPORT, INSURANCE LINK PROBED
KDADS, HAVE THEIR .,DAYf JN^.L0VING WAY
KLAW OFFICERS REWARDED FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
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BAXTER RAOUL
BAYER BARRY
BAYLESS BRAD
BAZER ED
BAZER JEFF, .
!BB GUN '
BEACH BOYS
BEADLE CLUB
BEADLE WILLIAM
BEADWORK
BEALMEAR ROBERT
BEAMAN ROCKIE
BEAN DAVID
BEAN WILLIAM
BEANS
BEAR BUTTE CREEK
BEAR BUTTE SD
BEAR COUNTRY
BEAR DAVID
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/1A/1990 A083
4/22/1988 A012
12/13/1990 D082
3/10/1982 C032
5/14/1982 C031
9/09/1982 coil
11/11/1982 C015
5/11/1983 D012
6/24/1983 C013
7/28/1983 C013
11/16/1983 C013
12/10/1983 C034
4/03/1984 B041
4/06/1984 A012
4/07/1984 A012
4/08/1984 A015
4/11/1984 D031
4/17/1984 B031
4/27/1984 coil
5/15/1984 A015
8/04/1984 BOll
8/09/1984 coil
8/15/1984 DOll
8/24/1984 C031
12/31/1989 N035
9/24/1989 A081
2/06/1990 B062
12/07/1992 A016
.8/10/1991 A012
10/12/1988 coil
2/01/1990 coil
•1712/1992? F03r
9/03/1990 A052
9/04/1990 A012
9/04/1990 A072
9/25/1990 A081
7/09/1992 B014
8/16/1992 D015
8/20/1984 C015
5/01/1988 N113
1/25/1989 C023
7/09/1989 F051
4/20/1992 B022
2/01/1992 C032
6/21/1987 D015
5/23/1982 B031
6/11/1983 B034
8/11/1986 A063
2/16/1987 A061
6/03/1989 ,C015
10/25/1992 'F012
5/23/1982 E014
8/07/1983 EOll
2/23/1986 coil
5/29/1986 C061
9/29/1986 C031
7/19/1990 C033
3/11/1992 B012
4/18/1983 B033
2/10/1982 C031
2/18/1983 C013
5/16/1983 B031
9/28/1989 A022
7/06/1991 A012
7/13/1991 C012
7/14/1991 A081
7/16/1991 C031
4/14/1984 C031
4/17/1984 BOll
6/21/1990 C034
7/05/1990 C031
4/26/1984 C016
5/02/1984 D016
5/12/1984 A015
8/03/1984 A015
9/01/1984 coil
V .i.9/14/1984 .con
9/20/1984 C014
KINPUT FROM PUBLIC ON WASTE DISPOSAL
KMORRELL NEEDS IMPROVEMENT--OFFICIAL SAYS
KUNION MUST TAKE NEXT STEP ON CONTRACT
HEARING DELAYED ON TAX COLLECTED ON BETTING RECEIPTS
BOOKMAKERS' TAX CASE GIVEN EXTRA TIME
*STATE DENIES ALLEGED TAX REFUND REQUEST
STATE REJECTS REQUEST FOR TAX REFUND
BUSINESSMAN APPEALS TAX PAYMENT RULING
CITY MAN SEEKS REFUND ON BOOKMAKING TAX
BOOKIES PAY TAXES ON ALL TRANSACTIONS
LAWYER WANTS DAY IN OPEN COURT
LAWYER REMOVED IN DRUG CASE
BAYER TRIAL ON GRAND JURY'S DRUG CHARGES
JUDGE LIMITS DRUG CHARGES AGAINST BAYER
BAYER JURY SEQUESTERED AFTER LONG DAY
STATE INTENDS TO RETRY BAYER
BAYER'S TRIAL ON DRUG CHARGES COST COUNTY
SALES TAX ON BETS
BAYER MAY PLEAD GUILTY TO REDUCED CHARGE
BAYER SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED
COURT NULLIFIES BAYER'S PLEA IN TAX CASE
STATE CONTESTS BAYER'S ATTEMPT TO RECOUP TAXES
JUDGE RULES AGAINST BAYER IN TAX CASE
BAYER FILES REFUND MOTION TO COLLECT TAXES
36QUIETLY BUILDS BUSINESS VENTURES
3CTHE GROUND RACED AT 260 MILES PER HOUR
*GET YOUR HOT ROASTED PEANUTS HERE
PARENTS SHOULDER COST OF APPEAL
KBLIND DJ ENVISIONS NETWORK CAREER
POLICE INVESTIGATE BB GUN SHOOTINGS
BB GUN PELLET HITS, INJURES LOCAL BOY
TEEN SLAPPED. WITH FELONY ASSAULT- CHARGE; < a
XBEACH BOYS' LEGACY LIVES ON
*FANS IDENTIFY WITH BEACH BOYS
BEACH BOYS CLOSE OUT SUMMER
BEACH BOYS FANS DESERVED APOLOGY (L)
BEACH BOYS TO PLAY AUGUST 15 AT SF
BEACH BOYS HEAT UP FRIGID FAITHFUL AT FAIR
BEADLE CLUB INDUCTS 12 MEMBERS
CSEC AA) GENERAL FOUGHT FOR SD SCHOOLS
GROUP FEARS GOVERNOR WILL SEND STATUE
BEADLE'S WORK HELPED PRESERVE FUNDS
^BROKERING BEADWORK
2 CHARGED WITH HOMESTAKE FRAUD
KTRAGEDY DREW FATHER, DAUGHTER CLOSER TOGETHER
^ADMINISTRATOR POINTS TO YANKTON HOSPITAL PROGRESS
KFEAR--A PROBLEM BEHIND MENTAL ILLNESS
KMENTAL ILLNESSES TOUCH EVERYONE
TO KEEP ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH UNITS
PROFESSOR ACCEPTS PSYCHIATRY JOB IN TEXAS
CHURCH STANDS AS TESTAMENT TO FOUNDERS
SD BEAN CROP COULD BE START OF NEW MARKET
3€WALKING BEANS
BEAN BOTTLENECK WITH VERMILLION FIRM
FARMER HOPES IDEA AMOUNTS...
HIGHER PRICES NEEDED FOR NEW BEAN CROP
XWALKING THE BEANS
XBEANS, BEANS THE VARIETY 'FRUIT'
STURGIS FARMER MAY LOSE USE OF CREEK FOR IRRIGATION
BEAR BUTTE NAMED HISTORIC LANDMARK
SD CHARGED WITH EXPLOITING BEAR BUTTE
TO ASK SUPREME COURT TO SANCTIFY OF BEAR BUTTE PARK
HALFWAY UP BEAR BUTTE
TRIBES ASKING FOR HILLS PARK
BEAR BUTTE CAMPERS ALERT GOVERNOR, TRIBAL LEADERS
GOVERNOR SHOULD SOFTEN STANCE ON BEAR BUTTE (ED)
MAN CLAIMS VISIT TO HOLY SITE CURED HIM
3RD BEAR EXCAPES FROM BEAR COUNTRY USA
YOUTHS CAPTURE ESCAPEE FROM BEAR COUNTRY
CALIFORNIA BEAR PUT IN PROTECTIVE CUSTODY
4 BABY ANIMALS TAKEN FROM HILLS ATTRACTION
KBEAR INDICTED AS ACCESSORY
BEAR PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1 MONTH LATER, CASE UNSOLVED
3CBEAR INDICTED IN SHOTGUN DEATH
BEAR WANTS COURT-APPOINTED DEFENSE EXPERTS
KSTATE WON^T .SEEK-DEATH PENALTY
JUDGE GRANTS MOTION ON BEAR TRIAL
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BEAR DAVID
BEAR KING LEONARD
BEARD DEWEY
BEARD MADONNA
BEARDS
BEARDSLEY DICK
BEARDT VALERIA
BEARS
BEATTIE BOB
BEATTIE BURT
BEATY MARJORIE
iBEAUCHAMR,CHARGES:;
^-^^EAOCHAMF^'REGAN'
^BEAUTIFICATlON -
BEAUTY
BEAUTY CONTESTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/29/198A coil LAWYER ASKS THAT CHARGES BE DISMISSED
1/05/1985 A012 JUDGE CHIDES STATE FOR 2ND SHOT AT BEAR
1/25/1985 coil JUDGE KEAN DISMISSES CHARGE
11/26/1988 A103 REPRESENT INDIANS ON HILL ISSUE
9/22/1991 A012 *IT'S BUYER BEWARE ON INDIAN RELIC MARKET
7/30/1990 A055 ^CULTURAL INSIGHT HELPS WORKERS AND EMPLOYERS
11/04/1989 0012 KPOLICE OFFICERS' CENTENNIAL BEARDS MUST GO
5/14/1982 DOll DICK BEARDSLEY PROOF NICE GUYS DON'T FINISH LAST
5/16/1982 B013 *DICK BEARDSLEY MEETS PEPSI lO-KILOMETER CHALLENGE
10/25/1982 D023 ^BEARDSLEY LAGS BEHIND AFTER LEG CRAMPS
1/13/1983 D014 KBEARDSLEYS' DAIRY FARMING TAKES BACK SEAT
9/24/1987 D013 36CITY MARATHON JUST A WORKOUT
11/13/1990 B016 BEARDSLEY RUNS ROAD TO RECOVERY
12/01/1991 C031 NOT-GUILTY PLEA ENTERED ON EMBEZZLING CHARGE
1/31/1992 C051 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO EMBEZZLEMENT
3/24/1983 DOll KYOUR IN LUCK, VICTOR'S IN TOWN
3/26/1983 BOll KRASSLIN' BEAR PLAYS BY RULES
9/14/1983 C013 ^FAMILY STARTLED BY FURRY, LATE-NIGHT VISITOR
10/10/1983 C081 KWHY BEARS WERE DYING
1/23/1990 C024 KILLER BEAR CATCHES ATTENTION OF RANCHERS
8/02/1990 C012 ^GROWING BEAR WILL SOON NEED NEW HOME
3/22/1991 C012 kA FOOD-BEARING HANDOUT
11/06/1991 C031 ORPHANED BEAR CUB SENT TO SD
6/24/1992 C016 MICKELSON TAKES WALK ON WILD SIDE
5/26/1982 D041 ABERDEEN'S BEATTIE MISSES CONTRACT DEADLINE
7/29/1984 B071 BOB BEATTIE IS STILL SWINGING AWAY
4/13/1985 BOll *SD BASEBALL PLAYERS CAN COMPETE WITH BEST
11/04/1984 NOll *A TIME TO TEACH, A TIME TO LEARN
j,8/13/1,99.0«C031>BEAUCH FAMILY OF ACHIEVEMENT
^ reflects A VIOLENT SPIRIT
9/20/1992 C053 EXECUTION REFLECTS A VIOLENT SPIRIT
5/03/1990 C024aWOMANlUPS ANTE IN.LANDSCAPING PLAN - . v ^
10/10/1992 A015XRIVERFRONT PLANS DELAYED BY SOIL CONTAMINATION v,
2/28/1985 DOll 5fM0RE THAN SKIN DEEP
1/18/1982 C031 XMEAGHEN NORTH NAMED MISS SD
2/13/1982 B014 *MRS SOUTH DAKOTA
2/19/1982 BOll XHERE SHE IS MISS AMERICA-14 YEARS LATER
3/04/1982 C083 MISS UNITED TEEN-AGER PAGEANT
6/02/1982 D052 KTOMMERAASEN IN USA TEEN FINALS
6/08/1982 A094 *2 SF TEENS IN PAGEANT
6/10/1982 B071 *13 TO COMPETE IN BEAUTY PAGEANT
6/11/1982 C031 SF GIRL MISS SD TEEN-AGER FINALIST
6/13/1982 C041 *KARI JO WOLSKY--MISS SD TEEN-AGER
6/14/1982 B031 MITCHELL WOMAN WINS SD PAGEANT
7/14/1982 B054 *SD'S MISS UNITED TEEN-AGER
7/28/1982 B053 WATERTOWN TEEN IN FLORIDA PAGEANT
8/14/1982 A015 NOW THAT'S WHAT YOU CALL A QUEEN SWEEP
8/14/1982 C031 MISS TEEN PAGEANT TONIGHT
8/15/1982 B051 *JUNIOR MISS, MISS TEEN WINNERS PICKED
9/21/1982 A094 ^REGIONAL PAGEANT DIRECTORS NAMED
10/21/1982 B074 MISS SD TEEN-AGER PAGENT
11/24/1982 B034 DEB WICKRE MINNEHAHA TEEN-USA
11/24/1982 B034 RATHBUN MISS SF TEEN-USA
11/30/1982 B031 SF HOSTS SD PAGANTS
12/05/1982 C071 MISS SOUTH DAKOTA USA
2/10/1983 C091 17 VIE FOR MRS SOUTH DAKOTA TITLE
2/13/1983 C051 MRS SOUTH DAKOTA SELECTED
3/23/1983 B054 *PRE-TEEN PAGEANT PICK'S FINALIST
3/28/1983 A024 *KIM HEIER NAMED MISS SIOUX FALLS
3/30/1983 B053 LOCAL GIRLS ADVANCE IN PAGEANT
4/13/1983 B052 *PETERSON IS FINALIST IN PAGEANT
5/04/1983 B055 LENNOX GIRL IS FINALIST IN PAGEANT
5/12/1983 B014 *MISS SD USA RECOMMENDS PAGAENT TO OTHER WOMEN
6/01/1983 B051 *SHELLY STICH FINALIST IN PAGEANT
6/13/1983 B035 SDSU STUDENT IS MISS SOUTH DAKOTA
7/19/1983 A074 FARMING GROUP CHOOSES QUEEN
7/27/1983 B054 *MICHELLE PARSONS WINS PAGEANT
7/27/1983 B055 STURGIS GIRL WINS STATE PAGEANT
8/09/1983 C031 35 PAGEANT CONTESTANTS VIE FOR LOCAL CROWNS
8/12/1983 C031 13 SF GIRLS WILL TRY FOR JUNIOR MISS '84
8/14/1983 C016 LAUREN HOOPER CHOSEN SIOUX FALLS' JR MISS
8/20/1983 A075 PAGEANT PARTICIPANTS THANKED (L)
8/31/1983 B074 *SODERHOLM IS MISS TEEN 1983
9/12/1983 A075 *MISS SD WILL PLAY PIANO AT PAGEANT
11/10/1983 B052 DEADLINE SET FOR PAGEANT ENTRIES
12/20/1983 C041 BRANDON GIRL WINS STATE TEEN USA PAGEANT
s.l2/24/1983i^A073 WINTER^PAGEANT?HELP APPRECIATED (L)
2/13/1984 C041 RAPID CITY WOMAN CHOSEN MRS. SOUTH DAKOTA
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BEAUTY CONTESTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/28/198A B032 KMISS INDIAN WORLD
3/22/198A B03I USA TEEN MISS CONTESTANTS SOUGHT
3/23/1984 C031 STATE CONTESTANT IN CHERRY BLOSSOM PAGEANT
3/28/1984 C09I KDEPIETRO IS CROWNED QUEEN
4/02/1984 coil AUGUSTANA STUDENT NAMED MISS SIOUX FALLS
6/11/1984 B016 CLEVELAND WEARS CROWN OF MISS SD
6/18/1984 BOll KRISTALYNN MILLER NAMED STATE'S MISS TEEN-AGER
7/07/1984 B035 BELLE FOURCHE WOMAN NAMED MISS RODEO
7/14/1984 B031 MISS TEEN SOUTH DAKOTA CONTEST IS SUNDAY
7/17/1984 B041 RAPID CITY GIRL IS MISS TEEN SOUTH DAKOTA
8/03/1984 C023 2 PAGEANT ARTICLES HIT MARK (L)
8/22/1984 C114 56GIRL NAMED MISS HOSPITALITY
9/14/1984 BOll KMISS SD HAS HIGH HOPES FOR THE CROWN
9/18/1984 B021 NEW MISS AMERICA (ED)
11/13/1984 BOll 56CITY GIRL WINS MISS SOUTH DAKOTA TEEN
11/13/1984 BOll 1985 SF SNOW QUEEN IS SELECTED
12/05/1984 C114 SCHWIESAW IS TULIP QUEEN
1/05/1985 B035 *MISS SOUTH DAKOTA USA STATE PAGEANT
1/06/1985 AOll XSTACEY ARNOLD, THE WINNER
1/09/1985 BOll 3fMISS SOUTH DAKOTA USA
1/30/1985 C091 KPATTEN IS MISS RODEO AMERICA
2/08/1985 B061 CONTESTANTS NEEDED FOR LITTLE STAR PAGEANT
4/03/1985 A012 KSTUDENTS PROTEST BEAUTY PAGEANT
6/03/1985 C014 12 BEAUTIES TO VIE IN SD PAGEANT
6/08/1985 C021 CONTESTANTS GO COUNTRY
6/10/1985 B025 *FORT PIERRE GIRL WINS TEEN PAGEANT
6/26/1985 B113 KVALLEY SPRINGS GIRL WINS PAGEANT
7/16/1985 B055 BOWDLE HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR WINS PAGEANT
7/24/1985 ,C094 XSWEDLUND WINS PAGEANT
•8/25/1985 C041 3 MISS VENUS WINNNERS NAMED IN PAGEANT
8/28/1985 BOll PRELIMINARY SD PAGEANT WINNERS NAMED
10/11/1985 C035 STATE TEEN BEAUTY PAGEANT'THIS WEEKEND -
11/12/1985 All! KLITTLE MISS SOUTH DAKOTA FLYING SOUTH :
11/30/1985 coil MORE THAN 50 WOMEN EXPECTED TO BE IN PAGEANT
12/04/1985 C051 *SCHUMACHER CROWNED MISS SD USA
2/11/1986 A082 ARGUS IGNORES WORTHY NEWS (L)
5/11/1986 F031 15 CONTESTANTS TO VIE FOR STATE TEEN TITLE
5/17/1986 coil SIOUX FALLS WOMAN COMPETES FOR MISS USA
6/10/1986 B016 WATERTOWN WOMAN IS MISS SD
6/25/1986 C115 KWIKLE WINS TITLE AT STATE PAGEANT
6/26/1986 B052 MISS SD TEEN PAGEANT SATURDAY
7/03/1986 B043 *0'GORMAN STUDENT WINS TEEN PAGEANT
7/23/1986 C091 BROOKINGS GIRL WINS STATE PAGEANT
8/04/1986 BOll LOOKING FOR CONTESTANTS TO MAN STATE PAGEANT
8/27/1986 C114 5CC0NTESTANT WINS ESSAY CONTEST
8/30/1986 C031 RECORD NUMBER ENTER WAGNER QUEEN CONTEST
11/26/1986 B054KLENNOX GIRL NAMED CHIANINA QUEEN
11/26/1986 B055 *CANTON TEEN WINS PAGEANT TITLE
12/10/1986 C112 56SANDI FIX IS MISS SIOUX EMPIRE
2/18/1987 A014 KFUR FLIES WHEN BARKER THREATENS TO QUIT
2/25/1987 C071 KSNOW QUEEN CHOSEN
3/28/1987 A052 XMISS INDIAN SIOUX FALLS SPREADS STORY OF HER PEOPLE
4/15/1987 C094 MISS SDSU, MISS BROOKINGS NAMED
6/22/1987 coil SDSU WOMAN NAMED MISS SD
9/14/1987 C021 MISS SOUTH DAKOTA EXPECTS STRONG SHOWING
4/21/1988 B054 MRS SOUTH DAKOTA PAGEANT JULY 9
6/20/1988 A091 CONTESTANTS NEEDED FOR NATIONAL PAGEANTS
6/21/1988 BOll BARNES NAMED MISS SD
6/27/1988 coil ^ABERDEEN TEEN WINS PAGEANT
8/06/1988 A085 BEAUTY PAGEANTS INSULTING (L)
12/11/1988 EOll USD SENIOR WINS MISS SD-USA
6/26/1989 BOll IRENE WOMAN NAMED MISS SOUTH DAKOTA
6/28/1989 B073 MISS SD NATIONAL TEEN-AGER
12/08/1989 BOll KCITY CONTESTANT NAMED MISS SD
6/25/1990 coil WILMOT WOMAN NAMED MISS SD
8/08/1990 C033 SF WOMAN NAMED MRS SD
8/17/1990 B012 kSF WOMAN IS MRS SD
1/12/1991 C034 PAGEANT DIRECTOR RESIGNS POST
2/01/1991 C031 3CMISS USA CONTESTANT WEARS 'WOLVES' GOWN
3/05/1991 A085 SD PAGEANT NEEDS RESTRUCTURING (L)
6/15/1991 C032 12 TO COMPETE FOR MISS SD TITLE
9/07/1991 C042 ^WAITING GAME
12/10/1991 B013 KFRERICHS TO REPRESENT SD IN PAGEANT
12/19/1991 A081 'ARGUS' SHOULD COVER GENUINE PAGEANT (L)
6/22/1992 coil AUGUSTANA STUDENT CROWNED MISS SD
9/11/1992 B021 KMISS SD FEELS EYES ON HER
V.11/25/1992S/B021.VKRODEO QUEEN ,AT. HOME ON RANGE, PILOT'S SEAT
11/26/1992 C021 BEAUTY PAGEANT SET SATURDAY AT PIERRE
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BEAUTY CONTESTS
BEAVER CREEK
BEAVER LAKE
BEAVERS AARON
BECHTEL CORP
BECHTOLD BUD
BECK BARRY
BECK CLARA
BECK CLARENCE
BECK EARL
BECK GORDIE
BECK 0 G
BECK RON
BECK STEVE
BECK SUSAN
BECK TIFFANY
BECKER DORIS
BECKER JOHN
BECKER MARGARET
BECKER STEVE
BECKETT DUANE
BECKMAN EUGENE
feBECKMANN-DAVID:
'BECKSTRAND^SCOTT
BED & BREAKFAST
BEDDOW JIM
BEDELL BERKLEY
BEDFORD PLASTICS
BEDNAREK JENNIFER
BEEBE GALE
BEEBE SUSAN
BEEDE GRACE
BEEDHAM STEVEN
BEEF
BEEF COUNCIL
BEEF INDUSTRY
BEEKEEPERS
BEENERS MAX
BEER " '
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/03/1992
12/19/1992
2/21/1990
2/25/1990
5/12/1990
7/05/1987
7/09/1987
5/23/1985
1/09/1992
A/08/1992
1/10/1982
10/2A/1990
6/03/1991
7/16/198A
11/01/1982
11/08/1987
2/0A/1990
6/19/1982
6/10/198A
2/15/1989
10/16/1988
2/18/1991
5/12/1991
1/29/1987
1/26/1992
A/28/1985
6/20/1992
5/09/1991
,41/17/19.92
'3/118/1991'
8/30/1987
1/22/1991
A/23/1991
5/05/1991
9/08/1991
10/30/1991
A/21/1985
5/1A/1991
7/12/1992
11/22/1992
11/22/1992
2/13/1982
2/20/1982
11/03/1982
A/08/1983
3/18/198A
A/21/198A
9/1A/198A
10/13/198A
1/08/1986
2/0A/1986
2/22/1986
2/23/1986
2/23/1986
2/26/1986
A/27/1986
3/30/1988
6/10/1988
7/2A/1990
1/31/1991
2/08/1990
7/20/1991
2/27/1983
7/27/1989
7/28/1989
7/29/1989
7/30/1989
11/26/198A
11/26/198A
3/21/1982
5/01/1982
10/23/1985
5/11/1987
1/08/1987
BOll
D022
C021
C022
C026
B063
DOAl
DOll
B012
D012
A012
D082
A012
C013
C031
AOAl
CO 12
B031
A013
D082
FOll
C012
A012
DO 31
G012
N131
C012
C033
C016
DO 11
FOll
COAl
:A083
NIOA
C033
C015
A012
coil
FOll
A012
E012
BOll
C071
C0A2
C021
C012
C031
C031
COIA
C013
A015
A015
A08A
C015
A081
A081
BOll
D013
B031
coil
C025
C015
E021
A016
A012
COli
EOll
D031
DOAl
FOll
A021
B035
C021
A012
1/28/1982 D0A3
STURGIS WOMAN WINS STATE BEAUTY PAGEANT
ALEXANDRIA WOMAN CROWNED SNOW QUEEN
CORPS WANTS CLEANUP OF CREEK
CANTON TO REMOVE CAR BODIES FROM CREEK
BEAVER CREEK CENTER HOSTING OPEN HOUSE
XSIDES FORM ON BEAVER LAKE ISSUE
BEAVER LAKE PROPOSAL CONTINUED
^CALIFORNIA PREP ATHLETE AT SF COLLEGE
BEAVERS NAMED POST 15 COACH
XBUSY SEASON ON DECK FOR LEGION TEAMS
5CETS1-PARTNER BECHTEL COURTS POWER AROUND WORLD
KBECHTOLD'S JEWELRY CELEBRATES 90TH
96GETT1NG HIS POINT ACROSS
*FROM SCRAPS SHE CREATES DRESSES
*SF EDUCATOR, CR BECK, DEAD AT 82
THREE MEN WHO NEVER CAME HOME
KSING A SONG, SING OUT LOUD
FIVE 50-YEAR LAWYERS HONORED BY ASSOCIATION ,
*SF MAN TAKES MYTHOLOGICAL TRIP ON FOOT
FARM BILL TALK HITS HIGH GEAR
XWOMEN STALK SOUTH DAKOTA GAME
3CWEATHER SIDELINES MOTORISTS
*MOM KEEPS FARM, FAMILY TOGETHER AFTER MISFORTUNES
KBECKER SEEKS STATE HOCKEY TITLE
XCHRISTIAN ROCKER RELISHES FREEDOM
*(RETA1L) FLYING SERVICE ONE OF HIS HIGH ASPIRATION
*HOUSE IS REAL1TY--1N 24 HOURS
MUSEUM TO DISPLAY BECKMAN ARCHIVE
GROUP PROMOTES FIGHTING HUNGER BY WRITING LETTERS
'BECKSTRAND'S PLAY A PLUS FOR AUGUSTANA
XGARY.FARM WIFE AT HOME FOR AN INN ,
3€BED 'N' BREAKFAST JOINS LOVES OF HURON'WOMAN
BED AND BREAKFST VENTURE IGNORED (L)
*BED, BREAKFAST OFFERS QUIET GETAWAY
OWNER REQUIRED TO OBTAIN LODGING LICENSE
XWEARY TRAVELERS WELCOME HERE
3CAFTER 100 YEARS, DWU GROWS
BEDDOW--GOVERNOR TALK IS PREMATURE
DWU PRESIDENT IS WHIP FOR DELEGATION
^ECONOMIC PLAN IS MITCHELL'S VISION FOR THE FUTURE
KMITCHELL CREATES NEW FUTURE
ODDS OVER BILL LEGISLATING WATER SALES
BEDELL FIRM ACQUITTED IN CUSTOMS TRIAL
BEDELL EASY WINNER IN IOWA
REAGAN SHOULD ANSWER BEDELL CED)
XBEDELL ANNOUNCES RE-ELECTION BID
3 CHALLENGERS CAMPAIGN HARD
BEDELL LISTED AS ONE OF BEST HOUSE MEMBERS
XREAGAN POLICY WILL MAKE A DEBTOR NATION
*T0 STAVE OFF FARM CRISIS
PRESS RELEASE BEDEVILS BEDELL
KBEDELL WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
AREA CONGRESSMEN LEAD WAY
BEDELL NOT RUNNING FOR HOUSE
KMIDWEST LOSING STRONG VOICE CED)
XBEDELL TALKS SENSE AND SAVES DOLLARS
AMOCO FOAM TO BUY BEDFORD PLASTICS
3610WA ASSISTANT ADDS KNOWLEDGE TO CAMP
RODEO STAR TAKES TIME OFF CIRCUIT
SUSAN BEEBE CHOSEN CATHOLIC TEACHER OF '90
LONGTIME USD BACKER BEEDE DIES
^BREAKING RULES LANDS STUNTMAN IN HOSPITAL
SEE ALSO MEAT, MEAT INDUSTRY, ETC
FOOD MARKET 8 CAFE WIN BEEF AWARDS
UNDERCOOKED MEAT A SUSPECT IN GIRL'S ILLNESS
EXPERTS URGE DINERS TO COOK BEEF
WATERTOWN GIRL OUT OF INTENSIVE CARE
RETAIL BEEF PRICES DOWN, SURVEY SAYS
BEEF COUNCIL HONORS 3 BUSINESSES, CITY
ARNOLD KLEMME HONORED
SEE CATTLE, LIVESTOCK, MEAT INDUSTRY
^REACTIONS TO PROPOSED BEEF GRADE CHANGE
ECONOMY MIGHT HELP BEEF INDUSTRY
HURON COMMISSION OKS BONDS FOR BEEF PLANT
PESTS MIGHT MEAN TROUBLE FOR BEEKEEPERS
3€1LL BOY GETS BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
SEE ALSO LIQUOR-TRAFFIC '-
BILL PROPOSES UPPING BEER-BUYING AGE
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BEER
BEERS MARK
BEES
BEESLEY GEORGE
BEETLES ,
BEGALKA TIM
BEGEMAN MIKE
BEGGING
BEGLEV BRIAN & MAR
BEHAN DAVE
BEHAN SHARLA
BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
BEHRING FRITZ
BEIER BRYAN
BEIER SONJA
BEITELSPACHER KAYL
BEITHOFFER WILLIAM
BELAK JOE
BELATTI RICHARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/07/1982 BGAl BEER BILL SENT BACK TO COMMITTEE
2/19/1982 CG51 BEER BILL HITS SNAG
3/G9/1982 AG12 WHOLESALER BEER BILL DRAWS VETO FROM GOVERNOR
6/2G/1982 EG21 SF TEST SITE FOR NEW LIGHT BEER
7/16/1982 CG12 COMMISSION TELLS COURT CITY CONTROLS BEER LICENSES
11/16/1982 CG33 COLLEGE STUDENTS WANT COMPROMISE ON BEER
2/17/1983 CG61 COMMITTEE KILLS BEER PROPOSAL
2/22/198A DG33 THOMAS DISTRIBUTING WILL HANDLE COORS BEER
5/12/1987 DG16 3.2 BARS AWAIT COURT DECISION
6/G9/1987 CG12 SECURITY ISSUE DELAYS BEER LICENSE RENEWAL
6/11/1987 CGll COUNTY OK'S 12 BEER LICENSES
A/27/1989 AG72 KA KEG IN THE NIGHT
5/GA/1989 AIGA PARTY PORTRAIT INACCURATE (L)
5/G5/1989 AIGA TEENS GETTING MIXED SIGNALS (L)
5/G7/1989 A123 KEG PARTY FEATURE DIDN'T.PASS JUDGEMENT
5/G8/1989 A1G5 DON'T PROMOTE DRINKING (L)
5/1G/1989 CG12 WALL LAKE FACES BAN ON BEER KEGS
2/21/199G CG23 BEER LICENSING AWAITS LOTTERY GUIDELINE
3/GA/199G EG12 BLACK HILLS BEER STARTS HOPPING
3/19/199G CG85 JAPAN BREWS INTEREST IN SD BEER
3/2G/199G AG52 KDRINK CALLED BETTER ALTERNATIVE
1G/2G/1989 CG15 CITY WORKER CHARGED WITH STEALING TICKETS
lG/25/1989 CGll CITY HALL EMPLOYEE APPEARS IN COURT
12/G1/1989 CGll CITY HALL WORKER SENTENCED FOR THEFTS
3/G7/1982 BGAl BEE DISEASE SEMINAR PLANNED
7/13/1983 CGll 36BEES GET RESPECT
7/18/1983 CG31 STATE TRIES TO KEEP LIFE SWEET FOR HONEYBEES
8/26/1983 CG21 LEAD ON MCDUFF--BRING ON THE KILLER BEES (ED)
1G/18/198A CG61 NEED CERTIFICATE TO MOVE HIVES
>3/26/1985 BG22 DISEASED MITES CAUSE PROBLEM FOR BEEKEEPERS
4/28/1985 NG21 K(AGRICULTURE) ON LOOKOUT FOR BEE'S WELL-BEING
5/16/1987 AGll CRASH FREES BEES ON TRIP TO DAKOTAS
8/18/1987-AG6IPRESSLER'S LEGISLATION ON BEES LACKS STING>(L)
8/21/1987 AG81 BEE BILL IS NOTHING TO BUZZ ABOUT (ED)
8/26/1987 AG82 THREE CHEERS FOR PRESSLER
8/3G/1987 AG82 PARTY'S RESPONSE ASSAILED (L)
11/21/1987 CG23 MITE COULD THREATEN BEES
11/29/1987 BG21 MITES FOUND IN COLONY OF HONEYBEES
4/G8/1988 CG15 SD BEES QUARANTINED
4/1G/1988 BG53 QUARANTINE STINGS SD BEEKEEPERS
4/17/1988 DG21 SURVEY OF BEE HIVES FOR MITES
5/G6/1988 CGll BEE QUARANTINE LIFTED IN STATE
5/15/1988 CG31 STATE WILL CONTINUE SURVEY FOR BEE MITE
lG/21/1988 CG12 BEE KEEPERS WANT MITES TO BUZZ OFF
12/18/1988 DG51 MENTHOL OK'D AS REPELLENT FOR BEE MITES
8/13/199G AG14 HOW TO START KEEPING BEES
5/18/1991 AG12SD BEES UNLIKELY TO BRING BACK KILLER COUSINS
7/16/1991 CG34 MOBRIDGE IS BUZZING AFTER TROOPER GETS BEES
12/G7/1987 A1G3 *STATE ROADS NEED MORE THAN 9 CENTS A GALLON
.8/G5/1983 AG12 KHALLOWED HALLS OF STATE BUGGED
7/1G/1991 DG52 CORN ROOTWORM EXPERIMENT GAINS GROUND IN SD
3/11/1992 CG35 BEETLES POSE THREAT TO TREES IN BLACK HILLS
11/13/1992 BG15 ^ABORTION FOES JAILED FOR 3 DAYS
5/23/1987 BG12 KBEGEMAN FOR BASKETBALL POSITION
7/3G/1982 CG41 RAPID CITY MAY OUTLAW BEGGING
11/G6/1987 BG12 *MIMES TELL STORIES WITHOUT USING WORDS
2/G6/1991 DG12 *LYNX'S BEHAN HAS BIG-TIME GOAL
6/26/1983 CG31 BCRUSHMORE-BORGLUM MUSEUM SHOULD BE AT MONUMENT SITE
lG/26/1987 AG52 ^ATTENTION DISORDERS
6/3G/1988 CG12 ^STUDENT REGENT MISSES CHANCE TO VOTE
3/G4/1989 CG15 ^BEHRING REPLACES JORGENSEN ON BOARD
12/17/1991 BGll JURY TO DECIDE LOCAL RAPE CASE
12/18/1992 BGll MAN, 36, ACQUITTED ON RAPE CHARGES
1G/G5/1982 AG15 WOMAN'S ORDEAL NOT QUITE OVER
2/29/1984 CGll WITNESSES--SHE SAID SHE KILLED HER HUSBAND
3/G1/1984 CG13 *WOMAN SAYS DETAILS OF HUSBAND'S DEATH FUZZY
3/G2/1984 AG14 LAWYER CONSIDERS CHARGING WOMAN
3/G2/1984 BGll MAN WAS LYING DOWN WHEN SHOT
3/G3/1984 AG12 *JURY RULES FOR SLAIN MAN'S WIFE
1/31/1992 AG13 3f39 PEOPLE CHANGED THEIR NAMES LAST YEAR
7/G8/1992 CG12 *TENANTS FORM GROUP TO FIGHT FOR RIGHTS
9/16/1984 EGll SUN BELT NO MATCH FOR STATE CLIMATE
8/G5/1984 BG51 ^GREGORY PITCHER BELAK SHOWED HIS STUFF
4/G8/1986 CG21 SIOUX FALLS DOCTOR TO RUN IN DISTRICT 13
5/1G/1986 AlGl LET'S NOT RISK FOULING ENVIRONMENT
3/12/1988 CGll *BELATTI TO SEEK DISTRICT 13 SEAT
I. 2/19/19.89; CG12;.5fSIOUX .FALLS';, FRESHMEN LAWMAKERS LEARN
3/31/199G"CGn STATE SENATOR BELATTI RUNS FOR 2ND TERM
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BELATTI RICHARD
BECCHER'S MOUND
BELDIN GREGG
BELET JACQUES
BELKHAM JACK
BELL CAROL
BELL DALE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/17/1990 C012 KRIVALS DISAGREE ON ABORTION
11/09/1990 C014 5CR0LLS AT POLLS NOT SO SWEET
2/17/1991 AAIA ^COMPELLED TO STAND FOR UNBORN
3/03/1991 A012 ^SUPPORT GAINED IS UPSIDE TO LOSS ON ISSUE
A/OA/1991 A016 LOOK FOR PUBLIC VOTE ON ABORTION
12/08/1991 F012 ^SENATOR LEERY TO RENEW ABORTION FIGHT
12/07/1987 C012 MOUND A PART OF STATE'S RICH LORE
A/06/1991 C012 *SKV WALKER
9/0A/1989 A015 *A MPA, A HOPEFUL HOLIDAY
2/22/1990 B062 96PLANT STRUGGLES FOR SURVIVAL
9/23/1990 D012 ^MICROWAVE PRODUCTS PROMISES BIG REVIVAL
6/09/1991 E013 KMICORWAVE FIRM TO SEEK IMPORT INQUIRY
5/15/198A C033 CHARGES OF RETALIATION FOLLOW TRANSFER NOTICE
9/11/198A BOAl JUDGE--ADMINISTRATOR'S TRANSFER LEGAL
11/06/198A C031 SCHOOL LEADER RETURNS TO JOB
11/28/198A D013 FORMER FLANDREAU SCHOOL LEADER RETURNS
10/2A/1990 B023 KTEEN TRAINING PAYS ADULT DIVIDENDS
A/25/1982 B065 BELL NAMED HUMAN SERVICES REGIONAL DIRECTOR
6/17/1983 COAl RED TAPE HINDERS BUREAUCRAT WHO WANTS TO AID' HUNGRY
12/09/1983 C03A BELL CONSIDERS CHALLENGING DASCHLE
1/06/198A B015 DALE BELL CONSIDERING RUN AGAINST DASCHLE
1/11/198A D031 POTENTIAL CANDIDATE PLANS RETURN TO STATE OFFICE
1/12/198A C0A3 BELL QUIT FEDERAL JOB BECAUSE OF DISPUTE
3/01/198A C051 XSPEARFISH MAN MAY RUN FOR US HOUSE
3/06/198A B012 ^ENTERS REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL RACE
3/15/198A coil BELL MAY TAKE OFFER IF DASCHLE...
4/03/198A BOAl *BELL FILES PETITIONS FOR US HOUSE PRIMARY
A/06/198'i C0A2 BELL, MANGELS FACE PRIMARY
4/19/1984 C033 KBELL HOPES REAGAN WILL HELP HIM
'5716/1984"D012' KMANGELS, BELL FOCUS ON RACE
5/27/1984 B014 XLACK OF COMMON SENSE IN GOVERNMENT ANGERS
5/30/1984 D012 5CG0P ENDORSES BELL IN PRIMARY
5/31/1984 con BELL SAYS MANGELS' CRITICISM IS HYPOCRITICAL
6/02/1984 con *IF MANGELS LOSES, HE CAN'T SUPPORT BELL
6/02/1984 C015 ANTI-ABORTION ORGANIZATION ENDORSES BELL
6/03/1984 D021 POLITICAL SQUABBLING SHADING THE ISSUES (ED)
6/06/1984 DOll KBELL CLIPS MANGELS IN HOUSE RACE
6/08/1984 C012 BELL DOES THE STOMPING
6/12/1984 B014 XBELL REFUSES TO ACCEPT MONEY
6/24/1984 B061 WILL WORK WITH REAGAN ON FOREIGN MARKETS
7/07/1984 BOll BELL--BUDGET IS CAMPAIGN ISSUE
7/23/1984 BOll BELL WANTS ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW DEPARTMENT
7/29/1984 F015 DASCHLE, BELL DISCUSS DEFICIT
7/30/1984 con BELL SAYS HE SUPPORTS MORTGAGE ACCOUNT ACT
8/02/1984 C012 KSOVIET UNION AGAINST REAGAN
8/03/1984 C035 DEMOCRATS PART OF DEFICIT PROBLEM
8/05/1984 F051 BELL WANTS PLATFORM WITH NO TAX INCREASES
8/08/1984 D033 CANDIDATES RAISE CAMPAIGN FUNDING ISSUE
8/17/1984 C013 *DEMS--BELL MISLEADS VOTERS
8/18/1984 B021 BELL'S CAMPAIGN CARD IS DECEPTIVE (ED)
8/22/1984 D015 BELL, DASCHLE AGREE TO TV DEBATE IN OCTOBER
8/25/1984 con DASCHLE CALLS BELL'S CAMPAIGN SLEAZY
8/29/1984 D014 3CBELL WILL PUT NAME ON CARD
8/31/1984 C035 DASCHLE, BELL TO MEET IN 13 DEBATES
9/02/1984 C044 DASCHLE, BELL MEET THE VOTERS
9/04/1984 C035 BERRY SUPPORTS BELL ATTACK ON DASCHLE
9/06/1984 con XDASCHLE, BELL DIFFER ON DEFENSE
9/12/1984 A012 BELL APPEAL TO PASTORS ANNOYS DEM
9/13/1984 con CANDIDATES EXCHANGE CHARGES IN CAMPAIGN
9/13/1984 C021 FOUL LINE WITH PITCH TO CHURCHES (ED)
9/13/1984 C031 PRESIDENT NEEDS LINE-ITEM VETO--BELL
9/13/1984 C061 PRESSLER, BELL LEAD IN GROUP'S SURVEY
9/14/1984 C031 *BELL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND ABOUT RELIGION
9/19/1984 D035 REAGAN ENDORSES BELL'S CAMPAIGN IN LETTER
9/22/1984 C015 KBELL CITES HOSTILITY TO NATION'S FAITHFUL
9/27/1984 con DEMOCRATS ARE GUILTY OF POSTAL FRAUD
9/27/1984 C031 BELL POLL SHOWS HE IS TRAILING DASCHLE
9/28/1984 DOll GOP CHARGES DEMOCRATS WITH MISUSING MONEY
10/01/1984 C021 CANDIDATES ALREADY HOME IN DC (ED)
10/03/1984 D031 CRITICIZES DASCHLE FOR ANTI-CRIME VOTE
10/04/1984 con CANDIDATES REVEAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
10/04/1984 C022 POLITICIANS' MORTALITY IMPORTANT (L)
10/05/1984 C033 REP KEMP TO CAMPAIGN FOR DALE BELL
10/10/1984 D031 DASCHLE, BELL DISAGREE ON SPENDING
10/11/1984 C031 OFFER SOLUTIONS TO REDUCE FEDERAL DEFICIT
10/12/1984 C031 DASCHLE CRITICIZES BELL'S COMMENT
10/12/1984-C041 .CONGRESSMEN TO CAMPAIGN,.IN CITY FOR BELL
10/13/1984 C032 DASCHLE SAYS BELL PLAN EXTREME
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10/14/198^ C0A2 BELL WILL GET $70,000
10/18/1984 0031 AGREE ON ROLE OF GOVT IN EDUCATION
10/19/1984 C032 BELL, DASCHLE--FARMER NEEDS HELP
10/21/1984 coil 96RACE FOR THE HOUSE
10/23/1984 B035 BELL TO GET HELP FROM MICHIGAN CONGRESSMAN
10/24/1984 DOll BELL, DASCHLE CLASH OVER VOTING RECORDS
10/26/1984 C031 DASCHLE, BELL WILL DEBATE ON TELEVISION
10/27/1984 A014 BELL AD IS MISLEADING
10/27/1984 C023 BELL DISTORTING THE RECORD (L)
10/28/1984 con DASCHLE, BELL PLAN FINAL MEDIA BLITZ
10/31/1984 DOll BELL DENIES CURRENT LINK TO COMMITTEE
11/01/1984 C061 BELL ACCUSES DASCHLE OF LYING
11/07/1984 A073 ^DASCHLE TRIUMPHS IN TIGHT RACE
11/09/1984 con BELL DEVOTING TIME TO FAMILY AND BUSINESS
11/13/1984 B051 WILL RUN AGAIN BUT NOT AGAINST DASCHLE
6/23/1985 A082 ^CANDIDATES FOR US HOUSE RACE
1/16/1986 B015 BELL SAYS HE'LL RUN FOR CONGRESS
1/29/1986 B015 BELL TO ANNOUNCE CONGRESS PLANS SATURDAY
2/02/1986 D015 ^CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY BY ANNOUNCING CANDIDACY
3/09/1986 B013 XGOP HOPEFULS SEEK RECOGNITION
3/28/1986 A121 BELL IS A WINNER, NOT A LOSER CD
4/03/1986 C021 BELL, REALTORS DISAGREE ON ENDORSEMENT
4/04/1986 A081 BELL'S RECORD ISN'T MUCH (L)
4/04/1986 C031 XHOUSE CANDIDATES GANG UP ON BELL
4/12/1986 C033 KBELL DISAVOWS TIES TO LIBERTARIAN PARTY
4/24/1986 B031 BELL'S POSITIONS ON CONTRA AID
4/25/1986 X011 NEWSLETTER INCORRECT ON BELL'S POSITION
4/26/1986 C021 LYN NOFZIGER TO STUMP CITY FOR DALE BELL
,4/26/1986 C031 BELL CRITICIZES HEIDEPRIEM
bell PROMISES VISIT FROM TOP FARM OFFICIAL
5/06/1986 A062 BELL BETTER GET ACT TOGETHER CD
5/07/1986 A105 BELL'S ABSENCE DISAPPOINTING
5/08/1986 C016 OFFICIALS REFUSE INVITATION
5/09/1986 C034 FORMER REAGAN AIDE FOR BELL
5/10/1986 C015 FOES BICKER LIKE CHILDREN
5/15/1986 C014 MEIERHENRY: BELL NOT FIT
5/17/1986 A103 BELL CAMPAIGN TAKES DISTRESSING TURN (L)
5/17/1986 C021 MEIERHENRY WRONG ABOUT BELL, LAMMARS SAYS
5/18/1986 A081 CANDIDATES TO GO TO NEXT ROUND
5/20/1986 D013 BELL, BURG OPEN UP LEADS IN RACE
5/23/1986 A081 CANDIDATE'S STAND DISTORTED CD
5/23/1986 A082 BELL RUNS POSITIVE CAMPAIGN CD
5/24/1986 con BELL, HEIDEPRIEM FAMILY FARM DISPUTE
5/24/1986 X034 BELL OUTSPENDS CONTENDERS IN RACE
5/28/1986 con 3(BELL RECRUITED FOR LIBERTARIANS
5/29/1986 C021 FORMER OPPONENT CRITICIZES BELL
6/01/1986 C031 CANDIDATES TRADE DIGS OVER SIGNS
6/04/1986 A071 *HOUSE VICTORS
6/05/1986 con BELL, JOHNSON EXPECT HELP FROM NATIONAL COMM
6/08/1986X011 BELL CALLS TOBACCO SUBSIDIES HYPOCRITICAL
6/25/1986 B031 BELL WANTS MILITARY TO FIGHT DRUG SMUGGLING
6/28/1986 con *GOP CONVENTION
7/18/1986 C012 BELL PUSHES FOR TRADE SUBSIDIES
7/23/1986 B025 BELL SUPPORTS KEEPING IRA PROGRAM INTACT
7/29/1986 con BELL SAYS LAWMAKERS ABUSE MAILING PRIVILEDGE
8/14/1986 X011 BELL ENDORSES COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES
8/16/1986 C015 *BELL--UPROOT AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
8/17/1986 C015 HOUSE RACE HEATS UP
8/19/1986 A062 BELL SUGGESTS IMPOSSIBLE (L)
8/20/1986 BOll WANTS BELL'S CAMPAIGN REPORTS PROBED
8/20/1986 B031 KEMP TO CAMPAIGN FOR BELL IN RAPID CITY
8/21/1986 con BELL DEFENDS REFUND IN LIEU OF CASH
8/22/1986 C021 BELL, JOHNSON AGREE TO TV DEBATE SCHEDULE
8/24/1986 An2 BELL WILL SAY ANYTHING TO WIN (L)
9/01/1986 C023 XBELL, JOHNSON FOCUS ON FARMS
9/04/1986 C021 *CAND1DATES BANTER BEFORE CO-OP
9/05/1986 con THREE QUIT BELL'S STAFF
9/07/1986 A081 BELL'S CAMPAIGN IN TROUBLE
9/07/1986 C021 BELL CALLS FOR 12-MONTH IMPORT EMBARGO
9/09/1986 C013 TWO GOP LEGISLATORS OFFER TO HELP BELL CAMPAIGN
9/09/1986 C021 DEMOCRAT CALLS FOR BELL TO WAIVE CONFIDENTIALITY
9/10/1986 B022 HEIDEPRIEM BACKS BELL IN HOUSE RACE
9/11/1986 C014 HOUSE CANDIDATES TO HAVE RADIO DEBATE TODAY
9/12/1986 con BELL AND JOHNSON TRADE JOBS
9/12/1986 C021 GERALD FORD TO CAMPAIGN FOR BELL
9/13/1986 C041 ROBERTS GROUP BACKS BELL FOR HOUSE SEAT
<59/15/1986^ CO41 XWHO' S GAINlNG FROM VOTER SWITCHES
9/17/1986 A084 BELL TOUTS ODD MESSAGE (L)
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BELL DALE
BELL ELDON
BELL G ROBERT
IBELL MARIA
BELL MARYLEE
BELL PAPER BOX
BELL RANDY
BELL TERREL
BELL THOMAS
BELLE FOURCHE SD
BELLMAN CHARLES.
BELLS
BELOIT lA
BELVILLE LANCE
BEN ASH MONUMENT
BEN CLARE SD
BENAGE BONNIE
BENDER AL
BENDER CAROL
BENDER DON
BENDER GARY
BENDER LYDIA
BENDER RON
BENDT CHAD
BENDT KRISTINE
BENDT MARY 8 CHET
BENEDICTINE HEALTH
SEllGRY MARY
BENHAM Bruce
BENHAM EMILY
BENNALLY TIM " " -
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/18/1986 B012 JOHNSON. BELL DISCUSS HOUSING. AGRICULTURE
9/19/1986 C015 *BELL'S WIFE TO BE CAMPAIGN HEAD
9/20/1986 CG21 BELL URGES LYNG ON FARM LOANS
9/23/1986 coil ^BELL MANAGER URGES FEC
9/2A/1986 A081 BELL'S CAMPAIGN DROPS TO NEW LEVEL (ED)
9/2A/1986 AG85 BELL SINKS TO ANOTHER LOW (L)
9/24/1986 BG15 BELL COMES UP CLEAN IN DRUG TEST
1G/G5/1986 CG14 KHOUSE HOPEFULS HAVE DIFFERENT HURDLES
lG/13/1986 AG82 BELL MISSING REAL ISSUES (L)
lG/14/1986 CG33 EX-PRESIDENT FORD HEADED FOR SIOUX FALLS
lG/16/1986 CG12 KFORD BACKS BELL--GOP NEEDS STATE
lG/19/1986 A134 BELL IS BEST HOUSE CHOICE (L)
lG/19/1986 CG12 XBELL BACKS REAGAN BUT NOT POLICIES
1G/2G/1986 CG16 HOUSE HOPEFULS DEBATE
lG/21/1986 C012 BELL AD DRAWS GOP FIRE
lG/23/1986 coil LABOR SECRETARY STUMPS FOR BELL
10/24/1986 C041 JOHNSON OUTSPENDS BELL. REPORT SHOWS
10/25/1986 C012 JOHNSON--BELL AD DISTORTS VOTES
10/29/1986 A084 BELL AD WORKS AGAINST GOP (L)
10/30/1986 C014 CHOUSE CANDIDATES DECRY NEGATIVE RACE
11/01/1986 coil MICH LAWMAKER GIVES BELL NOD
11/01/1986 C012 JOHNSON CRITICIZES BELL BROCHURE
11/02/1986 A051 XHOUSE CANDIDATES
11/05/1986 A012 »EJOHNSON BEATS BELL HANDILY IN HOUSE RACE
11/12/1986 B022 ^BELL HAS NO POLITICAL PLANS
1/09/1988 C012 BELL FINED FOR ELECTION LAW VIOLATIONS
12/15/1982 C071 WEBSTER DOCTOR FILES SUIT AGAINST DAY COMMISSION
1/06/1983 C031 INJUNCTION TO PREVENT FROM EVICTING DR. BELL
2/04/1983 C031 COUNTY APPEALS RULING ON EVICTION
' 57187^8^^^^^ CLINIC SUIT GOES TO ST PAUL
8/08/1986 C021 DE SMET MAN HONORED AS DOCTOR OF THE YEAR
' 5/01/1983 B012 XBELL TAKES NO. 1 WOMEN'S SINGLES ,
9/I9/l986"C015 *BELL'S WIFE'TO BE CAMPAIGN HEAD
1/04/1990 D062 *CITY'S BELL PAPER BOX INC.
1/26/1992 F031 MAN DIES FROM INJURIES SUFFERED IN JANUARY 11 FALL
8/11/1983 C051 BELL TO SEE WATERTOWN SCHOOL'S COMPUTERS
8/28/1985 B013 *BELL SAYS NATION'S TEACHING IN SHAMBLES
8/11/1989 A015 PLANE LANDS ON BELLY AT AIRPORT
5/12/1985 C091 CITY VOTES TO EXEMPT FARM GOODS FROM TAX
5/25/1988 B021 MINNESOTA FIRM TO RECYCLE TIRES IN BELLE FOURCHE
7/09/1989 C021 BELLE FOURCHE BAKERY CLOSING AFTER 62 YEARS
10/13/1989 C031 BLAZE DAMAGES BUILDINGS IN OLD BLOCK
10/30/1990 B081 BELLE FOURCHE JOINS MAIN STREET VISA PLAN
12/22/1990 C031 RESIDENTS WANT NATION'S CENTER MOVED
6/02/1991 C015 BELLE FOURCHE BATTLES EXODUS WITH EDUCATION
7/01/1991 B012 56GROUP WANTS TO PINPOINT US CENTER
8/0671991 C031 GETS §104.000 FOR CENTER
2/0671992 C031 ALCOHOL USE SPURS PETITION FOR VOTE
10/15/1992 B022 BELLE FOURCHE HEALTH CENTER CUTS 28 WORKERS
,4/30/1983.8011 KBELLMAN CHARGED WITH ILLEGAL SALE
5/07/1983 BOll BELLMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
7/23/1983 BOll CHARGES AGAINST BELLMAN ARE DROPPED
11/05/1983 BOll MAN CONVICTED OF SELLING MORTGAGED GRAIN
1/17/1984 C033 KBELLMAN GETS SENTENCE FOR ILLEGAL SALES
10/06/1985 coil ^FARMER CONTINUES FIGHT FROM PRISON
12/16/1988 C012 KWANT BELLS TO RING IN NEW YEAR
7/30/1990 A012 ^AUGUST REUNION WILL BE LAST FOR RESIDENTS
9/27/1984 B013 56PLAINS THEATER IS STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART
5/16/1992 D022 SfWOMAN STARTS CLEANUP EFFORT
6/30/1990 A055 KlOO-YEAR-OLD CHURCH OUTLASTS COMMUNITY
1/23/1986 BOll ^SEAMSTRESS MAKES TOYS WITH LOVE
3/15/1992 E012 ^TELLING THE WEATHER STORY
12/24/1988 C012 aelT LOOKS GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT
11/24/1985 EOll CHAMBER NAMES BROOKINGS MAN AS CHAIRMAN
4/17/1987 C021 STATE LAWMAKER HONORED BY BEAN ASSOCIATIONS
8/29/1987 C012 XTRACTOR ACCIDENT KILLS LAWMAKER
7/22/1984 E012 AT 88. LYDIA DECIDES IT'S TIME TO QUIT
5/19/1985 C051 CHARITIES BOARD CHANGES TOP JOB
2/01/1990 A014 INJURED LENNOX SENIOR DROPS OUT FOR FUTURE
10/23/1992 B016 MOTHER NOT UNFIT, COURT RULES
12/01/1989 D082 SHOE REPAIR MIX MODERN EQUIPMENT
12/23/1990 coil SYSTEM APPOINTS PRESIDENT
12/15/1991 A012 56NURSING SPIRITUAL NEEDS
6/17/1992 B021 ^DESSERTS ARE SWEET FOR CITY WOMAN
9/24/1989 A085 ^FLIGHT 232 PASSENGER
3/24/1985 D023 ^SYMPHONY DIRECTOR SETS SIGHTS ON FULL HOUSE
.45/03/1986 ;:A071.,*EXECUTIVE- SURVIVES7.1,LL-FATED INITIATION YEAR
10/04/1989 C012 INMATES USE SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS TO DEFEAT ABUSE
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BENNETT BERN S CLI
BENNETT BOYD
BENNETT DONNA
BENNETT FRANK
BENNETT MIKE
BENNETT WILLIAM
BENNING DAVE
BENNIS BOB
BENNIS JEFFREY
BENO LAUREN
BENSON DONALD
BENSON FLORENCE
BENSON'ROGER
BENSON STUFFY
BENTLEY LA BERTA
BENTLEY ORVILLE
BENTONITE
BENTSEN LLOYD
BENTSEN LLOYD SR
BENTZLIN STEPHEN
BERDAHL ANNA
BERDAHL JUEL 8 VIC
BERDAHL VIRGINIA
BERESFORD SD
BERG BOB
BERG DAVID
BERG DEAN
f^BERG^ELI-ZABETHi
BERG EVELYN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/13/198A A012 KTHE BENNETTS WERE KILLED
12/20/1985 A082 AMERICAN FARMERS CAN'T PROVIDE FREE LUNCH
7/18/1982 B013*SF WOMAN HAS WON NATIONAL AWARD FOR CITY
6/11/199G C015 JeMAN GETS MEDAL AFTER AS YEARS
11/01/1989 AOAl SUICIDE STORY MUST BE TOLD
12/22/1991 BOll ^SACRIFICES MAKE RACING WORTHWHILE
2/02/1992 BOll ^WOLFGANG RACES ON OWN TERMS
2/19/1992 BOll *BROTHER'S FACE SMILES THROUGH THE TEARS, YEARS
1/08/1988 A081 BENNETT PROPOSES WORTHY CURRICULUM (ED)
A/11/1988 A081 BENNETT SHOULD SOLVE PROBLEM (ED)
A/20/1988 A081 MAN OF RIGHT HAS POINT FROM LEFT (ED)
8/31/1988 A015 JeBENNETT CALLS FOR MORE MATH
9/06/1988 AlOl BENNETT PLAN OFFERS BIG ADVANTAGES (ED)
10/07/1989 AOll DRUG CZAR PLANS VERMILLION VISIT
10/08/1989 C016 DRUG CZAR VISIT TO OFFER CHANCE FOR RURAL VIEWS
10/10/1989 coil DRUG CZAR TO BE IN VERMILLION TODAY
10/11/1989 A012 *CASUAL USERS SPREAD DRUGS
7/03/1990 D062 ^CASHING IN ON CYCLE RALLY
8/01/1982 EOll XINNOVATIONy PROMOTIONS HAVE DRIVENsTO SUCCESS
9/07/1989 A012 *BENNIS--CALLS MEDICAL CREWS SLOW
11/09/1989 C012 COURT ASKED TO UPHOLD BENNIS VERDICT
12/31/1989 N071 BENNIS-TYPE CASES BAFFLE AUTHORITIES
3/O2/1990 coil BENNIS' APPEAL GOES TO COURT MARCH 19
3/20/1990 C016 *BENNIS ASKS COURT TO ORDER NEW TRIAL
6/15/1990 C012 KHIGH COURT UPHOLDS BENNIS' MURDER CONVICTION
<»/20/1992 B022 3CBR0KERING BEADWORK
3/09/1986 EOll FARM FAMILY OF THE YEAR REMEMBERS ITS ROOTS
3/12/1991 B061 HURLEY MAN AMONG PORK BOARD NOMINEES
6/16/1991 EOll HURLEY FARMER NAMED TO NATIONAL BOARD
SW02/1991 B061 HURLEY FARMER ON PORK BOARD
12/28/1982 BOll *SIOUX FALLS WOMAN TURNS INTO ART
1/06/1991-EOI2 *MORRELL-.UNION CANDIDATES OFFER CONTRASTS . IN. STYLE
7/24/1989 C012 56FRIENDSHIP WITH DIZZY DEAN
3/09/1992 A012 3CCHURCH HONORS ONE OF ITS FOUNDERS
9/22/1982 coil SD NATIVE TOP ASSISTANT TO BLOCK
9/30/1982 C021 BENTLEY APPOINTMENT PRAISED
10/03/1982 B015 BENTLEY'S AG APPOINTMENT DELAYED BY KENNEDY
9/24/1989 C013 RAILROAD WILL HAUL BENTONITE ACROSS STATE
7/13/1988 AOll 5CDISAPP0INTS SOME LOCAL JACKSON BACKERS
7/13/1988 A012 ^SENATOR HAS FAMILY TIES TO SD TOWN
7/17/1988 Alll BENTSEN'S DAD SENDS GIFTS TO HOMETOWN
7/18/1988 A015 KDASCHLE CHOSEN TO TAP BENTSEN
7/21/1988 A012 DASCHLE CALLS VP CANDIDATE A FARM ALLY
7/21/1988 A014 DASCHLE NOMINATION SPEECH
8/26/1988 A071 DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES TO VISIT STATE
10/06/1988 A051 OUR CALLERS' OVERWHELMING DEBATE WINNER
10/24/1988 A012 XBENTSEN TO VISIT SD TODAY
10/25/1988 AlOl VISITING LAND OF IGNORED ISSUES (ED)
10/26/1988 A012 *BENTSEN VISITS WHITE
12/09/1989 A081 BENTSEN HELPS FUEL CYNICISM IN VOTERS (ED)
2/22/1990 coil BENTSON TO STUMP HERE FOR MUENSTER
3/24/1990 C012 *BENTSEN RALLIES FOR MUENSTER
1/18/1989 A014 *BENTSEN'S FATHER KILLED IN ACCIDENT
2/01/1991 A016 SMOTHER MOURNS FOR SON
7/11/1983 C012 ^STUDENTS ARE CARRYING OUT HER DREAMS
5/05/1987 C012 ^CELEBRATING 100 YEARS OF CARING
11/13/1991 A015 5CNURSING PIONEER DIES AT 104
12/25/1982 A012 *CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME FOR THOSE VOLUNTEERS
8/09/1990 B012 *COLTON WOMAN'S HANDIWORK FILLS FAIR EXHIBITIONS
5/21/1982 C012 5«MAN DIED BEFORE TRAIN DREAM CAME TRUE
7/10/1984 A012 ^KICKS OFF BERESFORD'S CELEBRATION
6/26/1986 B051 BERESFORD HAS FESTIVAL IN THE PARK
12/02/1987 BOll BERESFORD TO BE CAPITAL FOR DAY
12/10/1987 ,C012 *BERESFORD STEALS PIERRE'S LEADING ROLE
9/25/1989 A012 ^COMMUNITY AT A CROSSROADS
1/19/1990 D086 JUDGE REJECTS APPEAL TO CLOSE BANK
1/31/1990 C023 SOME WORRY CHURCH EVENTS TAKE BACKSEAT
3/15/1990 C026 BERESFORD PLANS NEW SATELLITE DISH SITE
4/13/1990 C026 BERESFORD CONSIDERING USING LAGOON WATER
6/22/1990 C035 CITY SEEKS GRANT TO LURE NEW BUSINESS
7/13/1990 C031 FIRE DEPARTMENT CALLS OFF DANCE
7/21/1991 C053 FESTIVAL IN THE PARK IS TODAY
7/29/1991 A014 AIRPORTS RUN AFOUL OF FAA RULE
3/13/1988 A014 ^PARENTS RECALL THE DEATH OF A SON
12/12/1992 A085 KOUR WORLD NEEDS MORE LOVING CRITICS
7/24/1983 C081 BERG PREPARING FOR YEAR'S BIGGEST TEST
10/03/1984 «C093 i)f6 - RECEIVE-SDSUiSERVICE AWARD
2/2471982 BOll"WRESTLING'S MORE THAN A FAMILY AFFAIR
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BERG JENNIFER
BERG JIM
BERG JULIA
BERG KERRY
^BERG'.RODNEV.
BERG ROLF
BERG SHERWOOD
BERG SONIA
BERG TOM
BERGAN JOEL
BERGDALE JOHN
BERGELAND CENTER
BERGELAND DAVID
BERGELAND OLIVER
BER6EN DAVID
BERGEN JOEL
BERGER DELAINE
BERGER LEILA
BERGERON JERRY
BERGESON LARRY
BERGLAND BOB
BERGMAN INGRID
BERGON KEITH
BERGUIN BILL
BERHEIM DON S HELE
BERINGSONfRICHARD^;;
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/07/1991 BG83 KJAZZERCISE RELOCATES
1/03/1986 C015 BERG TO ANNOUNCE CONGRESSIONAL BID MONDAY
8/2A/1989 COIA *JAIL BERG
11/16/1989 B012 KWATCHING WEATHER IS ENDLESS VIGIL
11/17/1986 A052 XHELICOPTER PILOT LIVES HIS DREAM
A/28/1991 N031 KPILOT ENJOYS PROVIDING HELP FROM ABOVE
10/22/1989 A012 KPHEASANT HUNTING HEATS UP
9/03/1991 C013 BfLUVERNE CULLIGAN MAN GETS TV CALL
7/30/1983 A0I6 SDSU HEAD RESIGNS
9/19/1983 COAl BUDGET CUTS AFFECTS MORALE OF FACULTY
A/19/198A COAl 2 EVENTS TO HONOR OUTGOING SDSU PRESIDENT
A/22/I98A B021 *BERG*S NOTABLE WORK FOR SDSU (EDJ
5/02/198A CllA SHERWOOD BERG HONORED AT ROAST
6/10/198A coil SDSU IS SPECIAL PLACE FOR BERG
6/18/198A BOAl NOTES SDSU'S NEEDS IN HIS LAST SPEECH
2/02/1986 D021 SHUTTLE TRAGEDY HALTS PROGRAM, BERG SAYS
5/06/1990 EE03 KWE'RE ON THE 'THRESHOLD*--ENVIRONMENTALIST
10/20/1990 C015 KBANDS, FLOATS, BUMS COLOR HOBO TRADITION
1/22/1990 A083*CITY PROPERTY TAX RATE DOUBLE
11/09/1989 C021 CANDIDATE EXPECTS ABORTION AS HOT ISSUE
I/21/I989A012 KMAN ASKS COURT TO PREVENT WIFE'S ABORTION
1/28/1989 A015 PREGNANCY TEST ORDERED
2/19/1989 A012 TO PAY FEES IN ABORTION CASE
5/20/1982 BOll AUGUSTANA'S BERGDALE REMAINS A VIKING, IN MINNESOTA
7/I6/I983 B012 BERGDALE WANTS TO MAKE MIAMI CUT
5/09/1982 BOll BERGELAND DIRECTOR QUITS--NO REASON GIVEN
5/05/1982 A019 NO REASON FOR HER DISMISSAL
5/06/1982 D019 BERGELAND PROBE TURNED UP NOTHING
.,5/07/1982 A012 ^POLICE TO INVESTIGATE SENIOR CENTER
'5/22yi982'C032 STATE BE CENTER AUDIT CALLED ROUTINE
8/19/1982 C051 ^SENIORS SHAKEN BY INDICTMENT
10/03/1982 BOH EX-BERGELAND-WORKER CLAIMS DISCRIMINATION
10/03/1982 B031 UNHAPPY ABOUT LOSING SENIOR CENTER JOB (L) "
10/15/1982 BOll ERICKSON NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CENTER
1/18/1983 A099 *NEW BERGELAND CENTER OFFICERS
1/18/1983 BOll KPOOL PRACTICE
2/06/1983 C039 NORWICK CONTRIBUTIONS SHOULD BE PUB (L)
9/05/1983 A012 *NORWICK SENTENCED TO SERVICE
9/10/1983 coil *SR CITIZENS MUST HAVE POSITIVE ATTITUDE ABOUT AGING
8/13/1983 BOll ADULT DAY SUPERVISION CENTER WILL OPEN IN FALL
8/16/1983 B021 A HELPING HAND FOR ADULT DAY CARE (ED)
2/27/1989 B012 ^BERGELAND CENTER MEANS BUSINESS
5/07/1989 B013 ^FAMILY AND FRIENDS THANKFUL FOR ORPHA
2/09/1985 BOll 3€IT'S NEVER TOO LATE
9/27/1987 A053 ^BERGELAND SENIORS TAKE TO THE STAGE
7/09/1989 C012 BERGELAND BOARD TO HEAR CONCERNS
7/06/1989 C012 LETTER DETAILS PRISONER PROBLEMS AT BERGELAND
7/16/1989 C016 CHARGES DENIED BY EX-TRUSTEES
7/20/1989 con BERGELAND BOARD HEARS COMPLAINTS
7/22/1989 A103 CENTER. SENIORS LOSERS IF TRUSTY WORK ENDS (L)
7/22/1989 coil BERGELAND CENTER TALKS KEPT PRIVATE
10/06/1989 coil SENIOR CITIZEN GROUP ELECTS NEW BOARD
12/13/1990 C012 96HOLIDAY ANGELS VISIT BERGELAND SENIOR CENTER
10/16/1988 A085 XABOUT COMMUNAL LIFE ON A HUTTERITE COLONY
2/12/1989 E015 *MEALS-ON-WHEELS FOUNDER DEAD
2/12/1989 E031 5£0LIVER BERGELAND DIES AT 90
9/10/1991 C032 COURT IS ASKED TO REINSTATE LAWYER
2/09/1989 A012 ^NEGATIVE PREGNANCY TEST ENDS DISPUTE
10/10/1982 E019 ^PROPANE VIABLE ALTERNATIVE TO GASOLINE
5/02/1988 C019 VOLUNTEER'S GENTLE SPIRIT EARNED...
8/16/1987 C032 36ART AND THE OUTDOORS
6/30/1992 C013 *WOODLAND CREATURE CREATION
1/30/I99I C033 2 FORMER MITCHELL MEN INDICTED
2/08/1991 C019 BLACK HAWK MAN DENIES GUILT IN ALLEGED SCHEME
5/22/1982 C092 BERGLAND CRITICIZES FARM BILL
9/07/1983 coil KRURAL CO-OPS CAN'T HANDLE BUDGET CUTS
10/25/1989 C013 KOUTLOOK GRIM FOR ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES
5/21/1985 B091 BERGLAND TO SPEAK TO LAKE REGION ELECTRIC
5/28/1985 C012 US FARMS ARE TOO BIG
I2/I2/I985 con KEX-AG SECRETARY GIVES REAGAN A D+
10/22/1987 C012 *READY TO AX RURAL ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION
10/18/1990 B082 JfLEADER URGES NEW ENERGY DIRECTION
9/03/1982 C021 AMERICA'S FAVORITE SWEDE (ED)
6/17/1983 BOll *SDSU STUDENT CONQUERS QKBERT
5/02/1982 2021 K(FINANCE) SF MAN BULLISH ON BROKERAGE
11/23/1990 A015 AWEARY CLERGY FIND HAVEN IN IRENE
»5/I7/I987tfROnii;PERGEPTION OF STINGliEYifUNCHANGED
7/16/1987 D012 36NEW GAME SECRETARY Looks, LISTENS, LEARNS
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BERINGSON RICHARD
«BERKELAND DAVID
BERKHOUT BRADY
BERKHOUT BRODERICK
BERKNER VI
BERKS ROBERT
BERLIN WALL
BERNARD CINDY
BERNARD KAREN
BERNDT STEVE
BERNDT TOM
BERNSON SANDY
BERRY ALICE
BERRY E Y
BERRY MARY
BERRY RUSSELL
BERSAGEL ED
BERTAM RUSSELL -
BERTRAND LEONARD
BERVEN JOANN
BERY ROBERT
BESMER KIRK
BESSON BILL
BEST BETTY
BEST BUSINESS
BEST BUY
BEST ROBERT
BETA SIGMA PHI
BETHLEHEM SD
BETO RON
BETTELYOUN LOLITA
BETTELYOUN ROGER
BETTELYOUN WILLIAM
BETTER BUSINESS
BETTS SD
tBEUCKENS'^fBRETTS^
BEUCKENS GARY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/13/1987 B071 ^OUTDOORS SECRETARY STRESSES POSITIVE
1/21/1988 B013 XBERINGSON SEEKS PHEASANT FUNDS
2/15/1988 A103 ^HUNTING, FISHING BENEFIT ENTIRE STATE
3/06/1988 BG73 XDOLLARS FOR HABITAT
1/07/1990 B013 3CTHRILL OF HUNT CAN DEPEND ON ABILITY
12/03/1992 B012 ACCUSED GAME WARDEN SUSPENDED WITH PAY
5/11/1986 EOll BERKELAND WINS COMMUNITY SEVICE AWARD
12/22/1986 C012 KBERKHOUT HONORED
12/29/1989 C015 NAVY CADET EARNS HIGH COMMAND
2/23/1986 DOll VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARDS
9/17/1991 C03«i SCULPTOR WANTS COPPER BISON TO ROAM
12/18/1989 A015 CHUNKS OF WALL AT MALL
2/07/1990 B012 ^RESTAURANTS PROVIDE COOK MEAL IDEAS
8/01/1988 B012 ^JOHNSON, BERNARD TAKE TITLES
8/13/1990 B012 ^BERNARD, RICH CLAIM TENNIS TITLES
8/10/1988 A015 SD FARMER TO WATCH REAGAN SIGN BILL
A/19/1991 N012 KEARTH DAY HEIGHTENS AWARENESS
11/17/1982 coil KRETIRED SEA CAPTAIN TEMPORARILY IN SF
9/09/1989 A052 KTECHNIQUE IS -KEYMO -ARTISTS' FINAL-PRODUCT
7/19/1991 BOll ^DEPARTURES LEAVE VOID IN LOCAL LIFE
1/28/1992 A052 ^COLORFUL SPIRIT WILL SHINE ON IN EXHIBITS
8/03/1983 BOll *WHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
A/29/198A C031 *FORMER OFFICIALS GIVE MOST VIVID RECOLLECTIONS
12/30/1992 B021 USD PROFESSOR GETS RESEARCH AWARD, GRANT
3/23/1982 COAl PART OF RETIREMENT LAWSUIT DISMISSED
6/12/1982 B031 SDSU'S PROF'S RETIREMENT SUIT DISMISSED
3/0A/1983 C013 *PROF HOPES RULING WILL AID CASE AGAINST RETIREMENT
3/17/1983 C015 BERRY DROPS SDSU SUITS FOR SETTLEMENT
3/19/1983 BOll DISCRIMINATION CASE SETTLED OUT OF COURT
5/22/1983 E015 *STATE SHOULD RUN FUNERAL HOMES, EX-PROFESSOR SAYS
A/16/1991 A102 3fCUT COST OF FUNERALS
6/03/I9895^A052 BISHOP URGES TITHING TO AID ELCA v ,
11/25/1991 A02A 3CBERTRAM CHIEF WON RESPECT BY BEING TOUGH -
11/28/1983 C013 CARRIER TURNED MAIL DELIVERY INTO AN ART
12/07/1988 B015 ^CANDYMAKER TURNS CRAFT INTO BUSINESS
A/14/1987 B012 *STATE NATIVES SIT IN HOUSE ROSTRUM
7/09/1991 C012 56HYDRANT COVER-UP
10/30/198A con KINVENTOR OF SHAKE-A-ROUND GOLF
11/07/1989 C015 BEST FILES SUIT IN PLANE CRASH
11/25/198A E013 BEST WINS SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD FROM 3M
12/22/1989 D071 *CONGDON TO BE BEST PRESIDENT
3/08/1987 EOll BEST BUY SAYS SALES CONTINUE TO CLIMB
A/12/1987 EOll BEST BUY SALES INCREASE 26 PERCENT
9/20/1987 EOll BEST BUY REPORTS RECORD SALES
10/11/1987 EOll BEST BUY REPORTS RECORD SALES AGAIN
12/06/1987 EOll BEST BUY REPORTS RECORD SALES FIGURES
3/06/1988 EOll BEST BUY REPORTS RECORD SALES IN FEBRUARY
6/08/1988 D091 BEST BUY REPORTS RECORD SALES IN '88
6/17/1988 D071 BEST BUY REPORTS RECORD MAY SALES
7/13/1988 D071 BEST BUY SAYS SALES ARE UP 38 PERCENT
9/11/1988 E015 BEST BUY STOCK LEAPS
9/16/1988 D081 BEST BUY RECORDS RECORD AUGUST SALES
10/09/1988 DOll SALES STILL CLIMBING AT BEST BUY INC
1/11/1989 D081 THIRD-QUARTER SALES CLIMB AT BEST BUY
1/15/1989 E02A BEST BUY TO HALT 'DECEPTIVE' ADS
A/07/1989 D061 BEST BUY REPORTS RECORD SALES FOR YEAR
6/11/1989 EOll BEST BUY SALES DOWN 6 PERCENT IN MAY
7/26/1989 D081 BEST BUY LOSSES TOP $1 MILLION
8/0A/1989 D061 BEST BUY'S SALES DOWN SLIGHTLY IN JULY
5/27/1989 A012 *PLANE CRASH KILLS 2 CITY MEN
5/28/1989 B021 3CWAS LEADER IN CITY BUSINESS COMMUNITY
5/29/1989 C031 DOWNED OFFICE PRODUCTS STORE IN CITY
6/07/1989 AHA CITY LOST GREAT MAN (L)
9/18/198A A133 BETA SIGMA PHI ELECTS OFFICERS
9/03/1985 B031 BETA SIGMA PHI INSTALLS CITY COUNCIL OFFICERS
10/20/1985 Alll CHAPTER OF BETA SIGMA PHI ELECTS OFFICERS
12/25/1987 A015 KTHE ROAD TO BETHLEHEM, SD
8/12/1990 E031 BETO TO MANAGE JAMES RIVER DISTRICT
2/21/1990 A012 3(KIDS RESCUED FROM BURNING CAR
11/05/1992 BOll GUNFIRE MISSES FEDERAL OFFICER
7/29/1990 C021 MISCONDUCT CHARGES TARGET OF INSPECTOR GENERAL PROBE
10/10/1991 A016 KMAN GAINS NATIONAL VOICE IN AIDS FIGHT
2/09/1992 A012 KFIGHTING DISEASE TAKES STUDENT BACK TO HIS ROOTS
10/15/1992 A015 DOCTOR INNOCENT OF IDENTIFYING AIDS SUFFERER
1/17/1988 E0A5 BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU CUTS THREE COUNTIES
A/23/1990 A012 THIS RAILROAD VILLAGE ONCE FLOURISHED
#^8/22/1982v<C0Ar«3€VALLEY NATIONAbfFIN A FRIEND IN RIVAL BEUCKENS
3/13/1983 C081 BEUCKENS FINDS DIFFERENCES IN BOWLING
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BEUCKENS MEGAN
BEUCKENS SHEILA
BEUKELMAN BRIT S
BEVERAGES
BEVILLE MITCHEL
BEYER CONNIE
BEYER MAURICE
BEYER MORY
BEYNON ROCKY
BHATARA VINOD
BHATTI TAJAMMUL
BIA
BIATHLON
BIBBY JOHN
BIBLE
BICYCLES
BICYCLING
BIDDING
BIDEN JOSEPH
"BIDWELL DALE
BIDWELL JOAN
^B;IEBERi«BONNIE
BIEBER CLYDE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/19/1992 C0I2 *A DELICATE BALANCE
11/13/1989 A052 *GROUPS OFFER SMOKERS TIPS FOR QUITTING
7/31/1991 B0I2 KICE CREAM COOLER
12/17/1986 C012 ^BARTENDER WINS TOP DRINK AWARD
12/17/1986 C016 BEVERAGES NEEDN'T BE ALCOHOLIC
3/15/1987 E012 KVERMILLION BEVERAGE FIRM LOOKS DOWN THE ROAD
10/30/1987 C02I MAN CAN PURSUE MOUSE IN 7UP SUIT
11/01/1987 EOll BEVERAGE DEALERS MEET IN SIOUX FALLS
3/20/1990 A052 KDRINK CALLED BETTER ALTERNATIVE
5/24/1990 D065 SODA ALTERNATIVE SEEKS WHEY INTO DRINK
10/17/1990 B012 KSPORTS DRINKS PACK A HEAVY PROMISE
10/17/1990 B016 DIETICIAN--NOTE HIGH SUGAR COUNT
3/29/1992 EOll ESPREE EXPANDS ITS DISTRIBUTION
4/12/1992 D041 'CRAZY HORSE' MALT LIQUOR ANGER LEADERS
8/06/1985 B015 EX-PROFESSOR SUES REGENTS FOR $500,000
2/20/1990 A012 KFARM WIDOW HAS FEET ON THE GROUND AGAIN
7/20/1986 B061 KBEYER AT HOME ON BEACH
8/04/1990 C036 RESORT HOSTS REUNION
8/04/1985 B053 9eRES0RT OWNER CELEBRATES MILESTONE
5/03/1992 D021 PRISON INMATE LOSES APPEAL OF CONVICTION
6/04/1992 C016 DOCTOR ADDED TO RAPE SUIT
12/15/1988 C016 CHECKING CHARGES OF SEXUAL CONTACT BY PHYSICIAN
SEE US BUREAU OF INDIANS
6/14/1992 B051 *HANSON, PETERSON WIN LAKE ALVIN BIATHLON
3/02/1982 B031 BIBBY WON'T SEEK SENATE RE-ELECTION
3/03/1982 C021 BIBBY'S FINE RECORD OF SERVICE (ED)
12/10/1983 C041 KFORMER SENATOR SAYS PRISON PROPOSAL MAY PASS
12/24/1984 BOll BIBLE PIPELINE HELPS FEED CHINA'S SOULS
,6/21/1987 C012 WORD IS OLD FOR COUPLE'S DUTCH BIBLE
W30^/^^^^ INTO PRINT (L)
7/04/1987 C021 GROUP TRANSLATES BIBLE TO LAKOTA
1/22/1988 Alll BIBLE REJECTS THEORY OF BETHLEHEM STAR (L) i -
4/16/1989 C012 FAMILY DONATES BIBLE FROM 1647
6/13/1989 A014 'NEW' BIBLE NOT NEW (L)
3/03/1990 A084 BIBLE MISREPRESENTED (L)
7/21/1990 A032 REVISED BIBLE POPULAR
9/09/1990 A096 BIBLE DOESN'T DENY LIFE PRIOR TO GENESIS (L)
12/16/1990 A095 MINISTERS SHOULD STICK WITH WHAT BIBLE SAYS (L)
12/17/1990 A054 IRAQ CRISIS REVIVES ENDTIME STUDIES
3/05/1991 A084 IT'S TIME TO RETURN TO TEACHINGS OF BIBLE (L)
3/09/1991 A076 *BRITON BASES FEMINIST VIEW ON SCRIPTURE
1/28/1992 A083 WOMAN SAYS BIBLE IS CONSTITUTION'S BASE CD
5/08/1982 B024 PARENTS SHOULD QUERY KIDS ABOUT NEW BIKES (L)
6/16/1982 coil ^CHICAGO MAN WHEELS, DEALS IN BICYCLES
3/24/1985 coil THE BIKE MASTERS OPENS SECOND LOCATION
4/10/1985 coil kBIKE WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD
4/18/1986 A012 ^JOHNSTON ISSUES FREE-WHEELING CHALLENGE
4/27/1986 A082 MAN LAUNCHES GOOD PROJECT (L)
10/17/1987 C012 PURSUIT OF DREAM BIKE BECOMES LESSON
2/27/1989 coil RESOLUTION WOULD DISPOSE OF BICYCLES
2/28/1989 C012 3€H0T WHEELS
1/13/1990 C013 36BICYCLE BUILDER HITS MOST POPULAR THEMES
4/29/1991 C032 OPTIMISTS SPONSOR BIKE SAFETY INSPECTIONS
8/06/1991 A052 SfTRENDY TRAILERS FOR TYKES
9/15/1991 E035 AIR FORCE OFFICER MOONLIGHTS AS BIKE MAKER
12/16/1991 C022 MAN SCROUNGES BICYCLE PARTS, ASSEMBLES THEM
4/22/1992 coil POLICE ARE ASKING FOR USED BICYCLES
4/27/1992 A052 MNEAT STUFF FOR YOUR BIKE
7/24/1992 B014 ^POLICE DISTRIBUTE BIKES FOR KIDS
11/28/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
SEE CYCLING
1/30/1982 Cd33 OFFICIAL--BIDDER BILL WOULD BE COSTLY
1/19/1984 C035 REJECTS BILL EASING BID REQUIREMENTS
1/30/1986 BOll PROPOSED LAW WOULD FORCE BIDDING
2/02/1986 A015 PLANS CRACKDOWN ON BIDDING PRACTICES
1/24/1989 C012 CITY VOTES TO RESCIND BID AWARD
1/31/1989 C012 BUSINESS ASKS CITY TO REJECT LOW BID
2/09/1989 C023 FIRM WINS DELAY ON RIVAL'S CONTRACT
2/10/1989 C014 JUDGE TO HEAR CASE ON CITY BIDS
2/17/1989 coil ORDER TO BE SIGNED REVOKING RESTRAINT
9/16/1987 DOll YANKTON MAN NAMED TO HEAD BIDEN EFFORT
9/24/1987 A016 ^STATE'S DEMOCRATS MOURN LOSS
9/25/1987 A121 BIDEN EXIT DOESN'T ALTER DULL RACE (ED)
10/03/1984 C093 x6 RECEIVE SDSU SERVICE AWARD
7/04/1987 A103 XCOMING TO THE END OF LIFE'S ROAD
7/21/1991 F051 KWOMAN INVESTIGATES HER FAMILY TREE, WRITES BOOK
: .8/30/l;989. .A012. 3(1END-T0.7END^.. R FAIR ON OPENING DAY
12/10/1987 C015 JAVA MAN HELD IN BOMB THREAT
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BIEBER RON
BIEGELMEIER FRANK
BIEGGER TERRY
BIEGLER JOHN
BIEL ELMER
BIELSKI BOB
iBT^ELSKI RICHARD
BIELSTEIN HAL
BIEN NEIL
BIER JACK
BIERER TOM
BIERMAN MARY
BIERMAN ROBERT
BIERMAN WALT
BIERMAN WALT S MAR
BIERMEIER TOM
BIERSCHBACH DOUG
BIETZ ELMER
BIG BEND RANCH SD
BIG CROW MOSES
BIG CROW SUANNE
•BIG¥;EAGLE DUANE ^
BIG SIOUX AQUIFER
BIG SIOUX FALLS
BIG SIOUX RIVER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/05/1987 BG3I KWILLOW RUN HAS CHARACTER
A/G5/I988 AG8I BIEGELMEIER CREDIT TO JUDICIAL SYSTEM (L)
I/29/I992 DG62 ^TREATING TERMINAL ILLS
I1/G9/1992 AGI2 ^SCHOOL DISTRICT FACES POPULATION, POWER SHIFT
11/2G/1982 BG3I BIEL RETIRES FROM INTERLAKES PROGRAM
4/25/1982 BG23 3CSHRINERS PROUD OF WORK WITH BURN PATIENTS...
1/G7/199G FG13 KLOCAL INSURANCE AGENT LOSES LEG
4/G1/199G Alll KIS DEATH PENALTY WARRANTED FOR SOME CRIMES
1/19/1991 A1G3 KUNTIL INDIAN, NON-INDIAN HAVE SAME LAWS
9/15/1991 EG35 AIR FORCE OFFICER MOONLIGHTS AS BIKE MAKER
IG/Gl/1986 DG14 XBIEN GIVES BACK TO OUTDOORS
5/G6/I99G FFG6 ^(GREENHOUSE VARIABLES CLOUD FORECAST
I2/I4/I99I AG75 *THE ADVENT OF A CANTATA
2/29/1988 AG12 WALT 8 MARY'S MATRIARCH REACHES END
5/I6/I992 DGII *TRUSTY CAMP INMATE ESCAPES FROM CUSTER
5/12/1987 AGI2 *LATE RESTAURATEUR SERVED FRIENDSHIP
5/12/1987 DG31 KWALT AND MARY'S RESTAURANT OWNER DEAD
5/GI/I983 NG9I KCRETAIL/BUSINESS) UNCLE WALT AND AUNT MARY
5/G5/I983 CGII ABOARD OF HEALTH-GIVES CRYSTAL GOBLET-AWARDS
6/19/1982 BG23 BIERMEIER HAILED FOR BOOKING EXPERTISE (L),
1/26/I99G A1G3 KSERVED BY REPLACING MTV ON CABLE
2/20/1988 CG16 *ELMER BIETZ WORKS FOR HIS CONSTITUENTS
12/18/1983 BG5I 3(A GOLDEN CANADA GOOSE EGG FOR OWNERS
4/29/1988 BG12 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
2/G4/1992 AG63 SUANNE BIG CROW SHOULD BE REMEMBERED (L)
2/1G/1992 AG12 KPREP STAR AMONG TWO KILLED IN CRASHES
2/13/1992 CGII STATE SENATE HONORS TEEN ACCIDENT
3/1G/1992 COII BASKETBALL STANDOUT FOCUS OF DOCUMENTARY
4/01/1992 e02I BIG CROW FOUNDATION INITIATED BY MOTHER
"-8/17/1992'AG8I KPINE RIDGE CLUB MEMORIALIZES TEEN-AGE HERO
II/H/1992 BG22 SCHOOL RETIRES ATHLETES' NUMBERS
12/28/1992^flGlI CROW CREEK-CHAIRMAN ASKS FOR 'SHOWDOWN^-iHSjos^^v
7/17/1982 BG3I 2ND PHASE OF AQUIFER STUDY COMPLETE :• :
3/19/1984 BG34 RESULTS OF BIG SIOUX AQUIFER STUDY DELAYED
I/I3/1985 BG52 TO EXPLAIN MYSTERY OF SIOUX AQUIFER
5/26/1986 BGII XSOGGY SPRING SATURATES BIG SIOUX AQUIFER
7/I6/I988 CGI6 CITY HOPES TO BUY SIX MORE WELLS
6/II/I989 CGI2 OFFICIALS HOPE AQUIFER LAW MAKES WAVES
I/3G/199G CG41 COMMISSION OK'S CITY WELL STUDY
2/22/I99G CG23 COUNTY COMMISSION TO REVIEW WELL ORDINANCE
7/I8/I99G AGI2 KFEEDLOT GROWTH IMPERILED
7/19/I99G CG4I MONITARY DEVICES TO STUDY AQUIFER CONTAMINATION
7/22/I99G DG45 PROJECT TO KEEP EYE ON AQUIFER
4/G8/I991 CG16 CITY WEIGHS PURCHASING I-ACRE PARCEL
7/19/I99I CGI6 COMMITTEE QUESTIONS PLANT PLANS
II/I3/I99I CGI4 AREA RESIDENTS FEAR SF COULD HOG WATER
1/3I/I992 CGI3 PIPELINE LEAK WOULD ENDANGER CITY WATER
2/G5/I992 AGI5 AQUIFER AND FUEL CAN'T MIX
4/G2/1992 AGI5 PIPELINE TESTS SHOW AQUIFER NOT TAINTED
1G/12/I989 CG12 KFRAMING THE FALLS
6/G7/1982 AG6I *BIG SIOUX RIVER CHANGES INTO FOAMY BREW
6/11/1982 BGII XSHE'LL RISE (RIVER IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY)
7/18/1982 BG16 BIG SIOUX REACHING FLOOD STAGE AT BRANDON
1G/24/I982 AG13 CRUSHING WATER FORMS A VAIL OVER ROCKY FALLS
2/12/1983 CGII BIG SIOUX RIVER MAY FLOOD THIS YEAR
3/GI/I983 BG15 BIG SIOUX HAS MINOR FLOODING
3/G6/I983 BG14 3(RAIN IS BAD NEWS FOR BIG SIOUX RIVER
3/13/1983 CG5I KBIG SIOUX ALMOST READY FOR GOOD FISHING
4/G7/1983 CGII ^PATTERNS OF SPRING
4/2G/1983 A012 KFALLS OF BIG SIOUX
4/24/1983 BG55 ^CLEANER RIVER MEANS ACTION FOR FISHERMEN .
5/11/1983 D012 KCANOE GROUP DECIDES NOT TO CO-SPONSOR RACE
6/24/1983 CG41 BIG SIOUX SPILLS ONTO NORTHWEST IOWA FARMLAND
9/01/1983 C042 RIVER IMPROVEMENT GROUP HAS PO BOX AGAIN
3/28/1984 DGll KRIVER SWELLS BEYOND BANKS
4/G1/1984 EG44 BIG SIOUX BEYOND FLOOD STAGE
4/G5/1984 CGII SOGGY JOGGING TRAIL
4/13/1984 AG14 KWATER, WATER EVERYWHERE
4/25/1984 DG51 EXPECTED TO FALL BELOW FLOOD STAGE
5/28/1984 CG12 CITY PROJECTS RECEIVE NATIONAL HONOR
6/G9/1984 BG31 BIG SIOUX EXPECTED TO CREST AT BROOKINGS
6/23/1984 AG12 MAY REMAIN AT FLOOD STAGE
12/26/1984 BG13 GROUP PLANS MORE RECREATION ALONG RIVER
1/07/1985 A012 ^PICTURE PERFECT
3/19/1985 B021 WEATHER SERVICE ISSUES FLOOD ALERT
3/22/1985 AG12 KRISE OF THE BIG SIOUX
y 3/23/li985rA012-DRIVER REACHES^ CREST
3/29/1985 AG82 DAM WOULD STOP FLOODING (L)
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BIG SIOUX RIVER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/02/1985 coil
6/17/1985 A012
3/05/1986 B013
'i/02/1986 B021
A/13/1986 DOll
A/16/1986 B013
A/19/1986 A021
5/07/1986 B021
5/07/1986 B036
5/22/1986 C013
5/28/1986 C021
6/2A/1986 A013
8/23/1986 C021
9/23/1986 A012
9/23/1986 C012
9/29/1986 A061
9/29/1986 BOll
10/03/1986 C021
10/15/1986 BOll
ll/lA/1986 C013
11/27/1986 C072
11/30/1986 coil
5/0A/1987 A061
7/22/1987 A061
8/19/1987 B022
10/09/1987 C015
12/26/1987 C012
1/09/1988 A012
, . ,.1/12/1988 A016
3/25/1988" CO21
A/09/1988 C015
<^^.>^5/22/1988-8013;
5/23/1988 A012
5/2A/1988 A081
7/17/1988 E012
8/03/1988 BOll
9/11/1988 FOll
12/28/1988 C012
1/02/1989 C012
A/02/1989 B075
A/22/1989 C012
A/2A/1989 AlOl
A/25/1989 C015
A/28/1989 C012
6/13/1989 C012
7/25/1989 CO16
9/08/1989 C012
9/1A/1989 C012
10/06/1989 coil
10/20/1989 con
11/09/1989 con
1/03/1990 C015
2/05/1990 B012
2/06/1990 con
A/02/1990 A083
5/25/1990 D082
6/19/1990 C012
7/19/1990 C035
8/03/1990 AOll
8/0A/1990 A016
8/22/1990 C012
8/23/1990 C012
9/05/1990 C012
9/06/1990 C012
10/17/1990 con
12/06/1990 A016
12/17/1990 C012
5/25/1991 C015
6/22/1991 A012
6/2A/1991 B016
6/25/1991 con
6/28/1991 COIA
8/08/1991 A012
8/10/1991 A081
8/22/1991 C032
8/28/1991 C032
9 91 SB 0 35C:
12/15/1991 F032
EPA MONEY WILL HELP SIOUX RIVER CONSTRUCTION
CLEANUP CONTINUES FOR 198A FLOOD VICTIMS
KROLL ON, RIVER
WORKERS CLEAR ICE JAMS NEAR WATERTOWN
5CCALM1NG THE WATER
XWATER TRAP
SANDBAGGING WON'T HURT MINNEHAHA COUNTY
RIVER STAGES FALL IN EAST
BIG SIOUX STUDY GETS $100,000
CITY CLOSES 5 FLOODGATES FOR SEWER
DEAD COWS IN RIVER
^SWOLLEN SIOUX SURGES SOUTH
WATERTOWN MAYOR REFUSES TO FIX DAM
KFLOOD THREAT REPLACES DOWN POURS
3EBR1DGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS
CITY SHOULD CONTINUE DEVELOPING FALLS PARK
9CHERE FALLS A LEGEND
RIVER PROJECT PROBABLY STALLED BY OBJECTIONS
EMERGENCY REPAIRS APPROVED"FOR BRIDGE V "
KICE ON THE ROCKS
OFFICIAL WANTS NEW WATER STUDY
GROUP DISCUSSES WATER DISTRICT
TRAIL PLAN LOOKS GOOD (ED)
FALLS OF THE BIG SIOUX (ED)
BOARD WANTS STUDY OF AQUIFER
PARKS COMMISSION BANS FALLS PARK SWIMMING
*THE STEAM ALSO RISES
36FROZEN FALLS
KSPILLWAY WARNING POSTED
BOARD REFUSES TO ADD GOLF PROJECT TO PLAN
BOYS' BIG CATCH TURNS OUT TO BE
XANGLERS WANT;PLAN TO IMPROVE RIVER
TO DEVELOP BIG SIOUX RIVERFRONT
RIVER PLAN PROVIDES NICE GUIDE FOR CITY (ED)
KCITY TOUTS RIVER FOR DOWNTOWN REVIVAL
CITY TO DRILL 8 WELLS BY DIVERSION CHANNEL
3eTHE PAST REFLECTS WHAT'S UNDER OUR FEET
STUDY DELAYS OK FOR CAMPING SITE
KFALLING INTO THE NEW YEAR
BIG SIOUX LISTED AMONG AREAS CLOSED
XPROJECT WOULD DRAW MORE WATER FROM RIVER
STOP SENDING WATER OVER SPILLWAY (L)
CITY MOVES TO USE MORE RIVER WATER
^STUDENTS SOAK UP KNOWLEDGE, RIVER
DELL RAPIDS WEIGHS BENEFITS OF REBUILDING DAM
CITY SEEKS MORE WATER FROM RIVER
36RA1N FALLOUT
WORKERS REPAIR KLONDIKE SITE
CITY GETS $125,000 FOR WASTE PIPELINE
'RIVERWALK' CLEANUP SCHEDULED SATURDAY
GROUND BROKEN FOR PUMPING STATION
KBROKEN MAIN MAY TAINT WATER
COMMISSIONER'S OK WILL CLEAR CHANNEL
COMMISSION OK'S CHANNEL DREDGING
BUFFER ZONE COULD TRAP RIVER POLLUTANTS (L)
DRIVER RUN CONSTRUCTION BEGINS SOON
BIG SIOUX EXPECTED TO CREST TODAY
CITY TO LET BIDS FOR DAM PROJECT
BIG SIOUX SPILL IS INVESTIGATED
BIG SIOUX SPILL CALLED ACCIDENTAL
LEAKY UNDERGROUND TANK SUSPECTED IN SPILL
NEW TESTS CHANGE OIL SPILL THEORIES
TO HELP PAY FOR CLEANUP OF OIL SPILL
36DR1LL1NG FOR ANSWERS
PUBLIC INPUT WANTED ON BIG SIOUX RIVER
SEWAGE DUMPED IN RIVER
DELL RAPIDS DAM WORK COMPLETE
HARMLESS DUST MAKES RIVER TURN RED
9eBlG SIOUX BURSTS OUT OF BANKS
FLOODING CONCERNS LIMITED
HIGH WATER MOVES DOWN BIG SIOUX
LITTLE FLOODING EXPECTED IN SF
*P1G MANURE IN RIVER RAISES BIG STINK
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
EPA INVESTIGATING IOWA HOG FARM
STATE WON'T PROSECUTE IN MANURE DUMPING
FARM FACES IFINE IN MANURE; DUMPING
^HAZARDOUS BRIDGE COMES DOWN
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BIG SIOUX RIVER
BIG SIOUX TRAIL
BIG SPRINGS SD
BIG STONE CITY SD
BIG STONE LAKE
BIG STONE POWER
BIG WEST INC
BIGALK ELAINE
BIGAMY
BIGFOOT
BIGGARS CRAIG
BIGGIN BRUCE
BIGGINS DAVE
BIGGS JOSEPH
BIGHORN
BIKE MASTERS
BIL6ER LEWIS
BILL CAROLYN
BILL OF RIGHTS
BILL ZEMINA
BILLBOARDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/0A/1992 C012 *FOAM ON THE FALLS
2/19/1992 C013 KROUGH TRAIL
2/25/1992 C012 PURSUES SETTLEMENT IN MANURE-DUMPING CASE
2/28/1992 C012 KBATTERY CASES FOUND BY RIVER
3/07/1992 C015 RIVER WATER TESTS NEAR BATTERY DUMP SHOW SAFE LEVELS
3/25/1992 COIA RIVER'S LEAD LEVELS NORMAL
A/03/1992 coil HEAVY FLOW FOULS SMELL, TASTE OF DRINKING WATER
A/22/1992 coil FALLS PARK CLEANUP VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
A/22/1992 C012 HOG FARM FINED $50,000 FOR DUMPING
5/07/1992 C022 56KLOND1KE MEMORIES VIVID AS DAM
5/18/1992 AlOl SIOUX RIVER NOT FIT FOR FISHING, SWIMMING (L)
5/31/1992 A076 RIVER POLLUTION CHARGES ARE GREATLY EXAGGERATED (L)
6/19/1992 C012 KTHREE HURT IN HORSE RESCUE EFFORT
6/22/1992 coil BIG SIOUX FLOOD WARNING CONTINUES
6/23/1992 con RIVER EXPECTED TO FLOOD SECTIONS OF BIKE TRAIL
7/03/1992 C022 *BIKING ON THE BANKS OF A NEW LAKE
7/29/1992 B012 *SP1LLWAY THRILLS
8/02/1992 AH1 SPILLWAY PHOTO WAS IRRESPONSIBLE (L)
10/10/1992 A015. XRIVERFRONT PLANS-DELAYED-BY SOIL CONTAMINATION
10/28/1992 B012 ^TESTING FOR CONTAMINANTS
12/07/1992 A081 *MAKE FALLS PARK CITY'S GEM AGAIN (ED)
5/06/1992 D0A3 TRAIL RUN OFFERS SCENIC CHALLENGE
A/17/1989 A012 KTHREE HOUSES LINE TOWN'S GRAVEL ROAD
2/16/1990 C023 VOTE FAILS TO DISSOLVE RURAL BIG STONE SCHOOL
1/26/198A C05A BIG STONE LAKE PROJECT AWAITING GRANT
7/21/198A B031 OK NEAR FOR LOAN TO CLEAN BIG STONE LAKE
5/28/1987 C021 OFFICIALS TO WAIT AND SEE ABOUT BOAT DOCK
6/19/1990 B012 ^NORTHEAST HOPES TO LURE ANGLERS
A/29/1991 C03A SEWAGE DISCHARGES UNDER EXAMINATION
'7/05/1991 B012 ^BOUNDARY LAKE ATTRACTS MORE THAN JUST ANGLERS
8/26/1991 A012 ^FLORIDA DUMPS TIRES--SD PLANT THRILLED
1/05/1992 FOll WRECKER SERVICE WON'T GO NEAR LAKE
2/25/1992 B012 :*CITIZENS GROUP .MAKES BIG STONE BETTER r ,
12/29/1992 con *HOT OR COLD, BIG STONE LOOKS BETTER
8/05/1990 C0A2 OWNERS SAY POWER PLANT WON'T CLOSE
2/10/1992 C032 AIR QUALITY FEES MAY HIT $350,00 AT BIG STONE
10/01/1990 B032 SOYBEAN PLANT WOULD USE GARBAGE AS ENERGY
2/09/1992 F016 TRANSIENT WAS MISSING FROM MINNESOTA STATE HOSPITAL
2/11/1992 C032 JfWOMAN'S DEATH MYSTERY TO POLICE
6/20/1992 A013 MAN ARRESTED IN MITCHELL SLAYING
11/21/1990 C035 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BIGAMY CHARGE
12/05/1990 C03A RC MAN SENTENCED IN BIGAMY
5/08/1983 A012 ^BIGFOOT BELIEVERS STAND BY STORIES
5/08/1983 A022 BOOK ON CRAZY HORSE MENTIONS BIGFOOT
11/25/1991 A022 XELKTON OFFICER JUGGLES DUTIES AND FRIENDSHIP
7/21/1982 BOll KMARRIED BY MOON
9/03/1982 D014 KBIGGINS' VICTORY CAN'T CARRY WHS
7/11/1991 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
6/08/1986 B056 GROUP OFFERS ALTERNATIVE TO BIGHORN AUCTION
7/22/1990 DO<il BIKE RETAILER TO TAKE NEW LOCATION IN CITY
8/20/1990 B062 SCROLLING ALONG
5/01/1985 A012 scJMPRISONED STUDENT FREED FROM ANGOLA
5/02/1985 C013 CAPTIVITY A HAZY MEMORY
6/25/1985 con 5CSD STUDENT RECALLS HIS HOSTAGE CRISIS
9/18/1990 C034 KBRANDON DUO WEAVES BALLOON BASKETS
8/03/1991 A086 BILL OF RIGHTS TO BE ON DISPLAY IN CITY (L)
9/02/1991 BOll EXHIBIT BEGINS FRIDAY AT ARENA
9/03/1991 A082 SEE, CELEBRATE THE BILL OF RIGHTS (L)
9/06/1991 AlOl BILL OF RIGHTS SHOW WORTH CHECKING OUT (ED)
9/07/1991 C012 SCDISPLAY IMPRESSES AREA VISITORS
10/08/1991 con COLLEGES HOST TALKS ON RIGHTS OF CITIZENS
11/09/1987 B012 3CSNAKE CATCHER USES EVERY OUNCE
1/05/1985 BOll HUMBOLDT WANTS PRESSLER BILLBOARD REBUILT
1/20/1985 con ILLEGAL BILLBOARDS MUST BE TAKEN DOWN
2/07/1985 C015 HIGHWAY MONEY TO ASSIST BILLBOARD REMOVAL
2/11/1985 C021 WALL DRUG--COMPROMISE ON SIGNS
2/1A/1985 A0I2 ^BILLBOARD BRUHAHA DISPLAYS DIFFERENCES
2/15/1985 C025 HUMBOLDT KNEW ABOUT PAYMENT
10/17/1985 con LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE SUSPENDS BILLBOARD RULES
11/29/1985 C021 TOURISM BUSINESSES ASKED TO LIMIT USE
1/21/1986 C031 SENATE PASSES BILL TO REGULATE BILLBOARDS
2/0A/1986 B015 HOUSE--REDUCING BILLBOARDS ON INTERSTATES
7/2A/1986 con *AMENDMENT BAD SIGN FOR STATE
7/27/1986 con 3CMAN PROPOSES IN A BIG WAY
8/04/1986 A121 EXCESS OF BILLBOARDS DETRACTS FROM SCENERY (ED)
8/08/1986 A016 HOUSE BANS NEW BILLBOARDS
1,8/17/1986 JM01i 5COUTDOOR >ADVERXISING .NECESSARY FOR RURAL SURVIVAL
10/18/1986 A095 THANKS TO FLYNN FOR BILLBOARDS (L)
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BILLBOARDS
BILLIARDS
BILLINGS SUSAN
BILLION DAVID
BILLION HENRY
BILLION JACK
BILLION JOHN
BILLION MATT
BILLION MICHAEL
BILLION MOTORS INC
BILLIONAIRES
BILLS THOMAS
BILLY GRAHAM
BINA ZAUNDRA
BINDER CORY
BINDER MARY
BINGAMAN BOB
BINGER BOB
BINGER STEVE
BINGO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/17/1986 A102 TAKE DOWN POLITICAL BILLBOARDS (1)
2/23/1987 A07A STUDENTS DRAW FOR BILLBOARD CONTEST
12/21/1988 C012 5fBILLB0ARD POPS THE QUESTION
1/22/1989 E012 3«TWIN CITIES DRIVERS TO SEE SD'S NAME
9/21/1989 C012 3CBILLB0ARD WINNER
5/09/1990 C02A PLANNERS BACK DOWN ON BANNING BILLBOARDS
4/04/1991 C012 BOARD DEFERS ACTION ON BILLBOARD LAW
4/04/1991 C036 REZONING TO BOOST RUSHMORE BILLBOARDS
4/12/1991 C034 REGULATION PROPOSAL DELAYED
4/25/1991 AlOl DON'T CLUTTER 1-229 WITH BILLBOARDS (ED)
6/12/1991 C015 *METLI SEES FIGHT OVER BILLBOARDS
8/06/1991 C015 CITY COMMISSION POSTPONES VOTE ON ORDINANCE
8/20/1991 C012 BUSINESSES PROTEST BILLBOARD LIMITS
8/21/1991 C012 ENVIRONMENTALISTS WANT BILLBOARD BAN
8/22/1991 AlOl BELONG ON OUR INTERSTATES (L)
8/26/1991 A083 1-229 DOESN'T NEED WAVE OF BILLBOARDS (L)
8/26/1991 BOll CITY TO CONSIDER MEASURE
8/27/1991 C012 CITY ASKS FOR 3RD BILLBOARD REVISION
8/28/1991 AlOl PROTECT INTERSTATE FROM SIGN INVASION (ED)
8/31/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/12/1991 A081 ARE HELPFUL TO TOURISTS (L)
3/11/1992 C032 STATES TO TOPPLE ILLEGAL BILLBOARDS
3/13/1992 C015 STANDARDS TO PROTECT VIEW ALONG 1-229
6/09/1992 C023 STATES MAY RULE ON BILLBOARD FATE
6/10/1992 C022 BILLBOARD DECISION MAY BE UP TO STATES
6/20/1992 C022 MICKELSON WANTS CHANGE IN GAME LAW
6/27/1992 A061 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/28/1992 D016 URBAN AID BILL SPARES RURAL SIGNS
7/13/1992 AlOl BILLBOARD ORDINANCE BETTER THAN NOTHING (ED)
77T3/i992'-C011' GOVERNOR PRAISES BILLBOARD EXEMPTION
7/26/1992 D013 ^SIGN'S AUTHOR IS UNKNOWN
7/28/1992 B022;CITYOK^S 1-229 BILLBOARD. GUIDELINES
8/22/1992 D021 BILLBOARD CENTER OF PUBLIC DEBATE
10/15/1992 A014 ^(BILLBOARD STIRS UP CAMPAIGN
10/19/1992 B012 GOLF COURSE, BILLBOARD ISSUES TOP CITY AGENDA
12/23/1992 B022 *SIGN UP DUTY
3/10/1989 coil BILLIARDS TOURNEY STARTS TODAY IN CITY
12/30/1989 C013 36CANTON SENIOR CITIZENS HIT POOL BALLS
4/21/1991 N093 ^STOLEN ITEMS FOUND, BUT VICTIM LOSES PEACE OF MIND
3/09/1982 B051 BILLION SWITCHES PARTIES BACK TO ROBERTS
3/17/1982 C051 KDAVID BILLION PICKED BOSS OF THE YEAR
9/25/1987 C015 3CFIRMS BEGIN TO BENEFIT FROM ECONOMIC FUND
10/31/1988 B013 3CDREAMS OF WRITING SUSPENSE NOVEL
7/02/1989 Alll 5CCAR DEALER IS FUELING TALK OF A PRIMARY RUN
7/28/1989 A082 BILLION COULD BEAT PRESSLER (L)
7/29/1989 C012 3€BILLI0N CALLS PRESSLER'S WORK 'LACKING'
8/06/1989 A083 SOME FEAR BILLION COULD HURT MICKELSON
8/09/1989 A091 BILLION SWITCH PUZZLING (L)
9/14/1989 C012 BILLION--FORGET SENATE IF JANKLOW RAN
.1/06/1990 C015 BILLION ENCOURAGES JANKLOW SENATE BID
1/30/1990 C012 BILLION MUST BEAR JOKES
11/16/1992 B015 BURG, MUENSTER, BILLION EYE '94
1/22/1984 E015 ^BECOMES BUSINESS CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
8/08/1985 BOll KBILLION IS DRIVING FORCE IN CITY
7/16/1991 A015 KBILLION'S 'WONDERFUL LIFE' ENDS
7/17/1991 A082 BILLION COMMITTED LIFE TO HIS FAMILY AND FAITH (ED)
7/17/1991 C021 *FUNERAL MASS THURSDAY FOR COMMUNITY LEADER
7/19/1991 BOll 5CDEPARTURES LEAVE VOID IN LOCAL LIFE
7/16/1989 B013 INJURY RATE PUTS SF DOCTOR ON OFFENSIVE
9/25/1984 B013 SF DOCTOR SUED FOR MALPRACTICE
6/15/1985 coil SURGEON CLEARED OF $295,000 NEGLIGENCE CLAIM
2/06/1992 C012 56WEATHERING THE MATCH
4/09/1992 C012 3fA BILLION ERROR
3/09/1983 coil COURT ORDERS BILLION TO PAY BACK WAGES
10/06/1992 A012 XSCHWAN CALLED BILLIONAIRE
9/01/1985 A081 *WORKER LIVES WITH TENSION
6/10/1987 BOll BILLY GRAHAM RALLY TODAY AT TERRACE PARK
12/14/1992 C012 KBINA KEEPS AUGUSTANA ON BUMP-FREE PATH
3/18/1983 D033 *WIND CARRY'S BALLOON MORE THAN 1,000 MILES
5/17/1983 A051 ^CHANGING IMAGE AT SOUTHEAST AREA VO-TECH
9/11/1990 C015 9CPR0-CH0ICE ADVOCATE CRITICIZES PRESSLER'S STANCE
5/30/1983 C012 ^JOURNALISM BRINGS GRAD BACK TO AUGIE
8/27/1989 C012 SENIOR PROSECUTOR RESIGNING SEPTEMBER 15
10/02/1983 A013 ^TRIBES BANK ON BINGO FOR BETTER TIMES
10/02/1983 BOll ^INDIANS MAY START HIGH-STAKES BINGO
2/17/1984 C041 SENATE VOTES TO RAISE BINGO, LOTTERY PRIZE
£ Z/Zg/MOAx COll^; RLANDREAU q^RIBE- CLOSESimNGO
3/01/1984 C016 BINGO SETUP WAS LEGAL
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3/03/I98<) B0I6
3/23/198^ C032
4/12/198A C036
4/28/198^ 0031
6/01/1984 C033
9/20/1984 C015
11/23/1984 C035
12/10/1984 B021
12/17/1984 A012
12/31/1984 B024
1/11/1985 C043
4/05/1985 coil
5/04/1985 C035
7/01/1985 A012
7/14/1985 C061
7/17/1985 C023
8/10/1985 C021
11/16/1985 C015
11/21/1985 C021
11/24/1985 AlOl
12/22/1985 C051
12/23/1985 A012
1/01/1986 C071
1/04/1986 C022
1/11/1986 A032
1/16/1986 B033
3/07/1986 C031
7/27/1986 A103
8/03/1986 A091
» CO 11
2/14/1987 C024
2/26/1987 C012
2/26/1987 0015^
3/01/1987 E016
3/08/1987 C026
3/29/1987 A071
4/08/1987 C012
7/14/1987 C021
10/13/1987 B012
2/25/1988 C021
11/09/1988 AlOl
3/24/1989 A012
4/02/1989 AlOl
4/04/1989 C012
2/02/1990 C022
2/14/1990 C014
2/22/1990 C014
3/24/1990 C015
3/26/1990 C014
3/27/1990 C012
4/28/1990 AOll
4/29/1990 A012
4/29/1990 A083
4/29/1990 A091
4/30/1990 A016
5/01/1990 A012
5/01/1990 A061
5/08/1990 A012
5/10/1990 A081
5/24/1990 C035
5/29/1990 A103
6/10/1990 A114
9/17/1990 A054
9/26/1990 C033
10/03/1990 C012
10/09/1990 A081
11/20/1990 C032
12/27/1990 C015
12/27/1990 C016
2/09/1991 C031
3/09/1991 C012
3/15/1991 coil
4/04/1991 coil
4/08/1991 C031
4/24/1991 A091
5/25/1991 C031
iS ii,8/29/l^t9KC011^
9/16/1991 coil
JUDGE WON'T REOPEN BINGO
JUDGE WITHHOLDS DECISON IN BINGO CASE
DISTRICT JUDGE DISMISSES BINGO LAWSUIT
FLANDREAU TRIBE LOOKING FOR BINGO OPERATOR
FLANDREAU SANTEE SIOUX MAY REVIVE OPERATION
BINGO IS BACK AT FLANDREAU
INDIAN BINGO PARLOR PLANNED
RESERVATION BINGO HELPS TRIBES PAY
GIANT JACKPOTS ATTRACT MANY TO FLANDREAU
BINGO HELPS INDIAN TRIBES (L)
SIOUX LEADER DENIES BINGO PACT
BINGO B1LL--TRIBES ENFORCE FEDERAL RULES
WON'T RULE OUT BINGO OPERATION
WOMAN WINS $40,000
BINGO ON INDIAN LAND HEATS UP IN OKLAHOMA
TRIBE MOVES TO OPEN HIGH-STAKES GAMES
TRIBE OFFICIAL SOLD ON BINGO HALL
TRIBES DON'T LIKE BINGO RULES
TRIBAL BINGO HALL DRAWS '27300 ON FIRST"WEEKEND
FEDS SHOULD STAY OUT OF BINGO GAMES (ED)
TAXATION RULING DOESN'T SURPRISE INDIAN LEADERS
TRIBES SHOULDN'T GAMBLE ON BINGO
3eLAWMAKERS' BATTLE ON INDIAN BINGO
BINGO MEANS BIG BUCKS
GOVERNMENT TO LIMIT INDIAN BINGO
PANEL OK'S INDIAN BINGO BILL
CONGRESS MAY OVERREACT TO BINGO
RESERVATION BINGO UNDER SCRUTINY
REGULATION QUESTION OF TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
INDIAN BINGO DEBATED
TRIBE TO MANAGE BINGO PARLOR
COURT.BARS STATE, lOCAL CONTROL OF. INDIAN:GAMES
LOCAL BINGO OPERATORS CRITICIZE DECISION ^
BINGO PARLOR MAY CLOSE, OFFICIAL SAYS
PROBE SOUGHT OF TRIBE FINANCES
BINGO OPERATIONS OFFER INDIANS INDEPENDENCE
^COMPETITION RAISES STAKES OF CHARITY BINGO
RC BINGO CORPORATION LOOKS AT ABERDEEN
XBINGO TRIUMPH ENDS IN DEATH
BILL TO REGULATE BINGO GETS FINAL APPROVAL
SAVES RESERVATION FROM BINGO BARONS
SERVICE CLUB CONTESTS PLANNED BINGO HALL
INDIAN BINGO GAMES ARE TOO ISOLATED
BINGO HALL PROPOSAL MEETS OPPOSITION
ENVIRONMENTALISTS FILE TO START BINGO HALL
TEA WON'T GET ANOTHER BINGO HALL
CITY BALKS AT BINGO HALL
OPTIMIST BINGO PLAN FACES CITY ROADBLOCK
CITY TO DISCUSS BINGO RESQUEST
CITY REFUSES CLUB'S BINGO APPLICATION
BY THE NUMBERS--A LOOK AT BINGO
3€SF HALLS RAKE IN MILLIONS FROM GAME
THE WAY IT IS PLAYED
ADDICTED GAMBLERS CAN FIND HELP
RAPID CITY REGULATES GAMBLING
FLANDREAU TRIBE LINES UP BIGGER GAME OPERATION
DUTY TO WATCH BINGO CLOSER (ED)
CITY OK'S PAY RAISE, BINGO HALL
CITY SHOULD FACE REAL BINGO ISSUE (ED)
BINGO HALL BRINGS BIG BETS, BENEFITS
TRIBAL BINGO BECOMES A BATTLE GROUND
INDIAN BINGO NO THREAT, CREATES JOBS
XBINGO S PULL TABS
*LUCKY EGAN WOMAN HITS BIGTIME JACKPOT
FIVE CHARGED IN SIOUX TRIBE EMBEZZLEMENT
CHARITY BINGO NEEDS MORE STATE SCRUTINY (ED)
AURORA MAN WINS $6,500 AT FLANDREAU BINGO
BINGO PLAN'S FATE IN OFFICIAL'S HANDS
PARTICIPATION DOWN AT SF HALLS
ABERDEEN COMMISSIONERS BAN BINGO HALL REQUEST
MAN SUING ABERDEEN OVER BINGO
ABERDEEN DISPUTE GOES TO COURT
SF MAN AWAITS OK FOR BINGO
JUDGE REJECTS REQUEST IN BlNGO-PARLOR CASE
RELIGIOUS SPOKESMEN SHOW HYPOCRISY (L)
COURT UPHOLDS CITY'S DENIAL OF BINGO REQUEST
PIERRE GROUPcENDSftWEEKLY BINGO GAMES
GAMING COMMITTEE TO REVIEW LEGISLATION
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BINKER PETE
BIOLOGISTS
BIOLOGY
BIOSPHERE II
BIOSTRESS LAB
BIOTECHNOLOGY
BIRCH BOB
BIRCH JOHN
BIRCHFIELD JOE
BIRD DENNIS
BIRD GORDEN
BIRD GRAIN CO
BIRD HOUSES
BIRD JOANNE
BIRD MIKE
BIRD NECKLACE BRYC
BIRD PETER
BIRD WATCHING
BIRDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/12/1991 BG12 BINGO TOUTED AS FUND-RAISER TO HALT RAZINGS
10/27/1991 BGll COMMITTEE TO REVIEW BINGO REGULATIONS
lG/31/1991 AG12 PANEL WANTS BINGO HALLS TO REPORT FINANCES
8/22/1992 DG2<i BINGO OPERATOR, COUNTY AT ODDS
8/23/1992 DG22 BINGO HALL CLEARS UP SOME LEGAL QUESTIONS
9/G7/198A CG35 BROOKINGS MAN TO RECEIVE PRESIDENTAL AWARD
11/12/1983 BGll 36BIOLOGISTS CHASE ENDANGERED WHITE CRANE
7/22/1987 AG63 BIOLOGY HAS POTENTIAL (L)
7/G5/1992 DG22 BIOLOGY CLASS HANDOUTS PULLED
lG/lA/1991 AG81 EXPERIMENT SHOWY, BUT COMMENDABLE (ED)
SEE ALSO RESEARCH
7/16/1989 EGll HOUSE PANEL OK'S FUNDS FOR SDSU LAB
7/21/1989 CGIA PANEL OK'S §3.1 MILLION FOR BIOSTRESS LAB
7/27/1989 CG16 BIOSTRESS LAB TO BE BUILT IN SEVERAL STEPS
7/28/1989 CG15 SENATE OK'S MONEY TO START BIOSTRESS LAB
1G/G6/1989 CGll SDSU LAB RECEIVES §1.7 MILLION FUNDING
11/19/1989 DGll SDSU LAB TO GET §1.7 MILLION
11/29/1989 DG16 SDSU LAB WORK MIGHT START IN APRIL
3/22/199G CG21 MONEY REQUESTED TO COMPLETE SDSU LAB
3/29/199G CG15 JOHNSON ASKS FOR SDSU LAB
A/17/199G CG21 MONEY APPROVED FOR SDSU BIOSTRESS LAB
5/G9/199G CG21 BIOSTRESS LAB FACES FIGHT FOR FEDERAL MONEY
7/17/199G BGll SDSU BIOSTRESS LAB RECEIVES §5GG,G0G
7/19/199G CG31 COMMITTEE APPROVES BIOSTRESS LAB FUNDING
9/16/199G CG33 SENATE PANEL OK'S FUNDS FOR BIOSTRESS LAB
9/22/199G CGll SENATE APPROVES LABORATORY FUNDING
IG/2A/199G CG31 CONGRESS APPROVES BIOSTRESS LAB FUNDING
11/15/1990 DG62 FOUNDATION EXCEEDS GOAL FOR LAB
•Wa'4/1'991. DG81'C^ PLANS PROCEED AT SDSU
5/15/1991 CG32 JOHNSON, SDSU DEAN TESTIFY ON BIOSTRESS LAB
5/22/1991 DG81 BIOSTRESS LAB-READY TO BE BUILT AT SDSU _
5/29/1991 DG62 3eBI0STRESS LAB WELCOMED
6/21/1991 CGll HOUSE RECEIVES BILL TO FUND BIOSTRESS LAB
1G/G5/1991 CG31 BIOSTRESS LABORATORY TO GET §1.5 MILLION
1/3G/1992 AG46 WHITE HOUSE TARGETS SD BIOSTRESS LAB
1/3I/I992 CG61 FUNDING PLAN DOESN'T KILL BIOSTRESS LAB
4/12/1992 DG21 JOHNSON, SDSU DEAN SEEK BIOSTRESS SUPPORT
7/02/1992 CG21 BIOSTRESS LABORATORY FUNDS APPROVED
3/30/1988 BG31 ^BIOTECHNOLOGY CAN ASSIST AGRICULTURE
9/24/1992 DG12 *BIRCH BACK FOR 'GUN' AND FUN
SEE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
12/21/1986 BG51 ^TAXIDERMY, CATFISH MAIN LOVES OF OAROMA MAN
5/16/I99G DlGl BIRD GRAIN COMPANY PRESIDENT INDICTED
9/29/1990 CG12 MAN SENTENCED IN BIRD GRAIN SCAM
2/01/1984 BGll 3CPRESERVING INDIAN HERITAGE FULL-TIME JOB
5/16/1990 DlGl BIRD GRAIN COMPANY PRESIDENT INDICTED
2/26/1991 BG61 JUDGE RULES AGAINST BIRD GRAIN ELEVATOR
7/21/1991 FG12 5€TREE-T0P TREAT
9/22/1989 B033 3€ART SHOW CHANGED BIRD'S CAREER
2/24/1982 coil EX-COACH PLAYS THE TRANSPLANT WAITING GAME
7/31/1991 C031 EAGLE BUTTE MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE
6/16/1983 C021 3€AN INTREPID PACIFIC SAILOR (ED)
9/02/1991 C033 AS CLOSE AS YOUR OWN BACKYARD
SEE ALSO NAMES OF BIRDS
4/09/1982 A012 ^ROBINS STARVE AFTER SNOW COVERS FOOD
4/19/1982 C015 WANTED--3,ODD FLYING VANDALS WITH RIBBONS
5/01/1982 A012 3€THE STRING IS MIGHTIER THAN THE BIRD
5/15/1982 C031 RARE FLORIDA PELICAN STOLEN IN RC
7/18/1982 B071 MOURNING DOVES FLOURISHING IN SD
7/18/1982 coil 5CQUAIL JOIN THE CROWD IN SF WILD
8/13/1982 C041 BROOKINGS, SALEM SHOPS INVESTIGATED FOR SALES
8/24/1982 coil BIRDS CONGREGATING ON SF POWERLINES AND TREES
10/23/1982 C041 PESTICIDE KILLS 300-350 BIRDS
12/17/1982 C014 FLAP OVER PARROT UNRESOLVED
12/20/1982 coil GREAT PLAINS ZOO KEEPS THE PARROT
1/16/1983 A012 FLYING SOUTH FOR THE WINTER NOT FOR THE BIRDS
5/19/1983 coil *A GOOD SPRING FOR THE BIRDS
8/04/1983 C013 JUDGE'S DECISION ABOUT PARROT CASE IS UP IN THE AIR
8/10/1983 coil 5CGETTING READY TO FLY SOUTH
8/24/1983 B031 TESTIMONY ENDS IN ENDANGERED BIRD TRIAL
9/02/1983 C031 KBIRD FLAP ENDS--THE PARROT IS JOE
9/08/1983 C013 PET PARROT BACK WITH OWNER
9/11/1983 B054 GAME-BIRD POPULATIONS UP IN SD
11/05/1983 B031 *A ROBIN IN NOVEMBER
11/09/1983 C071 WHOOPERS SEEN FLYING OVER STATE
V,11/12/1983. BOll ..36>LOLOGISTS CHASE ,.ENDANGERED WHITE CRANE
'a/05/1984 B012'3CSURPLUS CORN WILL' FEED HUNGRY BIRDS
3/25/1984 E051 GAME OFFICE WANTS TO KNOW OF BIRD SIGHTINGS
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BIRTH DEFECTS
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'i/OB/igaA B062 SHOP OWNERS GET PROBATION
A/16/198A B031 JUDGE ANGERED BY BIRD FEATHERS CASE
6/10/1984 B041 seBIRDS OF THE FEATHER
8/06/1984 C031 *LOCAL COUPLE HAS GONE TO THE BIRDS
1/20/1985 B012 BIRD FEEDER GAINS CHIRPS OF LABOR
2/06/1985 C015 PEST CONTROL FIRM IS KILLING PIGEONS
12/02/1985 B031 *MAN SHARES HIS FEATHERED FRIENDS
4/22/1986 A012 *A SEA OF GULLS
5/04/1986 B041 *BLUEBIRDS FIND A FRIEND IN HAMPEL
5/24/1986 C015 NEST CATCHES FIRE, DAMAGES STREETLIGHT
8/04/1986 B014 SCMARTINS ARE BACK SUMMERING IN SF
8/25/1986 B043 BIRD BOTULISM TAKES TOLL IN SD
12/21/1986 B051 MEYER TO REBUILD AFTER MINK ATTACKS FLOCK
1/12/1987 B012 WOMAN TO SHARE WITH FLOCK OF FRIENDS
7/05/1987 DOll *FINE-FEATHERED FRIENDS
8/18/1987 C021 SUSPECTED BOTULISM KILLS BIRDS
11/15/1987 A012 *THE BIRDS OF SAND LAKE
11/25/1987 B013 PRESIDENTS WANT PIGEONS TO FLY THE COOP
8/09/1988 C012 POUT OF ALIGNMENT
12/25/1988 FOll PWINTER IS FOR THE BIRDS
5/14/1989 B071 PPESTICIDE KILLED BIRDS NEAR PIERRE
11/05/1989 B071 GROUPS TEAM TO CARE FOR INJURED BIRDS
2/03/1990 A012 PBIRD LOVER REPORTS PETS MAIMED, KILLED
2/04/1990 F012 POWNING EXOTIC BIRDS TAKES WING
3/23/1990 C023 MEN PLEAD NO CONTEST TO ILLEGAL BIRD TRAPPING
5/09/1990 coil 2 HOWARD MEN FINED FOR KILLING BIRDS
6/06/1990 C016 BIRD STOPS ENGINE--JET LANDS SAFE
9/27/1990 C034 500 BIRDS DEAD AT LAKE THOMPSON
4/02/1991 B013 PSD BIRD WALK
5/1671991 C031 FIRM INDICTED FOR DEATH OF EAGLES
7/04/1991 C033 PS DAKOTA-MADE AVIARY LIVENS UP
7723/199T« A081'/ClTY^ PLANS BIG ^BLAST TO SCARE NESTING BIRDS;
7/25/1991 con PEFFORTS TO SAVE SPECIES SET POLICIES
9/17/1991 B036 BLACK HILLS OSPREYS ATTRACT ATTENTION
10/09/1991 C0I2 PSNOWBIRDS PERCH, REFUEL
4/06/1992 B032 BUILDING NESTING AREAS FOR ENDANGERED BIRDS
4/23/1992 C032 PWHERE DID SPRING GO
5/12/1992 D031 PERSONS RAISING GAME BIRDS NEED LICENSES
6/09/1992 D012 PLENNOX BIRD FIRM GOES INTERNATIONAL
10/08/1992 B012 PMINE CYANIDE PUDDLES KILLING MIGRATORY BIRDS
12/19/1992 B012 PTO ATTRACT BIRDS TO FEEDERS
12/19/1992 DOll SD PAIR INDICTED IN WILDLIFE CASE
12/20/1992 F012 PAT CHRISTMAS, EVEN BIRDS COUNT
10/05/1991 A012 PWRAPPED UP AGAINST THE WEATHER
9/30/1990 B081 PSF VISITOR HAD RUN WITH FERRARRI TEAM
8/07/1984 A095 BIRKELAND JOINS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2/11/1990 DOll BANKER WILL HEAD UNITED WAY BOARD
3/08/1983 C015 P2 MORE TO RUN FOR CITY COMMISSION
3/16/1983 C031 BIRKENHEUER PULLS OUT OF CITY RACES
9/04/1988 C055-BIRTHXERTIFICATE REQUIRED FOR NEW ENROLLEES
SEE ALSO ABORTION, CONDOMS, FAMILY PLANNING
4/28/1982 B015 LAWSUITS FILED AGAINST CONTRACEPTIVE MAKER
9/04/1982 B031 WATERTOWN COUPLE SETTLES lUD SUIT
10/30/1982 A093 CATHOLICS SPONSOR SEMINAR ON NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
12/08/1983 con COUPLE SETTLE SUIT WITH CONTRACEPTIVE MAKER
1/20/1984 A091 PSPONGES ARE LATEST DEVICE ON MARKET
12/20/1985 BOll LEAD TO MALE BIRTH CONTROL PILL
5/26/1988 C015 MEDICAL OFFICE FORCED OUT OF ABERDEEN HOSPITAL
6/01/1988 A081 NOT PROPER SENTENCE FOR CHILD ABUSE (ED)
12/31/1988 C034 CITY WOMAN SUES MAKER OF COPPER-7
1/05/1989 B012 lUD MAKER DEFENDS PRODUCT
1/22/1989 A012 TEENS HAVING SEX SOONER, REGRETTING IT
4/15/1989 A083 WORLD NEEDS BIRTH CONTROL (L)
4/17/1989 A056 STERILIZATION OFFERS BEST BIRTH CONTROL
11/03/1989 A012 PLANNED PARENTHOOD COMING TO CITY
12/07/1989 C012 STUDENTS WANT CONTRACEPTIVES AVAILABLE
12/14/1989 A016 SDSU TO SELL CONTRACEPTIVES AT PHARMACY
4/29/1991 A052 PARM IMPLANTS GIVE COUPLES ANOTHER CHOICE
3/11/1992 C015 IMPLANT PROTESTERS TARGET SINGLE CLINIC
3/26/1992 C015 FEDERAL MONEY IS DISTRIBUTED TO 10 SD CLINICS
10/30/1992 A012 INJECTABLE BIRTH CONTROL RECEIVES FDA NOD
3/29/1988 AOll PWALK AGAINST BIRTH DEFECTS
12/11/1990 C031 BIRTH DEFECTS CAUSED BY ALCOHOL INCREASING
3/05/1982 A012 PBIRTHDAY NUMBER 40 FOR REAVES
8/02/1982 A013 PWHEN YOU CARE ENOUGH TO SEND THE BIGGEST
1/19/1983 D012 PAN 8-FOOT CAKE OF SNOW IN FRONT OF HOME
;:^.4/27/1983;;?A012; PRACE' AGAINSTivAGE
11/19/1983 C012 PTAKING THE LONG ROUTE TO 40
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BIRTHDAYS
BIRTHMARKS
BIRTHRIGHT
BISBEE DEAN
BISCH HAL
BISH GERTRUDE
BISHOP BILL
BISHOP ELVIN
BISHOP KALLISTOS
BISHOP PEARL
BISON
BISON BULLION
BISSON SHANE
BITELER PHIL
bittermanvphyllis
^BITTNER^L^YNE-^"'^^'-!'^'^
BITTNER STEVEN
BITUMINOUS PAVING
BITZ MARVIN
BJERKE BRYAN
BJERKE DEANE
BJERKE FRAN & MARV
BJORGE KEN
BJORKLUND STANLEY
BJORUM JAYNE
BLACK & YELLOW TRA
BLACK BEAR THERESA
BLACK BEAR TILLIE
BLACK BRADLEY
BLACK CLINT
BLACK ELK
BLACK ELK BEN
BLACK HAWK SD
BLACK HAWK WATER
BLACK HILLS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/09/1983 CG16
7/22/198A EG21
l/Gl/1985 AG12
7/GA/1985 BG12
8/G2/1985 CG33
3/G5/1986 BGll
9/G8/I986 CGII
12/25/1987 BG12
2/28/1988 FGll
5/26/1988 CGIA
I1/G2/1989 BG13
3/15/1991 CG12
5/G6/1991 AG72
9/13/198A BGIA
8/25/1989 AG83
12/G2/1992 BG12
2/18/199G EGA3
5/G1/1983 CG31
2/2G/1985 BGll
1G/G6/1988 BGl3
9/3G/1988 CG12
2/26/1992 BG22
7/27/1986 CG31
9/3G/1986 CG51
1/28/1991 BG35
11/25/1988 CG25
7/23/1992 CGIA
12/G1/1991 BG12
•9/GA/1989 BG12
^^?3/DZ/i;992^AG51?
A/2G/1992 AG71
t 9/GA/1.982^BG12^
9/2A/1982 0031
1G/G5/1982 BG3A
1G/G6/1982 CGll
1G/G8/1982 CGll
1G/G9/1982 CGll
10/12/1982 C033
10/13/1982 CG13
10/14/1982 AG13
10/15/1982 AG12
10/16/1982 coil
10/17/1982 A012
11/09/1982 B041
12/03/1982 C014
11/16/1984 C032
9/27/1990 C034
2/11/1983 coil
8/17/1982 C015
12/30/1983 BOll
1/05/1984 BOll
9/30/1982 D012
10/04/1992 GOll
10/23/1992 D015
9/01/1991 EOll
5/14/1990 C012
7/04/1991 C031
4/14/1991 A012
5/06/1990 A114
9/26/1991 coil
12/11/1990 C015
12/12/1990 C012
5/14/1991 C031
5/16/1991 C016
5/17/1991 A015
5/28/1992 B022
6/20/1991 A013
9/11/1991 A086
9/03/1992 A015
12/23/1992 B022
5/01/1988 N081
5/01/1988 N031
4/04/1987 C041
4/06/1987 C041
1/14/1991 B034
1/06/1982 A021
fil/24/1982^B0;71':
1/29/1982 C041
THIS BIRTHDAY PARTY IS ONE IN A MILLION
PAINT BIRTHDAY MESSAGE ON BUS
3fSlGN OF TIMES TAKES 4 WIVES BY SURPRISE
*SHE CELEBRATES lOOTH FOURTH OF JULY
XBLISSFUL BIRTHDAY
3CL1M0US1NE TO CELEBRATE HER 15TH BIRTHDAY
KFIT FOR A BIRTHDAY
JCCHRISTMAS BIRTHDAYS OFFER DOUBLE HOLIDAY FUN
^LEAPING BIRTHDAYS
KBIRTHDAY FULL OF SURPRISES
YANKTON LAW OFFICERS HAVE ANOTHER REASON
36PARTY FOR BAR OWNER TURNS PROFIT FOR CHARITY
*NEW LASER BLASTS AWAY BIRTHMARKS
^COUNSELOR TO SPEAK AT WORKSHOP
BIRTHRIGHT HELPS NEW BORNS (L)
GF8P OFFICER CHARGED IN DEATH
XHURON MAN LOVES PLANE, AIR SHOW
XSUCCESSFUL NATIVES RECALL VIVID..MEMORIES (YEAGER)
*BUSY YEAR FOR FAMILY SERVICE
*B1SH0P GETS A LITTLE FUN OUT OF LIFE
^CHURCH WORTHY OF CONSECRATION
XBISHOP'S COOKING AWARD-WINNING
GAME DEPARTMENT SELLING 10 BISON LICENSES
BISON CORRALLED FOR VACCINATIONS
INDIAN OFFICIAL SAYS BISON PLAN IS DUBIOUS
1988 STATE BISON BULLION SALES BELOW
*REACTS TO A MISSED PUTT
*B1TELER GIVES BIG CHILL TO ROAD RACE RIVALS
,*THOSE UNWILLING TO VOLUNTEER IRK UNION LEADER
36B0Y/'S0ME THINGS SURE DO BUG ME
*TELL ME THE REAL TRUTH ABOUT COLLEGE
STEVEN BITTNER; MURDER rTRlAL DELAYED 3.WEEKS^ . .^
JUDGE DENIES MOTION IN BITTNER CASE u
JURORS SELECTED IN BITTNER MURDER TRIAL
LAWYER--B1TTNER DIDN'T COMMIT MURDER
BITTNER'S GIRLFRIEND DETAILS MORNING STABBING
BOTH SIDES REST CASE IN BITTNER TRIAL
BITTNER CASE GOES TO JURY
BITTNER JURY BEGINS DELIBERATIONS
JURY FINDS BITTNER GUILTY OF MURDER
BITTNER SENTENCED TO LIFE IN PRISON
3CBITTNER JURY FOREMAN EXPLAINS DECISION
3CBITTNER JOINS 48 SERVING A LIFE SENTENCE
BITTNER RECEIVES LIFE SENTENCE FOR STABBINGS
BITTNER LAWYER APPEALING CASE
COURT UPHOLDS MAN'S MURDER CONVICTION
FIRM PENALIZED FOR AIR QUALITY VIOLATIONS
BITZ NOT GUILTY BY REASON OF MENTAL ILL
KBJERKE TO WORK ON DASCHLE CAMPAIGN
EX-NEWSMAN MAY BECOME COUNTY DEMO CHAIRMAN
BJERKE DECIDES AGAINST POST WITH DEMOCRATS
KBJERKE CHASES SUCCESS ON WYOMING'S ROADS
KTHEY'RE MAKING A DIFFERENCE
LAWYER TRADED CAREER FOR SCULPTING TOOLS
PHARMACIST INDICTED IN EMBEZZLING CASE
*2 CHALK UP YEARS OF TEACHING
PR CAMPAIGN BEGINS FOR BLACK, YELLOW TRAIL
3(SI0UX LANGUAGE GOES TO HEAD OF CLASS
ROSEBUD INDIAN CRUSADES TO HAVE MEDALS REVOKED
SAINT FRANCIS WOMAN SELECTED POINT OF LIGHT
SLAYING SUSPECT HAD PAST RUN-INS WITH LAW
^OFFICERS FIND GUN, LINK IT TO KILLING
JURY SELECTED IN BLACK TRIAL
SUSPECT IN SLAYING WAS WITH VICTIM
SUSPECT SAYS SEX ADVANCE LED TO KILLING
NEW TRIAL REQUESTED IN HYMORE SLAYING
KCLINT BLACK WILL PERFORM AT ARENA
TALENT GREAT IN OWN STYLE (L)
SOLUTIONS TO 'BLACK-ED' OUT SHOW ANGER HOLDERS
BLACK'S SHOW CAUSED FAIR REVENUE SHORTFALL
(SEC CO XMESSAGE OF LAKOTA SAGE
(SEC EE) INDIAN'S IMAGE LINGERS IN TOURIST PHOTOS
RESIDENTS MIGHT INCORPORATE UNDER NEW LAW
BLACK HAWK RESIDENTS CLASH ON INCORPORATION
$297,000 LOAN OK'D IN RURAL WATER PROJECT
OGLALA LAWYER SAYS TRIBE SHOULD PAY CLEANUP BILL
BLACKf HILLS -RULINGcUNCONSTITUTIONAL
SCIENTIST PRAISES HILLS ROCK DIVERSITY
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BLACK HILLS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/05/1982 C015 LEGISLATION TO SET ASIDE 800 ACRES
3/10/1982 C021 SD SPONSORS FOR YELLOW THUNDER BILL (ED)
3/19/1982 C032 STATE RESTRICTS INDIANS' RELIGIOUS USE OF HILLS PARK
3/21/1982 A012 *HILL INDIAN CAMP DEFIES PREDICTION, SURVIVES WINTER
3/28/1982 B031 HISTORICAL LINK SEEN WITH INDIANS CAMP (L)
<4/16/1982 coil LAWMAKERS COOL TO BILL EXTENDING HILLS INDIAN CAMP
5/01/1982 C016 INDIAN CAMP INHABITANTS' VAN STOPPED
5/02/1982 1061 *(CULTURE) AN INDIAN'S FINAL STAND-BLACK HILLS CAMP
5/0A/1982 BOAl YELLOW THUNDER CAMP SURVEYED AGAIN
5/08/1982 B033 HILLS HAS BEARS, MOUNTAIN LIONS
6/06/1982 B012 TOWNS SPRANG UP, DISAPPEARED OVERNIGHT
6/10/1982 CD43 FOREST SERVICE PERPLEXED BY DOWNED TREES
6/11/1982 C013 HILLS CONCERT PROMOTERS SUE COUNTY
6/12/1982 BOl'i TRIBAL COUNCIL OPPOSES 10-YEAR HILLS USE
6/17/1982 A015 BLACK HILLS MIGHT HAVE PREHISTORIC INDIAN CAMPSITE
6/22/1982 B016 FEDS MIGHT SELL SOME LAND IN BLACK HILLS
6/25/1982 C032 OGLALA REVERSE STANCE, BACK HILLS LEGISLATION
6/29/1982 B014 SIOUX WANT 3-MILLION ACRES IN BLACK HILLS
6/30/1982 C013 INDIANS WANT MORE HILLS LAND THAN FEDS OWN
7/28/1982 C033 JUDGE WANTS PUBLIC BARRED FROM HILLS DEATH SCENE
7/30/1982 coil TRIBE WANTS $20 BILLION IN HILLS SUIT
8/15/1982 B01<4 ^INDIAN CAMP CAUSES CONCERN
8/20/1982 BOAl INDIANS WANT ROAD TO HILLS CAMP CLOSED
8/23/1982 A012 RELATIONS WORSEN OVER INDIAN CAMP
9/0<4/1982 B032 YELLOW THUNDER CAMP TRIAL DATE SET
9/09/1982 C061 COURT ASKED TO DROP INDIANS' CONVICTIONS
9/15/1982 C012 17 SUBPOENAS DISMISSED IN SHOOTING PROBE
9/15/1982 C06I OGLALAS WANT THEIR BELONGINGS BACK
9/19/1982 C013 KYELLOW THUNDER UPDATE
'9/29/1982 C013 AIM LEADERS SEEK BACKING FOR HILLS CAMP
10/12/1982 A015 *BLOCK OUT CONTINUES IN SNOWCAPPED HILLS
10/13/1982 con EMERGENCY DECLARED IN HILLS STORM
10/20/1982 G0<41 AGENCIES MUST TELL IF THEY HAVE INFORMANTS^;
10/2<4/1982 C061 *BUSINESSMAN FINDS BEAUTY OUTSIDE BLACK HILLS
10/30/1982 B031 TRIAL DATE SET IN HILLS CAMP SUIT
10/31/1982 C081 BLACK HILLS TOURISM MIXED BAG IN '82
11/06/1982 C012 EFFECTS FROM OCTOBER SNOWSTORM CONTINUE TO HURT BH
11/13/1982 COAl CONVICTIONS OF 8 UPHELD BY COURT
11/21/1982 con FUTURE OF YELLOW THUNDER AT STAKE OVER BLACK HILLS
11/22/1982 con YELLOW THUNDER CAMP TRIAL BEGINS TODAY
11/23/1982 A012 INDIAN CAMP REVIEW CALLED SHAM
n/2A/1982 con FEE ISSUE MAY DELAY CAMP TRIAL
11/25/1982 B015 *JUDGE STANDS FIRM ON YELLOW THUNDER
11/27/1982 con INDIAN CAMP TRIAL MOVES TO RAPID CITY
11/29/1982 con KINDIAN CAMP TRIAL WILL GET DOWN TO REAL ISSUE
11/30/1982 B051 WITNESS EXPENSE DISPUTE AFFECTS FUTURE TRIALS
12/01/1982 C014 CAMP LAWYERS WANT COMPLETE FBI FILE
12/02/1982 con INDIAN CAMP VIOLATES FED RULES
12/02/1982 C031 BLACK HILLS FOREST STUDY UNDER WAY
12/03/1982 C015 HISTORIAN SAYS HILLS NOT INDIAN HOLY LAND
12/0A/1982 C071 INDIANS PLAN TO REVISE SIZES OF HILLS SETTLEMENTS
12/05/1982 con MEANS--RELIGION INTEGRAL PART OF YELLOW THUNDER
12/06/1982 con YELLOW THUNDER TESTIMONY OF ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES...
12/07/1982 con CAMPS LAWLESSNESS JUSTIFIES EVICTION
12/08/1982 C0<43 DISPUTE HALTS BLACK HILLS INDIAN SETTLEMENT TRIAL
12/12/1982 C015 YELLOW THUNDER BACKERS SEEK OK
12/15/1982 C071 MORE JOBLESS IN BLACK HILLS SURVEY SHOWS
12/17/1982 C032 TRIAL OF YELLOW THUNDER WON'T RESUME UNTIL MARCH
12/27/1982 BOll 3CWISH MORE LOGGING WOULD COME TO BLACK HILLS
12/29/1982 D031 SKIERS FILL LOCAL TRADE GAPS IN BLACK HILLS
l/lA/1983 B0<41 RISK OF FIRE IN BLACK HILLS HIGHER
2/13/1983 C013 SIOUX PLAN TO LOBBY FOR BLACK HILLS
2/26/1983 B032 HILLS RETURN WRITTEN INTO BILL
3/05/1983 BOll LITTLE CHANCE SEEN FOR HILLS RETURN TO SIOUX
3/07/1983 B031 JUDGES TO HEAR WITNESS FEE DISPUTE
3/08/1983 con OBSTACLES BLOCK DISTRIBUTION OF MONEY
3/14/1983 C041 TRIAL FEE DISPUTE BACK IN COURT
3/18/1983 D014 COURT HEARS YELLOW THUNDER ARGUMENTS
3/25/1983 C012 KROAD WORK IN BLACK HILLS OPPOSED
4/10/1983 C031 JfEXCELLENT, LOW-COST SD SKI RESORTS
4/25/1983 B031 RESIDENTS DISAGREE ABOUT SALE OF FEDERAL LAND
5/01/1983 A012 *YELLOW THUNDER EXISTS OUT OF PUBLIC EYE
5/16/1983 B031 OGLALA SIOUX WANTS DISMISSAL OF LAWSUIT OVERTURNED
5/17/1983 B034 OGLALA SIOUX ASK COURT TO RECONSIDER CASE
5/21/1983 BOll JUDGE WON'T BLOCK PAYMENT TO SIOUX
5/30/1983 con LAWYER--NEVADA CASE LIKE SIOUX'S
.7/15/19,83 flC014:.V0TERS.WILL.= DECIDE HILLS SUBDISTRICT MEMBERSHIP
7/24/1983 BG15 LAWYER QUESTIONS' PERMIT
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BLACK HILLS 7/29/1983
7/31/1983
' 8/0A/1983
8/31/1983
9/01/1983
9/27/1983
9/28/1983
10/17/1983
11/30/1983
12/02/1983
12/11/1983
12/30/1983
2/19/198'f
2/26/1984
2/29/1984
3/18/1984
3/19/1984
3/22/1984
3/24/1984
3/31/1984
4/06/1984
4/08/1984
4/16/1984
6/05/1984
7/12/1984
7/13/1984
7/15/1984
7/23/1984
- 7/31/1984
Mn f~^.'ay^jj2/i984
8/16/1984
v^8/17/X984
8/27/1984
8/31/1984
9/03/1984
9/04/1984
9/10/1984
11/25/1984
1/03/1985
1/06/1985
1/20/1985
1/22/1985
1/28/1985
1/29/1985
1/30/1985
2/02/1985'
2/08/1985
2/09/1985
2/10/1985
2/10/1985
4/06/1985
5/02/1985
5/09/1985
5/09/1985
5/10/1985
5/11/1985
5/21/1985
5/23/1985
7/05/1985
7/14/1985
7/17/1985
7/19/1985
7/23/1985
7/24/1985
7/28/1985
7/31/1985
8/01/1985
8/05/1985
8/05/1985
8/06/1985
8/07/1985
8/11/1985
8/25/1985
8/25/1985
9/01/1985
9/02/1985
9/28/1985
C015 INDIAN LEADERS* TRIAL STARTS TODAY
C031 *BGOK CHRONICLES INDIANS* BLACK HILLS LOSS (YEAGER)
C013 MOVEMENT AIMS TO STOP BREAKUP OF YELLOW THUNDER CAMP
B041 SD-WYO BORDER LAND BURNING
C041 CONTROLLED BURNING REDUCE WILDFIRE DANGER
C013 TRIBES BEGIN CAMPAIGN TO GET LAND
coil TRIBES WANT FEDERAL LAND, NOT MONEY
B045 PERMITS NEEDED FOR CUTTING WOOD
C013 GROUP CHALLENGES BLACK HILLS PLAN
C021 REVISE 50-YEAR PLAN FOR FOREST CED)
C061 AGENCIES DISAGREE ABOUT MINING RULES
B043 AGENCY TO PAY EXPENSES OF CAMP*S WITNESSES
C045 INDIANS TAKE ISSUE TO WORLD COURT
C062 PRIVATE FIRM MAY RUN FOREST SERVICE PARK
C072 ANTICIPATES BOOM IN TIMBER INDUSTRY
C051 ^INDIANS FIND SUPPORT IN EUROPE
B031 VOLUNTEERISM UP IN BLACK HILLS
C042 FEE DISPUTE DELAYS YELLOW THUNDER CAMP
C04I APPEALS COURT TO HEAR ABOUT YELLOW THUNDER
C042 MEANS BROTHERS ACQUITTED OF DEFACING PARK
C031 FOREST SERVICE CLOSES SOME ROADS
BOll K3 YEARS LATER AT YELLOW THUNDER CAMP
B043 TRASHING IS A GROWING PROBLEM
C035 CLUB APPEALS RULING ON FEES AT SHERIDAN LAKE
C031 AIM MEMBERS, FEDS NEGOTIATE
C031 YELLOW THUNDER CAMP WON*T NEED USE PERMIT
C041 SERVICE MAY LIMIT BOATING ON 2 LAKES
B012 Reaffirms decision that began user fees
B025, SIOUX SHOULD GET FOREST LAND (L)
COll'FOREST SERVICE ELIMINATES USER FEES AT LAKE
C021 TRIAL OVER INDIAN CAMP (ED)
C023* LODGE IN BLACK HILLS IS NICE PLACE (l)
B033 WANTING MORE LAKES IN HILLS —-
C031 RANGERS KEEP LOOKOUT FOR FOREST FIRES
CQ31 BLACK HILLS LOGS MOVING DOWN
C041 RADIO SHOW TAKES LISTENERS BACK TO HISTORY
B021 RUSTIC LODGE NEEDS FIXING (L)
coil OPPOSED TO YELLOW THUNDER PLAN
C036 YELLOW THUNDER TRIAL TO RESUME
C051 MYSTIC MAN FIGHTS TO SAVE HIS ROOTS
C061 FIRMS PLAN 2 HILLS STRIP MINES
C015 BILL WOULD EXTEND BLACK HILLS* STUDDED TIRE USE
C031 YELLOW THUNDER TRIAL SET TO RESUME
A012 FEDS HOSTILE TO YELLOW THUNDER
D041 LAKOTA SIOUX IN HILLS AREA SINCE 1000 BC
C041 CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ATTACKED AT TRIAL
C023 FEDS DROP PART OF CASE
B023 YELLOW THUNDER CAMP TRIAL CONTINUES TODAY
Alll AIM OCCUPATION WINS FEW CHEERS
C045 OFFICIAL SAYS HE D1DN*T DISCRIMINATE
C013 COORS GIVES TO POACHER PROGRAM
C021 OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE FIRE
C023 HILLS* DRY SPELL COULD BRING FIRE
C024 YELLOW THUNDER TRIAL RESUMES TODAY
C022 YELLOW THUNDER TRIAL TAKES ON TWIST
C021 BLACK HILLS CAMP TO FOCUS ON WORLD HUNGER
B041 LIGHTNING STARTS WEEKEND FIRES IN BLACK HILLS
C012 PLANE SOARS WHEN LAND BURNS
coil TOURIST SEASON STRONG IN THE BLACK HILLS
C021 FOREST OFFICIALS TO PLUG PROGRAM MONEY DRAIN
A012 XBATTLE FOR THE HILLS
coil BRADLEY PIVOTS FROM BASKETBALL CLINICS
B035 BRADLEY--DON*T FEAR SIOUX NATION BILL
B031 OPEN FIRE IN BLACK HILLS STILL PROHIBITED
Alll BRADLEY BILL IS ATTEMPT TO RIGHT lOO-YEAR-OLD WRONG
B031 BLACK HILLS GET MUCH-NEEDED SOAKING
A081 BLACK HILLS LAND BILL DESERVES A CLOSE LOOK (ED)
A103 STATE LEADERS DEFICIENT IN HILLS INDIAN ISSUE (L)
B032 TRIBE WAITS TO REACT TO BRADLEY BILL
B013 WEATHER HEATS UP FIRE CHANCES IN BLACK HILLS
A104 CORPORATIONS THREATEN HILLS (L)
B051 WATER LEVELS VERY LOW AT BLACK HILLS LAKES
A012 seSACRED OR FOR SALE
Alll kblack hills chronology
AlOl BLACK HILLS CONTROVERSY TESTS POLITICAL COURAGE (ED)
C013 FOREST SERVICE INCREASES ON-CALL FIREFIGHTERS
A015«rBLACKivHILLS GETS 10 ;INCHES»^ EARLY WIWTER
A022 SNOW SLICKENS ROADS IN BLACK HILLS AREA
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10/01/1985 A085 BLACK HILLS BEING TORN APART
ll/lA/1985 B015 TRIBAL LAND BILL REACHES HOUSE
11/27/1985 B022 LAND BILL FANS OUTNUMBER FOES
12/10/1985 A015 RULING SUPPORTS YELLOW THUNDER
12/15/1985 C051 BLACK HILLS MINING STUDY POSSIBLE
12/15/1985 C071 CHRISTMAS TREE CUTTING BRISK IN BLACK HILLS
12/16/1985 COIA CHAMBERLAIN MEN ASK FOR NATIONAL DAY OF FASTING
12/22/1985 AlOl TIME FOR INDIAN CAMP TO LIVE UP TO ITS WORD CED)
12/2A/1985 A081 *BLACK HILLS IS CENTER OF SPIRITUAL UNIVERSE
12/26/1985 coil YELLOW THUNDER CAMP JUDGE KNOW AS HARD WORKER
12/26/1985 C021 LANDOWNERS WANT MINE DEVELOPMENT STOPPED
1/08/1986 C032 YELLOW THUNDER CAMP DESERTED, OFFICIALS SAY
1/12/1986 COAl RESIDENTS PROTEST MINE EXPANSION
1/23/1986 C021 BLACK HILLS TO OPEN 'GOOD MORNING, AMERICA*
1/31/1986 C035 CAMP LEADERS OFFER PLAN FOR YELLOW THUNDER
2/06/1986 C025 MOISTURE LEVELS IN BLACK HILLS OFF TO GOOD START
3/03/1986 C021 BLACK HILLS FIREFIGHTERS SIGN PACT
3/11/1986 B015 BLACK HILLS SNOW HAS MORE WATER THAN NORMAL
3/17/1986 B021 GROUP SEEKS SUPPORT FOR CULTURAL EXCHANGE
3/18/1986 C021 BLACK HILLS DRUG PROBE NETS 2 MORE ARRESTS
3/2A/1986 B021 OPEN-PIT BLACK HILLS MINES
3/29/1986 C034 BLACK HILLS BILL STALLS IN CONGRESS
4/06/1986 C021 SNOWSTORM CUTS ELECTRICAL POWER IN BLACK HILLS
4/13/1986 D021 FEDERAL PRUNING TO CLOSE FORESTRY OFFICES
4/16/1986 B021 BILL TO RETURN 1.3 MILLION ACRES TO TRIBES STALLS
4/17/1986 C021 4TH CLAIM FILED TO COIN BUCKETS FOUND IN HILLS
4/18/1986 A084 COMPANIES DESTROYING HILLS (L)
4/26/1986 C041 FEDERAL JUDGE STOPS LAND SALE
6/16/1986,C035 INDIANS FROM INDIA SHARE TEPEES
36/17/1986 C02r MUSICAL SET TO BE PERFORMED IN BLACK HILLS
6/24/1986 C031 BRADLEY TO CONTINUE BLACK HILLS EFFORT
-6/27/1986 'C021>'MrNNESOTA -BOY,13> FOUND NEAR HARNEY-PEAK-^'
S 6/28/1986 COlli INDIAN LAND ISSUE. SPARKS PLATFORM DISPUTE.^:
7/02/1986 B035 YELLOW THUNDER DISPUTE FLARES
7/04/1986 C033 JUDGE FAVORS CAMP
7/08/1986 B021 FOREST SERVICE SEEKS SUMMER VOLUNTEERS
7/16/1986 BOll BLACK HILLS BILL RETURNS TO CONGRESS
7/17/1986 C014 SIOUX CHIEF ASKS SENATE TO RETURN
7/19/1986 C041 MAN BARRED FROM BLACK HILLS LAKES FOR YEAR
7/21/1986 B025 REAGAN IS INVITED TO DO TASK IN BLACK HILLS
7/25/1986 coil V0LESKY--TR1BES SHOULD TAKE MONEY
7/28/1986 A081 BLACK HILLS LAND BILL DESERVES BETTER FATE (ED)
8/04/1986 B023 BLACK HILLS HOSTED CONSERVATIVE CAMP
8/17/1986 C021 US MIGHT APPEAL IF CAMP PERMIT ISSUED
-8/19/1986 A015 GOLD RUSH MINERS VS. ENVIRONMENTALISTS
8/20/1986 B013 ^MINING STRIPS LAND'S VALUE
8/21/1986 coil HOMESTAKE BUILT LEAD ON PROMISE OF GOLD
8/22/1986 C013 KVOTERS MIGHT DETERMINE MINING ISSUE
8/24/1986 AlOl BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT MUST GO (ED)
8/26/1986 BOll BLACK HILLS LITERACY COUNCIL WINS STAE AWARD
8/29/1986 A083 MINING ISSUE DESERVES NEWSPAPER'S ATTENTION (L)
8/31/1986 A012 KNEW MINING PLANS UPROOT MEMORIES
8/31/1986 C021 RAILROAD GRADES MAY BE TURNED INTO BIKE TRAILS
9/05/1986 A012 GROUP TAKES INITIATIVE FOR SURFACE-MINING
9/10/1986 B021 SURFACE-MINING FOES OBJECT TO HEARING DELAY
9/18/1986 C023 PANEL VISITS MINES IN HILLS
9/22/1986 C023 SKI GROUP BLAZES TRAILS IN BLACK HILLS
9/30/1986 C051 SIOUX INDIAN CAMP SURVIVES
10/03/1986 A012 KWINTRY STORM WHITENS BLACK HILLS
10/04/1986 C035 CABIN SITE SALE OK'D
10/06/1986 C021 AGENCY WANTS INPUT ON USING RAILS FOR TRAILS
10/19/1986 C012 LEACH MINING SAFE, AGENCY SAYS
11/07/1986 C042 RAIL TO TRAILS GROUP TO TURN TO STATE
11/16/1986 A061 RECREATION TRAIL PLAN DESERVES SUPPORT (ED)
11/30/1986 A091 RUINING BLACK HILLS WITH DESTRUCTIVE MINING (L)
12/07/1986 A071 KTRIBES FACE PIVOTAL YEAR
1/01/1987 B031 DASCHLE LIKES MODIFIED FIREWOOD FEE BETTER
1/01/1987 B035 WOOD PRODUCTS FIRM FOR BLACK HILLS
1/04/1987 B021 NATIONAL GUARDSMEN TO TRAIN IN BLACK HILLS
1/14/1987 B012 OK'S CAMP IN THE BLACK HILLS
1/15/1987 BOll CREEK'S ARSENIC LEVEL HIGH
1/18/1987 E012 KTO RETURN HILLS TO SIOUX
1/24/1987 A081 FIGHTS OVER SCHOOLS, BLACK HILLS
1/24/1987 C021 FOREST SERVICE TO HAVE HEARING ON LAND SALES
2/10/1987 C022 DASCHLE OPPOSES HILLS LAND SALE
2/12/1987 C041 LAWYERS' FEES FOR YELLOW THUNDER CASE
^<2/15/1987 C054-WATER«BUS1NESS^!^SPR1NGS TO LIFE
2/17/1987 C021 SERVICE GETS CITIZEN HELP IN VANDALISM ALERT
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3/01/1987 EG21
3/10/1987 AG83
3/1G/1987 CG15
3/11/1987 CG12
3/12/1987 CGll
3/13/1987 AG83
3/22/1987 AG12
3/22/1987 CG12
3/23/1987 CG2A
3/25/1987 AG81
3/26/1987 A121
3/27/1987 AlGl
3/27/1987 CG22
A/Gl/1987 AG61
4/G3/1987 A1G2
4/G3/1987 CG41
A/G9/1987 AG6A
4/G9/1987 CG12
A/12/1987 A1G3
A/13/1987 AG83
A/lA/1987 C023
A/15/1987 BOAl
A/17/1987 CG2A
A/17/1987 C025
A/18/1987 coil
A/2G/1987 AG6A
A/2G/1987 CG23
5/03/1987 B012
•5/03/1987 B021
' "5/110/1987"'BOlI
5/10/1987 B012
5717/1987 C023
5/20/1987 B012
5/2A/1987 C012
5/25/1987 C016
5/28/1987 C021
5/30/1987 C023
5/31/1987 Alll
6/0A/1987 C021
7/12/1987 C025
7/2A/1987 C021
7/28/1987 COAl
7/30/1987 C021
8/05/1987 B022
8/06/1987 C021
8/10/1987 coil
8/15/1987 A015
8/16/1987 A012
8/16/1987 A081
8/16/1987 coil
8/16/1987 COAl
8/17/1987 A012
8/23/1987 AlOl
8/26/1987 AOll
8/30/1987 C025
9/01/1987 coil
9/10/1987 C012
9/10/1987 C021
9/11/1987 C021
9/19/1987 C021
9/27/1987 C012
10/01/1987 C052
10/01/1987 C052
10/09/1987 C021
10/11/1987 AlOl
lO/lA/1987 B022
10/17/1987 A081
10/2A/1987 A081
10/2A/1987 C023
11/01/1987 A082
11/02/1987 BOll
ll/OA/1987 BOll
11/08/1987 EOll
11/09/1987 A085
11/15/1987 BOll
11/15/1987 B031
Wv^ll/17/a987r^G0T2£
11/20/1987 C012
CANCELS SALE OF LAND IN FOREST
BLACK HILLS IN GRAVE DANGER (L)
UDALL SUPPORTS BLACK HILLS BILL
KBRADLEY MEASURE GAINS BACKER--SD STILL OPPOSED
TO APPEAL INDIAN CAMP ORDER
HONEYWELL PROPOSAL NOT SAFE (L)
XTHERE'S GOLD IN THOSE BLACK HILLS
XBATTLE OVER GOLD AS OLD AS THE HILLS
RADIO AUDIENCE BACKS HILLS BILL
*MUST FIGHT BLACK HILLS BILL IN CONGRESS
OFFICIALS SHOULD STOP GREED, PROTECT HILLS CD
ECONOMIC FORCES ALONE SHOULDN'T GOVERN HILLS (ED)
*H1LLS BILL MISUNDERSTOOD, BACKERS SAY
LAWMAKERS ON PENDING BLACK HILLS BILL CD
IT'S OK TO MINE THE HILLS CD
MICKELSON TO TALK TO AUTHOR OF HILLS BILL
OUTSIDERS CAN FIGHT MINING CD
KBRADLEY ADMITS BLACK HILLS BILL WILL FAIL
BLACK HILLS MEASURE IS NOT DEMOCRAT BILL CD ~
HANSON MISREPRESENTS BILL (L)
JCTRIBES DISCUSS HILLS BILL
TRIBES TO CONSIDER $45 MILLION FOR LAND
MINE REQUEST OPPOSED
CREWS SET, MONITOR BIGGEST HILLS FIRE
FORESTER WARNS ABOUT HILLS PARTIES
BRADLEY BILL MODERATE, FAIR CD
HILLS BILL PUT ON BACK BURNER AGAIN
PROPOSED BLAST TESTS DRAW OPPONENT'S FIRE
RETURNING BLACK HILLS LAND WOULD COST STATE
DAYTIME DRAMA TO HIT BLACK HILLS
*LETTER SPELLS OUT STAND ON HILLS BILL
SACRED SITES-TO BE PROTECTED FROM BLASTS ^ 5?
EDUCATION IMPORTANT TO HILLS BILL
UDALL WON'T HEAR BILL ON HILLS
RESIDENTS OPPOSE TRAIL PLAN
BLACK HILLS FIREWOOD PERMITS TO GO ON SALE
TRIBE PROTESTS TEST SITE PLANNED
INDIAN LANDS WERE STOLEN THE DEMOCRATIC WAY
SOAP OPERA TO BRING CREW TO BLACK HILLS
HOT SPRINGS RESIDENTS STAND BEHIND HONEYWELL
FIRE APPEARS CONTAINED
FIREFIGHTERS CONTROL BLAZE IN BLACK HILLS
DRY WEATHER MAKES BLACK HILLS RIPE FOR FIRES
PROSECUTION FOR INDIAN SITE DESTRUCTION
MOTORCYCLE RALLY REVS UP STURGIS' ECONOMY
HILLS RANCH TO BE SOLD
SD BELIEVERS TO CONVERGE
XBATTLE FOR THE BLACK HILLS
NO REASON TO RUSH GOLD MINING (ED)
*BLACK,.HILLS--MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD
HILLS TOURISM UP--REPORT
3€BATTLE OVER WEAPONS TEST SITE
WEAPONS SITE TESTING ENVIRONMENTAL RESOLVE (ED)
XHONEYWELL OPPONENTS AWAIT WORD
SIOUX GAIN LAWSUIT AID FROM CALIFORNIA MAN
PRESSLER CHALLENGES BRADLEY TO DEBATE
MINING PROPONENTS--FEARS UNFOUNDED
BLACK HILLS FIREFIGHTERS BATTLE WESTERN BLAZES
MINING FIRM TO INVEST IN BLACK HILLS SKIING
SIOUX TRIBES TO RECLAIM BLACK HILLS
BRADLEY REFUSES BLACK HILLS DEBATE
LAKOTA ROCK WRITING ON HONEYWELL DISPUTE
SENATE OK'S BLACK HILLS LAND TRANSFER LAW
BRADLEY DROPS WYOMING FROM BLACK HILLS BILL
MUST BE OPEN ABOUT TEST SITE PLANS (ED)
*BILL GAINING SENATE SUPPORT
BRADLEY BILL TO HEAL OLD WOUNDS
MINING COMPANIES WIN BIG (ED)
BLACK HILLS BILL DOOMED--DASCHLE
RESPOND TO BRADLEY BILL (L)
FORUMS TO FOCUS ON BLACK HILLS BILL
BLACK HILLS BILL WILL BE DISCUSSED
BLACK HILLS TO GIVE 32-CENT DIVIDEND
COURT SETTLED LAND ISSUE (L)
BRADLEY BILL TOPIC OF COMMUNITY FORUM
INDIAN LEADERS WANT BLACK HILLS
.BLACK; HILLS <ISSUE:f.ONE;«OE.>.PRINCIPLE
MILLIONAIRE TO HELP INDIANS GET HILLS
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11/22/1987 A081 DASCHLE FIGHTS BRADLEY BILL
11/23/1987 A103 BRADLEY BILL MIGHT STOP CONSTRUCTION (L)
12/05/1987 A103 RETURN HILLS TO INDIANS IF THEY RETURN CHARITY (L)
12/1A/1987 BD21 SENATE PASSES BILL ON ACRES IN BLACK HILLS
12/2A/1987 CD23 HISEGA CABIN OWNERS LOSE LAND BATTLE
12/27/1987 C021 BACKERS, OPPONENTS ARGUE EFFECTS OF BILL
1/08/1988 C021 JANKLOW--HILLS COULD DRAW CONVENTIONS
2/07/1988 C015 SIOUX TO MAKE SUPPORTER WAR CHIEF
2/12/1988 A082 HILLS JUSTICE WAIT CONTINUES CD
2/12/1988 C025 SIOUX VOTE AGAINST HELP
2/15/1988 B012 ^INDIANS WANT PAY FOR HILLS
2/28/1988 C061 GROUP LINKS BRADLEY BILL BACKERS
3/01/1988 C021 FIRE DANGER IN WESTERN SD
3/09/1988 B023 MAGAZINES FEATURE BLACK HILLS
3/12/1988 C015 APPOINTMENT WILL HELP SIOUX REGAIN HILLS
3/13/1988 A012 BLACK HILLS DIG OUT
3/13/1988 E02A ^DASHING THROUGH THE SNOW
3/1A/1988 C021 RECREATION AREA TO AID DISABLED
3/16/1988 A101 ARE MINERS ACCOUNTABLE CD
3/16/1988 A102 LINKING OF BILLS FOOLISH CD
3/23/1988 B015 SOON-TO-BE SIOUX CHIEF
3/27/1988 A012 *NEW SPECIAL SIOUX CHIEF VOWS TO FIGHT
3/28/1988 A011 LARGE FOREST FIRE BLAZES IN HILLS
3/28/1988 B016 BATTLE AHEAD FOR SUPPORTER OF HILLS PLAN
3/29/1988 A081 MAY HURT AMERICAN INDIAN CAUSE CED)
3/30/1988 B036 FIREFIGHTERS TO MONITOR HILLS FIRE
A/01/1988 B012 KSTURGIS AUTHOR TELLS STORY
A/0A/1988 A081 HILLS BELONGED TO SIOUX CD
A/07/1988 A012 KPRESSLER TO DEBATE WITH 'CHIEF'
!iv4yio/1988 A091 *SP^^ CRUSADE OFFENDS MANY
A/10/1988 B033 FIRE HAZARD HIGH FOR HILLS
A/Il/1988 :C012i COUNCIL -DISPUTES LAWSUIT AGAINST STEVENS,;.:
: A/12/1988 C0AI MEANS—HILLS CAMP WAS LOOTED :
A/13/1988 AI2I BLACK HILLS DEBATE MUST END SOMETIME CED)'
A/lA/1988 C011 BRADLEY BILL DRAWS OPPOSITION
A/15/1988 A103 SIOUX MAY LOSE CLAIM IF NOT UNITED CD
A/18/1988 C012 PLAN FOR HILLS NATURE TRAIL GAINS
A/21/1988 A061 LEACH MINING WOULD RUIN BEAUTIFUL HILLS CD
A/22/1988 C021 GROUP WANTS TO BLOCK LAND SALE
A/26/1988 C021 RAIL LINE TRANSFER BLOCKED
A/30/1988 A101 HORSE SANCTUARY HAS A NEGATIVE SIDE CED)
5/01/1988 C012 SENATORS TO VISIT SIOUX RESERVATIONS
5/22/1988 C012 BLACK HILLS BILL CREATES FALSE HOPES
5/29/1988 B033 BATTLE OVER BLACK HILLS
5/3I/I988 C011 GROUP HIRES DIRECTOR TO FIGHT BRADLEY BILL
6/0I/I988 B035 WOMAN CRITICIZES SENATOR, HILLS GROUP
6/05/1988 A083 TO RESOLVE BRADLEY BILL DISPUTES
6/06/1988 A105 ASSOCIATION CREATES DOUBTS CD
6/09/1988 A083 WHY MINE HILLS GOLD JUST TO BURY
-6/09/1988 C011 STATE CANDIDATES TO TOUR HILLS MINES
6/12/1988 C0A1 ATTORNEY GENERAL GEARS FOR BRADLEY BILL BATTLE
6/1A/1988 A08I KJAMES WATT WAS RIGHT CED)
6/21/1988 C013 SKI AREAS SAFE--HOMESTAKE OFFICIAL SAYS
6/26/1988 A015 WILD HORSES EXPECTED SOON
7/01/1988 A083 PEOPLE SHOULD WORK FOR COMMON GOAL CD
7/01/1988 A08A LAKE NOT WATER SOLUTION CD
7/03/1988 B016 DUKAKIS JOINS LIST, DASCHLE SAYS
7/06/1988 B03I BLACK HILLS SITES REPORT STRONG HOLIDAY TOURISM
7/07/1988 C011 RAPID CITY MAN DROWNS IN BLACK HILLS
7/09/1988 A0I1 *BLAZE MAY LIMIT TOURISM GROWTH
7/09/1988 C011 TOURISTS TO GET LOOK AT HILLS BILL PETITIONS
7/12/1988 C021 STATE TO SALVAGE BLACK HILLS TOURISM
7/13/1988 A081 DISASTEROUS, BUT PART OF NATURAL CYCLE
7/13/1988 B012 DUTY CALLS FORESTER TO BATTLE BLAZES IN BLACK HILLS
7/23/1988 A012 PRESSLER OFFERS COUNTER TO HILLS BILL
7/2A/1988 A114 LAW DOESN'T PROTECT HILLS CD
7/2A/1988 E0II LEAD KICKS OFF WORK ON RECREATION CENTER
7/28/1988 A101 ELECTION COULD HELP RESOLVE HILLS DISPUTE CED)
8/09/1988 A012 BRADLEY BILL TOPS AGENDA OF DELEGATES
8/10/1988 B012 SENATOR URGES TO FIGHT BRADLEY BILL
8/17/1988 A081 *LET SIOUX SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES ON HILLS
8/17/1988 B021 VOLK ENDORSES PRESSLER'S BLACK HILLS BILL
8/17/1988 B0A1 ^SINGER, SUPPORTERS RALLY TO RETURN HILLS
8/25/1988 A121 VOTE TO PRESERVE HILLS CD
8/27/1988 A083 LET TRIBES VOTE ON HILLS COMPENSATION CD
9/03/1988 A085 HELP PRESERVE BLACK HILLS CD
,v 9/07/l,988>.A083 RECLAMATION' NECESSARY COST CL)
9/08/1988 C012 DUKAKIS JOINS OPPOSITION TO BRADLEY BILL
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BLACK HILLS 9/09/1988
9/I1/I988
9/11/1988
9/16/1988
9/18/1988
9/18/1988
9/27/1988
9/28/1988
9/29/1988
10/01/1988
10/02/1988
10/02/1988
10/12/1988
10/26/1988
10/27/1988
10/27/1988
10/28/1988
10/30/1988
10/31/1988
11/01/1988
11/10/1988
11/14/1988
11/20/1988
11/25/1988
11/26/1988
11/27/1988
12/16/1988
12/16/1988
.12/26/1988
12729/1988
2/06/1989
2/15/1989
3/06/1989
3/09/1989
3/15/1989
3/20/1989
3/25/1989
3/25/1989
3/30/1989
4/02/1989
4/02/1989
4/03/1989
4/09/1989
4/09/1989
4/09/1989
4/13/1989
4/28/1989
4/28/1989
4/30/1989
4/30/1989,
4/30/1989
4/30/1989
4/30/1989
5/06/1989
5/15/1989
5/17/1989
5/19/1989
5/30/1989
6/06/1989
6/06/1989
6/11/1989
6/13/1989
6/16/1989
6/20/1989
6/27/1989
7/24/1989
7/29/1989
8/02/1989
8/31/1989
9/03/1989
9/04/1989
9/11/1989
9/24/1989
10/03/1989
10/24/1989
11/04/1989
11/29/1989
C033 DUKAKIS CHARGING STANCE ON BILL
A103 DASCHLE REMARK TRIGGERS CONFUSION
C021 SIOUX MIGHT CHOOSE CASH SETTLEMENT
coil PRESSLER--CHAMBER AGAINST BRADLEY BILL
AOll SNAKES IN THE HOUSE RATTLE FAMILY IN HILLS
C016 RAGGED TOP WAS MINED, FIRM SAYS
A082 VOTE TO PRESERVE HILLS (L)
A015 PRESSLER PLAN TO END HILLS FIGHT (L)
C012 YELLOW THUNDER RULING OVERTURNED
A082 PROTECT STATE HERITAGE (L)
A113 OPEN HILLS FIGHT BRADLEY BILL (L)
A114 HILLS BILL NOT PARTISAN ISSUE (L)
C012 xCLASH OVER BRADLEY BILL
A103 56BLACK HILLS PAYMENT PROPOSAL
C021 TUITION BREAK BOOSTED ENROLLMENT--REGENTS
C025 FOREST SERVICE TO BURN AREAS OF BLACK HILLS
C012 CONGRESS HEARS PRESSLER ON BRADLEY BILL
A141 2 MINING INITIATIVES SHOULD BE APPROVED (ED)
A084 HILLS RESOURCES IRREPLACEABLE (L)
A105 VOTE TO PROTECT BLACK HILLS (L)
A121 ELECTION NOT MANDATE TO DESTROY BLACK HILLS
C021 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX OPPOSE STEVENS PLAN
EGll REPORT SAYS PLANTS NEEDED IN BURN AREA
C012 XSCHUSS SEASON OPENS IN HILLS
A103 REPRESENT INDIANS ON HILL ISSUE
EOll BUS TOURS TO HILLS EXPECTED TO INCREASE
A124 BILL CAN REMEDY HILLS THEFT (L)
Ca21 REJECTS BID TO REHEAR YELLOW THUNDER CAMP CASE
C024 ^COMPROMISES NEEDED TO SOLVE FLAP
•C035 INDIANS WANT COURT TO OVERTURN RULING
BOll DASCHLE CRITICIZES LAND SWAP PROPOSAL
A082 LAWS WON'T STOP HILLS.WASTE XL)
-coil DASCHLE--AQU1FER STUDY SET FOR HILLS
A083 XLONG-RANGE HILLS PLAN NEEDED
coil EVANS PLUNGE PLAN TO EXPAND ATTRACTION
coil BLACK HILLS RAIL LINE TO BE PUT TO USE
C015 'CHIEF' OFFERS TO GIVE UP HIS TITLE
C021 INDIAN CAMP APPEALS TO HIGH COURT
C012 KMINING FIRM TO GIVE UP CONTROL OF LAND
B071 KTRANQUILITY ENCOMPASSES BLACK HILLS
C044 BOARD MAY SEED BLACK HILLS CLOUDS
BOll REWARD FOR ARSONIST WILL BE RETURNED
B071 ^DECISIONS FACE NORBECK PRESERVE
B071 SIERRE CLUB SEEKS GENTLER BLACK HILLS
C015 GROUP HOPES FUNDS ALLOW CLOUD SEEDING
C025 OK'S PLAN TO SEED CLOUDS IN BLACK HILLS
AOll RAINFALL SP1LLS--SN0W HITS HILLS
C021 ^SLIDING BACK INTO WINTER
AA05 MANY KEEP ALIVE BROKEN TREATY
AA08 ^(THERE'S GOLD IN THOSE HILLS
AAIO ^PURCHASE POLARIZED DESTINIES OF RACES
BBIO HILLS BEAUTY WITHIN PUBLIC REACH
C051 COUNCIL REVERSES PLAN ON STEVENS PLAN
A085 FUTURE OF HILLS AT STAKE (L)
BOll HILLS BATTLE MAY BE HEARING END
C023 BLACK HILLS TOWNS PLAN FOR DRY SUMMER
coil SYMPOSIUM PLANNED ON HILLS CLAIM HISTORY
C023 HILLS MAYORS BACK CLEANUP EFFORT
A016 GOLD MINE EXPANSION
B061 OFFICIALS WANT PINE TREES EXAMINED
coil DEDICATION TODAY FOR 111-MILE TRAIL
C031 CENTENNIAL TRAIL OPENS IN HILLS
C012 *STUDY OVERLOOKS HILLS' SOUL
coil FIREFIGHTERS BATTLING 2 FIRES IN BLACK HILLS
C041 HIGH COURT WON'T HEAR YELLOW THUNDER CASE
B031 SD READY FOR FOREST FIRES
C021 MICKELSON WARNS OF FIRE DANGER
C024 LOGGING TO BE ALLOWED iN SD WILDLIFE PRESERVE
C021 SEASON'S LARGEST FOREST FIRE OUT OF CONTROL
F061 DROUGHT DOESN'T DAMPEN STATE'S SUMMER BEAUTY
BOll MORE THAN $10,000 DONATED FOR BRIDGES
A085 HILLS BECOMING DUMP (L)
EOll COLORADO FIRM TO STUDY MINING IMPACT
coil FEE INCREASE UPSETS DASCHLE, JOHNSON
C021 COMMENTS ASKED FOR FOREST PLAN
A085 LAND DAMAGE UNBELIEVABLE (L)
B026s;CHRlSTMAS.TREE=.PERMlTS .ON.- SALE SOON IN HILLS
C023 COLORADO FIRM STARTS STUDY OF SURFACE MINING
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11/30/1989 C021 MINING EXPANSION PROPOSAL RAISES CONCERNS
12/03/1989 FGll PUBLISHERS STRIKE GOLD WITH MINERS
12/12/1989 CGll $2.3 MILLION AWARDED FOR BLACK HILLS WORK
12/2G/1989 DG6A SNOW HAS BLACK HILLS RESORTS ANXIOUS
12/29/1989 CG31 TO OK DEEPER GOLD DRILLING IN HILLS
1/G1/199G BG21 LANDOWNERS MIFFED ABOUT TRAIL BUYING
1/G8/199G BGll BLACK HlLLS FOREST PLAN TO BE SHOWN
1/1A/199G EGll BLACK HILLS MAPS INCREASE IN PRICE
1/18/199G AG61 MINING FREEZE IS MODEST MOVE CEDl
2/G1/199G CGA3 MINING FIRM SUPPORTS PROPOSED 2-VEAR BAN
2/G3/199G CG15 MORATORIUM ON SURFACE GOLD MINE
2/15/199G CGIA MINING BAN PASSES HOUSE COMMITTEE
3/31/199G CGll DASCHLE WANTS LAND SWAP IN BLACK HILLS
"4/16/1990 CG22 DROUGHT FORCES MORE NATIONAL FOREST THINNING
A/2G/199G CGll DASCHLE, JOHNSON OFFER BLACK HILLS BILL
4/2G/199G CG16 HILLS FIRE CONTAINED IN 6 HOURS
A/21/199G CGll FIREFIGHTERS WATCH BLACK HILLS FIRE
A/22/199G AG12 PROPOSED EXPRESSWAY WOULD-LINK BLACK HILLS
5/G3/199G CG25 BLACK HILLS WATER STUDY FACES FUNDING LOSS
5/G6/199G AAG2 *HERMOSA WRITER/RANCHER GETS LOST
5/G9/199G CG26 LOCAL GOVERNMENTS DEBATE WATER STUDY CASH
5/11/199G CG21 HILLS AREA INCLUDED IN AIR SERVICE PLANS
5/12/199G CG25 BLACK HILLS WATER STUDY GETS DONATION
5/19/199G CG36 BLACK HILLS SAFE FROM FIRES AFTER MAY RAINS
5/22/199G BGAl DELAYS TRAIL PLANS UNTIL LAWSUITS SETTLED
5/29/199G DG36 TIMBER HARVESTING CUT BACK
6/G8/199G CG12 KBLACK HILLS LAND SWAP HITS SNAG
7/G2/199G CG3A HOME SALES BOOMING IN THE BLACK HILLS
>7/05/1990 CGll SOVIETS IN HILLS TO MONITOR NUKE TEST
7/05/1990 CG32 GUARD MEMBERS RESTORE HILLS BRIDGE
7/09/1990 C031 MORE TOURISTS MAY ENDANGER HILLS
'7/16/1990'C011r.FOREST OFFICIALS battle; MARIJUANA PLANTATIONS
7/16/1990 C033 250,000 EXPECTED AT HILLS BIKE RALLY
7/19/1990 coil AG COMMITTEE OK'S BLACK HILLS LAND SWAP ^
7/30/1990 C016 DEADWOOD MAY ATTRACT MORE TO HILLS
8/0A/1990 C033 PANEL SUPPORTS BLACK HILLS LAND SWAP
8/18/1990 C021 DASCHLE--MORE MINING THREATENS WATER SUPPLY
8/29/1990 C026 COURT WILL DECIDE FATE OF BLACK HILLS TRAIL
8/31/1990 AlOA HELP SAVE HILLS, VOTE FOR INITIATIVE XL)
9/01/1990 A085 TELL MINING FIRMS HILLS NOT FOR SALE CD
9/0A/1990 A103 HILLS DESTRUCTION MUST BE PREVENTED (L)
9/05/1990 A091 VOTE WILL HELP PRESERVE SD BEAUTY (L)
9/06/1990 A091 OUT-OF-STATE MINERS DON'T CARE ABOUT HILLS CD
9/10/1990 BOll SENATE HEARING SET ON HlLLS LAND SWAP
9/20/1990 A0I5 BILL WOULD RETURN HILLS TO SIOUX
9/20/1990 C031 BLACK HILLS FIRE DAMAGE IS WORST
9/21/1990 A015 SD COULD ADD SIX GOLD MINES
9/21/1990 coil PRESSLER TO FIGHT RESURRECTION OF BILL
9/2A/1990 C031 TYRANNOSAURUS REX SKELETON UNEARTHED
9/25/1990 A081 RETURNING HILLS IS NOT ANSWER (ED)
9/28/1990 C015 GROUP OPPOSING INITIATIVE STAGING LETTER CAMPAIGN
9/29/1990 C032 HOUSE APPROVES BLACK HILLS LAND SWAP
9/30/1990 E015 GROUP STUDIES PRICE-GOUGING COMPLAINTS
10/11/1990 C031 SENATE COMMITTEE OK'S BLACK HILLS LAND SWAP
10/13/1990 C016 BLACK HILLS LAND BILL COULD DIE IN HOUSE
10/15/1990 B033 SECOND STATE SCENIC HIGHWAY PROPOSED
10/19/1990 A081 VOTERS FACE 2 BIG ENVIRONMENT ISSUES (ED)
10/29/1990 C033 PUBLIC COMMENT SOUGHT ON HILLS CREEK CLEANUP
11/01/1990 A081 MINING MEASURE SHOULD BE REJECTED (ED)
11/04/1990 Alll GROUP WANTS TO STOP ALL MINING IN HILLS (L)
11/1<4/1990 A051 THOSE WHO VOTED 'NO' HAVEN'T SEEN HILLS (L)
11/18/1990 E032 HEAT, WINDS INCREASE HILLS FIRE DANGER
11/28/1990 C012 REPORT WILL GRADE HILLS MINING IMPACT
11/30/1990 coil BUSH APPROVES HILLS LAND SWAP
11/30/1990 C012 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES CALL FOR LIMITS ON MINING
12/04/1990 B032 BLACK HILLS RAIL TRAIL STUDY COMPLETED
12/09/1990 A081 EVIDENCE GROWS FOR MINING LIMIT (ED)
12/09/1990 E032 HIKER WHO STARTED FIRE MAY BE BILLED FOR COSTS
12/10/1990 C031 'SPIN' MAGAZINE LAUDS BLACK HILLS RALLY
12/18/1990 B031 LAND ACQUISTITION WILL AID BLACK HILLS ELK
12/27/1990 B065 GOLD JEWELRY FIRM MISMANAGED, A DANGER
1/17/1991 A112 COMMENTS ABOUT HILLS SOUND LIKE SADDAM (L)
1/22/1991 C012 MINING LIMIT MAY RESURFACE AS LEGISLATIVE ISSUE
2/08/1991 A091 MINING DESTROYS VISTAS NEAR TERRY PEAK (L)
2/09/1991 C012 MINING LIMIT DIES IN COMMITTEE
2/11/1991 G034 GROUPS URGE PURCHASE OF LAND NEAR RAPID CREEK
PINES OF BLACK HILLS
2/21/1991 C036 TRIBAL LEADERS MAY AMEND HILLS BILL
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/12/1991 C036 SOVIETS TO TRACK NUKE TESTS FROM HILLS
3/17/1991 C033 BLACK HILLS TIMBER SALES PAY OFF FOR COUNTIES
3/18/1991 C033 INDIAN CONGRESSMAN--RETURN HILLS LAND
A/06/1991 coil CONTROLLED BURNS SPREAD IN HILLS
A/07/1991 E015 FIREFIGHTERS GAIN ON BLACK HILLS FIRES
A/10/1991 C031 LAWMAKERS QUESTION FED CONTROLLED BURNS
A/13/1991 C031 ROADS REOPEN MONTHS AFTER FOREST FIRE
A/13/1991 C033 CAUTION TO REIGN OVER BURN PERMITS
A/19/1991 C031 PANEL CONSIDERS LIMIT ON MINING
A/29/1991 C015 ^HIKING TRAIL PLANNED FOR OLD RAILROAD PATH
5/03/1991 C012 MICKELSON STANDS FIRM AGAINST LAND CLAIMS
5/09/1991 C012 RECONCILIATION LINKED TO LAND CLAIMS
5/11/1991 A083 *REOPENING CLAIMS ISSUE WOULD HARM RECONCILIATION
5/12/1991 A081 RC JOURNAL--SIOUX BLACK HILLS LAND (ED)
5/16/1991 A012 TASK FORCE AGREES TO 6,000-ACRE LIMIT
5/17/1991 C035 SPEARFISH CANYON WATERSHED ON SCENIC LANDS LIST
6/07/1991 COAl 3CFL00DING CUTS OFF ROADS IN BLACK HILLS
6/10/1991 B032 USER-FEE PLAN UPSETS RESIDENTS
6/13/1991 C033 EVENTS WILL CELEBRATE FOREST CENTENNIAL
6/19/1991 C012 TASK FORCE WILL RECOMMEND MINING LIMITS
7/1A/1991 BOAl XBLACK HILLS PROPOSAL SPARKS DEBATE
7/30/1991 C032 STUDY SUGGESTS GRASS COVERED HILLS IN ICE AGE
8/18/1991 E032 SPORTSMEN'S GROUP OPPOSES EXPANDING WILDERNESS AREA
8/25/1991 FOll XBLACK HILLS A FAMILIAR SUMMERTIME DESTINATION
9/0A/1991 C032 SIERRA CLUB, LOGGING OFFICIALS ARGUE TIMBER RIGHTS
9/17/1991 C031 IDAHO WOMAN NAMED TO SUPERVISE FOREST
9/17/1991 C03A SETTING LIMITS FOR SURFACE MINING
9/19/1991 C012 KTRIBE'S CASINO PROFITS BUY HILLS LAND
' W-20/1.9;9;1' G035 ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS TO SURFACE MINING IN HILLS
9/30/1991 A081 TRIBE RECLAIMS HILLS IN FITTING FASHION (ED)
9/30/1991 C031 'RAILS TO TRAILS' SECTION OPENS . „
9/30/1991 Cd32 BLACK HILLS COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' AFFIRM"SUPPORT r
10/01/1991 C032 OPPONENTS QUESTION BLACK HILLS TRAIL MAPS
10/13/1991 E015 GOLD IN THE PINES OF BLACK HILLS
10/2A/1991 C032 *BOOK PROBES BLACK HILLS CLAIMS
11/12/1991 C032 CHAIRMAN HAS PLAN FOR RETURNING HILLS LAND
11/17/1991 A081 SETTLE BLACK HILLS RAILS TO TRAILS FUSS (ED)
12/03/1991 C032 FOREST SERVICE GRANTS FUNDING TO 3 MORE. PROJECTS
1/09/1992 C032 BLACK HILLS MUSEUM WOULD PAD ECONOMY
1/10/1992 C0A2 GROUP READY TO PUSH FOR BLACK HILLS CENTER
1/12/1992 G051 KMINING RICH WITH HISTORICAL FIGURES IN THE HILLS
2/03/1992 C031 AIRPORT CONSULTANT--LOWER SOME FARES
3/17/1992 A082 KERREY'S LAND-CLAIM REMARKS MISLEADING (L)
3/17/1992 C032 TRIBE UNDECIDED ON BLACK HILLS BILLS
3/22/1992 A113 KERREY VAGUE ON ISSUES OF RETURNING HILLS (L)
3/25/1992 C031 INFESTED TREE REMOVAL TO BE SPEEDED UP
3/26/1992 B062 FOREST SERVICE SPLITS $3.7 MILLION IN TIMBER PROFITS
3/31/1992 C031 FUND DRIVE BEGINS FOR HIKING TRAILS
A/22/1992 C022 COURT HEARS BLACK HILLS TRAIL DISPUTE
A/29/1992 C023 *BRACE FOR MORE INTERNATIONAL TOURIST TRADE
5/09/1992 C022 BLACK HILLS TRAIL PROJECT CRITICIZED
6/09/1992 A012 ^LOGGING IS GOLD TO BLACK HILLS
6/26/1992 C021 RAINBOW GATHERING OK'D BY US FOREST SERVICE
7/09/1992 C022 BLACK HILLS RESIDENTS RESISTING RAIL PLAN
8/11/1992 B026 ANGOSTURA PARK PLANS NEW MARINA, BEACH
8/21/1992 B022 GROUPS SUE TO STOP TIMBER SALE
9/18/1992 B012 STATE TO DECIDE LAND'S FATE
9/23/1992 AlOl IS IT REALLY UNIQUE, OR JUST SOME PINES (ED)
9/30/1992 A106 BLACK HILLS DESERVE SPECIAL PROTECTIONS (L)
12/1A/1992 BOll ENVIRONMENTAL APPEAL MAY SLOW LOGGING
12/15/1992 B022 AIR FORCE'S CUTS TO SLOW BLACK HILLS AREA GROWTH
11/25/1983 coil OFFICE CLOSES, BUT GROUP'S WORK GOES ON
8/20/1992 BOAl PLANS WYOMING POWER PLANT
2/2A/1991 DOll BLACK HILLS GOLD ASKS SUIT TO BE DROPPED
A/30/1991 C031 WORKERS TO GO ON STRIKE AT JEWELRY MANUFACTURER
5/08/1991 C033 CONTRACT TALKS STALL
SEE MOTORCYCLES
3/08/1982 B0A2 RC PACKING PLANT HIT HARD BY ROUGH ECONOMY
8/17/1982 COIA BLACK HILLS PACKING HEAD EXPECTS TOUCHY TALKS
11/01/1982 C081 NO CONTRACT YET FOR BLACK HILLS PACKING CO
6/21/1983 B05A RAPID CITY MEAT PACKERS ACCEPT 3-YEAR CONTRACT
10/27/1985 C021 BLACK HILLS PACKING CO. OKS THURSDAY STRIKE
10/31/1985 C051 BLACK HILLS PACK STRIKE LOOMS
10/17/1989 B066 BUYER SOUGHT FOR PLANT
1/28/1990 B061 MINNESOTA FIRM TO BUY PACKING PLANT
3/06/1990 .B061_ BLACK HILLS PACKING TO GET NEW OWNERS
"4727/1990TD08T BLACK" HILCS 'PACKING -TO'^ MAY 3
5/07/1990 C025 BLACK HILLS PACKING COMPANY TO REOPEN PLANT TODAY
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/28/1991 D016 UNION VOTE FAILS AT SD PACKER
3/07/1992 CG31 CITY INCENTIVES MAY MOVE RENDERING PLANT
7/15/1982 CG35 BLACK HILLS UTILITY PROPOSES NEW BILLING METHOD
1/25/1983 BG31 PCB MISHANDLING TO COST FIRM $A,GGG
6/G7/1983 CG51 CONSULTANT SAYS HE'S OWED $2 MILLION
1/19/198A CG51 PURCHASE ELIMINATES UTILITY'S NEED
2/12/I98A EGll BLACK HILLS POWER'S STOCK RATED
2/12/198<» EG52 POWER COMPANY SETS DIVIDEND
A/G7/1985 EGll PUBLIC CORPORATIONS HAD PROSPEROUS 198A
5/G5/1985 EG12 BLACK HILLS POWER DECLARES QUARTERLY DIVIDENDS
6/G9/1985 EG16 RAPID CITY UTILITY REALIGNS MANAGEMENT
A/Gl/1986 CG21 BLACK HILLS POWER COMPANY CHANGES NAME
8/17/1986 EGll BLACK HILLS CORP SUFFERS INCOME DROP
2/G5/1989 CG91 BLACK HILLS POWER USAGE SURGES
11/G6/199G DG35 COURT RULING DOESN'T FAVOR BLACK HILLS POWER
12/G9/199G EG3<i POWER COMPANY SEEKS APPEALS COURT REVIEW
5/1G/1991 CG51 COMPANY WANTS POWER LINE IN BLACK HILLS
9/G2/1991 BG31 EXTENT OF DAMAGE FROM LEAK UNKNOWN
7/12/1982 CG31 BHSC GRADUATE PROGRAM ACCREDITED
8/26/1982 CG31 BOOKSTORE AUDIT FINDS NO WRONGDOING
<i/13/I983 C032 NO PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS IN SPEARFISH
5/17/1984 C041 COLLEGE WILL RECEIVE COLLECTION ON SIOUX CULTURE
11/G8/1984 CG35 BLACK HILLS STATE PRESIDENT TO RESIGN
5/G3/1985 AG15 ANOTHER SCHOOL RESIGNATION A MYSTERY
5/15/1985 B021 GROUP GIVES GIFT TO SLAIN TROOPER'S FAMILY
5/29/1985 CG72 KFLOYD NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS
6/G1/1985 CG31 REGENTS HOPE TO NARROW FIELD FOR COLLEGE JOB
6/15/1985 CG21 BLACK HILLS STATE PRESIDENT GETS NEW POSITION
6/22/1985 CG33 COLLEGE PRESIDENT CHOSEN
'6/24/1985 CG2I GIFTED KIDS EXERCISE BRAIN POWER
7/IG/1985 CG24 IGO WANTED JOB, EDUCATOR SAYS
7/26/1985! CG3I,'RETREAT ;LOOKS'/ATxCHRISTIANITY, SUPERNATURAL/
2/16/1986 CG2I:^^kBLACK HILLS STATE COLLEGE VICE PRESIDENT RESIGNS
4/09/1986 BGll TRUMP TO BE INAUGURATED AS COLLEGE PRESIDENT
5/G8/I986 CG15 BLACK HILLS STATE GRADUATION TO BE MAY 17
5/14/1986 DG12 SMITH & LITTLE IN BLACK HILLS
7/27/1986 CG21 IOWA MAN IS NEW VICE PRESIDENT OF SD SCHOOL
lG/25/1986 CG33 BHSC'S ECONOMIC IMPACT
8/G3/I987 CGll BLACK HILLS COLLEGE GETS HISTORICAL TREES
9/24/1988 AG81 QUALITY MUST PRECEDE NAME CHANGE (ED)
4/17/1989 CG12 SPEARFISH TO OFFER GRADUATE LIBRARY DEGREE
1/G1/199G BGll 6 STUDENTS, TAVERN CHARGED IN ACCIDENT
6/23/199G CG32 BLACK HILLS STATE NEEDS EXTRA $1 MILLION
6/25/199G CGll BHSU PROFESSOR GIVEN FULBRIGHT GRANT
3/22/1991 CG12 REGENTS THREATEN TO PUNISH BLACK HILLS STATE
12/G8/1991 FG21 SCHOLARSHIP POLICY COULD AFFECT BHSU
2/16/1992 FG21 STUDENTS TO VOTE ON UNION EXPANSION
3/G6/1992 CG31 STUDENTS VOTE NO ON HIKING FEES FOR UNION
9/2G/1992 CG22 BHSU OFFERS TOURISM CLASS
11/14/1992 BG45 BLACK HILLS STATE STUDENTS FUME OVER NO-SMOKING RULE
1G/G2/I984 BG43 RC MEN RUN COPIES OF NEW DAILY PAPER
IG/19/I984 CG51 RAPID CITY WEEKLY DEBUTS
8/26/1991 BG31 BLACK HILLS WORKSHOP PLANS GROUNDBREAKING
IG/23/1984 CG15 ^BLACKBURN PLACES 6TH IN WORLD CONTEST
8/1G/1988 CG12 *HUNTER INSISTS ON FRESHNESS
2/24/1982 DGll *THEY SHOE HORSES, DON'T THEY
11/25/199G BG15 ^BLACKSTONE WINS ROAD RACE
6/24/1984 BG45 MAN CHARGED WITH 2 COUNTS OF BANK LARCENY
8/21/1991 DG12 EVENT SETS STAGE FOR SPEED ON WHEELS
4/21/199G CG41 BLAINE WINS ELECTION AS TRIBAL CHAIRMAN
4/G1/1989 CG21 QUITS OVER DISPUTE WITH PENNINGTON COUNTY
3/23/1984 C042 BLAIR FAMILY HELPS PAY OFF DEBT
1/G4/1990 CGI2 GAMBLING HALL OWNER FACES CHARGES
1/G5/199G CG31 GAMBLING HALL OWNER IS CHARGED
1/25/199G CG21 GAMBLING HALL OPERATOR PAYS §1G,0GG PENALTY
2/28/199G CG23 GAMING PROPONENT PAYS UNDERAGE FINE
11/17/1982 BG12 BROTHER OF MURDER SUSPECT GETS 5 YEARS
11/16/1982 AG12 XBLAIR ARRAIGNED FOR MURDER OF SF WOMAN
11/16/1982 AG14 PAROLE BOARD CONSIDERED BLAIR GOOD RISK
11/17/1982 AG13 XHANSON CONSIDERS DEATH PENALTY
11/19/1982 AG12 XBLAIR INDICTED ON 2 MURDER COUNTS
11/2G/1982 BGll BLAIR PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KIDNAP, RAPE, MURDER
11/25/1982 BGll HANSON REMOVES SELF, STAFF FROM CASE
11/3G/1982 BGll DOCUMENTS TRY TO JUSTIFY DEATH PENALTY IN BLAIR CASE
12/18/1982 CGll BLAIR'S LAWYER FILES OBJECTIONS FOR DEATH SENTENCE
12/28/1982 CG31 PSYCHIATRIST TO EXAMINE ROCKY BLAIR
iiI/G4/1983 ;CG3L..iBLAIR'S TRIAL ^RESCHEDULED FOR APRIL
1/13/1983 CG33 LAWYER KEEPS CERTAIN ITEMS OUT OF TRIAL
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/04/1983 CG35 BLAIR'S LAWYER ASKS JUDGE FOR CLOSED HEARING
2/11/1983 AG16 BLAIR SAYS CONFESSION WAS FORCED
2/24/1983 CGll BLAIR'S TRIAL SITE MAY BE MOVED
3/16/1983 CG16 BLAIR'S TRIAL IS CHANGED TO VERMILLION
3/22/1983 CG15 JUDGE--BLAIR NOT FORCED TO TALK
3/3G/1983 CG16 PSYCHIATRIST TO EXAMINE ROCKY BLAIR
4/G6/1983 CGll STAGE BEING SET FOR BLAIR'S TRIAL
4/G9/1983 BGll BLAIR GETS PSYCHIATRIC TESTS
4/2G/1983 AG15 JUDGE EXPECTS BLAIR PLEA BARGAIN
4/21/1983 AG12 *ROCKY BLAIR PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
4/22/1983 AG15 VICTIM'S MOTHER RELIEVED
5/17/1983 AG12 *ROCKY BLAIR--'I'M SORRY IT HAPPENED'
5/19/1983 AG12 *'I'LL THINK ABOUT THE DEATH THE REST OF MY LIFE'
5/19/1983 AG13 JANKLOW WON'T CUT SENTENCE
5/28/1983 BG23 LAWS ARE NEEDED TO PROTECT OUR FREEDOMS (L)
6/G9/1983 CGll BLAIR REQUESTS NEW DEFENSE LAWYER
6/23/1983 BGll BLAIR DECIDES NOT TO APPEAL CONVICTIONS
7/2G/1983 CGll CONVICT DECIDES AGAINST TRANSFER FROM PEN
1/12/1985 CGll PAROLE BOARD HEAD NAMED IN SUIT
12/2G/199G BG12 *INSIDE THE SHOW ROOM
8/26/1988 CG15 DEADWOOD BRINGS GAMBLING CRUSADE TO EMPIRE
4/26/1989 AG15 DEADWOOD MAYOR LOSES BY 16 VOTES
2/G1/199G CG12 MAKE LIGHT OF SOME SERIOUS BUSINESS
5/G7/1992 CG16 MAN SUES TO MAKE FALL BALLOT
5/21/1992 CG15 DEADWOOD MAN LOSES HIS APPEAL
2/27/1983 DG15 ^VETERAN FINDS HEALING 8 OPTIMISM
6/G3/199G BGll PHILIP MAN GIVEN HUMANITIES AWARD
6/G4/199G CG31 PHILIP MAN HONORED BY HUMANITIES GROUP
;.ai/G9/19.90 CG12 ^PARENTS' LESSONS DRIVE BUSINESSMAN TO FULFILL DREAM
' :87r4yi!982 ''B0l2 36POSITIVE-THINKING YOUNG GOLF PRO
7/22/1987 DG13 KBLALOCK FINDS HOME WITH SNOWFOX
ir4/24/1984 ^BGZlvrJCSYMPH0NY. NEEDS :;MOREi>SUPPORT .7 ; ^
11/G6/1982" CG23 USD WRESTLING PROGRAM SHOULD BE REINSTATED
6/22/1991 CGll CALIFORNIAN ADMITS TO KILLING WIFE IN SD
6/28/1991 CGll MURDER SUSPECT FIGHTS EXTRADITION TO SD
7/13/1991 CG32 MAN TO BE EXTRADITED FOR WIFE'S 1965 DEATH
9/1G/1991 CGll MAN ENTERS INSANITY PLEA TO '65 MURDER
IG/lO/1991 C031 BLANCHFIELD'S LAWYER WANTS TRIAL MOVED
ll/Gl/1991 BG25 JUDGE ORDERS 2ND EVALUATION OF SUSPECT IN MURDER
2/28/1992 CGll SUSPECT RULED SANE IN '65 MURDER CASE
11/13/1989 AG83 ^WOMEN'S PAST CONTRIBUTIONS DEVALUED
12/19/1992 BG12 *T0 ATTRACT BIRDS TO FEEDERS
5/19/1983 CG32 BfURGE TO TRAVEL KEEPS MAN TRUCKING FOR 55 YEARS
1G/G4/1992 FG21 PRESHO WINS PIECE OF THE BLARNEY STONE
12/15/1992 CG12 *BLASE DELIVERS MITCHELL TO 'AMAZING' VICTORY
-8/G6/1984 CG21 *JEFF BLATNICK LETS US SHARE THE GLORY (ED)
5/15/1986 CG14 2 AREA LAWMAKERS REWARDED FOR HUMOUR
5/17/1989 BG12 ^ATMOSPHERE ON MENU AT NURSING HOME
9/G5/199G CG31 BLEACHERS C0LLAPSE--33 PEOPLE INJURED
8/16/1989 CGli;CITY WOMAN REPORTS SON ASSAULTED HER
6/27/1987 A1G3 KWHO'S TOUGH TO TAKE SERIOUSLY
6/09/1988 CG15 ^ENTERPRISING IDEAS
6/15/1989 CGll CANDIDATE WON'T FACE PENALTIES
8/G9/1989 CG12 EX-CITY CANDIDATE SUING MOM
9/12/1989 CGll BLECHINGER, MOTHER IN LEGAL DISPUTE
9/13/1989 CGll MOM DENIES CHARGE BY EX-CITY CANDIDATE
9/14/1989 CG15 *BLECHINGER ORDERED TO LEAVE MOM ALONE
6/2G/1992 AG81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/13/1983 CG51 36BLEDSOE LOVES GOOD ARCHERY STORY
7/24/199G BG15 *LOCAL CLUBS KEEP ARCHERS ON TARGET
1/G5/199G CG12 BURGLARY SUSPECT DESCRIBED AS GRINCH
9/15/1985 EGll *LITTON CHIEF DECRIES US LACK OF SPUNK
11/27/199G CG36 COURT HEARS LAWYER CASE
3/15/1991 CG35 COURT SUSPENDS MITCHELL LAWYER
I2/G5/1991 Cd52 TWO LAWYERS FACE COURT ACTION
1/21/199G CG12 COMPETING NEWSPAPERS RIP LAKE PRESTON
3/G6/199G CG12 PRESTON OWNER--SUPPORT ONE NEWSPAPER
7/23/1989 CGll MISSING MANS BODY IS FOUND
1/18/1982 AG61 KKEEPING VIGIL AT SIOUX VALLEY'S INTENSIVE CARE
5/17/1982 A135 THIS WEEK'S PROCLAMATIONS
7/31/1982 BGll BLIND SUPERSTAR--'IF IT WEREN'T FOR MY SPORTS...'
8/21/1982 BGll PLAYING BASEBALL IN BLACKOUT IS NECESSARY FOR...
lG/26/1982 A115 36ASSOCIATION FOR BLIND OFFICERS ELECTED
5/G2/1983 BG41 XBLIND, AUTISTIC BOY IS MUSICAL GENIUS
. 6/09/1983 BG51 ASSOCIATION BIKES S HIKES
7/G9/1983 CG23 LOW-HANGING BRANCH HAZARDOUS FOR BLIND (L)
-':!8/15/1983> BG32 *BEEP-BALL'ALLOWS-THEi^ B TO SEE
11/G4/1983 CG21 HELP BLIND, WATCH FOR WHITE CANE (ED)
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/11/1983 C0A3 KTHE BLIND NEED EXTRA COURTESY IN SNOW
2/17/198'i COAl BILL WOULD OUTLAW DISCRIMINATION OF BLIND
3/25/198A DOll 9€WANTS AUDIENCE TO SEE WITH ITS EYES CLOSED
3/29/198A BOll *CON-FINED LEADING THE BLIND
A/09/198A C021 PRISONERS' GOOD TURN AIDS BLIND STUDENTS (ED)
A/17/198A B023 REAGAN NOT BLIND
10/2A/198A C115 ASSOCIATION OF BLIND HONORS BERGH
12/30/1984 CG43 BLIND WOMAN TO LEAVE COURTHOUSE JOB
2/20/1985 C03I MONEY FOR SCHOOL REPAIRS WON'T BE SPENT
2/22/1985 C051 HOUSE APPROVES SCHOOL FOR BLIND REPAIRS
3/24/1985 E014 JANKLOW PLANS SCRUTINY OF ABERDEEN SCHOOL
4/11/1985 coil 3€STUDENTS LEARN OF LIFE IN THE DARK
5/01/1985 B035 BLIND PEOPLE TO GIVE VIEWS ON SCHOOL
5/30/1985 BOll KA SONG FOR THE SOUL
12/14/1985 BOll *I'VE TRAVELED THE WORLD
7/15/1986 A081 BLIND HELPING THEMSELVES (L)
7/31/1986 BOll XBLIND MAN HAD THE ATTITUDE TO BE INDEPENDANT
4/26/1987 AA21 *BLIND STUDENT WELCOMES A'CHALLENGE
6/28/1987 D014 ^CENTER HELPS CHANGE PERCEPTION
8/22/1987 A052 KBLIND COUPLE HELPS OTHERS SEE THE LIGHT
9/19/1987 A073 BLIND ASSOCIATION THANKS CENTER (L)
10/12/1987 B012 TO WATCH OUT FOR THE BLIND
5/05/1988 C012 ^STUDENTS LEARN TO ACCEPT DISABILITIES
5/14/1988 C012 KWRITING GIVES BLIND TRAPPER A NEW LIFE
5/19/1988 A104 WHITE CANE LAWS IN SPOTLIGHT (L)
6/08/1988 B021 DOGS HELP BLIND HURDLE MOBILITY BARRIER
6/20/1988 C012 BLIND YOUTH WINS NATIONAL CONTEST
6/25/1988 A081 PLAN WON'T LESSEN SERVICES FOR BLIND (L)
11/28/1988 C014 DRIVERS ARE LOSING SIGHT OF SAFETY
"3725/1989 A083 BLIND PEDESTRIANS HAVE RIGHT OF WAY (L)
4/16/1989 C012 INMATE TRANSCRIBES THESAURUS INTO BRAILLE
4730/1989' DDI2 •SCHOOL' LEAVES. SMALL TOWN FOR BIG CITY v
9/26/1989 A014 5 YEARS FOR STEALING FROM BLIND
10/10/1989 A072 SD ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND
2/25/1990 B071 SCHOLL EXCELS AS WRITER, WOOD CARVER
2/25/1990 C023 ^BLINDNESS DOESN'T STOP CARPENTER
6/19/1990 C032 STUDENTS DONATE FUNDS TO RESTORE OLD CANNON
8/04/1990 C031 SCHOOL'S CONTROL TO BE DISCUSSED
9/18/1990 C016 DEMOCRAT CRITICIZES HAZELTINE'S BALLOT SERVICE
10/01/1990 B016 COMPUTERS OPEN DOOR FOR BLIND
10/11/1990 C033 *BLIND VOLUNTEER BEFRIENDS ANIMALS
10/23/1990 C033 KSDSU MAN COUNSELS FROM EXPERIENCE
10/25/1990 C012 ^STUDENTS GET LESSON IN BLINDNESS
4/18/1991 A052 KFRIENDS SAY OTHERWISE OF ARNOLD AUCH
8/10/1991 A012 KBLIND DJ ENVISIONS NETWORK CAREER
9/09/1991 B012 *BLIND RIDERS ENJOY SENSE OF FREEDOM
10/27/1991 B012 *BLIND JOGGER TACKLES 4-MILE TRICK OR TREAT RUN
12/31/1991 A013 XLESSON LEARNED THE HARD WAY
5/06/1992 coil FUND TO HELP PAY FOR ASSISTANCE DOGS
5/15/1992 coil BLIND TO RECEIVE DRIVING EXPERIENCE
5/17/1992 F012 KPROJECT PUTS BLIND BEHIND WHEEL
5/17/1992 F022 STAKING A SPIN AROUND THE LOT
6/01/1992 coil BLIND TO GET CHANCE TO RIDE MOTORCYCLE
9/06/1992 Foil BLIND GET CHANCE TO RIDE BICYCLE
2/22/1986 A051 ^FAMILY OFFERED EVERYTHING FOR THEIR COUNTRY
12/23/1991 BOll 36BLISSFUL GIFT FROM FATHER THRIVES AT 75
4/24/1987 coil *HOMEMAKER TO RUN FOR SCHOOL BOARD
5/27/1987 BOll EDUCATION GROUP ENDORSES BLISS
5/03/1988 D012 3C4 FILE FOR SCHOOL BOARD SEATS
6/19/1988 E015 CHALLENGERS NOT DAUNTED BY TRADITIONS
6/22/1988 AOll 3(BLISS TO JOIN SCHOOL BOARD
6/22/1988 AlGl KBLISS'S UPSET VICTORY SENDS MESSAGE
8/27/1989 GlOl ^SCHOOL BOARD
12/08/1990 C012 *BLISS TO RUN AGAIN FOR SCHOOL BOARD
6/13/1991 A121 PARRY, BLISS BEST SCHOOL CANDIDATES (ED)
6/15/1991 coil ^SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES OFFER DIFFERENT VISIONS
6/19/1991 C012 XBLISS, PARRY CARRY SCHOOL VOTES
7/01/1991 B012 KNOT DEAF TO EDUCATION CHANGES
6/04/1992 B012 KBLISS FACES REAL TONGUE-TWISTER
6/19/1991 B012 KCORN COB COALS MAKE FOR PRIME RESULT
1/23/1982 A012 BLIZZARD IN BUFFALO, SD, IS WILD, WOOLLY
1/24/1982 A012 KSOUTH DAKOTANS DIG OUT
1/24/1982 BOll KTHE WINTER OF DISCONTENT
1/24/1982 B041 BLIZZARDS MIXED BLESSING FOR SD
1/25/1982 B033 UNSUNG HEROES OF SD BLIZZARDS
12/02/1983 C014 KCOUPLE SPEND 40 HOURS IN CAR IN DITCH
4«1/10/1988s A012 KBITTER LOSS .OF. GREAT,BLIZZARD OF 1888
1/12/1988 AlOl TIME HASN'T ERASED DANGER (ED)
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BLIZZARDS
BLOCK JOHN
BLOK LEONARD
BLOM RYAN
BLOMSTROM; ANHIE:
^BtOOD^CLOTS'^K^-s
BLOOD RUN SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/12/1988 C013
1/18/1988 B012
1/21/1988 A012
1/21/1988 A015
2/06/1988 A071
2/06/1988 A072
2/06/1988 A08A
1/07/1990 F012
1/07/1990 F013
1/07/1990 F015
1/07/1990 F015
1/07/1990 F021
1/07/1990 F033
11/11/1990 E012
6/12/1982 BOll
2/2A/1983 coil
2/26/198A C062
3/2A/198A A012
3/27/198A A012
3/31/198A C02A
6/0A/1985 AlOl
6/05/1985 coil
9/05/1985 coil
11/22/1985 C031
12/22/1985 EOll
1/08/1986 A015
9/23/1991 B032
1/26/1990 C012
:• ^8/02/1991 ,C012
1/30/1982 C021
8/07/1982 C021,
12/21/1982 A012
1/16/1983 C031
7/26/1983 coil
11/10/1983 C023
12/08/1983 C023
12/23/1983 C021
2/21/198A A073
2/21/198A A07A
3/03/198A B023
3/29/198A COAl
6/22/198A coil
1/11/1985 C021
1/30/1985 D021
1/08/1986 A083
3/13/1986 B022
8/09/1986 C015
1/30/1987 C022
2/03/1987 C02I
8/06/1987 C016
1/11/1988 C012
1/11/1988 C013
5/05/1988 A012
5/16/1988 A07A
8/2A/1989 coil
1/08/1990 A052
3/02/1990 C012
8/28/1990 C031
1/12/1991 C015
1/15/1991 A055
1/27/1991 A086
1/27/1991 BOll
1/30/1991 A061
5/03/1991 C032
5/09/1991 coil
5/28/1991 C031
8/07/1991 C012
11/23/1991 C013
12/24/1991 C012
3/05/1992 A012
5/28/1992 A052
11/26/1992 C012
12/11/1992 B012
12/29/1992 BOll
12/30/1992 B012
;^-12/06/1991yA0T2^
3/05/1986 BOll
SOUTH DAKOTA BLIZZARDS OF NOTE
IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO PARENTS
KSTATE DIGS OUT AFTER SNOWSTORM
KPRAYERS, CANDY NOURISH COUPLE IN STORM
FAMILY HELPS STRANDED TRAVELERS (L)
BLIZZARD VICTIMS THANK RESCUERS (L)
WEATHER WARM BEFORE STORM (L)
*BL1ZZARD OF '75
9(L0CAL INSURANCE AGENT LOSES LEG
KBEST FRIENDS FACE TRAGEDY TOGETHER
ENGINEER REMEMBERS TOWER'S SWAN SONG
MAROONED STRANGERS JOIN FORCES TO SURVIVE
STORM TAXES RESOURCES OF UTILITY LINEMAN
SF RESIDENTS REMEMBER 1940 BLIZZARD
*N0 QUICK FIXES, BLOCK TELLS SD FARMERS
3CBL0CK-DELAY ON TAX CHANGE WON'T STALL CROP SWAP
TO SPEAK AT SIOUX FALLS AGRICULTURE SEMINAR
XDASCHLE CONFRONTS BLOCK ON AG ISSUES
^FARMERS PRESSURE BLOCK FOR ANSWERS
BLOCK'S ROSY FARM PICTURE FOR THE RICH (L)
XBLOCK HAS BIG SALES JOB IN EUROPE (ED)
KFARMERS MAY BEGIN SUIT AGAINST BLOCK
XBLOCK TURNS DEAF EAR TO FARM-BILL
JUDGE TO SCHEDULE FARMERS' TRIAL AGAINST BLOCK
JCNEW FARM BILL WILL BE DIFFERENT
KLEADERS SEE NO CHANGE
36LENNOX MAN STILL PREFERS HORSE POWER
XSHOW-AND-TELL TURNS CLASSROOM
36BLOOM1N' WARM DAY
xblood bank needs more donors
AIDING SF BLOOD BANK (ED)
BLOOD DONORS jNEEDED-NOW MORE THAN EVER (L) ^^
^COMMUNITY BLOOD BANK SEARCHING FOR NEW DONORS ::
BLOOD BANK CHAIRMAN APPRECIATES COVERAGE
MIDLAND LIFE WORKERS HELP LOCAL BLOOD BANK
BLOOD BANK SHOULD HAVE NIGHTTIME HOURS (L)
HOSPITAL'S BLOOD DONOR POLICIES (L)
ADMINISTRATORS EXPLAIN BLOOD DONOR PROCEDURES (L)
3(BL00D BANK DEPENDS ON GENEROSITY
HERE'S HOW BLOOD DONATION WORKS
GRAUVOGL PRAISED FOR BLOOD BANK STORY (L)
HS STUDENTS ASKED TO DONATE BLOOD
MORE SF BLOOD DONARS ARE NEEDED
QUESTIONS RAISED ABOUT BLOOD BANK (L)
*BLOOD BANK PROGRAM SERVES PATIENTS
*HELP SAVE LIVES BY GIVING BLOOD
HOSPITALS SAVE BLOOD BY WASHING IT
FAMILY SUES HOSPITAL OVER BLOOD MISTAKE
OK'S BLOOD DONOR DESIGNATION BILL
SENATE OK'S BILL ON SPECIFYING BLOOD DONORS
AIDS FEAR BOOSTS PROGRAM
LABS ASK DONORS TO WITHHOLD BLOOD
WHO SHOULDN'T DONATE BLOOD
3CBL00D TESTS GET TO HEART OF PROBLEMS
BLOOD DONORS TO BE HONORED
RESIDENTS CONFIDENT ABOUT DONATING BLOOD
3CNEED FOR MORE BLOOD DONATIONS
UPHOLDS FORCIBLE TAKING OF BLOOD
WOMAN HAS DONATED 51 GALLONS OF BLOOD
SD BLOOD MAY BE SHOT IN ARM FOR TROOPS
SUBSTITUTE BEING USED IN HEART SURGERIES
THOSE WORRIED ABOUT Gl'S SHOULD GIVE BLOOD (L)
SF BLOOD BANK STILL NEEDS DONATIONS
BLOOD TEST ERROR PROMPTS CONCERN (ED)
BLOOD SERVICES CAMPAIGN FEATURES BABY
TOP DONORS TO BE HONORED TODAY
DRIVE RAISES 56 PINTS OF BLOOD
DEMAND DRIVES BLOOD BANK TO SEARCH FOR MORE DONORS
GULF VETERANS BARRED FROM GIVING BLOOD
FLU OUTBREAK SPURS BLOOD SHORTAGE
XTEACHERS DONATE BLOOD FOR AXTELL PARK PUPIL
*HE'S DRIVEN TO DRAW BLOOD
3CMCKENNAN SEEKS PLATELET DONORS
KCENTER OFFERS MONEY FOR PLASMA
LOCAL BLOOD MOBILE SPONSORS OPEN HOUSE
36BLOOD MOBILE BEATS PROJECTIONS
XBLOOD' CLOTS HOSPITALIZE MICKELSON
*D1G MAY DRAW 200,000 TOURISTS, STUDY SAYS
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BLOOD RUN SD
BLOODROOT
BLOOM KATIE
BLOOMBERG JEFF
BLOOMBERG MIKE
BLOOMING PRAIRIE
BLOTZ ANNIE
BLUE CLOUD ABBEY
BLUE CROSS
BLUE DOG LAKE
BLUE MOUND INN
BLUE MOUNDS
BLUE REBECCA
BLUE SHIELD
BLUE WALT
sBLUEGRASS«s-^%. a
•BLUMER'BOVD '
BLUMER MICK
BLUMHARDT MILES
BLUMHARDT WILBERT
BLUMHOFF DON
BLUNT SD
BLV CAROL
BLY COLETTA
BLY DAN
BLY JOHN
BLY ROBERT
BOADWINE JUNE
BOADWINE LYNN
BOARD OF CHARITIES
BOARD OF ELECTIONS
BOARD OF MINERALS
1/07/1988
2/04/1988
10/15/1989
7/14/1990
1/28/1990
5/23/1989
3/26/1990
5/06/1990
10/12/1990
9/03/1992
11/21/1986
8/24/1987
7/25/1988
1/01/1989
7/08/1989
7/16/1989
1/22/1992
8/06/1989
11/25/1984
5/31/1983
7/21/1992
7/12/1991
11/24/1988
6/12/1990
7/19/1991
5/06/1990
6/14/1983
5/23/1983
^^^6/08/1991
10/22/1983
4/28/1984
2/14/1990
7/09/1990
3/29/1992
4/23/1984
9/07/1984
12/23/1990
5/09/1991
8/27/1989
11/12/1990
10/09/1985
12/30/1985
8/08/1986
2/09/1987
2/17/1982
8/09/1990
1/28/1982
9/28/1985
11/06/1992
.8/01/1987
1/13/1991
1/16/1988
1/22/1988
2/05/1988
2/06/1988
2/18/1988
6/11/1988
6/12/1988
6/21/1988
8/07/1988
9/16/1988
9/17/1988
9/19/1988
9/22/1988
10/08/1988
10/16/1988
10/19/1988
10/23/1988
11/13/1988
11/30/1988
2/28/1989
11/20/1989
11/24/1989
BOARD OF PARDONS
BOARD OF"'REGENTS'
BOATING
C043
C023
C021
C033
C071
A083
C014
CC02
A105
B015
C021
B012
BO 15
BOll
B013
B015
B012
E012
DOll
A094
B062
C034
B012
B012
D012
DD06
A073
A012
C012
AD75-
A095
AO 81
C033
E012
D041
DOll
EOll
AO 7 2
F021
B016
C022
C013
AlOl
A083
B012
C033
C014
coil
D012
coil
E012
C012
Alll
C012
C021
B016
A103
A123
A062
E012
A083
A084
coil
C031
C023
A121
C016
A153
E012
C015
C025
B021
C025
SD MOVING TOG SLOW ON SITE
LAWMAKERS--TOBACCO TAX WOULD HELP BLOOD RUN
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OFFERS TOUR OF BLOOD RUN SITE
TOURS OF BLOOD RUN AREA SCHEDULED
PLANTS HAVE UNLIMITED USES FOR MAN
KMAJOR ECONOMIC IMPACT ON AREA
BfBLOOM FIRST TO ANNOUNCE COMMISSION BID
*GOES TO THE WALL FOR CHANGES
CANDIDATE SAYS 'NO' TO GARBAGE CD
5CWALL LAKE ADVOCATE QUITS OVER DISPUTE
DEPUTY ATTORNEY TO SUCCEED TELLINGHUISEN
^BLOOMBERG TAKES CITY TOURNAMENT
9fBL00MBERG WINS STATE MATCH-PLAY
seCHAMPlON GOLFER LOOKS FORWARD TO '89
^BLOOMBERG SET TO DEFEND GOLF TITLE
^BLOOMBERG DEFENDS TITLE AGAINST AMUNDSON
^FAMILIES WAREH0USE,"-D1STR1BUTE BULK ITEMS
*CHEM1CAL FEARS AID FOOD CO-OP
*SOUTHDAKOTA'S 'MONK FACTORY'
BLUE CROSS DIRECTORS APPOINTED
2 SD FIRMS NOT IN INVESTIGATION
LAKE CLOSES BECAUSE OF HIGH BACTERIA LEVELS
3CASSEMBLY LINE FOR TURKEYS
5CLURE OF PIPESTONE, BLUE MOUNDS
LOTS TO DO AT BLUE MOUNDS
KFIT SENIOR CITIZEN TELLS OTHERS
ORTMEIER RE-ELECTED AT BLUE SHIELD
KFORMER BRICKLAYER TAKES PRIDE IN JOB WELL DONE
KSEEDS OF THE FUTURE
*WORD OF CHRIST MUST BE SEEN IN OUR LIFE
*CH00S1NG THE PATH OF THE CROSS
DOESN'T-NEED OUTSIDERS TO SET VALUES '
*PASTOR DOESN'T WAFFLE ON COLLECTION
^CONCRETE CLEANER CUTS ELBOW GREASE
^BLUMHARDT ENJOYS BASEBALL
XTO REACH JOB IN NBA PUBLIC RELATIONS
BLUMHARDT RECEIVES CONSERVATION AWARD
*MOVER, BUT NO SHAKER
GRAHAM HOME PROVIDES BLUNT'S PASSPORT
*BLUNT KEEPS SMALL-TOWN AURA ALIVE
WRITER PLANS WORKSHOPS IN SIOUX FALLS
KWOMAN TRIES TO UNDO CHILDHOOD CRUELTY
*LAWS TO STOP PORNOGRAPHY BEAST
KHONOR THOSE INVOLVED WITH STATE
KBLY PUTS TALENTS TO NCC TOURNAMENT TEST
KMAN SLIGHTLY INJURED AFTER CRASH WITH TRAIN
KROBERT BLY--A PASSION FOR POETRY (FINE)
XPOET WAGES WAR OF WORDS
3fREG10N'S TOP POETS, ESSAYISTS, NOVELISTS GATHER
SD NATIVE TAKES CIRCUIT COURT POST
*FARM BALTIC WINS CHAMBER'S YEARLY HONOR
GOVERNOR BACKS PLAN TO SPLIT BOARD
SEPARATING CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS (ED)
PANEL APPROVES SPLITTING OF BOARD
SPLITTING STATE AGENCY BILL TO GO ON BALLOT
TO VOTE ON SPLITTING OF BOARD
DILUTING PROGRAM WILL CUT DISABLED SERVICES (L)
MERGER PLAN A MISTAKE (L)
GROUP BACKS MICKELSON PLAN (L)
KCHARITIES, CORRECTIONS LOOK TO CHANGE
REORGANIZATION MEANS BETTER STATE SERVICE (L)
AMENDMENT D MAKES SENSE (L)
PANELS TO DISCUSS SPLIT, PARK
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ENDORSES BOARD SPLIT
9CG0VERN0R WORRIED ABOUT VOTE ON BOARD
OVERHAUL WOULD HELP CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS (ED)
DIVIDING BOARD PLEASES HOSPITAL, SCHOOL OFFICIALS
BOARD CHANGE LONG OVERDUE (L)
CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS RE-ORGANIZATION UNDER WAY
CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS RE-ORGANIZATION WON'T BE EASY
CHARITIES-CORRECTIONS SPLIT APPROVED
SEE ELECTIONS, ELECTION LAWS
SEE ALSO MINERALS, MINES & MINING, ENVIRON PROT
ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD SETS LIMITS ON PRESENTATIONS
ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD WANTS FACTS, NOT BIAS
SEE PARDONS & PAROLES
^SEE'REGENTS
SEE ALSO ACCIDENT BOATING
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BOATING
BQCHMAN BRIAN
bocTanowski tad
BOCKLUND LORI
BOCKORNY DAVID
BOCKORNY HARRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/18/1982 B012
6/20/1982 0031
8/09/1982 BOll
12/23/1982 C016
2/23/1983 D022
5/29/1983 B041
6/06/1983 D041
6/16/1983 C021
6/30/1983 coil
8/20/1983 A076
10/21/1983 C033
l/29/198«i B051
2/01/1984 C061
2/19/1984 B012
3/26/1984 coil
5/05/1984 D023
5/06/1984 C061
5/13/1984 B042
5/17/1984 D033
6/10/1984 B044
6/14/1984 coil
7/10/1984 BOll
11/13/1984 B031
11/25/1984 C061
3/12/1985 B021
6/30/1985 C021
7/08/1985 B021
, 3/02/1986 B071
" '^1871981ff 1061
7/24/1986 C024
7/25/1986 D012
11/13/1986 C022
1/16/1987 A061
1/21/1987 A063
1/22/1987 A061
1/27/1987 A094
1/30/1987 A104
2/05/1987 A121
5/03/1987 B023
6/01/1987 A081
7/24/1987 A012
9/06/1987 C012
9/20/1987 C012
10/14/1987 B012
1/29/1988 C045
3/06/1988 B071
5/20/1988 A012
5/31/1988 C012
8/02/1988 A012
1/09/1989 coil
7/12/1989 C041
3/25/1990 B075
7/08/1990 B081
7/09/1990 C012
8/18/1990 A052
8/20/1990 C012
2/19/1991 D035
5/14/1991 B031
7/01/1991 B013
7/09/1991 B031
8/15/1991 A103
9/19/1991 C031
9/20/1991 A012
9/22/1991 AlOl
1/14/1992 B036
4/13/1992 A012
5/24/1992 B075
6/09/1992 D036
8/24/1992 B012
9/18/1992 A125
7/23/1984 B012
4/11/1986 B012
11/27/1987 C021
5/05/1983 DOll
11/12/1985 B021
^72671992'C012
12/14/1988 Adl2
SEE ALSO DRUNK BOATING
BOAT OWNERS MAY GET MISSOURI RIVER FUNDING BREAK
3€B0ATING SAFETY
seSF BUSINESSES HOOKED ON MISSOURI RIVER FISHING
PARTNERS WORK TOWARD PADDLEWHEELER
SD BOATING MONEY STUCK IN FED BUDGET OFFICE
IT'S STILL LEGAL TO DRINK WHILE DRIVING BOATS
PLEASURE BOATING MEANS TIME FOR WATER SKIING
5fAN INTREPID PACIFIC SAILOR (ED)
*BOAT'S BUILDER PUTS HOTSHOT THROUGH PACES
BOATING TIPS PREVENT FLOATING WATER HAZARDS
ANNUAL BOAT FEE APPROVED
FEE INCREASES NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN
HOUSE ENDORSES REGISTRATION
BOATING FEE ISSUE HARD FOR OUTDOORSMEN
DEALERS SAY BOAT, SPORTING SALES SOARING
BOAT TAX UNFAIR TO MOST OWNERS
COMMITTEE WILL DISCUSS NEW BOAT LICENSE FEES
BOAT SALES BOOM IN SIOUX FALLS
AGAINST SUSPENDING BOAT, PARK FEES
BAD-LUCK OUTDOORSMAN SPREADS MISFORTUNE
KPADDLE POWER
KBOAT DRAWS ATTENTION
BOAT LICENSE APPLICATIONS HAVE A NEW TWIST
REGISTRATION RULES WILL HELP WITH THEFTS
ELECTRIC TROLLING DEVICES TO BE LEGALIZED
RIVER BOAT COPY TO PADDLE AT CHAMBERLAIN
LOW WATER ALLOWS BOAT RAMP LENGTHENING
LICENSE RENEWALS ARE COMING IN SLOW
LAW AIMED AT INTOXICATED BOATERS
AREA EXCURSION BOAT TO DOCK IN OMAHA
DRIVER IN PURSUIT OF CHAMPIONSHIPS
DAIRY FARMER TO OFFER CRUISES ON BIG STONE
DON'T LOOK FOR YACHTS (ED)
STATE RESIDENTS ENJOY SAILING (L)
3€PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE AMERICA'S CUP
CANOE ASSOCIATION PICKS DIRECTORS
YACHT COVERAGE IS WATCHED (L)
US SAILING KING AGAIN (ED)
^FARMERS SHIP ABOUT TO COME IN
BOATER HOPES LESSON LEARNED (L)
*CITY MAY FLOAT IT'S OWN BOATS
SMALL-SCALE SAILING
»EON COLLISION COURSE WITH COAST GUARD
36END OF THE RIDE
BOAT SPEED LIMITS COULD SAVE LIVES
SIGNS OF BOAT-BUYING SEASON
seWET AND WILD
*DON'T ROCK THE BOAT
XNECK AND NECK
PADDLEWHEEL BOAT DONATED TO PIERRE
BOATERS MAY REGISTER FOR AUGUST CONVOY
BOAT BUYERS CAN CATCH BARGAIN
RAMP ACCESS IS GOOD AFTER RAINS
KPULLING HER SHARE OF THE WEIGHT
KMILK CARTON CRAFT, CREWS SET FOR RACE
^COMPETITORS MILK WINS OUT OF CARTON BOATS
BOAT SALES SINK 3RD STRAIGHT YEAR
SfMICKELSON OPPOSES PROPOSED BOAT FEES
KFAMILY FUN
NEW FEDERAL FEE AFFECTS FEW BOATERS
STATE SHOULD SPEND ON RIVER, LAKE ACCESSES (L)
OMAHAN IS TOP BIDDER FOR EXCURSION BOAT
9(G0VERN0R SAYS MARINA WILL BE BUILT
CHAMBERLAIN RESORT FUNDING QUESTIONABLE (ED)
GFBP WANTS BOATER LAWS TOUGHENED
*BOATING FIRMLY ANCHORED IN SD
*DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE--A BOAT
NEW LAW TARGETS TIPSY BOATERS
3CMAKING WAVES AT COVELL LAKE
BOAT-CAMPER LAW SHOULD BE PASSED (L)
XBOCHMAN'S PRACTICE IN POOL PAYS OFF
seBOCHMAN SWIMS WAY TO NATIONALS
XPOLISH PRIEST ENJOYS NEW FREEDOM IN SD
SDSU'S BOCKLUND MAKES LARGE RUNNING STRIDES IN HURRY
REAGAN PICKS SD NATIVE AS LOBBYIST
ifXSD 'NATIVE PLAYS KEYr ROLE IN BUSH CAMPAIGN
JfHARRY OPENS STORE AFTER WIFE'S KILLING
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BOCKORNY HARRY
BOCKORNY JANET
JODE KEN
BODEN LYNN
BODINE BERNADETTE
BODY BUILDING
BOE NILS
BOEGEL WILLIAM
BOEHM PEGGE
BOEKELHEIDE CHAD
BOEKHOFF DON S DAR
BOELMAN RALPH
BOER HAROLD
BOER HEATHER
BOERSMA BRUCE
BOESEN KELLY
BOETEL JAMIE
BOEVE TERRY
BOGARD DEMISE
BOGENGAGEN SUE
BOGGS MINDY
BOGUE ANDREW
BOGUE JENNIFER
BOGUE RICHARD
BOGUE STEVEN
BOHNER BRIAN
BOHNHOFF JERRY
BOHY RICHARD
BOICE DUANE
BOISJOLY ROGER
BOLAN EDITH
BOLDING JULIE
BOLDT CHERYL
BOLDT DAVE
BOLDT LEE
BOLGER BRIAN
BOLIVIA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/17/1989 A012 XGROCER FOUND DEAD IN GARAGE
1/23/1989 A016 *FRIENDS DOUBT GROCER KILLED SELF
4/15/1989 C015 MAN PLANS TO REOPEN HARRY'S GROCERY
12/09/1988 AOll *2 SHOT IN ROBBERY ATTEMPT
12/10/1988 A015 VICTIM LED A QUIET LIFE
5/06/1989 A013 ESTATE TO SEEK EXECUTION
2/23/1992 G031 KAREA NATIVE TO MODERATE SD FORUM
6/07/1983 D0I3 BODEN IS A PIONEER OF THE BREED
10/27/1992 C013 KLOCAL HERO, GLOBAL VISION
11/14/1991 C021 PRESENTATION COLLEGE INAUGURATES PRESIDENT
1/09/1983 DOll *MR UNIVERSE BLOWS BODY BUILDING MYTHS
1/09/1983 D014 *'ONCE YOU WIN AN AMATEUR TITLE...'
9/09/1989 B013 ^ADDICTION SHAPES BODYBUILDER'S LIFE FOR BETTER
8/03/1983 BOll *WHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
4/23/1992 B012 ^FORMER GOVERNOR IS DAKOTA RELAYS' HONORARY REFEREE
7/23/1992 BOll FORMER GOVERNOR BOE IN SERIOUS CONDITION
7/31/1992 A015 KBOE DIES AT AGE 78
7/31/1992 B012 BOE REMEMBERED AS NO-FRILLS GOVERNOR
7/31/1992 B031 *FORMER GOVERNOR NILS BOE DIES
8/01/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/04/1992 B015 *PASTOR ATTESTS TO BOE'S IDEALS, PUBLIC SERVICE
4/04/1992 A012 ^TRUSTY KILLED IN HOSTAGE STANDOFF
4/06/1992 BOll KSLAIN FUGITIVE WAS ON LIST OF SUSPECTS IN STABBING
4/05/1989 A083 ^LEGISLATURE FAILED FARMERS
8/27/1990 C012 36DRESSED AS NUN DURING CHILDHOOD HALLOWEEN
5/05/1991 B012 *BOEKELHEIDE TWINS RELISH CHALLENGE OF COLLEGE GAME
1/02/1986 coil *NEW YEAR WITH BABY DAUGHTER
4/20/1991 C031 CANDIDATE SAYS POLICE WANT BACKGROUND CHECK
4/22/1991 C033 CALLS PROMPT INVESTIGATION OF CANDIDATE
H'0/4i2/1987 A012 *LOC MAN FIGHTS TO KEEP FIANCEE
4/26/1992 E012 KCOMPANY'S FIRE TRUCKS START WITH BARE METAL
'^7/06/1992^'A IS,WORTH CHERISHING -
9/07/1992 DOll *THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE HOME
10/19/1992 DOII *DON'T ALLOW OTHERS TO TELL YOU WHO TO BE
11/30/1992 DOll KTESTS DON'T SEE WHAT'S ON THE INSIDE
11/28/1990 C012 ^DIGGING FOR DRY PAVEMENT
1/13/1983 C051 5CDEAF SCHOOL HEAD HOPES TO EXPAND
11/07/1986 C045 CITY'S DEAF SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT CANDIDATE FOR JOB
7/26/1988 C012 *SUPERINTENDENT RESIGNS FROM SCHOOL FOR DEAF
4/11/1991 C012 *USD FOOTBALL PLAYER KILLS HIMSELF
4/19/1991 A103 'ARGUS' EXPLOITED BOETEL TRAGEDY (L)
5/29/1990 B013 ^SUNSHINE AND MUSIC
7/22/1990 D015 COMPLAINTS PROMPT INVESTIGATION INTO RENTAL AGENCY
12/05/1991 A014 KPOPULATION OF NEEDY GROWS
12/11/1991 C012 KNO TIME FOR GRIME
12/28/1982 A012 *JUDGE--I ACTED PROPERLY IN PELTIER CASE
12/28/1982 C021 FBI WANTED BOGUE IN PELTIER CASE (ANDERSON)
9/06/1983 coil 3CJUDGES GET HONORABLE REVIEW BY MAGAZINE
5/14/1987 D013 CANTON GOLFER SHOOTS FOR HONORS
8/24/1988 B023 CANTON LAWYER FILLS COURT VACANCY
11/06/1988 E023 TAKES OATH OF OFFICE IN CANTON
I0/3I/I990 A105 BOGUE'S VIEWS REFLECT THOSE OF CONSTITUENCY (L)
8/14/1991 AlOl RAPE SENTENCES SENDING BAD SIGNAL (ED)
9/27/1990 A073 UNION-BUSTER ANOTHER MICKELSON CRONY (L)
5/24/1991 C031 SF MAN GETS 3 YEARS IN STABBING
1/23/1992 C012 ^RELIEF GROUP EXPECTS BIG YEAR
8/26/1982 C012 *BOHY WON'T SEEK BOARD RE-ELECTION
8/27/1982 C021 BOHY'S EFFECTIVE SERVICE (ED)
11/12/1982 C023 *RUDY PERPICH OFFERED MORE ADVICE (L)
7/11/1983 A012 36EXITING MEMBERS LEAVE LEGACY OF GROWING SYSTEM
4/27/1986 N041 (HEALTH) *HE TRADED HIS BOOTS FOR BOOKS
5/02/1982 5111 *(HEALTH) SF MINISTERS TRYING TO FILL GAP
10/16/1982 A051 KBAPTIST CHURCH TO CONSTRUCT NEW BUILDING
10/27/1989 C012 PRESSURE LED TO CHALLENGER TRAGEDY
7/03/1989 BOll 'NEWSWEEK' PROFILES RAPID CITY VOLUNTEER
9/18/1988 A071 *ABOUT THE AUTHOR
10/25/1988 A104 BOLDING HAS HIT LIST
10/29/1988 A084 NEWSPAPER SHOULD BE FAIR (L)
5/11/1989 A085 CLEANUP STORY HELPFUL (L)
5/16/1989 C012 KA DARING RIDE COMES TO AN END
5/06/1990 EEOl *THE NEXT SD LIFESTYLE
8/04/1986 BOll LOOKING FOR CONTESTANTS TO MAN STATE PAGEANT
3/19/1989 C012 KFLYING ACES INVADE THE EMPIRE
1/31/1987 A013 WILKA, EX-PROSECUTOR TRADE CHARGES
4/08/1983 A016 ^BOLGER PULLS OUT OF RACE FOR CITY POST
3/30/1987 C012 ^MISSIONARIES RETURN FOR VISIT
..4/27/1987vB014^XADVICE LEADS.«BUDD. TO BOLIVIA
12/02/1990 D03I national GUARD UNIT TO TRAIN IN BOLIVIA
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BOLLINGER PAM
BOLTJES RANAE
BOLTJES TABITHA
BOMB THREATS
BOMHOFF BARRY
BOMHOFF MATT
BOMMERSBACH KAREN
BON HOMME COUNTY
BON HOMME SD
BON JOVI
BONAIUTO JOHN
BOND GOLD RICHMOND
BONDE BRIAN
BONDE DAVE
BONDESON lONA
BONDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/06/1992 CG12 ^CITIZENS GET TASTE OF TEACHING PROFESSION
1/01/1987 B031 5(KEY ISSUES FROM CLASSROOMS TO QUARRIES
9/I1/199I D0I2 ^STEALING THE SHOW .
5/29/I98A A012 MINNESOTA TOWN LATEST TARGET OF PIPE BOMBS
I/I2/I989 C021 BOMB THREATS MADE AT YANKTON SCHOOL
I/I3/I989 C015 STUDENT ARRESTED IN YANKTON BOMB THREAT
I/26/I989 coil STUDENT GETS YEAR FOR BOMB THREAT
12/20/1989 A022 SECURITY STEPPED UP
1/10/1990 coil BOMB THREAT CLEARS ROBERTS COURTHOUSE
1/16/1990 C02A AUTHORITIES INVESTIGATE FLANDREAU BOMB THREAT
1/29/1991 C031 BOMB THREAT FORCES EVACUATION AT SDSU
11/22/1991 COIA BOMB THREAT INTERRUPTS PHONE CALLS
11/22/1991 C032 BOMB THREAT CLEARS USD CAMPUS
11/23/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/23/1991 C032 NO SUSPECTS IN USD BOMB THREAT
2/25/1992 C016 BOMB SCARE CLOSES USD
3/03/1992 coil BOMB THREAT PROMPTS EARLY DISMISSAL AT VERMILLION
3/07/1992 C032 KBREAK COMES EARLY WITH BOMB SCARE
3/12/1992 C015 BOMB THREATS COST COLLEGES $270,000
3/16/1992 coil BOMB THREAT ENDS CHURCH SERVICE
3/16/1992 C031 17-YEAR-OLD ARRESTED IN FALSE BOMB THREAT
3/20/1992 coil SFC RECEIVES BOMB THREAT
3/21/1992 C031 SCHOOL OF MINES RECEIVES BOMB THREAT
3/22/1992 A016 BOMB THREAT STOPS 'AA' FINAL
3/23/1992 coil BOMB THREAT REPORTED AT EMPIRE MALL
3/24/1992 coil SF STUDENT EXPELLED FOR FALSE BOMB THREAT
3/29/1992 F031 TEEN-AGER ARRESTED IN BOMB THREAT PROBE
4/09/1992 A082 BOMB THREAT AT 'AA' TAKEN TOO LIGHTLY (L)
.4/21/1992 C016 MAN HELD AFTER BOMB THREAT MADE ABOARD JET
=4/30y^r992'C022 TO HELP CATCH BOMB THREAT CALLERS
5/02/1992 coil REGENTS OK PLAN TO CUT BOMB THREATS
=5/07/1992 con USDr GUARDS /SECURE: ' BOMB FREE:' BUI LDINGS , / v -
6/25/1992 con BOMB THREAT CLOSES USD CAMPUS AGAIN
6/28/1992 DOll REGENTS TO OFFER REWARDS IN BOMB SCARE INQUIRIES
7/26/1992 DOn FAKE BOMB FOUND IN APARTMENT BUILDING
8/05/1992 B021 YANKTON MOTEL TARGET OF BOMB THREAT
7/24/1982 B012 BOMHOFF TAKES OVER SUCCESSFUL WARRIOR TEAM
9/02/1982 B013 BOMHOFF FACES CHALLENGE OF WARRIOR TRADITION,
5/10/1984 D012 ^BOMHOFF REPLACES DAY AS COORDINATOR
2/08/1987 BOll 56B1RD GETS ASSIST FROM LOCAL YOUTH
10/16/1989 B012 3€D10CESE SPOKESWOMAN GETS JITTERS
6/03/1982 C015 BON HOMME PANEL DECLARES DISASTER AREA
6/04/1982 B014 BON HOMME COUNTY GETS EMERGENCY STATUS
4/16/1990 C021 SCHOOL BOARD REJECTS TAX FREEZE PROPOSAL
10/15/1986 C012 *BON JOVI GUNS UP CROWD FOR 38 SPECIAL
9/01/1989 B012 3CS10UX FALLS DEAR TO BON JOVI
9/04/1989 A012 *BON JOVI VISIT LIKE GOOD MEDICINE
9/04/1989 A052 3€B0N JOVI DAZZLES ARENA CROWD
3/08/1989 B071 SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT GETS AWARD
1/18/1990 B023 SUPERINTENDENT EVALUATES TAX FREEZE
5/18/1990 con BONAIUTO IS NAMED EDUCATION SECRETARY
6/08/1990 C036 ADMINISTRATION OFFICIAL 'HITS GROUND RUNNING'
10/22/1990 C015 *STATE EDUCATION OFFICIAL SEEKS UPDATED SYSTEM
4/29/1991 con SCHOOL, BUSINESS MEETING THURSDAY
12/03/1991 C035 OFFICIAL SAYS SCHOOLS NEED RESTRUCTURING
2/06/1992 C033 KLOBBY SOCKS
10/15/1992 A021 ^LEGISLATURE'S BATTLE WITH PBS STARTED IN RADIO
11/19/1988 B065 GOLD MINE GETS OK TO PROCESS ORE
9/29/1991 EOll MINING FIRM ASKS TO EXPAND IN HILLS
1/14/1982 DOll KKAUR-FM, FULL-TIME COLLEGE STATION
7/27/1984 C031 BONDE RESIGNS AS VOCATIONAL DIRECTOR
12/11/1992 B022 36HURLEY MUSEUM RESULT OF COOPERATION
1/03/1982 con SD'S BONDING DEBT $801.8 MILLION
1/08/1982 con KNOBE SAYS INTEREST CEILING ON BONDS SHOULD END
1/13/1982 BOll BILL REMOVES BOND INTEREST LIMIT
1/13/1982 B041 BILL CALLS FOR REPORTS ON BONDING EXPERTS
1/14/1982 con SF CAN'T UNLOAD BONDS TO PAY PROJECTS
1/15/1982 C041 LEG1SLATURE--1NTEREST, SPENDING CUTS, EXCISE TAX
1/22/1982 con BILL WOULD REQUIRE REFERENDUM BEFORE BONDS
1/23/1982 B041 MUNICIPAL BOND INTEREST LIMIT OK'D
2/03/1982 C033 COUNTY BACKS CITY ON INTEREST RATE ISSUE
2/07/1982 B023 INTEREST RATE INCREASE JUSTIFIED
2/09/1982 C021 BONDS OK'D FOR WEST PARK CENTER
2/10/1982 A012 *SEWER BOND H1KE--CENGAS OK'D
2/13/1982 B041 BOND INTEREST BILL GOES TO GOVERNOR
2/17/1982 con ASSESSMENT BOND SALE OK'D BY CITY
:'W16/1983' COnrSTAT€= NEEDS NEW BONDING JANKLOW SAYS
2/15/1983 C013 DISTRICTS SEEK SMALL BOND BUYERS
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BONDS NOTARY
BONDS SAVING
BONE MARROW
BONES WALT
BONESTEEL SD
BONGMBA ELIAS
BONILLA SD
BONNER BRAD
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BONTE LUKE
BOOGIE MAX
BOOK REVIEW
"BOOK STORES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/03/1983 coil CONDITIONAL APPROVAL TO BOND-LOAN PROPOSAL
6/21/1983 B051 LAW ON TAX-FREE BONDS NEEDS UPDATING
8/23/1983 C012 MEIERHENRV--STATE SHOULD EASE BONDING LAWS
10/17/1983 BOll COMMISSIONERS WILL CONSIDER REVENUE BONDING
1/29/198A E015 REVENUE BONDS VITAL TO SIOUX FALLS
1/29/198A E016 CITY TAKES NO RISK IN AUTHORIZING BONDS
8/06/198A C031 FIRM REQUESTS BOND ISSUE
9/21/198A coil JANKLOW ISSUES INDUSTRIAL BOND ALLOCATION
9/23/198A B072 MAYOR DISLIKES JANKLOW BOND MOVE
9/29/198A C036 OFFICIAL WARNS OF BOND OFFERS
10/27/1984 C031 REPUBLICANS DISAGREE WITH BOND AUTHORITY
6/05/1985 coil CITY CONSIDERS ISSUING NEW BONDS
8/11/1985 EOll INVESTMENT BANKER TO SPEAK ON JUNK BONDS
8/14/1985 B015 SPEARFISH OK'S ISSUING $1.25 MILLION IN BONDS
10/14/1985 coil BUILDERS TO USE TAX-EXEMPT BONDS
11/02/1985 C016 MORE BONDS SOUGHT
12/07/1985 C014 FORGETS BONDING INSURANCE
2/06/1986 C021 BILL STOPS JANKLOW'S PLAN TO SELL BONDS
3/11/1986 B032 SENATE RESOLUTION REDUCES CITY'S OPTIONS
4/26/1986 C022 BONDS CAN HELP FARMERS--HERSETH
7/29/1987 BOll BOND ISSUES PASS IN TWO AREA TOWNS
7/30/1987 coil STATE BOND ISSUES TOTAL $100 MILLION
9/10/1987 C016 CITY SEEKS BOND SALE TO FINANCE EQUIPMENT
10/01/1987 C051 BONDS SOLD TO FINANCE MANUFACTURING FIRMS
3/17/1988 C035 BONDS COULD ADD $687,700 TO CITY
4/26/1988 C021 CITY HEARS BOND RECOMMENDATIONS
6/07/1988 C015 BOND SALE PROPOSAL HEADS TOWARD OK
6/14/1988 C012 COMMISSION OPENS DOOR FOR BOND SALES
7/24/1988 EOll STUDENT LOAN BOND HEARING SCHEDULED
"1/24/1989 C024 BONDS FUNDING EXPANSION GO ON SALE
7/24/1990 B066 HOSPITAL BONDS FOR SALE
9/19/1990-C035 BROOKINGS AUTHORIZES BONDS , -
2/09/1991 C016 MEASURE SOUGHT SIMPLE MAJORITY ON SCHOOL ISSUES
2/20/1991 C015 CITY TO OFFER BONDS FOR IMPROVING PARKS
3/04/1991 C014 NEW BRANDON VALLEY BOND ISSUE TRIMMED
8/12/1991 B032 XMICKELSON REQUESTS BOND RATING BOOST
8/22/1991 D064 BOND-RATING SERVICE GIVES SD HIGH MARKS
4/30/1992 B062 BOND PROGRAM BOOSTS FARM BUYS
1/21/1982 D051 FIRM PUSHING FOR NOTARY BOND HIKE
1/23/1982 B043 HIGHER NOTARY BOND FIGURE APPROVED
10/10/1991 C032 AGENCY SELLS $4.3 MILLION IN SAVINGS BONDS
1/21/1992 C014 BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT FOR AFRICAN MAN
3/06/1982 B041 36BONES TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
1/27/1984 A012 ^SPRINGFIELD PLAN SUFFERS SETBACK
3/21/1984 DOll 3 STATE LEGISLATORS ANNOUNCE RE-ELECTION
8/03/1984 C035 BONES RECOVERING FROM HEART BYPASS SURGERY
3/25/1986 C021 BONES TO SEEK RE-ELECTION IN DISTRICT 9
1/27/1988 B015 *STATE NEEDS INCOME TAX
1/30/1988 A124 BONES WOULD HURT FARMERS (L)
2/08/1988 A012 ^CORPORATE FARM FIGHT NOT
2/17/1988 A065 BONES OWES EXPLANATION (L)
2/24/1988 B012 *DEEP IN THOUGHT
8/17/1988 B012 XEIGHT COUNTIES ENDORSE SENATOR'S BILL
1/12/1989 A015 INCOME TAX SOLVES AN UNFAIR SYSTEM--LEGISLATOR
1/25/1989 C023 BONES ABANDONS INCOME TAX TRY
2/10/1989 C012 RC SENATOR TAKES OFFENSE TO BLUNT REVIEW
1/12/1990 C012 ^SENATOR CAN BE EXCUSED FOR BEING LATE
2/23/1990 C015 BONES PRACTICES AS TV CAMERAMAN
3/03/1990 coil BONES SAYS HE'LL RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
5/09/1990 A103 KTAX COMMISSION GOALS TO INCLUDE FAIR SYSTEM
2/11/1991 C013 MAKE NO BONES ABOUT IT--EX-SENATOR
3/11/1992 A095 FARM, PERSONAL INCOME STATISTICS CLARIFIED (L)
12/27/1992 B012 ^PARKER MAN MADE CHOICE EARLY TO STAY
3/27/1983 coil KBONESTEEL TOO STUBBORN TO LET IT'S BUSINESS DIE
12/30/1989 A015 *CRITICS SAY NUKE DUMP TOO CLOSE
1/01/1989 C012 KMAKE HIS COUNTRY A BETTER PLACE
11/19/1985 A071 KLITTLE TOWN ON THE PRAIRIE
11/26/1987 A015 3CSTUDENT GIVES THANKS FOR SECOND CHANCE
11/18/1992 DOll IN THE SPOTLIGHT
5/12/1983 A012 *CHILD OK DESPITE NIGHT IN FIELD
10/21/1991 A052 ^COMPETITION BRINGS CHANGE TO STATIONS
2/03/1992 B012 XTHE BOOGIE MAN
SEE BOOKS
2/23/1982 A071 BEST SELLERS, ROMANCES & REGIONAL BOOKS
4/30/1983 A013 KJANKLOW WANTS BOOKSTORES TO REMOVE BOOK
5/03/1983 B012 GOVERNOR'S DISPUTE ABOUT BOOK INCREASES SALES
:>5/08/li9.83.,B021 JANKLOW LETS.EMOTIONS RULE HIM IN BOOK CASE (ED)
5/1171983 D012 JANKLOW, PUBLISHER WILL DISCUSS BOOK
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/24/1983 A014
5/25/1983 A015
5/26/1983 coil
6/01/1983 C012
6/02/1983 C015
6/04/1983 B012
6/06/1983 C012
6/10/1983 C061
6/21/1983 A012
6/25/1983 coil
7/09/1983 A012
7/13/1983 coil
7/15/1983 C014
8/17/1983 C013
4/20/1984 coil
5/07/1988 A072
9/01/1988 B052
10/04/1988 A072
12/31/1989 C041
2/01/1990 A014
2/08/1990 A083
9/05/1991 C031
9/27/1984 BOll
3/08/1982 A013
12/26/1991 C012
1/10/1982 B023
1/29/1982 Alll
2/23/1982 A071
4/11/1982 C051
4/18/1982 B031
5/21/1982 BOll
6/08/1982 A061
6/13/1982 C03I
6/15/1982 A071
8/20/1982 A091
9/02/1982 A071
9/09/1982 B014
9/17/1982 BOll
10/08/1982 B013
11/11/1982 B014
12/19/1982 C021
12/30/1982 D012
1/30/1983 B054
4/01/1983 A113
4/08/1983 B016
5/18/1983 B023
5/27/1983 BOll
5/30/1983 B015
7/11/1983 BOll
8/01/1983 A055
8/14/1983 C031
8/19/1983 B014
9/12/1983 A071
9/23/1983 BOll
9/24/1983 B041
9/28/1983 coil
9/30/1983 B014
10/07/1983 B015
10/21/1983 C024
10/31/1983 coil
11/13/1983 C021
11/14/1983 A071
11/23/1983 B055
1/07/1984 coil
1/10/1984 B042
2/06/1984 A072
2/07/1984 B013
2/16/1984 C013
2/20/1984 C051
3/03/1984 A015
3/07/1984 D044
3/11/1984 DOll
3/14/1984 C071
3/20/1984 C031
4/12/1984 A091
4/12/1984 A095
n %:?4/13/1984.VC035
4/26/1984 C012
KJANKLOW SUES BOOKSELLERS
JANKLOW SUIT VIEWED AS LEGAL BULLYING TACTIC
SUIT REACHES IRE OF AUTHOR, BOOKSELLERS' GROUP
BOOKSTORES GET HELP IN LIBEL BATTLE
LIBEL SUIT INCREASING BOOK SALES
GROUPS HELP LIBEL SUIT DEFENSE
LAWYER-SUING BOOKSELLERS MAY LEAD TO SELF-CENSORSHIP
WRITERS GROUP JOINS LIBEL SUIT BATTLE
BOOKSELLERS ASK JUDGE TO THROW OUT JANKLOW SUIT
GROUP MAY HELP STORES IN LIBEL SUIT
^SECOND BOOK EXPLORES RAPE CHARGE
ACLU IS WILLING TO HELP BOOKSELLERS IN LIBEL SUIT
SO FAR, BOOK IS SAFE FROM SUITS
JANKLOW WANTS CASE HEARD IN STATE COURT
3 BOOKSELLERS ASK JUDGE TO DISMISS LIBEL SUIT
KRELIGIOUS BOOKSTORE SELLS, SERVES
BOOKSTORE HOSTS POLITICAL EVENTS
9€NEW USED-BOOK STORE OPENS DOWNTOWN
PORN STORE OWNERS WELCOME PROTEST
5fST0RE CAN'T FIT MALL THEME
MALL SENDS WRONG MESSAGE CD
SUSPENDED ALCESTER POLICE CHIEF RESIGNS
5€J0B ADDS UP TO 60 YEARS FOR BOOKKEEPER
BOOKMAKING THE MILLION-DOLLAR LEGAL QUESTION
^LIBRARIAN PARKS CAREER
3CBRAGSTAD BOOK NOSTALGIC LOOK AT SF (YEAGER)
JERZY KOSINSKI'S TRAGIC TALE
HEAVY READING--CATS, CUBES & VIDEO (FINE)
TOTAL BODY TRAINING
^NOSTALGIC GLIMPSE OF SD NEWSPAPER HISTORY
PEARL HARBOR BOOK DISSECTS INFAMOUS DAY
*SPY' NOVEL "1'FAMILY TRADE' TRAFFICKS INrPREDIGTABLE
XCARVING AFTER 35 YEARS' WORK ON CRAZY HORSE
*DEAN OF MYSTERY WRITERS UNLEASHES T MCGEE
XSTEPHEN KING SUCCEEDS AT LESS FEARSOME FARE
*BRESLIN NOVEL PLUMBS DEPTHS OF DESPAIR
XCOMEDIAN DOESN'T TELL ALL IN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
*JUDITH GUEST SCORES AGAIN
MOVIE, ROCK BOOKS-QUANTITY BUT LITTLE QUALITY (FINE)
36GOT A MINUTE TO READ SOME SILLY BOOKS
BOOKS REMINDERS OF CHRISTMAS PACT (YEAGER)
'LAW ENFORCEMENT--THE SD EXPERIENCE'
AUTHOR DIVULGES SECRET FOR CRAPPY CATCH
SELF-HELP BOOK SUCCEEDS
SOUTHERN FRIED RAT 8 OTHER GRUESOME TALES
MATTHIESSEN'S ACCUSATIONS CAN BE CHALLENGED
'WHAT DO WOMEN WANT' IS LIGHT READING
'LETTERS TO E.T.' SHOWS FANS' LOVE
'HEARTBURN' MIRRORS THE DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE
'DOCTOR LOVE' IS STRING OF SLEAZY LOVE AFFAIRS
KBOOK TELLS WHY DOUGLAS COUNTY IS A GIANT (YEAGER)
STEPHEN KING SCARES AGAIN WITH 'CUJO'
*REAL PEOPLE AVOID NOVELTY BOOK
AUTHOR INVITES DULL PEOPLE EVERYWHERE
LEGISLATIVE MANUAL PRINTS FACES IN COLOR
56POLITICAL BOOK THROWS BRICKBATS, BOUQUETS
YOU'LL NEVER WANT FOR A GOOD LINE
3€'L0RD OF THE FLIES'
QUOTES ABOUT POLITITIANS (L)
BUDGET CUTS DIDN'T CAUSE SD MUCH PAIN
LOOK AT DAKOTA TERRITORY JUSTICE (YEAGER)
TRIVIA BOOK IS SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT
AUGUSTANA GRADUATES WRITE BOOK
SECOND LIBEL LAWSUIT FILED AGAINST BOOK
LAWYER SAYS LAWSUIT IS BY FBI
READING 'ALMOST PARADISE' IS JUST THAT
BOOKSELLERS ASK DISMISSAL OF JANKLOW LAWSUIT
FBI AGENT IS DEFENDANT IN COUNTERSUIT
LAWYERS FILE SECOND LAWSUIT
^VENDORS HOPEFUL ABOUT LIBEL SUIT
CRAZY HORSE AUTHOR WRITES ANOTHER BOOK
KSOUTH DAKOTA IS SETTING FOR BOOK
^FATHER'S LOVE INSPIRES TO WRITE BOOK
BOGUE WILL NOT MOVE LIBEL TRIAL
ARE TEXTBOOKS THE CULPRIT
GOOD TEXT'S USED IN STATE
JUDGE^WON'T^RULE^ONiLlBEL.DISMISSAL
DREADERS DREAM
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5/29/1984 A091 *THE BEST INGREDIENTS FOR A PARTY
6/04/1984 BOll TIME TO ESCAPE INTO SUMMER WITH A BOOK
6/19/1984 A015 JUDGE DROPS JANKLOW SUIT
6/21/1984 CD54 JANKLOW'S LIBEL LAWSUIT COSTS BOOKSTORE
6/23/1984 BOll JANKLOW TO APPEAL SUIT TO STATE SUPREME COURT
6/29/1984 BOll 'SPRAGUE' IS ANOTHER MURDER MYSTERY
7/19/1984 B031 'CRAZY HORSE' BOOK FILED AS PART OF APPEAL
7/20/1984 BOll TO TUCK AWAY TODAY'S PARANOIA
8/01/1984 coil WILDER ISN'T ONLY AUTHOR OF THE PLAINS
9/14/1984 C032 EXHIBIT EMPHASIZES CENSORSHIP OF BOOKS
9/26/1984 C051 KNOPF PUBLISHES BOOK BY SF NATIVE
9/27/1984 C013 JANKLOW CONTINUES TO APPEAL LAWSUITS
10/13/1984 C014 PRAIRIE BOOK FAIR AT EMPIRE TODAY
11/13/1984 A091 3CSF AUTHOR WRITES QUOTIENT TO SUCCESS
11/19/1984 Alll XCREAM 8 BREAD
11/25/1984 C031 SF HISTORY BUFFS SOON TO GET ANOTHER BOOK
12/02/1984 C021 36TALE OF SITTING BULL'S BONES (YEAGER)
1/10/1985 coil LET JANKLOW HAVE DAY IN COURT
1/31/1985 C041 RC JUDGE DROPS FBI AGENT'S SUIT
2/16/1985 A081 ROLVAAG'S SHORT STORIES (YEAGER)
2/18/1985 BOll X'WHERE THE SIOUX RIVER BENDS'
2/22/1985 B021 XBOOK CHRONICLES WORKERS BEHIND THE MONUMENT
3/04/1985 C042 BOOK CHRONICLES HISTORY
3/23/1985 A094 AUTHOR HAD TIME OF HIS LIFE IN CITY
.4/15/1985 B014 5CCITY AUTHORS--TURN RUMMAGE INTO CASH
4/18/1985 coil ^BOOKWORMS' DELIGHT
6/16/1985 DlOl THE TALE OF SELF-APPOINTED RAINMAKER
6/17/1985 C036 FATHER, SON DUST OFF OLD PHOTOS
6/26/1985 B051 KYEAGER'S STORY IS CLASSICALLY AMERICAN
-W21/1985 DOll ^NORWEGIAN JOKESTER GETS SERIOUS
8/03/1985 A051 ^KEILLOR'S BOOK BRINGS TOWN TO LIFE
-8/17/1985vA052 *'-THE LEGENDS OF JESSE DARK' :
8/17/1985 A052*STORY CONSTRUCTS STATE CAPITOL HISTORY
8/27/1985 BOll BOOK TELLS BATTERED WOMEN HOW TO SURVIVE
9/16/1985 C015 KAUTHOR TACKLES 125-YEAR HISTORY
9/28/1985 A073 KSIOUX FALLS SALES SOAR
10/04/1985 A014 *THIS BOOK HAS ALL THE ANSWERS
11/21/1985 D012 XJORGENSEN TOUCHES GIRLS SPORTS
11/26/1985 A052 KBOOKS OFFER REPRIEVE FOR ELDERLY
12/10/1985 A061 LET BLIND PEOPLE DECIDE WHAT TO READ (ED)
12/12/1985 BOll KPEOPLE ARE SNATCHING UP REGIONAL BOOKS
12/14/1985 BOll 561'VE TRAVELED THE WORLD
12/14/1985 B015 KBOOKS ON TAPE ARE BOOMING
12/22/1985 D123 BOOK DEPICTING CLAY COUNTY FOR SALE NOW
1/01/1986 B075 JfSTANGLAND AUTHORS BOOK OF NORWEGIAN MEMORIES
1/31/1986 A071 3CN0STALGIC LOOK AT SIOUX FALLS' HISTORY
3/05/1986 C031 BOOKS ON DIET, FITNESS AVAILABLE
3/21/1986 B051 JeBOOKS CHRONICLE HISTORIES OF AUGUSTANA, PYLE
3/24/1986 B016 BETTER MARVIN THAN SORRY
4/01/1986 AlOl BOOK IS INTERESTING, BUT USE IT WITH CAUTION
4/01/1986 C013 DEFENDANT IN JANKLOW SUIT ASKS FOR DISMISSAL
4/10/1986 BOll 3fY0UNG AUTHORS PEN GENTLE LITERARY WORKS
4/11/1986 A121 EXPECT BRUISED EGOS WHEN PULITZERS AWARDED (ED)
4/28/1986 C015 LINKS RUTHTON SLAYINGS TO FARM CRISIS
5/01/1986 BOll KAUTHOR SETTLES INTO BRITISH WAY OF LIFE
5/08/1986 C032 LAWER WANTS JANKLOW SUIT DISMISSED
5/17/1986 A071 XVERMILLION PROFESSOR PUBLISHES
5/22/1986 A071 *DEADWOOD FACTS WITH FICTION
5/31/1986 A091 ^DETECTIVE HERO NEBRASKA SOLVES NEW MYSTERY
6/01/1986 EOll A BROKER TO HELP YOU GO BROKE
6/15/1986 DOll CENTENNIAL BOOK WILL TELL STORIES
7/10/1986 BOll 3CSUMMER READING--PAPERBACKS ARE HOT
7/10/1986 BOll KWOMAN MODELS FIRST NOVEL AFTER PIONEER AUNT
7/10/1986 C015 LAWYER DOESN'T KNOW IF JANKLOW WILL APPEAL
7/13/1986 C016 ^ILLUSTRATOR RETURNS TO DE SMET
9/12/1986 B015 ENJOYMENT OF READING A GOOD BOOK
9/12/1986 C023 *GET TO KNOW A BILL
9/29/1986 C033 KHOTTEST SELLER IN THE CITY
10/02/1986 A072 ^INFERTILE COUPLE TELL THEIR STORY
10/03/1986 B061 KBOOK PROFILES SUCCESSFUL DIETERS, GIVES TIPS
10/27/1986 C023 SOUTH DAKOTANS BLAST TEXTBOOK RULING
11/01/1986 A091 ^SCANDINAVIAN HUMOR
11/02/1986 C051 SEEKS DISMISSAL OF 'CRAZY HORSE' LIBEL SUIT
11/05/1986 B094 NASH WINS HONOR FOR HISTORY BOOK
11/07/1986 B012 ^AUTHOR MAKES FARM LIFE FAMILIAR TO CITY KID
11/24/1986 C012 HISTORY TO BE FOUND IN LINES OF AGE
a/I2/1987.<A052;,KARTISTS. OB, PARIS,.POPULATE BOOK
2/19/1987 B052 BOOK ILLUSTRATOR AT LIBRARY APRIL 6
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A/08/1987 B071 SEVERSON WINNER IN BOOK CONTEST
A/2A/1987 CG12 KBROWING FOR BOOKS
A/26/1987 EE21 *JUDGE THEIR BOOKS BY THEIR COVERS
5/29/1987 B012 SUMMER MARKS DAYS FOR READING
5/30/1987 A091 COUNTY HISTORY BOOK GOES TO PRESS
5/30/1987 AlOl LOCAL BOOK OF EARLY DAKOTA PHOTOGRAPHERS
6/10/1987 B025 PARENT STARTS DRIVE AGAINST CLASS NOVEL
9/20/1987 coil RESERVATIONS TAKEN FOR HISTORICAL BOOK
9/25/1987 A062 KEILLOR TAKES FANS HOME
10/16/1987 B016 REGIONAL AUTHORS HAVE FALL BOOKED UP
11/23/1987 A092 LIBRARY GIVEN BOOK COLLECTION
11/27/1987 B021 'ROTTEN REVIEWS' PROVES ...
12/1A/1987 A085 ARAB-ISRAELI REVIEW PRAISED (L)
12/18/1987 C023 BOOKS CHRONICLE CITY, COUNTY HISTORY
12/20/1987 DOll ^PUBLISHED FROM THE PRAIRIE
12/20/1987 D03A OTHER BOOKS FROM SD WRITERS
12/27/1987 F021 X'BUSCAPADE' COULD QUALIFY AS YEARBOOK
1/22/1988 A072 GOOD FICTION BEYOND THE BEST-SELLER LIST
1/27/1988 C051 WOMEN PUT FAVORITE RECIPES
3/05/1988 A053 ^CONSPIRACY FOR MURDER
<1/05/1988 CG15 PROFESSOR--BOOK BOOSTS INDIAN ATHLETICS
A/06/1988 B015 WOUNDED KNEE BATTLE BRINGS WRITER
A/19/1988 B016 BOOKS IN DEMAND IN SIOUX FALLS
A/28/1988 A092 ^AUTHORS REVEAL THEIR PLOT PROCESS
A/28/1988 C012 *LIVES OF FALLEN CITIES TOLD IN HISTORY BOOK
A/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
5/10/1988 A022 LOCAL BOOKSELLERS EXPECT BRISK BUSINESS
,5/17/1988 B012 KIDS UNCOVER SUMMER FUN IN BOOKS
^TH CLUB IN RECORD NUMBERS
5/23/1988 A061 REAGAN HAS HIMSELF TO BLAME FOR BOOKS (ED)
5/29/1988 C06l 5fTO.-GUIDE .YOUNG-CARD .COLLECTORS
5/29/1988 FOH XLOCAL AUTHOR'PUBLISHES THIRD NOVEL
7/1A/1988 C012 KBOOK ON AGING GREW OUT OF CRISIS
7/18/1988 C025*BOOK ON CAMPAIGNS CRITICIZES EX-SENATOR
7/21/1988 B012 ^WRITERS SPOTLIGHT MIDWEST
7/27/1988 C012 SUMMER BOOKS TEMPT CHILDREN TO READ
8/12/1988 B012 SUMMER STILL OFFERS TIME
8/23/1988 A072 SIOUX FALLS BESTSELLING BOOKS
9/28/1988 BOll SYMPHONY LEAGUE PRODUCES COOKBOOK
11/02/1988 COAl CENTER PUBLISHES BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARTS
11/05/1988 A072 ^CHILDREN'S WRITER STAYS YOUNG
11/12/1988 COIA 70-YEAR-OLD AUTHOR PROMOTES SENSIBLE EXERCISE
12/16/1988 B012 'PARIS TROUT' CAPTURES SOUTH'S ESSENCE
12/16/1988 B012 'THE RITES OF AUTUMN' TAKES READERS
12/16/1988 BOIA A VALUE ON AREA'S 'EMPTY SPACES'
12/16/1988 B016 MIDWEST WORDS FIND THEIR WAY TO BOOKSTORES
12/25/1988 A093 *MUCH MORE THAN PRETTY PICTURE
12/29/1988 C031 ^BIOGRAPHY OF LATE SENATOR MUNDT
12/31/1988 B012 3CWRITER CONCENTRATES ON DEPICTING DAKOTA PAST
1/18/1989 COAI SCHOOL BOARD LIFTS RESTRICTION ON ADULT BOOKS
1/20/1989 C025 KJANKLOW'S LIBEL SUIT BACK IN COURT
1/21/1989 C03I 3 ISSUES UNRESOLVED IN LIBEL SUIT
2/06/1989 AOIA SF TEACHERS LET STUDENTS CHOOSE THE BOOKS
2/12/1989 F061 'FAIR CHANCE' OFFERS INSIGHT TO POLITICIAN
2/18/1989 A013 'SATANIC VERSES' SCARCE IN SIOUX FALLS
2/22/1989 A081 BATTLE REINFORCES VALUE OF BASIC RIGHTS (ED)
2/28/1989 BOll EDELEN'S SAGA FOCUS OF BOOK
3/01/1989 A063 'SATANIC VERSES' IS ATTACK ON MOSLEMS (L)
3/08/1989 C012 BOOK TELLS STORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
3/10/1989 C012 NY AUTHOR SPINS TALE FOR SF CROWD
<f/22/1989 C012 3€BR0WSING FOR BOOKS
5/12/1989 C012 HELP KEEP INDIAN TRADITIONS FROM DYING
5/1A/1989 EOll 36PIERRE MAN'S BOOK PROVIDES MILLET DATA
6/01/1989 A072 KMYSTERY IN THE MIDWEST
6/1A/1989 C015 KJUDGE--JANKLOW WASN'T LIBELED IN BOOK
6/15/1989 coil JUDGE CORRECTS FILE IN JANKLOW LAWSUIT
6/16/1989 B012 *MANFRED BLASTS CONTEMPORARIES
6/22/1989 D062 XBOOK CHRONICLES HORMEL LABOR TROUBLES
6/2A/1989 C021 RANCHER SETTLES SUIT AGAINST AUTHOR
7/08/1989 A052 KMOM'S OWN FAMILY INSPIRES KIDS' BOOKS
7/2A/1989.A052 KAREA WRITERS PUBLISH THEIR OWN BOOKS
8/08/1989 C015 JANKLOW IS APPEALING JUDGE'S LIBEL SUIT RULING
8/08/1989 C016 DISMISSAL OF CLAIMS UPHELD
8/1A/1989 A071 LOCAL HISTORY BOOKS AVAILABLE HERE
8/19/1989 A052 XEX-'PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION' WRITER ISSUES BOOK
- 8/26/1989 , A052.,*FORMER - KXRB NEWSMAN. WRITES BOOKS
9/02/1989 A052 '*PASTOR'RECREATES HIS YOUTH TO SPREAD GOSPEL
9/06/1989 coil '99' BOOK SIGNING SUNDAY AT LIBRARY
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/10/1989 A103
10/05/1989 0012
10/10/1989 A052
10/13/1989 C015
10/15/1989 F012
10/2'i/1989 A051
10/27/1989 B012
10/30/1989 AlOl
11/05/1989 A091
11/07/1989 C012
11/09/1989 BOIA
11/16/1989 B016
11/17/1989 BOll
11/17/1989 B016
11/18/1989 coil
. 11/25/1989 A081
12/05/1989 A071
12/10/1989 E023
12/15/1989 B016
1/08/1990 A051
1/09/1990 A052
1/18/1990 B012
3/11/1990 F012
A/lA/1990 A052
A/28/1990 A072
5/11/1990 BOll
5/15/1990 C012
5/15/1990 C012
6/01/1990 B012
;t;g65/05/l990 BOll
6/05/1990 B012
-6/11/1990 cA052
6/1171990 A056
6/21/1990 C033
6/23/1990 A056
6/29/1990 B012
7/07/1990 A015
7/07/1990 A083
7/12/1990 B012
7/19/1990 D062
8/11/1990 C031
9/1A/1990 B012
10/03/1990 C03A
10/05/1990 B015
10/15/1990 B034
10/23/1990 A052
11/02/1990 B012
1/20/1991 FOAl
3/05/1991 A052
3/05/1991 -A052
3/18/1991 A052
A/13/1991 A015
A/13/1991 A052
A/25/1991 CO13
A/26/1991 A015
A/30/1991 A052
5/15/1991 B015
5/21/1991 A052
5/31/1991 BOIA
6/25/1991 COIA
7/09/1991 A052
7/21/1991 C032
7/21/1991 F051
lO/OA/1991 B021
10/19/1991 A072
10/2A/1991 C032
10/25/1991 BOll
11/08/1991 B012
11/11/1991 A053
11/15/1991 A103
11/20/1991 D072
12/06/1991 BOll
12/06/1991 C022
12/10/1991 B012
1/07/1992 A062
A/03/1992 B013
:w^.A/13/lS92.?A07d'
A/13/1992 A075
NEW 'ARGUS LEADER* CENTENNIAL BOOK
*ART1ST OF LISTENING
KAROLEVITZ TRACES HISTORY OF SIOUX FALLS DIOCESE
AUTHOR WALKS ON FIRE
*NEUHARTH'S BEWILDERING SELF-PORTRAIT
PUBLISHER COMPLETES SMALL TOWN HISTORY
XNEUHARTH RETURNS HOME TO PLUG BOOK
EVENS SCORE, BUT AT A COST (ED)
3(AB0UREZK WAS VOICE FOR LOST CAUSES
3(AB0UREZK CAMPAIGNS WITH BOOK
3€PAIR WRITES SD ART HISTORY
^MANFRED BOOK TELLS LOST LOVE, FOUND PASSION
FLANDREAU WRITER AT BOOK SIGNING
OMISSIONS, INACCURACIES MAR ART BOOK
SCHOOL DISTRICT PUBLISHES HISTORY
MARTS HISTORY REVIEW HAD INACCURACIES
MGOOD READING OPENS WORLD TO CHILDREN
M'REMODELING THE FAMILY'
MCAPTAIN 11 WRITES STORY OF LIFE, TV
SENIORS CENTER PLANS BOOK SIGNING
MWRITERS DISCOVER THE PRAIRIE
MHEARD ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY
MTRIP OF THE TONGUE
MLOCAL DOCTOR, THEOLOGIAN WRITE ABOUT AIDS
MBEST-SELLING AUTHOR TO SIGN BOOKS TODAY
AREA AUTHORS' LATEST WORKS IN BOOKSTORES
MQUEEN OF HEARTS
WOMEN PUBLISH BOOKS OF POETRY
TRAVELOGUE OF CHINA A TWO-WAY MIRROR
MLOCAL WRITER TO BE AT BOOK SIGNING
MELK POINT WOMAN SHARES GRIEF OF DEATH
•MANFRED-PITCHES .AMERICA'S iPASTIME vIN..BOOK,,;..
MPRIVATE EYE NEBRASKA IS ON FRESH TRAIL 7 :
AUGUSTANA PROFESSORS AUTHOR CHILD CARE BOOK.
MGRIEF HAS ITS VARIETY, WRITER SAYS
MBOOKS GIVE INDIAN VIEWS OF INDIAN LIFE
AUTHOR VIEWS 232 CRASH
MARTICLE GIVES FALSE IMPRESSION OF BOOK
M'LITTLE HOUSE' CHRONICLERS TO BE AT BOOKSTORE
MKNOW, CARE ABOUT CUSTOMER
HISTORY BOOK WINS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
mRUSHMORE sidetracks JOURNALIST'S CAREER
BOOK HIGHLIGHTS WRITING OF WOSTERS
MWOSTER BROTHERS CARRY ON SD HERITAGE
MHISTORY CHANGING IN IKE'S FAVOR
MAUTHOR USES GOOSE BUMPS METHOD
MNOVELIST WRITES ABOUT 'EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE'
MHISTORY PRESERVED IN BOOKS
M'LAND WAS OURS'--LOCAL INTEREST
LOCAL LITERARY FIELDS RANGE FROM POLITICS...
MDAY-CARE PROVIDER WRITES BOOK FOR PEERS
CLOSET GOSSIP HOUNDS SNATCH UP REAGAN BOOK
^MINISTER WRITES BOOK ABOUT HEALING SPLIT CHURCH
MAUTHOR TAKES POLITICAL PULSE OF CITY
REVISED 'CRAZY HORSE' BOOK OFFERS CONFESSION
MWRITER FINDS UNIVERSAL THEME IN REGIONAL STORIES
MNURSING STAFF PUTS TOGETHER COOKBOOK
MNOVELIST SHOWS SPLENDOR, STRIFE ON FRONTIER PLAINS
MAUTHOR RETURNS TO TOWN
SF NATIVE RELATES WAR STORIES IN NEW BOOK
MSMART SUMMER FUN
MCOURT WORKER TRACKS SD JUDGES IN BOOK
MWOMAN INVESTIGATES HER FAMILY TREE, WRITES BOOK
MLOCAL AND REGIONAL AUTHORS VISIT BOOKSTORES
*SD AUTHORS BOAST BEVY OF BOOKS
MBOOK PROBES BLACK HILLS CLAIMS
MNEW LOCAL BOOKS SURE TO DELIGHT
MBOOK TABS JEWELRY EARLIEST ART FORM
MBEACH BOY AUTOBIOGRAPHY SHOCKINGLY HONEST
BOOK WAS ABOUT FLOOD, NOT RECONCILIATION (L)
MBYRNE WRITES FROM VARIED VIEWPOINTS
ACTOR EMICK, WRITER FINE HIT SPOTLIGHT
MRETIRED OFFICER SUMS UP LIFE
MSWAN FLIES HIGH IN LAKOTA STORY
MLINDA'S FIERCE LOVE OF THE LAND
MAUTHOR CASHES IN WITH CAPITOL IDEA
JTHB.FOUNTAINHEAD'.STUDIES AVENUES OF HUMAN NATURE
'NEEDFUL "THINGS' EXPLORES UNFOUNDED DESIRE
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BOOKS
^BOOKS^LWRGEivPRINT
BOOM GEORGE
BOOMGARDEN EVELYN
BOOMGARDEN HARM
BOOMGARDEN PETE
BOON INA
BOONE DANIEL
BOONE DAVID
BOONE PAT
BOORMAN ANNE
BOOS BARNEY
BOOS JOHN
BOOS MADELINE
BOOS PAUL
BOOTS
BOOTS DAVE
BOOTZ FRANK
BORDEAUX JAKE
BORDEAUX LIONEL
BORDEAUX SHIRLEY
BORDEWYK DAVE
BORDEWYK SANDY
BORGEN ART
BORGLUM GUTZON
BORGLUM LINCOLN
BORGMANN JOHN S AN
tBORGST^ADTJ MARCIA m
BORGUM DIANA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/25/1992 D012 3fA BOOK BONANZA
A/29/1992 C026 VERMILLION MAN'S NOVEL GETS GOOD CRITIQUES
5/07/1992 B012 KNEW BOOKS ABOUND IN AREA
5/07/1992 B012 KVERMILLION LAWYER HITS WITH FIRST NOVEL
5/07/1992 B015 KMANFRED SAGA EXPLORES SIOUXLAND SPIRIT, SEX
5/07/1992 B021 KWRITE ABOUT FAMOUS DIRECTOR, WOMEN SCIENTISTS
5/15/1992 BOll KRESORT BOOKS HAVE BIG HOLES IN THE MIDWEST
5/30/1992 A072 AUTOGRAPH PARTY OFFERS CHANCE TO GET...
6/05/1992 BOll KWRITER PAINTS FRIENDLY PORTRAIT OF GREEK ISLE
6/12/1992 BOll *3 BOOKS OFFER COOL AND JOYFUL SUMMER FARE
6/12/1992 D062 *SF BUSINESSMAN'S HABIT IS MAKING FORTUNE
6/18/1992 B051 KBOOK GIVES OPTIONS FOR SUMMER FUN
7/17/1992 B012 KBOOK BRINGS NEGRO LEAGUES' TALENT ALIVE
8/29/1992 A05A SF AUTHOR TO SIGN BOOKS TODAY
9/05/1992 A071 KREGIONAL WRITERS TRACK HISTORY OF DAKOTA, FAMILY
9/11/1992 B021 ELK POINT LIBRARY GETTING AUTHORS' HELP
9/15/1992 D033 KBOOK OFFERS VAGUE LOOK AT '30S CRISIS
10/02/1992 DOll KCENSORSHIP BUG FUELED BY POLITICS
10/21/1992 A012 MADONNA'S 'SEX' GOES ON SALE IN BOOK STORES TODAY
10/23/1992 DOll KMADONNA'S BOOK SETS WOMEN'S MOVEMENT BACK
10/30/1992 D012 KMIXES ROMANCE WITH SD INDIAN HISTORY
10/30/1992 DOIA KWRITER TELLS HIS TRUTH ABOUT INDIANS, WHITES
11/10/1992 A081 DISHEARTENING THAT 'SEX' HAS BIG MARKET (LI
11/11/1992 B0A2 KREVEALS LOVE, BOND BETWEEN MOM, SON
11/17/1992 D023 KYANKTON NATIVE, STANGLAND PUBLISH BOOKS
11/18/1992 DOll HOT CANDIDATE BOOKS
11/20/1992 D012 KLIFE WITHOUT WRITING NOT IN SD NATIVE'S STORY
11/28/1992 A072 KAUTOBIOGRAPHY PROVIDES RECOUNT OF HERO'S LIFE
12/18/1992 D012 KPROSE FROM THE PRAIRIE
12/23^1992 BOll ST MARY STUDENTS TO DONATE BOOKS
12/30/1992 B022 KHOUCK ALWAYS PUT UP A GOOD FIGHT
A/17/1989- COI27rBIG PRINTHBRINGS WORLD-TO :HARD-TO-SEE^-;^^^^^^:^^^^^ . .-^
5/01/1983 N051 KFUNERAL HOME HAS FOUNDATION OF HARD WORK
A/01/1988 coil FUNERAL DIRECTOR PURSUES HOUSE SEAT
A/17/1988 B06A KBOOM HOOKS LUNKER BASS
11/1A/198A BOIA KBOOMGARDEN RETIRES HIS STRIPES
8/31/1988 AOIA TRANSFER UNFAIR--OFFICER
A/18/1991 C012 KTINY TOWN LOSES GOOD FRIEND
A/08/1991 coil KNAACP OFFICIAL TO SPEAK AT EVENT
7/03/1992 C012 kMCKENNAN'S NEW BURN UNIT IS SD'S FIRST
l/lA/1992 A012 KBOY'S SOLE CONCERN WAS SAVING BROTHER
A/17/1982 BOll KAVERAGE AMERICAN'S INTERESTS ARE OVERLOOKED
9/0A/1989 A052 KJESSY DIXON AT PAT BOONE GOSPEL SHOW
6/05/1989 coil FORMER PUBLISHER OF LEMMON PAPER DIES
8/25/1987 A015 KVET FIGHTS TO GET MARINE MEDAL
10/20/1988 C013 MISTAKEN FOOTBALL IDENTITY
5/18/1989 DOll LOCAL GROUP HONORS SIOUX FALLS OFFICER
8/11/1983 C012 KMORE FOOD NEEDED TO HANDLE INCREASED NEED
12/2A/198A A071 KCOMMUNITY BREAKS BREAD WITH NEEDY
A/29/1985 BOll *10 YEARS OF SERVING SIOUX FALLS' HUNGRY
3/29/1986 C015 TWO CANDIDATES VIE FOR STATE HOUSE SEAT
10/IA/198A D021 3€B00S GETS MAJOR ROLE WITH BALLET COMPANY
7/01/1990 EOll GREGORY FIRM PLANS TO MAKE RIDING BOOTS
12/12/1990 D012 KUSD BASKETBALL PROGRAM EARNS AWARD
I0/2A/1988 B0I2 ^MOVER'S LEISURELY LIFE ENDS AT 90
11/22/1992 AOIA KINMATE TAPS MARKET FOR GREETING CARDS
5/16/1983 BOAl *SINTE GLESKA COLLEGE OUTLIVES ITS CRITICS
A/18/1989 COII COLLEGE CO-FOUNDER CITED BY EDUCATORS
10/21/1989 C012 SIOUX OFFICIALS--GET TO KNOW US
9/23/1988 B012 KFIRST BIG EFFORT BY PLAINS ARTISTS
10/01/1990 B012 KCINNAMON ROLLS TEMPT LOCAL TRIBAL ARTS DIRECTOR
10/26/1990 A0I5 KTONGUE-TIED GROOM STARS ON TV SHOW
7/17/1982 B031 MADISON WOMAN 3RD IN SPEAKOFF
9/27/1992 GOIA KCANYON IS A WORK OF ART
1/21/1983 A115 KGUTZON BORGLUM EXHIBIT
3/20/1983 coil KTHE RUSHMORE MUSEUM STORY
A/16/1983 B0A2 NATIONAL OFFICIAL CRITICIZES BORGLUM PLAN
2/12/198A C061 WON'T ALLOW BORGLUM ARTIFACTS AT RUSHMORE
A/19/1985 A071 KBORGLUM CARVED A CONTROVERSIAL LIFE
5/01/1988 N033 (SEC BB) KRUSHMORE SCULPTOR CARVED HIS IDEALS
A/30/1989 CCOl KSCULPTOR CARVES TRIBUTE TO NATION
7/21/1990 B03A GUTZON BORGLUM DAY TO BE OBSERVED
7/05/1991 C012 HEIR DREAMS OF HALL OF RECORDS
7/07/1991 A081 KBORGLUM DIDN'T LIVE TO SEE DREAM OF INDIAN MEMORIAL
2/19/198A C091 KRUSHMORE WILL BE GREAT WHEN FINISHED
6/26/1988 BOIA HUSBANDS, WIVES CHASE GOLF CROWN
^ 9/13/1,992f D023:-flRGOKINGS«TEACHER'CREATES- VOCATIONAL CURRICULUM
8/18/1982 BOll KDIANA BORGUM--THE STORY LADY
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BORICH JOSEPH
BORIS GREG
BORK DAVID
BORK ROBERT
BORKOWSKI KIM
BORKOWSKI RALPH
BORLAND BECKY
BORLAND JOHN
BORMANN BRUCE
BORMANN LOREN
BORMANN WALTER
BORMES MARK
BORNHOFT GARY
BORST JO ANN
BORTNEM ARNOLD
BORTNEM BRAD
BOS JON
BOS KAREN
BOSANKO ED
BOSCH JOHN 8 MARIE
BOSCH MARIE
BOSCHMA PAUL 8 IRM
BOSCHWITZ RUDY
BOSCO ROBBIE
BOSNIA
BOSS J R
BOSSMAN TIM
BOSTIC BONNIE
BOSTIC JOANNE
BOSTIC SID
BOSTIC SID 8 BONNI
BOTHERN JUDY
BOTSFORD GEORGE
BOTT DONAVAN
BOTTLING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/05/1991 A012 XSF MAN TRAPPED IN SOMALIA
1/06/1991 A014 SF NATIVE REPORTEDLY RESCUED
6/04/1991 A052 KWEARS A HELMUT WITH A MIRROR WHEN BIKE-RIDING
7/06/1991 C033 LENNOX MAN ELECTED PRESIDENT OF RV CLUB
7/02/1987 A015 *PRESSLER SAYS SENATE WILL CONFIRM BORK
7/08/1987 A061 BORK'S EXTREME VIEWS
7/21/1987 A084 OPPOSITION PLUS FOR BORK
8/01/1987 A081 KBORK'S POLITICAL VIEWS RELEVANT
8/04/1987 A083 REAGAN MAKES GOOD PICK (L)
8/07/1987 coil BORK DEBATE DRAWS FIRE
8/10/1987 A083 BORK CAN RESTORE CONSTITUTION'S INTENT CD
8/21/1987 A081 BORK DESERVES PLACE ON SUPREME COURT CD
8/21/1987 A081 BORK POSES A THREAT CD
8/26/1987 A081 *BORK'S WATERGATE PERFORMANCE RAISES QUESTIONS
9/15/1987 A015 LAWYERS IN CITY PREDICT BORK APPROVAL
9/16/1987 A081 KBORK SHOULD BE CONFIRMED
9/20/1987 AlOl BORK MERITS APPROVAL (ED)
9/20/1987 Alll KAREA OPINION ON NOMINATION IS ASSORTED .
9/30/1987 A084 BORK SHOULD BE REJECTED CD
10/01/1987 A122 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON ROBERT BORK
10/03/1987 AlOl *BORK BAD NEWS FOR WOMEN
10/03/1987 C014 DASCHLE TO ANNOUNCE BORK VOTE
10/04/1987 A012 DASCHLE OPPOSES BORK
10/05/1987 A015 DASCHLE TO VOTE NO ON BORK BID
10/09/1987 AlOl BORK FIGHT OVER (ED)
10/10/1987 A081 DASCHLE AGAINST WISHES OF STATE PEOPLE (L)
10/13/1987 AI04 SHOW SUPPORT FOR BORK (L)
10/16/1987 A083 BORK--ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE (L)
10/24/1987 A014 SENATE REJECTS BORK
'1-0/24/1987 A016 3CSD SENATORS SPLIT ON VOTE
10/26/1987 A084 INNUENDO RULED HEARINGS (L)
a0/26/198^JA085f CHECKS, .BALANCES .STILL. WORK (L) . ..
5/02/1991 C012 TEACHER ON LEAVE WON'T BE REHIRED
3/12/1991 A012*SOLDIER RETURNS FROM GULF TO SEE NEW SON
4/24/1992 A012 JfPEROT INSPIRES COUPLE TO ORGANIZE STATE DRIVE
9/05/1992 B022 PEROT SUPPORTERS STILL ACTIVE
9/30/1992 B012 ^SUPPORTERS WAITING FOR PEROT
7/22/1992 B021 DELL RAPIDS MAN MEETS PEROT BACKERS
2/10/1992 C032 YOUNGEST PUBLISHER ROCKIES-BOUND
10/22/1986 B021 POLICE OFFICER INDICTED ON GRAND THEFT
10/12/1982 C031 FORMER SALE BARN OWNER PLEADS GUILTY
12/17/1985 C052 BOYHOOD TASK BECOMES HOLIDAY TRADITION
11/25/1984 E012 *LOCAL MAN ACQUIRES JET PHOTO LAB BUSINESS
5/13/1990 F012 KMORE WOMEN STARTING FAMILIES AFTER 35
11/26/1984 C013 XWOODEN WONDERS
9/20/1987 C031 DAVISON COUNTY DEPUTY TO REPRESENT STATE
4/01/1987 D012 *YANKTON'S BOS WINS SHOT, DISCUS
9/08/1990 A083 ^GREATER USE OF CITY PUBLIC TRANSIT
11/04/1992 B061 WHEAT GROWERS MANAGER RESIGNS
11/17/1992 A064 FIRING BOSANKO FOR ENDORSEMENT A SHOCK (L)
3/16/1991 A05236NURSING HOME CELEBRATES GOLDEN YEARS
11/13/1988 E012 WOMAN RETIRES FROM AREA NURSING HOME
12/31/1989 N064 *2ND MARRIAGE STILL A DREAM
2/20/1983 B023 50 YEARS AGO FATHER DECIDED TO FLEE (YEAGER)
8/28/1983 C061 BOSCHWITZ FILLS CAMPAIGN WAR CHEST (HENSHAW)
4/18/1986 D012 KTIPS TO NORTHERN QUARTERBACKS
8/12/1992 AlOl ANOTHER VIETNAM MAY BE IN MAKING (ED)
5/31/1991 B012 RAP CONCERT TONIGHT
1/28/1982 N241 *BRANDON BOY NOT YOUR NORMAL SHEEP RAISER
2/14/1987 C016 CITY WOMAN APPOINTED TO REGENTS
3/31/1987 C015 EDUCATION ISSUES WILL BE 1ST LESSON
10/05/1992 A012 *0N THE NIGHT SHIFT, CLERK FIGHTS CRIME
10/05/1992 A061 KGRAVEYARD SHIFT A REAL-LIFE SOAP OPERA
1/20/1983 DOll *1963 SDSU NATIONAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS TO RELIVE PAST
2/05/1984 BOll *REGENTS CRITICIZED FOR PRESIDENT SEARCH METHOD
10/04/1986 A083 *UNITED WAY IMPROVES CITY
1/21/1987 C073 *SIOUX FALLS BANKER RECEIVES ALUMNI AWARD
3/12/1988 C012 SPARKS MEMORIES OF BASKETBALL HERO
5/14/1988 C012 *BANKER LEAVING STATE FOR PROMOTION
1/04/1985 coil ^COMPLAINTS ABOUT A CAR THAT WENT SOUR
1/15/1985 BOll LEMON CRY BRINGS NEW AUTOMOBILE
1/21/1989 A052 *LOCAL RAGTIME COMPOSER GETS A HEARING
7/09/1988 B012 ^CHESTER'S BOTT REALLY COOKIN'
9/21/1988 D013 BOTT FEARS HE WAS TARGET OF SCAM
5/08/1983 EOll *A TOUR OF THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
11/12/1983 B015 COKE COMPANY GETS RELIEF WITH EXPANSION
u l/^20/i985^;E012i^TWO! It29 BOTTLERS -MERGE
1/26/1992 E012 J6BUSINESS BUBBLES AT PEPSI
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BOTTLING
BOTTUM JOSEPH
BOTULISM
BOUCK MELISSA
BOUMAN TODD
BOUNDARIES
BOUR TONY
BOURLAND GREGG
BOURNE BILL., ,, ,
BOVEE MIKE
- BOWAR r LARR¥^
BOWDEN AL
BOWDEN AUTOMATED
BOWDEN BOB
BOWDEN DOUG
BOWDEN HERB
BOWDEN PRODUCTIONS
BOWDEN RALPH 8 EST
BOWEN RICHARD
BOWERS BRYAN
BOWERS JAMES
BOWERS KENT
BOWERS MARK
BOWHUNTING
BOWLING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/19/1992
9/20/1992
8/03/1983
7/06/1984
8/18/1987
9/13/1991
4/10/1991
coil
coil
BOll
coil
C021
A012
D012
6/29/1982 B014
7/29/1982 C031
3/03/1989 C015
5/10/1989 C025
5/23/1989 coil
9/10/1989 F031
11/21/1989 B066
11/29/1989 C021
1/03/1990 C012
1/16/1990 A012
1/22/1990 B012
1/30/1990 C041
2/03/1990 AO12
2/04/1990 A015
12/10/1991 C016
11/25/1984 EOll
8/27/1987 C015
11/10/1992 B012
12/02/1992 BOll
12/07/1992 B025
7/31/1992 D012
3^0^/19B5'A08I
1/15/1991 A015
12/21/1988 ;C0i2
7/10/1986 A061
3/28/1991 D062
5/24/1992 EOll
4/28/1984 BOll
11/22/1991 A103
2/12/1983 C012
8/09/1985 AlOl
5/18/1986 EOll
6/01/1986 EOll
6/22/1992 A016
6/24/1992 D062
1/14/1992 B062
1/21/1991 A012
2/08/1985 C021
7/18/1985 C012
6/09/1990 A056
9/22/1991 E012
5/01/1990 C023
12/18/1983 E013
8/18/1992 C041
1/10/1982 C081
1/17/1982 C061
1/31/1982 C055
2/07/1982 C061
2/21/1982 C081
2/28/1982 C061
4/11/1982 C081
9/19/1982 B081
9/26/1982 C061
10/10/1982 C051
10/17/1982 B075
10/24/1982 B071
10/31/1982 B081
11/07/1982 C061
11/14/1982 B081
12/19/1982 B071
1/02/1983 B071
1/09/1983 B071
1/16/1983 B071
1/30/1983 B071
2/06/1983 B071
2/13/1983 B081
3/06/1983 C084
3/13/1983 C081
=v3/20/1983:HB082f
3/27/1983 B081
DIET COKE "SPIKED WITH REAL THING--SUGAR
LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR RECALLING DIET COKE
*WHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
JOSEPH BOTTUM, FORMER US SENATOR, DIES
SUSPECTED BOTULISM KILLS BIRDS
KWOMAN TESTIFIES IN SNATCHING
BOUMAN EXPECTED TO PICK SDSU
SEE ALSO IOWA, MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA
ISLAND IS IN NEB, COURT SAYS
USE OF ISLANDS MIGHT BE ILLEGAL
AGREEMENT COULD ALTER NEBRASKA BOUNDARY
NEBRASKA PASSES BOUNDARY CHANGE
LAWMAKERS PASS SD BOUNDARY BILL
QUARTZITE POSTS LASTING MARKERS OF STATE BOUNDARY
NEW BORDER TREATY PUTS DAKOTA DUNES IN SD
SD GROWS BY 1,800 ACRES
BORDER SCHOOLS SEEK COOPERATION
36GEOLIGISTS DISAGREE ON RISK OF BORDER SITE
5CWASTE SITE OPPONENT--SD VITAL
DUMP OPPONENTS ASKING FOR HELP
MORE WASTES TARGETED FOR DUMP
DUMP PROPOSAL SCARES BOTH SIDES OF BORDER
JOHN HARRIS BOUNDARIES MAY CHANGE
^THRIVING STARMARK READIES ITS ENCORE
JESTARMARK EXPANSION MEANS 75 NEW JOBS
UNITED SIOUX TRIBES TREASURER STEPS DOWN
TRIBAL LEADERS MEET WITH CLINTON ADVISERS
4 TRIBES BACK BOURLAND FIGHT
5CDU0 BLENDS GUITAR, BAGPIPES TO PRODUCE SOUND
3CBURY MYTHS ABOUT VA MEDICAL SYSTEM
XCITY HONORS 2 CITIZENS
;3€Billboard./Pors..thebQuestion - . -
5fGIVE THE CUBS A CHANCE » ^
KSENCORE TRIES TO FILL VCR GAP
VIBORG COMPANY GETS $100,000 LOAN
XBOWDEN PLANS BOSTON MARATHON RUN
*GREAT BEAR GOOD FOR AREA
*UNITED WAY CHIEF NAMED
XMOVE FORWARD WITH DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
3CSMALL BUSINESS AGENCY HONORS SENCORE HEAD
SENCORE PRESIDENT RECEIVES REGIONAL HONOR
CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME
XCITY BUSINESSMAN STARTS COMPANY IN VIBORG
*HAS ROLE IN PUMPING UP BIKE RACE
XTUTHILL'S "RICH" IMAGE HAS STUCK
RICHARD BOWEN TO HEAD IDAHO UNIVERSITY
•I DIDN'T CUT WORKERS'
*AUTOHARPIST TO PERFORM AT WORTHING
PIERRE-AREA MINT USED IN GUM, TOOTHPASTE
REPUBLICAN WANTS HELP FROM SD DEMOCRATS
XPOPCORN FARMER'S EMPIRE GROWING
ANTELOPE BOWHUNTERS FACE STIFF CHALLENGE
KMARK BARKER GETS YEAR STARTED WITH 300
BOWLERS' BACK PAIN CAN BE CORRECTED
MYOTT TAKES AIM AT PRO BOWLING (WOODDEN)
BOWLING IN THE SOVIET UNION--NYET
ARE YOU A PRO BOWLING EXPERT (WOODEN)
PRACTICE DOES MAKE PERFECT FOR BOWLER CYNDIE ABBOT
XBOWLING TEAMMATES ROLL PERFECT GAMES
HENEL REACHES HEIGHT AFTER 20 YEARS OF BOWLING
BOWLING GAINS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
BOWLER'S UNUSUAL PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
^WASHINGTON GYM NOT TYPICAL BOWLING ALLEY
3(RANDY CLARK BOWLS 300 GAME
HALLOWEEN FUN FOR LADIES LEAGUE
CARPENTER LOVES THE CHALLENGE OF SCRATCH BOWLING LEA
KPEANUT STRIP MAKES POINT ABOUT WOMEN
3(L0RI DENEVAN ON A ROLL IN LEAGUE BOWLING
THURINGER FAMILY MAKES BOWLING TRADITION
PHYSICAL FITNESS IMPORTANT FOR BOWLERS
*AL BEUCKENS BATTLES BIG GUYS ON EVEN TERMS
*KIRSCHMANN STILL BOWLS THEM OVER
JEPREGNANCY HELPS HAINJE ON BOWLING LANES
5CB0WLER-BASEBALL PLAYER HEIRIGS KNOWS BOTH
36GROVENBURG TAKES ON CHALLENGE
BEUCKENS FINDS DIFFERENCES IN BOWLING
3€5THr,frame SPLITS KEERSteTHOMAS FROM 300 GAME
*17 YEARS ON SF BOWLING ASSOCIATION BOARD
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/10/1983 B081 9(FALK HAS COME A LONG WAY
A/17/1983 CG81 KBOWLER FRYE ALMOST PERFECT
5/03/1983 A015 PRO BOWLERS TOUR TO STOP IN SF
5/15/1983 CG12 *GROVENBURG ROLLS PERFECT 3GG AT STATE
6/17/1983 DGll *SOUTAR AMONG PRO BOWLERS READY TO INVADE SF
6/21/1983 CG12 PRO BOWLER WEBER, AMATEUR FLINT ARE IN CONTRASTS
6/23/1983 DG15 *PRO NEWCOMER WINS WESTPORT TOURNAMENT
9/11/1983 BG81 COKE NATIONALS REAL THING FOR STATE BOWLERS
1G/G2/1983 CG93 SPORT BOWL SCORING COMPUTER ACCEPTED
1G/G9/1983 BG71 KKINDT DEVOTES ENERGY TO BOWLING
1G/3G/1983 CG61 *ALMOST IDENTICAL AT THE LANES
11/2G/1983 BG51 5CKL0CK HURLS A STRIKE FOR WOMEN BOWLERS
11/27/1983 BG82 GAPP SUPRISES HERSELF AT STATE MEET
12/GA/1983 BG81 ^BOWLING IN HIS BLOOD
12/18/1983 BG81 KRANSCHAU'S 289 IS SURPRISE
1/G1/198A CG61 *E1DE LIKES ADVANCEMENT INTO ADULT BOWLING
1/G8/1984 BG81 XHANSON SO CLOSE TO 3GG GAME
1/22/1984 BG81 XCATERPILLARKEGLERS INTO BOWLING BUTTERFLIES
1/29/1984 BG82 CLARK WANTS TO REGAIN FORM
2/G5/1984 CG71 KOEPKE ONE OF BEST AND MODEST
2/12/1984 BG51 ^CLARKE BOWLS DOWN THE OPPOSITION
2/19/1984 BG81 *BOWLER OREN WON'T MISS GRABBING THE RING
3/11/1984 BG81 KTHIEF CAN'T TAKE AWAY ROWE'S 3GG GAME
3/25/1984 BG81 O'DELL BOWLS 3GG FOR.HIS MOM
4/G1/1984 BG71 THANKS TO BABE KLOCK'S CARE
4/G8/1984 CG71 LOTTMAN'S 68G IS RECORD
4/15/1984 CG81 BRANDON'S COFFIELD ROLLING ON A BOWLING HI
4/22/1984 CG71 *TOBEN'S OFF NIGHT NETS 3GG
4/29/1984 BG81 SEVEN 3GGS HIGHLIGHT LEAGUE SEASON
9/16/1984 BG71 HARD-SELL MARKETING FILLS BOWLING HOUSES
9/23/1984 CG91 *BEUCKENS' 3GG GAME INSPIRED BY VISIT
lG/21/1984 BG53 SPONSORING BOWLING TEAM HELPFUL
11/18/1984 BG85 3CBEG1NNER ON TRACK WITH 24G GAME
2/G3/1985 EGll EASTWAY BOWL SOLD FOR UNDISCLOSED PRICE
2/1G/1985 BG81 *HE'S RETIRED FROM JOB
2/17/1985 BG82 MEIER COMES BACK STRONG
2/24/1985 BG81 *HOFSTAD PROVES AGE NO OBSTACLE
3/24/1985 BG71 YOU ARE NEVER TOO OLD TO TRY
3/24/1985 CG13 KEMPIRE BOWL WANTS TO FORGET THE PAST
4/21/1985 BG81 KSTANTON STILL CHASING ELUSIVE 6GG
9/15/1985 BG71 KLINCOLN HIGH JUNIOR IMPROVES WITH HELP
9/29/1985 BG61 RULES PUT DAMPER ON SCORING
lG/13/1985 BG81 SCHJODT JOLTS AVERAGE
1G/2G/1985 ClGl ^LINCOLN JUNIOR FOILES RISES TO OCCASION
lG/27/1985 BG81 *C00K1E'S BOWLING RECIPE
11/G3/1985 BG71 *ESD TRAVELING TEAM CLEARS LANE
11/24/1985 BG64 LENNOX BOWLER SNAPS FROM SLUMP
12/G8/1985 BG83 EXPERIENCE STIMULATES 83-YEAR-OLD
12/15/1985 BG82 STROUT'S STREAK PRODUCES LOFTY SCORES
12/22/1985^:8061 HEYDENIS^ COMES EARLY WITH 706
1/12/1986 B081 KPARTY GIVES CITY BOWLERS A CHANCE
1/26/1986 C051 KYOUNG BOWLER DOESN'T LET AGE STAND
2/02/1986 B081 PUKWANA BOWLERS TO ROLL IN RENO
3/02/1986 B081 ELR0D--PERS1STENCE TO REACH 300 GAME
4/13/1986 B082 3 WOMEN BOWLERS INDUCTED
5/07/1986 D051 MCDONALD BOWLS LIKE A PRO
8/10/1986 EOll BOWLING ALLEY UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
8/23/1986 B032 *B0WL1NG COMPUTES AT EMPIRE BOWL
9/14/1986 B071 HALL OF FAMER WEBER VISIT TO EMPIRE BOWL
9/17/1986 D015 *SNELL BOWLS OVER GOLDMAN FOR TITLE
9/21/1986 B032 CARPENTER, ELROD COME CLOSE TO PERFECTION
11/23/1986 B031 56LEAGUE INSPIRES TO CHASE 300 GAMES
12/14/1986 B074 SIOUX FALLS TEEN BREAKS 700 BARRIER
1/18/1987 B061 CITY'S OLDEST BOWLER
2/08/1987 B071 *P10NEER BOWLING BROADCASTER
10/17/1987 A074 BOWLING FUND-RAISER A SUCCESS (L)
11/22/1987 ClOl ABERDEEN WOMAN IS TRIPLE THREAT
12/12/1987 A092 SUPERBOWLER SCORES A SUCCESS (L)
1/10/1988 B071 SMALL TOWN'S BOWLING ALLEY DEFIES
1/31/1988 C071 WOMEN'S TOURNEY IS SUPER
7/11/1988 B016 *BOWLER CONTINUES SUCCESS
10/23/1988 B063 SF TOP BOWLERS CHASE CASH
11/13/1988 FOll KA TROUBLED SPORT FACES CHANGES
11/22/1988 A083 ARTICLE HURT BOWLING (L)
2/26/1989 B064 SD GETS IN BOWLING SPOTLIGHT
3/23/1989 A072 ^BREAKING HANDICAPPED BARRIERS
4/16/1989 B051 3 SDfWOMEN BOWLERS HONORED
5/29/1989 B014 *FL1NT STRIKES ON BOWLING TOUR
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/01/1989 B061 56NEW REG BOWL MANAGER NOT NEW
10/29/1989 B071 BROOKINGS MAN 'KEPT GETTING LUCKIER'
2/04/1990 B031 3«LUSTIG BACK ON TOP AFTER TRANSPLANT
4/08/1990 B061 WOMEN'S GROUP HONORS 3 MEMBERS
10/14/1990 B053 KLOCAL BOWLERS FIND SUCCESS AT COLLEGE
10/15/1990 C012 *SF BOWLING CENTERS ON A ROLL
12/23/1990 B071 SF BOWLER WANTS PEOPLE TO STRAIGHTEN UP
12/30/1990 B073 NOT FREE OF POLITICAL DISPUTES
1/20/1991 B065 CARPENTER REACHES TRUE BOWLING GREATNESS
2/24/1991 B031 ^SUCCESS KEEPS ON ROLLING FOR JANSSEN
3/03/1991 B031 EMPIRE BOWL PAVES WAY TO BRING...
3/03/1991 C012 *IS IT A STRIKE
3/17/1991 B031 FEWER BOWLERS SLATED TO COMPETE
3/24/1991 B035 SF NATIVE BEATS A LEGEND
3/31/1991 B033 ABC DELEGATES--IT'S TIME FOR CHANGE
4/26/1991 C012 BOY CAN'T SUE FOR LOSING HIS FINGER
11/10/1991 B045 300 SUDDENLY A RARITY FOR SD BOWLERS
11/17/1991 B051 56SF BOWLER WORKS FOR HIS SHOT
11/24/1991 B053 ANY BOWLER CAN BE GREAT FOR A GAME
12/01/1991 BOll K278 MAKES BOWLER'S HAND SHRINK
12/29/1991 B063 RIGHT EQUIPMENT KEY TO BOWLING
2/17/1992 B012 *68-YEAR-0LD STILL BOWLING
3/15/1992 B071 COUPLE SPARES TIME TO BOWL
3/22/1992 B075 KCITY BOWLER GEARS UP FOR US OPEN
3/29/1992 B065 KSOUTAR SETTLES FOR 287
4/18/1992 B012 KSPARE TIME A LONG TIME
10/04/1992 B031 ADAMS FINDS BEST REASON TO BOWL...
11/01/1992 B071 KAGE NO OBSTACLE FOR 90-YEAR-OLD BOWLER
11/29/1992,BOll KHONOR ROLL PRESERVES BIT OF HISTORY
12/13/1992 B08l*HUSKER BOWLER FITTJE--GAME IS 'IN TRANSITION'
12/27/1992 C051 KSF YOUTH TEAMS LOOKING FOR A ROLL
5/25/1992 C021 KFOUR VIE FOR POSTS ON COUNTY BOARD
1/22/1992 B021 KCAFE'S COOK GOES BACK TO THE BASICS
4/21/1991 B053 TRACK STANDOUTS NOT PLEASED WITH TIMES
10/11/1988 A012 *SD BATTLES BUGS BY THE BILLION
1/16/1983 C053 BOX ELDER ARGUES OVER NEED FOR FULL-TIME MAYOR
2/16/1983 C041 BOX ELDER CITIZENS WANT THE MAYOR OUT
5/07/1983 B041 107 SIGM NEW PETITIONS AGAINST MAYOR
8/21/1985 C031 BOX ELDER MAYOR FIRES POLICE CHIEF
12/08/1989 coil BOX ELDER APPEALS $20,000 RULING
4/18/1990 C023 RAPID CITY GIVES WATER DURING SHORTAGE
9/07/1990 C034 PUBLIC WORKS WORKERS RESIGN OVER DISPUTE
11/09/1990 C033 COUNCIL BICKERS TOO MUCH
11/28/1990 C031 ANOTHER BOX ELDER GROUP SEEKS RECALL
3/08/1992 F035 RESIDENTS WANT CITY TO SOLVE WATER LINE PROBLEMS
2/03/1982 BOll HAROLD FRANK BREATHES LIFE INTO BOXING-FLANDREAU
2/23/1982 B012 XLEDOUX GOES BACK TO BOXING'S SQUARE ONE
2/25/1982 B031 WANNA FINDS SUCCESS IN BOXING
2/28/1982 C061 SCOTT LEDOUX STILL HAVING GOOD TIMES IN THE RING
'i;;^3/10/1982iC021 jBOXING^^^^^ NEED AMATEUR HELP (L)
3/12/1982 D023 SIOUX FALLS AMBUSHED BY PROMOTER, BOXERS (L)
5/29/1982 coil JEFFERSON'S FAST FEET AND HANDS
12/19/1982 B012 K'PRO BOXING IS YEARS BEHIND AMATEURS'
1/09/1983 B073 BOXER'S AMBITIONS REQUIRES LONG CLIMB
4/05/1983 C012 *JAMES LIKES SF, CHANCE TO BOX AT OLYMPIC GAMES
1/08/1984 C013 KLITTLE BOXERS
2/11/1984 B012 ^GETTING AN EARLY START
2/12/1984 B012 KBOXER JAMES SPARS WITH OLYMPIC DREAM
10/12/1985 B014 *JEFFERSON GETS BREAK
5/02/1986 D012 *LE DOUX RETURNS FOR DIFFERENT FIGHT
4/07/1987 B012 56LOCAL FANS LEAN LEONARD'S WAY
12/09/1987 D061 3CRICHARDS SO GOOD HE CAN'T FIND FOES
3/26/1988 B012 KLOCAL BOXER FIGHTS FOR OLYMPIC TRYOUT
3/28/1988 C012 KYOUTH BOXING NEEDS BOOST
4/02/1988 B015 KJAMES WINS BOXING TITLE
6/28/1988 B012 KTYSON'S QUICK VICTORY SHOCKS FANS
6/29/1988 B012 TYSON FIGHT PACKED A PUNCH FOR BUSINESS
7/02/1988 C012 ALI'S STYLE KEEPS A HOLD
7/09/1988 B012 ^CHESTER'S BOTT REALLY COOKIN'
8/08/1988 B041 3fPR0S BOX IN SUNNY RING
8/28/1988 B012 KJAMES CONTESTS BOXER'S BERTH IN OLYMPICS
9/15/1988 B012 JAMES' BOXING DREAM STILL ON HOLD
9/20/1988 B012 JAMES QUIET ON HEMBRICK
9/21/1988 D013 BOTT FEARS HE WAS TARGET OF SCAM
9/22/1988 A061 BAD ADVICE TURNS DREAM INTO NIGHTMARE (ED)
9/26/1988 AlOl 5CJAMES FOLLOWED RULES
4/30/1990 A012 XTOUGH-FIGHT FOR THE TOP
3/25/1991 C012 KFIVE HILLBERG BOYS SHARE PASSIONATE INTEREST
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/20/1991 BOIA *LOCAL FANS--BOUT 'GOOD SHOW
12/06/1991 C012 *FIREFIGHTER'S CLUB DRAWS YOUTHFUL CONTENDERS
12/31/1989 N091 *REPORTER WHO SHOT FLIGHT 232 CRASH
1/21/1982 C086 BOY SCOUTS' KLONDIKE DERBY
A/25/1982 BOAl ^BAKING CONTEST JUDES SAMPLES SCOUT'S ENTRY
5/13/1982 B09A BOY SCOUT TRAINING SESSION
5/19/1982 D055 DISTINGUISHED SERVICE GIVEN TO THE SIOUX COUNCIL
8/18/1982 B055 GLENSKI GETS EAGLE SCOUT HONOR
9/30/1982 B052 SCOUTS OBSERVE 75TH ANNIVERSARY
10/03/1982 B071 SCOUTS CAMP ON SOGGY GROUND
10/2A/1982 DOll ^MENTALLY HANDICAPPED MEET SCOUTING
1/23/1983 C0A2 *OVER THE RIVER AND THROUGH THE WOODS
2/09/1983 BOIA DIRECTOR RETIRES FROM JOB, NOT FROM BOY SCOUTS
2/23/1983 B05A *2 SCOUTS EARN EAGLE AWARD
3/30/1983 B052 *GLENSKI EARNS EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
A/05/1983 A095 *SCOUT COUNCIL SELECTS ERICKSON
A/21/1983 C021 WILLIAMS DID MUCH FOR SIOUX COUNCIL (ED)
A/2A/1983 COAl 36READY--AIM--FIRE
5/08/1983 B03A MEDIA THANKED FOR PUBLICITY GIVEN TO SCOUT-O-RAMA
8/31/1983 B07A *CHRIS YOST GETS EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
1/11/198A C09A X6RAU GETS EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
1/22/198A AOIA *THE OLD HEAVE-HO
1/22/198A C012 *TRAIL RACE TEACHES SCOUTS SURVIVAL SKILLS
3/29/198A COAl SCOUT-O-RAMA WILL BE SATURDAY
A/01/198A E015 XA LOOK AT TODAY'S SCOUTS
5/10/198A B07A BOY SCOUTS HOST PANCAKE FEED
7/16/198A BOll KBOY SCOUT TROOP 112 CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
1/20/1985 C013 ^KLONDIKE DERBY
,1/20/1985 C0A5 16 SCOUT TROOPS IN KLONDIKE DERBY
2/08/1985 A081 HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BOY SCOUTS (ED)
2/08/1985 BOll KBOY SCOUTING MOLDS THE MAN
2/13/1985 B072 WEIGHT GETS EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
3/28/1985 D033 SCOUT-O-RAMA TICKETS GO ON SALE
A/2A/1985 B021 SCOUT-O-RAMA STARTS SATURDAY IN THE ARENA
5/01/1985 C093 BOY SCOUTS TO HONOR 8 AT ANNUAL MEETING
5/12/1985 coil *BOY SCOUTS VOLUNTEER HELP FOR CEMETERY CLEANUP
6/09/1985 C061 *PRIDE IN THE PAST
7/10/1985 B075 *LENKER EARNS EAGLE SCOUT RANK
7/12/1985 C035 BOY SCOUTS WILL REPLACE DISEASED ELMS
7/2A/1985 C09<» ^PETERS EARNS EAGLE SCOUT STATUS
9/25/1985 C091 *TODD GUNN TO BE HONORED AS EAGLE SCOUT
9/26/1985 coil SCOUTS SEEK RECRUITS TO CHANGE IMAGE
10/05/1985 A09A BOY SCOUT NUMBERS INCREASE (L)
10/23/1985 C09A LAMMERS RECEIVES EAGLE BADGE
11/09/1985 A081 STAND BEHIND 'DUTY TO GOD' CLAUSE
12/25/1985 C13A MURPHY WINS EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
1/19/1986 coil KCAN LIVE OFF THE FROZEN YUKON
1/22/1986 C094 KSAHLY EARNS EAGLE SCOUT RANK
A/05/1986 C021 1986 SCOUT-O-RAMA STARTS TODAY IN ARENA
; 7/21/JL986;BOLl *SCOUT'S EFFORT HONORS THOSE WHO SERVED
8/23/1986 A092 BOY SCOUT TROOP'S SERVICE SALUTED (L)
11/12/1986 C092 LOCAL BOY SCOUT EARNS EAGLE BADGE
2/18/1987 C071 *LOCAL BOY SCOUT EARNS EAGLE BADGE
3/25/1987 C091 DIERKS WILL GET EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
A/08/1987 B071 PIERSTORFF EARNS EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
A/29/1987 C091 6 VOLUNTEER SCOUT LEADERS HONORED
5/15/1987 C012 XPLANT PATROL
5/27/1987 C071 KODLAND RECEIVES EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
6/27/1987 A09A TROOP 1A8 THANKS SERTOMA CLUB (L)
7/13/1987 A075 SCOUT RAISES MONEY FOR LIBRARY
7/31/1987 C015 XCUB SCOUTS TAKE AIM AT FUN
12/16/1987 C091 KJUST RECEIVES EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
1/17/1988 A012 *LESSON IN SURVIVAL
3/27/1988 EOll BOY SCOUTS BEGIN SELLING TICKETS
A/30/1988 B031 AREA BOY SCOUTS COUNCIL RECEIVES DONATION (L)
A/30/1988 coil BOY SCOUTS GATHER FOR SCOUT-O-RAMA
5/12/1988 B03A SCOUTS SALUTE HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE
5/15/1988 F021 KNIGHTS, SERTOMA MEMBERS HELP BOY SCOUTS
6/13/1988 A012 3CSTAR-SPANGLED BANNERS
9/08/1988 A091 NEW BOY SCOUTS TROOP WILL BE ORGANIZED
9/1A/1988 coil BOY SCOUTS SIGN UP MEMBERS THURSDAY
10/26/1988 B052 ^OAKLAND TO GET EAGLE SCOUT AWARD
11/12/1988 coil HUNGER PROJECT KICKS OFF TODAY
12/02/1988 C016 ^PLENTIFUL HARVEST
3/16/1989 coil SCOUT-O-RAMA TICKETS GO ON SALE
11/11/1989 coil BOY SCOUTS PLAN DOOR-TO-DOOR DRIVE
11/13/1989 BOll SCOUTS HAND OUT BAGS TO HELP NEEDY
11/15/1989 AlOl SCOUTS WILL COLLECT AREA FOOD SATURDAY (L)
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BOVCE ALEC
BOYCE ROBERT
BOYD AARON
BOYD BENTLEY
BOYD BARREL
BOYD DAVID
BOYD ED
BOYD RANDY
BOYD RICHARD
BOYD ROBERT
BOYD TACI
BOYD VERLYN
BOYENS SCOTT
BOYER HELEN
BOYER JERRY
BOYER KENNETH
, BOYETT BEN
miiVftBOYKimiJIMMV!;
BOYKIN SAM
BOYLES LINDA
BOYS CLUB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/26/1990 C023 LOCAL BOY SCOUTS WARN RESIDENTS OF SOLICITATION
2/08/1990 B016 KNEW SCOUT HANDBOOK AVAILABLE
3/16/1990 coil BOY SCOUTS HOST BASEBALL CARD SHOW
8/17/1990 C012 KSCOUT PROJECT STRESSES KINDERGARTNER SAFETY
9/10/1990 B033 PARKSTON WOMAN MASTERS ROLE IN SCOUTS
10/06/1990 C012 KPUMPKINS FOR SALE
1/12/1991 A055 KBOY SCOUT PLANS TO GET LAUGHTER
2/2A/1991 E012 KYOUTH HONORED FOR QUICK RESPONSE
3/1*4/1991 B061 SCOUT PANCAKE BREAKFAST
3/1A/1991 C012 KWOMAN MAKES SCOUTS HER LIFE'S CALL
3/19/1991 B012 SCOUTS SHARE TO SHOW THEY CARE
A/13/1991 coil TO SHOW OFF SKILLS AT FAIRGROUND
A/28/1991 D012 KHOT LESSON
9/28/1991 C012 KFLANDREAU SCOUT TO RARE EAGLE HEIGHTS
ll/lA/1991 coil SCOUTS TO COLLECT FOOD FOR THE NEEDY
10/10/1992 BOll BOY SCOUTS TRAVELING TO ST PAUL RALLY
10/11/1992 FOll LIONS CLUB DONATES $1,385 TO BOY SCOUTS
10/31/1992 B012 KEAGLE IN THE MAKING
11/15/1992 FOll kMAKE A DIFFERENCE
6/17/1991 B012 KCONSULTS CITIES ON EVERYTHING
2/03/1992 C012 BOYCE JOKES HE'S SYNONYMOUS WITH GARBAGE
10/23/1983 C031 KINTERNATIONAL TERRORISM
A/25/1991 B013 KSERVICE WITH A SMILE
2/26/198A C031 KWINS YOUNG COLUMBUS CONTEST
A/25/198A D0A3 KTRIP SEEMS LIKE A DREAM FOR STUDENT
5/0A/1985 C035 KARGUS LEADER SCHOLARSHIP WINNER CARRIES BIG HOPES
3/17/1982 C033 KDARREL BOYD-LIQUOR LOBBYIST DIES IN ACCIDENT
5/13/1985 coil KOFFICER'S PARTNER HAD A NOSE FOR CRIME
12/16/1982 DOn, LIFE'S GETTING BETTER FOR ED BOYD
8/17/1989 D061GUNSTOCK MAKER TO RECEIVE AWARD
12/20/1989 C021 MAN FOUND GUILTY OF EMBEZZLING
2/15/1990 C022 INDIAN CENTER OFFICIAL GETS FINE, PRISON TERM
A/09/1983 BOll KACTOR ROBERT BOYD DIES IN CRASH
10/03/1983 B013 K5TH-GRADER TACI BOYD LEARNS NOW
12/31/198A A051 KTOUCHED THOUSANDS OF LIVES
10/31/1985 D012 KBOYENS ACCOMPLISHES SIC DREAM
8/19/1983 C023 KABANDONED CEMETERY BOARD VIEWS FARMERS AS FRIENDS
9/16/1989 coil BOYER WILL HEAD LOCAL PATROL OFFICE
5/16/1992 D013 KPOLICE OFFICERS REMEMBER FALLEN FRIENDS
9/03/1982 C013 JUDGE TELLS SF STOCKBROKER TO HIRE LAWYER
9/21/1982 C032 STOCKBROKER DISPUTES FEDERAL JURISDICTION
10/20/1982 C032 DEFENDANT DOESN'T PARTICIPATE IN FEDERAL TAX TRIAL
10/22/1982 C012 KSTOCKBROKER FOUND GUILTY IN TAX CASE
11/30/1982 B032 KBOYER GETS 2 YEARS IN PRISON FOR FALSE TAX RETURNS
1/21/1983 B031 BROKER SEEKS REVERSAL OF CONVICTION
2/18/1983 C031 STOCKBROKER LOSES SUIT AGAINST IRS
6/24/1983 C035 kEX-STOCKBROKER WANTS CONVICTIONS OVERTURNED
7/02/1983 B013 *TAX PROTESTER BOYER SENT TO FEDERAL PRISON
1/13/1990,coil kKDLT-TV HIRES NEW NIGHT CO-ANCHOR
^^0>f08/li986i2rB0af2^i^FARMER= POSTS BOYKIN IS BAIL
5/31/1991 C033 COURT REJECTS APPEAL OF CONVICTED KILLER
4/23/1990 C024 MAYOR UNLAWFULLY FIRED FINANCE OFFICER
10/31/1992 A012 KA LOCAL HAUNT
FOR LATER SEE YOUTH ENRICHMENT
11/07/1982 D021 KEDUCATION, RECREATION STRIKE BALANCE AT BOY'S CLUB
11/19/1982 C021 GRANITE CITY JAYCEES PRAISE BOY'S CLUB (L)
9/12/1983 A091 BOYS CLUB SPONSORS FOOD PROGRAM
9/27/1983 C015 BOYS CLUB GETS OK TO PURCHASE LAND
12/19/1983 coil KTHE BOYS CLUB BULGES WITH LOVE, LEADERiSHIP
2/27/1984 B015 CLUB OFFERS SOMETHING NEW
5/01/1984 C032 BOYS CLUB'S $750,000 FUND DRIVE
5/26/1984 BOll BOYS CLUB BOARD, STAFF PLEDGE $125,000
6/10/1984 C033 NEEDS HELP IN CHANGING LOCATIONS (L)
6/16/1984 C013 KBOYS CLUB FOR NEW BUILDING
7/14/1984 BOll KMOTOCROSS TRACK NEAR TUTHILL PARK
7/28/1984 DOll BOYS CLUB MEETS MONEY GOAL FOR NEW BUILDING
8/20/1984 C013 BOYS CLUB BECOMES SECOND HOME FOR TEEN
10/30/1984 B013 GROUPS RECEIVE BOND ISSUES ON PROJECTS
6/14/1985 coil KBOYS CLUB BUILDING BEATS THE STREET
7/27/1985 coil KCLUB'S BUILDING OPENS
8/27/1985 B035 BOYS CLUB BOARD ELECTS OFFICERS FOR 1985-86
11/04/1985 A095 BOYS CLUB NEEDS ADULT VOLUNTEERS FOR PROGRAM
9/13/1986 A072 KBUDDIES SHARE TIME, FRIENDSHIP
2/23/1987 A074 BOYS CLUB DINNER-DANCE IN MAY
12/30/1987 B021 BOYS, GIRLS CLUBS ANNOUNCE MERGER
12/31/1987 C016 CLUBS MERGE TO IMPROVE SERVICES
1/02/1988 A081 MERGER OF 2 CLUBS SETS EXAMPLE (ED)
3/28/1988 A081 KMERGER SHOWS FINANCIAL, SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
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BOYS DON
BOYS STATE
BOZARTH RAY
BOZIED BOB
BOZIED DAVID
BOZUNG LAURAINE
BRAA LEWY
BRAASE ORDELL
BRADBURY THEOPHILU
BRADFIELD BRETT
BRADLEY BILL
BRADLEY LES
BRADSHAW JOHN
BRADY FRANK
BRADY JOHN
BRADY TOM
BRAGSTAD BERNICE
BRAGSTAD R E
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/19/1989 AHA RECLAIM THE BOYS CLUB (L)
8/21/1992 BOH AUTHOR TO DISCUSS AIDS AT FORUM
8/22/1992 DOIA ^QUARANTINE FOR AIDS, AUTHOR SAYS
5/02/1982 CGAl BOYS STATE ORIENTATION TODAY
6/02/1982 C032 MAYORS ELECTED AT BOYS S GIRLS STATE
6/03/1982 C031 BOYS STATE ELECTS GOVERNOR TODAY
6/06/1982 B051 DELEGATES CHOSEN FOR BOYS NATION
3/23/1983 B05A STUDENTS GO TO BOYS, GIRLS STATE
5/29/1983 B0A1 AIST BOYS' STATE BEGINS TODAY IN ABERDEEN
6/01/1983 C051 MAYORS ELECTED AT BOYS AND GIRLS STATES
6/0A/1983 B0A1 SIOUX FALLS STUDENT IS GOVERNOR OF BOYS STATE
6/05/1983 C051 BOYS STATE ELECTS NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
5/31/198A C035 11 ARE RUNNING FOR GOVERNOR AT BOYS STATE
6/01/198A C021 GIRLS AND BOYS STATES WORTHWHILE FUNCTIONS (ED)
6/01/198A CO^il SF TEEN RUNS FOR GOVERNOR
6/05/198<i C0^»2 DELEGATES CHOSEN FOR GIRLS AND BOYS NATION
6/0A/1985 C035 LEGION BOYS STATE STARTS IN ABERDEEN
6/06/1985 C021 BOYS STATE NAMES TWO GOVERNOR CANDIDATES
6/08/1985 C013 ELECTIONS ARE OVER, KIDS ARE HOME
6/08/1985 C031 OUTSTANDING BOYS STATERS TAKE HOME AWARDS
6/01/1986 C0H AATH BOYS STATE, GIRLS STATE TO BEGIN TODAY
6/0A/1986 B021 GIRLS AND BOYS STATE ELECT MAYORS
6/07/1986 C023 GIRLS, BOYS STATE ELECT OFFICERS
6/02/1987 C0A1 DELEGATES TO BOYS STATE PICK MYTHICAL MAYORS
6/05/1987 C021 VERMILLION YOUTH IS GOVERNOR AT BOYS STATE
6/08/1988 BOH CITY TEEN CHOSEN FOR BOYS STATE
5/29/1989 C025 BOYS, GIRLS STATE BEGINS TODAY
6/0A/1989 C0H BOYS, GIRLS STATE ELECT OFFICERS
5/30/1990 C051 SF BOYS STATE PARTICIPANTS ANNOUNCED
5/31/1990 C031 BOYS STATERS BECOME MAYORS
6/03/1990 BOH BOYS, GIRLS NATION DELEGATES CHOSEN
6/05/1990 C033 BOYS STATE GOVERNOR WINS ON LOW BUDGET
5/05/1991 C0H MEETING SET FOR LENNOX TODAY
6/01/1991 C0H DELEGATES ELECT MYTHICAL OFFICERS
5/11/1992 C0H GEMAR TO SPEAK AT BOYS STATE
5/13/1992 C021 BOYS STATE LUNCHEON TO FEATURE BROKAW
6/01/1992 C021 BOYS STATE, GIRLS STATE OPEN TODAY
6/06/1992 C0H NBC ANCHOR BROKAW SPEAKS AT BOYS STATE
6/07/1992 C0H HURON TEEN ELECTED BOYS STATE GOVERNOR
7/30/1990 C01A sePLUM OF THE SHOW
A/29/198A N031 *(SECTION 6) EX-COACH STRESSES RELIGION
2/1A/1988 D012 CABLE FIRMS CLASH IN BROOKINGS
11/13/1989 B012 XCROOKS TRAINER TEACHES TRACKING TO DONATED DOG
1/01/1991 C015 VETERAN ACCEPTS CALL-UP
1/24/1992 D012 *SUDDEN-DEATH CHAMPIONSHIP GAME BREATHED LIFE...
3/31/1989 C021 SATURDAY FUNERAL SET FOR PUBLISHER
4/26/1991 C015 9fO'GORMAN PRINCIPAL NAMED
7/19/1985 C0H BRADLEY PIVOTS FROM BASKETBALL CLINICS
7/23/1985 B035 BRADLEY--DON'T FEAR SIOUX NATION BILL
i-7/27/1985G015iBRADLEY WANTS APOLOGY FOR MEIERHENRY JOKE
7/28/1985 AHT BRADLEY BILL IS ATTEMPT TO RIGHT 100-YEAR-OLD WRONG
8/01/1985 A083 BRADLEY'S LAND PLAN SHOULD BE APPROVED (L)
8/05/1985 B032 TRIBE WAITS TO REACT TO BRADLEY BILL
11/27/1985 B022 LAND BILL FANS OUTNUMBER FOES
6/22/1986 C021 NJ SENATOR TO SPEAK AT COLLEGE GRADUATION
6/24/1986 C031 BRADLEY TO CONTINUE BLACK HILLS EFFORT
1/18/1987 E012 KTO RETURN HILLS TO SIOUX
3/11/1987 C012 ^BRADLEY MEASURE GAINS BACKER--SD STILL OPPOSED
4/03/1987 C041 MICKELSON TO TALK TO AUTHOR OF HILLS BILL
4/14/1987 C023 XTRIBES DISCUSS HILLS BILL
9/27/1987 C012 BRADLEY REFUSES BLACK HILLS DEBATE
10/09/1987 C021 BRADLEY DROPS WYOMING FROM BLACK HILLS BILL
10/14/1987 B022 *BILL GAINING SENATE SUPPORT
10/27/1987 C023 EXTRA REQUEST BLAMED FOR BILL'S SETBACK
11/15/1987 B031 INDIAN LEADERS WANT BLACK HILLS
12/27/1987 C021 BACKERS, OPPONENTS ARGUE EFFECTS OF BILL
5/01/1988 C012 SENATORS TO VISIT SIOUX RESERVATIONS
8/09/1988 A012 BRADLEY BILL TOPS AGENDA OF DELEGATES
9/20/1990 A015 BILL WOULD RETURN HILLS TO SIOUX
7/08/1992 C025 SENATE HOPEFUL HAAR BLASTS BRADLEY
5/17/1991 C032 MAYOR REFUSES TO REAPPOINT POLICE CHIEF
8/09/1988 C015 KFAMILY SPECIALIST LINKS ADDICTIONS TO SHAME
1/13/1982 B041 LAWMAKERS AVOID 1ST WEEK ON PURPOSE
7/07/1992 C011 MITCHELL MAN TO HEAD STATE TRAINING SCHOOL
1/28/1983 D012 *BRADY BALANCES WASHINGTON BASKETBALL ACT
12/06/1992 F021 XTREE FARM BRANCHES OUT
5/08/1983 B024 5CTWO-^FORMER SOUTH DAKOTANS'ARE TRAVELING
1/10/1982 B023 KBRAGSTAD BOOK NOSTALGIC LOOK AT SF (YEAGER)
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BRAILLE
BRAIN SURGERY
BRAITHWAITE RICHAR
BRAKER MIKE
BRAKKE LAKE
BRAKOW TOM
BRALEY KRIS
BRAMBLE FRANK
BRANAUGH GREG
BRANCEL BOB
BRANCH ADRIAN
BRAND BOARD
BRAND INSPECTOR
BRANDENBERG R E
BRANDENBURG LARRY
BRANDES L WENDELL
BRANDO MARLON
BRANDON SD
BRANDRIET DAVID
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/16/1989 C012 INMATE TRANSCRIBES THESAURUS INTO BRAILLE
9/23/1991 B061 ^SERVING SENTENCES BY MAKING SENTENCES
1/13/1991 C012 KCHILD FACES SPECIAL KIND OF BRAIN SURGERY
2/15/1991 C015 KCOMEDY ACTS TO AID SICK A-YEAR-OLD
2/09/1982 CQ21 CITY HIRES BRAITHWAITE FOR RIGHTS JOB
9/13/198A CQA2 TO OVERTURN CONVICTION FOR MURDER
11/30/1989 D086 ^EXECUTIVE WILL LEAVE KELO-TV
10/30/1983 B013 KFISH KILL GETS RID OF CARP IN BRAKKE LAKE
8/06/1987 coil KBROKOW TO MODERATE PRESIDENTIAL FORUM
A/12/1991 D012 5CWASHINGT0N GOLFERS WILL HAVE NEW EXPERIENCE
5/01/1988 N075 (SEC DD) XTOOK BIRDS UNDER HIS WING
8/0A/1986 B015 CITY POLICY IS FIRM SUCCESS FOR CONTRACTOR
1/05/1991 C032 PIERRE MAN NAMED TO BOARD OF REGENTS
3/02/1990 D012 BRANCH SCORES 3A, HOLDS OFF CEDAR RAPIDS
2/05/198A B052 LAWMAKER CRITICIZES BRAND INSPECTION PROCEDURE
2/08/198AD055 AUDIT GIVES HOUSE FUEL FOR DEBATE
2/10/198A COAl HOUSE GUTS BILL TRANSFERRING BRAND
2/16/198A C051 PANEL WANTS ACCOUNTING OF BRAND MONEY
2/18/198A B013 BILL WOULD REQUIRE ACCOUNTING OF BRAND MONEY
3/21/198A D02A BOOK PROMOTING BRAND BOARD PROPOSAL (L)
7/08/1987 C021 BRAND BOARD PRESSURED ON PERSONNEL
7/2A/1987 C021 LIVESTOCK TO REVAMP BRAND BOARD
10/02/1987 C021 RETIRED RANCHER NAMED BRAND INSPECTOR
9/06/1989 D081 JANUARY 1 IS DEADLINE FOR BRAND RENEWALS
12/03/1989 DOll RENEWALS DUE SOON FOR BRAND LICENSES
6/06/1990 DlOl BRAND BOARD URGES INSPECTION CHANGES
6/18/1990 B033 BRAND INSPECTORS GIVEN MORE AUTHORITY
6/28/1991 D081 BRAND PANEL TO CONSIDER FEE INCREASE
7/0A/1991 D062 HIGHER FEE FOR BRAND INSPECTION LIKELY TO PASS
a/15/1992 C023^BELLE FOURCHE MAN CHIEF BRAND INSPECTOR
9/2A/1982 C063 JUDGE HATED TO HAVE TO CLOSE BROTHELS
3/0A/198A C061 COURT OVERTURNS PERJURY CONVICTION
10/2A/1988 B015 MADISON MOURNS ITS 'SANTA CLAUS'
9/03/1987 AOll 5€ACT0R BRANDO OFFERS $5,000 TO SD PRISON
3/06/1982 B032 BRANDON VOTES TUESDAY ON $200,000 BOND
3/10/1982 C012 BRANDON VOTES TO FIX WASTEWATER LAGOON
7/12/1982 C031 BRANDON TO APPLY FOR GRANT
9/13/1982 C013 *HOMESTEADER DAY RELIVES PIONEER PAST
9/12/198A B081 COMPANY WILL BUILD PLANT IN BRANDON
A/13/1987 A015 BRANDON'S BOOM HEARD ACROSS SD
5/27/1987 B012 QUARRY OFFERS BRANDON ECONOMY $2 MILLION
7/27/1987 A052 ^BRANDON PROVIDES SUMMER FUN AT SCHOOL
9/10/1987 coil HARVEST FESTIVAL SLATED IN BRANDON SD
9/20/1988 C012 BRANDON VOTERS TO DECIDE POOL'S FATE
9/21/1988 A016 SWIMMING-POOL TAX PASSES IN BRANDON
3/19/1989 C012 DISTRICT'S PUPILS ADD UP FASTER
6/05/1989 A012 BRANDON STANDING ON ITS OWN 7,000 FEET
7/1A/1989 coil BRANDON CELEBRATION SET FOR WEEKEND
9/15/1989 A012 CROWD STUDENTS INTO BRANDON CLASSROOMS
>^9/=16/a:989..C015;;BRANDON:WILL. HIRE 3 MORE TEACHERS
11/08/1989'A021 BRANDON SCHOOL MEETING NOVEMBER 15
11/16/1989 A012 PARENTS CALL FOR STIFF DRUG LAWS
12/19/1989 coil BRANDON COUNCIL APPROVES CAR LOT
1/05/1990 A012 MICKELSON PLEDGES MONEY FOR BRANDON
1/23/1990 C023 BRANDON MAKES PLANS TO IMPROVE CITY STREETS
1/31/1990 C029 BRANDON SCHOOL ASKS FOR FAIR SHARE OF FUNDS
2/03/1990 C021 BRANDON, LANDOWNER AT ODDS OVER PROPERTY
2/06/1990 coil BRANDON TO ISSUE SWIM POOL BONDS
2/11/1990 D023 BRANDON PLANS HEARING TO DISCUSS STREET WORK
2/1A/1990 C023 BRANDON CITED TODAY AS GOLD COMMUNITY
2/16/1990 C021 BRANDON SCHOOLS PUSHED TO LIMIT
2/19/1990 C022 BOARD GIVES PRIORITY TO BRANDON PROJECT
A/16/1990 C02A CTY SWIMMING POOL COSTS TO BE DISCUSSED
A/19/1990 C021 BRANDON COUNCIL SETS WATERING RESTRICTIONS
6/01/1990 C035 COUNCIL EXAMINES STREET LIGHT FUNDING
6/28/1990 C031 BRANDON MAY MOVE UP SCHOOL BUILDING PLANS
7/13/1990 C031 BRANDON BATTLING FARMER OVER COURSE
7/13/1990 C033 ^BRANDON ROAD WORK TO TAKE SOME TIME
7/2A/1990 C033 FARMER MAY APPEAL LAND WORTH DECISION
9/20/1990 C03A BRANDON CITY COUNCIL PASSES $896,275 BUDGET
10/02/1990 C031 BRANDON CONSIDERING BUILDING NEW SCHOOL
11/18/1990 D012 5CBRAND0N 'STRUGGLING FOR AN IDENTITY'
A/21/1991 C015 BRANDON DRIVING FOR MORE GROWTH
8/03/1991 C032 CAR SHOW AND POKER RUN DEBUT TODAY
9/18/1991 C032 CITY OF BRANDON RAISES TAXES 7 PERCENT
10/02/1991 C032 KBRANDON BATTLES OVERCROWDING
A/08/1992 D062 BRANDON LEADS SALES CHARGE
lO/OA/1991 coil JURY AWARDS $200,000 TO WATERTOWN COUPLE
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BRANDS
brandSgaard troy
BRANDT DAVID
BRANDT KEVIN S LUA
BRANDT MICHAEL
BRANDY SANDY
BRANNAN CLARA
BRANSON MO
BRANSTAD TERRY
BRANUM ALLEN
BRANUM JUDY
BRASHIER CLYDE
BRASHIER KENNETH
BRATER DONALD
BRAUM FRANK
BRAUN GIL
BRAUN JANELLE
BRAUN JIM
BRAVE HEART BASIL
BRAVE MISTY
BRAVE SARAH
BRAVERY
BRAWLEY TAWANA
BRAXTON HERMAN
BRAZELL^^ MARGARET
BRAZIL
BRAZONES SUZETTE
BREAD
BREAD FOR WORLD
BREAKFASTS
BREAM JAMES
BREAST IMPLANTS
BREATHALYZER
BRECH LANNY
BRECH ROSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/09/1986 B031 CENTER SEEKS BRANDING INFORMATION
9/2A/1991 CG12 INMATE SENTENCED TO 4 YEARS FOR ESCAPE
4/13/1982 BG51 BRANDT SAYS NO TO SCHOOL BOARD TERM
5/1G/1982 CGll *2 SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS GIVE THEIR PARTING OPINIONS
4/G8/1991 AG12 ^FAMILY ADJUSTS TO LIFE IN THE CITY
6/2G/1992 AlGl FAMILY LIFE DESERVES HIGH PRIORITY
7/G4/1992 CG24 *SD OUTDOORSMEN ON ESPN
lG/18/1982 AG61 KSF WOMAN'S LOVE OF HUNTING UNDEMINISHED--80 YEARS
4/28/1992 BG14 KTHE STARS COME OUT AT BRANSON
11/11/1987 BG23 BRANSTAD SEEKS SUMMIT WITH COLLEAGUES
8/12/1992 B021 SDSU NAMES HIGHER EDUCATION OFFICIAL
11/G8/1989 CG12 TWO WORKING TO HELP STUDENTS ON SCIENCE
5/G6/199G DDG2 ^ROUTINE IS LIKE 'BEAT THE CLOCK'
5/1G/1986 AlGl LET'S NOT RISK FOULING ENVIRONMENT
12/G8/1986 CGll AURORA MAN IS RHODES SCHOLAR
4/G3/1991 BG16 *PILLS USED, ABUSED IN IGNORANCE
5/G1/1988N051 AUTHOR WAS NO WIZARD IN BUSINESS
lG/26/1989 C023 WEBSTER BENEFACTOR REVEALED
4/3G/1989 F012 KNURSE TAKES ROLE OF HELPER
10/04/199G BG12 KA MILD-MANNERED COMPANION
2/23/1991 CG33 FUNDING FIGHT COULD FORCE RESIGNATION
2/G3/1992 CGll KYLE TEACHER WINS MCAULIFFE AWARD
11/2G/1991 CG31 OLD AGE DOESN'T HINDER WORK
9/G1/1985 CG15 LEAD YOUTH GETS NATIONAL BRAVERY AWARD
1/14/1986 CG21 LEAD BOY TO GET BRAVERY MEDAL FROM REAGAN
9/12/1991 A012 56MAN GIVEN NAVY HONOR FOR BRAVERY
lG/13/1988 AG81 THE REAL VICTIMS IN BRAWLEY CASE (ED)
2/16/198,8 BG13 KBRAXTON EARNS NATIONAL HONOR
7/13/1992 AGIZ-XSUPPORT POWERS AIDS FIGHT
12/17/1992 BG12 *SD WOMAN LOSES FIGHT AGAINST AIDS
5/25/1988 BG12 GRADS SAY GOODBYE, HELLO BRAZIL
3/23/1992 CG12 KSD MISSIONARY MAKES MARK IN BRAZIL
3/25/1992 BG12 ^EPISCOPALIANS WILL TAKE CONCERNS TO BRAZIL
1/15/1991 AG52 ^SCALING THE NOTES
1/06/1992 CG31 BREAD-PRICE REPORT MISLEADING
IG/28/1992 DGll KJUST WONDERFUL--THE FUN IS BACK IN WHITE BREAD
1/25/199G CG15 BREAD FOR THE WORLD LOOKING FOR SUPPORT
1/2G/1991 EGll BREAD FOR THE WORLD SPONSORING PROGRAM
2/G1/1991 CG12 *FOOD OFTEN WEAPON DURING WARTIME
5/G4/1991 CGll BREAD FOR THE WORLD PLANS LETTERWALK
5/G6/1991 CG12 ^WALKING FOR A CAUSE
lG/07/1987 CG12 BREAKFAST JOINS BUSY PEOPLE ON THE RUN
9/11/1991 CG32 KDAY STARTS WITH GOOD BREAKFAST
11/12/1991 AG13 AID SOUGHT TO SERVE BREAKFASTS
4/27/1989 CG21 JfHIGHER AUTHORITY CALLS MINISTERS TO NEW JOBS
1/G7/1992 AG15 FDA CALLS FOR BREAST IMPLANT MORATORIUM
1/2G/1992 AG52 XWOMEN CONSIDER OPTIONS IN WAKE OF FDA FINDINGS
3/G9/1992 AG85 WOMAN NOT SORRY SHE GOT BREAST IMPLANTS (L)
, 4/14/1992 C023 SD WOMAN FILES SUIT AGAINST DOW
'W25/r992^ A015 3CIMPLANT SUIT FILED
3/23/199G A015 VERMILLION STUDENTS FACE BREATHALYZER
3/25/1990 C016 VERMILLION STUDENTS PASS TEST
3/28/1990 C023 VERMILLION PLANS FORUM ON BREATHALYZER TESTS
3/30/1990 C015 VERMILLION HIGH PARENTS APPLAUD ALCOHOL TESTING
4/02/1990 A081 SCHOOL TESTING CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATION (ED)
4/03/1990 C012 3CSTUDENT BREATHALYZER TEST DECISION DUE TODAY
4/04/1990 A016 VERMILLION SCHOOL BACKS DOWN FROM TESTING STUDENTS
4/14/1990 A085 TEST CONFRONTS PROBLEM (L)
4/28/1990 C021 NO BREATHALYZERS FOR AFTER-PROM PARTY
7/29/1992 BOll COUNTY REDUCES LIEN FOR TRANSPLANT AID
12/09/1985 A012 *DYING WOMAN NEEDS DONOR FOR TRANSPLANT
12/18/1985 A012 ^COUNTY SAYS NO TO DYING WOMAN
12/31/1985 coil BRECH HEADS TO MINN FOR TESTS
1/05/1986 coil *DYING WOMAN HOPES COUNTY WILL HELP
1/08/1986 coil DENIES WOMAN MONEY FOR TRANSPLANT AGAIN
1/10/1986 A103 WOMAN DESERVES COMMUNITY'S HELP (L)
1/17/1986 A014 BRECH SUES COUNTY OVER TRANSPLANT BILL
1/18/1986 coil *LAWSUIT SCARES BRECH MORE
2/08/1986 A012 XJUDGE GIVES DYING WOMAN ANOTHER CHANCE
2/11/1986 A015 *BRECH MIGHT NOT QUALIFY FOR SURGERY
2/11/1986 BOll IMPACT OF BRECH DECISION
2/12/1986 B013 COUNTY DELAYS BRECH DECISION
2/13/1986 B053 COMMITTEE ASKS CHILDREN TO HELP ROSE BRECH
2/17/1986 A081 PANEL PLAYS WITH BRECH'S LIFE (L)
2/18/1986 A063 TAXPAYERS WOULD PAY BILL (L)
-2/19/1986.A012 ^COUNTY TURNS BRECH-DOWN AGAIN
2/22/1986 A081 COMMISSION DESERVES CREDIT (L)
2/24/1986 BOll KSURGEON EXPLAINS BRECH'S RISKS
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BRECH ROSE
BRECHT ARCHIE
BREGHTELSBAUER CAT
BRECK ALAN
BREDEN VIRGIL
BREEN SEAN
BREIT LANCE
BREIT TONY
BREITAG ANGELA
BREITAG ANGIE S T
, BREpE BpB , , . ^
BREKKE JANET
BREKKE JEFF S JANE
BREMNER JOHN
BRENDE ARLIE
BRENDE KAREN
BRENDEN PETE
BRENDMOEN DAVE
BRENDTRO LARRY
BRENDTRO LARRY S J
BRENNAN CHUCK
BRENNAN JOHN
BRENNAN PAT
BRENNER BRIAN
BRENNER DOUGLAS
BRENNER ELEANOR
BRENNER FRANK
BRESNAHAN RUTH
iwTj^SBRESSERAIOE
BREUKELMANTRED\
BREWER ALMA
BREWER DELBERT
BREWER DUANE
BREWER FRANCIS
BREWER RICHARD
BREWERY
BREWSTER RUDI
BREWSTER WAYNE
BREWTON PHILLIP
BRIBERY
BRICH RANDALL
BRICK JAMES
BRICK KEVIN
BRICK NORMA
BRICK-REAVES KAIJA
BRICKLAYERS
BRICKS
BRIDGE (GAME)
BRIDGE CLUB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/03/1986 AG15 DISEASE DRAINS BRECH'S ENERGY
3/09/1986 BOll LUTHERAN SUPPER RAISES $1,333 FOR BRECH
A/27/1986 C015 *T0 RAISE MONEY FOR BRECH
7/01/1986 C013 seAGENCY TRANSPLANT RULING PLEASES BRECH
7/0A/1986 coil CAR RAFFLE TO RAISE MONEY FOR BRECH
12/25/1986 A013 KHEART PATIENT TO PLEAD CASE AGAIN
12/30/1986 C012 KTO REVIEW TRANSPLANT FUNDING REQUEST
12/31/1986 A013 KBRECH GETS COUNTY'S OK
1/07/1987 A061 COUNTY MAKES THE RIGHT CALL (ED)
2/28/1987 A016 KROSE BRECH DIES
3/03/1987 A012 KBRECH'S BATTLE OVER--HER INSPIRATION LIVES
3/03/1987 A081 ^LEAVES COUNTY MORE THAN SHE TOOK
3/09/1987 A081 BRECH'S DEATH OFFERS LESSON ON INSURANCE (L)
7/03/1988 A061 *BRECH'S BATTLE PAYS OFF FOR NEXT VICTIM
7/31/1985 AOIA ^SUPERINTENDENT'S FIRING TEARS SPENCER APART
2/07/1989 A083 5«SPEAK UP FOR ADC KIDS
A/24/1990 A053 *PEACE HARVEST RESOLUTION FIGHTS HUNGER
A/29/1991 A083 ESTATE PROGRAM SHORTCHANGES KIDS
10/22/1992 B012 INVEST IN CHILDREN, ADVOCATES SAY
12/30/1989 A012 3CFISH STORY IN MAKING
2/20/198A A013 KSMALL-TOWN DOCTOR VANISHING BREED
3/16/1991 A012 XSEAN BREEN GOES LIGHT ON GREEN
5/02/1991 B0A3 ^SIGHTS SET
A/10/1990 B0A2 JfSTRETCHING HIS SWING
5/19/1990 B012 KO'GORMAN'S BREIT SPOT
5/20/1990 B012 *0'G0RMAN HOLDS OFF PIERRE FOR TITLE
A/28/1985 DllA ^WINNING ISN'T EVERYTHING
7/1A/1982 DOll 56TENNIS PLAYING NOT JUST A WEEKEND ACTIVITY
11/26/1991 C012 3€LET THERE BE LIGHT
I0/0A/I992 GOTl ^THEY'RE MAKING A DIFFERENCE
8/21/1989 A0A6 *HOW THE LAW WORKS IN SD
12/18/1992 B012 XFOUR ATTORNEYS TRY TO PREVENT POSSIBLE SUITS
A/23/1989 B071 56RIDERS DISCOVER ROUTES TO BICYCLING FUN
8/02/1987 A083 ^(DOCTOR FIXED WHAT WAS AILING THE LANGUAGE
1/21/1983 A091 KARLIE'S ALL-STARS PERFORM ONCE A YEAR
5/08/1983 DOll JCGOLD STAR MOTHERS
5/22/1988 BOAl KROAR OF ENGINES RETURNS TO HARTFORD
8/23/1991 C031 ND NATIVE NAMED MITCHELL EDITOR
11/10/1989 A103 KPRISON ENLARGEMENT FOOLISH
5/2A/1992 G012 J6WIND0WS OPEN HOME TO SOLAR HEAT
5/10/1991 B012 XCLUB OWNER IS AMBITIOUS HARD-ROCK FAN
5/01/1988 N0A5 (SEC AA) KRAPID CITY CREATOR WAS THERE
12/13/198A C013 KCOUPLE KEEPS SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS ALIVE
12/01/1987 BOIA XBRENNER ANXIOUS TO JOIN O'GORMAN CAST
12/26/1992 BOll SD MAN TO ATTEND C-SPAN SEMINAR
9/13/1985 BOll KANYONE CAN LOOK THIN, TALL, SEXY
9/19/1986 B031 KWOMEN SHOULD DARE TO BE DIFFERENT
7/16/1987 D012 ^ARMOUR SPECIAL TO FATHER OF FAMOUS SONS
5/25/1986 coil KWOMEN STEER NEW COURSE
W11/L9,91,>.C03Aj.MADISOM.^NATIVE NAMED .OUTSTANDING AMERICAN
A/r&/1982E011 EMERGE OR DIE
11/18/1987 C095 EX-PUBLISHER JOINS HALL OF FAME
2/16/1992 E012 36ROOM(S) TO GROW AT PINE RIDGE
7/30/1992 B022 BIA BOSS REFINES TRIBAL RELATIONS
9/16/1990 coil PINE RIDGE MAN NAMED TO TOURISM PANEL
3/15/1987 A012 KPINE RIDGE ALUM RECALLS LONG-SHOT WIN
9/13/1990 C035 POLICE CALL OFF SEARCH FOR MISSING 22-YEAR-OLD
1/09/1990 B061 BREWERY PLANNED IN HOT SPRINGS
3/0A/1990 E012 BLACK HILLS BEER STARTS HOPPING
7/26/198A coil FORMER CITY RESIDENT GETS FEDERAL JUDGESHIP
A/22/1992 B02A ^HOMESTEAD RECIPE STILL A WINNER
12/20/1991 C012 36BRYANT MAN FOUND GUILTY IN DUMPING NEAR WALL LAKE
1/10/1992 C016 3CMAN FINED FOR DUMPING FUEL IN LAKE
3/19/1992 coil MAN MUST PAY FOR FUEL CLEANUP
12/11/198A C035 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BRIBING POLICEMAN
8/27/1985 C016 GRAND JURY INDICTS FORT THOMPSON MAN FOR BRIBERY
3/17/1986 B021 JURY CLEARS FORT THOMPSON MAN OF BRIBERY
11/09/1985 A083 DANGERS OF RADIATION OVERBLOWN
11/17/1989 B012 3CACT0RS' LOVE FOR STAGE BEGINS AT HOME
3/16/1991 A052 XBELLY LAUGHS ARE ON IN 'NOISES OFF'
5/18/1983 BOll XNORMA BRICK HAS SOMETHING TO PROVE
11/17/1989 B012 FACTORS' LOVE FOR STAGE BEGINS AT HOME
5/23/1983 A012 ^FORMER BRICKLAYER TAKES PRIDE IN JOB WELL DONE -
5/23/1985 C025 BUSINESSES BUILD WALL AGAINST BRICKMAKING
9/1A/1990 C033 PRESIDENTS HELP OLD BRICK FIND NEW USE
10/25/1982 coil FORMER SF MAN MAKES A LIVING AT PLAYING CARDS
A/2A/1990 C012£COUPLES BRIDGE YEARS WITH CARD GAME
9/09/1985 A121 SIOUX FALLS BRIDGE CLUB TO PROMOTE GAME
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BRIDGES MIKE
BRIDGES-BP
BRIDGES-BR
BRIDGES-DR
BRIDGES-GE
BRIDGES-SD
BRIDGES-SF
BRIDGES-SP
BRIDGES-VE
BRIDGEWATER SD
BRIERER TOM
BRIGGS HILTON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/22/1988 C013 BRIDGES JUMPS BACK IN TITLE HUNT
12/03/1991 C031 MAN BUYS BRIDGE FROM CROOK COUNTY
12/15/1991 F032 ^HAZARDOUS BRIDGE COMES DOWN
6/19/1991 coil COMMISSION OK'S BID FOR DELL RAPIDS BRIDGE
12/19/1991 C021 MONEY IS ALLOCATED FOR GETTYSBURG BRIDGE
2/20/1982 CG33 ABRIDGE TO BE CLOSED
7/29/1983 C021 SD CHECKS BRIDGES (ED)
5/09/198A DG35 COUNTY MAY SPEND $1GG,GGG FOR BRIDGE
5/12/198A CG13 PSST--WANT TO BUY A USED BRIDGE
11/G2/198A CG31 STATE STOPS CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE
A/13/1985 AG83 BRIDGE SHOULD BE PRESERVED (L)
8/G6/1985 BGll BALTIC TO ASK COUNTY FOR HELP WITH BRIDGE
2/18/1986 AG15 THE BRIDGE IS OUT TODAY
2/28/1986 CG31 FARMER NUDGED STATE INTO REMOVING PART OF DAM
3/26/1986 BG12 ^MAKING GAPS IN THE BRIDGE
5/1G/1986 CG22 TO SAVE BRIDGE AS HOSTORICAL WALKWAY
5/2G/1986 AG12 BRIDGING THE GAP
10/14/1986 C012 CITY SEEKS MONEY FOR BRIDGES
A/19/1987 EG12 STATE MAINTAINS BRIDGE INSPECTION ROUTINE
12/1A/1987 BOll WEIGHT LIMIT POSTED ON BRIDGE NEAR TEA
12/29/1987 coil BRIDGE NEAR TEA TO CLOSE THURSDAY
2/12/1988 C012 acBRIDGE NEAR TEA TO BE TORN DOWN
10/03/1988 C012 ^HIGHWAY BRIDGE 'COULD GO TODAY'
3/27/1989 B023 2 CITIES SUPPORT NEW MISSOURI BRIDGE
A/29/1989 coil SPRINGFIELD BRIDGE GETS GOVERNOR'S HELP
5/01/1989 B012 *CASTLEWOOD WORKS TO PRESERVE HISTORY
5/15/1989 A012 TOWNS CALL YANKTON ROUTE TOO FAR
5/21/1989 C015 PRESSLER OFFERS PLAN FOR NIOBRARA BRIDGE
.9/02/1989 coil GROUP WILL DISCUSS NEBRASKA BRIDGE PROJECT
' 9/0A/1989 B0I6 VERMILLION, NEBRASKA REVIVE BRIDGE PLAN
9/2A/1989 AlOl SPRINGFIELD LOGICAL CHOICE FOR BRIDGE
9/27/1989 A012 ABRIDGE BLOWN UP OVER 1-29
9/28/1989 C023 HALF OF STATE'S BRIDGES UNSAFE
1/11/1990 C012 *DELL RAPIDS BRIDGE DISMANTLED
6/08/1990 C031 HIGH COURT RULES ON BRIDGE MAINTENANCE
6/16/1990 C012 ABRIDGE COMING DOWN
11/19/1990 A012 ^MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS HOPE TO BRIDGE GAP
12/10/1990 coil MISSOURI BRIDGE MEETING IS TODAY
12/1A/1990 C032 BRIDGE BACKERS HOPE FOR FEDERAL MONEY
A/22/1991 C033 $2 MILLION SET TO SAVE RIVER BRIDGE
5/03/1991 C015 LAWMAKERS REQUEST FUNDS FOR BRIDGE
5/12/1991 F021 ^HISTORIC BRIDGE COMES TO CENTERVILLE
5/21/1991 C035 NEBRASKA TO STUDY RIVER BRIDGE PLAN
5/25/1991 C031 DASCHLE INTRODUCES BILL FOR PROPOSED BRIDGE
7/15/1991 B032 HOUSE PANEL OK'S $A MILLION FOR BRIDGE
7/26/1991 coil PANEL AUTHORIZES BRIDGES, HIGHWAY
8/09/1991 D055 CEMENT PLANT WILL TEST BRIDGE OF UNIQUE MAKEUP
9/1A/1991 C021 COMMITTEE OK'S BRIDGE REPAIRS
lO/OA/1991 con COMMITTEE APPROVES SD BRIDGE FUNDING
ai/26/1991v,A012.KCAMPAIGNS FOR MISSOURI RIVER CROSSING AT VERMILLION
1/22/1992 C03r REPAIR IS IN WORKS FOR HIGHWAY BRIDGE
2/21/1992 C031 STAKES MARK SITE OF PROPOSED BRIDGE
11/09/1992 A081 MONEY FOR 2 BRIDGES GOOD NEWS (ED)
12/16/1992 B021 TESTS SHOW BRIDGE OVER MISSOURI FEASIBLE
A/12/1987 C012 INSPECTION PROGRAMS COVER AREA BRIDGES
9/25/1987 C021 ^BUILDING A BETTER BRIDGE
1/2A/1989 A012 5fl8TH STREET BRIDGE TO EXPAND
5/07/1989 con NORTH DRIVE BRIDGE CLOSED TO TRUCKS
11/10/1989 con CITY SEEKS FUNDING FOR REPAIRING BRIDGE
9/29/1990 C012 XCLIFF TAKES DIP TO PRESERVE BRIDGE
11/16/1990 C012 ABRIDGING THE GAP
11/26/1990 B033 SPRINGFIELD'S BRIDGE SUPPORT GROWS
12/08/1992 A065 BRIDGE EDITORIAL ELICITS POINTS OF DISAGREEMENT (L)
6/13/1991 C031 BRIDGE COMMITTEE PLANS FUND-RAISER
8/26/1991 B032 ^CONGRESSIONAL FIGHT THREATENS BRIDGE
10/20/1991 C032 56SENATE OK'S BRIDGE PROJECTS
12/03/1991 C032 BILL AIDS BRIDGE PLAN
3/06/1992 C031 DEPARTMENT GETS BRIDGE STUDY FUNDS
10/07/1992 BOll SENATE OK'S SPENDING ON BRIDGE PROJECT
10/11/1992 F021 MEETING PLANNED ON BRIDGE PROJECT
10/18/1992 F021 3 SITES CONSIDERED FOR MISSOURI BRIDGE
10/23/1992 A012 *TIMMER BLASTS JOHNSON'S BRIDGE PLANS
11/09/1992 A081 MONEY FOR 2 BRIDGES GOOD NEWS (ED)
10/19/1987 A012 BRIDGEWATER'S ROADS LESS TRAVELED NOW
10/31/1991 A012 5CF00TBALL FORTUNES FALTER
2/10/198A C032 KGOSPEL ALBUM NOMINATED FOR AWARD
5/01/1988 NOAl (SEC«DD)KSDSU'S LONGEST-SERVING PRESIDENT
5/07/1989 A015 '70 WARRANT, SDSU ANTI-WAR FEUD
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BROADCASTING
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9/17/1989 coil METHODISTS PLAN TO BUILD HAITI SCHOOL
10/02/1991 B012 ^MAKING THE PERFECT PIE
5/23/1982 B031 ^(FRIENDS FONDLY REMEMBER AN OUTSTANDING DEBATER
A/26/1990 D012 BRINGS OUTDID LARGER SCHOOLS' MILERS
12/2A/1985 A081 KBLACK HILLS IS CENTER OF SPIRITUAL UNIVERSE
9/21/1991 AOIA MINNEAPOLIS MILLIONAIRE DONATES TO UNITED SIOUX
1/28/1983 BOll *INDIAN ARTIST'S WORK BEGINS WITH A WALL
9/26/1990 B02A KFRUIT OF PIE-MAKERS LABOR
A/25/1982 B021 NEW USD LAW BUILDING AND US RULE OF LAW (ED)
2/16/1992 A031 KGOING WITHIN TO SAVE MONEY
8/25/1983 D031 KCATFISH LOVE CHICKEN LIVER
12/02/198A DOll *AMERICAN FLAG IS THREADED WITH PATRIOTISM
2/09/1992 F021 NELLIE BRINKMAN WAS A YOUNG 99
3/01/1990 C032 SANBORN COUNTY BANK BOARD CHAIRMAN DIES
8/12/198A DlAl *CHURCH AS SUBCULTURE MISSES TRUE CALLING
11/15/1989 coil BRISTOL VOTES TO SHUT CITY'S LIQUOR STORE
2/25/1988 AOAl BfTOWN YOUTH LEAVE BRITTON
3/27/1988 A131 BRITTON GRANTED REPRIEVE (L)
6/15/1988 B071 WORKERS ON PICKET LINES AT BRITTON FACTORY
1/31/1990 C02A BRITTON TO HOST MEETING ON BACKSCATTER PROJECT
SEE ALSO TELEVISION, NAMES OF RADIO 8 TV STATIONS
1/05/1982 C031 REGENTS PUT OFF PUBLIC RADIO PLAN
1/06/1982 C031 STATE OF STATE NOT ON PUBLIC RADIO
1/07/1982 D023 ENDING PUBLIC RADIO IS A FORM OF CENSORSHIP (L)
l/lA/1982 C023 DISPUTES REGENT ON BROADCASTING TRAINING
l/lA/1982 DOll KKAUR-FM, FULL-TIME COLLEGE STATION
1/23/1982 BOll REGENTS URGE LEGISLATURE TO SAVE RADIO
1/27/1982 B013 JANKLOW OK'S PLAN TO SAVE PUBLIC RADIO
2/0^/1982 BOll KWISE GUY RADIO JOCK TRIES TO CRACK AM
2/10/1982 CO^iT PLAN BACKS 2 RADIO STUDIOS
2/12/1982 D014 KXON SOLD TO KEVN
2/18/1982 C014 XDREAM OF OWNING RADIO STATION COMING TRUE
3/05/1982 C032 KDBQ MAY BROADCAST AGAIN
3/19/1982 C01.<i PUBLIC RADIO MIGHT EXPAND--NOT IN DIRECTION OF SF
3/26/1982 CO<iI FCC OKS PERMIT FOR PINE RIDGE STATION
3/27/1982 C02A MN PUBLIC RADIO IS AN ASSET FOR SF (L)
4/2'i/1982 coil ^EXPANSION OF PUBLIC RADIO SIGNALS OK'D
A/2'i/1982 CO<il INDIANS USE AIR WAVES TO IMPROVE IMAGE (HENSHAW)
A/26/1982 B021 RADIO'S POTENTIAL MUST BECOME A PRIORITY (ED)
5/01/1982 C021 PUBLIC RADIO PLANS GIVEN--EDITORIAL DISPUTED (L)
5/05/1982 A012 RADIO GAME WINNERS--WE WEREN'T PAID
5/08/1982 B015 WINNER OF RADIO CONTEST IS PAID 2 MONTHS LATE
5/11/1982 B021 SD PUBLIC RADIO SHOULD DEVELOP OWN NETWORK (L)
5/13/1982 B031 GROUPS CAN COMPETE FOR PRIZES, CONTRACT
5/13/1982 D025 TRADING COMPLIMENTS (L)
5/15/1982 COAl USD RADIO STATION ON AIR FOR 60 YEARS
5/21/1982 C033 KUSD RADIO MARKS 60TH ANNIVERSARY
5/29/1982 B023 PUBLIC RADIO TRANSFER BROUGHT NO GAIN (L)
6/15/1982 BOAl KEARNS WINS BROADCASTING AWARD
iiv6/25/i582 .0032,PSYCHOLOGIST--RADIO MATERIAL OFTEN REUSED
7/15/1982 BOSF KELO'S NEWS BROADCASTS DRAW LARGER SHARE OF AUDIENCE
7/2A/1982 coil KKRC TAKING OVER AIRWAVES AS LEADING SF STATION
7/28/1982 B051 ABNER GEORGE, RADIO NEWS DIRECTOR, WINS AWARD
8/19/1982 B015 HOMEGROWN ROCK
8/31/1982 C031 PUBLIC RADIO FUND-RAISER EXCEEDS GOAL
9/05/1982 C043 YANKTON'S WNAX ESCAPES JAMMING
9/18/1982 C044 EX-RADIO STATION EMPLOYEE FILES LAWSUIT
10/01/1982 C051 SF TO HOST PBS CHARITY HORSE SHOW
10/03/1982 BOll FEDS TURN DOWN PIERRE, RAPID CITY PUBLIC RADIO...
10/07/1982 C016 WAITRESSES GIVE DISC JOCKEY A TIP...
10/11/1982 C015 YANKTON DISC JOCKEY KEEPS HIS PROMISE
10/23/1982 A07A *KNWC ASKS FOR MORE DONATIONS
10/25/1982 COAl RADIO STATION BEGAN AS AN IDEA IN '79
11/04/1982 C031 KNWC RAISES $296,930 IN SHARAtHON
11/14/1982 C041 KILI-FM TO BROADCAST FROM PINE RIDGE
12/03/1982 A015 RADIO EXEC FINDS HE'S DIALING FOR PEANUTS
1/08/1983 C041 PUBLIC RADIO TO EXPAND SIGNAL THIS SUMMER
1/09/1983 EOll ADVERTISERS CAME OUT AHEAD IN 1982
2/11/1983 C024 KSFY'S SOIL EROSION SERIES PRAISED (L)
2/23/1983 A012 PINE RIDGE RADIO STATION BROADCAST DEBUT
2/24/1983 BOll KDLT MAY AFFILIATE WITH NBC
2/25/1983 C021 INDIAN RADIO STATION TAKES PIONEERING STEP (ED)
2/26/1983 A094 KYKC KEEPS PROMISE, READER SAYS (L)
3/04/1983 C041 DJ'S JOKES UNDER SCRUTINY BY KELO RADIO
3/08/1983 C022 AUDIENCE TELLS STATION WHEN IT MISSES MARK (L)
3/12/1983 B031 ^ANNOUNCERS LOVE TRIP TO CLASS B TOURNEY
3/19/1983 B042SD PUBLIC BROADCASTERS NOT TAKING ADS
4/12/1983 B012 SF NEWSCASTERS TAKE NEW POSITIONS
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A/23/1983 C031 KSOO EXPANDS 'GOLDEN AGE OF RADIO' SERIES
5/01/1983 Nlll *(CULTURE/TOURISM) RADIO BROADCASTER
5/IG/I983 BG35 PROFESSOR CHAIRS BROADCAST GROUP
5/15/1983 AGI2 IMPROVED COMMUNICATION GOAL OF PINE RIDGE STATION
5/15/1983 AGIA STATION HEADS RESPOND ANGRILY TO TERRORIST LABEL
5/19/1983 AG12 MINNESOTA PUBLIC RADIO SEEKS STATION IN CITY
5/2G/1983 BG16 MINNESOTA PUBLIC RADIO DEFENDS PLAN
6/G3/1983 CGAl O'DEA, LOVE BUY HILLS RADIO STATION
6/G6/1983 BGIA PUBLIC RADIO FACTIONS CONTINUE POLITE SPARRING
6/1G/1983 CG^l CONSIDERATION OF CITY FM PUBLIC RADIO
6/11/1983 BG31 BILL ALLOWING LONGER STATION HOURS CLEARS COMMITTEE
6/15/1983 CG61 PUBLIC RADIO STATION PLAN GETS SUPPORT
6/15/1983 CG62 STATE PUBLIC RADIO TO REACH ABERDEEN
7/15/1983 CG35 GRANTS ALLOW EXPANSION OF PUBLIC RADIO
8/13/1983 CGll COWMAN'S BROADCASTING TRAIL WINDS FROM SF TO ATLANTA
9/G1/1983 BG34 SD PUBLIC BROADCASTING RAISES $25,123
9/G2/1983 CG-il PUBLIC TV, RADIO RAISE $25,123 IN AUGUST
9/1G/1983 BG31 RAPID CITY, PIERRE TO GET RADIO STATIONS
9/12/1983 BG<^1 RADIO STATIONS WILL INCREASE HOURS
9/16/1983 BG35 RADIO, TV MEETING IS IN BROOKINGS
9/25/1983 CG61 KELO MANAGER JOINS BROADCAST HALL OF FAME
1G/G6/1983 CGll PUBLIC RADIO GOING INTO MORE HOMES
1G/G8/1983 BG15 PUBLIC RADIO BOARD OK'S CO-OP PLAN
lG/16/1983 CG51 GROUP OPPOSES COMMUNICATIONS CONSOLIDATION
1G/3G/1983 DGll ^MEMORIES TUNE IN TO DAYS OF LIVE RADIO
11/23/1983 CG25 ENJOYED OLSON'S BROADCASTS (L)
11/23/1983 CG33 PHONY PETITION DECRIES DEAD ISSUE (L)
11/2^/1983 DG71 DOCTOR DOESN'T SEE PATIENTS HE HELPS
,12/01/1983 CGAl PUBLIC RADIO WILL GAIN A STRONGER VOICE
12/G3/1983 BG2A FAN HOPES OLSON MOVES TO OTHER STATION (L)
12/G8/1983 CG51 SDSU STUDIOS WON'T CLOSE
I2/1G/1983 CG13 KWNAX ON AIR DESPITE FIRE
12/11/1983 CG<i3 STATION'S COUNTRY MUSIC MOVES OVER FOR OPERA
12/17/1983 CG2^ READER HOPES OLSON RETURNS (L)
12/21/1983 C031 AXDAHL TO MANAGE PUBLIC RADIO STATION HERE
1/19/1986 BG16 JCDISC JOCKEY'S PARODY OF 'LOILA'
1/19/1986 CG51 PUBLIC RADIO WILL EXPAND INTO BLACK HILLS
1/25/1986 CG81 PUBLIC RADIO WILL HAVE 6 STATIONS
2/17/1986 A116 THIS WAS A REAL CLIFF HANGER
3/G6/1986 CG76 AREA TOWNS GET FM RADIO APPROVAL
3/G7/1986 DGll SF MAY GET 2 PUBLIC RADIO STATIONS
3/12/1986 AG71 ^SETBACKS PLAGUE BACKERS OF STATION
3/16/1986 BG13 *'A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION'
3/2G/1986 AG71 *LIVE, FROM VERMILLION, IT'S KYOT
3/23/1986 CG23 3€W0N'T STOP SIOUX FALLS PUBLIC RADIO
3/28/1986 DG61 PUBLIC RADIO STATION COULD BEGIN THIS WEEK
3/29/1986 CG62 SENATORS WILL HEAR TESTIMONY ABOUT RADIO
6/G7/1986 BG12 OPPOSES MINNESOTA PUBLIC RADIO PLAN
6/15/1986 BG16 KDAYTIME AM RADIO SEEKING LONGER HOURS
^V<18/1986 DGll MINNESOTA PUBLIC RADIO GETS PERMISSION
6/23/1986 con KINI RADIO BEGINS SENIOR CITIZEN'S PROGRAMMING
5/G6/1986 CGll 7-STATION CHRISTIAN RADIO NETWORK
5/G6/1986 DGll RADIO STATION REFUSES TO SIGN OFF
5/11/1986 B021 PUBLIC RADIO TO BROADCAST FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS
5/22/1986 C031 JUDGE GIVES WAGES TO KRSS EMPLOYEES
5/23/1986 C136 KAUR MERITS AWARD FOR PROMOS
5/26/1986 BGll MINNESOTA PUBLIC RADIO TO HAVE AUGIE STATION
6/G8/1986 BGll ^COUNTRY MUSIC DOMINATES LOCAL STATIONS
6/16/1986 CGll PUBLIC RADIO STATION RECEIVES CALL LETTERS
6/2G/1986 cm ^BROADCASTER KEEPS DREAM ON THE WAVES
6/2G/1986 DG25 LUVERNE HAS COUNTRY, TOO (L)
6/26/1986 BG61 KSOO NEWSMAN IS HONORED AS BEST REPORTER
7/G3/1986 CG35 STATION WILL BROADCAST MINNESOTA ORCHESTRA
7/17/1986 B015 PUBLIC RADIO STATION MAY BE ON AIR BY MARCH
7/27/1986 CGll COMMUNICATION POLICY WILL HAVE LITTLE LOCAL EFFECT
8/G6/1986 BG31 KARE-6 PROGRAM IS ACCEPTING REGISTRATIONS
8/17/1986 CG31 LISTENERS AREN'T LAUGHING ABOUT SONG
9/G2/1986 FGll LUVERNE RADIO STATIONS NAME NEW MANAGER
9/G6/1986 CG61 RADIO SHOW TAKES LISTENERS BACK TO HISTORY
9/16/1986 CG65 SF MAN GIVEN BROADCASTING HONOR
9/29/1986 AG71 *KELO-AM TO GO STEREO
1G/G6/1986 CG31 TO RAISE MONEY FOR PUBLIC RADIO STATION
lG/16/1986 DGll UHF STATION BEGINS BROADCAST IN SF
lG/26/1986 DGll PUBLIC BROADCASTING EXECUTIVE QUITS
lG/25/1986 CG35 RADIO STATION RAISES $3G5,593 IN DONATIONS
lG/26/1986 CG16 MEMBERS' TREATMENT LED TO RESIGNATION
11/06/1986 CG35 LOCAL -STATION TO AIR NATJX ELECTION RESULT
ll/lG/1986 CG31 PUBLIC BROADCASTING RUMORS UNTRUE
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11/12/1984 A094 KNWC RADIO COMPLETES SHARATHON
11/15/1984 C045 TV BOARD MEETS WITHOUT NOTICE
11/28/1984 D031 STARTING OF PUBLIC RADIO STATION DELAYED
11/30/1984 BGll XGROUP BRINGS ALIVE JAZZ, REGGAE
1/11/1985 BGll PUBLIC RADIO STATION RACE
2/1G/1985 EGll SORENSON ACQUIRES KOBH/AM-PM AGAIN
2/19/1985 BGll RADIO RESUME PROGRAM BEGINS WEDNESDAY
3/G3/1985 CGll XRADIO FANS DIAL IN AND LET IT ALL OUT
3/G4/1985 CGll PINE RIDGE RADIO STATION
4/28/1985 DGll *RADIO SENDS MINISTRY'S MESSAGE
4/28/1985 DGll 36CHRISTIAN MUSIC MARKET IS GROWING
5/G4/1985 CGll CHRISTIAN ROCK STATION STILL WAITING TO AIR
5/1G/1985 AG12 *PUBLIC RADIO MAKES WAVES
5/2G/1985 AG12 *DOWN-HOME STYLE MAKES LISTENERS SMILE
5/27/1985 BGll VOICE OF AMERICA TRAVELS IN SOUTH DAKOTA
6/G9/1985 CG21 BROADCASTERS GROUP HONORS BROOKINGS MAN
6/12/1985 DG12 *PRINCE WAS A PIRATES BOOSTER IN KINGLY FASHION
6/16/1985 CG21 NEW BLACK HILLS STATION TO BEGIN BROADCASTS
7/G2/1985 AG14 .*ODD SETUP PUTS KCSD ON AIR
7/G6/1985 AG51 KELO OVERREACTS ON ARREST STORY
7/12/1985 A1G4 STATION OVERPLAYED STORY (L)
8/11/1985 EGll ONE DEAL ON FOR SD MEDIA PROPERTIES
9/29/1985 CG15 YANKTON BROADCASTER NAMED TO HALL OF FAME
lG/Gl/1985 AG73 COLLEGE STATION ANNOUNCES NEW EXECUTIVE STAFF
lG/12/1985 AG71 PUBLIC RADIO STATIONS SQUARE OFF
lG/19/1985 AG74 LOCAL SPORTSCASTERS RATE COUNTERPARTS
lG/21/1985 BGll ^NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO HOST TRIES
lG/24/1985 AG71 KDISC JOCKEYS JAM WITH THE OLDIES
lG/27/1985 CGll ^GIVEAWAY OPENS DOORS FOR WINNERS
1G/3G/1985BG33 STATE NEWSPAPERS, RADIO STATIONS WIN AWARDS
lG/31/1985 C013 KNWC RADIO FALLS SHORT OF GOAL
11/G3/1985 C015 STATION FUND-RAISER FALLS SHORT OF GOAL
11/2G/1985 BGll KSFY MAKES MANAGEMENT CHANGE
12/08/1985 C015 LENNON'S DEATH SEEMS LIKE YESTERDAY
12/15/1985 CG51 RADIO STATION BANS COMMERCIALS
12/17/1985 BG13 *LOFTESNESS SENDS CAROLS OVER AIR
l/GI/1986 BG21 KSOO PLANS NOSTALGIC FORMAT
1/29/1986 AG73 LOCAL MAN MONITORS WORLD REACTION
3/09/1986 AG82 PLAY MORE PROGRESSIVE ROCK (L)
3/19/1986 AG84 LOCAL ROCK MAY CATCH UP (L)
3/23/1986 CG13 KKSOO CELEBRATES 60 YEARS OF TRADITION
3/26/1986 A1G3 STATION LEAVES BAD IMAGE (L)
4/G1/1986 A1G5 PROGRESSIVE ROCK IS HERE CL)
4/27/1986 NG51 (CULTURE) *MANY CHANGES IN LAST 45 YEARS
4/28/1986 CG25 FUND-RAISER SURPASSES GOAL
5/2G/1986 BGll ^TUNING IN TO RATINGS
5/22/1986 AG71 3CRADI0 HOST SPINS SOUND OF BIG BANDS
6/2G/1986 AlGl BRING SHADOW DANIELS BACK (L)
, 6/25/1986 A1G2 GIVE NEW STATION A CHANCE (L)
:8/.G9/d986 ; AG51..KI0Vi-FM, RATES. HIGHEST AMONG STATIONS
8/26/1986 BG21"STUDENT-RUN RADIO STATION TO GO OFF THE AIR
8/31/1986 EG16 BUSINESS PROGRAM TO AIR
9/G3/1986 BG21 FARGO MAN BUYS BROOKINGS STATIONS
9/12/1986 BG31 KRADIO HOST SIGNS OFF PROGRAM
9/16/1986 CGll KSFY NEWSMAN COLLAPSES, ENTERS HOSPITAL
1G/G3/1986 CG22 STATIONS FIGHT TAX ON SHOWS
1G/G5/1986 CG21 KELO-LAND PRESIDENT NAMED TO HALL OF FAME
lG/13/1986 AG72 PARIS PERFORMS AT KJIA FUND-RAISER
10/25/1986 AG14 *POLICE PULL PLUG ON PROMOTION TO PLUG METERS
lG/26/1986 DGll *THE TALE OF YOUR FAVORITE DJ
1G/3G/1986 CG21 RADIO STATION RAISES $316,173 IN FUND-RAISER
ll/Gl/1986 Alll THANKS TO KIOV FOR PLUGGING METER (L)
11/2G/1986 AG91 BUDDING AREA DJ'S ARE A HIT
12/24/1986 AG63 COYOTE PROMOTION DESERVED CL)
12/31/1986 BG16 KSOO BUYS 2 STATIONS
1/25/1987 C021 PINE RIDGE STATION TO BROADCAST TO RAPID CITY
2/G1/1987 A082 KOMA OFFERS GREAT LISTENING (L)
2/13/1987 AG62 TO GET NEW RADIO, TV STATIONS
2/19/1987 BG52 BACK TO BIBLE QUARTET TO PERFORM
2/28/1987 AG81 PUBLIC RADIO SHOW MISSED (L)
3/G1/1987 EG21 STATION MAKES WAVES WITH NEW FORMAT
3/G7/1987 AG54 ^WEEKEND TRIP TO SHOW PLANNED
3/23/1987 A1G2 KELO-LAND NEEDS A KOMA (L)
3/26/1987 BG14 KICE FROM TOWER CUTS TRANSMITTER OFF COLD
4/21/1987 AG15 *DJ ABOUT WILLIAMS' GAS LEAKS
5/G5/1987 DGll PUBLIC RADIO TO COVER IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS
5/G8/1987 AG15 DJ AT KELO SUSPENDED
5/13/1987 BGI5 WORTHIT'S SUSPENSION IS OVER
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5/15/1987 B015 LICENSE FOR NEW RADIO STATION
5/22/1987 AG81 SEEING DJ SQUIRM WORTH IT (L)
6/07/1987 coil LOCAL STATIONS WIN NEWS PRIZES
6/13/1987 A052 3€KEILL0R UNDERSTOOD LAUGHTER IS LIKE TEARS
6/15/1987 A08'i DJ'S SLOPPY ABOUT WEATHER CD
8/03/1987 C01<i XPRAYER HELPS KEEP RADIO ROSARY ON AIR
8/l<»/1987 B012 *TEENS TAKE KKRC TO TOP
9/26/1987 A05A *KELO RADIO CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
9/27/1987 C031 EX-MAYOR FILLS BROADCASTING POST
10/15/1987 coil RADIO STATION RAISES $335,059 IN FUNDS
10/26/1987 B025 PUBLIC RADIO RAISES $30,850
11/20/1987 coil BROADCASTERS HONOR RETIRING VETERAN
11/21/1987 A081 USERS SHOULD PAY MORE (ED)
12/11/1987 A081 XPUBLIC BROADCASTING NEEDS MORE FRIENDS
12/20/1987 C012 *RADIO AUDIENCES FALL IN LOVE WITH .. .
12/30/1987 B014 ^STATIONS USE DRUNKEN DJ'S AS TOOLS
1/01/1988 C032 RADIO STATION CHANGES ITS TUNE
1/17/1988 A083 COUNTRY MUSIC FANS IRKED CD
1/29/1988 B012 KDIAL A DJ
2/01/1988 A103 NEW COMICS, MUSIC ASSAILED CD
2/11/1988 A082 NEW KKFN FORMAT PLEASING CD
3/10/1988 A125 NEW KKFN FORMAT WELCOME (L)
5/01/1988 N071 (SEC EE) *RADIO STAR SHARES LIFE WITH LISTENERS
5/10/1988 A062 KJIA FOSTERS STRONG VALUES (L)
5/11/1988 A016 ONLY 10.5$ WHAT A GAS
6/03/1988 C031 STATE CANNOT TAX SYNDICATED SHOWS
6/11/1988 AOll PRITCHARD HONORED WITH STATE AWARD
6/11/1988 A076 SIOUX FALLS BROADCASTERS TAKE AWARDS
6/12/1988 C023 KJAM MANAGER TO LEAD BROADCASTERS GROUP
6/16/1988 AOIZ OFFICIAL RICHER AFTER CALLING KELO'S BLUFF
6/17/1988 COl^ ELLENBECKER RECEIVES PRIZE MONEY TODAY
6/22/1988 BOll BROADCASTING GROUP LANDS USD PROGRAM
6/25/1988 A082 STORY LACKED JUDGMENT (L)
6/27/1988 C012 OPERATORS SPEND WEEKEND HONING SKILLS
6/30/1988 DO'il SDSU LOOKS FOR OFFICIAL STATION
7/05/1988 AlOl RADIO GAFF REFLECTS WHITE INSENSITIVITY
7/17/1988 A115 HILSON-COYOTE LINK ABSURD (L)
8/03/1988 A015 CONTESTANT EATS WORMS
8/05/1988 A012 KKELO-AM TUNES IN AT NUMBER 1
8/06/1988 A014 *KELO PIONEER TAKES STATION BREAK
8/12/1988 A082 STATIONS SKIP BIG MARKET (L)
8/16/1988 AlOl KKLS RATINGS HIGH FOR 3 MONTH SERVICE (L)
8/26/1988 A021 QUAYLE PARODY SONG IS A HIT
10/02/1988 E015 CHRISTIAN STATION REFUSES TO PROMOTE STRYPER
10/25/1988 coil TALKNET'S WILLIAMS VISITS CITY TODAY
10/26/1988 D085 'TALKNET' HOST WILLIAMS SHARES
10/27/1988 coil RADIO STATION DRAWS $355,9A7 IN PLEDGES
10/28/1988 B016 ROCKER JOINS KKFN LINEUP
11/11/1988 C012 XTUNING IN TO SIOUX FALLS
5ll^/12/l:988j^rA052-CHRISTIAN, ROCK SEEKS AUDIENCE
12/02/1988 A015 LISTENERS PICK TOP TUNES ABOUT DEAD GIRLS
12/15/1988 C012 STATION'S REDUNDANCY AIDS FIRE VICTIMS
12/21/1988 C021 DISC JOCKEYS TO GET DRUNK ON AIR
2/05/1989 B071 *OLSON DOES 10,000 OUTDOOR SHOWS
2/2^/1989 D082 *HENKIN STILL FLYING ABOVE CROWD
3/1A/1989 A052 *RADIO SHOW TOUR TO PLAY IN SIOUX FALLS
3/23/1989 coil MCKENZIE NAMED TO KELO RADIO POST
4/20/1989 A012 KSOO OWNER FINDS BUYER FOR EMPIRE
6/04/1989 coil KSOO, KSFY WIN BROADCAST AWARDS
7/09/1989 C015 ^BROADCAST PIONEER VERL THOMSON DIES
7/22/1989 coil MAN DEMANDS TO TALK ON AIR AT KSOO RADIO
8/19/1989 C043 ETV BOARD TALKS ABOUT RELOCATING
8/31/1989 B012 KKELO-AM NUMBER 1 IN ARBITRON RATINGS
9/03/1989 C012 SDSU GETS HELP FOR RADIO STATION
10/04/1989 C016 WEATHER NEWS CUTS DISBURB RADIO STATIONS
10/12/1989 coil RADIO STATION GETS $391,983 IN PLEDGES
10/28/1989 A016 AREA STATIONS PLAY A SONG FOR JACOB
11/03/1989 B016 PUBLIC RADIO EXAMINES THE OUTBACK
11/20/1989 A072 *KAUR FM 89.1
12/03/1989 E012 RADIO TO SPREAD MADISON LITERACY GROUP
12/15/1989 coil DISC JOCKEYS WILL GET DRUNK ON AIR
1/13/1990 C012 GROUP TO BUY RADIO STATION
2/10/1990 A052 ^ORIGINS OF RADIO CALL LETTERS
2/18/1990 E041 MADISON RADIO STATION WINS NATIONAL CONTEST
3/16/1990 C012 MAD DASH FOR CASH JAMS PHONE LINES
3/17/1990 C015 PHONE SNAFU SNAGS RADIO STATION
3/30/1990 con RADIO! CONTEST AGAIN -JAMS PHONE LINES
3/31/1990 A051 KKLS, US WEST SHOULD FIX PHONE (ED)
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BROADCASTING A/05/1990 C015 KKLS ALTERS PROMOTION
A/lA/1990 A015 5€FRIDAY CITY'S LAST MORNING WITH HARLEY
A/20/1990 A012 ^LOUDMOUTH DJ SAYS GOODBYE
A/21/1990 A081 WORTHIT'S HUMOR GAVE HIM FAME (ED)
A/27/1990 AI21 WORTHIT SLIPPED TO 2ND (L)
5/02/1990 B0I5 NEW RADIO STATION RETURNS COUNTRY MUSIC TO FM BAND
5/0A/1990 D082 KHIGH WIRE ACT
5/06/1990 CC05 KRADIO MAN CREATING CITY COMPANION
5/11/1990 AlOA KTWB-FM FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE GOOD MUSIC (L)
5/29/1990 A102 KELO DEEJAY DEFENDS O'CONNELL SURVEY (L)
6/09/1990 C036 KRSD-FM, KELO TV WIN BROADCASTING AWARDS
6/10/1990 A016 ^RADIO'S HILSON IS DEAD
6/10/1990 coil KSOO NEWS DIRECTOR TO LEAD BROADCASTERS
6/20/1990 AI03 CITY NEEDS STATION THAT PLAYS HARD ROCK (L)
6/22/1990 coil RADIO CLUB JOINS EMERGENCY TESTING
6/29/1990 C031 KIMBALL FIGHTS FOR LOCAL RADIO DISPATCH
6/30/1990 B031 *NAMED SPORTS DIRECTOR AT WNAX IN YANKTON
7/0A/1990 AOll STATION ADDS MEAT TO SONG PROTEST
7/07/1990 C036 2 STATIONS JOIN LANG MUSIC BAN
7/20/1990 coil KTWB COULD BROADCAST TODAY
8/18/1990 A056 RATINGS PLACE KELO ON TOP IN MORNINGS
8/21/1990 C031 'TALKNET' RESPONSE FLOODS POST OFFICE
9/10/1990 BOll COMMERCE DEPARTMENT GIVES GRANT FOR RADIO STATION
10/02/1990 B066 *NEW OWNERS TAKE OVER AT KSOO
10/08/1990 A085 PUBLIC BROADCASTING'S PROGRAMMING OFFENSIVE (L)
10/11/1990 coil RADIO STATION RAISES RECORD $<»11,369
10/21/1990 DO^l ^STATION LOOKS FOR BRIGHTER DAYS
10/25/1990 C015 SONG PARODY MAKES QUITE AN 'IMPRESSION'
10/26/1990 C012 RADIO STATION CRITICIZED FOR SEX TALE
' r 1 AFTER SEX BROADCAST
12/15/1990 C033 FCC APPROVES PERMIT FOR PUBLIC RADIO STATION
1/06/1991 A095 RACIAL JOKES SHOW IGNORANCE AT KLUB (L)
1/21/1991 C012 BREAKING UP DIFFICULT FOR DAKOTA STATE, KJAM
1/28/1991 B012 XPUBLIC RADIO OFFICIAL
2/09/1991 C0A2 RADIO STATIONS AVOID ANTI-WAR SONGS
2/17/1991 F012 KAIR JOCKS SHOCK, AMUSE
2/19/1991 A015 FLANDREAU FOR NATIONAL RADIO PROGRAM
2/2A/1991 E031 MINNEAPOLIS COMPANY BUYS ABERDEEN STATIONS
2/26/1991 C035 KILI MARKS 8TH ANNIVERSARY
A/02/1991 A0I5 BOGUS COUNTRY CONCERT FOOLS
A/05/1991 BOll KRATING BIDS DEFINE QUALITY OF LOCAL RADIO
A/07/1991 F012 ^COLLEAGUE BRINGS KEILLOR-STYLE SHOW TO STATE
A/08/1991 C012 PROGRAM CELEBRATES RADIO'S ROOTS
A/23/1991 A083 'ANGRY ANNIE'S' RADIO ATTACK IS JADED (L)
5/02/1991 A015 *A OUT OF 5 WALLETS RETURNED IN TEST
5/02/1991 B012 TWINS MOVE UP DIAL TO KSOO
5/03/1991 A012 KWAYNE REVISITS WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
7/11/1991 A016 RADIO STATION WANTS TO RENEW SDSU TIES
7/22/1991 A071 VERMILLION CONSIDERS RENEWING USD CONTRACT
- ,v^ 7/2371991 J061. RADIO .STAION KEZV SOLD AT SPEARFISH
, .,.,.,-^.7y25/199r'A092 CUSTER RADIO STATION MAY LEAVE THE AIR
7/25/1991 A105 SAVE US FROM 'BOOGIE MAN' (L)
7/27/1991 coil KELO VICE PRESIDENT IS BROADCASTER OF YEAR
8/05/1991 B031 STATION SIGNS OFF FOR 30 DAYS TO CATCH UP
8/08/1991 D081 YANKTON RADIO STATION GETS NEW OWNER
8/09/1991 D051 SD BROADCASTING FACILITIES GET $300,000
8/10/1991 A012 *BLIND DJ ENVISIONS NETWORK CAREER
8/16/1991 B012 XKELO TOPS IN TUNES
8/17/1991 A015 ^ANNOUNCER TOOK RADIO TO NEW HEIGHTS
9/02/1991 A052 3«RADI0 EXPERIENCE STUFF NIGHTMARES ARE MADE OF
9/05/1991 A012 XPRITCHARD, KSOO TO SPLIT
9/09/1991 B031 CUSTER RADIO STATION TO GO BACK ON AIR
9/19/1991 A012 ^TREASURE DIDN'T MEASURE UP, KTWB DISAGREES
9/30/1991 A013 KCHRISTIAN STATIONS AT CROSSROAD
9/30/1991 A022 *GOSPEL SINGER TO BE FEATURED
lO/OA/1991 AlOl FAMILY EXPERIENCE GOOD PART OF CONTESTS (L)
10/08/1991 C031 FORMER MITCHELL TV NEWSMAN HEADS GROUP
lO/lA/1991 B033 RADIO TOWER GETS COOL RECEPTION BY GROUP
10/21/1991 A052 ^COMPETITION BRINGS CHANGE TO STATIONS
10/31/1991 A012 XPRITCHARD SHOW BACK--THIS TIME ON WSN
11/21/1991 D061 PARK PURCHASES RADIO STATION IN YANKTON
11/28/1991 C016 LOFTESNESS SHOW TO BE CONTINUED
12/03/1991 B012 XKHING OF THE AIRWAVES
2/03/1992 B012 *THE BOOGIE MAN
3/22/1992 A103 ^PUBLIC BROADCASTING AIMS FOR BALANCE
3/28/1992 C012 ^ANNOUNCERS SET SILLINESS STANDARD
4/04/1992 AlOl-DAKOTA WINDS' (ED)
4/04/1992 C035 BROADCASTING PAIR EARNS ENTRANCE TO SD HALL OF FAME
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BROCK GAIL
BROCK JEAN
BROCKEL KENNETH
BROCKHOUSE BERTHA
BROCKMUELLER SUZAN
BRODEE^rCLAIR •
BRODERSON RALPH
BRODSKY WILLIAM
BROER WES
BROHM MINING CORP
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A/09/1992 D06A RADIO STATION IRKS RIVALS WITH MAILING
A/19/1992 EOll *PUBLIC RADIO HEAD TO SPEAK MONDAY
A/19/1992 N02A *AESOPH DREAMED IT UP 5 YEARS AGO
A/19/1992 N1A3 *DISC JOCKEY LOVES TO JOKE AROUND
5/01/1992 C016 ^BROADCAST OFFICIAL RESIGNS
5/08/1992 C022 GROUP PUSHES FOR OUSTER OF RADIO MANAGER
6/01/1992 C015 XRADIO MANAGER'S HERO IS MURROW
6/15/1992 C012 KSALT LAKE TRIP PUT SPIN ON RADIO CAREER
7/05/1992 A012 ^PROTESTERS TARGET RADIO STATION
7/07/1992 C012 RADIO STATION TAKEOVER APPARENTLY GROUNDED
7/09/1992 C015 KILI ASKS TRIBAL PRESIDENT TO HELP SETTLE DISPUTE
7/10/1992 B012 *DJ FINDS GROOVE ON SATURDAY NIGHTS
7/21/1992 A061 PUBLIC TELEVISION SHOULD TEST LIMITS CED)
7/27/1992 B021 MITCHELL EXECUTIVE GETS BROADCAST HONOR
7/27/1992 B021 BROADCASTERS GROUP NAMES NEW OFFICERS
8/13/1992 A01<i 5CC0UNTRY TUNES TOP RATING RACE
8/13/1992 D012 KRADIO STATIONS PLAY MUSICAL CHAIRS
8/1A/1992 DOll KSORTING OUT THE ARBITRON RATINGS RACE
8/15/1992 B021 JUDGE TELLS STATION PROTESTORS TO LEAVE
8/17/1992 B012 *DISC JOCKEY LIKES ROLE AS AFTERNOON PICK-ME-UP
8/27/1992 A012 KJIA FORMAT FEARS UNWARRANTED--NEW STAFF
8/27/1992 A083 RADIO COMMERCIAL HEARD ON MPR (L)
8/31/1992 Bdll COURT OVERTURNS KILI DECISION
9/15/1992 D012 *RELAX FRIDAY WITH LAID-BACK LIVE RADIO
9/18/1992 B021 'NEIGHBOR LADY' GETS RADIO AWARD
9/19/1992 A072 KMPR RADIO SHOW COMES TO TOWN
9/2A/1992 BOll PROTESTERS DEFY ORDER TO LEAVE STATION
10/01/1992 A013 *W0RTHIT RETURNS WITH SAME SWAGGER, NEW ATTITUDE
10/03/19,92 A083 *WRITER MISSED THE POINT
10/12/1992 A09A RADIO STATIONS SHOULD DO HUMIDITY READINGS (L)
10/15/1992 A012 MANY PUBLIC TV SHOWS NOT BROADCAST IN STATE
10/21/1992 A015 KPULLS ADS FROM KJAM IN RESPONSE TO CRITICISM
10/23/1992 AlOl PUBLIC BROADCASTING DESERVES FREEDOM CED)
10/24/1992 B012 XKPAT GAG UPSETS LISTENER
10/29/1992 B012 KPAT CALL WAS CANNED SCRIPT
11/26/1992 C012 ^REVIVES HOLIDAY SHOW STARTED BY SF RADIO LEGEND
11/30/1992 A012 AUGUSTANA MAY SELL STUDENT-RUN KAUR
12/08/1992 A063 AUGUSTANA SHOULDN'T BE SO QUICK TO DUMP KAUR (L)
12/09/1992 B012 AUGUSTANA EYES KRSD OFFER
12/14/1992 A081 KAUR ALTERNATIVES SHOULD BE SOUGHT (L)
12/15/1992 D012 RADIO DIAL MAY SOON INCLUDE ANOTHER COUNTRY CHOICE
12/19/1992 A041 ^DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/20/1992 BOll KWSN PLAYS RIGHT TUNE WITH TRIVIA
11/30/1987 B031 HITCHCOCK WOMAN WINS AGRICULTURE AWARD
5/05/1992 C021 ANTI-ALCOHOL CAMPAIGN LEADERS WANT PROGRAM STATEWIDE
11/23/1990 coil WATER DEVELOPMENT BOARD MEMBER QUITS
6/16/1982 A012 *VOTERS OK BROCKHOUSE MUSEUM
5/05/1984 DOll CITY MARKS COMPLETION OF MUSEUM
9/16/1982, D012 ^BROCKMUELLER FINDS RUNNING MATE
:H/01/1982iD011^BEING CHAMPION PUTS PRESSURE ON SUZANNE BROCKMUELLER
7/14/1989 C012 *LETTER OFFERS LOOK INTO LIFE IN HUNGARY
1/17/1990 C021 AVON MAYOR DECIDES AGAINST ANOTHER TERM
12/23/1984 coil *HE GAVE DEATH THE SLIP
11/07/1986 A081 KCATTLE-FUTURES FEARS DIVERT ATTENTION
4/21/1986 C023 TOURISM LEADER WARNS OF EXPLOITATION
12/05/1987 C021 STATE PUNISHES MINING FIRM
10/25/1988 coil LEAK SHUTS DOWN OPEN-PIT GOLD MINE
10/28/1988 C012 MINING FIRM TO PRESENT REPAIR PLAN
11/02/1988 C023 STATE APPROVES TEST TO FIND MINING LEAK
3/21/1989 A015 FIRM WANTS TO ENLARGE MINE NEAR DEADWOOD
5/09/1989 A102 BOARD CAVES IN TO BROHM (L)
5/13/1989 coil 3 AGENCIES AGREE TO STUDY BROHM PLAN
5/28/1989 B044 MINE EXPANSION IS IN PUBLIC'S BEST INTEREST
6/06/1989 A016 GOLD MINE EXPANSION
10/13/1989 A084 STRONGER POLICY NEEDED (L)
10/15/1989 A012 OPPOSITION HEATS UP TO BROHM'S PLAN
11/09/1989 C021 BROHM QUIZZING HILLS RESIDENTS
11/22/1989 C021 BROHM HIRES PUBLIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR
12/12/1989 coil DASCHLE CALLS MINE PROPOSAL BIG ISSUE
12/30/1989 C012 CYANIDE FOUND IN WELL NEAR MINING PAD
1/01/1990 B021 CYANIDE LEAK IS STOPPED
1/24/1990 coil CONTAMINATION SOURCE NOT KNOWN
3/03/1990 C022 MORE TESTS ORDERED FOR BROHM GOLD MINE
3/05/1990 B012 FOUL PLAY POSSIBLE IN MINE CYANIDE CASE
5/07/1990 A084 MISLEADING ADS SHOULD SWAY NOVEMBER 6 ELECTION
5/17/1990 A081 BROHM DOING ITS BEST TO MEET CONDITIONS (L)
5/18/1990 A103 MINING LAWS WORK, PROTECT ENVIRONMENT (L)
5/19/1990 A083 BROHM MINING CO OPERATES RESPONSIBLY (L)
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BROKAW CHET
BROKAW MERIDETH
BROKAW TOM
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BROOK DICK
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BROOKINGS SAVINGS
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7/05/1990 A083 BROHM MINE PIT WILL CONTAMINATE AQUIFERS CD
7/21/1990 BOll BROHM CANCELS PLAN TO FILL MINE PIT
8/02/1990 A103 MINE SHARES CONCERNS ABOUT ENVIRONMENT CD
2/09/1991 C03A BROHM AVOIDS PAVING FINE IN CONTAMINATION
A/19/1991 C031 PANEL CONSIDERS LIMIT ON MINING
5/13/1991 C032 HEAD OF BROHM MINING RESIGNS FROM POST
5/19/1991 EOll NEW CEO NAMED FOR BROHM PARENT
6/09/1991 C025 BROHM ASKS PERMISSION TO MOVE MINING SOLUTION
6/27/1991 C015 OFFICIALS--MINE LEAK CONTAINED
6/28/1991 C012 NO EVIDENCE BROHM TRIED TO HIDE LEAK
7/19/1991 C015 BROHM CITED FOR VIOLATING STATE LAWS
7/21/1991 C031 BROHM AGREES TO PAY FINE FOR VIOLATING LAWS
11/25/1991 C03A BROHM GIVEN CLEANUP ULTIMATUM
12/15/1991 F012 LOW GOLD PRICES SHELVE BROHM EXPANSION
3/22/1992 F032 BROHM PLANS WASTE RECLAMATION THIS FALL
11/06/1992 B03A ENVIRONMENTALISTS SUE BROHM
11/22/1992 F022 ACIDIC WATER FROM MINE THREATENS HILLS CREEKS
7/19/1990 D062 AG PROCESSORS GET LOW-INTEREST LOANS
1/24/1991 B082 ETHANOL PLANT'S SUBSIDIES TOTAL ABOUT HALF MILLION
6/10/1984 B044 BAD-LUCK OUTDOORSMAN SPREADS MISFORTUNE
1/20/1992 C012 WAS HONORED WITH A PROCLAMATION
9/27/1988 C041 MEREDITH BROKAW TO SPEAK AT AWARDS BANQUET
1/29/1992 B012 XPUT FUN IN LUNCH FOR KIDS
10/01/1992 B021 BROKAW TO MARSHAL HOMECOMING PARADE
10/13/1992 B021 MEREDITH BROKAW NAMED PARADE MARSHAL
11/14/1982 A012 SF IN THE BLACK HILLS--COME ON
12/22/1982 coil KTOM BROKAW NOT SHAKEN BY LOW RATINGS
4/03/1983 C031 JCBROKAW WON'T LOSE PUBLIC TRUST BY EXPRESSING VIEWS
6/03/1983 B054 K'THIS IS TOM BROKAW'S OFFICE'
1/26/1986 C051 BROKAW FINDS WAY BACK TO SPORTS
4/05/1987 A012 ^PUBLIC LOVES A FAILURE, NEWSMAN SAYS
4/06/1987 C015 KIRAN AFFAIR NOT BAD AS WATERGATE
8/06/1987 coil KBROKAW TO MODERATE PRESIDENTIAL FORUM
5/01/1988 N131 (SEC GG) *SD VALUES HELP ANCHORMAN SHINE
7/30/1988 A056 36ANCHOR OUSTS HEAD OF NEWS
8/19/1989 C012 KTOM BROKOW RETURNS TO YANKTON FOR PARADE
12/11/1989 A102 PINE RIDGE NEEDS HELP CD
5/11/1992 coil BROKAW TO RECEIVE JOURNALISM AWARD
5/13/1992 C021 BOYS STATE LUNCHEON TO FEATURE BROKAW
5/23/1992 A014 BROKAW RECALLS 'TONIGHT SHOW STINT
5/31/1992 A012 KAT THE TOP, BROKAW SMILES ON SD
6/06/1992 coil NBC ANCHOR BROKAW SPEAKS AT BOYS STATE
7/14/1992 A035 NEW YORKERS OFTEN CONFUSE DAKOTAS
10/05/1992 AOll *BROKAW MAY RUN FOR SENATE SEAT
10/21/1992 B021 BROKAW TO RECEIVE NEUHARTH AWARD
11/13/1992 B012 5CBR0KAW DENIES TALK HE'LL RUN FOR US SENATE SOME DAY
9/04/1992 B012 9«$30,000 NEEDED FOR KIDNEY, PANCREAS TRANSPLANT
12/31/1991 C034 JAPANESE DONATE 5,000 BOXES OF CLOTHING
11/09/1992 A091 XMENCHU'S NOBEL PRIZE GIVES HOPE TO SUPPRESSED
:I;0/01/1982; C023),*CITiIZENSv^ CIVIL RIGHTS
5/0r/1983'N03r *(CULTURE/TOURISM) PRIEST'S WORLD IS EAST, WEST
2/26/1984 C051 USURER SATURDAY CHALLENGES CHILDREN
3/12/1984 B023 BROKENLEG CAN'T SPEAK FOR GREEK ORTHO (L)
1/01/1986 A015 36IN 1986, I RESOLVE TO ...
2/24/1990 C051 TWO AREA EDUCATORS ARE HONORED
10/09/1990 A014 ^ACCEPT CULTURAL DIFFERENCES--INDIAN PROFESSOR
1/01/1991 A012 *A YEAR OF PAIN AND HEALING
9/01/1991 E012 KCHURCH FILLS NEED FOR COMFORT WITH LAKOTA RITE
9/23/1991 B012 ^GRANDFATHER'S LISTED AMONG MINISTER'S HEROES
1/25/1992 A014 ^INDIAN MINISTER TRAVELS TO LAND OF APARTHEID
11/05/1992 BOll BROKENLEG TO SPEAK AT WOOD COMMUNITY DAY
12/20/1992 GOll ^BEARISH ACT LOVED BY SOME, LOATHED BY OTHERS
5/13/1991 coil KBROKENLEG TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA EXERCISES
12/16/1991 C025 BROKERAGE FIRM INVESTIGATED
8/30/1989 D013 WARRIORS WELCOME YANKTON CHALLENGE
2/28/1992 A091 'ARGUS' STORY ON ILLNESS TOOK PANIC PROSPECTIVE (L)
3/28/1992 A091 *BE THANKFUL, CAREFUL WITH LIFE'S CHOICES
5/26/1982 D041 3€DICK BROOK WANTS OUT OF COACHING DUTIES
6/23/1990 coil OMAHA FIRM BUYS BROOKINGS REGISTER
1/27/1991 B031 'BROOKINGS REGISTER' NAMES MANAGING EDITOR
6/20/1991 B031 'BROOKINGS REGISTER' PUBLISHER LEAVING JOB
10/30/1991 C031 'REGISTER' NAMES NEW MANAGING EDITOR
7/14/1991 EOll S&L TO CONVERT TO STOCK COMPANY
5/02/1982 C015 GOT TOO MUCH TRASH-MAKE A MOUNTAIN OF IT
7/18/1982 B051 IF YOU WANT TO SPIT ON THE SIDEWALK, DON'T GO...
8/02/1982 B031 BROOKINGS OK'S DOWNTOWN INDUSTRY
J^8/02/1982 .B051 WASTE. SLUDGE-MAKES CHEAP -FERTI LIZER FOR FARMERS
8/23/1982 B041 HOUSING PROBLEMS IN BROOKINGS DISCUSSED
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10/18/1982 C012 *BROOKINGS FAMILY OVERWHELMED BY TOWN'S RESPONSE...
12/19/1982 COAl BROOKINGS MAYOR AFTER NEW INDUSTRY
1/2A/1983 D031 FIRM MOVES INVENTORY TO BROOKINGS
2/20/1983 BOIA KBROOKINGS DOUBLES DOCTOR POPULATION
A/26/1983 coil ^CLOSING OF PLANT TO LEAVE 134 JOBLESS
5/09/1983 B015 BROOKINGS MAY HAVE BROKEN FEDERAL LAW
6/19/1983 B071 BROOKINGS MARKS HIGHEST SALES INCREASE
7/10/1983 A015 KWOOD CARVERS AT FAIR BRING NEW LIFE TO LOGS
7/11/1983 C031 BROOKINGS WANTS TO CHANGE MOTEL 8 BAR TAX
12/18/1983 A022 OWNS LIQUOR STORE, POWER AND PHONE SYSTEMS
1/26/I98A C051 NEIGHBORHOOD STANDARDS OK'D
2/11/1984 B031 ANNEXATION WOULD DOUBLE BROOKINGS SIZE
3/22/1984 C041 BROOKINGS PHONE COMPANY GETS LOAN
3/27/1984 C041 BROOKINGS WILL BEGIN TO SUBSIDIZE BUS SERVICE
4/26/1984 CD41 BROOKINGS OK'S TAX ON BOOZE, LODGINGS
8/23/1984 C035 OFFICIAL WANTS RESEARCH, CONFERENCE CENTER_
9/27/1984 CD51 WALKFEST-BIKEFEST BEGINS IN BROOKINGS
10/08/1984 coil THEY MEET EACH YEAR AT JIM'S
10/08/1984 coil THEY RETURN TO REMEMBER A LIFE
11/22/1984 D031 PLAN TO INCORPORATE LAKE CAMPBELL DELAYED
12/23/1984 A012 TOUCH OF SOCIALISM KEEPS COFFERS FULL
2/27/1985 C021 COALITION TO PRESENT ANTI-POLLUTION PETITIONS
6/23/1985 cm CITY QUESTIONS NEW SDSU PHONE SYSTEM
7/23/1985 BOll GROUP QUESTIONS EMISSIONS AT 3M PLANT
10/26/1985 C021 EX-BROOKINGS PHONE WORKER SUES OVER FIRING
12/08/1985 C041 BROOKINGS TO KEEP LIQUOR INSURANCE
2/27/1986 C021 COALITION TO PRESENT ANTI-POLLUTION PETITIONS
3/01/1986 C021 ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP SEEKS SUPPORT FROM CITY
3/29/1986 C021 OFFICIAL--TEXAS FIRM TO EXPAND TO BROOKINGS
4/13/1986 EOll SDSU INCUBATOR HELPS BUSINESSES HATCH
5/09/1986 C021 DIESEL FUEL LEAK UNDER CONTROL OFFICIALS SAY
10/24/1986 C033 SDSU'S ECONOMIC IMPACT
12/12/1986 coil BROOKINGS LOSES DISCRIMINATION SUIT
3/26/1987 BOll BROOKINGS PLANS TELEMARKETING
3/29/1987 B016 CENTER TO HATCH NEW FIRMS
5/30/1987 C021 BROOKINGS ORDINANCE WOULD OUTLAW LOOSE CATS
7/12/1987 coil BROOKINGS JOINS PURSUIT OF US WEST
11/07/1987 A012 TEACHERS CASH IN ON CONVENTION OFFER
2/14/1988 D012 CABLE FIRMS CLASH IN BROOKINGS
3/20/1988 C026 BROOKINGS RAISING FUNDS FOR CENTER
8/09/1988 C012 BROOKINGS HOT ON WATER USE
10/27/1988 C021 WHITE BOWS TO FIGHT PORNOGRAPHY
12/18/1988 E021 MARKETING PANEL ADVOCATED
2/26/1989 C061 WELLNESS CENTER CONSIDERED
3/01/1989 C016 BROOKINGS UTILITIES TO FUND SCHOOLS
4/21/1989 D065 BROOKINGS MEN PURCHASE CITY'S MALL
5/11/1989 D016 BROOKINGS COUPLE OPENS TEEN CLUB
5/30/1989 C023 BROOKINGS VOTES TO TAKE PART
6/20/1989 B062 BROOKINGS CHAMBER WORRIES ABOUT SHOPPING EXODUS
-6/25/1989 .F031-BROOKINGS ATTRACTIONS INCLUDE MUSEUM
6728/1989 C015 BROOKINGS' WATER-USE INCENTIVE PLAN
6/29/1989 C012 FIVE YEARS LATER, BROOKINGS FINDS SITE FOR LANDFILL
7/07/1989 B012 ART FAIR TO SET UP SHOP IN BROOKINGS PARK
7/09/1989 C012 ^BROOKINGS ART FESTIVAL DRAWS THOUSANDS
8/25/1989 B071 MCCRORY GARDEN PARTY TONIGHT IN BROOKINGS
10/01/1989 coil BROOKINGS CENTER COULD BECOME BAR
10/01/1989 E012 KBROOKINGS MILLIONAIRE DUCKS SPOTLIGHT
10/02/1989 A012 5fRAY'S STARTS CLEAN
10/11/1989 coil FORMER TEEN CENTER CONVERTED TO BAR
12/15/1989 C015 BROOKINGS MAYOR WON'T RUN AGAIN
12/22/1989 coil 600 HOMES LOSE POWER IN BROOKINGS
12/23/1989 coil BROOKINGS BUSINESS GETS LIQUOR LICENSE
1/06/1990 con BROOKINGS GROUP AGREES ON MERGER
1/07/1990 C012 PLATS OK'D FOR POSSIBLE WAL-MART
1/16/1990 C021 SUNDAY LIQUOR ISSUE ON TAP IN BROOKINGS
1/20/1990 C024 WAL-MART ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR STORE
1/22/1990 B021 BROOKINGS SALES SHOW GAIN OF 14 PERCENT
1/24/1990 C012 BROOKINGS LIQUOR SALES PLAN DIES
1/26/1990 C021 COAST TO COAST BRINGING JOBS TO BROOKINGS
1/29/1990 B021 EX-TEEN CENTER OPENS AS NEW BAR
1/30/1990 C021 HUMAN RIGHTS PANEL SEEKS ADDED POWER
1/31/1990 C014 LIQUOR QUESTION COULD GO TO VOTE
1/31/1990 C021 EXPANSION SPARKING INTEREST IN BROOKINGS
2/01/1990 C021 GROUP READIES PETITION TO GET BROOKINGS VOTE
2/09/1990 C021 BROOKINGS OPENS RACE FOR MAYOR'S POSITION
2/14/1990 C014 PLANS IN WORKS ON SCHOOL FOR YOUTHS AT RISK
2/14/1990 C021 WIFE OF. EX-MAYOR BIDS FOR OFFICE
2/14/1990 C021 SCHOOL RECEIVES BOOST IN UTILITY REVENUE
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2/16/1990 C021 BROOKINGS PONDERING PLAN TO EXPAND LIBRARY
2/22/1990 C021 BROOKINGS MAY LIFT TAX FREEZE
3/01/1990 C021 POWERS EXPANDED OF RIGHTS COMMITTEE
3/06/1990 C021 LIFTING TAX FREEZE SUBJECT OF MEETING
3/09/1990 C021 BROOKINGS CONSIDERS EXOTIC DANCING BAN
3/13/1990 con BROOKINGS BOARD VOTES TO END FREEZE
3/15/1990 C023 SUNDAY PETITIONS DUE NEXT WEEK
3/16/1990 C021 ECONOMIC GROWTH COULD LOWER BILLS
3/19/1990 B021 TO LOOK AT DUMPING TAX FREEZE
3/23/1990 C021 FIRM PLANS EXPANSION TO SITE IN BROOKINGS
3/2A/1990 C021 LIQUOR PETITIONS BRING APRIL VOTE
3/25/1990 C012 *13 TRAIN CARS DERAIL AT BROOKINGS
3/28/1990 C021 GROUP TO PETITION COUNTY'S OPTING OUT
3/29/1990 C026 BROOKINGS LANDS IOWA BUSINESS
4/02/1990 C021 PETITIONERS SEEKING VOTE ON TAX EXEMPTION
A/03/1990 C021 BROOKINGS MAY VOTE ON PROPERTY TAX ISSUE
A/07/1990 C021 RESIDENTS FORCE VOTE ON TAX EXEMPTION
A/10/1990 C026 DECISION DUE IN BROOKINGS ON TAX FREEZE
A/11/1990 C021 COMMISSION AWAITS TAX FREEZE FEEDBACK
A/23/1990 C021 FFA MEMBERS ATTEND CONVENTION AT SDSU
5/10/1990 C021 INDOOR ARENA STIRS COMMUNITY INTEREST
5/11/1990 C026 BROOKINGS TO REVIEW CAB SERVICE
5/20/1990 C033 LIBRARY TO PUBLICIZE ITS TAX FREEZE PLIGHT
5/25/1990 A015 BROOKINGS WITHOUT TAXI AFTER DRIVER LEAVES
5/30/1990 C031 BROOKINGS TAXI DRIVER RETURNS MOBILE PHONE
5/30/1990 C032 COMMISSION APPROVES NEW CITY LAND PLOTS
6/02/1990 C031 BROOKINGS VOTERS TEST TAX FREEZE
6/04/1990 A015 *PEOPLE KEEP COMING BACK TO BROOKINGS
6/05/1990 C031 TAXI CABS MAY RETURN TO BROOKINGS STREETS
'6/06/1990 C031 A CAB SERVICES BID FOR BROOKINGS
6/1A/1990 C031 FIRM'S PLANS TO MOVE TO BROOKINGS CRITICIZED
6/18/1990 A021 *MANY BELIEVE TORNADO SMASHED INTO BROOKINGS
6/22/1990 C033 FOUR TAX SUITS FILED AGAINST COUNTY
6/23/1990 C031 BROOKINGS' TAX VOTES COST TAXPAYERS $6,800
6/26/1990 C033 CITY NOT LIKELY TO OPT OUT OF FREEZE
7/03/1990 C031 MEMORIAL STILL HAS SOME OPPONENTS
7/0A/1990 C031 CITY DELAY WON'T HALT VETERANS MEMORIAL
7/0A/1990 C031 BROOKINGS REFUSES PAY RAISES, JAIL EXPANSION
7/06/1990 B021 ARTS FESTIVAL IN 19TH YEAR
7/23/1990 B031 PRIVATE FUNDS NEEDED FOR ELDERLY PROGRAMS
7/2A/1990 C033 *BR00K1NGS MAYOR BACK ON JOB
7/25/1990 C031 COMMISSION UPHOLDS LAYOFF OF APPRAISER
7/28/1990 C033 OFFICIAL PROPOSES EXTRA PENNY TAX FOR LANDFILL
8/01/1990 C031 HOMEOWNER GIVEN DEADLINE FOR CLEANUP
8/11/1990 C031 BROOKINGS BEGINS WORK ON $11 MILLION BUDGET
8/23/1990 C023 CUTS WILL HURT KIDS, ELDERLY
8/30/1990 C033 *MCCRORY TO FEATURE 3 NEW THEME GARDENS
9/06/1990 C033 EXTRA SALES TAX LIKELY WON'T BE CONSIDERED
9/09/1990 C032 CITY'S TAX SHARE REMAINS THE SAME
;«9/16/19i90:.CO,3I;,*BROOKINGS ELKS CLUB OPENS NEW BUILDING
'9/19/1990 C035 BROOklNGS'^AUTHORlZES BONDS
10/17/1990 C033 *CLUB GIVES STUDENTS A PLACE TO GATHER
10/21/1990 A012 WILD IN THE BROOKINGS STREETS
10/22/1990 A012 *MORE THAN 50 ARRESTED, TWO HURT
10/29/1990 A0I2 BROOKINGS RESIDENTS BLAME BOOZE
10/27/1990 A0I2 MORE CHARGES FILED IN HOBO DAY VIOLENCE
10/28/1990 C035 *GROUP AIMS TO DRIVE HOME ITS ANTl-PORN MESSAGE
10/30/1990 C033 PRELIMINARY HEARING SET IN BROOKINGS RIOT
11/09/1990 A012 3CDEBATE RAGES OVER PARTY AREA
11/09/1990 A113 BROOKINGS WILL MEET NEW DUMP REGULATIONS (L)
11/09/1990 C031 CITY SUSTAINS $20,000 IN DAMAGES
11/18/1990 E039 CITY PIONEERS TOXIC WASTE CLEANUP PROGRAM
1/06/1991 C036 CLINIC PLANS EXPANSION
1/13/1991 C039 *BR00K1NGS CONSIDERS STREET CHANGE
1/16/1991 C031 CITY COMMISSION VOTES TO LOWER EIGHTH STREET
1/25/1991 A012 AN ORDINANCE LICENSING BEER KEGS
1/27/1991 B033 *ONE FOR THE TROOPS
1/29/1991 A081 BROOKINGS SHOULD STUDY BIG PICTURE (ED)
1/29/1991 C031 BOMB THREAT FORCES EVACUATION AT SDSU
2/09/1991 C033 *BR00K1NGS DIVIDED ON RENTAL REGULATIONS
2/09/1991 C031 BROOKINGS OPENS DOOR TO BED, BREAKFAST INNS
2/19/1991 C033 2 PICK UP FORMS TO RUN FOR COMMISSION
2/16/1991 A083 *T0 AVOID FUTURE HOBO DAY PROBLEMS
3/07/1991 C031 STATE LAW WON'T IMPACT KEG ORDINANCE
3/21/1991 C031 SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES ON APRIL BALLOT
3/21/1991 C031 DONATIONS WILL HELP TROOP FAMILIES PAY BILLS
3/22/i991-C033 CITY APPROVES ANNEXING 99 ACRES
3/25/1991 B033 BROOKINGS TO CONSIDER KEG ORDINANCE
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BROOKINGS SD
:^brooks-^albert;>
"BROOKS' CLEVELAND'
BROOKS GARTH
BROOKS JOE
BROOKS KIM
BROOKS OWEN
BROOKS ROGER
BROOKSHIRE JAMES
BROOMBALL
BROSONSKI CHARLIE
BROST ALISSA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/27/1991 coil PUBLIC HEARING SET ON KEG ORDINANCE
A/lG/1991 CG12 CONTROLS ON KEGS APPROVED
A/2G/1991 CG31 KEG LIMIT LAW FACES CHALLENGE
<)/21/1991 CG31 BROOKINGS ORDINANCE WOULD OK INSPECTIONS
A/24/1991 CGll BROOKINGS PASSES LICENSING ORDINANCE
5/G8/1991 CG32 HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL OFFERED
5/G9/1991 AG12 TRIAL PARTIES DISPUTE SEVERITY OF HOBO DAY CHARGES
5/2G/1991 CG31 CLEANUP DAY MAY SERVE AS A MODEL FOR STATE
5/26/1991 FG41 36SERVES AS A MODEL FOR THE REST OF THE STATE
5/27/1991 CG32 BROOKINGS OFFICIALS DEAL WITH AIRLINE IMAGE
6/12/1991 CGll BEER LICENSE REQUESTS LEAD TO RESTRICTIONS
6/17/1991 BG31 $3,GGG DESIGNATED FOR JULY 4TH CELEBRATION
6/17/1991 BG33 POLICY REQUIRES CITY WORKERS TO BUCKLE UP ON JOB
6/21/1991 CG31 WASTE OIL, PESTICIDES COLLECTED IN BROOKINGS
6/23/1991 CG14 ^SUBMERGED IN PLAY
7/12/1991 CG33 2GTH ARTS.FESTIVAL TO FEATURE 19G BOOTHS
7/18/1991 CG33 ^VETERANS MONUMENT NEARS COMPLETION IN BROOKINGS
8/14/1991 DG61 ELECTRONICS COMPANY MOVING TO BROOKINGS
8/18/1991 AG12 *BROOKINGS LEADS LIST IN TOXIC WASTE
8/18/1991 EG32 CITIZEN'S CREDITED FOR LOW CRIME RATE
8/24/1991 CG31 BROOKINGS CONSIDERS LOWER PROPERTY TAXES
9/12/1991 CG32 NOISE ORDINANCE ANGERS STUDENTS
9/16/1991 C012 SDSU STUDENTS HUNT FOR HOUSING
9/18/1991 C012 BROOKINGS PANEL TABLES NOISE ORDINANCE PROPOSAL
9/20/1991 CG35 BROOKINGS DEBATES MEMORIAL LIGHTING
9/25/1991 AG12 NEW DRIVER'S LICENSES BELEAGUER BAR BOUNCERS
9/29/1991 CG35 STUDENTS, OFFICIALS FACE OFF OVER ORDINANCE
10/02/1991 CG12 BOOKSTORE MANAGER QUITS OVER 'OFFENSIVE' MATERIAL
10/02/1991 C031 COMMISSION PASSES NOISE ORDINANCE
10/02/1991 C03I VOTERS TO CONSIDER $8.9 MILLION BOND ISSUE
10/20/1991 E012 JfTOWN AND 3M STICK TOGETHER LIKE GLUE
10/21/1991 B03I SDSU, CITY TO FORM MANAGEMENT TEAM
10/30/1991 C032 BROOKINGS TO VOTE ON SCHOOL BOND NOVEMBER 12
11/03/1991 A081 TEAMWORK MADE HOBO DAYS FUN AGAIN (ED)
11/13/1991 coil BROOKINGS VOTERS DEFEAT SCHOOL BOND
1/20/1992 C032 BROOKINGS TACKLES AIR-SERVICE CRISIS
2/02/1992 FOll BROOKINGS WORKERS MIGHT JOIN TEAMSTERS
3/06/1992 D062 BROOKINGS KMART TO RELOCATE
3/24/1992 B061 CITY WORKERS VOTE FOR TEAMSTER TIES
4/07/1992 C012 CANDIDATES' PACT GUARANTEES NO RUNOFF ELECTION
5/23/1992 D045 BROOKINGS AERIAL SPRAYERS TO POST $10,000 BOND
6/13/1992 C025 GROUP WANTS COPS TO MONITOR SALES OF PORNOGRAPHY
6/14/1992 F022 BROOKINGS RECYCLING PROGRAM TRAVELING BUMPY ROAD
6/20/1992 A012 KCLOGGED RIVER CHOKES COUNTIES
7/11/1992 A014 BROOKINGS TO REROUTE LOOP
7/12/1992 F012 ^FESTIVAL SHINES IN CLOUDY DAY
7/17/1992 C021 BROOKINGS TURNS OFF FREE HOLIDAY POWER
8/04/1992 B021 BROOKINGS LOSING RETAIL MONEY
8/27/1992 B012 ^WORKING OLD LINE
v:.4/I6/199 FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
'12/08/1986 C032"CLEVELAND BROOKS DIES AT 99
8/28/1991 B016 AUDIENCE ALMOST OUTSINGS BROOKS
5/11/1992 A012 KGARTH BROOKS TO PLAY IN SF
5/11/1992 A021 LOTTERY TO BE USED TO SELL TICKETS
5/15/1992 B012 KGARTH'S POPULARITY FORCES TICKET LOTTERY
5/16/1992 A012 ^TICKET LOTTERY BRINGS FANS TO ARENA
5/16/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/03/1992 BOll KGARTH LOTTERY SIGN OF TIMES
6/16/1992 A012 *TOP BROOKS TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR $500
7/01/1992 BOll ^GARTH'S GIRTH A BIG REASON TO APPLAUD
7/03/1992 B012 *GOING GAGA OVER GARTH
7/03/1992 B022 ^OPENING ACT KNOWS BROOKS DOWN TO A T
7/04/1992 A012 XGARTH BROOKS--ONE HOT TICKET
7/04/1992 A052 BROOKS WORKS CROWD WITH HIS CRAFTY SHOWMANSHIP
7/07/1992 A065 LOTTERY DIDN'T STOP BROOKS TICKET SCALPING (L)
7/11/1992 AD81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/09/1989 A012 CRASH DASHES HOPES OF CHAMBERLAIN STAR
10/18/1986 A015 DIABETIC INSPIRES TEAM
10/24/1987 A012 *HEIGHTY HEIRLOOM
3/26/1992 coil BROOKS WILL SEEK DISTRICT 10 SEAT
10/10/1992 BOll JILL MASUR'S FATHER SUES FOR OWNERSHIP
10/27/1992 A015 DAD SEEKS CARETRAUM FORECLOSURE
11/29/1992 F014 NEW OWNER TO EXPAND CARETRAUM
1/23/1983 C015 ^SWEEPING THE BROOMBALL
2/02/1986 D013 ^(BRUSHING UP
1/11/1988 B013 3CBR00MBALLERS KEEP FIT THROUGH WINTER
7/02/1992 C021 WATERSKIERS AIM TO SAVE STATE LAKE
5/28/1990 C012 3€MAKING GRADUATION BEARABLE
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BROST DAVE
BROST DOUGLAS
BROST FRANK
BROST JOHN
BROST NATALIE
BROTHERHOOD COUNCI
BROTHERS
BROTHERS JOYCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
BROTSKY ROCHELLE
BROTZEL JIM
BROUWER JASON
BROUUER JO
BROVELEIT JERRY
sBROWA SHERRY .
gROWER'JO TYNN '
BROWER'S MOVING
BROWN ALBERT
7/08/198A B012 BOBCATS WILL GO FREE
5/19/1992 B0I3 *DOGS CAN BE VACCINATED FOR LYME DISEASE
12/02/1986 AG12 *BROST TO LEAD MICKELSON STAFF
i/19/1987 C015 *BROST TO BECOME STRONG RIGHT-HAND MAN
6/15/1988 A0I2 KFAIR OFFICIAL--AIDE THREATENED BOARD
6/18/1988 C025 FAIR DISPUTE EXAGGERATED--CHAIRMAN
6/22/1990 C012 XFLANDREAU CITIZENS COMPLAIN ABOUT CASINO DEAL
ll/OA/1991 BOll FRANK BROST TO FILL STATE GAMING POSITION
5/18/1986 coil PAGE READY TO CATCH HIS BREATH
6/22/1992 A051 36RECOGNIZE, ACCEPT YOUR LIMITATIONS
8/10/1992 DOII IT'S DIFFICULT, BUT IN DEATH WE MUST HAVE HOPE
11/16/1992 DOll KRESPECT LIFE, OTHER PEOPLE AND YOURSELF
2/10/1982 D16A UNITED BROTHERHOOD BANQUET
3/16/1982 B02A UNITED BROTHERHOOD OFFICERS
2/15/1983 C061 BROTHERHOOD COUNCIL USES FRIENDLY PERSUASION
9/11/1987 C033 MARRIED COUPLES FIND HARMONY UNDER ONE ROOF
3/12/1989 EOllXBROTHERS TO SPEAK AT LOCAL SEMINAR
A/07/1989 D062 XBROTHERS--GENDER BIAS STILL EXISTS -
3/03/1990 A052 BROTHERS SPEECH FREE TO PUBLIC
3/06/1990 C021 DR JOYCE BROTHERS SPEAKER AT SDSU
A/OA/1990 C021 DR BROTHERS' TALK SET FOR THURSDAY
5/20/1992 C012 HELPFUL SENIORS LIVE LONGER, BETTER LIVES
5/08/1990 D012 KBROOKINGS SENIOR WINS 2A TITLE
5/16/1990 D012 ^BOBCATS' BROTSKY TAKES 'A' GOLF TITLE
2/1A/1988 A016 KCOUPLES MOTTO—LOVE, DEVOTION
8/26/1990 B012 KSMALL-TOWN LESSONS AID BROUWER'S DRIVE
11/11/1992 B012 KLUNG TRANSPLANT IS STEP CLOSER
12/02/1990 D012 KTO RETURN FAVORS FOR PARALYZED SF MAN
•11/02/1982 BOll GAME DEPT WORKER CHARGED WITH GRAND THEFT
^ 8/2W1992 - B021'FUND-RAISERS PLANNED FOR LUNG TRANSPLANT
7/16/1988 coil BROWER'S MOVING SETTLES DOT CLAIM
8/09/1985 AlOl ^FLAWED PROPOSAL RAISES QUESTIONS
9/30/1985 BOll BROWN ASKS MORRELL TO CONSIDER STRIKE'S EFFECT
1/04/1986 A081 SALARIES FOR CITY EMPLOYEES GOING UP AT FAST RATE
4/02/1986 B014 TACCO LEADER BROWN TO ENTER RACE FOR MAYOR
4/05/1986 C013 *BROWN, WHITE JOIN MAYOR'S RACE
7/23/1986 D012 AL BROWN'S WAY OF REMEMBERING BIAS
5/02/1987 C012 KHOME PARKING RAMP ARGUMENTS
6/14/1987 A081 GROUP COSTS CITY BIG BUCKS (L)
3/22/1988 A081 NEED CHEAPER CITY GOVERNMENT
4/18/1988 A083 LETTER WRITERS LACK FACTS (L)
12/16/1989 A081 KSOME LOW-INCOME HOMES HORRIBLE
10/08/1991 coil XSEARCH FOR WOMAN AT A 'DEAD END'
10/11/1991 A012 XMISSING WOMAN FOUND, WANTS TO STAY AWAY
2/16/1989 A012 KMAVERICK ON THE MEAT LINE
3/08/1991 A073 BROWN'S PIECE SKIPS HONESTY, OBJECTIVITY (LJ
3/23/1991 coil SF MAN RETURNING TO IRAQ
4/26/1987 AAll kKEEPS BUSY BUILDING TOWN PROJECTS
9/20/1984 B014 KNITE CITY STAYS AFLOAT
. 2/06/1992>A015 RACIAL BIAS ALLEGATIONS DISCUSSED
2/24/1992 A103 BUD BROWN TREATS ALL PEOPLE FAIRLY (L)
8/29/1992 BOll MINNESOTA MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BANK HEISTS
5/02/1990 C012 XGULL WATCHING
7/10/1992 C024 SECOND MALE FHA PRESIDENT NAMED
10/08/1990 B012 ^DIRECTOR ONCE PERFORMED SHOW IN WRONG UNDERWEAR
4/09/1983 B031 36AWARDS SPOTLIGHT 6
2/04/1988 C015 FORMER REGENTS CRITICIZE PROPOSAL
5/01/1988 N114 (SEC EE) XEX-REGENT'S DEDICATION BOOSTS STUDENTS
7/17/1989 BOll HOMEMAKERS HONOR STATE EDUCATOR
9/11/1989 B015 KFAMOUS SOUTH DAKOTANS
10/27/1991 F014*D0NA BROWN STILL FIGHTING AT 82
6/04/1982 A012 ^CALIFORNIA OPTION DRAWS FIRE
12/15/1989 A015 PRINCIPAL LAWSUIT PROCEEDS
3/09/1982 B012 KHUMAN RIGHTS INVESTIGATOR HIRED
1/27/1990 A052 ^SONGWRITER GIVES VOICE TO STRUGGLE
4/24/1992 B012 *BROWN DEFIES EXPLANATION WITH FOLK 'DREAM'
7/15/1992 B013 *GREG BROWN TAKES CENTER STAGE IN WINNIPEG
5/23/1992 D012 KRED CARPET FAREWELL
5/08/1983 B012 KHARRISBURG MAN BUILDS VIOLINS
2/15/1986 A071 9CCELEBRATING SOUTH DAKOTA'S HERITAGE
4/30/1991 A052 *VIOLINMAKER'S DREAM COMES TRUE
8/24/1986 E012 *NITE CITY OWNER POLISHES IMAGE
2/20/1990 C022 JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN PERJURY TRIAL
2/23/1990 C023 JURY FINDS MAN GUILTY OF PERJURY
2/26/1990 BOll ASH FIRM OFFICER SENTENCING APRIL 16
4/22/1990 C026 NEVADA MAN FINED $5,000 FOR PERJURY
1/31/1992 C051 PERJURY CONVICTION UPHELD ,BY HIGH COURT
4/26/1988 A012 *CHILD-SUPPORT LAW PUTS DADS IN TIGHT SQUEEZE
BROWN ALICE
BROWN BILL
BROWN BOB
BROWN BUD
BROWN CHRISTOPHER
BROWN CHUCK
BROWN CORY
BROWN CRAIG
BROWN DONA
BROWN EDMUND
BROWN ELAINE
BROWN ELIJAH
BROWN GREG
BROWN HELEN
BROWN HERB
BROWN JACK
BROWN JAMES
BROWN JERRY
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BROWN JERRY
BROWN JIM
BROWN JOHN
BROWN KIRK
BROWN LEE
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
LEWIS
LISA
LOIS
MELISSA
MURIEL
NATELLE
RALPH
RICK
BROWN RON
BROWN RONNIE
BROWN SCOTT
BROWN STEVE
BROWN SUE
BROWN SYLVIA
BROWN TERENCE
BROWN'TERRA^
BROWN TOM
BROWN TOMMY
BROWN TONY
BROWN WALLACE
BROWN WENDY
BROWN WILLIAM
BROWNE JACKSON
BROWNE SUSAN
BROWNELL LEE
BROWNIES
BROWNING BUD
BROWNING EDMUND
BROWNING IBEN
BROWNING JOHN
BROWNING PAUL
BROZIK STAN
BRUCE DANIEL
BRUCE EARLE
BRUCE SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/31/1992 C015 ^BROWN'S CAMPAIGN TACTICS UNDER ATTACK
A/03/1982 BOAl *DELL RAPIDS FARMER WANTS HOUSE JOB
3/06/198A BG51 BROWN SEEKS RE-ELECTION IN LARGEST DISTRICT
A/29/198A Nil! XCSECTION A) SENATOR CONSIDERED ACTING
1/31/1988 BG33 ^LAWMAKERS POSTPONE VOTE ON PAY RAISE
5/G6/199G CCGA *EX-SENATOR, RANCHER RECHARGES
6/25/199G AG72 *EX-CITY RESIDENT ON SET OF 'FIRE BIRDS'
9/G3/I987 CG12 ^CHAMBER LOSES LOBBYIST TO MINING EFFORT
lG/18/1992 AIll XTAXES WILL INCREASE IF VIDEO LOTTERY IS ELIMINATED
3/11/198A CG33 SAFETY OF CHEMICALS USED IN LAKE NOT PROVEN
3/G8/1988 BG13 JfAUGIE ASSISTANT REPLACES TURPIN
A/26/1985 AIGI KWATER PROJECT NOT WORTH COST TO TAXPAYERS
9/G7/I991 CGA2 ^WAITING GAME
1/G3/1982 CGAl BROWN ASKED TO DONATE PAPERS
A/27/1988 CG12 aeBUSINESSWOMAN MASTERS MICROWAVE
12/31/1992 BG62 ECONOMIST SAYS RECESSION NOT A FACTOR IN SD
6/G5/199G AG12 *COLTON ARTIST QUICK TO DRAW MCGRAW . -
9/1G/1992 BG22 KCARVING HEADED FOR LAS VEGAS GLITZ
2/11/1989 AG16 ^DEMOCRATS GIVE BROWN PARTY HELM
A/22/199G CG12 ^DEMOCRATIC LEADER URGES INVOLVEMENT
A/23/199GCG12 *BENTSEN, KERREY GOOD CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT
7/G2/1986 DG63 AN EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATOR QUIETLY STEPS DOWN
3/21/1991 BG12 ^SINGER PERFORMS TO AID WORK WITH MISSIONARIES
1/17/1985 DGll ^FORMER SDSU STAR AS GOPHER SCOUT
3/19/1983 BG33 CITY EDUC ASSOC ENDORSES BROWN
6/13/1983 BG31 ^REMODELING WASHINGTON HIGH BETTER THAN REBUILDING
7/12/1983 AG12 *JOINS THE SIOUX FALLS SCHOOL BOARD
5/G9/198A AGll ^WASHINGTON HIGH BOND ISSUE FAILS
5/29/1986 CGll EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ENDORSES BROWN
6/2G/1986 B052 36BEHIND EVERY WOMAN. . .
11/23/1986 Alll KNEEDS OF FAMILIES WITH LOW OR MODERATE INCOMES
11/G2/1987 AG16 9€HARM0NY TYPIFIES SCHOOL BOARD
3/1A/1989 CG15 *BROWN WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
7/12/1989 AG81 ^SCHOOL BOARD HAS MET CHALLENGE
7/13/1989 AG83 QUALITY PAIR SERVED WELL (L)
5/G1/1988 NG75 (SEC EE) KJUDGE BECOMES THE ROLE MODEL SHE NEVER HAD
9/3G/1982 CG12 ARKANSAS EDUCATOR APPOINTED AT NSC
lG/23/1982 CGll NEW NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE CHIEF OK'D
12/G7/1982 AG9A BROWN NEW COLLEGE PRESIDENT
12/11/1982 CG31 BROWN SAYS HE WON'T BE YES MAN
1/18/1989 BG23 EXHIBIT FEATURES COLLEGE PRESIDENT'S WORK
2/2A/1989 AGIA *5 NAMES ON LIST FOR USD JOB
3/25/1989 AG12 ^GOVERNOR WANTS SOUTH DAKOTAN TO HEAD SCHOOL
A/G8/1989 CG12 FACULTY OPPOSES USD CANDIDATE
A/lG/1989 AGll KUSD CANDIDATE ABANDONS RACE
A/11/1989 CG15 OFFICIALS ASKED BROWN TO END USD BID
1/16/1991 CG31 NSU PRESIDENT TAKING RADIATION TREATMENT
6/28/1992 DG21 REGENTS APPROVE LEAVE FOR NORTHERN PRESIDENT
1G/G6/1992 BG12 ^PROGRESSIVE SD EDUCATOR DIES AT 5G
vlO/G9/1992^BG21 BROWN EULOGIZED AS GIFTED LEADER
' 6729/1992^^^'A^^^ PUTS POLITICS FIRST
1/3G/1987 BG31 KAUGUSTANA'S BROWN FOR BENGALS, BOOMER
12/22/1992 CG15 *BROWN FINDS TIME TO LEAD LINCOLN
3/G3/1982 EGll *A STUDY IN NUTRITION-BY-ACCIDENT
12/G6/1989 AG23 SEVERAL ENTERPRISES MAKE OLDHAM
7/G2/1991 AG52 KBYE-BYE SUMMER BLAHS
2/G3/1991 AGIA *T0 STOP WAR DURING VISIT WITH SADDAM
2/28/1991 AG15 *BILL BROWN IN BAGHDAD
2/28/1991 AG83 *DID US PLOT KUWAIT INVASION
3/31/1989 AGll NELSON, BROWNE SET FOR SD EVENT
lG/25/1992 GGll *SUE SWEPT MANY INTO HER SHARING LIFE AS JANITOR
12/1G/198A Alll GRANDSON TURNS HERO FOR VITAL MINUTES
6/13/199G CG12 XBROWNIES AT WORK AND PLAY
3/13/1991 C012 ^'SPECIAL GUY' WON BATTLE, THEN DIED
9/27/1989 BG12 KCALVARY CATHEDRAL IGG YEARS OLD
12/GA/198A BG13 SCIENTIST--DEPRESSION LIKELY BY 1989
12/G9/1985 CG21 PROJECTS DUST BOWL FOR SD IN 1989
3/18/1988 BG12 ^PIANIST'S LIFELONG LOVE
1/23/1985 BGll XCOMIC HEROES ROAM DESMET
1G/G5/1988 DG82 HANDICAPPED GAIN JOBS, RESPECT
8/15/1991 C036 MAN BLAMES LOTTERY HABIT FOR THEFTS
l/Gl/1988 DG13 BUCKEYES' FIRED COACH PLANS SF STOP
2/G8/1988 CG13 TO HIGHLIGHT B'NAI B'RITH BANQUET
2/11/1988 DG12 *WIDMANN NAMED TOP SPORTSMAN
2/13/1988 BGll BRUCE LONGS FOR SIDELINES
9/19/1988 AG12 KCONTAMINATION REMAINS A PROBLEM IN BRUCE
8/11/1989 BG51 BRUCE TO CELEBRATE HISTORY
7/16/199G CG31 DES MOINES FIRM WILL LOCATE PLANT IN BRUCE
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BRUCE SD
BRUCELLOSIS
BRUCKELMAN FRED
BRUCKLACHER SUSAN
BRUDVIG ALVIN
BRUE EVERETT
BRUE RONALD
BRUE STANLEY
BRUER BOB
BRUGET GERALD
BRUGGEMAN PAT
BRUGGER RON
BRUGUIER DELANO
BRUHN DAVE
BRUHN FLORENCE
BRUMMER MIKE
BRUNELLE PHILIP
BRUNS CATHY
BRUNS JIM
BRUNS LAURIE
BRUNS PHIL
BRUNS SALLY
BRUNZ BOB 8 LAURIE
JBRUNZ^^LAURIE- ^ i -
BRYAN WILLIAM
BRYANT DAVID
BRZICA MARY
BRZICA MIKE
BRZICA PETE
BUBAK GARY
BUBBLES
BUCHANAN PAT
BUCHOLZ SHIRLEY
BUCHWALD ART
BUCKHEBERG RHONDA
BUCKLEY CARL
BUCKLEY ERNEST
BUCKLEY EVA
BUCKMILLER FRED
BUCKOWSKI PAUL
BUCKSTEAD JIM
BUCKYBALL
BUCY CHRIS
BUDD KRISTI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/28/1992 D021 FLOOD TAINTS CITY'S WELL WATER SUPPLY
A/16/1992 D065 TO CONSIDER TOUGHER REGULATIONS TO CURB BRUCELLOSIS
11/07/1987 CGAl FORMER EDITOR OF CORSICA PAPER HONORED
10/09/1989 B012 *LIFE IN LATE 1800S INTRIGUES
12/09/1988 D062 *SHOE SHOP TAKES A WALK
5/05/198A D023 BOAT TAX UNFAIR TO MOST OWNERS
2/19/198A E051 KBRUE ELECTED PRESIDENT OF RC BANK
A/07/1991 DOll ^RECESSION COPING SUBJECT OF SYMPOSIUM
2/08/1985 C013 KVIKINGS TAKE TO THE COURT
8/18/1985 E012 *B 8 G MILKY WAY
A/21/1991 E012 KMILKY WAY A SPECIAL RITE IN SF
12/12/1985 D012 *CITY MAN TACKLES HELMET PROBLEM
12/19/1982 C0A2 XFBI AGENT FINDS WHITE-COLLAR CRIME IN SF
7/01/1992 C012 3f'PSEUD0-SANTA' FINDS CHIMNEY IS NO HOLIDAY
7/08/1992 coil PSEUDO-SANTA PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY
9/22/1992 BOil CHIMNEY BURGLAR GETS 2-YEAR TERM
11/30/198A DOAl KflRUHN ANCHORS KNIGHTS
10/06/1989 COAl WATERTOWN TEACHER WINS STATE AWARD
10/29/1989 E015 WATERTOWN WOMAN TO GET AWARD
7/15/1990 B012 ^FRIENDLY RIVALS SETTLE MATCH-PLAY TITLE
7/16/1990 B015 *BRUMMER BEATS RAIN, LOCKWOOD
12/10/1990 B051 RC GOLFER OVERCOMES INJURY
10/28/1982 BOll *PIANIST ADOPTS MUSIC TO SILENT FILM
3/22/1992 F012 ^WOMEN'S HEALTH CARE NEARS 5-YEAR ANNIVERSARY
5/25/1992 B012 ^SKIING PROVIDES WAVES OF FUN
12/08/1986 B012 TOURNAMENT DISAPPOINTING FOR BRUNS
5/16/1983 A071 FACTOR HAS THAT NEXT-DOOR-NEIGHBOR LOOK
A/03/1991 B023 ^PHEASANT, DUCK MAIN COURSE AT HUNTER'S TABLE
12/25/1989 C012 13TH BIRTH BRINGS FAMILY MORE LOVE
ADVENTURE FOR MOM OF 12
10/06/1992 B012 ^DEMOCRAT BRYAN DID WIN SD IN 1896
10/08/1992 DOll BACK IN POLITICAL FASHION IN SD
6/09/1987 C012 SDSU PICKS NEW AGRICULTURE DEAN
8/16/1987 E012 *NEW AG DEAN WANTS TO CHANGE IMAGE
9/08/1987 C025 SDSU AG DEAN SAYS CHANGES NEEDED
5/15/1991 C032 JOHNSON, SDSU DEAN TESTIFY ON BIOSTRESS LAB
11/22/1989 B012 56HOSTESS FINDS PARTY FOOD ENTERTAINING
11/15/1989 D082 ^WARNINGS WON'T HURT BUSINESS
9/21/1986 DOIA ART-LOVING COUPLE PICTURES SIOUX FALLS
1/06/1989 C012 5 NURSES SUE DOCTOR IN WAGNER
2/27/1988 C012 ^BLOWING BUBBLES
12/18/1991 C061 *BUCHANAN PROTESTS SD MOVE
12/19/1991 A081 BUCHANAN SHOULD STOP HIS WHINING (ED)
12/19/1991 C016 GOP SAYS BUCHANAN TOO LATE
1/01/1992 C012 KBUCHANAN WILL SUE TO GET ON BALLOT
1/08/1992 C035 BUCHANAN IS TOO CONSERVATIVE TO WIN
1/11/1992 C032 HEARING SET IN BUCHANAN LAWSUIT
1/17/1992 coil RULING KEEPS BUCHANAN OFF BALLOT
2/09/1992 A092 'ARGUS' SHOULD EXPLAIN RIGHT, LEFT PHILOSOPHIES (L)
,^2/22/1992- A081 (DAKOTA WINDS, (ED)
3/08/1992T032XSD ROOTS A POLITICAL ASSET--CAMPAIGN DIRECTOR
3/19/1992 A103 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--PAT BUCHANAN
12/13/1983 BOll ^MACHINE OFFERS NEW HOPE
A/15/1982 D021 JCART BUCHWALD'S PRIZE (ED)
11/15/1989 B012 ^WOMAN'S HOBBY IS SWEET TREATS
10/11/1983 C033 MAN'S PRISON SENTENCE SHORTENED
9/10/1983 B03i KSDSU NAMES ALUMNUS AS ENGINEERING DEAN
1/21/1987 BOIA SDSU ENGINEERING EARNS TOP NATIONAL AWARD
5/23/1987 C026 SDSU DEAN TO BE ADVISER
2/23/1988 C021 REGENTS APPOINT BUCKLEY TO BE TEMPORARY DIRECTOR
2/25/1988 COAA PRESIDENTS APPROVE BUCKLEY AS INTERIM HEAD
5/08/1988 B012 *RISKS DON'T SCARE REGENTS DIRECTOR
7/17/1988 Alll OPPORTUNITY WINDOW OPEN TO STATE SCHOOLS (L)
2/21/1989 C016 KBUCKLEY BATTLES CANCER
5/29/1989 A083 TUITION PLAN CUTS COSTS (L)
6/29/1989 C026 MICKELSON GIVES PRAISE TO BUCKLEY
8/10/1989 C012 KEDUCATOR, MICKELSON ALLY DIES AT 65
8/10/1989 C032 ERNEST BUCKLEY, ENGINEERING DEAN AT SDSU
8/12/1989 A081 EDUCATOR LEAVES A BIG MARK (ED)
6/04/1989 C021 BROOKINGS WOMAN TURNS 100
1/23/1982 coil SOUTH DAKOTA'S 'MR RACING"
12/30/1990 A074 KABOUT THIS REPORT
7/21/1991 A012 KMAN CHANGES RIVER'S COURSE
7/25/1991 C032 5CAB0UT THIS SERIES
10/21/1988 A012 ^HARVEST HELP LIGHTENS FARMER'S HEART
3/29/1992 F031 BUCKYBALL DISCOVERER TO SPEAK AT USD
"2/20/1984 A013: *SMALL-TOWN ^DOCTOR VANISHING BREED
4/27/1987 B014 56ADVICE LEADS BUDD TO BOLIVIA
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11/08/1992 C022 KVIDEO GAMBLER BATTLES DEBTS
12/02/1984 A014 *A PRAYER FOR BANKS
12/02/1984 coil NUN'S PRAYERS FOR BANKS WILL BE HEARD
7/15/1990 Foil ^CANDIDATE IS IN GOOD COMPANY
8/20/1982 B052 ABERDEEN MUST CUT BUDGET BY 5 PERCENT
9/22/1990 C035 BERESFORD BUDGET UP DESPITE TAX FREEZE
8/11/1990 C031 BROOKINGS BEGINS WORK ON $11 MILLION BUDGET
9/20/1990 C034 BRANDON CITY COUNCIL PASSES $896,275 BUDGET
8/04/1992 B021 CODINGTON BUDGET ADDS 73.4 PERCENT TO TAXES
9/20/1990 C035 DELL RAPIDS '91 BUDGET TO INCREASE 10 PERCENT
9/20/1990 C035 FLANDREAU APPROVES $2.8 MILLION BUDGET
9/19/1991 C032 FLANDREAU BUDGET UP 62 PERCENT, TAX FREEZE BLAMED
10/08/1991 C035 LENNOX COUNCIL OVERRIDES MAYOR'S CITY BUDGET VOTE
5/06/1991 C012 SHOOTING DEPLETES MCCOOK BUDGET
7/13/1982 C016 MINNEHAHA COUNTY'S '83 BUDGET UP
9/15/1982 C042 MINNEHAHA COUNTY ADOPTS 1983 BUDGET
6/20/1984 A012 DEPARTMENT HEADSWANT $1 MILLION MORE FOR '85
6/26/1985 C031 COUNTY HEARS MONEY PLEAS FROM DEPARTMENTS
7/03/1985 coil COUNTY BUDGET CUTTING WOUNDS FAIR BOARD
6/21/1989 C012 COUNTY OFFICIALS CUT $40,000
7/11/1990 con COUNTY SAYS BUDGET HAS 5 PERCENT INCREASE
9/12/1990 C012 COUNTY BUDGET TO INCREASE BY 5 PERCENT
7/17/1991 A016 MINNEHAHA BUDGET UP 13 PERCENT
9/04/1991 con NO OPPONENTS SPEAK AT BUDGET HEARING
9/25/1991 A012 OFFICIALS BOOST MINNEHAHA PLAN $2.4 MILLION
6/12/1992 C015 COUNTY GETS REQUESTS FOR 1993 BUDGET
3/24/1989 C0I6 MINN ORGANIZATIONS URGE TO CURB SPENDING
1/01/1982 A012 RURAL SD WILL FEEL BUDGET CUTS
1/04/1982 B021 RESPOND TO BUDGET CUTS WITH COMMON SENSE (ED)
l/07/1982'A013 DEMOS PREDICT CUTS, TAX HIKES
1/21/1982 D041 USE OF RESERVE MONEY QUESTIONED
1/22/1982 C031 PANEL OK'S JANKLOW SPENDING PLAN
1/23/1982 B043 COUNTIES MAY GET $40.7 MILLION
1/24/1982 BOll WIGGLE ROOM IN STATE BUDGET HAS DROPPED
1/25/1982 B012 SD MONEY CAN BE STRETCHED
1/27/1982 A012 SD ECONOMISTS PREDICT REVENUE SHORTFALL
2/04/1982 DOll SPENDING CEILING MILLIONS SHORT
2/06/1982 BOll PANEL PLANS TO TRIM MORE FROM BUDGET
2/07/1982 BOll DEMOCRATS--WANT TO POSTPONE SESSION
2/08/1982 con HEAD MONEY MAN MIXES BUSINESS, POLITICS
2/14/1982 A015 3fSD LAWMAKERS UNSURE ABOUT CUTS
2/16/1982 con PANEL EXPECTED TO COMPLETE BUDGET-TRIMMING
2/17/1982 C013 RECORD STATE SPENDING EXPECTED
2/18/1982 A012 SD BUDGET CUTS IT CLOSE, LAWMAKER SAYS
2/19/1982 con BID TO DROP PAY RAISES FAILS
2/20/1982 A012 FINGERS ARE CROSSED ON NEW STATE BUDGET
2/20/1982 A023 THE BUDGET AT A GLANCE
2/21/1982 B051 HIGHER EDUCATION BUDGET SURVIVES
2/25/1982 D043 JANKLOW SIGNS $61 MILLION SCHOOL AID BILL
#: 3/02/1982 A012 LAWMAKERS SPLIT OVER NEW FEDERALISM
'4/25/1982'B033 JANKLOW'S"BUDGETING CALLED CIRCUMVENTION (L)
5/05/1982 con UNZICKER: STATE FORGOT US IN BUDGET
7/01/1982 Don STATE BUDGET YEAR BEGINS TODAY WITH SLEW OF NEW LAWS
7/31/1982 C031 AGENCIES RETURN $7 MILLION TO STATE
8/07/1982 con JANKLOW SAYS MONEY WOES 0VER--0'CONNOR DISAGREES
10/02/1982 C015 DANEKAS CHARGES GOP LAX ON BUDGET
10/27/1982 D021 BUDGET PINCH ISN'T THAT TIGHT (ED)
n/16/1982 con SD LEGISLATORS KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT
12/02/1982 con LAWMAKERS GET JANKLOW BUDGET TUESDAY
12/07/1982 A016 JANKLOW'S 1983 BUDGET READY TODAY
12/08/1982 A012 JANKLOW CALLS FOR SMALLER STATE BUDGET
12/08/1982 con PROMINENT ISSUES OF JANKLOWS PROPOSED '84 BUDGET
12/08/1982 con PARTY LEADERS EXPECTED BARE-BONES BUDGET
12/10/1982 C012 BUDGET CUTS THREATENED SD MEAT INSPECTION PROGRAM
12/12/1982 con BOOKKEEPING CHANGES TO BRING IN BONUS CASH
12/12/1982 C021 JANKLOW'S BUDGET PLAN FITS (ED)
12/14/1982 B031 REGENTS 8 JANKLOW TO COMPARE BUDGETS
1/07/1983 BOll PLAN TO CUT FUNDS FOR 3 AGENCIES REJECTED
1/12/1983 A013 JANKLOW OUTLINES CUT-RATE LOANS
1/13/1983 C021 LOOK OVER JANKLOW'S LOAN PLANS (ED)
2/02/1983 D045 LAW COULD SHORT NEXT YEAR'S STATE BUDGET
2/03/1983 C053 TAKE IT EASY ON COUNTIES--LAWMAKERS URGE
2/05/1983 B042 *BUDGET WOULD BOOST SPECIAL ED SPENDING
2/08/1983 C041 BUDGET DELAYED UNTIL TAX ISSUE RESOLVED
2/09/1983 C021 BUDGET PINCH-AND INTERIM (ED)
2/10/1983 A012 COMMITTEE PREDICTS $7.4 MILLION SHORTAGE
2/14/1983 C013 LEGISLATURE TO DEBATE BANK PLANS, BALANCE BUDGET
2/15/1983 C013 KJANKLOW WANTS EXTENSION PERSONNEL CUT
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2/2A/1983 C021 TIGHT BUDGET DOMINATES SD LEGISLATIVE ACTION (ED)
2/25/1983 C015 $3.1 MILLION IS NEEDED TO BALANCE STATE BUDGET
3/01/1983 B015 OPERATING BUDGET BILL OK'D BY PANEL
3/0A/1983 coil SPENDING PLAN PUSHES BUDGET TO $817.2 MIL
3/0A/1983 con HIGHLIGHTS OF SPENDING PLANS
3/0A/1983 C021 GOVERNING--PIERRE AND POTOMAC (ED)
3/06/1983 BOIl JANKLOW BUDGET INTACT DESPITE FEW CHANGES
3/11/1983 C031 JANKLOW--SDSU WILL SURVIVE FREEZE
5/2A/1983 A015 SOUTH DAKOTA BUDGET
6/13/1983 BOAI LEGISLATURE GROUPS DISCUSS BUDGET PLANS IN PIERRE
6/30/1983 C031 NEW BUDGET YEAR BRINGS CHANGES
8/12/1983 A012 STATE MAY END YEAR WITH $18 MILLION CUSHION
8/13/1983 B031 STATE BUDGET WON'T BE RELEASED FOR AWHILE
8/17/1983 C013 56JANKLOW--STATE ECONOMY HASN'T IMPROVED
8/17/1983 C016 BUDGET IN BRIEF
8/20/1983 BOll FORMER SENATOR SAYS SURPLUS IS UNLAWFUL
8/21/1983 C02I KEEP STATE'S SURPLUS IN BUDGET PERSPECTIVE (ED)
8/23/1983 con JANKLOW--I PUT TAXPAYERS FIRST
8/2A/I983 BOll 32 AGENCIES RETURN 3.9 MILLION IN BUDGETS
8/28/1983 CO^I SCHREIER STRIKES LATEST VERBAL BLOW
10/31/1983 con BUDGET CUTS DIDN'T CAUSE SD MUCH PAIN
11/29/1983 BOll JANKLOW WILL UNVEIL BUDGET PROPOSAL
12/01/1983 con *TIGHT SPENDING PLAN FROM JANKLOW
12/01/1983 C035 DEMOCRATS CALL FOR INCREASE IN AID
12/03/1983 A0I2 JANKLOW--PLAN WON'T RAISE TAXES
12/0A/1983 C06A BUDGET LISTS FEWER COLLEGE DOLLARS
12/06/1983 B0I5 SUPPORT SLIM FOR JANKLOW'S 2 PERCENT PROPOSAL
12/11/1983 C02I JANKLOW BUDGET SHOWS CARE (ED)
12/13/1983 con STATE LAWMAKERS FORECASTS $20 MILLION SHORT
m/T2/T98A-C SURPRISES IN LEGISLATIVE MESSAGE (ED)
1/20/198'i C031 $11 MILLION WILL BE LEFT AT END OF YEAR
1/27/198A con ENDORSE PLANS TO HELP COUNTRY BUDGETS
1/27/1984 C051 BILL GIVES COUNTIES BUDGET FLEXIBILITY
2/13/1984 C042 LAWMAKERS FOCUS ON BUDGET
2/25/1984 B041 $900 MILLION STATE BUDGET TO BE ACTED ON
2/26/1984 A016 STATE OK'S $879 MILLION BUDGET PLAN
2/26/1984 con HIGHLIGHTS FROM 1985 BUDGET
2/28/1984 A012 5CJANKL0W SAYS TAX INCREASE MAY BE ANSWER
8/15/1984 DOll $39.2 MILLION SURPLUS
8/17/1984 C021 SD COULD GIVE LESSON TO FEDS (ED)
9/30/1984 B021 GOP CAN'T AFFORD SURPLUS MONEY (ED)
11/28/1984 D013 XJANKLOW'S BUDGET PROPOSAL
11/28/1984 D013 LAWMAKERS ARE EAGER TO HEAR PROPOSALS
11/29/1984 A012 5(JANKL0W--TAX FOR ROAD REPAIR
11/29/1984 C031 JANKLOW'S BUDGET PLAN PLEASES LAWMAKERS
12/03/1984 B021 RAISING GAS TAX (ED)
1/11/1985 C014 DEMOCRATS OFFER NO-FRILLS BUDGET
1/15/1985 B041 BUDGET DIRECTOR WARY OF OEMS PLAN
2/06/1985 C063 TAX REVENUES WILL TOTAL $340 MILLION
:^3/l4/1985i C014 PANEL WEIGHS. PUTTING BUDGET ON 2-YEAR CYCLE
6/25/1985 AIOl'*PAIN OF AN ACROSS-THE-BOARD BUDGET CUT
8/31/1985 C031 STATE STILL COUNTING LEFTOVER CASH
9/18/1985 B021 PLAN FOR 2-YEAR BUDGET FAILS
11/08/1985 con JANKLOW BUDGET SPEECH SET
11/18/1985 BOll $40 MILLION SURPLUS
11/30/1985 C025 JANKLOW'S BUDGET ADDRESS TO BE BROADCAST
12/03/1985 BOll XJANKLOW TO END MONEY PLAN MYSTERY TODAY
12/04/1985 A012 JANKLOW PROPOSES BUDGET THAT HURTS
12/04/1985 A021 BUDGET PLAN IS AUSTERE
1/07/1986 A081 CRITICISM ABOUT DEFICIT AIMED AT WRONG TARGET (L)
1/18/1986 A016 BUDGET BILL MIGHT FORCE EXTRA SESSION
1/27/1986 B015 LAWMAKERS CONSIDER CREATING RESERVE FUND
2/06/1986 A061 DASCHLE WRONG, STATE DIDN'T WIN (ED)
2/11/1986 A081 BUDGET CUTS MUST BE FAIR (L)
2/17/1986 B021 DEADLINE FOR CHOPPING SPENDING BILLS
2/17/1986 B025 SOUTH DAKOTA HEADED FOR FISCAL CRISIS
2/25/1986 B022 LAWMAKER--5 PERCENT CUT IN BUDGET
2/28/1986 con SENATE PASSES SPENDING PLAN
2/28/1986 C041 BUDGET PROCESS NEEDS OVERHAUL, SENATOR SAYS
3/01/1986 C021 BUDGET GIVES STATE PAY RAISES
5/0I/I986 C0I3 HANSEN, MICKELSON CLASH OVER CUTS
5/11/1986 A012 *NEXT GOVERNOR FACES BUDGET CRUNCH
5/11/1986 A022 CANDIDATES OFFER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
7/26/1986 C015 STATE'S CASH BALANCE TOPS ESTIMATES
11/15/1986 C021 JANKLOW TO SUBMIT LAST BUDGET NEXT MONTH
12/12/1986 A012 JANKLOW CUTS BUDGET FOR '87
12/12/1986 AlOl GOOD LUCK WITH BUDGET
12/12/1986 C012 MOST GOP LAWMAKERS BACK BUDGET
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12/13/1986 COIA WORK CUT OUT FOR THEM TO TRIM BUDGET
12/1A/1986 ED15 *M1CKELS0N CONTRIBUTED TO BUDGET PLAN
12/15/1986 C015 MICKELSON READY FOR BUDGET BLUES
12/17/1986 B015 AGENCIES PINPOINT 1 PERCENT CUTS
12/19/1986 C012 BUDGET CUTS FOR SOCIAL SERVICES
12/21/1986 D012 KBUDGET--NEW LEASE ON LIFE
12/22/1986 AlOl STATE TAKES BUDGET CUT IN STRIDE CED)
12/23/1986 AlOl NO SUCH THING AS MONEY FOR NOTHING (ED)
12/30/1986 C012 NEW GOVERNORS FACE DOUBLE CHALLENGE
l/GA/1987 B025 BUDGET CUTS TRIM TWO REVENUE JOBS
1/13/1987 C021 FARM LEADER FEARS FOR SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
l/lA/1987 AGIA GOVERNOR WANTS SALES TAX INCREASE
3/G6/1987 AG16 STATE BUDGET PASSES
5/31/1987 A113 CITIZENS TASK FORCE COULD PINPOINT SAVINGS (L)
8/GA/1987 AG81 STATE SETS EXAMPLE FOR THE BIG SPENDERS ;(ED)
lG/23/1987 CGAl SD ENDS BUDGET YEAR WITH SURPLUS
11/19/1987 AG12 TO PAY HEAVILY IF BUDGET TALKS FAIL
11/2A/1987 AG16 FEDERAL BUDGET CUTS TO HIT HOME
12/GA/1987 AG13 KSOUTH DAKOTA'S PROPOSED BUDGET
12/GA/1987 CG12 ^UNIVERSITIES MAY GET CONTROL OF PURSE STRINGS
12/GA/1987CG15 PRISON OFFICIALS DISAPPOINTED WITH BUDGET
12/G5/1987 CG12 BOSSES DON'T CONTROL BUDGET PROCESS ANYMORE
12/G5/1987 C021 TO GIVE UNIVERSITIES POWER OVER FINANCES
12/G6/1987 A081 *0N RIGHT TRACK WITH EDUCATION BUDGET (ED)
12/06/1987 CG31 MONEY PROPOSED FOR ETSl CASE
12/10/1987 CG12 BUDGET WILL DAMAGE TOURISM
1/17/1988 AG81 STATE SOFT ON SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS (ED)
2/09/1988 C031 STUDY OF BIENNIAL BUDGET GETS COMMITTEE OK
2/22/1988 B012 TO SET PRIORITIES FOR $1 BILLION
2/26/1988 C052 SENATE PASSES OPERATING BUDGET
2/28/1988 C063 COLLEGES, REGENTS GAIN CONTROL OF BUDGET
3/16/1988 B021 LEGISLATURE APPROVES 1989 BUDGET
5/1A/1988 coil GOVERNOR NAMES NEW BUDGET DIRECTOR
6/2A/1988 C023 STATE BUDGETS LOOK GOOD IN REGION
6/28/1988 C012 BUDGET SLASHED BY $100,000
7/23/1988 A014 STATE FIGURES TO SWIM IN BLACK INK
8/05/1988 C012 M1CKELS0N--STATE DEFICIT ERASED
9/11/1988 C051 PANEL--COURT SYSTEM FUNDING CHANGE
10/05/1988 C023 AGENCIES ASK FOR $89 MILLION MORE
11/18/1988 D082 JANKLOW SAYS DEBT REPORT MISLEADING
11/30/1988 C016 GOVERNOR TOLD INCOME TAX COULD BE NEEDED
12/01/1988 C012 BUDGET TO BE CONSCIOUS OF COSTS
12/02/1988 C025 PANEL AGREES TO SPLIT APPROPRIATIONS VOTES
12/03/1988 A015 GOVERNOR UNVEILS TAX-FREEZE PLAN
12/03/1988 A015 PROPOSAL HAS GOOD AND BAD POINTS
12/0A/1988 A121 TAX FREEZE ALONE WON'T FIX PROBLEM (ED)
12/0A/1988 E015 ^BUDGET APPROVAL HINGES ON UNFINISHED DETAILS
12/05/1988 A081 MICKELSON IS MAKING SAME MISTAKE AS BUSH (ED)
12/06/1988 C012 MICKELSON TO TAKE BUDGET ON THE ROAD
.12/11/19.88vA081 EXAMPLES OF WASTE EASY TO FIND (ED)
'^12/11/1988 A091-BUDGET REFORM SHOULD PRECEDE TAX REFORM (L)
12/15/1988 A081 GAS TAX NOT ANSWER TO PROBLEM (ED)
12/16/1988 C012 ^LAWMAKER CRITICIZES MICKELSON'S BUDGET
12/17/1988 C016 BUSINESSMEN REBUT BUDGET CRITICISM
12/21/1988 C015 SCHOOL OFFICIALS EXPRESS WORRIES ABOUT BUDGET
12/22/1988 C015 GOVERNOR HAS OTHER SPENDING PLANS
1/08/1989 C012 MICKELSON'S BUDGET TO DICTATE SESSION
1/29/1989 C061 LAWMAKER FEARS STATE CASH PROBLEM
2/20/1989 B012 LEGISLATORS TO DEBATE STATE BUDGET FREEZE
3/01/1989 C021 PANEL SETS STATE OPERATING BUDGET
3/02/1989 COAl $1 BILLION OPERATING BUDGET SAILS
3/03/1989 C012 MICKELSON HANDED $1.16 BILLION BUDGET
7/15/1989 C031 36STATE PANEL WILL LOOK FOR BUDGET CUTS
10/25/1989 C051 STATE BUDGET WILL USE MORE MONEY
12/03/1989 ED12 3CBUDGET PLAN BOOSTS EDUCATION MONEY
12/05/1989 A015 XBOOST FOR EDUCATION
2/01/1990 A013 FUNDING WORRIES SOUTH DAKOTANS
A/17/1990 C021 SD NEEDS MORE BUDGETING AID
5/20/1990 A012 SOUTH DAKOTA'S BILLION-DOLLAR BUDGET
5/22/1990 AlOl BAN ON DEFICITS A SAVIOR FOR SD
5/30/1990 C012 MICKELSON URGES INCREASED CASH RESERVE
6/17/1990 GOll COMMITTEE WANTS CONTROL OF BUDGET
7/13/1990 C015 ^BUDGET IS IN MY HEART, NOT HEAD
7/25/1990 AOll SD RECEIVES MORE MONEY THAN IT PAYS
8/09/1990 C012 SD ENDS BUDGET YEAR WITH SURPLUS
8/1A/1990 AlOl DO NOT USE INVASION AS EXCUSE (ED)
9/11/1990 B063 STATEaAGENCIES PREPARE FOR BUDGET CUTS
9/23/1990 AlOl QUICK FIXES WON'T SOLVE CASH CRUNCH (ED)
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10/05/1990 AOIA PLAN WOULD COST $8A APIECE IN SD
11/18/1990 E031 LEGISLATION SHOULD SHOW BUDGET IMPACT
11/27/1990 C015 1992 BUDGET PLAN CAUTIOUS
11/28/1990 coil GOVERNOR TO OUTLINE '92 BUDGET TODAY
11/29/1990 A012 MORE TAXES NEEDED FOR BEST OPTION
11/29/1990 C015 DEMOCRAT LAWMAKERS RAP BUDGET
11/30/1990 AlOl MICKELSON TAKES THE EASY WAY OUT (ED)
12/01/1990 A012 PANEL'S TAX REPORT REALISTIC FOR SOME
12/08/1990 A083 HIRING HELPS PROVE SD OUTBACK STATE (L)
12/13/1990 C033 REGENTS TO ASSESS GOVERNOR'S FUNDING REQUEST
12/14/1990 C012 REGENTS SUPPORT GOVERNOR'S BUDGET PROPOSAL
1/09/1991 A015 MICKELSON'S P1TCH--B00ST TEACHER PAY
1/09/1991 A061 GOVERNOR POINTS STATE RIGHT WAY (ED)
1/09/1991 C012 LEGISLATURE '91 OPENS WITH BUDGET DISPUTE
1/09/1991 C013 ^DEMOCRATS TAKE CREDIT FOR MICKELSON'S IDEAS
1/17/1991 C031 PUBLIC MEETINGS PLANNED ON BUDGET
1/24/1991 C012 DEMOCRATS CUT BUDGETS FOR TRAVEL, PRINTING
1/24/1991 C015 RESERVE FUND SITS AT CENTER OF TAX BATTLE
2/03/1991 E016 LAWMAKERS HAVE REVENUE PACKAGE OPTIONS FOR BUDGET
2/06/1991 A061 BUDGET WOES ARE OUT OF SIGHT, CONTROL (ED)
2/08/1991 C012 COMMITTEE OK'S BUDGET RESERVE PLAN
2/10/1991 B012 $50 MILLION IN FUND REQUESTS IN LIMBO
2/11/1991 C013 HOUSE VOTES ON BUDGET RESERVE AMOUNT
2/13/1991 C012 DEMOCRATS ACCEPT BUDGET CHALLENGE
2/23/1991 A016 DEMOCRATS OFFER OWN FORM OF BUDGET CUTS
2/23/1991 A104 WHO SUFFERS WHEN BUDGETS CUT (L)
2/24/1991 E015 SENATE PASSES BUDGET RESERVE
2/24/1991 E015 DEMOCRATS' SLOGAN DRAWING REPUBLICAN INTEREST
,i 2/27/199-1. A061 DEMOCRATS SHARE BLAME FOR INACTION (ED)
2/27/1991 C016 DEMOCRATS BUDGET BILL REJECTED
2/28/1991 C013 HOUSE OK'S STATE BUDGET
3/16/1991 A083 SINGLE BID PLANS IN CONFLICT WITH LAW (L)
3/22/1991 C012 MISSED BID FOR FUNDING MAY HURT TRANSIT PROGRAMS
4/04/1991 A092 GOVERNOR ASSURES BALANCED BUDGET (L)
8/04/1991 AlOl STATE SHOULD USE SURPLUS IN TAXES (ED)
8/18/1991 E012 LEGISLATOR PETITIONS TO DIVVY SURPLUS
10/21/1991 B012 MICKELSON'S '92 WATCHWORD 'PRUDENT'
11/03/1991 A081 STATE NEEDS BETTER FISCAL LEADERSHIP (ED)
11/09/1991 C032 MICKELSON PREPARES BUDGET WITH NO TAX HIKE
11/18/1991 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY FLAGGED AS BUDGET AID
11/19/1991 C012 MANDATES ADD $12.5 MILLION TO BUDGET
11/22/1991 coil EDUCATION WOULD GAIN UNDER NEW BUDGET
11/24/1991 E012 BUDGET WOES COULD BE WORSE
11/26/1991 AOll GOVERNOR UNVEILS BUDGET TODAY
11/27/1991 A012 KSTATE BUDGET--$1.5 BILLION
11/27/1991 A031 seBUDGET MONEY 'SCATTER-GUNNED' AROUND
11/27/1991 A081 MICKELSON BANKING TOO MUCH ON LOTTERY (ED)
11/28/1991 A012 COUNCIL URGES BUDGET REFORMS
-12/01/1991 A061 NO STATE IS AN ECONOMIC ISLAND (ED)
>12/03/^199r C033"EDUCATrON LEADERS HAl L MICKELSON' S PROPOSAL
12/06/1991 C012 GOVERNOR'S BUDGET ATTACKED
12/08/1991 A081 STATE FAIR, GAMBLING INCLUDED IN PLAN (ED)
12/08/1991 F022 BUDGET PLAN NETS FEW COMPLAINTS
12/14/1991 AlOl BUDGET PLAN SKIPS TOURISM (ED)
12/14/1991 C031 REGENTS ENDORSE BUDGET PLAN
1/04/1992 C034 RESERVE RECORDS CRITICIZED
1/09/1992 C012 BUDGET CHANGE WILL BYPASS GOVERNOR
1/14/1992 C035 BUDGET DOESN'T TARGET TEACHER PAY
1/18/1992 A012 GOP--WE'LL CUT BUDGET BY $10 MILLION
1/19/1992 F015 EAST COAST LAWMAKER SAYS SD ON TRACK
1/22/1992 A013 DEMOCRATS PROPOSE $12.5 MILLION IN CUTS
1/23/1992 C012 REPUBLICANS SEEK $20 MILLION RESERVE
1/25/1992 C016 SD AGENCIES EXPLORE CUTS
1/26/1992 GOll ^PARTIES SEEK QUARTERBACK FOR TAX CUTS
1/27/1992 B012 AGENCIES TO OFFER TARGETS FOR BUDGET HIT LIST
1/31/1992 A081 BUSH, CONGRESS FAIL TO MEET CHALLENGE (ED)
1/31/1992 C013 GOP BUDGET GOALS RELY ON CIGARETTE TAX
2/09/1992 F012 PROJECTIONS FOR SALES TAX INCOME LOWERED
2/28/1992 C021 $1.5 BILLION BUDGET OK'D
3/14/1992 C015 BUDGET VETOES TO FUEL SCHOOLS
3/22/1992 F032 GOVERNOR SIGNS BUDGET BILL
3/26/1992 AlOl BUSH SHARES BLAME FOR SPENDING MESS (ED)
4/01/1992 C012 STATE SHOULD PROTECT BUDGET RESERVE
5/22/1992 C012 ETHANOL SUIT THREATENS OTHER PROJECTS
6/12/1992 A081 HANG ON, TAXPAYERS, WORST YET TO COME (ED)
8/14/1992.BOll STATE ENDS,FISCAL YEAR $5.9 MILLION IN BLACK
8/15/1992 BO16TREASURY BALANCING ACT IN SD
8/24/1992 A094 BUDGET SURPLUS IS SOURCE OF PRIDE (L)
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11/09/1992 BG16 BUDGET PLANNERS CHANGING
11/28/1992 AG16 MICKELSON BUDGET WILL FOCUS ON PAST PLANS
12/G8/1992 AG15 *GOVERNOR--BUDGET HITS BASIC NEEDS
12/G9/1992 AG12 ^GOVERNOR TOUTS NO-FRILLS BUDGET
12/G9/1992 AG21 BUDGET PLAN INADEQUATE, CRITICS SAY
12/G9/1992 AlGl SOMETHING ABSENT FROM BUDGET PLAN (ED)
12/10/1992 AG12 GROWTH IN SALES TAX, GAMBLING FUELS BUDGET
12/24/1992 BG25 BUDGET WORK TO START EARLY
12/28/1992 B012 ^GOVERNOR URGES CITIZEN INPUT
3/16/1982 CG43 CITY DEFICIT OVERCOME WITHOUT CUTS
8/28/1982 BG31 CITY SCHEDULES HEARINGS ON BUDGET
9/01/1982 C013 STRIKE TALK SHEDS LIGHT ON CITY BUDGET
9/13/1982 C031 CITY BUDGET HEARINGS CONTINUE TODAY
9/21/1982 C032 CITY BUDGET HEARINGS CONTINUE
6/28/1983 A012 ^SCHOOL BUDGET CALLS FOR TAX INCREASE -
9/21/1983 B031 COMMISSION RE-EVALUATES BUDGET TO CUT $2 MILLION
10/01/1983 BOll 3eciTY WILL NEED MORE MONEY FROM TAXPAYERS
10/13/1983 A012 MAYOR'S MEMO GIVES 300 INSIDE LOOK
8/15/1984 D013 CITY BEGINS BUDGET HEARINGS TODAY
8/16/1984 C013 WATER PROJECT COSTS FACE COMMISSION
8/18/1984 BOll COOPER CALLS TRUCE IN BUDGET BATTLE
8/23/1984 CG21 CITY BUDGET HEARINGS EXPOSE FLAW (ED)
9/05/1984 DOll CHUNKING, PETERSON CONTINUE BATTLE
9/14/1984 coil KCITY LOOKS FOR CUTS IN BUDGET
9/27/1984 C014 CITY FINISHING BUDGET HEARINGS
9/30/1984 BOll BUDGET BREAKDOWN
8/27/1985 C015 GROUP TO ATTEND BUDGET HEARINGS
9/14/1985 coil PETERSON RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT 1986 CITY BUDGET
9/26/1985 coil CITY COMMISSION WRAPS UP HEARINGS
'10/01/1985 A012 BUDGET TAKES DETOUR ON STREETS
1/20/1986 BOll CITY TO SPEND $28.2 MILLION ON IMPROVEMENTS
4/27/1986 A083 MONEY IS THE BIG ISSUE (L)
8/18/1986 B015 ClTY BEGINS "87 BUDGET WORK TODAY
8/19/1986 C023 CITY REQUESTS TOTAL $88.9 MILLION
9/05/1986 C025 COMMISSION BEHIND ON BUDGET HEARINGS
9/11/1986 coil CITY KNOCKS OUT $1.3 MILLION
9/14/1986 A112 BUDGET MUST BE REDUCED (L)
9/26/1986 A015 ^FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
9/30/1986 C033 56S10UX FALLS CITY BUDGET
10/11/1986 AlOl NEW BUDGETS CONTAIN UNSETTLING NUMBERS (ED)
12/22/1986 A012 CITY BUDGET SURPLUS BUCKS STATE TREND
12/29/1986 A012 COUNTY FINANCIALLY FIT AS TAX TIME NEARS
8/14/1987 A081 CITY, SCHOOL BUDGETS COST $1,700 APIECE
8/24/1987 C041 CITY BUDGET HEARINGS OPEN TUESDAY
8/27/1987 C016 CITY AGENCIES ADD TO BUDGET REQUEST LIST
9/01/1987 C015 PUBLIC WORKS DEPT REQUESTS BUDGET INCREASE
9/07/1987 A012 LARGER BUDGET REQUESTS MIRROR CITY GROWTH
9/09/1987 B016 CITY'S SOCIAL AGENCIES SEEK INCREASE
9/16/1987 D012 COMMISSION PARES BUDGET REQUESTS
v9/26/1987 ,C0,13; PROPERTY TAXES MIGHT GO DOWN
'9729/1987 A121 BUDGET-MAKERS DON'T DESERVE SYMPATHY (ED)
10/01/1987 A016 PROPERTY TAXES TO CLIMB
10/05/1987 C016 2ND CENT OF SALES TAX KEY TO BUDGET
12/08/1987 A063 CITY NOT DECEIVING PUBLIC ABOUT BUDGET (L)
4/11/1988 C012 CITY SQUEAKS THROUGH 1987 IN THE BLACK
7/10/1988 A015 SCHOOL DISTRICT LEADS BUDGET GROWTH
7/12/1988 A016 SCHOOL BUDGET GETS OK
2/17/1989 C016 MAYOR WANTS CITY TO PASS 2-YEAR BUDGET
8/21/1989 B016 COMMISSIONERS LOOK FOR CUTS IN CITY BUDGET
8/24/1989 C021 TAX FREEZE PUTS CHILL ON BUDGETS
9/15/1989 C012 GROUPS LOSE MONEY TO TIGHT CITY BUDGET
9/10/1990 A014 CITY OFFICES SEEK MORE FOR BUDGET
9/22/1990 C012 CITY OK'S 9-PERCENT BUDGET INCREASE
7/27/1991 A015 CITY WANTS BUDGET HIKE
8/30/1991 A015 CITY BUDGET CUT BY $1 MILLION
9/07/1991 A015 CITY SLASHES WAY TOWARD BUDGET GOAL
9/28/1991 A016 COMMISSIONERS WHITTLE TAX PLAN TO BELOW ESTIMATES
10/01/1991 C012 CITY OK'S BUDGET, TAX SHARE GOING UP
5/27/1992 A016 *SHORTFALL WILL SWELL CLASS SIZES
9/15/1992 A015 CITY TO CUT MORE FROM BUDGET
1/02/1982 B023 WANTS SPEND NOW, PAY LATER POLICY STOPPED (L)
1/08/1982 C02I REAGONOMICS DON'T FIT SD SCHOOL DISTRICTS (ED)
1/30/1982 coil SHORTFALL MAY FORCE CUTS, JANKLOW SAYS
2/06/1982 B012 DASCHLE--MANY HURT BY REAGAN PLAN
2/08/1982 A012 SD AG LEADERS DIVIDED ON FARM BUDGET
2/09/1982 C012 *CORRIGAN CRITICIZES REAGAN'S PROPOSED DEFICIT
2/09/1982 C021 REAGAN, CONGRESS MUST TRIM BIG DEFICITS (ED)
2/13/1982 B023 DEBATE HIDES THE FACT BUDGET IS HIGHER (L)
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2/1A/1982 B012
2/16/1982 C061
2/28/1982 B021
3/02/1982 BG23
3/09/1982 B052
3/13/1982 C023
3/27/1982 C021
3/29/1982 B021
3/30/1982 B023
4/08/1982 DOll
4/15/1982 D071
4/17/1982 B021
4/30/1982 C023
5/23/1982 B033
5/24/1982 C025
6/05/1982 coil
6/16/1982 A012
7/09/1982 C021
7/16/1982 C021
7/22/1982 C021
8/18/1982 C021
8/18/1982 C024
8/20/1982 B021
8/25/1982 C025
9/11/1982 A013
9/12/1982 BOll
10/02/1982 C025
10/06/1982 C021
10/08/1982 C021
no/12/1982 C021
10/14/1982 C024
1/03/1983 C024
1/27/1983 coil
1/27/1983 C021
1/28/1983 C021
2/01/1983 BOll
2/04/1983 C024
3/19/1983 B021
3/27/1983 C033
5/22/1983 A041
6/28/1983 C024
8/28/1983 C012
10/01/1983 B021
11/03/1983 C024
11/18/1983 C025
12/09/1983 C013
1/02/1984 C021
1/29/1984 C021
1/29/1984 C031
:?»l/29/1.984:C031
1/29/1984"C031
1/29/1984 C031
1/30/1984 B034
2/01/1984 AO12
2/02/1984 A012
2/02/1984 coil
2/03/1984 D023
2/18/1984 BOll
2/29/1984 C021
3/05/1984 B022
3/08/1984 C021
4/17/1984 B023
4/17/1984 B024
5/15/1984 C023
5/31/1984 C023
6/09/1984 B021
6/22/1984 C021
6/22/1984 C022
6/24/1984 A012
7/06/1984 C023
9/10/1984 B022
9/12/1984 D021
9/19/1984 D023
10/11/1984 C031
10/13/1984 C014
10/13/1984 C024
no/23/1984 JBO15
10/23/1984 B021
REAGANOMICS WILL BE GOP DOWNFALL
ABDNOR SAYS HE CAN'T SUPPORT DEFICIT
REAGAN SHOULD DROP RIGIDITY ON BUDGET (ED)
REAGAN, GOP SHOULD ADMIT BUDGET MISTAKES (L)
FARM LEADER--CUTS WILL END JOBS FOR ELDERLY
REAGAN BUDGET CALLED REVERSE ROBIN HOOD (L)
REAGAN IMPACT CUTS IGNORE OBLIGATION (ED)
USE BUDGET CUTS, LAW TO TRIM DEFICITS (ED)
DON'T BLAME REAGAN FOR ECONOMIC MESS (L)
POLICIES HURTING MORE THAN JUST WELFARE
CUTS, ECONOMY, RESOURCES WILL HURT INDIANS
REAGANOMICS UNFAIR TO LOWER INCOME GROUPS (L)
REAGAN INFLATION FIGURES MISLEADING (L)
REAGAN FAVORS RICH OVER NEEDS OF POOR (L)
BIG SPENDING LABELS BY TRIM ARE MISLEADING (L)
BUDGET WRANGLING IS PURE POLITICS, ABDNOR SAYS
*SD GET MORE FROM UNCLE SAM THAN GIVING
CONGRESS SHOULD KILL CLINCH RIVER REACTOR (L)
TAX PACKAGE DELAYS MAJOR BUDGET MENDING (ED)
BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT NEEDED (ED)
GOVERNMENT SHOULD LISTEN TO PUBLIC OPINION (L)
REAGAN INCONSISTENT (L)
WILL SD DELEGATION VOTE FOR BIGGER DEFICITS...(ED)
PRESENT LAW REQUIRES A BALANCED BUDGET (L)
SD LAWMAKERS VOTE AGAINST REAGAN
DASCHLE AND ROBERTS AGREE-BUDGET SHOULD BE BALANCED
REAGAN SHOULD TAKE CREDIT FOR DEFICITS (L)
BUDGET AMENDMENT NEEDED (ED)
BALANCED BUDGET LAW VITAL NEED FOR NATION (L)
BALANCED BUDGET, NOT HIGHER TAXES (L)
WHY DOESN'T REAGAN OFFER BALANCED BUDGET
COUNTRY NEEDS MORE BALANCE FOR STABILITY (L)
SOCIAL CAUSE GROUPS ATTACK REAGAN PLAN
GOVT MUST SHOW FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY (L)
XREAGAN READY FOR BIPARTISAN EFFORT (ED)
HOW IT AFFECTS SOUTH DAKOTA
IF JOBLESS HAD JOBS DEFICIT WOULD BE CUT (L)
COUNTRY CAN'T PROSPER UNTIL DEFICIT SPENDING ENDS(L)
AMERICAN DEBT WILL NEVER BE REPAID (L)
THE 1984 BUDGET
OUR GRANDCHILDREN MAY NOT BE ABLE TO PAY (L)
KCONGRESS WHITTLES AWAY MONEY FROM THE WEST
JANKLOW'S ADVICE ON DEFICIT
IT'S TIME TO RAISE THE DEBT LIMIT (ED)
COUNTRY IS READY FOR CHANGE (L)
DASCHLE DEFENDS VOTING RECORD ON BUDGET
WILL WASHINGTON ACT TO TRIM THE DEFICIT (ED)
SET A GOAL TO CUT DEFICITS IN HALF (ED)
^DEFICITS WILL IMPOVERISH OUR GRANDCHILDREN
FACTION NEEDED OR CASH SYSTEM WILL BE RUINED
^SPENDING CUT COULD BE THE FIRST STEP
^BUDGET DEFICIT MUST BE CUT EVERY YEAR
BILLION PASSES QUICKLY IN WASHINGTON--JANKLOW
BUDGET CALLS FOR $180 BILLION DEFICIT
*'85 BUDGET
REAGAN BUDGET WOULD EFFECT MANY IN SD
EVERYONE MUST SACRIFICE TO REDUCE DEFICIT (L)
XPRESSURE NEEDED TO REDUCE BIG DEFICIT
TRY BIPARTISAN DEFICIT APPROACH (ED)
HOUSE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR DEFICITS (L)
LEGISLATORS SHOULD CUT DEFICIT (L)
REAGAN NOT BLIND
REAGAN HAS HELPED TO BUILD MESS (L)
BALANCED BUDGET LAW IGNORED (L)
SHOULD TAKE LEAD IN CUTTING BUDGET (L)
^POLITICIANS WHO RUN UP HUGE DEFICITS
SOMETHING BESIDES MILITARY (L)
THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY (L)
CUNNINGHAM BLAMES GOP FOR DEFICIT
VOTERS ARE TO BLAME FOR THE NATIONAL DEBT (L)
DEFICIT MUST BE ELIMINATED (L)
VOTERS DESERVE TO HEAR REAGAN'S IDEAS (ED)
CONGRESS CAN BALANCE DEFICIT (L)
OFFER SOLUTIONS TO REDUCE FEDERAL DEFICIT
*REAGAN POLICY WILL MAKE A DEBTOR NATION
BUDGET AMENDMENT NEEDED (L)
:DEFICIT CURE AREA OF DISAGREEMENT
CONGRESS TO BLAME FOR OUR DEFICIT (L)
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10/24/198A D022 BUDGET MEASURE HAS CATCH CD
10/31/1984 D043 CUNNINGHAM HAS PROPOSAL TO CUT DEFICIT
11/04/1984 B062 CUNNINGHAM--PRESSLER PLAN WON'T WORK
11/18/1984 C045 PRESSLER SURVEY SAYS DEFICIT TOP JOB
11/19/1984 B024 IT'S TIME TO EXAMINE FACTS CD
11/29/1984 C015 JANKLOW--DEFICIT CRIPPLING FARMERS
12/06/1984 C021 UNITED STATES BUDGET MAKERS CED)
1/03/1985 coil BUDGET CUTS MAY THREATEN SF PROJECTS
1/14/1985 C021 STATE SHARES BLAME FOR BUDGET WOES (ED)
2/05/1985 A012 PROPOSAL SLICES INTO CITY DOLLARS
2/05/1985 A061 PRESIDENT'S PRIORITIES ARE WAY OUT (ED)
2/05/1985 A072 ABDNOR, PRESSLER PROTEST BUDGET
2/05/1985 coil 36SOUTH DAKOTANS WILL FEEL THE IMPACT
2/07/1985 A014 SD REACTION--GOOD FORM
2/09/1985 B023 JANKLOW BLASTS FEDERAL DEFICIT
2/14/1985 A081 SACRED COWS EVIDENT IN THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE (ED)
2/14/1985 A083 CUT PAY TO FIX ECONOMY (L)
2/15/1985 A082 LET'S EDUCATE STOCKMAN (L)
2/17/1985 Alll HERE WE GO AGAIN (L)
3/03/1985 Alll REAGAN ON WRONG PATH (L)
3/03/1985 A113 COWBOYS, INDIANS IN SAME BOAT
3/09/1985 A012 DEATH OF BILL MEANS END OF PROGRAM
3/12/1985 B022 STATE MAY LOSE $60 MILLION AFTER CUTS
3/18/1985 A121 SHOULD QUESTION REAGAN'S LOGIC (ED)
3/22/1985 A081 DEMOCRATS MUST HELP SOLVE BUDGET PROBLEM (ED)
3/23/1985 A014 KEEPS SPITTING FIRE AT CONGRESS
4/18/1985 coil IF STATES CAN CUT BUDGETS...
4/26/1985 C021 LAWMAKERS FLOODED WITH CALLS FOR BUDGET CUTS
5/11/1985 A103 SPENDING FREEZE IS ONLY ANSWER
8/03/1985 coil ^LAWMAKERS DEFEND BUDGET VOTES
8/08/1985 A081 BUDGET BARK IS WORSE THAN ITS BITE (ED)
9/30/1985 B043 COLUMNIST CALLS DEFICIT IMMORAL
10/13/1985 AlOl SPENDING REACHES REGRETTABLE MILESTONE (ED)
10/15/1985 A061 FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT IS BIGGEST ENEMY (ED)
10/28/1985 A104 DEFICIT FORUM WORTH WATCHING (L)
11/07/1985 A081 *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON $2 TRILLION IN DEBT
12/13/1985 C031 JANKLOW WOULD BALANCE BUDGET
12/21/1985 C045 BUDGET MEASURE HITS INDIANS
12/27/1985 A061 APPROVES DEFICIT-REDUCTION BILL WITH TEETH
1/10/1986 AlOl CONGRESS INTO A BUDGET CORNER (ED)
1/17/1986 A014 BALANCING CUTS PLOW INTO FARM PROGRAMS
1/20/1986 A085 WHEN WILL CONGRESS SACRIFICE (L)
1/28/1986 A081 CONGRESS TO PAY THE BUDGET PIPER (ED)
1/28/1986 C021 RESOLUTION PROPOSES PRESIDENT LINE-ITEM VETO
2/03/1986 C023 BALANCING ACT
2/04/1986 A012 SOUTH DAKOTA A BIG LOSER
2/05/1986 BOll 3fCUTS WOULD HIT HOME
2/06/1986 A015 5ePR0P0SED '87 BUDGET ANGERS LEGISLATORS
2/10/1986 B015 KDASCHLE DISPUTES GLOOMY FORECAST FOR BUDGET LAW
.2/15/1986 AlOl. REAGAN BUDGET HURTS PEOPLE (L)
2/1671986'A121 BALANCE CUTS IN BUDGET (L)
2/19/1986 AlOl GRAMM-RUDMAN IS THE FIRST STEP
2/22/1986 A081 FARM BUDGET IS MORE THAN ENOUGH (ED)
2/26/1986 A084 BUDGET BILL NOT THE PROBLEM (L)
3/08/1986 AlOl THE FAT OUT OF DEFENSE BUDGET
4/22/1986 A081 BUDGET-BALANCING PLAN MUST SURVIVE (ED)
4/29/1986 A063 REAGAN IS TO BLAME FOR BUDGET PROBLEMS (L)
7/21/1986 A081 FLAWED PLAN MUST BE PRESERVED (ED)
9/04/1986 C023 DEBT BUSTERS TACKLE BUDGET
9/26/1986 A013 CUTS COULD COST CITY $740,000
10/18/1986 A012 FIGHT MEANS 1/2-DAY FEDERAL VACATION
10/18/1986 AlOl DEMOCRATS POINT FINGER AT THE WRONG PARTY (L)
10/21/1986 AlOl BIG MONEY CHALLENGE AWAITS NEW CONGRESS (ED)
10/26/1986 A091 CONGRESS CAME THROUGH ON SIGNIFICANT BILLS
1/06/1987 A012 *FARM PROGRAMS HIT HARD
1/08/1987 A061 REAGAN'S PLAN REFLECTS TWISTED BUDGET PRIORITY (ED)
8/22/1987 A084 PUT BLAME WHERE IT BELONGS
9/03/1987 C044 JOHNSON WITH FEDERAL BUDGET DIFFICULTIES
9/24/1987 A012 SENATE OK'S BUDGET-BALANCING BILL
9/26/1987 A084 UNBORN WILL PAY OUR DEBTS (L)
9/26/1987 C025 SENATORS DISAGREE ON BILL
10/05/1987 C041 JOHNSON INTRODUCES DEFICIENCY PAYMENT BILL
10/10/1987 A082 TAX COULD CUT NATIONAL DEBT (L)
10/17/1987 C021 WASHINGTON SPENDING HURTS MIDWEST
10/22/1987 C012 DEFICIT TO BLAME FOR MARKET'S FALL
10/23/1987 A022 SD CONGRESSMEN SUPPORT DECISION
11/13/1987.A084 REAGANAT FAULT FOR-DEFICIT (L)
11/15/1987 Alll VALUE-ADDED TAX WOULD BE EASIEST
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11/21/1987 A022 SD LAWMAKERS SPLIT ON BUDGET PLAN
11/25/1987 B023 ^COOPERATION NEEDED TO CUT BUDGET
11/28/1987 C023 KCUTS WOULD HURT DAIRY FARMS
11/30/1987 AG8A VOTES CAN MAKE US FAIRER CD
12/13/1987 AQ91 BUDGET MESS DRAWS ATTENTION
12/23/1987 A012 DEFICIT-REDUCTION BILLS SIGNED
12/26/1987 AG81 NATION'S BUDGET MESS (ED)
1/11/1988 AG81 RETURN ACCOUNTABILITY TO THE BUDGET PROCESS (ED)
1/2A/1988 BG2A KWORRIED ABOUT LARGE FEDERAL DEFICIT
2/GA/1988 AG61 HIGH DEBT FORCES TO TURN TO FOREIGNERS (L)
2/13/1988 A1G5 IT'S TIME TO CUT THE BACON (L)
2/19/1988 AG21 BUDGET PLAN BOTHERS SD CONGRESSMEN
3/G1/1988 AG6A DEBT ROBS FUTURE GENERATION (L)
3/G8/1988 AG81 MILITARY AND DEFICIT SPENDING FIXED ILLS (L)
3/13/1988 AG93 IS TRUST FUND BEING MISUSED (L)
<»/15/1988 AG15 PRESSLER, DASCHLE DISAGREE ON PLAN
<4/18/1988 AG81 BUDGET-MAKERS ADD TO ECONOMIC WOES (ED)
A/29/1988 A102 BUDGET IS WITHIN LIMITS (L)
9/G8/1988 AlGl FAT PENSIONS REFLECT MONEY PROBLEMS (ED)
9/25/1988 A113 U S CAN'T OUTSPEND INCOME (L)
11/18/1988 AG61 BUDGET WOES BECOMING A BIG ISSUE (ED)
11/18/1988 C012 CONGRESS WILL CALL BUSH'S BLUFF
1/G5/1989 AG13 STUDY TARGETS STATE AIRPORTS FOR CUTS
1/10/1989 AG15 PLAN WOULD AID EROS CENTER
1/11/1989 CG12 INCLUDES FUNDING FOR ARMORY/
1/11/1989 CG21 JOHNSON--REAGAN FINAL BUDGET
1/2G/1989 A082 WE ARE OWN WORST ENEMIES (L)
2/1G/1989 AGIA SD RESIDENTS CAUTIOUSLY OPTIMISTIC
2/11/1989 A081 BUSH'S BUDGET PLANS SIDESTEP FISCAL REALITY (ED)
"'2/16/1989 CG12 BUSH BUDGET HURTS RURAL AMERICA
2/2G/1989 B021 XMICKELSON SPEAKS ON FEDERAL BUDGET
2/26/1989 CG51 RESOLUTION TAKES AIM AT FEDERAL DEFICIT
A/21/1989 AlGl COMPROMISE IS A TINY STEP FORWARD (ED)
5/11/1989 DG12 SD RECEIVES MORE IN GRANT MONEY
7/3G/1989 A125 BUDGET MUST BE CUT (L)
8/2A/1989 AG83 THE HONEST PAY FOR RIPOFFS (L)
10/G3/1989 AG81 BUSH WINS, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY LOSES (ED)
lG/26/1989 CG21 LAWMAKERS SAY CRP FUNDS EXEMPT FROM BUDGET CUTS
11/2A/1989 AlGl SHOULD RETHINK ITS MILITARY BUDGET (ED)
1/G8/199G AG83 CONGRESS CHIPPING OUR FREEDOMS AWAY (L)
1/28/199G BG6A KEY TO MINUTEMAN 11'S FUTURE
1/3G/199G AG15 BUDGET PROPOSALS MIXED FOR STATE
1/31/199G AG61 PRESIDENTS SPEAK OUT ON STATE OF UNION
1/31/199G CG12 PBUSH BUDGET DEALS BLOW TO RURAL AMERICA
2/G2/199G CG23 BUSH BUDGET FOR NEW PINE RIDGE SCHOOL
2/G8/199G AG81 PPUBLIC 0P1N10NS--THE FEDERAL BUDGET
2/2A/199G AG83 CONGRESS MUST BE TOLD
2/2A/199G AG83 FEWER PAY HIKES WOULD HELP BALANCE BUDGET (L)
2/2A/199G CG15 *1.2 BILLION MEASURE APPROVED IN SENATE
,A/3G/199GiAG81 CONGRESS SHOULD KEEP BUDGET-BALANCING LAW (ED)
5/G9/I99G"'Al0l' BUDGET-MAKERS BETTER BE SERIOUS (ED)
5/13/199G CGll PRESSLER IS URGING CAUTION ON BUDGET
5/17/1990 AG81 PPUBLIC 0P1N10NS--PRES1DENT BUSH'S BUDGET
5/18/1990 A1G5 BUDGET EDITORIAL WAS PURE NONSENSE (L)
5/18/1990 CG15 PCALLS ON CONGRESS TO SET SPENDING CUT EXAMPLE
5/28/1990 coil JOHNSON PUSHES FOR LINE-ITEM RESCISSION
6/28/1990 A081 DON'T LET POLITICS TRASH BUDGET AGAIN (ED)
6/30/1990 CO^l DELEGATION FORMS OWN IDEAS ON TAX HIKE
7/18/1990 A081 BUDGET-MAKERS DUCKING ISSUE AGAIN (ED)
7/26/1990 A091 OUST BIG SPENDERS, THEN LIMIT TERMS (L)
8/11/1990 A08<4 SD NEEDS FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE SENATOR (L)
8/18/1990 C015 FEDERAL LAYOFFS POSSIBLE
9/02/1990 A113 LAWMAKERS MUST REJECT GOVERNMENT WASTE (L)
9/11/1990 B062 CONGRESS PLAYING POLITICS WITH DEADLINE
9/17/1990 AlOl NEEDS TOUGH BUDGET LEADERSHIP (ED)
9/27/1990 A012 FURLOUGHS THREATEN MORRELL
9/27/1990 A015 SENATORS PROPOSE GOVERNMENT PAY CUTS
10/01/1990 A021 DELEGATION OPPOSES AG CUTS, HIGHER GAS TAX
10/01/1990 AlOl KEEP BUDGET-MAKERS FEET TO THE FISCAL FIRE (ED)
10/02/1990 A081 BUDGET PLAN MERITS QUALIFIED SUPPORT (ED)
10/04/1990 coil LAWMAKERS STRUGGLE WITH BUDGET PACT
10/04/1990 C013 DEFICIT-REDUCTION PLAN UNACCEPTABLE FOR STATE
10/06/1990 A016 DELEGATION SEEKS MORE TAXES ON THE WEALTHY
10/07/1990 E016 PDEMOCRATIC LEADER PLANS NEW BUDGET
10/09/1990 A083 FIX DEFICIT BY ENDING WASTE IN GOVERNMENT (L)
10/09/1990 C012 JOHNSON SAYS HOUSE BUDGET FAIR
10/10/1990 AlOIv.HOLD CONGRESS, BUSH ACCOUNTABLE (ED)
10/10/1990 A105 FINANCIALLY STUPID SYSTEM CAN'T WORK (L)
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10/12/1990 A1G3 DEBT-GNP RATIO WORSE IN MID-19A0'S CD
10/14/1990 A092 CONGRESS SHOULD FIX PROBLEM IT CREATED CD
10/17/1990 A085 WILL MIDDLE CLASS, POOR BEAR BRUNT OF CUT (L)
10/18/1990 A081 BUSH MUST LEAD WAY OUT OF MORASS (ED)
10/19/1990 A016 FED WORKERS STILL UNCERTAIN
10/19/1990 C015 ^SENATE CANDIDATES SHARE BUDGET IDEAS
10/19/1990 C015 BUDGET PLAN DOESN'T PLEASE CANDIDATES
10/20/1990 A015 SD SENATORS DON'T LIKE TAX PACKAGE
10/28/1990 FOll XIGNORE BUDGET MESS AND IT WILL GO AWAY
10/30/1990 A012 EXPANDS AID FOR POOR KIDS, ELDERLY
10/31/1990 C012 3CFRANKENFELD BLASTS JOHNSON'S VOTE
12/11/1990 A104 DEMOCRATS RESTRAINED BUSH, REAGAN BUDGETS (L)
12/14/1990 A106 BLAME CONGRESS FOR BUDGET NIGHTMARES (L)
2/07/1991 C034 JOHNSON REVIVES BILL FOR LINE-ITEM RECISSION
2/10/1991 B012 3€T0 TAKE ON WAR FOR FEDERAL DOLLARS
4/16/1991 A015 AIR FORCE CUTS WEAPONS, JOBS AT ELLSWORTH
4/18/1991 A033 *HOUSE OK'S TRILLION-DOLLAR BUDGET
6/11/1991 AlOl FISCAL RECKLESSNESS SHOULD BE EXPOSED (ED)
9/05/1991 A081 CONGRESS SHOULD SET BUDGET EXAMPLE (ED)
12/09/1991 C032 LAWMAKERS LIKELY TO SPEND, NOT TRIM
1/07/1992 A081 PRESIDENT IGNORES BUDGET WOES AGAIN (ED)
1/12/1992 A084 CONGRESS MUST FIX NATIONAL DEBT FIRST (L)
1/24/1992 AlOl BUSH SHOULD RESIST TAX-CUT TEMPTATION (ED)
1/30/1992 A044 SOME IDEAS WOULD HELP SD
1/30/1992 A046 WHITE HOUSE TARGETS SD BIOSTRESS LAB
1/31/1992 C061 FUNDING PLAN DOESN'T KILL BIOSTRESS LAB
2/04/1992 A065 CICERO'S ADVICE COULD BENEFIT AMERICANS (L)
2/17/1992 A081 NATIONAL DEBT IS 'PURE INSANITY' (L)
2/19/1992 A081 CANDIDATES IGNORE RUNAWAY DEBT (ED)
5/12/1992 A065 SPACE BUDGET OUTRANKS FEEDING NEEDY FAMILIES (L)
5/18/1992 AlOl BUDGET AMENDMENT AN UNFORTUNATE NEED (ED)
6/05/1992 A103 NATIONAL DEBT GETTING WORSE (RC JOURNAL)
6/06/1992 C022 PLEASED WITH PUSH FOR BALANCED BUDGET
6/07/1992 A115 WRITE CONGRESSMEN TO CURB NATIONAL DEBT (L)
6/08/1992 A041 BUDGET WOES DESERVE PRIME TIME (ED)
6/10/1992 coil AMENDMENT HURTS SENIORS, GROUP SAYS
6/17/1992 C016 SERVICE MAY GET §1.8 BILLION
7/19/1992 F022 BUDGET CUTS COULD HURT EMERGENCY FUNDS
7/22/1992 AlOl GOVERNMENT STILL BURNING MONEY (ED)
7/24/1992 AlOl PORK-BARREL POLITICS HURTS EVERYONE (L)
7/28/1992 A063 SPEND MONEY ON PEOPLE, NOT MORE WAR GAMES (L)
8/10/1992 A081 CONGRESS MUST STOP IGNORING DEBT WOES (ED)
8/26/1992 A104 LAWMAKERS PUTTING US DEEPER IN DEBT (L)
8/27/1992 A081 CUT OUT BABBLE ON BUDGET ISSUE (ED)
8/31/1992 A063 DEBT-PHOBlA CROWD ISN'T ON THE MONEY (L)
11/15/1992 A086 NATION'S DEFICIT WORSE THAN YOU THINK (L)
11/19/1992 A081 DEBT SHOULD BE PAID OFF, BUT LEADERS FALL SHORT (L)
11/27/1992 AlOl ADDING TO DEFICIT IS NOT THE ANSWER (ED)
11/29/1992 A086 LINE-ITEM VETO WOULD BALANCE BUDGET (L)
12/17/1992 B012 AMERICANS NEED NEW MIND-SET, DASCHLE SAYS
12/25/1992 AI04 NO LONGER'FREE, BUT DEBTOR NATION (L)
8/24/1983 B051 162,000 DOLLARS MORE TAXES NEEDED FOR CITY
10/20/1982 C031 VERMILLION CITY COUNCIL PASSES BUDGET
9/20/1990 C033 VERMILLION APPROVES SMALLER 1991 BUDGET
9/18/1991 C032 VERMILLION COUNCIL OK'S PARED DOWN BUDGET
7/12/1989 C041 MAYOR TAKES BLAME FOR POLICY MISUNDERSTANDING
3/07/1991 C032 MAYOR DROPS OUT OF RACE, PLANS MOVE
12/07/1990 C015 ^PUSHING FAMILY VALUES IN SCHOOLS
9/27/1984 DOll BUER STILL PROFITS FROM SD FOOTBALL TALENT
12/29/1985 A071 ^MYSTERY OF ALZHEIMER'S IS FRIGHTENING
8/20/1992 B021 TRIBES ELIGIBLE FOR TOURISM AWARD
6/22/1983 N081 CHAUTAUQUA TROUPE TAKES US BACK INTO HISTORY
6/26/1992 C023 BUFFALO CHIP CAMPGROUND FACES MOVE
2/03/1992 C032 BUFFALO GAP TO DISCUSS GARBAGE, WELL PLANS
5/04/1992 C022 SPEARFISH ASKED TO AID FRONTIER SITE
7/30/1991 C032 CHANGE IN BUFFALO-MEAT RULES SOUGHT
6/25/1990 A013 GHOST TOWN OFFERS LESSON IN OLD WEST HISTORY
5/06/1990 AA05 ^THREAT TO OLD WEST COWBOY COUNTRY
10/26/1987 A012 ^CASUAL AT BUFFALO TRADING POST
4/17/1982 B041 BUFFALO RANCHER SUES USDA-BRUCELLOSIS TEST DISPUTE
11/15/1982 A091 ^BRUCELLOSIS AND BUFFALO
12/10/1982 A015 WEALTHY TO HUNT SD BUFFALO
3/04/1983 C034 GROUP HERDS BUFFALO TOWARD A COMEBACK
9/23/1983 C036 HERD OWNER MAY DESTROY 3,500 BUFFALO
10/20/1983 coil HALTING BUFFALO FIELD SLAUGHTER CREATES PROBLEMS
11/04/1983 C031 BUFFALO OWNER IS ACQUITTED
11/20/1983 C045 450 BUFFALO FROM CUSTER.STATE PARK SOLD
1/29/1984 C041 BUSINESS GUILTY OF ILLEGALLY TRANSPORTING BUFFALO
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A/25/198A D031 RANCH IS FINED FOR SHIPPING DISEASED BUFFALO
10/19/1984 C053 JUDGE DISMISSES $15 MILLION LAWSUIT
11/19/1984 B034 BUFFALO FANCIERS SAY THE BEAST IS BEST
9/10/1985 C021 BUFFALO BREEDERS HOPE TO CASH IN
10/17/1985 coil *THE BUFFALO ROAM INTO AUCTION RING
11/07/1985 C021 RANGERS ROUND UP BUFFALO TO CONTROL HERD
7/05/1986 C021 RANCHER'S BUFFALO ON MENU AT WORLD'S FAIR
8/06/1986 B013 FARMER TAKES NO BULL FROM BUFFALOES
10/16/1986 C012 *BUYERS ROAM TO BUFFALO AUCTION
10/19/1986 C031 BISON TO BE AUCTIONED AT CUSTER STATE PARK
12/27/1986 C021 BUFFALO BRING RECORD AVERAGE PRICE
3/15/1987 B061 *BOSS OF THE BEASTS
11/13/1987 C013 ^BUFFALO ON STICKNEY FAMILY'S FARM
12/05/1987 C044 UTE ASK SIOUX TO HELP PROTEST BUFFALO HUNT
8/29/1988 C012 DISPUTE STATE'S UTOPIAN IMAGE
9/02/1988 C041 ^RANCHER SAYS BUFFALO UNAFFECTED BY DROUGHT
9/09/1988 B012 ^WEAVER USES BUFFALO WOOL
10/09/1988 FOll KTHE THUNDER OF BUFFALO HOOVES
6/01/1989 C012 3CCUT0UTS CELEBRATE REBUILDING OF HERDS
11/12/1989 FOll BONE MARKET ERASES TRACE OF BUFFALO
5/03/1990 C022 BUFFALO SALE PROFITS OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE
3/30/1991 C036 TRIBAL BUFFALO TO BE EXHIBITED AT DENMARK ZOO
6/13/1991 A012 KROAMING BISON SHOT BY FARMER, TRIBE UPSET
6/14/1991 C0i2 BUFFALO KILLING PROBED
6/15/1991 A015 kSISSETON CASE MIRRORS MARTY BUFFALO SLAYINGS
7/28/1991 AOll SD RANCHER DIES AFTER BEING GORGED
7/29/1991 BOll VICTIM'S NAME GIVEN IN BUFFALO ACCIDENT
8/16/1991 C036 'BUFFALO COMMONS' PROPONENTS BRING PLAN
8/26/1991 B032.SCIENTIST FAULTS THEORY OF BUFFALO PRESERVE
9/17/1991 C034S BISON TO ROAM
10/17/1991 B012 36BUFFALO BUY
11/16/1991 B032 STATE SHOWING INTEREST IN BUFFALO-KILLING SITE
11/19/1991 C025 BUFFALO AID INDIANS, DEVELOPER CONTENDS
2/23/1992 EOll 'SUCCESSFUL FARMING' FEATURES BUFFALO FARM
6/10/1992 B012 ^BUFFALO OFFERS LEAN COOKING ALTERNATIVE
8/17/1992 B021 BUFFALO COLLECTION MAY BE EXPANDED
10/06/1992 B021 BUFFALOES TO BE SOLD AT BLUE MOUND PARK
10/11/1992 A012 3€R0UNDUP TAKES RIDERS WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
10/11/1992 GOll XRIDING TO KEEP THE SPIRIT ALIVE
10/29/1992 B025 RANCHER TO GET $475,000 IN RACING BUFFALO'S DEATH
11/23/1992 B021 BUFFALO AUCTION NETS $322,265
10/08/1990 B033 TRICK RIDER IS AT HOME ON THE RANGE
9/14/1984 C031 AUTHOR OF 'HELTER SKELTER' TO SPEAK
7/21/1990 A012 BUILDERS SQUARE WILL ANCHOR SITE ON 41ST
3/01/1992 E012 ^COMPETITION FIERCE IN HOME-IMPROVEMENT MARKET
7/07/1992 D062 *STORE SET TO OPEN AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
7/14/1992 D062 KGIANT STORE RAISES ANTE
3/30/1982 B025 HOMEOWNER'S PROPERTY RIGHT IS QUALIFIED CD
4/17/1982 B013 DECISION TO REMOVE ADDITION UPHELD
,7/20/1982 B013 *WOMAN WINS PROPERTY ASSESSMENT FIGHT
8/09/1982 C013 NO NEWS FROM COUNTY IS GOOD NEWS FOR HURDS
8/21/1982 coil SUPREME COURT TOLD CORBLY ADDITION MUST GO
9/03/1982 C013 3eF0UND IN CONTEMPT
12/21/1982 C042 PROPOSED INSPECTION CHANGE RECEIVES 1ST READING
2/26/1983 A012 96JUDGE REQUESTS EXTRA SECURITY FOR HEARING
8/06/1983 A012 ^INSPECTORS WANT 3 APARTMENT BUILDINGS CLOSED
SEE ALSO NAMES OF BUILDINGS
8/24/1983 B051 WATER DAMAGE MAY COST DISTRICT $50,000--ABERDEEN
4/27/1986 C021 STATE LABOR SECRETARY SAYS OFFICES UNFIT
1/11/1987 C021 ASBESTOS REMOVAL TO RAISE DEMOLITION COST
11/21/1992 B022 OSHA SAYS FUMES DANGEROUS AT HOTEL
6/19/1982 B041 INDIANS PROTEST BEAR BUTTE BUILDING
11/21/1992 B024 UNIVERSITIES FACE HOUSING PROJECTS
11/28/1992 BOll BID APPROVED FOR NEW SDSU DORMS
2/09/1990 C025 KCANTON LANDMARK AT END OF ITS LIFE
7/25/1990 C031 BUILDING PERMIT FEES WILL INCREASE
1/07/1992 C032 *A CHANCE TO SAVE CANTON'S OLD MAIN
7/20/1992 B012 WATER, HEAT STRESS BUILDINGS
6/06/1990 A084 STOP BLOCK GRANT FOR MONSTROSITY (L)
7/28/1990 C031 VOTERS TO DECIDE FUTURE OF CHAMBERLAIN'S TAFT
8/19/1990 E032 CHAMBERLAIN'S TAFT HOTEL DESTROYED BY FIRE
8/21/1990 A015 TAFT HOTEL SUPPORTERS HOPE...
8/22/1990 C031 BRULE COUNTY REJECTS TAFT HOTEL RENOVATION
3/04/1991 C014 ^CHAMBERLAIN SEEKS TO REBUILD HISTORIC TAFT HOTEL
8/18/1991 E031 GROUP PLANS BUILDING FOR TAFT HOTEL SALE
6/17/1985 C021 DEADWOOD COURTHOUSE LIKE LEAKY TIRE
5/19/1987 D021V:HISTORIC DEADWOOD BUILDING TO BE DESTROYED
5/31/1987 B021 COURTHOUSE STUDY DOESN'T MEET EXPECTATIONS
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8/19/1990 EG31 FEW BANK LOANS AVAILABLE FOR RESTORATION
10/12/1992 B022 CONSTRUCTION CREW MAY HAVE FOUND OLD BROTHEL
3/13/1982 C021 IT'S TIME TO SAVE DELL RAPIDS' BUILDINGS (L)
6/18/1988 A052 ^CONGREGATION RESTORES 188A CHURCH
9/19/1990 C033 PRESIDENTS HELP OLD BRICK FIND NEW USE
9/19/1990 coil BUILDING SUDDENLY COLLAPSES IN GARY
5/05/1991 C031 COAST GUARD BUILDING GETS MONTH'S REPRIEVE
12/12/1989 D015 NO BiDS RECEIVED FOR HARTFORD LIBRARY
8/22/1983 B033 RENOVATION WORK BEGINS ON HOT SPRINGS BUILDING
10/02/1983 B073 RENOVATION OF HOT SPRINGS AUDITORIUM HALTED
1/25/1989 C031 BUILDING PROJECTS FACE ELECTION
7/19/1992 C026 POST OFFICE NAME OK, MAYOR SAYS
7/20/1992 B02I TWO DEMOCRATS BALK AT POST OFFICE NAME
7/23/1992 B022 FIND PROBLEMS WITH PROPOSED MAIL CENTER
11/22/1992 Foil STATE OFFICE PLANS TO SELL HURON HOTEL
6/10/1985 B013 *T0 BREATHE LIFE INTO 70-YEAR-OLD HOSPITAL
6/22/1986 C013PMADISON FIGHTS TO SAVE HISTORIC HALL
6/26/1983 C071 PONLY MEMORIES REMAIN IN ROUNDHOUSE
8/07/1983 ^012 PMITCHELL BUILDING CRUMBLES--NO ONE HURT
1/26/1992 F031 BRICKS FALL FROM MITCHELL BUILDING
9/27/1992 C021 MITCHELL OFFICIAL OK'S BUILDING DEMOLITION
8/01/1992 B031 HOSPITAL CONSIDERED FOR SAFETY BUILDING
9/12/1992 B022 MITCHELL CAN LEASE SCHOOL FROM DWU
6/08/1992 coil NEMO SCHOOL SITE ON AUCTION BLOCK
11/15/1992 F029 OACOMA PREPARES FOR BUILDING BOOM
3/29/1986 C039 STATE CAPITOL PROJECT
3/05/1987 C099 RESTORATION DEDICATED TO SENATOR WHO PROPOSED IT
9/17/1987 C021 SHUFFLE OF CAPITOL OFFICES COMPLETE
5/29/1988 B021 OFFICIALS HOPE PRIVATE DEVELOPERS BUILD NEW OFFICES
"8/23/1988 C03r PLANS FOR NEW STATE BUILDING SHELVED FOR YEAR
2/11/1990 D021 PIERRE TO SELL BUILDING USED FOR LIQUOR STORE
1/18/1992 C036 ENVIRONMENTAL CTR A TRIBUTE TO RESOURCES CONSULTANT
1/11/1986 C031 RAPID CITY HIGHRISE SINKS TO NEW DEPTHS
1/09/1991 C032 THEATER OWNER BILLED FOR CITY'S FLOOD CLEANUP
7/08/1982 C071 SCHOOLS PASS ASBESTOS INSPECTION
2/02/1983 D091 SMOKE DETECTOR BILL PASSES HOUSE
2/17/1983 C051 PROPERTY LEASE PROPOSAL GOES TO HOUSE
5/10/1983 coil CAPITOL REMODELING COSTS $8000
8/17/1983 C031 SOUTH DAKOTA TO PROFIT FROM SALE, LEASING
8/30/1983 B029 RULING BLOCKS LEASE OF STATE BUILDINGS (L)
10/09/1983 coil STATE MODIFIES DEAL FOR SELLING BUILDINGS
12/11/1983 D082 HISTORIC BUILDINGS WILL BE TV TOPIC
1/02/1989 C012 SALE-LEASEBACK PLAN TO PUT MONEY IN COFFERS
1/13/1989 coil SALE-LEASEBACK PROGRAM PROPOSED FOR CITIES
1/17/1989 coil SALE-LEASEBACK BILL RUNS INTO OPPOSITION
1/19/1989 coil HOUSE OK'S SALE-LEASE PLAN
1/25/1989 C091 BUILDING SALES, LEASE MEASURE GETS CLEAR
1/26/1989 C099 SALE-LEASEBACK BILL PASSES LEGISLATURE
1/27/1989 C051 COMMITTEE OK'S SALE-LEASEBACK
2/01/1989 ;C061 SALE-LEASEBACK BILL 1ST BILL SIGNED
2/09/1989 C071 BUILDING PLANS NEED LEGISLATIVE OK
2/29/1989 C091 SALE-LEASEBACK MEASURE WINS APPROVAL
3/05/1989 B031 RUSHMORE CENTER FIRST SALE-LEASEBACK
3/20/1989 coil FINANCE OPTIONS TO BE EXPLORED BY COUNTY
9/10/1989 C091 DEPARTMENT CONTINUES RESTORATION
6/09/1989 B091 CUSTER LODGE MAY BE SOLD
1/10/1985 coil JANKLOW GETS APPROVAL FOR SALE, LEASE BILL
1/11/1985 C012 LEGISLATURE APPROVES SALE-LEASEBACK BILL
1/18/1985 coil JANKLOW SIGNS SALE-LEASEBACK BILL
6/20/1985 coil SHRIVER'S MISSES CHANCE
12/20/1985 A015 STATE SUES OVER LEASE
1/03/1986 A012 DAKOTA HEARTLAND LEASE CONTROVERSY LAWSUIT
1/09/1986 C015 OFFICIALS SETTLE DISPUTE OVER BUILDING LEASE
1/07/1986 C039 JANKLOW, MEIERHENRY AT ODDS IN COURT
7/09/1986 B021 INVESTORS COULD HELP SD ENTREPRENEURS
8/09/1986 A012 ^SUCCESS LANDS OWNER MORE PROPERTY
9/19/1986 C026 PRESERVING RURAL BUILDINGS TO BE TOPIC
11/20/1986 C023 APPROPRIATIONS OK'S SALE-LEASE PLAN
12/12/1986 A013 DEAL RAISES $12.5 MILLION
12/15/1986 C022 DEAL GOT NOD DURING SPEECH
12/21/1986 D012 *BUDGET--NEW LEASE ON LIFE
11/29/1987 A092 PRESERVE OLD BUILDINGS (L)
12/11/1987 C015 ASBESTOS HAUNTS MANY CONTRACTORS
5/12/1988 B012 *LIFE AT WASHINGTON
12/15/1988 C015 ASBESTOS REMOVAL TO COST $100 MILLION
12/17/1988 AlOl INFORMATION KEY TO ASBESTOS ISSUE (ED)
5/07/1989' A012 ASBESTOS RISK COSTS SCHOOLS
7/16/1989 F021 STATE HONORS THE LIVING
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8/30/1990 A081 REMODELING PLAN GETS MODEST BOOST (ED)
8/01/1991 C022 CENTER ON HOLD IN BALTIC
11/08/1991 C032 SD REFINANCES BUILDINGS, GAINS $736,000
11/15/1991 A115 SUPPORT WASHINGTON CONVERSION PROPOSAL (L)
A/25/1992 DOIA TO RECONSIDER COUNTY WORK-RELEASE REQUEST
A/28/1992 A061 SAVE WASHINGTON WITHOUT CENTER CED)
7/1A/1992 C022 ^SURVEYING STATE FOR BUILDINGS WITH PAST
8/29/1992 B012 SMOKING BAN ORDERED FOR ALL STATE BUILDINGS
10/28/1992 B022 MULTI-COUNTY BUILDING PROPOSED
11/21/1992 A103 SATAN WORSHIPERS USE ABANDONED BUILDINGS (L)
1/01/1982 DOll *FORMER NURSING HOME VACANT
3/30/1982 B013 xBAR'S DILEMMA BLAMED ON COMMISSION
7/02/1982 coil CITY GETS GRANT TO CONVERT SHRIVER'S INTO RETAIL
7/0A/1982 C021 SHRIVER PROJECT MAY SPUR DOWNTOWN (ED)
7/27/1982 B021 COUNTY SPACE NEEDS VERSUS RESTORATION (ED)
8/01/1982 B012 JfDECAY THREATENS BLACKSTONE, WORRIES TENANTS
8/08/1982 B032 COURTHOUSE WILL BE RESTORED, NOT RECYCLED (L)
8/1A/1982 C021 WHY SHOULD TAXPAYERS BAIL OUT BLACKSTONE (L)
10/01/1982 C016 BLOCK 11 BUILDING OFFICIALLY OPENED
10/06/1982 B015 THE MONSTER THAT ATE THE MAYFAIR
10/07/1982 C021 A BETTER IDEA FOR MINNEHAHA'S OLD JAIL (ED)
10/08/1982 COAl *SD OFFICIALS INSPECT MINNEHAHA COUNTY JAIL
10/28/1982 A012 *TIME FOR REPAIRS
11/05/1982 A012 POLICE PROBE SF BUILDING INSPECTION OFFICE
11/07/1982 B031 PLUMBING INSPECTOR--I TAGGED ALL SITES (L)
11/23/1982 B051 BELL LOOKS AT BANK BUILDING
12/20/1982 coil MIDLAND EYES PARKING LOT
1/02/1983 D021 KSF BUILDINGS SELECTED FOR NATIONAL REGISTER
-1/11/1983 coil KJOB SERVICES ROOF COLLAPSES UNDER SNOW
1/15/1983 A093 THANKS FOR HELPING JOB SERVICE (L)
2/28/1983 B031 CHAMBER AWARDS INCLUDE RESIDENCES
3/0'»/1983 C0I3 NEW SCHOOL WILL BE MOSTLY UNDERGROUND
3/10/1983 C03A PANEL CLEARS WAY FOR OFFICE ADDITION
3/13/1983 B031 SCHOOL COULD BECOME CORRECTION FACILITY (L)
3/18/1983 D021 INVESTIGATION OF BLDG DEPT NEEDED (L)
A/23/1983 C013 DEVELOPER WILL REVEAL PLANS FOR BLOCK 11
5/10/1983 C031 KDOWNTOWN PARKING LOT RECLASSIFIED
5/13/1983 C012 BLOCK 11 BUILDER HAS GOOD REFERENCES
6/01/1983 A012 KCOUNTY REJECTS PLACING JAIL ON HISTORIC REGISTER
6/16/1983 C012 *0N THE RAOD AGAIN
6/19/1983 A012 BOARD NOMINATES DOWNTOWN DISTRICT TO HISTORIC LIST
6/22/1983 BOll ^WAREHOUSE DISTRICT PACT, PRESENT, FUTURE
6/22/1983 B033 PIECES OF CITY'S HISTORY UNCOVERED
7/10/1983 EOll *BUSINESSMEN WILL RENOVATE OLD CHURCH
7/20/1983 BOll KSIOUX FALLS SKYLINE MIXES PAST, PRESENT
8/19/1983 coil *WEBER APARTMENTS ORDERED VACATED
9/03/1983 A012 ^ADJOINING BUILDING THREATENS GIRLS CLUB
9/08/1983 C013 *COURTHOUSE, WAREHOUSE ON NATIONAL REGISTER
9/09/1983 coil *IN HIGH POSITIONS
-9/11/1983 C021 JUDGE COUNTY BUILDING PLANS ON NEED (ED)
"9/16/1983^BOn ^OLD'DEPOT CHUGS AGAIN
11/09/1983 C023 BUILDING PROBE YEAR OLD, KEPT SECRET (L)
1/23/1984 C032 HANSON BUILDING MAY GET FACELIFT
3/14/1984 D012 COUNTY MAKES $325,000 BID FOR PROPERTY
3/21/1984 DOll ^CREEPING ALONG
3/24/1984 C021 SELLING SCHOOL TO STATE (L)
4/04/1984 D015 COUNTY OK'S TENTATIVE PLAN TO MOVE COURT
4/07/1984 B025 IF STATE BUYS WASHINGTON HIGH (L)
4/13/1984 C021 XNEW COURTHOUSE PLAN MAKES BEST USE
4/18/1984 D031 APPROVES BONDS FOR OIL COMPANY
4/20/1984 coil STATE DOESN'T WANT TO MAKE A PRISON
4/22/1984 EOll KCHICHI'S RESTAURANT WON THE AWARD
4/23/1984 C021 STUDY OF FUTURE USE FOR WHS (ED)
5/01/1984 A012 BOARD WANTS WASHINGTON DESIGNATED A HISTORIC SITE
5/27/1984 E013 XK-CINEMA BEING CONVERTED TO CLASSROOMS
5/28/1984 coil REMOVING THE BARRIERS
6/03/1984 EOll SIOUX FALLS BUILDING FIRM WINS DESIGN AWARD
8/19/1984 EOll 3€BUILDING MAKES MIDSUMMER SPURT
8/29/1984 DOll STEWART BROTHERS BUILDING SHOPS
9/03/1984 C015 ^CITY'S NEWEST FIRE STATION HAS A LOOK
9/16/1984 E013 XSECRETS OF HISTORIC BUILDING
9/23/1984 EOll HISTORIC SHRIVER'S BUILDING POISED
9/23/1984 E012 36THE WILLEY & WILLIAMS MYSTERY
10/16/1984 B035 K CINEMA BUILDING NOW USED FOR CLASSES
10/28/1984 E012 ARCHITECT TO RESTORE STOREFRONT ON MALL
1/05/1985 BOll PROVIDENCE FIRM BUYS CITY FIRST BANK BUILDING
3709/1985.C021<RANEL SEEKS'-BUILDING REPAIRS
3/11/1985 BOll seOPERA HOUSE CORNER SINGS AGAIN
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4/14/1985 coil KBEST NEW BUILDINGS HONORED
4/16/1985 BG16 COMMISSION DELAYS SHOPKO DECISION
7/21/1985 E015 HOWALT-MCDOWELL ACQUIRE S&L BUILDING
11/24/1985 ECU STEWART'S BUYS HlNKY DINKY BUILDING
12/24/1985 coil COMMISSION OK'S BONDS FOR OFFICE BUILDING
1/22/1986 A085 CITY SHOULD SAVE BUILDINGS CD
2/20/1986 B015 BOARD HIRES ARCHITECT TO RENOVATE CITY HALL
3/21/1986 C015 BROKEN SPRINKLER CAUSES DAMAGE TO BUILDING
4/09/1986 B013 WASHINGTON HIGH MAKES HISTORY
4/18/1986 A082 SCHOOL BUILDING IS SPECIAL CD
4/28/1986 coil 3 BUILDINGS, PARK ON HISTORIC REGISTER
4/30/1986 B021 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER HISTORIC REGISTER REQUESTS
5/25/1986 FOll KHOUSE BUILT OF MORE THAN LEGENDS
6/16/1986 A121 DON'T LET HEART GET IN THE WAY (ED)
6/25/1986 BOll RESIDENTS ARGUE MERITS OF JAIL REHABILITATION
7/05/1986 A061 PRIVATE SECTOR WITH OLD JAIL RENOVATION CD
7/09/1986 B0I6 JAIL VOTE MIGHT BE CONTESTED
7/II/I986 C04I ^WORKING AT THE TOP
7/I6/I986 B0I5 COUNTY CONSIDERS JAIL COMPROMISE
7/I7/I986 C0I4 COUNTY BOARD WORKS ON JAIL PLAN
7/20/1986 C0I2 9ECARLS0N PLANS OFFICE BUILDING
7/20/1986 C023 TIME TO DEVELOP IS NOW
7/22/1986 B033 COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AGREE TO WORK ON JAIL
7/23/1986 B0I3 COUNTY TO PLAN JAIL'S FUTURE
7/28/1986 BOII COMMISSION TO DISCUSS ARTS BUILDING REPAIRS
7/29/1986 con COUNTY COMMISSION TO DISCUSS JAIL RENOVATION
7/29/1986 C0I5 CITY DECIDES TO REPAIR ART BUILDING
7/30/1986 B023 COUNTY CONSIDERS USE OF COLISEUM
8/I5/I986 AlOl RECREATION IDEA MERITS A FRIENDLY RECEPTION (ED)
8/28/1986 C015 MEIERHENRY RAPS AGENCY'S LEASE OF LOCAL BUILDING
9/21/1986 E012 BUILDER BANKS ON LOCAL MARKET
9/28/1986 E012 DOWNTOWN LANDMARK ON SALE FOR $600,000
10/01/1986 B022 COUNTY OK'S CONTRACTS FOR RENOVATION PROJECTS
10/02/1986 A015 KIOWA DEVELOPER OWES TAXES, GETS BREAK
10/03/1986 A081 SAVVY DOESN'T JUSTIFY SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT (ED)
10/14/1986 C015 COUNTY EXPECTS BIDS FOR RENOVATION
10/21/1986 C021 REPORT TO DETAIL DAMAGE TO JAIL
11/09/1986 D012 ^(BROKERAGE FIRM INVESTS IN DOWNTOWN
12/20/1986 C014 COMMERCIAL CONDOMINIUMS MAY SET CITY TREND
12/23/1986 C021 CHAMBER, CITY REACH PRICE FOR BUILDING
12/27/1986 C016 PRICE SET FOR CITY PURCHASE
1/05/1987 A012 LOW RATES PIQUE BUILDING INTEREST
1/05/1987 C012 ^VACATION NO BREAK FOR SCHOOL CREWS
1/06/1987 C015 DEAF SERVICE TO BUY BUILDING WITH GRANT
1/13/1987 C022 CITY DELAYS CHAMBER OFFICE,DECISION
1/28/1987 B012 ^CATHEDRAL MAY BE MOVED TO ALL SAINTS HILL
2/19/1987 B031 XPETLIGREW AND TATE BUILDING NAMED TO NATIONAL REG
3/09/1987 B032 BUILDING PERMITS IN CITY RUNNING AHEAD OF 1986 PACE
3/19/1987 A015 DEVELOPER PLANS $2.9 MILLION OFFICE COMPLEX
43/22/1987rC0i2K49TH STREET LURES MOST DEVELOPERS
3/29/1987 E012 ^RENOVATION RETURNS TO FAVOR
4/01/1987 B022 COUNTY TO DEMOLISH HISTORIC BUILDING
4/02/1987 C012 JfCLOUDY VISION
4/05/1987 E012 WEATHER HEATS UP BUILDING
4/09/1987 A061 ^TAXPAYERS CAN'T SAVE EVERY BUILDING (ED)
4/12/1987 E012 PARKING RAMP FOES DOOM SHRIVER'S BUILDING
4/23/1987 con WORKSHOP SET ON RESTORATION
4/26/1987 con BUILDINGS WIN CHAMBER PRIZE
5/06/1987 B023 BUILDINGS WILL MAKE WAY FOR PARKING
5/08/1987 A081 TO DEMOLISH OLD BUILDINGS FOR PARKING
5/10/1987 An5 BUILDING HEARINGS NEEDED CD
5/12/1987 D025 PETITION DRIVE PLANNED ON BUILDINGS' DEMOLITION
5/13/1987. B033 KBUILDING PERMITS IN SIOUX FALLS
5/17/1987 FOll HUMOR SET IN PIPESTONE FOLKLORE
5/20/1987 B025 BOARD ACCEPTS PLAN TO DEMOLISH BUILDINGS
5/27/1987 BOll COLTON RESIDENT HALTS DEMOLITION
6/04/1987 C012 ^THEATER ON THE GROUND
6/05/1987 C016 DEMOLITION BY COUNTY TO PROCEED
6/13/1987 C016 DEALERSHIP TO BECOME OFFICE BUILDING
6/14/1987 E015 ^CHANGING SKYLINE
6/26/1987 C022 BOARD RECOMMENDS BUILDINGS FOR REGISTER
6/30/1987 C016 BELL SUIT MAY CITE ASBESTOS VIOLATIONS
7/21/1987 C033 KJUNE BUILDING PERMITS IN SIOUX FALLS
7/31/1987 C012 CHAMBER TO LEASE PHILLIPS BUILDING
8/02/1987 EOll NEW CITY OFFICE BUILDING PLANNED
8/03/1987 C023 PANEL TO REVIEW BLACKSTONE ORDINANCE
8/06/1987 C033 BUILDING PERMITS DECREASE IN JULY
8/09/1987 E012 *THEATER WILL BE RAZED
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8/29/1987 A08A RAZING HOLLYWOOD A MISTAKE (L)
9/1A/1987 C012 MAN PLANS FOR PRESERVATION OF PAST
lO/OA/1987 coil CEREMONY SET FOR PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING
10/11/1987 AD12 KFIRE GUTS LANDMARK
10/13/1987 B012 *F1RE LEAVES STRUCTURE'S FUTURE IN DOUBT
10/23/1987 A083 FIRE DESTROYED HISTORY (L)
10/23/1987 C012 TO USE STATE THEATRE FOR LIVE SHOWS
11/02/1987 B012 MA PIECE OF THE PAST
11/03/1987 A083 BUILDING DESTRUCTION IS ERASING CITY'S PAST
11/09/1987 BOll WORKSHOP TO FOCUS ON HISTORIC BUILDINGS
11/13/1987 C012 MHAULING AWAY HISTORY
11/15/1987 DOll MSAD ENDING TO LONG HISTORY
11/20/1987 A08A LANDMARK NEEDS LAST RITES (L)
11/23/1987 C015 BUILDING OWNERS SEE SKYWAY AS UPBEAT IDEA
12/09/1987 B012 CITY FORCES ACTION ON SHRIVER'S BUILDING
12/30/1987 8012 BOARD APPLIES FOR PERMIT TO DEMOLISH HOME
1/10/1988 FOll MHIDDEN HISTORY
1/17/1988 EOll APPRAISAL FIRM TO SURVEY HERE
1/31/1988 E012 MCITY NAILS DOWN A PROLIFIC YEAR
2/01/1988 A091 WALKING TOURS AVAILABLE FOR ALL SAINTS DISTRICT
3/02/1988 B012 GENTRIES SOLD TO KELO OWNER
3/19/1988 C015 CITY TO BUY VACANT SHRIVER'S BUILDING
3/20/1988 FOll mBEAUTY OF PETTIGREW RESTORED
3/29/1988 C015 ASBESTOS REMOVAL CONTRACT AWARDED
A/10/1988 B021 MOVING PLANS BEHIND SCHEDULE
A/2A/1988 AlOA SHRIVERS COULD BE COSTLY (L)
5/09/1988 C033 BUILDING PERMITS UP IN APRIL
5/12/1988 B012 MLIFE AT WASHINGTON
6/11/1988 coil FIRST VAPOR TESTS NEGATIVE
'7/16/1988 C012 MAYOR OPTIMISTIC ABOUT SHRIVER'S SALE
7/20/1988 BOll ARCHITECT TO LOOK AT RENOVATING OLD JAIL
7/21/1988 C016 SHRIVER'S FUTURE UNCERTAIN
7/25/1988 C012 MCONFLICT SURROUNDS REARDON PLAZA
7/27/1988 B031 RENOVATIONS OF OLD JAIL LOOK COSTLY
7/30/1988 C012 CITY, COUNTY DISAGREE ON PRICE
8/01/1988 C012 FATE OF SHRIVER'S BUILDING
8/02/1988 A012 MCITY ACTS TO CONDEMN SHRIVER'S
8/02/1988 A081 COUNTY MUST USE CARE IN DEVELOPING PLAZA (ED)
8/03/1988 AlOl MBUILDING DESERVES A FRESH OPPORTUNITY
8/06/1988 C015 CITY SWEETENS OFFER FOR EXTENSION BUILDING
8/10/1988 COIA COUNTY EXTENSION BUILDING TO HOUSE FIRE STATION
8/12/1988 A012 MHISTORIC HOUSE WAITS FOR NEW HOME
8/12/1988 C016 RUINING HISTORIC BUILDINGS WORRIES PRESERVATION
8/17/1988 BOll LOCAL DEVELOPER WANTS SHRIVER'S
8/18/1988 C012 MAGREEMENT REACHED ON SHRIVER'S SALE
8/2A/1988 B023 GUARD SEEKS FUNDS FOR CONSTRUCTION
8/2A/1988 B025 GROUP SUPPORTS OLD COUNTY JAIL RENOVATIONS
8/27/1988 C012 MCITY DEMOLISHES HALL FILLED WITH WAR MEMORIES
9/02/1988 coil EXTENSION SERVICE SALE TO BE FINALIZED
:;9/19/1988 C012 U j S-WEST TAKES HISTORIC FANTLE'S SIGN DOWN TODAY
9/28/1988 C023MW1NTER TUNE-UP
10/11/1988 coil CLUB GIVES PLAQUES TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS
10/25/1988 C021 CITY TO SNUFF OUT CIGARETTES NOVEMBER 1
ll/OA/1988 D082 MSHRIVER'S RENOVATION TO COST MILLION
11/15/1988 C015 MEDICAL BUILDING 11 TO GAIN 3 STORIES
11/2A/1988 C012 ^ACTIVITIES WILL INCREASE WITH NEW IDENTITY
12/2A/1988 coil CITY TO CONSIDER REMODELING BUILDING
12/27/1988 C012 DISTRICT IS SET TO BEGIN BUILDING
2/07/1989 coil ATTIC PIPES BREAK IN FEDERAL BUILDING
2/1A/1989 C012 MREMOVAL STARTS OF ASBESTOS AT CENTRAL BAPTIST
3/18/1989 A012 NEW SCHOOL IN A CLASS BY ITSELF
3/23/1989 A012 MDEVELOPERS PLAN DOWNTOWN OFFICE COMPLEX
A/15/1989 C012 CITY DELAYS ACTION ON REYNOLDS BUILDING
6/06/1989 C012 REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY PURCHASES FIRE STATION
6/10/1989 coil HISTORICAL BUILDING TOUR SET FOR SUNDAY
6/16/1989 COIA PANEL TO REJECT SALE-LEASE BACK PROPOSAL
7/17/1989 BOll CITY TO DECIDE ON BUILDING SALE
8/20/1989 C012 *POWER PLANT COMES TUMBLING DOWN
8/22/1989 C013 CITY MAY FAVOR ANNUAL RENTAL OF REYNOLDS BUILDING
8/29/1989 C012 COMMISSION OK'S REYNOLDS PLAN
9/30/1989 C015 CITY GROUP HOME TO BUY FIRE STATION
10/03/1989 B062 5CMENTAL HEALTH CENTER BUYS FORMER RESTAURANT
10/25/1989 A012 ^CLEARING CORNER
10/31/1989 C012 FIRE STATION COST GOING UP
12/19/1989 B062 CITY COMMERCIAL BUILDING FEE INCREASE
1/27/1990 A082 THEATER HISTORIC LANDMARK (L)
2/10/1990 'A08A-THEATER SHOULD BE LANDMARK (L)
2/1A/1990 C012 3650-YEAR-OLD TIME CAPSULE IS NOWHERE
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3/14/1990 C012 COURTHOUSE SMOKING LIMITED
5/02/1990 D081 CHAMBER CITES BUILDING OWNERS
5/15/1990 B013 TO SELL ITS BEADLE, VO-TECH PROERTIES
5/23/1990 C012 KDEPOT SERVES MENTAL HEALTH HOUSING
5/23/1990 D092 *GROUP WANTS TO REVIVE CENTER OF CITY
5/29/1990 D085 WANTED--MORE OFFICES
5/30/1990 C012 KCITY COULD HALT BEN FRANKLIN CONSTRUCTION
7/04/1990 C016 ^FRONTIER PRICE TAG TOO HIGH
7/17/1990 B012 CO-OP BUYS SCHOOL BUILDING
7/21/1990 A016 MAYOR LIKES SHUFFLE IDEA FOR BUILDINGS
7/25/1990 AOll 9€M0VE GOVERNMENT WORK INTO SCHOOL BUILDING
7/25/1990 A081 DOWNTOWN PLAN HAS POSSIBILITIES (ED)
7/25/1990 A083 PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING RECEPTION DISAPPIONTS (L)
8/08/1990 A016 KPLANS INCLUDE MOVING OFFICES, BUYING BUILDING
10/23/1990 C015 RENOVATION COST SET AT $12 MILLION
10/26/1990 A086 SPENDING $12 MILLION ON OLD SCHOOL FOOLISH (L)
11/10/1990 A012 KTHEATER IN STATE OF FLUX
11/16/1990 C012 WASHINGTON CONVERSION GOING SLOWLY
11/27/1990 C012 GRAZING OLD HAYWARD
12/10/1990 A104 EX-ALL SAINT'S STUDENT HAPPY WITH CONVERSION (L)
1/05/1991 A016 STATE THEATRE LEASED
2/06/1991 A012 CITY WOULD LOSE MONEY ON ARTS CENTER
2/06/1991 C012 XARCHITECTS PRESENT WSH ESTIMATES
2/17/1991 E016 BOARD REJECTS SPRINKLER APPEAL FOR GRAND STATE
2/26/1991 B062 CITY'S OFFICE SPACE IS SUFFICIENT
3/14/1991 A012 CITY ENTICING BIDS FOR DOWNTOWN OFFICE
3/17/1991 A095 LOCATE ARTS CENTER SOUTH OF HIGH SCHOOL (L)
3/28/1991 C012 FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SETS BUILDING PLANS
3/30/1991 C015 OGDEN ASKED TO RECONSIDER USE OF SCHOOL
5/22/1991 D082 *LEW1S SOUTHGATE WILL BE OFFICE COMPLEX
6/05/1991 AlOl DON'T FORGET ABOUT SAVING OLD SCHOOL CED)
6/10/1991 A086 SAVE CHURCH BUILDING AT lOTH AND SPRING (L)
6/20/1991 B061 PLANNED PROJECTS AT HISTORIC SCHOOL
7/09/1991 A012 BUILDING SEALED OFF TO LOWER FIRE RISK
7/17/1991 A021 ARCHITECT RELEASES COST ESTIMATES FOR MINNEHAHA JAIL
7/19/1991 D053 *0N THE LEWIS MARQUEE
8/01/1991 C014 MEMBERS SPLIT ON SALE OF DOWNTOWN CHURCH
8/02/1991 A102 CENTER SHOULD CELEBRATE US-CANADA FRIENDSHIP (L)
8/08/1991 A015 TO PUSH FOR PERFORMING ARTS AT WHS
8/10/1991 C012 DEVELOPER TO RECEIVE TAX INCENTIVE
8/10/1991 C012 WASHINGTON RENOVATION QUESTIONED
8/25/1991 A012 KLOST CAUSES ARE DEVELOPER'S STOCK IN TRADE
9/08/1991 C014 SUGGESTIONS FOR WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL SITE
9/17/1991 C016 PIERSOL--CALL FOR WHS RENOVATION
9/23/1991 B015 CITY PLANS TO PURCHASE FRONTIER LOT
9/24/1991 A016 REVENUE CAN PAY TO RESTORE SCHOOL--COMMITTEE
9/26/1991 A084 CONVERT WASHINGTON HIGH INTO LOFTY HALL (L)
9/29/1991 AlOl HOLES IN PLAN MUST BE FILLED (ED)
9/29/1991 F012 ^PROPOSED ENTERTAINMENT TAX WOULD FUND CENTERS
10/05/1991 jAO,83 WASHINGTON HIGH PLAN MAKES SENSE FOR CITY (L)
10/21/1991 A08I FACILITIES PLAN NEEDS A BOOST (ED)
10/22/1991 C012 CITY DOESN'T COMMIT TO WASHINGTON PLAN
10/23/1991 A012 OFFICIALS CLOSE MEETING ABOUT WASHINGTON
10/24/1991 A081 CLOSING MEETING WAS A BIG MISTAKE (ED)
10/25/1991 A016 MEETINGS CLOSED TO BUILD CONSENSUS
10/26/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/26/1991 A103 KSCHOOL USE DESERVES CLOSE STUDY
11/06/1991 coil DEBATE CLOSED AGAIN IN WASHINGTON PLAN
11/13/1991 A014 COUNTY FAVORS ARTS CENTER IN WASHINGTON
11/20/1991 C015 TAX NOT LEGAL FOR PROPOSED WHS OFFICES
11/20/1991 C016 WASHINGTON'S LACK OF PARKING SPURS CONCERN
II/26/I99I C015 SCHOOL BRICKS ARE WORK OF ART
11/27/1991 C012 JUDGES DON'T WANT TO LEAVE COURTHOUSE
12/05/1991 coil FRIDAY MEETINGS FOCUS ON WASHINGTON
12/07/1991 C012 CALLS FOR TAX TO RENOVATE WASHINGTON
12/14/1991 A014 KNORTHLANDER LIKELY TO GO CONDO
1/07/1992 A012 DISTRICT TAKING BIDS ON RAZING WHS
1/09/1992 A041 DON'T RAZE WASHINGTON
1/14/1992 A012 TO PUT WHS'S FUTURE TO VOTE
1/14/1992 A081 BOARD WASTE EVIDENT WITH SCHOOL ISSUE (L)
1/16/1992 A082 A WASHINGTON OPTION--RAZE PART OF STRUCTURE (L)
1/18/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/22/1992 C012 *'N0 NEW TAXES' FOR WASHINGTON
1/26/1992 A084 JOLIVETTE'S WASHINGTON PROPOSAL BEST IDEA (L)
1/26/1992 A085 SF SHOULD PUSH TO SAVE WASHINGTON (L)
2/03/1992 BOll ^WASHINGTON HIGH A HISTORY LESSON
2/05/1992-A081 OTHER GOOD SITES EXIST FOR CENTER (ED)
2/14/1992 A016 COMMISSIONERS--CITY SHOULD BUY WASHINGTON
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2/19/1992 A015 PAIR CLOSE TO BUYING STATE THEATER BUILDING
2/19/1992 C016 WAREHOUSE OFFERED AS COUNTY SITE
2/22/1992 A083 VOTERS DIDN'T WANT WASHINGTON REMODELED (L)
2/22/1992 C016 SHOWDOWN LIKELY FOR WASHINGTON
3/01/1992 FG16 WASHINGTON HIGH SHUFFLE
3/02/1992 AQ81 BUILDING-SWAP IDEA NEEDS PUBLIC REVIEW (ED)
3/06/1992 AHA WASHINGTON IS PERFECT FOR AN ARTS CENTER (L)
3/10/1992 C016 SCHOOL BOARD TO CONSIDER WASHINGTON HIGH SWAP
3/11/1992 C012 SCHOOL BOARD OK'S WASHINGTON BUILDING SWAP
3/11/1992 C012 INQUIRY WON'T STOP CONSTRUCTION
3/12/1992 A083 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--TO TRADE WASHINGTON HIGH
3/12/1992 C015 HANSON BUILDING PROSPECTS ARE PROMISING
3/13/1992 A012 WASHINGTON NOT HIGH ON COUNTRY'S LIST
3/13/1992 C013 X3 SITES FOR JAIL EXPANSION UNDER STUDY
3/1A/1992 C012 WASHINGTON PLANS HIT ROADBLOCK
3/15/1992 A095 WASHINGTON BUILDING WOULD BE GOOD JAIL (L)
3/17/1992 A01A CITY COMMITS TO WHS MOVE, SETS CONDITIONS
3/22/1992 A012 *FUTURE OF WHS ADRIFT IN HESITATION
3/25/1992 A01A COUNTY DROPS PLANS TO MOVE INTO WHS
3/25/1992 A101 COUNTY PLAN SMACKS OF EMPIRE-BUILDING (ED)
3/25/1992 A105 WASHINGTON HIGH SWAP HARDLY AN EVEN ONE (L)
3/26/1992 C012 WITH WHS, ONE DECISION AFFECTS ANOTHER
3/27/1992 A083 MAKE WASHINGTON HIGH A UNIVERSITY EXTENSION (L)
3/29/1992 Alll 9€WASHINGT0N HIGH WON'T SERVE COUNTY CONSTITUENTS
A/02/1992 A0A1 ONE MORE SOLUTION FOR WASHINGTON HIGH (L)
A/08/1992 AHA SCHOOL SHOULD HOUSE SCHOOL OFFICES, CITY HALL (L)
A/12/1992 A061 A GOOD WAY TO SAVE CITY SPACE (ED)
A/lA/1992 A081 COUNTY'S COOPERATION ON WASHINGTON NEEDED (L)
A/lA/1992 C011 CITY TO GIVE COUNTY DRAFT OF WHS OFFER
A/r6/1992C012 GROUP OPPOSES WHS SITE FOR ARTS CENTER
A/16/1992 C01A CITY HEARS RESISTANCE TO SALE OF REC CENTER
A/17/1992 B011 ^ENTERTAINMENT LEAGUE MIXES WHS MESSAGE
A/18/1992 C016 WINDOW FALLS OUT OF HISTORIC BUILDING
A/22/1992 A012 OWNER PLANS TO TURN HOTEL INTO APARTMENTS
A/23/1992 A081 CENTER BEST SITE FOR JAIL EXPANSION (ED)
A/26/1992 A103 STOP DESTROYING OUR HISTORIC LANDMARKS (L)
A/28/1992 C012 CITY URGED TO ACT ON WHS PLAN
A/28/1992 C022 GROUP--WHS PLAN NOT DEAD
A/29/1992 A101 OLD WAREHOUSE IS NEXT BEST JAIL SITE (ED)
A/30/1992 A123 *PUBLIC OPINIONS--AN ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
5/01/1992 A081 LEAGUE REITERATES STAND ON WASHINGTON (L)
5/05/1992 A06A LOCAL FINE ARTS GROUPS BACK WHS PROPOSAL (L)
5/05/1992 C012 OWNERS PITCH JAIL SITES TO COUNTY
5/06/1992 C013 COUNTY OK'S COLISEUM DEAL--WITHOUT CONDITIONS
5/08/1992 C012 ALL SAINTS OFFERS GYMNASIUM FOR SALE FOR $1
5/11/1992 A012 ^INDECISION STALLS ARTS CENTER PLAN
5/16/1992 D012 IS WHS CURE FOR SCHOOL CRUNCH
5/17/1992 A012 ^WASHINGTON WILL BE EMPTY
5/17/1992 AHA WHS BEST SITE FOR ENTERTAINMENT CENTER (L)
r>5/19/1992i.A01r5 vNEW WHS PLAN PUT ON TABLE
5/19/1992 'A021 SCIENCE CENTER WOULD BE NEW TO SF
5/20/1992 C016 ^ANOTHER OPTION FOR WHS
5/22/1992 A012 9fFILLING HANSON PIT TO TAKE YEARS, DUNHAM SAYS
5/2A/1992 A081 ARTS PLAN RAISES HOPES, CONCERNS (ED)
5/25/1992 A102 WASHINGTON TOO SMALL FOR AN ARTS CENTER (L)
5/27/1992 A012 ^COUNTY SELECTS ELKS LODGE
5/29/1992 A101 KEEP PARKING LOT IDEA ALIVE AWHILE (ED)
5/29/1992 A101 CITY SHOULD EXAMINE LESS COSTLY PLANS (L)
5/31/1992 A072 OLD WASHINGTON SITE HAS A LOT OF POTENTIAL (L)
6/02/1992 A061 SO LONG, WASHINGTON (ED)
6/05/1992 C01A *A SIGN OF THE TIMES--WASHINGTON HIGH
6/09/1992 A061 VOTERS DESERVE SAY IN PLAN (ED)
6/10/1992 C012 COUNTY OK'S ELKS CLUB DEAL
6/13/1992 C012 HEALTH, WELFARE OFFICIALS MULL SHARED SITE
6/20/1992 C015 WHS ACTIVISTS REQUEST FUNDS
7/01/1992 C026 COUNTY WANTS FIGURES ON BUILDING COSTS
7/0A/1992 A0A3 KARTS, SCIENCE CENTER PERFECT FOR WASHINGTON
7/05/1992 A015 CITY CONSIDERS HISTORIC DESIGNATION
7/05/1992 B012 ^HISTORIC DOWNTOWN CONSIDERED GEM
7/10/1992 C016 ASBESTOS WORK SPURS INDICTMENT
7/13/1992 C012 SPRINKLER FIGHT GOES TO CITY HALL
7/25/1992 B012 COMMISSIONERS MULL SPRINKLER COMPROMISE
8/13/1992 A081 COUNTY SHOULD RESIST URGE TO BUILD OFFICES (ED)
8/29/1992 A016 WHS NOT PART OF THE PICTURE AT CITY HALL
9/10/1992 A012 STATE THEATRE'S OWNERS ENVISION ARTS CENTER
9/25/1992 A012 ^SUPPORT STRONG FOR ARTS CENTER AT WHS, STUDY FINDS
9/28/1992 B012 ALL SAINTS "FIXTURE TO MOVE TODAY
9/29/1992 A012 OLD WHS HAS POTENTIAL BUYER
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BUILDINGS-YA
BULFER BILL
BULLARD BILL
BULLER ALLEN
BULLER BILL
Bullfighter
BULLIS CAROL
BULLOCK HOTEL
BULLOCK SETH
BULMAN ELSINORE
BULOCK STANLEY
BULOW W J
BULOW WILLIAM
BULTENA LANCE
BUMPERS DALE
BUNCE LORALYN
BUNDE TODD
mBUNGE¥ROBERT •
• BUNGEE' JUMPING
BUNKER HARRY
BUNN MIKE
BUNTROCK ALBERT
BUNTROCK DEAN
BUNTROCK E PAUL
BUNTROCK KEVIN
BUOL JOHN
BURBACH BROCK
BURBACH MIKE
BURBANK SD
BURCH FRANK
BURCHILL CECILIA
BURD LEE
BURDICK KEITH
BURDICK QUENTIN
BUREAU OF INDIANS
BURG JIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/30/1992 AOll READERS SPLIT ON SALE OF OLD WHS
10/07/1992 B085 IBM BUILDING SOLD TO LOCAL INVESTORS
10/20/1992 A065 OLD WHS BUILDING BEST SITE FOR ARTS CENTER CD
10/29/1992 A012 DEADWOOD GROUP WANTS HISTORIC BUILDING REBUILT
11/08/1992 E012 ^DOWNTOWN ENTREPRENEURS RESTORING OLD BUILDINGS
11/21/1992 B012 KCITY MAY BOARD UP HOTEL
11/28/1992 B012 COMMISSION TO HEAR PLAN FOR ELDERLY HOUSING
12/08/1992 B012 ARCHITECTS COLLECT SCHOOL DESIGN IDEAS
12/08/1992 B016 HOTEL OWNER PROMISES CLEANUP, SECURITY
12/22/1992 BOIA CITY OK'S $1 FOR WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
12/2A/1992 BOll SCHOOL PARKING LOT IS PART OF $1 DEAL
12/29/1992 B012 CITY GOES BY BOOK ON $1 DEAL
10/22/1986 BO<tlSPEARFISH GROUP PLANS TO RESTORE OLD OPERA HOUSE
9/0*^/1984 C041 STURGIS' HISTORIC FORT MEADE
10/25/1991 C032 XSTAGECOACH STATION SAVED
5/10/1989 A121 CRAWLING AHEAD SLOWLY IN ASBESTOS FIGHT CED)
1/09/1982 A012NATL BANK OF SD GIVES BRANCH BUILDING TO USD
12/13/1982 B031 SPIRIT OF SURVIVAL IN TEKE HOUSE
9/17/1986 B025 LAWYER WANTS INTEREST PAID ON DOME DAMAGES
7/03/1983 EOll KROUND BARN TURNS TRAVELERS' HEADS ON HIGHWAY 81
5/07/1989 C012 KWOONSOCKET TO DECIDE FATE OF CRUMBLING BUILDING
12/09/1987 B021 INSULATION REMOVED MAY HAVE BEEN ASBESTOS
4/19/1992 B014 KSAVING OLD BUILDINGS AT YANKTON CENTER
4/29/1992 C022 GROUP MULLS FUTURE OF YANKTON BUILDINGS
7/30/1992 B025 NATIONAL GROUP BACKS HISTORIC BUILDING PLAN
11/09/1982 C021 5«DAK0TA STATE'S BULFER HONORED BY SDIC
2/24/1986 B022 COWBOY FROM RANCHHOUSE TO STATEHOUSE
5/03/1992 D021 JUSTICES UPHOLD RAPE CONVICTION
3/11/1982 D043 BROOKINGS PORK PRODUCER WINS AWARD
'11^03/1983 A0I2*ACHES, PAINS WORTH IT TO THE BULLFIGHTER
7/18/1986 BOll ^MANAGING PAIN
12/15/1992 B021 TV SEGMENT DRAWS INQUIRIES TO HOTEL
5/01/1988 N073 CSEC BB) 3€MARSHAL GOT HELP FROM POWERFUL PAL
12/25/1990 A012 *FINDS THIS A CHRISTMAS TO REMEMBER
9/26/1989 C016 ADMITTED RAPIST OF 7-YEAR-OLD GIRL GETS PROBATION
4/27/1990 C012 TO REVOKE CONVICTED RAPISTS'S PROBATION
5/15/1990 B016 BULOCK VIOLATES SENTENCE
6/05/1990 A012 CHILD RAPIST BULOCK GETS 30 DAYS
8/14/1991 AlOl RAPE SENTENCES SENDING BAD SIGNAL (ED)
7/16/1989 C041 MARKER HONORS EX-GOVERNOR
5/01/1988 N041 (SEC CO *PENNY-PINCHING GOVERNOR
12/18/1984 B013 36RHODES SCHOLAR
8/01/1990 coil BUMPERS TO STUMP FOR MUENSTER IN AUGUST
8/21/1990 C015 ^BUMPERS STUMPS
8/22/1990 C015 kOIL FIRMS TAKING ADVANTAGE OF CRISIS
8/22/1990 D085 ^SENATORS CALL BRANDON, BROOKINGS BUSINESSES SUCCESS
9/02/1990 A112 BUMPERS GREAT CHOICE FOR WHITE HOUSE (L)
12/02/1991 A083 COSMETOLOGY GOT BUM RAP
4/24/1990 D062 ^FAILED CEREAL MAKES GOOD FODDER FOR ANIMALS
>v3/17/1990-,G021i RESERVATIONS STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL
5/30/1992'A0I25CPLUMMETING COURAGE NEEDED FOR BUNGEE
7/14/1992 C016 STATE WON'T ALLOW BUNGEE JUMPING--MICKELSON
7/16/1992 C021 GETS NOD AT SD STATE FAIR
8/18/1992 B021 BUNGEE JUMPER BREAKS ANKLE IN 3 PLACES
1/27/1984 C014 *BALLOON RIDE ENDS IN TRAGEDY
11/16/1983 D012 *BUNN TRIMS DOWN FOR COMEBACK TRY
6/13/1987 A052 ^CELEBRATION OF 100 YEARS OF BUNTROCKS
2/14/1984 A051 KSD NATIVE HEADS NUKE-WASTE FIRM
4/25/1992 D012 KPHOTOGRAPHER STILL FOCUSES WITH BEST
7/14/1992 C021 RAPID CITY OFFICIAL QUITS TO TAKE GAMBLING JOB
8/01/1992 B031 BUNTROCK WON'T LEAVE RUSHMORE POST
5/18/1987 C012 ADOPTIVE FATHER GAVE GIRL FREEDOM
9/20/1990 A015 KWWII VETERAN HAILED AS FRIEND AND PATRIOT
9/15/1992 C014 ^DISAPPOINTED PUTTER
11/08/1992 C081 ABERDEEN EDITOR TAKES JOB IN ND
4/03/1989 A015 3eBURBANK DOESN'T NEED STUDIOS TO LURE STARS
7/23/1983 A012 ^CELEBRITY HOMECOMING IS BASEBALL'S BENEFIT BASH
4/11/1992 A052 *HOOKED ON GARAGE SALES
9/26/1988 C023 TAKE DIVORCES OUT OF COURT
11/09/1989 A083 *SOUTH DAKOTANS WILL SHOW SUPPORT SUNDAY
4/13/1990 A012 KANTI-ABORTION GROUP TARGETS CLINIC AGAIN
5/15/1983 BOll 5CSYSTEM CHANGE FROM FEDERALLY TO LOCALLY CONTROLLED
3/04/1990 C041 KUPPER MIDWEST RESEARCHERS PIN HOPES ON BURDICK
SEE US BUR OF INDIANS
10/10/1983 C041 BURG TO RUN FOR STATE SENATE IN 1984
1/27/1984 coil TO BAR STATE BOARD MEMBERS FROM LOBBYING
1/29/1984 C014 ^CONCERN GROWS FOR-SOIL EROSION
8/02/1984 C041 WESSINGTON SPRINGS LAWMAKER JOINS AG PANEL
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BURG JIM
BURGER KING
BURGER STEVE
BURGER WARREN
BURGERS NEAL
BURGESS HERB
BURGESS MICHAEL
BURGESS PHILIP
BURGGRAAF SARAH
BURGLARIES-AB
BURGLARIES-AL
BURGLARIES-BA
BURGLARIES-BE
BURGLARIES-BH
BURGLARIES-BR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/26/1985 A0A6 K'NIGHTLINE' HEARS JABS BY JANKLOW
8/2A/1985 coil 3 MORE EVE CONGRESSIONAL SEAT
11/26/1985 BG21 BURN SAYS HE'LL SEEK NOMINATION FOR CONGRESS
1/07/1986 coil 36BURG ENTERS RACE FOR HOUSE
2/22/1986 A081 CAR NOT MUCH OF A LUXURY CD
2/22/1986 coil BURG HIRES MANAGER FOR CONGRESSIONAL RACE
3/10/1986 B012 *3 DEMOCRATS TO FIND DASCHLE'S FORMULA
A/26/1986 C031 LOANS WON'T SOLVE FLOOD PROBLEMS--BURG
5/06/1986 C035 BURG, HERSETH GET MOST SUPPORT
5/10/1986 A102 BURG MISSED TOO MANY VOTES CD
5/13/1986 D021 BURG NAMES PUC MEMBER HEAD OF CAMPAIGN
5/17/1986 AlOA SOLUTIONS ARE WHAT COUNTS CD
5/20/1986 D013 BELL, BURG OPEN UP LEADS IN RACE
5/23/1986 A083 BURG UNFAIRLY CRITICIZED CD
5/28/1986 A085 EFFECTIVENESS IS REAL ISSUE CD
5/29/1986 C013 BURG, JOHNSON DIFFER ON TAX VOTES
6/13/1986 C021 BURG SAYS HE MIGHT SEEK UTILITIES PANEL POST
7/03/1986 coil BURG WANTS TO RUN FOR BOARD
7/20/1986 Alll BURG SET TONE FOR CAMPAIGN
9/03/1986 BOIA KBURG BLASTS PUC
10/01/1986 B012 BURG WANTS PUC TO REGULATE INSURANCE RATES
10/26/1986 A095 BURG'S CREDIBILITY SUFFERED CD
10/27/1986 C015 PUC HOPEFULS RATE PANEL DIFFERENTLY
10/30/1986 A081 PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION--JIM BURG CED)
10/30/1986 C016 BURG BLASTS UTILITY LAWYER CONTRIBUTION
10/10/1987 C0A3 DEMOCRACY NOT SPECTATOR SPORT
10/05/1988 C015 STATE PARTY CHAIRMAN'S JOB
1/06/1989 C016 KBURG BEATS STOFFERAHN TO PUC POST
8/18/1989 coil PUC'S BURG NAMED TO NATIONAL PANEL
11/08/1989 C015 TO EXAMINE JAIL PHONE OVERCHARGES
2/01/1990 coil JIM BURG TO HEAD MUENSTER CAMPAIGN
6/01/1990 C031 PUC CHAIRMAN WANTS STATEWIDE 911
12/22/1990 C033 BURG--NAT10NAL ENERGY POLICY IS OVERDUE
4/13/1991 A083 KSTATE LEGISLATORS ENACTED MANY ENLIGHTENED MEASURES
9/24/1991 C031 PUC CHAIRMAN TO SPEAK AT DEMOCRATS MEETING
1/23/1992 C031 PUC CHAIRMAN SEEKS SECOND TERM
6/25/1992 C016 BURG WORRIES RAISE WILL HURT CHANCES FOR RE-ELECTION
10/01/1992 A051 *PUC RACE CLOSE, BUT UNDECIDEDS ARE PLENTIFUL
10/06/1992 A061 SD INCUMBENTS SAFE (ED)
10/14/1992 AlOl BURG HAS EARNED SECOND PUC TERM (ED)
10/26/1992 B015 UTILITY RACE FOES PARALLEL DANGERFIELD
10/27/1992 B022 *PUC CANDIDATES ENTER FINAL WEEK DEADLOCKED
10/31/1992 BOII PUC RACE PEPPERED WITH ACCUSATIONS
11/04/1992 B014 BURG LEADS MAY IN PUC ELECTION
11/09/1992 B012 56PEOPLE WHO HELP PEOPLE MAKE BURG'S HERO LIST
11/11/1992 BOll BURG MAY ATTEMPT RUN FOR GOVERNOR
11/14/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/16/1992 B015 BURG, MUENSTER, BILLION EYE '94
4/02/1990 A091 BURGER KING CARTOON UNFAIR (L)
.4/28/1991 N171 ^FILLING FAST-FOOD ORDERS
9/11/1991 A015'OFFERS-PAYMENT YOUR WAY
10/22/1992 A012 3CBURGER KING TV AD PAYS OFF FOR TEENS
9/06/1986 A103 ^SAFETY A VICTIM OF DEREGULATION
6/14/1983 B021 BURGER--CONVERT PRISONS TO FACTORIES (ED)
2/23/1987 C023 EX-CHIEF JUSTICE INVITED TO VISIT STATE
10/07/1988 A012 KEX-CHIEF JUSTICE SPURNS POLITICS
7/31/1982 A071 kWALK-IN CHURCH AT SF SHOPPING MALL ATTRACTS
8/06/1983 A053 ^PRACTICAL GIFT MUST BE RECEIVED, OPENED, USED
1/07/1984 A054 XPUT CHRIST ON CENTER STAGE
4/13/1986 coil 36CANTON MAN KEEPS GARDEN GROWING
11/09/1991 coil MAN CHARGED WITH MAKING PHONE THREATS
4/03/1992 coil SF MAN CONVICTED OF RAPE
4/14/1992 coil SF MAN GIVEN 8 YEARS FOR RAPE
11/16/1991 A103 GAMING A BAD ECONOMIC IDEA
7/16/1984 coil 5€SHE PREPARES FOR NATIONAL TROT
1/08/1983 C041 ABERDEEN MEN GET 15 MONTHS
12/30/1984 C041 MAN GIVEN 2 YEARS IN PRISON FOR BURGLARY
1/17/1986 C021 EX-CUSTODIAN SENTENCED FOR BURGLARY, PETTY THEFT
10/30/1987 C021 INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ABERDEEN BURGLARY
4/20/1990 C024 SCHOOL BURGLARY HAS OFFICIALS PUZZLED
9/24/1988 coil EXOTIC DANCER CHARGED IN BURGLARY
8/25/1982 C051 SUSPECTS LINKED TO SEVERAL BURGLARIES-BERESFORD
8/10/1983 C051 BURGLARS GET $1,378 FROM BOX ELDER CITY HALL
7/12/1991 C035 2 BURGLARS SENTENCED IN CONCESSION BURGLARY
2/06/1990 C021 STUDENTS CONVICTED OF BURGLARIES
3/01/1991 C033 3 MEN CHARGED IN BURGLARY, STABBING
'3/27/1991 C031.SDSU STUDENTS PLEAD GUILTY IN BURGLARY
4/11/1991 C021 SF MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BURGLARY
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BURGLARIES-BR
BURGLARIES-CA
BURGLARIES-CO
BURGLARIES-CU
BURGLARIES-DR
BURGLARIES-ED
BURGLARIES-EP
BURGLARIES-FA
BURGLARIES-FL
BURGLARIES-FT
BURGLARIES-GE
BURGLARIES-HA
BURGLARIES-HU
BURGLARIES-IP
BURGLARIES-KE
BURGLARIES-LB
BURGLARIES-MI
Burglaries-mo
BURGLARIES-NB
BURGLARIES-OL
BURGLARIES-PI
BURGLARIES-PR
BURGLARIES-RC
BURGLARIES-RE
BURGLARIES-RO
BURGLARIES-SD
BURGLARIES-SF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/14/1992 C031 3 MEN, JUVENILE HELD IN FIVE BURGLARIES
2/16/1992 FOll BAIL SET FOR 3 MEN CHARGED IN BURGLARIES
2/29/1992 coil 5TH SUSPECT ARRESTED IN STRING OF BURGLARIES
4/02/1992 C031 SENTENCES HANDED TO 3 MEN IN BROOKINGS
5/17/1989 coil CANTON MAN GETS 5 YEARS IN BURGLARY
1/25/1990 C023 COLMAN LUMBER SUPPLY BURGLARIZED
2/01/1990 C023 INVESTIGATION CONTINUES INTO COLMAN BURGLARY
4/27/1990 C023 MAN WHO STOLE GIFTS GETS 8 YEARS IN PRISON
4/12/1986 coil GRAND JURY INDICTS 3 ON BURGLARY CHARGES
5/02/1990 C023 DELL RAPIDS' MR. C'S TARGET OF BURGLARS
2/02/1985 C031 EDGEMONT POLICE LOOK FOR BURGLARY SUSPECT
7/03/1991 C033 MAN, 34, SENTENCED FOR SCHOOL BURGLARY
1/11/1986 C014 RANCHER TAKES AIM, WOUNDS BURGLARY SUSPECTS
8/01/1989 coil 2 SUSPECTS ARRAIGNED ON BURGLARY CHARGES
1/12/1990 coil BURGLARY LANDS MAN 110-YEAR SENTENCE
1/19/1990 C023 FLANDREAU WANT SUSPECT DEPORTED
11/04/1989 C021 THREE FORT THOMPSON MEN ARE SENTENCED
11/24/1990 C032 FORT THOMPSON MAN ENTERS NOT GUILTY PLEA
7/31/1990 C034 3 MINNESOTANS CHARGED IN BURGLARY SPREE
1/11/1990 coil 2 JUVENILES ARRESTED IN HARTFORD BURGLARY
10/30/1985 B035 HURON MAN FACES MORE CHARGES
11/15/1985 C031 HURON MAN ENTERS PLEA TO BURGLARY CHARGE
11/20/1985 B021 2 HURON MEN SENTENCED FOR BURGLARY
9/08/1992 BG31 JANITOR ARRESTED IN THEFT FROM CENTER
12/19/1986 C021 CHARGES FILED AGAINST TWO BURGLARY SUSPECTS
5/06/1982 D031 KEYSTONE TRAMWAY BURGLARIZED
4/I1/I99I C023 LOWER BRULE MAN PLEADS GUILTY
6/26/I99I C03I LOWER BRULE MAN GETS 3 YEARS FOR BURGLARY
.2/05/1983 B031 2 ARRESTED IN MITCHELL BURGLARY
TO/05/1985 C015 BOND SET FOR COUPLE CHARGED WITH BURGLARY
6/14/1990 C035 TWO SENTENCED IN MISSION STORE BURGLARY
1/21/1991 B035 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MAY BURGLARY
3/23/1991 C031 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BURGLARY CHARGE
1/06/1992 coil MONEY STOLEN FROM 2 MITCHELL CHURCHES
12/28/1992 BOll HAMBURGER CRAVING COULD MEAN JAIL
I0/I2/I982 coil BURGLAR STEALS AWAY, LEAVES MONEY-MOBRIDGE
11/07/1986 A016 OFFICER TO BE CHARGED
10/10/1987 C041 OLDHAM MAN CHARGED IN FIRE-RELATED BURGLARY
12/03/1985 B015 SAFE SWIPPED FROM PIERRE CAFE HOLDS $26,000
3/28/1987 C021 4 CHARGED IN PINE RIDGE POST OFFICE THEFT
2/I7/I982 A0I3 *HANSEN-NOBODY'S IMMUNE
4/26/1984 C031 BURGLARS TAKE $18,000 IN GEMS, COINS
11/18/1985 B021 BURGLARIES NET THIEVES $5,700 IN VALUABLES
2/19/1986 B02I ONLOOKER PROVIDES TIP--2 CHARGED IN BURGLARY
1/20/1987 C021 BURGLARY NETS $50,000 WORTH OF ITEMS
1/28/1987 B021 MAN SENTENCED TO 20 YEARS FOR BURGLARIES
7/0I/I990 C033 'HUNGERY BURGLER' LOOTS RC HOME
3/01/1991 C032 MAN ACQUITTED IN BEAD STEALING CASE
4/08/1991 C034 POLICE INVESTIGATE RASH OF BURGLARIES
-9/08/1991 C031 RAPID CITY MAN SENTENCED IN STANDOFF
1713/1992 C03I 4 CHARGED IN BURGLARY OF MOTORCYCLE DEALER
6/29/1992 coil MALL WORKERS BOUND DURING BURGLARY
7/03/1992 coil POLICE CHECK POSSIBLE LINK IN BURGLARIES
8/21/1992 BOll BURGLAR NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR POLICE OVERTIME
4/24/1990 C023 BURGLARY DOESN'T NET MONEY AT RENNER STORE
4/04/1991 C031 ROSEBUD MAN GETS 26 MONTHS IN BURGLARY
4/02/1983 B032 STATE'S BURGLARY LAW UPHELD
6/27/1984 DOll BURGLAR SUES SHOP OWNER
6/28/1984 coil JURY FINDS IN FAVOR OF SHOP OWNER
12/16/1986 C012 2 JAILED AFTER BURGLARY SPREE
1/28/1988 C021 BILL DEFINING BURGLARY MOVES TO SENATE
12/21/1988 C021 SHERIFF CHECKS 3-STATE BURGLARY RING
2/26/1989 C051 HOUSE VOTES TO LOOSEN BURGLARY LAW
3/09/1989 coil THEFT SUSPECT TURNS HIMSELF INTO POLICE
3/31/1989 C012 BURGLARY SUSPECT STABBED TO DEATH
4/17/1989 coil POLICE SEEKING ALLEGED BURGLARS
1/27/1990 C024 POLICE SUSPECT 3 IN DOZENS OF BURGLARIES
2/13/1990 C021 BURGLAR HITS CHESTER FIRMS
9/13/1990 C016 *MAN SOUGHT IN LOTTERY BURGLARIES
I/I4/1991 B036 ROSEBUD MAN DENIES FEDERAL BURGLARY CHARGE
2/09/1991 C031 MAN SOUGHT IN BURGLARIES
2/20/1991 coil BURGLARIES IN 3 TOWNS BEING INVESTIGATED
8/04/1991 C021 2 RAPID CITY MEN' CHARGED IN BREAK-INS
1/04/1982 B014 POLICE ARREST 3 MEN AFTER LAUNDROMAT BURGLARY
2/23/1982 C031 BURGLARY LOSS ESTIMATED AT $950
3/06/1982 BOll MAN ARRESTED FOR BURGLARY
3/09/1982 B051SF MAN-ARRAIGNED FOR BREAK-IN
3/10/1982 C031 SF MAN MISSING $3,000 IN PROPERTY
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BURGLARIES-SF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/18/1982 A014
3/30/1982 B031
3/31/1982 DOAl
6/08/1982 8041
6/17/1982 A012
9/16/1982 C061
9/25/1982 B051
9/30/1982 C031
10/01/1982 C052
12/03/1982 C031
12/16/1982 C012
1/22/1983 B031
1/25/1983 BOAl
2/27/1983 BOAl
3/08/1983 C031
3/09/1983 C035
3/10/1983 C031
3/25/1983 coil
A/07/1983 C012
6/21/1983 BOll
7/26/1983 C035
8/13/1983 BOll
8/26/1983 coil
8/29/1983 BOll
8/30/1983 B031
9/03/1983 B031
10/06/1983 A021
10/11/1983 C035
11/08/1983 BOll
• 127l'8/r983 C0A5
2/01/198A C031
3/20/198A coil
5/11/198A coil
7/12/198A coil
7/26/198A C015
11/01/198A coil
11/17/198A coil
11/21/198A 0031
2/22/1985 C031
2/23/1985 C031
3/01/1985 C036
3/12/1985 B015
A/20/1985 C031
6/08/1985 C031
6/11/1985 C012
6/12/1985 C031
8/17/1985 COIA
10/05/1985 C015
11/05/1985 B012
>11/05/1985-B0L3
11/21/1985 coil'
12/03/1985 B015
12/05/1985 C012
12/20/1985 coil
1/06/1986 C013
1/15/1986 BOll
2/15/1986 C015
2/25/1986 BOll
A/16/1986 B015
5/21/1986 BOll
6/08/1986 coil
6/17/1986 coil
6/25/1986 B035
6/29/1986 coil
7/02/1986 BOll
9/05/1986 coil
10/25/1986 COAl
12/03/1986 BOIA
12/10/1986 BOll
12/31/1986 B021
1/01/1987 BOll
5/16/1987 coil
8/13/1987 coil
8/1A/1987 coil
10/16/1987 C021
12/22/1987 C021
1/09/1988 coil-
2/06/1988 C012
BURGLARS CAPITALIZE ON THE 'B'
2 ARRAIGNED FOR BURGLARY AT WINGLERS
A FIRMS LOSE $7,750 IN WEEKEND BURGLARIES
STEREOS STOLEN FROM SCOTT'S TV
2 SF BARS LOSE $15,A00
2A-VEAR-0LD PLEADS NOT GUILTY
MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY
2 WHO BURGLARIZED PIZZA PARLOR SOUGHT
BURGLARY SUSPECTS LINKED TO 9 CASES
2 MEN INDICTED FOR BURGLARY
BURGLARY REPORT RESULTS IN POT CHARGE
POLICE LOOKING FOR BURGLARY SUSPECTS
POLICE UNABLE TO NAB FLEEING BURGLAR
BURGLARS TAKE GUNS FROM PAWN SHOP
POLICE INVESTIGATE 16 BURGLARIES
19 CITY HOMES BURGLARIZED IN 5 DAYS
BURGLARY LINKED TO 19 OTHERS
2 CHARGED, 2 FREED IN BURGLARY CASE
*$10,000 IN STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED
MAN IS IN COUNTY JAIL ON BURGLARY CHARGE
SUSPECT CHARGED IN TRAIN OFFICE BURGLARY
MAN FACES 8 COUNTS OF BURGLARY, GRAND THEFT
GRAND JURY INDICTS RAPIST, BURGLARS
TEEN STARTLES WOULD-BE BURGLAR IN MOTEL
SF MAN FACES BURGLARY & THEFT CHARGES
POLICE WARN OF CALLS FROM BURGLARS
POLICE STAKE-OUT RESULTS IN ARREST
LOCAL MAN ARRESTED FOR BREAKING INTO HOME
POLICE INVESTIGATE 3 CASES OF STOLEN APPLIANCES
BURGLAR TAKES $A00 FROM JACKRABBIT BUSLINES
SHERIFF INVESTIGATING HOUSE TRAILER BURGLARY
CITY MAN CHARGED WITH DRUG STORE BREAK-IN
SUSPECT IN DOG DEATHS JAILED FOR BURGLARY
MAN FOUND GUILTY OF BURGLARY, GRAND THEFT
CHARGES FOLLOW APPARENT BURGLARY ATTEMPT
SHERIFF HAWKEY'S HOME TARGET OF BURGLARY
CITY MAN ACCUSED OF BURGLARY, GRAND THEFT
SF MAN ACCUSED OF BURGLARY, THEFT
CITY MAN ARRESTED IN BURGLARY OF GAS STATION
MAN GETS PRISON SENTENCE FOR HOUSE BREAK-IN
AREA SCHOOLS REPORT BREAK-INS
2 FACE CHARGES IN CONVENIENCE STORE BREAK-IN
LOCAL MAN CHARGED WITH 3RD-DEGREE BURGLARY
MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY CHARGE
*MAN FACES BURGLARY CHARGE
MAN ARRAIGNED IN CLEANING STORE INCIDENT
POLICE SEEK SUSPECTS IN CONFIDENCE GAME
MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY CHARGES
MAN FREED AFTER COURT HEARING
BURGLARY TERM SUSPENDED
LOCAL MAN FOUND" GUILTY OF BURGLARY
CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BURGLARY, ASSAULT
MAN SENTENCED ON BURGLARY CHARGE
CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY AFTER POLICE STAND-OFF
BURGLARS HIT 3 BUSINESSES ON EAST lOTH STREET
SEARCH FOR SUSPECT AFTER 2 CITY BURGLARIES
AUTHORITIES HOLD CITY MAN ON BURGLARY CHARGE
WEEKEND BURGLARIES LEAD TO CHARGE AGAINST 2
MAN SENTENCED TO 10 YEARS IN PRISON
LOCAL MAN FACES BURGLARY, ASSAULT CHARGES
JUDGE DELAYS 5-YEAR PRISON TERM FOR STUDENT
POLICE ARREST 2 IN BURGER KING BURGLARIES
MAN GETS A-YEAR SENTENCE
SENTENCE INCREASED IN SWAT TEAM INCIDENT
DEPUTY ARRESTS 2 BURGLARY SUSPECTS
CITY POLICE INVESTIGATE RASH OF BURGLARIES
ATTEMPTED-BURGLARY CONVICTION OVERTURNED
BURGLARS AFTER CASH, POLICE SAY
RASH OF BURGLARIES LEADS TO ARREST OF A
CITY MEN CHARGED WITH BURGLARY OF SCHOOLS
2 MEN ARRAIGNED IN SCHOOL CASES
GARAGE BURGLARIES REPORTED IN CITY
ELDERLY COUPLE NAB INTRUDER
MAN CAPTURED BY COUPLE CHARGED
CITIZENS FOIL HOME BURGLARY
POLICE SAY KEYS USED IN BREAK-INS
POLICE INVESTIGATE APARTMENT BURGLARIES
*MAN HELD IN SCHOOL BURGLARIES
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BURGLARIES-SF
BURGLARIES-ST
BURGLARIES-TL
BURGLARIES-VE
BURGLARIES-WA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/07/1988 BG12 A STORES BURGLARIZED AT CLOCKTOWER SQUARE
3/08/1988 AGIA POLICE LINK RECENT BURGLARIES
A/14/1988 CG12 ^STOLEN ITEMS CONFISCATED
6/G3/1988 CGll MINNESOTA JUVENILES ARRESTED IN THEFTS
7/3G/1988 CGll MAN INDICTED IN CASE OF CATHEDRAL ITEMS
8/13/1988 AG12 BROTHERS SUSPECTED IN CRIME RING
8/17/1988 BG16 SEARCH BEGINS FOR THIRD SUSPECT IN BURGLARY RING
8/18/1988 CGll WARRANT ISSUED FOR SUSPECT
8/23/1988 CGll SUSPECT IN BURGLARY PLEADS NOT GUILTY
8/24/1988 BGll SUSPECT IN BURGLARY PLEADS NOT GUILTY
9/13/1988 CG21 SHOTS FIRED IN BURGLARY
9/23/1988 CGll BURGLAR TAKES CASH, TRUCK, TV FROM MAN
lG/18/1988 CGll SUSPECT ARRESTED IN DETECTIVE'S JACKET
lG/18/1988 CGll BURGLARY SUSPECT FACES NEW CHARGES
lG/18/1988 CG12 SHERIFF LINKS SUSPECTS TO BURGLARIES
11/G6/1988 EGII CHEYENNE BODEY WILL FACE JURY
11/15/1988 CG12 ^SURVEYING THE EVIDENCE
12/17/1988 CGll TWO CHURCHES BROKEN INTO
12/3G/1988 CG12 *MAN ARRESTED IN CURCH BURGLARY
12/31/1988 CG12 BURGLARY SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1/04/1989 AG15 TEEN HELD IN BURGLARY
1/12/1989 CGll SUSPECT REFUSES TO ENTER COURTROOM
1/13/1989 CGll CITY MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN BURGLARY
2/G8/1989 CG15 SUSPECT PLEADS GUILTY TO CHURCH BURGLARY
2/1G/1989 CGll MEN ARRESTED IN BURGLARIES
2/14/1989 CG12 LINK SUSPECTED IN §68,GGG BURGLARIES
2/16/1989 CGll K5,GGG OFFERED IN BURGLARY CASES
2/19/1989 CGll MAN CHANGES PLEA UNDER AGREEMENT
2/28/1989 CGll MAN GETS 10 YEARS FOR BURGLARY RING
•5/14/1989 CGll CITY MAN CHARGED IN EMPIRE BURGLARY
5/16/1989 CG35 CHURCH BURGLAR RECEIVES PRISON SENTENCE
5/23/1989 CG12 RING MEMBER RECEIVES 15-YEAR PRISON TERM
7/28/1989 CG12 GRAND JURY INDICTS BURGLARY SUSPECT
7/28/1989 CG14 CRACKDOWN ON BURGLARY LEADS TO NARCOTICS
7/29/1989 CGll PROBE CONTINUES INTO BURGLARY, DRUG RING
1G/G7/1989 CGll MAN, TWO JUVENILES ARRESTED IN BURGLARY
10/26/1989 CG12 MORE BURGLARY RING CHARGES PILE UP
12/28/1989 CGll MAN ARRESTED AFTER HOME IS RANSACKED
1/G1/199G CG12 BURGLARY SUSPECT DESCRIBED AS GRINCH
3/27/1990 CG16 PAIR CHARGED IN RESTAURANT BURGLARY
4/G6/199G CG31 2 CITY MEN CHARGED WITH RAIDING
4/G9/199G CGll LOTTERY BURGLARY SUSPECT ARRESTED
4/14/199G CGll POLICE NAB SUSPECT IN STORE BURGLARY
4/17/199G CG12 CITY MAN GETS 8G-YEAR SENTENCE
4/22/199G CGll 2 CHARGED WITH RAMKOTA BURGLARY
4/25/199G CGll MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN CHRISTMAS BURGLARIES
4/3G/199G CG12 KBURGLARY SUSPECT NABBED IN THE ACT
6/G7/199G A012 TWO SUSPECTED FOR 11 BREAK-INS
7/22/199G DGll CITY MAN ARRESTED IN TRUCK-STOP BURGLARY
1/15/1991 coil SF MAN CHARGED WITH BURGLARY
2/23/1991 CGir 3 CITY MEN ARRESTED ON BURGLARY CHARGES
2/25/1991 BGll POLICE ARREST TEEN IN BREAK-IN CHARGE
2/26/1991 CGll MINNEHAHA BURGLARIES BEING INVESTIGATED
3/19/1991 BGll SF MAN SENTENCED IN BREAK-IN
3/29/1991 CGll MAN GETS 15 YEARS FOR 2 BURGLARIES
4/21/1991 NG93 *STOLEN ITEMS FOUND, BUT VICTIM LOSES PEACE OF MIND
8/G1/1991 CGll SF MAN GETS 17 YEARS IN BURGLARY
10/23/1991 BGll SF MAN ADMITS TO BURGLARIES
10/26/1991 CGll BURGLARY ADDED TO CHARGES AGAINST MAN
1/22/1992 CGll BURGLAR SENTENCED TO 14 YEARS IN PRISON
2/G6/1992 C012 TRAIL OF BLOOD LEADS TO UNCONSCIOUS BURGLAR
2/14/1992 coil MAN FOUND BLEEDING DIDN'T COMMIT BURGLARY
2/17/1992 coil 2 MEN ARRESTED IN BURGLARY CASE
3/2G/1992 CGll TEENS ARRESTED IN BURGLARY ATTEMPT
4/03/1992 coil SF TEEN CONFESSES TO BURGLARY
4/04/1992 coil TWO TEENS CHARGED WITH ARMED BURGLARY
4/08/1992 coil TEEN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY CHARGES
7/01/1992 CG12 *'PSEUDO-SANTA' FINDS CHIMNEY IS NO HOLIDAY
7/G7/1992 CGll PSEUDO-SANTA INDICTED IN BURGLARY
7/08/1992 coil PSEUDO-SANTA PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY
9/22/1992 BOll CHIMNEY BURGLAR GETS 2-YEAR TERM
12/15/1992 BOll SF MAN JAILED FOR BURGLARY
12/19/1992 DOll MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO HOUSE BURGLARY
5/24/1991 C031 STRATFORD BAR BURGLARIZED FOR 3RD TIME
12/15/1990 C035 MCLAUGHLIN MAN ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
7/18/1990 C031 VERMILLION MAN FACES ENTRY, BURGLARY CHARGES
2/25/1984;B031 WATERTOWN BURGLAR RECEIVES G-YEARS
3/08/1990 C021 WATERTOWN POLICE INVESTIGATING BURGLARIES
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BURGLARIES-WA
BURGLARlES-WI
BURGLARIES-YA
BURKARD ANNE
BURKARD DIANA
BURKE CHARLES
BURKE JOHN
BURKE KATIE
BURKE TOM
BURKE WALTER
BURKETT WALTER
BURKEY STANLEY
BURKHALTER AL
BURKHALTER CHAD
BURKHARD DIANA
BURKLAND KARRI
BURLEIGH ATWOOD
BURLINGTON NORTHER
^BURMAN 'DUANt- *-
BURNETT AMY
BURNETT JOHN
BURNETT ROBERT
BURNETTE KALVIN
BURNETTE RAE
BURNETTE VAN
BURNING
BURNS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/28/1990 C023 BURGLARY SUSPECTS HAD PRIOR CONVICTIONS
9/27/1990 COAI WATERTOWN POLICE OFFICER IS CHARGED WITH BURGLARY
11/01/1990 C031 POLICE OFFICER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY
12/20/1990 C03A OFFICER DENIED GUILT IN NEW BURGLARY COUNTS
1/03/1991 C031 JUDGE CONSIDERS MOVING OFFICER'S TRIAL
I/09/199I C036 OFFICER'S REQUEST TO MOVE TRIAL DENIED
6/09/1983 C071 MAN SENTENCED TO A YEARS FOR WINNER BURGLARY
3/30/198A C051 MAN IMPRISONED FOR STEALING CHURCH OFFERING
9/20/I98A C031 SUSPECTS IN STRING OF BURGLARIES ARRESTED
11/07/1982 D021 *GlRLS CLUB DIRECTOR LEFT CLASSROOM FOR BOARDROOM
2/21/1989 BOAS *BURKARD SETS STATE RECORDS
A/16/1989 B012 36SOME STRAIGHT SHOOTERS
5/05/1985 B061 *NEW OUTDOOR COMMISSIONER
1/20/1989 A0I5 LAWYER LOSES LAWSUIT ON UNLUCKY RACE HORSE
12/09/1990 B071 56LOCAL RESIDENT WINS STATE SKIING HONOR
7/30/1990 A055 5CCULTURAL INSIGHT HELPS WORKERS AND EMPLOYERS
3/23/1982 C051 WALTER BURKE, PIERRE BANKER, DEAD
8/09/1991 C016 SUICIDE TRIGGERS UNDERCOVER OPERATION
8/10/1991 coil PROSECUTOR--STEROID CASE COULD GROW
2/01/1982 A061 36PATIENCE, ALL-NIGHT HOURS ARE THE KEYS
A/18/1990 C012 ^LOCKSMITH BURKEY WILL BE REMEMBERED
A/18/1990 C031 XBURKEY DEAD, KNOWN AS 'FRED THE FIXER'
7/11/1987 AlOl CHANGES NEEDED IN JUNIOR HIGH ATHLETIC POLICY
8/0A/1990 A052 ^BODYBUILDERS MIX FEATS, GOSPEL MESSAGE
12/1A/1989 D013 3fM0UNT MARTY STAR SPEND CAREER COLLECTING RECORDS
A/16/1992 C012 KA TAXING DILEMMA
7/16/1989 FOII INDIAN AGENT WAS 1ST CLASS
11/02/1991 con GIVES $7,000 TO CHARITY
5/15/1992 con BURLINGTON NORTHERN AWARDS $8,000 IN GRANTS
'n^lA71982 E021 KCHAMPION OF SMALL-BUSINESS CLIENTS
I/lA/1991 COIA KHURON'S BURNETT NAMED SD MISS BASKETBALL
5/05/1991 N20I ^HURON'S SHINING STAR WILL TAKE SHOW ON ROAD
7/02/1983 BOn LAWYER WHO DEFENDED HELM WILL RESIGN
8/15/1983 C0I3 VICTORY SAVED 8TH AMENDMENT
A/19/198A C031 FORMER TRIBAL PRESIDENT MAY RUN FOR SENATE
3/03/1991 A015 RAPID CITY MAN'S SON INJURED IN SCUD ATTACK
3/09/1991 C035 XSCUD-INJURED SOLDIER RETURNS TO RC
6/0A/1991 C035 INJURED SOLDIER VISITS RAPID CITY BASE
8/20/1990 C012 3€INDIAN SERVICES DIRECTOR DREAMS OF AFRICAN SAFARI
10/22/1992 B066 ^(WORKING WOMEN HONORED
12/04/1992 D012 KNEW GALLERY SPOTLIGHTS ART OF N PLAINS INDIANS
3/16/1990 C023 PAIR TEACHES LAKOTA LANGUAGE THROUGH TAPES
6/02/1990 C033 COLTON TO CONSIDER BANNING BURNING
3/08/1982 B042 DEADWOOD MAN TO LEAVE BURN CENTER SOON
3/29/1982 B042 BURN EXPERT IN SIOUX FALLS APRIL 13, 14
3/30/1982 B051 MAN INJURED IN FIRE RETURNS HOME
4/25/1982 B023 KSHRINERS PROUD OF WORK WITH BURN PATIENTS...
7/17/1982 B03I TIMBER LAKE MAN BURNED IN GAS FIRE
10/12/1982 C031 CHILDREN NEEDING BURN CARE SOUGHT
: 2/05/1983. B035 ,BOY-HURT IN RC BLAZE--GOES TO BURN CENTER
3/27/1983 C042 KMASK'CAN'T HIDE SMILE OF FIRE VICTIM
5/25/1983 con WHITE LAKE MAN BURNED AT PARTY
6/09/1983 con KCHEMICALS ON POOL DECK APPARENTLY BURN CHILD
7/I3/I983 con GIRL DIES FROM INJURIES RECEIVED IN EXPLOSION
9/27/1983 C051 BABY SUFFERS BURNS FROM BLANKET FIRE
10/02/1983 D071 SIOUX VALLEY OFFERS BURN CLINIC
10/05/1983 C012 KBURN PATIENT LEARNED THE HARD WAY
12/18/1983 C045 FUND SET UP TO PAY FOR GIRL'S BURN TREATMENT
5/18/1984 C032 MUSICIAN BURNED WHEN GUITAR HITS MICROPHONE
12/11/1984 C035 PRESHO RANCHER DIES FROM PICKUP FIRE BURNS
2/26/1985 C015 MITCHELL MAN DIES FROM FALL ON STOVE
3/27/1985 A012 BURN UNIT MAKES PAIN EASIER TO BEAR
2/21/1986 C03I BURNED BOY GETS OUT-OF-COURT SETTLEMENT
4/06/1986 A012 BURN VICTIMS LEARN TO LIVE WITH PAIN
4/06/1986 A021 KBURN UNIT ALLOWS VICTIMS TO STAY CLOSE TO HOME
5/02/1986 BOll KARLIE'S ALL-STARS
12/10/1986 B015 BURN VICTIM LISTED IN CRITICAL CONDITION
12/13/1986 con BURNED WOMAN STILL CRITICAL
12/14/1986 EOll WOMAN DIES AFTER CAR FIRE
4/08/1987 C021 MAN DIES OF BURNS SUFFERED IN FIRE ON FARM
7/30/1987 con SPIRIT LAKE MEN BURNED
7/04/1988 C0I2 FIREWORKS REVIVE VICTIM'S PLEA FOR CAUTION
2/05/1990 BOn MAYOR PROMOTES BURN AWARENESS
2/06/1990 A052 NOT ALL BURNS RESULT OF FIRE
2/06/1990 C012 KBURN PREVENTION
5/09/1990 con BRANDON BOY GOING TO CINCINNATI FOR CARE
3/28/1991 A106 BURN VICTIMS^BENEFIT FROM SOFTBALL TOURNEY (L)
4/14/1991 C012 KYANKTON MAN AFTER CLOSE ENCOUNTER WITH FLAMES
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BURNS BOB
BURNS BOB (SDSU)
BURNS BRIAN
BURNS CONRAD
BURNS DAVID S BRIA
BURNS JIM
BURNS KEITH
BURNS RICH
BURNS SUSAN
BURNS TONY & GITA
BURNSIDE GEORGE
BURNSION NICOLE
BURROS
BURSELL,.VAN
BURT JIM ^ r
BURTZLAFF GARY
BURTZLAFF GLORIA
BURUNDI
BURY LAURIE
BURY SONIA
sBUSCHv FOUNDATION.
BUSCH JUDY^ • - -
BUSCH MARTIN
BUSCH MIKE
BUSCH SHARON
BUSEK BRIAN
BUSEMAN EDITH S CL
BUSES-BH
BUSES-BR
BUSES-RC
BUSES-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/26/1991 coil TYNDALL MAN DIES OF BURN COMPLICATIONS
7/03/1992 C012 KMCKENNAN'S NEW BURN UNIT IS SD'S FIRST
I0/0I/I992 B012 XSHRINERS UNIT GIVES VICTIMS RENEWED SPARK
8/09/1983 B012 KBURNS RESIGNS AS O'GORMAN COACH
12/23/1983 coil XHANSEN HAS INSIDE TRACK TO SUCCEED JANKLOW
8/2<i/1984 DOIl BURNS PROMISES FULL HOUSE IN DAKOTA BOWL
3/13/1985 BOl^ 9€BURNS, ANTONEN, SCOTT ELECTED TO HALL OF FAME
9/02/1987 DOlI BOWL DEDICATED TO BURNS
9/12/1987 B013 *BURNS MAKES DAKOTA BOWL SPECIAL EVENT
1/06/1988 D012 XBURNS RESIGNS O'GORMAN POST
6/05/1982 CO<il BROOKINGS SCHOOL BOARD VOTE STILL ON
7/23/1982 D0I2 *ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND THE ATHLETE
7/27/1982 B033 CHURCH-STATE CONFLICT REVIVED, PROF SAYS
9/24/1982 C031 *FORUM FEATURES CHURCH-STATE ISSUES
2/16/1984 C032 *STUDENT ENTERS RACE FOR MAYOR
3/13/1984 BOII BURNS IS FIRST TO FILE PETITIONS FOR MAYOR
4/03/1984 B012 BfCANDIDATE--UNDERSTANDING CANCELS INEXPERIENCE
9/16/1989 coil MONTANA LAWMAKER TO TOUR DROUGHT AREA
4/11/1992 C012 3CBR0THERS WHO DIED 4 DAYS APART
9/22/1986 A014 ^NATIVE GETS ON SOAPBOX FOR CLEANSER
12/31/1989 N072 *'MR CLEAN' AN ARTIST ON MOVE
3/27/1991 C012 DOCTORS--BILL ENDANGERS PATIENTS
5/10/1990 D062 XOFF-SITE STORAGE OFFERS PEACE OF MIND
4/30/1990 A012 NEED TO LEARN A FOREIGN TONGUE
5/20/1985 C021 KA TASTE FOR THE TACO BUSINESS
5/01/1988 N033 (SEC AA) 5fSF MAYOR RAN A SLICK MACHINE
3/17/1990 C0I2 KDEAF TEACHER STILL HEARS HER STUDENTS
4/29/1991 C031 WILD BURROS TO BE PUT UP FOR ADOPTION
12/15/1991 F012 XHUNTER TRIES LUCK AT OLD-TIME TECHNIQUE
H728/1985 N021'*(HEALTH) SPORTSCASTER STARTED AT THE TOP
5/06/1987 D013 *KELO'S BURT MOVES OUT
6/05/1987 DOll BURT WAS PIONEER/ FRIEND
4/24/1991 D015 *BURT NAMED HONORARY REFEREE FOR RELAYS
11/28/1992 B022 WOMAN'S MANSLAUGHTER CONVICTION UPHELD
4/17/1991 C034 WIFE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO INDICTMENT CHARGES
8/20/1991 C031 JURY SELECTION SET IN MURDER TRIAL
8/25/1991 E031 MURDER SUSPECT TO TAKE STAND
8/27/1991 con SOCIAL WORKER TAKES STAND IN BURTZLAFF TRIAL
8/29/1991 C034 VICTIM PORTRAYED AS PEACEFUL
8/30/I99I C032 JURY DELIBERATES BURTZLAFF MURDER VERDICT
8/3I/I99I C014 WOMAN FOUND GUILTY IN HUSBAND'S DEATH
10/23/1991 BOll WHITWOOD WOMAN GIVEN 20 YEARS IN SLAYING
I1/02/I99I C031 MANSLAUGHTER APPEAL ALLEGES ABUSE SYNDROME
II/07/199I C031 BOND CONSIDERED FOR CONVICTED KILLER
11/14/1991 C021 BOND REQUEST DENIED IN MANSLAUGHTER CASE
9/03/1992 B015 LAWYER WANTS NEW TRIAL IN BATTERED-SPOUSE CASE
10/05/1989 A064 MASSACRES WORSE THAN BIAS (L)
5/26/1984 con KWATERTOWN LONG JUMPER BURY AGAIN
11/04/1991 B012 ^ABSOLUTE EQUALITY WITH MEN TOP GOAL
.7/11/1985 C03I CHARITY CHALLENGE HAS $500,000 CATCH
C 6V03/1'987 D0I5 ^PATRIOTS' BUSCH HONORED
3/12/1984 A071 56SETBACKS PLAGUE BACKERS OF STATION
10/24/1984 DOll PUBLIC BROADCASTING EXECUTIVE QUITS
10/26/1984 C014 MEMBERS' TREATMENT LED TO RESIGNATION
12/10/1984 B024 DIRECTOR DID GOOD JOB (L)
5/09/1984 B061 XHURON QUARTERBACK WARMS STATE'S FOOTBALL HEART
8/26/1986 C012 *BUSCH DISAPPOINTED WITH CUT BY FALCONS
10/03/1990 D061 TOY STORE OWNER WINS STATE HONOR
8/25/1985 AlOl REVIEW MISSES THE BEAT (L)
8/26/1985 A061 REVIEW OF CONCERT STUNK (L)
3/02/1992 C032 *BUSEMANS WORK FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
5/08/1991 C035 COMPANY ENDS BUS SERVICE TO BLACK HILLS
3/27/1984 C041 BROOKINGS WILL BEGIN TO SUBSIDIZE BUS SERVICE
1/29/1992 C031 BUS SERVICE TO LINK RAPID CITY, BISMARK
2/04/1982 D042 XBILL CLOSES LOOPHOLE OPENING CHARTER BUS
11/04/1982 C013 XPOST-ELECTION DISPUTE ARISES
1/14/1984 B042 COURT SAYS MEN MAY START BUS SERVICE
7/02/1985 C032 INSURANCE COSTS CUT JACK RABBIT SERVICE
7/03/1985 C025 OWNER--BUSES ON THE ROAD AGAIN
10/24/1985 A013 *BUS LINE SET TO SLAM BRAKES
11/09/1985 C015 JACK RABBIT FILES TO ABANDON BUS ROUTES
1/05/1986 A012 *JACK RABBIT TO DROP 25 TOWNS
1/22/1986 B013 PUBLIC HEARING TO DISCUSS BUS ROUTE REQUEST
2/21/1986 C023 FEW FIGHT BUS LINE ABANDONMENT
2/23/1986 C031 CANDIDATE DEFENDS BACK SEAT IN HEARINGS
3/01/1986 C014 PANEL OK'S BUS LINE CUTS
8/11/1986 A061 BUS SYSTEM PROVIDES A WORTHWHILE SERVICE CD
5/0I/I988 E012 KFEWER TRAVELERS TAKING THE BUS
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7/30/1991 CG31 BISMARK TO RAPID CITY BUS ROUTE CONSIDERED
6/1A/1992 GG12 56JACKRABBIT HOPS ACROSS SD WITH FULL HISTORY
2/12/1982 DGll CITY BUS RIDERSHIP BARELY INCREASED IN 1981
3/G6/1982 BG3I DEMOLITION FOR BUS BARN TO BEGIN
A/G6/1982 BG16 CITY APPROVES SALE OF UNNEEDED MINI-BUSES
A/G8/1982 DGAl 5 CENT BUS RIDES--OFFERED SATURDAY
8/G1/1982 BG3A BUS DRIVER MUST OBEY TRAFFIC LAWS TOO CD
8/G6/1982 CG15 RIDE THE BUS FOR A NICKEL TODAY IN SF
9/G1/1982 BG13 *BUS DRIVER RECALLS YEARS DRIVING IN SF
9/G9/1982 CG31 CITY COMMISSION CUTS TRANSIT BUDGET
12/1G/1982 CG21 NEW TRANSIT FACILITY IS WELL DONE
12/28/1982 CG14 CITY ASSIGNS $9G,GGG TO COVER LATE SUBSIDY
1/G2/1983 EG13 KJACK RABBIT LINES EXPAND BUS ROUTES
1/G7/1983 BG31 '82 TRANSIT RIDERSHIP UP 8 PERCENT OVER '81
1/15/1983 BG21 JACK RABBIT LINES' EXPANSION A KEY STEP (ED)
1/22/1983 A093 THANK YOU BUS DRIVERS CD
2/13/1983 CGll KRIDE FOR A NICKEL
2/22/1983 BG2A BUS SYSTEM NEEDS ROUTE, TIME CHANGES CD
8/G2/1983 BGll CITY CELEBRATES BUS SYSTEM WITH 5-CENT RIDE
8/G2/1983 BG21 CITY BUS ANNIVERSARY CED)
8/GA/1983 AG12 36CITY BUSES GIVE NICKEL RIDES ON ANNIVERSARY
lG/26/1983 CGll THREATENED STRIKE COULD AFFECT BUS SERVICE
11/G8/1983 BGA3 STRIKE CAUSES JACK RABBIT TO CUT SERVICE
11/11/1983 CGll 5CD0WNT0WN SHOPPERS MAY GET FREE RIDE
11/3G/1983 AG22 HANSEN SAYS GREYHOUND MOVE SHOULD IMPROVE
3/1G/198A CGll BUS SERVICE WILL CHANGE SOUTH MINNESOTA
A/17/198A BGAl CITY BUSES GET RECORD NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
5/1G/198A CG13 BUS RIDERS CAN GET SPECIAL DEALS THIS SUMMER
5/27/198A BGA5 JACK RABBIT BUS WORKERS AGREE TO WAGE FREEZE
'12/Gm98A 'CGll CITY TRANSIT OFFERS HOLIDAY SHOPPING ROUTE
12/12/198A DG31 BUS RIDERS CAN PAY FOR FARES WITH FOOD
1/26/1985 CG31 BUS RIDERSHIP RISES
1/27/1985 EGll JACKRABBIT OPENS STATION TO SERVE INDUSTRY
11/G8/1985 CG21 SIOUX FALLS TRANSIT FOOD-FOR-FARE DAY MONDAY
11/12/1985 BG13 *FARE TRADE
11/23/1985 CG13 CITY TRANSIT SYSTEM TO PROPOSE FARE INCREASES
12/23/1985 CGll TRANSIT SYSTEM SHORTENS HOLIDAY EVE HOURS
2/19/1986 BG33 MERCHANTS DON'T WANT TERMINAL IN THEIR LAPS
2/28/1986 AG84 HEATED SHELTER WOULD HELP CD
3/29/1986 CG21 CITY RECEIVES FEDERAL GRANT FOR BUS SERVICE
A/Gl/1986 CGll ADVERTISING DESIGNED TO KEEP BUS FARES LOW
A/lG/1986 CG14 CITY GETS FEDERAL MONEY FOR BUS SYSTEM WORK
5/18/1986 EGll FARGO CO. NOW PLACES ADS ON TAXI CABS
6/G1/1986 CG21 CITY BUSES TO OFFER FREE RIDES FOR NEEDY
8/G6/1986 AlGl GOOD MONEY AFTER BAD FOR BUS SYSTEM CED)
8/13/1986 BGll KRIDERS WANT BUS STATION
8/15/1986 AIGA BUS TERMINAL IDEA IS A JOKE CD
8/16/1986 A1G2 9CBUS SYSTEM ONE OF GOOD THINGS GOING ON
8/17/1986 A1G3 PROVIDES MUCH NEEDED SERVICE CD
/;8/18/L986^AG81^MILLI0NS OF PASSENGERS RIDING 'EMPTY BUSES' CD
8/2^71986 BG15 CITY BUSES"CARRY 11,5GG PASSENGERS
8/31/1986 CG21 HAYWARD NEIGHBORHOOD TO GET TRIAL BUS SERVICE
9/GA/1986 CG26 TRAILWAYS ENDS SERVICE
lG/Gl/1986 BG16 TWO DRIVERS HURT WHEN BUSES BUMP
11/25/1986 CGll PUBLIC MEETING TO WEIGH BUS SERVICE
11/29/1986 CGll CITY BUSES TO OFFER HOLIDAY SCHEDULE
1/G2/1987 CGll CITY BUS ROUTES TO CHANGE TODAY
1/28/1987 BGll CITY BUSES OFFER HALF FARE
3/15/1987 EG16 EMPLOYEES ASKED TO GO FOR A RIDE
5/18/1987 CGll HIGH SCHOOL KIDS GET FARE DEAL
7/21/1987 CGll CONSTRUCTION CAUSES BUS ROUTE TOUR
7/21/1987 CG16 CITIZENS AIR BUS ROUTE CONCERNS
8/26/1987 BG23 ONE-WAY BUS TICKETS
11/23/1987.CGll SPECIAL BUS ROUTE TO AID SHOPPERS
2/2G/1988 CG23 RIDING SIOUX FALLS TRANSIT
5/22/1988 A1A3 BUS SYSTEM AN ASSET FOR CITY CD
7/12/1988 CGll BUS RIDERSHIP HAS FIRST RISE SINCE '8A
9/G2/1988 AG12 XRUMMEL RAMP FINISH DATE PUSHED BACK
9/25/1988 CGll NON-PROFIT GROUPS NEED BUS INSPECTION
11/2A/1988 A123 CITY SURVEY WILL HELP IMPROVE BUS SYSTEM CD
11/26/1988 BG12 ROUTE EVALUATION MAY MEAN CHANGES
12/23/1988 CGll BUS STOP TO HOLD ORIENTATION SESSION
12/28/1988 CG12 KALL ABOARD
12/29/1988 CG12 BUS ROUTE CHANGES CAUSE CONFUSION
2/G4/1989 AG73 TRANSIT GROUP THANKS COMMUNITY SUPPORTERS CD
2/19/1989 AG82 CITY'S NEW BUS STOP NICE CD
2/27/1989-CGll-HEARING SCHEDULED ON CITY TRANSIT PLAN
9/G3/1989 BG12 BUS PROPOSAL INCLUDES MORE MALL TRIPS
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BUSH BARBARA
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BUSH FOUNDATION
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/21/1989 coil BRIDGE WORK ALTERS CITY TRANSIT ROUTE
5/05/1989 coil BUS ROUTE CHANGED TO HELP ZOO SERVICE
5/05/1989 con SIOUX FALLS CHANGES 2 TRANSIT BUS ROUTES
5/07/1989 C0I2 ^TAKING THE ANIMAL EXPRESS
5/I2/I989 A104 DAY HONORS TRANSIT WORKERS (L)
5/16/1989 C012 *A DARING RIDE COMES TO AN END
6/0I/I989 con LEWIS STORES TO SELL TICKETS FOR CITY BUS
6/30/1989 D062 XDAKOTAH COMPETES FOR BUS TOURS
7/15/1989 con BUS RIDES IN CITY COST A NICKEL TODAY
8/11/1989 con ZOO BUS TO OFFER DISCOUNT SATURDAY
9/02/1989 con CITY BUS ROUTES CHANGE NEXT WEEK
12/03/1989 EOII BUS SERVICE ROUTES CHANGE DURING SNOW
12/17/1989 EOII CITY ISSUES 300 FREE BUS PASSES
3/17/1990 con SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS GET LOWER BUS FARES
4/05/1990 C0I2 OFFICIAL DISPUTES CANDIDATE'S INEFFICIENCY CLAIMS
4/07/1990 A083 CITY TRANSIT IS CHEAP ALTERNATIVE TO DRIVING (L)
4/22/1990 con LIBRARY CARD CARRIERS CAN RIDE BUScFOR 10 CENTS
9/04/1990 C012 COMMISSION LIKELY TO DROP BUS RATES
9/08/1990 A083 ^GREATER USE OF CITY PUBLIC TRANSIT
10/15/1990 BOll POPINGO HALTS SALE OF TRANSIT PASSES
1/01/1991 con BUS ROUTES CHANGE WITH NEW YEAR
2/20/1991 con PAINTED ZOO BUS WINS TRANSIT AWARD
3/31/1991 C012 CITY'S BUS FUND RUNS TOWARD EMPTY
4/08/1991 A081 DON'T COUNT ON STATE TO RESCUE BUSES CED)
7/17/1991 C014 FREE BUS PASSES AID THE HOMELESS
10/10/1991 con SF TRANSIT CHANGES ROUTE 5
10/22/1991 A016 PROPOSAL REVISES NIGHTTIME BUS CUTS
10/24/1991 con PARATRANSIT RIDERS WIN BUS COMPROMISE
11/30/1991 con SCHOOL BUS INC TAKES OVER ROUTE
"12/28/1991 C015 BUS SYSTEM MAY ALTER ITS PASSENGER POLICY
2/03/1992 A061 BUS SYSTEM SHOULD KEEP UP FISCAL GUARD (ED)
3/20/1992 A012 NEW FUEL PROCESSED FROM VEGETABLE OIL
4/11/1992 A016 REDUCED FARES FOR WHS BLOCKED BY CITY
4/14/1992 C015 DISTRICT TO FUND LOW-INCOME FARES
4/I5/I992 AlOI SCHOOL SHOULD PAY STUDENT BUSING TAB (ED)
4/2I/I992 C0I2 *MORE LOCAL COMMUTERS GO BY BUS
6/10/1992 con NEW FUEL WORKS IN CITY'S BUSES
7/24/1992 BOll CITY BUS-ROUTE MAPS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
n/21/1992 AIOI DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/29/1992 BOll NO BUSES TO RUN ON NEW YEAR'S DAY
1/25/1982 B021 SUMMIT HOPES FOR NEW BUS PLAN (L)
3/02/1990 A012 STRIKE WOULD CUT BACK 2 ROUTES
3/03/1990 A012 STRIKE STRANDS TRAVELERS
3/04/1990 A012 GREYHOUND STRIKE TURNS DEADLY
3/07/1990 C012 GREYHOUND STRIKE CONFUSES BUS RIDERS
2/24/1990 C021 WEST INDIAN ATHLETES LEARN FROM SDSU TEAM
10/04/1988 A013 3€BUSH'S WIFE PLANS SF VISIT
10/05/1988 con BUSH'S WIFE VISITS SIOUX FALLS TODAY
10/06/1988 D012 KBLENDS CAMPAIGN STOP WITH CAUSE
10/06/1988 D013 KBUSH SAYS STYLE MATRONLY, NOT FLASHY
= 6/19/1990'A061 COUNTRY NEEDS VALUES SPELLED OUT BY BUSH (L)
8/15/1992 A012 KFIRST LADY HITS NERVE
9/04/1992 A105 FIRST LADY EPITOMIZES GOP'S MIXED MESSAGE (L)
5/21/1987 C012 ^RECORD NUMBER OF BUSH FELLOWSHIPS
3/23/1982 A084 RECIEVES BUSH FELLOWSHIP
3/24/1982 D063 ^RECEIVES BUSH FELLOWSHIP
5/19/1982 D055 DENNIS GASPAR--AWARDED A BUSH LEADERSHIP FELLOWSHIP
3/30/1983 B051 XBROOKINGS WOMAN GETS BUSH AWARD
7/05/1983 con BUSH FOUNDATION AWARDS $650,000 IN GRANTS
11/14/1983 A095 BUSH FOUNDATION AWARDS GRANTS
11/22/1983 C035 FOUNDATION GIVES $60,500 TO CHILDREN'S AID
3/I4/I984 DOIl *HALLEEN WINS EDUCATIONAL FELLOWSHIP
5/23/1984 C135 PASTOR GETS SUMMER FELLOWSHIP
3/20/1985 C092 BUSH FOUNDATION LISTS FELLOWSHIPS
7/23/1987 con GRANT TO HELP HEALTH NETWORK
9/10/1987 A091 BUSH ARTIST FELLOWSHIPS EXPLAINED
4/20/1988 C091 CHOREOGRAPHER RECEIVES BUSH FELLOWSHIP
10/26/1989 con PROGRAMS TO GET FOUNDATION MONEY
5/09/1990 B093 BUSH FELLOWS
2/25/1992 con COLLEGES, AGENCIES GET BUSH GRANTS
6/10/1992 C021 THREE ARE AWARDED FELLOWSHIP AWARDS
10/30/1992 BOll GROUPS, SCHOOLS GET $850,000 IN GRANTS
3/10/1982 C031 BUSH TO ADDRESS PRESS GROUP IN APRIL
4/08/1982 D04I VICE PRESIDENT BUSH TO SPEAK HERE
4/I6/I982 C021 A SD EARFUL FOR VICE PRESIDENT BUSH (ED)
4/16/1982 C032 VICE PRESIDENT TO BE IN ABERDEEN
4/16/1982 C051 PUBLIC WON'T SEE MUCH OF BUSH
4/I7/I982 A0I2 *WE WANT ARM CUTS, BUSH SAYS
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4/18/1982 A012
4/27/1982 B021
10/12/1984 C021
6/22/1986 A012
7/11/1986 AG12
7/11/1986 coil
7/18/1986 A083
2/24/1987 C022
4/28/1987 C021
6/02/1987 C012
6/04/1987 C021
6/08/1987 coil
6/09/1987 A012
6/14/1987 A091
7/21/1987 C012
7/23/1987 coil
7/29/1987 B012
8/01/1987 A012
8/02/1987 C013
8/16/1987 C036
9/13/1987 A091
10/03/1987 C021
10/04/1987 EOll
10/16/1987 A081
10/16/1987 C012
10/31/1987 C021
11/10/1987 C053
11/16/1987 C015
11/19/1987 coil
^ ' 11/2071987 A012
11/26/1987 C021
12/03/1987 C025
12/04/1987 C021
12/09/1987 B012
12/13/1987 C012
1/17/1988 A084
1/20/1988 BOll
1/27/1988 A014
1/28/1988 A015
1/28/1988 A121
1/29/1988 coil
2/04/1988 coil
2/05/1988 A083
2/05/1988 A084
2/06/1988 A016
2/07/1988 A103
2/08/1988 A081
2/10/1988 A082
2/12/1988 A083
, i. .2/18/.1988 A103
"2/20/1988 AO12
2/20/1988 A104
2/21/1988 A084
2/21/1988 C012
2/28/1988 Alll
3/08/1988 A021
3/13/1988 A083
4/25/1988 C016
5/23/1988 C021
6/26/1988 E012
7/28/1988 AlOl
8/14/1988 AlOl
8/15/1988 A012
8/31/1988 A083
8/31/1988 B016
9/02/1988 A085
9/10/1988 A081
9/10/1988 C016
9/11/1988 Alll
9/29/1988 A062
10/07/1988 A081
10/07/1988 A084
10/14/1988 A016
10/14/1988 AlOl
10/21/1988 C015
10/22/1988 C016
10/23/1988 A012
10/25/1988 AlOl
36BUSH--RECESS10N WILL GO BY SUMMER
BUSH REAFFIRMS US RESOLVE IN SOUTH KOREA (ED)
REAGAN OWES BUSH THANKS CED)
KBUSH TO VISIT ON BEHALF OF ABDNOR
KBUSH SALUTES ABDNOR
KBUSH'S TIGHT SECURITY IS NO SECRET
BUSH STORY IGNORED UNIFORMED WOMEN CD
KMICKELSON PUTS OFF BUSH REQUEST
BUSH TO VISIT AGRICULTURE MEETING
*BUSH TO VISIT CITY, RAPID CITY
VICE PRESIDENT BUSH TO SPEAK IN CITY
BUSH TO STUMP TODAY IN CITY
3€FARM PROGRAM PRAISED DURING VISIT
3fBUSH SHOWS CLASS HANDLING HOSTILE . . .
BUSH COMING TO CANTON
LOCATION SET FOR BUSH VISIT
*CANTON EXCITED ABOUT A BUSH IN HAND
KBUSH VISITS CANTON
JANKLOW, MILLER TO LEAD STATE COMMITTEE
BUSH TARGETS STATE, SON SAYS
DOLE-BUSH CONFRONTATION AS TOP SD RACE
5CBUSH WILL RETURN TO STATE
KURALT, BUSH TO SPEAK
BUSH WRONG ON TAX INCREASE (ED)
KBUSH--1'M NOT A WIMP
BUSH TO VISIT PARKER, ROCK RAPIDS NOVEMBER 17
BUSH PLAYS UP IN ABERDEEN VISIT
*DOLE, BUSH SCRAMBLE FOR UNDECIDED
BUSH TO VISIT PARKER TODAY
XFOLKSY APPROACH IMPRESSES PARKER VOTERS
BUSH TO MAKE CAMPAIGN SWING IN BLACK HILLS
BUSH URGES SUPPORT FOR INF TREATY
XBUSH DEFENDS REAGANOMICS
XBUSH BEGINS AD CAMPAIGN IN SD
BUSH RAISED STAKES IN SD
BUSH WILL DEFEAT DUKAKIS (L)
BUSH TO VISIT PIERRE JANUARY 27
KCITY ANCHORS DEFEND NEWSMAN
*BUSH CREDITS '85 FARM BILL FOR RECOVERY
ISSUE IN BUSH, RATHER SPAT (ED)
PEOPLE STICK UP FOR VICE PRESIDENT
BUSH TO STOP IN FOUR SD CITIES
BUSH CIRCUMVENTS THE LAW (L)
BUSH DIDN'T ANSWER RATHER (L)
BUSH MUM ON ADVICE TO REAGAN
BUSH FURTHERED WIMP IMAGE (L)
BUSH'S ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS (L)
RATHER, BUSH BOTH RUDE (L)
KBUSH FAVORS FLEXIBLE FREEZE
BUSH. MET LAWMAKERS IN '85 (L)
*BUSH MAY CONCEDE SD PRIMARY
BUSH IGNORED FARMERS (L)
BUSH SHOULD TELL THE TRUTH (L)
CRITICIZES BUSH FOR IGNORING SD
DID BUSH QUIT TO MINIMIZE IMPACT
SD LOSS IS HISTORY
BUSH, DUKAKIS EARN SUPER TUESDAY WINS
DELEGATES SAY BUSH IS THE MAN NOW
GOP LEADER--WOMEN BACK BUSH
DOLE URGES STATE TO SUPPORT BUSH
sePUBLIC OPINIONS ON GEORGE BUSH
KBUSH HAS OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE UP GROUND (ED)
DELEGATES REMEMBER FAVORED DOLE
BUSH SEXINESS NOT IMPORTANT (L)
DUKAKIS OPENS CITY OFFICE
BUSH IS PRO-LIFE SUPPORTER (L)
BUSH WINS DEBATE OVER DEBATES (ED)
3fBUSH JOINS PINK SLIP MAILING LIST
BUSH BOLTED IN FACE OF DEFEAT
SAVE FARMS, EXPORT BUSH (L)
PEACE IS FRAGILE (L)
REJECT SCRIPT-READING LEADER (L)
PANELISTS STAND BY THEIR MEN
5fBUSH PROTECTS LEAD WITH DEBATE (ED)
CAMPAIGN CONFIRMS BUSH WILL VISIT STATE
POLL GIVES BUSH LEAD IN MIDWEST
BUSH, SON TO CAMPAIGN IN SD
VISITING LAND OF IGNORED ISSUES (ED)
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/27/1988 A012 BUSH WOOS SD VOTERS
10/27/1988 A021 SOUTH DAKOTANS PRAISE SPEECH
10/28/1988 A082 BUSH CAMPAIGN HYPOCRITICAL (L)
10/30/1988 A012 CITY POLICE WORK OVERTIME TO PROTECT VISITORS
11/01/1988 BOll BUSH LEADS DUKAKIS IN COLLEGE SURVEY
11/02/1988 AlOl DUKAKIS BETTER SUITED TO LEAD UNITED STATES (ED)
11/05/1988 AlOA BUSH'S TRACK RECORD IS POOR CD
11/07/1988 A063 BUSH CAMPAIGNS LIKE BULLY (L)
11/09/1988 AlOl XBUSH'S FIRST CHALLENGE (ED)
11/10/1988 A121 *PUBL1C OPINIONS ON PRESIDENT-ELECT BUSH
11/11/1988 D076 36BANKER--BUSH GOOD FOR NATION
11/12/1988 C012 OFFICIALS AWAIT WORD ON GOVERNMENT POSTS
11/26/1988 B031 BUSH TO INCLUDE MIDWEST IN ADMINISTRATION
12/02/1988 AlOl QUAYLE ASIDE, BUSH BUILDING GOOD TEAM (ED)
12/2A/1988 A081 A LOW B FOR KEY APPOINTMENTS
12/29/1988 A061 XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE
12/31/1988 A061 BUSH SHOULD ESTABLISH CLEAR AGENDA (ED)
1/19/1989 A081 PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--WHAT ADVICE DO YOU OFFER
1/21/1989 A012 36SPEECH DRAWS BIPARTISAN PRAISE
1/22/1989 A131 *BUSH LEFT ENDEARING IMPRESSION AT DINNER
2/23/1989 A081 sepUBLlC OPINIONS ON PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH
3/19/1989 AlOl BUSH'S FRESH START FADING INTO INACTION (ED)
A/17/1989 A081 EDUCATION ACCOLADES LIKELY TO ESCAPE BUSH
A/27/1989 AlOl *PUBL1C OPINIONS ON BUSH'S lOOTH DAY
A/28/1989 AlOl NEW PRESIDENCY OFF TO IMPRESSIVE START (ED)
8/16/1989 A081 BUSH TO TACKLE BIG ISSUES (ED)
8/19/1989 A015 *SD TRIP PLANNED FOR BUSH
8/25/1989 AOll BUSH TO VISIT STATE SEPTEMBER 18
9/09/1989 C012 BUSH TO MEET WITH STUDENTS
'9/12/1989 A012 FREE BUSH TICKETS AVAILABLE TODAY
9/13/1989 A016 BUSH TICKETS GOBBLED UP IN A HURRY
9/1A/1989 C015 WASHINGTON CHOIR TO SING FOR BUSH
9/15/1989 A012 12 STUDENTS HAVE WRITE STUFF FOR BUSH
9/16/1989 AOIA XMOST PLANS SET FOR BUSH VISIT
9/17/1989 AOll 1,200 MORE CAN SEE BUSH SPEAK
9/17/1989 A121 LETTER TO PRESIDENT (ED)
9/18/1989 A012 *PRES1DENT 'HOT TICKET' TODAY
9/18/1989 A015 BUSH PLAN MAY NOT BE BEST CHOICE
9/19/1989 A012 *BUSH--'1T IS PLANTING TIME'
9/19/1989 A021 BUSH OR NOT BUSH, CITY LIFE GOES ON
9/19/1989 AlOl VISIT NICE, THOUGH NOT SPECTACULAR (ED)
9/19/1989 A103 WE MUST PLANT TREES TO REJUVENATE AIR
9/19/1989 A121 ^PRESIDENT HAS SD CROWD IN AWE
9/19/1989 COIA *12 WINNING ESSAYS SAY PLENTY
9/24/1989 AlOl BUSH LEADS CHEERS FOR SCHOOLS (ED)
9/24/1989 AlOl AUDIENCE LIKED BUSH, LOVED MICKELSON
9/26/1989 A081 THERE IS A GAP BETWEEN BUSH RHETORIC, REALITY (L)
9/26/1989 A082 SEATS FOR BUSH TALK BAD (L)
9/27/1989 A014 SHORT BUSH VISIT COSTS $3,355
10/04/1989 A102 BUSH VISIT AN HONOR (L)
TO/rO/1989 M81 STRONG ON STYLE, WEAK ON SUBSTANCE (ED)
10/15/1989 A134 BUSH NOT SAYING ANYTHING (L)
10/16/1989 A081 BUSH TARNISHES IMAGE OF AMBASSADORSHIPS (ED)
11/29/1989 A121 BUSH ACTION DIRTIES REPUBLIC, FLAG RESPECT (L)
1/01/1990 A141 SOME VOWS LEADERS SHOULD MAKE (ED)
1/25/1990 A081 *PUBL1C 0P1N10NS--PRES1DENT BUSH
1/28/1990 A081 BUSH HAS YET TO SHOW LEADERSHIP (ED)
4/06/1990 A082 BROCCOLI OVERPLAYED (L)
5/01/1990 A073 BUSH PLAYS WIMP PERFECTLY (L)
5/04/1990 AlOl BUSH ON WRONG SIDE (L)
7/04/1990 A081 OVERRIDE VETO OF FAMILY LEAVE BILL (ED)
9/04/1990 A104 BUSH SHOULD PRACTICE WHAT HE PREACHES (L)
9/05/1990 A091 BUSH SETTING POOR EXAMPLE (L)
11/15/1990 AlOl ANKLE-DEEP IN THE 'BIG SANDY' (ED)
1/02/1991 A081 BUSH LOOKING LIKE ONE-TERM PRESIDENT (ED)
1/05/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/19/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/30/1991 A012 S DAKOTANS WONDER ABOUT DOMESTIC GOALS
1/31/1991 A081 BUSH MUST TAKE REALISTIC STANCE (ED)
3/05/1991 A081 HOME FRONT NEEDS LEADERSHIP (ED)
3/08/1991 A014 DEMOCRATS INVITE BUSH TO RUSHMORE
4/30/1991 A081 BUSH SCHOOL PLAN LOW ON SUBSTANCE (ED)
5/08/1991 AlOl NEW ISSUES PUT PRESSURE ON BUSH (ED)
6/05/1991 C012 *CAN'T ATTEND RUSHMORE EVENT
6/11/1991 C012 *BUSH STILL MAY ATTEND RUSHMORE GALA
7/01/1991 A081 BUSH HAS CHANCE TO LOOK TO FUTURE (ED)
7/03/1991 A012 *BUSHIS VISIT WILL BE BUSY
7/04/1991 A016 *BUSH LAUDS MEMORIAL TO AMERICA
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BUSH GEORGE
BUSH JEFF
BUSH JERRY
BUSH JOHN
BUSH KAREN
BUSH NEIL
BUSH TUG
BUSHEE WARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/10/1991 coil
11/15/1991 Alll
12/29/1991 A061
1/08/1992 C035
1/29/1992 AOIA
2/2A/1992 AlOl
2/26/1992 A012
2/26/1992 A035
2/26/1992 D063
2/27/1992 A103
2/27/1992 C04A
3/06/1992 A112
3/23/1992 A084
3/26/1992 AlOl
4/28/1992 A073
8/12/1992 A103
8/15/1992 A084
8/17/1992 A081
8/20/1992 A081
8/20/1992 A083
8/24/1992 A092
9/01/1992 A012
9/02/1992 A012
9/02/1992 AlOl
9/03/1992 AOll
9/03/1992 A013
9/03/1992 A031
9/03/1992 A031
9/04/1992 AlOl
v: 9/047^^
9/04/1992 A103
9/06/1992 A091
9/11/1992 AlOl
9/11/1992 A104
9/21/1992 A061
9/27/1992 A116
9/30/1992 AlOl
9/30/1992 A103
9/30/1992 A104
10/02/1992 AlOl
10/03/1992 A083
10/04/1992 AlOl
10/04/1992 A116
10/17/1992 A083
10/19/1992 A091
10/19/1992 A093
10/19/1992 A095
10/21/1992 A103
10/21/1992 A104
:i0/22/1992rA081?
10/23/1992 A012
10/26/1992 AOll
10/26/1992 A031
10/26/1992 A096
10/27/1992 A064
12/27/1992 A081
7/25/1983 A012
6/16/1992 A012
11/17/1992 BOll
7/24/1983 C051
3/19/1992 C012
10/25/1988 C016
11/04/1988 coil
7/17/1990 A081
11/27/1983 B071
10/21/1986 C012
9/06/1987 A091
10/25/1987 A103
4/10/1988 A091
11/13/1988 Alll
11/20/1988 A103
1/15/1989 A131
1/29/1989 A081
2/05/1989 A083
2/10/1989 B055
3/05/1989 A091
3/12/1989 A091
3/19/1989 Alll
RC MAN WHO THREATENED BUSH RELEASED
BUSH'S POINTS OF LIGHT FACE CERTAIN EXTINCTION (L)
BUSH MUST FACE LONG-TERM WOES (ED)
BUCHANAN IS TOO CONSERVATIVE TO WIN
KBUSH OFFERS ECONOMY FIX
PRESIDENT DESERVES VOTE OF CONFIDENCE (ED)
REPUBLICANS SHOW DISSATISFACTION
PRESIDENT'S SHOWING LACKLUSTER
3€BUSH-WHACKER PADDLE SOLD BY MADISON MAN
3fPUBLIC OPINIONS--PRESIDENT BUSH
SD VOTE SHOWS BUSH WEAK--BUCHANAN
BUSH SHOULD READ ROOSEVELT'S LIPS (L)
DECENCY GROUP WON'T ENDORSE GEORGE BUSH (L)
BUSH SHARES BLAME FOR SPENDING MESS (ED)
BUSH HAS PROVEN HE'S NOT PRO-ENVIRONMENT (L)
AVERAGE AMERICAN CAN'T SUPPORT BUSH (L)
BUSH NOT TO BLAME FOR DEFLATED ECONOMY (L)
BUSH SHOULD RETURN TO MIDDLE GROUND (ED)
BUSH SHOULD PUSH IDEAS, NOT THEMES (ED)
3CPUBLIC OPINIONS--PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH
LETTER OF 4 YEARS AGO RINGS TRUE YET TODAY (L)
BUSH PLANS SIOUX FALLS STOP
XBUSH RALLY GOES RURAL
BUSH WELCOME IN RURAL AMERICA (ED)
5CBUSH PLEDGES AID TO FARMERS
^PRESIDENTIAL 'GRANDPA' AUTOGRAPHS WELL
5CVISIT TOUCHES SOME, KEEPS OTHERS AT DISTANCE
KURD GIVES BUSH MESSAGE
BUSH'S FARM STOP MORE SHOW THAN GO (ED)
BUSH CONVENTION SPEECH FULL OF LIES (L)
WHAT BUSH DIDN'T SAY WAS INTERESTING (L)
PRESIDENT BUSH AIDS RICH AND POWERFUL (L)
BUSH HAS EDGE ON TRADE ISSUE (ED)
BUSH VISIT WASN'T AN INVITE-ONLY AFFAIR (L)
'NO TAX' PLEDGES A TRAP--ASK BUSH (ED)
BUSH DOESN'T KEEP PROMISES (L)
BUSH, DASCHLE CHEATING VOTERS (ED)
BUSH AN EXCELLENT COMMANDER IN CHIEF (L)
BUSH OWES EXPLANATION ON DEBATES, TAXES (L)
BUSH FLOPS WAY INTO DANGER ZONE (ED)
NEWS STORY IS EXAMPLE OF SLOPPY REPORTING (L)
IRAN-CONTRA ISSUE REMAINS TROUBLING (ED)
CANDIDATES SHOULD TALK ABOUT ISSUES (L)
BUSH IS THE MAN FOR VETERANS (L)
COUNTRY NEEDS TO RE-ELECT BUSH (L)
BUSH COMPROMISED ON TAXES FOR REASON (L)
NEEDS TO INVEST IN OUR OWN COUNTRY (L)
BUSH IS SINCERE LEADER AND GREAT AMERICAN (L)
COUNTRY CAN'T AFFORD 4 MORE YEARS OF BUSH (L)
DESPERATE BUSH SLIGHTS SMALL STATES (ED)
BUSH RETURNING TO RECLAIM SD
3€BUSH RALLIES SF
BUSH VISIT HELPS VOTERS DECIDE
ELDERLY'S PROGRAMS FACED BUSH BUDGET AX (L)
A VOTE FOR CLEAR THINKING (L)
PARDONS TARNISH BUSH, ROCK FAITH (ED)
^CHAMPION TRAPSHOOTER HEALS TRAGEDY WITH OPTIMISM
XARREST ENDS 9-YEAR FLIGHT
PRISONER ADMITS TO 9 YEAR ESCAPE
BUSH MAKES SWITCH TO STEEL SHOT
^INQUISITIVE KIDS
KNEIL BUSH PREDICTS FATHER WILL WIN SD
BUSH'S SON TO GO DOOR TO DOOR IN CITY
NEIL BUSH SHOULD INVITE INVESTIGATION (ED)
*BUSH'S OFFER--PAY TO SHOOT
NEWSMAN AS 'ARGUS' MANAGING EDITOR
*GIVING READERS WHAT THEY WANT
HISTORY, TV, EXPERTS HELP 'ARGUS'
HAVE-NOT AREAS HARDEST HIT BY CUT
UPDATING ELECTION TABULATION SYSTEM
TRAGEDY CHANGED WAY NEWS IS TOLD
TV PERSONALITIES FAIR GAME
NEWS EMBARGOES WORK WHEN BOTH SIDES...
COLLEGE PROGRAM OFFERS AREA BETTER FUTURE
KHE REACHES 40 GOING OVER THE HILL
COLUMN FOR VOICE OF, BY, FOR THE READERS
TELL US WHATfYOU WOULD LIKE ADDED
READERS TELL US HOW WE CAN IMPROVE
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BUSHEE WARD
BUSHNELL SD
BUSINESS ARCHIVES
BUSINESS AVIATION
BUSINESS DAY
BUSINESS WOMEN
BUSINESS-AB
BUSINESS-BE
BUSINESS-BO
BUSINESS-BR
BUSINESS-CA
BUSINESS-CL
BUSINESS-DE
BUSINESS-DR
BUSINESS-EP
BUSINESS-FL
BUSINESS-FP
BUSINESS-GA
BUSINESS-HU
BUSINESS-LE
BUSINESS-MA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/02/1989 Alll PUBLIC SERVICE RESPONSIBILITY CARRIES RISK
4/06/1989 A1G2 'ARGUS* BASHES REPUBLICANS (L)
4/09/1989 Alll PUBLIC HAS RIGHT TO EXPECT OPEN MEETINGS
4/16/1989 A121 TEEN TRAGEDY COVERAGE IN 'ARGUS*
4/30/1989 A151 *IF LETTER WRITER'S NAME SAME AS YOURS
5/07/1989 A123 KEG PARTY FEATURE DIDN'T PASS JUDGEMENT
5/14/1989 A143 BUSINESS COVERAGE TO BE BIGGER
5/21/1989 A143 END TIME SERIES THAT STARTS TODAY AN EXAMPLE
6/18/1989 A131 'FRONT PAGE' JOURNALISM SWAYED EDITING
6/25/1989 A121 GOOD HEADLINES TURN SCANNERS INTO READERS
7/16/1989 A131 OUTCRY OVER THAT PHOTO SURPRISED EDITORS
8/06/1989 A091 CAL THOMAS JOINS 'ARGUS' EDITORIAL
8/20/1989 A131 HEALTH RECORDS ENABLE 'ARGUS' TO DO SERIES
9/03/1989 A091 AUGUST WAS PAPER'S MOST ERROR-PRONE MONTH
9/24/1989 Alll ^COVERAGE HELPED READERS RELATE TO CRASH
10/15/1989 A131 NEW SCANNER BRINGS BETTER REPRODUCTION
10/29/1989 Alll THURSDAY'S 'ARGUS' TO BE REPLICA OF 1889
12/10/1989 A091 SUNDAY HOLIDAY AD INSERTS STYMIE...
1/28/1990 A093 ANTI-ABORTION OR PRO-CHOICE
2/25/1990 A103 OBITUARIES PROVIDE BOX SCORE OF LIFE
3/04/1990 A083 MINORITY PANEL HELPS 'ARGUS' STAFF
3/25/1990 A091 ^CONTRIVED LETTERS TAINTING RIGHT TO KNOW
4/01/1990 Alll REPORT OF NUDE BASKETBALL DRILL OFFERS LESSON
5/06/1990 Alll KPETIT'S ART, NEW LOOK ADD SPARKLE
5/31/1990 A012 KFIRE IN THE IOWA SKY
6/24/1990 Alll 3CMIDAIR CRASH FUELS SURPRISING MEDIA EXPLOSION
7/17/1990 B015 ^EXECUTIVE EDITOR JOINS NEVADA PAPER
5/30/1991 A021 ^EDITOR STILL SMELLS CRASH
6/04/1991 A014 ^EDITOR SUES OVER AIR CRASH
6/10/1991 A083 BUSHEE ASSUMED RISKS WHEN HE TOOK JET RIDE (L)
7/16/1991 C015 BUSHEE WAIVED HIS RIGHT TO SUE
5/08/1989 A012 KBUSHNELL STILL BRINGS 'EM IN
5/14/1989 A152 BUSHNELL STORY MISLEADING CD
5/17/1989 Alll PHOTO DISAPPOINTING (L)
5/26/1989 A103 CHILDHOOD MEMORIES OF BUSHNELL DELIGHTFUL CD
5/10/1990 D062 *OFF-SITE STORAGE OFFERS PEACE OF MIND
10/20/1989 D082 FARRAR BIDS FOR BUSINESS AVIATION
3/24/1990 A012 KJANKLOW, 5 OTHERS WANT BANKRUPT AIRLINE
3/31/1990 C012 LOCAL BID APPROVED FOR BUSINESS AVIATION
10/11/1990 D062 EBUSINESS AVIATION SOARS UNDER NEW OWNERS
5/01/1991 D081 TO HOST FLY-IN MAY ll
9/12/1992 B062 XLOCAL COMPANY AGAIN BUILDING AIR AMBULANCES
2/10/1991 DOll CHECCHI TO TALK AT BUSINESS DAY
2/23/1991 C033 *FREE FOOD
9/24/1990 B085 WOMEN GAIN FRIENDS, TIPS THROUGH CLUB
11/22/1982 coil BONDING FIRMS LARGELY UNRESTRICTED POWER...
3/26/1983 B041 ABERDEEN BUTTREY PROJECT STALLED
4/03/1983 C061 EXEC SAYS ABERDEEN MUST CHANGE SLEEPY IMAGE
10/06/1984 C041 OFFICIALS BREAK GROUND FOR NEW FIRM
;4/20/1987-C021 SETTLEMENT FORCES STORE TO CLOSE, OFFICER SAYS
11/30/1989 D082 NEW CLEAR LAKE, ABERDEEN FIRMS GET LOANS
6/22/1990 C035 CITY SEEKS GRANT TO LURE NEW BUSINESS
3/27/1983 coil *BONESTEEL TOO STUBBORN TO LET IT'S BUSINESS DIE
6/19/1983 B071 BROOKINGS MARKS HIGHEST SALES INCREASE
3/29/1987 B016 CENTER TO HATCH NEW FIRMS
4/24/1987 C012 BUSINESS CENTER TO BE DEDICATED
4/25/1987 C014 *BUSINESS INCUBATOR RAISES GREAT EXPECTATIONS
4/21/1989 D065 BROOKINGS MEN PURCHASE CITY'S MALL
4/21/1990 C012 COAST TO COAST NEEDS BUYER
10/03/1986 C012 *STORE WON'T SEE ITS 2ND CENTURY
3/30/1987 A012 *NEW BLOOD KEEPS CANTON'S PULSE STRONG
8/29/1987 C021 CLARK TRIES EXPERIMENTAL PLAN TO LURE BUSINESS
9/04/1988 EOll GIFT SHOP IN CLARK WINS NATIONAL HONOR
11/30/1989 D082 NEW CLEAR LAKE, ABERDEEN FIRMS GET LOANS
4/16/1983 B041 DEADWOOD STORE SUES OIL COMPANY
7/14/1989 D062 AG-ONE OPENS RETAIL STORE IN DELL RAPIDS
12/07/1986 D051 ELK POINT BUSINESS TO SELL USED MACHINERY
1/28/1990 B012 FLANDREAU SEEKS NEW NICHE IN BUSINESS
3/27/1988 G051 MEATPACKING VENTURE HARD WORK, REWARDING
8/12/1992 B025 KWOMAN REOPENS STORE IN GARRETSON
11/04/1982 D014 KTREDWAY'S RETIREMENT BRINGS END
1/17/1990 C021 2 HURON MEN, FIRMS HIT WITH FINE
1/20/1991 EOll HURON WRAPPING FIRM TO CLOSE WEDNESDAY
10/23/1982 C041 LEAD WANTS NEW BUSINESSES
1/10/1983 C015 LEAD PURSUES REMEDY FOR LOSS OF BUSINESSES
1/16/1983 C041 BLACK HILLS RESIDENTS TO BE SURVEYED--LEAD
5/12/1986 A061 BUSINESS MISHANDLES DEVELOPMENT ATTEMPT (ED)
4/15/1988 C021 NEW FIRM COULD CREATE 43 JOBS IN MADISON
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BUSINESS-RC
BUSINESS-RO
BUSINESS-SC
BUSINESStSD,
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1982 0031 GRI6GS MITCHELL STORE TO CLOSE
1/24/1983 DG31 MITCHELL IMPLEMENT COMPANY CLOSING
8/11/1986 BGll KMITCHELL STORE'S OWNER WEAVES FABRIC STORY
3/26/1987 BG21 IOWA BARS ADVERTISING OF MITCHELL FIRM
4/21/1987 CG16 SD FIRM BARRED FROM NY
1G/G4/1987 CG51 JANKLOW PRAISES MITCHELL PROGRESS
9/G9/1988 AGll MARSHAL SEIZES MITCHELL RACEWAY
8/G2/199G BG61 MILBANK HARDWARE DEAL POSSIBLE
4/13/1984 CG41 *PERPICH SAYS MONEY WOES ARE OVER
1/G6/1985 EGll MINN HAS SOLVED WORKMAN'S COMP PUZZLE
4/G5/1988 CGi2 *MINNESOTA BUSINESS CLIMATE POOR
1/25/1982 BG41 BUSINESS GOOD, SAYS X-RATED FILM DEALER
4/28/1982 BGll *WILLARD WATER'S BRICK ROAD TURNS TO MUD
8/15/1983 CG31 RAPID CITY BUSINESSMAN CAPITALIZES ON SECURITY
3/2G/1985 BGll NEW SETUP SATISFIES SALES COMPANY
6/15/1986 CG31 -MICH CREDIT CARD FIRM INTO RC
6/27/1986 CG36 HIGH COURT REVERSES DECISION
8/03/1986 EG61 CONTRACTOR RECEIVES HONORS FOR HIRING EFFORTS
8/16/1987 CG45 BUSINESS IN RC TO BE BOUGHT BY ALABAMA FIRM
6/11/1989 E041 FIRM READY TO EXPAND TO RAPID CITY
12/17/1989 DOll RAPID CITY MPI WILL ADD 100 JOBS
12/07/1990 C033 BATTLE OVER BUSINESS DISTRICT MOVES TO COURT
2/18/1991 coil RAPID CITY TO HOST PRICE FIXING HEARING
2/24/1991 E031 MERCHANTS, SHOPPERS UP IN ARMS OVER COUPONS
4/17/1991 C031 CUTS AT ELLSWORTH NOT A DISASTER
4/12/1992 D053 DOUGHNUT SALES IN THE HOLE
8/22/1988 A045 COMPUTER FIRM STAYS AT ROSEBUD
7/19/1990 C031 SCOTLAND LINKS WITH FIRM TO ASSESS ITS FUTURE
1/28/1982 DG31 ECONOMIST SEES BUSINESS UPSWING
'3/29/1982 B03r-BUSINESS ANNUAL REPORTS DUE SOON
6/11/1982 C032 BUSINESS SEMINAR STARTS SUNDAY
6/13/1982 EOll SD TOWNS DEVELOPING A YEN FOR BUSINESS
6/16/1982 coil JANKLOW BAITS MICH BUSINESSES WITH LETTER
6/20/1982 B075 ACADEMY LEAVES STUDENTS ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT BUSINESS
8/09/1982 A013 SD MERCHANTS REAP BENEFITS OF HARVEST
9/01/1982 C012 2.2 PERCENT OF FIRMS DIDN'T FILE TAX REPORT
9/19/1982 coil SOUR FARM ECONOMY KEEPS SALES LOW IN MOST CITIES...
9/26/1982 A012 JANKLOW'S BULLISH ON BIG BUSINESS FOR SD
10/23/1982 C013 $1 MILLION AVAILABLE FOR BUSINESS LOANS
11/09/1982 BOll COMPANIES FIND SD A GOOD PLACE FOR BUSINESS
11/12/1982 C021 WHY SD SHOULD PUBLICIZE JOBS GAINED FROM MINN (ED)
11/16/1982 C041 SD USING FEDERAL FUNDS IN MINN ADS
11/23/1982 A075 BUSINESS LEADERS ELECT OFFICERS
12/12/1982 E021 HARDWARE ASSOCIATION PLANS SEMINAR
12/22/1982 D031 BUSINESSMEN, INDIANS WORK TOGETHER
1/11/1983 coil REAGAN'S FARM PROGRAM WILL HURT SUPPLIERS
1/11/1983 C033 EARLY SALES TAX WOULD COST LARGE BUSINESSES
1/26/1983 A012 STATE BUSINESSES ASKED TO ANTE UP
1/30/1983 EOll 9€MINNES0TA BUSINESSES MOVE TO SD
,1/31/1983 B015 36MONTHLY SALES TAX
2/06/1983 E0T5 SD'DROPS"^IN BUSINESS CLIMATE RANKING
2/15/1983 coil ^MERCHANTS TOLD HOW TO STOP FRAUD
2/17/1983 C044 COMMITTEE LIMITS TOTAL AMOUNT TO $150 MILLION
2/20/1983 BOll *GOV TELLS SALESMEN--DON'T BE A PERPICH
3/03/1983 coil 1983 SESSION'S BEEN GOOD FOR BUSINESS
3/05/1983 B015 CUT-RATE LOAN PROGRAM SQUEAKS BY IN SENATE
3/06/1983 AOll JANKLOW PROGRAMS SET BUSINESS WHEELS IN MOTION
3/13/1983 E021 STATE HAS FEWER NEW BUSINESSES
3/21/1983 B021 WHEN TAXPAYERS SUBSIDIZE CREDIT, BUSINESSES ARE..(L)
3/22/1983 C022 JANKLOWS CORPORATION TAX BREAK CRITICIZED (L)
3/31/1983 coil NEW BILL GIVES TAX BREAKS TO PARENT FIRMS
4/08/1983 coil MINNESOTA REMAINS SD'S HUNTING GROUND
4/15/1983 C025 GOVERNOR MORE CONCERNED ABOUT BUSINESS (L)
4/19/1983 A092 BUSINESS LEADERS ELECT OFFICERS
4/20/1983 BOll KSOME S DAKOTANS HAVE ZIP STATUS
5/01/1983 coil GOVERNMENT SEMINAR IS FOR BUSINESS
5/04/1983 B054 HOEHL RECEIVES BUSINESS AWARD
5/19/1983 C032 STATE MAY GET GO-AHEAD ON LOAN PROGRAM DESPITE DALAY
5/19/1983 C052 PRIVATE BUSINESS GROUP CONSIDERS JOB MONEY
6/09/1983 B051 ^BUSINESS PROGRAM STARTS SUNDAY
6/23/1983 B025 PIERRE HAS TOOLS TO ATTRACT BUSINESS
9/28/1983 C013 2 FIRMS MOVING FROM MINN TO SD
9/30/1983 coil BUSINESS RESEARCHER OPTIMISTIC FOR STATE
10/05/1983 coil 8 OF LARGEST CITIES SHOW RETAIL GAINS
10/08/1983 B041 HEARING ON PYRAMID SCHEME SET BACK
10/15/1983 C023 A GOOD PLACE TO DO BUSINESS (L)
11/19/1983 A012FORBES--SOUTH DAKOTA A BUSINESS MECCA
11/20/1983 EOll 3 STATE BUSINESSES RANKED REGIONALLY
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12/01/1983 C016 JANKLOW WOOS OUT-OF-STATE SUCCESS STORIES
12/29/1983 C016 NAMES COME FLOODING IN AT GOVERNOR'S REQUEST
12/31/1983 BG12 SMALL-BUSINESS MEN OPPOSE STATE COMPETITION
1/07/1984 con STATE OFFICIAL SEES INCREASE IN BUSINESSES
1/16/1984 C041 CORPORATIONS MUST FILE REPORTS BY APRIL 30
1/31/1984 B041 WANT TRANSIENT-MERCHANT LAW CHANGED
2/28/1984 B053 SOUTH DAKOTA MAKING A NAME IN BUSINESS
3/25/1984 con BUSINESS INCORPORATIONS INCREASED IN 1983
4/18/1984 A012 STATE BUSINESS CLIMATE RANKS NO 2
4/22/1984 B071 CONFERENCE WILL EXPLAIN GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
5/30/1984 D041 PRIVATE ENTERPRISE GROUP TO GET NEW MEMBERS
5/31/1984 C035 FIRM PUBLISHES DIRECTORY OF STATE'S BUSINESSES
6/27/1984 C155 XHINK NAMED ASSOCIATE OF YEAR
7/09/1984 BOll STUDENTS ATTEND BUSINESS LEADERS CONVENTION
7/24/1984 B021 BUSINESSES REAP PROFITS AT EXPENSE OF WORKERS (L)
9/13/1984 C061 PRESSLER, BELL LEAD IN GROUP'S SURVEY
9/16/1984 EOll SUN BELT NO MATCH FOR STATE CLIMATE
10/21/1984 EOll COUNCIL WILL HAVE ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION
10/28/1984 EOll BOSSES' SONS FORM FAMILY COUNCIL
11/04/1984 E013 DO YOU TAKE THEE, SOUTH DAKOTA...
11/18/1984 C041 BUSINESSES HAVE $674 MILLION IN RECEIPTS
1/10/1985 C012 'YOU'RE BEING ROBBED'
1/16/1985 C012 3 FARM SUPPLY STORES CLOSE IN STATE
2/01/1985 C031 CHAMBER SPONSORS ANNUAL BUSINESS DAY
2/03/1985 EOll TO FEND OFF MONTHLY TAX REMITTANCE
2/10/1985 coil BILL IS LOOKING FOR BUSINESS
2/13/1985 C034 LAYOFFS PROMPT REQUESTS FOR STUDY
2/17/1985 C051 SENATE REJECTS PROPOSAL TO STUDY BUSINESS
2/17/1985 EOll ABEX AWARDS WILL BE THE APEX
c:2/22/r985C022 KANSAS FIRM, STATE TALK WITH YANKTON SIOUX
3/11/1985 C041 MEIERHENRY REACHES TENTATIVE AGREEMENT
3/17/1985 EOll NATIVE BANKER RETURNS WITH A FLAIR
4/07/1985 EOll PUBLIC CORPORATIONS HAD PROSPEROUS 1984
4/07/1985 E015 SEMINAR HIGHLIGHTS WOMEN IN BUSINESS
4/14/1985 C013 BETTER NOT TO HAVE INFLUENCE
4/25/1985 AlOl WRITER WRONGLY INJECTS POLITICS INTO BUSINESS CD
5/19/1985 EOll SD OFFERS INFINITE OPPORTUNITY
6/08/1985 A012 SURVEY RANKS SD BUSINESS CLIMATE NUMBER 1
6/16/1985 EOll CLAIMING NUMBER 1 BUSINESS CLIMATE
6/16/1985 E012 ^BUSINESS BATTLE CRY FALLS TO WHISPER IN SD
6/18/1985 A081 STATE BUSINESS CLIMATE NOT ALL ROSES (ED)
7/16/1985 C041 JANKLOW TOUTS SD IN AD
7/28/1985 EOll ^BABYING BUSINESSES
7/28/1985 EOll PR PERSON WORKS IN SOUTH DAKOTA
7/28/1985 E013 SIOUX FALLS COUPLE BUY AKERS CHINA STORE
8/07/1985 B031 2 BUSINESS GROUPS TALK MERGER
8/19/1985 C015 NON-FARM GROWTH WEAK, REPORT SHOWS
8/28/1985 AlOl PAY REFLECTS DARK SIDE OF OUR BUSINESS CLIMATE (ED)
9/22/1985 EOll EMPLOYEE THEFT TOPIC OF BUSINESS MEETING
>11/24/1985; E013 ;SOUTH DAKOTA, THE REAL THING
12/05/1985 coll SD FIRM'S RAPID GROWTH NOTED
12/29/1985 con GOT A YEN TO TRADE
1/26/1986 B023 BUSINESS EXPERT PATS SD ON THE BACK
2/21/1986 C031 HOUSE APPROVES BILL LIMITING CLOSE-OUT SALES
4/13/1986 EOll SDSU INCUBATOR HELPS BUSINESSES HATCH
4/27/1986 EOll RURAL EXODUS TO 1NCREASE--EC0N0M1STS
4/30/1986 B021 KUNDERT SAYS CORPORATIONS SLOW TO FILE REPORTS
6/11/1986 AOll *SD GETS THE BUSINESS
6/17/1986 C013 STUDENTS GET LESSON IN FREE ENTERPRISE
7/14/1986 C013 ESTATE RIPE FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
9/14/1986 E016 DATA CENTER BOOSTS PROFITS FOR STATE FIRMS
9/28/1986 E012 CITIES UNITE IN FIGHT AGAINST HARD TIMES
10/10/1986 C033 WOMEN IN BUSINESS
11/01/1986 A123 LOCAL EFFORT NEEDED TO SAVE MAIN STREET
12/14/1986 E043 BIRTHS, DEATHS OF SD BUSINESSES
1/04/1987 B043 ^BUSINESS CLIMATE
1/10/1987 C023 KMINORITY-OWNED BUSINESSES
1/12/1987 BOll GROUP TO PUSH STATE PRODUCTS
1/20/1987 C021 PROGRAM WILL HELP FIRMS FIND EXPORT MARKET
1/25/1987 EOll OFFERS FIRM HELP IN MEXICO CITY
1/29/1987 C022 CLIMATE RANKED 49TH IN SURVEY
2/01/1987 EOll STATE KEEPS FREE HAND IN DEVELOPMENT
2/08/1987 E012 BUSINESS GROUPS BACK DEVELOPMENT PLAN
2/10/1987 C022 CORPORATE LIABILITY BILL OK'D
2/14/1987 C021 STATE'S RETAIL SALES OUTPACE NATIONAL RACE
3/15/1987 C025 BROTHERS GET STATE BUSINESS AWARD
'3/19/1987 A012 STUDYvDEPlCTS STORMY-BUSINESS CLIMATE
3/24/1987 A061 NEGATIVE STUDY FINDING (ED)
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A/24/1987 C015 FOCUS ON NEW JOBS--MICKELSON
5/07/1987 C051 SD TAKES MESSAGE TO BUSINESS MEDIA
5/15/1987 CG22 GOVERNOR TRIES TO SPUR INTEREST IN FUND
5/29/1987 C021 BUSINESSES SHOULD BE AGGRESSIVE
5/30/1987 C012 BOARD PROPOSES RULES FOR STATE LOANS
5/30/1987 C023 MICKELSON APPOINTS BUSINESS COUNCIL
6/07/1987 C031 HEARINGS SCHEDULED ON STATE BUSINESS LOANS
6/17/1987 B016 5CSTATE'S STILL IN BUSINESS
6/19/1987 C012 STUDENTS GET FIRM LESSONS AT SEMINAR
6/21/1987 EOll HEARING TO DISCUSS MICKELSON'S PLAN
6/23/1987 A061 STUDY FINDS WEAK LINK IN STATE (ED)
6/23/1987 C022 DIFFERENCES DEVELOP ABOUT LOAN FUND
6/28/1987 D016 2 PLANS CRITICAL TO SD
7/19/1987 coil BUSINESS NUMBERS INCREASE IN STATE
8/08/1987 coil DATE SET FOR STATE FUND
8/27/1987 C021 APPLICATION FORMS SENT OUT FOR REDI FUND
8/29/1987 C021 ECONOMIC BOARD TO CONSIDER 2 APPLICATIONS
9/03/1987 C023 STATE ISSUES FIRST DEVELOPMENT LOANS
9/I8/I987 C023 ALLOW SD TO INVEST IN BUSINESSES
9/27/1987 C012 SURVEY--BUSINESS CLIMATE 45TH
9/28/1987 C021 ECONOMIC FUND RESEMBLES STATE PLAN
10/07/1987 BOll RANKS LOW IN BUSINESS SURVEY
11/01/1987 EOll STATE GETS GRANT FOR MINORITY BUSINESS
11/05/1987 C021 GAINED 1,657 FIRMS LAST YEAR
11/12/1987 C012 SMALL FIRMS CAN GET DEFENSE CONTRACTS
1/06/1988 B023 SELECTED SD BUSINESS INDICATORS
1/10/1988 A081 STATE SHOULD DEFINE ITS OBJECTIVES (ED)
1/10/1988 E061 STATE LOANS HELP BUILD RURAL IDEAS
.1/12/1988 .C012 LAWMAKER TO PROPOSE FRANCHISE TAX
' ^1/1671988'C0l6' STATE FOCUSES ON NEIGHBORS FOR DEVELOPMENT
2/12/1988 C021 MANUFACTURING OUTLOOK GOOD
2/21/1988 EOll STATE AWARDS LOANS TO FIVE COMPANIES
3/22/1988 C012 SD ECONOMY AD IRKS OFFICIAL
3/27/1988 E041 STATE HIRES FIRM TO DO TARGET SURVEY
3/29/1988 A085 SUPPORT SMALL TOWN FIRMS (L)
4/01/1988 C031 CITY RECEIVES AWARD FOR MINORITY CONTRACTS
4/13/1988 A021 REPORT GIVES SD LOW MARKS
4/17/1988 D012 STATE TO HELP EXISTING BUSINESSES
5/01/1988 A131 SD BUSINESS CLIMATE GOOD (L)
5/01/1988 C043 BUSINESS VITALITY INDEX REPORT CARD
5/02/1988 C033 BUSINESS POLICY REPORT CARD
5/06/1988 C015 CONFLICTING BUSINESS SURVEYS CAN LESSEN IMPACT
5/06/1988 C023 FIVE FIRMS RECEIVE DEVELOPMENT LOANS
5/12/1988 C012 ^BUSINESS CLIMATE APPEALS TO KOREANS
5/12/1988 C015 OFFICIAL DEFENDS WAY STATE ATTRACTS BUSINESSES
5/21/1988 A083 MUST FIND MANY NEW SMALL BUSINESSES (L)
5/26/1988 C012 US PRODUCTS MUST FIT BRITISH LIFESTYLES
5/26/1988 C024 STATE BUSINESSES SHOULD LOOK OVERSEAS
5/29/1988 A081 RECRUITMENT COMPLAINT IS MOSTLY SOUR GRAPES (ED)
5/29/1988,E0123CMOST NEW BUSINESSES GO BELLY UP
• "6/01/1988'AOl^ 'BIG TOWNS GET MOST STATE LOANS
7/03/1988 E012 3€C0NVENIENCE STORES FLOURISH IN TOWNS
7/14/1988 A012 SD BUSINESS RATING DISRUPTED
7/18/1988 A081 RATING ALONE WON'T BRING NEW JOBS (ED)
8/03/1988 B031 STATE OK'S LOANS TO 3 SD FIRMS
9/07/1988 D071 ASSOCIATION SEEKS CENTURY-OLD FIRMS
9/10/1988 C016 RETAIL GROUPS CLASH
9/17/1988 A081 SCROOGE PHILOSOPHY FOR WORKERS HELPS BRING FIRMS
10/05/1988 AlOl SMALL TOWNS WOULD WELCOME BUSINESSES (L)
10/07/1988 C0I5 LOW-INTEREST LOAN PROGRAM IS WORKING
12/18/1988 E012 JOBLESS RATE GIVES EMPLOYERS A BREAK
1/08/1989 F012 ^PATERNALISM NOW FADING FOR WORKERS
1/I5/I989 E012 *WHERE THE SD JOBS ARE
1/17/1989 C041 SD BUSINESSES SAY NO TO NEW TAXES
2/03/1989 D061 SD SALES UP 4.2 PERCENT
4/03/1989 A014 DEFENSE AWARDS ELUDE SD FIRMS
4/12/1989 D081 SEVEN LOCAL FIRMS UP FOR AWARDS
6/15/1989 D061 FEWER MINORITY BUSINESSES IN STATE
7/09/1989 EOll PACT MAY BOOST EXPORTS TO JAPAN
8/24/1989 D083 MORE VERY SMALL, VERY LARGE FARMS
8/31/1989 D065 FIVE FIRMS RECEIVE LOW-INTEREST LOANS
11/26/1989 A012 STATE LOAN MONEY RUNNING LOW
12/03/1989 AlOl MUST HUSTLE MORE ON DEVELOPMENT FRONT (ED)
4/05/1990 A012 STATE FACES BLEAK FUTURE, REPORT SAYS
4/27/1990 D081 THOMSEN CITED FOR EXPORT PLAN
5/06/1990 FF04 ^MARKETPLACE CHANGES
5/13/1990 COIS'REDI FUND RECALLS LOANS TO TWO FIRMS
8/05/1990 E012 ^PROGRAM PROMOTES INDIAN-OWNED VENTURES
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8/17/1990 0062 *1NDUSTRY STUDY RANKS SD HIGH
8/22/1990 D085 ^SENATORS CALL BRANDON, BROOKINGS BUSINESSES SUCCESS
9/2A/1990 C012 BUSINESS GROUPS PUSHING AMENDMENT
10/28/1990 E015 ESTATE ECONOMY GETS A BOOST FROM RISK-TAKERS
11/28/1990 D092 2 FIRMS MAKE FASTEST-GROWING LIST
12/06/1990 D086 SURVIVAL RATE HIGH FOR SD BUSINESSES
1/10/1991 B061 WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESSES RISE 27 PERCENT IN 5 YEARS
4/03/1991 D061 WORKSHOP TO EXAMINE DEVELOPMENT OUTLOOK
4/24/1991 D072 FOUR BUSINESSES GET LOW-INTEREST STATE LOANS
6/09/1991 EOll 50-YEAR BUSINESSES TO BE RECONGNIZED
6/18/1991 B064 DEVELOPMENT 0FF1C1ALS--PR0GRAMS SUCCEEDING
7/11/1991 B062 KTOUR TO PROMOTE REMOTE RURAL AREAS
8/30/1991 C012 PLAN COULD PRODUCE FOUR FACTORIES NEAR RESERVATIONS
9/07/1991 C031 BROOKINGS COMPANY NAMED TOP BUSINESS
11/19/1991 B081 IRS PLANS RANDOM BUSINESS CHECKS
12/17/1991 B065 BUSINESS CLIMATE ATTRACTS INQUIRIES
1/10/1992 A081 BUYING OUT OF STATE DOESN'T HELP CD
1/10/1992 D082 CANADA, CALIFORNIA FIRMS EYE SD OFFERINGS
1/31/1992 B061SD BUSINESSES FEATURED IN MAGAZINE
2/14/1992 A083 LOCAL STORES, LIKE SMALL FARMERS, NEED SUPPORT (L)
2/21/1992 D061 VENTURE CAPITAL PLAN REJECTED IN HOUSE
2/29/1992 C015 LEGISLATURE APPROVES PLAN TO FINANCE NEW BUSINESSES
4/08/1992 D062 BRANDON LEADS SALES CHARGE
4/26/1992 N181 BEST KNOWN SD BUSINESS
6/04/1992 A015 RECESSION KICKS SD CITIES, TOO, ECONOMIST SAYS
7/24/1992 A012 BUSINESSES FACE CHILLING PROSPECT
8/03/1992 B012 SD TARGETING RISKY BUSINESSES
9/05/1992 B051 *ND, SD SHARE STORES
9/28/1992 B062 SALES JUMP IN STATE ALMOST TWICE NATIONAL HIKE
12/31/1992 B062 *AREA EXPERIENCES UPS, DOWNS
1/24/1982 E014 SF TRIES TO RECRUIT BUSINESSES
1/28/1982 D051 GRANNY'S S0LD--EXPANS10N IN 1982 PLANNED
2/16/1982 BOll 5CWHAT HAPPENED TO CORNER FILLING STATIONS
2/24/1982 D083 BORK BOSS OF THE YEAR
3/03/1982 A013 1982 BUSINESS OUTLOOK GRIM
5/02/1982 4011 (RETAIL) LEWIS DRUG CHIEF STILL IN STORE OPERATIONS
5/02/1982 4041 KCRETAIL) PAINTING A SF SUCCESS STORY
5/02/1982 4071 K(RETAIL) BUILDING A CAREER IN ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
5/02/1982 4081 *CRETA1L) A THINKER FINDS HIMSELF AHEAD
5/03/1982 A136 MAYOR RICK KNOBE PROCLAIMS EDUCATION MONTH
6/06/1982 EOll ^LAWYERS, ACCOUNTANTS, REALTORS FORM CO-OP
6/06/1982 EOll *CL0TH1ER TERRY HILMOE BOUNCES BACK
6/09/1982 C051 SF CORPORATION OFFERS WATS SERVICE
6/13/1982 C041 PEPSI BOTTLER BEING SOLD
7/11/1982 A012 XWINDSTORM WHIPS UP BUSINESS FOR SF FIRMS
7/12/1982 coil LIE-DETECTOR FIRM PROFITS FROM DISHONESTY
8/09/1982 BOll KSF BUSINESSES HOOKED ON MISSOURI RIVER FISHING
10/06/1982 C041 DEALER SAYS HIS BUSINESS HURT BY LIES
10/17/1982 EOll AD CAMPAIGN DESIGNED TO SELL SF
10/30/1982 .B015.COURT PLAN ALLOWS NEW MANAGER AT NEW TOWN MALL
11/17/1982 D012 END OF STRIKE LITTLE HELP TO SF BUSINESSES
11/22/1982 coil DOWNTOWN MALL TAKES AN OLD-FASHIONED LOOK
12/11/1982 A016 ^BUSINESSMAN MOVING TO MAKE ROOM FOR 14TH ST
12/28/1982 C015 FUSFIELDS STORE QUITTING BUSINESS
1/30/1983 E031 *MOORE NAMED 1983 BUSINESS CITIZEN
2/20/1983 B061 WALLING WINS SUIT AGAINST EX-WORKERS
2/23/1983 C051 REPAIRS CLOSE IOWA BRIDGE
2/25/1983 C016 NORDICA PLANS OFFICE ADDITION
3/02/1983 B054 WILLADSEN NAMED BOSS OF YEAR
3/13/1983 E021 FIRM TO PRODUCE HEAT EXCHANGERS
4/01/1983 BOll NATIONAL NEWSPAPER FOCUSES ON CITY
4/03/1983 C012 ^REVITALIZING DOWNTOWN
4/04/1983 A071 ^INDUSTRY PICKS UP SPEED AGAIN
4/14/1983 C034 PRESIDENT OF BON DEL TO TALK AT RAMADA
4/29/1983 C035 ECONOMIC SEMINAR AT RAMADA INN
5/05/1983 C015 SIOUX FALLS BUSSINESSES OPTIMISTIC
5/07/1983 B013 PHILLIPS AVE MALL GAINS 4 BUSINESSES
5/10/1983 BOll 3CC0UPLES JOIN BUSINESS WITH PERSONAL PARTNERSHIPS
5/29/1983 A012 SALES AT SIOUX FALLS BUSINESSES INCREASING
6/02/1983 A016 PARAPHERNALIA LAW PUTS FIRM OUT OF BUSINESS
6/19/1983 B071 CHANGES NEEDED IN DOWNTOWN MALL
7/02/1983 A012 CITY'S ECONOMIC RECOVERY SLUGGISH, FIRMS SAY
7/08/1983 A015 BUYING BOOSTS RETAIL SALES INDEX
7/19/1983 C033 CITY DELAYS ADOPTING NEW MINORITY BUSINESS PLAN
7/29/1983 C034 CONSULTANT REVIEWS CITY MINORITY PLAN
8/02/1983 A075 SALES CLUB CHOOSES NEW OFFICERS
8/07/1983-E011 PEOPLE ARE STARTING UP BUSINESS AT HOME
8/16/1983 B012 BUSINESS LOANS WILL CREATE 375 JOBS
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8/21/1983 E051 DOWNTOWN SIOUX FALLS GETS 2 BUSINESSES
8/28/1983 E021 EDUCATIONAL TOY, GAME STORE OPEN MONDAY
9/01/1983 A015 12TH STREET REPAIR TEARS INTO BUSINESS
9/01/1983 C021 CITY MUFFS COMMITMENT TO MINORITY BUSINESS (ED)
10/13/1983 B051 CUSTOMER RELATIONS' SEMINAR IS $70
11/02/1983 C013 BUSINESS GALA CELEBRATES STREET REOPENING
11/03/1983 C031 BUSINESS CITIZEN AWARD NOMINATIONS SOUGHT
11/06/1983 EOll ^FINDING ANSWERS IN A RING OF EQUALS
11/23/1983 C061 KIRBY WILL SPEAK AT BUSINESS COUNCIL MTG
11/29/1983 BOll *SOME FARMERS, RETAILERS BENEFIT
12/02/1983 A015 ^DOWNTOWNERS SAY SNOW JOB RUINING SALES
12/18/1983 EOll ^EFFORTS TO PROMOTE DOWNTOWN
12/25/1983 E012 BUSINESS AWAKENS TO WORKER THEFT PROBLEM
1/01/198A E015 LOCAL BUSINESS RECOVERED IN '83
1/22/198'i E0T5 ^BECOMES BUSINESS CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
l/29/198'i EOll SALESMEN WILL TELL THEIR SELLING SECRETS
Z/ZO/lOOii Bll<i MERRIET NAMED BOSS OF THE YEAR
3/02/1984 A012 ^BUSINESS OWNERS PROTEST PLAN TO WIDEN AVENUE
3/07/1984 D014 GUIDELINES COULD BRING WORK TO MINORITY FIRMS
3/10/1984 coil MEETING ON MINORITY BUSINESS CONVENES
3/17/1984 coil STUDY COULD BRING CHANGES TO DOWNTOWN
3/22/1984 coil STRIP MALL DEVELOPERS ARE BUYING TRAILER PARK
3/23/1984 C034 SHAKSTAD ELECTRIC SOLD TO LOCAL COUPLE
3/29/1984 C036 JUDGE--SUIT QUALIFIES FOR CLASS ACTION
3/29/1984 C042 COUNTY WANTS COST ESTIMATE OF MOVING FIRM
3/29/1984 C051 PEAVEY CO SELLS ITS BUILDING SUPPLY CENTER
3/31/1984 coil CLOTHING STORE'S MOVE DOWNTOWN INSPIRES
4/17/1984 BOll BUSINESS TO ASK COMMISSION FOR REVENUE
7/22/1984 E021 KLIFTERS LIMITED NEW AFFILIATE OF CARTER ELEVATOR
• 7724^1984'B035 FINANCIAL BREAKS GIVEN TO TWO MANUFACTURERS
7/29/1984 E033 ^BUSINESSES SPRUCE UP BACK DOORS
9/15/1984 A012 SEARS PONDERS A MOVE
9/16/1984 EOll FAMILY BUSINESS COUNCIL RESUMES MEETINGS
9/23/1984 EOll HISTORIC SHRIVER'S BUILDING POISED
9/25/1984 B021 TO BANK ON MORE SERVICE INDUSTRIES
10/01/1984 C024 LET'S REVITALIZE DOWNTOWN (L)
10/04/1984 coil PROJECT PLEASES MERCHANTS
10/24/1984 D041 MEETINGS GUIDE DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT
11/20/1984 B013 DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS FOR PARK-AND-SHOP
12/08/1984 C013 PETERSON INTERVENES IN BUSINESS DISPUTE
12/11/1984 coil GOING-OUT-OF-BUSINESS SALE PUT TO REST
12/11/1984 C012 OWNER PLANS NON-ALCOHOLIC ESTABLISHMENT
12/23/1984 EOll BURKE FAMILY'S CLOTHING STORES
1/13/1985 E012 SNOWS COULD CHANGE BUSINESS FORTUNES
1/16/1985 C041 MAN STILL CAN'T CONVINCE THEM HE IS QUITTING
1/18/1985 C043 STORE FINALLY HAS PERMIT TO GO OUT OF BUSINESS
1/21/1985 B031 FRED'S COATS DOWNTOWN STORE GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
2/02/1985 C036 MINORITY BUSINESS EXCEEDS CITY GOALS
2/03/1985 EOll BANQUET WILL HONOR WILKERSON, ROGEN FAMILY
.2/06/1,985 C031 STORE OPERATORS SPLIT ON PLANNED HOTEL
•2/14/1985 C061'IDS/AMERICAN E PLANS MOVE
2/17/1985 EOll VITAMIN SUPPLEMENT BUSINESS OPENS
2/17/1985 EOll NEW GIFT SHOP HAS VICTORIAN MOTIF
2/22/1985 C031 BUSINESSPEOPLE TO BE HONORED AT BANQUET
2/24/1985 EOll AMERICAN WESTERN RECORDS RECORD PROFITS
2/24/1985 E012 HONOR THEIR TOP SALES PEOPLE
2/27/1985 C021 TRADE AGENCY SPONSORS EXPORTING SEMINARS
2/27/1985 C095 ROSE NAMED BOSS OF THE YEAR
3/10/1985 EOll LAPEL PINS SPREAD SF BUSINESS PRIDE
3/24/1985 coil OFFICE SUPPLY FIRM GAINS NEW PARTNERS, NAME
4/14/1985 coil KANSAN FIRM JOINS SHARED SERVICES GROUP
5/15/1985 BOll IDEAS PEOPLE, MONEY PEOPLE RUB SHOULDERS
5/17/1985 C021 PARENT FIRM TO SELL KNOX LUMBER
5/21/1985 B013 IOWA FIRM PLANS LOCAL WAREHOUSE
6/09/1985 E014 BUSINESS PROMOTION VIDEO WINS TWO AWARDS
7/10/1985 coil BUSINESS SPECIALIST--THINK LOCAL, SMALL
7/21/1985 EOll EBUSINESS ARCHIVES GUARDS CORPORATE SECRETS
8/04/1985 EOll JfSIOUX FALLS IS GROWING
8/18/1985 E012 3€B & G MILKY WAY
9/19/1985 B031 WOMEN'S CLUB SPONSORS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
10/13/1985 EOll 5CTURNS ARTISTIC BENT INTO BUSINESS
11/02/1985 A012 CITY'S BUSINESS CLIMATE RANKS HIGH
11/07/1985 A081 NO SHORTAGE OF STRENGTHS TO BUILD ON (ED)
11/10/1985 EOll CHAMBER OFFERS SEMINAR FOR BUSINESS OWNERS
11/24/1985 A113 KEEP UP GOOD WORK, CITY (L)
11/26/1985 BOll EXPERT SEES ECONOMIC GLOOM
12/10/1985 COIURONNING SEEKS BOND TO BUILD.MALL, OFFICES
12/28/1985 A091 STUDENTS APPRECIATE BUSINESS DONATIONS (L)
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1/09/1986 CQ21 MAYOR APPOINTS PANEL TO STUDY MINORITY PLAN
1/11/1986 CGIA COOPER WANTS TO DISCUSS WATERBED CENTER
l/lA/1986 coil DISPUTE FLARES ABOUT QUITTING-BUSINESS SALE
1/17/1986 coil MINORITY GROUP TO CHECK COMPANIES
1/26/1986 BGll TO DISCUSS GOING-OUT-OF-BUSINESS LICENSE
1/26/1986 EGll ^SHARES HIS PASSION WITH AUDIENCES WORLDWIDE
1/28/1986 CG35 QUITTING-BUSINESS DOESN'T PROMPT CITY ACTION
2/G3/1986 CG13 CONSULTANT SEES NEW BUSINESS BOOM
2/GA/1986 BGll CONTRACTOR BLASTS CITY MINORITY PLAN
2/1A/1986 CG21 SF SETS SEMINAR FOR BUSINESS OWNERS
2/27/1986 CG21 TRADE AGENCY SPONSORS EXPORTING SEMINARS
3/31/1986 CGll ^COMPETITION ERASES SOME VIDEO-CASSETTE STORES
4/18/1986 CG15 WATERBED BUSINESS CONTINUES SALE DESPITE COMPLAINTS
4/2G/1986 3G11 ^CORNER DRUGSTORE TAKES OVER A BLOCK
4/23/1986 BGll WATERBED STORE OWNER CHARGED
5/G2/1986 CG15 GUILTY OF EXPIRED SALE LICENSE
5/G4/1986 EGll XDEPRESSION FURNISHES MAN'S INCENTIVE
5/G6/1986 CG13 WATERBED STORE OWNER FINED
5/11/1986 EGIl SEMINAR SET FOR PROSPECTIVE BUSINESS OWNERS
5/11/1986 EG21 HERE IS POLICY REMINDER
6/1G/1986 CG12 CITY AMENDS ORDINANCE ON SALES
7/13/1986 EGll A 8 B NAMED COPIER DEALER FOR PANASONIC
7/24/1986 CG21 KNOX PRESIDENT MUM ABOUT RUMORED BUYOUT
7/28/1986 BG21 FARMLAND INDUSTRIES TO CLOSE CITY SALES OFFICE
7/29/1986 CGll STORE OWNERS WELCOME MALL REOPENING
8/G3/1986 EG12 ^(PIZZA MAN LIKES BEING THE BIG CHEESE
8/G7/1986 CGll SUTHERLAND OFFICIALS DECIDE NOT TO CLOSE STORE
8/17/1986 EGll SUTHERLAND TO CLOSE SIOUX FALLS STORE
8/23/1986 CGll JUDGE ORDERS FIRM TO REINSTATE INSURANCE
'8/24/1986 BG26 LAWN CARE SPAWNS TAX DEBATE
8/24/1986 E012 MARKET DIVE DOESN'T DAMPEN LOCAL FIRM
8/24/1986 EG12 CITY LUMBER COMPANY TO CLOSE QUIETLY
9/07/1986 E012 KFCS DISTRIB INC AT THEIR FLOOR TO CEILING STORE
9/G9/1986 CGll SF GROWTH WILL SLOW, REPORT SAYS
9/12/1986 A012 THEATERS CLOSE--MALL TO EXPAND
9/14/1986 EG12 NEUHARTH TO COME TO SD
9/14/1986 EG14 XMALL ADDITION TO THE GREENWAY MINI-MALL
9/15/1986 AG12 ^MERCHANTS UPBEAT ABOUT DOWNTOWN
9/28/1986 E012 ^BUSINESSMEN SAY ROLLS ARE HOT ITEMS
1G/G5/1986 EG12 *COUPLE DROP SHOP FOR MAGAZINES
lG/12/1986 coil CITY TO CONSIDER MINI-MALL REQUEST
10/18/1986 CG15 OLD CITY FIRM IS SELLING OUT
11/04/1986 CG12 WHEN FARMERS HURT, CITY PEOPLE HURT
11/04/1986 CG45 ^PLANNING PAVES WAY TO PROFIT
11/08/1986 AG12 DOWNTOWN PLAN TARGETS EAST BANK
11/09/1986 DG12 DOWNTOWN PLAN WILL TEST LEADERS
11/16/1986 DG12 BfSOUTHWEST ATTRACTS BUSINESS PROJECTS
11/16/1986 DG12 COMPANIES REPORT HIGHER EARNINGS
11/23/1986 DG12 *TOWN HOUSE'S MR. K TO REOPEN MR. C'S
ia2/14/1986 DG12 KA BUSINESS THAT DEFIES LABELS
12/1V/1986 D'G12 CENTER GIVES KITCHEN A STARRING ROLE
2/01/1987 EG12 ^BUSINESS SEMINARS CATCH ON
3/22/1987 coil BUSINESS EXCELLENCE AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN
3/22/1987 CG12 SPECULATION ENDS AND BEGINS AGAIN IN CITY
3/25/1987 B012 KHIGH FLYING FINANCE
3/29/1987 EGll 2 CITY FIRMS FORM JAMESON SHAKSTAD
4/02/1987 CG12 PLAN LOOKS FORWARD TO CITY GROWTH
4/05/1987 EGll 1/2 PRICE STORE INCREASES SPACE
4/05/1987 EG12 BAKERY CHAIN'S SALES RISE QUICKLY
4/26/1987 AA81 ^ELECTRONICS ENTREPRENEURS TURNED SHOP INTO FIRM
4/26/1987 EG31 DALE CARNEGIE PRESIDENT TALKS UP BUSINESS
4/26/1987 GGll ^BUSINESSES & ORGANIZATIONS ESTABLISHED 1827-1987
5/17/1987 EG12 *30 YOUNG BUSINESS PEOPLE TO LEAD SF
6/14/1987 EG61 BEST BUY, DAYTON'S LIST PROFITS
6/21/1987 CG21 MICKELSON TO EXPLAIN RULES FOR STATE LOANS
7/05/1987 EGll CITY GROUP GETS NATIONAL PUBLICITY
7/25/1987 CGll BUSINESS EFFORT NEARS GOAL
9/11/1987 AG14 BUSINESS GROUP RAISES $1.8 MILLION
10/07/1987 AG12 5f41ST STREET PROJECT COSTLY TO MERCHANTS
10/08/1987 B012 ARENA SHOW MATCHES BUYERS, SELLERS
10/14/1987 B012 GROUP TO BOYCOTT RAMP SUPPORTERS
10/23/1987 C012 ^STREET OPENING BRINGS RELIEF TO BUSINESSES
11/06/1987 A021 STRIKE'S END SHOULD SPUR LOCAL ECONOMY
11/22/1987 EGll NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR BUSINESS CITIZEN
11/22/1987 EGll BUSINESS SEMINAR FEATURES 2 SUBJECTS
12/06/1987 E012 JfCITY RETAIL LOOKS LIKE A BILLION BUCKS
12/13/1987 E012 KCITY-FIRMS FURNISH FUN, NOT FUNDS
12/13/1987 E012 CENTER HELPS LAUNCH SMALL BUSINESSES IN SF
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12/15/1987 A013 XNO SNOW LEAVES MANY HIGH AND DRY
12/20/1987 E012 XSIOUX FALLS AD AGENCIES ARE THRIVING
12/22/1987 CGll *OMAHA MAN BUYS MAX PASLEY FIRM
1/03/1988 EG12 RENT-TO-OWN CLIENTS RUN UP BIG BILLS
1/G8/1988 CG15 36GOVERNOR CHASTISES SENATOR FOR REMARKS
1/12/1988 AG12 SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS TX BANK-CARD RULING
1/31/1988 EGll PROGRAM TELLS HOW TO MOTIVATE STAFF
1/31/1988 EG16 ^RETAIL SPRINGS UP
2/G5/1988 CG12 ^OPTIMISM SURPRISES FEDERAL RESERVE PRESIDENT
2/13/1988 CGll MIDWEST TIRE HOLDS SPRING DEALER FAIR
3/G6/1988 EGll DIFFICULT PEOPLE ARE SUBJECT OF SEMINAR
3/2G/1988 EGll RISK MANAGEMENT IS TOPIC OF SEMINAR
9/26/1988 CGll BUSINESS REWARDS WORKERS WITH TVS
5/G1/1988 NGll (SEC FF) KTHE TRADITION CONTINUES...
7/G1/1988 CG19 JIFFY LUBE HARASSMENT CASE HEARD
7/G8/1988 CG16 SHIPLEY'S STAYING DOWNTOWN
7/1G/1988 EG12 3CFAM1LY BUILDS A IGG-YEAR LEGACY
7/2G/1988 DG81 NORDICA ACQUIRES SAN FRANCISCO FIRM
7/2G/1988 DG86 BUSINESS COST LOWER IN CITY
7/21/1988 CGll PAINT STORE TO RELOCATE
8/G9/1988 CGll MAKING DOWNTOWN SUCEED IS GOAL
8/G7/1988 CGll COMPUPRINT SOLD TO BUSINESSMAN
8/28/1988 EG12 J^SIOUX FALLS BECOMING A FINANCE HUB
9/G9/1988 EG19 ^STRUGGLE TO FILL LOW-PAYING POSTS
9/16/1988 DG81 CELLULAR ONE IS EXPANDING
9/28/1988 DG82 ^FEASTING ON BUSINESS LUNCH
1G/G9/1988 AG72 KNEW USED-BOOK STORE OPENS DOWNTOWN
1G/G9/1988 CG12 EASTSIDE SHOPPING CENTER WINS OK
lG/23/1988 EG12 KSIOUX FALLS MAN EARNED HIS MILLIONS
10727/1988 CGI9 MANAGERS ARE KEY TO SUCCESS
11/16/1988 DG82 ^BUSINESSES BUYING FACSIMILE MACHINES
11/18/1988 DG82 KCITY SALES PITCH CHANGES
1/19/1989 AG19 KNORDICA SOLD TO FRENCH FIRM
1/25/1989 DG81 EMPLOYERS HONORED FOR HIRING PRACTICES
2/G2/1989 CG12 EXPANSION GREAT IN 1988
2/G3/1989 DG62 KDOWNTOWN ENJOYS RETAIL REBIRTH
2/G7/1989 CGll FIRM SAID TO PLAN MAJOR EXPANSION
2/22/1989 CGll COUNTY HONORS OLD BUSINESSES, CHURCH
2/29/1989 DG82 KHENKIN STILL FLYING ABOVE CROWD
3/G5/1989 FG12 KSIXTEEN SUCCEED WITH VENTURES DOWNTOWN
3/2G/1989 AlGl CITY FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES DRAWING INTEREST (ED)
9/20/1989 CGll TWINS OFFICIAL VISITS SIOUX FALLS TONIGHT
6/12/1989 AG12 KDOWNTOWN'S BIZARRE NEW BAZAAR
6/12/1989 CG15 KFAMILY BUSINESS MADE OF DREAMS
6/16/1989 DG89 CITY LEADERS TO MAKE PITCH IN DC
6/26/1989 B015 MINORITY HIRING PROGRAM AT STAKE
8/G9/1989 DG62 KFIRM SPARES OTHERS OF TINY TASKS
8/G8/1989 BG62 MAIN STREET GROUP TOUTS DOWNTOWN PLAN
9/15/1989 DG61 AFTER FIVE OWNER TRYING TO SELL
1G/G9/1989/DG82 EBUSINESS ON DISPLAY
1G/1G/1989BG62'RETAIL PARK DEVELOPING NEAR EMPIRE
10/11/1989 AG12 SIOUX FALLS IS WILD FLOWER IN BLOOM
10/22/1989 EG12 KBUILDERS STICK WITH FAST LANE
10/29/1989 AG15 CITY TO ASSESS DOWNTOWN FEE
11/30/1989 DG82 KPHAR-MOR COMING TO STATE
12/12/1989 BG61 OLSEN MARINE STORE SOLD TO THE OSBORNS
12/19/1989 AG15 ^MINORITY CONTRACTS VOLUNTARY, CITY SAYS
12/22/1989 DG71 TRIANGLE LIQUIDATION COMPLETE JANUARY 15
12/28/1989 CG12.DOWNTOWN ASSESSMENTS APPROVED
2/22/1990 AG15 CITY RATES 2GTH IN BUSINESS CLIMATE
3/27/1990 DG65 COST OF RUNNING HEADQUARTERS
9/28/1990 CG12 3RD AMERICAN WESTERN OFFICIAL RESIGNS
5/03/1990 AG15 DOWNTOWN TO ADD $52 MILLION IN VALUE
5/06/1990 BB07 KMONEY BELONGS TO THOSE WITH VISION
5/09/1990 D105 BUSINESSES TO OPEN IN OLD CARPENTER HOTEL
5/26/1990 C012 ANTI-ABORTION GROUP URGES BOYCOTT
6/28/1990 B015 ^REPAIRMAN BEGINS BUSINESS IN GARAGE OF HOME
7/22/1990 D092 NO COMMERCIAL CREDIT CRUNCH SEEN HERE
7/29/1990 EGll 2 BUSINESSES MOVING TO JOINT OFFICE
8/22/1990 A012 BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT CREDITED WITH BOOST
9/02/1990 N102 KTOP 10 EMPLOYERS IN SF
9/07/1990 D062 SALES R1SE--C1TY RETAILERS LOOK TO HOLIDAYS
9/29/1990 A015 SF CAN WEATHER POSSIBLE SLUMP--BUS1NESS EXPERTS
10/22/1990 D082 LOCAL OUTLOOK--MILD BELT-TIGHTENING
12/30/1990 EOll 3,000 PROMOTIONAL BUTTONS BOAST
1/19/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/17/1991 DOl-l-GOURLEY'S MOVING TO NEW LOCATION
2/27/1991 D081 RADIO ADS PROMOTE SF BUSINESS
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3/06/1991 D062 ^PASSING BUSINESS ON TAKES TRUST
«i/02/1991 AQ15 CITY BUSINESSES START AND STOP
A/2A/1991 DQ71 TJ MAXX TO OPEN SF STORE
5/07/1991 BG81 AUSTAD'S, 3 OTHER BUSINESSES SITED
7/2'i/1991 D061 4 FIRMS VYING FOR SENATE AWARD
9/04/1991 A033 FEW CITY BUSINESSES HAVE GUARDS
9/18/1991 D062 SALES FIGURES POINT OUT CITY'S REGIONAL DRAW
9/26/1991 B061 ROSEBUD MAN EARNS STATE BUSINESS AWARD
10/27/1991 E015 HOW TO GET GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
11/15/1991 A012 *SD CAR SALES SPUTTER TO 14 PERCENT DROP
12/19/1991 D061 NEW FIRM TO HIRE 30 IN SF
1/21/1992 B062 *FARM FIRM GROWS WITH CITY
2/18/1992 A012 STORIES PORTRAY SF AS ECONOMIC OASIS
2/27/1992 B062 *PAY 'N PAK CLOSING, 16 TO LOSE JOBS
3/17/1992 B064 SF CAN BE TOUGH SELL IN CALIFORNIA
4/05/1992 A012 41ST STREET DITCHES NOW WORTH MILLIONS
4/07/1992 B061 BUSINESS SEMINAR FOR WOMEN SET
4/22/1992 AlOl PUBLICITY SHOULDN'T SWELL CITY'S HEAD (ED)
5/17/1992 EOll OFFICEMAX OPENS DOORS ON FRIDAY
5/22/1992 A023 BUSINESSES KEEP CHANGING FACE OF PHILLIPS
6/03/1992 A015 RICHMAN GORDMAN FLIGHT TAKES MALL BY SURPRISE
6/07/1992 E013 ^STORES SHAKE OUT
7/07/1992 D062 56STORE SET TO OPEN AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
8/15/1992 B066 WESTERN SURETY SALE FINAL
9/19/1992 A061 3CCHRISTMAS DECORATIONS COMING SOON
9/28/1992 A012 ^BUSINESSES OPPOSE GROUP'S TAX
9/29/1992 B015 CITY ADJUSTS MAIN STREET ASSESSMENTS
10/02/1992 B061 APPLICATIONS OPEN FOR BUSINESS HONORS
10/05/1992 A081 BOOSTING DOWNTOWN AIDS ALL LANDOWNERS (ED)
'10/17/1992 B061 *NEW MAKEUP LINE COVERS EVERY BASE
10/31/1992 B061 *41ST STREET TACO BELL IS MOVING
11/01/1992 EOll NEWSPAPER MAKES MAGAZINE IDEA LIST
2/09/1984 C035 STICKNEY WANTS TO REPLACE DESTROYED STORE
1/08/1984 C031 RETIRED TELEPHONE MAN DEDICATES BEGINNING (L)
2/12/1984 E051 HIGH-TECH LISTINGS ARE FREE
4/09/1985 AlOl TRADE WAR WILL HURT AMERICA (ED)
4/17/1986 C021 BUSINESS IS IN GOOD SHAPE
2/29/1988 C033 FASTEST GROWING FRANCHISES
5/06/1991 AlOl CEO PAY OUTPACES BUSINESS SENSE (ED)
2/15/1987 E015 TO CAPITALIZE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
3/15/1987 E012 XVERMILLION BEVERAGE FIRM LOOKS DOWN THE ROAD
7/24/1989 B015 USD CANCELS OMAHA TRIP
6/24/1992 D062 *CITY BUSINESSMAN STARTS COMPANY IN VIBORG
4/24/1982 C041 WATERTOWN FIRM TO PAY FEDS $2 MILLION IN TAX CASE
5/08/1983 BOll WHOLESALE FOOD OUTLET OPENS IN WATERTOWN
7/02/1987 C021 MINN MAN PLANS TO OPEN ELECTROPLATING FIRM
8/07/1987 C012 BUSINESS PROVES TO BE A WINNER
3/01/1986 C021 JUDGE NAMES RECEIVER FOR YANKTON MALL
3/28/1986 C034 JUDGE DISMISSES COMPANY'S LAWSUIT
7/13/1986;C021 NURSERY LAYS OFF 22 BECAUSE OF SLACK MARKET
ir/18/1986 C014'FARM-IMPLEMENT DEALER TREATED UNFAIRLY
4/05/1987 EOll YANKTON COMPANY COMPLETES EXPANSION
5/18/1987 C021 ROUTINE TASKS MAKE UNUSUAL HOME BUSINESS
7/18/1987 C021 FARM DEALER WHO LOST FRANCHISE
7/18/1987 C041 MICKELSON--YANKTON MAY GET $75,000
3/23/1991 C012 BUSING TO MIDDLE SCHOOLS UNLIKELY
4/01/1991 A071 3CSCH00L BOARD MUST END THE MADNESS
4/07/1991 A091 DON'T MAKE STUDENTS SCRAMBLE FOR RIDES (L)
4/09/1991 A012 STUDENTS MAY CARRY HALF OF BUSING FEE
4/22/1991 A012 *PARENTS, BOARD BICKER OVER BUSING
4/22/1991 A021 KHOW AM I GOING TO GET HOME
4/23/1991 A016 BOARD SAYS NO TO BUSING
4/25/1991 A103 PARENTS SHOULD PAY FOR KIDS' RIDES (L)
5/22/1987 B012 KELK POINT MAN'S CAR IN MOVIE
5/03/1990 C024 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO EMBEZZLING
4/21/1983 C013 KFRIENDS g COMPUTER HELP TEENAGER TALK
3/15/1991 A103 XDIRE NEED FOR WATER DEVELOPMENT FUNDS
7/09/1991 C031 WESTPORT MAN FINDS UNIQUE CONVENTION
2/08/1984 D012 KGEM OF A DEAL
8/12/1991 A081 KEEP SD FREE OF BUSYBODIES (ED)
7/09/1989 FOll CHARITY CASE SOLVED--THE BUTLER DID IT
5/01/1988 N053 (SEC BB) *NUN'S GOOD DEEDS MADE STATE SMARTER
8/11/1990 A012 3CAUSTRALIAN ATTACKER 'SPOKE OF HATE'
2/29/1988 C014 XHEART-BREAKING LOSSES BRING WISDOM
6/22/1990 C012 XSF MAN RUNNING FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
7/21/1990 B012 XBUTLER PLEDGES ACTION
9/23/1990 A103 *BUTLER MIGHT SIDESTEP BARNETT
10/21/1990 D016 ^CANDIDATES ARGUE ATTORNEY GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
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11/03/1990 A083 BUTLER GIVES CYNICS NEW FAITH IN SYSTEM CD
A/22/1992 C016 MASTEN, BUTLER ON OPPOSITE SIDES
A/29/198A DOll *COUPLE WINS DREAM VACATION
3/15/1990 C015 *COMMISSION CANDIDATE--WATERING LIMITS NEEDED
3/28/1990 coil CANDIDATE PROMOTES ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP
A/01/1990 COIA 3€THESE A MEN WANT YOUR VOTE
A/05/1990 coil UNION WORKERS ENDORSE BUTLER
A/08/1990 COAl KCITY COMMISSION CANDIDATES FOR TUESDAY'S ELECTION
12/19/1991 C012 3CUNEMPL0YED MAN TRIES NEW TACTIC
5/27/1988 D051 ^HURDLER REMEMBERS PREP DAYS
3/01/1990 A012 XBABY'S LIFE HINGES ON TRANSPLANT
5/23/1982 BOll BUTTE COUNTY MIGHT ASK DISASTER DECLARATION
5/25/1982 C031 BUTTE APPLIES FOR FLOOD DISASTER AID
5/29/1982 BOAl BUTTE COUNTY GETS EMERGENCY DECLARATION
7/01/198A E013 3€RED BARON IS FLYING HIGH
1/15/1990 BOll.MUSEUM OFFERS CLASS ON BUTTER-CHURNING
8/26/1991 B033 KTHE OLD-FASHIONED WAY
5/11/1987 B035 BUTTER-NUT HELPS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
7/16/1989 A123 CENTENNIALS PAINFUL REMINDER
10/09/1990 A081 KYOUNG INDIANS SUFFER WHEN WELFARE ACT IS IGNORED
5/12/1991 A083 ^MEETING PROVES CLOUT OF INOUYE
8/02/1991 AlOl KINDIAN SPIRITUAL HEALING SPREADING ACROSS CONTINENT
10/02/1991 A103 KINDIAN COLLEGE FUND GAINS CLOUT
10/27/1991 A086 COLUMBUS GETS HARSH TREATMENT IN COLUMN (D
3/08/1992 A086 ^NEWSPAPER EDITOR RISES TO CHALLENGE
5/03/1992 A063 XROONEY'S INDIAN PIECE AN EXERCISE IN STUPIDITY
5/15/1992 AlOA COLUMNIST'S BIGOTRY DESTROYS CREDIBILITY CD
5/17/1992 A103 ^BREWER SHOWS POOR TASTE WITH CRAZY HORSE BEER
6/03/1992 A106 *SOME TRIBES MASTER ART OF ECONOMIC SURVIVAL
•77T2/1992A1T45CTRIBES EXPRESS THEIR SOVEREIGNTY WITH DECLARATION
7/25/1992 A083 KINDIANS INFLUENCE DEMOCRATIC PARTY
8/08/1992 A082 *SISTERS KEEP INDIAN TRADITION, HONOR ALIVE
11/27/1992 AlOl 36INDIAN VOTE DID MAKE A DIFFERENCE
12/14/1992 A093 ^INDIANS HOPEFUL FOR CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
12/27/1992 A083 *INDIAN LEADER IS POOR ROLE-MODEL
3/31/1986 B012 3fMAN PLAYS MARKET FROM SIOUX FALLS
3/17/1989 C012 STATE COURT UPHOLDS CITIBANK FIRING
3/24/1989 A081 FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION SUFFERS NOTABLE SETBACK (ED)
3/24/1991 C012 KTATTOO ARTIST PAINTS PERSONALITIES
10/16/1982 coil ^HOLDING ON
8/16/1989 A012 ^ABSOLUTE MONARCH
9/13/1990 B012 *147 MONARCHS REIGN AT SF HOME
9/17/1990 C031 BUTTERFLIES GATHER IN RECORD NUMBERS
5/08/1984 C021 GOOD LUCK TO BUTTERWICKS (ED)
11/24/1988 A012 *FORMER NSP CHIEF TO RUN OFFICE
11/27/1988 A081 BIG JOB AWAITS STATE'S OFFICER (ED)
5/22/1989 B012 *TRADE DELEGATION ARRIVES IN JAPAN
6/15/1990 D082 OFFICIAL PRAISES RISING EXPORTS, REDI FUND
4/16/1983 B041 SDSU RECEIVES BUTTON COLLECTION
?.v9/25/1986i A092 *THANKS TO ,HURON TEEN
•7/2071982 B041 *USD HIRES•2 VICE PRESIDENTS
5/06/1983 C021 US BACKING OF CAMBODIA BAD POLICY
2/18/1984 B023 10 RHODES SCHOLARS REFLECT USD QUALITY
4/17/1983 BOll *BUTZ SPEAKS TO SDSU AG FRATERNITY
2/25/1985 C015 BUTZ TO SPEAK AT AGRIBUSINESS CONVENTION
12/03/1985 B035 BUTZ FOR NEW FARM POLICY
6/28/1987 DOll BUTZ TO SPEAK JULY 10 AT SDSU
7/11/1987 C015 *FORMER AG SECRETARY SPEAKS
5/19/1983 D012 O'GORMAN'S BUTZER NEXT IN LINE TO TSCHETTER'S CROWN
9/17/1990 B082 *BUSINESSWOMAN TACKLES MANY TYPES OF ODD JOBS
1/25/1992 C035 BUY-AMERICAN BILL QUESTIONED
2/02/1992 A094 PURCHASE US GOODS TO HELP AT HOME (L)
2/04/1992 A085 'BUYING AMERICAN' BAD FOR SD ECONOMY (L)
2/05/1992 A012 DRIVERS OF US CARS ARE SPECIAL GUESTS
2/09/1992 A095 BUYING AMERICAN WOULD HELP WIN ECONOMIC WAR (L)
2/11/1992 B065 RAPID CITY MAN'S PLAN WOULD LABEL
2/12/1992 A113 PROFESSOR LACKS PRIDE IN AMERICAN PRODUCTS (L)
2/15/1992 C035 COMMITTEE ENDORSES US-MADE LABELING
2/17/1992 C0I2 PROFESSOR KNOCKS BUY-AMERICAN BILL
2/29/1992 C012 SENATE RESOLUTION--BUY AMERICAN
3/10/1992 A085 'BUY AMERICAN' STILL THE BEST POLICY (L)
3/21/1992 Alll 'BUY AMERICAN' CRY CAN DO MORE HARM (L)
12/01/1985 B012 *DUBS PANDA 'SIOUX CHIN'
1/19/1990 coil PLEA TO HOLD TRIAL FOR DEAD DENIED
1/21/1982 B041 *USD'S BYKOWSKI COMES BACK (B CONLEY)
10/29/1982 coil TEACHING KIDS SAFETY BEST JOB IN DEPARTMENT
4/10/1982 A012*ATHLETE HAS:RECRUITERS AT HER HEELS
1/10/1985 D012 *INJURED BYRE WANTS TO PLAY AGAIN
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9/23/1988 B012 FILM FESTIVAL WILL SCREEN SD MOVIE
7/15/1991 A103 KCHURCH MUST FIND NEW WAYS
6/12/1992 D062 KSF BUSINESSMAN'S HABIT IS MAKING FORTUNE
11/20/1991 DG72 KBYRNE WRITES FROM VARIED VIEWPOINTS
1G/2A/I987 AG81 ^SHELTER GIVES CHANCE TO ESCAPE ABUSE
8/22/1988 AG52 KPOSTER CHILD AIMS TO EDUCATE
8/16/199G CG16 DENTAL TECHNICIAN SUING FORMER BOSS
8/31/1986 CG21
A/Gl/1982 BG12 *BYRUM ENJOYS ASIAN SUCCESS
7/G8/I982 DGll BYRUM BEGINS UPHILL CLIMB TO STAY ON TOUR
lG/GA/1983 CG12 *BYRUM SWINGING AWAY ON PRO TOUR
ll/GA/1983 DGII BYRUM'S MONEY BELT TOO THIN
11/25/1983 DGll BYRUM SALVAGES SOME RIGHTS OF SCHOOL
6/G1/1987 AG15 *SD'S BYRUM TAKES SECOND
6/G1/1987 BG16 KBYRUM PLACES SECOND
6/G3/1987 DGll BYRUM RANKS WITH SD ELITE
5/G5/1988 AG14 *SD NATIVES FEEL FURY OF BLASTS
5/07/1988 BG13 XBYRUM STAYS IN CONTENTION
5/G8/1988 AG15 56BYRUM CHASES $225,000
5/08/1988 C014 *BYRUM CARDS 67, LEADS BY 1 SHOT
5/09/1988 B012 9€K0CH SURVIVES--BYRUM 4TH
5/13/1988 D016 BYRUM SHOOTS 66 TO MOVE NEAR TOP
7/21/1989 D031 ^TRIALS BY ONE SHOT AT HARDEE'S CLASSIC
7/24/1989 A012 CURT BYRUM WINS 1ST PGA TITLE
7/24/1989 C015 ^SIBLING REVELRY
7/25/1989 BOll *BYRUM GETS INTO SWING AT HARDEE'S
8/18/1989 D013 TOUR-WINNING BYRUMS HIGHLIGHT LOCAL BENEFIT
2/06/1990 B012 KBYRUM MAKES LIFE OF BOYHOOD DREAMS
4/30/1990 B012 *CURT BYRUM WINS $23,000 IN TOURNEY
'5/07/1990 B014*BYRUM, TSCHETTER DROPS IN GOLF'S FINAL ROUNDS
6/18/1991 B012 XGOLFERS TAKE TIME FOR FRIENDS
9/13/1991 D013 *1 SHOT BEHIND AT HARDEE'S
12/11/1986 D016 XBYRUMS WIN STATE AWARD
8/24/1987 A081 KWILLOW RUN GOLF TO BENEFIT CANCER
6/05/1988 A012 KBYRUMS ON TOUR
6/05/1988 A051 ^HOMETOWN KEEPS TRACK OF THE BOYS
8/23/1988 BOll XBYRUMS INSPIRE DREAMERS
8/22/1989 B012 56BYRUMS KEEP WINNING TOURNEYS, HEARTS
4/05/1990 A012 ^BROTHERS DEBUT TODAY AS GOLF MASTERS
6/19/1990 A012 KGREAT GOLF
6/19/1990 D014 KBYRUMS EARN $1,200 IN SKINS GAME
5/08/1988 C061 9eONIDA WOMAN FOLLOWS TOUR FROM AFAR
6/14/1984 DOll *T0 GET OUT OF GOLFING SHADOW OF OLDER BROTHER
12/03/1985 C012 *PRO GOLF'S GOLD BECKONS OTHER BYRUM
5/09/1987 B012 *BYRUM SHARES LEAD
9/03/1988 B012 KMOVES INTO CONTENTION IN CANADA
10/23/1988 B015 ^BYRUM 65 OPENS UP 4-SHOT LEAD
10/24/1988 C015 KMAGEE BEATS BYRUM BY 1
6/04/1989 B014 JfBYRUM LEADS KEMPER OPEN
6/05/1989 AOll *ONIDA'S BYRUM BRINGS HOME A BIG ONE
6705/1989 BO12 *BYRUM CONQUERS KEMPER
6/06/1989 B012 *BYRUM FORCED TO MISS US OPEN
2/19/1990 B012 XBYRUM 3RD IN TOURNEY
4/03/1990 B015 BYRUMS CAUGHT UP IN AUGUSTA'S BEAUTY
6/11/I99I B013 KBYRUM GETS 1ST LOOK AT HAZELTINE
6/14/1991 D012 KBYRUM BREAKS OPEN WITH 68
6/15/1991 B015 BYRUM BALLOONS TO 80
6/18/1991 B032 *TOM BYRUM HITS A SHOT
8/27/1986 B023 OFFICIAL DIDN'T THINK WATER WAS BAD
2/14/1988 D012 KCHAIN MAKES CABBAGE A FAST FOOD
8/07/1990 C012 KCABBAGE HARVEST
8/29/1992 B021 MINE RUNOFF WORRIES SPEARFISH RESIDENTS
12/14/1986 Ddl2 CENTER GIVES KITCHEN A STARRING ROLE
2/03/1982 C033 BILL REDUCING TAXES ON LAKE CABINS DIES
6/06/1982 B051 CUSTER CABIN OWNERS WANT LEASE RENEWAL
6/07/1982 B054 CABIN OWNERS MUST LEAVE CUSTER STATE PARK
6/08/1982 B021 PUBLIC INTEREST UPHELD IN CABIN REMOVAL (ED)
5/30/1983 C031 PRIVATE CABINS REMAIN IN STATE PARKS
6/03/1983 C021 STATE SHOULD PERSIST IN REMOVING CABINS (ED)
12/14/1983 coil JUDGE RULES IN FAVOR OF CABIN OWNERS IN CUSTER
9/02/1984 C065 GROUP TO HELP MAINTAIN POET'S CABIN
4/09/1985 BOll BOARD--EVICT CABIN OWNERS
4/13/1986 D022 COMMISSION CAN KICK CABINS OFF CUSTER
4/18/1986 A081 SUMMER CABINS DO NOT BELONG IN PARK (ED)
7/07/1986 B025 OWNERS MAY BE ABLE TO BUY THEIR SITES
10/04/1986 C035 CABIN SITE SALE OK'D
9/12/1987 C021 CUSTER STATE PARK CABIN ISSUE WILL GO TO TRIAL
12/24/1987 C023 HISEGA CABIN OWNERS LOSE LAND BATTLE
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8/28/1988 A012 STUDIES COMPLAINT AT JANKLOW RESORT
5/05/1989 CG31 CABINS ALLOWED IN CUSTER UNTIL 2029
1/15/1990 B023 KPROFESSOR CHALLENGES CABIN'S ACCURACY
8/17/1990 C012 CABIN OWNERS WANT MINING BAN
9/03/1990 C031 PRESERVES LOG CABINS AS MEMORIALS TO FRONTIER LIFE
9/17/1990 A103 CABIN OWNERS' PLIGHT TRIGGERS QUESTIONS (L)
2/21/1991 C031 CUSTER HIGH CLASS BUILDING LOG CABIN
10/03/1991 D061 CABIN MANUFACTURER TO BEGIN EXPORTING
SEE TELEVISION CABLE
6/0A/1989 C012 GOPHERS' GNAWING TO PUT CABLES ABOVE GROUND
6/23/1992 C012 *BRUSH WITH NATURE
10/03/1987 C03A EX-'ARGUS' WRITER DIES
1/31/1991 A016 56HAT THEFT ACCEPTED AS JOKE
<»/09/1983 B031 COURT OVERTURNS MURDER CONVICTION
11/26/1990 BOll FAITH CAHALAN NAMED FAIRMAN OF THE YEAR
1/19/1991 C033 CAHALAN RE-ELECTED STATE FAIR CHAIRMAN
8/24/1992 B016 3CBR0THERS IMPORTANT TO STUDENT
11/24/1982 C033 KDAVID CAHILL--DEAD
12/04/1982 C021 CAHILL'S REGARD FOR SF (ED)
8/15/1990 C023 SISSETON FUNERAL HOME OWNER DIES AT 56
4/23/1985 B014 JUNKYARD RECEIVES 3-MONTH REPRIEVE
7/12/1991 C016 SALVAGE OWNER, CITY STILL AT ODDS
7/23/1983 B041 MONEY DRIVE BEGINS FOR COLMAN GIRL'S SURGERY
7/16/1986 D041 EXPERIENCED RACER TO TRY AS TRACK MANAGER
4/08/1987 C023 PROFESSOR RECOMMENDS HIGHER CALCIUM INTAKE
7/04/1990 B016 ^CALCIUM LOWERS BLOOD PRESSURE
3/27/1992 A012 CALCULATORS A CLASSROOM ADDITION
2/18/1984 B013 5C0PP0NENT OF NUCLEAR-ARMS RACE
2/27/1988 coil KLAWYER SAYS SHE MIGHT ENTER RACE
^3/04/1988'coil 3CCITY LAWYER JOINS STATE'S ATTORNEY RACE
3/05/1988 C012 ^CANDIDATES ARGUE OVER CONVERSATION
6/04/1988 A103 CALDWELL OFFERS CREDENTIALS
6/05/1988 A081 xNELSON, FROEHLICH ARE TOP ATTORNEY HOPEFULS (ED)
12/09/1992 B012 XJUDGE CALDWELL 'FAIR, SENSIBLE'
12/13/1992 A081 APPOINT JUDGES FOR ABILITY, NOT ADDRESS (ED)
3/30/1983 D013 KPITCHER CALDWELL HAS PIERRE ROOTS
9/17/1985 D012 ^INDIVIDUAL GOALS DRIVE RUNNING CALDWELL
4/27/1991 A016 JURY AWARDS WOMAN WHO SHOT ANIMAL
5/17/1991 AlOl SHOOTING DOG DIFFICULT FOR AN ANIMAL LOVER (L)
1/10/1982 B051 THAT PIN-UP GIRL CAN OUTSELL ANY MECHANIC
10/24/1983 A076 1984 CALENDARS REVEAL MORE THAN DAYS, MONTHS
12/31/1984 BOll NEW PRAIRIE PEOPLE CALENDAR
12/21/1985 A012 KNEW CALENDAR TAKES A LOOK AT STATE'S PAST
1/13/1986 C021 CITY CALENDAR ADDS ONE DAY TO NOVEMBER
12/16/1986 A052 KLOCAL CALENDARS GIVE DAYS TO REMEMBER
11/03/1987 A052 kDAKOTA MEN GIVE HANDSOME BOOST
1/17/1988 B031 CALENDAR TO FEATURE SD FARMERS
1/23/1988 C014 CALENDAR COUNTS DOWN REAGAN'S FINAL DAYS
4/06/1988 C091 CALENDAR TO FEATURE SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS
7/28/1988 C012.STUDENT PRODUCES CALENDAR TO HELP FELLOW SCHOLARS
'8/13/1988 A054 KDAKOTA MEN GIVE PORTRAITS TO CHARITY
9/03/1988 C014 KDAKOTA MEN ACCUSED OF FRAUD
3/11/1989 C026 'DAKOTA MEN' CALENDAR FALLS TO DEBT
12/06/1989 C042 RANCHER PROPOSES CALENDAR
4/16/1989 C051 KTWO-HEADED CALF BORN ON SD RANCH
12/31/1991 A013 KLESSON LEARNED THE HARD WAY
8/09/1986 A081 MOST POPULOUS STATE DIFFERS GREATLY FROM SD (ED)
6/03/1986 D012 KMORNINGSIDE'S CALLAHAN TO TAKE NEW JOB
12/05/1982 A012 BILDE, NOT STATE, RULES NEW SCHOOL
3/06/1983 B013 KAFTER 35 YEARS ON POLICE FORCE, HE'S HEARD IT ALL
12/23/1983 C013 KCALLAHAN, WILLARD LEAVING POLICE FORCE
11/04/1992 D012 KJUST WILD ABOUT GAME
11/14/1982 C031 CHAMBER HEAD SAYS CITY HAS EARNED RIGHT
11/17/1982 BOll KCALLAHAN LEAVES SF FOR AT8T POSITION
12/12/1982 EOll KDICK CALLAHAN TAKES THE CALL FOR AT8T
1/10/1988 C014 FORMER BELL CHIEF EXECUTIVE PROMOTED
9/02/1992 B021 KMADISON CONTESTANT IS MISS PRAIRIE VILLAGE
1/02/1985 B013 KNINE HAVE YET TO RETURN TO STATE
3/24/1991 A012 KREALITY AND HOPE COLLIDE DAILY FOR PARENTS OF MIA
7/01/1984 DOll kMAKING A MARK
11/11/1984 C031 AGENT ORANGE FORM BRINGS MEMORIES
8/19/1986 C013 'ARGUS' MANAGING EDITOR TAKES JOB
12/09/1984 A012 FATAL CRASH BURNS IN MEMORY
5/18/1989 D021 KFAREWELL PRESENT
5/22/1989 B012 PRINCIPAL WILL SLEEP UNDER BLANKET OF LOVE
9/05/1992 B015 SD CASINO SUPPORTS GAMING PLAN
1/28/1990 F014.KVERMILLION-NATIVE--POSSIBLITY OF.FAME, SUCCESS
8/26/1983 A013 KCAMBELL AT THE SIOUX EMPIRE FAIR
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8/26/1983 BOll ^COUNTRY STAR BLENDS INTO A CROWD
7/01/1986 AG62 DENYING CAMBODIANS REFUGEE STATUS
1/23/1988 C051 CAMBODIAN SURVIVOR SPEAKS OUT
2/28/1982 DG13 *A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST
3/G6/1987 BG12 MIXES PRAIRIE ROOTS, CONTEMPORARY STYLE
1/2G/1986 AG53 XCAMEL FINDS HOME, COMPANIONSHIP
12/19/1991 AG15 ZOO CAMELS STRICKEN
l/GA/1992 CGll SICK CAMELS KILLED AFTER TREATMENTS FAIL
9/G5/1983 BG15 ^CAMERA DOCTOR WORKS MIRACLES
7/G3/1989 AG72 KKNOW ABOUT CAMERAS BEFORE BUYING
8/26/1986 AGIA KSOUTH DAKOTANS SAFE IN CAMEROON
l/Gl/1989 CG12 J6MAKE HIS COUNTRY A BETTER PLACE
SEE SUMMER CAMP, CAMPGROUND, CAMPING
lG/25/1991 AG12 ^CHANCELLOR MAN IS 1G5 YEARS STRONG
5/12/1992 CG32 ^LENNOX MAN KEPT PEDALING AT 1G6
6/22/1991 AG15YMCA BOARD VOTES TO CLOSE TEPEETONKA
2/GA/1982 DG31 DASCHLE FUNDS $57,586--R0BERTS, $9,298
2/28/1982 BGll DEMOS-ROBERTS ARGUE OVER CAMPAIGN REPORTS
3/12/1982 DG12 RELYING ON OUT-OF-STATE CONTRIBUTIONS
4/22/1982 DGll DASCHLE TREASURY LARGER THAN ROBERTS'DNER
4/29/1982 DGll ROBERTS QUESTIONS DASCHLE'S MONEY HANDLING
5/27/1982 D015 KRUEGER LEADS CANDIDATES IN SPENDING
5/27/1982 D041 DISTRICT 11 CANDIDATES REPORT SPENDING
6/13/1982 CG41 FEC FINDS FAULT WITH CAMPAIGNS
6/14/1982 BG41 ^ROBERTS, DASCHLE ESTIMATE §700,000 BILL
6/26/1982 coil 9fSELL YOUR TENNIS SHOES FOR THE PARTY COFFERS
7/05/1982 C013 BN PAC DONATES §500 TO JANKLOW
7/09/1982 coil *STOCKMAN IN TOWN TODAY FOR QUICK FUND-RAISER
7/17/1982 BOll ROBERTS LEADS DASCHLE IN CAMPAIGN COLLECTIONS
"7/30/1982 coil O'CONNOR HOPES TO RAISE §125,000 FOR CAMPAIGN
8/24/1982 C013 O'CONNOR GETS 25-BUSHEL GRAIN DONATION
8/28/1982 BOll *SEN HART VISITS SF FOR DEMOCRATIC FUND-RAISER
8/28/1982 B014 KDASCHLE SUGGESTS END TO OUT-OF-STATE CONTRIBUTIONS
8/29/1982 B014 ROBERTS CHIDES DONATION FREEZE
9/02/1982 C023 DASCHLE'S FUND IDEA SELF-SERVING (L)
9/07/1982 B014 MCGOVERN SAYS BAN OUT-OF-STATE DONATIONS
9/16/1982 C022 SD FINANCING--CONGRESSIONAL RACE (L)
9/16/1982 C024 QUESTIONS FOR LARSEN, ROBERTS (L)
9/16/1982 C026 ROBERTS' STAND ON CAMPAIGN FUNDS HIT (L)
9/18/1982 C041 SPENDING REPORTS FILED AFTER ELECTION
9/18/1982 CG41 FARMER DONATES GRAIN TO CAMPAIGN
9/23/1982 C031 CAMPAIGN MONEY TIFF CONTINUES
9/25/1982 BOll O'CONNOR GAVE CAMPAIGN §25,000
9/27/1982 BG31 ROBERTS GIVES §29,100 FROM GAS FIRMS
9/29/1982 C043 DASCHLE DOWNPLAYED CONTRIBUTIONS
9/30/1982 C015 ROBERTS TURNS TABLES ON DASCHLE
10/08/1982 C013 DEMOCRATS NOT HELPING STATE CANDIDATES
10/08/1982 CG33 WEB PANEL'S DONATION TO CAMPAIGN OF KURLE ILLEGAL
10/19/1982 C041 ROBERTS, DASCHLE SPENDING THE SAME
10/19/1982 ,C041 HERE'S HOW MUCH PACS CONTRIBUTED TO DASCHLE, ROBERTS
10/20/1982 C051 DASCHLE OUTSPENDS ROBERTS
10/20/1982 C051 ROBERTS, DASCHLE GET NEW PAC MONEY
10/27/1982 D031 JANKLOW'S TREASURY TWICE O'CONNOR'S
10/27/1982 D031 CANDIDATES' SPENDING REPORTS
10/28/1982 A012 STATE GOP OUTSPENDS DEMOCRATS
10/29/1982 coil NATIONAL GOP GIVES §70,000 TO ROBERTS' CAMPAIGN
10/29/1982 C063 DASCHLE GETS 10 MORE §1,000-PLUS CONTRIBUTIONS
10/29/1982 C066 HANSEN COMMITTEE RAISED §16,024
11/17/1982 B012 DASCHLE, ROBERTS CAMPAIGNS IN DEBT
12/04/1982 C032 DASCHLE, ROBERTS SPENT RECORD §1.1 MILLION
2/03/1983 coil DASCHLE 8 ROBERTS SPENT RECORD AMOUNT
2/11/1983 C041 JANKLOW OUTSPENDS O'CONNOR
4/09/1983 B013 DASCHLE & ROBERTS STILL IN DEBATE
8/26/1983 coil PRESSLER, DASCHLE RAISING BIG BUCKS
10/18/1983 coil GROUP CALLS FOR REFORM OF CAMPAIGN SPENDING
2/05/1984 A012 DASCHLE DEFENDS CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
3/15/1984 coil BELL MAY TAKE OFFER IF DASCHLE...
3/20/1984 C012 XPRESSLER, DEMOCRATS DISCUSS SPENDING LIMIT
3/28/1984 D031 CUNNINGHAM PROPOSES §250,000 CAP
7/13/1984 C012 CHEM-NUCLEAR MISSES DEADLINE ON REPORT
8/08/1984 D033 CANDIDATES RAISE CAMPAIGN FUNDING ISSUE
8/09/1984 A012 CUNNINGHAM GETS §17,500 FROM PARTY
8/13/1984 C031 CAMPAIGN DONATIONS FROM OUT OF STATE
9/08/1984 B034 KPRESSLER OUTSPENDS CUNNINGHAM
9/14/1984 C015 STATE DEMS WILL PARTICIPATE IN FUND-RAISER
9/28/1984 DOll GOP CHARGES DEMOCRATS WITH MISUSING MONEY
10/14/1984 C042 BELL WILL GET §70,000
10/19/1984 coil PRESSLER RAISES §1 MILLION FOR CAMPAIGN
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10/31/1984 DOll BELL DENIES CURRENT LINK TO COMMITTEE
11/03/1984 B012 CANDIDATES RIDE THE AIRWAVES
11/03/1984 B031 LAWMAKERS WILL RETURN CONTRIBUTIONS
11/06/1984 coil REALTORS GROUP TOP POLITICAL CONTRIBUTOR
1/04/1985 C033 CANDIDATES SPENT $300,000 IN LEGISLATIVE RACES
1/08/1985 coil MINNEHAHA LEGISLATORS FILE REPORTS
1/17/1986 C031 BURG WANTS GOP TO BACK MONEY LIMIT
1/26/1986 A073 MONEY INTO CANDIDATES' COFFERS
1/26/1986 C015 DEMOCRATS DIFFER ON CAMPAIGN SPENDING LIMIT
2/06/1986 C021 DASCHLE CAMPAIGN SPENT $451,648 IN 1985
2/08/1986 C041 SENATE CANDIDATE SPENDING SURPRISES JANKLOW
3/09/1986 B015 ABDNOR PROTESTS JANKLOW LETTER
3/19/1986 BOll GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES DISAGREE ABOUT DISCLOSURE
4/20/1986 A012 JANKLOW CUTS CORNERS ON CAMPAIGN
4/24/1986 BOll CAMPAIGN PAYS FOR ABDNOR'S TOP AIDE
4/24/1986 B033 DASCHLE CAMPAIGN FILES INCOMPLETE REPORT
5/04/1986 C015 ABDNOR FUND-RAISING LAGS BEHIND
5/08/1986 coil DASCHLE CAMPAIGNER SAYS STORY MISLEADING
5/09/1986 C021 PAC MONEY TO HOUSE RACE
5/18/1986 A081 TAXES HELP FUND CAMPAIGNS (L)
5/23/1986 C015 JANKLOW GAINS IN CAMPAIGN SPENDING
5/24/1986 C034 BELL OUTSPENDS CONTENDERS IN RACE
5/25/1986 coil PAC CHAIRMAN ACCUSES ABDNOR OF LYING
5/27/1986 D013 MICKELSON, ROBERTS, HERSETH LEAD
5/30/1986 coil HERSETH LEADS DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES
6/01/1986 A105 PUT LIMITS ON PACS' CLOUT (L)
7/19/1986 C013 ^SPENDING REPORTS DETAIL RACES
7/25/1986 C014 PRIMARY PUT LOSERS IN DEBT
8/20/1986 BOll IOWA POLICE CHARGE THREE IN BEATING DEATH
8/21^1986'con BELL DEFENDS REFUND IN LIEU OF CASH
8/28/1986 C022 CANDIDATES AGREE ON FUNDING ISSUE
9/14/1986 Alll CHASING THE DOLLAR MAKE CANDIDATES ...
9/23/1986 con KBELL MANAGER URGES FEC
10/07/1986 C015 ABDNOR GOT $107,000 FROM CHEMICAL FIRMS
10/09/1986 C014 ^REALTORS GROUP SCALES DOWN DONATION
10/16/1986 C012 FEC REPORTS ABDNOR CASH TOPS DASCHLE'S
10/30/1986 C014 REPORTING BLURS HERSETH FINANCE TOTALS
10/30/1986 C016 BURG BLASTS UTILITY LAWYER CONTRIBUTION
10/31/1986 con EXPERT--SENATE RACE SETS RECORD
10/31/1986 C021 PARTY ACCOUNTS REVEALED
11/06/1986 C056 SENATE RACE SETS SPENDING RECORD, OFFICIALS REPORT
11/22/1986 AlOl PUT LIMIT ON PACS CED)
12/10/1986 B023 KABDNOR-DASCHLE RACE SETS NEW RECORD
12/17/1986 B041 JOHNSON CAMPAIGN TAB AT $400,000
1/27/1987 C016 BELL DEFENDS GIVING
2/10/1987 C012 STATEHOUSE PAC GIVING INCREASES
3/06/1987 C021 HOUSE KILLS BILL TO LIMIT ELECTION SPENDING
3/27/1987 C021 PACS GAVE TO DASCHLE AND ABDNOR
4/04/1987 C012 KABDNOR CONTRIBUTOR LINKED TO NAZIS
W5/30/1987 .A101. FUNDING.RULES IN NEED OF AN OVERHAUL (ED)
7/26/1987 A123 US DOESN'T NEED A KING (L)
8/06/1987 C021 DASCHLE ADDED TO CAMPAIGN EXPENSES IN '87
8/14/1987 A081 PAC DONATIONS NEED TO BE CONTROLLED
1/09/1988 C012 BELL FINED FOR ELECTION LAW VIOLATIONS
2/15/1988 B016 JOHNSON PAC FUNDS REPORTED
2/17/1988 A064 PAC INFLUENCE UNFAIR (L)
3/07/1988 B014 DOLE WINS MONEY RACE IN SD
5/13/1988 C033 ^CAMPAIGN SPENDING IN SOUTH DAKOTA
5/20/1988 A103 PAC INFLUENCE A DISGRACE
6/11/1988 C015 KDASCHLE RECEIVED DONATION FROM INDICTED CONTRIBUTOR
7/07/1988 C012 FROEHLICH TOPS SPENDING IN PRIMARY RACE
9/17/1988 A085 REPUBLICANS TAKE PAC CASH (L)
10/18/1988 C015 JOHNSON LEADS MONEY RACE
10/22/1988 C012 *JOHNSON HOLDS 5-1 FUND ADVANTAGE
11/01/1988 B015 JOHNSON RAISES, SPENDS MORE MONEY
3/07/1989 A012 *VOLK TOOK PAC MONEY IN '88
3/09/1989 C023 US WEST SPENT $2 MILLION ON CAMPAIGN
3/09/1989 C023 HOG-FARM BAN SUPPORTERS OUTSPENT OPPONENTS
3/12/1989 A081 DOUBLE STANDARD REFLECTS ON HIS INTEGRITY (ED)
3/26/1989 An4 'ARGUS' HAS DOUBLE STANDARD (L)
5/17/1989 An5 BACK CAMPAIGN BILLS (L)
5/21/1989 A152 CAMPAIGN REFORM NEEDED (L)
5/29/1989 A084 LAWMAKERS BIG BEGGARS (L)
6/14/1989 C012 3fRACE FOR GOVERNOR COSTLY
9/16/1989 C021 MASTEN CHALLENGES PRESSLER ON DONATIONS
10/12/1989 C023 GOP DEFENDS PRESSLER FUND-RAISER
11/01/1989 A084 CAMPAIGN REFORM NEEDED (L)
1/06/1990 C021 PRESSLER DENIES FUND MISUSE
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1/31/1990 CD15 KABDNOR GIVEN ILLEGALLY RAISED FUNDS
2/01/1990 C012 56LABOR, LIQUOR INTERESTS GAVE TO MUENSTER
2/06/1990 C012 OPPOSITE ENDS OF BOTTOM LINE
A/11/1990 A103 PAC SYSTEM CREATES INSULATED CONGRESS (L)
A/lA/1990 C012 MUENSTER FUNDS NEAR $A2A,000
A/18/1990 C021 FRANKENFELD LENDS $10,000 TO HIS CAMPAIGN TREASURY
A/22/1990 C012 XMIAMIAN'S BACKING OF DASCHLE WASN'T WASTED
A/25/1990 C012 DASCHLE LEADS ALL SENATE IN LABOR PAC MONEY
A/25/1990 C051 KMUENSTER RAISES MORE MONEY INSIDE STATE
5/06/1990 Alll WHITE HOUSE FUND-RAISER WILL GIVE BOOST
5/07/1990 A083 DASCHLE AMONG TOP PAC RECIPIENTS (L)
5/08/1990 A062 CAMPAIGN COSTS MUST BE LIMITED (L)
5/18/1990 A103 LET'S LIMIT CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTORS TO DISTRICT (L)
6/11/1990 A08A POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS ARE TOO EXPENSIVE (L)
6/12/1990 A075 POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS ARE TOO EXPENSIVE (L)
7/07/1990 A081 CRISIS UNDERSCORES NEED FOR REFORM (ED)
7/13/1990 C016 PRESSLER STILL LEADS FUND RACE
7/16/1990 C012 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES PLEAD FOR CASH
7/21/1990 A061 CAMPAIGN REFORM NEEDS NEGOTIATION
7/31/1990 C041 PRESSLER CHALLENGES DASCHLE TO RETURN CONTRIBUTIONS
8/12/1990 E033 INITIATIVE SPONSORS URGE SPENDING LIMITS
8/1A/1990 A012 PRESSLER HAULS DASCHLE INTO PAC FIGHT
8/1A/1990 AlOl CAMPAIGN REFORM AIDS CHALLENGERS (L)
8/14/1990 coil FRANKENFELD--LOSSES HURT FUND-RAISING
8/18/1990 C012 PRESSLER SCOFFS AT CONTRIBUTION DISPUTE
8/29/1990 C015 THRIFTS GAVE PRESSLER $45,000
9/04/1990 AlOl SSL SPAT REFLECTS PROBLEM WITH PAC'S (ED)
9/18/1990 C014 XSAMUELSON LOANS $80,000 TO CAMPAIGN
9/19/1990 C014 XWHAT HAPPENED TO GOP CONTRIBUTION CHECK
'9/28/1990 A0r6 GOP ILLEGALLY GIVING MONEY--DEMOCRATS
9/29/1990 A081 SAMUELSON BREAKS CAMPAIGN PROMISE (L)
10/01/1990 A012 ^CAMPAIGNS POUR CASH INTO TV ADS
10/16/1990 C014 XMUENSTER AHEAD IN CAMPAIGN FUND-RAISING
10/17/1990 C015 FRANKENFELD'S BANK ACCOUNT
10/27/1990 coil MUENSTER FUNDS RUNNING DRY
11/03/1990 C015 KPRESSLER PLEADS FOR FUNDS
11/04/1990 E016 ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE COSTLY
11/05/1990 C016 MASTEN QUESTIONS PRESSLER'S BANKROLL
11/27/1990 A085 CONGRESS MUST ENACT CAMPAIGN REFORM (L)
12/14/1990 C033 *FRANKENFELD BLASTS GOP FUND-RAISING
12/18/1990 C035 ^SENATE RACE COST TOTAL OF $3.4 MILLION
1/04/1991 C015 RACE BOASTS BIG SPENDERS
1/07/1991 coil 29 CANDIDATES DON'T FILE REPORTS
1/26/1991 coil 5 CADIDATES FAIL TO FILE ON TIME
2/09/1991 C031 CAMPAIGN REPORTS SHOW MONEY TALKS
2/13/1991 C012 *DASCHLE HAS $220,000 IN BANK
3/31/1991 C012 DOLLAR BARRAGE AWAITS DASCHLE
4/21/1991 C015 PAC DONATIONS TO SD DELEGATION
4/23/1991 C012 KAGENCY RULES AGAINST PRESSLER CAMPAIGN
. 8/12/1991 B012 ,BIG DASCHLE DONATORS LIVE OUT OF STATE
10/16/1991 C032 SD-DELEGATION WEIGHS PAC INFLUENCE
11/14/1991 C014 BRACE FOR COSTLY RACE IN '94
2/04/1992 C016 DASCHLE FUND LEADS HAAR'S $1,000 TO $1
2/06/1992 coil PRESSLER'S CAMPAIGN FUNDS TOTAL $441,871
3/17/1992 C016 DASCHLE TO BE PAC RECIPIENT
4/12/1992 A071 PRESIDENCY SHOULDN'T BELONG TO WEALTHY (L)
5/10/1992 Alll CAMPAIGN REFORM BILL FAVORED DEMOCRATS (L)
5/10/1992 F012 LAROUCHE WITH $11,778 FROM SD VOTERS
5/26/1992 C012 DEMOCRATS STILL 2ND BUT GAINING IN CONTRIBUTIONS
7/06/1992 C022 REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FEAR DASCHLE'S CASH
7/15/1992 C025 DASCHLE STILL HAS CASH ADVANTAGE
7/20/1992 B022 CAMPAIGN COSTS VARY FROM $98 TO $14,000
7/20/1992 B023 AVERAGE COST TO RUN RISING, OFFICIALS SAY
8/02/1992 A112 MEDIA SHOULD REPORT PAC CONTRIBUTIONS (L)
8/15/1992 B022 PANEL APPROVES LIMIT ON CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
8/27/1992 A085 CANDIDATES SHOULD REVEAL CONTRIBUTORS (L)
9/13/1992 A065 QUAYLE'S COUNCIL AIDS GOP CONTRIBUTORS (L)
9/14/1992 B021 CANDIDATES CALL FOR SPENDING CAP
9/20/1992 C012 CANDIDATE SAYS ETHICS PANEL ERRED
10/07/1992 B014 3(TIMMER--AB0LISH ALL PAC'S
10/18/1992 F025 3€DASCHLE OUTSPENT HAAR BY $4-T0-$l
10/20/1992 B022KJOHNSON TOPS TIMMER IN CAMPAIGN DOLLARS
10/23/1992 B072 POLITICAL AD BUDGETS DOWN
10/24/1992 B021 GOP GIVES $100,000 TO HAAR THIS MONTH
10/26/1992 A096 DASCHLE, JOHNSON ARE BIG SPENDERS (L)
10/26/1992 B012 KDASCHLE PAC FUND IS NUMBER 2
ll/06/1992'-B012 DEMOCRATS OUTSPEND-GOP 2-TO-l
12/13/1992 FOll DASCHLE RE-ELECTION CAMPAIGN IN BLACK
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1/11/1983 C013 KRUEGER TOP SPENDER AMOUNG SF CANDIDATES
6/18/1983 BOIA CANDIDATES FILE CONTRIBUTION REPORTS
3/2A/198A COIA *KUCK NOTES NINES FAILURE TO FILE
5/27/1986 D013 6 HOUSE CANDIDATES SPEND $150,000
6/12/1986 A021 HUNKING LEADS PACK IN SPENDING
6/12/1987 A012 SKADSEN RAISES $23,232 IN PURSUIT
6/13/1987 C012 XVANDERLOO CRITICIZES UNION-TIED DONATION
6/16/1988 C012 RANDALL, JAMISON TOP SPENDERS IN RACES
6/IA/1989 C0I5 CHUNKING LEADS IN FUND RAISING
4/05/1990 C012 ANDERSON IS FAR OUT FRONT IN CONTRIBUTIONS
6/12/1991 A012 WHITE, KNOBE LEAD FUND-RAISING
6/I0/I992 C012 *CITY CANDIDATES SCRAMBLE FOR CAMPAIGN DONATIONS
3/07/1983 B023 PUBLIC FINANCING MAY SOLVE ABUSES (L)
10/07/1984 C021 PUBLIC FUNDING IN CONGRESSIONAL RACES (ED)
4/28/1985 C012 MCGOVERN--ELECTION PANEL STRIKES BACK
5/18/1985 AlOl PAC CONTRIBUTION RULING MUDDIES WATERS (ED)
8/03/1985 A081 CAMPAIGN CHECKOFF SHOULDN'T BE DROPPED (L) -
12/03/1985 AlOl LIMIT SPECIAL INTERESTS' CLOUT (ED)
3/02/1986 EOll 3€CEREAL COMPANY CULTIVATES FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES
6/15/1987 C016 OFFICIAL OPPOSES CAMPAIGN REFORM BILL
6/16/1987 A082 CAMPAIGN BILL HAS MERIT (L)
6/16/1987 C015 PARTIES DEBATE BILL ON CAMPAIGN FUNDS
6/19/1987 C016 PRESSLER REFUTES GOP HEAD
6/21/1987 A092 REFORM CAMPAIGN SPENDING (L)
6/22/1987 C031 SENATORS DISAGREE ON CAMPAIGN REFORM
6/24/1987 A081 CEILING IS NECESSARY ON SPENDING (L)
6/28/1987 A103 SUPPORTS CAMPAIGN REFORM (L)
6/29/1987 A083 KCAMPAIGN SPENDING'S TIME HAS COME
7/07/1987 C022 PRESSLER BLUFFED VOTERS ON ELECTION REFORM
NOT GOOD (L)
7/28/1987 A084 THERE IS A BETTER WAY (L)
8/11/1987 C021 DASCHLE PASSES $1 MILLION IN PAC CONTRIBUTIONS
11/15/1987 B025 NEEDS LIMIT ON CAMPAIGN SPENDING
11/23/1987 A104 PAC POWER CUT NEEDED (L)
1/08/1988 C012 VOLK WANTS TO REFORM CAMPAIGN LAWS
1/11/1988 A083 MAINTAIN PRESSURE FOR CAMPAIGN REFORM LEGISLATION
1/23/1988 AlOl AREA SENATORS HELP STOP CAMPAIGN REFORM (L)
2/14/1988 B032 TAKES HEAT FOR OPPOSITION TO BILL
2/21/1988 A082 CAMPAIGN REFORM UNFAIR (L)
2/24/1988 B021 JOHNSON RANKS 33RD IN PAC FUNDS
3/01/1988 A061 ^CAMPAIGN REFORM BILL COSTLY
3/06/1988 A061 CAMPAIGN FINANCE BILL DESERVES TO SURVIVE (ED)
11/20/1988 A114 POLITICS IS SURVIVAL OF RICHEST (L)
3/I1/I989 A085 BILL WOULD CUT PAC POWER (L)
4/14/1989 A103 BILLS OFFER PAC REFORM (L)
4/15/1989 A084 PAC REFORM NEEDED (L)
5/27/1989 A103 CAMPAIGN REFORM IS NEEDED NOW (L)
11/14/1989 A084 PUBLIC FINANCING NEEDED (L)
3/21/1991 A106 URGE LAWMAKERS TO OK CAMPAIGM REFORM BILL (L)
?v7/01/I991,A085 CAMPAIGNtREFORM- VOTES APPRECIATED (L)
4/16/1992 A081 DON'T LET BUSH STOP FINANCE REFORM BILL (ED)
8/01/1992 A084 BUSH DIDN'T TELL TRUTH ON CAMPAIGN REFORM (L)
12/28/1992 A081 CLINTON MUST LEAD CAMPAIGN REFORM (ED)
6/02/I99I C033 CONSULTANT CALLS FOR END TO NEGATIVE CAMPAIGNS
4/26/1992 F031 LONGTIME MILBANK EDUCATOR DIES AT 85
8/09/1992 C041 9€INDIAN LAWMAKER STANDS ALONE
1/02/1991 B015 *WHAT BEGAN AS A STUNT NOW A FAVORITE SNACK
4/26/1992 N152 *CHIPS MAKE FAMILY BUSINESS A HUGE SUCCESS
5/I4/I991 B082 ^CAMPBELL SUPPLY STILL GROWING
2/02/1989 C015 WOMAN FILES $3 MILLION LAWSUIT AGAINST MORRELL
10/01/1983 BOll CAMPBELL NAMED TO EDUCATION LOBBYIST POST
12/01/1987 A012 36CITY POLICE CHIEF GREEN RESIGNS
12/07/1987 C012 BROAD-BASED EXPERIENCE BENEFITS
12/10/1989 EOll POLICE CHIEF STAYS IN LOCAL HOSPITAL
5/18/1990 A012 *CHIEF CAMPBELL WILL RETIRE
12/27/1990 C014 ^VETERANS LEAVE POLICE FORCE
2/02/1990 C021 GRAND JURY CHARGES MAN WITH RAPE, ABUSE
5/14/1991 B082 ^CAMPBELL SUPPLY STILL GROWING
12/03/1988 A0l2 SCHOOL TRADES IN LABELS FOR DODGE
4/12/1982 C012 PRIVATE CONCESSIONS TESTED AT PACTOLA LAKE
5/30/1982 BOll CAMPGROUND HOST FIRED
5/31/1982 B015 SD CAMPING FEES SET FOR SUMMER SEASON
7/31/1982 C0I5 STATE CLOSES KOA CAMPGROUND-BELVIDERE
8/01/1982 B081 FREEMAN STICKS TO BELIEFS IN CAMPGROUND DISPUTE
8/10/1982 B041 FREEMAN TO LET STATE INSPECT CAMP
8/14/1982 C013 HIGHER CAMPING RATES ANGER BIKERS
8/20/1982 B041-GLENN FREEMAN'S LICENCE REINSTATED
3/29/1983 B012 FREEMAN FILES SUIT IN LICENSE DISPUTE
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6/17/198A EOll LOCAL CAMPGROUND WINS EXCELLENCE AWARD
11/05/1984 CG31 FORMER LAWMAKER WINS COURT SUIT
6/22/1989 D062 XYOGI BEAR CAMPGROUND PART OF CHAIN
10/01/1989 F033 WASHINGTON GRAD SETTLES IN THE HILLS
11/12/1989 B071 COSTS FOR CAMPSITES INCREASE
1/29/1990 B021 CUSTER COUPLE WINS APPEAL AGAINST LAWYER
4/11/1990 C024 OFFICIALS SET RULES FOR FESTIVAL CAMPING
6/07/1990 C043 LAND OWNER HELL'S ANGEL MEMBER
7/12/1990 C036 STURGIS DOUBLES CAMP AREA
1/14/1991 B031 CAMPGROUND GROWS INTO FULL-TIME VENTURE
5/10/1991 C032 REFERRAL CENTER MAY LOCATE IN HILLS
5/28/1991 C014 STATE CAMPGROUNDS BUSY
2/02/1992 F015 KYOGl, JELLYSTONE PARK COME TO SD
6/08/1992 C021 CAMPGROUND OFFERS TO CHANGE POLICIES
12/11/1992 B021 PETITIONS PROTEST CORPS' CAMP PLANS
5/05/1982 B013 STATE, FEDERAL CAMPGROUND FEES GO UP
6/13/1982 B051 T-E-N-T-l-N-G SPELLS RELIEF FROM HIGH COST
5/01/1983 C061 CAMPGROUNDS AT CUSTER STATE PARK OPEN TODAY
5/05/1983 BOll ^PICKING RIGHT CAMP FOR CHILD IS FIRST STEP
5/22/1983 C051 CAMPERS ADVISED TO ARRIVE EARLY FOR BEST SITES
7/18/1983 A051 ^CAMPERS CAN SAVE MONEY AND SEE COUNTRYSIDE
7/24/1983 B015 LAWYER QUESTIONS PERMIT
7/27/1983 BOll KTHESE COUNCELORS ARE SPECIAL PEOPLE
8/03/1983 C025 PUBLIC SHOULD HAVE FREE USE OF CAMPING SPOTS (L)
9/04/1983 B031 3fR0CKY MT HIGH OFFERS SNOWBALLS (YEAGER)
11/21/1983 B035 NEW FEES PROPOSED FOR CAMPING
12/14/1983 C031 PARKS COMMISSION RAISES CAMPING FEES
1/29/1984 C031 HIGHER FEES MAY FORCE CAMPERS OUT (L)
4/15/1984 B051 CAMP FEES WON'T RISE
«6715'/1984 A012 IT WAS STICKY FOR A WHILE
6/28/1984 C035 JAYCEE CAMP SHOULD REOPEN IN 3 WEEKS
6/29/1984 coil JAYCEE CAMP WILL REOPEN FOR BUSINESS
7/11/1984 DOll KA DAY AT CAMP
4/14/1985 E041 PARKS OFFICIALS ADD CAMPING FEES AT 2 AREAS
5/16/1985 C022 EX-OFFICIAL APPEALS DISMISSAL OF LAWSUIT
6/04/1985 C031 FORT RANDALL CAMPING RESTRICTION UNDER WAY
7/02/1985 C023 KHORSING AROUND AT DAY CAMP
6/10/1986 C023 MAN'S SUIT AGAINST STATE OFFICIALS
7/21/1986 B023 AIRSTREAMERS TO STREAM INTO RC IN 1987
7/24/1986 coil WEEK GIVES CAMPERS TALES TO TELL
3/29/1987 B023 OUTLETS FOR CAMPSITES ARE CHARGED ISSUE
4/08/1987 B071 CAMPGROUND OWNERS CITE THOMSON
7/19/1987 C061 CAMPING FEE REDUCTION COMING TO STATE PARKS
8/04/1987 C012 KA HOT WEEK AT CAMP
8/09/1987 A081 CHANGES ARE NEEDED AT CAMP TEPEETONKA (L)
8/16/1987 C032 FAMILIES TELL TALE OF 2 CAMPS
8/17/1987 AlOl CAMP GOOD EXPERIENCE (L)
8/25/1987 A081 CAMPS ARE IN GOOD SHAPE CD
5/27/1988 EOll *A PLACE IN THE SUN
, 6/04/1988 A091 GIFT WILL HELP ASTHMATIC CHILDREN CD
6/28/1988 "C016'CENTER HELPS YOUTHS LEARN ABOUT DIABETES
7/12/1988 C012 ^TEAMWORK KEEPS DAY CAMP AFLOAT
9/04/1988 B081 CABINS ADDED AT LEWIS AND CLARK SITE
12/28/1988 C012 STUDY DELAYS OK FOR CAMPING SITE
3/12/1989 B061 ^SUMMER CAMPING OPTIONS ABOUND IN SD
7/13/1989 B012 CAMP GIVES CHILDREN DOSE OF OUTDOOR LIFE
7/18/1989 C012 ^SPECIAL PEOPLE GO TO EXCEPTIONAL CAMP
9/10/1989 B071 GUIDELINES ENSURE SAFE CAMPFIRE
4/01/1990 B074 ESTATE OFFERS POPULAR CAMPING OPPORTUNITES
5/22/1990 C012 PREPARATION SMOOTHS TRAUMA OF SUMMER CAMP
5/22/1990 C013 WHERE CAMPS ARE IN SF AREA
7/27/1990 C012 XCAMPERS GIVE IT THEIR ALL
3/03/1991 F041 KTELLS FRIENDS, 'GO TO FLORIDA'
4/07/1991 B034 PROGRAM TRIES TO ENTICE CAMPERS
6/07/1991 C015 YMCA DEBATES FATE OF CAMP TEPEETONKA
6/14/1991 C021 FREE CAMPING OFFERED IN BLACK HILLS
6/20/1991 A072 3fAN ADDED COMFORT TO YOUR CAMPING TRIP
7/06/1991 A012 ^MEMORIES AMUSE EX-CAMPERS
7/06/1991 A041 JCTHANK YOU, CAMP TEPEETONKA, FOR THE MEMORIES
8/06/1991 C032 K53 ATTEND CAMP AT SWAN LAKE
9/03/1991 C051 3eBLACK POWDER CLUB STEPS BACK IN TIME
3/17/1992 B031 CAMPERS, BE KIND TO THE OUTDOORS
7/08/1992 B012 *PROPER PREPARATION CAN MAKE TRIP...
7/10/1992 C012 3CSEEK1NG SHELTER
8/03/1992 B032 *HOME ON THE RANGE
11/16/1983 coil HAITIAN EXPERIENCES HELP MINISTER
-5/17/1984 C031 CONFERENCE WILL FOCUS ON EXPORTS TO CANADA
5/27/1984 EOll SEMINAR WILL FOCUS ON TRADE WITH CANADA
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5/3I/198'» COAl DIPLOMAT ENCOURAGES TRADE WITH CANADA
6/02/1985 E031 CANADIANS STRESS IMPORTANCE OF US TRADE
7/23/1986 C031 HIGH-SPEED TOUR REVEALS ROADS
10/29/1986 B012 XJANKLOW--KEEP HOGS, SEND JOBS
11/08/1986 C012 $1.05 EXPUTY DUTY ON US CORN
11/19/1986 B012 CANADA SEIZES YACHT OF SD MOTEL OWNER
11/22/1986 C012 YACHT HAS CLEAR SAILING AFTER MIX-UP
9/20/1987 C032 CANADIAN LEADER BRINGS TRADE FIGHT TO STATE
I/I6/I988 C016 STATE FOCUSES ON NEIGHBORS FOR DEVELOPMENT
1/23/1988 C02A LAWMAKERS UNHAPPY WITH TRADE PACT
3/23/1988 B019 5€MANUFACTURER ENJOYS CANADIAN-FOUND SUCCESS
A/05/1989 D082 SD FIRMS BID FOR CANADIAN CLIENTS
5/07/1989 B071 KCANADA BECKONS BIG-THINKING AREA ANGLERS
7/25/1989 B061 CANADIAN PORK DUTY BEING CONSIDERED
10/2A/I989 A081 SF COULD LEAD US-CANADIAN NATION
8/20/1991 C012 *STATE LAGS IN CANADIAN TRADE
6/08/1992 C012 CANADA IS STATE'S TOP TRADE PARTNER
7/27/1992 D031 KOH, CANADA, GLORIOUS AND CLOSE
12/07/1992 A091 KNEED TO KNOW THEIR CANADIAN NEIGHBORS BETTER
9/25/1988 coil STOCKYARDS PARENT FIRM CHANGES NAME
2/06/1983 C015 KARTHUR CANARY--MR PAROLE OF SD
9/22/1983 C013 ^DIRECTOR'S PHILOSOPHY BUILT FREEDOM
1/02/1982 A012 KSD BOY RISKS RARE TRANSPLANT, WINS
2/21/1982 B0A2 ONE DAY PLAYING BB--THEN FIGHTING CANCER
3/16/1982 C031 SD GIRL LOSES 3-MONTH CANCER FIGHT
3/29/1982 A062 CANCER INSTITUTE GRANTED
5/07/1982 BOll KHE HAS WON 3 CANCER BATTLES-NOW HE'S FIGHTING A ATH
6/10/1982 C081 AUCTION TO BE USED AS CANCER FUND-RAISER
7/27/1982 A07<i HYINK NEW CANCER SOCIETY CHAIRMAN
'8/30/1982 A095 HORSEBACK RIDE FOR CANCER SOCIETY
9/21/1982 A09A KCANCER SOCIETY NAMES OFFICERS
9/22/1982 A012 K'REAL FIGHTER' COMES HOME TO SD
10/18/1982 C012 kBROOKINGS FAMILY OVERWHELMED BY TOWN'S RESPONSE...
10/26/1982 A115 KSD CANCER SOCIETY ELECTS LEADERS
12/12/1982 COiiS KFRIENDS, RELATIVES EASE PAIN OF BOY'S CANCER
12/28/1982 C032 POT DERIVATIVE DOESN'T HELP ALL CANCER PATIENTS
2/27/1983 A0l3 KFAMILY BELIEVES IN MIRACLES
3/10/1983 C043 GIRL FIGHTING CANCER TO DISNEYLAND
3/28/1983 A075 PHARMACISTS GIVE TO CANCER SOCIETY
3/28/1983 A075 DANCE FOR CANCER IS APRIL 10
9/02/1983 BOll KFLANDREAU GIRL TO BE ON 'REAL PEOPLE'
9/19/1983 A093 CANCER SOCIETY ELECTS STEENSMA
5/16/1983 B025 AREA PHARMACIES THANKED FOR CANCER CHARITY (L)
6/05/1983 D091 HOSPITALS ARE OFFERING FREE TESTS FOR CANCER
6/12/1983 D091 HEALTH CENTER SPONSORS CANCER WORKSHOP
6/27/1983 C091 KBIKE FOR LIFE RAISES $10,000 FOR CANCER SOCIETY
7/05/1983 C012 KPROGRAM OFFERS SCREENING FOR BREAST CANCER
7/11/1983 C099 CANCER VICTIM PUTS FAITH IN INNOVATIONS
7/15/1983 C051 SELF-DONATION DOESN'T HELP YOUNG PATIENT
,8/09/1983'C011 RESEARCH PROJECT BRINGS LATEST CANCER TREATMENTS
9/08/1983 B072 COMMUNITY TO HAVE CANCER BENEFIT
9/25/1983 coil STUDY NOT LIKELY TO SHOW CANCER LINK
10/25/1983 B039 KLIEN DIRECTS SMOKEOUT PROJECT
11/08/1983 A092 CANCER SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS
1/15/1989 DOll KTEEN-AGER LIVES 1 DAY AT A TIME
1/29/1989 C031 GIRL WITH CANCER GETS TO MEET JOHN DENVER
1/27/1989 C052 COMMITTEE VOTES TO BAN USING LAETRILE
3/05/1989 B019 AWARENESS OF DANGERS OF COLO-RECTAL CANCER
3/07/1989 DOll SELF-EXAMS HELP WOMEN FIND CANCER
3/18/1989 C095 WAGNER'S DANCE FOR CANCER WILL BE APRIL 1
3/31/1989 A119 CANCER SOCIETY NEEDS DONATIONS (L)
5/09/1989 C013 PROPER DIET MAY HELP CUT RISK OF CANCER
9/10/1989 BOll CANCER SHATTERS GIRL'S LIFE
9/13/1989 B019 GROUPS OFFER CANCER PROGRAM
9/20/1989 C051 FAIR TO EXPLAIN CANCER PREVENTION
9/28/1989 A012 PREVENTIVE PILL PART OF LOCAL CANCER STUDY
9/28/1989 D029 COLUMN A BEAUTIFUL REMINDER (L)
10/05/1989 B019 CONTROLLING CANCER IS AIM OF LOCAL FAIR
11/15/1989 C032 LOCAL DOCTOR PARTICIPATES IN RESEARCH
12/09/1989 Alll KIDENTIFYING CANCER HOT SPOTS
12/11/1989 B031 kSTAKE NAMED TO CANCER BOARD
1/08/1985 B035 MCMILLIN IS CANCER SOCIETY DIRECTOR
1/16/1985 BOll KFAMILY CENTERS LIFE AROUND DAUGHTER
1/16/1985 B019 KDOCTOR WAGES WAR AGAINST DEATH
3/30/1985 A095 BECOMING AN EPIDEMIC IN US
9/13/1985 C021 AEROBICS MARATHON TO BOOST CANCER SOCIETY
'9/18/1985 C025'CHILD PREPARES FOR TRANSPLANT'
5/11/1985 C015 MAYO CLINIC LOSES GRANT
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5/16/1985 B09A CANCER SUPPORT GROUP FOR FAMILIES
6/06/1985 A061 GOLFERS TEE OFF AGAINST CANCER (ED)
6/19/1985 A012 KGIRL'S DREAM COMES TRUE
7/17/1985 AlOl REAGAN CANCER COVERAGE WILL INCREASE AWARENESS (ED)
7/27/1985 A09A THANKS FOR HELP WITH CANCER EVENT (L)
9/21/1985 C015 SECANCER VICTIM TO HELP OTHERS
10/06/1985 C0A5 ^DIDN'T PLAN ON WINNING RAFFLE
ll/OA/1985 B021 GIRL WITH RARE FORM OF CANCER
11/21/1985 A012 CANCER STRIKES SMOKER
12/25/1985 A012 ^LEARNING THE HARD WAY
1/18/1986 A081 12 MILLION CUPS A DAY (ED)
1/21/1986 con ^PROGRAM HELPS CANCER PATIENTS
2/19/1986 BOIA FRATERNITY TO HELP DYING TEEN
3/01/1986 A092 LADIES AUXILARIES FIGHT CANCER (L)
3/19/1986 con 3EW0MAN LIVES IN FAMILY'S MEMORIES
3/23/1986 D016 PATIENTS COPE WITH CANCER
A/06/1986 C013 RAPID CITY CANCER VICTIM TO GET WISH
5/18/1986 con CANCER AEROB-E-THON NETS $18,500
5/2A/1986 A012 UNITED WAY, CANCER SOCIETY JOIN FORCES
8/31/1986 C015 KCOACH HAD BRIGHT SEASONS DESPITE CANCER
9/05/1986 A081 POLICIES NEED TO BE CHANGED (L)
10/11/1986 A091 CANCER SOCIETY APPRECIATES HELP (L)
A/12/1987 AlOA BREAST CANCER CAN BE BEATEN (L)
A/20/1987 C012 ^CANCER VICTIM LEAVES LEGACY OF FULL LIFE
A/27/1987 A08A CANDY TAUGHT HOW TO LIVE, DIE (L)
5/01/1987 C012 seWATER STUDY SHOWS CANCER RISK
5/2A/1987 A012 KCOPING WITH THE DISEASE OF EMOTIONS
5/2A/1987 A051 POSITIVE OUTLOOK HELPS PATIENT
5/25/1987 C012 CANCER IS A MATTER OF LIFE & DEATH
6708/1987 AlOl SF WELL SERVED BY RESEARCH PROGRAM
6/08/1987 C012 IOWA MAN'S PLAN DOESN'T INCLUDE DYING
7/07/1987 con FUNDS TO BE RAISED FOR CANCER VICTIM
8/02/1987 B012 ^ATHLETES WILL GUIDES SURGEON THROUGH ORDEAL
8/2A/1987 A081 *W1LL0W RUN GOLF TO BENEFIT CANCER
8/25/1987 B015 BYRUMS FIGHT CANCER WITH GOLFING BENEFIT
9/0A/1987 A012 STUDY LINKS AGENT ORANGE, CANCER
9/13/1987 C036 TWlCE-HlT FAMILY FINDS LESSONS IN CANCER FIGHT
9/26/1987 A07A BICYCLE BENEFIT RAISES $35,000 (L)
10/28/1987 A012 MORE WOMEN SEEK BREAST EXAM
11/03/1987 A07A CANCER SOCIETY SELECTS LEADERS
11/09/1987 A052 ANNUAL PAP TEST CALLED BEST
11/19/1987 C012 CANCER MAKES GUARD LEARN ABOUT LIFE
1/01/1988 C031 19 MONTH OLD WITH CANCER DIES
3/12/1988 A071 CANCER AEROB-A-THON NETS $20,000 (L)
3/17/1988 C023 CANCER DEATH RATE FORECAST
3/22/1988 COIA ^WIFE'S DEATH SPURS DONATION
3/2A/1988 C012 ^PROSPECT OF LOSING DOCTOR UPSETS PARENTS
A/17/1988 A103 HELP A 7-YEAR-OLD FIGHTER (L)
A/21/1988 A061 CITY DESERVES ONCOLOGIST (L)
; 6/07/1988 C033 ESTATE'S KILLING CANCERS
'6/25/1988 con CANCER SOCIETY OPENS NEW OFFICE
7/16/1988 A052 XAN AFFINITY FOR THE SICKLY
7/21/1988 C015 DONATE SICK LEAVE TO MAN WITH CANCER
8/18/1988 BOll FUND-RAISING BIKE RIDE SET FOR SATURDAY
9/03/1988 A072 TOUR DE CURE HELPS RAISE $35,000
9/28/1988 COIA CANCER-CAUSING FUNGUS FOUND IN CORN
1/01/1989 A081 HOSPICE CANCER CARE IS COMPASSIONATE (L)
1/17/1989 con VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT FOR MAY FUND-RAISER
3/10/1989 B012 KTALE OF STRUGGLE GETS NOMINATED FOR OSCAR
3/12/1989 C012 XKICKING CANCER
3/30/1989 A015 MINN BOY'S STORY WINS TROPHY
3/31/1989 A015 XMINN WRITER, 11, SOAKS UP OSCAR GLITZ
A/15/1989 A073 LEUKEMIA FUND-RAISER NETS $2,100
A/17/1989 A016 LOCAL HOSPITALS PLAN TO EXPAND TREATMENT AREAS
A/26/1989 C012 EVENT BRINGS ATTENTION TO BREAST CANCER
A/27/1989 C021 XFORD'S DAUGHTER TELLS WOMEN OF DANGERS
A/29/1989 con CANCER GROUP PLANS CELEBRATION OF LIFE
5/02/1989 A083 CANCER SOCIETY HAS NO TIES TO OTHER CHARITIES (L)
5/07/1989 A131 MAMMOGRAM MAY BE GIFT OF LOVE AND LIFE (L)
5/1A/1989 A153 CANCER CAN BE BEATEN (L)
5/1A/1989 C012 XRACE FOR THE LEAD
6/16/1989 A103 WHIP BREAST CANCER WITH EARLY DETECTION (L)
7/29/1989 con BENEFIT PLANNED FOR AILING GETTYSBURG TOT
8/13/1989 A012 XWORLD CHAMP BRONC BUSTER FIGHTS
8/26/1989 A016 XBREAST CANCER DEATHS
8/26/1989 BOll CHARITY EVENT TO EXPAND FIGHT AGAINST CANCER
•9/05/1989 C016 SLOWING BREAST CANCER
9/19/1989 A072 GROUPS LAUNCH CANCER PROJECT
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10/02/1989 A052 XA ROUTINE MAMMOGRAM
11/11/1989 COIA MATTHEW SAYS HE'LL WIN BATTLE
12/01/1989 BOll CANCER STRIKES CARTER'S SISTER
12/31/1989 N013 56MAKE-A-W1SH GIRL WINS BATTLE
2/22/1990 A012 3SCHAMP10N OVER CANCER
2/25/1990 A081 DEMOCRATS ANGERED BY CANCER VOTE
3/11/1990 COIA KSTRETCH TO HELP FIGHT CANCER
A/02/1990 BOll IN NICK OF TIME, GIRL GETS WISH
5/02/1990 B015 LUNCHEON FOR CANCER RESEARCH SET FOR TODAY
5/03/1990 BOIA FREE SKIN CANCER SCREENING OFFERED
5/08/1990 B016 CANCER CURE NOT FAR OFF--DOCTOR
5/13/1990 C012 *1,000 RUN TO HELP CURE CANCER
5/31/1990 A086 COVERAGE APPRECIATED ON BREAST CANCER (L)
6/08/1990 A012 REPORT--ASBESTOS DANGERS PASSED ON
9/12/1990 A012 *MOM FIGHTS CANCER - FOR BABY
9/30/1990 C012 *G1RL CELEBRATES CURE FROM CANCER
10/08/1990 A052 *DON'T LET FEAR PARALYZE, WOMEN ADVISE
10/09/1990 A052 LUMPECTOMIES OFFER HOPE FOR WOMEN
10/19/1990 BOll TAKE A BOW, MR BUTT
12/13/1990 B015 *CANCER NURSE LEARNS TO LIVE FOR THE MOMENT
1/23/1991 B012 *FR1ENDS TO TOAST CANCER-STRICKEN POLITICO
1/30/1991 C012 ^COMMISSION OK'S FUNDS FOR TREATMENT
2/16/1991 C035 CANCER BILL MOVES TO HOUSE FLOOR
2/21/1991 C012 CANCER BATTLE HITS 2ND PHASE
3/15/1991 C012 *C1TY PLAYS ROLE IN CANCER STUDY
5/10/1991 coil ANN JILLIAN TO APPEAR AT CENTER OPENING
5/11/1991 C012 XJOINING THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER
5/20/1991 A072 *CANCER CASES TO INCREASE AS YUPPIES AGE
5/23/1991 B012 STUDY LINKS LIVER CANCER TO HEPATITIS B GENE
5/25/1991 C012 *WOMAN-FIGHTS CANCER IN PUBLIC EYE
8/02/1991 A012 CANCER DEATH RATE LOW IN SD
8/18/1991 E012 BfPATlENT GRATEFUL FOR 'SMALL-TOWN' FAVORS
9/15/1991 E016 *BR00K1NGS HELPS CANCER PATIENT IN FIGHT FOR LIFE
10/01/1991 B061 CANCER CENTER RATED IN TOP 100 IN NATION
10/02/1991 BOll 5CBREAST LUMPS MERIT CONCERN
10/03/1991 A012 HATES BREAST CANCER WITH A PASSION
10/19/1991 C035 FAMILY FILES SUIT OVER PAP SMEAR
10/26/1991 C032 AWARDS $3.7 MILLION IN MALPRACTICE SUIT
11/18/1991 coil SMOKEOUT SET FOR THURSDAY
12/26/1991 C012 OFFICIALS TO COMPILE CANCER DATA
1/18/1992 A051 *K1DS AND CANCER
1/2A/1992 C012 *DEV1CE PUTS CANCER IN DEEP FREEZE
1/27/1992 A012 *W1NS ROUND AGAINST LEUKEMIA
2/16/1992 A031 *G01NG WITHIN TO SAVE MONEY
3/25/1992 B012 *VEGG1NG OUT...COULD PREVENT CANCER
A/01/1992 AlOl BE AWARE OF WHO'S CONDUCTING FUND-RAISER (L)
A/17/1992 C016 CANCER DEATHS INCREASE
A/17/1992 C022 STATE OFFICE WILL TRACK CANCER DATA
A/17/1992 C022 MORTALITY FACTS
A/25/1992iA012>*SDSU SCIENTISTvMAKES DISCOVERY
A/29/1992 A012 SF PART OF'CANCER STUDY
5/08/1992 C022 VERMILLION WOMAN TELLS HER PERSONAL CANCER STORY
8/09/1992 G061 PROSTHESES NEEDED
9/1A/1992 BOll CHILDHOOD CANCER MONTH IS PROCLAIMED
9/17/1992 B021 MINNEHAHA CANCER DEATHS RANK HIGH
9/18/1992 A015 BREAST CANCER STUDY CALLED HEALTH THREAT
9/22/1992 D012 *TURN1NG COLD TO CANCER
10/01/1992 D012 XPROJECT BATTLES PROSTATE CANCER
12/15/1992 A012 REGISTRY TO TRACK THOSE LIVING WITH DISEASE
12/22/1992 D012 *WATCHFUL EYES ON CANCER
10/28/1982 A016 ABERDEEN GIRL CUT BY PIN IN CANDY
10/30/1982 A013 OBJECT FOUND IN RC CANDY
11/01/1982 A012 NEEDLE FOUND, CANDY PULLED OFF SHELF IN SF STORE
11/02/1982 B031 PlLL IN MACHINE MAY BE CAFFEINE
11/03/1982 C035 SF GIRL DISCOVERS PIN IN CANDY BAR
11/06/1982 coil CHILDREN DISCOVER NEEDLES IN CANDY
12/01/1982 C031 PILL CONTAINED CAFFEINE, ETHEDRINE
1/25/1987 E012 *10WA MAN MAKES FORTUNE ON CHEWY CANDY
.8/01/1990 B012 ^PANELISTS SNICKER AT NEW CANDY BAR
7/15/1988 D061 CANDLE ARTISANS COME TO SIOUX FALLS
2/0A/1992 C015 CHILD ABUSE CASE IN COURT TODAY
3/05/1992 C015 BURNING CHILD'S FEET WITH CIGARETTE
5/22/1992 coil JAILED CHILD ABUSER APPEALS CONVICTION
9/08/1990 C033 XCARVING HOBBY TURNS INTO NECESSITY, INSPIRATION
A/27/1986 NOAl (CULTURE) ^PROFESSOR SACRIFICED FOR EDUCATION
1/31/1988 C072 *L1NES KEEP AREA TRAPPERS BUSY
7/15/198A D011^=*CAN1STOTA' CELEBRATES WITH STYLE
8/26/1987 BOll OFFICIALS PROBE CANISTOTA LEAK
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9/07/1987 A015 X'CANISTOTA CURE' GIVES HEALTHY SHOT
1/19/1990 C023 CANISTOTA VOTERS FACE $200,000 BOND ISSUE
3/29/1990 C021 ALCOHOL SERIAL STAMP PROPOSED
7/09/1990 A012 KCANISTOTA'S SPORTING SPIRIT ON DISPLAY
7/11/1991 C023 CLYDSDALES TO STRIDE INTO CANISTOTA
6/02/1982 EOll XHOME CANNING TIPS
8/27/1986 C021 ^EXTENSION CENTER OFFERS COURSES ON CANNING
7/27/1988 C012 SCANNER LOVES FRESH VEGGIES
8/15/1990 B012 KCAN-DO COOKING
8/15/1990 B023 SCANNER CARRIES ON A FAMILY TRADITION
A/06/1986 A091 INDIANS OWE INSTRUCTOR A THANK-YOU
11/15/1992 GOll *BABY BOOMERS MOVE INTO POWER, BUT STILL DENY...
5/03/1982 Alll 9CCAN0E RACE DRAWS PADDLERS AND STROKERS
6/20/1982 BOAl CANOERS SHOULD LEAVE NOTES ON CARS
8/27/1982 C071 CANOEISTS COMPLETE PART OF MISSOURI FUND-RAISER
5/11/1983 D012 *CANOE GROUP DECIDES NOT TO CO-SPONSOR RACE
5/11/1983 D013 HERE ARE SAFETY TIPS WHILE CANOEING
5/13/1983 coil BIG SIOUX CANOE TRIP POSTPONED
5/13/1983 C021 CAUTION GOES HAND IN HAND WITH FUN IN THE SUN (ED)
6/0A/1983 BOll CANOE RACE SCHEDULED FOR JUNE 19
6/20/1983 B013 DRIVER KINGS PADDLE TO VICTORY
7/02/1983 A09A CANOE RACE IS MORE THAN FAMILY FUN (L)
5/21/198A A012 KVALLEY SPRINGS MEN PLAN 2,200-MILE TRIP
6/0A/198A coil SOME LIKE IT LEISURELY
1/05/1986 coil SF MEN CHART UNKNOWN ARCTIC WATERS
1/28/1986 A07A CANOE ASSOCIATION ELECTS BOARD
A/07/1986 A012 *CANOEING TRIP ENDS IN RESCUE
A/09/1986 B021 STATE PLANS TO OPEN ITS FIRST CONOE TRAIL BY MAY
A/13/1986 B071 TRAIL ON JAMES RIVER IS PLANNED
-6/09/1986 coil KIDEAL WEATHER PROPELS CLASSIC PADDLERS
7/05/1986 coil KCANOE RACERS DIP INTO HOT HOLIDAY
7/21/1986 B021 NEW CANOE TRAIL NOW OPEN ON JAMES RIVER
A/29/1988 C012 *MANS WILDERNESS CANOE JOURNEY BEGINS SUNDAY
6/09/1988 A012 *I CAN, CANOE
7/05/1988 C012 KROCKY ROAD
3/28/1989 A012 5€A PEEK AT SUMMER A WEEK INTO SPRING
6/13/1991 coil CANOEIST CITED AFTER FALLS ORDEAL
6/23/1991 F012 *ONE COOL ACTIVITY
7/22/1991 A085 CANOEISTS SHOULD WEAR LIFE JACKETS (L)
7/07/1992 coil CANOEISTS FOUND SAFE AFTER SEARCH
8/16/1992 C012 *HOW CAN YOU CANOE?
5/02/1988 A015 ^ANTIQUE TYPESETTER KEEPS TINY CANOVA...
9/30/1991 A012 ^NEWSMAN KEEPS CANOVA IN THE KNOW
1/17/1989 A052 ^BANKING ON A CAN
2/10/1989 COIA 5CSIXTH GRADERS LEARN TO EARN
8/11/1990 B012 5CSWINGIN' SENIOR
5/27/1988 DOAl 5fDISCUS IN HAND FELT NATURAL TO CANTER
11/02/1989 B013 YANKTON LAW OFFICERS HAVE ANOTHER REASON
5/22/1982 coil CASE OF HIGHWAY TERROR CLOSED WITH ARRESTS
,7/17/1982 .B023-ADVICE FOR ARGUS ON CANTON'S PLUSES (L)
8/16/1982 C023'*FOLK FESTIVAL JAMMED WITH BLUEGRASS
A/28/1983 A016 CANTON WANTS A NEW IMAGE
3/30/1987 A012 KNEW BLOOD KEEPS CANTON'S PULSE STRONG
7/29/1987 B012 KCANTON EXCITED ABOUT A BUSH IN HAND
8/03/1987 COIA CANTON COALITION FIGHTS DEMOLITION OF LANDMARK
2/21/1988 B033 KSKI JUMP HAD CANTON BUSTLING IN 1930'S
5/03/1989 C015 CANTON RAISES MONEY TO BUILD NEW LIBRARY
7/10/1989 B012 *1,100 ARE REUNITED IN CANTON
7/27/1989 C012 MICKELSON TELLS CANTON--SET PRIORITIES
10/19/1989 C012 CLEANUP IN CANTON WAITS FOR STATE
12/30/1989 C013 KCANTON SENIOR CITIZENS HIT POOL BALLS
1/18/1990 C022 CANTON ECONOMY AIDED THROUGH $35,000 GRANT
1/23/1990 C022 CANTON EYES OPTIONS FOR ECONOMIC FUTURE
1/28/1990 B021 CANTON'S COUPON EFFORT YIELDS $6,100 FOR GROUP
1/29/1990 A012 KCANTON BRACES FOR MANY COSTS OF TRIALS
2/03/1990 C021 CANTON BEGINS SEARCH FOR PROGRAM'S DIRECTOR
2/25/1990 C022 CANTON TO REMOVE CAR BODIES FROM CREEK
3/0A/1990 C02A CANTON CLEANS UP FOR ITS BIRTHDAY PARTY
3/2A/1990 C022 MAIN STREET GETS A HELPING HAND
3/27/1990 C015 CANTON DISCUSSES TAX HIKE
3/28/1990 C021 CONTAMINATION IN CANTON HAS SPREAD
A/07/1990 C023 CANTON LIBRARY BENEFITS FROM MAN'S BEQUEATHAL
A/13/1990 C023 ARCHITECT TO SPEAK ON DOWNTOWN PROJECT
A/lA/1990 COIA CANTON MAN AIMS TO RAISE CITY TAX
A/17/1990 C026 CANTON STORE IS DRIVEN BY CUSTOMERS
A/26/1990 C023 CANTON MEETS TONIGHT FOR LOOK INTO FUTURE
A/28/1990 ,C023 CANTON-WILL APPLY AGAIN FOR GRANT
5/0A/1990 C021 GROUP WILL FIGHT SALES TAX MISINFORMATION
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6/06/1990 C032 NEW DAY CARE PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIBRARY
7/05/1990 C016 XCANTON'S FAVORITE SON DEAD
7/20/1990 C021 TRAVELING CIRCUS MAKES STOP AT CANTON PARK
10/16/1990 C03A "MAIN STREET' IDEAS SHOWCASED IN CANTON
12/05/1990 C033 DUMPING HOURS CUT AT CANTON RUBBLE SITE
12/12/1990 C034 CANTON HIRES COMPANY TO GET RID OF TIRES
2/18/1991 C0I2 9CD0WNT0WN CANTON REJUVENATING
6/23/1991 E01A ^FATHER, SON-IN-LAW PUBLISH CANTON'S WEEKLY
7/26/1991 C031 CANTON TURNING 125 WITH PARTY
7/28/1991 E022 *CANTON TAKES STOCK AFTER 125 YEARS
10/01/1991 C036 CANTON EXPANDS RECYCLING
12/16/1991 C012 2 MILES BY FOOT, LONG DISTANCE BY PHONE
1/07/1992 C032 *A CHANCE TO SAVE CANTON'S OLD MAIN
6/08/1992 C022 ^CANTON ONCE SITE OF SKIERS' DELIGHT
6/08/1992 C02A HISTORICAL MARKER WILL COMMEMORATE SKI HILL
6/20/1992 C011 HERITAGE HOUSE DEDICATION TODAY
6/21/1992 C012 ^CANTON PROJECT DEDICATED TO IMMIGRANTS
7/19/1992 A012 KCANTON SURVEYS FIRE DAMAGE
7/19/1992 A03r 3«F0CUS IS ON RECOVERY AFTER FIRE
7/24/1992 B022 KCANTON GEARING UP FOR CAR SHOW
7/31/1992 D0I2 HILLS COME ALIVE WITH FOLK
8/02/1992 F012 *SUNSH1NE, SMILES GO HAND IN HAND AT FOLK FESTIVAL
8/07/1992 B012 CANTON BUILDINGS DEMOLISHED
9/02/1992 B011 MARKER DESCRIBES CANTON SKI HILL SITE
9/16/1992 B012 OWNER DREAMS OF SUPER BOWL REOPENING
11/13/1992 B021 SCANDINAVIAN FEST SATURDAY IN CANTON
11/07/1988 C025 CANYON LAKE DYED BLOOD RED FOR STUDY
11/28/1992 B012 COMMISSION TO HEAR PLAN FOR ELDERLY HOUSING
,3/26/1989 F011 UPROAR OVER CAPITAL PICK HELPED SPLIT
"4715/1989 A012 3€CAP1TAL RETURNS TO FIRST SITE-FOR A DAY
4/30/1989 AA07 5€P1ERRE WINS ROUND 3 IN CAPITAL FIGHT
2/25/1990 C025 MICKELSON, STAFF TAKE CAPITAL ON THE ROAD
8/19/1982 C033 PIERRE COLLEGE STARTS CLASSES SEPT 7
2/21/1983 B031 ARTISTIC CAPITOL ATTRACTS VISITORS
11/10/1983 C021 SECURITY THREAT TO CAPITOL (ED)
1/13/1985 B043 GREGORY-PIERRE TRIP A NEW STATE RECORD
1/12/1986 D011 KUNCOVERING A COLORFUL PAST
3/29/1986 C034 STATE CAPITOL PROJECT
7/29/1986 C023 FIRE CUTS TELEPHONES INSIDE CAPITOL
3/05/1987 C044 RESTORATION DEDICATED TO SENATOR WHO PROPOSED IT
9/17/1987 C021 SHUFFLE OF CAPITOL OFFICES COMPLETE
1/13/1989 C015 THE NEW WOMEN'S BATHROOM
1/22/1989 B051 KDAKOTA TERRITORIAL CAPITOL REPLICA BEING BUILT
1/22/1989 B054 MISSION HILL WOMAN LIVING IN HISTORY
1/25/1989 C023 GROUP FEARS GOVERNOR WILL SEND STATUE
3/26/1989 C061 ORIGINAL LIGHT FIXTURE PUTS SHINE
4/14/1989 C011 CAPITOL REPLICA TO BE DEDICATED TODAY
6/14/1989 C011 THIRD CAPITOL STATUE DEDICATED TODAY
11/13/1989 B012 ^GENERAL'S STATUE SURRENDERS CAPITOL SPOT
11/16/1989 C012.S5€HISTOR1ANS-PAY TRIBUTE TO FORGOTTEN SCULPTOR
11724/1989 COlA TRIMMING THE CAPITOL TREE
11/25/1989 C024 CAPITOL DISPLAY TO COMMEMORATE VICTIMS
12/17/1989 E011 STATE CAPITOL BOASTS 60 CHRISTMAS TREES
7/17/1990 A052 *A CAPITOL ATTRACTION
8/21/1990 C032 FLAG DISPLAY UNVEILED AT STATE CAPITOL
11/19/1990 B016 COOKING BANNED AT CAPITOL
11/24/1990 C012 CAPITOL DECKS HALLS FOR HOLIDAY
2/24/1991 AA12 5€CAPIT0L STAYS AWAKE DURING NIGHT'S WEE HOURS
6/02/1991 C032 STATUE WILL HONOR WOMEN PIONEERS
6/21/1991 C033 PIONEER STATUE WILL BE DEDICATED AT CAPITOL
7/02/1991 C033 X'CITADEL' A CONTROVERSIAL CAPITOL FIGURE
12/22/1991 F012 XRETIREE DECKS THE HALLS WITH BOUGHS OF JOLLY
1/02/1992 C031 VISITORS FLOCKED TO '91 DISPLAY
2/05/1992 C032 KCAPITOL BALL
3/17/1992 C035 ^RETIRING ELEVATOR OPERATOR AT CAPITOL
5/01/1992 A0I5 LEGISLATIVE 'CLUBHOUSE' PLACE TO EAT--AND DRINK
5/02/1992 C012 ALCOHOL LAW PUZZLES LAWMAKERS
5/05/1992 A061 CAPITOL NO PLACE FOR BEER OR LIQUOR (ED)
5/05/1992 C013 36CLUBHOUSE CRITICISM PUZZLES VETERAN LEGISLATOR
5/06/1992 C022 ^ELAWMAKER SEEKS ALCOHOL BAN
5/11/1992 A101 'COLORED WATER' (PIERRE CAPITAL JOURNAL)
5/11/1992 A105 BEER IN CAPITOL CERTAINLY NO SCANDAL (L)
5/13/1992 A101 CAPITOL 'PARTY ROOM' ISN'T FUNNY AT ALL (L)
5/15/1992 A103 PARENT MIFFED ABOUT REPUBLICAN CLUBHOUSE (L)
5/17/1992 A101 'CLUBHOUSE' JUST BUSINESS AS USUAL (ABERDEEN AM)
5/17/1992 GOll XTOUGH TO CAST STONES FOR CAPITOL BEER
5/24/1992 iA08I'LOBBYISTS'>MEAT DONATIONS DISTURBING (RC JOURNAL)
5/30/1992 A065 CAPITOL 'CLUBHOUSE' STORY WAS OVERBLOWN (L)
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6/21/1992 coil CAPITOL CLUBHOUSE TO BE USED AS OFFICE
6/2A/1992 CGIA LAWMAKERS LIMIT LIQUOR IN CAPITOL
8/19/1992 BG22 CAPITOL MAY BE NO-SMOKING ZONE
8/25/1992 AG61 LEGISLATURE SHOULD BAN SMOKING, TOO (ED)
11/2G/1992 AG12 LAWMAKERS KEEP OWN SMOKING AREA IN CAPITOL
11/29/1992 FGll ANNUAL TREE DISPLAY OPEN AT CAPITOL
11/3G/1992 BGll CAPITOL ROTUNDA FILLED WITH TREES
12/G8/1992 BG21 SD ORNAMENTS ADORN CAPITOL TREE
11/20/1984 A091 *CRUISIN ON CAPITOL LAKE
2/12/1989 E041 BOY GETS AID AT GOVERNOR'S MANSION
1/18/1992 CG33 ^LEGISLATIVE OVERSEERS
5/01/1990 AGIB 5CWAGE DISPUTE-TURNS INTO SHOUTING MATCH
1/12/1991 C012 KTIGHT-KNIT FAMILY HELPS NEEDY KIDS
9/10/1992 B065 ^COMPANY SEES FUTURE GROWTH IN TV CAPTIONS.
2/24/1983 BOll KEMPLOYEE-OWNED VANPOOL SAVES EROS WORKERS 450,000
8/25/1990 C012 *GAS HOSE BREAKS, IGNITES AT CAR WASH
1/15/1991 B062 *CAR-WASH FIRMS TURN TIDY PROFIT
11/25/1989 C021RC MOTEL :BLAMED ON CARBON MONOXIDE
11/29/1989 C016 VIOLATIONS CITED IN MOTEL DEATHS
12/02/1989 C026 DEATHS PROMPT 63 RAPID CITY MOTEL CHECKS
12/13/1989 A012 *COUPLE SUFFER GAS POISONING
12/15/1989 coil GASSED MAN BETTER, CONDITION IS SERIOUS
12/24/1989 coil GAS LEAK VICTIM OUT OF HOSPITAL
3/06/1990 C021 GIRL CRITICAL, AWAITING BLOOD TESTS
2/03/1991 EOll MAN FOUND DEAD IN TRAILER HOME
2/05/1991 coil POLICE DECIDE CAUSE OF 2 WEEKEND DEATHS
2/10/1991 BOll APPARENT GAS LEAK KILLS MILBANK WOMAN
8/06/1991 coil 4 MILBANK CHILDREN OVERCOME BY FUMES
11/21/1992 B022 OSHA SAYS FUMES DANGEROUS AT HOTEL
%5/21/i992f D062 RENDERERS RECYCLE EVERYTHING
3/01/1992 G012 *CARD PLAYING IS LOSING ITS YOUTH
3/10/1990 A012 XSLAIN WOMAN BURIED
9/13/1984 DOll KCARDA KNOWS THRILL OF PLAYOFFS
4/04/1982 B071 CARDA RETURNS TO WRESTLING COMPETITION
12/02/1986 B012 *CARDENAS DRUMS UP PUBLICITY
4/06/1989 A072 CARD GAME DRAWS GROUPS OF PLAYERS
5/19/1991 C033 EX-BROOKINGS RESIDENTS DEVELOP GULF WAR CARDS
7/12/1992 G013 *NON-SPORTS VARIETIES PACKING THE MARKET
8/23/1992 A081 MODEL PROGRAM SHOT DOWN (BROOKINGS REGISTER)
12/03/1992 BOll AMBULANCE FIRM STOPS SERVICE FOR 30 DAYS
SEE ALSO AMBULANCE
9/15/1990 C012 CARETRAUM NEARS ITS FINAL ROADBLOCK
11/20/1991 A015 *CARETRAUM GIVEN MORE ACCESS TO 911
12/05/1991 C016 XCARETRAUM DROPS PLAN FOR FARGO
2/04/1992 coil CARETRAUM LOSES PARAMEDIC EMPLOYEE
3/25/1992 con CARETRAUM STARTS WHEELCHAIR SERVICE
3/28/1992 A015 CARETRAUM SERVICE AT ISSUE
3/31/1992 A012 CITY TO RECONSIDER CARETRAUM'S LICENSE
4/01/1992 AlOl NO END IN SIGHT TO AMBULANCE SPAT (ED)
-4/.01/L992 C012 .AMBULANCE HEARING APRIL 16
•4/08/1992 Al03 PUBLIC ONLY HEARS BAD ABOUT CARETRAUM (L)
4/10/1992 C012 *CARETARUM TO ASK FOR IMPROVED 911 ACCESS
4/16/1992 A083 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--CONTROVERSY OVER AMBULANCE
4/17/1992 A012 ^CARETRAUM GIVEN 'FAILING GRADE'
4/18/1992 A015 SHOUTS TRADED ON CARETRAUM
4/19/1992 A016 MASURS DRIVEN TO FINISH BATTLE
4/19/1992 AlOl CARETRAUM LICENSE SHOULD BE REVOKED (ED)
4/20/1992 A015 BULK OF CALLERS OFFER SUPPORT FOR CARETRAUM
4/20/1992 B012 THE CARETRAUM CALL IN
4/21/1992 C016 CARETRAUM LOSES NEW PARAMEDIC
4/24/1992 A015 CARETRAUM MISMANAGED, EX-PARAMEDIC SAYS
4/26/1992 Alll READERS SHARE VIEWS ON LOCAL AMBULANCE ISSUE (L)
4/26/1992 Foil MASUR TO ANNOUNCE BID FOR COMMISSION
4/27/1992 A012 KCARETRAUM DEBATE THREATENS SKADSEN BID
4/28/1992 A012 CARETRAUM LOSES 911, KEEPS LICENSE
4/29/1992 C012 *MASUR ANNOUNCES COMMISSION BID
4/30/1992 A012 ^CARETRAUM CAN STAY ON 911, COUNTY SAYS
5/04/1992 A102 CARETRAUM PROVES CORRUPTION ALIVE HERE (L)
5/05/1992 con CITY SETS HEARING ON CARETRAUM, 911
5/10/1992 An4 CARETRAUM NEEDS ANOTHER CHANCE (L)
5/12/1992 A012 CARETRAUM ORDERED OFF 911
5/25/1992 AlOl CARETRAUM RESPONDED PROFESSIONALLY TO CALL (L)
6/02/1992 C012 CARETRAUM ASKS TO BE TAKEN OFF 911 EMERGENCY LINE
6/04/1992 con CARETRAUM LOSES CIVIL JUDGEMENT
6/30/1992 con CiARETRAUM TO RELEASE WORKER RECORDS IN SUIT
7/16/1992 A105 'ARGUS' CARETRAUM COVERAGE DISAPPOINTING (L)
7/21/1992 B013 CITY RESTORES CARETRAUM'S .911 STATUS
7/22/1992 B016 CARETRAUM BACK ON 911
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7/27/1992 A083 MAN WRONG IN BLASTING CARETRAUM COVERAGE (L)
7/31/1992 A031 CARETRAUM GETS CALLED LATE TO HELP WITH FIRE
8/10/1992 AG95 CARETRAUM'S SUPPORT WAS NEEDED AT FIRE (L)
8/28/1992 BG12 CARETRAUM LOSES SUIT CLAIMING CONSPIRACY
9/15/1992 BG12 *CARETRAUM PROPOSES EXPANSION
9/16/1992 BGll CARETRAUM TO ARGUE FOR EQUAL 911 ACCESS
9/19/1992 CG12 CARETRAUM ASKS TO BE TAKEN OFF 911
9/3G/1992 BG12 CARETRAUM SETS UP MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM
lG/lG/1992 BGll JILL MASUR'S FATHER SUES FOR OWNERSHIP
1G/2A/1992 AGll MASURS GIVE PARENTS CONTROL OF CARETRAUM
10/27/1992 AG15 DAD SEEKS CARETRAUM FORECLOSURE
11/10/1992 BGll JILL, JAY MASUR DIVORCE GRANTED
11/29/1992 FGl<i NEW OWNER TO EXPAND CARETRAUM
12/27/1992 DG22 *EX-PARAMEDIC SAYS INEXPERIENCE HURT MASURS
4/30/1992 CG12 *NEW CLINIC TO DISPLAY WISCONSIN WOMAN'S QUILTS
8/06/1989 E012 CARGILL SHIFTS SITE OF NEW ELEVATOR
9/01/1989 D062 HILLS CARGILL ELEVATOR MAY HURT CO-OPS
5/18/1991 C015 SUIT TARGETS CARGILL INC IN TEEN'S FALL AT ELEVATOR
3/12/1992 D062 CARGILL PLANS CORN PROCESSING PLANT
10/12/1985 C034 ^PUTTING ON THEIR BEST FACE
12/15/1992 BGll CARJACKING REPORTED NEAR WATERTOWN MALL
4/29/1984 N041 XCSECTION 2) COMMUNITY WORKER'S CAUSE UNCHANGED
5/05/1988 coil XCARLAND SEEKS STATE HOUSE SEAT
6/23/1990 coil SF MAN SEEKING HOUSE SEAT
4/27/1992 A012 *LIVES, LIVLIHOOD IN CALVING SEASON
9/16/1991 A056 *CARLIN--FUNNY BUT OFFENSIVE
9/20/1991 A104 CRITIC MISSED POINT OF CARLIN'S HUMOR (L)
5/12/1985 C012 ^SATURDAY MAIL STAYS
ai/09/1990„C012 SOVIET PROBLEMS SIMILAR TO US WOES
"470871984 B031' 3CVOTERS SHOULD APPROVE NEW HIGH SCHOOL
5/31/1985 B061 SOME SAW IT COMING
6/13/1985 D012 SF LAWYER CRUSADES AGAINST VIOLENCE
11/27/1986 B012 PRO LEAGUES SHOULD REORGANIZE
4/19/1987 DOll 36PENMARCH PLACE
4/19/1989 A144 CITY LAWYER FEATURED IN 'USA TODAY'
8/24/1990 A103 KNO FOUL PLAY WAS INVOLVED
2/01/1991 A081 CARLSON INVITES ANOTHER JOB WAR (ED)
2/06/1991 C012 KOFFICIAL — NO JOB WAR IS BREWING
5/04/1992 A072 3fHEY BIG SPENDERS
6/23/1983 coil KDINNER THEATER COMES TO WORTHING,SD
7/27/1985 B012 KCARLSON GETS LIFT OUT OF WEIGHTS
3/21/1989 B013 CARLSON'S CLUTCH SHOOTING LEADS IRENE
3/23/1984 C023 KWON'T STOP SIOUX FALLS PUBLIC RADIO
11/04/1986 C045 ^PLANNING PAVES WAY TO PROFIT
9/17/1983 C012 KSDSU'S CARLSON'S GALLOPING NOW
7/11/1992 A102 ^SPECIAL PRAYER EVENT PLANNED
11/30/1992 C012 KCARLSON WINS TITLE AT WOODLAKE
12/22/1982 coil *BERESFORD MAN PICKS UP ANYTHING
11/01/1992 B07156AGE NO OBSTACLE FOR 90-YEAR-OLD BOWLER
j.55/14/199IftB0*12r LUNARVTABLES--LOONY OR AID
6/0171989 COIPEPA-TO RECOGNIZE MICKELSON, PROFESSOR
8715/1985 A015 36MYSTERY MAN STEPS FOWARD WITH $25,000
8/24/1985 A012 STATE BLOCKS ROAD BID FROM EX-SENATOR
10/20/1985 A013 56CARLSON GETS $10 MILLION IN BONDS
4/12/1986 C015 5eC0URT CITES LAWMAKER LINK, BARS CONTRACTS
11/2271986 C012 CONTRACTOR PULLS DOWNTOWN PLANS
8/31/1987 C012 ^STANDS BY HIS ARTS CENTER OFFER
8/24/1985 A012 STATE BLOCKS ROAD BID FROM EX-SENATOR
4/11/1989 A012 BUILDER PROMISES CHEAPER, QUICKER SCHOOL
2/22/1991 D071 JURY RULES AGAINST US WEST IN LAWSUIT
10/23/1990 C033 XSDSU MAN COUNSELS FROM EXPERIENCE
3/19/1991 A083 XMANY DOCTORS PRESCRIBE DRUGS
2/18/1986 B012 5fT0 GET ANSWERS ABOUT CHILD'S PROGRESS
3/12/1986 B021 CARLSON TO RUN FOR DISTRICT 17 NOMINATION
2/26/1988 A041 ^EXPERTS SAY MANY TOWNS ARE IN PERIL
9/23/1990 E012 ^DIPLOMA STUDY PROGRAM HELPS TURN LIVES ABOUT
10/14/1987 B015 CABLE TV MANAGER TO LEAD CHAMBER
11/01/1987 A083 ^EXTENSIVE PROJECTS OF CHAMBER
10/07/1985 B0l3 5EN0N-CHRISTIAN CULTS
10/15/1985 A062 SPEAKER DIDN'T KNOW SUBJECT (L)
10/16/1985 A103 SPEAKER WAS WRONG IN ATTACKING GROUPS (L)
2/06/1992 A072 ^FAMILIES COMMITTED TO CARING
12/29/1984 C013 RESIGNATION OF TEACHER GUILTY OF SEX CRIME
11/21/1990 B023 ^MOTHERHOOD INSPIRES COOK
1/21/1990 E012 JfPAINT LANDMARK TO CLOSE
8/29/1984 DOll STEWART BROTHERS BUILDING SHOPS
1/09/1988 con-RAPID CITY'MAYOR TO SPEAK ON TAX LIMIT
1710/1988 C012 MAYOR--PROPOSITION WOULD SPREAD TAX LOAD
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5/10/1988 DOll RAPID CITY MAYOR READY FOR CHANGE
5/31/1989 coil RAPID CITY MAYOR PURSUES HOME RULE
6/03/1989 coil RAPID CITY MAYOR WARY OF METALLICA
6/13/1989 A052 ^METALLICA DENIES MUSIC IS SATANIC
11/15/1989 A012 MAYORS GET TO GAME'S METTLE
10/21/1990 D032 COUNCIL OBJECTS TO MAYOR'S PROCLAMATION
1/21/1991 B03A MAYOR ASKS RESIDENTS TO SHOW PATRIOTISM
2/17/1991 E031 MAYOR LOSES ROUND IN NEGLIGENCE SUIT
<i/18/1991 C03A LAWSUIT AGAINST MAYOR IS SETTLED OUT OF COURT
<»/25/1991 C031 RAPID CITY MAYOR OUSTED IN RUNOFF
, 6/05/1991 C033 FORMER MAYOR NAMED TO NATIONAL COLLEGE POST
A/20/1987 B012 XNEW YORK WOMAN IN TOWN WITH MISSION
12/19/1982 BOAS *SHOOTING EDITOR LIKES WHITETAIL PROSPECTS
12/01/1988 A012 *NEW CINEMA BOOSTS CITY SCREENS TO 21
1/18/1991 BOll LOCAL THEATER HIKES MOVIE TICKETS TO $5
11/13/1992 DOll CARMIKE CINEMAS JACK UP PRICES ON MOVIE TICKETS
7/27/1991 C012 ^LETTERS FROM THE LEDGE
A/19/1991 C033 KMAN WANTS TO BREAK WTH THAT PET SNAKES ARE BAD
12/03/1991 D0A3 3CCARM0N STARS IN HOWARD UPSET
A/26/1990 D062 KPENNEY'S MANAGER CALLS IT QUITS
12/20/1992 AOll KGARRETSON MAN FINDS SUPPORT AFTER REVEALING STORY
8/11/1982 BOll 360NCE A CARNY, ALWAYS A CARNY
9/03/1982 COAl CARNIVAL BUSINESS IS FAMILY AFFAIR
5/07/1983 B013 KKLEIN CARNIVAL BRIGHTENS EVENING SKY
3/15/198A coil CARNIVAL BRINGS SMILES TO FACES OF KIDS
5/27/1985 BOll *MODERN-DAY NOMADS REVEAL LIFE THROUGH LINGO
9/02/1985 C031 ^MIDWAY LIFE'S OFTEN DULL
7/27/1986 C012 CARNIVAL RIDES NOT CHECKED FOR SAFETY IN SD
12/20/1986 AlOl MAKE SURE THAT CARNIVALS ARE SAFE (ED)
'^4/24/1987 A012 KHOT WHEEL
8/26/1988 A081 ACCIDENT PROVES NEED FOR INSPECTION PROGRAM (ED)
9/02/1988 C012 CARNIVAL ACCIDENT SECOND IN TWO WEEKS
7/02/1989 C012 ^CENTENNIAL THRILL
10/13/1989 C015 FAIR ASSOCIATION SUES FOR LOSSES
11/03/1989 C015 CARNIVAL COUNTERS SUIT, BLAMES FAIR
6/09/1990 A012 KSTEP RIGHT UP
11/13/1990 A012 KCARNIVAL OWNER KLEIN A 69-YEAR LEGEND
1/01/1991 C033 STUDENTS SPONSOR CARNIVAL SAFETY BILL
8/31/1991 C014 OFFICIALS SAY GRAVITRON RIDE SAFE
9/14/1991 C021 PAIR PLEADS GUILTY, SENTENCED TO JAIL
3/22/1990 A015 *MORRELL'S PLAN TO CUT INJURIES--INDUSTRY LANDMARK
7/09/1991 A012 BUILDING SEALED OFF TO LOWER FIRE RISK
10/15/1992 B016 YOUTHS BLAMED IN BLAZE
5/24/1984 C012 ^REAGAN DOESN'T UNDERSTAND PROBLEMS
7/01/1990 E012 KFARMERS WEIGH REPLANTING RISKS
5/14/1983 BOll POLICE PROBE MAN'S DEATH
7/23/1985 BOll TEACHER TRAVELS STATE SEEKING BACKERS
4/22/1992 A012 OWNER PLANS TO TURN HOTEL INTO APARTMENTS
5/12/1992 C012 *ELDERLY HOUSING PLAN WINS PRELIMINARY OK
11/21/1992 B012 *CITY MAY BOARD UP HOTEL
12/08/1992 B016 HOTEL OWNER PROMISES CLEANUP, SECURITY
11/07/1982 C061 CARPENTER LOVES THE CHALLENGE OF SCRATCH BOWLING LEA
10/29/1989 B071 BROOKINGS MAN 'KEPT GETTING LUCKIER'
5/23/1986 C021 KGROUP HOPES FRUITS OF LABOR PAY OFF
12/16/1991 A012 *DESCENDENT OFFERS 'THANK YOU' FOR 1862 RESCUE
5/11/1989 D016 BROOKINGS COUPLE OPENS TEEN CLUB
10/01/1989 coil BROOKINGS CENTER COULD BECOME BAR
12/09/1984 DOll KTOWN FADES INTO THE COUNTRY SIDE
6/07/1990 C031 ^CARPENTRY CLASS BUILDS SKILLS
1/05/1983 D044 HE KNEW MANY BY FIRST NAME
8/02/1992 A012 *AN ELEVATOR RUNNING ON EMPTY
8/25/1983 DOll ^CARRIER SPREADS BASKETBALL FEVER
12/15/1983 D032 KFORMER HURON COACH WINS COLLEGE HONOR
4/22/1985 BOll KLITTLE SUPPORT AT MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY
1/24/1986 B012 CARRIER, MILANOVICH TAKE SD TIES INTO BATTLE
11/30/1989 D086 ^EXECUTIVE WILL LEAVE KELO-TV
12/01/1992 BOll STUDENT IS ARRESTED IN SHOOTING INCIDENT
12/02/1992 BOll SHOOTING GETS SFC STUDENT JAIL TIME
1/01/1986 C013 XLOCAL MAN HOPES CHANGE MEANS NEW LIFE
2/05/1987 A092 *ADMINISTRATOR NOTES CATHOLIC SCHOOL CHANGES
8/15/1987 A012 *DIOCESE WON'T BAR AIDS VICTIMS
3/21/1988 C012 KCOORDINATE CATHOLIC SCHOOLS WITH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
2/01/1992 A103 KPARENTS SHOULD BE ABLE TO PICK SCHOOL
9/22/1992 A061 ^LEARNING TO DEAL WITH SEX ABUSE ALLEGATIONS
12/19/1986 coil INSTITUTE OPENS TREATMENT UNIT
7/25/1991 B082 KWARMS ITS NEW HOME
4/18/1992'C012 DRUG PROGRAM POPULAR WITH INMATES
5/27/1991 B012 kKITE-FLIERS HAVE UPLIFTING HOBBY
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A/2<i/1992 A015 CARETRAUM MISMANAGED, EX-PARAMEDIC SAYS
12/27/1992 D022 KEX-PARAMEDIC SAYS INEXPERIENCE HURT MASURS
10/16/1991 C022 3CMASS FOR DIRECTOR OF KEYSTONE-CARROLL CENTER
A/13/1990 AI03 ^PROGRESS POSSIBLE IN ALCOHOL TREATMENT
10/26/1987 A052 ^ATTENTION DISORDERS
3/1A/1982 BOll STUDENT TEACHER GETS DOWN TO BASICS
5/07/1985 B013 KPHOTO TAKEN OF JOHNNY
8/26/1988 B071 JOHNNY CARSON SPOOFS STATE'S RESTAURANTS
5/13/1992 A013 36PHILIP RANCHER BEGINS 'DRAFT CARSON' BID
5/17/1992 A012 3€CARS0N'S HOMETOWN FOND OF PRANKSTER
5/17/1992 G012 KNIGHTS TO REMEMBER
2/10/1992 A083 KTEEN URGES ABSTINENCE EDUCATION
A/23/1991 C03A BRYANT MAN WILL HEAD TOWNSHIP GROUP
2/27/1992 A012 KINJURIES MINOR IN ACCIDENT
2/02/1990 COAl SF FAMILY ACTED. IN GOOD FAITH
11/13/1989 A081 CARTER LEADS THE WAY AMONG EX-PRESIDENTS (ED) -
8/15/1988 B013 CARTER WINS DAKOTAS TOUR EVENT
8/16/1983 B052 TOWN DECIDES THE PAPERWORK ISN'T WORTH IT
8/28/1983 COAl K7 RESIDENTS AREN'T ENOUGH TO RUN TOWN
12/25/1985 B021 KWOMAN, 80, TENDS COUNTRY STORE
3/13/1988 E021 82-YEAR-OLD WOMAN CLOSES CARTER STORE
6/10/198A DOll KOUR TOWNS
9/21/1989 C012 TAKES CHURCH BELL, STEEPLE TO PARK
3/03/1990 AOll CARTOONISTS GIVE WORKS FOR AUCTION
3/27/1992 B012 KNEW EXHIBIT TOTALLY MAD
3/27/1992 B015 KPAINFUL ADOLESCENCE A SPARK FOR CARTOONIST
9/20/1992 AlOl KCARTOONIST PAYS TRIBUTE TO SF
SEE ALSO COMICS
10/09/198A BOll KGARFIELD CARTOONIST SAYS CAT IS HUMAN
T2/20/r985 A083 CARTOON TELLS TELLING STORY (L)
1/22/1986 B022 BUSINESSMAN SUES OVER PLANE CARTOON
1/23/1986 C015 BARNES NOT GUILTY OF LIBEL FOR CARTOON
2/09/1986 F02I KCARTOONIST TO EASE FARM STRESS
3/22/1987 Alll MARY, JOSEPH CARTOON INSULTING TO READERS (L)
3/27/1987 AlOl APOLOGY NOT NEEDED FOR WRIGHT CARTOON (L)
3/27/1987 A102 CARTOON WAS INSENSITIVE (L)
A/03/1987 A103 PTL CARTOON A NEW LOW (L)
5/25/1988 B0A5 MITCHELL CHURCH JOINS DEBATE OVER TV CARTOON SERIES
10/12/1988 A012 KINDIAN GROUPS CRITICIZE 'PEANUTS'
2/07/1989 A08A CARTOON TOO SUGGESTIVE (L)
10/02/1989 coil SPEAKER--CARTOONS CAN PROMOTE OCCULT
lO/lA/1989 A081 CARTOON INSULTS SPORTSMEN (L)
10/18/1989 A105 LATCHKEY CARTOON DEGRADING (L)
11/25/1989 A08A WRIGHT CARTOON PITIFUL (L)
11/30/1989 A08A HOME ARMS STOP CRIME (L)
12/08/1989 A121 CARTOON DEGRADING (L)
1/02/1990 A081 CARTOONS ARE OFFENSIVE (L)
l/OA/1990 D062 KCITY'S BELL PAPER BOX INC.
1/25/1990 A083 1 CARTOON CHANNEL ENOUGH CD
.v2/ll/1990A113 CHANGE CAN BE AGONIZING (L)
^'3710/1990 A052KCARTOONISTS-LEND HAND TO ARTS CENTER FUND-RAISER
A/02/1990 A091 BURGER KING CARTOON UNFAIR (L)
7/03/1990 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS--THE CARTOON CHARACTER BART SIMPSON
8/16/1990 A083 'ARGUS' RIGHT TO LEAVE 'DOONESBURY' ALONE (L)
12/02/1990 A08A VET CARTOON SHOWS LACK OF COMPASSION (D
12/02/1990 A085 CARTOON SCORNS GI'S AND FAMILIES (L)
12/28/1990 A081 CARTOON TELLS TRUTH ABOUT WAR'S STUPIDITY (L)
3/22/1991 D072 KCARTOONIST DRAWS GRATIFICATION FROM WORK
A/28/1992 A072 CARTOON INACCURATE ON SCHOOL NURSES' ROLE (L)
11/22/1992 AOIA KINMATE TAPS MARKET FOR GREETING CARDS
1/11/1991 B012 KCLUB FINDS NICHE IN TOWN
A/08/1982 D031 KSF TEACHER RUNNING FOR HOUSE
5/28/1982 coil CANDIDATE URGES RECORDS BE LABELED
2/10/1982 coil KCONTROVERSY OVER ARTS DIRECTOR'S ROLE
2/26/1982 C022 CHARLOTTE CARVERS ROLE IN ARTS PRAISED (L)
2/03/1986 A061 COUNCIL IN FOSTERING CULTURAL AWARENESS
3/12/1987 B012 KLEGISLATURE KIND TO THE ARTS
3/12/1988 C012 ARTS COUNCIL DIRECTOR RETIRES
7/02/1988 A052 KPROMOTING THE ARTS PAYS OFF
1/12/1991 coil EX-EMPLOYEE SUING TOSHIBA OVER DISEASE
5/01/1988 N055 (SEC DD) KCONGRESSMAN WAS A LEADING ARCHITECT
12/28/1990 C012 DWU FLOOD DAMAGES ARCHIVES
10/07/1992 B02A EX-EMPLOYEE CLAIMS AGE DISCRIMINATION
8/25/1990 A052 KLA MUSICIAN HEADLINES RURAL AID CONCERT
2/03/1988 A014 KCASELLI TO CLOSE 14 YEARS AT WASHINGTON
5/23/1988 C016 KRETIRING PRINCIPAL HONORED
11718/1989 A0831KNEW SCHOObrWOULD PROVIDE BEST USE OF TAX DOLLARS
4/28/1990 coil CASELLI ANNOUNCES BID FOR HOUSE SEAT
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10/15/1990 A012 36CANDIDATES TRADE TRINKETS FOR VOTES
11/02/1991 C032 36NEARLY 30,000 SIGN FOR TERM LIMITS
11/07/1991 C016 *TERM-LIMIT MOVEMENT SWEEPS SD
4/09/1992 coil *REP CASELLI PLANS RE-ELECTION BID
4/30/1992 B066 JtCASELLI TOPS FARM GROUP VOTING CARD
10/04/1992 F012 ^CAMPAIGN TRAIL IS SHORT WALK OR LONG RIDE
11/01/1992 Alll XTERM LIMITS WOULD RETURN GOVERNMENT TO PEOPLE
3/12/1986 B021 CASEY TO ANNOUNCE BID FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
3/13/1986 BOll KCASEY ENTERS ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE
5/03/1986 C013 NEEDS MORE CRIME PREVENTION--CASEY
6/19/1986 C015 ATTORNEY GENERAL FIELD NARROWS
7/25/1987 C021 STATE'S ATTORNEY RESIGNS TO JOIN CITY FIRM
7/26/1990 C016 WRITER FIGHTS EXTRADITION BACK TO SD
8/03/1990 C035 JOURNALIST AGREES TO FACE BAD CHECK CHARGE
4/27/1986 N091 (RETAIL) ^HOPE FOR BRIGHT TOURISM FUTURE
7/29/1992 B021 NOMINATIONS DUE FOR RODEO AWARDS
5/08/1992 C022 GROUP PUSHES FOR OUSTER OF RADIO MANAGER .
5/14/1992 C021 JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST STATION
10/13/1990 A014 SD FAMILY LOSES FEUD - ON TV
9/30/1987 A081 CASEY'S REVELATIONS NOT THAT SURPRISING (ED)
8/23/1987 EOll CASEY'S OFFICIAL RETIRES AFTER 17 YEARS
5/11/1983 D036 CASH KEEPS HIS WORD ABOUT CONCERT, GUITAR
3/13/1988 A012 *CASH WALKS THE LINE OF EXCELLENCE
4/24/1991 C022 JOSEPH CASH, FORMER USD DEAN, DIES AT 64
7/12/1987 C031 SD OFFICIALS WANT MISS AMERICA TO SEE
7/17/1987 A084 COMMENTS OFFEND READER (L)
7/24/1987 A122 MISS AMERICA LACKS TASTE (L)
SEE GAMBLING, ROYAL RIVER CASINO, NAMES OF CASINOS
7/19/1989 B012 BROOKINGS CHEF TURNS TABLES ON CAFE MENU
W02/1990'C0I2 ^FAMILY'S HOPE--ORGAN DONATORS
2/09/1990 C021 COMMUNITIES TO HELP FUND HEART SRUGERY
2/20/1990 C024 FARM FAMILY TO GET HELP FOR HEART TRANSPLANT
7/16/1990 A012 *WENTWORTH WOMAN GIVEN NEW HEART
7/18/1990 coil HEART RECIPIENT CRITICAL BUT STABLE
8/10/1990 A015 *HEART RECIPIENT OUT OF HOSPITAL
10/13/1990 A012 KWOMAN ACCEPTS NEW LIFE WITH HEARTFELT THANKS
6/18/1991 A012 KLISA RIDES HIGH ON LIFE A YEAR AFTER TRANSPLANT
4/11/1989 C012 *COUSINS KEEP COLLEGE POSTS A FAMILY AFFAIR
9/04/1991 AOll KGUNMAN SURRENDERS, MIDLAND OFFICIAL OK
9/05/1991 A012 *HOSTAGE-TAKER FACES 2 CHARGES
9/05/1991 A013 XJANKLOW HELPED PROD ABDUCTOR TO SURRENDER
9/06/1991 C012 ^OFFICIALS CONSIDER CASTANEIRA CLAIMS
9/06/1991 C015 HOSTAGE-TAKER FACES CHARGE OF KIDNAPPING
9/07/1991 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN HOSTAGE SITUATION
9/08/1991 A013 *POLICE UNIT USES CALM PERSUASION TO DEFUSE TENSION
9/11/1991 A081 AS OUR CITY GROWS, SO DO THE THREATS (ED)
9/21/1991 coil HOSTAGE-TAKER OFFERED PLEA DEAL BY STATE
10/05/1991 A012 *JUDGE DENIES CASTANEIRA FREEDOM
10/11/1991 C012 5CH0STAGE-TAKER NOT DANGEROUS, JUDGE CAUTIOUS
10/12/1991 ,,0012 KHURD. DELAYS CASTANEIRA RELEASE
10/15/1991 A083'STORY DESERVES TO BE HEARD (L)
10/16/1991 A105 PSYCHIATRIST'S CAN'T PREDICT DANGEROUS ACTS (L)
10/16/1991 coil JUDGE AGAIN DELAYS RELEASE
10/19/1991 C012 LAWYER ASKS THAT STATE'S ATTORNEY BE TAKEN OFF CASE
10/23/1991 B012 JUDGE DENIES RELEASE
10/29/1991 C015 NELSON TO STAY ON CASTANEIRA CASE
11/26/1991 C012 XLAWYER TO HELP CASTANEIRA--FOR FREE
12/03/1991 C012 CASTANEIRA'S ILLS MAY DELAY TRIAL
12/07/1991 A012 XGUILTY PLEA ENTERED
12/24/1991 A012 ^CASTANEIRA FLIES HOME UNESCORTED
12/25/1991 A012 XCASTANEIRA SAYS HE'LL RETURN TO SF
12/27/1991 A012 CASTANEIRA ARRESTED ON A SUICIDE TIP
12/28/1991 C015 CASTANEIRA WON'T FIGHT EXTRADITION
12/31/1991 coil CASTANEIRA MAKING COURT APPEARANCE
1/01/1992 coil WAIVES EXTRADITION, TO RETURN
1/11/1992 A013 ^CASTANEIRA RETURNS
1/17/1992 AI03 CASTANEIRA'S ACTIONS MAY BE CAUSE FOR PROBE (L)
2/12/1992 A012 ^CASTANEIRA'S PLEA FOR LENIENCY DENIED
2/23/1992 A083 CASTANEIRA HARSHLY PUNISHED FOR ACTIONS (L)
3/13/1992 coil CASTANIERA APPEALS 70-YEAR SENTENCE
9/01/1992 B012 ^MIDLAND HOSTAGE TAKER TRIES TO COMMIT SUICIDE
3/23/1985 A051 KPOET LARIATS
3/02/1991 A012 COMPANY REINSTATES RESERVIST'S BENEFITS
7/18/1990 B024 ^HEALTHY LIFESTYLE TAKES TIME
9/11/1985 con kPARKER MAN REBUILDS OLD DREAM
2/26/1988 A043 *CASTLEWOOD GETS BETTER WITH TIME
4713/1988 A012 ^VOTERS ELECT STATE'S-YOUNGEST MAYOR
4/24/1988 A102 MAYOR TOO YOUNG TO DRINK (L)
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11/21/1988 A012 KTAX HIKE OK TO TOWNSFOLK IN CASTLEWOOD
5/01/1989 B012 KCASTLEWOOD WORKS TO PRESERVE HISTORY
12/20/1989 CG13 CASTLEWOOD VOTERS OK SCHOOL BOND
9/2A/1989 A061 ^VOICES COME ECHOING BACK... "HELP ME,' THEY SAY
12/07/1991 A021 XCASTRO TELLS OF OIL TROUBLES
11/2A/1989 B012 36HOME-SHOPPERS PREFER BROWSING THROUGH CATALOGS
2/08/1992 C032 COMMITTEE OK'S CATALOG SALES TAX BILL
2/14/1992 C014 HOUSE PASSES BILL TO TAX CATALOG SALES
2/15/1992 C015 CATALOG-SALES TAX IS $20 MILLION BILL
5/27/1992 D065 ^CATALOG TARIFF IN HANDS OF CONGRESS
10/21/1983 B011 *LL BEAN CATALOG SPOOF IS WELL-DONE PARODY
3/17/1983 C015 MOTIONS DELAY SELECTION OF JURY
3/18/1983 D014 SELECTION OF JURY IN MURDER TRIAL
3/19/1983 B031 MURDER TRIAL RECESSED FOR WEEKEND
3/23/1983 C042 JURY SELECTION PROCEEDS SLOWLY IN TRIAL
3/24/1983 C015 'CATCH THE BEAR YELLED OBSCENITIES AT TOLLEFSON'
3/27/1983 C013 SIOUX LEADERS SEE JUSTICE IN DECISION
3/29/1983 B015 LEFHOLZ TO APPEAL MURDER CASE
4/13/1983 C031 CATCH THE BEAR STAYS IN JAIL
5/15/1983 B071 SHERIFF CRITICIZES JUDGE'S MURDER CHARGE DISMISSAL
9/13/1983 B051 LEFHOLZ WILL APPEAL RULING
4/19/1984 C011 JUDGE WENT TOO FAR WHEN HE BARRED RETRIAL
6/07/1984 C031 CATCH THE BEAR MAY BE TRIED AGAIN
6/24/1984 B051 CATCH THE BEAR'S LAWYER REQUESTS HEARING FROM COURT
10/18/1984 C045 LEFHOLZ REQUESTS JUDGE OFF BENCH
1/04/1985 C031 CATCH THE BEAR MURDER TRIAL SITE KEPT SECRET
1/11/1985 C011 CATCH THE BEAR TRIAL MOVES TO SIOUX FALLS
2/20/1985 C034 CATCH THE BEAR PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
: 2/22/1985 C021 CATCH THE BEAR'S GUILTY PLEA
'2/15/1986 'C02I JUDGE WON'T CUT CATCH THE BEAR SENTENCE
8/24/1988 C023 MANY CATERERS PREPARED TO SERVE
8/31/1983 B041 FARMERS CALL TOLL-FREE ABOUT CATERPILLARS
7/10/1984 B035 WOLLY BEARS AVOID TREND--RETURN TO FIELDS
8/23/1984 C031 CATERPILLAR INFESTATION CAUSING PROBLEMS
4/28/1991 N061 ^TEMPORARY WORK OFFERS FLEXIBILITY
7/12/1991 C012 XCATHEDRAL GRADUATES TO RELIVE OLD TIMES
SEE CHURCH CATHOLIC
8/12/1991 A083 *CHURCH REMAINS STRONG
5/18/1982 A094 CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA
12/16/1984 B051 SOUTH DAKOTA WILDLIFE OFFICER OF YEAR
1/08/1982 C023 OWNERS OF MISSING CAT MAKE LAST APPEAL (L)
8/07/1982 A095 ADOPT-A-CAT MONTH A SUCCESS (L)
10/29/1982 C034 RAT MENACE SEEN (L)
8/10/1983 B045 CAT FANCIERS SPONSORING SHOW AUG 27-28
8/28/1983 C012 KCAT SHOW ATTRACTS AREA FELINE FANCIERS
9/03/1983 B025 READER IS IRRITATED BY PERSON (L)
5/31/1984 C025 JUNE GOOD TIME TO ADOPT CAT (L)
7/22/1984 C011 *1T'S RAINING CATS
10/10/1984 C014 KTHE POWER OF A PURR
: 6/21/1985 C01Ti*lT'SA.FRlEND TO THE RESCUE
7/08/1985 A053: KTHE JUDGES SAY THIS CAT IS PURR-FECT
7/26/1985 C023 CAT ISN'T RAB1D--10 ARE RELIEVED
7/28/1985 C011 KCATS PUT BEST PAW FORWARD
11/17/1985 Alll NEW PRODUCT FOR CATS
7/03/1986 B031 FELINE FANCIERS HOLD ANNUAL SHOW
7/20/1986 E014 KTOP CATS TAKE HONORS AT SHOW
5/30/1987 C021 BROOKINGS ORDINANCE WOULD OUTLAW LOOSE CATS
7/26/1987 C012 *FULL OF FELINES
8/28/1987 C021 BROOKINGS DECIDES NOT TO CONFINE CATS
1/10/1988 A092 STRAY CATS VIOLATE LAW (L)
6/11/1988 A072 ^TRAINED TABBIES LEARN NEW TRICKS
6/13/1988 C012 KTOP CATS
10/18/1988 A012 KSISTERS EVICTED FROM HOME
10/24/1988 A101 KITTEN'S SHOOTING EPITOMIZES SICKNESS
10/27/1988 C012 VOLUNTEERS HOPE TO SALVAGE HOME
5/16/1989 C015 CURIOSITY KILLED TOWN'S POWER SUPPLY
6/22/1989 A012 ^CONTRIBUTING TO THE KITTY
6/24/1989 C011 INNOVATIVE BLACK CAT OVERCOMES BAD LUCK
2/16/1990 A015 LUVERNE SEEKS CAT PURRGE
4/29/1990 A131 HOUSE CATS LIVE BETTER LIVES (L)
8/12/1990 E033 SOPHIE THE CAT TACKLES-MANSION MICE PROBLEM
9/29/1990 A012 FUR FLIES OVER FARMER'S ATTEMPT AT CAT-PELT BLANKET
6/02/1991 A114 DEMENTED ATTEMPT TO KILL CAT FAILS (L)
10/22/1991 C011 GRAY CAT BEING SOUGHT ATER BITING GIRL
10/23/1991 B011 CAT IS FOUND THAT BIT GIRL LAST WEEKEND
4/23/1992 C011 OFFICIALS SEEK CAT THAT SCRATCHED TOT
4/24/1992 con- CAT THAT SCRATCHED BOY IS FOUND, IMPOUNDED
7/02/1992 C012 POLICE, HUMANE SOCIETY SQUABBLE OVER CAT KILLING
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7/I6/I992 AIOI OFFICER NOT TO BLAME FOR SHOOTING CAT (L)
7/28/1992 A065 REGARDING CATS, POLICE EAGER TO USE GUNS (L)
10/23/1992 BOII BLACK CAT SOUGHT AFTER BITING GIRL
10/2A/1992 BOll OFFICERS FIND CAT THAT BIT 8-YEAR-OLD
7/2A/1988 coil AGENT SAYS CATTAILS CAN WORK AS SEED
SEE ALSO LIVESTOCK, MEAT INDUSTRY
1/06/1982 C03I CATTLE FEEDERS DAY JAN 13
I/I9/I982 C0A2 CATTLEMEN BACK STRAY ANIMAL BILL
1/28/1982 N081 ^FATHER, SON SEEK CHAROLAIS RECOGNITION
2/25/1982 A012 DURBAN ROUNDUP
3/02/1982 A083 ANGUS BREEDERS OFFICERS
3/11/1982 DOAI BLACK HILLS FOREST GRAZING FEES LOWER
3/30/1982 BOAI STATE COURT TAKES SUIT TO RECOVER LOAN
A/12/1982 BOll *BIRTH OF CALF STILL AMAZES 2 CATTLEMEN
5/09/1982 EOll CATTLE PRICES STEERING IN RIGHT DIRECTION
6/22/1982 B031 GRAZING AIDS WESTERN SD ECONOMY
7/15/1982 C035 PIERRE JURY DELIBERATES CATTLE FRAUD CASE
7/16/1982 C0A2 2 MEN FOUND GUILTY OF CATTLE FRAUD
7/29/1982 C05I NUMBER OF CATTLE ON FEED DOWN A PERCENT
8/03/1982 B031 CONSULTANT TO DISCUSS CATTLE FUTURES
8/29/1982 DOIl KA WOMAN'S LIFE ALONE RAISING A GENTLE HERD
9/23/1982 C061 THE NORTHLAND CLASSIC CHAROLAIS SALE THIS WEEKEND
9/26/1982 B061 GLAMOUR CATTLE GO ON THE BLOCK
10/17/1982 C015 CATTLE ENDANGERED BY HEAVY SNOWS IN BLACK HILLS
12/02/1982 C013 KMISS GIBRALTER IS ORDINARY COW--EXPENSIVE
12/27/1982 C015 BRANDON FARMER'S HERD MOVED TO NEIGHBOR
1/07/1983 BOAl CATTLE FEEDERS DAY WEDNESDAY
1/IA/I983 BOll SD STEER TAKES SECOND PLACE AT SHOW
1/27/1983 NlOl 96CHIANINA, AMERlFAX
<2/02/1983 D032 *BEAUTY MORE THAN SKIN DEEP IN CHAMPION COW
3/02/1983 C033 HORROR OF CATTLE POISONING LINGERS
3/15/1983 COIA CATTLE FOR DEBT PAYMENT DISAPPEAR
3/24/1983 C041 HILLS CATTLE REQUIRED TO WEAR EAR TAGS
4/13/1983 C013 KMORE MUD THAN USUAL
5/21/1983 B031 DRIVERS, NOT CATTLE, HAVE RIGHT OF WAY
6/07/1983 C031 EMBRYO TRANSFER MOVES INTO COW COUNTRY
6/16/1983 C051 ^BRANDING TIME
6/24/1983 C035 STATE HOLSTEIN SHOW AT FAIRGROUNDS TODAY
6/30/1983 C04I MEN CHARGED IN CATTLE THEFT WILL RETURN TO STATE
9/28/1983 C041 SD CITED FOR CATTLE TB ERADICATION
9/29/1983 coil AMHERST MAN'S STEER NAMED GRAND CHAMPION
2/01/1984 C041 CATTLE PRICES LIKELY TO DROP IN '84
2/10/1984 C031 CATTLE PLENTIFUL FOR NEW MEAT-PACKER
3/19/1984 B036 FARMERS CAN CONTROL WHEN CALVES BORN
4/16/1984 B035 DISEASED CATTLE FROM INDIANA
5/15/1984 C041 FED CATTLE TOTAL SHOWS INCREASE FOR MONTH
5/20/1984 DOll 3€CATTLE DRIVE SAVES TRADITION, MONEY
6/16/1984 C031 CATTLE TAGS ARE NOT SAFE TO PUT ON CLOTHING
7/10/1984 B041 SUIT SEEKS CATTLE MONEY
.7/25/1984 C015 DEPUTIES LOOK INTO POSSIBLE CALF MUTILATION
9/13/1984 C061 DEBT-PLAGUED CATTLE FIRM
10/16/1984 B012 CATTLE SEARCH ENTERS COURT
10/17/1984 DOll RANCHER RELIED ON MEMORY
10/27/1984 C032 STATE'S CATTLE LOWEST IN 6 YEARS
10/31/1984 B092 STATE HERD PLACES AT EXPO
11/02/1984 C032 CAR-CATTLE TRUCK ACCIDENT
12/06/1984 coil TRIAL PARTICIPANTS PREPARE FOR LONG HAUL
1/16/1985 C043 GRASSHOPPER POISON CAUSED COWS' DEATHS
1/19/1985 C033 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS SEIZURE OF CATTLE
1/24/1985 Nlll CHIANINA CATTLE
1/26/1985 C055 CALF DIES AFTER CONTRACTING RABIES
2/06/1985 C063 KBULL CHASE
2/16/1985 B021 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO THEFT OF CATTLE
2/16/1985 B021 SOUTH DAKOTAN OWNS CHAMPION HOLSTEIN
2/19/1985 B021 AG LISTS 4.1 MILLION CATTLE IN STATE
2/26/1985 coil MISSING CATTLE
2/27/1985 C022 CATTLE COUNT DOWN
3/19/1985 B015 LAWYERS ARGUE CATTLE MYSTERY
3/20/1985 BOll RANCHER NO SCHEMER, LAWYER SAYS
3/21/1985 C012 MYSTERY-CATTLE CASE NEARS CLOSE
3/22/1985 coil ROUNDUP NEARS IN COURT'S CATTLE CASE
4/02/1985 B012 SD RANCHER OWES BANK $7 MILLION
4/03/1985 B023 RANCHER SAYS HE'LL APPEAL CATTLE VERDICT
4/07/1985 C021 TRAIL OF MISSING CATTLE HERDS LAWYERS TO PIERRE
4/08/1985 coil KEHN CATTLE TRIAL FORMS FAMILY OF FRIENDS
5/07/1985 B022 SIDES ARGUE CATTLE-CASE AWARDS
6/14/1985 coil CATTLE COMPANY CATERS TO CHINA
7/12/1985 C023 CATTLE DEATHS PUZZLE EXPERTS
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7/13/1985 C021 RANCHER APPEALS CATTLE-LOAN DECISION
7/13/1985 C033 3 DISEASES THAT KILL CATTLE
7/19/1985 C031 SDSU SCIENTISTS CONFIRM ANTHRAX IN CATTLE
7/28/1985 C013 CONFERENCE TO EXAMINE SD CATTLE FEEDING
8/01/1985 CG33 IMPROVE MANAGEMENT SKILLS, FARMERS TOLD
8/05/1985 B015 ANTHRAX OUTBREAK FORCES QUARANTINE OF CATTLE
8/08/1985 C051 SUPREME COURT GRANTS 30-DAY DELAY IN APPEAL
8/16/1985 coil SD MAN PROMOTES BEEF SALES
9/03/1985 C031 CONGRESSIONAL PANEL TO MEET CATTLE PRODUCERS
11/03/1985 coil CATTLEMEN'S GROUP PRESIDENT TO SPEAK
11/21/1985 C031 MINN BANK GETS $2 MILLION FOR CATTLE
12/03/1985 B015 OFFICIALS SEE MITCHELL SALE BARN TRIAL THIS WEEK
12/07/1985 C03A JURY RULES AGAINST CORSICA CATTLE INC
12/28/1985 C021 COURT OVERTURNS SALE BARN RULING
l/OA/1986 C021 APPEALS COURT UPHOLDS MAIL FRAUD CONVICTION
2/02/1986 D021 CATTLE ON FEED DOWN—FARM AGENCY SAYS
2/27/1986 C022 CATTLE COUNT DOWN
3/05/1986 B021 MONTANA CATTLE OWNERS AWARDED $265,412
3/11/1986 B021 BEEF SPECIALIST WARNS OF COSTLY SPRING DISEASE
3/19/1986 B021 PROGRAM BURNS FARMERS, HUMANE OFFICIALS
3/25/1986 C021 ABDNOR TO CONDUCT HEARING ON CATTLE INDUSTRY
4/17/1986 A013 GROUP OPPOSES IDENTIFICATION METHOD
4/17/1986 C021 STORM COULD HAVE LONG-TERM EFFECT ON CALVES
5/01/1986 C015 JUDGE LIMITS DAIRY CATTLE SLAUGHTER
5/04/1986 coil JAPANESE FIRM BUYS FLANDREAU CATTLE
5/28/1986 C021 DEAD COWS IN RIVER
6/08/1986 C031 STOCKGROWERS AIR BEEF WITH CATTLE FUTURES
8/01/1986 A021 FEEDLOT CATTLE POPULATION LOWEST IN 9 YEARS
8/13/1986 B021 3€ABDN0R WANTS TO END CATTLE FUTURES
^^ W24/1986-B02r ABDNOR HEARS BEEFS ON CATTLE FUTURES BAN
8/26/1986 A081 REMOVE MARKET BARRIERS (L)
8/28/1986 AlOl BANNING CATTLE FUTURES DOESN'T MAKE SENSE
9/11/1986 C036 CHECKOFF PROGRAM TO PROMOTE BEEF
9/15/1986 C016 CATTLE PROFITS PREDICTED
9/19/1986 A081 CATTLE SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM FUTURES MARKET
9/25/1986 B016 SENATE DOWNS CATTLE AMENDMENT
9/30/1986 C052 MAN CHARGED IN CATTLE SCHEME
11/02/1986 E012 *COWBOY STAGES HIS LAST ROUNDUP
11/07/1986 A081 36CATTLE-FUTURES FEARS DIVERT ATTENTION
11/16/1986 D012 EXPERTS DON'T EXPECT SHIFT IN FEEDLOTS
11/18/1986 C021 RESEARCHER ADVOCATES CATTLE EAR IMPLANTS
12/24/1986 B021 FATHER, SON SENTENCED FOR THEFT CONVICTIONS
1/09/1987 C026 RANCHER FILES APPEAL
3/08/1987 C012 ANTIBIOTICS RESEARCH BUGS CATTLE MARKET
4/05/1987 EOll STOCKGROWERS PAY REWARD FOR CONVICTION
4/13/1987 C033 CATTLE SALES ACTIVE AT STOCK YARDS
5/06/1987 C012 SD BREEDS LOW-CHOLESTEROL BEEF
5/09/1987 C033 ^CATTLE ON FEED IN STATES
6/05/1987 C025 BEEF MARKET LOOKS GOOD, OFFICIAL SAYS
6/07/1987-C043SD NINTH IN CATTLE AND CALVES
'7/02/1987 C021 COURT SEIZES CATTLE MARKET BANK ACCOUNTS
7/29/1987 B033 KSTATES HAVE MORE CATTLE ON FEED
8/09/1987 EOll CATTLE NUMBERS DOWN IN JULY
8/20/1987 C012 *BUREAUCRACY BENDS FOR BOVINE
10/04/1987 EOll EXPERT DISCOURAGES HOLDING ONTO CATTLE
10/29/1987 C033 *MORE CATTLE ON FEED IN 1987
11/04/1987 B021 MAN SENTENCED IN CATTLE CONVERSION CASE
12/29/1987 C021 '88 BEEF SUPPLY LIKELY TO BE LOW
2/25/1988 coil JAPANESE FIRM BUYS 225 CATTLE IN STATE
5/09/1988 C015 AGENT FEARS DROUGHT...
5/20/1988 C012 CATTLE PRICES BREAK RECORD AT $80
5/23/1988 coil BOARD WAIVES RULE ON CATTLE TESTING
6/04/1988 C033 STATE'S CATTLE VALUE RANKED
6/05/1988 DOll KEEP MOVING CATTLE EXPERT URGES
6/16/1988 A083 UNITED BEEF EFFORT NEEDED (L)
6/29/1988 B021 FARMER SENTENCED FOR DUMPING COWS IN RIVER
11/27/1988 EOll COWBOYS BEGIN 100-MILE CATTLE DRIVE
2/12/1989 D015 DEVELOPING AN EYE FOR BULLS
2/24/1989 D081 CATTLE NUMBERS AT 29-YEAR LOW
4/02/1989 C053 STOCKMEN WARY DESPITE RECORD PRICES
7/02/1989 E061 KCATTLE PRODUCERS URGED TO CONSIDER ALL OPTIONS
7/07/1989 D081 CATTLE FEED VITAL CONCERN FOR FARMERS
7/08/1989 A012 ^FARMERS SELL CATTLE AS HEAT STEALS FOOD
8/08/1989 B062 CATTLE HERDS GROW THIN
8/25/1989 A083 WHY NOT CHOCOLATE FOR CATTLE DIETS (L)
8/27/1989 EOll WHITE RIVER WOMAN CITED BY MAGAZINE
9/08/1989 D062;*FARMERS' REED HABITS UNCHANGED ,
9/11/1989 AOll STRAY COWS FORCE ROUNDUP ON CLIFF
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CELLULAR ONE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/18/1989 A084
9/24/1989 E041
12/31/1989 C025
1/11/1990 D062
1/14/1990 E012
1/19/1990 C021
2/28/1990 D082
3/05/1990 B021
4/14/1990 C023
4/23/1990 C026
4/28/1990 C023
6/23/1990 A083
7/09/1990 C031
7/18/1990 D085
8/23/1990 B081
9/02/1990 E033
12/20/1990 D081
2/05/1991 B061
3/18/1991 coil
4/03/1991 D065
4/23/1991 C032
4/29/1991 B062
7/26/1991 D061
7/30/1991 B061
8/10/1991 A081
8/21/1991 D065
9/27/1991 C012
10/18/1991 D062
10/29/1991 B061
"11701/1991 B022
11/28/1991 C031
1/05/1992 EOll
1/24/1992 C031
4/27/1992.A012
5/18/1992 A012
5/18/1992 A041
6/26/1992 C016
7/02/1992 B061
7/16/1992 D061
9/17/1992 B062
10/11/1992 F021
10/29/1992 B062
11/03/1992 A012
11/03/1992 A074
11/09/1992 B022
12/03/1988 coil
12/25/1988 EOll
11/19/1992 B061
1/30/1986 A092
.12/01/1990.5 A012
5> 6730/1992'Xdl2'
7/20/1992 A012
8/07/1992 B014
8/11/1992 B021
10/12/1992 B022
11/01/1992 A041
11/12/1982 A071
6/20/1992 A013
8/11/1992 B016
10/27/1988 coil
4/03/1992 C022
3/13/1989 A015
5/16/1991 B062
12/28/1985 C051
6/08/1988 D092
5/19/1989 B051
10/13/1989 B072
4/28/1991 N193
11/08/1991 C036
12/09/1991 C012
9/14/1986 DOll
7/26/1990 A012
7/27/1990 C012
12/30/1992 B022
5/04/1985 A091
2/02/1985 C042
7/12/1989 .CO16
3/19/1991 C061
FED CATTLE ARE LEANER (L)
CATTLE 'BODYBUILDERS' ATTRACT ATTENTION
FEW CATTLE DIED IN COLD SPELL
CATTLE PROFIT PICTURE BRIGHTENS
KSHEEP SALES CLIMB
JUDGE SENTENCES MAN FOR SHOOTING STEER
CALVING SEASON STARTS AMID CONCERN
STOCKGROWERS ASSOCIATION LEADER GUILTY
XLONGHORNS BACK ON THE RANCH
NUMBER OF CATTLE FATTENED DOWN 7 PERCENT
CATTLE THIEF GETS 19 YEARS IN PRISON
CHARGES MADE AGAINST COWS ARE RIDICULOUS (L)
TWO ARRESTED IN CATTLE RUSTLING INVESTIGATION
MIGRATION OF STATE'S CALVES
TWO PLEAD GUILTY IN THEFT OF CATTLE
36CATTLE FITTER'S SECRET--HARD WORK
SLAUGHTER CATTLE HIT 12-YEAR HIGH
JANUARY 1 CATTLE INVENTORY LARGEST SINCE 1986
EXECUT1VE--1NDUSTRY LOOKS GOOD
OPTIMISM DOMINATES CATTLE-PRICE FORECAST
DRIVE PLANNED THROUGH RAPID CITY
COUNT COULD BE PROBLEM
FEEDLOT INVENTORY RISES 4 PERCENT IN SD
COUNT SHOWS 2 PERCENT INCREASE
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
*PR1CE CRASH CATCHES MANY IN BIND
COMPANY SUED FOR DEATH OF CATTLE
CATTLE HERD RANKS 9TH NATIONALLY
MARKET CATTLE, CALVE TOTALS DOWN 5 PERCENT
WEST RIVER RANCHER TO BE RESENTENCED FOR THEFTS
CATTLE GROUPS PLAN FURTHER MERGER TALKS
CATTLE SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULED JANUARY 13-14
MADISON CATTLE THIEF SENTENCED TO PRISON
XLIVES, LIVLIHOOD IN CALVING SEASON
3CRANCHERS PERCHED ON CRISIS
LAYOFFS, DRY WEATHER COMPOUND RANCHER WORRIES
RANCHERS FIGHT OVER PRIZE BULL
LIMOUSIN TOUR COMES TO STATE
MOST SD RANCHER'S FARMS RAISE CATTLE
CATTLEMEN EYE MEXICAN MARKET
30 CATTLE KILLED IN ROLLOVER CRASH
IMPORT RESTRICTIONS TO BE LIFTED ON BABY CALVES
XHOOFING THROUGH DOWNTOWN GARY
KALL IN A DAY'S WORK
DEMAND KEEPS CATTLE PRICES UP, SPECIALIST SAYS
2 STATE CATTLEMENT NAMED TO BEEF BOARD
CATTLEMEN PICK OFFICERS, HONOREES
CATTLMEN'S GROUP TO MEET MONDAY
CAUSA GROUP CONDUCTS SEMINAR
56GUNSHOTS DRAW POLICE, CHARGE
RESIDENTS UPSET DISPUTE FORCES DOCTOR TO RESIGN
HURON DOCTOR QUITS OVER HOSPITAL POLICY
KJANKLOW INTERVENES IN DISPUTE IN HURON
DOCTORS SUPPORT HURON HOSPITAL
HURON HOSPITAL BATTLE SWIRLS AGAIN
DOCTOR-HOSPITAL CONFLICT RAGES IN HURON
3fSAY CHEESE--PHOTOGRAPHER TAKES PICTURES
MAN ARRESTED IN MITCHELL SLAYING
MAN FACES EXTRADITION IN MITCHELL MURDER CASE
DASCHLE'S CAVE BILL GETS FINAL APPROVAL
EXPLORERS MAPPING OUT WIND CAVE
KCAVOUR'S IRISH TO SIT OUT THE JIG
*BUS1NESS STUCK ON SUCCESS
VOLGA PUBLISHER PURCHASES 4 NEWSPAPERS
XPAPER CHAIN GAINS 3 LINKS
SOUTH DAKOTA FARM FAMILY WANTED
IT'S TOO HARD TO RESIST
^NEWSPAPERS OFFER A BUNDLE OF FUN
36NEWSPAPER CHAIN SELLS 5 WEEKLIES
JfPUBLlSHER VALUES CO-WORKERS, BEET PICKLES
3fCEDAR BUTTE STORE OWNERS, FAMILY ARE THE TOWN
^OFFICIALS SUSPECT ILLEGAL DUMPING
^ENVIRONMENTALIST WANTS DUMP PROBE
RESORT MAY OPEN BY THIS SUMMER
HUNDREDS CELEBRATED LIFE TOGETHER
*NEW SIOUX FALLS POSTMASTER
FIRM LENDS PHONES FOR FREE TO WOMEN
STUDENTS GET TASTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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CEMENT-SO
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11/18/1991 A052
1/22/1982 COAl
2/07/1982 BG41
2/23/1982 CG32
3/25/1982 DGll
A/GA/1982 EGll
A/16/1982 CG53
A/29/1982 DGll
5/1G/1982 AG12
5/12/1982 CG31
6/17/1982 C122
6/25/1982 CGA2
7/3G/1982 CGA2
8/21/1982 CG13
8/27/1982 CGAl
lG/Gl/1982 CG31
1G/G7/1982 CG71
lG/29/1982 CG53
11/G3/1982 CG61
11/2A/1982 CG3A
12/G2/1982 AG16
12/G3/1982 AG16
12/G3/1982 CG81.
12/GA/1982 CGll
12/G5/1982 CGll
12/G7/1982 CG15
12/G9/1982 CG21
12/1G/1982 AG12
12/11/1982 CGIA
^^l/2/l?9yi982 CGAl
12/21/1982 CGll
12/3G/1982 AG13
12/31/1982 CGll
l/Gl/1983 BG31
1/G9/1983 AG12
1/G9/1983 BG15
1/13/1983 CGll
1/15/1983 BGll
1/18/1983 BG61
1/19/1983 AG22
1/19/1983 DGll
1/2G/1983 AG21
1/23/1983 CG21
1/23/1983 CG21
1/2A/1983 DG32
1/25/1983 BGll
1/26/1983 DGll
1/28/1983 CG31
2/G2/1983 DGll
; .2/05/1.983 BGll
• 2/G6/1983 CG3A
2/17/1983 CG61
3/27/1983 CGAl
A/Gl/1983 BG51
A/23/1983 CGll
A/25/1983 BGIA
A/28/1983 CGAl
5/27/1983 CG13
6/25/1983 CG36
7/12/1983 CG61
8/27/1983 CG3A
9/28/1983 CG51
10/29/1983 BG3A
11/02/1983 CG21
11/29/1983 BG35
12/01/1983 CG35
12/02/1983 CG33
1/21/198A BG51
2/25/198A BGAl
3/17/198A CG51
5/G5/198A DG51
6/3G/198A CGA2
7/28/198A DG31
9/28/198A DG31
1/27/1985 CG71
6/2A/1985 CG21
2/02/1986 DG22
2/GA/1986 BG21
JCORANGE PEEL LOOK
PROFITS UP AT CEMENT PLANT
STEELWORKERS--PLANT REACH AGREEMENT
W RAPID RESIDENTS PETITIONING CEMENT PLANT
SALES SLOW--CEMENT PLANT CUTS BACK
BfMANAGER SAYS CLOSING WON'T HURT STATE
SD CEMENT PLANT TO INSTALL ANTI-POLLUTION DEVICES
CEMENT PLANT SALE IN NEXT 60 DAyS--CRUClAL
STATE CEMENT PLANT PROFITS FALLING SHORT
PLANT COMPLETING ANTI-POLLUTION PLANS
KNEIP TAKES A JAB AT STATE CEMENT
SD CEMENT PLANT SALES LOWER
SD CEMENT PLANT SALES THIS YEAR UP
PANEL WILL STOP ILLEGAL INSURANCE PURCHASES
CEMENT PLANT PROFITS
CEMENT PLANT'S PROFITS, SALES UP
BREACH OF CONTRACT CASE BEGINS
CEMENT PLANT PROFITS ABOVE BUDGET PROJECTIONS '
STRAIT RESIGNS FROM SD CEMENT
SD WANTS TO PROVIDE CEMENT FOR WYOMING MX
CEMENT PLANT BOSS RESIGNS
GOV JANKLOW APOLOGIZES FOR 'ESPIONAGE'
SD CEMENT LAWSUIT CONTINUES
ENGELHART STILL SERVES ON CEMENT PLANT COMMISSION
CONTROVERSY HAS FOLLOWED CEMENT PLANT ALL THE WAY
DEMOCRATS WANT PROBE INTO RESIGNATION
JANKLOW SHOULD SPECIFY CEMENT PLANT ETHICS (ED)
JANKL0W--1T'S WORTH IT TO PAY MCALISTER
EPA 0FF1C1AL--CEMENT PLANT'S DUST CONTROL OK
STATE--'THERE'S NOTHING MORE TO SAY'
MCKELLIPS WANTS PROBE OF RESIGNATION
A6 CEMENT PLANT WORKERS TO BE LAID OFF
*MCKELL1PS PRESSES FOR CEMENT PLANT PROBE
CEMENT WORKERS GET SEVERANCE PAY
1 QUIT TO AVOID FIGHT SAYS MCALISTER
3CS1MM0NS DENIES CONFLICT OF INTEREST
JANKLOW WANTED MCALISTER TO RESIGN
SUIT AGAINST CEMENT PLANT GOES TO JURY
CEMENT PLANT SALE STUDY MULLED
JURY AWARDS FIRM, CEMENT PLANT DAMAGES
NO PROBE FOR CEMENT PLANT
CEMENT PLANT TO APPEAL AWARD TO MINN FIRM
PERIL AHEAD FOR PECHOTA (ED)
MCALISTER'S RESIGNATION HANDLED POORLY
3-MONTH TRIAL LASTING EXPERIENCE FOR JURY
KKNE1P--JANKL0W'S CEMENT PLANT CHARGES DECEITFUL
CEMENT PANEL REFERS QUESTIONS TO STAKE
DEMOS WANT CEMENT PLANT EXAMINED
SELL STATE PROPERTY TO INVESTORS
SENATE COMMITTEE KILLS PLAN TO PROBE PLANT
PEOPLE "ENTITLED"TO KNOW OF CEMENT PLANT (L)
BILL REQUIRES CEMENT PLANT AUDITS
CEMENT PLANT MUST WAIT TO USE KILNS
CEMENT PLANT GIVEN AIR QUALITY REPRIEVE
PLANT WON'T HELP DEVELOPMENT PLAN
CEMENT PLANT REPS' TRIP COST $18,000
MCKELL1PS--TR1P SHOWS WASTE IN GOVT
ENGELHART QUITS CEMENT COMMISSION
CEMENT PLANT GROUP SENDS STATE $8 MILLION
CEMENT PLANT SHOULD PAY TAXES, STATE SENATOR SAYS
CEMENT PLANT SALES UP 27 PERCENT
ESTATE MAY NEVER SELL CEMENT PLANT
CEMENT PLANT SAYS SALES ARE UP IN STATE
PLANT MANAGER SHOWS STEADY HAND (ED)
CEMENT PANEL WILL MEET WEDNESDAY
SALES 19 PERCENT ABOVE 1982
CEMENT PROFITS EXPECTED TO TOP GOAL
CEMENT PLANT SALES IN 1983 INCREASE
MOBRIDGE MAN SEATED ON CEMENT PLANT BOARD
STATE CEMENT PLANT EXPECTS LOWER SALES
TOO MUCH MONEY FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
STATE CEMENT PLANT TRANSFERS $8 MILLION
STATE PLANT HAS DECLINED IN PROFITS
PROJECTS MAY CUT DUST AT CEMENT PLANT
CEMENT SALES DOWN
CEMENT COMPANIES WILL APPEAL JUDGE'S RULING
CEMENT PLANT-BOSS CREDITS-MANAGEMENT
CEMENT PLANT, UNION AGREE TO CONTRACT
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3/05/1986 B021 CEMENT PLANT OFFICIAL EXPORTS INCREASED SALES
4/11/1986 C022 CITY WANTS STATE CEMENT PLANT CHECKED
4/13/1986 D025 OFFICIAL DENIES POLLUTION CLAIMS
4/26/1986 C022 $638,356 IN CEMENT PLANT LAWSUIT
4/27/1986 C022 RESIDENTS WANT COMPENSATION FOR DUST
5/31/1986 C032 PANEL AGREES TO CLEAN AIR
7/01/1986 C035 CEMENT PLANT SALES DECREASE
7/26/1986 C025 CEMENT OFFICIALS EXPECT GOOD SALES FOR '86
12/20/1986 C021 CEMENT OUTPUT DOWN FROM LAST YEAR
3/01/1987 E031 CEMENT PLANT CLOSES FOR $400,000 IN REPAIRS
3/28/1987 C021 CEMENT PLANT COULD REOPEN IN WEEK
4/05/1987 B024 CEMENT SITE FACES PCB VIOLATIONS
5/03/1987 B021 CEMENT PLANT BACK WORKING HARD
6/06/1987 C021 CEMENT PLANT SHUT DOWN AFTER CONVEYOR FIRE
7/03/1987 C045 PLANT PAYS $33 MILLION
7/30/1987 C021 STATE CEMENT PLANT SALES SHOW SLIGHT GAIN
8/06/1987 C022 1 COLLIDER INCENTIVE ELIMINATED
9/25/1987 C071 COURT FORCES STATE CEMENT PLANT TO PAY FIRM
10/21/1987 B023 TWO FIRMS CAN SUE CEMENT PLANT, JUDGE RULES
2/14/1988 DOll S DAKOTA CEMENT REPORTS *87 EARNINGS
8/21/1988 C021 CEMENT SALES UP 6.8 PERCENT IN JULY
4/30/1989 BB09 STATE OWNED PLANT EARNS HARD CASH
6/02/1989 D061 STATE CEMENT PLANT TO REDUCE DUST
6/25/1989 C012 PLANT TO TRANSFER $8 MILLION TO STATE FUND
7/25/1989 B061 CEMENT PLANT PRODUCTION UP
8/11/1989 D062 PROPOSAL CALLS FOR WASTE TO FUEL PLANT
8/13/1989 AlOl STATE SHOULD GET OUT OF CEMENT BUSINESS (ED)
10/24/1989 B061 CEMENT PLANT OUTPUT CLOSE TO A RECORD
12/01/1989 C041 CEMENT PLANT CONSIDERS BURNING HAZARDOUS WASTE
1/22/1990 B024 CEMENT PLANT SHOWS 15 PERCENT SALES JUMP
2/16/1990 C025 JUDGE REJECTS LAWSUIT AGAINST CEMENT PLANT
3/04/1990 C025 STATE CEMENT PLANT POSTS MODEST PROFIT
9/01/1990 C034 CEMENT PLANT AGREES TO CONTROL BURNING WASTE
9/08/1990 C034 GROUPS PROTEST CEMENT PLANT BURNING
11/21/1990 C031 STATE CEMENT PLANT MEETS STANDARDS
1/29/1991 C036 CEMENT PLANT SHOWED PROFIT LAST YEAR
2/03/1991 E031 CEMENT PLANT PLANS WASTE-BURNING TEST
2/11/1991 C031 ENVIRONMENTALISTS WORRIED ABOUT WASTE-BURNING PLAN
2/21/1991 C054 CEMENT PLANT GETS GO-AHEAD
3/05/1991 BOll MEETINGS TO CONSIDER STATE CEMENT PLANT
3/13/1991 C036 RAPID CITIANS PROTEST PLAN TO BURN WASTE
3/31/1991 C033 VOICE ON CEMENT KILNS WILL BE HEARD
4/03/1991 C012 RC OPPOSES BURNING AT STATE PLANT
4/07/1991 E012 CEMENT PLANT FOES BROADEN TARGET
4/26/1991 C034 WASTE BURNING PLAN TO GET MORE THOUGHT
6/03/1991 C035 OFFICIAL SUPPORTS CEMENT PLANT PLANS
7/30/1991 C032 COMMISSIONER SUGGESTS MOVING CEMENT PLANT
8/09/1991 D055 CEMENT PLANT WILL TEST BRIDGE OF UNIQUE MAKEUP
8/22/1991 C035 INCINERATION FOES ADDRESS HAZARDOUS-WASTE PANEL
8/25/1991 E032 CEMENT PLANT NOT INVOLVED IN AIRPORT PROJECT
9/18/1991 Cd32'FIRE AT'CEMENT PLANT CAUSES MINOR DAMAGE
11/26/1991 C032 CEMENT PLANT SHELVES WASTE-BURNING PLANS
12/02/1991 C031 EPA KEEPS WATCH ON RAPID CITY AIR
2/07/1992 D061 CEO OF RAPID CITY CEMENT PLANT RESIGNS
3/23/1992 C031 PLANT APPLICANTS NARROWED TO SIX
4/20/1992 B026 ^FORMER OFFICIAL TO BE CEMENT PLANT PRESIDENT
5/18/1992 C026 CEMENT GOING TO NEW COLORADO AIRPORT
6/08/1982 B023 WANTS URNS RETURNED TO CEMETERY (L)
11/16/1982 A013 5EHILLS OF REST SPELLING TAKEN FOR GRANITE
12/14/1982 B041 CORPS TRIES TO IDENTIFY 6 BODIES
1/06/1983 C031 DEADWOOD OK'S CEMETERY PLAN
1/11/1983 C023 THEFT OF GRAVE DECORATION SADDENS FAMILY CD
2/22/1983 A012 LEAVE CEMETERY ALONE, COURT RULES
2/26/1983 B021 CEMETERY RULING WILL HAVE FAR-REACHING EFFECT (L)
6/05/1983 C045 PROPOSAL FOR FLAT GRAVESTONES ANGERS VETERANS
7/27/1983 C013 ^OFFICIAL SAYS FARMER PLOWED OVER OLD CEMETERY
8/14/1983 C031 FARMER HAS CORRECTIONS ABOUT FARM CEMETERY CD
8/19/1983 C023 ^ABANDONED CEMETERY BOARD VIEWS FARMERS AS FRIENDS
3/31/1984 C021 HOW ITALIANS UNDERSOLD MINNESOTA CED)
4/07/1984 B012 JeCOME ONE, COME ALL
4/16/1984 A012 CEMETERY LEGEND HAUNTING OWNER OF LOT
4/24/1984 B016 JUDGE RULES CITY LOT NOT A CEMETERY
6/11/1984 A012 XTEEN-AGER RESTORES ABANDONED CEMETERY
6/11/1984 C041 ABDNOR WANTS ACTION ON UPRIGHT GRAVE MARKERS
10/02/1984 A092 CEMETERY ASSOCIATION PICKS LEADER
5/08/1985 BOll VOLUNTEERS PLAN SATURDAY CEMETERY CLEANUP
5/09/1985:0074 VOLUNTEERS TO WORK AT CEMETERY
5/12/1985 coil KBOY SCOUTS VOLUNTEER HELP FOR CEMETERY CLEANUP
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9/21/1985 A071 CHAPEL, GROUNDS ARE BEAUTIFUL
10/01/1985 A073 CEMETERY BRANCH ELECTS OFFICERS FOR 1985-86
10/16/1985 B025 VETERANS' CEMETARV MAY REOPEN
10/21/1985 B016 LONELY MAN GETS MEMORIAL
10/31/1986 C012 POOR FILL LONELY GRAVES
11/25/1986 C025 CEMETERY STARTS DRIVE TO FIX ROADS
2/11/1987 B012 KPIONEER PEDDLER MEMORIES BRING TO LIFE
2/1A/1987 coil CEMETERY LOSES FUNERAL HOME CASE
5/18/1987 AlOA CEMETERY THEFT IS LOW BLOW (L)
5/21/1987 C012 *0N THE BEAM
6/15/1987 C012 *BENEATH VANDALISM AT CEMETERY
7/01/1987 A082 STUDENTS WRONGLY SMEARED (L)
11/06/1987 A08A CEMETERY NEEDS CARE (L)
5/02/1988 A073 CEMETERY CLEAN-UP SATURDAY
5/27/1988 coil SOCIETY TO HONOR ORPHANS WHO DIED
8/26/1988 C031 COURT CALLS FOR NEW TRIAL IN CEMETERY CASE
9/28/1988 C012 ^MEMORIAL ERECTED FOR CHILD VICTIMS
11/02/1988 A103 ABANDONED CEMETERY SHOULD BE FENCED CD
11/05/1988 A105 CEMETERY SHOULD BE FENCED CD
12/31/1988 A063 STEALING FROM GRAVE CAUSES FAMILY TORMENT CD
5/26/1989 COIA *MOUNT PLEASANT SHARES STORY OF WOOD
6/20/1989 A08A STOP GRAVESIDE THEFTS CD
6/22/1989 C021 OUSTED HUTTERITES ARRESTED
8/03/1989 A012 *TEENS SUSPECTED IN CEMETERY SPREE
8/11/1989 C015 GROUPS OFFER REWARDS TO FIND VANDALS
8/18/1989 AlOl CEMETERY SHOULD BE FENCED CD
10/06/1989 C012 CANTON GOLF COURSE NO PLACE FOR GRAVEYARD
10/29/1989 A115 FENCE TAOPI CEMETERY CD
1/25/1990 B012 XARTIST MEMORIALIZES LOVED ONES
vi:6/ao/l990 VA112 THEFTS FROM GRAVES MUST BE STOPPED CD
6/12/1990 A06A GRAVE THEFT LEAVES PARENTS HEARTBROKEN CD
6/22/1990 AlOA GRAVE THEFT SHOWS HEARTLESSNESS, LAZINESS CD
7/26/1990 A092 PIONEER CEMETERY SHOULD BE FENCED (L)
8/08/1990 C033 ^CEMETERY EASES LOSS OF PETS
9/01/1990 C036 MAN CHARGED IN VANDALISM AT CEMETERY
10/05/1990 C035 JCTOWN TO PRESERVE 19TH-CENTURY GRAVES
10/27/1990 coil HARRISBURG CEMETERY TOMBSTONES TOPPLED
11/09/1990 All! LOT DEED CONFLICTS WITH WOODLAWN RULES CD
5/26/1991 C012 ^ABANDONED CEMETERIES RESTORED OUT OF RESPECT
6/23/1991 A092 TAOPI CEMETERY GRAVES STILL BEING FARMED CD
7/23/1991 C015 KCEMETERY IS SILENT RECORD OF SETTLERS
10/08/1991 coil WOMAN SUES COUNTY OVER TAOPI CEMETERY
11/10/1991 A012 JEVERMILLION MAN WANTS INDIANS' REMAINS RETURNED
11/10/1991 A031 5€WRITER WANTS BODIES SENT TO RESERVATIONS
1/07/1992 A015 XSTORM WATERS POSE GRAVE CONCERNS
1/12/1992 A081 SHOW COMPASSION IN CEMETERY STORY CD
A/23/1992 coil JUDGE THROWS OUT CEMETERY LAWSUIT
5/02/1992 AlOA TAOPI CEMETERY NEEDS FENCE--AND PEACE CD
5/2A/1992 A012 XPIONEER CEMETERY IS SILENT MEMORIAL TO SETTLERS
7/29/1992 B025 VOLGA CEMETERY HIT AGAIN BY VANDALISM
8/12/1992 BOTl'CEMETERY VANDALISM SUSPECTS ARRESTED
8/26/1992 B025 COUNTY BOARD CHANGES INDIGENT BURIAL POLICY
9/13/1992 D021 XOLD GRAVE MARKERS IN HOSPITAL CEMETERY
10/21/1992 B012 KAT HOME WITH THE DEAD
5/2A/1992 E012 KSOLAR CROSSES HELP LIGHT CEMETERIES
3/20/1986 BOll ^PROMOTER KEEPS SPORT SHOW AFLOAT
SEE ALSO WATER PROJECTS-SD
1/17/1982 A012 JfCENDAK USES BEST OF OAHE--BACKERS SAY
2/0A/1982 D051 BILL AUTHORIZING CENDAK GOES TO SENATE
2/06/1982 B032 SENATE OKS CENDAK IRRIGATION PROJECT
2/13/1982 BOAl CENDAK CLEARS ANOTHER HURDLE
3/04/1982 DOll CALIF FIRM HIRED TO PRESENT CENDAK REPORT TO FEDS
3/04/1982 D012 ^IRRIGATION THE ANSWER, CENDAK BACKER SAYS
3/10/1982 C052 OFFICIAL SAYS FIRM OPERATING WITH GUIDELINES
3/21/1982 B041 GROUP WANTS CENDAK EXTENDED
5/09/1982 C061 CENDAK TO GET $4000 FROM JAMES CONSERVANCY BOARD
8/09/1982 C014 WATER PROJECT DEPENDS ON SOIL
8/10/1982 B012 CENDAK SOIL TESTING ENCOURAGING FOR SD (ED)
9/15/1982 C055 FEDS WILL PROMOTE CENDAK STUDIES
9/16/1982 A012 CENDAK STUDY SNAGGED IN WEB WATER BILL
10/01/1982 C042 BOARD OKS CENDAK IRRIGATION BORROWING PLAN
10/11/1982 C036 CENDAK RAISING CASH IN PIERRE
11/10/1982 C032 THREE CENDAK HEARINGS SCHEDULED
11/14/1982 C015 6 YEARS AFTER OAHE, IT'S CENDAK'S TURN
11/14/1982 C015 CENDAK SIGN-UP STARTS IN BEADLE
11/16/1982 A021 CENDAK PROJECT INSURANCE AGAINST DROUGHT
Tl/24/1982 C015 CENDAK PROJECT GETS BLUNT CRITICISM
12/04/1982 C031 CENDAK HEARING PLANNED IN PIERRE
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12/15/1982 C061 FARMERS SAY CENDAK AN OAHE RERUN
3/01/1983 BG31 SENATE APPROVES CENDAK WATER LOAN
3/2A/1983 COAA OAHE BOARD BACKS CENDAK, WEB PROJECTS
6/02/1983 C012 SURPRISED BY DECISION TO BUILD CANAL, RESERVOIR
7/06/1983 C031 REPORT CALLS FOR EXPANDED CENDAK PLAN
7/12/1983 C015 CENDAK MIGHT REPAY STATE FOR LOST ACRES
7/25/1983 C021 CENDAK MOVES FORWARD DESPITE RAIN ON PLAIN (ED)
8/31/1983 B039 CENDAK BACKERS WANT NEW SUBDISTRICT
9/08/1983 C03A CENDAK BACKERS SEEK ELECTION
9/27/1983 C051 CENDAK BACKERS TO FILE ELECTION PETITION
10/07/1983 C051 CENDAK ELECTION PETITION NOT FILED
10/12/1983 COAl CENDAK BACKERS GET READY TO FILE PETITION
10/17/1983 B09A PETITIONS FIGHT CENDAK PROJECT
10/22/1983 BOAl SPECIAL ELECTION WILL RULE ON CENDAK
10/22/1983 B091 OAHE BOARD WON'T TAKE STAND ON PROJECT
11/07/1983 C055 NO PETITIONS FILED FOR CENDAK SEATS
11/16/1983 C061 DEADLINE PASSES FOR CENDAK NOMINATIONS
11/28/1983 coil CENDAK BACKERS PLAN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
12/06/1983 B053 CENDAK CHIEF DENIES PUBLIC MONEY CHARGE
12/11/1983 C051 CENDAK BACKERS RAP BROCHURE
12/13/1983 C091 STATE WILL INVESTIGATE CENDAK CHARGES
12/19/1983 coil WATER BOARD REVIEWS RESULTS OF CENDAK VOTE
12/29/1983 C0A2 CENDAK DISTRICT IS OFFICIAL
12/30/1983 BOAl CENDAK SUBDISTRICT BOARD WILL MEET
12/31/1983 B021 CENDAK CERTIFICATION AIDS SD WATER HOPES (ED)
1/05/1984 B013 ^PIERRE, MILLER WANT TO HOST CENDAK OFFICE
1/09/1984 C042 CENDAK SUBDISTRICT BOARD CHOOSES MANAGER
2/05/1984 B051 ABDNOR WILL CONDUCT HEARING ON CENDAK PROJECT
,2/11/1984 B032 SOME WANT OUT OF CENDAK SUBDISTRICT
•2/14/1984 B051 SENATE URGES ACTION ON CENDAK PROJECT
3/25/1984 E045 HEARING PLANNED ON CENDAK REPORT
4/27/1984 C044 SPECIAL SESSION DELAYS CENDAK PETITION
5/09/1984 D034 CENDAK PLANNING REPORT DELAYED
5/12/1984 C035 STATE SUPPORTS FULL DEVELOPMENT OF CENDAK
7/09/1984 B041 CENDAK APPROVES 1985 BUDGET OF $97,623
12/06/1984 C043 CENDAK TO TAKE STEP FORWARD
2/28/1985 C015 HOUSE OKS CENDAK FINANCING RESOLUTION
3/25/1985 B025 SD LEADERS TO MEET US INTERIOR SECRETARY
3/28/1985 C021 INTERIOR SECRETARY TO MEET SOUTH DAKOTANS
6/14/1985 C023 CENDAK FOES AND FANS DEBATE
7/30/1985 C031 CENDAK DELAYS VOTE
1/07/1986 C031 CENDAK MEETING SET
3/09/1986 B021 WATER BOARD HOPES NEW NAME ENDS MIX UP
7/24/1986 C023 WATER DISTRICT GETS NEW NAME, MANAGER
1/13/1987 C021 WATER DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL RAISES CONCERN
4/12/1987 C016 IRRIGATION FUNDING AT ISSUE
8/09/1987 C012 GROUP PROPOSES ALTERNATE WATER PLAN
9/27/1988 C021 CENDAK BACKERS WANT TO REVIVE IRRIGATION PROJECT
2/12/1989 E021 PROJECTS PACE BOTHERS CENDAK BACKERS
:.4/21/1989^C021 DROUGHT SHOWS NEED FOR PROJECT
•12/15/1986 X021'AGRIBUSINESS FIRMS TO FORM HYBRID VENTURE
4/02/1989 ClOl TALKS NEARING COLLAPSE IN MERGER
3/19/1992 D061 CENEX PAYS $750,000 IN SD CO-OP DIVIDENDS
1/02/1982 B021 BUDGET ACCOUNTS USED BY CENGAS DEFENDED (L)
1/20/1982 C031 ACORN SEEKS CENGAS CONCESSIONS
1/21/1982 D045 GAS FIRM MAKES NO CHANGES
1/27/1982 B041 ACORN WANTS BETTER DEAL WITH CENGAS
2/06/1982 B041 CENGAS LOWERS NATURAL GAS RATES
2/09/1982 C015 SZAMEIT WORRIED ABOUT TODAY'S VOTE
2/10/1982 A012 *SEWER BOND HIKE--CENGAS OK'D
8/26/1982 A012 MINOT, ND, BOARD PULLS NEWSWEEK FROM CLASSES
12/01/1982 coil BOOK BAN POPS UP IN TEACHER FIRING--ONIDA
12/02/1982 C033 FIRED ONIDA PRINCIPAL SURPRISED BY ISSUE
4/13/1983 C041 PIERRE SCHOOL BOARD APPROVES CONTROVERSIAL BOOKS
4/22/1983 B016 NORTH DAKOTA TOWN BANS BOOK ABOUT ITSELF
4/30/1983 A013 kJANKLOW WANTS BOOKSTORES TO REMOVE BOOK
5/03/1983 B012 PUBLISHER WON'T REMOVE BOOK THAT MENTIONS JANKLOW
5/03/1983 B012 GOVERNOR'S DISPUTE ABOUT BOOK INCREASES SALES
5/08/1983 B021 JANKLOW LETS EMOTIONS RULE HIM IN BOOK CASE (ED)
5/11/1983 D012 JANKLOW, PUBLISHER WILL DISCUSS BOOK
5/12/1983 C012 LAWYERS--BOOK ISN'T ALL WRONG
5/14/1983 A012 INDIANS CONSIDER SUING BOOK PUBLISHER
5/14/1983 B012 JANKLOW DENOUNCES BOOK, SAYS HE'LL FILE SUIT
5/15/1983 B021 PAPERS SHOULD DEMAND THAT AUTHOR BE TRUTHFUL (L)
5/18/1983 C051 HOT SPRINGS CONSIDERS PUBLIC DISPLAY LAW
5/22/1983 A012 *SOME INDIANS AGREE WITH JANKLOW ON BOOK CONTROVERSY
5/24/1983 A014 *JANKLOW SUES BOOKSELLERS
5/24/1983 A021 LAWSUIT DETAILS COMPLAINTS ABOUT BOOK
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5/25/1983 A015 JANKLOW SUIT VIEWED AS LEGAL BULLYING TACTIC
5/26/1983 coil SUIT REACHES IRE OF AUTHOR, BOOKSELLERS' GROUP
5/27/1983 AQIA PUBLISHER COUNTERS JANKLOW'S LAWSUIT
5/28/1983 BG12 LIBEL COUNTERSUIT IS CLEVER MOVE, EXPERT SAYS
6/01/1983 C012 BOOKSTORES GET HELP IN LIBEL BATTLE
6/02/1983 C0I5 LIBEL SUIT INCREASING BOOK SALES
6/0A/1983 B012 GROUPS HELP LIBEL SUIT DEFENSE
6/06/1983 C012 LAWYER-SUING BOOKSELLERS MAY LEAD TO SELF-CENSORSHIP
6/15/1983 A0l6 DEFENDANTS MOVE LIBEL SUIT TO FEDERAL COURT
6/20/1983 B021 ^CENSORSHIP OF BOOKS, FILM INHIBITS EDUCATION
6/21/1983 A012 BOOKSELLERS ASK JUDGE TO THROW OUT JANKLOW SUIT
6/25/1983 coil GROUP MAY HELP STORES IN LIBEL SUIT
10/26/1983 BOll BANS ARE RARE IN SIOUX FALLS SCHOOLS
1/22/198^ C031 DETAILS ABOUT THE INVASION OF GRENADA (L)
9/14/1984 C032 EXHIBIT EMPHASIZES CENSORSHIP OF BOOKS
9/27/1984 C013 JANKLOW CONTINUES TO APPEAL LAWSUITS .
3/21/1985 C014 COLLEGE SERIES EXAMINES CENSORSHIP, PORN
11/21/1985 A081 MEDIA DECIDE WHAT IS GOOD AND BAD CD
4/18/1986 C021 LIBRARIAN OPPOSES REMOVAL OF ADULT MAGAZINES
4/27/1986 A082 LET'S NOT ALLOW CENSORSHIP (L)
10/27/1986 C023 SOUTH DAKOTANS BLAST TEXTBOOK RULING
3/07/1987 A012 KIOWA SCHOOL PULLS KING BOOKS FROM LIBRARY
3/14/1987 A081 MAJORITY AGAINST CENSORSHIP CD
3/15/1987 A081 IF 'CARRIE' WAS SCARY, READ THIS (ED)
1/18/1989 C041 SCHOOL BOARD LIFTS RESTRICTION ON ADULT BOOKS
7/14/1989 B012 ARTS ADVOCATES CHARGE CENSORSHIP
7/18/1989 A052 CENSORSHIP BATTLE MOVES INTO GALLERIES
7/21/1989 B056 ART DISPUTE POSES DIFFICULT QUESTIONS
8/28/1989 A085 DON'T CALL CENSORS AMERICAN CD
u?2709/1^90A081ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY PLAN IS BLATANT CENSORSHIP (L)
4/02/1990 A093 MUSIC CENSORSHIP WRONG CD
7/27/1990 BOll NOW IS TIME TO JOIN FIGHT FOR FREEDOMS
8/08/1990 A112 DON'T TRY TO CENSOR FREEDOM OF SPEECH CD
10/07/1990 A081 TEXTBOOKS MAKE GOOD IMPRESSION (ED)
10/11/1990 C012 PARENTS TO BE POLLED ABOUT BOOKS
10/17/1990 C012 GROUP ASKS PARENTS' INPUT ON BOOKS
11/18/1990 A095 CENSORSHIP RIGHT WHEN FILTH INVOLVED (L)
4/02/1991 A085 SPEECH FREEDOM LOSS BETRAYS CONSTITUTION (L)
10/26/1991 A015 LIBRARY DENIES RESTRICTIONS ON 'R' MOVIES
12/24/1991 A085 GULF WAR COVERAGE SANITIZED FOR VIEWERS (L)
6/09/1992 C016 HIGH SCHOOL IS NO PLACE FOR 'LAMBS', PARENTS SAY
7/29/1992 A103 TV AUDIENCE CAN THINK FOR ITSELF ON CENSORSHIP (L)
8/06/1992 A012 PUBLIC TV DECISION SPARKS UPROAR
8/07/1992 A103 ^VIEWERS CAN SELECT TV SHOWS
8/07/1992 A103 CRY OUT AGAINST TELEVISION CENSORSHIP (L)
8/09/1992 Alll PUBLIC TV OFFICIALS ARE REFRESHING CHANGE (L)
8/09/1992 A116 PUBLIC TV CENSORSHIP DAMAGES SD (L)
8/09/1992 F022 GROUP SAYS BIAS CANCELS TV SHOW
8/13/1992 B012 FREEDOM VERSUS VALUES--TV SHOW DEBATED
:8/16/1992;A072 IBUSYBODYISM' MOVES INTO PUBLIC TELEVISION (L)
9/12/1992 AO'83 CENSORSHIP AT TIMES IS APPROPRIATE (L)
10/02/1992 DOll ^CENSORSHIP BUG FUELED BY POLITICS
10/14/1992 A012 PROGRAM FIGHT IS TIP OF TROUBLES
10/14/1992 B012 BOARD TO RECONSIDER SHOWING 'PORTRAIT'
10/19/1992 A091 CANCELING 'PORTRAIT' AMOUNTS TO CENSORSHIP (L)
11/07/1992 A083 ^PUBLIC TV IS FAILING VIEWERS
12/10/1992 B016 TV BOARD DECLINES REVIEW OF 'PORTRAIT'
12/11/1992 Aldl GIVE PUBLIC TV FREEDOM, USE IT (ED)
1/27/1991 B012 *DELL RAPIDS BUCKS TREND, GROWS BY 95
4/26/1985 C033 CITY WANTS TO STAND UP AND BE COUNTED
4/21/1982 BOll 1980 CENSUS TELLS MORE THAN POPULATION
5/02/1982 1091 ^(CULTURE) SD GROWING ON EAST 8 WEST BORDERS
5/11/1982 A051 XSOME JOTTINGS FROM A CENSUS NOTEBOOK
6/05/1982 A012 SOUTH DAKOTA IS LEAKING PEOPLE
10/06/1982 A016 11,600 SD HOMES LACK INDOOR PLUMBING
11/08/1982 B014 CENSUS BUREAU TO SEND OUT FORMS TO UPDATE...
6/08/1983 C061 AGRICULTURE CENSUS REPORTS SENT TO FARMERS
6/13/1983 BOll NEW CENSUS CAUSE CITY TO RETHINK PLANS
4/18/1984 D021 700,000 SOUTH DAKOTANS (ED)
4/19/1984 BOll KMOBILE SOUTH DAKOTANS DON'T STRAY FAR
9/01/1985 EOll MEETING OFFERS BUSINESS INPUT ON CENSUS
1/15/1986 B022 LOSING FARMS--NUMBERS TOP ESTIMATE
7/21/1987 C021 CENSUS SHOWS BIG GETTING BIGGER IN SD
7/25/1987 C012 COUNTY BIG ON BEING SMALLEST
8/01/1987 A083 CENSUS GOOD NEWS FOR CITY, STATE
3/13/1988 EOll CENSUS BUREAU TO CONDUCT SURVEY
9/21/1988 A012? 3(CENSUS SHOWS SHIFT TOWARD BORDERS
9/23/1988 A081 CENSUS SHOWS NEED TO PREPARE FOR CHANGE (ED)
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11/20/1988 Aai2 CENSUS SLIGHTS ON SD TOWN
5/D7/I989 A015 OLD-FASHIONED HEAD-COUNTING
8/2A/1989 DG83 MORE VERY SMALL, VERY LARGE FARMS
9/2A/I989 CG12 COOPERATION CRUCIAL TO CENSUS BUREAU
lG/15/1989 CGll TEMPORARY WORKERS SOUGHT FOR CENSUS
I1/G9/1989 AGI5 *JOBS LURE MANY TO URBAN SD
1I/G9/1989 AG71 FIGURES FOR ALL SD COUNTIES
1/G1/199G BG25 CENSUS BUREAU PREPARES TO INVADE SD
1/16/199G CG22 CENSUS TO USE $3.3 MILLION IN STATE
3/G5/199G BG2A CENSUS BUREAU NEEDS RURAL WORKERS
3/23/199G AG12 KCENSUS TO PROVE EROSION OF RURAL POPULATION
3/23/199G AlGl CENSUS OF HOMELESS FLAWED BUT IMPORTANT CED)
A/1A/199G AGIl SD 3RD IN CENSUS RETURNS
A/28/I99G CG12 CENSUS-TAKERS HIT STREETS
5/G3/199G AG81 TURN NEXT CENSUS OVER TO TECHNICAL PROS CED)
6/23/199G CGll IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO BE PART OF CENSUS
8/17/I99G CG16 CENSUS COUNT DUE MONDAY
8/19/I99G EG16 SD GAINS 2,GGG PEOPLE, CENSUS SHOWS
8/21/199G AG12 ^CENSUS FIGURES SHOW SD GAINS 2,29A
8/22/199G AG8A HURLEY'S NUMBERS SHRINK AS RESIDENTS GROW OLDER
8/24/1990 CG12 NO BIG CHANGES EXPECTED IN FINAL COUNT
8/3G/199G AG12 SPRINGFIELD SUFFERS 39 PERCENT DROP
8/31/199G AlGl POPULATION CHANGE POSES CHALLENGES CED)
9/G7/I99G CG31 LENNOX CHALLENGING 1990 CENSUS COUNT
9/G9/199G CG34 BALTIC CAN'T CONTEST ITS CENSUS FIGURES
9/15/1990 con CENSUS BUREAU TO CLOSE MOST OFFICES
1/24/1991 AG12 MANY IN SD CAN'T FIGURE CENSUS
1/24/1991 CG33 ONLY 14 COUNTIES GAIN IN '8G'S
1/27/1991 BG13 *SHERMAN LOSES ONE-THIRD OF POPULATION
•^2/01/19910015 50,486 PEOPLE LEFT STATE IN '80'S
2/02/1991 A012 MINORITIES BOOST STATES POPULATION
2/08/1991 C033 TRIBE SAYS INACCURATE CENSUS COSTLY
3/03/1991 A012 ^SURPRISES IN LOCAL HOUSING PATTERNS
4/15/1991 C012 CENSUS FACTS FILL IN PROFILE OF SD LIFE
4/20/I99I C033 REPORT--PEOPLE LEAVING RURAL COUNTIES
5/08/1991 C012 56BABY BOOMERS RISE 20.8 PERCENT
5/19/1991 C012 MORE CLAIM TO BE INDIANS ON CENSUS
7/16/1991 C031 KEEPING CENSUS COUNT HELPS SD
1/19/1992 A012 JCCENSUS PROJECTIONS GOOD FOR SF, COUNTY
5/18/1992 C016 CENSUS SURVEY PROFILES RESIDENTS
11/30/1992 B012 FARM CENSUS BEGINS NEXT MONTH
5/09/1986 C014 CITY MAN TO ASSIST BUREAU WITH 1990 CENSUS
3/21/1990 A015 ^CENSUS CREWS OUT TO FIND HOMELESS
3/30/1990 coil AGENCY TO HELP CENSUS FORM FILERS
8/21/1990 A012 ^CENSUS FIGURES SHOW SD GAINS 2,294
8/22/1990 A012 BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT CREDITED WITH BOOST
8/22/1990 A012 5CCITY GROWS 23 PERCENT
12/31/1989 C014 TO CORRECT RESERVATION UNDERCOUNTING
1/02/1990 A081 TRYING TO COUNT NATION'S UNCOUNTED (ED)
a5/I7/1990,'A022 ODD ENCOUNTERS SNARE NATION'S CENSUS CREW
6/14/1989 D015 SENIORS START 5-DAY CENTENNIAL GAMES
6/I5/I989 A012 *HAVING A HAND IN THE CENTENNIAL GAMES
6/16/1989 D012 KPIERRE SENIOR WINS 9 FIRST-PLACE MEDALS
6/17/1989 A012 KATHLETE CHEERED AFTER HE CARRIES TORCH
6/19/1989 C012 DOUBLE FAREWELL AS GAMES END
6/25/1989 BOll SUCCESS OF GAMES STIRS TALK OF REPEAT
7/11/1990 D012 *SUMMER GAMES COMPETE FOR ACCEPTANCE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOWNS
6/06/1982 DO'll SMALL-TOWN RESIDENTS ALL PITCH IN
6/06/1982 D013 SD CENTENNIALS & OTHER CELEBRATIONS
6/20/1982 B023 SD HOMECOMING--GOLDEN STATE RESIDENTS DISPLEASED
6/24/1982 B051 BADGER MARKS 75 YEARS
7/12/1982 C014 CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS REIGN OVER EAST RIVER
7/19/1982 B071 THERE WAS ONLY ONE THING MISSING--THE TOWN
7/26/1982 BOll KYOU MEAN THEY DO THIS FOR FUN
8/12/1982 B053 WINFRED CENTENNIAL EVENT AUG 22
9/18/1982 C031 STATE'S CENTENNIAL UPCOMING
2/01/1983 B051 CENTENNIAL CAKE WEIGHS 85 POUNDS
3/03/1983 BOII ^PROMOTERS SAID SF WAS A GOOD THING GOING
3/06/1983 B034 CALENDER MARKS CENTENNIAL
3/17/1983 C031 THE ARTESIANS ARE UP TO SOMETHING
5/26/1983 C041 TOWN INVITES STAR TO ITS CENTENNIAL
6/03/1983 BOll LENNOX MUNICIPAL BANK PLANS CENTENNIAL BASH
7/05/1984 A013 *INWOOD STAGES ITS BIGGEST BASH
7/08/1984 coil KOLD, YOUNG RETURN TO ELK POINT'S PARTY
7/10/1984 A012 *KICKS OFF BERESFORD'S CELEBRATION
7/15/1984 DOll XCANISTOTA CELEBRATES WITH STYLE
7/28/1984 D025 EVENT DESERVED COVERAGE (L)
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2/02/1985 COAl PROJECT COMMEMORATES DAKOTAS' CENTENNIAL
3/03/1985 C062 STATE PREPARES FOR BIRTHDAY
6/30/1985 coil 3CWAK0NDA WHOOPS IT UP AT CENTENNIAL
8/08/1985 C0A2 6 STATES JOIN TO PLAN CENTENNIAL FESTIVITIES
1/11/1986 COIA JANKLOW NAMES BEST TO CENTENNIAL GROUP
1/26/1986 BOII 5CCENTENNIAL CENTER DIVIDES LOCAL LAWMAKERS
1/29/1986 B015 JANKLOW NAMES LOCAL MAN TO CENTENNIAL PANEL
4/16/1986 B033 TO PLAN COUNTY'S CENTENNIAL PARTY
4/23/1986 B031 OFFERS $1,000 FOR BEST DESIGN
5/05/1986 A071 CENTENNIAL COMMISSION NEEDS HELP (L)
5/07/1986 AlOl CO RESIDENTS HELP MAKE STATE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
5/14/1986 B031 CANDIDATE: PANEL LACKS RURAL REPRESENTATION
6/08/1986 coil CENTENNIAL COMMISSION TO MEET MONDAY
6/15/1986 DOll KSOUTH DAKOTA TOWNS CELEBRATE
6/15/1986 DOll KSOUTH DAKOTA TOWNS CELEBRATE
6/15/1986 DOll CENTENNIAL BOOK WILL TELL STORIES
6/26/1986 B052 TRENT CENTENNIAL SET FOR JULY 4-6
7/07/1986 BOll *HUNDREDS HELP TRENT CELEBRATE
7/11/1986 C034 SD CENTENNIAL COIN CHOSEN
12/11/1986 B055 STATE CENTENNIAL PROJECTS SOUGHT
12/18/1986 C023 FINALISTS CHOSEN FOR SD STAMP
1/15/1987 A012 CENTENNIAL LOGO, COINS
1/20/1987 AlOl *SD TARDINESS REFLECTED IN NEW LOGO (ED)
1/20/1987 A104 STATE SHOULD ASK FOR IDEAS (L)
1/27/1987 A102 LOGO FIRM DESERVES THANKS (L)
2/03/1987 C012 PANEL OUTLINES COORDINATOR JOB
2/09/1987 A083 KHONOR THOSE INVOLVED WITH STATE
2/13/1987 coil WAGON TRAIN TRIPS TO MARK CENTENNIAL
2/16/1987 A061 TO GET MOVING WITH CENTENNIAL PLANS (ED)
"^2/21/1987 CO 12^^^ UP STUDENT INTEREST
2/24/1987 C016 PANEL DECIDES TO ACQUIRE LAND FOR CENTENNIAL
3/14/1987 A053 STATE CENTENNIAL PROJECTS GETS GRANTS
3/21/1987 C041 PROMOTER PUSHES PRIDE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
4/17/1987 A081 5«STATE'S HISTORY IN CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS
4/24/1987 C021 CENTENNIAL PLANS INCLUDE ARTS FESTIVAL, DANCERS
4/27/1987 A072 SDSU DEPARTMENT GETS PLAY GRANT
4/28/1987 C015 56CENTENNIAL SOUVENIRS MAKE OFFICIAL DEBUT
5/15/1987 C022 WAGON TRAIN GETS CAPITAL RECEPTION
5/25/1987 coil CENTENNIAL OFFICE MOVES TO CAPITOL
5/31/1987 B016 MEETING PLANS FOR '89 BASH
6/27/1987 C024 COUNTY GROUP PLANS EVENTS FOR CELEBRATION
6/28/1987 EOll CANNON RAMROD KILLS SD MAN
6/29/1987 coil BRADLEY MAN CANNON VICTIM
6/29/1987 C021 WORKSHOPS TO HELP TOWNS CELEBRATE
7/04/1987 coil CENTENNIAL LAND ON SALE MONDAY
7/18/1987 A081 CENTENNIAL OF CHANGES IN STATE TRANSPORTATION
8/11/1987 C021 CENTENNIAL OFFICIAL BACKS GLAMOR PROMOTIONS
8/15/1987 C023 STATES JOIN IN CELEBRATION
9/01/1987 C021 ORGANIZATIONS JOIN IN PROMOTION OF CENTENNIAL
9/05/1987 con YOU CAN BUY A.PART OF, SOUTH DAKOTA (L)
"9/05/1987 C021 STATE PICKS CENTENNIAL TROUBADOUR
9/21/1987 con CENTENNIAL AIRSHOW IN PLANNING STAGES
9/22/1987 C042 COMMISSION RAISES $36,000 FOR EVENTS
9/24/1987 C012 MICKELSON SEEKS CENTENNIAL ACTION
10/05/1987 AlOl ^CENTENNIAL WORTH MORE THAN OBSERVATION (ED)
10/06/1987 C012 COUNTY PLANNING ITS CENTENNIAL ROLE
10/10/1987 A083 HERITAGE, CELEBRATION, LASTING LEGACY
10/20/1987 C041 CENTENNIAL COMMISSION PLEASED WITH SUPPORT
10/22/1987 B073 PRAIRIE PEOPLE CENTENNIAL PROJECT PLANNED
10/25/1987 B023 CELEBRATION TO MARK SPLIT OF TERRITORY
10/28/1987 B012 SD CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR RESIGNS
11/04/1987 A061 SHOULD PROVIDE MORE CENTENNIAL FUNDS (ED)
11/04/1987 B025 TO SPRUCE UP CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
11/05/1987 C012 ^EVENTS FOR CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
11/26/1987 coll CENTENNIAL EVENTS PLANNED IN HURON
12/03/1987 con NEW CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR NAMED
12/29/1987 C021 CENTENNIAL DECALS AVAILABLE FOR PLATES
1/04/1988 con CENTENNIAL CHIEF STARTS WORK TODAY
1/10/1988 con CENTENNIAL AWARDS TO BE GIVEN TO CITIES
1/22/1988 B015 CENTENNIAL GAMES WILL BE PART OF PARTY
2/04/1988 B051 CENTENNIAL CELEBRATED WITH ESSAY CONTEST
2/07/1988 C023 CENTENNIAL SONG TO DEBUT
2/12/1988 B012 FORMER RESIDENTS COMPOSE STATE SONG
2/24/1988 A083 COMPOSERS NOT PAID FOR CENTENNIAL SONG (L)
3/23/1988 BOll PEOPLE WHO SHAPED THE STATE SOUGHT
3/27/1988 EOll PEOPLE WHO SHAPED SOUTH DAKOTA SOUGHT
"4/17/19880025'PRODUCTS TO«CARRY CENTENNIAL LOGO
4/25/1988 C012 CENTENNIAL RAISES CURRICULUM QUESTIONS
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A/26/1988 AOll SOUTH DAKOTA 99
A/28/1988 C012 *STUDENTS BRUSH UP ON CENTENNIAL
5/11/1988 BD12 *ELK POINT CARD SHARKS...
5/20/1988 CD12 FOLK FESTIVAL COULD DRAW 100,000
6/07/1988 C061 CENTENNIAL WAGON TRAIN ADDS TWO ROUTES
7/02/1988 A052 NEW CENTENNIAL FLAG UNFURLED
7/03/1988 B01A HUDSON WAKES UP FOR CENTENNIAL
7/0A/1988 C011 SOCIETY SELLING CENTENNIAL CALENDAR
7/08/1988 A015 BRINGS BACK DAYS OF 1 DAKOTA
7/08/1988 C011 OFFICIALS TO ACCEPT CENTENNIAL CALENDAR
7/11/1988 A012 *DAKOTAS MARK CENTENNIAL OF DIVISION DAY
7/15/1988 C011 SHERMAN CELEBRATES ITS CENTENNIAL
7/26/1988 C012 FIRM PICKED TO PLAN FOLK FESTIVAL
8/10/1988 B031 PIONEERS HONORED WITH CENTENNIAL CABIN
8/14/1988 B0l6 YANKTON CLUB WANTS TO REBUILD TERRITORIAL CAPITOL
8/25/1988 A112 COUNTY HOSTS CENTENNIAL PAGEANT
9/10/1988 C011 CENTENNIAL WRITING CONTEST BEGINS
9/13/1988 C012 STATE TO DANCE IN CENTENNIAL YEAR
9/14/1988 C011 RENTSCHLER SAYS DANCE TOO EXPENSIVE
9/15/1988 C011 SENATE APPROVES CENTENNIAL COIN
9/23/1988 A014 ^MUSICIAN PLAYS UP CENTENNIAL
10/10/1988 C011 COUNTY ANNOUNCES CENTENNIAL ACTIVITES
10/12/1988 C011 SCHOOLS GET INVOLVED IN CENTENNIAL EVENTS
10/13/1988 B052 GOVERNOR HOSTS CENTENNIAL GALA
10/19/1988 C012 CENTENNIAL-AWARENESS TIPS DEVELOPED
10/22/1988 A012 *SEWING UP A CENTURY
10/24/1988 C013 DIRECTOR PLANS CENTENNIAL GAMES
10/28/1988 C011 MADISON GETS GRANT FOR CENTENNIAL TRAIL
10/31/1988 B012 CENTENNIAL BALL'S COST TURNS OFF DANCERS
i^Y;02/1988 A014 SD CENTENNIAL BEGINS TODAY
11/03/1988 A092 5CMICKELS0N GOES DANCING AS CENTENNIAL STARTS
11/04/1988 A083 COME JOIN THE FUN AT CENTENNIAL DANCES CD
11/06/1988 A012 KTHE NIGHT OF THE CENTURY
11/06/1988 F071 GRADUATES NAMED AS SD CENTENNIAL ALUMNI
11/13/1988 A112 CENTENNIAL NOT TIME OF JOY FOR INDIANS
11/25/1988 C011 HOLIDAY TREES TO BE PART OF CENTENNIAL
11/27/1988 E012 *WOMEN QUILTING CHURCH'S PAST FOR CENTENNIAL
12/10/1988 C012 ^CENTENNIAL PEEK
12/28/1988 C025 SD TO SHINE FOR CENTENNIAL
1/01/1989 F012 9fSTATE IS CAPABLE OF DEFINING ITSELF FOR CENTENNIAL
1/08/1989 C011 STUDENTS WIN ESSAY CONTEST
1/13/1989 C011 COUNTY TO CELEBRATE CENTENNIAL SATURDAY
1/15/1989 B012 ^CENTENNIAL WINTER
2/04/1989 C021 SD CELEBRITIES TO NARRATE LEGENDS
2/05/1989 A012 SOME WON'T CELEBRATE THE CENTURY
2/05/1989 C012 PROMOTES CENTENNIAL WITH TRIP IN HISTORY
2/05/1989 C021 ALCESTER PLANS CELEBRATION
2/05/1989 F051 CENTENNIAL YEAR BOASTS AN ARRAY OF CELEBRATIONS
2/08/1989 B041 CENTENNIAL ALBUM WINS NATIONAL AWARD
'2/09/1989;B052 LOCAL SENIORS SPONSOR CHORUS FOR CENTENNIAL
'2/17/1989 B012*CENTENNIAL TAKES CENTER STAGE
2/20/1989 A074 FILM WILL DOCUMENT STATE HISTORY
2/22/1989 C01I COUNTY HONORS OLD BUSINESSES, CHURCH
2/23/1989 A081 CENTENNIAL A TIME FOR FUN (ED)
2/23/1989 C024 MICKELSON USES HISTORIC PEN ON STATEHOOD
2/27/1989 C011 STUDENT SINGERS TO PERFORM CONCERT
3/02/1989 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--CELEBRATING THE 100TH
3/12/1989 F071 DAKOTAS BOAST STRONG TREASURY OF HISTORY
3/14/1989 C015 DESIGN MISUNDERSTANDING CLOUDS DEBUT OF STAMP
3/17/1989 A014 *1 DAKOTA--A QUESTION OF CAPITAL
3/19/1989 E011 'HONORING 100' EFFORT CONTINUES TUESDAY
3/20/1989 C011 100-YEAR OLD GROUPS TO BE RECOGNIZED
3/21/1989 C0I4 CENTENNIAL STATUE UNVEILED IN CAPITOL
3/23/1989 A012 CENTENNIAL IS GROWING EXPERIENCE FOR POLICE
3/31/1989 A012 SD STAMP POSTMARKED FOR MAY 4
3/31/1989 C023 CENTENNIAL SCHOOL PLAN AIMED AT LOW ACHIEVERS
4/08/1989 C016 LEAVING HOME TO WIN HOUSE
4/09/1989 C081 ALCESTER CENTENNIAL GROUP RECEIVES ART
4/11/1989 C021 SPENCER FIRM LANDS CENTENNIAL PROJECT
4/12/1989 C015 1-229 INTO CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL PARKWAY
4/13/1989 A085 CENTENNIAL SHOW UPLIFTING (L)
4/18/1989 C011 CENTURY-OLD GROUPS TO BE HONORED TODAY
4/23/1989 A012 KA PROD FROM THE PIONEERS
4/23/1989 All! STATE'S 100 MOST IMPORTANT DECISIONS
4/24/1989 A012 56CITY MAN TO CARRY TORCH ACROSS SD
4/29/1989 A101 DECISIONS SHAPED STATE (ED)
4/29/1989 A104 PEOPLE-CAN BE PROUD OF SD (L)
4/30/1989 C012 ^TRAVELING BACK TO PIONEER DAYS
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5/02/1989 AGI2
5/G2/I989 CG15
5/GA/1989 CG21
5/G5/1989 AG12
5/G6/I989 BG12
5/1G/1989 AG15
5/1G/1989 BG12
5/11/1989 AG12
5/12/1989 BG71
5/1A/1989 CG12
5/16/1989 C031
5/18/1989 DG23
5/21/1989 A151
5/22/1989 BGll
5/25/1989 DG15
5/27/1989 CGll
5/27/1989 CG21
5/28/1989 BG12
5/29/1989 CGll
6/G1/1989 CG12
6/G3/1989 B013
6/03/1989 CGll
6/GA/1989 CG12
6/G8/1989 BG52
6/1G/1989 CG15
6/13/1989 BG15
6/13/1989 CG31
6/15/1989 DG12
6/16/1989 BG61
6/22/1989 BG12
6/23/1989 CGll
6/23/1989 CGIA
6/2A/1989 CGll
6/25/1989 AG14
6/29/1989 A1G2
6/29/1989 CG21
6/3G/1989 CG21
6/3G/1989 CG21
6/3G/1989 CG21
7/G3/1989 BGll
7/G5/1989 CGll
7/G7/1989 CGll
7/1A/1989 CGll
7/19/1989 CG15
7/21/1989 CG13
7/22/1989 CGll
7/22/1989 CGll
7/23/1989 CG12
.7/24/1989 AG12
- ^7/25/1989'CG2r
7/27/1989 DGll
7/29/1989 A051
7/3G/1989 CG12
7/30/1989 CG14
8/G2/1989 CG15
8/G8/1989 CGll
8/1G/1989 C021
8/11/1989 BG51
8/16/1989 CG25
8/19/1989 AG15
8/21/1989 BG12
9/1G/1989 A1G3
9/18/1989 BGll
9/19/1989 A072
9/2G/1989 AG12
9/2G/1989 CG51
9/22/1989 BG16
9/26/1989 CG21
1G/G4/1989 AG15
10/06/1989 CG12
1G/G8/1989 AlGl
1G/G8/1989 EG12
10/13/1989 AG81
10/14/1989 CG12
10/26/1989 AG81
- -11/01/1989 CG16
11/02/1989 AG13
KBREEZING THROUGH A PRACTICE RUN
BAD WEATHER DOESN'T COOL SPIRIT OF PIONEERS
CENTENNIAL STAMP GOES ON SALE ACROSS STATE
56STAMP GETS SD STUCK ON COLLECTING
CENTENNIAL CHORUS SOUNDS HISTORICAL NOTES
WEDDING BELLS TO RING ON WAGON TRAIN
CENTENNIAL PLAY HIGHLIGHTS COUNTRY'S HISTORY
5CCENTENN1AL CONVOY
SHOW HIGHLIGHTS NEWS ARTICLES
RENNER CHURCH GIVES NORWEGIAN FLAVOR
ONE-ROOM SCHOOL CELEBRATES CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION SCHEDULED
KGIVES THOUSANDS TASTE OF STATE'S HERITAGE
CENTENNIAL GAMES DEADLINE EXTENDED
STATE VIP'S ABSENT AT WAGON TRAIN LAUNCH -
DOLAND ACCEPTING ENTRIES FOR PARADE
FOREIGN DELEGATION PLANS VISIT TO STATE
AGRICULTURE LED THE WAY TO DEVELOPMENT
AUSTRALIAN PLANS CENTENNIAL PARTY
^CUTOUTS CELEBRATE REBUILDING OF HERDS
GAMES OF CENTURY FEATURE BASKETBALL STARS
CITY MAN TO LIGHT CENTENNIAL FLAME
TOWNS TO PERFORM AT RUSHMORE
CENTENNIAL PARADE VOLUNTEERS
WHEELCHAIR ATHLETE NEARS HALFWAY POINT
^CENTENNIAL GAMES READY TO BEGIN
CENTENNIAL TRAIL OPENS IN HILLS
3€senior competition opens centennial games
ALCESTER CELEBRATES CENTENNIAL
KLANPHER/ BONEFIELD SHOOT 'EM UP
KTHREE-DAY FAIR SALUTES STATE'S ARTISANS
HARTFORD TO CELEBRATE CENTENNIAL THIS WEEK
KFAMOUS S DAKOTANS TO RETURN FOR CELEBRATION
TEA IS GEARING UP FOR 3 CELEBRATIONS
*S10UX HOLIDAY OVERLAPS WITH CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL EVENTS PRAISED (L)
HUMBOLDT PLANS CELEBRATION OF TOWN
GARRETSON PLANS HOST OF ACTIVITIES
GEDDES KICK-OFF TODAY
FLANDREAU SETS EVENTS
WAKONDA CLUB PLANS GALA CELEBRATION
VALLEY SPRINGS PLANS 4-DAY CELEBRATION
CROOKS CELEBRATION BEGINS SATURDAY
BRANDON CELEBRATION SET FOR WEEKEND
CITY, COUNTY HONOR CENTURY-OLD GROUPS
^NOSTALGIA FUELS CITY'S CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
TYNDALL TO LAUNCH BALLOON MUSEUM
COLTON KICKS OFF CELEBRATION TODAY
*SOUTH DAKOTANS COME HOME TO CELEBRATE
WILLARD SCOTT--HAT'S OFF TO COLTON
;'*M1NNEHAHA'S CENTENARIANS RECOGNIZED
SPORTS TALK GOES WITH REUNIONS
CENTENNIAL PLAY TONIGHT IN HARTFORD
CENTENNIAL FETES LURE TEACHERS, TRAIN LOVERS
*OUT ON BALE
BRANDON TO PUT ON PLAY AT RUSHMORE
GENEALOGICAL GROUP WINS 1ST PLACE HONOR
STATE EXTENDS CENTURY FARM SEARCH
BRUCE TO CELEBRATE HISTORY
WESTERN WAGON TRAIN REACHES STATE CAPITAL
3CSD TRIP PLANNED FOR BUSH
SLOW MEDALLION SALES COSTS TAXPAYERS
NEW 'ARGUS LEADER' CENTENNIAL BOOK
STATE PLANS FINALE FOR ITS lOOTH BIRTHDAY
36CATHOL1C DIOCESE OF SIOUX FALLS MARKS CENTENNIAL
KCATHOLIC DIOCESE CELEBRATES lOOTH YEAR
56SPEARF1SH ARTIST PAINTS NEW WORLDS
ARTS CONGRESS TAKES LEADERS TO ABERDEEN
CENTENNIAL PARADE ENTRIES DUE SATURDAY
X'LITTLE TO CELEBRATE'
5CA CENTENNIAL PROJECT AT VALLEY SPRINGS REST AREA
HAS DRAWBACKS, BUT MUCH TO CELEBRATE (ED)
^'OFFICIAL' ITEMS BRING UNEVEN SALES
DAKOTAS ARE 'OUT OF STEP' IN CRIME, DRUGS (ED)
^STUDENTS CELEBRATE CENTENNIAL
PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--F1RST CENTURY OF STATEHOOD
.CENTENNIAL , FINALE STARTS .^THURSDAY
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SOUTH DAKOTA
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CENTER FOR PEACE
CENTER FOR WOMEN
CENTERVILLE SD
CENTRAL AMERICA
CENTRAL CITY SD
CENTRAL PLAINS CLI
CENTRAL STATES FIR
CERAMICS
CEREALS
CEREBRAL PALSY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/02/1989 A081 STATE'S BIRTHDAY IS ENDING IN GRAND STYLE (ED)
11/03/1989 A012 ^STATEHOOD REVISITED
11/03/1989 C012 56SCHOOL DAY WAS SPECIAL ON THE lOOTH
11/04/1989 C012 KPOLICE OFFICERS' CENTENNIAL BEARDS MUST GO
11/04/1989 C021 CENTENNIAL STATUE UNVEILED IN CAPITOL
11/05/1989 A081 TIME TO SET GOALS FOR 2ND CENTURY (ED)
11/05/1989 C024 THOUSANDS PACK PIERRE STREETS
11/06/1989 BOll ST MARY'S SCHOOL OBSERVES CENTENNIAL
11/06/1989 B021 seEND OF A CENTURY, START OF A NEW
11/12/1989 EOll TAPES OF CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS ON SALE
11/12/1989 F091 CELEBRATED ITS CENTENNIAL WITH STYLE
11/22/1989 A084 CENTENNIAL WORK APPRECIATED (L)
11/26/1989 C012 CENTENNIAL SPIRIT LIVES ON AFTER COMMEMORATION
12/03/1989 EOll STATE PRAISES GROUP FOR CENTENNIAL EFFORTS
12/10/1989 EOll MINNESOTA PARTY HONORS DAKOTAS
12/13/1989 C041 ESTATE BANNERS MAY BE HELD HOSTAGE
1/08/1990 BOll CENTENNIAL FUND MAY HAVE SURPLUS MONEY
3/04/1990 C024 CANTON CLEANS UP FOR ITS BIRTHDAY PARTY
3/31/1990 A012 kMICKELSON USED PRIZES GIVEN IN GAME
4/20/1990 C022 FREE CLEANUP FOR CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
5/09/1990 C023 HARRISBURG SEEKS ENTRIES FOR CENTENNIAL ACTIVITIES
5/31/1990 C034 TIME CAPSULE TO BURY CENTENNIAL MEMORIES
7/08/1990 C035 *HARRISBURG CENTENNIAL
5/27/1991 C035 VIBORG GETS JUMP ON 1993 CENTENNIAL
10/18/1990 C033 56CENTER WORKS FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
11/13/1986 B012 ^CENTER HELPS MEN, WOMEN IN TRANSITION
11/16/1986 C012 ANNIVERSARY LOOKS BACK AT YEARS OF SUPPORT
5/31/1982 Alll KBULLHEAD DAY REELS IN CENTERVILLE ANGLERS
7/01/1983 C012 KCENTERVILLE OFFERS RACE FANS MATCHUPS
U7/21/1983C021 CENTERVILLE EVENT PRAISED (L)
12/14/1987 A015 ^NEWSPAPER TOLD THE STORIES OF CENTERVILLE
7/03/1990 C012 CENTERVILLE FLUSHES OUT FANS WITH RACES
10/08/1990 B015 *SMALL-TOWN CENTERVILLE GETS BIG-CITY ATTENTION
4/07/1991 A012 ^CENTERVILLE HAS SURPRISE MAYOR BATTLE
7/17/1991 C031 JfCITY MAN LIKES SMALL-TOWN PACE
3/20/1992 C032 CENTERVILLE JOINS JOINT LIBRARY PROJECT
3/21/1982 B023 CENTRAL AMERICA RIPE FOR REVOLUTION
3/28/1982 BOll ^MARCHERS PROTEST US ROLE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
5/27/1982 D022 WHAT CAUSED TURMOIL IN CENTRAL AMERICA (L)
3/14/1985 C015 CENTRAL AMERICA PROTEST TO BE IN SF
3/24/1985 A012 *30 PROTEST US ROLE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
4/18/1985 C021 OFFICIAL TO DISCUSS CENTRAL AMERICA POLICY
6/07/1985 A104 US SHOULD NOT AID CONTRAS (L)
12/26/1985 A061 MEDIA HIDING FACTS ABOUT CENTRAL AMERICA
4/03/1987 C012 KHECKLERS DISRUPT VIGIL
3/14/1989 A083 POLICY BRINGS STREAM OF REFUGEES (L)
4/18/1990 C026 CENTRAL CITY GAINS POWER OVER MINING
12/06/1984 A012 CLINIC PLANS $3 MILLION EXPANSION
12/23/1984 C013 CLINIC'S DECISION TO FORGIVE $1,400 BILL
H 4/26/1987 EOll CENTRAL. PLAINS CLINIC FINISHES EXPANSION
9/22/1987 AlOT'ARTICLE OVERLOOKED CLINIC (L)
1/22/1990 AOll CENTRAL PLAINS CLINIC EXPLORES EXPANSION
1/23/1990 B062 EFFICIENCY NEED SPURS CLINIC EXPANSION
1/24/1990 A015 CLINIC LOOKS AT MOVE TO MCKENNAN
1/25/1990 A012 CLINIC MOVING TO MCKENNAN
1/26/1990 D062 CLINIC WILL BUILD EAST OF MCKENNAN
3/04/1990 coil CENTRAL PLAINS EAST OPEN HOUSE IS TODAY
12/28/1990 coil CLINIC PROJECT ON SCHEDULE
5/18/1991 C012 PARKING HAS CLINIC IN TIGHT SPOT
12/08/1991 FOll MAN INJURED BY NURSE WINS JUDGEMENT
3/30/1992 A015 KLOCAL CLINIC MOVES EAST
3/30/1992 A022 JUNE MOVE PLANNED
4/30/1992 C012 KNEW CLINIC TO DISPLAY WISCONSIN WOMAN'S QUILTS
5/28/1992 D062 *MOVE RECORDED
8/22/1992 A012 *T0 PLACE SATELLITE CLINIC ON OLD SITE
11/12/1992 B061 CENTRAL STATES PLANS TO EXPAND BUILDING
8/28/1988 C012 KARTISTS WITH CERAMICS DISPLAYS
10/06/1990 A053 CERAMICS SHOW OPENS SUNDAY IN BROOKINGS
3/18/1990 F012 KSHOPPERS WITH AISLES FULL OF CHOICES
7/07/1990 C031 BOY SEEKS DAMAGES IN CEREAL LAWSUIT
4/10/1991 B012 KNEW MULTIGRAIN CEREAL FAILS TASTE TEST
10/15/1991 B081 TIM JOHNSON BLASTS CEREAL PRICE HIKE
4/08/1992 B012 KGRAPE-NUTS CAN GROW ON YOU
1/23/1982 A064 THANKS FOR SUCCESSFUL TELETHON
9/02/1982 A092 EXECTREK TO HELP CEREBRAL PALSY
9/18/1982 A074 CEREBRAL PALSY EXECTREK SUCCESSFUL (L)
10/21/1982 B073 SKATE^-^A-THON TO HELR CEREBRAL PALSY
1/13/1983 B055 KYKC DONATES TIME FOR RADIOTHON
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CHALBER6 ROBERT
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/17/1983 A074 HAGEN ELECTED TO NATIONAL BOARD
5/31/1983 A092 CEREBRAL PALSY OFFICERS NAMED
10/10/1983 A071 CEREBRAL PALSY GROUP NEEDS PEOPLE
12/13/1983 BOll JfMACHINE OFFERS NEW HOPE
2/10/1984 A091 ^NOTHING COULD STOP THESE DANCERS
10/18/1984 B054 CEREBRAL PALSY SKATE-A-THON
1/24/1985 BOll ^INDEPENDENCE IS CENTER'S GOAL FOR CLIENTS
1/28/1985 A012 ^CHUGGABLE PAIR
9/12/1985 C013 FUND-RAISER TO MIX WITH DAKOTA BOWL
10/08/1985 A095 XROWENHORST RE-ELECTED TO CEREBRAL PALSY BOARD
7/21/1986 A072 MILLER DONATES TO CEREBRAL PALSY
8/23/1986 A091 HELP TO CEREBRAL PALSY APPRECIATED (L)
12/07/1986 D012 3fA CALENDAR WITH A CAUSE
12/25/1986 B012 KINMATES KEY TO CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
4/13/1987 A074 EVENT TO AID CEREBRAL PALSY VICTIM
5/30/1988 C016 FUNDS SOUGHT FOR CEREBRAL PALSY, MENTAL HEALTH
8/30/1988 A075 UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY AUXILIARY PICKS OFFICERS
5/17/1990 coil CEREBRAL PALSY FUND-RAISER SUNDAY
5/10/1992 F024 ^POPPING WHEELIES FOR CEREBRAL PALSY VICTIM
8/14/1984 A012 *PANEL--PUT PRISON IN SPRINGFIELD
SEE EMPLOYMENT-SD
11/28/1992 A071 *CHURCH'S EFFORT TO CLOTHE KIDS FITS IN NICELY
4/15/1984 B023 KTAIWAN A TRUSTED, VALUABLE FRIEND
4/27/1986 N044 (RELIGION) *HE PREFERS SOUTH DAKOTA TO THE WORLD
6/05/1989 A014 SD EXPERTS HAVE MIXED OPINIONS
3/31/1989 coil POST OFFICE WARNS OF CHAIN LETTER FRAUD
4/22/1992 C024 3fCHAIN LETTERS SCAMS POSSESS POOR ODDS--OFFICIAL
8/23/1986 A103 KSD LOSES ANOTHER GOOD ONE
.3/11/1982 D063. CHAMBER'S LETTERS TO PROTEST BIA MOVE
"^4/05/T982"C034 ABERDEEN BODY'REVIEWS FEDERAL CUTS
3/02/1984 B012 ABERDEEN CHAMBER PLANS $200,000 PROMOTION
7/22/1984 C051 ABERDEEN CHAMBER HEAD QUITS AFTER CONFLICT
8/30/1984 D034 ABERDEEN CHAMBER REVIEWS HEALTH PLAN
11/24/1983 D041 BROOKINGS CHAMBER WANTS LAW CHANGE
1/06/1990 coil BROOKINGS GROUP AGREES ON MERGER
2/18/1992 B061 BROOKINGS CHAMBER SCHEDULES JOB FAIR
7/19/1991 C023 FORMS COMMERCE CHAMBER TO PROMOTE TOWN
5/30/1992 D041 RUSHMORE CONCESSIONS TARGETED
4/09/1985 B021 HISEL TO GET MITCHELL CHAMBER, INDUSTRIAL JOB
8/27/1982 C031 PIERRE CHAMBER ASKS CITY FOR $152,000
4/27/1986 N061 (CULTURE) *'PIERRE IS HOT'
2/09/1992 F031 CHAMBER'S HIRING UPSETS PIERRE OFFICIAL
4/12/1986 C021 CHAMBER ESCAPES PROSECUTION FOR POSTAL VIOLATIONS
8/06/1992 B021 DICK CHENEY TO SPEAK AT RAPID CITY MEETING
6/26/1982 C052 CHAMBERS WON'T ENDORSE CONG CANDIDATES
8/01/1982 BOll CHAMBER UNDECIDED ON LEGAL GAMBLING
8/18/1982 coil KCHAMBER SURVEY RESULTS NOT ROBERTS ENDORSEMENT
1/26/1983 D041 CHAMBER BACKS 1-CENT SALES TAX HIKE
2/18/1983 A016 CHAMBER CHUCKLES OVER PIERRE POLITICS
,8/01/1983 B031 STATE CHAMBER OF. COMMERCE TO GIVE MORE ADVICE
8/0671983 B041 OFFICIAL JOINSSTATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
10/22/1983 B033 XMURPHEY IS NEW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LEADER
10/11/1984 C013 COALITION TO OPPOSE NUKE WASTE INITIATIVE
11/25/1984 E021 JERRY SIMMONS TO HEAD SD CHAMBER
2/01/1985 C031 CHAMBER SPONSORS ANNUAL BUSINESS DAY
2/17/1985 EOll ABEX AWARDS WILL BE THE APEX
8/07/1985 B031 2 BUSINESS GROUPS TALK MERGER
11/24/1985 EOll CHAMBER NAMES BROOKINGS MAN AS CHAIRMAN
2/14/1988 DOll CHAMBER OFFERS 2 SEMINARS TUESDAY
1/15/1982 Alll SIOUX FALLS HAS A PROMOTION
3/31/1982 E062 ^CHAMBER HONORS STUDENTS
4/10/1982 A014 CHAMBER, AN EXCELLANT HELP
9/11/1982 N061 SF CHAMBER TO PROMOTE CULTURAL OFFERINGS
11/14/1982 EOll ^SECRETARY'S EFFICIENCY KEEPS SHOWS RUNNING
11/19/1982 coil DR FRIESS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF SF CHAMBER OF COMM
12/13/1982 B051 SF WOMAN WINS HOLIDAY CONTEST
12/18/1982 A094 THANKS, AGRI-BUSINESS COMMITTEE (L)
3/28/1983 B031 CHAMBER RECOGNIZES STUDENTS
4/10/1983 C061 KMOORE CREDITS. BALANCE FOR SF PROGRESS
4/24/1983 C033 WHAT'S HAPPENING--CALL THE CHAMBER
12/24/1983 A074 SECRET CHAMBER ROAST APPRECIATED (L)
1/11/1984 DOll CHAMBER SUPPORTS NUCLEAR DISPOSAL SITE
3/28/1984 C091 COUNCIL HONORED FOR ITS PROMOTION
7/29/1984 N051 PROMOTING THE CITY IS THE CHAMBER'S GOAL
8/12/1984 BOll CHAMBER OF COMMERCE MIXER WILL BE AUG 21
9/09/1984 C045 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SHUFFLES PERSONNEL
10/08/1984 C032^CHAMBER ACCEPTING FLOAT ENTRIES-FOR PARADE
10/14/1984 EOll CHAMBER TO HOST EXTENSION CLUB OFFICIALS
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CHAMBER OF COMM-SF 10/17/198A 0036
1G/19/198A CG35
lG/28/1984 EGll
11/29/198A CG61
12/G8/198A CG15
12/G9/198A EGll
12/26/198A BGll
2/16/1985 BG15
2/27/1985 CGll
3/2A/1985 CGll
3/31/1985 EG12
A/G7/1985 EGIA
5/10/1985 CG31
5/17/1985 CG16
5/21/1985 AG81
7/1A/1985 EGll
8/25/1985 EG13
1G/2A/1985 C033
10/31/1985 AGIA
1/02/1986 AG75
1/05/1986 EG21
2/09/1986 E015
2/20/1986 BOll
2/27/1986 coil
2/28/1986 C015
3/26/1986 B035
5/13/1986 DOll
8/07/1986 C023
10/02/1986 C012
10/05/1986 £016
11/23/1986 DOll
12/27/1986 C016
1/12/1987 B025
1/13/1987 C022
2/15/1987 EOll
2/25/1987 B023
7/31/1987 C012
10/04/1987 EOll
10/13/1987 B015
10/14/1987 B015
11/01/1987 A083
11/05/1987 C014
1/17/1988 E045
2/07/1988 E031
2/27/1988 C012
3/13/1988 DOll
4/26/1988 C012
6/22/1988 D071
. -.12/27/1988 Coil
^ "" 2/17/1989'C031
3/12/1989 EOll
9/08/1989 D061
10/26/1989 C014
12/31/1989 EOll
1/30/1990 B065
2/16/1990 D082
5/28/1990 C012
7/10/1990 D066
7/13/1990 D061
10/10/1990 D081
10/11/1990 D065
10/12/1990 D076
12/20/1990 D081
9/06/1991 D066
10/29/1991 B062
11/12/1991 A081
1/12/1992 E012
7/20/1992 B062
9/13/1992 BOll
9/30/1992 B082
10/04/1992 E012
11/12/1992 B061
4/27/1982 B041
5/25/1982 C053
6/24/1982 C051
7/13/1982 C024
4/19/1986 C021
"CHAMBER OF COMM-US
BOARD TO DECIDE IF IT BACKS SALES TAX
BACKS SALES TAX EXTENSION
CHAMBER'S ANNUAL MEETING IS A SELLOUT
CHAMBER SEEKING NOMINEES FOR ANNUAL AWARD
CHAMBER GETS NEW 10-YEAR ACCREDITATION
DOUBLES CHAMBER'S MEMBERSHIP
CHAMBER TO OFFER MANAGEMENT SEMINARS
XMCNEIL LEAVES CHAMBER JOB
EXPORTING SEMINAR SET FOR MONDAY
CHAMBER MEMBERSHIP DRIVE BEGINS THIS WEEK
ABEX NOMINATIONS DEADLINE NEAR
CHAMBER TO CONFER BEAUTIFICATION AWARDS
CHAMBER honors LOCAL BUSINESSES
CHAMBER PULLS FOR CONVENTION CENTER
CHAMBER PROVIDES SLANTED PERSPECTIVE (L)
CHAMBER TO TEST THE TEMPER OF SLOGAN
CHAMBER OFFERING MEMORY IMPROVEMENT CLASS
SEARS CHAIRMAN TO SPEAK AT ANNUAL MEETING
SEARS BOSS SOOTHES CHAMBER
CHAMBER PLANS BUSINESS SEMINARS
CHAMBER--WEEKLY BROWN BAG SERIES
CHAMBER PRESENTS SEMINAR ON CUTTING TAXES
AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OFFERS SEMINAR
EXPORTING SEMINAR SET FOR MONDAY
CHAMBER'S AGRIBUSINESS DIVISION TO MEET
CHAMBER GROUP TO BEGIN MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
KClTY PERSONNEL AIDE GETS CRUISINBERRY AWARD
CHAMBER UNVEILS LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
CHAMBER TO DRAW CROWD
IF YOU DON'T MAKE DUST ... (ED)
CHAMBER STRATEGY COVERS '90
SEEKING NOMINATIONS FOR THE BUSINESS CITIZEN OF 1987
PRICE SET FOR CITY PURCHASE
CITY PROBABLY TO DELAY BUILDING DECISION
CITY DELAYS CHAMBER OFFICE DECISION
CHAMBER TO HOST WEEKLY SEMINARS
WOMAN TURNED DOWN BY AMBASSADORS
CHAMBER TO LEASE PHILLIPS BUILDING
KURALT, BUSH TO SPEAK
CHAMBER HIRES SWALLEY
CABLE TV MANAGER TO LEAD CHAMBER
^EXTENSIVE PROJECTS OF CHAMBER
CHAMBER STARTS DRIVE FOR NEW MEMBERS
CHAMBER SPONSORS BUSINESS FINANCE SEMINAR
CHAMBER SPONSORS WORKSHOP ON CASH FLOW
^(CHAMBER HONORS NORD FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
CHAMBER SPONSORS MARKETING WORKSHOP
CHAMBER GIVES SCHOOL PLAN LIMITED OK
CHAMBER SPONSORS TOURIST PROGRAM
CHAMBER TO HOST RECEPTION AT CAPITOL
CHAMBER SEEKS OLD BUILDINGS, GROUPS
CHAMBER SPONSORS HARASSMENT MELTING
CHAMBER ELECTS 5 NEW DIRECTORS
CHAMBER ENDORSES SCHOOL BOND
CHAMBER SCHEDULES TRIP TO LEGISLATURE
^CHAMBER CONSIDERS SITES
MAY PUT OFFICE ON DEMOLITION SITE
*VISITORS BUREAU DIRECTOR WAS BATON TWIRLER
CIVIC BOARDS WILL STUDY OFFICE PLANS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE CONTACTS DEVELOPER
LOCAL CHAMBER TO HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
^eCHAMBER LEADER SETS PRIORITIES
MICKELSON--CITY LEADERSHIP KEY TO SUCCESS
CHAMBER IS SEEKING NOMINEES FOR AWARD
^(ANDERSON TO SPEAK TO CHAMBER
XCHAMBER LEADER CITES CONVENTION CENTER NEED
CHAMBER DOES GOOD JOB TELLING ABOUT CITY (L)
^CHAMBER BOSS LIKES APPEAL OF SF
XCHAMBER GETS A NEW HOME
^CHAMBER TO UNVEIL LONG-RANGE PLAN
^CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PLOTS STRATEGY TO STAY NUMBER 1
5CCHAMBER PRESIDENT A RISK-TAKER
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE HAS OPEN HOUSE TODAY
US CHAMBER-ENDORSES ROBERTS
NEF PICKED TO HEAD REGIONAL COMMITTEE
DASCHLE ON CHAMBER HIT LIST
US CHAMBER OPPOSES-STATE'S BEST INTERESTS (L)
NATIONAL CHAMBER TO ENDORSE ABDNOR TODAY
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CHAMBER OF COMM-US
^CHAMBER :0F COMM-VE
3/0A/I988 C02I CHAMBER OFFERS EDUCATION LOANS
10/12/1989 CQI2 *PRESSLER GETS NATIONAL ENDORSEMENT
3/IA/I990 CGI2 PRESSLER ENDORSEMENT IN QUESTION
7/I9/I990 CG15 NOT YET SELECTING SD SENATE FAVORITE
2/1I/I99I CGII CHAMBER GIVES PRESSLER HIGH MARKS
6/I7/I992 DG6I PRESSLER AWARDED CHAMBER DESIGNATION
12/19/1988 CGII VERMILLION CHAMBER RE-ELECTS PRESIDENT
IG/3I/I992 BG23 VERMILLION CHAMBER TO PRESENT PLAN
12/G8/I992 BG2I VERMILLION CHAMBER MANAGER TO RESIGN
8/G7/I986 CG2I TOWN OFFERS REWARD FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION
I2/G9/I983 CGII YANKTON CHAMBER VOTES FOR SCHOOL
12/17/1989 AG61 THE YANKTON CHAMBER TOOK A BIG STEP
5/25/1992 CG22 YANKTON PLANS ANNUAL APPRECIATION DAY
9/25/1982 BG23 NEW CETA DIRECTION MISGUIDED
1/29/I99I CG33 ^VOLUNTEER DETERMINED TO HELP POOR
1I/II/I991 BGII CHAMBERLAIN NAMED SENIOR CITIZEN OF YEAR
7/23/1992 A1G3 XUNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS MUST IMPROVE
1/2G/1989 CG12 KWOMAN ADVOCATES RIGHTS OF MENTAL PATIENTS
11/29/1982 CG31 GARBAGE COLLECTOR SUES CHAMBERLAIN
12/11/1982 CG33 GARBAGE COLLECTOR WINS SUIT AGAINST CHAMBERLAIN
5/3G/1983 BGll 36CHAMBERLAIN WANTS TO DRAW TOURISTS TO ARTWORK
5/G5/1985 AlGl A PERFECT CHEESEBURGER
7/G3/1987 CG21 CHAMBERLAIN GETS GRANT FOR TEEN HOME
12/01/1987 CG21 CHAMBER, COLLEGES TO COOPERATE ON CLASSES
5/11/1988 DG13 CHAMBERLAIN RESIDENTS FAVOR RESORT COMPLEX
11/27/1988 EG12 CHAMBERLAIN OPTIMISTIC OF SAVING HOTEL
12/G3/1988 CG55 FUTURE OF HISTORIC CHAMBERLAIN HOTEL BRIGHT
3/GA/1989 CGII TIME RUNNING OUT FOR HISTORIC TAFT HOTEL
3/26/1989 CG12 ^BACKERS HOPE FOR HOTEL'S MOVE
.%9/23/1I989 'CG45 LOW-INTEREST LOAN FOR PLANT IN CHAMBERLAIN
IG/I7/I989 CGII CHAMBERLAIN MAY ASK FOR GAMBLING
10/25/1989 DG82 CHAMBERLAIN GROUP NEUTRAL ON GAMBLING
1I/I9/I989 EGI5 CHAMBERLAIN VOTE EXPECTED TO SETTLE MEDICAL DISPUTE
12/2G/I989 CGI2 DOCTORS WIN CHAMBERLAIN SUPPORT
I2/2A/I989 AGI6 CHAMBERLAIN LESS CHEERY WITHOUT SANTA
5/28/199G CG15 CHAMBERLAIN PONDERS SALES TAX INCREASE
7/28/199G CG31 VOTERS TO DECIDE FUTURE OF CHAMBERLAIN'S TAFT
7/31/199G AG72 *A DAY AT CHAMBERLAIN
8/19/199G EG32 CHAMBERLAIN'S TAFT HOTEL DESTROYED BY FIRE
8/2I/199G AGI5 TAFT HOTEL SUPPORTERS HOPE...
8/22/I99G CG31 BRULE COUNTY REJECTS TAFT HOTEL RENOVATION
12/II/I99G CGII GRAND JURY CALLED IN TAFT HOTEL FIRE
2/IG/1991 BG16 ^VETERANS' PARK GAINS SUPPORT
3/GA/1991 CGl'i ^CHAMBERLAIN SEEKS TO REBUILD HISTORIC TAFT HOTEL
5/12/1991 CGIA AKTA LAKOTA MUSEUM TO OPEN IN CHAMBERLAIN
6/14/1991 D012 JCCHAMBERLAIN PROMOTES LIFE'S SIMPLER PLEASURES
7/I7/I99I AG82 DON'T SPEND TAX FUNDS ON MARINA (ED)
8/18/1991 EG3I GROUP PLANS BUILDING FOR TAFT HOTEL SALE
9/I8/I99I CG14 JUDGE DELAYS STATE FUNDING OF MARINA PLAN
9/20/1991 .AG12 ^GOVERNOR SAYS MARINA WILL BE BUILT
^"'9/22/1991 AlGrc^^^ RESORT FUNDING QUESTIONABLE (ED)
9/24/1991 CG31 RALLY WILL SUPPORT FUNDING FOR RESORT
9/25/1991 CG32 JUDGE LIFTS BAN ON RESORT FUNDS
9/29/1991 AIll MARINA IS JUST THE DEVELOPMENT NEEDED (L)
9/3G/I991 CG36 MARINA ISN'T INTENDED TO AID FRIENDS
IG/16/1991 CG14 PROJECT RESTS ON AMOUNT OF PUBLIC USE
10/25/1991 A012 KJUDGE PUTS MARINA PROJECT ON HOLD
IG/29/I991 CG35 ^CONFLICT OF INTEREST ON MARINA PLAN
11/G2/199I AIG4 GOVERNOR ON THE MARK IN SUPPORT OF PROJECT (L)
11/09/1991 AGI3 MARINA PLAN REVEALED
12/03/1991 AG65 SF PLAN ISN'T ONLY WORTHY PROJECT (L)
1/04/1992 AGI2 ^CHAMBERLAIN RESORT BACK AT SQUARE ONE
3/31/1992 CGI4 NO TAKERS YET ON RIVER RESORT
4/G4/I992 CGI6 MARINA PLANS OFFERED
4/17/1992 CGII LYMAN COMMISSION PICKS DEVELOPER FOR RIVER RESORT
5/G4/I992 CG2I CHAMBERLAIN TO BE CAPITOL FOR A DAY
5/04/1992 CG2I CHAMBERLAIN DONATIONS FULFILL RUSHMORE PLEDGE
5/I5/I992 CG36 GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES MARINA DEAL
7/26/1992 DGII CHAMBERLAIN FUND TO HELP COMMUNITY
7/27/1992 BG16 MERCHANT GIVES CITY §1 MILLION
8/05/1992 BG21 CHAMBERLAIN PROPOSED AS HALL OF FAME SITE
8/14/1992 BG31 SEA LIZARD FOSSIL NEAR CHAMBERLAIN
11/05/1992 BG2I RETIREMENT CENTER GETS GREEN LIGHT
II/25/I99I CG12 kKINGSWOOD DEVELOPER FILLS ADDITIONS WITH.CASTLES
2/18/1990 A08I ^'MILITANT' CHOSE TALK OVER FISTS
12/05/1990 D072 KCHAMPPS SERVES SPORTS AND A LOT MORE
3/06/1991 B015 KGARNISHES ,DELIGHT PEKING CUSTOMERS
2/04/1989 C0I2 ^LAWMAKERS UNANIMOUS TRAIT
CHAMBER OF COMM-WI
CHAMBER OF COMM-YA
CHAMBERLAIN FERN
CHAMBERLAIN JUDI
CHAMBERLAIN SO
^CHAMBERSnGAIL
CHAMBERS J C
CHAMPPS SPORTS CAF
CHAN-DAVID - ~ ^
CHANCE SIMON
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CHANCELLOR SO
CHANDLER JO
CHANDLER MN
CHANEY DOROTHY
CHANEY MARY
CHANIN MYRA
CHANNING CAROL
CHANUKAH
CHAPELS
CHAPIN LEE
CHAPLES RICHARD
CHAPMAN RAYMOND
CHAPMAN STEVE S AN
CHAPUT CHARLES
CHARBONEAU COLETTE
CHARBONEAU KIM
CHARBONNEAU JULIE
CHARGER HARRY
CHARGING ELK ED
CHARGING MARILYN
CHARITIES
CHARITIES BOARD
CHARLES RONALD
CHARLES WILSON
CHARLESTON SC
CHARLTON HARRY
CHARRON TOM
CHARTER HOSPITAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/16/1987 A012 ^CHANCELLOR KEEPS BUILDING ON GOOD THING
9/23/1990 FOll *TEACHER INSPIRES YOUNG TO LEARN
6/23/1992 A012 KTOWN PIECES TOGETHER FUTURE
7/1A/1992 A012 ^CHANDLER BUILDS ON HOPE
7/18/1992 A051 KTOWN STARED DOWN FACE OF DEVIL
8/0A/1992 AG12 KCHANDLER FRIENDS BURY STORM VICTIM
6/10/198A coil *ALUMNI REMINISCE ABOUT THEIR COLLEGE DAYS
10/13/1988 A012 *BABY SITTER'S TIP HELPS REUNITE
9/05/1990 B012 XBIBLE OF CHEESECAKE LOVERS REVISED
6/29/1983 BOll *CAROL CHANNING CONSIDERS HERSELF A LUCKY WOMAN
12/20/1989 B012 *CHANUKAH DINNER SERVED AT TEMPLE
9/13/1987 C051 NOTE ATTESTS TO WORTH OF CHAPELS AT REST STOPS
12/12/1991 B031 RETIREE ANSWERS THE CALL TO HELP
12/25/1991 A012 ^SPENDING THE HOLIDAY...AT WORK
11/12/1986 A081 KLAKE THOMPSON FLOODING NEEDS SOLUTIONS NOW
12/03/1988 C032 FORMER SDSU DEAN DIES
10/07/1989 C012 LVALUES CAN BOND FAMILY--AUTHOR
5/0A/1988 AOll AMERICAN INDIAN NAMED AS BISHOP
6/02/1989 AOIA 5CBISH0PS--SD SHOULDN'T RAISE MONEY
7/23/1989 C012 BISHOP ACCUSES POLITICIANS OF AVOIDING DIALOGUE
9/26/1989 A052 KRAPID CITY BISHOP WRITES TO GORBACHEV
6/25/1989 A014 ^PATIENT HELD IN YANKTON SLAYINGS
6/25/1989 A022 KFRIENDS, FAMILY REMEMBER
7/02/1989 AlOl GET TO ROOT OF TRAGEDY IN YANKTON (ED)
7/07/1989 coil DAYS WILL HONOR HOMICIDE VICTIM
10/30/1989 BOll LAWYER DENIES SETTLEMENT DELAY
2/01/1990 C012 *STATE MOVES TO LIMIT LIABILITY
6/27/1989 A052 HUSBAND SAYS FAMILY FELT 'SECURE' IN SD
7/20/1989 A015 VICTIM'S LAWYER--SUSPECT MADE THREATS
7/25/1989 C012 SUIT AGAINST STATE HINGES ON MEETING
7/28/1989 A015 *MUENSTER WILL OK ANY CLAIM IN YANKTON DEATHS
8/05/1989 A012 VICTIMS' LAWYERS, STATE TALK
10/21/1989 COAl LAWYER--SETTLE OR BE SUED
11/23/1989 C022 YANKTON MAN SUES IN WOLLMANN KILLINGS
1/13/1990 C015 CHARBONEAU SETTLEMENT NOT RUSHED
2/03/1990 C012 LAWYER DISPUTES CHARBONEAU DEAL
2/13/1990 A012 KCHARBONEAU SETTLES FOR $950,000
11/16/1991 B016 AMBULANCE PANELS HIRE COORDINATOR
12/16/1991 A012 KDESCENDENT OFFERS 'THANK YOU' FOR 1862 RESCUE
5/2A/1982 A012 KINDIAN VOTERS WARY OF STATE GOVERNMENT
lO/lA/1991 B012 J6INDIAN EDUCATION SUPERVISOR REVELS IN BUTTE CLIMB
12/13/1991 C016 WARRIOR MURAL
SEE ALSO BOARD OF CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS
3/18/1982 D013 PHONE FUND-RAISERS STOP MAKING CALLS
A/29/1982 D02A REAGAN'S CHARITY CRITICIZED (L)
5/06/1982 D012 CHILDREN'S HOME DIDN'T GIVE THE CONTEST PERMISSION
8/30/1982 B033 *SKATERS ROLL IN MONEY FOR CHARITY
11/16/1982 coil A SF GROUPS GET MONEY FROM MYSTERY MAN
3/11/1983 A012 1982 WAS NOT A CHARITABLE YEAR FOR SERVICE GROUPS
3/22/L983C021 FED EMPLOYEES AID MANY CHARITABLE GROUPS (L)
10/20/1983 COA1 board PICKS SERVICES CENTER ADMINISTRATOR
A/28/1988 A012 FUND-RAISERS PAY OFF FOR CHARITIES
3/02/1989 C026 BILLS SPLITTING DEPARTMENT PASS SENATE
6/22/1992 A016 CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME
8/06/1992 A012 ^CHARITIES NOT RECEIVING MOST OF YOUR GOOD WILL
8/08/1992 A012 GROUPS SAY SMALL CUT MISLEADING
8/16/1992 A073 CHARITABLE GROUPS NEED PEOPLE'S SUPPORT (L)
2/09/198A C071 CHARITIES BOARD KEEPS CONTROL OF VETS HOME
10/18/198A C03A MORE PAROLE OFFICERS NEEDED
9/29/1989 C015 ATTEMPTED RAPE CHARGES ADDED AGAINST SUSPECT
3/08/1989 DOIA KTHREE NAMED TO SD HALL OF FAME
3/31/1991 F021 KCHARLESTON A MIX OF OLD, NEW
10/09/1984 A091 KTOWN, TIMES CHANGE--NOT THE SMITHY
8/14/1991 C032 MITCHELL MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO DEALING
7/30/1990 C012 ^HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATOR'S COLLEGE JOKE WENT AWRY
11/22/1991 A012 MOM SAYS HOSPITAL COVERED UP DAUGHTER'S RAPE
11/26/1991 A015 GIRL TOOK PART IN ALLEGED RAPE
1/30/1992 C014 CHARTER TO RELEASE ALL SEXUAL ASSAULT REPORTS
2/08/1992 C013 ^DOCTOR'S ADVICE NOT HOT AIR
2/11/1992 C032 CHARTER HOSPITAL ISOLATED ALLEGED RAPE VICTIM
4/02/1992 C016 BOY GIVEN IMMUNITY IN CHARTER RAPE CASE
4/11/1992 C016 CHARTER PATIENT AGREED TO SEX
4/16/1992 C012 NURSE SAYS PATIENT WAS RAPED
5/05/1992 C012 JUDGE TELLS HOSPITAL TO RELEASE RECORDS
5/11/1992 A012 ^ADMINISTRATOR FIGHTS UNFLATTERING IMAGE OF CHARTER
5/11/1992 A025 HOSPITAL DEFECTS FOUND, CORRECTED
5/31/1992 A071 CHARTER HOSPITAL STAFF DESERVES PRAISE, THANKS (L)
6/04/1992 C016 DOCTOR ADDED TO RAPE SUIT
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CHARTER HOSPITAL
CHARTER MEDICAL CO
^CHASF«MANHATTAN
CHASE PAUL
CHASE RICHARD
CHASE ROGER
CHASE SHARON
CHASING HAWK VINCE
CHASING HIS HORSE
CHASTITY
CHAUTAUQUA
CHAVEZ CESAR
CHAVIN CHINGA
CHECCHI ALFRED
CHECKMATE
CHECKOFF
CHECKS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/06/1992 coil CHARTER MEDICAL FILES BANKRUPTCY
7/28/1992 B012 OVERDOSE ATTEMPT PROMPTS 911 POLICY CHANGE
8/2A/1992 AQ12 DEMAND RISING FOR MENTAL HEALTH CARE
12/19/1992 DG15 ^CHARTER OMITTED FACTS ON RAPE REPORT
12/22/1992 BOll MOTHER CAN SEEK DAMAGES IN CASE
5/11/1992 A021 TROUBLE SURROUNDS CHARTER CORP
10/13/1989 DG81 RAPID CITY LOSES CHASE OPERATION
11/27/199G CGll SOLDIER SWAPS UNITS TO BE WITH HIS WIFE
9/G1/199G CG15 MAJOR WHO DIED IN GERMANY CRASH HAD TIES
3/22/1987 CGll HURON STUDENT GETS NATIONAL FARM POST
1G/17/199G DG82 *MAIN STREET SIOUX FALLS* NEWEST FACE
4/28/1991 N211 ^COORDINATOR CHASES THRIVING DOWNTOWN SF
9/22/1991 EGll *CHASE TO LEAVE MAIN STREET JOB
11/24/1988 AG12 *'STREET WARRIOR* DIED HOMELESS, ALONE
12/12/1988 AG63 CHASING HAWK NOT FORGOTTEN (L)
4/G1/1991CG33 INDIANS, WHITES NEED COOPERATION
SEE SEX EDUCATION
7/2G/1984 BGll ^CHAMBERLAIN TENT SHOW REVIVES THE FRONTIER SPIRIT
7/24/1987 CGll CHAUTAUQUA SET IN BROOKINGS
6/22/199G AG12 *TENT SHOW OPENS TONIGHT
6/22/199G CG12 FLAVORS EVENT WITH HISTORICAL PORTRAYALS
7/18/1991 BG14 *HISTORY INSPIRES TRAVELING TROUPE
8/3G/1988 AG82 JOIN CHAVEZ GRAPE BOYCOTT (L)
7/29/1992 DGll 3e*C0UNTRY PORN* EARNS BAD RAP WITH SEXIEST PAP
2/22/1991 CG12 US SHOULD AID AIRLINES
2/23/1991 AlGl DAKOTA WINDS CED)
6/24/199G EGll CHECKMATE SOLD TO SF FIRM
lG/Gl/1992 BG66 COMMODITY DONATIONS $3.4 MILLION
1/3G/1982.CG3I HOUSE OK*S BILL HIKING BAD CHECK FEES
^8/0771982 CG44 MEIERHENRY--RULING ON A BAD CHECK TO BE APPEALED
8/13/1982 CG41 $5,GGG BOGUS CHECK CASHED IN SF
8/18/1982 CG71 PAIR CHARGED WITH WRITING CHECK ON FROZEN ACCOUNT
8/24/1982 AG23 2 MEN SENTENCED FOR STEALING CHECKS
9/1G/1982 CG31 TRIAL SET FOR NO-ACCOUNT CHECK CASE
9/28/1982 BGll WOMAN JAILED FOR WRITING BAD CHECKS
1G/G5/1982 BG51 WOMAN CHARGED WITH THREE COUNTS
lG/19/1982 CG51 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BAD CHECK CHARGE
11/G7/1982 EG31 SEMINAR ON BAD CHECKS, SHOPLIFTING
12/G3/1982 CG31 WOMAN GETS 3 3-YEAR TERMS FOR FORGERY
12/15/1982 CG21 LIFE SENTENCE EXTREME FOR WRITING $1GG CHECK (ED)
12/31/1982 CG31 POLICE LOOK FOR FORGERY SUSPECT
1/G9/1983 BG51 ELKTON FIRM CHARGED IN BAD CHECK CASE
3/G9/1983 CG16 LEGISLATORS APPROVE $2G CHARGE
4/15/1983 CGll DCI TRACKS NO-ACCOUNT CHECK WRITERS
7/05/1983 C052 NEW LAW ALLOWS $2G CHARGE ON BAD CHECKS
8/20/1983 B042 MAN FACES CHARGES OF FORGING CHECKS
9/07/1983 C051 MAN CHARGED WITH CASHING FORGED CHECKS
9/09/1983 C015 MAN CHARGED WITH CASHING FORGED CHECKS
2/01/1984 CG31 MAN WILL FACE CHARGE THAT HE FORGED CHECKS
.'4/14/1,984 G043. SUPREME.X0URT UPHOLDS. BAD-CHECK CONVICTION
10/07/1984 E015 SERV-A-CHECK OPENS FIFTH OFFICE IN STATE
5/29/1985 AG64 SOME BAD CHECKS IGNORED (L)
7/24/1985 A081 *PROSECUTORS CHANGE BAD CHECK POLICY
8/01/1985 A084 BAD CHECKS A BIG PROBLEM (L)
8/20/1985 A062 CHECK PROGRAM COULD HELP (L)
12/14/1985 coil LACK OF COOPERATION THWARTS BAD CASES
1/18/1986 C021 SENATE OK*S BILL TO CHANGE BAD CHECK LAW
6/05/1986 C023 POLICE SEEK MAN ON BAD CHECK CHARGE
7/18/1987 C041 OREGON MAN TO BE TRIED IN CHECK-WRITING CASE
11/05/1987 C014 CHECKS SHOW UP
11/26/1987 C021 COUPLE PLEAD INNOCENT TO BAD CHECK CHARGES
4/08/1988 C012 CHECK SCAM NETS FORGER $1,750
9/04/1988 EG12 ^eKEEP YOUR EYE ON THE SCRAWL
8/17/1989 CGll lOWAN FINED $1,5GG FOR CHECK CHARGES
1/24/199G CG41 SENATE PASSES BAD CHECK BILL
7/12/199G CGll SF WOMAN SENTENCED FOR FORGERY
8/G3/199G AG12 *CON MEN BILK BANKS, MERCHANTS
8/G3/199G CG35 JOURNALIST AGREES TO FACE BAD CHECK CHARGE
8/16/199G CGll TEEN ARRESTED IN CHECK SCHEME
8/16/199G CG12 SF, KANSAS CHECK SCHEMES RELATED
8/23/199G CG12 MAN INDICTED IN BANK FRAUD SCHEME
8/25/199G CGll MAN ALLEGEDLY WROTE BAD CHECKS TO JEWELER
9/1G/199G CG82 KNEW MACHINE OFFERS CHECK ON CHECKS
1G/G7/199G DG12 CHECK WRITING TAKES BAD BOUNCE
1G/12/199G CG21 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHECK CHARGES
1/G4/1991 CGll 3 PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO CHECK FORGERY
l/lG/1991 A012 THE STATE MADE ME DO IT
3/27/1991 CG33 WOMAN GETS 18 MONTHS FOR WRITING BAD CHECKS
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CHECOTS DON
CHEERLEADERS
CHEESE
CHEESEMAN CRAIG
CHEEVERvHERBv. ,
CHEEVER LYLE
CHEF'S EDGE
CHEFS
CHELATION
CHEM-NUCLEAR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/18/1991 coil VIRGINIA MAN GIVEN 6 MONTHS IN SCAMS
7/21/1991 C031 MAN FACES 6 MONTHS IN CHECK FORGERY CASE
10/03/1991 A081 HOUSE SHOULD DROP CHECK-CASHING PERK (ED)
1/05/1992 FOll SEARCH UNCOVERS $10,000 IN CHECKS
2/07/1992 C031 GROUP REMAIN FIRM ON BAD CHECK FINE
3/11/1992 A081 RELEASE FULL LIST OF CHECK-BOUNCERS (ED)
3/13/1992 C012 SD LAWMAKERS--CHECKBOOKS BALANCE
8/05/1992 B062 XCHECK-CASHING SERVICE GAMBLES WITH CLIENTELE
10/15/1992 B0A6 HAAR BUGS DASCHLE ON CHECKS
12/15/1992 B021 INDIANA MAN TO HEAD SD PUBLIC TELEVISION
4/0A/1984 C115 *HARR1SBURG TEAM WINS CONTEST
2/13/1985 B071 CHEERLEADING WINNERS NAMED
5/29/1985 B013 ^SOMETHING TO CHEER ABOUT
6/11/1986 B016 *CHEERLEAD1NG CAMP AT AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
5/2A/1987 B013 CHEERLEADER'S DEATH PROMPTS RESTRICTIONS
1/23/1988 coil CHEERLEADING CONTEST TODAY
6/09/1988 C012 *G1VE ME AN 'A'
11/12/1989 A016 CHEERLEADERS AT SDSU STRIKE FOR R-E-S-P-E-C-t
11/19/1989 AOll SDSU CHEERS SOUND AGAIN
11/22/1989 coil SDSU CHEERLEADERS, SCHOOL RESOLVE FEUD
12/19/1989 A081 TEAM NEEDS CHEERLEADERS (L)
1/25/1990 C022 WEST CENTRAL BOARD SETS LIMITS FOR CHEERS
9/20/1990 B012 KLINCOLN HIGH CHEERLEADER TO PERFORM IN NEW YORK
1/17/1991 C031 STATE CHEERLEADING TOURNAMENT JANUARY 26
1/28/1991 B031 WATERTOWN CHEERLEADERS TAKE TOP HONORS
10/20/1991 F012 5CCHEERLEAD1NG REQUIRES MORE THAN JUST PEP
1/18/1992 BOAS 5CLAKER GIRLS DANCE INTO SF
8/19/1992 B012 *THE ART OF CHEERLEADING
12/09/1992 C033 CHEERLEADERS SCARCE IN SD
%YT2/1982 COSr GIVEAWAY TO BEGIN THIS MONTH
1/19/1982 coil SURPLUS CHEESE DISTRIBUTION STARTS
12/03/1982 C071 MINERVA'S TESTING CHEESE MARKET
4/21/1983 B021 GOVT GIVEAWAY ADDS FREE PROTEIN TO DIET
4/28/1983 A012 COORDINATOR ASSAILS PLAN
7/13/1983 A012 0FF1C1AL--N0 ABUSE IN CHEESE GIVEAWAY
6/02/1984 C041 COMMODITY GIVEAWAYS WILL BEGIN JUNE 16
9/01/1985 C013 KBORDER BATTLE BREWS OVER CHEESE PLANT
2/10/1986 B025 FIGHT FOR SLICE OF CHEESE FACTORY
5/09/1986 C022 NEBRASKA FIRM LOSES SD GRANT
3/15/1987 C025 BROTHERS GET STATE BUSINESS AWARD
11/30/1988 C012 J6CHEESE PLANT OWNER'S INTENT DISPUTED
12/03/1988 C012 INGREDIENT NOT ON USDA LIST, WITNESS SAYS
12/07/1988 C015 LAWYER ALLOWED CHEESE PLANT'S COVER-UP
12/09/1988 C012 CHEESE PRODUCER DEFENDS TACTICS
12/14/1988 C015 CHEESE PLANT CASE MAY BE DECIDED
12/15/1988 A012 VERDICT IN CHEESE TR1AL--GU1LTY
3/03/1989 A015 CHEESE FIRM, OWNER EACH FINED
8/31/1990 D082 *SD CHEESE PLANT MAKING WHEY TO TOP
1/08/1987 D031 ^(CHEESEMAN, HANSON SHOOTING FOR MOON
11/,14/1983 :iB021. STATE HIGHER EDUCATION DETERIORATING
3/13/1990 C023*SDSU PROFESSOR SEES CHINA CHANGE
3/13/1982 coil A CAMPSITE IS A CAMP SITE...
2/04/1987 B022 COURTHOUSE'S MYSTERY MURAL ARTIST
4/26/1992 N194 *CHEF'S EDGE OFFERS SHOPPERS GOURMET PRODUCTS
4/21/1988 B012 *CHEFS CREATE A FEAST FOR FUND-RAISING
4/25/1988 coil CHEF'S FEAST NETS NEARLY $14,000
4/06/1991 A056 FLAVOR FESTIVAL
4/27/1992 C012 ^GOURMET FEAST BENEFITS CHARITY
12/10/1991 C031 CHELATION MEETING SCHEDULED WEDNESDAY
1/29/1992 C032 HOUSE OK'S CHELATION TREATMENT BILL
2/04/1992 A086 S DAKOTANS HAVE RIGHT TO CHOOSE CHELATION (L)
2/16/1992 A093 LAWMAKERS SHOULDN'T OK ARTERY TREATMENT (L)
2/18/1992 A086 CHELATION THERAPY OPTION IS NEEDED (L)
2/21/1992 C012 *B1LL TO ALLOW CHELATION ON ITS WAY TO GOVERNOR
2/25/1992 A091 CHELATION THERAPY GOOD, LESS COSTLY (L)
3/14/1992 C016 MICKELSON VETOES ARTERY TREATMENT, SELF-DEFENSE
3/22/1992 AlOl MEDICAL BOARD PURPOSELESS (PIERRE CAPITAL JOURNAL)
7/19/1992 FOll CHELATION TESTIMONY TO BE HEARD AUGUST 12
8/13/1992 B022 MEDICAL BOARD WEIGHS CHELATION RULING
11/03/1992 A065 WORK FOR ACCEPTANCE OF CHELATION THERAPY (L)
SEE RADIOACTIVE WASTES
7/13/1984 C012 CHEM-NUCLEAR MISSES DEADLINE ON REPORT
7/28/1984 D014 CHEM-NUCLEAR DISPUTES ARTICLE
8/17/1984 C053 CHEM-NUCLEAR COMPLETES SURVEY
8/22/1984 D015 CHEM-NUCLEAR REJECTS CHARGES
9/02/1984 C061 CHEM-NUCLEAR PUSHES CAUSE AT FAIR
9/15/1984vC015 CHEM-NUCLEAR OFFICIAL SAYS COMPANY CLEAR
11/09/1984 coil RESULTS DON'T SUPRISE OFFICIAL
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CHEM-NUCLEAR
CHEMICAL ABUSE
I2/1A/198A C031
1/13/1985 B0A3
2/10/1985 CG81
3/11/1985 coil
A/01/1985 BOll
A/06/1985 coil
A/06/1985 C013
A/09/1985 AlOA
A/09/1985 B03A
A/12/1985 C013
A/2A/1985 B021
A/25/1985 coil
A/26/1985 C013
5/02/1985 A012
5/05/1985 AlOl
5/22/1985 A105
5/31/1985 C021
6/2A/1985 coil
7/02/1985 C033
7/0A/1985 A081
7/0A/1985 coil
7/20/1985 C031
7/26/1985 A08A
7/30/1985 C031
8/10/1985 C033
9/1A/1985 C015
11/05/1985 AlOl
11/21/1985 AOll
'^2/22/^ 9 8 9 AO12
8/09/1989 C02A
10/11/1990 COIA
2/27/1991 C012
A/30/1992 COIA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENC
CHEMICAL WEAPONS
CHEMICALS
10/02/1989 A081
1/31/1982
1/31/1982
2/03/1982
2/05/1982
2/15/1982
2/23/1982
2/2A/1982
3/07/1982
3/11/1982
3/27/1982
3/31/1982
A/0(l/1982
iA/02/1982'
A/n/1982
6/29/1982
7/08/1982
7/27/1982
7/30/1982
9/07/1982
10/11/1982
10/19/1982
12/26/1982
1/06/1983
1/09/1983
A/03/1983
A/21/1983
A/28/1983
5/05/1983
5/06/1983
5/07/1983
5/16/1983
6/07/1983
6/09/1983
6/11/1983
6/13/1983
7/08/1983
7/10/1983
7/17/1983
7/20/1983
'8/11/1983
8/27/1983
0011
DOll
C031
A015
COAl
C031
A012
B051
0015
COAl
AOll
A012
C021
BOll
BOAl
C071
B031
COAl
B0A2
A012
C061
C021
coil
B031
C061
C013
coil
coil
C035
BOAl
BOll
C032
coil
BOll
B035
C031
BOll
C032
coil
coil
A013
LAWMAKERS TO VISIT CHEM-NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
LEGISLATORS BEGIN CHEM-NUCLEAR TOUR
WON'T OPPOSE DAKOTA INTERSTATE COMPACT
CHEM-NUCLEAR WRANGLES OVER CALIFORNIA SITE
CHEM-NUCLEAR MEMO STRAYS TO ARGUS
PROPOSED WASTE SITE CONTAMINATED
DRAFTER ASKED CHEM-NUCLEAR FOR JOB
CHEM-NUCLEAR GETS ITS WAY (L)
CHEM-NUCLEAR TO AIR CONTAMINATION STUDY
CHEM-NUCLEAR DEFENDS PLAN
CHEM-NUCLEAR NAMES DISPOSAL SITE ENGINEER
SOUTH CAROLINA MAY CLOSE CHEM-NUCLEAR DUMP
WASHINGTON STATE ON DUMP WASTE
CHEM-NUCLEAR DENIES IT EYES ALTERNATE SITES
NUKE DUMP LOCATION DOESN'T CHANGE ISSUE (ED)
KEEP NUKE QUESTIONS ROLLING (L)
CHEM-NUCLEAR CONTAMINATION DEBATE GOES ON
CHEM-NUCLEAR CONSIDERS REGIONAL WYOMING SITE
CHEM-NUCLEAR FILES CHALLENGE TO WASTE VOTE
NUCLEAR WASTE FIRM SHOULD SHOW ITS HAND CED)
CHEM-NUCLEAR SINGING A DIFFERENT TUNE
CHEM-NUCLEAR TRIES AGAIN
BEWARE OF PETITION CHALLENGE (L)
GROUP WANTS TO FIGHT CHEM-NUKE SUIT
WANTS LAW'S WRITERS KEPT AWAY FROM SUIT
CHEM-NUCLEAR TELLS JUSTICES
STATE HAS ALTERNATIVE
CHEM-NUCLEAR DROPS EDGEMONT
SEE ALCOHOLISM, DRUGS, ALCOHOL & DRUGS
TREATMENT CENTER TRIES NEW COURSE
PEOPLE DRINK FOR FUN
STUDENTS CARRY THE TORCH AGAINST CHEMICAL ABUSE
COUNTY OK'S JAIL DRUG PROGRAM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM NEEDS TO EXPAND
SEE : CHEMICAL ABUSE
CHEMICAL WEAPONS TALK HYPOCRITICAL BUT WELCOME (ED)
SEE ALSO ACCIDENT CHEMICAL, NAMES OF CHEMICALS
KTHE STRANGE SAGA OF DEER CREED DR
3CF0RMALDEHYDE IS PERVASIVE HOUSEHOLD CHEM
CHEMICAL SPILL'S HARM INVESTIGATED
^(FORMALDEHYDE A DANGER ONLY FOR SOME
TESTS SHOW NO EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL SPILL
VAN TO CLEAN UP CHEMICALS READIED
SF INSULATORS SPLIT ON EFFECTS OF FOAM
RC HOMEOWNERS CONCERNED ABOUT INSULATION BAN
AIRTIGHT HOMES BRING POLLUTION PROBLEMS
LUNG DAMAGE SUIT SETTLED
5CGARRETS0N SAFE AFTER ACID SPILLS
3CWIND BLAMED IN GARRETSON ACID SPILL
GARRETSON SPILL SHOWS CRISIS SYSTEM WORKS (ED)
^FIREFIGHTERS BECOME STUDENTS
NEW POISON WILL HELP CONTROL SO PRAIRIE DOGS
SCHOOLS PASS ASBESTOS INSPECTION
BROOKINGS FORMALDEHYDE POISONING SUIT SETTLED
STATE TO CHECK FOR ACID RAIN IN AUGUST
SPANNAUS FOR COALITION AGAINST ACID RAIN
FORMALDEHYDE MAKING OFFICE WORKERS SICK, STUDY SAYS
RC BUILDING TO GET FRESH AIR
INEXPENSIVE TEST CAN REVEAL FORMALDEHYDE POLLUTION
LAWSUITS BLAME FORMALDEHYDE FOR HEALTH PROBLEMS
CONSUMERS NEED PROTECTION (L)
LAKE MADISON GROUP WANTS TO USE CHEMICALS
LAWSUIT CHARGES FORMALDEHYDE DAMAGES
STATE WANTS MONEY TO LIST WASTE SITES
FORMALDEHYDE LAWSUITS ANSWERED
CHARGES CONSIDERED IN FARM CHEM SPILLS
CHARGES CONSIDERED IN CHEM SPILL
STATE, FED OFFICIALS LEARN FROM SPILLS
DASCHLE WANTS BAN OF DIOXIN PRODUCTS
KCHEMICALS ON POOL DECK APPARENTLY BURN CHILD
PROPAGANDA LABEL ON ACID RAIN FILM IS SENSELESS
DASCHLE--DIOXIN EXPERT WORKS FOR CHEMICAL FIRM
MAN HOSPITALIZED AFTER CHAMBERLAIN AMMONIA LEAK
CHEMICALS AREN'T TAINTING THE HEALTHY TASTE OF SD
DISPENSES CHEMICALS WITHOUT DISCLOSING HAZARDS (L)
XLAKE SPRAYED WITH WEEDKILLER DESPITE PROTESTS
TOXIC TRACES IN CITY WATER. POSE .NO IMMEDIATE HAZARD
KCOUNTY TESTS WATER FOR TOXIC CHEMICALS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/29/1983 B041 AG OFFICIALS APPROVE CATERPILLAR CHEMICAL
9/01/1983 coil TEST FOR CHEMICALS MAY EXPAND TO COUNTY
9/09/1983 CQ21 CONTAMINATION CHECKS MAKE SENSE (ED)
9/27/1983 coil TOXIC CHEMICALS TAINT WELL
10/21/1983 coil NON TOXIC CHEMICALS FOUND IN CITY WATER
10/30/1983 BOll CHEMICALS THREATEN TO POLLUTE DRINKING WATER
10/31/1983 A012 ^FORMALDEHYDE LAWSUIT STILL UNRESOLVED
10/31/1983 A013 CHRONIC AILMENTS PERSIST 1 YEAR LATER
ll/lA/1983 BOAS COURTHOUSE WILL FIND OUT DANGER OF ASBESTOS
12/02/1983 C031 CITY MAY PURCHASE CHEMICAL DETECTION DEVICE
12/13/1983 C0A5 STATE WANTS STRYCHNINE DECISION REVERSED
1/08/198A C051 MADISON CHEMICAL SPILL HASN'T HARMED WATER
A/05/198A C031 EPA TO HELP WITH FIRE CLEANUP
A/13/198A C0A2 PRIVATE WELLS UNAFFECTED BY CHEMICALS
A/17/198A B051 HALF OF CHEMICALS FROM FIRE RECYCLABLE
A/20/198A C033 MAYOR BALKS AT JUNK FROM CHEMICAL FIRE
A/20/198A C035 LAND GROUP GETS PARTIAL OK FOR CHEMICALS
A/2A/198A B041 FIRST TRUCKLOAD OF CHEMICAL- WASTE LEAVE STATE
^/25/1984 D041 KEAN DISMISSES FORMALDEHYDE POISONING SUIT
'i/27/1984 COAl AGENCY WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS
5/01/198A C031 CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION GREATER THAN THOUGHT
5/05/198A D051 RESEARCH ON CONTAMINATED SOIL GETS OK
5/06/198A C061 OFFICIAL SAYS FUMIGANTS MUST BE USED
5/11/198A C062 CHEMICAL FIRE CLEANUP NEEDS $135,000 MORE
5/12/198A C0A2 OFFICIAL SAYS SPILLS OF CHEMICALS BEGAN BEFORE FIRE
5/19/198A C041 CHEMICAL CLEANUP WORK AT BROOKINGS STOPPED
6/14/1984 C041 TO STOP GOLD, SILVER PROCESSING OPERATION
7/11/1984 D031 BILL FOR BROOKINGS SPILL CONTINUES TO CLIMB
7/28/1984 D035 PERMISSION SOUGHT FOR SPECIAL CHEMICAL SPRAY
"'^8/08/1984 D031 EPA RETURNS TO BROOKINGS TO FINISH CLEANUP
8/23/1984 C035 BROOKINGS CHEMICAL CLEANUP NEARS COMPLETION
9/11/1984 B044 BUSINESSES OK PLAN FOR DUMPING
10/26/1984 C035 PRAIRIE DOG POISON STOLEN
11/21/1984 D031 AIRBORNE ASBESTOS IS BELOW FEDERAL LIMITS
12/01/1984 C031 TEST WELLS TO BE DRILLED AT CONTAMINATION
2/05/1985 coil FIREMEN CLEAN ACID SPILL
2/06/1985 C061 INJURIES FROM ACID CLEANUP
2/14/1985 C022 2 MEN INDICTED FOR STEALING PRAIRIE DOG POISON
6/07/1985 coil ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP TO REMOVE ASBESTOS
6/08/1985 C031 KIMBALL COUPLE GET DAMAGES FOR HOUSE FUMES
9/12/1985 C031 WALL CRASH KILLS 1, IGNITES CHEMICALS
11/12/1985 A012 *QUESTIONS ABOUT FARM CHEMICALS LINGER
4/07/1986 C021 MORE FARMERS CERTIFIED TO USE CHEMICALS
4/18/1986 C022 ARMY DEPOT NEAR IGLOO
5/07/1986 A014 MADISON FIRM DUMPS PLAN
5/10/1986 AlOl LET'S NOT RISK FOULING ENVIRONMENT
5/12/1986 A061 BUSINESS MISHANDLES DEVELOPMENT ATTEMPT (ED)
5/20/1986 DOll EXPERTS TO DISCUSS HEALTH HAZARDS OF PCB'S
5/21/1986 B015 ACID MIXTURE LEAKS FROM BUSINESS
</5/21/1986.B034 150 HEAR ABOUT PCB HAZARDS
6/17/1986 C021 AUTHORITIES APPEAL FOR RETURN OF CHEMICALS
7/10/1986 C033 HEARING ON PCB STORAGE TO BE IN CITY
8/08/1986 C024 POWER COOPERATIVE FOR PCB CLEANUP
8/27/1986 A015 KWENTWORTH WANTS PCB WASTE SITE
9/09/1986 C015 LAKE COUNTY RESIDENTS CALL FOR WASTE REGULATIONS
9/11/1986 A015 PCB FINES--3.9 MILLION
9/12/1986 coil PCB INCINERATOR WELCOME IN WENTWORTH
9/17/1986 B021 BUSINESS ABOVE REPROACH
9/21/1986 C021 PCB CLEANUP ON CAMPUS ALMOST COMPLETE
9/28/1986 C021 TOUGHER WASTE LAWS MAY BE NEEDED
9/29/1986 C021 WATER DISTRICT TO URGE CARE WITH WASTE DISPOSAL
10/05/1986 C016 FARMERS CAN STICK WITH LASSO
10/18/1986 C014 EAST RIVER POWER GETS PERMIT FOR SITE
10/25/1986 C016 POSSIBLE EXPLOSIVE BRINGS CALL FOR ACTION
10/30/1986 coil OFFERS TO DUMP WENTWORTH WASTE SITE
11/06/1986 C024 STATE TO INSPECT CHEMICAL SPILL
11/16/1986 A075 PROTECT STATE FROM PCB'S (L)
12/28/1986 C022 RURAL AREAS ON FARM CHEMICAL USE
1/11/1987 C021 ASBESTOS REMOVAL TO RAISE DEMOLITION COST
2/01/1987 C015 ^LEGISLATORS DISCUSS PCB BILL DURING COFFEE
2/18/1987 B025 BILL TO LIMIT PCB PLANTS KILLED
3/10/1987 C012 KCITY WRESTLES WITH PCB SPILL
3/12/1987 A012 AGENCIES MAY PAY TWICE FOR PCB CLEANUP
3/12/1987 C012 CITY TO SHIP TAINTED SOIL TO NEVADA
3/14/1987 coil CLEANUP BEGINS FOR PCB SPILL
3/21/1987 C012 WEATHER DELAYS CLEANUP
3/23/1987 CO12 CITY TO REGULATE CHEMICALS
3/24/1987 C021 WEATHER DELAYS SF PCB CLEANUP
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3/28/1987 C012
A/OA/1987 C015
A/05/1987 BG2A
5/20/1987 BG21
6/GA/1987 CG15
6/G4/1987 CGAl
6/G5/1987 CG21
6/G9/1987 CGll
6/1A/1987 CG21
7/G2/1987 CGll
7/G2/1987 CG21
7/2G/1987 CG16
7/26/1987 CG12
8/G5/1987 BG12
9/28/1987 AG81
1G/G8/1987 BG21
lG/lG/1987 CGAA
lG/15/1987 CG21
lG/21/1987 BGAA
ll/GA/1987 AG61
11/3G/1987 AG15
12/G4/1987 CG21
1/17/1988 EGll
1/27/1988 BG21
2/01/1988 BGll
3/05/1988 C012
7/14/1988 A012
7/15/1988 CG15
7/28/1988 CG21
«9=/l<9/a988"AG12
9/19/1988 AG41
9/20/1988 A121
9/29/1988 A036
10/10/1988 coil
12/15/1988 A033
12/15/1988 C015
1/13/1989 A012
1/15/1989 B061
3/12/1989 E012
3/17/1989 A015
4/15/1989 C024
4/16/1989 EOll
6/15/1989 C023
7/06/1989 A016
8/11/1989 AlOl
9/28/1989 C021
10/23/1989 BOll
11/25/1989 C016
1/04/1990 A015
1/05/1990 C031
1/22/1990:'A083
2/01/1990 C015
2/22/1990 C012
2/24/1990 coil
3/10/1990 A083
4/07/1990 A083
4/11/1990 coil
5/01/1990 D062
6/16/1990 C032
8/20/1990 A081
10/02/1990 A012
10/07/1990 EOll
10/08/1990 B033
3/27/1991 A012
5/17/1991 C012
6/01/1991 C036
7/20/1991 C031
7/26/1991 A086
8/21/1991 C012
12/17/1991 A012
3/07/1992 C035
3/10/1992 C032
3/15/1992 F032
3/20/1992 CG33
3/24/1992 C015
6/22/1992 C016
7/01/1992 A014
7/01/1992 A024
*CREW CLEANS TOXIC SPILL, TESTS SOIL
*TOXIC SPILL
CEMENT SITE FACES PCB VIOLATIONS
ORDINANCE REQUIRES CHEMICAL DISCLOSURE
FAMILY FORCED TO LEAVE HOME
FIRMS MUST REPORT HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
WATER WORRIES STOP CLEANUP OF FERTILIZER SPILL
HOMESTAKE PIPE LEAKS EFFLUENT
STATE TO INVESTIGATE RELEASE OF LIQUID FERTILIZER
CHEMICALS TO BE TOPIC OF SHOW
SECOND SPILL REPORTED FROM HOMESTAKE PIPE
COMPLIANCE SPOTTY ON CHEMICAL LAW
DEER CREEK HEALTH SCARE LEGACY
BURNING OIL PROMPTS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
AGENT ORANGE KEEPS SOILING NATIONAL IMAGE (ED) w
DEADLINE NEARS FOR REPORTING OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
HURT BY TOXIC CHEMICAL FROM OATS
BILL ALLOWS AGENT ORANGE PAYMENTS
ASBESTOS-REMOVAL PLANS COULD COST §2 MILLION
PEOPLE SHOULD LEARN ABOUT CHEMICALS (L)
ASBESTOS MAY COST SCHOOLS OVER $2 MILLION
FARMERS MUST REPORT HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
RESTRICTED CHEMICALS ARE TOPIC OF CLASSES
BILL WOULD CHARGE FIRMS FOR CHEMICAL SPILLS
EPA PLANS TESTING IN WENTWORTH
TO CHECK CATHOLIC SCHOOLS FOR ASBESTOS
TOXIC CHEMICALS FOUND AT WILLIAMS FARM
WILLIAMS SETTLEMENT STIPULATES CLEANUP AT FACILITY
EXPERTS CLEAN UP TOXIC SPILL IN ABERDEEN
^CONTAMINATION REMAINS A PROBLEM IN BRUCE
STUDIES COUNTED ON TO FILL KNOWLEDGE VOID
DRINKING WATER MUST BE PROTECTED (ED)
SENATE OK'S PESTICIDE LAW CHANGE
STRYCHNINE USE BANNED IN BAIT
SOUTH DAKOTA AMONG THOSE WITH PESTICIDE PROBLEMS
ASBESTOS REMOVAL TO COST $100 MILLION
HARTFORD WATER SHOWS HIGH LEAD LEVELS
CHEMICALS FOUND IN TURNER COUNTY WATER
36CONTRACTORS JITTERY OVER SAFETY RULES
ACID FOUND IN SEWAGE
MADISON GROUP OPPOSES PLAN FOR PCB SITE
EPA OFFERS FREE CHEMICAL WORKSHOP
WATERWAYS GET A CLEAN BILL OF HEALTH
STATE ASKS EPA TO SEE IF DEATH TIED TO TRI-STATE
RULES PROTECTING ENVIRONMENT NEED TUNING (ED)
DANGEROUS LAB CHEMICALS SAFELY DETONATED
EXPLOSIVE CHEMICAL FOUND AT SCHOOL
LAWRENCE COUNTY OFFICES BEING MOVED
VA DUMPS CHEMICALS
^CHEMICAL; PROBLEMS CORRECTED LAST YEAR
DON'T-SPRAY DITCHES (L)
BATTERY ACID SPILL CLOSES INTERSTATE 29
XCHEMICAL SPILL NOT HAZARDOUS
CHEMICAL SPILL MAY BE HAZARDOUS
EDUCATE KIDS ABOUT DANGERS OF CHEMICALS (L)
BEWARE OF CHEMICAL SPRAYS (L)
CHEMICAL SPILL FORCES STUDENTS TO MOVE
KCUSTOM APPLICATORS ARE GROWING TREND
CHEMICAL TAX WOULD FUND WASTE PROGRAMS
KEEP UP WAR AGAINST CHEMICAL WEAPONS (ED)
^PROTECTION AGAINST CHEMICALS
LAWMAKERS TO STUDY CHEMICAL HAZARDS
CHEMICAL WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED THIS MONTH
FARM SUBSIDIES ENCOURAGE CHEMICAL USE
SOUTH DAKOTA'S TOXIC POLLUTION GROWS
STATE URGES MINE OFFICIALS TO WATCH POND LEVELS
CHEMICAL IDENTIFIED, SOURCE UNKNOWN
POISON THAT IS NOT SPILLED IS SPRAYED (L)
FIRM SET TO HAUL CITY'S MEDICAL WASTE
*DRUG-FREE HOGS FIT NICHE
STATE OFFICIALS PROBING MITCHELL CHEMICAL SUPPLY
DANGEROUS DUST AT TOXIC PLAYGROUND
MITCHELL POLICE--CHILDREN DIDN'T PLAY IN CHEMICALS
CITY WORKERS NOT CONTAMINATED BY CHEMICALS
TOXIC PAST HAUNTS MITCHELL WAREHOUSE
PETITION FILED TO STOP PINE RIDGE SPRAYING
COMPUTER TO HELP SF RESPOND TO SPILL
PROPONENT--ETHANOL A LESSER THREAT
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CHEMISTRY
CHENEY DICK
CHENEY JULIAN
CHENIER C J
CHERKASSKY SHURA
CHERRINGTON CRAIG
CHERRY lONE
CHERRY ROCK PARK
CHESS
CHESTER,SD
CHESTNUTT VIC
CHEXTRA CARD
CHEYENNE RIVER SIO
CHEYENNE WEST SIOU
CHHEN YUY
CHI-CHI'S
CHIANG MONALISA
CHICKEN POX
CHICOINE FERN
CHICOINE JOHN
CHICOINE LISA
CHICOINE ROLAND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/30/1992 B016 CHEMICAL COLLECTING PICKS UP
11/30/1992 B016 DROP-OFFS PLANNED
5/23/1986 BOll ^STUDENT CREATES LASER
10/19/1987 A123 *GIVE CHEMISTRY A BAD NAME
3/05/1990 B012 KCLASS LINKS SCIENCE TO EVERYDAY LIFE
5/0A/1992 C012 KCHEMISTRY STUDENTS SOLVE FICTITIOUS CRIME
8/06/1992 B021 DICK CHENEY TO SPEAK AT RAPID CITY MEETING
3/27/1982 C051 KCHENEY RUNS FOR LANDS COMMISSIONER POST
9/17/1982 A012 XSD POLITICIAN FIGHTING FOR HIS LIFE
10/15/1982 B023 *MINNEHAHA CANDIDATES ANSWER. 2 QUESTIONS
10/2A/1982 C061 ^CHENEY FACES MORE THAN 1 OPPONENT
11/10/1982 C041 JULIAN CHENEY PREPARES TO HEAD LAND COMMISSION
12/30/1982 D032 CHENEY TO BE SWORN IN EARLY
l/OA/1983 C016 KCHENEY SWORN IN BEFORE RESUMING CANCER TREATMENT
1/17/1983 A012 KSTATE COMMISSIONER CHENEY DIES OF CANCER
1/18/1983 B015 PUBLIC LANDS OFFICE RUNS WITHOUT COMMISSIONER
1/18/1983 B021 *CHENEY-'S.:courage; EXAMPLE FOR all ;SOUTH, DAKOTANS(ED)
1/19/1983 D031 LAWMAKERS TO ATTEND FUNERAL
1/21/1983 B034*FAREWELL TO CHENEY
8/18/1992 D013 KCHENIER BRINGS ZYDECO SOUND TO CITY
5/13/1989 A052XWORLD-CLASS PIANIST BRINGS TALENTS TO CITY
10/28/1990 E012 KSHOP OWNER A PORTRAIT OF PERSISTANCE
6/20/1990 C012 KCAR CRASHING INTO HER HOUSE
10/02/1990 C012 5CGAZEB0 BEING BUILT
1/12/1982 A082 SIOUX FALLS CHESS TOURNAMENT
8/05/1984 F052 LAWYERS STRIVING TO BECOME 1ST CHESS MASTERS
5/03/1990 coil CITY STUDENTS PLACE AT CHESS TOURNEY
5/19/1992 D012 *CHESS DRAWS MIXED GROUP TO LOCAL CLUB
1/04/1988 A012 *THE WELCOME MAT IS ALWAYS OUT
3/27/1989 A012 KLAKE TRADE A GOOD CATCH FOR CHESTER
8/01/1989 C012 CHESTER SCHOOL BOND ON BALLOT TODAY
1/11/1990 D0623CGOURMET POPCORN POPPIN' KEEPS RETIRED
8/10/1992 A015 *TORNADO HITS AMMONIA TANK, DESTROYS BUILDINGS
8/11/1992 A012 PRESIDENTS ANXIOUS TO START REPAIRING THEIR CITY
8/11/1992 A021 TOXIC LEAK DIFFICULT TO SEAL--OFFICIAL
8/11/1992 A023 PRESIDENTS RETURN TO 'A MESS'
8/18/1992 B012 PEVERYDAY IS CLEANING DAY IN CHESTER
11/28/1992 B026 ROADSIDE STORE OPENS IN CHESTER
11/17/1992 D012 PCHESTNUTT ROASTS HIMSELF WITH FUN, SAD SONGS
9/12/1990 D082 DEBIT CARD WORKS LIKE CHECKS
3/29/1991 A016 MICKELSON CALLS ISABEL BUSINESS CLOSING SETBACK
3/30/1991 C031 TRIBAL JUDGE ALLOWS BUSINESSES TO REOPEN
4/06/1991 C031 BAR REOPENS UNDER RULING
6/27/1991 C012 PROJECT NEEDS CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX SUPPORT
9/23/1991 B031 CHEYENNE SIOUX TRiBE BUILDING NEW JAIL
11/24/1991 £045 TRIBAL CHAIRMAN THREATENS TO SUE STATE OVER CASINO
4/19/1992 B022 IOWA PROFESSOR NAMED TO TRIBAL APPEALS COURT
4/26/1992 F024 SIOUX ELDERS OPPOSE NEW CASINO PROPOSAL
4/29/1992 D012 PTRIBE TO ENFORCE FISHING RIGHTS
.5/03/1992,0025 TRIBE WANTS INSTITUTE TO RETURN DINOSAUR FOSSILS
5/06/1992 C021 TRIBAL COURT NAMES NEW COURT JUSTICE
5/07/1992 C021 IOWA LAW PROFESSOR NAMED TRIBAL JUSTICE
5/09/1992 A015 TRIBE STALLS CASINO SUIT
5/14/1992 C025 SUIT CONFUSES TALKS WITH TRIBE
5/17/1992 F025 TRIBE MAY DROP COMPLAINT OVER FOSSILS
8/05/1992 AlOl PCHEYENNE RIVER TRIBE--CONSTITUTION ISN'T FOR THEM
8/08/1992 B021 STATE, TRIBE SIGN HIGHWAY AGREEMENT
9/01/1992 B024 TRIBE--FOSSIL HUNTERS UNWELCOME
9/11/1992 B012 CHEYENNE TRIBE MAY SWAP CASINO FOR GARBAGE DUMP
9/23/1992 B021 EPA AWARDS GRANTS TO CHEYENNE SIOUX
10/06/1992 B022 COURT TO HEAR SD TRIBAL LAND CASE
3/28/1992 ,C031 APPEALS COURT WON'T RECONSIDER TRIBAL LAND CARE
11/28/1990 A014 PRESTAURANT OWNER SLAIN, MAN CHARGED
11/29/1990 A013 PMOTIVE UNKNOWN IN KILLING
12/06/1990 C012 PFAMILY WANTS TO KEEP CHHEN DREAM ALIVE
12/07/1990 C012 JURY--ROBBERY MOTIVE FOR KILLING
4/11/1991 C012 JUDGE REFUSES REQUEST FOR VICTIM!S TAX RECORDS
4/12/1991 A015 LAWYERS ASK TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE IN SLAYING
8/19/1992 Bdl4 PMARGARITA MANIA
2/07/1991 B012 PNEEDLEWORK BRINGS CALM TO WOMAN'S LIFE
1/09/1988 C016 CHICKEN POX CASES BREAK OUT IN CITY
5/02/1990 A012 PCHICKEN POX TOUGH ON PARENTS, CHILDREN
9/25/1990 C033 PUNION COUNTY MUSEUM FINDS HOME
12/18/1982 C023 BOARD TRIES TO STOP UNTRAINED
1/11/1992 C035 JUSTICES OVERTURN LESBIAN'S CHILD VISITATION
4/08/1982 D031 PCHICOINE SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
H.4/03/1984.,B051vWILLiRUN~FOR REttELECTION TO STATE HOUSE
9/24/1985 coil CHICOINE--AG GROUP GOT WRONG PERSON
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CHIEF EAGLE HOMER
CHILD 8 PARENT
CHILD ABUSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/29/1986 C015 LAWMAKER EYES BLACKJACK PLAN
9/27/1988 C015 KTO PROPOSE MAKING DAKOTA STATE A JUNIOR COLLEGE
3/20/1990 coil ELK POINT'S CHICOINE WILL SEEK RE-ELECTION
1/08/1992 C032 *HUNDREDS DEBATE IDEAS FOR CHANGES
3/12/1992 C031 CHICOINE SAYS HE'S CANDIDATE
6/07/1992 A115 'SILLY IDEAS' BORN IN CLUBHOUSE CD
8/12/1986 A012 ^INDIAN'S CASE TYPIFIES PROBLEM
10/05/1989 A015 KFROM THIEF TO BEGGARMAN
SEE PARENT 8 CHILD
2/19/1982 C051 BILL MAKES MOLESTING RELATIVES A CRIME
A/13/1982 A015 HE WON'T BELIEVE HIS GIRL'S DEAD
10/31/1982 COAl CHILD ABUSE CENTER GIVES SDSU AID
12/02/1982 C023 MOTHER APPALLED BY HUMAN MUTILATION CD
12/03/1982 C081 BABY SITTER CONVICTED OF CHILD ABUSE
1/22/1983 B021CHILDABUSE CONTRIBUTIONS CITED CD
1/23/1983 C08r BILLSFOR STATE MONEY STOPPING CHILD ABUSE r
1/29/1983 A095 'BUBBYLONIAN ENCOUNTER' A SUCCESS CD
2/01/1983 B051 FORUM ON CHILD ABUSE STARTS TODAY
2/16/1983 C031 CHILD MOLESTING HEARING MARCH 7
2/19/1983 B051 HEARING SET IN CHILD BEATING--CUSTER
A/12/1983 BOll COUPLE FACES CHILD ABUSE SENTENCE
A/23/1983 C031 COUPLE SENTENCED FOR ABUSING INFANT SON
5/03/1983 BOll CUSTER CITIZENS TAPE DONAHUE SHOW
5/2A/1983 C012 PARENTS SHOULD GET SECOND CHANCE WITH BABY
8/06/1983 BOll COURT WON'T GIVE CHILD BACK TO ABUSIVE PARENTS
8/10/1983 BOAl CHILD PROTECTION COUNCIL SPONSORS WORKSHOP
8/12/1983 coil SEXUAL ABUSE--MORE PEOPLE ARE REPORTING IT
, 8/lA/i983(DOll XCHILD .ABUSE--BREAKING THE VICIOUS CYCLE
8/15/1983 A071*REPORTS OF SEXUAL CHILD ABUSE INCREASING
8/16/1983 A051 36REPORTING CHILD ABUSE HELPS ENTIRE FAMILY
8/16/1983 A051KCOURTS MAY TAKE CHILDREN FROM PARENTS WHO ABUSE
8/17/1983 BOll 36GROUPS EXTEND A HELPING HAND TO ABUSIVE PARENTS
8/17/1983 BOIA ADVOCATES PROTECT DEFENSELESS CHILDREN
8/23/1983 C071 BLACKHAWK WOMAN'S ARRAIGNMENT WILL BE SOON
9/10/1983 B015 JOB IS DESIGNED TO HELP KIDS
9/13/1983 B0A6 STATE APPEALS RULINGS
lO/lA/1983 A012 SCHOOLS URGED TO JOIN STATE'S WAR ON ABUSE
10/25/1983 coil POLICE INVESTIGATE CHILD MOLESTATION
10/27/1983 B05A 'CONFERENCE CALL' TOPIC CHILD ABUSE
10/31/1983 C015 *CHILD SEX ABUSE ISN'T RARE CASE
12/19/1983 C031 ABUSED, ABUSERS NEED ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS
12/20/1983 C035 MAN ADMITTED SHAKING BOY WHO DIED
12/21/1983 C072 MAN DENIES BATTERING CHILD
1/27/198A C051 PANEL WANTS REFORM IN TESTIMONY
1/31/198A B031 BILL EASES RULES FOR COURT TESTIMONY BY ABUSED
2/0A/198A B031 ABUSER MAY BE REQUIRED TO PAY VICTIM'S COST
2/15/198A DOAl PANEL OKS CHILDREN'S TRUST
2/27/198A B056 EVERY CLASSROOM HAS ABUSED CHILD
(3/17/1984 s^G052'iRULES ;SET (FOR ABUSE CASES
4/05/1984 B055 CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH
4/18/1984 DOll TESTIMONY IN CHILD SEX ABUSE CASES
4/23/1984 A022 REPORTS OF CHILD ABUSE UP IN SIOUX FALLS
5/07/1984 B013 SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN RISING
5/25/1984 A015 MITCHELL NURSERY PROBED FOR ABUSE
5/30/1984 D045 SOCIAL SERVICES REVOKES DAY CARE LICENSE
6/01/1984 C036 MAN RECEIVES 3-YEAR SENTENCE IN BEATING DEATH
6/17/1984 coil CHILD MOLESTERS NEED TREATMENT, NOT JAIL
6/17/1984 C051 CUSTER MAN FOUND GUILTY OF CHILD ABUSE
7/04/1984 D023 CHILD ABUSERS NEED HELP OUTSIDE PRISON (L)
7/29/1984 A012 CHILD SEX ABUSE NO LONGER IS A SECRET
7/29/1984 GOll PROFILE--ABUSER
7/29/1984 G014 PROFILE--ABUSED
7/29/1984 G016 NOT ALL CHILD ABUSERS ADULTS
7/29/1984 G035 ABOUT THIS SERIES
7/30/1984 A015 *CHILD SEX OFFENDERS IN STATE
'7/30/1984 BOll ^RUNNING AWAY IS ONLY CHOICE FOR SOME
7/30/1984 BOll ^DECIDING PUNISHMENT ISN'T EASY
7/31/1984 A012 SEX ABUSE PROBLEM HAS NO SIMPLE SOLUTION
7/31/1984 A051 HERE'S READING LIST ON PREVENTION
7/31/1984 A055 SD LAWS ON ABUSE ARE CHANGING
7/31/1984 B021 EDUCATION WILL HELP US (ED)
7/31/1984 B021 HELP WAITING IN SF (L)
7/31/1984 B033 JUDGE DELAYS CHILD ABUSE CASE
8/03/1984 C024 ABUSE STORY RAISES QUESTIONS (L)
8/09/1984 C024 THERAPY WOULD HELP VICTIMS (L)
•"8/3071984"C094"PROGRAM ADDRESSES CHILD"ABUSE
9/02/1984 C031 *SD INCEST CASE
9/05/1984 A015 CHILD RAPIST GETS 45 YEARS
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9/07/198A C034 JUDGE GRANTS REQUEST FOR DELAY
9/08/198A B012 COMMUNITY ACTION NEEDED TO END ABUSE
9/09/198A CO-il VICTIMS NEED HELP PROGRAMS
9/16/198A GOll FIGHT AGAINST CHILD ABUSE
9/17/198A Alll SERIES FRANKLY EXPLAINS CHILD ABUSE
9/17/198A AlAl KTAKE TIME OUT FOR SERIES ON ABUSE
9/20/198A C012 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN SEXUAL ABUSE CASE
10/02/198'i BOll CITY MAN CHARGED WITH FELONY CHILD ABUSE
10/06/198'i coil MAN FACES TRIAL FOR ABANDONING INFANT
10/Q6/198A CGA3 HEARINGS IN SEX ABUSE CONVICTION
10/25/198A con JURY ACQUITS CITY MAN OF CHILD MOLESTATION
1Q/25/198A CGAl NEGLECT CAN SCAR A CHILD
11/16/198A CG15 OFFICIAL FINED FOR NOT REPORTING ABUSE
11/2A/198A BG21 EXPERTS SHOW A LACK OF SENSE CED)
12/01/198A CGll 19-YEAR-OLD GUILTY OF CHILD MOLESTATION
12/23/1984 DGll ^WEIGHT OF DECISION IN CHILD ABUSE CASE
12/31/1984 BGIT CHILD SEXUAL ABUSERS TOOK A BEATING IN '84
1/11/1985 CG41 YMCA WILL OFFER PLAY ABOUT CHILD ABUSE
1/16/1985 CG41 ABUSE GROUP WILL BE ORGANIZED HERE TONIGHT
2/G7/1985 CG71 CHILD-CARE STUDY GETS A BOOST
2/22/1985 CGll CANTON TEACHER QUITS AFTER PARENTS ACCUSE HER
2/23/1985 CG31 TEACHER SOUGHT TO HELP CHILDREN LEARN
2/27/1985 CG12 WOMAN PLEADS NO CONTEST IN ABUSE
4/G4/1985 CG21 BABY SITTER CHARGED WITH CHILD ABUSE
4/G9/1985 BGll WOMAN SAYS BOY MOLESTED HER TWO SONS
4/13/1985 AG82 PROBLEM CREATES PROBLEM (L)
5/G4/1985 CG21 PINE RIDGE MAN CHARGED IN BOY'S DEATH
5/G9/1985 CG21 BABY SITTER PLEADS GUILTY TO FELONY CHILD ABUSE
: .6/G7/1985 CG16 INJURIES TELL MUCH ABOUT ABUSE CASES
8/27/1985 BGll KABUSE AT HOME
9/14/1985 Alll PROGRAM ON CHILD SEX ABUSE TODAY
IG/G5/i985 CG21 MAN GETS 8 YEARS FOR INJURING HIS DAUGHTER
1G/G5/1985 CG31 HORROR STORIES ABOUT ABUSE
lG/12/1985 AG91 BUSINESSES THANKED FOR SUPPORT (L)
11/15/1985 CG31 2 HONORED FOR WORK TO PREVENT CHILD ABUSE
11/3G/1985 CG25 MONEY AVAILABLE TO GROUPS TO FIGHT CHILD ABUSE
12/1G/1985 CG15 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHILD SEX CHARGES
2/15/1986 CG13 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO SEXUAL CONTACT WITH CHILD
2/27/1986 CG12 WOMAN PLEADS NO CONTEST IN ABUSE
3/1G/1986 BG42 TEACHERS AFTER CHILD ABUSE REPORTED
3/13/1986 BG16 MAN FACES CHARGES IN CHILD'S DEATH
3/21/1986 CG15 REDFIELD MAN CHARGED IN STEPCHILD'S DEATH
3/26/1986 BG35 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN INFANT'S DEATH
4/27/1986 NG51 (FINANCE) 3CABUSE EXPERT WANTS PARENTS TO SEEK HELP
5/G1/1986 CG21 COURT TO DECIDE IF MINISTERS VIOLATED LAW
5/28/1986 CG21 WIFE TESTIFIES IN HUSBANDS MURDER TRIAL
6/G7/1986 AG51 ADOPTION BREAKS ABUSE CYCLE
7/G1/1986 CGll TOT'S DEATH LEADS TO FELONY CHILD ABUSE
7/19/1986 .CG41 OFFICIALS DON'T HAVE TO REPORT ABUSE
" 772671986''^ LAWS CAUSE UNHEEDED SUFFERING
8/21/1986 AG81 *SOCIETY MUST PROTECT INNOCENT VICTIMS
9/G2/1986 AG84 PROTECT FALSELY ACCUSED (L)
9/G3/1986 BGll CITY MAN CHARGED IN RAPE OF 5-YEAR-OLD GIRL
9/G3/1986 BGll FEDERAL GRAND JURY HANDS UP SEVERAL INDICTMENTS
11/G8/1986 CG21 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO DEATH OF STEPDAUGHTER
11/25/1986 CG74 PLAY EXPLAINS MOLESTATION TO CHILDREN
12/3G/1986 AG83 MANY INNOCENT PEOPLE ACCUSED OF CHILD ABUSE (L)
1/29/1987 CG21 MAN SENTENCED TO 4G YEARS FOR BEATING DEATH
2/1G/1987 CG25 COURT AFFIRMS SODOMY RULING
3/G5/1987 AG12 36ABUSE REPORTS DOUBLED IN SD
3/11/1987 CGll BODY FOUND--MOTHER HELD
3/12/1987 CG15 MOTHER TO BE CHARGED IN DEATH
3/13/1987 CGll EXPOSURE RULED IN BABY'S DEATH
3/14/1987 CGll HEARING SET FOR WOMAN
3/2G/1987 CG21 COURT WON'T OVERTURN CHILD ABUSE CONVICTION
3/28/1987 AG83 WOMAN SHOULDN'T BE BLAMED (L)
4/G2/1987 CGll MOTHER'S TRIAL RESET FOR APRIL 16
4/G7/1987 AG15 CHILD, 3 1/2, STABBED IN HURON
4/16/1987 CG23 HEARING POSTPONED IN DEATH OF INFANT
4/17/1987 CGll BOND REDUCED FOR MOTHER, 17
4/3G/1987 CGll BURKE WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN DEATH
5/15/1987 CG12 CLOSE COURT FOR MOTHER'S HEARINGS
5/21/1987 CGll HEARING CLOSED IN CHILD'S DEATH
5/28/1987 CG16 ABANDONED NEWBORN'S MOTHER MAY BE CHARGED
6/G3/1987 BG31 WOMAN WON'T BE CHARGED WITH ABANDONMENT
6/1G/1987 BG21 WOMAN CHARGED IN SON'S DEATH FREE ON BOND
^15720/1987 CGlS r3«FATHER FOUND -GUILTY IN WAKPALA FIRE
6/22/1987 C044 WAKPALA MOTHER ENDS UP IN LAKE
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6/23/1987 C021 FBI TO INVESTIGATE WAKPALA COUPLE INCIDENT
6/26/1987 coil COURT OPENS WATERTOWN CASE
6/27/1987 CG21 WATERTOWN HEARING DELAYED
7/16/1987 B012 CLOSED HEARING ARGUED
7/25/1987 COIA NEIGHBOR ARRESTED IN CHILD'S STABBING
8/08/1987 C023 WAKPALA FATHER GETS 6 YEARS
8/12/1987 B023 *CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
8/15/1987 C031 JUDGE MUST OPEN WATERTOWN HEARINGS
8/18/1987 A012 KCHILD'S DEATH H0M1C1DE--C0R0NER
8/19/1987 A012 *G1RL SEEMED HAPPY, NEIGHBOR SAYS
8/21/1987 coil GRAND JURY CALLED IN DEATH OF GIRL, 2 1/2
8/23/1987 A012 NUMBER OF CHILD ABUSE DEATHS DOUBLES
8/23/1987 A012 IMMATURITY, FAMILY CRISIS ARE COMMON CAUSES
9/0'i/1987 A012 seMAN INDICTED IN GIRL'S DEATH
9/05/1987 C012 *PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN GIRL'S DEATH
9/09/1987 BOll HEARING TO DECIDE WOMEN'S TRIAL STATUS
9/10/1987 A016 MOTHER FACES MURDER CHARGES
9/10/1987 coil MAN ENTERS PLEA IN MURDER, RAPE
9/11/1987 C0I2 MOTHER WAS TOO IMMATURE-WITNESSES
9/16/1987 DOll WOMAN ENTERS PLEA IN JENNER CASE
9/19/1987 €012 3CJURY REINDICTS MAN IN CHILD'S DEATH
9/23/1987 B015 LAWYER WANTS CHARGE DISMISSED IN MURDER
10/07/1987 B061 RAPID CITY MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DEATH
10/15/1987 C023 MAN AWAITS SENTENCE IN DEATH OF TODDLER
10/16/1987 COAl MOTHER'S TRIAL COULD BE IN FEBRUARY
10/19/1987 BOAl MORE CHILDREN TAKEN FROM PARENTS
10/29/1987 B055 SfSCHOOLS PLAY PART IN CHILD ABUSE
11/14/1987 C026 MAN RECEIVES EIGHT-YEAR TERM IN CHILD'S DEATH
12/11/1987 C041 RANCHER GETS 6 YEARS FOR ABUSE
12/18/1987 C012 ^CONSIDERS TWO TRIALS FOR WILCOX
12/19/1987 A052 *CH1LD ABUSE SONG RADIO'S HOTTEST HIT
12/27/1987 A012 CHILD ABUSE, NEGLECT CASES IN SD
1/08/1988 coil ARRAIGNMENT DELAYED AGAIN
1/19/1988 A016 FOSTER MOTHER GETS 5 YEARS
1/26/1988 C023 RAPID CITY MAN PLEADS NO CONTEST IN DEATH
1/29/1988 A012 KWILCOX FOUND GUILTY OF MURDER
2/04/1988 C015 KWATERTOWN WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
2/26/1988 AlOl mSE EGGS TO FIGHT CHILD ABUSE
3/19/1988 C016 MAN CHARGED IN DEATH OF INFANT SON
3/22/1988 coil MAN ARRAIGNED IN DEATH OF SON
3/26/1988 A072 COMMUNITY CAN STOP CHILD ABUSE
4/23/1988 coil JUDGE WON'T MOVE RUML TRIAL
4/27/1988 B012 WOMAN MAY CHANGE PLEA IN DEATH
5/06/1988 A015 TEEN GETS 38 YEARS IN INFANT'S DEATH
5/30/1988 C012 TEARS--TROUBLED WATERS OF ABUSE
7/27/1988 BOll SEMINAR TO DISCUSS CHILD ABUSE ISSUES
8/13/1988 A012 MOTHER CHARGED IN DEATH OF SON
8/21/1988 coil HEARINGS SCHEDULED IN CHILD'S DEATH
8/23/1988 €035 2 INDICTED IN DEATH OF CHILD IN ABERDEEN
; v;8/27/i988 ^Cai'feAUTOPSY BLAM HEAT IN BOY'S DEATH
9/02/1988 €015 MOTHER PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SON'S DEATH
11/03/1988 B015 WAGNER WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
11/04/1988 C024 COURT OVERTURNS TORMENT CONVICTION
11/17/1988 C015 VIOLENT SHAKING KILLED BABY--CORONER
11/18/1988 C012 CHILD'S STATEMENT DISPUTED IN TRIAL OF DEATH
11/19/1988 A012 56C1TY MAN NOT GUILTY IN SON'S DEATH
11/24/1988 C015 GRAND JURY DISMISSED IN JENNER CASE
12/28/1988 C012 TWO MOTHERS, MAN CONVICTED
5/02/1989 C021 TASK FORCE STUDIES SCOPE OF PROBLEM IN SD
5/09/1989 C031 JUDGE WON'T REDUCE RUML SENTENCE
5/12/1989 C015 ^CONVICTION UPHELD IN CITY GIRL'S DEATH
7/01/1989 C021 SUSPICION OF CHILD ABUSE JUSTIFIED BREAK-IN
7/27/1989 C012 PAROLE OFFICER MOLESTED GIRL, 5
7/28/1989 C012 1 TOUCHED CHILD, THAT'S ALL
9/08/1989 C012 ^RECRUITING BEARS TO EASE CHILDREN'S FEARS
10/10/1989 C041 3-YEAR SENTENCE FOR STARVING HER 8-MONTH-OLD
12/08/1989 €016 CHARGES ON WIFE DROPPED
12/24/1989 A016 MAN HELD IN DEATH OF BABY
12/27/1989 C012 MAN CHARGED IN 6-MONTH-OLD'S DEATH
12/28/1989 coil MOTHER WON'T BE CHARGED IN DEATH
1/16/1990 C022 MAN FACES MORE COUNTS IN BABY'S DEATH
1/29/1990 B022 MURDER SUSPECT FACES COURT DATE TUESDAY
1/30/1990 C012 MOM PLEADS GUILTY IN COKE CASE
1/30/1990 C043 COCAINE BABY NOT F1RST--D0CT0RS
2/07/1990 C025 2 TRIBES TO HELP IN ABUSE CASE
2/09/1990 coil lO-YEAR-OLD GIRL SEXUALLY ASSAULTED
'^/'13/1990 '€041^ KCHARGES^FILED IN RAPE CASE '
2/15/1990 C022 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN CHILD'S DEATH
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2/17/1990 coil 2 CHARGES ADDED IN RAPE INCIDENT
3/03/1990 C021 LAWMAKERS REQUEST RESERVATION INJURY
4/05/1990 C024 PARKER MAN ACCUSED OF RAPING CHILD
4/07/1990 A015 POOR IN PREVENTING CHILD ABUSE--PANEL
5/02/1990 C015 TESTS DELAY RAPE TRIAL
5/21/1990 A065 CHILD ABUSE FINALLY BEING RECOGNIZED (L)
5/28/1990 C042 KDASCHLE HEARS CHILD ABUSE TESTIMONY
6/13/1990 C016 PARENTS CLAIM ONLY JESUS CAN HELP THE SICK
6/28/1990 C036 FATHER ARRAIGNED IN INFANT'S DEATH
8/05/1990 C034 CHILD ABUSE TRIAL DELAYED IN RC
8/16/1990 C031 RC STARVATION ABUSE TRIAL DELAYED
8/21/1990 C033 FELONY CHILD ABUSE TRIAL IS POSTPONED
9/15/1990 C035 RC WOMAN CONVICTED OF ABUSE
9/30/1990 C032 FORMER PASTOR SENTENCED FOR ABUSE
10/14/1990 E031 OUSTER MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
10/21/1990 AI12 CHILD MOLESTATION*SENTENCES TOO LENIENT CD
11/01/1990 C032 MAN GETS 25 YEARS IN SON'S BEATING DEATH
11/28/1990 C033 POLICE INVESTIGATE DEATH OF 22-MONTH-OLD BOY
11/30/1990 C033 MARTY MAN SENTENCED IN ABUSE OF MINOR
12/01/1990 C032 NEW TRIAL DATE SET IN CHILD ABUSE CASE
12/01/1990 C032 INVESTIGATION OF CHILD'S DEATH COULD TAKE WEEKS
1/19/1991 C033 MAN ENTERS PLEA IN CHILD ABUSE CASE
2/07/1991 C033 FATHER GIVEN 7 YEARS FOR STARVING DAUGHTER
2/12/1991 coil BOY SATISFACTORY AFTER HE'S BITTEN BY MAN
2/17/1991 E033 JUDGE OPENS FILE IN CHILD ASSAULT CASE
2/22/1991 coil MAN SAYS BAD SPIRITS MADE HIM BITE OFF EAR
2/28/1991 coil CASES UP IN SD
2/28/1991 C032 WOMAN ARRESTED IN INFANT'S DEATH
3/04/1991 C033 KILLING SUSPECT PAINTED OVER STAINS
3/07/1991 C032 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN EAR-BlTlNG CASE
3/10/1991 EOll MOTHER ALLEGEDLY FED TODDLER HOT-PEPPERS
3/12/1991 C031 MISSION MAN CONVICTED OF AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
3/16/1991 C033 MAN GETS 10 YEARS FOR RAPING 4-YEAR-OLD
3/17/1991 C035 PROBABLE CAUSE FOUND IN CHILD-ABUSE CASE
3/26/1991 C036 FUNERAL SET FOR ABANDONED BABY
3/29/1991 C033 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN BABY DEATH
4/10/1991 A012 SEVERE CHILD ABUSE CASES GROW
4/18/1991 C034 WANBLEE MOM INDICTED IN DEATH OF BABY GIRL
4/19/1991 A103 CHILD ABUSERS NEED STIFFER PRISON TERMS (L)
4/23/1991 C032 MAN ACCUSED OF BITING CHILD'S EAR IS BACK IN JAIL
4/25/1991 C033 MAN ACCUSED OF BITING BOY PLEADS NOT GUILTY
4/27/1991 C036 MAN TO STAND TRIAL IN EAR-BITING INCIDENT
4/29/1991 C033 COUPLE CLAIMS IT WAS MISLED BY STATE
5/07/1991 coil JUDGE--PEPPER FEEDING CONFESSION NOT FORCED
5/16/1991 C026 GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN BABY DEATH
5/23/1991 C035 PLANS PROGRESSING FOR NEW HIGH SCHOOL
6/04/1991 C034 WOMAN GETS 25 YEARS IN DEATH OF INFANT BOY
6/11/1991 C031 OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE COMPLAINT AGAINST FATHER
'fe/12/1991t.G011 COUPLE CHARGES IN CASE
6/19/1991 C032 CHARGES ARE PENDING IN BABY BOY'S DEATH
6/19/1991 C033 MAN GETS 8-YEAR TERM FOR BITING BABY'S EAR
7/01/1991 A052 *HEAL1NG THE HURT
7/02/1991 coil COUPLE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ABUSE
8/26/1991 A083 BILLS ADDRESSING ABUSE NEED PUBLIC SUPPORT (L)
9/03/1991 A081 NOT USING CAR SEATS IS FORM OF CHILD ABUSE (L)
9/20/1991 C031 JUDGE TO DECIDE WHERE TO HEAR CASE
10/04/1991 C031 MAN BOUND OVER ON ABUSE CHARGE
10/05/1991 C035 PARENTS SAY PIEDMONT TEACHER ABUSIVE
10/20/1991 C031 FATHER, STEPMOTHER PLEAD GUILTY TO ABUSE
10/21/1991 B031 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY OF ABUSING 2-YEAR-OLD
11/17/1991 E031 TEEN PLEADS GUILTY IN DEATH OF DAUGHTER
12/22/1991 F036 CHILD ABUSE TRIAL ENDS IN HUNG JURY
1/17/1992 C041 PANEL ADVANCES BILL THAT ALLOWS REVIEW OF CASES
1/21/1992 A012 CHILD CARE BILL STILL TOUGH ON OFFENDERS
1/22/1992 A081 BILL WOULD IMPROVE STATE CHILD-CARE LAW (ED)
1/24/1992 Al02 DON'T GIVE ABUSERS ANY SECOND CHANCES (L)
2/04/1992 C015 CHILD ABUSE CASE IN COURT TODAY
2/05/1992 C031 LEGISLATORS OK CHANGE IN CHILD ABUSE REGISTRY
2/17/1992 C031 MAN IS CHARGED WITH RAPING CHILD
2/23/1992 FOll MAN CHARGED IN RAPE OF FIVE-YEAR-OLD GIRL
3/05/1992 C015 BURNING CHILD'S FEET WITH CIGARETTE
4/30/1992 coil CHILD ABUSER GETS 8 YEARS IN PRISON
5/22/1992 coil JAILED CHILD ABUSER APPEALS CONVICTION
7/04/1992 A051 KABUSED KIDS NEED SOMEONE TO DEFEND THEM
7/15/1992 C045 SIOUX TO DECIDE CHILD ABUSE CASE
«-7/M/t952f G012 iABUSED' GHlLD'S*;«ODV<iCOMlNG HOME
8/21/1992 B021 GONVIGTED ABUSER FAGES MENTAL TEST
9/18/1992 BOll MAN GETS 23 YEARS FOR CHILD ABUSE
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10/17/1992 BG21 DAY CARE ABUSE CHARGED DISMISSED
10/30/1992 B021 NEW TRIAL IN CHILD ABUSE CASE
12/11/1992 BOll JUDGE SAYS ABUSE SUSPECT INCOMPETENT
8/25/1990 A083 ^LEGISLATURE SHOULD SET GUIDELINES
9/01/1990 A016 GROUP PROTESTS CUSTODY
9/07/1990 A085 CUSTODY CASE GIRLS SHOULD VOICE WISHES (L)
9/10/1990 A085 SD NEEDS FAMILY COURT SYSTEM (L)
9/13/1990 A091 KEAN SHOULD NOT HAVE PRESIDED OVER CASE (L)
9/l<i/1990 A103 YARNELL GIRLS SHOULD TELL THEIR STORY (L)
9/1A/1990 C015 GROUP QUESTIONING CUSTODY DECISION SEES SUPPORT SOAR
9/15/1990 A083 LET GIRLS DECIDE WHERE THEY WILL LIVE (L)
9/15/1990 A085 CUSTODY CASE HAS UNANSWERED QUESTIONS (L)
9/16/1990 A132 MOTHERS GIVE MORE GUIDANCE THAN DADS (L)
9/16/1990 A133 WISHES OF CHILDREN SHOULD COME FIRST (L)
9/17/1990 AlOA JUDGE SHOULD AWARD MOM CUSTODY OF GIRLS (L)
9/20/1990 A103 COURTS CONSIDER WHAT'S BEST FOR CHILDREN (L)
9/22/1990 A08A CUSTODY CHILDREN TO BE SCARRED FOR LIFE (1)
9/25/1990 A082 DON'T UPROOT KIDS BECAUSE OF BITTERNESS (L)
9/26/1990 A08I YARNELL CUSTODY RULING BAFFLING (L)
9/30/1990 AlOl CUSTODY CASE WEAK ONE TO RALLY AROUND (ED)
9/30/1990 A112 CHILDREN OF DIVORCE NEED BOTH PARENTS (L)
10/01/1990 A104 WORK WITH COURT IS BEST WAY TO HELP GIRLS (L)
10/02/1990 A081 YARNELL GIRLS BELONG WITH THEIR MOTHER (L)
lO/OA/1990 A012 ^SUICIDE ENDS STANDOFF
lO/OA/1990 A092 YARNELL CHILDREN DESERVE TO BE HEARD (L)
lO/OA/1990 A093 JUDGE'S CUSTODY DECISIONS UNFAIR (L)
10/05/1990 A012 KSWAT TEAM ACTIONS QUESTIONED
10/10/1990 A012 ^RELATIVES SAY STATE WAS WRONG
10/12/1990iA112 CHILDREN OF DIVORCE NEED BOTH PARENTS (L)
10/13/1990 A08A KEAN RULINGS FAIR, CONSISTENT, SOUND (L)
lO/lA/1990 A012 KREITER'S WIDOW DEFENDS POLICE
10/l<i/1990 A096 DAVIS SIGNED AWAY DAUGHTER'S CUSTODY (L)
11/05/1990 A063 CHANGES LONG OVERDUE IN CUSTODY CASES (L)
11/10/1990 coil YARNALL CUSTODY CASE BACK IN COURT
11/25/1990 A096 CONCERN FOR RIGHTS CAN HURT CHILDREN (L)
11/29/1990 C031 WOMAN ARRESTED IN CUSTODY CASE
1/12/1991 A015 3€P0SSIBLE CONFLICT SPURS JUDGE SWAP IN BATTLE
2/22/1991 C012 GIVE CUSTODY TO GIRLS' MOM
2/23/1991 C015 JUDGE, GIRLS MEET IN DISPUTE
2/27/1991 C031 HOUSE COMM PASSES JOINT CUSTODY LEGISLATION
3/26/1991 C012 GROUP HURTS TRY TO RECONCILE FAMILY
5/03/1991 coil HIGH COURT REVERSES CUSTODY DECISION
5/1A/1991 C033 REFUSES TO MOVE INDIAN CUSTODY FIGHT TO SD
5/17/1991 C016 COURT RULES NON-PARENT HAS NO RIGHT OF VISITATION
6/20/1991 A012 YARNELL FATHER KEEPS DAUGHTERS
A/14/1992 C012 RAPE SUSPECT, WIFE GET CUSTODY OF KIDS
4/24/1992 A016 MOM GIVES UP OVERNIGHT DATES TO KEEP GIRL
6/29/1992 C021 TRIBE HOLDING CHILD IN CUSTODY DISPUTE
8/08/1992 BOll DAVI IN-LAWS SUE FOR RIGHT TO VISIT CHILD
•^/08y^r992/AOI3 )eFiATHER"FIGHTS AN UPHILL BATTLE
10/05/1992 A083 CHILD CUSTODY DISPUTE REPORTS UNBALANCED CD
10/17/1992 A051 *'CIVIL WARS' TAKE SAD TOLL ON CHILDREN
10/23/1992 B016 MOTHER NOT UNFIT, COURT RULES
1/09/1991 coil FIREFIGHTERS SUBMIT COMPROMISE PLAN
10/31/1987 A056 FELLOWSHIP DIRECTOR REACHES OUT TO CHILDREN
1/28/1990 B016 NINES SEEKS LIMITS ON HOURS, TIMES
2/09/1990 D081 CHILD LABOR LAWS UNDER SCRUTINY
4/24/1990 A012 PIZZA PATROL FINED FOR LABOR VIOLATIONS
6/13/1991 B061 LAWS WILL CHANGE JULY 1
6/21/1991 D061 LAWS WILL CHANGE JULY 1
1/30/1992 coil BILL EXEMPTS DETASSLERS FROM SOME LABOR LAWS
6/10/1992 D062 THREE CHILD-LABOR LAW VIOLATORS FINED
SEE ALSO CHILD WELFARE, PARENT 8 CHILD
10/06/1987 C012 CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS RISE SHARPLY
5/04/1989 C012 FEW PARENTS MAKE THEIR PAYMENTS
5/10/1989 A135 RIGHTS NOT PROTECTED (L)
3/16/1990 C022 MOTHERS FILE SUIT TO GET CHILD SUPPORT
1/29/1991 C051 REJECTS TOUGHENING OF CHILD-SUPPORT REGULATIONS
3/01/1991 C012 LAW DOESN'T ALTER ALL CHILD SUPPORT
4/11/1991 C022 PROFESSOR ENCOURAGES SEEKING CHILD SUPPORT
6/14/1991 C023 HIGH COURT SETTLES CHILD SUPPORT ISSUE
7/30/1991 C033 5,235 NAMES FROM SD SENT TO AGENCIES
12/22/1991 A013 ^MOTHER'S PERSISTENT RED-TAPE BATTLE REOPENS
6/22/1992 A012 COUNCIL PUTS DAD ON POSTER
7/18/1992 C022 CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS UP IN SD
8/13/1992 B016 SD TRIBES MUST WORK TO RECOVER PAYMENTS
''^9/l'9/l992 -C022 'MICKELSOM PLANS MEETTNG^ON. CHILD SUPPORT
9/24/1992 B022 STATE COLLECTS RECORD IN CHILD SUPPORT
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12/31/1992 A015
1/01/1982
2/09/1982
2/1A/1982
4/21/1982
6/11/1982
6/30/1982
8/01/1982
3/06/1983
3/13/1983
5/29/1983
5/29/1983
6/25/1983
8/17/1983
8/20/1983
8/20/1983
8/20/1983
8/20/1983
9/02/1983
9/15/1983
9/16/1983
10/18/1983
11/09/1983
2/07/1984
2/09/1984
2/09/1984
4/23/1984
5/25/1984
6/16/1984
6/16/1984
6/28/1984
7/03/1984
7/04/1984
7/09/1984
7/09/1984
7/29/1984
8/16/1984
,12/21/1984
1/19/1985
1/22/1985
1/25/1985
2/03/1985
2/06/1985
2/26/1985
4/13/1985
4/26/1985
5/25/1985
7/03/1985
; 7/23/^19ft5
7/25/1985
8/02/1985
8/15/1985
8/25/1985
8/27/1985
8/29/1985
10/10/1985
10/11/1985
10/14/1985
12/13/1985
12/14/1985
12/20/1985
12/25/1985
1/10/1986
1/16/1986
2/04/1986
3/21/1986
5/17/1986
5/28/1986
7/12/1986
7/22/1986
9/04/1986
10/13/1986
1/26/1987
1/31/1987
3/13/1987
' 3/17/1987
5/08/1987
F031
A082
DOll
DOll
C033
C041
B041
B051
A014
BOll
B014
C041
A012
A014
A074
B041
B042
C012
D015
C035
coil
B031
A072
BOll
B015
B054
BOH
coil
C051
BOll
A012
D032
B021
B021
GOll
C014
A012
C021
coil
C015
C051
C021
coil
C021
C053
AlOl
C021
'B031
A081
C031
C021
C024
BOll
C014
B053
C035
C015
A015
C021
A081
A063
CO 21
B021
B025
BOll
C035
C025
A051
B031
coil
A071
A085
A083
C022
coil
C021
STATE COLLECTS 22 PERCENT OF SUPPORT PAYMENTS
SEE ALSO SOCIAL SERVICES
SD ADC PAY BELOW MOST AREA STATES
CHILD PROTECTION COUNCIL OFFERS
^CHILDREN'S CENTER WAS A HOME FOR WAIFS
*FOSTER FAMILY OF THE YEAR
3-YEAR-OLDS TESTED DURING JUNE
STATE USES TAX REFUNDS TO RECOVER CHILD SUPPORT
CHILD SAFETY RESTRAINTS PROMOTED
TAPING OF CHILDREN'S TESTIMONY OK'D
9€70 FOSTER CHILDREN KEEP COUPLE YOUNG
COLLECTING DELINQUENT CHILD SUPPORT IS BIG BUSINESS
GRAPEVINE IS STILL BEST TOOL FOR FINDING RUNAWAYS
CHILD SUPPORT NEEDN'T GO UP WITH INCOME
FATHER SAYS LEGALITY MAY COST HIM HIS CHILD
LAWYER SAYS ADOPTION LAW IS JUST
CHILD PROTECTION GROUP SAYS THANKS (L)
JANKLOW PROCLAIMS MONTH FOR CHILD SUPPORT
OFFICIALS' LAWYERS WANT CUSTODY SUIT DISMISSED
KUNBORN CHILD'S ESTATE CAN'T SUE DOCTOR
JANKLOW WILL SPEAK AT FOSTER CARE CONFERENCE
JANKLOW WILL SPEAK AT FOSTER CARE MEETING
CHILD WELFARE CONFERENCE AT COLISEUM
MAN HOPES TO START LOCAL CHILD FIND CHAPTER
ADLER IS ELECTED COUNCIL PRESIDENT
5CS0UTH DAKOTA NEEDS MORE FOSTER HOMES
STATE SETS FOSTER PARENT GUIDELINES
COUNCIL HONORS SERVICE LEAGUE
PREVENT CHILDREN FROM BECOMING A STATISTIC
SUBJECT OF WORKSHOP IS HOME GROUP CARE
SOUTH DAKOTANS MEET PRESIDENT
^REARING 9 DISABLED KIDS
PARENTS SEEK TO CALM FEARS
POLICE, NEIGHBORHOOD DISCUSS PHOTOGRAPH INCIDENT
OUR CHILDREN'S SAFETY IS JOB 1 (ED)
BE SURE IT'S AN ARGUS EMPLOYEE (ED)
^TESTIFYING IN COURT OF CHILD WITNESSES
SOCIETY'S SUPPORT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
*FOR THE LOVE OF A CHILD
COURT ORDERS DON'T FEED KIDS (L)
PROPOSED LAW WOULD LASSO CHILD SUPPORT
LAWYER URGES CHANGES IN CHILD-SUPPORT LAW
INCREASED PENALTY ON CHILD ABDUCTION PASSES
INDIAN CHILD WELFARE LAW TO BE DISCUSSED
BILL WOULD INCREASE CHILD ABDUCTION PENALTIES
CHILDREN'S ID PROGRAM TODAY AT THE EMPIRE
STATE OWES MONEY, BUT MAKES FEW ERRORS
IDENTIFICATION ALONE DOESN'T PROTECT KIDS (ED)
HURON GROUP TO DISCUSS CHILD-SUPPORT LAWS
•^PANEL- WANTS CHANGES IN CHILD SUPPORT LAWS
TOUGHER CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTION IS GOOD IDEA (ED)
NUMBER OF LATCHKEY KIDS ALARMS RESIDENTS
ALCOHOLICS' CHILDREN NEED OUTSIDE HELP
CONNECTICUT MAN ARRESTED ON MORALS CHARGE
CHILDREN WHO FACE EMPTY HOMES AFTER SCHOOL
HEARING TO EXAMINE CHILD SUPPORT
GROUP SPONSORS 2-DAY CONFERENCE ON CHILD CARE
DOCTOR WARNS PARENTS ABOUT TOT'S WALKERS
INDIAN OFFICIALS TO REDUCE INFANT DEATHS
5CMEIERHENRY GETS TOUGH ON CHILD SUPPORT
WANTED-LIST PLAN TO FORCE PAYMENTS
RIDICULING PARENTS NOT BEST WAY TO HELP KIDS (ED)
CHILD SUPPORT LAWS ARE NOT FAIR TO MEN (L)
PANEL ON CHILD SUPPORT TO MEET WITH JANKLOW
JANKLOW BACKS CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT PLAN
MORE MEN WINNING CHILD CUSTODY
KNEED TO BELONG CAN ABSORB CHILDREN
BUDGET CUTS HIT INDIAN CHILDREN
MOST AID RECIPIENTS TO GET MORE
KHOSPITAL GIVES CHILD CARE LESSONS
WOMAN WHO LOST CUSTODY SUES STATE WORKER
KALL CHILDREN NEED A HOME
K MART SUPPORTS WALSH CAMPAIGN
COVERING UP CHILD CARELESS (L)
PLASTIC SHIELD NO THREAT TO TOT (L)
INDIAN CHILD LAW NOT VIOLATED
BABY had BEEN IN FOSTER HOMES
COURT OVERTURNS ORDER ABOUT CHILD SUPPORT
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5/15/1987 C021 AGENCY NEEDED TO RUN HEAD START PROGRAM
5/28/1987 C033 XCHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS INCREASE
6/20/1987 C012 TO TEND TO QUESTIONS ON DAY CARE
6/23/1987 CG12 CHILDREN'S ISSUES NEED ATTENTION, PANEL TOLD
8/09/1987 C0A3 *CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT COLLECTIONS
8/13/1987 A081 SOUTH DAKOTA LAW HIDES MISSING KIDS (L)
8/20/1987 C033 *FEW ARE DENIED AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN
8/27/1987 A121 BURDEN TO PROTECT CHILDREN CED)
9/26/1987 A052 LATCHKEY KIDS HAVE HELP
10/01/1987 C051 COATS FOR KIDS PROJECT READY TO BEGIN
10/07/1987 B014 *WELLNESS CARNIVAL, A HEALTHY DOSE OF LEARNING
11/02/1987 A081 STATE SHOULD REGISTER ALL PROVIDERS CED)
11/17/1987 C021 STATE BACKS IOWA CHILD PROTECTION LAW
11/26/1987 coil TASK FORCE TO FOCUS ON CHILD HOUSING
12/05/1987 A066 LATCH-KEY PROGRAM NEEDS MORE VOLUNTEERS
12/26/1987 A014XGRANDPARENTS VISIT WITH FATALLY ILL GRANDSON
1/18/1988 B012 IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO PARENTS
1/22/1988 C023 HOUSE COMMITTEE REJECTS BILL
1/23/1988 C014 FIGHT AGAINST INFANT MORTALITY
1/24/1988 BOll JUSTICE TO SPEAK AT MEETING IN PIERRE
3/01/1988 C033 3CCHILD SUPPORT RECEIPTS INCREASE
3/11/1988 coil CHILD SUPPORT OFFICE TO HAVE MEETINGS
3/19/1988 A052 ^HOSPITAL PROGRAM HELPS CALM TINY FEARS
3/19/1988 C012 *PUPPIES PUT INSTANT SMILES
3/25/1988 C014 XCENTER GIVES PRESCHOOLERS A LESSON
4/15/1988 C023 OVERTURNS CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT CASE
4/26/1988 A012 KCHILD-SUPPORT LAW PUTS DADS IN TIGHT SQUEEZE
4/29/1988 C045 COURT AFFIRMS DECISION ENDING PARENTAL RIGHTS
* 5/0171988 A131 ARTICLE' DEGRADES WOMEN CD
5/06/1988 A102 YOU PLAY, YOU SHOULD PAY CD
5/07/1988 A103 'POOR' FATHER NEEDS TO BUDGET CD
5/07/1988 A103 CHILD SUPPORT A NECESSITY CD
5/07/1988 A104 INTERVIEW SINGLE MOTHERS CD
5/07/1988 A105 FATHER NEEDS TO PRIORITIZE CD
5/08/1988 AI02 MR BROWN, GET ANOTHER JOB CD
5/09/1988 A082 FATHER NEEDS TO BUDGET CD
5/17/1988 A061 MEN FACE UNFAIR BIAS IN CHILD-SUPPORT CD
5/17/1988 A062 STEPCHILDREN NEED LOVE CD
5/18/1988 A083 SUPPORT PAY PROBLEMS ARE FORESEEABLE CD
5/20/1988 AlOl SACRIFICE ... HELP EASE DIVORCE PAIN
5/23/1988 A065 MANY MAKE CHILD PAYMENTS CD
5/26/1988 A083 CARDS STACKED AGAINST MEN IN SUPPORT CASES CD
6/07/1988 A022 CHILD-SUPPORT 18-YEAR DEADLINE WORKS
6/07/1988 A103 WOMEN SHOULD FORGET HATE FOR EX-HUSBANDS CD
6/10/1988 C031 PANEL TO CONSIDER SUPPORT MEDIATION
7/10/1988 FOll 3fPUTS INDIAN CHILDREN IN TRIBAL HOMES
7/31/1988 Alll KTODDLERS SHOW POWER OF HELPLESSNESS
8/07/1988 A012 INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT UNDER SCRUTINY
, B/iOD/d988 A101; .ISSUE GETS WELCOME ATTENTION CED)
8/09/1988 A081 WELL-BEING OF CHILDREN CED)
8/12/1988 A012 BABY DIES IN HOT CAR
8/13/1988 A012 MOTHER CHARGED IN DEATH OF SON
9/01/1988 coil SISTER WANTS BABY BORN TO DEAD MOTHER
9/14/1988 C021 BROWN COUNTY TO HELP PAY TODDLER'S BILLS
9/17/1988 A084 SOME SUPPORT PAY HIGH CD
9/I8/I988 coil AUNT GETS TEMPORARY CUSTODY OF INFANT
9/28/1988 C012 ^MEMORIAL ERECTED FOR CHILD VICTIMS
10/04/1988 AlOl BILL INSTITUTIONALIZES PRESCHOOL CHILDREN CD
10/10/1988 A072 ^(JUGGLING WORK AND ILLNESS
10/13/1988 A012 *BABY SITTER'S TIP HELPS REUNITE
10/16/1988 A124 POOR MOTHERS RESPONSIBLE CD
11/23/1988 C012 WOMAN WANTS CHILDREN KEPT FROM FATHER
12/09/1988 AlOl MANY ON ADC STRIVE TO BE SELF-SUFFICIENT CD
1/08/1989 C016 RULING CHANGES WAY CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS
2/07/1989 A083 3CSPEAK UP FOR ADC KIDS
2/22/1989 'C023 CHILD-SUPPORT CHANGE GAINS HOUSE APPROVAL
3/03/1989 coil WANDERING TOT SEEN, REUNITED WITH DAD
4/02/1989 A112 WIC ASSURES HEALTHY BABIES CD
5/04/1989 C012 FEW PARENTS MAKE THEIR PAYMENTS
5/22/1989 A072 PRESENTS CHILD-CARE DILEMMA FOR PARENTS
11/07/1989 A084 ADC HELPING THE HOPEFUL CD
12/03/1989 A103 ADC REGULATIONS UNFAIR CD
12/09/1989 A083 WE MUST PROTECT RIGHTS OF CHILDREN CD
1/13/1990 A082 ADC PAYMENTS INADEQUATE CD
1/19/1990 A083 STORY DOWNPLAYED POVERTY PROBLEMS CD
;^2/03/i:9S0 aC014;XHIIDHOOD.vCAN BE CHALLENGE .. ..
2/08/1990 C016 HEALING MEASURE PASSES
2/13/1990 C043 HOUSE PASSES HEALING BILL
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3/0A/1990 A081 LAWMAKERS SHOULD GIVE NEEDY KIDS CED)
3/08/1990 C012 TARGET--CHILDREN IN POVERTY
3/08/1990 C0I3 STATE'S STATISTICS
5/10/1990 A013 ^FAMILY THOUGHT SF WOULD BE SAFE
5/10/1990 A051 ^PARENTS PONDER WAYS TO PROTECT KIDS
5/19/1990 C031 MILLER PRESCHOOL TO HELP DISABLED
5/23/1990 A012 RURAL CHILDREN MORE LIKELY TO FAIL
5/27/1990 C012 SEARCHES FOR MISSING CHILDREN BEGIN AT HOME
6/11/1990 A052 36HI-TECH GADGETS BECOME BABY SITTERS
6/16/1990 coil DASCHLE, JANLKOW WORK ON GIRL'S CASE
6/18/1990 B031 LAW TAKES LOTTERY WINNINGS FOR CHILD PAYMENTS
6/21/1990 C033 AUGUSTANA PROFESSORS AUTHOR CHILD CARE BOOK
6/30/1990 coil INDIAN CHILD WELFARE CONFERENCE PLANNED
7/11/1990 A016 XAFTER 19 YEARS, PARENTS REUNITE WITH CHILDREN
8/09/1990 A083 LAWS ARE INCONSISTENT REGARDING CHILDREN (L)
8/25/1990 A083 XLEGISLATURE SHOULD SET GUIDELINES
11/29/1990 A061 YOUR CHANCE TO WORK FOR CHILDREN
12/03/1990 coil 'CHILDREN'S AGENDA' SUGGESTED FOR STATE
2/11/1991 A062 DON'T LET OFFICIALS CONTROL CHILDREN (L)
^/03/1991 A012 END TIMES PAIR GETS 5 YEAR'S PROBATION
<1/29/1991 A083 ESTATE PROGRAM SHORTCHANGES KIDS
5/07/1991 C012 PROHIBITIVE FEES, LAWS DETERRENT TO ADOPTION
5/1A/1991 C033 REFUSES TO MOVE INDIAN CUSTODY FIGHT TO SD
6/20/1991 C014 ^SCHOOLS ARE COOKING THIS SUMMER
7/25/1991 A071 INDIAN CHILD WELFARE CONFERENCE ANNOUNCED
7/25/1991 A096 TRIBAL CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS GET FUNDING
7/31/1991 C012 CONFERENCE SEEKS WAYS TO HELP OUT INDIAN KIDS
8/12/1991 A051 *CHILD'S CRIES GO UNHEARD FOR 10 YEARS
.12/05/1991 coil BILL WOULD HELP KIDS WITH DISEASE
1/21/1992 A012 CHILD CARE BILL STILL TOUGH ON OFFENDERS
1/22/1992 A081 BILL WOULD IMPROVE STATE CHILD-CARE LAW (ED)
1/31/1992 C055 ILLEGAL TO LEAVE KIDS HOME ALONE
2/07/1992 C012 A CRIME IN FAVORED 'HOME ALONE' BILL
2/14/1992 A093 CHILD PROTECTION NOT FULFILLING ROLE FOR KIDS (L)
2/28/1992 A084 LAWMAKERS ASKED TO RETHINK AFDC BILL (L)
3/06/1992 A012 OFF TO A BAD START IN EDUCATION
3/12/1992 A081 LEGISLATORS SHOULD CHANGE TUNE ON AFDC (L)
3/12/1992 A082 AFDC RAISE SHOULD BE GRANTED BY LAWMAKERS (L)
3/13/1992 A104 LEGISLATOR IGNORED NEEDS OF CHILDREN (L)
3/20/1992 coil WRITER TO SPEAK AT CHILDREN'S EVENT
3/21/1992 C012 RANKS 20TH IN AFDC PAYMENTS
3/23/1992 A012 *KIDS' STATUS LOW IN SD
3/25/1992 BOll *AS CHILDREN STRUGGLE, SO DO AID PROBLEMS
3/27/1992 C016 13,000 PAPER DOLLS TO REPRESENT SUFFERING CHILDREN
3/29/1992 F032 ADVOCATES TARGET AFDC SHORTCOMINGS
4/04/1992 A104 STATE DYSFUNCTIONAL FOR NOT RAISING AFDC (L)
4/28/1992 A071 LEGISLATURE SHOULD TAKE BREAD-AND-BUTTER STAND (L)
4/28/1992 C022 LEGISLATURE IGNORED NEEDY KIDS
, 5/09/1992 C013 XAFDC MOMS HONORED FOR STRETCHING DOLLARS
5/r3/1992C022 PROGRAM HELPS PEOPLE GET OFF WELFARE
6/02/1992 A061 AFDC RAISE DEFEATED BY PARTY-LINE VOTE (L)
7/18/1992 A083 AFDC MOTHERS DON'T GET BENEFIT OF RAISE (L)
8/03/1992 A081 PROGRAMS FOR KIDS EXCEPTION TO RULE (ED)
8/07/1992 B012 *LOCAL AGENCIES HELP MOM, 9 KIDS
8/31/1992 A012 3«M0RE SD CHILDREN FACING POVERTY
8/31/1992 A021 MOST OF SD POOR KIDS LIVE IN CITIES, ON RESERVATIONS
9/05/1992 A083 *PICK FAMILY-FRIENDLY CANDIDATES
9/11/1992 A104 MEASURE IS FOR OUR KIDS' LIVES, FUTURE (L)
9/12/1992 B012 WELFARE RECIPIENTS LOSING GROUND
10/07/1992 A105 BUSH ADMINISTRATION NEGLECTS OUR CHILDREN (L)
10/20/1992 A066 CHILDREN SHOULD BE 1ST ON CANDIDATES' AGENDAS (L)
10/22/1992 B012 INVEST IN CHILDREN, ADVOCATES SAY
10/23/1992 B016 MOTHER NOT UNFIT, COURT RULES
11/28/1992 B021 VARIETY CLUB FORMS SD CHAPTER
12/07/1992 A091 GOVERNOR, BOOST AFDC PAYMENTS (L)
12/16/1992 AlOl CHILDREN ARE VICTIMS WHEN RESOURCES CUT (L)
12/23/1992 B012 MORE STATE KIDS ON MEDICAID
12/31/1992 A015 STATE COLLECTS 22 PERCENT OF SUPPORT PAYMENTS
12/31/1992 A085 GIVE CHILDREN DAYS OF PURE HAPPINESS (L)
12/31/1992 B012 LEGISLATOR SAYS 'HOME ALONE' BILL NEEDED
1/10/1982 DOll *PREEMIES--THE FRAGILE STRUGGLE TO KEEP ALIVE
1/16/1982 B024 PREEMIE CARE COSTS & HEALTH PRIORITIES (L)
10/24/1982 DOll ^BIRTHING CHAIR INVENTION FROM ANCIENT IDEA
1/02/1983 coil 36SIOUX FALLS' FIRST 1983 BABY
4/13/1983 BOll HAVING A BABY DOESN'T PAMPER THE POCKETBOOK
12/28/1983 D051 BABY BORN AT FARM AS BLIZZARD RAGES
' lV'02/1984 fC^ CHILD ^
1/03/1984 coil ELLSWORTH HOSPITAL SAYS ITS BABY WAS FIRST
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3/02/1984 AG12 *BABY BOOM ON LEAP DAY
3/05/1984 AG74 THE MIRACLE OF GIVING BIRTH
3/G5/1984 BG14 IT'S GREAT TO HAVE FRIENDLY NEIGHBORS
3/12/1984 BGll *MIDWIVES CAN DELIVER
6/3G/1984 CG35 STORM VICTIM GIVES BIRTH TO 'MIRACLE BABY'
11/22/1984 AG12 *BABY DRIVEN TO MAKE DEBUT A FAMILY AFFAIR
1/G2/1985 AG12 *GEOFFREY DRYSDALE, 1985'S FIRST BORN
1/G2/1985 CGll *NEW YEAR'S BABIES
1/13/1985 BG22 BABY GIRL BRINGS A NEW WORLD
3/G6/1985 BG13 NEWBORN DIDN'T WANT TO SIT OUT THE STORM
3/08/1985 C023 MORE CASES OF SNOWSTORM BIRTHS REPORTED
3/17/1985 CGll GROUP HELPS GRIEVING PARENTS WITH GUILT, LOSS
6/02/1985 CG21 TINY FIGHTER GOES HOME FOR FIRST TIME
2/10/1986 BOll ABERDEEN EXPERIENCES MINI-BABY BOOM
2/13/1986 C012 TEAMWORK SAVES COUPLE'S BABY
5/23/1986 C016 ^PARENTS GET TWIN SURPRISE
6/01/1986 A103 WRONG IMPRESSION IS LEFT (L)
7/25/1986 C014 KBABY ARRIVES IN AMBULANCE
10/13/1986 C032 XBIRTHS IN STATE FALL
12/18/1986 C021 COUPLE PLUS THREE MAKES INSTANT FAMILY
1/02/1987 A012 *NEWBORNS ARRIVE ON OPPOSITE SIDES
12/08/1987 A065 WHY IS 12TH BABY FREE (L)
12/23/1987 B025 MOTHER TO TAKE PREMATURE BABY HOME TO RC
12/24/1987 C012 ^TRIPLETS OVERCOME TO SPEND CHRISTMAS AT HOME
1/02/1988 C012 XCOMING IN LAST
3/01/1988 A012 *CITY WELCOMES IT'S LEAP DAY NEWBORNS
3/02/1988 A012 KMAMA'S LITTLE MIRACLE
o8/21/1988 €023 BIRTH RATE HIGHER THAN AVERAGE
8/25/1988 A015 BABY DELIVERED BEFORE MOTHER DIES
8/28/1988 C014 CASE OF MISSING BABY BODY STUDIED
9/01/1988 coil SISTER WANTS BABY BORN TO DEAD MOTHER
9/02/1988 coil OFFICIALS QUIT SEARCH FOR STILLBORN BABY
9/23/1988 D062 ^HOSPITALS TAKE SHOCK OUT OF BILL
11/05/1988 A015 FATHER DELIVERS TWINS EN ROUTE TO IOWA HOSPITAL
1/02/1989 coil FIRST '89 CITY BABY BORN AT SIOUX VALLEY
1/05/1989 A052 *SIGHT THROUGH SOUND WAVES
1/22/1989 A022 BIRTHS AND ABORTIONS IN SD
1/23/1989 A054 DOCTORS, MOTHERS OPT FOR NATURAL BIRTHS
3/09/1989 A012 SD NUMBER 2 IN INFANT DEATHS
4/15/1989 AOll END TIME MIDWIFE SENTENCED IN DEATH
6/10/1989 A052 KLDRPS PROVIDE FOR BIRTH PROCESS
6/20/1989 A012 *5 1/2-POUND 'GRADUATE' GOES HOME
12/31/1989 NOll XBABY BORN IN CAR HAS PATIENCE
1/02/1990 A015 KNEW YEAR BABY BORN RIGHT ON TIME
3/10/1990 A016 3 OFFICERS HELP DELIVER BABY GIRL
3/30/1990 A083 KPREJUDICIAL SENTENCE OF NATIVE AMERICAN
4/01/1990 C051 BABY MITCHELL COULDN'T WAIT
8/05/1990 A014 KSD RATE DECLINING
h; 8/08/19,90! C023 3eSD aiRTHS TO UNWED GROWING
8/22/1990 C031 BIRTH IS SPECIAL EVENT IN CAMPBELL COUNTY
9/08/1990 A012 KBABY, I'LL GO 550 MILES FOR YOU
12/09/1990 E012 KTWO SETS OF TRIPLETS BORN HERE
1/02/1991 C012 KHARTFORD FAMILY WELCOMES 4TH BOY
3/25/1991 B012 KBABY GAVE PARENTS QUIZ ON CLASSES
4/22/1991 A071 KTHIS BIRTH BUSINESS IS NO EASY TASK
7/17/1991 C034 BABY BOOM BLAMED ON WAR
8/12/1991 A051 KCHILD'S CRIES GO UNHEARD FOR 10 YEARS
9/12/1991 C031 TRIPLETS ARE ABERDEEN'S FIRST IN 47 YEARS
9/22/1991 C016 INCIDENT PROMPTS ADDED SAFEGUARDS
9/26/1991 A015 1 OF 4 BABIES BORN OUT OF WEDLOCK
10/13/1991 A012 KGRANDMA GIVES BIRTH
10/17/1991 B032 KSURROGATE GRANDMA LEAVES HOSPITAL
10/18/1991 A012 SIAMESE TWINS BORN TO SD PAIR
10/20/1991 C034 KFAMILY WANTS QUICK RETURN TO NORMALCY
10/26/1991 C032 KSURROGATE TWINS HEAD FOR HOME
10/27/1991 A012 SCHWEITZER SURROGACY BRINGS ETHICS TO FOREFRONT
10/31/1991 A081 SURROGACY MOVING, BUT PUSHING LIMIT (ED)
12/24/1991 C012 STATE BIRTH RATE CONTINUES TO FALL
1/02/1992 C012 KTHE FIRST BABY OF '92
4/18/1992 A012 KSISTERS SHARE SONS' BIRTHDAYS
5/13/1992 C012 C-SECTION BIRTHS FEWER IN SD
6/26/1992 A012 KWOMAN SURVIVES BATTLE TO GIVE BIRTH
8/04/1992 D012 KBABY, THAT FEELS BETTER
9/01/1992 D012 KMONITOR DESIGNED TO CUT RISKS OF PRETERM BABIES
9/06/1992 A012 KEARLY START ISN'T ALWAYS.BEST
•9/12/1992 'AOIZ KTHREE WISHES GRANTED —^
9/30/1992 DOll KMONITOR HELPS DELIVER THE JOY OF PARENTHOOD
11/14/1992 B012 KPREEMIE UNDER 2 POUNDS AT BIRTH
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/13/1983 B051
7/06/1992 A051
9/16/1990 F012
2/08/1987
3/25/1990
6/1A/1982
1/06/1990
6/12/1983
9/15/1990
1/11/1990
1/19/1990
6/23/1990
2/18/1982
3/08/1982
5/06/1982
6/15/1982
8/21/1982
10/12/1982
10/21/1982
11/08/1982
11/15/1982
12/15/1982
1/31/1983
2/26/1983
A/30/1983
5/26/1983
6/02/1983
9/19/1983
10/18/1983
1/30/198A
A/19/198A
5/03/198A
6/08/198A
7/30/198A
10/18/198A
10/20/198A
10/30/198A
A/26/1985
6/20/1985
7/2A/1985
10/08/1985
A/28/1986
5/28/1986
5/30/1986
5/31/1986
8/1A/1986
10/28/1986
,2/07/1987
A718/1987
2/17/1988
5/13/1988
10/01/1988
10/31/1988
11/10/1989
7/30/1990
12/05/1990
7/19/1991
11/29/1991
12/20/1991
5/23/1992
11/30/1992
3/2A/1988
6/01/1982
6/12/1982
1/15/1983
A/27/1983
5/02/1983
6/12/1983
12/19/1983
2/07/198A
3/03/198A
3/10/198A
12/13/198A
2/23/1985
12/28/1985
••^Z/m/1966
5/05/1986
C016
C021
A09A
A052
C031
C033
A012
A083
C033
ClOA
A083
D012
A09A
A075
A095
B071
A075
A113
BOll
A09A
B012
B032
C035
C035
,B033
B03A
A09A
B05A
B053
C035
B035
B05A
C013
Alll
C021
C021
COAl
A095
B031
C015
C031
C023
B055
A091
C012
JA07r
B023
coil
C012
A071
DOll
A012
C012
B012
coil
coil
D012
BOll
C012
A09A
B032
A095
B013
B051
C023
coil
A072
A07A
A093
B013
A07A
A091
"A09r
A072
ASSOCIATION HONORS 25 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
^CHILDHOOD IS WORTH CHERISHING
*COUPLES STRUGGLE TO FIND PARENTHOOD, PEACE
SEE GIFTED CHILDREN
CHILD FINDING FIRM DRAWS QUESTIONS
TRIBAL BOARD RAPPED FOR HOUSING POLICIES
$32,702 FOR PROJECT HOME FUND
3€CENTER TRIES TO BRING OUT BEST IN BOY
^CHILDREN'S DAY--NO LONGER OBSERVED
A STUDENTS TO ATTEND NATIONAL CHILDREN'S DAY
STUDY--SD LACKS AID FOR YOUTHS
STORY DOWNPLAYED POVERTY PROBLEMS (L)
*SECOND-HAND STORE CLOTHES THE NEEDY
CHILDREN'S HOME OPEN HOUSE
HOME-BASED THERAPIST NAMED
CHILDREN'S HOME DIDN'T GIVE THE CONTEST PERMISSION
STREEDBECK NAMED PROGRAM HEAD
CHILDREN'S PROGRAM SPONSORS CD
SWANSON NEW BOARD DIRECTOR
GARAGE SALE FOR CHILDREN'S HOME
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY RAFFLE SALE
ORPHANAGE ALUMNI FORM GROUP
XCHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY TRYING TO BREAK IDENTITY...
SOCIETY COLLECTS LABELS FOR CHILDREN
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY BUYS LAND FOR NEW CENTER
FUNDS BEING RAISED FOR SF CENTER
GROUNDBREAKING FOR TREATMENT CENTER IS JUNE 3
GROUND-BREAKING PLANNED FOR FRIDAY
CHILDREN'S HOME RECEIVES GRANT
MARSHMAN HEADS LOCAL BOARD
CHILDREN'S HOME GETS $500 GIFT
HOME REUNION SET
HOME REUNION PLANNED
HOME TO DEDICATE NEW BUILDING
BURLINGTON HELPS CHILDREN'S HOME
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY REUNION
KWHERE OLD FRIENDS MEET
HOME HEAD RE-ELECTED
HOME SOCIETY DIRECTOR TO RESIGN
SERVICE TO DEDICATE NEW CENTER
HOME SOCIETY PLANS REUNION
ROZELL WILL HEAD CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY
BETHESDA TO CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY TO HAVE SERVICE
DEDICATION SET FOR ORPHAN INFANTS
*150 ATTEND CEREMONIES
HOME CELEBRATES 9GTH ANNIVERSARY
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY OFFICERS ELECTED
$100,000 FOR SCHOOL'S NEW BUILDING
THANKS TO SERTOMA CLUB FOR GIFT (L)
APPROVES BUILDING FOR CHILDREN'S SOCIETY
*GROUP SELECTS HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT
*ARTIST HELPS KIDS BUILD SELF-ESTEEM
SOCIETY RAISES MONEY FROM GOLF TOURNAMENT
GYMNASIUM NEEDED FOR SPECIAL KIDS
XAUGUST REUNION WILL BE LAST FOR RESIDENTS
*SANTA CLAUS AT CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY
*A HOME FOR THE NEEDY
FUND DRIVE TO BEGIN
SOCIETY TO CONDUCT AWARDS BANQUET
CEREMONY REMEMBERS ORPHANS WHO DIED
FUND DRIVE HELPS CHILDREN'S SOCIETY
^CHILDREN, SCHOOL SPECIAL TO NEW PRESIDENT
VAN DEMARKS FUND-RAISER LEADERS
XPICNIC TO RAISE MONEY TO RUN INN
THANKS FOR HELPING CHILDREN'S INN CD
*TEDDY BEAR PICNIC TO RAISE MONEY FOR CHILDREN'S INN
*PICNIC, PARADE BEAR RESULTS
CHILDREN'S INN PICNIC BENEFACTORS THANKED CD
*KID FROM THE CABBAGE PATCH SELLS FOR $700
OFFICIALS ELECTED TO BOARD
CHILDREN'S INN APPRECIATES HELP CD
CHILDREN'S INN APPRECIATES HELP CD
*INN DOCTOR KEPT THE FAITH
CHILDREN'S INN THANKS DAYTON'S CD
MORNING OPTIMISTS, WHITTIER STUDENTS THANKED (L)
'CHILDREN'S TNN THANKS-VOLUNTEERS AND DONORS CD
TARGET GIVES $2,000 GRANT TO INN
CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S
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CHILDREN'S INN
CHILDREN'S MIRACLE
CHILDRESS CINDY
CHILDREY ALEX
CHILE
CHILES EDDIE
CHILI
CHILSTROM CORINNE
CHIMNEYS
CHINA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/31/1986 Alll BEAR PICNIC SUPPORT APPRECIATED (L)
6/07/1986 AD72 PLEASE HELP FRIENDS OF THE INN (L)
10/09/1986 B05A CHILDREN'S INN SPONSORS SERVICE
1/10/1987 A07A COMMUNITY SUPPORT APPRECIATED (L)
1/26/1987 A072 CHILDREN'S INN AWARDED $5,000 GRANT
2/23/1987 A09A CHILDREN'S INN GETS DAYTON'S GRANT
3/23/1987 A09A CHILDREN'S INN GETS DAYTON'S GRANT
5/01/1987 B012 *VERY BEARABLE
5/02/1987 A092 GRANTS GIVEN TO CHILDREN'S INN
5/0A/1987 A012 *BEAR WITH HER
6/06/1987 A071 TEDDY BEAR PICNIC WAS A SUCCESS
10/03/1987 C021 MARCH HONORS DOMESTIC ABUSE VICTIMS
10/2A/1987 A081 ^SHELTER GIVES CHANCE TO ESCAPE ABUSE
11/23/1987 A092 CHILDREN'S INN RECEIVES GRANT
11/28/1987 A071 CHILDREN'S INN GIVEN BEARS, BUCKS
1/12/1988 C012 CHILDREN'S INN TO RAISE FUNDS FOR BIGGER SHELTER
A/25/1988 A092 $3,000 GIVEN TO CHILDREN'S INN
A/30/1988 con TEDDY BEAR PICNIC TO BE HELD SUNDAY
5/21/1988 A071 TEDDY BEAR PICNIC HELPED CHILDREN'S INN (L)
10/26/1988 D081 FIRST BANK GIVES GRANT TO CHILDREN'S INN
12/23/1988 con STUDENTS GIVE GIFTS TO CHILDREN'S INN
2/0A/1989 A073 LUNCHEONS INFORM PUBLIC ABOUT INN'S NEEDS (L)
2/09/1989 B052 TOURNAMENT TO RAISE FUNDS FOR CHILDREN'S INN
3/01/1989 A012 RAISING FUNDS FOR NEW HOME
A/17/1989 C016 FUND DRIVE FOR CENTER SET TONIGHT
6/16/1989 AlOl IMPROVING CHILD SHELTER WORTHY GOAL (ED)
10/18/1989 C012 CHILDREN'S INN BREAKS GROUND FOR NEW HOME
6/21/1990 D061 PIZZA PURCHASES TO AID CHILDREN'S INN
; 7/29/1990 Alll CARING FIRMS HELP CHILDREN'S INN (L)
12/07/1990 C012*OPENING SIGNALS GOOD, BAD
1/10/1991 con CHILDREN'S INN IN NEW BUILDING
3/10/1991 A09A EXEMPLIFIES GOOD (L)
5/05/1991 con ANNUAL TEDDY BEAR PICNIC SET FOR TODAY
1/15/1992 A081 EVEN OUT-OF-STATE VICTIMS NEED HELP (L)
7/03/1992 con CHILDREN'S INN GETS STATE GRANT
7/27/1992 A012 ^SHELTERS STRAIN TO SERVE NEEDY
7/18/1987 A07A TELETHON RAISED $38 MILLION
A/n/1988 A071 MIRACLE NETWORK DISTRIBUTES FUNDS
6/0A/1990 con TELETHON NETS $190,000 IN SD
6/15/1992 AOAl LOCAL TELETHON WAS BIG SUCCESS (L)
12/27/1992 D022 5CSWANG0 SUPPORT WAS A 'COMFORT'
3/09/1992 A051 ^SMOKERS JUST ALL-AROUND RISK-TAKERS
A/27/1992 A051 ^ABSTINENCE BEST CHOICE TO STOP AIDS
6/08/1992 A051 KSMART WAYS TO COMBAT PREJUDICE
7/27/1992 DOll KKIDS MUST WORK TO HELP FAMILY OF PARENTS SPLIT
8/31/1992 DOll JCTHOSE WHO TRY IN SCHOOL LEARN ABOUT SUCCESS
11/02/1992 DOll ^MIXING ALCOHOL AND PROBLEMS A BAD COMBO
12/21/1992 DOll KNO MATTER WHAT PROBLEMS YOU HAVE, DRUGS WON'T HELP
1/29/1987, A06A TORTURE, KILLINGS PLAGUE CHILE (L)
! W15/i989'^A0T2 :GROCER DOUBTS RECALL WAS NEEDED
3/16/1989 A08I COMMON SENSE SHOULD PREVAIL IN SCARE (ED)
3/18/1989 A016 CHILE FRUIT TO GET CLOSER INSPECTION
A/27/198A C013 BASEBALL OWNER'S LOVE FOR STATE
7/08/1982 B05A CHILI COOKOFF TO BE HELD AT WHITE
7/12/1982 C031 CHILI COOKS TO VIE FOR PRIZES
7/1A/1982 BOll STATE'S CHILI COOKS SIMMERING FOR COOKOFF
7/18/1982 DOll WHITE, SD, WOMAN WINS CHILI COOK-OFF
9/1A/1982 C031 HOWARD WOMAN WINS CHILI CONTEST
10/19/1982 A075 SD WOMEN COMPETE IN CHILLI CONTEST
10/2A/1982 COAl 3 SD WOMEN IN WORLD CHILI COOKOFF
6/16/1983 B075 CHILI COOKOFF JUNE 25 IN WATERTOWN
7/15/198A A015 KPIGGING OUT
7/15/1989 C013 *COOKS GET ALL STEAMED UP ABOUT CHILI
7/19/1989 B031 ST LOUIS WOMAN WINS STATE CHILI COOKOFF
7/18/1985 A099 CHILI COOKOFF IS SATURDAY IN WHITE
7/21/1985 con ^ANYTHING GOES AT SD CHILI COOK-OFF
10/16/1991 B012 *A PRIZE IN THE POT
11/25/1988 C012 XPIONEER CHURCH TO CLOSE SUNDAY
7/28/1989 B015 *CANTON ACADEMY ALUMNI REUNITE
9/07/1982 BOll *CHIMNEY INSULATION FIRM OPENS HEADQUARTERS
8/22/1982 B092 CHIMNEY SAFETY SEMINAR TO BE MONDAY
11/11/1982 C013 PERSISTENCE PAYS OFF FOR SD INVENTOR
10/06/1985 EOll *'TIS THE SEASON
10/05/1988 C012 *CHILLY DAYS CALL FOR CHIMNEY CHECKS
2/05/1989 C015 ^FROZEN TRYING TO ESCAPE
3/23/1990 C015 MAN STUCK IN CHIMNEY CREATES STIR IN PHILIP
6/19/1991 C0rZ'96GHIMNEY CHECK
1/19/1982 C021 A MIDDLE CHINA COURSE (ED)
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CHING GREG
CHINO WENDELL
CHIROPRACTORS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/11/1982 D012 *T0 VIEW CHINA'S PHYSICAL EDUC SYSTEM
6/27/1982 A013 ^INCHING FORWARD WITH MILES TO GO (FULLER)
6/27/1982 DOII *'IN SEARCH OF CHINA'
6/28/1982 A012 TAIWAN ISSUE IS KEY TO US-CHINA RELATIONS
6/29/1982 A051 *IN SEARCH OF CHINA--CANTON AREA
6/30/1982 BOll 9eiN SEARCH OF CHINA
7/01/1982 BOll *IN SEARCH OF CHINA
7/04/1982 C031 CHINA VIGNETTES
8/23/1982 B021 NEW CHINA POLICY FITS US, RANKLES LOBBY (ED)
4/09/1983 B021 FREEDOM FOR TENNIS PLAYER (ED)
8/21/1983 coil XSOUTH DAKOTANS LEARN WAYS OF RUSSIA, CHINA
1/04/1984 D014 CHINA HAS PROBLEMS, NOT US THREAT
3/05/1984 B021 REAGAN SHOULD TRIM PASSENGER LIST (ED)
4/20/1984 C021 HOMEWORK FOR REAGANS (ED)
5/01/1984 C021 REAGAN'S CHINA -VISIT CONTRIBUTION TO-PEACE, (ED)
12/24/1984 BOll BIBLE PIPELINE HELPS FEED CHINA'S SOULS
4/07/1985 E015 2 LOCAL MEN FORMING TRADE TIES INCHINA
4/11/1985 A081 CONCERTS SHOW THAT CHINA IS CHANGING (ED)
6/14/1985 coil CATTLE COMPANY CATERS TO CHINA
7/27/1985 AlOl *CHINA IS LOOKING FOR CHANGE
10/13/1985 EOll LOCAL DEVELOPER PARTICIPATES IN THE TOUR OF CHINA
11/18/1985 B015 CHINESE FLIRT WITH CAPITALISM, OFFICIAL REPORTS
1/18/1986 C021 CHINA TRIP MAKES STUDENTS APPRECIATE
2/09/1986 F061 NEW TEACHER TO LEARN FROM KIDS
4/26/1987 AA31 KARTIST BRINGS COLORS OF CHINA TO CITY
8/05/1988 coil DASCHLE, CHINESE OFFICIAL TO MEET
1/01/1989 F034 CHINA OFFERS THE UNEXPECTED
1/08/1989 F02I OLD, NEW MIX IN CHINA LURES TOURISTS' SIGHT
T/15/1989 F03I XFROM GREAT WALL TO EMPERORS' TOMB
1/22/1989 F041 ^CHINA'S CHARMING CHILDREN
1/29/1989 F081 A CLOSER LOOK AT CHINA'S CULTURE
5/26/1989 AlOl PROTESTS PUT DEMOCRACY BACK INTO PERSPECTIVE (ED)
6/05/1989 A014 SD EXPERTS HAVE MIXED OPINIONS
6/06/1989 A081 BRUTAL ATTACK IN CHINA WON'T KILL (ED)
6/07/1989 A013 SOUTH DAKOTAN HOPES TO LEAVE CHINA
6/21/1989 A012 WATERTOWN PASTOR DETAINED DURING TRIP
6/28/1989 A102 CHINA, NICARAGUA ARE SIMILAR (L)
7/01/1989 coil COLLEGE PRESIDENTS CANCEL CHINA TRIP
7/05/1989 A081 EVENTS IN CHINA ADD MEANING TO HOLIDAY (ED)
7/11/1989 A081 WE MUST BE TOLERANT OF VIEWS OF OTHERS (L)
10/13/1989 C012 XCHINA VISITOR--BOTH SIDES WRONG
11/26/1989 A112 DON'T BUY CHINA PRODUCTS (L)
12/16/1989 A081 CHINA TOO IMPORTANT FOR US TO IGNORE (ED)
2/20/1990 coil MILLER TO REPRESENT STATE IN CHINA VISIT
3/13/1990 C023 KSDSU PROFESSOR SEES CHINA CHANGE
6/01/1990 B012 ^PHOTOGRAPHER, WRITER SHARE VIEWS OF CHINA
6/03/1991 AlOl CRITICS HAVE EDGE IN CHINA DEBATE (ED)
7/19/1991 AlOl CHINA MUST REFORM TO GET TRADE DEAL (ED)
';?«6/07/1992 €011 "CHINESE OFFICIALS LIKE US AGRICULTURE WORK
6/17/1987 B041 CHINESE COUPLES END EXCHANGE VISIT IN STATE
9/08/1987 C016 ^CHINESE PROFESSOR TAKES OPEN DOOR TO SD
11/13/1987 C051 EXCHANGE BRINGS CHINESE TO SDSU
4/09/1988 coil CHINESE PROFESSOR TO SPEAK TO LEAGUE
6/18/1989 A012 ^CHINESE DESCRIBE 'TWO DIFFERENT WORLDS'
12/10/1989 A093 REFORM WORTH FIGHTING FOR (L)
1/25/1990 A021 SENATORS WILL VOTE FOR OVERRIDE
1/27/1990 A081 BUSH'S CHINA VICTORY PUTS PRESSURE (ED)
2/15/1991 B012 ^CHINESE CELEBRATE BEGINNING OF YEAR OF THE SHEEP
1/26/1985 BOll XCASTLEWOOD'S CHING IS NEBRASKA BOUND
3/10/1985 B031 CHING READY TO GET BACK TO FARM
12/19/1986 D012 CHING KEEPS ON MOVE DURING REDSHIRT SEASON
9/01/1985 Alll *VETERAN FIGHTERS FOR INDIAN SURVIVAL
3/16/1982 B023 *CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION MEMBER
4/28/1982 D093 CHIROPRACTORS HONOR COLLINS
11/21/1982 A013 CHIROPRACTORS CHALLENGE UNLICENSED THERAPISTS
11/29/1982 C023 DEFENDS METHODS OF UNLICENSED THERAPISTS (L)
12/02/1982 C024 THERAPIST DISPUTES CHIROPRACTOR (L)
12/03/1982 coil STATE GAVE GO-AHEAD THERAPIST SAYS
12/18/1982 C023 BOARD TRIES TO STOP UNTRAINED
3/05/1983 B021 SPINAL MANIPULATION PRODUCES ADVERSE EFFECTS (L)
3/07/1983 B023 MASSAGE THERAPISTS FAVORED (L)
3/12/1983 C021 CHIROPRACTORS HAVE IMPRESSIVE SAFETY RECORD (L)
4/15/1983 C035 CRITICISM RUBS THEM THE WRONG WAY
4/26/1983 C025 ARGUS THANKED FOR COVERAGE GIVEN DR SELBY'S VISIT
1/07/1985 B036 MENNO CHIROPRACTOR HAS LICENSE REVOKED
•^6/05/1985 f"B073:;*WEILAND IS" CHIROPRACT^OR OF YEAR
2/03/1986 C013 CHIROPRACTORS BACK CHANGE IN LICENSING
10/18/1987 B023 CHIROPRACTORS WANT TO WORK IN HOSPITALS
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CHIROPRACTORS
CHISHOLM SHIRLEY
CHITJICK DOUGLAS
CHLAMYDIA
CHLORAMPHENICOL
CHLORINE GAS
CHO MYUNG
CHOCOLATE
CHOKECHERRY
CHOLESTEROL
CHOLIK FRED
CHOLIK JOE
CHORD EUGENIA
CHOSHI LULU
CHRIST JOSEPH
CHRISTEN PAUL
CHRISTEN PAUL S DO
CHRISTENSEN AXEL
CHRISTENSEN BOB
CHRISTENSEN CHRIS
CHRISTENSEN DAVE
CHRISTENSEN DAVID
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSEN
CHRISTENSON
CHRISTENSON
CHRISTENSON
CHRISTENSON
CHRISTENSON
EUGENE
JAMES
NICHOL
RALPH
ROB
ROBERT
ROSE
RUSSEL
TERRY
AVES
BERNAR
BERNIE
DARLEN
DELORE
CHRISTENSON ESTHER
;CHRISTENSON LAUREN
•CHR rSTENS 0 N• MARK*
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/13/1987 A085 CHIROPRACTOR ENDS LONG PAIN (L)
11/29/1987 A091 HURRAH FOR CHIROPRACTORS (L)
12/21/1987 B012 ^CHIROPRACTORS STRUGGLE FOR DOCTORS' RESPECT
1/03/1988 AIGA CHIROPRACTOR STOPS PAIN CD
l/GA/1988 AG83 CHIROPRACTORS HAVE LIMITED KNOWLEDGE CD
1/27/1988 AG82 CHIROPRACTORS CAN HELP CD
5/G1/1988 NG53 CSEC BB) ^CHIROPRACTOR TOUCHED OFF A FAMILY LEGACY
11/29/1988 CGll SIX CHIROPRACTORS SUE HEALTH INSURER
'I/G8/199G CGll CHIROPRACTIC GROUPS TO MEET APRIL 19-2G
8/2A/1991 AG83 *CHIROPRACTOR RECOGNITION COULD HELP RELIEVE
12/19/1992 DG22 ^CHIROPRACTIC TRADITION GOES WAY BACK
3/18/1988 CG31 CHISHOLM BACKS JACKSON
1/12/1992 FGII KAUTHOR TO SPEAK AT KING CELEBRATION
1/23/1992 CG32 *KING'S LEGACY WORRIES CHISHOLM
5/G9/1986 CG21 BROOKINGS MAN TO HEAD RETIRED TEACHERS GROUP
1/G6/1988 BG2r EDUCATOR AND FORMER BROOKINGS OFFICIAL DIES
1/3G/1989AG52KSEXUALLY ACTIVE FACE A RISING THREAT
3/G5/1992 CG32 NUMBER 1 SEXUAL DISEASE IS CHLAMYDIA
7/G2/1985 CGIA AGENCY CHARGES MISUSE OF CHLORAMPHENICOL
5/27/1989 CG2I CHLORINE PLANT PLAN WORRIES RESIDENTS
6/1A/1989 BG12 KOREAN RECIPES PASSED FROM MOTHER TO CHILD
2/12/1992 BG12 *IN LOVE WITH CHOCOLATE
8/12/199G FGll JfCHOKECHERRY SEASON A TEST OF JEEP, RIDERS
3/23/1988 AlGl ANIMALS PROVIDE CHOLESTEROL.(L)
A/26/1988 AG8A CHOLESTEROL LETTER CONFUSING (D
7/25/199G BG12 CHOLESTEROL 'FAD' WON'T GO AWAY
8/12/1991 AG52 FIGHT CHOLESTEROL WITH NIACIN
8/15/1982 EG15 SDSU SCIENTISTS PERFECT NEW WHEAT
: :1/12/1986 jDGll iKUNCOVERtNG A COLORFUL PAST
11/17/199GBG31 MINING PIONEER DIES IN CUSTER
3/G8/1989 BG15 ^BOTSWANA NATIVE ADAPTS TO LIFE IN SD
11/G5/I989 AG15 ^POLICE ARREST MAN IN CONNECTION WITH MURDER
11/G7/1989 AG15 MURDER SUSPECT CHARGED
ll/lG/1989 AGIA MURDER SUSPECT WILL RETURN
11/15/1989 AG15 *SUSPECT RETURNED TO CITY
11/16/1989 CGll MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1/19/199G CGll TRIAL SET MARCH 2G FOR MURDER SUSPECT
3/16/199G AG12 MAN ADMITS KILLING BY RIVER
9/G1/1985 DGll OMAN'S CORPORATE RISE MIXES SOFT DRINKS, SPORTS
lG/12/1987 AG12 KMEN BEHIND THE TWINS
5/22/1988 EGll TWINS OWNER TO GET AWARD HERE
9/14/1989 CG21 3€TWINS CO-OWNER TO RAISE MONEY FOR RUSHMORE
11/13/199G CGll PHILANTHROPISTS TO GET AWARDS AT CONFERENCE
4/2G/1984 CG33 ^MURDER INVESTIGATION ENTERS 2ND WEEK
7/29/1984 BG71 HAIR STYLIST TAKES TEAM TO NATIONALS
2/24/1992 CG12 *HOT ROD
12/31/1989 NG55 5-YEAR WAIT PAID OFF
4/G7/1982 CG61 PROFITS ARE UP BUT SALES FLAT AT RAVEN
5/G2/1982 6G51 *(INDUSTRY) CHRISTENSEN LEADS RAVEN MARCH
f 5/13/tl984 ' CG4^^^^^^^^^^ EARNINGS DESPITE DROP IN SALES
5/15/1985 CG72*USD HONORS LOCAL BUSINESSMEN
5/24/1987 EG15 RAVEN NET INCOME DOUBLES
6/18/1987 CG12 GRAVEN SEWS UP $3.6 MILLION DEAL
8/27/1989 GG31 *TOP 10 EMPLOYERS
5/G8/1991 D082 KAWARD FOR RAVEN
5/31/1991 DG62 GRAVEN AIMS TO SOAR, DOUBLE SALES
3/G3/1983 CG42 KAS TIME GOES BY DURING LEGISLATIVE DEBATE
7/G8/1986 AG74 KCONDUCTOR BRINGS HAPPY SOUND
2/21/1991 CG13 XHER HOBBY'S A BREEZE
5/22/1983 DGll XBICYCLE CHRISTENSEN IS A CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
3/G3/1989 BG12 ^ANIMATOR DROPS 'GHOSTBUSTERS' FOR TURTLE HEROES
7/12/199G CG12 COCAINE MOM COULD BE FREED
7/1G/1985 AG82 KBURNOUT TOLL AMONG GOOD TEACHERS
5/30/1989 AG12 KCITY SALUTES THOSE WHO SERVED
11/17/1989 CG12 Jf'ARGUS' SPORTSWRITER DIES AT AGE 27
1/17/1991 BG12 KA PACKER WITH PUNCH
1/08/1983 CG41DCI OFFICIAL TO RESIGN
3/G3/1984 BG36 BUSINESSMAN WILL RUN FOR STATE HOUSE
7/2G/1991 CG12 ACQUITTED TWIN FIGHTING FOR ESTATE
6/G7/1991 CG12 3€TWINS CASE MAY GO TO JURY TODAY
6/G8/1991 CG12 1 TWIN CONVICTED, OTHER GOES FREE
6/G8/1991 CG33 KA TALE OF 2 SISTERS
1G/G7/1991 BG35 TWIN ISN'T ENTITLED TO ESTATE OF SLAIN HUSBAND
9/G5/1992 BG25 ACQUITTED WOMAN CAN'T INHERIT ESTATE
6/G1/1986 CG13 ^LONGTIME POET ENTERS COMPUTER AGE
7/28/1991 DG13 ,2 FROM SD ON SOYBEAN BOARD
" 9715/1989" CGI2^3fSUSPEeT«TN DEATH VTO CHANGE-iPLEA
9/16/1989 CG14 *RENNER MAN CONFESSES TO KILLING
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CHRISTENSON NICOLE
CHRISTIAN ACTION
CHRISTIAN JON
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
CHRISTIANITY
CHRISTIANS
CHRISTIANSEN JOSEP
CHRISTIANSEN RUSSE
CHRISTIANSON BOB
CHRISTIANSON DARLE
CHRISTIANSON HARRY
CHRISTMAN JIM
CHRISTMAN MELVINA
CHRISTMAS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/07/1989 A012 *RENNER KILLER GETS 65 YEARS
8/28/1992 C031 *CLOSEUP
ll/OA/1986 A103 GROUP REGRETS USE OF NAME (L)
8/13/1990 B012 CHRISTIAN WINS FIRST PRO GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
7/11/1989 A081 HEALING RECORD BOLSTERS CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS
1/24/1985 C015 EVANGELICAL FOLLOWERS FACE DIFFICULT DECISIONS
1/25/1985 coil *AUTHOR ATTACKS CHRISTIANS OVER ABORTION
12/05/1992 A103 *ARE WE REBUILDING OLD WALLS?
9/21/1992 A075 LAWMAKERS TARGET NATION'S CHRISTIANS (L)
10/09/1991 C012 FATHER NOT GUILTY IN SON^S SHOOTING
5/18/1990 C033 ^TREATY BETWEEN SD AND NEBRASKA
2/06/1989 B014 *DOG FETCHES FAME FOR STATE
11/14/1992 A012 *29 TURNER COUNTY VOTES END UP IN TRASH
3/13/1983 BOll *JANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
4/27/1983 coil *STATE INSURANCE CHIEF FIRED
4/29/1983 coil STATE OFFICIAL DEFENDS FIRING
5/04/1983 C012 LUSSEM--IF YOU'RE A CRITIC, YOU'RE OUT
8/24/1983 coil *THE PLOT THICKENS IN PIERRE
4/19/1984 C013 *JOBS SAFE DESPITE MERGER
3/28/1985 coil COMMERCE SECRETARY WILL RESIGN IN JUNE
7/07/1982 DOll CONDE COACH SAYS IT'S TIME FOR SIX-MAN FOOTBALL
6/10/1990 coil MOM OF MAN WANTED FOR QUESTIONING DIES
SEE ALSO CHURCH 8 STATE, RELIGION
1/01/1982 F031 CAPITOL NATIVITY SCENE REMOVED
1/05/1982 C021 AN OPEN LETTER TO CHRISTMAS TREE THIEF (L)
7/29/1982 C032 RULING MAY BLOCK ACLU NATIVITY SUIT
9/25/1982 B032 ACLU CONSIDERS SUING STATE OVER NATIVITY SCENE
10/17/1982 C033 NATIVITY SCENE PROPER DISPLAY (L)
11/08/1982 A016 *46 DAYS TO GO, HOLIDAY SHOPPERS STARTING EARLY
11/14/1982 coil WRITING LETTERS NEXT BEST THING TO SANTA
11/26/1982 C034 DONATIONS LIGHT UP SALVATION ARMY CHRISTMAS TREE
11/30/1982 A013 CAPITOL NATIVITY AND CRITICISM RETURNS
11/30/1982 B014 FIREFIGHTERS TO LEASE LAND FOR NATIVITY SCENE
11/30/1982 B023 CHRISTMAS IS COMING (L)
12/02/1982 B031 CHRISTMAS CONCERTS SCHEDULED
12/03/1982 coil *SANTA HOUSE OPEN AT YWCA
12/04/1982 C024 SD CHRISTMAS SPIRIT SEEMS TO BE MISSING (L)
12/04/1982 N021 WHAT'S IT LIKE TO CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS AWAY FROM HOME
12/04/1982 N031 CLERGYMEN TALK ABOUT JESUS' BIRTH, LIFE, DEATH ...
12/05/1982 A012 HELP IN FINDING THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT
12/05/1982 C015 SF BUYERS PINE FOR REAL THING AT CHRISTMAS
12/06/1982 C013 *ACLU LEADER CRITIZES USE OF NATIVITY
12/08/1982 A012 GINGERBREAD HOUSE A HOLIDAY TRADITION
12/08/1982 BOIl *PATIENCE IS KEY TO MAKING GINGERBREAD HOUSES
12/08/1982 B021 *CHRISTMAS POPS CONCERT SINGS TALES OF TRUE LOVES
12/10/1982 C051 CHRISTMAS DELIVERY DEADLINES UNCHANGED
12/11/1982 AlOl CHRISTMAS MUSIC PRESENTED SUNDAY
12/11/1982 coil *CHILDREN OFFER THEY'RE VERSION OF NATIVITY
12/12/1982 A012 STOCKBROKERS BRIGHTEN CHRISTMAS FOR SF
12/13/1982 B024 DON'T FORGET THE REAL MEANING (LJ
12/17/1982 A015 CHRISTMAS GHOSTS AID NEEDY
12/17/1982 B023 *HOLIDAY CHEER HEIGHTENS DEPRESSION
12/18/1982 A014 THE NEEDY MAY GET TURKEYS FROM THE TOWN
12/18/1982 coil ACLU TO POSTPONE DECISION ON NATIVITY
12/19/1982 A012 *AN AWARD WINNING DISPLAY OF LIGHTS
12/19/1982 coil MORE IN NEED THIS YEAR, BUT PEOPLE GIVING MORE
12/19/1982 D023 GIVING PETS AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS NOT A GOOD IDEA
12/20/1982 C062 *SINGING TREE DECORATED WITH CAROLERS
12/21/1982 A071 *ELEMENTARY STUDENTS CREATE VISUAL CHRISTMAS
12/21/1982 C013 *CHRISTMAS AT CITY HALL
12/21/1982 C031 MONDAY'S TURKEY GIFTS
12/22/1982 A012 *OUTPOURING OVERWHELMS SD FAMILY
12/22/1982 DOll GOAL MET IN TURKEY FUND
12/22/1982 D021 SIOUX FALLS, YOU HAVE A BIG HEART (ED)
12/24/1982 C021 HOW ARGUS LEADER CHRONICLED CHRISTMASES PAST
12/24/1982 C031 HEATON FAMILY SUBS SCHOLARSHIP FOR GIFTS
12/25/1982 A015 BEING BUSY AT CHRISTMAS HAS REWARDS
12/25/1982 B021 A SPECIAL LETTER FOR CHRISTMAS DAY (L)
12/26/1982 C015 SIOUX VOCATIONAL STUDENTS SPEND HOLIDAY AT HOTELS
12/26/1982 C015 FINDING CHRISTMAS SPIRIT DIFFICULT IN PRISON
11/10/1983 coil BUSINESSES BUY NEW DECORATIONS
11/26/1983 B013 LAWSUIT FOR CAPITOL NATIVITY SCENE
11/27/1983 coil *LIGHTING HOPE
11/28/1983 C012 *TREES, NOTHING BEATS THE REAL THING
11/29/1983 B014 CAPITOL GETS NATIVITY SCENE
11/30/1983 C052 *NATIVITY COMES TO CAPITOL
r2/07/r983^ B0T5 *PARTNERSHIP ADDS'CHEER I TO HOLIDAY
12/09/1983 BOll *EACH 'LIVING CHRISTMAS CARD' HAS A STORY
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12/10/1983 C021 MANY CHRISTIANS TURN BACKS CD
12/13/1983 CG2I MEANING OF CHRISTMAS CD
12/IA/1983 coil KSTAR BRIGHT STREET IN MADISON
12/15/1983 C023 VISIT AN OLD FRIEND DURING HOLIDAY SEASON CD
12/16/1983 con ^DONATIONS FOR COMMUNITY ARE POURING IN
12/18/1983 C072 LUTHERANS OFFERS HELP FOR HOLIDAY BLUES
12/18/1983 Don *FOR THE PERSON WITH EVERYTHING
12/18/1983 D071 K'TIS THE SEASON FOR PROGRAMS
12/21/1983 C072 MANY CHRISTMAS PLANTS ARE POISONOUS
12/23/1983 C021 CHRISTMAS SPIRIT EVIDENT IN GOOD TURNS CED)
12/23/1983 C024 HOPE FOR CHRISTMAS SEASON CD
12/2A/1983 B021 FRIENDLY SPIRIT REFLECTED IN PAST ARGUS CED)
12/2A/1983 B023 *GREED SEEMS TO BE A MAJOR EMOTION
12/25/1983 AOIA CHRISTMAS SPIRIT REMAINS STRONG
12/25/1983 BOll ALL OF US CAN SHARE CHRISTMAS CEGAN)
12/25/1983 B021 CHRISTMAS GREETINGS ARE JUST AS MERRY CWOSTER)
12/25/1983 con DUTIES OFTEN KEEP MINISTER/ FAMILY APART
12/25/1983 C021 READERS GIVE VIEWS ON WHAT WORLD NEEDS ^
12/25/1983 C031 CHRISTMAS IS A TIME FOR HAPPY MEMORIES CYEAGER)
12/25/1983 DOll READERS SHARE THEIR CHRISTMAS MEMORIES
12/26/1983 A012 *'LOOK WHAT I GOT'
12/26/1983 C012 EMISSION MAKES CHRISTMAS MERRY FOR THE NEEDY
12/27/1983 A012 *STRANDED YOUTHS FIND WARM HOME CHRISTMAS EVE
12/31/1983 B015 PRACTICAL JOKE STARTED WEIRD GIFT EXCHANGES
12/31/1983 B021 *HOPE, CARING, JOY, LOVE DOMINATE
1/21/198A A073 CHILDREN'S HOLIDAY PARTY A SUCCESS CD
3/06/198A A0I5 COURT OK'S YULE SCENES
3/06/198A A032 *MIXED FEELINGS GREET NATIVITY RULING
: 9/21/L98A C0I4-*SANTA ARRIVES EARLY TO PROMOTE PLANS
9/26/1984 C051 O'GORMAN PLANS CHRISTMAS BAZAAR
10/12/1984 BOll 3€BEF0RE YOU KNOW IT
11/14/1984 D031 CHRISTMAS TREE PERMITS AVAILABLE
11/16/1984 C035 HILLS CHRISTMAS TREE PERMITS ON SALE
11/27/1984 A012 5CDASHING ON THE MALL
11/30/1984 BOll KELO TV STATION STOLE CHRISTMAS
12/02/1984 A014 SANTA MOVES SOUTH
12/02/1984 con ^CHRISTMAS TASTE TEST
12/04/1984 BOll JACKRABBIT, JAYCEES TO HELP NEEDY CHILDREN
12/08/1984 C015 CHRISTMAS CALLS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS DEC 23
12/09/1984 C014 A SANTA DISCOVERS THE JOYS
12/09/1984 C033 CAPITOL AGLOW WITH THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT
12/09/1984 EOll TIPS FOR A SAFE OFFICE PARTY
12/10/1984 Alls KWHY SHE BELIEVES
12/10/1984 B022 WHO'S STEALING CHRISTMAS CD
12/11/1984 BOll 3(INMATE'S SONG WARNS DRUNKEN DRIVERS
12/13/1984 C013 3€C0UPLE KEEPS SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS ALIVE
12/14/1984 A012 5CKEEPING WATCH
12/15/1984 B022 THE JOY OF CHRISTMAS THE SAME CYEAGER)
12/16/1984 E012 ^OFFICE PARTIES CREATE GROWING INDUSTRY
12/17/1984'COSlSKEEPrNG. PACE WITH THE HOLIDAYS
12/18/1984 Alll 3CTWISTING IMAGINATION WITH STRAW
12/20/1984 C012 ^HOLIDAY SPIRIT
12/21/1984 A081 XYOU CAN BEAT HOLIDAY STRESS
12/22/1984 A014 *WHAT'S HOT FOR CHRISTMAS
12/22/1984 A074 KDON'T FORGET MEANING OF CHRISTMAS
12/22/1984 con 5€CHILD'S PLAY
12/22/1984 C021 36SIOUX YMCA'S HELP SPREAD SPIRIT
12/22/1984 C051 ^SINGING CHRISTMAS TREE
12/23/1984 C013 CLINIC'S DECISION TO FORGIVE $1,400 BILL
12/23/1984 C014 THE SEASON TO TRY TO SELL FOLLY
12/23/1984 C014 XBUMPER TO BUMPER
12/23/1984 C031 CHRISTMAS CUTS ACROSS RACIAL BORDERS
12/24/1984 A012 ^PROVIDES LONG-DISTANCE JOY FOR ELDERLY
12/24/1984 A071 A HUTTERITE CHRISTMAS IS NO ONE-DAY AFFAIR
12/24/1984 BOll KLAST-MINUTE SHOPPERS
12/24/1984 BOll CHRISTMAS BRINGS HOPE
12/24/1984 B013 KFINAL PREPARATIONS
12/24/1984 B041 LONELY CHRISTMAS LEADS TO FEAST FOR ALL
12/25/1984 A012 KIN THE SPIRIT
12/25/1984 A014 DEC 25 BASED ON THEOLOGY, FESTIVAL
12/25/1984 DOll THERE WAS NO NEED TO WORRY
12/25/1984 D021 HOLIDAY SPIRIT EVIDENT CED)
12/26/1984 BOll SILENT NIGHT GIVES WAY TO HECTIC DAY
12/26/1984 BOll KCHRISTMAS MEAL
12/26/1984 BOll YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE HOLIDAY AWAY FROM HOME
12/28/1984 con CHRISTMAS NIGHT FLIGHT
' 3/28/1985'-A045^'SD' NATIVITY''SCENE DISPUTE ~
9/22/1985 A083 CHRISTMAS SPANS RACIAL BORDERS
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lO/OA/1985 C035
11/10/1985 EOll
11/23/1985 CG13
11/2A/1985 DG76
11/25/1985 BGll
11/28/1985 CG13
11/28/1985 Cl<i3
11/28/1985 C171
11/29/1985 AG12
11/29/1985 CG13
11/30/1985 AGIA
12/05/1985 BOll
12/06/1985 coil
12/07/1985 C012
12/08/1985 DOll
12/08/1985 D015
12/12/1985 coil
12/14/1985 BOll
12/14/1985 B052
12/15/1985 C051
12/15/1985 C071
12/17/1985 C052
12/19/1985 A012
12/19/1985 B061
12/20/1985 BOll
12/21/1985 A071
12/21/1985 AlOl
12/21/1985 A103
) 12/21/1985 A103
12/21/1985 coil
12/21/1985 C022
12/22/1985 C031
12/22/1985 C071
12/24/1985 A012
12/24/1985 A051
12/24/1985 coil
12/24/1985 C013
12/25/1985 A061
12/25/1985 BOll
12/25/1985 BOll
12/25/1985 B031
12/25/1985 coil
12/25/1985 coil
12/25/1985 coil
12/26/1985 A012
12/26/1985 C021
12/27/1985 BOll
12/30/1985 A062
,1/02/1986 C015
vv;^0/14/1986^.C033;
11/21/1986 A012
11/23/1986 A012
11/27/1986 C071
11/29/1986 A072
11/30/1986 DOll
12/02/1986 C013
12/04/1986 A092
12/04/1986 Alll
12/07/1986 E012
12/08/1986 A075
12/10/1986 AlOl
12/10/1986 B012
12/14/1986 A083
12/14/1986 EOll
12/14/1986 E012
12/15/1986 A061
12/17/1986 BO12
12/20/1986 AlOl
12/20/1986 C012
12/21/1986 A071
12/21/1986 A071
12/21/1986 C012
12/21/1986 FOll
12/22/1986 A0l2
12/22/1986 B012
12/25/1986 AOll
''12/25/1986 "AO fZ'
12/25/1986 A081
INMATES BRIGHTEN RESERVATION CHRISTMAS
^VETERANS DAY KICKS OFF SEASON
SANTA CLAUS TO OPEN HOLIDAY FESTIVAL SUNDAY
ALL SAINTS PLAN ANNUAL TREE FESTIVAL
*YOU BETTER NOT POUT
EVERY DAY IS A HOLIDAY UNTIL CHRISTMAS
CIVIC GROUP DONATE TO COMMUNITY
OUTDOOR CHRISTMAS PAGEANT TO BE PRESENTED
ONLY 26 DAYS LEFT
^CREATES CUDDLY CHRISTMAS TREE
*'T1S THE SEASON TO GO SHOPPING
^SENIORS SING OUT WITH CHRISTMAS CAROLS
UNARMING UP TO WINTER
CHILDREN TRUST CHRISTMAS WILL BE MERRY
^(QUESTIONS ONLY A KID WOULD ASK
SANTA HOUSE VILLAGE SURVIVES SHAKY START
^CHRISTMAS PLAY TAKES UNUSUAL TWIST
KMANY MADE MERRY AT MADRIGAL FEESTE
ART STUDENTS THANKED CD
RADIO STATION BANS COMMERCIALS
CHRISTMAS TREE CUTTING BRISK IN BLACK HILLS
BOYHOOD TASK BECOMES HOLIDAY TRADITION
XBE AN ANGEL & CHECK MY WINGS
HOLIDAY MEALS OFFERED
STUDENTS MAKE BOOKS FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
KKIDS LEARN TO LOVE THE LIMELIGHT
THERE IS A SANTA CLAUS (ED)
TIME FOR FAMILY, HOME, CHURCH (YEAGER)
GET INTO CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (L)
^COMPUTERIZED CHRISTMAS
FARMERS SHOW INTEREST IN CHRISTMAS TREES
56CARDS REMAIN A CHRISTMAS TRADITION
KSERVICE GROUPS OVERWHELMED BY GIFTS
^LAWMAKERS TRADE BUDGET CUTS FOR TURKEY SLICES
XSANTA LETTERS
XDOWN TO THE WIRE
KFAMILY REUNIONS BRING HOLIDAY JOY
SPREAD CHRISTMAS JOY JUST BY BEING YOURSELF (ED)
CHRISTMAS HURTS IN PENITENTIARY
3ENEW BUNDLE OF JOY WARMS AREA HOME
PASTORS TO TELL CHRISTMAS STORY
MINISTERS--CHRISTMAS SAYS LOVE
KA TREASURE BUILT UPON MEMORIES
SHOPPERS DECK TREE WITH GIFTS FOR NEEDY KIDS
36SENIORS DECIDE MEAL BEATS EATING ALONE
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT PROVES GENEROUS IN RC AREA
KTHE DAY AFTER
THERE IS GOODNESS IN WORLD
*OUT WITH THE OLD
SHOPPING LIST TURNS STATE PRODUCE INTO GIFTS
KLIGHTEN UP
9CTENDIN6 THE FLOCK
TREES CUT TO SPRUCE UP CAPITOL, MANSION
*IT'S TIME TO PICK A TREE
^HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES, FESTIVITIES GET GOING
36PASSING THROUGH FOR CHRISTMAS
5€CHARITY CHRISTMAS TREES FOR NEEDY
LIBRARY HOSTS CHRISTMAS STORYTIME
KRED LETTER DECOR
GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE AVAILABLE
A CURE FOR THE GIMMIES (ED)
WOMAN TO PLAY RURAL SANTA CLAUS
CONVICT BRIGHTENS CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS
CHILDREN GIVEN CHRISTMAS SPREE
5CAREA CHILDREN HAVE HANDS-ON HOLIDAY PARTY
WASH SCANDAL WON'T SPOIL CHRISTMAS (YEAGER)
XGIFT OF THE SEASON
CHRISTMAS TO ONE-ROOM SCHOOLS (YEAGER)
*A FESTIVAL OF NINE LESSONS AND CAROLS
CHRISTMAS AT HOLY ROSARY
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL TO DAD
*FUN IS IN STORE FOR CHILDREN
BfSEEING THE LIGHTS
FLIGHTING THE WAY
THIS TALE OF LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
CHRISTMAS DINNERS AT HOSPITAL, MOTEL
XF'ARM TAMILY FORGES "NEW* DREAM
CHRISTMAS RENEWS HOPE AND JOY (ED)
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12/25/1986 A081 36PUBLIC OPINIONS--CHRISTMAS WISH
12/25/1986 B012 ^INMATES KEY TO CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
12/25/1986 B012 LAST-MINUTE BIG HOLIDAY RETAIL SEASON
12/25/1986 B033 ^CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY TRAFFIC PERIOD ENDS AT MIDNIGHT
12/25/1986 C012 DREADERS SHARE SPECIAL HOLIDAY MEMORIES
12/26/1986 C012 *SON BRINGS COUPLE TOGETHER FOR ANNIVERSARY
12/26/1986 C015 *EMIGRE REMEMBERS CHRISTMAS
12/26/1986 C016 MORE PEOPLE NEEDING HELP, OFFICALS SAY
12/27/1986 A012 9CGIFTED SHOPPERS CROWD SF STORES
12/28/1986 A092 SANTA MYTH TOO COMMERCIAL (L)
1/03/1987 C012 *WHAT GOES UP
l/OA/1987 A085 PUT CHRIST BACK IN CHRISTMAS (L)
1/10/1987 A075 CHRISTMAS PAGEANT WAS SPECIAL (L)
1/17/1987 A071 KELO ANGEL TREE WAS SUCCESS CD
1/23/1987 A052 ^VISIONS OF PARTIES
1/29/1987 A065 FOLLOWING THE CHRISTMAS STAR CD
2/1A/1987 A095 CHRISTMAS DRIVE WAS SUCCESSFUL CD
10/22/1987 B012 XTOYING WITH CHRISTMAS
11/05/1987 A061 XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON STARTING CHRISTMAS TOO EARLY
11/10/1987 C021 STATE TREE GROWERS READY FOR HOLIDAYS
11/19/1987 A012 ^CHRISTMAS IS IN THE AIR
11/20/1987 coil TOY DRIVE HALFWAY, ORGANIZER SAYS
11/22/1987 E012 36DECK THE HALLS
11/23/1987 coil TREE PROGRAM TO BRIGHTEN HOLIDAY
11/27/1987 B012 ^HOLIDAY EVENTS
11/28/1987 C012 KLET THE HOLIDAY BUYING BEGIN
11/29/1987 DOll KSTARS STILL SINGING THE SAME OLD SONGS
11/29/1987 D012 *A FRESH SOUND FOR SOME HOLIDAY CLASSICS
,12/02/1987 BO12 *AN 0LD-FASHIONED DELIVERY
12/05/1987 AO12 ^MERRY MOMENTS
12/06/1987 A012 ^LEAVING THEIR POSTMARKS
12/06/1987 DOll JfBUY FOR LESS THAN FIVE DOLLARS
12/06/1987 D012 FOCUS ON LOVE, NOT PRICE
12/07/1987 coil STATE MADE GIFTS A CHRISTMAS OPTION
12/09/1987 B012 ^STORES OPEN DOORS TO SPECIAL SHOPPERS
12/09/1987 C013 SEND A TASTE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
12/11/1987 B012 XMADRIGAL SINGERS CELEBRATE WITH MUSIC
12/11/1987 B015 COMMON SENSE FOR THE OFFICE CHRISTMAS PARTY
12/11/1987 C093 COUPLE REVAMPS STATE'S CHRISTMAS TREE
12/11/1987 EOll KA TALE FOR LAST MINUTE SHOPPERS
12/12/1987 A072 BUSINESSES, CHARITIES SHARE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
12/12/1987 A091 FAMILY GRATEFUL FOR CHRISTMAS GIFT CD
12/13/1987 DOll ^TRADITIONS COLLIDE WHEN FAMILIES COMBINE
12/13/1987 E012 KCITY FIRMS FURNISH FUN, NOT FUNDS
12/17/1987 C012 *ANGEL FACES
12/19/1987 A016 A WHITE CHRISTMAS IS UNLIKELY
12/19/1987 A052 KWISHES AND RESOLUTIONS ADD TO HOLIDAYS
12/19/1987 AlOl CHRISTMAS PRESENT MORE ENJOYABLE
.12/19/19,87 C012 *THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
.12/19/1987 •'C012 THERE OUGHT TO BE SNOW FOR CHRISTMAS
12/20/1987 coil HOME DECORATION WINNERS ANNOUNCED
12/20/1987 coil BUSINESS OFFERS FREE PHONE CALLS
12/20/1987 C012 *CHILDREN REMEMBER FAVORITE PRESENTS
12/20/1987 C015 *SANTA DELIVERS HOLIDAY MESSAGE WITHOUT A SOUND
12/21/1987 A012 ^JOBLESS MORRELL FAMILY IS MAKING DO
12/21/1987 COIA *INVESTMENT FIRM OPENS PHONE LINES
12/22/1987 C012 *BEARY MERRY CHRISTMAS
12/23/1987 A081 DOWNTOWN NEEDS YULE DECORATIONS
12/23/1987 B012 WAITING TO THE END
12/26/1987 A052 ^CHILDREN'S WISH LISTS HAVE GENEROUS SIDE
12/26/1987 A081 AMERICANS SHOW THEY CARE ABOUT OTHERS CED)
12/26/1987 A081 *PUBLIC OPINIONS
12/26/1987 C021 TOYS FOR TOTS BRINGS PRESENTS TO RESERVATION
12/25/1987 A015 *THE ROAD TO BETHLEHEM, SD
12/25/1987 A016 *SNOWSTORMS CAN'T BURY HOLIDAY SPIRIT
12/25/1987 AlOl CHRISTMAS SPIRIT STILL REIGNS IN SD CED)
12/25/1987 B012 ^LIGHTING UP THE SEASON
12/25/1987 B012 3€CHRISTMAS BIRTHDAYS OFFER DOUBLE HOLIDAY FUN
12/25/1987 B021 *FORD LTD FOR SD SANTA CLAUS
12/25/1987 B025 HUTTERITE CHRISTMAS PRESENTS OTHER SIDE OF HOLIDAY
12/26/1987 A071 SANTA GETS HELP FROM HIS FRIENDS
12/27/1987 A012 *HOLIDAY BRINGS MANY HAPPY RETURNS
12/28/1987 AG52 *FIGHT POST-HOLIDAY DEPRESSION
12/29/1987 C012 RETAILERS RING UP STRONG CHRISTMAS SALES
1/01/1988 AG12 GIFT CAR BAFFLES SD COUPLE
1/G2/1988 AG71 CITY PITCHED IN FOR MORRELL KIDS CD
T/G2/T988' 'AG71' ANGEL TREE'-^HELPED 986^FAMItIES CD
6/28/1988 CG15 *AMID SUMMER HEAT, COUPLE PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS
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9/30/1988 D062 5CRETAIL STORES GET A JUMP ON SALES
10/16/1988 B024 MILITARY GIFTS MUST BE MAILED SOON
10/22/1988 A104 WHY RUSH THE SEASONS (L)
11/17/1988 A012 KDECK THE BOUGHS...
11/2A/1988 A012 HOLIDAY SHOPPERS, ON YOUR MARKS...
11/25/1988 B016 ART IMITATES HOLIDAY RUSH
11/25/1988 EOll 36COMFORTABLE WITH CLASSIC TOYS, SWEATERS
11/26/1988 A012 CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS CROWD AREA STORES
11/27/1988 F012 3«H0LIDAY'S BEST BETS
11/28/1988 C016 KA HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
11/29/1988 A012 *TR1MM1NG THE TOWN
11/30/1988 D082 KCHRISTMAS TREE SALES HOT
12/01/1988 C012 *A CHRISTMAS TUG
12/0A/1988 A012 3CCHR1STMAS CARRIAGE
12/11/1988 D012 3CST0RES MARK DOWN HOLIDAY TRINKETS
12/13/1988 A065 WHERE IS THE GIFT OF LOVE CD
12/14/1988 C012 ^HOLIDAY GREETINGS
12/15/1988 A085 X-MAS IS NOT CHRISTMAS CD
12/15/1988 C012 *T0 ME, FROM ME
12/16/1988 C012 *TWO BROTHERS SHARE SPIRIT OF HOLIDAYS
12/16/1988 D062 ^SPIRIT OF SEASON LIVES ON
12/17/1988 A012 SALVATION ARMY MAKES LAST-GASP DRIVE
12/17/1988 C015 STATE EMPLOYEES BRING CHRISTMAS TO THE NEEDY
12/18/1988 EOll BANK NAMES BEST HOME DECORATIONS
12/18/1988 FOll XSHARE FAVORITE CHRISTMAS CAROLS
12/19/1988 A012 'CHRISTMAS CITY* LIGHTS UP FOR TRADITION
12/19/1988 A016 VANDALS DARKEN HOLIDAYS
12/20/1988 B013 *TRAD1T10N, JOY PROMPT CHRISTMAS BRIGHTNESS
512/20/1988 C021KCHR1STMAS DECORATIONS DRAW RECORD CROWD AT CAPITOL
12/22/1988 A015 GROUPS SPREAD HOLIDAY CHEER
12/22/1988 A021 ^GROUPS TO DISH OUT HOLIDAY CHEER
12/23/1988 C012 KMAKING CHRISTMAS MEMORIES
12/23/1988 C012 OFFICES, BANKS TO BE CLOSED MONDAY
12/24/1988 C012 FAMILY SNUGGLED TOGETHER IN SNOWS
12/24/1988 C016 TREES DRAW BIG CROWDS TO PIERRE
12/25/1988 A012 CHRISTMAS IS WHERE THE FAMILY IS
12/25/1988 A092 JESUS REASON FOR CHRISTMAS CD
12/25/1988 A094 XMAS ISN'T A CRASS TERM CD
12/25/1988 B012 3fCHRlSTMAS GREETINGS, FROM SPORTS PAGES PAST
12/25/1988 coil CHRISTMAS MEALS AVAILABLE IN CITY
12/25/1988 C012 ^LIGHT-HEARTED GREETINGS
12/25/1988 F024 TRADITIONS LIVE ON TODAY DESPITE CHANGES
12/26/1988 A012 SF CELEBRATES HOLIDAY IN VARIED WAYS
1/14/1989 A071 CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION DRAWS MORE THAN 250 CD
1/14/1989 A073 BUSINESSES DONATE FOR CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS CD
1/27/1989 A082 DECORATIONS THIEF CALLOUS CD
2/04/1989 A071 CHRISTMAS DINNER DRAWS COMMUNITY SUPPORT CD
7/05/1989 C014 A GREETING TO THE SOVIET PEOPLE
11/14/1989 A012 3CCHR1STMAS WRAP
1172iyi989^ VOLUNTEER--SANTA DUTY REWARDING
11/24/1989 A012 CHECKOUT BELLS JINGLE TODAY
11/24/1989 C012 IT'S THE SEASON FOR THIEVES
11/24/1989 C014 TRIMMING THE CAPITOL TREE
11/25/1989 A015 KGIFT-SEEKING CROWDS DECK THE MALLS
11/26/1989 F012 3CCH00SE KIDS' CHRISTMAS GIFTS WITH GREAT CARE
11/27/1989 BOll CHRISTMAS TREES TO BE LIT SATURDAY
11/29/1989 B012 KGIFTS FROM THE KITCHEN
11/30/1989 C012 ^NEIGHBORHOOD TURNS INTO 'STOCKING STREET'
12/02/1989 coil CHRISTMAS TREES WILL SHINE TONIGHT
12/03/1989 EOll CITY ART STUDENTS TO DECORATE WINDOWS
12/03/1989 E012 GIVE FROM THE HEART, NOT THE WALLET
12/03/1989 F012 *PAST1ME IS ON CUTTING EDGE OF CHRISTMAS
12/05/1989 A071 ^CELEBRATE SEASON WITH LIGHT SHOW
12/10/1989 E012 K'MERRY TUBA CHRISTMAS'
12/10/1989 E014 ^BRUSHING UP ON THE HOLIDAY
12/10/1989 F012 3CCLERGY EMPHASIZE TRUE MEANING OF CHRISTMAS
12/11/1989 A012 ^CHRISTMAS SPIRIT RINGS LOUD IN VALLEY SPRINGS
12/12/1989 A072 WHEN IT'S TIME TO STUFF STOCKINGS, HAVE FUN
12/13/1989 A014 THIEVES TAKE LIGHT OUT OF MAN'S HOLIDAY
12/13/1989 C012 ^STRETCHING FOR SNOW FLAKES
12/14/1989 B012 ^SCHOOL PRESENTS ANNUAL PAGEANT
12/14/1989 coil RADIO STATION LIGHTS UP MAN'S HOUSE
12/14/1989 C021 4 FACE CHARGES OF TAKING DECORATIONS
12/15/1989 A012 ^WREATH FOR US WEST
12/16/1989 A085 LETTER CHANGE WOULD HELP CD
12/16/1989 B012 ORGANIZATIONS PREPARE LIST FOR MR CLAUS
•12/17/1989 EOll STATE CAPITOL' B CHRISTMAS TREES
12/17/1989 E012 XPARTY GIVES INJURED KIDS GIFTS
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12/18/1989 A052 *FAMILIES LEARN TO COPE WITH LOSS
12/21/1989 coil BUS COMPANY SEEKS MORE CHRISTMAS GIFTS
12/21/1989 CGll HOLIDAY MAIL CAN STILL BE DELIVERED
12/22/1989 A022 SCHOOL VACATION STARTS DAY EARLY
12/22/1989 CD12 KWARM1N6 UP TO SANTA
12/23/1989 A083 GIVE JESUS SPECIAL GIFT (L)
12/23/1989 C012 *NOBODY SHOULD BE DADLESS DURING CHRISTMAS
12/23/1989 C015 OFFICES, SCHOOLS WILL CLOSE FOR HOLIDAYS
12/2A/1989 A016 CHAMBERLAIN LESS CHEERY WITHOUT SANTA
12/24/1989 A081 RECIPIENTS OF GIFTS STRIVE TO BE WORTHY OF THEM
12/24/1989 B021 CHRISTMAS MEMORIES AMONG OLDER SET ARE FOND
12/24/1989 CG15 CHRISTMAS DINNERS WILL BE SERVED FOR NEEDY
12/24/1989 NGll ^PRECIOUS MEMORIES HOW THEY LINGER...
12/25/1989 AG12 KGIVING IS TRADITION FOR FAMILY OF 14
12/25/1989 A121 TREES ADD TO CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (ED)
12/25/1989 BG12 KCHRISTMAS IN AMERICA
12/25/1989 CG16 CHRISTMAS MEMORIES FLOURISH
12/26/1989 AG52 ^STORES BRACED FOR ONSLAUGHT
12/28/1989 AG63 THEFT SPOILS CHRISTMAS (L)
1/G3/199G 'CG22 POLICE LOOK FOR OWNER OF GIFT
1/11/199G AG81 THIS HELP WAS UNWANTED (L)
4/23/199G CG22 PIERRE GROUPS TAKE OVER CAPITOL TREE DISPLAY
6/11/199G CG12 KCHRISTMAS IN JUNE
11/11/199G DG12 K'TIS THE SEASON FOR SHOPPING
11/14/199G CGll TREE OF LIGHTS CEREMONY IS FRIDAY
11/2G/199G AG12 3€0' CHRISTMAS TREE
11/2G/199G CG31 CHRISTMAS TREE PERMITS ON SALE IN BLACK HILLS
11/21/1990 ,CG31: CHRISTMAS TREE PERMITS NOW AVAILABLE
11/23/1990 BG1-2 KA TREE FOR TRIMMING
11/24/1990 CGll SANTA PARKS SLEIGH AT ZANDBROZ TODAY
11/24/1990 CG12 CAPITOL DECKS HALLS FOR HOLIDAY
11/24/1990 C033 VANDALISM SPURS SAFETY MEASURES
11/26/1990 B012 ^SPENDING THE DAY IN A CRAFTY WAY
11/26/1990 C082 *EXPERTS ADVISE CASH-ONLY HOLIDAY BUYING
12/01/1990 A072 *HOMES FOR THE HOLIDAY
12/01/1990 A072 ALTERNATIVE CHRISTMAS MARKET SELLS GIFTS
12/02/1990 A012 ^WHISPERING HIS WISHES
12/03/1990 A012 JfGETTlNG SANTA READY FOR CHRISTMAS
12/06/1990 B012 3€4,000 POINTS OF LIGHT
12/09/1990 A091 Gl'S SHOULD MAKE MOST OF OVERSEAS CHRISTMAS (L)
12/09/1990 F012 XEVERY NIGHT IS LIGHT SHOW
12/09/1990 F014 *19 LANES CITYWIDE LIGHT UP HOLIDAYS
12/10/1990 A051 5eWE CAN'T STOP BELIEVING IN SANTA CLAUS
12/11/1990 A072 ^HOLIDAY FEARS UNLEASHED
12/12/1990 C012 *SHOWERED WITH CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
12/13/1990 C012 *H0L1DAY ANGELS VISIT BERGELAND SENIOR CENTER
12/14/1990 A012 KCHRISTMAS COUNTDOWN UNRELENTING
12/15/1990 C031 CHARITIES REPORT GIVING DWINDLING
.;a2/16yi990 A08i-MAYcHOLIiDAY SEASON PROMISE RADIATE (L)
12/16/1990 E036 STATE WORKERS DONATE GIFTS TO NEEDY FAMILIES
12/17/1990 C015 TO BRIGHTEN HOLIDAYS FOR THE POOR, LONELY
12/17/1990 C033 5CSANTA SPREADS JOY TO NEEDY KIDS
12/18/1990 A102 DON'T CONFUSE TRUE REASON FOR CHRISTMAS CD
12/20/1990 A081 ^PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--T0 YOUR COMMUNITY FOR CHRISTMAS
12/20/1990 D082 3CB0XES ON THEIR WAY
12/21/1990 BOll 3CGREATEST GIFT OF HOLIDAYS iS FAMILIES
12/21/1990 C033 SUPER 8 OFFERS VISITORS FREE ROOMS
12/22/1990 A083 CHRISTMAS SEASON RECONCILIATION TIME (ED)
12/22/1990 C032 HOLIDAY TRAFFIC PERIOD BEGINS
12/23/1990 A012 ^RESERVISTS GIVEN WARM WELCOMES FOR CHRISTMAS
12/23/1990 FOll KCOMFORT AND JOY
12/23/1990 F012 CLERGY TOIL TO MAKE FAMILIAR STORY FRESH
12/23/1990 F015 KCHRISTMAS PRESENT IS WHAT MAKES CHRISTMAS PAST
12/24/1990 A012 *1S THAT YOU, SANTA CLAUS
12/24/1990 A072 *JOLLY OLD MAN SEEN ON ROOF
12/24/1990 A104 THIEF STOLE SECURITY, CHILD'S CHRISTMAS (L)
12/24/1990 C012 *THE LIGHTS OF CHRISTMAS
12/24/1990 C012 *1N HUDSON, IT'S CHRISTMAS
12/24/1990 C015 HOLIDAY MEALS OFFERED TO NEEDY
12/25/1990 A012 3CF1NDS THIS A CHRISTMAS TO REMEMBER
12/25/1990 A081 CHRISTMAS SPIRIT REMAINS ABUNDANT (ED)
12/25/1990 B012 *LEARN TO COPE WITH GUESTS
12/26/1990 A012 *B1SH0P, INMATES TRY TO BRIGHTEN LIVES
12/30/1990 A095 'CHRISTMAS' TRUE MEANING DISTORTED (L)
1/07/1991 A072 TALK YOURSELF OUT OF POST-HOLIDAY BLUES
'W24/1991 B01Z^3(OUT OF: SEASON . -
11/04/1991 A0525€CENTER COUNTS ON CHRISTMAS TREE FUND-RAISER
11/13/1991 D062 ^STORES SEEING CASH FROM YULE SHOPPERS
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II/I7/1991 F0I2
11/29/1991 coil
11/30/1991 A012
12/02/1991 A052
12/02/1991 A053
12/03/1991 C013
12/07/1991 C012
12/08/1991 F012
12/10/1991 C031
12/11/1991 BOIA
12/13/1991 BOll
12/15/1991 A09A
12/15/1991 F012
12/16/1991 A012
12/17/1991 A085
12/17/1991 A086
12/17/1991 A083
12/17/1991 D012
12/18/1991 C032
12/20/1991 A012
12/20/1991 C012
12/21/1991 AlOl
12/22/1991 E012
12/22/1991 F012
12/22/1991 F032
12/23/1991 A081
12/23/1991 C012
/ 112/24/1991 A012
12/24/1991 A014
12/24/1991 A084
12/24/1991 C015
12/25/1991 A141
12/25/1991 BOll
12/25/1991 coil
12/31/1991 A063
1/02/1992 C031
1/23/1992 A115
9/19/1992 A061
10/14/1992 B082
11/20/1992 D012
11/25/1992 BOll
11/27/1992 NOll
11/29/1992 FOll
11/29/1992 F043
11/30/1992 BOll
11/30/1992 B042
11/30/1992 0012
12/01/1992 B042
"^12/03/1992 B014
12/08/1992 B021
12/10/1992 B014
12/10/1992 DOll
12/12/1992 A041
12/12/1992 A052
12/12/1992 A073
12/12/1992 0022
12/13/1992 F012
12/14/1992 B012
12/16/1992 AOll
12/16/1992 A015
12/17/1992 0021
12/18/1992 A024
12/19/1992 A052
12/19/1992 A071
12/19/1992 0021
12/20/1992 F012
12/20/1992 GOll
12/22/1992 B012
12/23/1992 A081
12/23/1992 B012
12/23/1992 B021
12/25/1992 AOll
12/25/1992 A012
12/25/1992 AlOl
12/25/1992 AlOl
'^^12/25/1992^8012.
12/25/1992 BG12
12/26/1992 AOll
*T1NY TOWNS TREASURED
DOWNTOWN CHRISTMAS EVENTS START SATURDAY
*STORM DOESN'T PUT FREEZE ON SHOPPING
XLANES LIGHTEN UP CHRISTMAS
XLIST OF LANES GROWS TO 21 FOR VIEWING
^FILLING A TALL ORDER
^eHOLlDAY MURAL MAKERS
*H0L1DAY PARTY CATERS TO SPECIAL KIDS
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT DONATIONS WANTED
*HEARTY PARTIES WITHOUT STRESS
XSMALL HOUSE, TRAINS READY FOR EXHIBITS
CHRISTMAS COUNTDOWN MISSES TRUE MEANING (L)
XHORNS OF PLENTY
^LEADERS' LURE IS SANTA CLAUS LANE
GIFT OF SCARF SHOWS CHRISTMAS' MEANING CD
LOFTESSNESS LIFTED SPIRITS IN SF CD
^PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--FAV0R1TE CHRISTMAS SONG
^HANDMADE ORNAMENTS
KROADSIDE SANTA
KDISTRACTING CELEBRATIONS
^HARVESTING HOLIDAY SPIRIT
DAKOTA WINDS CED)
KA JOLLY OL' BUSINESS, HO, HO, HO
3CRET1REE DECKS THE HALLS WITH BOUGHS OF JOLLY
KTREE DELIVERY
SOME GIFTS WE'D LIKE TO GIVE CED)
CHARITY GIVING OK DESPITE RECESSION
KFESTIVE FOLK FORM CAR TREE
3CDRUMM1NG UP CHRISTMAS CHEER
MEANING OF CHRISTMAS SEEMS TO ELUDE SOME CD
3€HANDMADE TOYS A HIT WITH KIDS
AS HOLIDAY MAKES CLEAR CED)
^THREATENING KIDS WITH SANTA'S IRE
3CCHR1STMAS BELLS CALL SOME TO WORK
WHAT'S HAPPENED TO CHRISTMAS PROGRAMS CD
VISITORS FLOCKED TO '91 DISPLAY
SHOW WAS HALF HOUR OF CHEER CD
3CCHR1STMAS DECORATIONS COMING SOON
5CMAY THE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING SEASON BEGIN
3fA FESTIVAL OF CHRISTMAS CHARITY
ALTERNATIVE GIFTS OFFER AID TO NEEDY
^CALENDER FILLED ACROSS THE AREA
ANNUAL TREE DISPLAY OPEN AT CAPITOL
KALL SET TO SHINE
CAPITOL ROTUNDA FILLED WITH TREES
CHRISTMAS SELLING WILL SIGNAL ECONOMIC MOOD
*ALL 1 WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
BUSINESS UP OVER LAST YEAR
KADDED TOUCH
SD ORNAMENTS ADORN CAPITOL TREE
^SHOPPER'S HELPER
XWHO'S TALKING IN THE A1SLES--T0YS, OF COURSE
DAKOTA WINDS CED)
XLIGHT UP YOUR LIFE
XROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL'S HOLIDAY PRODUCTION
KLARSONS BRIGHTEN VERMILLION STREET WITH LIGHTS
^CHRISTMAS OBSERVED IN DEEP BRASS TONES
36CHR1STMAS QUILT GIFTS TO NEEDY PUT COUPLE IN SPIRIT
*0N TOP OF THINGS
A TREAT FOR THE NEEDY--A TRUCKOAD OF ICE CREAM
^ORNAMENT MAKER OFFERS TIPS, IDEAS
SUNDAY DELIVERY HELPS IN CRUNCH
KMERRY STRESSMAS
XDON'T JUST PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS, THINK BEYOND
XTIME IS RIGHT TO VIEW LOCAL HOLIDAY LIGHTS
3CSPEC1AL DELIVERIES BRING HOLIDAY CHEER WITH TREES
*THE SEASON DELIVERS SONGS OF HOPE
3CTREE LIT IN MAN'S MEMORY
SCROOGES--NOT US, HERE'S OUR GIFT LIST CED)
*DAY GIVEN TO GIVING
SAFETY OFFICIALS HOPE FOR REPEAT OF LAST YEAR
3CPAST0RS TO DELIVER HOLIDAY MESSAGE
HOUSING, WEATHER TOP CITY'S WISH LIST
CHRISTMAS IS TIME TO LOOK AT YOURSELF CED)
3CCARDS, SINGING MOST MEANINGFUL
JUDGES TIGHTEN iFURLOUGH REINS
KSHE CAUGHT SANTA DELIVERING MEALS
^FAMILIES MISS TROOPS ON DESERT DUTY
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CHRISTOFFELS VIRG
CHRISTOPHER WILL
CHRISTOPHERSON DAN
CHRISTOPHERSON PRE
CHRISTOPHERSON GEN
CHRISTOPHERSON MAR
CHRISTOPHERSON REI
CHRISTOPHERSON RYA
CHRISTOPHERSON STA
CHRISTOPOLOUS KATE
CHRISTOPULOS CHRIS
CHRISTY LILA
CHROMIUM
CHRONIC FATIGUE
CHU BEN
CHURCH & STATE
CHURCH ALL SOULS
CHURCH ASSEMBLY
CHURCH BAPTIST
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/26/1992 A081 *JOIN CELEBRATION FOR 12 DAYS OF REAL CHRISTMAS
12/26/1992 B012 *GROUP SHARES HOLIDAY CHEER WITH NEEDY
12/29/1992 B012 HOLIDAY GIVING MEETS NEED
12/31/1992 A085 RETAILERS LEAVE OUT REASON FOR CHRISTMAS CD
12/28/1986 E012 *BARBER CREATES HIS OWN STYLE OF BUSINESS
5/0A/1982 A071 ^CHRISTOPHER IS A LOT LIKE FATHER MULCAHY
10/11/1982 CG15 YANKTON DISC JOCKEY KEEPS HIS PROMISE
4/09/1982 C025 LIKED KELO-TV SHOW ABOUT CHRISTOPHERSON CD
10/27/1984 C035 FORMER EDITORS TO BE HONORED
10/28/1984 C044 ^EDITORS HONORED
5/01/1988 N061 (SEC DD) KLOW-KEY NEWSMAN HAD HIGH PRIORITIES
6/16/1989 A012 *EX-EDITOR WHO HELPED SHAPE STATE DIES
6/16/1989 A044 'CHRIS' WATCHED, GUIDED CITY
6/16/1989 AlOl COMMUNITY LOSES A LEADER (ED)
6/17/1989 C021 KEX-'ARGUS LEADER' EDITOR DIED
6/18/1989 A131 'FRONT PAGE' JOURNALISM SWAYED EDITING
5/19/1990 C015 SCHOLARSHIP FUND SURPRISES COLLEGE
6/01/1990 C015 EX-'ARGUS' EDITOR LEAVES GIFT
6/14/1990 coil YMCA GETS BEQUEST FROM FORMER EDITOR
3/14/1982 B031 SF ARTIST USES SCENES FROM TV (YEAGER)
1/26/1989 C012 *EX-'ARGUS' COLUMNIST DIES AT 90
5/19/1990 A012 MINNESOTA PRINCIPAL FACES RAPE CHARGES IN SD
5/22/1990 B012 PRINCIPAL PLEADS NOT GUILTY
5/26/1990 C015 PRINCIPAL DENIED CONTRACT AFTER SEX CHARGE
7/07/1990 coil PRINCIPAL GIVEN RAPE TRIAL DELAY
8/29/1990 coil 3 MEN, TEEN-AGER SAY SUSPECT ABUSED THEM
8/30/1990 C031 TEACHER GUILTY OF SEXUAL CONTACT
9/01/1990 C031 TEACHER PLANS TO APPEAL SEXUAL CONTACT CONVICTION
v;9/25/l,990 C012 EX-TEACHER GETS 15 YEARS IN MOLESTATION
3/06/1992 C033 SCHOOL TEACHER'S MOLESTATION CONVICTION UPHELD
6/11/1990 C012 XSCOUTS TRAINING HELPED GUARD OFFICER
2/13/1990 B012 *SD NATIVE RUNS ACROSS LOCAL TIES
4/26/1987 AA31 ^COUNSELOR HELPS VIETNAM VETERANS
1/16/1991 B023 3€C00K MIXES FAMILY, FUN, BUSINESS
10/22/1986 D012 3€CHRIST0PUL0S IN BUSINESS OF SELLING SIOUX FALLS
8/29/1988 A016 JCRESTAURATEUR CLEARS PLATE AFTER ALMOST 40 YEARS
10/07/1991 A081 'CHRIS CHRISTOPULOS FOR PRESIDENT' (L)
6/11/1982 C025 LILA LEE CHRISTY PRAISED FOR SERVICE (L)
1/18/1987 FOll KTHE SHOW NEVER STOPS
1/25/1991 coil MAN CLAIMS PAINT CAUSED LUNG DAMAGE
11/12/1991 coil CHRONIC FATIGUE TELECONFERENCE SET
6/08/1991 A052 36SHAPE OF TREES TO COME
1/09/1982 B024 STATE DISCRIMINATING AGAINST CHRISTIANS (L)
1/17/1982 DOll JE'WE THE PEOPLE...'(FINE)
3/12/1982 D024 WHAT SEPERATION OF CHURCH, STATE MEANT (L)
7/27/1982 B033 CHURCH-STATE CONFLICT REVIVED, PROF SAYS
7/29/1982 C032 RULING MAY BLOCK ACLU NATIVITY SUIT
9/24/1982 C031 KFORUM FEATURES CHURCH-STATE ISSUES
9/25/1982 B032 ACLU CONSIDERS SUING STATE OVER NATIVITY SCENE
.'r/lli/1984 A ON IMPACT OF APPOINTMENT
7/22/1984 C015 20 FROM STATE WILL PROTEST
9/09/1984 coil NEW PROBLEMS WITH AN AGE-OLD QUESTION
11/28/1985 A163 LEGAL PRINCIPLES CAN'T BE COMPROMISED (L)
11/28/1985 A164 COURT RULING DISCRIMINATES (L)
11/29/1985 A085 PUT RELIGION BACK IN SCHOOL (L)
11/22/1987 BOll CHURCH RECEIVES GRANT FOR CENTER
1/26/1990 C012 TO BRING INDIANS, NON-INDIANS TOGETHER
4/07/1987 C012 *FAITH IS GROWING AT FIRST ASSEMBLY
1/28/1989 A072 ASSEMBLY OF GOD BEGINS 'PRAISE GATHERING'
10/27/1990 A056 FIRST ASSEMBLY MARKS ANNIVERSARY
7/11/1982 B063 FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH IN BROOKINGS OFFER A SERVICE
10/16/1982 A051 56BAPTIST CHURCH TO CONSTRUCT NEW BUILDING
10/30/1982 A093 GRACE BAPTIST MINISTER PLANNING CHURCH SCHOOL
1/22/1983 A071 5(CHURCH LEAVES MALL
9/22/1984 C051 KFAITH BAPTIST TO EXPAND CHURCH
6/05/1985 C035 REVIVAL MEETINGS FOCUS ON GOSPEL REALITIES
6/06/1985 coil 56REVIVAL STOKES FIRES OF FAITH
12/09/1985 BOll BeBAPTIST CHURCHES FIND STRENGTH IN UNITY
12/21/1985 coil EVENTS HIGHLIGHT FIRST BAPTIST SERVICES SUNDAY
5/10/1986 A091 CENTRAL BAPTIST MUSICAL PRAISED (L)
6/21/1986 A051 ^SOUTHERN BAPTIST WOMEN TO SEED NEW CHURCH
7/10/1986 coil KlOO FAITHFUL TO HEAR THE WORD
7/26/1986 A053 *ART HISTORY PROFESSOR DESIGNS CHURCH
12/06/1986 A072 *FAITH BAPTIST DEDICATES NEW CHURCH
2/01/1987 C021 CHURCH TO COLLECT FROM ANONYMOUS DONOR
8/06/1987 B012 KSISTER CHURCH DEVOTES TIME TO BUILDING
' 9/i8/l987 C01'lf BAPTIST-PRESIDENT TO'DEDICATE OFFICES
10/26/1987 B014 BAPTISTS SPLIT ON NEW CHURCH
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11/06/1987 A081 SPLIT OVER CHURCH CHANCE TO SHOW LOVE CD
6/18/1988 A052 ^CONGREGATION RESTORES I88A CHURCH
2/2A/1989 coil FIRST BAPTIST HOLDS RENEWAL SEMINAR
3/02/1989 B012 *CHRISTIAN--THE BEGINNING OF NEW LIFE
6/26/1989 A072 LOCAL BAPTIST CHURCH TO HOST NATIONAL CONVENTION
7/01/1989 AO/'i SIOUX FALLS NATIVE OPENS CONFERENCE
10/17/1989 A052 ^BAPTIST SEMINARY MARKS AO YEARS IN SF
A/03/1990 AOIA CENTRAL BAPTIST PLANS NEW CHURCH
8/18/1990 A052 56STAYING OUT OF LINE OF FIRE
3/28/1991 C012 FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SETS BUILDING PLANS
A/06/1991 A051 MARKS AOTH ANNIVERSARY SUNDAY
A/13/1991 A052 ^MINISTER WRITES BOOK ABOUT HEALING SPLIT CHURCH
9/21/1991 A072 ^BAPTISTS SHOW SIGNS OF GROWTH THROUGHOUT CITY
3/09/1992 A0I2 KCHURCH HONORS ONE OF ITS FOUNDERS
5/08/1992 C022 KTHE POWER OF PRAYER
6/13/1992 A072 *HAVE FAITH IN CHILD'S VACATION
9/11/1992 B012 CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH PLANS TO RELOCATE
9/13/1992 DOll CHURCH CELEBRATES BUILDING ADDITION
9/17/1992 D031 ^AMERICAN BAPTIST LEADER TO TALK AT BIENNEAL
8/05/1986 coil 3el2TH CENTURY WINDOW IN CALVARY CATHEDRAL
3/20/1991 A016 ^POLICE SAY STING NETS BOGUS ROCKER
3/2I/199I con KBOND SET FOR ALLEGED IMPOSTER
8/07/1991 C012 JUDGE ADVISES IMPERSONATOR TO LEAVE STATE
3/08/1982 BOIA KCHURCH ECHOS SD HERITAGE
6/I0/I982 C072 BfWILLOW LAKE PARISH OPENS COMMUNITY WING
8/15/1982 DOll THE SONGBIRD OF ST MICHAEL IS BACK
8/20/1982 A012 KFORMER SD PRIEST FILLS BISHOP POSITION
10/20/1982 COAl SOUTH DAKOTIAN MAKES CHURCH HISTORY
-,10/30/1982 A093 CATHOLICS SPONSOR SEMINAR ON NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
11/16/1982 C031 SESSIONS ON CATHOLIC CHURCH BEGIN
11/17/1982 A022 ^CATHOLICS MUST ACCEPT CHANGE, PRIEST SAYS
11/18/1982 C041 ANNULMENT DIFFICULT, PRIEST SAYS
11/28/1982 A012 KBISHOP--WE HAVE TO TARGET NUKES
1/25/1983 AOIA EFFECT ON SD CATHOLICS TO BE SLIGHT
3/06/1983 A0I3 ^PARISHIONERS WANT TO KEEP CATHOLIC TRADITIONS
A/06/1983 con RAPID CITY DIOCESE REACHING OUT
5/05/1983 A015 STATE'S CATHOLICS ASKED TO PRAY, FAST FOR PEACE
5/09/1983 B021 BISHOPS ERR--MANPOWER ONLY NUCLEAR ALTERNATE (ED)
5/3I/I983 C0I2 ^WELCOMES ANDERSON AS DIOCESE'S AUXILIARY BISHOP
10/05/1983 A012 POPE KNOWS OF SOUTH DAKOTA
10/11/1983 C012 XCATHOLICS PONDER CHURCH'S FUTURE IN STATE
lO/lA/1983 A0I2 REPORT PREDICTS FEWER PRIESTS
10/15/1983 COIA STATUE TELLS STORY OF MARY'S APPEARANCE
10/15/1983 COlA RECRUIT FUTURE NUNS BY PUBLICITY
10/16/1983 C013 KCHURCH STRUGGLES TO DRAW MEN TO PRIESTHOOD
I/21/198A B015 TO ORDAIN 6 MEN AS DEACONS
1/21/198A B035 CATHOLIC NEWSPAPER TO CIRCULATE
9/20/198A A013 *BISHOP TELLS CATHOLICS TO DEFEND BELIEFS
9/30/198A BOAA CHANCELLOR OF DIOCESE DIES
•rO/Il/198A coil *JOYCE NAMED CHANCELLOR OF DIOCESE
I0/n/198A C031 TO BUILD $7 MILLION RETIREMENT CENTER
10/18/198A C022 CATHOLICS ALWAYS JOKE TOPIC (L)
n/19/198A BOIl ANTI-CATHOLIC PAMPHLETS LITTER CHURCHES
12/07/198A C015 DIOCESE SETS MEETINGS ON BUILDING PLANS
12/10/198A B012 FOR SOME CATHOLICS, LATIN MASS LIVES ON
1/27/1985 A0A5 PAPAL REVIEW DOESN'T SURPRISE STATE PRIESTS
6/12/1985 COAl FUTURE SIOUX PRIEST JITTERY ABOUT HISTORIC STEP
7/23/1985 A09A CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS INSTALL OFFICERS
7/27/1985 A072 MESSAGE BE SENT TO PREGNANT WOMEN
9/29/1985 DOll KOBLATE SISTERS SERVING THE PEOPLE
I/n/1986 AG91 CATHOLICS TO BRING CABLE NETWORK TO TOWN
3/16/1986 DOll 3€CATHEDRAL OF THE PRAIRIE
A/27/1986 N063 (RELIGION) ^DECISION TO FOUND ABBEY WAS DIFFICULT
5/18/1986 DOll 3CFAITH ON THE FARM
6/07/1986 A012 MORE CATHOLICS WANT WOMEN PRIESTS
6/07/1986 A021 AREA CATHOLICS SPLIT ON WOMAN PRIESTS
6/07/1986 A072 DOMINICAN SISTERS SHAPED LIVES (L)
6/23/1986 A085 SISTERS INSPIRED RESIDENTS (L)
6/28/1986 A092 DOMINICAN SISTERS REMEMBERED (L)
8/2A/1986 AlOl *WOMEN HOLD DIFFERENT ROLES WITHIN CHURCH
9/13/1986 A072 *CATHOLIC TO LIGHT FIRE UNDER FAITH
9/22/1986 A063 THEOLOGIANS DISAGREE ON WOMEN'S ROLE
10/05/1986 C033 MAN ATTACKS STATUES
10/11/1986 A072 SATELLITE SHEDS NEW LIGHT ON PROGRAMMING
10/12/1986 A083 SCHOOL DESTROYED CHURCH'S CHARM
,10/26/1986 A093 HORROR STORIES CAN BE MATCHED BY THE GOOD (L)
r 171,2/1987 • AOr2-t*COHMUNlON DENIED INviABORTION DISPUTE
2/03/1987 A085 CHURCH STEPS OUT OF LINE (L)
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3/22/1987 Alll MARY, JOSEPH CARTOON INSULTING TO READERS (L)
A/08/1987 A012 JCCITY DIOCESE HONORS BISHOP'S 35 YEAR
6/02/1987 A08A LAWYER SHOULD BE DISMISSED (L)
6/20/1987 A121 *BISHOP APPOINTS CHANCELLOR
6/23/1987 A016 GROUP WANTS MURPHY REPLACED
6/25/1987 C022 *MORRELL DISPUTE DISCUSSED
7/05/1987 D015 *NEW PASTOR COMING HOME TO CATHEDRAL
7/15/1987 B012 BISHOP'S STAND ON GIRL HELPERS UNALTERED
7/22/1987 B015 BISHOP DELAYS RELEASE OF ALTAR BOY STATEMENT
8/02/1987 A08A EQUAL RIGHTS NONEXISTENT (L)
8/15/1987 A012 36DIOCESE WON'T BAR AIDS VICTIMS
8/18/1987 A061 DIOCESE'S WAY FOR DEALING WITH AIDS (ED)
9/06/1987 C012 KFATIMA MESSAGE COMING TO ALEXANDRIA
9/07/1987 C012 QUESTIONING CATHOLICS AWAIT PAPAL VISIT
9/10/1987 A015 *CITY PRIESTS WILL SEE SPIRITUAL LEADER IN SC
9/16/1987 D012 DUDLEY ANTICIPATES PAPAL CHALLENGE
9/18/1987 C015 BISHOPS RESPOND FAVORABLY TO POPE'S TALK
9/25/1987 con FATIMA BISHOP TO VISIT ALEXANDRIA
9/25/1987 C023 ^BISHOP AGAINST ALTER GIRLS
9/26/1987 C012 ^ALEXANDRIA HOSTS BISHOP OF FATIMA
10/11/1987 B012 CHURCH TAKES SEX MESSAGE TO YOUTH
10/12/1987 AlOl 3€BISH0P'S BIAS AGAINST ALTAR GIRLS
10/27/1987 A082 DIALOGUE MUST CONTINUE (L)
11/01/1987 B012 KBISHOP'S WARMTH, LOVE
11/08/1987 A112 FUND MEETS CRISIS NEEDS (L)
11/19/1987 C012 DIOCESE ABLE TO CARE FOR RETIRED NUNS
12/08/1987 A021 CATHOLIC CHURCH'S TAX STATUS
12/11/1987 A012 CATHOLIC CHURCH CHANGES STANCE ON 'SAFE SEX'
12/15/1987 €012;XBISHOP REMEMBERED FOR INDIAN WORK
2/20/1988 A072 CATHOLICS OFFER POST-ABORTION COUNSELING
3/12/1988 A052 SCATHED,RAL TO REPLACE 53-YEAR-OLD ORGAN
3/26/1988 A072 ^CATHOLIC PRIEST LEAVES HOMELAND FOR SIOUX FALLS
A/03/1988 Foil KMAN HELPS OTHERS RETURN TO THE CHURCH
A/26/1988 A072 *SD CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS MEET
5/13/1988 C012 NEW CATHOLIC PARISH CHANGES NAME
6/23/1988 C012 KBISHOPS TO REVIEW STAND ON AIDS
6/2A/1988 con CHURCH EVENT STARTS TODAY IN ALEXANDRIA
7/16/1988 A091 PRIESTS CHOSEN FOR CAMPUS
10/17/1988 B012 ^CHURCH'S HISTORY SEEMS AN ETERNITY
12/18/1988 E02A PARTICIPANTS DEBATE ORDINATION OF WOMEN
A/15/1989 A012 *THREE PRIESTS TO MOVE SOON
5/03/1989 C021 CATHOLIC GROUP TO HOLD AGING SEMINAR
5/2A/1989 COIA ^CONGREGATIONS AWAIT NEW PRIESTS
6/15/1989 C012 ^VATICAN'S PRESENCE TO BE FELT IN ALEXANDRIA
7/09/1989 An2 FATIMA COVERAGE PRAISED (L)
7/23/1989 C012 BISHOP ACCUSES POLITICIANS OF AVOIDING DIALOGUE
9/18/1989 A052 XMASS AT MARTY TO FEATURE INDIAN CUSTOMS
9/19/1989 A072 ^CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF SIOUX FALLS MARKS CENTENNIAL
9/20/1989 A012 56CATHOLIC DIOCESE CELEBRATES lOOTH YEAR
'9/20/1989 'C0t2r'BTSHOPS LISTEN TO CONCERNS OF INDIANS
9/28/1989 A052 NEW CATHOLIC PARISH TO BUILD CHURCH
10/10/1989 A052 KAROLEVITZ TRACES HISTORY OF SIOUX FALLS DIOCESE
10/22/1989 C012 *WAVERLY CHURCH TO MEET IN TOWN HALL
11/22/1989 C012 CATHOLICS CONSIDER CONSOLIDATION
12/31/1989 N082 GIRLS STILL WANT CHANCE TO SERVE MASS
1/20/1990 C015 SERVICE WILL UNITE 9 CONGREGATIONS
3/17/1990 A056 NEW CHURCH BUILT TO HOLD 900
4/01/1990 A012 ^CHANGES AT CHURCH
5/31/1990 C012 3 TO BE ORDAINED INTO PREISTHOOD
7/28/1990 A056 ^CATHOLICS TAP WOMAN FOR TRIBUNAL
9/15/1990 A052 PROGRAM WELCOMES CATHOLICS BACK INTO FOLD
10/22/1990 C012 KKATERI CENTER OFFICIAL GREW UP WANTING TO GIVE
12/20/1990 C012 MORGAN TRANSPLANT
1/20/1991 E031 MONEY TAKEN FROM CHURCH COLLECTION
4/12/1991 C012 3€MCENEANEY TAKING OVER AS AREA VICAR
7/07/1991 AAll ^RESCUING THE PARISHES
7/07/1991 A012 KCHURCH SEARCHES FOR ANSWER TO PRIEST SHORTAGE
7/08/1991 A012 KCHURCH FILLS EMPTY PULPITS WITH TEAMS
7/15/1991 A103 *CHURCH MUST FIND NEW WAYS
7/15/1991 B012 KSALEM CHURCH TO PERFORM CATHOLIC RITE
7/15/1991 B013 3€LEGEND GOES, FATHER WALKS HALLS OF PARISH
9/28/1991 A072 ^MAKING ROOM TO GROW
9/28/1991 A072 LATIN MASS A POPULAR--OFTEN CONFUSING--ALTERNATIVE
10/11/1991 C012 XPRIEST SAYS SOVIET EVENTS UNFOLDING
12/10/1991 A081 CATHOLIC CHARITIES IS LEADING GIVER (ED)
3/11/1992 C015 ST THERESE PARISH LOOKS AT FINANCIAL OPTIONS
^ 3/0T71992 X0r2"LOCAL"CATHOLIC POPULATION DROPS
7/20/1992 A012 CHURCH TO CULTIVATE LAND STEWARDSHIP
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8/27/1992 B022 SF CHURCH MEMBERS HELP OUT WEST VIRGINIANS
9/22/1992 A061 ^LEARNING TO DEAL WITH SEX ABUSE ALLEGATIONS
9/27/1992 A012 SF CATHOLIC DIOCESE BANS LEAFLETS
11/20/1992 B012 CHURCH TENSION DOOMS WOMEN'S ISSUES, PRIESTS SAY
11/26/1992 A123 ROMAN CATHOLICS LAG BEHIND OTHER CHURCHES (L)
A/06/1989 coil SIOUX FALLS CHURCH PLANS SEMINAR TODAY
9/21/1989 C012 TAKES CHURCH BELL, STEEPLE TO PARK
ll/lA/1987 A072 *DOWNTOWN CHURCH TO CELEBRATE CENTENNIAL
12/30/1983 BOIA EPISCOPAL GRANT BUYS FOOD, FUEL FOR INDIANS
3/04/198A COAl STATE'S EPISCOPALIANS CHOOSE NEW BISHOP
3/04/1984 DOll MEMBERS HAVE REASON TO BE PROUD
5/12/1984 C031 EPISCOPALIAN BISHOP WILL PREACH AT CALVARY
7/27/1984 coil ^ANDERSON TO TAKE LEADERSHIP
9/22/1984 C014 EPISCOPAL BISHOP INSTALLATION SUNDAY
12/25/1984 D031 WAUBAY CHURCH GETS A SPECIAL GIFT
6/15/1985 C021 EPISCOPALIAN-MONEY DRIVE RAISES $1 MILLION
9/08/1986 A012 36GUNDRUM CATHEDRAL'S NEW LEADER
1/28/1987 B012 ^CATHEDRAL MAY BE MOVED TO ALL SAINTS HILL
2/02/1987 C012 CHURCH OK'S FURTHER STUDY OF MOVE
3/08/1987 A105 HEADLINE WAS IRRESPONSIBLE (L)
11/05/1987 A061 REPORTS DON'T REFLECT CHURCH VIEWS (L)
11/09/1987 B012 *PAST, PROGRESS TUG AT HURON CHURCH SITE
2/17/1988 B012 FOCUSES ON INDIAN SPIRITUALITY FOR LENT
4/19/1988 A016 CALVARY WON'T MOVE
5/17/1988 D012 EPISCOPAL LEADERS MEET AT PINE RIDGE
11/27/1988 E012 3CW0MEN QUILTING CHURCH'S PAST FOR CENTENNIAL
12/01/1988 coil CITY CHURCH OPENS 1888 TIME CAPSULE
i1/22/1989 B012 ^POSSIBILITY OF WOMAN BISHOP CREATES ...
9/27/1989 B012 KCALVARY CATHEDRAL 100 YEARS OLD
10/08/1989 F012 KPARTS OF CATHEDRAL PREDATE STATE BY 700 YEARS
3/05/1991 B014 WOMEN'S GROUP--CHURCH GUILTY OF RACISM
5/20/1991 A106 EPISCOPALIANS DIDN'T DISCUSS SIOUX CLAIM CD
6/10/1991 B012 ^fFAITH OF FEW KEEPS CHURCH ALIVE
3/25/1992 B012 ^EPISCOPALIANS WILL TAKE CONCERNS TO BRAZIL
7/19/1992 F012 EPISCOPALIAN TIES DON'T ENSURE BUSH SUPPORT
8/30/1992 F015 JeSD BISHOP RESIGNS TO LEAD NY SEMINARY
10/09/1992 BOll GENEREUX INSTALLED AS DEAN AT CHURCH
9/30/1988 C012 KCHURCH WORTHY OF CONSECRATION
2/24/1991 E016 KCHURCH GIVEN SACRED ICON
11/16/1992 B012 KGREEK PRIEST PROVIDES REFUGE
8/29/1987 A012 KVOLUNTEERS TO BUILD A NEW CHURCH
9/04/1988 C012 CHURCH DESIRES TO HAVE OWN BUILDING
2/20/1989 B012 ^KOREAN BRINGS GOSPEL TO FELLOW COUNTRYMEN
9/01/1991 E012 KCHURCH FILLS NEED FOR COMFORT WITH LAKOTA RITE
1/03/1982 A012 35-MEMBER, RURAL SD CHURCH STRUGGLES
5/02/1982 5101 SfCHEALTH) ROSSING HEADS OUR SAVIOR'S CONGREGATION
6/01/1982 coil SF TO HOST SD LUTHERAN MEETING
6/06/1982 B063 LUTHERAN CONVENTION RESOLUTION LAUDS REAGAN
' 6/12/1982' A073-LUTHERANS TO HOST CONFERENCE
6/19/1982 A053 KGOALS MATTER OF LIFE OR DEATH FOR CHURCHES
8/22/1982 BOll KWOMAN RAISING MONEY TO SAVE LITTLE CHURCH
9/09/1982 A032 SD LUTHERANS WELCOME MERGER
9/16/1982 B051 PORK ROAST SUNDAY
10/19/1982 C051 MURDO WOMAN NEEDS $5,000 TO SAVE CHURCH
10/24/1982 C024 LUTHERAN BOOK PUBLISHED BY RICHTER (YEAGER)
10/28/1982 B074 LIBRARY GROUP TO HOST WORKSHOP
12/06/1982 C042 PASTOR--LUTHERANS-ADVANTAGES OF MERGING CHURCHES
1/15/1983 A073 ^LUTHERAN CHURCH DEDICATES NEW WING
3/07/1983 A094 LUTHERAN BAKE SALE TO HELP FAMILY
3/16/1983 coil LUTHERAN AGENCY RECEIVES GRANT
6/04/1983 A012 ^LUTHERAN LEADER--MAKE UNBELIEVERS BELIEVE
6/13/1983 A012 JfCHURCHFUL OF MEMORIES EMERGES AT DEDICATION
7/21/1983 C081 BEAVER VALLEY CHURCH TO NOTE llOTH ANNIVERSARY
10/09/1983 D091 ^LUTHERAN CONFERENCE FOCUS IS EVANGELISM
4/29/1984 C015 SURVEY GIVES CHURCH INSIGHT
7/09/1984 BOll ^MISSION CONGREGATION WORSHIPS IN BANK
7/09/1984 B033 PLANS TO START NEW CONGREGATION
9/26/1984 D031 LUTHERAN WOMEN'S CAUCUS PLANS MEETING
10/13/1984 coil XNEW CANTON CHURCH BELLS TO RING
10/20/1984 A093 XNEW CONGREGATION TO MEET IN SCHOOL
12/24/1984 A092 SOCIETY AWARDED $1,000 GRANT
1/13/1985 DOll XFIRST LUTHERAN OF SF INSTALLS NEW LEADER
4/27/1985 A051 ^LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES CELEBRATES 65TH YEAR
5/09/1985 B075 LEAGUE CONVENTION IN BROOKINGS
5/31/1985 A071 CHURCH CONVENTION FOCUSES ON RURAL SD
'6/02/1985 C014 'REACH' -OUT' TO TROUBLED FARMERS
8/31/1985 C021 CHURCH CHOIR PLANS TRIP FUND-RAISER
12/13/1985 C013 *HERE IS THE CHURCH
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12/15/1985 COIA KSAVING A SANCTUARY
12/30/1985 AG3A SIOUX FALLS ORGANIZATIONS GET $9,90G
l/lG/1986 CG15 CITY GETS MONEY FOR TAX-EXEMPT PARSONAGE
2/28/1986 AG85 PAPER MISSES A BIG EVENT (L)
3/23/1986 CGll BALTIC CHURCH SCHEDULES NORWEGIAN SERVICE
A/G8/1986 CGll BISHOP--LUTHERAN MERGER NOT THREATENED
5/25/1986 FGll *C0NF1RMAT10N CLASSES REUNITE
6/16/1986 CGll *CHURCH SERVICE HEARKENS BACK TO PAST
7/13/1986 CGll LEADERS LOOK TOWARD CHURCH MERGER
7/28/1986 BG15 SERVICE CELEBRATES NATURAL RESOURCES
8/23/1986 AG12 ^LUTHERANS READY FOR MERGER VOTE
8/3G/1986 AG12 ^LUTHERANS VOTE FOR MERGER
9/G2/1986 AG81 MERGER GIVES LUTHERANS STRONGER VOICE CED)
9/2G/1986 A121 KPASTOR ORGANIZES NEW CONGREGATION
9/22/1986 CGll ^HISTORIC CHURCH STANDS FOR FAITH OF FORE BEARS
10/19/1986 DOll ^FULFILLS WILLOW CREEK CHURCH LEGACY
11/22/1986 AG72 ^DIRECTOR SINGS GROUP'S PRAISES
12/05/1986 BG123CFEST1VAL CELEBRATES SWEDISH TRADITION
12/06/1986 AG75 LUTHERAN IN CATHOLIC RETIREMENT HOME
1/15/1987 BG12 3€CR0SS OVER
1/19/1987 CG12 ^ENSHROUDED SPIRE
2/22/1987 EGll CHURCH TO DECIDE ABOUT APARTMENTS
2/23/1987 CGll CHURCH TO DECIDE ABOUT APARTMENTS
3/21/1987 CG12 CONGREGATIONS VOTE FOR MERGER
A/26/1987 CG16 CHURCH GROUP CELEBRATES END, BEGINNING
A/29/1987 BG15 TOUCHY ISSUES AFTER LUTHERAN MERGER
6/05/1987 AG12 LUTHERANS TO VOTE ON BISHOP
6/06/1987 AG12 ^LUTHERANS ELECT EITRHEIM AS SD BISHOP
6/G7/ls987r CGlZi LUTHERANS ADOPT $2.16 MILLION BUDGET
6/11/1987 BG12 5CBEAVER CREEK REBIRTH
9/22/1987 CGA3 PASTOR HAS FAITH TO SEE NEW CHURCH GROW
10/01/1987 A112 CHURCH HOLDS 'RAINBOW' CONCERT
10/02/1987 C015 CHURCH TO RAZE BLACKSTONE
10/11/1987 B031 NEW LUTHERAN CHURCH INSTALLS FIRST BISHOP
10/2A/1987 A052 NEW CHURCH IS WELCOME CHANGE FOR CONGREGATION
10/29/1987 C021 BISHOP OF LUTHERAN SYNOD TO BE INSTALLED
11/06/1987 COIA BISHOP WILL BE INSTALLED AS LEADER IN NEW CHURCH
11/09/1987 A012 36STATE'S NEW LUTHERAN CHURCH INSTALLS LEADER
11/21/1987 AlOl CITY NATIVE TREASURER OF NATIONAL CHURCH
12/04/1987 C012 *AND THE WALLS COME TUMBLING DOWN
1/01/1988 C025 LUTHERAN CHURCH MERGER BECOMES EFFECTIVE TODAY
1/16/1988 A093 ^LUTHERANS CELEBRATE NEW CHURCH
3/13/1988 EOll ^LUTHERAN YOUTH IGNORE TV EVANGELISTS
6/18/1988 A051 LUTHERAN SYNOD TO MEET IN CITY
11/08/1988 C012 DIRECTOR WORKS AS WATCHDOG FOR WOMEN
11/25/1988 C012 *P10NEER CHURCH TO CLOSE SUNDAY
12/30/1988 C012 KMAN ARRESTED IN CURCH BURGLARY
1/08/1989 C012 CHURCH CELEBRATES 1ST BIRTHDAY
1/28/1989 A015 TO VOTE ON WORD 'MEN' IN MURAL
- l/30/l'989 AOlT^CHURCH V NOT TO CHANGE MURAL
2/05/1989 A091 DON'T CHANGE GOD'S WORD (L)
3/01/1989 A014 *F1RST LUTHERAN GOES NATIONAL
3/15/1989 coil MINNESOTA SINGERS TO PERFORM IN CANTON
4/03/1989 A083 CHOIR DIDN'T SHOW JOY OF RESURRECTION (L)
4/07/1989 A103 TELECAST CRITIC SCOLDED (L)
4/13/1989 coil MINISTER TO PREACH ABOUT EVANGELISM
4/14/1989 A104 EARLY HOUR DIMS ENTHUSIASM (L)
4/29/1989 B012 KHOLY CROSS LUTHERAN BREAKS NEW GROUND
5/14/1989 C012 RENNER CHURCH GIVES NORWEGIAN FLAVOR
5/27/1989 A072 *125 YEARS OF SERVICES
5/27/1989 A076 STATE SYNOD WILL DISCUSS FUNDING DEFICITS
6/02/1989 B012 KCHURCH SOWS VEGETABLES FOR HUNGRY
6/02/1989 B012 ^LUTHERANS ASKED TO INCREASE GIVING
6/03/1989 A052 BISHOP URGES TITHING TO AID ELCA
6/14/1989 A125 BISHOP CREATED PROBLEMS (L)
6/21/1989 B012 MISSIONARY BIENNIAL DRAWS 7,000 TO RC
8/21/1989 A015 CHURCH OPTS TO SELL LOTS
8/29/1989 coil HOWARD CHURCHGOERS USING HALL AFTER FIRE
9/11/1989 A012 ^BALTIC'S CHAPEL OF LOVE
9/21/1989 A071 EAST SIDE LUTHERAN CELEBRATES 70 YEARS
10/03/1989 A056 seLABORERS BUILD FAITH THROUGH WORKS
10/05/1989 B016 XZION LUTHERAN MARKS 100 YEARS IN SIOUX FALLS
10/25/1989 B016 TASK FORCE SEEKS INPUT FROM LUTHERANS
11/20/1989 A012 KHARTFORD CHURCH GOES BACK IN TIME
12/31/1989 N081 *ERW1N CHURCH STANDS ONLY AS A MEMORY
3/05/1990 BOll ACTIVITIES PLANNED FOR LUTHERAN SCHOOLS
5/05/1990 -A076 ?*CHURCH TtANS ' A^ EXPANSION ' -
5/17/1990 B012 ^VISITORS FLY IN EACH JUNE FOR SERVICE
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6/03/1990 B03I CONVENTION OF ELCA TO DISCUSS SOCIAL ISSUES
6/09/1990 A016 LUTHERANS ADOPT SEX RESOLUTION
6/10/1990 C016 ^LUTHERANS DENOUNCE GAMBLING
6/15/1990 A103 LUTHERANS TAKE SONG MESSAGE TO GERMANS (L)
6/21/1990 B012 *LUTHERAN WOMEN'S CAUCUS CONVENTION
7/18/1990 C015 BETHEL CHURCH MOVING WEST
12/03/1990 C012 XTHROUGH THE STREETS OF BETHLEHEM
2/09/1991 A052 ^INTEREST HAS CHURCH ADDING 2ND SERVICE
5/10/1991 C012 CHURCH HOPES CASH GIVEAWAY NETS GREAT RETURN
7/25/1991 A072 3CMUS1CAL MESSAGE
9/14/1991 A052 ^LUTHERAN MEMBERSHIP IS GROWING
9/20/1991 BOll XCHURCH BRINGS ART, RELIGION BACK TOGETHER
10/07/1991 A012 CONGREGATION'S 'TALENTS' REAP DOLLARS, FAITH
11/29/1991 C012 *CHURCH FEEDS 100 WITH TURKEY, LOVE
3/16/1992 coil BOMB THREAT ENDS CHURCH SERVICE
6/01/1992 C012 *CHURCH ORGANIST RETIRES AT AGE 85
6/30/1992 C012 CHURCH VAN ROLLS NORTHEAST OF HAYES
7/09/1992 C021 MITCHELL CHURCH TO MARK CENTENNIAL
8/16/1992 G013 LUTHERAN MEMBERSHIP GROWING FAST IN SD
9/27/1992 Alll ELCA OPPOSES DEATH PENALTY (L)
9/29/1992 B021 CHURCH TO PRESENT 'LIVING ROOTS OF MUSIC
10/04/1992 F021 TEA CHURCH RECEIVES STATE ENERGY GRANT
11/24/1992 BOll CHURCH TO SERVE THANKSGIVING DINNER
11/29/1992 G012 *CHURCH BASEMENT WOMEN ARE POWERS
12/18/1992 A081 ELCA PENSION PLAN NEEDS REGULATION CD
9/15/1985 coil FIRE KINDLES CONGREGATION'S DETERMINATION
7/23/1992 D021 STUDY WOMEN'S RIGHTS, CHART FUTURE
8/15/1992 B022 9(IR0qU0IS FARMER DRAWN TO MENNONITE FAITH
!ll?/26/1992 C021 ALASKAN TO CONDUCT FREEMAN CHORUS
5/31/1982 B052 CONGREGATION SAYS MINISTER TOO POLITICAL
5/31/1982 B052 *BALLOONS CONTAINING PEACE-MESSAGES RELEASED
6/10/1982 C041 METHODIST TO ADDRESS ARMS, GAMBLING
6/13/1982 C082 METHODIST FIGHT LEGALIZED GAMBLING
11/18/1983 A012 ^FORMER STATE BISHOP RESIGNS NATIONAL POST ,
6/30/1984 C035 UNITED METHODISTS WILL MARK 200TH ANNIVERSARY
10/14/1984 coil KFIRST METHODIST TO HONOR MEMBERS
5/24/1986 A051 ^METHODISTS PAY TRIBUTE TO FIRST LEADER
1/17/1987 A055 KNO FIRE IN THE CHURCH FURNACE
5/17/1987 F046 CHURCH RECEIVES GIFTS FOR PROJECTS
11/21/1987 coil METHODISTS HOST RALLY FOR YOUTH
8/10/1988 C014 3CUNITED METHODIST RAISES $500,000 FOR BUILDING
12/18/1988 E012 *FIRST METHODIST CELEBRATES 75TH YEAR
2/04/1989 A052 KFIRST UNITED PLANS 'NIGHT ON BROADWAY'
6/08/1989 C012 EVANGELISM NEEDS AGGRESSIVENESS INJECTED
8/05/1989 A052 ^ENGLISH PASTOR IN RESIDENCE AT CITY CHURCH
9/17/1989 coil METHODISTS PLAN TO BUILD HAITI SCHOOL
12/18/1989 A012 XROWENA'S LONE CHURCH BINDS DWINDLING TOWN
1/25/1990 B016 CHURCH LAUNCHES ITS SECOND SEASON
6/02/1990 A052 ^PASTOR TO START CHURCH BY PHONE
'6/12/1990 BOi4=M CONFERENCE TO CONVENE IN MITCHELL
6/16/1990 A055 XWOMAN PASTOR JOINS FIRST UNITED METHODIST
6/19/1990 C031 METHODISTS ADOPT GAMBLING RESOLUTION
9/01/1990 A052 ^FIRST UNITED METHODIST INSTALLS ORGAN
3/16/1991 A056 CHURCH SETS DAY ASIDE FOR MIRACLES
3/25/1991 B015 CONGREGATION ACHIEVES $200,000 MIRACLE DAY GOAL
10/05/1991 A052 ^METHODISTS REACH OUT
10/31/1991 coil WORLD COMMUNITY DAY CHURCH SERVICE FRIDAY
1/15/1992 C012 36PARISHIONERS GET HISTORY LESSON
8/28/1982 A051 36MORMON TELLS OF MISSIONARY WORK IN ALABAMA
10/27/1984 C032 MORMON CENTER REFLECTS CHURCH'S FUTURE
12/19/1987 A056 ^FLOATING PAPERS LED MISSIONARY TO THE US
8/12/1984 D051 ^PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OPENS IN SF
3/13/1992 C012 XELDER LEADS NEW FLOCK TO OLD CHURCH
2/16/1984 C061 PRESBYTERIAN MODERATOR TO TALK ABOUT CHURCH
6/20/1984 DOll *NEW CHURCH MAY EASE OLD DISPUTES
11/15/1988 C051 CHURCH PROGRAM LOOKS AT POVERTY OF WOMEN
6/13/1989 A0529ePRESBYTERIANS TO DISCUSS DECLINING NUMBERS
5/17/1990 B013 LOCAL, TAIWAN CHURCH JOIN HANDS
8/05/1990 C012 CHURCH YOUTH GROUP LEARNS FROM SOUP KITCHEN
10/06/1990 A052 PRESBYTERIANS BRANCH INTO WEST SIDE
10/25/1990 B016 ^MISSIONARY VISITS US
1/26/1991 A052 *20 START NEW CHURCH IN SF
2/12/1991 A082 A BEACON IN RIVERSIDE (L)
8/07/1991 C014 *BIBLE CLASS TEACHES BY SPARKING INTEREST
9/07/1991 A052 *THE BIRTH OF A CHURCH
10/25/1992 F012 CHURCH STANDS AS TESTAMENT TO FOUNDERS
107257I992;FOr5*GRAVE -HONORS DAKOTA CHIEF OF WAR, PEACE
2/04/1982 B056 *PASTOR TO BE INSTALLED
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5/03/1982 BOll *FIRST REFORMED CHURCH DEDICATES BUILDING
8/24/1986 A1I2 BRING BACK CHURCH CHIMES CD
4/09/1988 A116 CHURCH TO BREAK GROUND
10/22/1992 B022 JtCHERNOBYL GETS DOSE OF LOVE
9/22/1990 A052 XCHURCH BEGINS CONSECRATION CELEBRATION TODAY
4/15/1984 B051 RELIEF AGENCY TURNS AWAY NEEDY PEOPLE
10/24/1982 con *RUSSIAN ORTHODOX BISHOP'S FIRST VISIT TO SD
8/01/1991 C014 MEMBERS SPLIT ON SALE OF DOWNTOWN CHURCH
I/I2/I982 C032 JUDGE TELLS STATE TO PAY MOON'S LAWYERS
6/03/1982 C024 UNIFICATION CHURCH LEADER CRITICIZES CARTOON CD
2/05/1983 A07I *MOONIE--MOON COMPLETING JESUS' WORK
2/20/1983 B034 MOON'S REMARKS CONFLICT HIS TEACHINGS (L)
7/19/1983 A012 ^UNIFICATION CHURCH BEGINS SF CAMPAIGN
7/27/1983 C012 KMOON CHURCH MEMBER LIKES CITY'S OPENNESS
I/II/I984 A0I3 ^EVANGELICALS TURN AWAY MOONIES
3/07/1984 D035 EVANGELICALS ALLOW UNIFICATION LEADER TO ATTEND
3/28/1984 D031 XPASTOR CALLS BELIEFS OF CHURCH HERESY
4/14/1984 C024 CLARIFIES ARTICLE ABOUT UNIFICATION (L)
9/29/1984 con UNIFICATION CHURCH OFFERS TAPES
7/05/1985 AIOI CHURCH LEADER WAS WRONGLY IMPRISONED CD
10/19/1985 C02I MINISTERS TELL TOWN TO BEWARE OF MOONIES
12/12/1987 C0I2 XDEMOCRAT LINKS LEGISLATOR TO MOONIES
12/22/1987 C0I5 ^LEGISLATOR DEFENDS INVOLVEMENT WITH UNIFICATION
12/23/1987 A08I GROUPS WANT POWER (ED)
1/08/1988 A08I LETTER SHOWS INTOLERANCE CD
1/09/1988 A081 CLAIM APPEALS TO BIGOTRY CD
I/n/1988 C0I5 *WOFFORD REFUSES TO LET CONTROVERSY AFFECT
2/0I/I988 AI04 ARE CAUSA, CHURCH LINKED (D
r »52/14/I988> A092-BIGOTRY, SURFACES AGAIN CD
'9/24/1988 A012 MOON FOLLOWERS TO MOVE INTO ...
9/28/1988 A0I5 CHURCH MEMBERS HAVE SAME RIGHTS (ED)
9/28/1988 C0I2 ZONING ALLOWS UNIFICATION MOVE
9/29/1988 A016 MOON FOLLOWERS CAN'T WORSHIP
10/22/1988 A015 FIRM STOPS DISTRIBUTION OF VOTER GUIDE
10/22/1988 A016 MOON FOLLOWERS BUY HOUSE IN CITY
3/I7/I990 A055 UNIFICATION CHURCH YOUTH KEY TO RENEWAL
9/17/1990 A016 MONUMENT WORRIES LEGISLATORS
3/22/1991 A091 KNOW WHOSE MUSIC YOU'RE MARCHING TO (L)
7/26/1986 A055 SF FELLOWSHIP TAKES BACK ORIGINAL NAME
5/05/1986 BOll KSUNDAY SPIRIT
2/2I/I987 AlOl UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST PRESIDENT TO VISIT CITY
5/24/1989 AlOl CHURCH BACKS CIVIL LIBERTIES (L)
3/03/1990 A056 KUNITY MINISTER IS 1ST PASTOR FOR SF
12/20/1990 B012 XUNITY CHURCH HAS NEW LEADER
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CHURCHES, CHURCH & STATE, RELIGION
2/11/1982 DOll CHURCHES REDISCOVERING RELIGIOUS HEALING
5/30/1982 DOll KWHEN ECONOMY'S BAD, THE CHURCH GETS BETTER
6/06/1982 D051 KSINGING THE PRAISES OF CHURCH MUSIC
6/27/1982 C041 CHURCHES JOIN TO FIGHT GAMBLING OPTION
r 7/31^1982 ^07T f*WALK-IN CHURCH AT SF SHOPPING MALL ATTRACTS
9/08/1982 C035 FEE CALLED THREAT TO TAX-EXEMPT STATUS
10/14/1982 C031 CLEAR LAKE MAN HEADS CHURCH GROUP
10/31/1982 DOll KGROWING PAINS TO FAMILY-ORIENTED PARISH
11/13/1982 A071 *SF MAN WILL EXAMINE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
12/18/1982 C033 CHURCH IS A TAX FACADE, GOVT SAYS
12/26/1982 DOll 3€A LOOK AT THE LARGE AND SMALL CHURCHES
1/04/1983 C031 PACIFIST CHURCH PLANS DRAFT SEMINAR
I/15/I983 A073 ^SHARING COMMUNION A STEP FORWARD IN UNITY
I/22/I983 A073 KCHURCH ATTITUDE TOWARD ALCOHOLICS CHANGES
2/03/1983 A015 CHURCHES IGNORE PROBLEMS OF ALCOHOLISM
2/I8/I983 A0I2 ^HAITIANS HAVE A CHURCH--THANKS TO SD
3/05/1983 A093 CHURCHES GROWING SAME DIRECTION AS SF
3/I0/I983 A0I2 CITY CLERGY WON'T PREACH ANTI-NUCLEAR FREEZE
4/29/1983 C013 CHURCHES OBSERVE WEEK OF PRAYER
5/03/1983 A013 LOCAL PASTORS' REACTION MIXED
5/04/1983 B0I6 IS YOUR CHURCH 100 YEARS OLD
5/06/1983 C031 96DAY OF PRAYER
5/15/1983 B051 *OLD PRAIRIE CHURCH MAY GET NEW LIFE
5/15/1983 DOll PRAIRIE CATHEDRALS A LINK TO THE PAST
5/15/1983 DOll THERE'S A LIST OF lOO-YEAR-OLD CONGREGATIONS IN SD
7/0I/I983 C031 NEW HOLLAND CHURCH MARKS lOOTH ANNIVERSARY
7/02/1983 A071 36ARNESON--IS THE CHURCH ALIVE
7/15/1983 C012 KLOFTY REPAIRS
7/16/1983 A071 *CHURCH TO VOTE ON BISHOP
8/21/1983 D023 ^CONFERENCE BRINGS WORLD ISSUES CLOSER TO HOME
9/11/1983 DOll *100 YEARS RECALLED
f''«$^20/^r983f;rC02i:'NO-DOUBLE tsmVNDARD CHURCH COUNCIL RECORD (L)
9/28/1983 C02I FOND MEMORIES OF CHURCH (L)
CHURCH UNITARIAN
CHURCH UNITED
CHURCH UNITY
CHURCHES
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10/03/1983 A051 StCHURCHES BUILDING FOR FUTURE
10/03/1983 BOAl LUTHERAN CHURCHES WILL RALLY FOR EVANGELISM
10/15/1983 C02A WHEN A UNION WORKER LOSES (L)
11/26/1983 A013 LENNOX CHURCH CAN KEEP ITS BUILDING
2/24/1984 B014 *MUSIC PROVIDES SOUL FOR RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT
3/24/1984 C022 STORY ABOUT CHURCH PRAISED (L)
4/16/1984 A013 K'THE LAST SUPPER'
4/22/1984 DOll *DIVINE INSPIRATION
5/13/1984 C091 OPEN BIBLE MINISTRIES ADDS 2ND PASTOR
5/31/1984 C012 3CABUNDANT LIFE CHURCH PASTOR A LATE BLOOMER
6/07/1984 BOll *A SUMMER OF PUPPETS AND PARABLES
7/26/1984 C015 FREEDOM CHURCH SUES OTHER CHURCHES IN STATE
7/29/1984 N0813CTHERE ARE MANY CHURCHES FOR WORSHIP
8/12/1984 D141 3fCHURCH AS SUBCULTURE MISSES TRUE CALLING
9/29/1984 C024 CHURCH SHOULD NOT LOWER GOALS (L)
10/02/1984 A071 SEXISM AT ROOT OF MANY ISSUES
10/03/1984 D041 CHURCHES TO PROTEST PORN SALE
10/05/1984 C031 COURT RULES HARASSMENT BY BERESFORD CHURCH
10/06/1984 C031 JUDGE DISMISSES LAWSUIT BROUGHT BY CHURCH
10/18/1984 C032 *TAX EXPERT GIVES ADVICE TO PASTORS
11/07/1984 D021 CHURCHES HAVE RIGHT TO SPEAK OUT (L)
12/23/1984 C051 BALTIC CHRUCH RINGS WITH ACCENTS OF OLD
1/14/1985 BOll ^CHRISTIAN TEACHER ON SEX EDUCATION
1/24/1985 C015 EVANGELICAL FOLLOWERS FACE DIFFICULT DECISIONS
1/27/1985 C051 CHURCHES STEP TO UNITY
2/16/1985 B012 ^CHURCHES ASKED TO RING BELLS FOR FARMERS
2/21/1985 C031 BELLS RING FOR FARMS IN SD
4/05/1985 A012 56WEEK OBSERVES CHRIST'S DEATH, RESURRECTION
'4/06/1985 A0125CCHURCHES DARKEN, AWAIT EASTER'S LIGHT
4/07/1985 A0l2 ^CHRISTIANS EXPRESS EASTER JOY
6/26/1985 C015 36BEAVER CREEK CHURCH BUILDING BEING MOVED
8/17/1985 A091 *NAMED MAN OF THE YEAR
1/27/1986 A081 ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT GOOD NEWS FOR PEOPLE (L)
3/12/1986 coil *FUN IN AREA CAMPUS MINISTRY
4/15/1986 C013 CHURCH LEADERS HAIL MONUMENTAL STEP
7/11/1986 104 A LIST OF SF HOUSES OF WORSHIP
7/26/1986 A051 KBUILD CHURCHES TO USE ALL WEEK
1/22/1987 coil CHURCHES OBSERVE WEEK OF PRAYER
1/25/1987 A085 CHURCH REWRITING ITS BOOK (L)
6/24/1987 A016 CHURCHES UNIFY FOR CRUSADE
6/24/1987 EOll *LOCAL CHURCHES DIVIDED ON CRUSADE
6/25/1987 C012 MOST SD FAMILIES ATTEND CHURCH
8/01/1987 A095 MUSIC WORKSHOP FOR SMALL CHURCHES SET
9/24/1987 B016 RELIEF SALE PRODUCT OF WORK BY 20 CHURCHES
12/12/1987 A012 ^SUPERINTENDENT BARS CHOIRS IN CHURCHES
12/15/1987 A012 KCHOIR PERFORMANCE AT CHURCH
12/21/1987 A061 HARRIS IN SCHOOL CHOIR DISPUTE (ED)
12/24/1987 A085 SUPERINTENDENT CORRECT IN CHOIR RESTRICTION (L)
12/25/1987 A103 SCHOOL CHOIR CHANGE CLOSED-MINDED POLICY (L)
>12/26/1987.'A NOT PERFORMANCE COUNTS (L)
1/23/1988 A116 SIX CITY CHURCHES WILL PARTICIPATE IN SERVICE
2/06/1988 A052 ^LUTHERANS, CATHOLICS SHARE BOND
3/02/1988 A065 GIVE LOCAL CHURCHES MONEY (L)
3/23/1988 A016 RULES TROUBLE CITY CHURCHES
4/02/1988 C012 PATIENCE OF YOUNG CHURCHGOERS
5/31/1988 A012 TO WAGE WAR ON 'RELIGIOUS ILLITERACY'
6/15/1988 B012 CHILDREN LEARN ABOUT GIVING WITH GOAT PROJECT
6/27/1988 A104 CHURCHES WATER SIDEWALKS (L)
8/28/1988 G031 *PLACES OF WORSHIP PLENTIFUL
9/10/1988 A052 ^VARIED BELIEFS UNDER ONE ROOF
11/20/1988 E012 *CHURCHES--UNITY FOR THANKSGIVING SERVICE
11/25/1988 C012 ^PIONEER CHURCH TO CLOSE SUNDAY
12/15/1988 A015 ROBBERS STRIKE CITY CHURCHES
12/17/1988 coil TWO CHURCHES BROKEN INTO
1/08/1989 C015 5CCHURCH FIGHTING FOR HOME IN MITCHELL
1/12/1989 C012 CHURCHES GATHER TO PRAY FOR UNITY
1/13/1989 B075 EXCHANGE OF CHURCH BULLETINS FOR SUCCESS
1/17/1989 coil MITCHELL COUNCIL OK'S CHURCH PERMIT
2/25/1989 C021 GOVERNOR ASKS CHURCHES TO PRAY FOR RAIN
3/18/1989 C021 CHURCHES TO FOCUS ON DROUGHT SUNDAY
3/26/1989 A012 NEW CHURCH INSPIRES EXTRA REJOICING
4/19/1989 A115 ^CHURCHES TO RECOGNIZE WOMEN'S CONTRIBUTIONS
4/23/1989 C016 CHURCHES SEEK DIALOGUE ON INDIAN MISTREATMENT
4/30/1989 AAIO TO HELP SOLVE TROUBLES WITH INDIANS
4/30/1989 DDll ^CHURCHES SET ASIDE DIFFERENCES
4/30/1989 GGIO *RURAL CHURCHES FIND SURVIVAL MISSION
'' '5/a;61i^iL989 ?Ca35/CHURCH'BURGLAR'-RECEfVES 'PRISON SENTENCE
5/21/1989 A016 SHOPKO DELAYED
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6/02/1989 coil EVANGELICALS TO VISIT CITY THIS WEEKEND
6/03/1989 AG55 UNITED METHODISTS, PRESBYTERIANS TO MEET
8/20/1989 AOl^ PURSE LEADS TO HOT PURSUIT BY CHURCHES
10/29/1989 E016 *LOCAL GAY, LESBIAN CHURCH FINDS ALLY
10/31/1989 A021 LOCAL CHURCHES SPONSOR HALLOWEEN ALTERNATIVES
12/10/1989 A061 ^CHURCHES SERVICE DEAF, TOO
12/2A/1989 C012 GLASS STAINER ADDS COLOR TO CHURCH
12/29/1989 C012 *A WORLDLY CRAFT OUTLET
1/20/1990 C015 SERVICE WILL UNITE 9 CONGREGATIONS
2/10/1990 AlOl 3CMINISTER ASKS PARISHIONERS TO EXPAND MISSION
2/11/1990 A103 MEMORIES OF COLD AIR, HOT MEALS
2/25/1990 C023 ELK POINT CHURCHES START YOUTH MINISTRY
3/03/1990 A016 CHURCHES OFFERED TV AIR TIME
5/06/1990 DD07 XCURCHES REACH OUT AND TOUCH
6/08/1990 C012 SD TO FACE PASTOR SHORTAGE
6/30/1990 A055 *100-YEAR-OLD CHURCH OUTLASTS COMMUNITY
7/16/1990 A051 36PARENTHOOD IS TESTED AT OFFERING PLATE ,
7/20/1990 C012 *CHURCH ON THE MOVE
8/03/1990 C012 AREA CHURCHES FORM NETWORK TO ASSIST YOUTHS
9/2A/1990 A052 *CHURCH SEMINAR TO SPOTLIGHT WOMEN'S VIEWS
10/13/1990 A052 ^CHURCHES GET START IN SCHOOLS
ll/2'i/1990 A051 LIFESTYLE CHANGES PROMPT NEW LOOK
11/24/1990 A055 CHURCHES FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
11/25/1990 E033 CALL FOR HELP TURNS OUT TO BE SCAM
11/28/1990 C036 CHURCH GETS COUNTY OK TO RELOCATE
1/27/1991 B036 CHURCHES SEEK CURBS ON GAMBLING
2/02/1991 A055 KCHURCHES DISCUSS ECUMENICAL PLAN FOR ORDINATIONS
2/28/1991 C031 DAY OF PRAYER A WORLDWIDE EVENT
• • 3/02/l\991; A052' 3ePASTOR'URGES CHURCH TO TAKE MINISTRY TO STREETS
9/10/1991 C012 XMAN SEARCHES FOR CONGREGATION
10/05/1991 A053 OTHER DENOMINATIONS ALSO REPORT GROWTH
10/30/1991 coil OFFICERS ELECTED TO LEAD CHURCH CRISIS FUND
11/11/1991 B012 *CITY CHURCHES USE ADVERTISING TO TELL
11/24/1991 A016 CHURCH PRIVILEGES ARE TESTED
12/23/1991 C016 CLERGY AIMS TO REMAIN TAX EXEMPT
1/06/1992 coil MONEY STOLEN FROM 2 MITCHELL CHURCHES
1/23/1992 C012 *RELIEF GROUP EXPECTS BIG YEAR
2/01/1992 A121 KCHURCHES CONTRIBUTE MIGHTILY TO QUALITY OF LIFE
4/05/1992 A112 CHURCHES' WEAK CONCERN FUELS WITCHCRAFT GROWTH (L)
5/17/1992 F015 CHRISTIANS PLAN MARCH
6/14/1992 A012 *WOMEN CLERGY SAY THEY STRUGGLE WITH BARRIERS
6/15/1992 A051 ^CHURCH SERVICE IS NOT PRELUDE TO SOCIAL HOUR
6/15/1992 A052 *CHURCH IS INTEGRAL PART OF TEENS' LIVES
6/25/1992 A082 CHURCHES COULD HELP THOSE CAUGHT IN STORM (L)
7/04/1992 C015 CONGREGATIONS IN RURAL SD SHARE PASTORS
7/30/1992 B012 SD, NATIONAL CHURCH DONATIONS ON RISE
9/19/1992 coil CHURCHES SPEAK OUT AGAINST STATE GAMBLING
9/21/1992 B024 ABUSE REPORTS HURT CHURCH
12/24/1992 D012 ^CHURCHES RING IN HOLIDAY
M 8/12/1983 BOn 3CRHAPS0DY FROM THE TREETOPS
SEE ALSO SMOKING
2/19/1987 coil HOUSE DEFEATS CIAGARETTE SALES TAX
2/20/1987 A084 BAN CIGARETTE SALES TO CHILDREN (L)
2/18/1990 A014 NEW 'DAKOTA' CIGARETTE HAS SOME FUMING
2/20/1990 A081 DAKOTA CIGARETTES--YUCK CED)
2/22/1990 AlOl *PUBLIC OPINIONS--A CIGARETTE NAMED DAKOTA
2/23/1990 A081 DAKOTA SHOULD FOLLOW UPTOWN
2/24/1990 A016 DAKOTA CIGARETTE UNDER FIRE
2/25/1990 A112 REYNOLDS NEEDS NEW TARGET (L)
3/01/1990 A081 REYNOLDS INSULTS WOMEN (L)
3/04/1990 AOll R J REYNOLDS STARTS DAKOTA CIGARETTE ADS
3/05/1990 A081 SULLIVAN FINDS WORTHY FOE (ED)
3/10/1990 A085 REJECT DAKOTA CIGARETTE (L)
3/12/1990 A103 DEVELOP WITHIN STATE (L)
4/07/1990 C015 REGENTS REJECT BAN ON CIGARETTE SALES
4/25/1990 DlOl DAKOTA PETITION DEADLINE DELAYED
4/29/1990 A135 GROUP CONDEMNS REYNOLDS (L)
5/02/1990 AOll DAKOTA CIGARETTE PETITION FALLS
5/05/1990 C041 DAKOTA SIOUX JOINS FIGHT AGAINST CIGARETTE
5/08/1990 C012 ANTI-CIGARETTE ORGANIZATION TO WASHINGTON
5/25/1990 A012 STATES ASKED TO BAN MACHINES
5/26/1990 A081 CIGARETTE MACHINE PLAN NOT PRACTICAL (ED)
6/15/1990 D082 RJR BALKING AT DAKOTA CIGARETTE PETITION
2/22/1991 A083 TAX IS MINOR PART OF COSTS (L)
8/15/1991 C015 MARKETING OF CIGARETTES HAS DASCHLE BURNING
, 9/24/1991 C032 SHOPLIFTERS GOING AFTER CIGARETTES
'10/0671991 miA-SD^^ STATE (L)
12/08/1991 A081 TOBACCO TAXES FINE BUT PATCHWORK (ED)
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/21/1992 A08A
I/2A/I992 A015
1/28/1992 C014
I/29/I992 A083
I/30/I992 C032
1/31/1992 C0I3
2/I2/I992 COIA
2/IA/I992 COAI
3/22/1992 F035
6/25/1992 A02I
12/22/1992 A0I2
8/07/I99I D0I2
7/25/1987 A09I
I2/I9/I988 C0I2
A/27/1989 C021
5/20/1989 A052
A/29/I98A NOAI
10/08/1988 coil
5/25/1988 B021
10/12/1992 B015
PRO 12/21/1992 B022
6/15/1992 A072
A/15/1983 A012
A/15/1983 C013
A/16/1983 AOll
A/2A/1983 C031
7/03/1983 D023
7/20/1983 B015
; 7/22/1983 AO12
7/22/1983 A112
9/23/1983 coil
A/13/198A BOll
A/21/198A C022
3/27/1985 B021
A/13/1985 A012
7/27/1985 A072
A/18/1986 BOll
A/19/1986 A012
A/19/1986 coil
A/21/1986 C013
5/11/1986 AlOA
8/2A/1986 BOll
A/02/1987 C012
A/15/1988 C012
A/16/1988 A052
5/09/1988 C012
3/06/1989 C012
3/2A/1989 C012
A/13/1989 A012
• ' A'/1A/1989 AOll'
A/lA/1989 C012
A/19/1989 A112
A/06/1990 A012
A/08/1990 coil
A/20/1990 AlOA
A/23/1990 A083
7/20/1990 C021
10/21/1990 Foil
10/2A/1990 A012
12/21/1990 A081
3/08/1991 AOIA
A/19/1991 C012
A/21/1991 C012
8/11/1991 C015
A/08/1992 BOll
1/25/1992 C033
7/21/1982 C015
7/22/1982 AOIA
7/2A/1982 C021
8/06/1982 A012
8/12/1982 C02I
8/22/1982 EOll
10/29/1982 coil
1/30/1983 A012
1/30/1983 C0l2
1/30/1983 C012
• ' •-3/0171983-BD3r
3/2A/1983 coil
CIGARETTE, TOBACCO TAX IDEA DESERVES SUPPORT (L)
LAWMAKERS HOPE TO SNUFF OUT CIGARETTE TAX
30 CENT BOOST ON STATE CIGARETTE TAXES
WHY BURDEN SMOKERS WITH INCREASED TAX (L)
HOUSE PANEL OK'S INCREASING CIGARETTE TAX
GOP BUDGET GOALS RELY ON CIGARETTE TAX
HOUSE KILLS CIGARETTE TAX INCREASE
XPANEL KILLS BILL TO BAN CIGARETTE MACHINES
TEST MARKETING ENDS FOR DAKOTA CIGARETTES
CIGARETTE MAKERS CAN'T HIDE BEHIND WARNING
HEALTH GROUP TARGETS CIGARETTE TAX
56YOUTH FINDS RYAN'S AUTOGRAPH IN CARD PACK
*PUBLIC RELATIONS FOR MORALS AND VALUES
XONCE MISTAKEN FOR LETTERMAN SIDEKICK
*HIGHER AUTHORITY CALLS MINISTERS TO NEW JOBS
36DAYS WITH THE KNIGHTS DRAW TO CLOSE
*(SECTION 3)'YANKT0N FAMILY HAS SEEN INDUSTRY GROW
MINNESOTA FIRM BUYS YANKTON CIMPL'S
MINNESOTA FIRM TO RECYCLE TIRES IN BELLE FOURCHE
*ASK THE CANDIDATES
*LOAN PROGRAM HELPS DREAMS COME TRUE
RATE OF CIRCUMCISION ABOUT 90 PERCENT IN SD
*EL RIAD SHRINE CIRCUS 3-DAY SPECTACULAR
^STRAIGHTEN UP
XKNEE HIGH
SHRINE CIRCUS REMINDER OF HOSPITAL CD
WORLD'S LARGEST TENT CIRCUS PERFORMS JULY 21
CIRCUS COMES TO TOWN
KCROWD FINDS THAT LIFE IS A CIRCUS
KCIRCUS OWNER CAN'T IMAGINE A BETTER LIFE
WESTERN MALL CANCELS FORD BROTHERS
*THE NIGHT IS JUST FOR FUN
STORY ABOUT CIRCUS GOOD TIME CD
SHRINE CIRCUS IS COMING TO TOWN APRIL II-I3
KFROM CLEAN TO CLOWN
XCIRCUS BRINGS CHEER
XEL RIAD BRINGS ON THE FUN
*ALL EYES ON THE CIRCUS
KLAUGHING ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK
^PACKING THEIR TRUCKS
CIRCUS POSES PUBLIC DANGER CD
CRAFTSMAN'S WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE CIRCUS
CIRCUS MONEY TO GO TO HOSPITALS
KUNDER THE BIG TOP
KREAL CIRCUS TAKES PLACE ON SIDELINES
JUGGLING ACT
SOUTH DAKOTANS WON'T FORGET HERO
3CHALF-PINT HULK
*THE CIRCUS COMES TO TOWN
CIRCUS PERFORMER INJURED DURING ACT
*THE CIRCUS IS IN TOWN
STAKING THE LION OUT FOR A WALK
XCIRCUS IS STILL A THRILL
GIRL FALLS FROM MILL IN FALLS PARK
SHRINE CIRCUS R-RATED (D
CIRCUS COSTUMES SKIMPY (L)
TRAVELING CIRCUS MAKES STOP AT CANTON PARK
KIT'S TIME TO DREAM
KHEAVY STEPPING
CIRCUS ABUSE CHARGES ARE BLATANTLY FALSE (D
KONE-MAN BAND WAS WATERTOWN STAR
KTHE CIRCUS COMES TO TOWN
KREPORTER BECOMES CLOWN FOR A DAY
KSHRINE UNIT CLOWNS KNOW THEIR CAUSE
KSWEET CIRCUS SIGHTS, SOUNDS STICK AROUND
KUSD SENIOR'S DRUM ROLE A TOUGH BREAK IN THE CIRCUS
2ND CITIBANK BUILDING RIBBON-CUTTING TODAY
KCITIBANK EXPECTS TO GROW IN SIOUX FALLS
COMPUTER ERA EXPANDS CITIBANK'S ROLE IN SF (ED)
CITIBANK TO BACK STUDENT-LOAN PLAN
CITIBANK'S HELPING HAND FOR STUDENTS
KCITICORP DIRECTOR TO SPEAK AT CHAMBER
SD GOOD FOR BUSINESS, CITIBANK OFFICIAL SAYS
CITY CREDITS JOBS, MONEY TO CITIBANK
KA LOOK INSIDE CITIBANK OF SD
BANK PRES-HE'S GOT AN EYE FOR DETAIL
CITIBANK GOES TO GOVERNOR
MUNSON TAKES JOB WITH CITIBANK
- A3I
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3/30/1983 A012 KCITICORP BUYS SB BANK
3/31/1983 A012 INSURANCE INDUSTRY TO FIGHT BANKING LAW
A/18/1983 BOll BANKING BOOM RIDES CITICORP CASE
6/11/1983 AGIA 3RD CITIBANK BUILDING 'FULFILLS DREAM'
6/15/1983 C021 CITIBANK ENHANCES SF LOOK (ED)
7/22/1983 coil CITIBANK DONATES $100,000 FOR WELLNESS CENTER
8/28/1983 C0I2 CITIBANK BOOSTS COMPUTER TRAINING PROJECT
2/03/198A DOIA INTERESTED IN LOCATING BANK IN NEW MEXICO
2/19/198A EOll CITIBANK LOOKS TO NEVADA FOR CREDIT CENTER
3/31/198A C052 PEOPLE IN 3 STATES MAY BANK BY PHONE
5/17/198A A012 ^COMPLETION OF THIRD BUILDING EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS
5/17/198A A021 MR ROBUTLER CHARMS CITIBANK VISITORS
7/08/198A A012 JANKLOW AD DEFENDS STATE, CITIBANK
7/08/I98A C015 PLANNING TO ADD l.A MILLION CARDHOLDERS
7/08/198A C031 CITIBANK PRESIDENT, JANKLOW RESPOND TO ATTACK-
7/22/198A C021 CITIBANK SHOULDN'T BRAG ABOUT ITS JOBS (L)
7/22/198A EOll CITIBANK MARKETS NEW TRUST PROGRAM
11/25/1984 E015 WHAT A BIG DEAL CITIBANK IS
3/17/1985 E014 EXPLORING A NEW FRONTIER, TELEVISION
4/17/1985 BOll MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO POSSESSING STOLEN MAIL
6/30/1985 EOll CITIBANK TO SWELL EXECUTIVE RANKS
10/13/1985 EOll CITICORP'S BOARD TO MEET IN SIOUX FALLS
10/16/1985 B013 HONEYMOON NOT OVER FOR CITIBANK
12/14/1985 coil LACK OF COOPERATION THWARTS BAD CASES
12/15/1985 EOll ^CITIBANK SOUTH DAKOTA HEAD GETS NEW TITLE
12/22/1985 EOll XRAPID CITY NATIVE NAMED PRESIDENT OF CITIBANK
1/12/1986 E013 ^CITIBANK EXECUTIVE ON HIS WAY
2/19/1986 C113 CITIBANK RECEIVES GOVERNOR'S AWARD FOR THE ARTS
.!5/03/L986rA094 CITIBAN FOR CAMP FUNDS (L)
6/01/1986 EOll ^CITIBANK MAKES ITS MARK IN 5 YEARS
6/06/1986 AlOl CITY, CITIBANK ENJOY PARTNERSHIP (ED)
6/13/1986 AlOl CITIBANK SHOULD PAY IN TUNE WITH TIMES (L)
6/21/1986 A012 CITIBANK EMPLOYEE TESTS POSITIVE
6/25/1986 AlOl RESIDENTS MUST PROTECT STATE'S IMAGE (L)
8/08/1986 coil 9€CITIBANK HEAD PLANS MOVE TO MARYLAND
10/19/1986 E012 ^CITIBANK TRANSFERS MCCROSSEN
1/11/1987 E012 *0H NO, SOMEBODY BLINKED
2/10/1987 A053 CITIBANK OPENED CENTER THIS YEAR
2/10/1987 C012 EX-EMPLOYEE SUES CITIBANK OVER JOB LOSS
4/23/1987 A012 CITIBANK BEGINS DRUG TESTING
4/26/1987 A081 CITIBANK MISDIRECTS ITS ANTI-DRUG ENERGY (ED)
5/07/1987 A084 CITIBANK DESERVES CREDIT (L)
5/24/1987 E012 3CP0STAL SERVICE PLANS OFFICE NEAR CITIBANK
11/17/1987 A103 CITIBANK'S PAY POLICY EXPLOITS ITS WORKERS (L)
1/08/1988 C015 3CG0VERN0R CHASTISES SENATOR FOR REMARKS
1/17/1988 B015 KFIRMS GIVE DISABLED A CHANCE TO WORK
1/25/1988 A083 GOVERNOR'S CHASTISING OF MUENSTER WRONG (L)
2/06/1988 C012 BILL SAVES STATE FROM LOSING CITIBANK
4/12/1988 C015 LAWSUIT FILED AGAINST CITIBANK
,/4/21/T988»A015-CITIBANK EMPLOYEE DIES IN CAR ACCIDENT
5/13/1988 C045 CITIBANK NAMED EMPLOYER OF THE YEAR
6/23/1988 C012 CITIBANK DONATES $500,000 TO FOUNDATION
6/28/1988 coil JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST CITIBANK
9/29/1988 coil CITIBANK HIRING WORKERS IN CITY
1/06/1989 C013 FIGHT LOOMS OVER BANK'S INSURANCE SALES
1/07/1989 A012 ^CITIBANK PRESIDENT RESIGNS
1/08/1989 EOll COURT LETS CITIBANK OFFER NEW SERVICE
1/18/1989 D082 ^STUDENTS ARE CREDIT TARGETS
1/19/1989 A012 JfTOP CITIBANK JOB REMAINS OPEN
2/17/1989 D061 CITIBANK HIRES 151 WORKERS
3/17/1989 C012 STATE COURT UPHOLDS CITIBANK FIRING
3/24/1989 A081 FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION SUFFERS NOTABLE SETBACK (ED)
4/20/1989 C012 CITIBANK CHIEF GETS NEW BOSS
4/30/1989 GGOl ^BANKING GIANT PUTS BRANCH IN STATE
8/03/1989 D061 CITIBANK RENEWS BUSINESS HOTLINE
8/10/1989 D085 CITIBANK STILL AWAITS NAMING OF NEW BOSS
1/26/1990 D066 CARE CENTER AT CITIBANK CALLED MODEL
1/31/1990 D083 CITICORP BUYS HALF-MILLION NEW ACCOUNTS
2/22/1990 A012 ^CITIBANK NAMES NEW PRESIDENT
2/25/1990 E012 ^WILLIAMSON GETS JOB DONE
5/11/1990 A015 MEX-CITIBANK PRESIDENT HELPS START AT8T CARD
5/17/1990 D062 CITIBANK TO HOST GLOBAL CONFERENCE
6/05/1990 D062 ^CITIBANK WANTS THE WORLD
6/10/1990 C015 CITIBANK PUTS CHARGE INTO FOREIGN CARDS
7/18/1990 D081 AUTHOR TO GIVE OUT CITBANK HONORS
8/21/1990 B061 CITIBANK TO UNVEIL EXPANDED DAY CARE
'^10/16/T990 •B061';GITIBANK''SP0NSORING ^STUDENTS A SEMINAR
11/14/1990 D095 KMCCROSSEN SHIFTED TO NEW CITICORP JOB
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11/15/1990
11/18/1990
12/19/1990
2/01/1991
2/07/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/26/1991
6/06/1991
6/08/1991
8/22/1991
9/10/1991
10/13/1991
4/17/1992
5/17/1992
7/26/1983
7/29/1983
7/30/1983
3/04/1984
3/17/1984
6/21/1984
10/28/1984
3/08/1985
8/02/1985
5/24/1987
.6/07/1987
8/11/1987
1/17/1988
4/26/1989
1/17/1991
7/09/1991
8/18/1992
11/12/1992
D061
DOll
D095
C016
A071
A012
D063
D063
D063
AlOl
C015
A081
D061
B061
E031
A012
E012
coil
C031
BOll
C081
C032
C031
C051
C034
A012
E012
£015.
C023
EOll
D081
D061
B062
B062
B061
1/11/1982 C051
3/10/1982 A015
4/07/1982 B042
4/11/1982 A014
4/11/1982 DOll
5/10/1982 A012
5/21/1982 A012
5/26/1982 coil
6/06/1982 B012
6/06/1982 DOll
6/06/1982 D013
7/12/1982 C014
i 7/15/1982 'C061
7/26/1982 A012
7/27/1982 A013
7/28/1982 A012
11/30/1982 B061
4/17/1983 A021
7/05/1983 C031
8/16/1983 B052
8/28/1983 C041
11/30/1983 A013
1/09/1984 C042
1/13/1984 A114
4/15/1984 B031
6/10/1984 DOll
6/15/1984 BOll
9/16/1984 DOll
12/09/1984 DOll
1/20/1985 DOll
2/28/1985 A012
3/17/1985 coil
4/01/1985 BOll
4/13/1985 A081
4/15/1985 coil
5/06/1985 A012
5/24/1985 A012
5/26/1985 EOll
6/09/1985 coil
7724/1985-^AOl 5^
7/27/1985 C033
7/29/1985 AlOl
MCCROSSEN TO STAY ON CITIBANK BOARD
CITIBANK DIVISION LEADER SELECTED
TO CUT 8,000, BUT NO LAYOFFS HERE
BILL CITIBANK ON SLIDING TAX SCALE
TAX BREAK DOESN'T MAKE SENSE (L)
KCITIBANK THRIVES 10 YEARS LATER
BCDREAM JOB WAS HOMECOMING
^CUSTOMER SERVICE 'BECOMES PART OF YOU'
^COLLEGES, STUDENTS FEEL POSITIVE IMPACT
CITIBANK'S BIRTHDAY IS LANDMARK FOR CITY (ED)
*1ND1AN COLLEGE, CITIBANK TACKLE DROPOUT RATE
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
XMCCROSSEN NAMED TO LEAD BOARD
LOCAL FIRMS GET PRODUCTIVITY AWARDS
SLASHES RATES ON NOW'S
CITIBANK TO DROP SOME INTEREST RATES 3-4 PERCENT
LAYOFFS SPREADING IN SF
INSURANCE GROUPS ASK HEARINGS ON CITICORP'S BID
CITICORP WITNESSES FAVOR ENTRY INTO INSURANCE
CITICORP INSURANCE PLAN GETS STATE'S OK
CITICORP LOBBYING IN NEVADA FOR BACK-UP
NEVADA LAWMAKERS TO ADDRESS CITICORP
NEW CITICORP CHAIRMAN
CITICORP RENEWS BID FOR BANK
CITICORP SEEKS BUSINESS
FED DUMPS CITICORP'S INSURANCE PLANS
3CC1T1C0RP CONTINUES STRING OF SURPRISES
56C1T1CORP MOVE SOLVES NOTHING
CITICORP CONSOLIDATES CREDIT CARD OPERATIONS
RANDALL'S OFFER NEW MONEY SYSTEM
CITICORP PRESIDENT GETS 114 PERCENT PAY RAISE
CITICORP ANNOUNCES LOSS, CUTS DIVIDENDS
^CITICORP CHAIRMAN UNDER FIRE
SUFFERING CITICORP MUST REVEAL MORE LOAN DATA
TRADE COMMISSION CRITICIZES CITICORP
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CITIES 8 TOWNS
HILL CITY'S JUMP TO 2ND-CLASS CITY WILL PROVE COSTLY
PICKSTOWN GOING TO HIGHEST BIDDER
CITY ELECTIONS NEXT WEEK IN AREA TOWNS
87 ISN'T TOP, BUT SF WILL TAKE RATING
3€THE NATIONS SMALLEST CAPITAL
*GOOD FORTUNES COME TO COTTONWOOD SD
*5 RESIDENTS TO VOTE ON TOWN'S FUTURE
LOYALTON NO LONGER SD TOWN
TOWNS SPRANG UP, DISAPPEARED OVERNIGHT
SMALL-TOWN RESIDENTS ALL PITCH IN
SD CENTENNIALS S OTHER CELEBRATIONS
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS REIGN OVER EAST RIVER
MANY SD CITIES QUALIFY FOR FEDERAL AID
MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS BAIT PASSING FISHERMEN
MOBRIDGE AND ITS BIG WALLEYE BOOM
RIVER'S REPUTATION PUTS STRAIN ON FISH POPULATION
FIVE SD CITIES TO RECEIVE GRANTS
ARMY REVIVES PLAN TO SELL 3 MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION FOR TOWN THAT DOESN'T EXIST
TOWN DECIDES THE PAPERWORK ISN'T WORTH IT
*7 RESIDENTS AREN'T ENOUGH TO RUN TOWN
ll-YEAR FIGHT TO SAVE JOHNSONVILLE ENDS
PLUMA'S BETWEEN ROCK AND A HARD PLACE
THAT'S WILMOT, NOT WILMONT
A JOURNEY TO GHOST TOWNS (YEAGER)
XOUR TOWNS
TWIN CITIES HAVE CORNERED THE MARKET
*OUR TOWN
XTOWN FADES INTO THE COUNTRY SIDE
KTHIS TOWN IS THRIVING
PITTSBURGH NO 1 IN CITIES RATING
INSURANCE TOUGH TO FIND, AFFORD FOR TOWNSHIP
SURVEY DEALS A LOW BLOW
RURAL TOWNS WILL HAVE TO FIGHT TO SURVIVE (YEAGER)
THE RAILROAD NEVER MADE IT TO DENTON
3CC1T1ES FIGHT TO LURE MEETINGS, BIG BUCKS
DARLINGTON GETS ZAPPED FROM NEW STATE MAP
A CURE FOR WHAT AILS SD CITIES
TOWNS WANT TO KEEP SCHOOLS
JANKEOW 'OFFERS^ PLAN-TO'AID SMALL TOWNS
ARLINGTON ALIVE, WELL AND READY TO PARTY
STATE SHOULD PROMOTE SMALL TOWN RENOVATION (ED)
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8/31/1985 A071 *SHORT-LIVED RUMORS, LONGTIME LEGENDS
11/19/1985 A071 XLITTLE TOWN ON THE PRAIRIE
1/01/1986 C013 3CFARM CRISIS IS KILLING SD TOWNS
5/09/1986 C016 SMALL TOWN BATTLES SLOW DEATH
7/23/1986 BOll 3CTV CREW TEMPORARILY REVIVES DYING TOWN
8/31/1986 Alll SMALL TOWNS HELPED BRING ON OWN DEMISE (L)
9/14/1986 DOll XCEDAR BUTTE STORE OWNERS, FAMILY ARE THE TOWN
9/21/1986 DOll 3CL0YAL RESIDENTS LIVE IN BACK ROADS
10/14/1986 A012 HETLAND SET FOR NBC DEBUT
11/01/1986 A123 LOCAL EFFORT NEEDED TO SAVE MAIN STREET
12/27/1986 A081 SHOULDN'T GIVE IN TO ECONOMIC DESPAIR (ED)
1/30/1987 C021 VOTERS TO DECIDE TOWNSHIP'S FATE
2/15/1987 C016 OVERSEAS SISTERHOOD JOINS CITIES
2/20/1987 C021 HARROLD TOWNSHIP RESIDENTS VOTE TO DISBAND
4/13/1987 A015 BRANDON'S BOOM HEARD ACROSS SD
4/27/1987 A013 *101 YEARS DON'T DULL TOWN
5/04/1987 A012 3CDAV1S LAUGHS AT STORMY PAST
5/11/1987 A012 ^BALTIC'S ROOTS REACH TO NORWAY
5/18/1987 A012 ^LENNOX MUSEUM PRESENTS PAST
6/01/1987 A012 KNEW SURROUNDS OLD IN CROOKS
6/08/1987 A012 KHARRISBURG HERALDS IT'S ATTRIBUTES
6/14/1987 DOll ^HIGHWAY 44 CAN TAKE YOU ...
6/15/1987 A012 *SHERMAN REMEMBERS HOT TIMES
6/22/1987 A012 *TWO FROM TEA BREW FORMULA FOR SUCCESS
6/29/1987 A012 ^FIREWORKS BUSINESS BOOMS IN ROWENA
7/06/1987 A012 FOR HARTFORD RESIDENTS ...
7/13/1987 A012 BRENNER GOES TO BAT FOR BASEBALL
7/20/1987 A014 ^HUDSON'S CHRISTMAS COMES IN JULY
^'7/27/1987 A012 VALLE DEVELOPS HOPE WITH INDUSTRIAL PARK
' 8/03/1987 A013 *SH1NDLER PREPARES TO REMEMBER BETTER DAYS
8/10/1987 A012 HUMBOLDT NATIVE TAKES SECOND LOOK
8/17/1987 A012KLAST TRAIN TO ELLIS MAY LEAVE SOON
8/31/1987 A015 ELETRICAL BUSINESSES POWER COLMAN'S ECONOMY
9/28/1987 A012 3«C0ME SIT A SPELL AT THE TRENT CAFE
10/05/1987 A012 KEGAN MAN DOCUMENTS TOWN'S PAST
10/12/1987 A013 ^BUILT ON SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY UNITY
10/17/1987 C012 SMALL TOWNS NEED MAIN STREET
10/19/1987 A012 BRIDGEWATER'S ROADS LESS TRAVELED NOW
10/20/1987 C046 SF, 4 OTHER CITIES WILL BE PART OF MAIN STREET
10/26/1987 A012 KCASUAL AT BUFFALO TRADING POST
10/29/1987 A061 SIOUX FALLS ENTITLED TO STATE'S HELP (ED)
11/02/1987 A012 TOWN NEVER MET MAN'S EXPECTATIONS
11/09/1987 A012 *SMALL-TOWN VIBORG SHUNS SMALL-TOWN IMAGE
11/15/1987 A012 XTO RUSTLE UP NEW OLD WEST IMAGE
11/15/1987 B012 KTO REPORT ON SMALL TOWNS IN SD
11/16/1987 A012 ^CHANCELLOR KEEPS BUILDING ON GOOD THING
11/22/1987 B012 ^PRINCIPAL WATCHES CHANGES IN LAKE PRESTON
11/23/1987 A012 *PARKER MAN PUTS PAST ON DISPLAY
11/30/1987 A012 *DOCTOR RECALLS MARION'S PAIN, JOY
12/07/1987 AOTS ^MEMORIES OF CANARIES NEVER YELLOW IN MONROE
12/14/1987 A015 ^NEWSPAPER TOLD THE STORIES OF CENTERVILLE
12/21/1987 A012 JfALCESTER THRIVES ON NEIGHBORLY LOVE
12/28/1987 A012 *WENTWORTH RESIDENTS JUST CAN'T STAY AWAY
1/04/1988 A012 XTHE WELCOME MAT IS ALWAYS OUT
1/10/1988 E015 SMALL TOWNS IN SD STILL STRUGGLE
1/11/1988 A012 KEPIPHANY RECALLS MEDICAL PIONEER
1/18/1988 A012 *FRANKL1N SMALL BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
1/25/1988 A012 ^SCHOOL IS THE PRIDE OF RUTLAND
1/28/1988 C012 TOWNS AFTER CONSOLIDATION DEFEAT
2/01/1988 A012 HOOKER FALLS VICTIM TO TECHNOLOGY
2/08/1988 A012 WHERE THE GOOD MEMORIES LIE
2/15/1988 A012 36H1LLS, MINN ALIVE WITH CONTENTMENT
2/21/1988 A012 *SMALL TOWN -- HOPE 8 FADING GLORY
2/21/1988 A041 TINY TREASURES ARE NEARING EXTINCTION
2/21/1988 A041 PRESIDENTS ADAPT TO SHRINKING WORLD
2/21/1988 A051 PHOME OF TWO GIANT COWS
2/21/1988 A09I SMALL TOWNS SERIES EXAMINES ...
2/22/1988 A041 PJUST A FEW FRAGMENTS REMAIN
2/22/1988 A044 PA GHOST TOWN STAYED BEHIND
2/23/1988 A041 PSATURDAYS QUIET NOW IN PARKER
2/24/1988 A014 PGROCERS HAVE FAITH IN LAKE PRESTON
2/24/1988 A051 PHURLEY FOLKS BAND TOGETHER
2/25/1988 A012 PSURVIVAL WON'T COME EASILY
2/25/1988 A041 TOWNS STRUGGLING ALL OVER US
2/25/1988 A041 PTYPICAL, JUST AS PEOPLE LIKE IT
2/25/1988 A041 PTOWN YOUTH LEAVE BRITTON
'2/26/1988 A016 SMALL TOWN SOUTH DAKOTA^
2/26/1988 AD41 PEXPERTS SAY MANY TOWNS ARE IN PERIL
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2/26/1988 A0A3 *SOUTH DAKOTA'S MOST ENDANGERED TOWNS
2/26/1988 A0<i3 SF FOUNDERS WOULDN'T SETTLE FOR NUMBER 2
2/26/1988 A053 3(KRANZBURG'S PIONEER WOULD BE PROUD
2/26/1988 AlOl TOWNS MUST ADAPT TO NEW ERA (ED)
3/07/1988 AOl^ *LYONS BULLISH ON ITS FUTURE
3/14/1988 A012 *THEIR STRONG GERMAN HERITAGE
3/21/1988 AQ12 3€MIRACLES KEEP TINY OLIVET THRIVING
3/24/1988 A123 XENDURING TOWNSHIPS AS GRASS ROOTS DEMOCRACY
3/28/1988 AGll ^CELEBRATES HERITAGE OF FREE MEN
3/29/1988 AOOB SUPPORT SMALL TOWN FIRMS (L)
4/04/1988 A015 *TINY DOLTON LIVES LIFE IN SLOW LANE
4/18/1988 A012 PUMPKIN WAS THE CENTER OF IT ALL
4/25/1988 A012 *'VILLAGE IN THE VALLEY'
5/09/1988 A014 PRESIDENTS WORK TO KEEP THEIR TOWN ALIVE
5/16/1988 A012 PRESIDENTS TEAM UP TO KEEP NUNDA GOING
5/23/1988 A012 WAKONDA PULLS TOGETHER TO KEEP TOWN GOING
5/30/1988 A014 PMORE THAN 'A WIDE SPOT IN THE ROAD'
6/06/1988 A012 PHOWARD--STEADY IN A CHANGING WORLD
6/14/1988 A083 SCHOOL FAILS SMALL TOWNS (L)
6/20/1988 A012 PBANCROFT SPRUCES UP FOR ITS lOOTH
6/27/1988 A013 PSMALL-TOWN HETLAND AS ALIVE AS ...
7/03/1988 E012 PCONVENIENCE STORES FLOURISH IN TOWNS
7/04/1988 A014 PEVERY DAY IS INDEPENDENCE DAY
7/24/1988 A016 BEST CITIES SURVEY
8/01/1988 A012 PCITY SHEDS ITS 'DIRTY TOWN' IMAGE
8/05/1988 A012 PPLANS MAPPED OUT FOR NEW COMMUNITY
8/08/1988 A012 PDANCERS PUT LESTERVILLE ON THE MAP
8/12/1988 A081 DREAM TOWN WOULD BE BIG BOOST
vi8/15/1988'A012 PSMALL-TOWN ARMOUR IS REPUBLICAN
8/29/1988 A012 SMALL-TOWN ARTESIAN FIGHTS OFF OBLIVION
9/06/1988 A103 EDITORIAL IS UNFAIR TO NORTH SIOUX CITY (L)
9/26/1988 A014 PLONE TREE GONE, BUT TOWN BRANCHES OUT
10/03/1988 C015 PSMALL IOWA TOWN PINS ITS FUTURE
10/10/1988 A012 PLAKE CAMPBELL DANCES TO A LITTLE WATER MUSIC
10/17/1988 AOll PTRIPP RESIDENTS KEEP IMPROVING
10/31/1988 A012 PORANGE CITY HAS LOTS OF APPEAL
11/07/1988 A012 PONE MAN'S GHOST TOWN ANOTHER'S PARADISE
11/14/1988 A012 PSMALL TOWN STORE SHUTS ITS DOORS
11/14/1988 coil TOWNSHIP GROUP WILL MEET DECEMBER 3
11/28/1988 A012 MAGNOLIA, MINN RESTAURANT PULLS UP
12/04/1988 FOll PBULLDOZERS END EAST SIOUX FALLS
12/12/1988 A012 PSURVIVES STRING OF ECONOMIC BAD LUCK
12/15/1988 coil DAKOTA DUNES WORK TO BEGIN IN SPRING
12/19/1988 A012 'CHRISTMAS CITY' LIGHTS UP FOR TRADITION
12/26/1988 A012 ASTORIA FINDS LIFE ON THE BORDER ...
1/02/1989 A012 PROOTS KEEP DWINDLING FEDORA ALIVE
1/23/1989 A012 PWHILE TOWN CHANGES, SPIRIT STAYS
2/06/1989 A012 PALCESTER NURTURES ITS BUSINESSES
2/12/1989 E061 P'LITTLE TOWN ON THE PRAIRIE'
2/13/1989 A012,PONLY 4 LIVE IN ESMOND
2/16/1989 C023 WATERTOWN NAMED COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR
2/20/1989 A012 RUMMY GAMES DRAW NEIGHBORS TO CAFE
2/21/1989 A014 VILLAGES SEARCH FOR LEADERS
2/24/1989 D081 25 TOWNS COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT COURSE
2/27/1989 A012 P'PARROT' SCAM A HIGHLIGHT OF INGENUITY
3/06/1989 A012 PAMBITIOUS LENNOX IS NOBODY'S SUBURB
3/13/1989 A015 PCAVOUR'S IRISH TO SIT OUT THE JIG
3/27/1989 A012 PLAKE TRADE A GOOD CATCH FOR CHESTER
4/03/1989 A015 PBURBANK DOESN'T NEED STUDIOS TO LURE STARS
4/10/1989 A013 PMEMORIES FILL JUNIUS' DESERTED STREETS
4/17/1989 A012 PTHREE HOUSES LINE TOWN'S GRAVEL ROAD
4/24/1989 A012 PELK POINT MIXES PAST, PRESENT TO BUlLD
4/30/1989 GG17 PFUTURE LIES IN ITS PAST
4/30/1989 GG18 TOWNS BEAR NAMES OF LEADERS
5/08/1989 A012 PBUSHNELL STILL BRINGS 'EM IN
5/15/1989 A012 PFEW SYMBOLS REMAIN OF TOWN'S HISTORY
6/05/1989 A012 BRANDON STANDING ON ITS OWN 7,000 FEET
6/08/1989 C014 ROWENA TO CELEBRATE ITS CENTURY
6/19/1989 A012 PLOSING SCHOOL ISN'T DEADLY FOR DELMONT
6/26/1989 A012 PTOWN KEEPS LYONS' SHARE OF RESIDENTS
6/30/1989 C015 PFERRY TOWN THAT SAW BETTER TIMES TO CELEBRATE
7/03/1989 A015 PSMALL TOWN STORE REBORN AS MINI-MALL
7/05/1989 C012 PGIANT SIGH FLASHES 65-FOOT MESSAGE
7/10/1989 A012 PTIME EATS AWAY AT RICH PAST
7/17/1989 A012 PAFTER FIRE, CHURCH'S FUTURE IS HAZY
7/27/1989 C014 TOURIST TOWN TO GO TO AUCTION BLOCK
«W3r/r989v A014 iPHOOKEDv ON LAKEi^MADIiSON .
8/04/1989 A012 PBUYERS BID FOR RELICS, LAND IN BLACK HILLS
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8/l«i/1989 A0I2 ^THEATER USHERS IN SUCCESS FOR TOWN
8/21/1989 A014 *LANE HOSTS 'WOODSTOCK II'
8/27/1989 A012 *SOLO--STUDY PREDICTS BUSTLING HUBS
8/30/1989 AlQl RANKINGS PROVIDE CITIES DISTINCTIONS TO AVOID (ED)
9/0^/1989 A012 *PRAISE AND PRAYERS IN ALEXANDRIA
9/17/1989 coil CENTURY-OLD TOWNS TO RECEIVE HONORS
9/25/1989 A012 ^COMMUNITY AT A CROSSROADS
10/02/1989 A012 a^A BOOM TOWN ON THE BORDER
10/05/1989 C031 VOLGA SITE OF NEAR-ACCIDENT
10/26/1989 A012 *SIOUX FALLS NEAR CENTER OF CITY LIST
10/30/1989 A012 XMEDARY'S BRIEF LIFE ENDS IN STONE
11/13/1989 A012 ^MANUFACTURER BREATHES NEW LIFE INTO TRIPP
11/27/1989 A013 'GATE CITY' TO KEEP ITS DOORS OPEN
12/18/1989 A012 KROWENA'S LONE CHURCH BINDS DWINDLING TOWN
12/25/1989 A012 *NORA'S SOLE RESIDENT SEES...
1/01/1990 A012 ^TRENT'S KITCHEN BAND CAN DISH IT OUT
1/07/1990 FOll XBEATEN TRAILS
1/09/1990 C02A GAMBLING IN RIVER TOWNS TO BE PROPOSED
1/15/1990 A012 ALCESTER SHRUGS OFF SET BACKS
2/26/1990 A012 HARTFORD MAKES PLANS FOR GROWTH
3/12/1990 A015 *CHURCH, MEMORIES LEFT FROM PRAIRIE ACADEMY
3/26/1990 A012 ^COMMUNITY HAS SPIRIT-BUT NO POPULATION
't/09/1990 A012 56DIMOCK LAKE REVIVAL GROUP
<i/I0/I990 A013 ELK POINT IS HOME TO A NEW SLOGAN
«i/I6/I990 A012 *GLORIOUS' TROY WON'T FLOAT AWAY
<1/23/1990 A0I2 THIS RAILROAD VILLAGE ONCE FLOURISHED
5/07/1990 A012 *MECKLING SPROUTS HAY-AND GREAT CHICKEN
6/04/1990 A0I5 KPEOPLE KEEP COMING BACK TO BROOKINGS
. vi6/ll/199O A012, 3€CORSON, STAYS S WITH HELP OF SAMPSONS
6725/1990 A0I3 GHOST TOWN OFFERS LESSON IN OLD WEST HISTORY
6/26/1990 B012 *CASHES IN ON RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
6729/1990 C033 *DELL RAPIDS GRAPPLES WITH DWINDLING DOWNTOWN
7/02/1990 A012 KREUNIONS HELP ERWIN ENDURE TOUGH TIMES
7/10/1990 B012 9€PRAIRIE AND PIONEER
7/23/1990 A015 *THERE'S MORE TO THIS TOWN
7/24/1990 A052 *AREA TOWNS RICH IN HISTORY
7/30/1990 A012 *AUGUST REUNION WILL BE LAST FOR RESIDENTS
7/31/1990 A072 *A DAY AT CHAMBERLAIN
8/21/1990 A052 *BEYOND UNIVERSITY IS HISTORIC HOST CITY
8/27/1990 C012 *IRENE ENJOYS LIFE ACROSS 3 COUNTIES
8/28/1990 A052 HURON RESIDENT CALLS FAIR 7-DAY CONVENTION
9/03/1990 A012 ^CELEBRATION A LABOR OF LOVE FOR 90 YEARS
9/10/1990 B012 ^RESTORATION PRESERVES TOWN'S PAST
9/17/1990 C015 XPICKSTOWN GROWING UP SINCE 1986
9/18/1990 A012 ^POTSDAM BECOMES SISTER CITY
9/19/1990 A012 *FAULKTON FLOWER QUEEN
10/08/1990 B015 3fSMALL-T0WN CENTERVILLE GETS BIG-CITY ATTENTION
10/18/1990 B082 TOWNS TAKE SHELTER IN SALES TAXES
10/29/1990 A016 ^ARMOUR SHIELDS ITSELF FROM DECLINE
,11/12/1990 0016'KBLUNT KEEPS SMALL-TOWN AURA ALIVE
12/18/1990 AlOl HUSTLE IS THE KEY TO DEVELOPMENT (ED)
12/31/1990 A012 SERIES OFFERED PEEK INTO LIFE OF SMALL TOWNS
2/10/1991 A012 *BETS ON DEVELOPMENT DIVERSITY
2/18/1991 C012 5€D0WNT0WN CANTON REJUVENATING
3/04/1991 C014 ^CHAMBERLAIN SEEKS TO REBUILD HISTORIC TAFT HOTEL
3/06/1991 C014 TOWNSHIPS THRIVE ON BASIC GOVERNMENT
3/11/1991 B012 PRESIDENTS SING PRAISES OF ORIOLES
3/25/1991 B015 PCITY MAINTAINS LIQUOR-SALES MONOPOLY
4/23/1991 C034 BRYANT MAN WILL HEAD TOWNSHIP GROUP
4/24/1991 A083 PGIVING SMALL-TOWN PEOPLE A VOICE
7/17/1991 C031 PCITY MAN LIKES SMALL-TOWN PACE
7/18/1991 A015 SMALL TOWNS REIN IN TAXES WITH WINDFALL
7/28/1991 E022 PCANTON TAKES STOCK AFTER 125 YEARS
8/11/1991 A081 A LOT IS RIDING ON SYSTEM'S SUCCESS
8/22/1991 A015 SF SCORES 1ST IN ECONOMY
11/06/1991 A012 PSMALLEST TOWN GIVES UP THE GHOST
11/07/1991 C032 SMALL TOWNS GET ENVIRONMENT REPRIEVE
11/11/1991 A012 PLIFE TRICKLES FROM TINY SD TOWNS
12/01/1991 E012 3 TOWNS KEEP MAIN STREET FIRE BURNING
12/20/1991 C031 DELL RAPIDS MAYOR NAMED TO STATE BOARD
12/29/1991 F012 LOCAL NEWS THRIVES IN WEEKLIES
1/26/1992 AOll SMALLEST TOWN NOT A GHOST BY 2-1 VOTE
5/15/1992 A012 EAGER TO COLLECT SHARE OF LOTTERY REVENUE
5/20/1992 D065 20 PERCENT OF CITIES LOSING SALES
7/16/1992 A012 PIS TEA THE PLACE TO BE?
. 8/30/1992 AlOl SF NUMBER 1 A6AIN--RIGHT (ED)
''•9/077a992i'A08iisUPON ^^FURTHER/ REVIEW fSF^ST^ILL? TOPS (ED)
9/09/1992 B075 3 TOWNS SHARE COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT
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CITY AUTO-SF
CITY DIRECTORY
CITY EMPLOYEES
CITY GOVT
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10/17/1992 A013 ^LOTTERY REPEAL THREATENS TOWN'S SUCCESS
11/21/1992 B021 MITCHELL IS HOST TO GROUP'S MEETING TODAY
11/28/1992 BG22 B^SIGNS SHOW SMALL TOWNS STILL HAVE SENSE OF HUMOR
1/20/1985 E012 KENGEN CHOSEN CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
2/07/1985 BOll RAFTER 71 YEARS, PLEDGES HER CITIZENSHIP
4/01/1989 coil STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN CITIZEN BEE
3/03/1990 coil 35 AREA STUDENTS IN TODAY'S CITIZEN BEE
3/04/1990 C012 MISSED ANSWERS STING STUDENTS
4/02/1990 coil O'GORMAN STUDENT MOVES TO NATIONALS
2/27/1991 coil STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN CITIZEN BEE
3/23/1991 C031 STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN STATE CITIZEN BEE
2/04/1992 C031 CITIZEN BEE FINALS MARCH 28
3/07/1992 coil CITIZEN BEE TODAY FOR AREA STUDENTS
3/08/1992 FOll SIX SELECTED FOR STATE CITIZEN BEE
4/02/1992 C035 RAPID CITY STUDENT WINS STATE BEE
12/14/1984 C041 VIENNA WOMAN SEEKING CITIZENSHIP
9/14/1987 A104 TRY THIS CITIZENSHIP TEST (L)
2/05/1989 coil AREA GROUP OFFERS CITIZENSHIP COURSES
2/06/1989 BOll AREA GROUP OFFERS CITIZENSHIP COURSES
11/19/1992 BOll SISSETON MAN WINS CITIZENSHIP HONORS
SEE ATTORNEY CITY
3/18/1982 D023 MAYOR ERRS IN OK'ING FOREIGN CAR PURCHASE (L)
2/10/1982 C031 LOCAL GOVERNMENT NUMBERS AVAILABLE
1/05/1992 FOll CITY DIRECTORY CANVASSING BEGINS
2/10/1989 A103 KDRUG TESTING WISE MOVE FOR CITY
9/09/1989 C015 PLAN WOULD RESTRICT POLITICAL ACTIVITY
9/20/1989 C021 ABERDEEN GAGS ITS EMPLOYEES
9/22/1989 AlOl ABERDEEN REGRESSES BY GAGGING EMPLOYEES (ED)
aD/ll/1989' C045 ,ABERDEEN WORKERS WHO REFUSE TO SIGN POLICIES
10/20/1989 C015 CITY WORKER CHARGED WITH STEALING TICKETS
10/21/1989 coil WORKER SUSPENDED AFTER THEFT ARREST
12/24/1989 X023 STATISTICS ON CITY EMPLOYEES
1/14/1990 C012 UNION WORKERS REJECT CITY'S OFFER
1/17/1990 A012 TALKS STALL WITH CITY WORKERS
1/27/1990 A081 EQUALIZE CITY PAY HIKES (L)
2/10/1990 C014 UNION ASKS FACT FINDER FOR HELP
2/27/1990 coil WATER PLANT WORKER HONORED FOR SAFETY
4/26/1990 C012 COMMISSION URGED TO ACCEPT PAY HIKE
4/27/1990 C012 CITY UNION WORKERS REJECT 1990 CONTRACT
4/30/1990 coil CITY LIKELY TO OK CONTRACT TODAY
4/30/1990 C023 90 YEARS OF COMBINED SERVICE ENDS
5/01/1990 A015 *WAGE DISPUTE TURNS INTO SHOUTING MATCH
5/13/1990 A113 CITY MANAGERS ARE RESPONSIBLE TO WORKERS (L)
5/14/1990 A063 *T0 PASS FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
7/08/1990 coil CITY WORKERS CAN SPEAK TO MEDIA
7/27/1990 AlOl LIFTING GAG ORDER IS CAUSE FOR ELATION
10/02/1990 C012 MADISON CITY EMPLOYEE SAYS RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED
11/30/1990 coil CITY EMPLOYEES OK RETIREMENT CHANGES
12/11/1990 C033 EX-CLERK CLAIMS DISCRIMINATION
12/30/T990'C015 GENERAL CITY WORKERS OK NEW CONTRACT
1/08/1991 C012 FIREFIGHTERS IRKED BY LABOR TALKS
1/11/1991 C012 CITY REJECTS FIREFIGHTERS' COMPROMISE PLAN
2/05/1991 coil FIREFIGHTERS TO VOTE ON CONTRACT TODAY
2/06/1991 coil FIREFIGHTERS OK CONTRACT OFFER
2/09/1991 C012 CITY COMMISSION TO OK FIREFIGHTER CONTRACT
2/13/1991 A081 CITY PAY LEVELS RAISE BROWS (ED)
3/05/1991 B014 CITY TRANSFERS MONEY FOR RAISES
3/08/1991 A084 HIGH CITY HALL PAY IS FEATHERBEDDING (L)
5/03/1991 C032 COMMITTEE FAVORS REPEAL OF RESIDENCY LAW
5/25/1991 C033 EMPLOYEES MUST LIVE IN CITY OR TAKE CUT
7/22/1991 A071 CITY CHANGES POLICY FOR UNION EMPLOYEES
7/22/1991 A083 DRIVER OF CITY CAR SETS POOR EXAMPLE (L)
2/02/1992 FOll BROOKINGS WORKERS MIGHT JOIN TEAMSTERS
3/24/1992 B061 CITY WORKERS VOTE FOR TEAMSTER TIES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CITIES, TOWNS
8/20/1982 B052 ABERDEEN MUST CUT BUDGET BY 5 PERCENT
11/16/1983 X062 COMMISSIONERS SQUABBLE OVER MAYOR'S PAY
11/23/1983 C061 ACTION EQUALIZES PAY OF MAYOR, COMMISSION
12/11/1983 C071 ABERDEEN OFFICIALS NEGOTIATE ON MAYOR'S PAY
12/14/1983 C051 ABERDEEN OFFICIALS APPROVE MAYOR'S SALARY
4/11/1984 A061 ABERDEEN'S MAYOR JANUSZ RE-ELECTED
4/28/1985 N021 K(FINANCE) ABERDEEN MAYOR PROMOTES FAMILY-STYLE
1/30/1986 B021 ABERDEEN VOTES TO CUT SPENDING 5 PERCENT
3/05/1986 B021 ABERDEEN TO SPEND $423,000 FOR INSURANCE
8/09/1986 C021 ABERDEEN NAMES RICH TO ACTING MAYOR POST
,2/20/1987 C021 ABERDEEN BUSINESSES WANT OFFICIAL TO CLEAN UP
'2/28/1987XOSIDEPUTY'XAN BE A COMMISSIONER, OFFICIAL RULES
1/18/1988 BOll ABERDEEN UNIONS MAY BE DISSOLVED
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CITY GOVT-AB
CITY GOVT-AR
CITY GOVT-BE
CITY GOVT-BR
CITY GOVT-CL
CITY GOVT-CO
CITY GOVT-DE
CITY GOVT-DR
CITY GOVT-ED
CITY GOVT-FL
CITY GOVT-FP
Xtrtf'GOVT-FR
CITY GOVT-GA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2 ABERDEEN WORKERS SUSPENDED
NO CHARGES PLANNED IN ABERDEEN CASE
ABERDEEN ORDERED TO TURN OVER RECORDS TO COUNTY
FIREFIGHTERS SUE CITY OVER FREE SPEECH RIGHTS
CITY WORKERS CAN SPEAK TO MEDIA
LIFTING GAG ORDER IS CAUSE FOR ELATION
COMMISSION PROPOSES GAMBLING CHANGES
ABERDEEN FIREFIGHTERS APPLAUD JUDGE'S RULING
MAN SUING ABERDEEN OVER BINGO
ABERDEEN WILL PAY FIREFIGHTERS LEGAL FEES
STATE INVESTIGATES CLOSED CITY MEETING
COURT RULES JOB CHANGES ARE NOT FAIR
ABERDEEN FIRE CHIEF RESIGNING AUGUST 15
CLOSED MEETING WITHIN THE LAW--STATE OFFICE
ARLINGTON BALLOT BARE FOR 3RD YEAR
BOX ELDER - ARGUES OVER NEED FOR FULL-TIME; ;MAYOR
BOX ELDER CITIZENS WANT THE MAYOR OUT
BOX ELDER RECALL PETITIONS REJECTED
RECALL PETITIONS WILL BE RECIRCULATED--BOX ELDER
BOX ELDER MAYOR FIRES POLICE CHIEF
BOX ELDER EMPLOYEES NEGOTIATING CONTRACT
BOX ELDER APPEALS $20,000 RULING
MAYOR UNLAWFULLY FIRED FINANCE OFFICER
BERESFORD BUDGET UP DESPITE TAX FREEZE
COUNCIL BICKERS TOO MUCH
BOX ELDER OFFICIALS WON'T BE REMOVED
BRANDON TO DECIDE ON ADMINISTRATOR
BROOKINGS MAY HAVE BROKEN FEDERAL LAW
CITY JOB FORMS ARE CHANGED
BRUCE OFFICER REPAYS PERSONAL SALARY HIKE
TOUCH OF SOCIALISM KEEPS COFFERS FULL
MAN WINS WRONGFUL FIRING SUIT
BROOKINGS OK'S TAX ORDINANCE
THEATER OWNER SEEKS ELECTION
TO APPEAL RECORDS DISPUTE
BROOKINGS TABLES LIQUOR LICENSE ORDINANCE
EX-CLERK CLAIMS DISCRIMINATION
CONTROLS ON KEGS APPROVED
COMMISSIONER ORDERS STORE TO HALT ADS
POLICY REQUIRES CITY WORKERS TO BUCKLE UP ON JOB
COMMISSIONER CASTS VOTES LONG DISTANCE
COMMISSION CAPS MALT BEVERAGE LICENSES
CITY CHANGES POLICY FOR UNION EMPLOYEES
CANDIDATES' PACT GUARANTEES NO RUNOFF ELECTION
BROOKINGS MULLS TERM EXTENSIONS
BROOKINGS PLANS RUSHMORE DONATION
BROOKINGS OFFICIAL CLOCKED AT 94 MPH
BROOKINGS COUNCIL GETS ITS TURN
GROUP SEEKS TO STOP ELECTION
CLEAR LAKE OFFICIALS OUSTED
NEW CLEAR LAKE OFFICIALS SWORN IN
CLEAR LAKE SUIT ENDS WITHOUT SANCTIONS
COLMAN FINANCE OFFICER RESIGNS
INDICTMENT RETURNED IN FUND-SHORTAGE CASE
COLMAN EX-OFFICIAL PLEADS NOT GUILTY
DEADWOOD RECORDS A PROBLEM
DEADWOOD MAYOR CONCERNED BY CUTS
MAYOR REFUSES TO REAPPOINT POLICE CHIEF
AUDIT FINDS $20 MILLION IN ERRORS
WORKERS WILL TAKE LIE DETECTOR
DELL RAPIDS ALDERMAN ELECTION ENDS IN A TIE
SUPPORT GROWS WITH DELL RAPIDS RESOLUTION
DELL RAPIDS COUNCIL CONSIDERS 1-CENT
DELL RAPIDS COUNCIL INCREASES
DELL RAPIDS APPOINTS MERRY AS CITY ATTORNEY
DELL RAPIDS ALDERMAN RESIGNS, TAKES NEW JOB
CITY ADMITS WATER OVER-BILLING ERROR
ALDERMAN WON'T APOLOGIZE FOR DISPUTE
EDGEMONT OFFICIAL RESIGNS
FLANDREAU OFFICIAL SUBMITS RESIGNATION
COUNCIL TURNS DOWN ADDITIONAL SALES TAX
CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS APPROVE PAY INCREASE
FLANDREAU TO REVIEW MALT BEVERAGE LICENSE
HEDGE ON 911 AVAILABILITY FOR CARETRAUM
FORT PIERRE REFUSES TO CERTIFY ELECTION
PROPOSED TAX HIKE TOPIC OF MEETING
FREEMAN'WOUTLINE CITY'-'SUPERVISOR POST
EX-FINANCE OFFICER PLEADS GUILTY
9/30/1988 coil
2/26/1989 coil
8/G3/1989 C021
3/QA/1990 C022
7/08/1990 C011
7/27/1990 A101
10/03/1990 C033
3/02/1991 C031
3/09/1991 C012
3/29/1991 C031
'♦/0A/1991 C031
5/10/1991 C036
6/21/1991 C011
8/20/1991 C036
3/15/1991 A01A
1/16/1983 C053
2/16/1983 C0A1
3/03/1983 C031
3/16/1983 C041
8/21/1985 C031
9/03/1987 C0A1
12/08/1989 coil
<i/23/1990 C02A
9/22/1990 C035
11/09/1990 C033
12/05/1990 C03A
1/17/1983 C031
5/09/1983 B015
: "-KV16/0A/1983 ^Bon
6/1971983 B0A1
12/23/198^ A012
12/20/1986 C02r
9/15/1988 C061
2/19/1989 C081
8/0A/1989 C021
9/05/1990 C033
12/11/1990 C033
4/10/1991 C012
6/03/1991 C033
6/17/1991 B033
6/20/1991 C021
6/20/1991 C023
7/22/1991 A071
4/07/1992 C012
7/06/1992 C021
8/31/1992 B021
10/29/1992 B022
12/30/1992 B011
2/07/1990 C012
' '2/21/1990 A012'
3/04/1990 C023
4/03/1990 C021
10/31/1990 A014
3/20/1991 C035
4/02/1991 B012
12/31/1989 C012
12/01/1990 C033
5/17/1991 C032
12/21/1991 C016
3/01/1984 C035
4/23/1986 B011
8/23/1986 C021
3/21/1989 C012
3/22/1989 coll
2/09/1990 C023
11/27/1990 C034
5/16/1991 C023
5/22/1991 C015
9/18/1983 C081
12/02/1989 C011
1/16/1990 C025
2/07/1990 C023
6/04/1990 C031
1/10/1991 A012
10/19/1983 C034
, . 5/13/1991 C033
1 d723/r99r''B032'^
12/02/1992 B012
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CITY GOVT-HA
CITY GOVT-HS
CITY GOVT-HU
CITY GOVT-LA
CITY GOVT-LE
CITY GOVT-LP
CITY GOVT-MA
CITY GOVT-MI
CITY GOVT-MO
CITY GOVT-NU
CITY GOVT-PA
CITY GOVT-PI
CITY GOVT-RC
CITY GOVT-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/16/1990 C024 HARTFORD COUNCIL TALKS ABOUT PAY RAISE
5/12/1983 C051 HOT SPRINGS OFFICIALS COUNTERSUE FORMER POLICEMEN
5/14/1983 B041 JUDGE ORDERS RECALL ELECTION IN HOT SPRINGS
6/I4/I983 B041 JUDGE RULES OUT HOT SPRINGS RECALL ELECTION
I/I5/I984 BG51 MANAGER WOULD HELP HOT SPRINGS
3/12/1984 B042 HOT SPRINGS MAYOR SUPRISES PEOPLE
4/22/1984 BG72 NEW MAYOR RISKS LOSS OF BUSINESS
4/28/1985 NG41 K(FINANCE) MAYOR'S MEMORIES TELL HUDSON'S HISTORY
8/G8/1988 CG12 CITY COUNCIL THRIVES IN HUDSON
7/26/1989 CGI2 HUDSON USES TAX-FREEZE EXEMPTION
9/G3/I992 BG2I HURON TO ELIMINATE CITY HEALTH INSPECTOR
7/23/I99I AG8I JUDGE DENIES MOTIONS IN LAKE ANDES CIVIL SUIT
8/G9/1991 AG15 SHELTER DECISION NOT DISCRIMINATION
ll/lG/1982 CG31 STRIKE, STORM CUT LEAD'S FUNDS
3/G3/1983 CG31 LEAD GOVERNMENT WILL HAVE FIRST DEBT
5/28/T983 BG41 LEAD IS TEMPORARILY OUT OF DEBT
11/G3/1984 BG35 LEAD MAYOR RECALL PETITIONS ARE FILED
6/21/1985 CG21 LEAD GOVERNMENT CREEPS OUT OF THE RED
5/G9/1987 CG25 CANDIDATES FLIP OVER LEMMON COUNCIL SEAT
6/11/1989 CG15 3CFIREFIGHTERS HELP RESCUE BOOKWORMS
5/18/1986 CGII MADISON MAYOR RESIGNS 1 YEAR EARLY
6/13/1987 CG2I CITY, COUNTY LOOK AT SHARING OFFICES
1G/G2/199G CG12 MADISON CITY EMPLOYEE SAYS RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED
12/19/199G CG35 MADISON SETTLES WITH CITY EMPLOYEE
9/G7/1982 BG61 MITCHELL TO RAISE CITY WAGES 3 PERCENT
6/3G/I984 CG42 MISSION MAYOR FIRES TOBIN AS CITY ATTORNEY
1/G7/1985 BG33 MISSION CUTS BACK, WILL LEVY PROPERTY TAX
9/12/1985 CG31 4 TO RUN FOR MISSION MAYOR IN RECALL ELECTION
4/G2/1986 BG21 INVESTIGATION CLEARS MITCHELL CITY EMPLOYEES
'4/G3/1987 CG21 WASTEWATER OFFICIALS TO SEEK SUMP VIOLATORS
11/19/1992 BG21 MITCHELL CITY COUNCIL OK'S CORRECTION CENTER
1/G7/1984 CG41 MOBRIDGE OFFICIALS SUED FOR BLOCKING SALES
8/15/1986 CG21 MOBRIDGE NATIONAL GUARD NAMED IN SUIT
3/G9/1983 CG3I NEW UNDERWOOD COUNCILMAN SUSPENDED
9/23/1983 CG34 AUDITORS PROBE PARKSTON'S FINANCES
7/14/1984 BG31 PIERRE COMMISSION OKS PLAN TO PAY FOR CENTER
4/23/1987 CG16 SCHREINER GIVES UP CITY SEAT
4/13/1988 BG15 ONE COMMISSION SEAT DECIDED IN PIERRE
5/12/1982 AG21 RAPID CITY, HOMEOWNERS REACH COMPROMISE IN LAWSUIT
12/15/1982 CG61 RAPID CITY CIVIC CENTER MANAGER WILL LEAVE
2/G2/1983 DG31 RAPID CITY MAYOR WANTS 5TH TERM
4/10/1983 CG12 RAPID CITY RESIDENTS WEIGH PROS, CONS OF ALDERMANIC
5/G2/1983 BG54 RC WATCHES ST PAUL FOR SALES-LEASE BACK
6/04/1983 BG5I RETHINK RULING FOR THE CORNERSTONE RESCUE MISSION
11/03/1983 C041 RAPID CITY WILL TACKLE 3 PROJECTS AT ONCE
11/04/1983 C035 RAPID CITY COMMITTEE ENDORSES TAX HIKE
11/09/1983 C012 COUNCIL PROPOSES SALES TAX BOOST
11/24/1983 D041 RAPID CITY COUNCIL OK'S SALES TAX INCREASE
3/09/1984 C06I RAPID CITY HALL MAY MOVE TO JOURNAL BUILDING
11/19/1984 B03I PAY RAISES IN RAPID CITY
6/I0/I985 B021 RAPID CITY WORKER CONFESSES TO SABOTAGE
6/05/1986 C021 COMMISSIONERS VOTE TO INCREASE LIQUOR TAX
6/24/1986 C021 TO MAKE CITY AS BIG AS SIOUX FALLS
5/21/1987 C021 MAYOR'S CAR ACCOUNT REQUEST RAISES QUESTIONS
6/14/1987 C021 RC FIRE DEPT EMPLOYEES WANT CHIEF OUT
11/15/1987 B032 PENN CO SANITATION OFFICIAL WANTS OPEN HEARING
5/10/1988 DOll RAPID CITY MAYOR READY FOR CHANGE
2/19/1989 C084 RC GROUP WANTS INPUT IN ITS DIALOGUE
5/31/1989 coil RAPID CITY MAYOR PURSUES HOME RULE
7/19/1990 coil NEW RULE WON'T AFFECT RC CRUISERS
8/18/1990 C021 MANY COUNCIL MEMBERS REJECT MINING RESOLUTION
11/02/1990 C034 COUNCIL TABLES PROPOSAL TO RESTRICT NUDE DANCING
11/15/1990 C031 RC COUNCIL REFUSES TO ACCEPT PETITIONS
6/07/1991 C022 ORDINANCE WILL ALLOW CORRECTIONAL CENTER
7/22/1991 A074 ANDERSON RESIGNS FROM COMMON COUNCIL
7/22/1991 A074 3-CENT SALES TAX MAY RAISE ADDED REVENUE
7/22/1991 A075 OFFICIALS REQUEST $495^393 FOR CENTER
8/27/1991 C031 RC MAY SUE FOUNTAIN BUILDERS
12/13/1991 C021 RAPID CITY TO CONSIDER NEW REVIEW PROCESS
I/02/I992 C031 RAPID CITY WORKERS TO GET PAY RAISES
3/24/1992 C031 RAPID CITY COUNCIL DEBATES LINKS LEASE
4/08/1992 C031 RAPID CITY OFFICIALS END TAX EXEMPTION
8/17/1992 BOll RAPID CITY WOMAN FILES SUIT AGAINST CITY
4/18/1983 B033 STATE LAW GIVES GUIDELINES FOR MUNICIPAL GOVTS
8/08/1983 BOll CITY DEVELOPMENT GETS FEDERAL GRANTS
9/07/1983 C053 COURT WILL RULE ON LAW TO HELP AREAS
' 4/24/r985«iB01I frNCUMBENTS/ CHALLENGERS WIN RACES IN STATE
4/19/1986 C022 PERMITS LAWSUITS AGAINST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
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7/31/1986 coil CITY TO FINISH YEAR IN THE BLACK
8/11/1986 A012 HIGH COST OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
9/12/1986 CG23 COURT--SD CITIES NOT IMMUNE
11/09/1986 C0A3 SMALL TOWN GOVERNMENT
11/24/1986 C032 KAREA GOVERNMENT MAKE-UP
11/25/1987 B033 CITY GOVERNMENT
11/26/1987 C033 CITY GOVERNMENT
12/06/1987 C043 PAY FOR MAYORS AND POLICE CHIEFS
1/20/1988 B012 CITIES WANT MORE DISCRETION
8/12/1988 A015 SD CITIES SATISFIED WITH LEVY
2/21/1989 AOIA VILLAGES SEARCH FOR LEADERS
3/12/1989 C012 THIN BALLOTS SAP SUSPENCE IN SD ELECTIONS
10/03/1989 con SD MUNICIPALITIES BEGIN MEETINGS
10/07/1989 C023 MUNICIPAL LEAGUE--SERVICES COSTLY
4/09/1991 A081 SMALL-TOWN OFFICIALS DESERVE PAT ON BACK CED)
12/22/1991 A09I CITY-MANAGER SYSTEM HAS NUMEROUS FLAWS (L)
1/04/1982 BOll ^PERSONNEL MANAGER RUFFLES A FEW CITY FEATHERS
1/09/1982 B023 LOW COMPUTER BIDDER DISPUTES CITY'S POINTS (L)
1/12/1982 A013 CITY AWARDS CONTRACT WITHOUT ASSURED FUNDING
1/12/1982 A014 CITY MIGHT INCREASE SEWER RATES
I/12/I982 con CITY ORDERS SPECS FOR TRAFFIC LIGHT PLAN
I/I2/I982 C024 CRITICIZES COMMENTS BY PERSONNEL MANAGER (L)
I/I5/I982 A121 SF HAD TO WRITE AN EASILY READABLE FINANCIAL REPT
I/I9/I982 A014 XCITY HALL PROGRESSION MEANS PAY REGRESSION
1/I9/I982 C015 COMMISSION RAISES SEWER RATES
1/20/1982 A012 CITY EMPLOYEES ORDERED TO STOP USING TYPEWRITERS
1/23/1982 B026 TIME TO CHANGE THINGS AT CITY HALL (L)
i l/27>/L982 BOBl LOCAL OFFICIALS SUPPORTIVE^-& APPREHENSIVE
1/28/1982 D033 UNHAPPY CITY WORKERS WILL BE EVALUATED
I/3I/1982 A0I4 REAGAN'S PLAN
1/31/1982 B015 CITY WORKERS FACE OFF WITH BOSSES OVER PAY
2/04/1982 A0I2 FEDS WILL PROBE WOMEN'S CITY PAY CUTS
2/11/1982 D024 UPSET BY HARASSMENT OF CITY HALL WORKERS (L)
2/13/1982 A013 CITY BOMBARDED WITH DISCRIMINATION CHARGES
2/I3/I982 B03I CITY JOB GRIEVANCE HEARINGS DELAYED
2/I7/I982 con ASSESSMENT BOND SALE OK'D BY CITY
2/I8/I982 DOlI GROUP SETS DEADLINE FOR NEW ACTION PLAN
2/27/1982 C03I CITY WATER OFFICIAL QUITTING JOB
3/I4/I982 A0I5 RIFT BETWEEN CONTRACTOR, CITY WIDENS
3/I5/I982 A0I2 CITY'S MINORITY RECORDS HARD TO TRACK DOWN
3/I8/I982 Don CITY DIDN'T SEEK HEALTH INSURANCE BIDS
3/22/1982 con 1981 TRIPS--COST MORE THAN EVER BEFORE
3/23/1982 C031 CITY LABOR HEARINGS RESUME TODAY
3/23/1982 C052 CITY RENEWS INSURANCE OFFICIAL'S CONTRACT
3/24/1982 con GRIEVANCE HEARINGS FOR 8 CITY WORKERS
3/26/1982 con BOSSES TESTIFY FOR DEMOTED WORKERS
3/30/1982 BOll ^PETERSON AGAINST MINORITY, FEMALE GOAL
3/31/1982 D021 A TINY, BUT CORRECT CITY MINORITY GOAL (ED)
'4/03/1982' BOll'*SF COMMISSIONERS DRIVE A HARD BARGAIN
4/12/1982 con TENSION HIGH, MORALE LOW AT SF CITY HALL
4/I3/I982 B0I5 COMMISSION HEARS GRIEVANCES OF WORKERS
4/13/1982 B051 NEW MINORITY, FEMALE HIRING PLAN DELAYED
4/16/1982 C023 CITY OFFICIALS PRAISED--COST-CUTTING CHANGES
4/24/1982 C024 DOES CITY REALLY NEED ALL THOSE STUDIES (L)
4/27/1982 BOll COMMISSION COMBINES 3 JOBS INTO 1
4/28/1982 A014 6 CITY WORKERS WIN APPEAL OF PAY CUT
5/08/1982 BOll CITY KEEPS TRACK OF WORKERS' UNION TIME
5/13/1982 D021 QUESTIONS FOR CITY PERSONNEL MANAGER (L)
5/14/1982 con *MAN CRIPPLED ON CITY JOB SAYS HE'S GETTING RAW DEAL
5/16/1982 C025 EMPLOYEE OVERSIGHT BY CITY NITPICKING (L)
5/18/1982 B014 INITIAL APPROVAL TO ISSUE CITY BONDS FOR PAVILLION
5/25/1982 C051 3 RECLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES GETTING HIGHER SALARIES
5/28/1982 C031 WORKERS USE 54 HOURS FOR UNION
5/30/1982 B031 CITY SHOULD DO MORE FOR ACCIDENT VICTIMS (L)
6/02/1982 con WOMAN SUES CITY OVER FROELICH ANNEXATION
6/08/1982 B041 CITY SAVES $300,000 ON INSURANCE
6/21/1982 BOll CITY COMMISSION TO DECIDE FOR LEGAL ADVERTISING
6/22/1982 B032 SIOUX FALLS TRIBUNE CITY'S NEW LEGAL NEWSPAPER
6/23/1982 C021 WE DISAGREE WITH CITY'S DECISION ON LEGAL PAPER (ED)
6/28/1982 B041 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN NEARLY DONE
6/29/1982 B061 CITY WATERWORKS MANAGER QUITS
7/06/1982 con CITY TO TEST USING COMPUTERS AT EMPLOYEES' HOME
7/07/1982 con CITY OK'S TEST OF WORD PROCESSING AT HOME
7/I0/I982 C034 SF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN RELEASED
_7/n/1982 B0I5 PLAN CALLS FOR MORE WOMEN, MINORITIES
7/1^4/1982- C0T4'-SF *=RELEASES®REV1SED 'AFFIRMATIVE ACTI ON PLAN
7/16/1982 C031 AUDIT SHOWS WAYS TO SAVE CITY FUNDS
7/19/1982 B021 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION UP TO COMMISSIONERS (ED)
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7/27/1982 B014 CITY COMMISSION WRITES OFF $3,741 UNCOLLECTIBLE
7/28/1982 C021 EQUIPMENT SHARING IS WORTH THE HASSLE (ED)
7/28/1982 C052 CITY, WOMAN SETTLE INJURY SUIT OUT OF COURT
7/29/1982 C041 MICHIGAN MAN NAMED UTILITIES DIRECTOR
8/03/1982 BOll CIVIL RIGHTS ADVOCATES CRITICIZE CITY'S HIRING PLAN
8/03/1982 B051 CITY, COUNTY TO INSTALL LINKED COMPUTER SYSTEM
8/04/1982 coil AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROTECTS STATUS QUO
8/18/1982 coil GROUP WANTS TO CHANGE SF GOVERNMENT
8/20/1982 B032 ACORN INVOLVED IN PETITION DRIVE
8/25/1982 C031 CITY HALL BEGINNING CONTRACT TALKS TONIGHT
8/27/1982 con ^WORKERS, CITY HALL SNAG OVER TIME OF CONTRACT TALKS
8/28/1982 B031 BROWN GETS CITY EMPLOYMENT POST
8/29/1982 B033 CITY GROUP NOT PART OF CHANGE MOVEMENT CD
9/01/1982 con BAND BUDGET REQUEST HITS SOUR NOTE WITH CITY
9/02/1982 con KCITY DENOUNCES UNION'S REQUESTS
9/08/1982 C031 PROPOSED DRAINAGE FEE DRAWS COMPLAINTS
9/09/1982 C031 CITY COMMISSION CUTS TRANSIT BUDGET
9/10/1982 A016 CITY HALL RELIEVED BY SETTLEMENT TALK
9/12/1982 EOn *SF HALL FACILITIES MAKE CITY HALL SEE RED
9/14/1982 C032 HIRING PLAN CONFUSING, KNOBE SAYS
9/21/1982 con CITY OKS DRAINAGE FEE AMID PROTEST
9/28/1982 A014 CITY OK'S WORK IN LIEU OF FINES
9/30/1982 A012 PETERSON, WINGLER-CUT RIGHTS OFFICE
10/01/1982 A012 3CFUTURE OF RIGHTS OFFICE IN DOUBT
10/01/1982 C021 COMMISSIONERS SHOULD TELL STAND (ED)
10/05/1982 B013 ^SHARING A SONG
10/14/1982 C063 QUESTIONAIRE RATES CITY HALL CANDIDATES
10/22/1982 A013 CITY EMPLOYEES VOTE TO JOIN UNION
;ao/30/1982 B013 CITY OFFICIALS QUESTION WORKERS' UNION VOTE
11/01/1982 con PETITI0NERS--3-MEMBER C0MMISSI0N--10 MEMBER COUNCIL
11/05/1982 A012 POLICE PROBE SF BUILDING INSPECTION OFFICE
11/10/1982 C031 CITY WORKERS CITED FOR SUGGESTIONS
11/21/1982 C034 BLASTS ANNEXATIONS, CUTTING OF CITY HALL JOBS (L)
11/24/1982 C033 CITY WORKERS TO REVOTE
11/30/1982 B031 CITY RAISES INSURANCE PREMIUMS
12/01/1982 C041 CITY WORKERS HAPPY WITH SELF INSURANCE
12/07/1982 C031 CITY EMPLOYEES' VOTING ENDS TODAY
12/08/1982 C031 CITY WORKERS OK UNION AFFILIATION
12/17/1982 con CONTRACT TALKS AT IMPASSE
12/18/1982 A015 CITY HALL TALKS AT DEAD END
12/21/1982 con CITY, UNION TO RESUME CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
12/30/1982 D021 CITY WORKERS DESERVE PAT ON BACK (L)
1/01/1983 B051 NO CONTRACT YET FOR CITY WORKERS
1/05/1983 D031 CITY MECHANIC'S SUGGESTION A WINNER
1/06/1983 C032 CITY SPOTS UNION DUES WITHHOLDING
1/11/1983 C031 OFFICIALS DRAFT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
1/17/1983 C031 COMMISSION TO DECIDE ON PRECINCTS
1/18/1983 B061 CITY UNION WORKERS WILL VOTE ON CONTRACT
1/20/1983 con CHUNKING, MUNSON EYE COMMISSION JOB
r/20/1983>C012 STUDY TO DETERMINE IF CITY JOBS MATCH PAY
1/22/1983 A015 *CITY'S EMPLOYEES APPROVE NEW PACT
1/25/1983 B041 PROPONENTS OF ALDERMANIC COUNCIL NEAR PETITION GOAL
1/26/1983 D013 *POLLARD TO RUN FOR COMMISSIONER
1/28/1983 C042 3 MORE MIGHT RUN FOR CITY COMMISSION
1/29/1983 B021 CITY POLICY, TAX INCREASES CRITICISM (L)
1/30/1983 C031 ^LEADERSHIP NEEDED FOR COMPLEX ISSUES
1/31/1983 B031 CITY DRAFTS MINORITY HIRING PLAN
1/31/1983 B031 CITY CONSTRUCTION BUDGET LISTS PROJECTS
2/02/1983 D051 1983 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN READY
2/04/1983 C033 CITY SHOULD HIRE 30 WOMEN
2/05/1983 BOll CITY HIRING IMPROVES
2/07/1983 B023 CITY GOVT NEEDS BETTER REPRESENTATION (L)
2/08/1983 C031 CITY DELAYS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION APPROVAL
2/11/1983 B014 DRINKING AND JIVING
2/I2/I983 C033 BUSINESSMAN ENTERS RACE FOR CITY COMM
2/20/1983 B034 ALDERMANS MOST RESPONSIVE GOV BODY (L)
2/21/1983 B023 GOVT BY ALDERMAN MORE DEMOCRATIC (L)
2/22/1983 B031 COMMISSION TO VOTE ON MINORITY PLAN
2/23/1983 C034 COMMISSION DELAYS VOTE ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
2/23/1983 C041 ^CANDIDATE SAYS HE'D STEP ON SOME TOES
2/26/1983 B013 HUNKING WILL SEEK COMMISSION JOB
2/28/1983 B031 COMMISSION TO DECIDE ON HIRING PLAN
3/01/1983 B041 COMMISSION WON'T PUT ISSUE ON BALLOT
3/02/1983 C031 MILLER ANNOUNCES BID FOR CITY POST
3/03/1983 C013 *HIS INCUMBENCY WILL WORK AGAINST HIM
3/03/1983 C032 WOMAN SUES CITY, SAYS BIAS COST JOB
' 3704/r983 C0T5" 2-MORE'JOIN'RACE- FOR ^ei COMMISSION
3/04/1983 C031 HUD WANTS TO USE SIOUX FALLS PLAN
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3/05/1983 A114 PUBLIC SERVANTS APPRECIATED (L)
3/05/1983 B02I LEADERSHIP SHOULD REPRESENT ALL PARTS OF CITY CD
3/08/1983 C015 GROUP PETITIONS FOR 10-MEMBER COUNCIL
3/08/1983 C015 *2 MORE TO RUN FOR CITY COMMISSION
3/10/1983 C031 IITH CANDIDATE ENTERS CITY RACE
3/11/1983 C031 ARGUS TO RUN LEGAL AD MISSED IN TRIBUNE
3/12/1983 A015 FEDS GIVE CITY $882,000
3/12/1983 C033 CITY NEEDS BETTER STREET PLAN
3/13/1983 BOll CITY ELECTION A GOOD ONE
3/15/1983 C031 CANDIDATE CALLS FOR LABOR CHANGES
3/17/1983 coil *Z00 LOT CLEARED BEFORE STREETS
3/17/1983 C033 CANDIDATES ENTER COMMISSION RACE
3/18/1983 DOll KCITY UNION ENDORSES HUNKING
3/18/1983 D021 INVESTIGATION OF BLDG DEFT NEEDED (L)
3/21/1983 B013 CANDIDATES OFFER WAYS TO UPGRADE STREETS
3/21/1983 B031 COMMISSION TO DISCUSS BUYING LAND
3/22/1983 C02A TOO MANY COMMISSION CANDIDATES CD
3/23/1983 C032 CANDIDATES SOUND OFF ABOUT ELECTION
3/24/1983 C031 13TH CANDIDATE PROMOTES PAY CUT
3/25/1983 C031 CANDIDATE BACKS ADVISORY COUNCIL
3/26/1983 AOll AD MIX-UP FORCES RESCHEDULING CITY ELECTIONS
3/26/1983 B031 ACORN BLASTS MAYOR FOR COMMENTS ON BALLOT ISSUE
3/27/1983 A012 ELECTION MIX-UP--CANDIDATES FRUSTRATED
3/28/1983 B024 WOMEN VOTERS GROUP BACKS GOVT CD
3/29/1983 A013 CITY HALL PLANS SYSTEM TO PREVENT MIX-UPS
3/29/1983 B021 BETTER ANSWERS NEEDED (ED)
3/31/1983 C016 ELECTION MIX-UP SENDS STAFF TO LAW LIBRARY
3/31/1983 C024 CITY ATTORNEYS SHOULD SEE TO ELECTIONS (L)
'3/3T/l'583 ;C024 LEADERSHIP ; IS BIG ISSUE IN RACE
a/04/1983 BOll LAWYERS TO GIVE ADVICE ON ELECTION
4/05/1983 BOll MAY VOTE WON'T BE LEGAL
4/05/1983 B021 PERSONNEL OFFICE CAUSES UNNECESSARY PROBLEMS CD
4/06/1983 A015 LAWYERS--ELECTION CAN WIN COURT TEST
4/08/1983 A016 XBOLGER PULLS OUT OF RACE FOR CITY POST
4/11/1983 A012 ALDERMAN GOVERNED SF 100 YEARS AGO
4/15/1983 C023 COMMISSION ELECTION CD
4/16/1983 B042 *FOR BUD DONAHUE, HAPPINESS IS FIXING A WATER MAIN
4/18/1983 B016 COMMISSION FORM LOSING POPULARITY
4/19/1983 B031 CITY COMMISSION PLANS SPECIAL SESSION
4/20/1983 A012 SF MAY GIVE CONTROL OF ZOO TO SOCIETY
4/20/1983 C012 CITIZENS ORGANIZE TO KEEP COMMISSION
4/23/1983 C021 COMMISSION FORM POSES PROBLEM CED)
4/23/1983 C023 CITY NEEDS ALDERMANIC FORM OF GOVT CD
4/24/1983 coil *FORUM FOCUSES ON TYPES OF CITY RULE
4/24/1983 C021 'NO' VOTE RECOMMENDED ON ALDERMANIC CED)
4/24/1983 C031 SHOULD SF CHANGE FORM OF GOVERNMENT
4/24/1983 C032 LARGER GOVERNING BODY MEANS CONFUSION CD
4/25/1983 B021 USE HOME RULE FOR NEW CITY CHARTER CED)
4/26/1983 C015 3 LEADERS OR 10--NOW IT'S UP TO VOTERS
4/27/1983 C023 COMMISSION LEADERSHIP LACKS CHECKS, BALANCES CD
4/27/1983 C024 DISAGREEMENTS, HASSLE HURT FORMER ALDERMAN SYSTEM
4/29/1983 C013 OPPOSING FORCES USED OPPOSITE APPROACHES
4/29/1983 C023 WHY FIX GOVT--NOT BROKEN CD
4/29/1983 C023 ALDERMANIC GOVT FORM BETTER VOICE CD
4/30/1983 B016 VOTE AGAINST CHANGE IN CITY
4/30/1983 B023 GOVT PLAYED BIG ROLE CD
4/30/1983 B023 CITY NEEDS FULL-TIME LEADERS CD
4/30/1983 B024 CHAMBER--NOT PEOPLE--REPRESENTED CD
5/01/1983 N051 XCFINANCE/GOVT) SPEAKING FIGURATIVELY
5/03/1983 A015 BOTH SIDES UNSURE OF ELECTION OUTCOME
5/04/1983 A012 SIOUX FALLS VOTES TO KEEP ITS GOVERNMENT
5/04/1983 coil PRECINCT-BY-PRECINCT UNOFFICIAL RESULTS
5/05/1983 C012 TURNOUT VIEWED AS SIGN THAT THINGS ARE FINE
5/05/1983 C021 VOTE REJECTS A SYSTEM, SPURS COMMISSION RACE CED)
5/07/1983 B031 KCITY COMMISSION RACE
5/08/1983 B012 GROUPS URGE CITY TO USE GRANT FOR JOBS
5/10/1983 A012 BLOCK 11 HOTEL BACK ON THE DRAWING BOARD
5/15/1983 BOll 56SYSTEM CHANGE FROM FEDERALLY TO LOCALLY CONTROLLED
5/20/1983 coil LEGAL NOT PRINTED, HEARING DELAYED
5/20/1983 C031 FEDS STUDYING CITY BID FOR BLOCK 11 MONEY
5/21/1983 B032 CONTRACTOR PROTESTS CITY MINORITY BUSINESS PLAN
5/23/1983 coil COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS INSURANCE
5/27/1983 C041 CITY CANDIDATE SAYS $10 MILLION FOR STREETS
5/28/1983 A012 CONTRACTOR SUES CITY FOR DISCRIMINATION
6/01/1983 C031 FARMER SUES CITY, CHALLENGES DRAINAGE FEE
6/01/1983 C051 COMMISSION MAY SEEK BIDS ON ARENA CONCESSION
'6/06/1983' coil'^^COMMISSrON '^WILL DISCUSS ^JOBS' BILL
6/07/1983 C012 ^COMMISSION PAVES THE WAY FOR HORSE & BUGGY
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6/08/1983 C013 KPOLLARD WOULD DEVELOP WORKABLE STREET MAINTENANCE
6/09/1983 C013 KHINES WANTS LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS TO STREET PROBLEMS
6/10/1983 C0I2 56FREIDIG--CITV SHOULD PRINT RECORD OF PROFITS
6/11/1983 B0I2 INCREASE MOTEL ROOM TAX TO FUND CITY PROMOTION
6/11/1983 BOAl HUNKING CALLS FOR COMPETITIVE ARENA BIDDING
6/12/1983 C0I3 XCITY SHOULD FIND BEST METHOD FOR REPAIRING POTHOLES
6/13/1983 BOll NEW CENSUS CAUSE CITY TO RETHINK PLANS
6/13/1983 BOll COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS LICENSING
6/13/1983 B0I3 *WINGLER CITES STREET PROJECTS COMPLETED DURING TERM
6/13/1983 B031 ^REMODELING WASHINGTON HIGH BETTER THAN REBUILDING
6/14/1983 A012 3CC0NSIDERS CHANGES IN CITY EMPLOYEES' PAY PLAN
6/14/1983 B012 XHALVERSON SUGGESTS LEASING SNOW REMOVAL EQUIPMENT
6/15/1983 C012 KCOONRADT SUPPORTS MORE STORM SEWERS
6/15/1983 C015 CANDIDATES OFFER VIEWS
6/16/1983 coil CITY WANTS IDEAS ON DEVELOPMENT
6/16/1983 C012 ^SUGGESTS USING CONCRETE, ASPHALT TO FIX STREETS
6/17/1983 C012 KADAMS SEES LOAD LIMITS AS ANSWER TO POTHOLES
6/17/1983 C023 SEWER, STREET PROBLEMS BLAMED ON POOR PLANNING CD
6/17/1983 C031 HINES SAYS UNION MISREPRESENTING HIS VIEWS
6/18/1983 B013 *LEHMANN--TRUSTIES SHOULD PATCH CITY POTHOLES
6/18/1983 B014 KCOONRADT BELITTLES OPPONENTS' QUALIFICATIONS
6/19/1983 BOll *11 CANDIDATES VIE FOR CITY OFFICE
6/19/1983 B021 *HINES HAS KEEN GRASP OF CITY ISSUES (ED)
6/21/1983 B016 MIXED FEELINGS GREET PAY PLAN
6/21/1983 B041 CANDIDATE APOLOGIZES FOR USE OF WRONG FIGURES
6/22/1983 AOll ^SCHOOLS GET 2--CITY GETS A RUNOFF
6/23/1983 A015 HUNKING, HINES SPARRING FOR RUNOFF
16/23/1983'BOll TAX FEE INCREASE ANGERS CITY FINANCE DIRECTOR
6/23/1983 B021 VIGOROUS RUNOFF AHEAD (ED)
6/25/1983 coil CHUNKING, HINES SQUARE OFF
6/28/1983 C016 COMMISSION APPROVES NEW SALARY PLAN
6/29/1983 C012 CANDIDATES KEEP FOCUS ON STREETS
6/29/1983 CG23 ^COMMISSION CANDIDATES LIST GOALS
7/01/1983 coil ENDORSEMENT STREAMS IN AS ELECTION NEARS
7/02/1983 B023 READER GETS RUNAROUND WITH REPAIR OF STREET (L)
7/04/1983 coil X6-M0NTH COMMISSION CAMPAIGN ENDS WITH RUN-OFF
7/05/1983 A012 WINNER WILL GET A BIG JOB, WINGLER SAYS
7/05/1983 coil COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS SALARY APPEALS PLAN
7/06/1983 coil WINGLER ENDS 5-YEAR TERM
7/09/1983 coil POSTPONED TAX FEE SAVES SF $65,000
7/10/1983 C021 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN PROVIDES STABILITY (ED)
7/11/1983 coil HUNKING TAKES PLACE AT COMMISSION MEETING
7/12/1983 coil HUNKING STARTS JOB AS COMMISSIONER
7/13/1983 coil COUNTY COMMISSION PASSES PROVISIONAL BUDGET
7/14/1983 C014 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY COORDINATOR FOR CITY TAKES JOB
7/16/1983 coil FATE OF BLOCK 11 HOTEL MAY BE DECIDED MONDAY
7/16/1983 C016 BROWN LEAVES--3 DEPARTMENTS WILL SPLIT DUTIES
7/18/1983 coil COMMISSION CONSIDERS MINORITY BUSINESS PLAN
7/19/1983 A012 BLOCK 11 HOTEL ON WAY, CITY OFFICIAL SAYS
7/19/1983 C033 CITY DELAYS ADOPTING NEW MINORITY BUSINESS PLAN
7/21/1983 C021 CHANCE FOR NEW START IN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY (ED)
7/26/1983 coil CITY SEEKS OPINION ON MINORITY HIRING PLAN
7/27/1983 C022 BUILDING GRANT CRITICIZED (L)
8/01/1983 BOll CITY COMMISSION WILL AWARD STREET CONTRACT
8/03/1983 C042 *CITY GETS TWO NEW SLUDGE TRUCKS FOR WASTE WATER
8/08/1983 BOll COMMISSION WILL DECIDE USE OF FEDERAL MONEY
8/15/1983 coil COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS HAYWARD ANNEXATION
8/16/1983 B012 ^MINORITY GROUPS OPPOSE CITY PLAN
8/16/1983 B031 COMMISSION APPROVES PLAN FOR HAYWARD ANNEXATION
8/19/1983 C015 *REPORTS--MEYER LEAVING CITY JOB
8/20/1983 B015 OFFICIALS BUTTON LIPS ABOUT DIRECTOR'S DEPARTURE
8/23/1983 A014 HUNKING REQUESTS MORE MONEY TO PATCH POTHOLES
8/23/1983 C021 PUBLIC SHOULD BE TOLD ABOUT MEYER (ED)
8/24/1983 A012 ^CONFLICTS WITH MAYOR COST HIM HIS JOB
8/25/1983 A013 XPOTHOLE FIXING FUND RUNS DRY
8/27/1983 C023 IMPARTIAL GROUP SHOULD INVESTIGATE GOVT (L)
8/30/1983 BOll PUBLIC WORKS WILL NEED MORE MONEY
9/06/1983 C016 CITY CONSIDERS SPENDING LESS & TAXING MORE
9/06/1983 C021 CITY TAXPAYERS WILL LOSE (L)
9/07/1983 A015 $700,000 MORE WILL FIX STREETS
9/10/1983 B033 *HEALTH DEPARTMENT GETS CONTROL
9/12/1983 BOll COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER LAND SALE
9/14/1983 C013 CITY MAY RAISE WATER, POWER RATES
9/14/1983 C035 OWNERS SUE CITY ABOUT SEWER FEES
9/17/1983 BOll CITY ECONOMY HEALTHIER THAN 1970
'9/20/1983 COST 'COMMISSTON REJECTS< CABLE COMPANY'S REQUEST
9/21/1983 B031 COMMISSION RE-EVALUATES BUDGET TO CUT $2 MILLION
9/23/1983 coil STREET DEPARTMENTS READY TO USE COMPUTER
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9/28/1983 C012 KNOBE SEES 'Bfi CITY TAX INCREASE
9/28/1983 C013 CITY WANTS IDEAS ON SPENDING GRANT
9/28/1983 C021 TIME FOR A FREEZE, TAX REFORM IN CITY CD
9/30/1983 C013 ^PETERSON SAYS HE CAN'T ACCEPT BUDGET
10/01/1983 A016 CITY BUDGET TO INCREASE 18 PERCENT
10/01/1983 BOll 3CCITY WILL NEED MORE MONEY FROM TAXPAYERS
10/03/1983 A012 ^REGULARS KEEP EYE ON COMMISSION POLITICS
10/10/1983 coil ^CONFLICTS WITH KNOBE LED TO DISMISSAL
10/10/1983 coil CITY WILL CONSIDER BONDS FOR DIESEL COMPANY
10/12/1983 C02'i RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS NEEDED CD
10/13/1983 A012 MAYOR'S MEMO GIVES 300 INSIDE LOOK
10/l<f/1983 C021 KNOBE HAD BETTER BRUSH UP ON BASICS CED)
10/16/1983 C03A POLITICIANS LACK COMPASSION CD
10/18/1983 C03A COMMISSION OKS TWO BOND ISSUES
10/20/1983 C02r COMMISSIONERS SHOULD PUT THEIR ACT TOGETHER CD
10/22/1983 B021 GOVERNMENT NEEDS DIET, NOT APPETITE CD
10/23/1983 C021 ^ECONOMIC SHIFT MEANS MORE LOCAL DECISIONS
10/25/1983 coil COMMISSION SETS DATES FOR STUDDED TIRE USE
10/28/1983 B012 PAUL GETS CITY PERSONNEL JOB
10/29/1983 B013 WILL STUDY INCREASING ALL LIGHT BILLS
10/31/1983 coil COMMISSION DISCUSSES RAISING ELECTRIC RATE
11/01/1983 coil POWER BOOST ORDINANCE GETS FIRST READING
11/05/1983 B021 MESS ILLUSTRATES NEED FOR NEW GOV'T (L)
11/07/1983 coil COMMISSIONERS WILL DISCUSS CITY POWER RATES
11/08/1983 BO'iA CITIZENS PROTEST SNOW PLAN
11/15/1983 B0A3 TAX INCREASE MAY LAST 10 MONTHS
11/16/1983 C021 REVISION AIDS SNOW PLAN (ED)
!f,:ll/17/i;983 C013 3ePETERSON'S ILLNESS DELAYS POLICY DECISIONS
11/22/1983 A014 2 COMMISSIONERS OK PAY RAISE
11/22/1983 C035 CONFUSION ABOUT TAX LAWS DELAYS VOTE
11/23/1983 C021 KNOBE, HUNKING SHOULD TRIM RAISE (ED)
11/27/1983 C021 READERS SEND MESSAGE TO KNOBE & HUNKING (ED)
11/27/1983 C023 READER POLL BACKS SALARY EDITORIAL
11/29/1983 B025 COMMISSIONERS SHOULD RECONSIDER PAY (L)
12/01/1983 C022 KNOBE, HUNKING SHOWS NEED FOR A CHANGE (L)
12/03/1983 A012 COMMISSION DELAYS PAY RAISE
12/03/1983 B013 CITY REVISES SALES TAX PROPOSAL
12/04/1983 C033 COMMISSIONERS SEEM INSENSITIVE (L)
12/05/1983 C021 COMMISSION RAISES HIGHER THAN INCOME (L)
12/09/1983 A012 TOP CITY EMPLOYEES' PAY UP THIS YEAR
12/09/1983 C021 NEW TEST FOR CITY HALL ON PAY RAISE (ED)
12/10/1983 C016 PETERS0N--3 PERCENT RAISE IS ENOUGH
12/10/1983 C022 COMMISSIONERS CAN JUSTIFY RAISES (L)
12/11/1983 C023 CITY RAISES ARE BASED ON GREED (L)
12/12/1983 coil COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER TAX INCREASE
12/13/1983 A012 9 TO LOOK AT COMMISSIONERS' PAY PLAN
12/14/1983 A012 *RIGHTS--FOCUS OF CITY HALL LABOR RIFT
12/16/1983 A012 ^CITIZEN PLOWS THROUGH RED TAPE TO GET CITY FIGURES
12/16/1983 C022'OFFICIALS ARE ELECTED TO SERVE THE PEOPLE (L)
12/19/1983 A012 KCITY COMMISSIONERS DEFEND JUNKETS
12/19/1983 coil WILL DECIDE ABOUT PAY INCREASE
12/19/1983 C015 ^OFFICIALS DEFEND TRAVEL EXPENSES
12/20/1983 A012 STATE MEDIATOR CALLED TO SETTLE LABOR DISPUTE
12/20/1983 A015 TASK FORCE WILL REVIEW RAISE
12/21/1983 C015 *TASK FORCE MEMBERS INVITE PUBLIC OPINION
12/28/1983 A015 HUNKING WANTS TO GIVE OFFICE FACE-LIFT
12/30/1983 B021 3CLET HER KNOW YOUR THOUGHTS ON HER CARPET (ED)
1/07/1984 C015 COMMITTEE WILL BAR PUBLIC FROM MEETINGS
1/08/1984 C031 5CC0MPARABLE WORTH NEEDS VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
1/09/1984 C015 CITY COMMISSION MAY ASK FOR FEDERAL MONEY
1/10/1984 B015 CITY SEEKS MONEY FOR PARK PROJECTS
1/10/1984 B033 CONSTRUCTION FIRM ASKS CITY FOR PAYMENT
1/12/1984 C021 CITY NEEDS CHECK, BALANCE SYSTEM (L)
1/12/1984 C031 CITY, WORKERS' UNION NEGOTIATE INTO NIGHT
1/13/1984 C012 CITY, WORKERS REACH TENTATIVE AGREEMENT
1/17/1984 C013 MONEY APPROVED FOR CITY PROJECTS
1/18/1984 A021 KNOBE STIRS SPECULATION ABOUT CITY FUTURE
1/20/1984 C012 CITY EMPLOYEES APPROVE CONTRACT
1/24/1984 C033 CITY, COUNTY COULD BUY TOGETHER
1/25/1984 coil UNION WILL COMPARE SALARIES FOR CITY JOBS
1/30/1984 BOll CONTRACT ORDINANCES SET FOR 2ND READING
1/31/1984 A012 *PANEL SUGGESTS 3-PERCENT COMMISSION RAISE
2/04/1984 B021 SALARY PANEL HAS ADVICE FOR CITY (ED)
2/13/1984 C012 COMMISSIONERS WILL VOTE ON 3 PERCENT RAISE
2/25/1984 B013 TO STUDY PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
'?3702/19^84 iBOri rCANDIDATEy^^^^ XITY HALL-•BEFORE ELECTION
3/08/1984 coil KTO USE WOMAN-OWNED FIRM
3/11/1984 C032 NEED COMMISSIONER WITH MANAGER EXPER (L)
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3/12/198A BOll COMMISSION COULD VOTE ON FEE EXEMPTIONS
3/12/1984 B023 WHEN CITY PAYS EXTRA MONEY CD
3/17/1984 C023 CITY NEEDS RESPONSIVE MAYOR CD
3/20/1984 C032 CANDIDATES FOR MAYOR TALK POLITICS S TAXES
3/23/1984 C014 CITY TAXES ON MAYORAL CANDIDATES' MINDS
3/28/1984 D015 CANDIDATES FACE QUESTIONS ABOUT CITY MALL, WAGES
3/29/1984 CD23 CITY CAN DO WITHOUT BIG-SPENDERS CD
3/29/1984 C036 JUDGE--SUIT QUALIFIES FOR CLASS ACTION
3/31/1984 C016 CANDIDATES TALK ABOUT CITY'S BUDGET
4/01/1984 E021 XMAYOR CANDIDATES DISCUSS GOALS (YEAGER)
4/03/1984 B023 XMAYOR RIVALS DISCUSS QUALIFICATIONS
4/04/1984 D031 CANDIDATES EXPLAIN POSITION ON MINN AVE
4/05/1984 C012 XKROLL SAYS VARIED BACKGROUND STANDS OUT
4/05/1984 C035 CITY'S LAWYER SAYS MAN MAY HAVE TO SUE
4/07/1984 B023 CANDIDATES SHOULD GIVE VIEWS ON POINT SYSTEM CD
4/09/1984 coil 4 DECISIONS WILL FACE VOTERS
4/09/1984 coil COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER PUBLIC WORKS JOB
4/10/1984 C014 CITY COMMISSION WILL RECONVENE
4/11/1984 AOll *WHITE, COOPER FACE OFF APRIL 24
4/11/1984 D012 $8,000 CUT FROM BAND DIRECTOR'S PAY
4/12/1984 C021 WHITE, COOPER OFFER VOTERS A CHOICE CED)
4/17/1984 A015 CITY APPROVES PUBLIC WORKS JOB
4/20/1984 C021 CITY RIGHT IN TRIMMING SALARY CED)
4/22/1984 A012 *MAYOR RACE HINGES ON UNDECIDEDS
4/23/1984 coil CHOOSING THE RIGHT MAN FOR THE JOB
4/24/1984 BOll KBAND DIRECTOR'S PAY CUT $8,000
4/25/1984 A012 KMAYOR-ELECT CAUTIOUS ABOUT PLANS
4/26/1984 C021 COOPER'S KNOWLEDGE OF CITY HALL HELPFUL CED)
5/03/1984 coil CITY TRAILS TREND IN HIRING WOMEN
5/03/1984 C012 CITY MAY CHANGE SICK LEAVE PAYMENT
5/08/1984 A012 *NEW MAYOR TAKES OVER
5/09/1984 DOll CITY WILL SPEND MORE ON POTHOLES
5/10/1984 C015 27 LOCAL CANDIDATES RUNNING UNOPPOSED
5/11/1984 C012 ^LEAVES PARK BOARD AFTER 10 YEARS OF SERVICE
5/14/1984 A012 COOPER WILL PLAY ROLE OF TIE BREAKER
5/14/1984 BOll CITY MAY FORM CAPITAL-IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE
5/15/1984 coil COMMISSIONERS WILL SCHEDULE CITY'S PROJECTS
5/17/1984 C012 CITY HALL IGNORING CLAIM OF MUDDIED MOTORISTS
5/18/1984 C021 CAPITAL OUTLAY PLAN AN EXCELLENT CITY STEP CED)
6/01/1984 C022 WATER DEPARTMENT PRAISED CD
6/08/1984 coil $20 MILLION IN CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
6/20/1984 D024 WHY WAS EMPLOYEE LAID OFF CD
6/22/1984 A041 RESIDENTS CRITICIZE, PRAISE CITY EFFORT
6/26/1984 B015 CITY COMMISSION VOTES ON LEGAL ADVERTISING
7/03/1984 C014 OK'S ZONING CHANGE DESPITE PROTESTS
7/07/1984 B025 DOES CITY ENFORCE WEED LAW CD
7/12/1984 C042 MAN CHALLENGES CITY ON INSPECTION LAW
7/16/1984 coil KONE YEAR IN OFFICE
7/17/1984 BOll COOPER WIELDS HEAVY GAVEL
7/r7/1984 B034 RESIDENTS TOLD TO GET RID OF JUNK IN YARDS
7/19/1984 B015 CITY PAY IS DESCRIMINATORY
7/20/1984 coil ^CHIEF'S DEMOTION HAS FIREFIGHTERS PUZZLED
7/21/1984 B012 FIRST STATION 1 CAPTAIN NAMED ACTING CHIEF
7/21/1984 B021 SF FIREFIGHTERS, POLICE DESERVE CHEERS CD
7/23/1984 B015 WEATHER HAS IMPACT ON CITY BUDGET
7/24/1984 A012 *N0 PLAN FOR BASKETBALL COURTS
7/25/1984 C021 COOPER, HUNKING SCORE IN SCRIMMAGE CED)
7/25/1984 C021 COOPER SHOULD EXPLAIN DEMOTION OF FIRE CHIEF CED)
7/29/1984 Nlll CITY GOVERNED BY COMMISSION
7/30/1984 coil CITY PAY TOPS COUNTY FOR COMPARABLE JOBS
7/31/1984 B031 CITY APPROVES BUILDING OF BASKETBALL COURTS
7/31/1984 B045 CITY APPROVES MONEY FOR EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
8/01/1984 DOll AFTER POTHOLES WILL COME SEWER, RESERVOIRS
8/07/1984 B033 HUNKING, COOPER KICK OFF 1985 BUDGET TALKS
8/08/1984 DOll UTILITIES DIRECTOR PROPOSES RAISING DRAINAGE FEE
8/09/1984 coil CITY ISN'T FOLLOWING MINORITY PLAN ,
8/10/1984 A012 *$2.73 MILLION STREET BUDGET BOOST
8/15/1984 D013 CITY BEGINS BUDGET HEARINGS TODAY
8/15/1984 D021 COOPER'S EXPLANATION WASN'T WORTH THE WAIT CED)
8/16/1984 C013 WATER PROJECT COSTS FACE COMMISSION
8/20/1984 coil PROPERTY TAX PROVIDES 20 PERCENT OF REVENUE
8/21/1984 C013 COMMISSION CUTS PARKS SPENDING
8/23/1984 C021 CITY BUDGET HEARINGS EXPOSE FLAW CED)
8/24/1984 C014 CITY MAY EXTEND SALES TAX DEADLINE
8/25/1984 C021 JENNEMAN TREATED UNFAIRLY CD
8/28/1984 BOll CITY PAYS $58,000 FOR INTERIM DIRECTOR
"^8729/1984' 0021'HASN 'T SHOWN NEED FOR -SEWER TAX CED)
8/30/1984 DOll CITY CUTS MUSEUM CURATOR POST
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g/os/iga^f doii
9/06/198A C021
9/10/1984 BGll
9/14/1984 coil
9/17/1984 B015
9/19/1984 DOll
9/21/1984 C015
9/24/1984 BOll
9/25/1984 BOll
9/25/1984 BOll
9/27/1984 C014
9/27/1984 C021
9/29/1984 coil
9/30/1984 BOll
10/04/1984 C023
10/08/1984 A012
10/08/1984 C013
10/08/1984 C023
10/09/1984 BOll
10/10/1984 0021
10/13/1984 C023
10/16/1984 B012
10/18/1984 C021
10/18/1984 C021
10/23/1984 A012
10/24/1984 0021
10/24/1984 0035
5,.:. ^v4rl0/29/1984 BD12
* rO/30/I984 B035
10/31/1984 0015
11705/1984 C015
11/06/1984 A012
11/09/1984 C021
11/09/1984 C022
11/10/1984 C023
11/12/1984 B021
11/12/1984 B021
11/12/1984 B021
11/13/1984 B051
11/14/1984 A013
11/15/1984 C021
11/15/1984 C032
11/16/1984 C023
11/17/1984 C022
11/19/1984 A012
11/26/1984 coil
11/27/1984 C015
11/27/1984 C031
i , i ' 11/29/1984 con
11/29/1984 C051
12/03/1984 BOll
12/06/1984 C021
12/08/1984 C025
12/13/1984 C021
12/21/1984 C021
12/22/1984 con
12/24/1984 B015
12/25/1984 0011
12/31/1984 B021
1/04/1985 C022
1/05/1985 B031
1/15/1985 B035
1/19/1985 con
1/19/1985 C033
1/22/1985 C031
1/24/1985 C031
1/28/1985 C015
1/30/1985 0033
1/31/1985 con
2/02/1985 C023
2/05/1985 A012
2/09/1985 A081
2/12/1985 B025
2/20/1985 C021
2/21/1985 A081
' ' 3/01/1985/CO22v
3/07/1985 C021
3/12/1985 A015
CHUNKING, PETERSON CONTINUE BATTLE
PAY PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR (L)
NEW SEWER ORDINANCES
KCITY LOOKS FOR CUTS IN BUDGET
TO PAY SEWER COMPLETION BILL
TAXPAYERS GROUP CALLS FOR INCREASE IN PAY
COMMISSION CUTS STREET BUDGET
COMMISSION TO DISCUSS OUTLAYS
CITY'S COMPARABLE WORTH STUDY
LEASE-PURCHASE OF NEW MOTOR GRADERS
CITY FINISHING BUDGET HEARINGS
COMPARABLE WORTH--ISSUE OF THE 'BO'S (ED)
PROPERTY TAXES TO INCREASE
BUDGET BREAKDOWN
CITY MUST WATCH SPENDING (L)
TAX TALK ENDS WITH FIXED POTHOLES
COMMISSION TO DIVVY UP FEDERAL MONEY
XCITY NEEDS A NEW FORM OF GOVERNMENT
DISAGREEMENT ON SALES TAX EXTENSION
FAILS TO JUSTIFY TAX EXTENSION (ED)
FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY LACKING (L)
COMMISSION CAN'T ASK FOR TAX VOTE
TAX BACKERS, FOES (ED)
PETERSON NOT PLAYING GAME (L)
3CSF EXTENDS PENNY SALES TAX
FIX STREETS, CITY HALL (ED)
CITY APPEALS ORDER ABOUT HOLIDAY PAY
DEALERS SAY CITY SPECS ARE TOO TOUGH
STREETS, SEWERS GAIN MONEY
KPROTEST REMOVAL OF VEHICLES FROM YARD
COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS RAISES
RESIDENTS ATTACK PAY RAISE PLAN
SALARY ANOTHER REASON FOR CHANGING (ED)
OFFICIALS DON'T DESERVE RAISE (L)
THERE COOPER AND HUNKING GO AGAIN (L)
PAY RAISE PLAN IS APPALLING (L)
CHANGE DUE IN CITY HALL (L)
KBID SPECIFICATIONS COST TAXPAYERS MONEY
COMMISSION TO DECIDE ON PAY INCREASE
^COMMISSIONERS FREEZE PAY
FIGHTING WITH CITY HALL (ED)
PUBLIC NEEDED MORE INFORMATION ON SALARY
TWO COMMISSIONERS HAD BEST COOL DOWN (L)
PAY FIGHT MAY NOT BE OVER (L)
CITY WORKERS FIND REWARD IN JOBS
PUBLIC WORKS PLAN ON COMMISSION AGENDA
CITY APPROVES PUBLIC WORKS SPENDING PLAN
JfCITY ENGINEER JORGENSON WILL RETIRE
'BUSINESSMAN OFFERS ALTERNATIVE
CONSULTANTS' ADVICE COSTS CITY $700,000
SF THROUGH 3 DECADES OF GROWTH
ADVICE COSTS TOO MUCH (L)
CITY NEEDS FIVE ALDERMEN (L)
PUBLIC WINS, THANKS TO HUNKING (ED)
CITY DESERVES THANKS FOR OVERREACTION (L)
FIREFIGHTER SUES CITY AFTER DEMOTION
DOWNTOWN STUDY ON COMMISSION AGENDA TODAY
DOWNTOWN STUDY GETS GREEN LIGHT
OFFICIALS' PAY GETTING FATTER (L)
CONSULTANTS NOT NEEDED (L)
HIGHER WATER, SEWER RATES
CITY'S LEGAL AD DECISION DEFERRED
DEMOTED FIRE OFFICIAL GETS JOB BACK
CITY MAKES NEW OFFER FOR LEGAL ADVERTISING
CITY APPROVES ADVERTISING PROPOSAL
INTRODUCE BILL CONCERNING WEEKLY SHOPPERS
TO HEAR PLANS FOR DOWNTOWN HOTEL
CITY NEEDS CONVENTION CENTER
JOB HUNTERS TRY TO SNARE WORK AT CITY HALL
CITY PAYS TOO MUCH FOR ADVICE (L)
PROPOSAL SLICES INTO CITY DOLLARS
CITIZENS MUST MAKE THEIR VOICES HEARD (L)
COMMISSION ADOPTS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
CONVENTION CENTER AS FINANCIAL SHOT
BUCKS DON'T STOP AT CITY HALL (ED)
GROUP/WANTS CHANGES.at;CITY HALL
CITY WORKERS DISAGREE ON MERITS OF UNION
GROUP PUSHING CHANGES IN CITY
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3/12/1985 A081
3/12/1985 A082
3/12/1985 A083
3/12/1985 B015
3/l'i/1985 A081
3/15/1985 A082
3/17/1985 AlOl
3/19/1985 A102
3/22/1985 A081
3/24/1985 A112
3/26/1985 A082
3/26/1985 BG14
3/26/1985 B015
3/27/1985 B035
4/09/1985 BOll
4/11/1985 A081
4/11/1985 AG83
4/16/1985 AG84
4/19/1985 CG21
4/26/1985 CG21
4/27/1985 AG12
4/27/1985 AG81
4/3G/1985 BG15
5/G6/1985 CG15
5/G8/1985 AG81
5/G8/1985 AG82
5/11/1985 A1G3
5/12/1985 Alll
5/14/1985 BG14
5/14/1985 BG15
5/17/1985 A1G4
5/18/1985 BG25
5/2G/1985 A1G3
5/22/1985 AG15
5/23/1985 AlGl
5/23/1985 AlGl
5/23/1985 A1G3
5/23/1985 CG15
5/26/1985 AG63
5/26/1985 AG63
5/26/1985 DGll
5/27/1985 AlGl
5/29/1985 BGll
5/3G/1985 A1G3
5/31/1985 CGll
5/31/1985 CG15
6/G1/1985 AlGl
6/G2/1985 AG81
6/G2/1985 AG83
.6/02/1985 coil
'6/03/1985 CG13
6/04/1985 AG15
6/04/1985 A103
6/04/1985 A104
6/05/1985 A012
6/05/1985 A021
6/05/1985 A081
6/06/1985 A012
6/07/1985 C012
6/10/1985 A103
6/11/1985 AlOl
6/12/1985 C014
6/13/1985 AlOl
6/13/1985 AlOl
6/19/1985 A015
6/21/1985 C041
6/23/1985 A081
6/25/1985 con
6/28/1985 A081
6/28/1985 con
7/02/1985 C033
7/03/1985 A084
7/03/1985 C023
7/04/1985 C012
7/16/1985 C035
7/20/1985 con
uf!; ^i7/23/1985 f AOl2^
7/23/1985 B015
STOP CITY OFFICIALS' EXCESSIVE SPENDING (L)
OFFICIALS HIDE BEHIND ADVICE (L)
CITY MANAGER NOT ANSWER (L)
JUDGE ORDERS DEMOTED FIREFIGHTER REINSTATED
TO LOOK AT CITY'S OPTIONS (ED)
CITY POLICE MISREPRESENTED (L)
36TH1N-SKINNED ARGUS MISSES MARK
CITY'S SYSTEM NOT PROBLEM (L)
CITY MANAGER BEST OPTION (L)
DUMP COOPER AND HUNKING (L)
TAKE POSITIVE APPROACH (L)
XSTENSLAND NEW CITY PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
GROUP SEEKING GOVERNMENT CHANGE TO MEET
GOVERNMENT-CHANGE GROUP PLANS PETITIONS
GROUP HOPES PETITIONS ARE READY IN 10 DAYS
XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON CITY COMMISSION
CITY MANAGER NOT ANSWER TO PROBLEMS (L)
CITY NEEDS BIGGER BOARD (L)
GOVERNMENT-CHANGE GROUP TO TALLY SIGNATURES
GROUP TO DELIVER PETITIONS TO CITY HALL
PETITIONS CALL FOR CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT
CITY PARK DEPARTMENT IS WASTING MANPOWER (L)
CITY COMMISSION VOTE SET FOR JUNE 4
FACES CITIZENS WHO WANT CHANGE
SIOUX FALLS NEEDS MORE HEADS
GOVERNMENT CHANGE COSTLY (L)
CHANGING BOARD NOT FREE (L)
BIGGER CITY BOARD WOULD HELP BETTER (L)
DAM DISPUTE RUNNETH OVER AT CITY HALL
TAXPAYERS' COMMITTEE PLANS TO MEET TONIGHT
BOARD'S SIZE NOT PROBLEM CD
PANEL ASSAILS CHAMBER'S COMMISSION STAND
WHAT GOOD IS PUBLIC MEETING (L)
MEMO TELLS HOW TO BEAT CITY COUNCIL PLAN
STUDY EXPLOITS COST OF COMMISSION CHANGE (L)
MEMO LUDICROUS, LAUGHABLE (L)
ADEQUATE SPACE AVAILABLE CD
FOUNDATION ENDORSES 3-MEMBER COMMISSION
XCITY SHOULD RETAIN 3-MEMBER COMMISSION
^GROWING CITY NEEDS A BIGGER COMMISSION
OVERTIME DECISION TO ADD $200,000
DEBATE OVER CITY COMMISSION'S SIZE
2 TANGLE OVER FUTURE NUMBERS AT CITY HALL
VOTE AGAINST CHANGE IN CITY'S GOVERNMENT CD
COOPER FIRES PURCHASING DIRECTOR
DISCUSSION ON GOVERNMENT CHANGE SET
REJECT GOVERNMENT CHANGE CD
VOTERS SHOULD SAY NO TO CHANGE CED)
THERE'S WHAT CHANGE COULD COST
XVOTE ON COMMISSION DRAWS NEAR
XBOTH SIDES SIZE UP COMMISSION VICTORY
CITY VOTERS TO DECIDE FUTURE OF GOVERNMENT
MORE COMMISSIONERS MEAN MORE POLITICS CD
VOTE FOR FIVE-MEMBER PANEL CD
*CITY VOTERS WANT 5 COMMISSIONERS
OPPORTUNITY FOR EX-CANDIDATES
VOTERS PICK WRONG ONE CED)
XCITY HALL OVERHAUL COULD BE TRICKY
POLLSTER--MANY WANTED CHANGE
VOTERS CAN TURN OUT CALLOUS COMMISSIONERS CD
BIGGER COMMISSION IS STEP AHEAD FOR CITY CD
*0'CONNOR MAY RUN FOR MAYOR
CITY HALL FEVER CED)
OUST COOPER AND HUNKING CD
^LEGISLATORS WANT TO PREVENT CITY ELECTION LOTTERY
XCITY GROWTH BY LEAPS OR INCHES
LUCK SHOULDN'T PRESIDE AT CITY HALL CED)
CITY STARTS 12-MEMBER PRESERVATION BOARD
ESPECIAL INTERESTS TRYING TO HOLD ON TO CITY HALL
CITY HOPES AUCTION CLEANS UP
CITY OK'S AIRPORT CONTRACT DESPITE CLASH
MAKE THE BEST OF SWITCH CD
ADVICE NETS CITY WORKER $1,000
^CONTRACT EFFORTS--COMPLAINTS, NO APPEALS
PETERSON ILLNESS DELAYS CITY VOTES
COOPER, HUNKING SEEK PETERSON'S HELP
CITYi^GONSIDERS vSWAREING. MALL FOR STREET
CITY DELAYS DECISION ON BONDS--AGAIN
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7/24/1985 B024 CITY TO CONSIDER PROJECTS
7/25/1985 C031 CITY OFFICIALS, WORKERS ENGAGE IN CONTRACT TALKS
7/26/1985 C034 FILES SPENDING REPORTS WITH CITY
7/28/1985 Alll VOTERS' WATCHFUL EYES FOCUSED ON CITY HALL
7/30/1985 A012 NO BONDS FOR PURCHASE OF 2 HOTELS
8/GI/I985 coil ^CONTRACTOR ABANDONS EQUIPMENT AT CITY HALL
8/09/1985 A012 *COOPER TAKES OVER FOR PETERSON
8/13/1985 C0I4 CITY TAKES SOME TEETH OUT OF SEWER-RATE BITE
8/23/1985 coil KWHEN CITY COMMISSION TALKS, CHAMBERS ECHO
8/24/1985 A082 NEXT STEP--REMOVE OFFICIALS (L)
8/24/1985 A083 CITY HALL AND OTHERS FAIL (L)
8/26/1985 C034 CITY CONSIDERS 20.6 PERCENT INCREASE IN SPENDING
8/27/1985 C015 GROUP TO ATTEND BUDGET HEARINGS
9/02/1985 C013 CITIES' INSURANCE PREMIUMS SOAR
9/07/1985 A083 HOLD BACK CITY SPENDING (L)
9/10/1985 coil COMMISSION PLEDGES TO HOLD LINE ON TAXES
9/11/1985 C031 CITY WATCHDOGS FORM NEW GROUP
9/14/1985 coil PETERSON RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT 1986 CITY BUDGET
9/19/1985 coil 9CRECENT COMMISSION UPHEAVEL
9/21/1985 A082 ARGUS,OFF THE MARK AGAIN CD
9/24/1985 A083 GET RID OF TWO CITY OFFICIALS CD
9/25/1985 A083 UPCOMING ELECTION IS A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
9/26/1985 coil CITY PROVIDES PAMPHLET ABOUT PROPERTY RIGHTS
9/29/1985 A102 PROPOSAL WORTH SUPPORING CD
10/17/1985 coil $12 MILLION BOND REQUESTS
10/19/1985 C016 CITY RACE
10/20/1985 AlOl *CITY'S LEADING NAYSAYER
11/13/1985 D015 RAMADA BONDS OK'D
;!ll/:13/1985 D015 GARAGE GETS GO-AHEAD
117r6/T985 coil TO TAKE OVER SEWER PLANT PROJECT
11/17/1985 coil CITY TO CONSIDER RAISING OFFICIALS' SALARIES
11/24/1985 A113 CITY PAY INCREASES ARE NOT WARRANTED CD
11/26/1985 BOll 2.75 PERCENT RAISE FOR CITY OFFICIALS
11/27/1985 A061 COMMISSIONERS SHOW PAY RESTRAINT CED)
11/27/1985 B013 DRAINAGE FEE SPARKS VERBAL BATTLE
12/03/1985 A102 COMMISSIONERS PAD POCKETS CD
12/03/1985 B015 $1.1 MILLION IN FEDERAL CASH
12/07/1985 coil EX-WORKER SUES CITY AFTER FORKLIFT ACCIDENT
12/17/1985 C013 PLAN WOULD RAISE CITY WATER RATES
12/21/1985 C015 DRAINAGE FEE HIKE PROPOSED
12/24/1985 C013 CITY TACKLES GARAGE DESPITE PETERSON
12/28/1985 coil EX-WORKER SUES CITY
12/31/1985 A063 OFFICIAL MUST LEARN TO SPEND CD
12/31/1985 coil RELUCTANTLY OK'S WATER RATE HIKE
1/01/1986 C013 PETERSON DEFENDS WATER RATE INCREASE
1/03/1986 coil ^COMMISSION HOPEFULS WANT TO BE LEADERS
1/04/1986 A081 SALARIES FOR CITY EMPLOYEES GOING UP AT FAST RATE
1/05/1986 C013 TO CONSIDER PAY RAISES FOR EMPLOYEES
1/07/1986 C034 GROUP ATTACKS CITY PAY RAISE PLAN
, •1/08/1986.coil CITY .DENIES CHARGES OF WORKER WHO WAS LAID OFF
1/11/1986 A084 CHANGE JOB QUALIFICATIONS CD
1/13/1986 A083 9eCITY EMPLOYEES UNFAIRLY CRITICIZED
1/13/1986 C015 CITY TO PAY PREMIUM PRICE FOR INSURANCE
1/14/1986 A063 KTHROW INCUMBENTS OUT OF OFFICE
1/14/1986 coil DISPUTE FLARES ABOUT QUITTING-BUSINESS SALE
1/14/1986 coil CITY OK'S RAISES FOR 400 WORKERS
1/18/1986 A081 COMMISSIONERS SHOULD KNOW . . .
1/20/1986 A083 KNOBE COMPARES CITY WITH HIGH-COST AREAS CD
1/20/1986 BOll CITY TO SPEND $28.2 MILLION ON IMPROVEMENTS
1/26/1986 BOll TO DISCUSS GOING-OUT-OF-BUSINESS LICENSE
2/04/1986 A081 COMMISSIONERS CAN SERVE PART TIME CD
2/05/1986 BOll 5eC0MMISSI0N--AHEAD WITH WATER PROJECT
2/08/1986 C015 SIOUX FALLS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN AVAILABLE
2/I1/I986 B015 GRIPES DELAY CITY'S STREET, SEWER PROJECTS
2/20/1986 B015 BOARD HIRES ARCHITECT TO RENOVATE CITY HALL
2/25/1986 B012 PLANS FOR STREET, SEWER WORK
3/04/1986 C031 NO PERMIT TO BUILD CONVENIENCE STORE
3/06/1986 coil CITY TO RELINQUISH AIRPORT RESPONSIBILITY
3/07/1986 C015 SIOUX FALLS PERSONNEL DIRECTOR RESIGNS
3/09/1986 A021 FEDERAL AID CUTS TO INCREASE IN TAXES
3/10/1986 A015 ^COMMISSIONERS RATE LOW MARKS FOR ATTENDANCE
3/15/1986 C034 JUDGE DELAYS CITY UNION ELECTION
3/17/1986 AlOl MISSING A FEW MEETINGS CED)
4/08/1986 A082 CITY HALL KEEPS THE LID ON CD
4/08/1986 A083 TWO OFFICIALS TREATED UNFAIRLY CD
4/09/1986 A081 SF NEEDS NEW CITY HALL TEAM CD
'"'"4y09/^1986 >^BOIF?MUNRO' TO'?'RETTRE AS EARK DEPARTMENT HEAD
4/16/1986 A015 *HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TO RUN FOR COMMISSION
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CITY GOVT-SF <4/19/1986 A081 LETTING CITY 'GO TO THE DOGS' (L)
<4/2A/1986 B021 CITY WORKER PROMOTED TO PERSONNEL MANAGER
A/26/1986 coil LACK OF COMMISSIONERS DELAYS CITY MEETING
A/30/1986 A081 MALL, AIRPORT ISSUES DESERVE CLOSE LOOK (L)
5/06/1986 A061 TIME TO PUT NEW FACES IN CITY HALL (L)
5/07/1986 B021 CITY HALL RENOVATING COSTS TO TOP $100,000
5/09/1986 AlOl CITY MUST BE WILLING TO THRIVE (ED)
5/11/1986 A102 CLICHES DROVE HOME ISSUE (L)
5/11/1986 A103 BOARD SHOULD BE PART TIME (L)
5/13/1986 A012 COMMISSION OK'S NEW AIRPORT AUTHORITY
5/1A/1986 B03A 22 RESIDENTS SEEK A SEAT
5/19/1986 coil 30 IS INCUMBENTS' LUCKY NUMBER
5/21/1986 AlOl THE MORE THE MERRIER IN THE RACE (ED)
5/23/1986 C021 OK'S WATER-SYSTEM FINANCING PLAN
5/28/1986 A081 SHOULDN'T PUT POLITICIANS IN CITY HALL (D
5/28/1986 C015 PUBLIC INVITED TO-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT.HEARING
6/02/1986 C036 CITY TO DEBATE FINANCING PLAN
6/10/1986 C013 RESIDENTS CRITICIZE CITY COMMISSION
6/12/1986 A121 TO PUT NEW LEADERS IN OFFICE (L)
6/12/1986 A121 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON FIVE COMMISSIONERS
6/13/1986 AlOA COMMISSION DOING GOOD JOB (L)
6/1A/1986 coil CANDIDATE CALLS FOR SHRINKING CITY GOVERNMENT
6/15/1986 AlOl LEADERS WHO KEEP US MOVING (ED)
6/15/1986 AlOA IT'S TIME FOR NEW LEADERS (L)
6/15/1986 C061 VOTERS ON 3-MEMBER COMMISSION
6/16/1986 A123 CITY'S SCHEME HURTS DEFICIT (L)
6/17/1986 C013 PETERSON OVERRULED--CITY OK'S BUY
6/18/1986 A081 J6INCUMBANTS CRACK TACCO'S SHELL
6/18/1986 BOll NEW PARKS AND RECREATION DIRECTOR NAMED
6/19/1986 AOIA SETBACK WON'T CRUMBLE TACCO
6/22/1986 Aior BIGGER BOARD WON'T SOLVE ALL PROBLEMS (ED)
6/26/1986 C013 PETERSON WANTS WATER WORKS, SEWAGE POST
6/29/1986 AOIA CITY PREPARES TO VOTE IN NEW ERA
6/29/1986 C013 ^SELECT MAYOR TO TAKE CITY INTO 1990'S
6/30/1986 coil ELECTION MARKS START OF 5-MEMBER COMMISSION
7/03/1986 A012 BIGGER COUNCIL COSTS BIGGER BUCKS
7/0A/1986 C015 COMMISSION ASSIGNMENTS WORKED OUT
7/07/1986 B015 ^COMMISSIONERS, MAYOR WILL BE SWORN IN
7/08/1986 A012 5CPETERS0N DRAWS A-YEAR TERM
7/09/1986 BOll 3CRANDALL LOSES COMMISSION'S INITIAL DISPUTE
7/11/1986 081 CONVERTS TO 5-MEMBER CITY COMMISSION
7/12/1986 coil EMERGENCY OFFICIAL FEARED FOR JOB
7/1A/1986 C015 RANDALL, WHITE WILL TAKE IT SLOW
7/15/1986 BOll CITY PLANS PROJECT HEARINGS
7/17/1986 A102 COMMISSION MUST CUT COSTS (L)
7/20/1986 EOll COMMISSION PLANS PUBLIC MEETINGS
7/23/1986 B035 PETERSON DISPUTES NEED FOR RAMP
7/25/1986 COIA ENGEL THINKS JOB SAFE FOR NOW
8/09/1986 AOIA EX-MAYOR'S CHAIR BECOMES THE HOT SEAT
8/18/1986 B015 CITY BEGINS '87 BUDGET WORK TODAY
8/20/1986 B033 CITY DECIDES AGAINST TRANSFERRING MONEY
8/26/1986 B013 CITY LIMITS PARKING TIME NEAR SCHOOL
8/30/1986 C013 CITY FINED $2,000 FOR WASTE VIOLATION
9/03/1986 B022 CITY HAS ROCKY SESSION ON LANDSCAPING
9/06/1986 COIA TO RAISE SEWAGE, ELECTRICITY CHARGES
9/07/1986 coil CITY INVESTIGATING USE OF STREET CREW
9/08/1986 A015 KVANDERLOO STAYS CLOSE TO POLICE WORK
9/08/1986 C015 CITY FACES LACK OF CASH FOR SEWERS
9/08/1986 C025 COMMISSION TO HEAR RATE HIKE ORDINANCES
9/09/1986 C015 CITY CAN EXPECT HIGHER ELECTRIC, SEWER RATES
9/15/1986 COIA PUBLIC HEARING ON BONDS TUESDAY
9/17/1986 A012 *DCI PROBES PETERSON WORK ORDER
9/18/1986 B012 CITY PLUGS HOLES IN SEWER DEPT'S BUDGETS
9/19/1986 A012 CITY STREET WORKER MIGHT BE CHARGED
9/22/1986 coil CITY TO VOTE ON DRAINAGE FEE
9/28/1986 C015 CITY TO CONSIDER HOTEL BOND ISSUE
9/30/1986 coil $20 MILLION IN BONDS FOR HOTELS
10/05/1986 Alll LET COMMISSIONERS KNOW ABOUT TAXATION (L)
10/06/1986 C016 CITY TO VOTE ON REVISION TO TANK RULE
10/07/1986 C015 NEW RULES FOR UNDERGROUND TANKS
10/08/1986 B015 STREET DEPT WORKER PLEADS GUILTY TO PETTY THEFT
10/09/1986 COIA 2 CITY WORKERS SUSPENDED
lO/lA/1986 C012 CITY SEEKS MONEY FOR BRIDGES
10/15/1986 B012 GARAGE'S FUTURE DEBATED
10/21/1986 C023 NOISE WORRIES DELAY VOTE ON GO-CART TRACK
' • ^ II/OA/'I9816«A102''OFFIE17VLS^TRE7STED-UNFATRLY (L)
11/18/1986 C012 CITY ALLOWS 2 DRIVEWAYS ON WESTERN
11/26/1986 A06A PROJECTS THREATEN TAXPAYERS (L)
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12/20/1986 C015 WASTE VEHICLE TO BE REPLACED
12/28/1986 AOIA GROUP PLANS RAMP PETITION
12/30/1986 A012 GROUP BEGINS DRIVE TO STOP RAMP
12/30/1986 C012 CITY JOINS POOL--BIG SAVINGS SEEN
1/02/1987 A103 TAXPAYERS MUST BE VIGILANT IN WATCHING (L)
1/03/1987 A015 *CITY BUDGETS $31.9 MILLION FOR PROJECTS
l/OA/1987 E014 PETITIONS RAISE QUESTIONS
1/08/1987 A015 5fWHITE TO FIGHT FOR RAMP PROJECT
1/09/1987 A121 IMPROVEMENT PLAN LOOKS GENERALLY SOUND CED)
1/09/1987 C012 KGROUP HANDS IN PETITION AGAINST RAMP
1/12/1987 A081 OH NO, HERE WE GO AGAIN CED)
1/12/1987 B025 CITY PROBABLY TO DELAY BUILDING DECISION
1/13/1987 C022 CITY DELAYS CHAMBER OFFICE DECISION
l/lA/1987 A012 SOME RAMP SIGNATURES MAY BE INVALID
l/l<i/1987 A063 LAW NEEDED TO STOP PETITIONS (L)
1/16/1987 coil IMPROVEMENT PLAN AVAILABLE FOR $10
1/17/1987 A016 RAMP ELECTION IN DOUBT
1/17/1987 A081 CITY WITH BROWN IN CHARGE (L)
1/17/1987 A083 ^PRESERVE THE RIGHT TO PETITION
1/19/1987 C012 OFFICIAL TO DECIDE ON RAMP PETITIONS TODAY
1/20/1987 A012 RAMP PROPOSAL GOES TO VOTERS
1/20/1987 A021 OFFICIALS BACK PETITION RULING
1/25/1987 A083 NAYSAYERS STOPPING GROWTH (L)
1/25/1987 A083 PETITION PROCESS HELPS CITY (L)
1/25/1987 A08<» KEEP A GOOD THING GROWING (L)
1/25/1987 C012 PETITION DRIVES PROMPT REFERENDUM REFORM
2/01/1987 AG81 SINKING SAVINGS SWAY VIEWS CD
2/01/1987 A08«i BROWN'S METHOD IS BEST CD
12/03/1987 A083 LEAVE REQUIREMENT ALONE CD
2703/1987 CO16 WATER, SEWER PLAN OK'D
2/09/1987 A081 COMMISSION GETS A PASSING MARK CED)
2/10/1987 A081 EDITORIAL IN CITIZENS GROUP'S VIEWS CD
2/10/1987 C012 CITY NEAR REVENUE SHARING DECISION
2/11/1987 A012 XVANDERLOO PLANS FIRE DEPT SHAKEUP
2/13/1987 C012 36MISSING PUMPS INVESTIGATED
2/25/1987 B023 CITY HIRES PLANNING OFFICIAL
3/02/1987 A063 COMMISSION NOTHING BUT POLITICAL MACHINE CD
3/03/1987 C022 ESTABLISHES LICENSE FEES FOR PEDDLERS
3/07/1987 C015 CANDIDATE PICKED FOR PUBLIC WORKS
3/09/1987 B016 CITY TO CONSIDER WORKS DIRECTOR
3/10/1987 A081 COLUMN RAISES A QUESTION CD
3/10/1987 A082 TEEN'S OPINION WILL CHANGE CD
3/10/1987 C015 CITY HIRES PUBLIC WORKS BOSS
3/11/1987 C012 WICHNER MADE THREAT
3/12/1987 C012 PLANNING PANEL REJECTS RETIREMENT COMPLEX
3/17/1987 C012 CITY TO PAY $125 AN HOUR FOR DEBATE LEADER
3/20/1987 A083 CITY LEADERS IGNORE WISHES OF THE PEOPLE CD
3/28/1987 C012 PETERSON PROMPTS NEW BIDS FOR PAINT
3/30/1987 A081 CITY OFFICIALS ABUSE TAXPAYER'S DOLLARS CD
3/30/1987 C016XDETECTIVE WILL RUN FOR OFFICE
•3/31/1987 'A012 SCPAINT BIDS STAND, BOARD RULES
3/31/1987 A081 TURNS ROUTINE PAINTING INTO MESSY JOB CED)
4/01/1987 A061 GROUP DEFENDS REFERENDUMS CD
4/02/1987 A016 WITNESS--PETERSON ORDERED LINE WORK
4/04/1987 A012 KPETERSON GUILTY IN PETTY THEFT
4/07/1987 C013 *MAYOR TAKES OVER IN PETERSON'S ABSENCE
4/08/1987 A012 *'VACATIONING' PETERSON ASKS TO MEET OFFICIAL
4/11/1987 C015 3fEX-DETECTIVE ENTERS RACE
4/12/1987 C043 KSIOUX FALLS' FINANCIAL RESOURCES
4/13/1987 C016 COMMISSION MAY CONSIDER TAX PROPOSAL
4/14/1987 C033 KWHERE SIOUX FALLS SPENDS MONEY
4/26/1987 BBll *CITY'S FINANCE COMMISSIONER
4/26/1987 BB21 *LADDER LED TO CHIEF'S JOB
5/02/1987 A013 3CCITY COMMISSIONERS JUGGLE JOBS
5/04/1987 C025 COMMISSION TO VOTE ON CHANGE IN DUTIES
5/12/1987 D012 STUDENTS WALK IN NEW SHOES FOR DAY
5/13/1987 A081 PARK BOARD RESISTANCE CED)
5/16/1987 C012 8 CHALLENGE VANDERLOO FOR OFFICE
5/18/1987 coil CITY TO CONSIDER NEW BID PROCESS
5/19/1987 D012 RECORD PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT PLANNED
5/23/1987 A083 CHECK RUNAWAY SALARIES CD
5/24/1987 AlOl TIME TO GET ISSUES IN FOCUS CED)
5/26/1987 C016 OFFICIALS CONTINUE BID DEBATE
5/27/1987 B012 DEALERS OPPOSE BIDDING PROCESS
6/02/1987 C015 CITY LOOKS AT BILL OPTION
6/03/1987 B012 COMMISSION HOPEFULS FACE OFF AT FORUM
f i6/0S/^T987nG012'3eGITYtvCANDrDATES ON FUEt??S1SILLS
6/06/1987 C012 VANDERLOO, CHALLENGERS EXCHANGE CHARGES
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6/10/1987 AG8I DISLIKE S FEAR DON'T JUSTIFY CLOSING BARS (ED)
6/10/1987 BOll CITY PANEL CANDIDATES FACE OFF AT LUNCHEON
6/11/1987 coil PANEL DENIES FRONTIER MOVE
6/12/1987 C012 CANDIDATES DEBATE POLICE MANAGEMENT
6/14/1987 A081 EDGE GOES TO SKADSEN IN CITY RACE (ED)
6/14/1987 A081 GROUP COSTS CITY BIG BUCKS (L)
6/14/1987 C012 3 IN LEAD PROVIDE FIREWORKS IN RACE
6/16/1987 C012 DENIES PERMIT FOR BAR MOVE
6/17/1987 A015 EX-DETECTIVE GETS 63 PERCENT OF VOTE
6/17/1987 A081 SKADSEN BEATS BIG ODDS (ED)
6/21/1987 C014 KANTl-RAMP ORGANIZATION PREDICTED TO DRIVE ON
6/21/1987 E012 WINNERS ATE TACOS
6/27/1987 A103 *WHO'S TOUGH TO TAKE SERIOUSLY
6/27/1987 C012 BILLING OPTION ON AGENDA
7/01/1987 A081 CUT WASTE IN GOVERNMENT (L)
7/05/1987 C012 XVANDERLOO ENDS TERM WITHOUT FANFARE
7/06/1987 C016 SKADSEN TAKES OFFICE TONIGHT
7/07/1987 A081 SHOULDN'T SHY AWAY FROM CONTROVERSY;(ED)
7/07/1987 C015 KSKADSEN BEGINS TERM ON COMMISSION
7/09/1987 C016 ECONOMIC TASK FORCE PROPOSED
7/10/1987 A081 DON'T MAKE TASK FORCE ALL SHOW (ED)
7/23/1987 A121 KTASK FORCE WOULD ENHANCE POTENTIAL
7/27/1987 C012 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER PARKING BONDS
7/30/1987 coil JUSTICE CENTER BACKS RANDALL'S PROPOSAL
8/11/1987 A065 TAXPAYERS MUST WATCH OUT (L)
8/23/1987 Alll CITY NEEDS ACTION TO REDUCE SPENDING
8/24/1987 C015 TO CONSIDER DOWNTOWN TAX BREAK PLAN
8/25/1987 C012 TO PURSUE NATIONAL MAIN STREET PROGRAM
.8/29/1987 A083 BOARDS SHOULD CUT ADVISERS, SPENDING (L)
9/01/1987 C015 PUBLIC WORKS DEPT REQUESTS BUDGET INCREASE
9/03/1987 A061 CRITICS SHOULD-CONSIDER THE FACTS ABOUT TRIPS (L)
9/04/1987 con OFFICIAL REQUESTS DRAINAGE ENGINEER
9/05/1987 A012 MAY EXTEND TEMPORARY SALES TAX
9/07/1987 A012 LARGER BUDGET REQUESTS MIRROR CITY GROWTH
9/09/1987 B012 PETERSON LONE FOE OF SALES TAX PLAN
9/09/1987 B016 CITY'S SOCIAL AGENCIES SEEK INCREASE
9/10/1987 C016 CITY SEEKS BOND SALE TO FINANCE EQUIPMENT
9/13/1987 A012 MAJORITY FAVOR TAX PLAN, POLL SHOWS
9/15/1987 C012 PETERSON CHANGES VOTE ON SALES TAX
9/16/1987 A081 CITY COMMISSIONERS BREAK FAITH AGAIN (ED)
9/16/1987 D012 COMMISSION PARES BUDGET REQUESTS
9/17/1987 A061 WHAT'S NEXT--FREE SNOW SHOVELING (L)
9/20/1987 A016 GROUP WON'T FIGHT TAX
9/22/1987 A102 WE NEED A CITY MANAGER (L)
9/25/1987 C012 CITY DECIDES WHICH AGENCIES TO FUND
9/26/1987 A081 CITY SHOULD BE RUN WITHIN TAX STRUCTURE (L)
9/28/1987 A083 CITY CARES ABOUT YOUR MONEY (L)
10/03/1987 A012 3€PETERS0N MISSED BUDGET MEETINGS
10/04/1987 A102 OFFICIALS BETRAY TAXPAYERS (L)
T0/05/1987C043 CITY LEADERS TO TACKLE TOUGH ISSUES
10/07/1987 A104 CITY NUMBERS DECEPTIVE (L)
10/13/1987 B022 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY MANUAL STIRS
10/17/1987 C012 GIVE FARMERS, MANUFACTURERS TAX BREAK
10/20/1987 C016 SALES TAX REFUND OPPOSED
10/26/1987 BOll WATER, SEWER RATES UP FOR VOTE
10/27/1987 C015 COMMISSION TABLES FARMERS' EXEMPTIONS
10/29/1987 C012 CITY PENSION PLAN LOSES $3 MILLION
10/30/1987 C012 CITIZENS PROTEST TAX-BREAK PROPOSAL
11/02/1987 B016 VOTE LOOMS ON CITY TAX INCENTIVE
11/03/1987 C012 TAX-BREAK PLAN VOTED DOWN
11/07/1987 A081 NEEDS COORDINATED PROGRAM TO ATTRACT JOBS
11/08/1987 AlOl LEADERS ABOUT CRIME, JOBS, TAXES (ED)
11/10/1987 A012 CONSIDERS 5.75 PERCENT SALARY HIKE FOR MEMBERS
11/12/1987 A081 *5.75 PERCENT RAISE
11/15/1987 AlOl PRESENT GOVERNMENT TOO COSTLY FOR CITY (ED)
11/16/1987 C012 CITY COMMISSIONERS PONDER SELF-WORTH
11/17/1987 A014 ^COMMISSION VOTES FOR INCREASE IN SALARIES
11/19/1987 A121 CITY MANAGER NEEDED (L)
11/23/1987 C033 *S10UX FALLS COMMISSION HIGHEST PAID
11/28/1987 A082 SOME ARE TOO SMART TOO LATE (L)
11/29/1987 A092 CANDIDATES KNEW CITY PAY (L)
12/03/1987 A064 FAKE TICKETS WASTE MONEY (L)
12/09/1987 BOll CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AVAILABLE
12/15/1987 A081 RANDALL'S CASE WEAK FOR PARING CITY OFFICE (ED)
12/18/1987 C015 FIRM CAN'T BE PAID FOR WORK, COURT RULES
12/29/1987 C012 PANEL OK'S WATER PROJECT FUNDING MEASURE
'1/03/1988! AlOl COUNCIL'AND A-FULL-VPIME CITY MANAGER (ED)
1/11/1988 C021 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER LAND'S FATE
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1/12/1988 coil CITY OK'S APPRAISAL OF SURPLUS CITY LOTS
1/18/1988 A012 36RANDALL SEAT DRAWS ATTENTION FROM RIVALS
1/20/1988 A061 BREAK UP CITY HALL (L)
1/29/1988 C023 ^COMMISSION REVISES BUDGET PROCESS
2/02/1988 C021 COMMISSION SETS UP FINANCE STUDY
2/03/1988 B012 *PETERSON DRAWS IRE FOR TAX COMMENTS
2/09/1988 C033 CITY COMM BACKS VO-TECH SITE ANNEXATION
2/10/1988 A081 PETERSON HAS POINT ABOUT FINANCES (ED)
2/10/1988 BOll CITY APPOINTS FINANCIAL PANEL
2/12/1988 C016 UTILITIES FUNDING CRITICIZED
2/17/1988 B023 COMMISSIONERS DELAY VOTE ON TRUCK STOP
2/17/1988 B023 APPROVES BUILDING FOR CHILDREN'S SOCIETY
2/20/1988 C034 WATER RATE STUDY PROVOKES DEBATE
2/27/1988 A012 KPETERSON RESIGNS
3/03/1988 A012 ^PETERSON FINDS RELIEF IN RESIGNATION
3/0A/1988 A12I QUESTIONS EXIST ABOUT UTILITIES DEPARTMENT (ED)
3/0A/1988 A123 COMMISSIONERS GET RICHER, OTHERS POORER (L) v.
3/10/1988 COIA COMMITTEE DEBATES FINANCING OPTIONS
3/13/1988 E015 5CGR0UP WANTS TO CHANGE FORM OF GOVERNMENT
3/15/1988 COIA 3€PETERS0N WILL STEP DOWN IN TIME
3/16/1988 B012 SUED FOR DAMAGES IN 1986 ACCIDENT
3/17/1988 A061 ^OPINIONS ON THE CONCERNED CITIZENS ORGANIZATION
3/17/1988 C035 BONDS COULD ADD $687,700 TO CITY
3/18/1988 C015 CANDIDATES LINE UP FOR CITY HALL SEATS
3/22/1988 A081 NEED CHEAPER CITY GOVERNMENT
3/23/1988 B012 GROUP REVEALS CITY MANAGER PLAN
3/24/1988 A012 GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION PLAN CREATES CONFUSION
3/25/1988 A014 MAYOR QUESTIONS GROUPS CLAIM
'3/26/1988 C016,GROUP PICKS TARGET DATE FOR CITY VOTE
3727/1988 A121 SMALL PRICE FOR BETTER GOVERNMENT (ED)
3/28/1988 A081 SF COULD PROFIT BY TAKING A LOOK WEST (ED)
3/30/1988 B016 AVOIDING THE ISSUE
4/02/1988 A081 CITY GOVERNMENT OUTDATED (L)
4/03/1988 Alll CONSIDER ALL THE OPTIONS (L)
4/03/1988 A112 ORGANIZATION REGRESSIVE (L)
4/05/1988 C012 DOWNTOWN GETS BOOST FROM COMMISSION
4/06/1988 A081 CONCERNED CITIZENS OWE CITY'S VOTERS ANSWERS (ED)
4/08/1988 C016 HEAVY SNOWS INCREASE REMOVAL COST
4/10/1988 A092 CHANGE UNNECESSARY (L)
4/11/1988 A083 MORE TIME WON'T HELP FLAWED GOVERNMENT (L)
4/11/1988 C012 CITY SQUEAKS THROUGH 1987 IN THE BLACK
4/12/1988 A103 DON'T CHANGE GOVERNMENT (L)
4/14/1988 C015 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES FORCE HIRING OF ANALYST
4/17/1988 AlOl VOTE TO END DUPLICATION (L)
4/19/1988 A021 COMMISSIONERS OK WATER STUDY
4/22/1988 A103 5CGR0UP TRYING TO STOP PROGRESS
4/23/1988 C012 ^COMMISSIONERS UPSET WITH ABSENT PETERSON
4/26/1988 C014 *PETERSON--ABSENCES JUSTIFIED
4/26/1988 C021 CITY HEARS BOND RECOMMENDATIONS
4/27/1988 A081iDON'T EXPECT, PETERSON TO CHANGE (ED)
5/03/1988 D015 CANDIDATE CRITICIZES CITY ELECTION PROCESS
5/03/1988 D023 COMMISSION OK'S TAX ABATEMENTS
5/05/1988 C021 CITY TO REMOVE TOXIC TANK
5/12/1988 AlOl 5fPUBLIC OPINIONS ON A CITY MANAGER
5/13/1988 C041 COURT RULES IN CITY'S FAVOR IN VACATION CASE
5/17/1988 D012 COMMISSIONERS SUPPORT LIQUOR PROPOSAL
5/21/1988 A084 STRONG MAYOR BEST FOR CITY (L)
5/24/1988 C014 PASSES LIMITS ON CARRYOUT BEER LICENSES
6/02/1988 A015 *NEW CITY GOVERNMENT PROPOSAL PUT ON HOLD
6/03/1988 AlOl CITY MANAGER IDEA DESERVES TO SURVIVE (ED)
6/07/1988 C012 YOUNG PEOPLE NEED MORE CLOUT
6/07/1988 C015 3€L0W-INC0ME RESIDENTS WIN PROPERTY TAX BREAK
6/07/1988 C015 BOND SALE PROPOSAL HEADS TOWARD OK
6/09/1988 A083 DON'T CHANGE GOVERNMENT (L)
6/10/1988 A016 CITY CANDIDATES SUGGEST OPTIONS IF TAX MONEY CUT
6/10/1988 C012 MOST CANDIDATES LEAVE DEVELOPMENT TO GROUPS
6/11/1988 C012 CANDIDATES DISCUSS CITY'S CHALLENGES
6/14/1988 C012 COMMISSION OPENS DOOR FOR BOND SALES
6/14/1988 C012 CANDIDATES SHARE VIEWS ON OPTIONS
6/15/1988 B014 CANDIDATES EXPRESS SIMILAR VIEWS
6/15/1988 B021 DEBATE SOLUTIONS TO UTILITIES PROJECT FUNDING
6/16/1988 A081 SfPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE TOP CONCERN OF CANDIDATES
6/17/1988 C015 KRIVAL USES FORUM TO BLAST RANDALL
6/18/1988 A083 'BIG THREE' CONTROL CITY (L)
6/18/1988 C015 HANSON CRITICIZES RANDALL WATER STAND
6/19/1988 Alll 3€SI0UX FALLS MUTINY OF 1974
'^l^/iVOO-EOlZ LUCK COUtD^fPUT RANDAliO^AHEAD TUESDAY
6/22/1988 AOll ^RANDALL WILL TAKE ON HANSON FOR SEAT
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6/22/1988 A012 ^ANDERSON, KNUDTSON TO SQUARE OFF
6/26/1988 A121 36TWO BEST CANDIDATES IN THE RACE (ED)
7/02/1988 A052 NEW CENTENNIAL FLAG UNFURLED
7/03/1988 A072 3 WOMEN LEADERS SCARY (L)
7/0A/1988 A081 SNOW FUND COMFORTING THOUGHT (ED)
7/05/1988 A015 COMMISSION SEATS UP FOR GRABS TODAY
7/05/1988 coil CITY COMMISSION MEETS BRIEFLY TONIGHT
7/07/1988 C012 *ANDERSON LOOKS AT FINANCE POSITION
7/11/1988 A012 XPETERSON EXITS TO LOUD GRUMBLINGS
7/11/1988 coil CITY'S RECORDS CLERK GETS CERTIFICATION
7/12/1988 C012 ^COMMISSION WELCOMES TWO NEW MEMBERS
7/12/1988 C015 APPROVAL TO LOOK FOR A SIOUX FALLS SISTER CITY
7/17/1988 AH5 WOMEN MIGHT IMPROVE CITY (L)
7/18/1988 A083 BLINDFOLDED IN PICKING COMMISSIONERS' JOBS
7/19/1988 C015 COMMISSION MAKES NEW DUTIES OFFICIAL
7/29/1988 A012 "CONSIDERS EASING WATERING BAN"NEXT WEEK : ,
8/05/1988 A083 SPENDING AND TAXES CONTINUE TO CLIMB (L)
8/10/1988 COl<i COUNTY EXTENSION BUILDING TO HOUSE FIRE STATION
8/12/1988 C012 CITIZENS GROUP TO DELAY CAMPAIGN
8/21/1988 AlOl COMMISSION SHOULD PLAN NOW, VOTE LATER
8/23/1988 C012 BED-AND-BOOZE TAX VOTE DELAYED
8/2A/1988 B012 NOT SOLD YET ON COMMUNITY CENTER
8/28/1988 G091 *5-MEMBER BOARDS RUN CITY, COUNTY
8/30/1988 A081 OFFICIALS STILL HAVE SOME TAX WORK TO DO
8/31/1988 A012 SUPPORTERS HAD NO SWAY-ANDERSON
9/13/1988 AlOl OFFICIALS' TRAVEL COSTS OUT OF CONTROL (L)
9/20/1988 C015 COMMISSIONERS HEAR PLAN FOR SHOPPING CENTER
9/21/1988 AlOl OFFICIALS DISREGARD WELFARE OF PEOPLE (L)
'9/23/1988 con WATER DEPARTMENT WINS NATIONAL AWARD
9/26/1988 A105 RUN CITY WITHIN ITS MEANS (L)
9/28/1988 C015560FFICIALS DON'T HAVE SECRET TAX PLANS '
10/11/1988 C012 LAST-MINUTE WELL iSSUE UPSETS HUNKING
10/25/1988 A012 CHUNKING BALKS AT BOARD'S MALE TILT
10/25/1988 C021 GROUP--COMMISSION BACKS CIVIC CENTER
10/28/1988 A081 PANEL IS WAY OUT OF BALANCE (ED)
11/15/1988 con COMMISSION GIVES GRANTS TO GROUPS
11/23/1988 A081 VOTERS MUST SPEAK UP ON SPENDING (L)
11/28/1988 A083 CITY OFFICIALS ARE NOT ACTING REALISTICALLY (L)
11/29/1988 C012 BAN ON RESIDENTIAL PICKETING CONSIDERED
11/29/1988 C016 CITY EMPLOYEES TO GET 3 PERCENT PAY INCREASES
12/05/1988 C012 CITY DIVVIES UP FEDERAL GRANT MONEY
12/11/1988 A092 JUNKETS COSTLY FOR TAXPAYERS (L)
12/12/1988 A061 GOES OVERBOARD WITH BAN ON PICKETING
12/17/1988 A016 2 WOMEN EXPECTED TO JOIN CITY PANEL
12/26/1988 con CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AVAILABLE
12/26/1988 C012 SELECTION, TAX TOP CITY'S AGENDA
1/04/1989 C014 LOCAL FIRM WINS CITY CONTRACT
1/08/1989 A091 CITY NEEDS NEW GOVERNMENT (L)
1/09/1989 C015 CITY TO BACK STATE STUDY ON TAX REFORM
1/10/1989 A012 CITY COMMISSION BACKS TAX FREEZE
1/14/1989 C015 36CITY TO CONSIDER DRUG TESTING FOR APPLICANTS
1/15/1989 A134 CITY WORKER'S RIGHTS ABUSED (L)
1/17/1989 C016 TO STOP ISSUING STORAGE TANK PERMITS
1/18/1989 A081 CITY IN FIGHT AGAINST DRUGS (ED)
1/24/1989 C012 CITY VOTES TO RESCIND BID AWARD
1/29/1989 C012 STORAGE TANK PROPOSAL SET FOR FINAL REVIEW
1/31/1989 C012 BUSINESS ASKS CITY TO REJECT LOW BID
2/02/1989 C012 CITY FEARS PROBLEMS FROM TAX RULING
2/09/1989 AlOl ARE TRIPS WORTH THE COST (L)
2/09/1989 C023 FIRM WINS DELAY ON RIVAL'S CONTRACT
2/17/1989 C016 MAYOR WANTS CITY TO PASS 2-YEAR BUDGET
2/18/1989. C014 TAKING AIM AT CITY HALL
2/24/1989 A081 UTILITIES DEPARTMENT SHOULD SUPPORT ITSELF (ED)
2/25/1989 A012 LOCAL FINANCE OFFICIALS AT A LOSS
2/28/1989 C012 *CITY PURCHASES ARMORED VAN FOR $1
3/04/1989 C015 PAY INCREASE ON CITY'S AGENDA
3/08/1989 A081 CITY COMM NOT HURTING, BUT PAY HIKE OK (ED)
3/09/1989 A012 CITY UTILITY DIRECTOR'S JOB IN PERIL
3/09/1989 A081 PUBLIC OPINIONS ON A 4.5 PERCENT INCREASE
3/12/1989 A012 CITY SPLIT ON PAY HIKE FOR COMMISSIONERS
3/14/1989 C014 ^COMMISSIONERS GIVE SELVES PAY INCREASE
3/19/1989 An2 HUNKING, 'ASSISTANT' TOO COSTLY TO CITY (L)
3/27/1989 A012 ^OBSERVERS WONDER IF HUNKING WILL STAY IN FRAY
3/27/1989 A083 LEADERS SHOW GREED WHILE POOR GET POORER (L)
3/30/1989 con MAYOR--CITY HELD NO ILLEGAL MEETINGS
• 3/3071989 C021'CITIZENS BOARD'MAKES-' RECOMMENDATION
4/08/1989 A084 COMMISSION EARNS PAY (L)
4/09/1989 Alll PUBLIC HAS RIGHT TO EXPECT OPEN MEETINGS
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A/10/1989 BGI6 CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT PLANS MOVE
A/18/1989 AG12 TWO CITY HOUSING OFFICIALS QUIT
A/18/1989 CG12 COMMITTEE SUGGESTS WATER RATE HIKES
A/2G/1989 CGI6 WHY HOUSING PANEL LEADERS RESIGNED REMAINS A MYSTERY
A/23/1989 A1G3 OFFICIALS' RESPONSE PRAISED (L)
A/25/1989 CG12 KCLEANUP EFFORT TARGETS EAST SIDE
A/29/1989 CG12 KCITY COMMISSIONERS WANT TO SWITCH
5/G2/1989 CG12 UTILITIES DEPARTMENT TO BE REORGANIZED
5/07/1989 A121 CITY SHOULD RECONSIDER ITS GOVERNING OPTIONS (ED)
5/07/1989 A13A COMMISSION NEEDS GLASNOST (L)
5/18/1989 D016 CITY CANCELS TOWING PACT WITH 1 FIRM
5/30/1989 A081 USERS SHOULD PAY WATER BILL (ED)
5/30/1989 C012 *STATION MERGER PLAN WORRIES FIREFIGHTERS
5/31/1989 C031 WILLER INTERIM UTILITIES DIRECTOR
6/07/1989 coil CITY VOTES TO PUT REVENUE IN ONE FUND
6/07/1989 C012 ACCUSES CITY OF ILLEGALLY AWARDING BIDS
6/08/1989 C012 CANDIDATE ATTACKS HUNKING'S STREET SPENDING ' -
6/09/1989 C012 ^CANDIDATES DISAGREE ON PROPOSED PANEL
6/10/1989 A012 CITY UNCORKS SUNDAY LIQUOR PLAN
6/12/1989 A012 CHUNKING'S FIERCEST RIVAL--HERSELF
6/13/1989 COIA CHUNKING SEES FINANCIAL QUANDARY
6/13/1989 C015 CAMERA ANGLES CATCH CITY IN DISPUTE
6/13/1989 C021 COMMISSION HIKES FARES FOR CAB RIDES
6/13/1989 C021 CPANEL DELAYS VOTE ON SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES
6/1A/1989 A121 SUNDAY BAN DOESN'T MAKE SENSE (ED)
6/1A/1989 C012 CANDIDATE ASSAILS CITY PROJECT
6/16/1989 C015 CRICHARDSON--RIVAL LACKS PLANS FOR CITY
6/16/1989 C021 TV CAMERAS TO REMAIN UP FRONT
,t'6/1^7/L989 AOAl CA LOOK AT CITY COMMISSION CANDIDATES
6/17/1989 coll COMMISSION LIMITS TRIPODS TO NORTH WALL
6/21/1989 A012 HUNKING VS JAMISON
6/21/1989 A015CHEAD-TO-HEAD BATTLE COULD OUST HUNKING
6/27/1989 C012 CITY COMPROMISES ON SUNDAY LIQUOR BAN
6/28/1989 C012 HUNKING, JAMISON SPAR AT FORUM
7/0A/1989 C012 COMMISSION SUSPENDS MINORITY PREFERENCE PROGRAM
7/06/1989 AlOl JAMISON MUST NOW TELL US HIS VISION (ED)
7/07/1989 A015 CITY OFFICIALS JOB IN JEOPARDY
7/09/1989 A103 CONCERNED CITIZENS LEAD RETURN TO GOVERNMENT
7/10/1989 A012 KEXIT FROM CITY COMMISSION
7/11/1989 A081 THINK TWICE ABOUT ELIMINATING JOB (ED)
7/12/1989 A081 PROJECT MAKES SENSE (ED)
7/18/1989 C012 CITY ELIMINATES PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
7/29/1989 A012 3CS0FT-SP0KEN WHITE BUILDS QUIET CONSENSUS
8/0A/1989 AlOl ^PROVING TO BE A PLEASANT SURPRISE (ED)
8/0A/1989 AlOl WHITE STORY WAS ONE-SIDED (L)
8/08/1989 C012 *A NEW BILL COLLECTION METHOD COULD SAVE
8/19/1989 C016 ^JAMISON HEADING TO FLORIDA
8/21/1989 B016 COMMISSIONERS LOOK FOR CUTS IN CITY BUDGET
8/22/1989 C013 CITY MAY FAVOR ANNUAL RENTAL OF REYNOLDS BUILDING
8/31/1989 C023 CUTS 7 PROPOSED JOBS FROM WATER DIVISION
9/02/1989 C012 PLAN CALLS FOR WATER RATES TO RISE
9/11/1989 A081 WATER RATE HIKE HIGH BUT JUSTIFIED (ED)
9/15/1989 C012 GROUPS LOSE MONEY TO TIGHT CITY BUDGET
9/17/1989 C012 BOARD--TEEN HOME, MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATOR
9/19/1989 C015 CITY TURNS DOWN THRESHOLD ADDITION
9/26/1989 C012 seUTILITIES OFFICAL TAKES LAS VEGAS JOB
9/30/1989 A012 CITY MAY LIMIT GARBAGE HAULERS
10/10/1989 C012 CITY CONSIDERS APPLICATION FOR ANOTHER
10/16/1989 B012 KPUT STREET WORK IN PRIVATE HANDS
10/16/1989 B012 GARBAGE PLAN, DAY CARE ON AGENDA
10/17/1989 C012 CITY LIMITS NEW GARBAGE HAULERS
10/23/1989 BOll COMMISSION TO VOTE ON BUSINESS DISTRICT
11/21/1989 C012 CITY DELAYS AIST STREET DECISION
11/22/1989 C012 COMMISSION REVOKES SALVAGE FIRM'S PERMIT
11/29/1989 coil CITY APPROVES PLAN TO SAVE $32A,032
12/09/1989 C013 HEALTH DIRECTOR LOOKS FORWARD TO MOVING OFFICE
12/19/1989 A081 CITY PASSING BUCKS ON AMBULANCE ISSUE (L)
12/19/1989 B062 CITY COMMERCIAL BUILDING FEE INCREASE
12/23/1989 A083 WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BOND ISSUE (L)
1/09/1990 coil FIREFIGHTERS DISPLAY CONCERN ABOUT TALKS
1/11/1990 COIA DEPARTMENT CONSIDERS OFFICE SWAP
1/13/1990 C012 COMMISSIONERS CONSIDER RAISES
1/16/1990 A015 CITY COMMISSION GIVES ITSELF RAISE
1/17/1990 A012 TALKS STALL WITH CITY WORKERS
1/17/1990 A061 CITY TAXPAYERS DESERVE MORE (ED)
1/18/1990 A063 PERSONNEL DIRECTOR SHOULD TELL IT... (L)
rviy21/iL990 A09i-CITY SHOULD^CUT'DEADvWOOD ;ei/) V
1/28/1990 A092 CITY COULD USE MANAGER (L)
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2/04/1990 A081 TO FOCUS ON CITY, SCHOOL ISSUES (ED)
2/10/1990 C012 *BATTALION CHIEF BRINGS SUIT OVER SUSPENSION
2/10/1990 C014 UNION ASKS FACT FINDER FOR HELP
2/19/1990 AI04 OFFICIALS SHOULD BE INFORMED (L)
2/21/1990 A012 CITY KILLS INCINERATOR--FOR NOW
3/02/1990 A012 KCITY COMMISSIONER SEEKS SECOND TERM
3/24/1990 C012 COMMISSION CANDIDATES TACKLE ISSUES
3/24/1990 C015 OPTIMIST BINGO PLAN FACES CITY ROADBLOCK
3/26/1990 A063 NEEDS NEW PLAN TO KEEP WATER SAFE (L)
3/26/1990 C014 CITY TO DISCUSS BINGO RESQUEST
3/27/1990 C012 CITY REFUSES CLUB'S BINGO APPLICATION
3/28/1990 C012 *CHALLENGER CRITICIZES ANDERSON'S QUALIFICATIONS
4/02/1990 C015 COMMISSION FACES VOTE ON WATER DISTRICT
4/05/1990 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--WHAT SHOULD BE CANDIDATES CONCERNS
4/08/1990 A081 MCELHANEY BEST PICK IN CITY RACE (ED)
4/08/1990 C041 *CITY COMMISSION CANDIDATES FOR TUESDAY'S ELECTION
4/11/1990 A012 SANDERSON RE-ELECTED
4/25/1990 A012 LABOR DEPT SIDES WITH CITY IN DISPUTE
5/01/1990 C012 'SHADOWS' LEARN ABOUT GOVERNMENT
5/08/1990 A012 CITY OK'S PAY RAISE, BINGO HALL
5/21/1990 C012 XCITY COMMISSION CONSIDERS RECYCLING OPTIONS
5/29/1990 B012 CITY TO CONSIDER PARK EXPANSION
6/19/1990 C014 CITY MAKES MOVE TOWARD RECYCLING
7/16/1990 C016 CITY STREETS LIQUOR PERMIT ON AGENDA
7/17/1990 B015 CITY STREETS LIQUOR PERMIT ACTION DEFERRED
7/23/1990 A016 AMBULANCE FIRM WANTS 911 RIGHTS
7/25/1990 AOll XMOVE GOVERNMENT WORK INTO SCHOOL BUILDING
7/25/1990 A081 DOWNTOWN PLAN HAS POSSIBILITIES (ED)
.7/28/1990 A083 COMMISSIONERS SHOW BACKBONE IN VOTE (L)
8/21/1990 C015 COMMISSION OK'S PERMIT FOR DAY CARE
9/02/1990 N085 KCITY COMMISSION MEMBERS
9/05/1990 C012 TO HELP PAY FOR CLEANUP OF OIL SPILL
9/10/1990 A014 CITY OFFICES SEEK MORE FOR BUDGET
9/22/1990 C012 CITY OK'S 9-PERCENT BUDGET INCREASE
9/28/1990 Alll CITY GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE UPDATED (L)
10/31/1990 A012 CITY GIVES CARETRAUM LIFE
11/06/1990 A012 CITY HALTS CARETRAUM HOPES
11/11/1990 A012 KMASURS CRITICAL OF JAMISON'S FLIP-FLOP
11/14/1990 A012 OGDEN ALLIED FOR STUDY OF CONVENTION CENTER
11/18/1990 A081 DON'T HIRE A FOX TO GUARD CHICKENS (ED)
11/30/1990 AOll XKENNY ANDERSON DIES
11/30/1990 A032 COMMISSION TO FILL POSITION TEMPORARILY
12/03/1990 A012 *MAYOR MAY FIND OFFICE A STEPPING STONE
12/05/1990 A015 COMMISSIONERS NARROW FIELD, KEEP IT SECRET
12/05/1990 AlOl DON'T PUT CARETAKER ON COMMISSION (ED)
12/06/1990 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--CITY COMMISSIONERS
12/06/1990 coil REPLACEMENT MAY BE NAMED SOON
12/07/1990 A015 ^COMMISSIONER WILL BE NAMED THIS MORNING
12/08/1990 A012 KNEW COMMISSIONER IN LOVE WITH CITY
12/10/1990. C014 -BLOCK GRANT FUNDS GO BEFORE CITY
12/11/1990 AlOl COMMISSION BREAKS SPIRIT OF STATE LAW (ED)
12/11/1990 C012 HENKIN SWORN IN AS COMMISSIONER
12/15/1990 A012 CITY PLANS TO ADD HOLIDAY HONORING
12/25/1990 A015 AMBULANCE STUDY OK'D
12/30/1990 A091 APPOINTED OFFICIALS STRUGGLE FOR POWER (L)
1/12/1991 C015 2 AMBULANCE ADVOCATES CONSIDER RECALLING OFFICIALS
1/15/1991 A085 REMEMBER OFFICIALS WHO IGNORE VOTERS (L)
1/15/1991 coil CITY RESOLUTION OPPOSES GULF WAR
1/20/1991 EOll GROUP SEEKS RECALL OF COMMISSIONERS
1/29/1991 coil FIREFIGHTERS COMPLAIN TO CITY COMMISSION
1/29/1991 C015 CITY TO PAY FOR ANALYSIS OF GARBAGE
2/07/1991 C015 WATCHDOG GROUP RAPS CITY SALARIES
2/16/1991 A083 FULL-TIME PERSONNEL DIRECTOR NOT NEEDED (L)
2/20/1991 C015 CITY TO OFFER BONDS FOR IMPROVING PARKS
2/26/1991 B062 CITY'S OFFICE SPACE IS SUFFICIENT
2/27/1991 A074 MEDIA PROMOTE CITY CORRUPTION (L)
3/05/1991 B014 CITY TRANSFERS MONEY FOR RAISES
3/10/1991 E012 CITY BUYS HOMES TO MOVE STREET
3/16/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/19/1991 B015 CITY, COUNTY RESPOND TO CARETRAUM LAWSUIT
3/21/1991 A112 CITY REPLACES SENSIBLE, CONVENIENT UTILITY BILL (L)
3/25/1991 B012 CITY LAUDS RIGID BURNING ORDINANCE
4/01/1991 C015 COMMISSION TO MULL REZONING ISSUE TONIGHT
4/10/1991 C012 KDOUBTS GROW FOR CITY GOLF COURSE
4/16/1991 C012 COMMISSIONER TARGETS VIDEO LOTTERY
4/17/1991 C012 $500,00 FALLS PARK FACE LIFT
4/19/1991 C015' *ANDERSON ASSISTANT/'^DISPATCHER SEEK JOB
4/29/1991 A084 CITY SNAFU LEADS TO EXORBITANT BILL (L)
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5/02/1991 AlOl
5/07/1991 C012
5/1A/1991 A015
5/1A/1991 C012
5/22/1991 C031
5/28/1991 C012
5/29/1991 A012
5/30/1991 AlOl
5/30/1991 C014
6/01/1991 C012
6/01/1991 C012
6/02/1991 A012
6/03/1991 A102
6/0A/1991 A012
6/0A/1991 A081
6/05/1991 AlOl
6/06/1991' A012
6/09/1991 C012
6/11/1991 A012
6/11/1991 coil
6/12/1991 A104
6/1A/1991 A081
6/1A/1991 A083
6/18/1991 C014
6/29/1991 B012
7/18/1991 A012
7/21/1991 A081
7/27/1991 A015
.7/27/1991 A083
- •7728/1991 All4
7/31/1991 C012
8/19/1991 B016
8/25/1991 N123
9/04/1991 C015
9/07/1991 A015
9/09/1991 B015
9/10/1991 coil
9/14/1991 A015
9/23/1991 B016
9/24/1991 C012
9/28/1991 A016
9/29/1991 Alll
10/02/1991 AlOl
10/22/1991 C012
10/23/1991 A012
10/24/1991 A081
10/25/1991 A016
11/05/1991 A082
11/05/1991 C015
^11/09/1991 C012
11/13/1991 coil
11/16/1991 A012
11/18/1991 coil
' 11/19/1991 A012
11/20/1991 A081
11/25/1991 coil
11/26/1991 A012
11/30/1991 C013
12/07/1991 C012
12/14/1991 A016
12/31/1991 C012
1/11/1992 C012
1/13/1992 coil
1/28/1992 A012
1/29/1992 A012
1/31/1992 A051
2/02/1992 A095
2/12/1992 AlOl
2/14/1992 A016
2/15/1992 A012
2/16/1992 A093
2/24/1992 coil
3/07/1992 coil
3/07/1992 C012
3/07/1992 C015
3/10/1992 C012
3/14/1992 C012
KPUBLIC OPINIONS--CITY COMMISSION CANDIDATES
CITY LINKS BEER LICENSES, VIDEO PLAN
CITY PUTS REINS ON VIDEO LOTTERY
MAYORAL LONG SHOT PLOTS NO-COST CAMPAIGN
COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL EXPANDS
CONSIDERS BOND SALES TO IMPROVE PARKS
CITY HALTS NEW BEER LICENSES
SF NEEDS A FULL-TIME MAYOR (ED)
XWHITE CALLS NELSON'S PLAN IMPRACTICAL
COMMITTEE TO STUDY VIDEO GAMBLING
CANDIDATES SHARE VIEWS ON MEDICAL WASTE, LOTTERY
CITY ON TRIAL OVER STUDIES
MOST STUDIES NOT FOR ENGINEERING WORK (L)
BONDS TO BOOST CITY'S PARKS
STUDY CONTROVERSY A WORTHWHILE ISSUE (ED)
DON'T FORGET ABOUT SAVING OLD SCHOOL (ED) -
FIRE DEPT PROPOSES TO START AMBULANCE
CANDIDATES CONFORM ON BUILDING ISSUES
CITY TELLS CARETRAUM--WAIT AGAIN
CITY DEFERS ACTION ON RETAIL BEER LICENSES
CITY CANDIDATES SHOULD LIST PARTY AFFILIATIONS (L)
KNOBE BEST OPTION FOR FINANCE POST (ED)
3€MAY0R'S OFFICE FULL-TIME JOB
OWNER OF TOWING FIRM SUES CITY
5CLATE RISER MADE A DIFFERENCE
WOMEN FEEL SHUT OUT OF MALE-HEAVY CITY HALL
CITY HALL MALE CLUB NEEDS INTEGRATION (ED)
CITY WANTS BUDGET HIKE
MANY CAPABLE WOMEN SERVE ON CITY BOARDS (L)
VISITOR HAS QUESTIONS FOR SF LEADERS (L)
COMMISSIONER EXPECTS OPPOSITION ON WHEEL TAX
SWEETMAN PERMITS TOP CITY AGENDA
5«CITY ALTERNATES DAY, NIGHT MEETINGS
DEADLINE SET FOR SHORT-TERM AMBULANCE PLANS
CITY SLASHES WAY TOWARD BUDGET GOAL
SALE OF FIRE STATION TOPS CITY AGENDA
COMMISSION GIVES BUDGET FIRST READING
*CITY WANTS TO INCREASE DUMP FEES
SMOKING POLICY TO BE CONSIDERED
MEMBERS SAY STAAB OUT TO SILENCE THEM
COMMISSIONERS WHITTLE TAX PLAN TO BELOW ESTIMATES
ABSENT BOARD REPS AREN'T OF MUCH USE (L)
BIG SALARY INCREASES INFLATE CITY BUDGET (L)
CITY DOESN'T COMMIT TO WASHINGTON PLAN
OFFICIALS CLOSE MEETING ABOUT WASHINGTON
CLOSING MEETING WAS A BIG MISTAKE (ED)
MEETINGS CLOSED TO BUILD CONSENSUS
CLOSED SESSIONS MISUSED BY GROUP (L)
CITY OK'S HIRING AMBULANCE HELP
CITY TO'CONSIDER JOINING INVESTMENT POOL
CITY WANTS TO STUDY FUND FOR COMMUNITIES
CITY PAY INCREASES ON AGENDA
ANDERST BEGINS TERM ON CITY'S LEGAL STAFF
COMMISSIONERS VOTE THEMSELVES 5 PERCENT RAISES
COMMISSIONERS PAY THEMSELVES NICELY (ED)
CITY TO CONSIDER FEE INCREASES
SF RECONSIDERS LIQUOR LICENSE BAN
ARENA, PARK, SUNKEN GARDEN ON 5-YEAR AGENDA
SKI SLOPE ON CITY'S MONDAY AGENDA
BED, FOOD, BOOZE TAX REVIVED
CITY DELAYS GOLF COURSE DECISION
LANDFILL INCREASE MAY NOT BE FELT YET
FORT PIERRE GROUPS FALL SHORT ON FUNDS
CITY TO GIVE $100,000 TO RUSHMORE PROJECT
CITY'S RUSHMORE DONATION RAISES QUESTIONS
XRUSHMORE GIFT A SLAP IN FACE OF LOCAL NEEDS
PAVE STREETS WITH GOLD TO PUNCTUATE WASTE (L)
CITY SHOULD MOVE ON RECYCLING PLAN (ED)
COMMISSIONERS--CITY SHOULD BUY WASHINGTON
CITY CAN'T PICK UP RECYCLING COSTS, YET
PUBLIC OFFICIALS NEED TO SPEND WITH SOME SENSE (L)
PARK IMPROVEMENTS TOP CITY AGENDA
96SKADSEN TO SEEK 2ND COMMISSION TERM
CITY TO APPOINT SOLID-WASTE BOARD
COMMISSION WEIGHS LIQUOR LICENSE BAN
CITY NAMES SOLID WASTE PLANNING BOARD
CITY "WON'' Ti BUDGE ON' ARENA•^REQUEST
WASHINGTON PLANS HIT ROADBLOCK
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SUBJECT
CITY GOVT-SF
CITY GOVT-VE
CITY GOVT-WA
V*eiTYJiGOVT-WO-
CITY GOVT-YA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/17/1992 A014 CITY COMMITS TO WHS MOVE, SETS CONDITIONS
3/26/1992 CD12 WITH WHS, ONE DECISION AFFECTS ANOTHER
4/11/1992 A016 REDUCED FARES FOR WHS BLOCKED BY CITY
4/11/1992 C012 KCITY CLINGS TO WASHINGTON PLAN
4/12/1992 A061 A GOOD WAY TO SAVE CITY SPACE (ED)
4/17/1992 A021 CONDUCT OF CITY QUESTIONED AT CARETRAUM HEARING
4/18/1992 A015 SHOUTS TRADED ON CARETRAUM
4/21/1992 A012 COUNTY, CITY SPAR
4/24/1992 BOll *RADIO SONG RAPS 'SECRETS' OF CITY HALL
4/28/1992 C012 CITY URGED TO ACT ON WHS PLAN
5/10/1992 AlOl FOCUS CITY ELECTION ON FUTURE (ED)
5/17/1992 F012 CITY BIDDING UNFAIR, TRUCK DEALER SAYS
5/19/1992 C015 COMMISSIONERS OK ADDITIONAL VIDEO LOTTERY TAX
5/20/1992 AlOl CITY HALL NEEDS LEADER (L)
5/25/1992 C012 CITIZENS FIND ACTION SPEAKS TO LEADERS
5/30/1992 D014 CITY COMMISSION HOPEFULS SPEAK OUT
6/04/1992 C012 SURVEY--CITY SERVICE COSTS LOW
6/08/1992 A043 CITY LEADERS NEED FINANCIAL COMMON SENSE (L)
6/16/1992 C015 TO VOTE ON YARD WASTE BAN MONDAY
6/18/1992 A081 STEENSLAND AHEAD GOING INTO RUNOFF (ED)
6/24/1992 A021 MASUR APOLOGIZES FOR FIRING PLEDGE
7/01/1992 AlOl 5CSTEENSLAND SHOULD FOCUS ON THE FUTURE (ED)
7/06/1992 A083 COUNCIL-MANAGER PLAN UNJUSTLY CRITICIZED (L)
7/07/1992 C012 SfMORE TESTIMONY AWAITS FIRE SAFETY, 1-229 GUIDELINES
7/12/1992 A012 ^LANDLORD ROLE NO CONFLICT, OFFICIALS SAY
7/14/1992 A063 COUNCIL-MANAGER PLAN CRITICIZED (L)
7/16/1992 A102 TAXES INCREASING, BUT HOW'S MONEY USED (L)
7/20/1992 A081 HOUSING PROBLEMS CAN'T BE IGNORED (ED)
7/21/1992 B012 CITY COMMISSION DELAYS 1-229 VOTE
8/04/1992 A061 SPENDTHRIFT OFFICIALS ARE DRIVING UP TAXES (L)
8/23/1992 H045 KFIVE MEMBERS SERVE AS CITY COMMISSIONERS
8/25/1992 B012 STEENSLAND LOSES BID TO REVAMP BOARD
8/29/1992 A016 WHS NOT PART OF THE PICTURE AT CITY HALL
9/01/1992 A015 TO PURSUE PLANS FOR NEW GOLF COURSE
9/03/1992 A081 CITY HAS OBLIGATION TO LOW-INCOME, TOO (ED)
9/09/1992 A012 CITY COMMISSION DROPS CONVENTION STUDY
9/11/1992 B012 SF GOVERNMENT IN TOP 10
9/15/1992 A015 CITY TO CUT MORE FROM BUDGET
9/19/1992 C012 *SHARED OFFICES STILL POSSIBLE
10/01/1992 BOll COMMISSIONERS OFFERED TRIP TO CENTER
10/01/1992 B012 36CITY ADDS 1.3 PERCENT TO TAX BILL
10/07/1992 B012 CITY SHOULD MOVE ON BONDS FOR CENTERS
10/19/1992 B012 GOLF COURSE, BILLBOARD ISSUES TOP CITY AGENDA
10/20/1992 A015 GOLFERS TO PAY FOR CITY COURSE
10/31/1992 A012 CITY TO CONSIDER NEW SNOW REMOVAL RULES
11/17/1992 A015 SHEARS CASE ON LAND DISPUTE NEAR MALL
11/28/1992 B015 CITY MAY BUY MORE PARKING
12/01/1992 BOll CITY OK'S EXTRA MONEY FOR STADIUM FIX-UP
,12/11/1992 AlOl,CITY,SHOULD SPEND ONLY WHAT IT HAS (L)
12/16/1992 AlOl COMMISSIONERS OWE CARETRAUM FOR WOES (L)
12/29/1992 B012 CITY GOES BY BOOK ON $1 DEAL
2/04/1982 D053 FIRED FINANCE OFFICER SUES CITY
3/04/1982 D051 REGENTS, VERMILLION TO SETTLE LANDFILL FEE
8/29/1982 BOll VE'S EFFORT TO DUMP POSITION HITS SNAG
9/03/1982 coil VERMILLION INSPECTOR'S JOB ELIMINATED
9/19/1982 coil CITY ENGINEER PUSHING FOR INSPECTOR POST-VE
9/22/1982 C041 VERMILLION BUILDING INSPECTOR JOB CUT
12/30/1982 D032 JUDGE DISMISSES 2ND RUPLE SUIT
1/15/1983 B032 CITY WITHIN RIGHTS TO FIRE WORKER, COURT SAYS
1/26/1983 D051 VERMILLION REINSTATES INSPECTOR'S JOB
3/26/1983 BOll VERMILLION COUNCIL DRAWS FIRE FOR ADS
4/06/1983 coil 111 APPLY FOR VERMILLION CITY MANAGER JOB
5/04/1983 C061 VERMILLION COUNCIL CHANGES MIND ON INSPECTION
5/18/1983 coil VERMILLION HIRES CITY MANAGER
5/22/1983 C051 JOB DIVIDES VERMILLION COUNCIL
10/03/1990 C034 COMMUNITY GROUPS RECEIVE PARTIAL FUNDING
12/09/1990 E031 FIRM SUES VERMILLION ON ILLEGAL BID CHARGE
10/09/1991 C032 VERMILLION, USD SIGN TV PACT TO BROADCAST
4/12/1992 D022 ^EXCAVATOR CHALLENGES VERMILLION MAYOR
4/08/1982 D051 WATERTOWN FIRE CHIEF TO QUIT MAY 1
3/01/1986 C021 FARMER PLEADS NO CONTEST TO HARASSING MAYOR
7/20/1986 E021 WATERTOWN GETS THE GRANT BUT LOSES THE LAND
4/27/1991 C033 WATERTOWN MAYOR WANTS TO LIMIT VIDEO LOTTERY
5/13/1991 C033 WATERTOWN FACES LANDFILL DECISION
10/25/1992 F022 WATERTOWN AIRPORT BOSS TO LOSE JOB
«10/26/199;lwA012 ! T0WN i;NEARSv SH0WD0WNi^WITH^ MAYOR
9/17/1982 coil COUNCIL REQUESTS MANAGER'S RESIGNATION
9/18/1982 C013 YANKTON CITY MANAGER OFFERS RESIGNATION
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SUBJECT
CITY GOVT-VA
CITYvHALL-SF
CITY ORDINANCE
CITY PLANNING-AB
CITY PLANNING-BR
CITY PLANNING-DE
CITY PLANNING-HA
CITY PLANNING-RC
CITY PLANNING-RV
CITY'PLANNrNG-SF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/2A/1982 CQ^Z SUIT AGAINST YANKTON SETTLED OUT OF COURT
I/15/I983 B031 YANKTON HIRES CITY MANAGER
5/17/1987 coil SETTLEMENT MADE IN BOY'S DEATH
9/30/1992 BOII YANKTON COUNCIL CUTS CITY PROPERTY TAXES
12/05/1992 B0I2 YANKTON TRAIL, CITY DEBATE LAND
10/25/1988 C02I CITY TO SNUFF OUT CIGARETTES NOVEMBER 1
A/29/1991 C0I5 CITY HALL MAY BE REMOVED
A/30/1991 con FIRMS HIRED TO PLAN CITY HALL REMODELING
6/0A/I99I AOIA COMMISSIONERS SHELVE CITY HALL RENOVATION
SEE ALSO SUBJECTS OF ORDINANCE
6/26/1982 C03I STURGIS CHANGES ORDINANCES FOR MOTORCYLE RALLY
7/I8/I982 B05I IF YOU WANT TO SPIT ON THE SIDEWALK, DON'T GO...
3/2A/I983 COAl THEATER OWNER WILL SUE IF CITY BARS TEENS
6/27/1983 con COMMISSION VOTES ON CHANGING ZONING PLAN
I/29/I98A C0I5 SIDEWALK SPITTERS WON'T BE FINED
7/12/I98A C0A2 MAN CHALLENGES CITY ON INSPECTION LAW
6/2A/1985 C013 ORDINANCE TARGETS HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
8/07/1988 EOIl LANGFORD GETS RID OF FINE FOR SPITTING
3/09/1990 C021 BROOKINGS CONSIDERS EXOTIC DANCING BAN
3/15/1990 C023 COMMISSION PASSES DANCING MEASURE
3/19/1990 B022 CURFEW ORDINANCE UNDER CONSIDERATION
2/19/1991 C03<i RC UPDATING OUT-OF-DATE ORDINANCES
3/25/1991 B012 CITY LAUDS RIGID BURNING ORDINANCE
3/25/1991 B041 ORDINANCE WON'T AFFECT EXISTING INCINERATORS
9/18/1991 C012 BROOKINGS PANEL TABLES NOISE ORDINANCE PROPOSAL
9/29/1991 C035 STUDENTS, OFFICIALS FACE OFF OVER ORDINANCE
10/02/1991 C031 COMMISSION PASSES NOISE ORDINANCE
10/08/1991 C012 DECISION ON RECYCLING ORDINANCE DELAYED 2 WEEKS
./6/09/.199^ A012 CITY OFFICIALS, BUILDERS WANT FIRE CODE CHANGE
7/13/1992 C012 SPRINKLER FIGHT GOES TO CITY HALL
7/IA/I992 C015 *BOTH SIDES OF DEBATE ON SPRINKLERS PRESENT CASES
7/28/1992 B016 TOUGHER SPRINKLER LAW OK'D
8/1^/1992 B032 MITCHELL WEIGHS SKATEBOARDING OPTIONS
8/26/1992 B021 ABERDEEN CONSIDERS INCREASING CITY FINES
9/30/1992 B016 DAY-CARE PROVIDERS TARGETING CITY LAW
12/12/1986 C021 SPECIAL ELECTION MAY BE CALLED ON ANNEXATION
7/25/1990 C032 ANNEXATION PLAN PASSES FIRST HURDLE
2/13/1991 C031 RESIDENTS CRITICIZE ANNEXATION PROPOSAL
5/I0/I99I C031 COUNTY OK'S REVISED ANNEXATION PLAN
5/28/1990 C033 HEARING WILL DISCUSS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
2/10/1991 B035 DEADWOOD WAIVES HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS
2/20/1991 C036 HARTFORD ANNEXES LAND
7/15/1982 C031 RAPID CITY TRIES TO ANNEX AREA
7/15/1982 C051 JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT TO CLOSE MISSION
10/29/1982 COAl RAPID CITY BUSINESSES TRY TO HALT ANNEXATION
3/16/1985 C021 RAPID CITY ANNEXATION LEGAL, COURT RULES
7/31/1986 C031 COUNTY BOARD OK'S ANNEXATION OF RAPID VALLEY
12/IA/1986 E023 RAPID CITY PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENTS
12/03/1991 C035 RAPID VALLEY RESIDENTS FEELING GROWING PAINS
'3/25/1982:0011 WOMAN-PLANS PETITION DRIVE OVER ANNEXATION
A/16/1982 C032 WOMAN FIGHTS ANNEXATION OF FROEHLICH AREA
A/20/1982 B031 RESIDENT BLASTS COMMISSION OVER ANNEXATION
6/02/1982 con WOMAN SUES CITY OVER FROELICH ANNEXATION
6/02/1982 con BLOCK 11 8 MAIN AVE--SOMETHING DOESN'T SQUARE
6/06/1982 BOll SEARCH CONTINUES FOR DEVELOPER FOR BLOCK 11
6/06/1982 B016 PAYMENTS FOR RAMP START IN '86
6/06/1982 EOll KBLOCK 11 QUANDARY
6/08/1982 BOll CITY COMMISSION OK'S STORM SEWER SYSTEM
6/12/1982 B021 'NO' VOTE URGED ON BEADLE PARK TRANSFER (L)
6/13/1982 C021 BEADLE PARK SWAP WORTHWHILE (ED)
6/15/1982 BOll FROEHLICH ANNEXATION INJUNCTION DISMISSED
6/16/1982 con VOTERS OK BEADLE PARK LAND TRANSFER
7/02/1982 con BEADLE RESIDENTS TO SCHOOL BOARD
7/20/1982 BOll ORCHARD HEIGHTS KEEPS COUNTY APPEARANCE
7/26/1982 B02A ARENA NEEDS CLEANING (L)
8/09/1982 BOll *CITY CAN'T TAKE COUNTRY OUT OF ORCHARD HEIGHTS
8/16/1982 COIA ^LANDOWNER FIGHTS OVER PROPERTY
9/16/1982 C015 RESIDENTS CHALLENGE SF ANNEXATION PLAN
9/22/1982 con *HAYWARD RESIDENTS WILL FIGHT CITY HALL
9/23/1982 C02A ANNEXATION PROPOSAL PREMATURE, COSTLY (L)
9/27/1982 B012 CITY DEFENDS UNPOPULAR ANNEXATION PLAN
9/29/1982 con RESIDENTS TELL CITY HALL TO STAY OUT
10/12/1982 C033 NORTON ACRES RESIDENTS OPPOSE ANNEXATION
10/18/1982 con BENEFITS OF ANNEXING NEIGHBORHOODS EXCEED COSTS
10/19/1982 COl^ CITY PROCEEDS WITH ANNEXATION PLANS
n/0<»/I982 ,C022 HAYWARD RESIDENT TO CITY (L)
'Il/087r982 B03r COMMISSION TO'DECIDE OM ANNEXATION
11/09/1982 BOll FLAW CORRECTED--CITY WANTS TO ANNEX HAYWARD
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CITY PLANNING-SF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1982 coil BLOCK 11 HOTEL PROJECT UP FOR QUARTERLY REVIEW
11/12/1982 C021 CITY STAFF SHOULD DO BETTER ANNEXING JOB CD
11/14/1982 DOll XHAYWARD--QUIET, RURAL ATMOSPHERE
11/14/1982 DOll 3CCITY PLANNER TARGET OF CITIZENS' ANGER
11/14/1982 D013 ^COMMISSIONERS TO DECIDE CITY DEVELOPMENT
11/16/1982 coil XCITY COMMISSION APPROVES ANNEXATION
11/17/1982 B023 SIDES WITH THOSE OPPOSING ANNEXATION CD
11/17/1982 B061 COMMISSION VOTES ON NORTON ACRES ANNEXATION
11/20/1982 B025 LEAVE HAYWARD ALONE CD
11/23/1982 B021 SF DOWNTOWN PLANNING ANTICIPATES AN UPTURN CED)
11/26/1982 C02I SF ANNEXATION POLICY A PLUS FOR COMMUNITY CED)
12/06/1982 A013 KHAYWARD ANNEXATION COSTLY
12/07/1982 coil ^COMMISSION ANNEXES EASTERN PART OF HAYWARD
12/08/1982 C014 ^HAYWARD WON'T GIVE UP WITHOUT FIGHT
12/11/1982 C024 CITY LACKS COMPELLING REASON FOR ANNEXATION CD
12/14/1982 B014 HANSON OWNS ANNEXED LAND
12/23/1982 C013 HAYWARD RESIDENTS TAKE ANNEXATION FIGHT
12/24/1982 C032 JUDGE TO RULE ON HAYWARD ANNEXATION
12/28/1982 coil JUDGE GRANTS INJUNCTION TO DELAY HAYWARD ANNEXATION
12/31/1982 C031 HAYWARD RESIDENTS SUBMIT PETITIONS
1/05/1983 D014 NO COUNTY VOTE ON HAYWARD ANNEX
1/06/1983 C032 LETTERS FLY AS ANNEXATION CLOSES IN ON COURTS
1/08/1983 C016 VOTE ORDERED ON ANNEXATION
1/10/1983 C023 ASSAILS OFFICIALS ON HAYWARD ANNEXATION CD
1/18/1983 B021 CITY, HAYWARD PEOPLE BOTH LOSE ON ANNEXATION CD
1/23/1983 C031 MOBILE HOME RESIDENT OPPOSES ANNEXATION
1/24/1983 DOll DECISION ON ANNEXATION DUE TODAY
;l/24/1983 D031 CITY ZONING ON COMMISSION AGENDA
1/25/1983 B015 5CJUDGE--ANNEX OF HAYWARD WAS INVALID
1/26/1983 DOll SELECTION ON HAYWARD ANNEXATION UNNECESSARY
2/07/1983 B051 HAYWARD RESIDENT MADE GOOD ANNEX FIGHT
2/10/1983 DOll ANNEXATION MEANS EXTRA WORK S OFFICERS
6/22/1983 BOll ^WAREHOUSE DISTRICT PACT, PRESENT, FUTURE
8/16/1983 B031 COMMISSION APPROVES PLAN FOR HAYWARD ANNEXATION
8/17/1983 C021 HAYWARD'S ANNEXATION EXCELLENT COMPROMISE CED)
8/31/1983 B022 MARION ROAD LACKS SIDEWALK CD
9/13/1983 B014 LAND SALE BOOSTS URBAN DEVELOPMENT
12/10/1983 C012 *CITY GAINS $50 MILLION PROJECT
3/31/1984 C023 SALES TAX COULD HELP DOWNTOWN CD
3/31/1984 C024 DOWNTOWN PROJECT WILL BRING REVENUE
4/02/1984 C021 TAX BREAK JUSTIFIED FOR DOWNTOWN RENEWAL CED)
7/08/1984 C041 CITY OFFICIALS WILL EXPLAIN ANNEXATION PLANS
7/11/1984 D013 HAYWARD RESIDENTS TO DISCUSS ANNEXATION
7/12/1984 C013 HAYWARD ANNEXATION--SOME STILL UPSET
3/15/1985 C013 DEVELOPERS FEAR CITY'S BITE INTO PLANS
8/06/1985 B035 HAYWARD RESIDENTS CONTINUE FIGHT AGAINST ANNEXATION
7/24/1986 C014 GROUPS UNVEIL PLANS FOR CITY
8/03/1986 AOll DEVELOPERS DISCOVER GREEN ACRES IN SF
10/28/1986 C014 CITY OK'S CONDEMNING LAND
10/29/1986 B012 RESIDENTS LOBBY FOR CHANGE
4/09/1987 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON BLAUVELT BUILDING & MILLS STREET
8/20/1988 A083 COMMISSION IGNORES PROTESTS ON REZONING CD
9/21/1988 CG13 sePLANNING OFFICE SKETCHES RIVERFRONT PROJECT
12/15/1988 C012 BOARD AGAINST 26TH ST MCDONALD'S
12/18/1988 EOll JOHN VAN DE WALLE ELECTED CHAIRMAN
12/20/1988 C012 CITY WILL ALLOW MCDONALD'S TO BUILD
2/03/1989 A012 ^DEVELOPERS PROPOSE WEST-SIDE SHOPPING CENTER
3/07/1989 A083 PRESERVE NATURAL AREAS CD
3/09/1989 C014 PANEL REJECTS CAR WASH PROPOSAL
3/20/1989 coil CITY TO CONSIDER CAR WASH PROPOSAL
3/21/1989 A013 COMMISSIONERS REJECT 26TH ST CAR WASH
5/24/1989 AlOl TWO MAJOR CHALLENGES CONFRONT CED)
6/15/1989 A012 XHOTEL, STORES NEAR MALL CLEAR FIRST HURDLE
6/20/1989 C015 COMMISSION FOR CITY YOUTH CENTER
6/22/1989 A084 PUT CITY HALL IN HIGH SCHOOL CD
8/10/1989 C0I5 CITY PLANNERS OK NEW LEWIS STORE
8/18/1989 AlOl NEW DRUG STORE LEAVES UNANSWERED QUESTIONS CD ,
11/09/1989 C012 PLANNERS TURN DOWN EASTSIDE APARTMENTS
12/13/1989 D086 PANEL WEIGHS CAR WASH, BANK PERMITS
12/14/1989 C016 CITY OK'S BUILDING PROPOSALS
2/01/1990 C041 COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER PLANS
2/04/1990 EOll PLANS INCLUDE CHURCH, STORE
2/08/1990 C012 HY-VEE OK'D, GET-N-GO NO GO
3/08/1990 coil PLANNING BOARD CANCELS MEETING
3/22/1990 C026 CITY, COUNTY TO MEET ON GROWTH PLANS
' '3/23/1990' C02I LTNC0LNr MINNEHAHA"DISeUSS 'GROWING PAINS'
8/14/1990 C016 CITY PASSES DOWNTOWN FUNDING PLAN
8/26/1990 A012 5fSF MOVES SOUTH OF BORDER
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CITY PLANNING-SF
CITY PLANNING-TE
CITY STREETS
CITY SURPLUS
CIULEI LIVIU
CIVIC CENTER
CIVIL AIR PATROL
CIVIL DEFENSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/26/1990 C012 *CITY WANTS TO EXPAND SOUTH
12/03/1990 COIA TO DECIDE FUTURE OF PLANNED APARTMENTS
12/0A/1990 C012 APARTMENT COMPLEX PLAN REJECTED
12/06/1990 C012 REZONING PAVES WAY FOR CONDOS
1/02/1991 C012 NEIGHBORS WANT GOLF COURSE, NOT HOUSING UNITS
1/08/1991 A012 NEIGHBORS TO FIGHT CONDOMINIUM RULING
1/14/1991 A081 CONDO MAY BE PLUS FOR NEIGHBORHOOD (ED)
3/06/1991 C016 PANEL TO CONSIDER ORDINANCE TONIGHT
3/10/1991 D012 9CMARI0N ROAD GOES COMMERCIAL
4/11/1991 A012 XCITY STUDIES FURTHER ANNEXATION
7/29/1991 B032 XSF GROWTH PROMPTS STUDY ON LINCOLN COUNTY
8/08/1991 C015 PLANNING COMMISSION OK'S CONCRETE PLANT
9/11/1991 C012 36CITY PUTS ANNEXATION ON FAST TRACK
10/21/1991 BOll CITY TO CONSIDER SOUTHERN ANNEXATION
10/25/1991 C012 SF ANNEXATION PLAN GETS NOD
12/17/1991 coil COMMISSIONERS ANNEX LAND SOUTH OF CITY
1/08/1992 C012 PLANNING COMMISSION TO EYE USED-CAR LOTS
1/23/1992 A012 ^BROTHERS AWARDED $450,000 IN LAND SUIT AGAINST CITY
2/13/1992 C012 SCHOOL BUILDING PLANS ANGER RESIDENTS
3/19/1992 C012 BOARD ADMITS TARDINESS IN GROWTH STUDY
4/01/1992 C012 PARK-IT, WORK RELEASE SITES ON AGENDA
4/02/1992 C012 2 SITES GIVEN WORK-RELEASE PERMITS
4/14/1992 A012 ^DEVELOPERS DISPUTE 41ST STREET PLANS
4/18/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
4/19/1992 E012 XCITY ABSORBS RURAL COUSINS
4/25/1992 D015 KRONNING SUES OVER PROPERTY
5/10/1992 A012 J6PLANNERS, DEVELOPERS FORESEE GROWTH SPURT
5/10/1992 A091 *SF IN 2015
5/10/1992 A095 PLAN'S OBJECTIVE TO CONTROL GROWTH
6702/l'992 C012 CITY COMMISSIONERS SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT PLANS
9/04/1992 A014 KBRADY ESTATES HOMEOWNERS WANT RONNING SITE REZONED
12/07/1992 A012 3fWE USED TO LIVE HERE
12/26/1992 A012 ^RESEARCH CENTER PROPOSED FOR SF SITE
12/28/1992 B014 GOOD SAMARITAN MARKS BIRTHDAY WITH A VISION
2/04/1992 C012 TEA FACES GROWING CONCERNS
3/09/1990 C012 PARENTS MAY TOUR YOUTH CENTER FIRST
7/23/1990 B012 CITY STREETS WILL SHOW ITS RESTAURANT PLAN
6/07/1992 C012 *A GOOD DEAL
3/03/1982 DOll XBOLD SEASON NOT BOLD ENOUGH FOR DIRECTOR
SEE COMMUNITY CENTER
10/01/1988 C016 CIVIC CENTER PROGRESS
1/20/1983 B051 WING CONFERENCE JAN 29 AND 30
1/23/1983 C016 PLANE SEARCH CALLED OFF
1/24/1983 A012 SD AIR PATROL BELIEVE EVERYTHING THEY HEAR
3/09/1983 B051 CIVIL AIR PATROL AWARDS ANNOUNCED
5/13/1983 C041 *UP IN THE AIR
5/31/1984 C041 STATE'S AIR PATROL WILL COMPETE NATIONALLY
6/21/1985 C021 AIR PATROL CADETS TOUGH OUT TRAINING CAMP
7/14/1987 C023 GREGORY IN CIVIL AIR PATROL COMPETITION
8/02/1987 con CADETS LEARN HOW TO FILL UP ON BUGS
9/01/1987 C021 SD YOUTHS WIN REGION CIVIL AIR PATROL EVENT
1/20/1988 C074 xHENDRIX RECEIVES EARHART AWARD
3/19/1988 con CIVIL AIR PATROL TO HOLD CONVENTION
3/20/1988 con CIVIL AIR PATROL HONORS MEMBERS
3/22/1988 C021 JOE FOSS SENIOR SQUADRON WINS AWARD
7/26/1989 con SD CIVIL AIR PATROL BEATS NORTH DAKOTA
3/13/1991 con TO MEET SATURDAY
4/28/1991 DOll AIR PATROL PRACTICE SUCCESS DESPITE WINDS
11/18/1991 C032 *CHECK IT OUT
11/10/1992 BOll AIR PATROL BEGINS SEARCH FOR COUPLE
2/02/1982 A085 CIVIL DEFENSE VOLUNTEERS HONORED
3/10/1982 C051 FEDERAL BUDGET COULD INCLUDE MORE MONEY
4/02/1982 C021 GARRETSON SPILL SHOWS CRISIS SYSTEM WORKS (ED)
4/26/1982 B033 MINNEHAHA COUNTY UPDATING CIVIL DEFENSE PLANS
5/15/1982 C041 RC SIREN SETS OFF DELUGE OF CONCERNED CALLS
5/16/1982 DOll KA COLD WAR FALLOUT SHELTER--READY AND WAITING
5/16/1982 D014 EVACUEES WOULD HEAD NORTH
5/20/1982 D051 VANDERLOO RENAMED TO COUNCIL
5/21/1982 B054 DOROTHY LEWIS RECALLS LAST TIME THE CD'S MET
5/23/1982 B061 *IN DEFENSE OF CIVIL DEFENSE
11/23/1982 A075 CIVIL PREPAREDNESS OFFICERS NAMED
1/13/1983 A015 ^FLOODED RADIOACTIVE VAULT--NO DANGER
1/19/1983 Cn5 CIVIL DEFENSE HONORS 4
1/22/1983 A091 THANKS TO COUNTY CIVIL DEFENSE (L)
10/18/1983 con MINNEHAHA COUNTY, ABERDEEN RECEIVE TRUCKS
5/16/1984 D014 PROPOSED LAW WOULD MONITOR BURIED FUEL TANKS
''5/24/1984%B0np*FAKE' FIRE'j'^ BCPLOSION "TEST vCREWS
5/10/1985 C015 CIVIL DEFENSE RESERVE POLICE OFFICERS SWORN IN
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CIVIL DEFENSE
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
CIVIL RIGHTS
6/23/1985
11/02/1985
ll/lA/1985
<1/09/1986
8/28/1986
9/03/1986
9/19/1986
9/22/1986
1/20/1988
5/20/1989
12/05/1989
12/05/1989
12/13/1989
6/29/1990
1/09/1991
7/01/1992
9/1A/1990
2/21/1982
5/12/1982
5/15/1982
6/11/1982
6/15/1982
6/26/1982
8/03/1982
8/0A/1982
9/07/1982
,9/08/1982
9/1A/1982
9/18/1982
9/30/1982
10/01/1982
10/01/1982
10/01/1982
10/07/1982
10/08/1982
10/20/1982
10/29/1982
11/02/1982
11/08/1982
2/03/1983
2/05/1983
2/07/1983
2/27/1983
A/12/1983
A/13/1983
A/21/1983
5/15/1983
/ = 7/1A/1983
8/02/1983
8/08/1983
8/09/1983
1/18/198A
2/06/198A
7/05/198A
8/0A/198A
8/20/198A
9/30/198A
10/22/198A
10/23/198A
3/13/1985
5/22/1985
7/02/1985
7/05/1985
8/23/1985
8/27/1985
2/22/1986
3/08/1986
3/25/1986
7/29/1986
7/31/1986
8/02/1986
8/21/1986
A/15/1987
6/28/1987
^10/li/T987'^
12/11/1987
12/12/1987
COIA
AlOl
BOll
B013
C031
B022
C022
A061
C075
coil
coil
coil
coil
A06A
C036
AOIA
A012
BOll
coil
C015
coil
BOAl
COAl
BOll
coil
B033
C012
C032
coil
A012
A012
C021
C023
C012
C015
C031
C033
B015
B023
C015
BOll
B031
B021
A015
C03A
C031
B0A3
C012
B033
B013
C016
A013
A071
C021
B03A
C031
A012
COIA
BOAl
DOll
B035
con
A102
con
COIA
A081
AlOl
A081
C021
C025
C035
C021
BOAl
EOAl
Bon
C012
A012
KNETWORK TO WARN RESIDENTS
COULD LOCAL OFFICALS WITHSTAND (L)
^PRACTICING FOR A DISASTER
RULE WOULDN'T REQUIRE MORE WORKERS
RURAL AREAS IN DARK IN STORMS
CIVIL DEFENSE CHANGE PROPOSED
CIVIL DEFENSE VOLUNTEERS GET ANSWERS
CHANGE WOULD IMPROVE COUNTY CIVIL DEFENSE (ED)
CIVIL DEFENSE VOLUNTEERS HONORED
EARLY-MORNING SIREN AWAKENS RESIDENTS
CIVIL DEFENSE TO GET FREE CELLULAR PHONES
CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR TAKES POST THIS WEEK
CIVIL DEFENSE CHIEF RECOGNIZED FOR WORK
XCIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR ON SIRENS
COMMISSION REVAMPS SNOW EMERGENCY PLAN
COMPUTER TO HELP SF RESPOND TO SPILL
^PROTESTING PRIEST RESTS IN JAIL
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, HUMAN RELATIONS
MINORITY LEADERS AWAIT REWRITE
SPENCER COUPLE'S FALSE-ARREST TRIAL OPENS
COUPLE WINS $15,000 IN CIVIL RIGHTS CASE
KOERNER'S APPOINTMENT UPSETS SUPPORTERS
CITY C0MM1SS10N--0FF1CE DOESN'T NEED LARGER STAFF
JUDGE DISMISSES BEAR BUTTE SUIT AGAINST STATE
CIVIL RIGHTS ADVOCATES CRITICIZE CITY'S HIRING PLAN
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROTECTS STATUS QUO
MAN CLAIMS SF POLICEMAN VIOLATED HIS RIGHTS
RIGHTS SUIT AGAINST OFFICER RESOLVED
HIRING PLAN CONFUSING, KNOBE SAYS
FORMER FIRST-GRADE INSTRUCTOR HAS FILED SUIT
PETERSON, WINGLER-CUT RIGHTS OFFICE
XFUTURE OF RIGHTS OFFICE IN DOUBT
COMMISSIONERS SHOULD TELL STAND (ED)
^CITIZENS ON CIVIL RIGHTS
THE HUMAN RELATIONS 0FF1CE--A $6<i,000 QUESTION
BACKERS OF RIGHTS OFFICE WANT TO KNOW ACCUSERS
PETERSON EVALUATES CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICE
PROGRESS SEEN NOW FOR SF CIVIL RIGHTS (L)
CIVIL RIGHTS BACKERS RALLY
ADVICE FOR WINGLER ABOUT CIVIL RIGHTS (L)
BILL IS STEP BACKWARDS IN CIVIL RIGHTS
CITY HIRING IMPROVES
CITY MINORITY PLAN VOTE TONIGHT
SHIFTING RIGHTS CASES HARDSHIP (ED)
RIGHTS OFFICE SHOW BIAS, NAACP SAYS
KNOBE DISPUTES CHARGES AGAINST RIGHTS COMMISSION
CITY RESPONDS TO DISCRIMINATION CHARGES
JURY--MAN'S CIVIL RIGHTS NOT VIOLATED
MAN SUES .50 FOR VIOLATING HIS CIVIL RIGHTS
FIRED FIREFIGHTER FILES SUIT
3CC1T1ZENS RALLY SUPPORT TO REAFFIRM CIVIL RIGHTS
COURT AFFIRMS CIVIL RIGHTS RULING
ACTION OFFICIAL AGAINST USING QUOTAS
KFIGHTING FOR THEIR CIVIL RIGHTS
REAGAN HAS LITTLE TO SAY ABOUT THE ACT (ED)
DISCUSS LAWS AFFECTING CIVIL RIGHTS
PROGRAM ON CIVIL RIGHTS MEETING WILL AIR AUG 29
CIVIL RIGHTS BILL ROLLS FORWARD
STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO MEET
MEETINGS ON VIOLATIONS ARE TODAY
MINISTER TO DISCUSS CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
VOLESKY APPOINTED TO CIVIL RIGHTS COMMITTEE
GROUP BACKS LAW REVERSING HIGH COURT
^CONGRESS SHOULD REAFFIRM COMMITMENT
WOMEN SUE NITE CITY, GET $1,500
FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICIAL TO VISIT CITY FRIDAY
CARE ABOUT CIVIL RIGHTS
CIVIL RIGHTS LEGISLATION SHOULD BE APPROVED (L)
COMMON SENSE DICTATES THAT RIGHTS BE PROTECTED (ED)
RIGHTS BOARD SETS HEARING
TWO CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICIALS HAVE HEARINGS IN SD
RIGHTS PANEL TO SUBPOENA INDIAN LEADERS
CIVIL RIGHTS PANEL TO DISCUSS INDIAN MATTERS
$1.5 MILLION RIGHTS LAWSUIT FILED
RIGHTS PANEL HEARS INDIAN COMMENTS
CIVltf RIGHTS 'AGT'IVIST^/TO RUN FOR IOWA SEAT
XCIVIL RIGHTS PANEL FACES CHANGE
36GROUP RALLIES FOR HUMAN RELATIONS DIRECTOR
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CIVIL RIGHTS
CIVIL SUITS
CIVIL WAR
CIVILIAN CONS CORP
CIVILIZATION
CLABAUGH ROGER
CLAIR CITY SD
CLARAMBEAU LOREE
CLAREMONT SD
CLAREV KATIE
CLAREY MIKE
CLAREY MIKE & KATH
CLARK ADAM
CLARK BADGER
CLARK BARNEY
CLARK.CHARLES
CLARK DICK
CLARK DOUG
CLARK ERIKA '
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/15/1987 C0I6 CHANGES IN CIVIL RIGHTS PANEL DELAYED
I/I8/I9B8 A08I RACIAL UNDERSTANDING REMAINS DISTANT GOAL (ED)
3/21/1988 A083 ACT COMPROMISES AMENDMENT RIGHTS (L)
3/23/1988 A016 RULES TROUBLE CITY CHURCHES
3/2A/1988 A121 RIGHTS BILL OVERCOMES UNREASONABLE RESISTANCE (ED)
A/05/1988 AG81 LAWMAKERS IGNORED PEOPLE (L)
A/10/1988 A092 PRESSLER VOTED RIGHT ON VETO (L)
5/08/1988 AlOA WHO REPRESENTS US (L)
9/30/1988 C0I2 TRIBAL COUNCIL POSTPONES IMPEACHMENT PROCEEDINGS
10/25/1988 A012 CHUNKING BALKS AT BOARD'S MALE TILT
1/II/I989 C021 CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER TO VISIT CITY SCHOOLS
1/19/1989 con CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER TO SPEAK AT USD
1/31/1989 A08I PROSPERITY SIDESTEPPED UNDERPRIVILEGED
6/I3/I989 A015 FEW CHANGES PREDICTED LOCALLY
8/12/1989 A083 RIGHTS PROTEST REVERSED (L)
10/05/1989 C035 CIVIL RIGHTS.CLAIMS BEING INVESTIGATED
11/19/1989 E061 DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS UNSUBSTANTIATED
12/20/1989 AlOl ANTI-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION TIDE TRICKLES INTO CITY (ED)
2/2A/1990 C051 TWO AREA EDUCATORS ARE HONORED
3/03/1990 CGAI SEARCH POLICY AT CONCERTS A VIOLATION
3/22/1990 C021 AGENCY QUESTIONING WATERTOWN SPORTS BIAS
3/29/1990 C023 FORMER POLICEMAN ALLEGES RIGHTS VIOLATION
5/08/1990 C026 WATERTOWN GIRLS MAY GET VOLLEYBALL
5/19/1990 C012 DISCRIMINATION CHARGES FILED
6/0A/1990 C031 SCHOOL RIGHTS VIOLATION INVESTIGATION BEGINS
7/02/1990 con JULY 10 LUNCHEON TO FEATURE NY LAWYER
8/13/1990 A08I CIVIL RIGHTS MEASURE SHOULD BE APPROVED (ED)
11/06/1990 D033 CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICE FINDS NO WRONGDOING AT SCHOOL
•/1/22/I99I coil CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER TO SPEAK AT USD
3/0471991 con DINNER HONORS CHAMPIONS OF RIGHTS
3/15/1991 con REPORTER, TEACHER GET CIVIL RIGHTS AWARDS
1/27/1992 BOn CIVIL RIGHTS ADVISORY PANEL TO MEET TUESDAY
2/23/1992 F035 SISSETON SCHOOL DISTRICT FACES RIGHTS COMPLAINT
7/27/1992 BOll 13 SOUTH DAKOTANS NAMED TO COUNCIL
10/15/1992 A015 DOCTOR INNOCENT OF IDENTIFYING AIDS SUFFERER
10/06/1982 C041 DEALER SAYS HIS BUSINESS HURT BY LIES
10/17/1991 A012 LAWYER CASHES IN
10/21/1991 A083 JUDICIAL PROCESS NEEDS COMMON SENSE (L)
I/I6/1991 C0I5 UNION WINS AGAIN LINCOLN RE-ENACTMENT
6/27/I99I C036 XGROUP WANTS TO RE-ENACT CIVIL WAR
8/18/1991 E012 XRE-ENACTMENT BRINGS COLOR TO BLACK, WHITE HISTORY
8/20/1991 C032 BACK TO CIVIL WAR DAYS FOR WEDDING
9/05/1982 DOll 3€THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS
4/04/I99I A091 VALID VALUE SYSTEM IS BIG PART OF TEACHING (L)
5/23/1988 C012 WORKSHOP HELPS INMATES DEVELOP POSITIVE OUTLOOK
n/21/1985 C021 CLAIR CITY APPROVES ON-SALE LIQUOR LICENSE
6/0I/I989 AI03 36PRISON POLICY CHANGES ARE NEEDED
12/17/1987 con CLAREMONT APPROVES ON-SALE LICENSE
5/10/1991 AOll GIRL SLAIN, MAN ARRESTED
5/I0/199IA013iFRIENDS SAY KATIE WAS FILLED WITH SPIRIT
5/11/1991 C021 XANNE KATHERINE 'KATIE' CLAREY
5/I4/199I A012 XMOURNERS RECALL SLAIN GIRL
5/16/1991 con CLAREY MAY HAVE BEEN SEXUALLY MOLESTED
5/17/1991 C012 3CMAN INDICTED IN CARRIER KILLING
5/19/1991 AlOl CRIME RISE ACCOMPANIES GROWTH OF COMMUNITIES (ED)
5/3I/I991 con DONATIONS ACCEPTED TO KATIE CLAREY FUND
6/02/I99I An2 GUILT DOESN'T BESTOW RIGHT TO HORRIFY KIDS (L)
6/05/1991 con PROSECUTORS DISCUSS PLEA IN GIRL'S SLAYING
11/20/1992 A015 ^CLAREY SUES 'ARGUS'
12/15/1992 B015 'ARGUS' DENIES RESPONSIBILITY IN CARRIER DEATH
5/09/1992 A051 3€M0M'S POEM REACHES OUT TO THE CLAREYS
2/20/1987 D014 KCLARK PUSHES TOWARD SHOT PUT GOAL
1/03/1983 A013 1983 PROCLAMATION HONORS COWBOY POET CLARK
3/13/1983 B03I EVENTS WILL HONOR STATE'S FIRST POET LAUREATE
5/02/1983 BOll BADGER CLARK CELEBRATION MAY 14
5/11/1983 D023 34PASTORS WIFE TREASURES BADGER CLARK LETTER
5/16/1983 BOll *146 HONOR BADGER CLARK AT BANQUET
5/22/1983 C031 *PEOPLE LOVED TO HEAR BADGER CLARK (YEAGER)
9/02/1984 C065 GROUP TO HELP MAINTAIN POET'S CABIN
5/01/1988 N084 (SEC CO *POET'S LAUREATE'S RHYMES
10/09/1992 D023 *OPENS FINE ARTS SERIES SUNDAY
3/26/1983 B021 BARNEY CLARK'S CONTRIBUTION (ED)
4/09/1989 FOll POET LAUREATE EVADED PUBLIC IN LATER YEARS
11/30/1989 B012 *BAND LEADER RECALLS TRIPS WITH DICK CLARK
2/18/1990 A086 *FLAGMAN ROSE TO TOP OF HIS FIELD
5/13/1992 D012 *FLAGMAN NEVER WAVERS
•1/05/1992 B012 *FL'OOR FCATR-
2/14/1992 D014 *CLARK CONTINUES COMEBACK FROM INJURY
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CLARK JILL
CLARK
CLARK
CLARK
CLARK
CLARK
CLARK
CLARK
JONI
LAURIE
LORI
MARK
OLIVER
PAT
RANDY
CLARK RANDY & LAUR
CLARK RICHARD S MA
CLARK ROY
CLARK SD
CLARK STEVE
riCLARKviTHEODORE,
CLARK VIRGINIA
CLARK WILLIAM
CLARKE BRIAN
CLARKE GEORGE
CLARKE LESTER
CLARKE NEIL
CLARKE ROBIN
CLARKE WILLIAM
CLASSIC RENTALS
CLAUSEN CLYDE
CLAUSEN LINDA
CLAUSON DENNIS
CLAUSON HOWARD
CLAUSON MYRTLE
CLAUSSEN JERRY
CLAUSSEN JOHN
CLAUSSEN LYLE
CLAWSON MARY
CLAY RALPH
CLAYMORE CHARLES
CLAYTON NORMAN
CLEAN AIR ACT
CLEANUP
CLEAR LAKE SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/22/1990 C016 WOMAN IS 'POINT OF LIGHT'
10/16/1991 coil SF WOMAN NAMED SD HEROINE
2/28/1992 AOAl KEX-CULT MEMBER SPEAKS OUT FOR CHILDREN
12/01/1991 BOll K278 MAKES BOWLER'S HAND SHRINK
10/26/1983 C0A2 GOT A GRIPE
A/21/198A C021 *MARK CLARK'S DEVOTION TO COUNTRY (ED)
I1/07/198A C015 36VOLUNTEER A WINNER FOR GOP
5/25/1988 B012 GRADS SAY GOODBYE, HELLO BRAZIL
7/17/1983 BOAl 36GOODBYE IS SWEET SORROW FOR CLARK
7/22/198<i B043 ^SHOOTING ACTION HOT AT CROOKS GUN CLUB
2/07/1987 A012 3CVANDERL00 NAMES NEW FIRE CHIEF
A/26/1987 BB21 KLADDER LED TO CHIEF'S JOB
8/28/1987 C012 *FIRE, POLICE ASK FOR MORE EMPLOYEES
8/06/1989 A012 *FIRE CHIEF BELIEVED DROWNED
8/07/1989 A012 *FIRE CHIEF'S BODY RECOVERED
8/08/1989 AlOl LATE FIRE CHIEF HANDLED JOB GRACEFULLY CED)
8/08/1989 C031 *CITY FIRE CHIEF DIES AT AGE A6
8/10/1989 A012 *LATE CHIEF REMEMBERED FOR SERVICE TO CITY
3/15/1992 B07I COUPLE SPARES TIME TO BOWL
A/19/1992 A012 *TREE IS REMINDER OF DECEASED SON
8/25/1983 A013 36LOCAL TALENTS PICK 8 GRIN WITH CLARK
9/12/1983 BOIA XSIOUX EMPIRE FAIR WILL CUT SHOW IN 198A
8/07/1982 C031 CLARK SEEKS SUNDAY BEER SALE BAN
10/11/198A C013 XCLARK CRINKLES WITH FRENCH FRIES
5/26/1985 A012 KFOREVER LOST, BUT MEMORY REMAINS
8/29/1987 C021 CLARK TRIES EXPERIMENTAL PLAN TO LURE BUSINESS
10/09/1989 A012 ^POTATOES PUT TOWN OF CLARK IN THE CHIPS
11/26/1992 A12A RADIO STATION OWNER 'SOREHEAD CRYBABY' (L)
.r,:9/10/1989 E032 FORMER SCHOOL OFFICIAL DIES AT 86
8/08/1990 C031 CLARK NAMED ACTING HOME EC DEAN
8/1A/1990 A091 HOME EC DEAN
1/07/1982 D021 CLARK SHOWS PROMISE AS ALLEN'S REPLACEMENT (ED)
10/15/1983 C013 CLARK WON'T CHANGE POLICIES
10/15/1983 COIA PRESSLER INVITES INTERIOR NOMINEE TO STATE
10/21/1983 C023 ^INTERIOR SECRETARY WHO BRINGS FACTIONS TOGETHER
1/2A/I992 C012 ^DEVICE PUTS CANCER IN DEEP FREEZE
3/06/1988 FOll LETTERS DESCRIBE LIFE IN WWII
6/02/1982 C031 NORTHERN STATE APPOINTS PRESIDENT
A/01/1982 DOAl KCLARKE SEEKS SCHOOL COMMISSIONER JOB
2/I2/198A B051 KCLARKE BOWLS DOWN THE OPPOSITION
10/21/1992 DOll *BLUES ARTISTS CAN'T BE BEAT AS CLASS ACTS
8/06/1990 C012 CLASSIC RENTALS PERMITS AT RISK TODAY
8/23/1989 C021 TEACHER GROUP PRESIDENT WANTS HIGHER SALARIES
9/06/1989 C081 LEADER OF TEACHERS GROUP SETS GOALS
10/21/1991 A013 EDUCATORS WARY OF STANDARDIZED TESTS
I2/1A/1992 A091 ^PUBLIC SCHOOLS WOULD PAY PRICE FOR VOUCHER SYSTEM
1/27/1988 B012 KSTENOTYPE INSTITUTE MOVES CLASSES
6/03/1986 BOll XCOP IS HIGH ON FLYING
6/12/1983 C031 KCHILDREN'S DAY--NO LONGER OBSERVED
6/01/1992 COIZXCHURCH ORGANIST RETIRES AT AGE 85
9/22/1992 A015 SF MAN CHARGED WITH PLANTING BOMB
10/02/1992 BOll MAN CHARGED IN BOMB PLANTING FACES TESTS
10/21/1992 B012 ^CLAUSSEN ATTACKS PAISLEY'S LEGISLATIVE RECORD
5/26/1985 B071 NEARLY MORNING RUN EASES TENSION FOR COACH
1/08/1986 C012 KCLAUSSEN--COACH OF YEAR HONOR
7/10/1986 C021 WOMAN COMFORTABLE IN OFFICER SLOT
1/08/1989 C012 NEARLY MORNING EXPLOSION DAMAGES HOME
<»/19/1991 C033 JURY CONVICTS OGLALA TRIBE'S EX-POLICE OFFICER
6/20/1987 A121 WE MUST DENY OURSELVES
3/11/1990 C021 CLEAN AIR ACT COULD HURT COAL POWER PLANT
3/30/1990 C015 ^DASCHLE MEASURE WILL HELP FARMERS
8/25/1985 A105 CLEANERS TAKE POSITION (L)
5/16/1989 coil CITY, COUNTY HELP WITH CLEANUP PROJECT
3/16/1985 C023 CLEAR LAKE READY FOR ST PAT'S PARADE
12/06/1986 C016 CLEAR LAKE DISCUSSES PLANT SITE
12/09/1986 coil REZONE LAND FOR COMPANY
12/18/1986 C023 URGES STRICT CONTROLS FOR PROPOSED PLANT
12/30/1986 A014 PETITIONERS TO TRY TO STOP MUNITIONS PLANT
9/19/1988 A012 *N0 LONGER EXPLOSIVE IN CLEAR LAKE
12/18/1988 A012 HOSPITAL THREATENED AS DOCTOR DRIVEN OUT OF TOWN
8/22/1989 C012 ^HOSPITAL GETS $25,000
11/19/1989 A061 XMORE COMMUNITIES LACK MONEY, STAFF
12/08/1989 C012 ^EXPLOSIVES PLANT LAYS OFF HALF ITS STAFF
12/28/1989 A012 CLEAR LAKE HOSPITAL FEUD ESCALATES
1/03/1990 C015 CLEAR LAKE PETITIONS FORCE RECALL ELECTION
2/0I/I990C022 CLEAR LAKE CITY BALLOT SET FOR RECALL ELECTION
•2707/1990 C012 GROUP'SEEKS TO'STOP ELECTION
2/19/1990 C012 BATTLE HEATS UP IN CLEAR LAKE
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CLEAR LAKE SD
CLEARWATER EDDIE
CLELAND RANDY
CLEM ALAN
CLEMENT AMANDA
CLEMENT DALE
CLEMENTS CINDY
CLEMENTS RON
CLEMENTS ZACHARIE
CLEMETSON KELLI
CLENDENON DONN
"'«• f,
CLERGY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/21/1990 A012 CLEAR LAKE OFFICIALS OUSTED
3/G<i/1990 CG23 NEW CLEAR LAKE OFFICIALS SWORN IN
3/12/199G BG23 DOGS HELP TAKE BITE OUT OF CRIME
<i/G3/199G CG21 CLEAR LAKE SUIT ENDS WITHOUT SANCTIONS
2/G4/1992 AG52 ^AGELESS CLEARWATER ON MOVE WITH BLUES
9/3G/1988 coil CLELAND REPLACES LIBOW AT KSFY-TV
6/08/1990 A103 *CENSUS OFFERS CHANCE TO SWITCH
7/07/1990 A083 ^ARTICLE GIVES FALSE IMPRESSION OF BOOK
7/03/1992 A083 ^CONFUSED ELECTION CAN BE AVOIDED
7/06/1992 C021 CLEM--PEROT COULD MAKE RACE INTERESTING
3/17/1982 BOll CLEMENT-THE ORIGINAL FEMALE UMPIRE
3/17/1982 B0l3 *SD SPORTS HALL OF FAME
2/2<i/1989 AOl'j *5 NAMES ON LIST FOR USD JOB
3/25/1989 A012 36GOVERNOR WANTS SOUTH DAKOTAN TO HEAD SCHOOL
'f/28/1989 C015 ^RESIGNS AT USD TO ENTER PRIVATE SECTOR
12/02/1992 D012 ^HOMESPUN COOKBOOKS' SELL EASILY--FOR GOODCAUSES'
6/02/1990 A052 3€A FILMAKER AND HIS MERMAID
8/25/1983 C013 *TELL CHILDREN THEY COUNT
3/30/1992 A052 36YAC PROFILE, SF
7/15/1987 DOIA 3CCLENDEN0N--SI0UX FALLS IS A HIT
5/22/1988 A151 KJACKSON MEETS WITH CLENDENON WHILE IN CITY
8/01/1988 A012 *BLACK LEADERS ON THE MOVE
8/19/1988 A012 XCLENDENON ARRESTED ON COCAINE CHARGE
8/20/1988 A0l2 ASSOCIATE--DRUG CHARGE IS A SETUP
8/21/1988 A012 *SOME RESIDENTS EXPRESS FORGIVING ATTITUDE
8/31/1988 A012 CLENDENON, CO-OWNER CLOSE TWO BARS
9/07/1988 A016 KRIB CAGE IS SOLD
, v9/27/1988 coil CLENDENON TO BE SENTENCED OCTOBER 11
"10/12/1988 A012 36CL GETS JAIL TIME
10/14/1988 A012 9€SAGA OF A FALLEN STAR
5/23/1989 B012 TWILLING TO TALK ABOUT '69 METS
5/28/1989 A091 ^GETTING CLENDENON'S SIDE WOULD HAVE IMPROVED STORY
12/31/1989 N085 ^CLENDENON PUTS PROBLEMS BEHIND
6/27/1990 C012 3CCLENDEN0N'S CONVICTION BEING ERASED
7/04/1990 C012 CLENDENON DECLARES PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY
4/05/1982 A012 ^CLERGY TURN UP HEAT ON THREATENED CLOSING
5/02/1982 5111 K(HEALTH) SF MINISTERS TRYING TO FILL GAP
5/14/1982 coil HILL CITY MAN FINDS PARALLELS AS PRIEST AND COP
5/30/1982 DOll *WHEN ECONOMY'S BAD, THE CHURCH GETS BETTER
5/31/1982 B052 CONGREGATION SAYS MINISTER TOO POLITICAL
6/17/1982 C091 XPRIEST FOUND CALLING IN MEDICINE
7/14/1982 A012 MINISTERS MEET TO ORGANIZE FIGHT AGAINST GAMBLING
7/15/1982 coil KPASTORS SAY GAMBLING NOT RELIGIOUS ISSUE
8/03/1982 A012 3CRETIRING PRIEST LEADS MANY DOWN NARROW ROAD
8/14/1982 A051 *PASTOR LEAVES SD FOR GENEVA
8/20/1982 A012 ^FORMER SD PRIEST FILLS BISHOP POSITION
8/28/1982 A054 RELIGION NEWS
9/05/1982 C042 3€PAST0R USES PUPPETS TO TELL BIBLE STORIES
10/24/1982 coil PRUSSIAN ORTHODOX BISHOP'S FIRST VISIT TO SD
10/29/1982 C061 STAGE SET FOR BIBLE PROPHECY FULFILLMENT
11/06/1982 A084 DELL RAPIDS NATIVE TO BE ORDAINED
11/07/1982 BOll 3CARCHDEC0N RETIRES FROM EPISCOPAL DIOCESE, NOT TRACK
11/18/1982 C041 3CSD EPISCOPAL BISHOP TO RESIGN
12/04/1982 N031 CLERGYMEN TALK ABOUT JESUS' BIRTH, LIFE, DEATH ...
12/06/1982 C041 PASTOR UNITES SINGLES
12/11/1982 AlOl *SF BAPTIST PASTOR ELECTED PRESIDENT OF GROUP
12/18/1982 A071 XVOAS HEADS ECUMENICAL GROUP
12/20/1982 A012 *T0 ESTABLISH AN INDIAN CHURCH IN SIOUX FALLS
1/11/1983 A012 36CATHOLIC ADVERTISEMENT IS SIGN FROM ABOVE
1/15/1983 B031 RECEPTION HONORS SIOUX FALLS PRIEST
1/22/1983 A012 36MSGR PATRICK CONWAY DIES AT 73
2/03/1983 A015 CHURCHES IGNORE PROBLEMS OF ALCOHOLISM
3/06/1983 A013 5€PARISHI0NERS WANT TO KEEP CATHOLIC TRADITIONS
3/10/1983 A012 CITY CLERGY WON'T PREACH ANTI-NUCLEAR FREEZE
5/01/1983 N031 *(CULTURE/TOURISM) PRIEST'S WORLD IS EAST, WEST
5/28/1983 A074 36RAY PETERSON HEADS PASTORS' GROUP
5/31/1983 C012 36WELCOMES ANDERSON AS DIOCESE'S AUXILIARY BISHOP
6/08/1983 B074 PASTOR CITED FOR CONSERVATION WORK
6/08/1983 C061 DISTRICT SETS SALARIES FOR LUTHERAN MINISTERS
7/31/1983 DOll ^TRAVELING PREACHERS USE TENT TO PITCH THE WORD
8/13/1983 A075 *MOBILE CONGREGATIONS LOOK FOR QUALITY OF LIFE
8/19/1983 BOll 36REVIVAL--PREACHING THAT OLD-TIME RELIGION
8/27/1983 A071 ^PASTOR AT OUR SAVIOR'S
9/04/1983 A012 SOVIET ATTACK REVEALS DIFFERENCE IN IDEAS
9/23/1983 coil LUTHERAN BISHOP LEAVES TO CENTRAL AMERICA
,«.9'/24/4983 ,a074:; SCRIPTURE,«SHOWS FACTS.vABOUT,,FAITH
9/25/1983 D066 XPASTOR LEARNS ABOUT LIFE THROUGH DEATH
10/01/1983 A051 3CWRESTLING WITH RELIGION RISKY
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CLERGY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/15/1983 AG7A ^REFLECT CHRIST'S IMAGE BY SERVING OTHERS
10/15/1983 COl'i *TELL CITY'S GOOD NEWS
10/22/1983 A075 *WORD OF CHRIST MUST BE SEEN IN OUR LIFE
11/12/1983 A051 3CBLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS
11/16/1983 coil HAITIAN EXPERIENCES HELP MINISTER
11/19/1983 A07A KFAITH IN GOD SPREADS CHRISTIANITY TO WORLD
11/26/1983 A071 CHRISTIANS HAVE RIGHT TO BE WITH GOD
12/24/1983 A054 KTHIS CHRISTMAS, GIVE GOD YOUR BEST
12/25/1983 con DUTIES OFTEN KEEP MINISTER, FAMILY APART
12/31/1983 A071 *FEAR NOT IS MESSAGE OF GOD
1/03/1984 C012 *SOUTH DAKOTAN BECOMES PRIEST AT 74
1/11/1984 A014 CLERGY DISAGREE ON IMPACT OF APPOINTMENT
1/16/1984 BOll XPASTORAL HUMOR COVERS IT ALL
2/08/1984 D012 KPASTORS HEAR GOOD 8 EVIL OF POLITICS
2/12/1984 C013 ^BACCALAUREATE MAY BE DISCONTINUED -
3/30/1984 C031 *'SW1FT TO HEAR, SLOW TO SPEAK'
4/21/1984 con KPASTOR ACCEPTS JOB AT MINNESOTA COLLEGE
5/06/1984 con 7-STATlON CHRISTIAN RADIO NETWORK
5/14/1984 BOll 3CA FAMILIAR FACE RETIRES TO BACK PEW SUNDAY
6/20/1984 D033 PASTORS CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
7/09/1984 BOll ORDINATION BY POPE WAS THRILLING MOMENT
7/15/1984 con LOCAL PASTORS DON'T OBJECT TO WOMAN AS VP
7/17/1984 BOll ^FRIENDS REMEMBER PASTOR OF FREEMAN CHURCH
9/14/1984 B021 96EVANGEL1SM PROGRAM PUTS EMPHASIS ON PEOPLE
9/15/1984 A071 *H1GH-TECH AGE TO HIGH-TOUCH CHURCH
10/02/1984 B041 BISHOP PRAISES DELAHOYDE
11/09/1984 C032 MISSIONARY FROM IOWA TELLS OF LIFE
vn/ PREACHES AGAINST ROCK 'N' ROLL
1/14/1985 B015 *1 OF 5 MINISTERS SUFFERS BURNOUT
1/27/1985 C045 3€NEW PRESBYTERIAN PASTOR
2/17/1985 con PASTORS KEEP THE FAITH WITH FARMERS
3/07/1985 C061 PASTORS WORKSHOPS TO DISCUSS RURAL CRISIS
4/28/1985 C041 MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION STARTS FARMER FUND
4/28/1985 N041 *(AGR1CULTURE) PRIEST PREACHES FOR FARM PROFITS
4/28/1985 N061 K(RELIGION) A PULPIT PACKED WITH ENERGY
5/14/1985 A104 CANCEL PASTORAL LETTER (L)
8/22/1985 con PASTORS HAVE WORDS FOR FALWELL
9/15/1985 C013 ^MINISTER LIVES WITH SOUNDS OF WAR
10/19/1985 An5 MINISTERS NEED SUPPORT
11/18/1985 BOll 9CEX-SHER1FF TRADES BADGE FOR BIBLE
11/27/1985 BOll MEDICARE LIMITS HURT PATIENTS
12/25/1985 B031 PASTORS TO TELL CHRISTMAS STORY
12/25/1985 con M1N1STERS--CHR1STMAS SAYS LOVE
1/10/1986 X012 PASTOR PROUD OF WHAT HE LEAVES
1/19/1986 A063 READERS UPSET BY COVERAGE
1/26/1986 DOll 36AMAZ1NG GRACE
4/21/1986 C016 PASTOR'S DAY SHIFTS FROM LIFE TO DEATH
4/27/1986 N031 (RELIGION) *H1S DREAM BROUGHT HIM TO SF
4/27/1986 NlOr (RELIGION) ^CALLING CAME LATER FOR SD BISHOP
5/01/1986 C021 COURT TO DECIDE IF MINISTERS VIOLATED LAW
5/08/1986 A091 KWOMEN PASTORS
5/27/1986 B013 56CAMPUS MINISTRY
7/31/1986 C021 KHIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
8/10/1986 FOll aeMlNlSTER HAS PERSONAL VIEW OF RURAL PROBLEMS
8/24/1986 BOll 3CBR1T1SH PASTOR WILL TAKE A BIT OF SD BACK HOME
8/30/1986 B041 ^HOMEMADE FA1TH--N0TH1NG ARTIFICIAL
9/06/1986 A072 XPASTOR LEAVES BIG CITY FOR LOCAL MINISTRY
9/10/1986 A081 WOMEN FROM THE PRIESTHOOD
11/16/1986 C012 ESTATE'S 1ST WOMAN EPISCOPAL PRIEST
12/23/1986 C012 KPASTORS BURN BOTH ENDS OF THE CANDLE
1/05/1987 A012 stBISHOP ANDERSON DIES AT 69
3/01/1987 E012 ^RIGHTS ISSUES KEEP BISHOP FROM HOME
3/05/1987 A012 XLOCAL CLERGY WON'T GIVE BLESSING
3/30/1987 C012 ^MISSIONARIES RETURN FOR VISIT
4/05/1987 A081 MEN OF HIGH PURPOSE SHOULD PLAY FAIR (ED)
5/02/1987 An6 36YOU GET OUT OF FAITH
5/30/1987 A072 KSD NATIVES BEGIN LIVES AS PRIESTS
6/30/1987 C021 MINISTER DECRIES OCCULT TOYS, CARTOONS
8/15/1987 A052 FEMALE PASTOR TO JAPAN
8/29/1987 A091 KCHARISMATICS WORSHIP IN CITY
9/13/1987 C032 ^LUTHERAN PULPIT TO BE FAMILY AFFAIR
9/22/1987 C043 PASTOR HAS FAITH TO SEE NEW CHURCH GROW
10/09/1987 C021 MITCHELL MINISTERS SPEAK OUT AGAINST LOTTERY
11/21/1987 A054 ^RETIRED PASTOR RECALLS SERVICE
11/21/19,87. ,A056 ,*PREACHER PLANTING CHURCH IN BRANDON
"n72771987 "CD2r^P0LlSTf"PRlEST: ENJOYS'NEW FREEDOM IN SD
12/05/1987 A062 MINISTERS' WIVES ADJUST TO CHALLENGING LIFESTYLE
1/17/1988 A014 STATE'S CLERICAL RANKS THINNING
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2/20/1988
2/25/1988
2/27/1988
3/26/1988
A/lA/1988
A/23/1988
A/29/1988
A/30/1988
A/30/1988
5/0A/1988
5/2A/1988
5/25/1988
6/0A/1988
6/25/1988
6/25/1988
6/28/1988
7/30/1988
8/11/1988
8/18/1988
8/20/1988
8/26/1988
12/11/1988
12/18/1988
12/18/1988
12/19/1988
1/12/1989
1/22/1989
2/11/1989
3/13/1989
''3/1771989
3/29/1989
A/18/1989
A/27/1989
5/20/1989
5/31/1989
6/19/1989
6/29/1989
6/30/1989
7/05/1989
7/29/1989
8/2A/1989
9/02/1989
9/07/1989
9/23/1989
9/2A/1989
10/05/1989
10/06/1989
10/17/1989
10/19/1989
11/12/1989
12/31/1989
1/15/1990
2/10/1990
2/17/1990
3/06/1990
A/28/1990
5/06/1990
5/31/1990
6/08/1990
6/09/1990
6/16/1990
6/18/1990
6/21/1990
6/28/1990
7/08/1990
7/09/1990
7/09/1990
7/21/1990
8/18/1990
8/19/1990
10/28/1990
11/23/1990
11/30/1990
12/10/1990
12/23/1990
1/15/1991
•^1/19/1991?
2/02/1991
A072
A121
A052
A072
AOIA
Alll
COAl
BOll
B012
AOll
C021
B016
A072
A052
C012
A015
A052
BO 12
A012
A056
C031
E012
A015
E02A
C012
C021
B012
A052
C012
B012
C012
C012
C021
A052
C012
B012
A072
B012
B012
'A052
A083
A052
BOll
A052
FOll
coil
A015
A052
B012
EOll
N09A
B012
AlOl
A052
C012
C015
CC07
C012
C012
C033
A055
B012
C015
AO 16
C033
C012
C033
A032
A052
A015
F012
A015
C036
A012
F012
C031
€012
C012
KENDS CAREER TO TAKE VOWS IN CONVENT
^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON PERSONAL PROBLEMS
KTV PREACHERS OFTEN PRONE TO CORRUPTION
3€CATH0L1C PRIEST LEAVES HOMELAND FOR SIOUX FALLS
*PLAN TO MOVE ROCK VIDEO STATION
SEVEN PRIESTS REASSIGNED
MINISTER'S ATTEMPTED THEFT TRIAL BEGINS
KDUDLEV ON TELEVISION
KVICTORY CHURCH PASTOR HERE TO HEAL
AMERICAN INDIAN NAMED AS BISHOP
GROUP ASKS BOARD TO LOOK AT POLICY
KBISHOP MARKS 60 YEARS
XPASTOR SHARES FAITH AT RETIREMENT HOME
XPORTER ANSWERS DESTINY
KDOCTOR ANSWERS CALL TO PRIESTHOOD
BISHOPS TO WRITE NEW AIDS PAPER
3CF0RMER BANKER STUDIES FOR MINISTRY
LOCAL CLERGY WON'T LIKE FILM
5CSTATE'S 'ST FRANCIS OF ASSISI' DEAD
^MINISTER LEADS YOUTH SINGERS AROUND WORLD
MINISTER INDICTED IN SEXUAL ABUSE CASE
BISHOP MARKS 10 YEARS OF SD TRAVELS
SD PRIEST SUFFERED HOLOCAUST HORRORS
PARTICIPANTS DEBATE ORDINATION OF WOMEN
*ONCE MISTAKEN FOR LETTERMAN SIDEKICK
PASTOR FOUND GUILTY OF SEXUAL ABUSE
^POSSIBILITY OF WOMAN BISHOP CREATES ...
3CM1N1STER1NG TO A 'WAREHOUSE OF PAIN'
36M1N1STER DOESN'T WANT GENDER MADE AN ISSUE
3€A TRIO OF TRUE IRISH
MISSIONARY STRUGGLING TO HELP MIDDLE EAST
LOCAL PASTOR STARTS WALK FOR HUNGRY
KHIGHER AUTHORITY CALLS MINISTERS TO NEW JOBS
XDAYS WITH THE KNIGHTS DRAW TO CLOSE
^LUTHERAN BISHOP REMEMBERED FOR WORK
3CPR1EST WOULD WELCOME WAR ON GREED
5CEX-TEACHER ENTERS PRIESTHOOD
XORDINATION CEREMONY SENDS CANDIDATES INTO CALLING
XINTERIM PASTOR FILLS NEEDS OF MANY CHURCHES
PRIEST WORKS IN BEIRUT'S RUBBLE
INTERCESSION BROUGHT PRIEST TO CRASH SITE (L)
XPASTOR RECREATES HIS YOUTH TO SPREAD GOSPEL
MINISTERIAL GROUP ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
3€PR1EST COUNSELS CLERGY CANDIDATES
SfLlBERAL PRIEST CHALLENGED COMPLACENTS
PRIEST IS SENTENCED FOR SEXUAL CONTACT
CITY CLERGY SEARCH FOR MEANING
XBAPTIST SEMINARY MARKS AO YEARS IN SF
XPLAYING AND PRAYING
FOURvSOVIET PASTORS TO VISIT SIOUX FALLS
PRIESTS ADJUST TO NEW ROLES
3€M1N1STER'S MEETING WITH GOD
^MINISTER ASKS PARISHIONERS TO EXPAND MISSION
CALLING BRINGS NEW ENGLANDER TO SD
^MISSIONARY DELORIA DIES
*Z10N PASTOR AIMS FOR RELAXING RETIREMENT
XPASTOR TURNS ADVERSITIES INTO GROWTH
3 TO BE ORDAINED INTO PREISTHOOD
SD TO FACE PASTOR SHORTAGE
KHARTFORD COUPLE SHARES MINISTERIAL, FAMILY TIES
3€W0MAN PASTOR JOINS FIRST UNITED METHODIST
XPASTOR USED TO BREAK HORSES
^LUTHERAN PASTOR RETIRES AFTER 18 YEARS
36HE WAS FIRST SD NATIVE AT POSITION
WOMAN PASTOR KEEPS TRADITION ALIVE
KBISHOP FORGETS TO SPRING FORWARD
KPASTOR DOESN'T WAFFLE ON COLLECTION
REVISED BIBLE POPULAR
^STAYING OUT OF LINE OF FIRE
PASTORS DECRY AND SUPPORT MOVES ON IRAQ
*PASTOR COMES HOME TO THE COUNTRY
XWEARY CLERGY FIND HAVEN IN IRENE
TESTIMONY BEGINS IN PASTOR TRIAL
XKIMBALL LOSES CHURCH LEADER TO CALL-UP
CLERGY TOIL TO MAKE FAMILIAR STORY FRESH
MINISTER GETS 25 YEARS
^CLERGIES?PLAN SERMONS> OF-COMFORT, ACTlON
XPASTOR WATCHES WAR FROM PULPIT
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2/1A/1991 B012 KCLOWN HAS SERIOUS MISSION
3/17/1991 COIA ^MINISTER'S QUEST FOR PEACE SPURS IDEAS
A/D9/1991 B033 LUTHERAN CONFERENCE ADDRESSES SEXUALITY
A/13/1991 A052 36MINISTER WRITES BOOK ABOUT HEALING SPLIT CHURCH
A/13/1991 A052 SYMPOSIUM CONCENTRATES ON MINISTRY FOR SENIORS
A/21/1991 N093 *CITY PASTOR AT HOME IN THE COUNTRY
6/22/1991 A056 3CSMALL TOWN LURES GRAY FROM CITY
7/07/1991 AAll ^RESCUING THE PARISHES
7/08/1991 A021 ^FOREIGN CLERGY FILL PRIESTLY GAP
9/16/1991 A081 RETIRED DEACONS CAN OFFER RELIEF TO DIOCESE CD
10/12/1991 B031 APPEALS COURT ORDERS PASTOR RESENTENCED
10/20/1991 C012 XPASTOR PURSUES MASTER'S AT 81
10/2A/1991 C032 COURT HEARS APPEAL IN MOLESTATION CASE
11/17/1991 Foil 3CPARISHI0NER GIVES BACK LOVE, PRAYERS TO PRIEST
12/23/1991 C016 CLERGY AIMS TO REMAIN TAX EXEMPT
12/28/1991 C035 VISITS DESTITUTE PEOPLE IN JORDAN AND INDIA
1/16/1992 C012 ^'PEOPLE'S PRIEST' FLANNERY DIES
1/25/1992 AOIA KINDIAN MINISTER TRAVELS TO LAND OF APARTHEID
2/08/1992 coil REV CHUCK LANDON RESIGNS AT FIRST BAPTIST
2/23/1992 F012 9CMETH0DIST REVEREND BEING CONSIDERED FOR BISHOP POST
3/06/1992 C032 APPEAL FOR MOLESTING MINISTER DENIED
3/07/1992 A102 ^FOLLOW CREATOR'S TEACHINGS
3/21/1992 A093 3fT0 MAKE WORLD BETTER FOR OUR CHILDREN
3/23/1992 C012 5CSD MISSIONARY MAKES MARK IN BRAZIL
3/28/1992 A091 *BE THANKFUL, CAREFUL WITH LIFE'S CHOICES
3/30/1992 A012 *PRIEST JUGGLES PERSONAL LIKES, PARISH NEEDS
A/11/1992 AlOA KJOIN PARADE, CELEBRATE JESUS
A/18/1992 A091 ^RESURRECTION REALITY--NOTHING BROKEN BEYOND REPAIR
-A/19/1992 N152 ^SPEECH CHANGED PASTOR'S LIFE
"5/02/1992 A091 *LOVE, RESPECT CENTERPIECE OF CHRISTIANITY
5/09/1992 AlOl ^MOTHER'S DAY OFFERS SPECIAL TIME TO REFLECT
5/12/1992 C012KTEACHES TOUGH LESSONS TO FLOCK
5/16/1992 A071 KBE THE SALT, CREATE THIRST FOR GOD
5/23/1992 A081 *SHOW GOD GRATITUDE FOR MEMORY
5/30/1992 A091 SLOGAN AFFRONT TO US, CHRIST
6/03/1992 C022 ABERDEEN PASTOR REGRETS TALK OF BOMBING
6/13/1992 Alll ^CHRISTIANITY STRESSES LOVE ABOVE ALL
6/1A/1992 A012 3CW0MEN CLERGY SAY THEY STRUGGLE WITH BARRIERS
6/27/1992 A102 XSTAND AT FOOT OF FALLS AND WATCH ENERGY
7/0A/1992 A076 ^CELEBRATE THE FOURTH WITH GOD
7/0A/1992 C015 CONGREGATIONS IN RURAL SD SHARE PASTORS
7/0A/1992 C015 ^FORMER AID TO GOVERNOR JOINS RANKS OF LAY CLERGY
7/11/1992 A102 ESPECIAL PRAYER EVENT PLANNED
7/18/1992 A071 seCLEAN OUT THE CLOSETS OF YOUR LIFE
7/29/1992 B015 METHODIST PASTOR, FAMILY CHARGED WITH SEX CRIMES
7/30/1992 A012 MINISTER WHO INHERITS SEX SCANDAL AFTERSHOCK STUNNED
7/30/1992 B016 MINISTER'S CONDUCT WAS QUESTIONED AT PIEDMONT
7/31/1992 B012 MINISTER--SEX INVESTIGATION UNFAIR
8/01/1992 A071 *GOD'S PEACE RUNS DEEPER THAN WORLDLY PEACE
8/01/1992 A085 A LIFE IN MINISTRY IS GOOD CAREER MOVE CD
8/08/1992 A012 3CPRIEST ACCUSED IN SEX CASE
8/11/1992 B013 MINISTER'S FAMILY PLEADS NOT GUILTY
8/15/1992 AlOl XGO FOR IT, AND ACCEPT GOD'S LOVE
8/16/1992 G012 5CA NEW CHALLENGE LIES AHEAD
8/22/1992 A091 ^FORGIVING IS SOMETIMES DIFFICULT
8/23/1992 A012 *SEX CHARGE CUTS DEEP
8/23/1992 AOAl ^OPENNESS ON ABUSE TOUCHES OTHERS
8/25/1992 B012 BISHOP, PARISHIONERS DISCUSS ABUSE
8/29/1992 AlOl ^MODERN PEOPLE HAVE SPURNED GOD'S WAY
9/05/1992 A091 3CFALL IS TIME TO RECOMMIT TO CHURCH, GOD'S VALUES
9/09/1992 A012 ^FAIRFAX PRIEST ADMITS SEX ABUSE
9/10/1992 B012 XSEX ABUSE VICTIM TALKS TO OPRAH
9/12/1992 A071 ABANDONING FAMILY VALUES
9/19/1992 Alll EXECUTION REFLECTS A VIOLENT SPIRIT
9/20/1992 C053 EXECUTION REFLECTS A VIOLENT SPIRIT
9/21/1992 B024 ABUSE REPORTS HURT CHURCH
9/26/1992 A071 WE NEED TO PUT CHURCH BACK INTO SUNDAYS
10/03/1992 A072 KPAIN CAN BE USED BY CHRISTIANS AS MOTIVATION
10/11/1992 F012 ^MINISTER'S MESSAGE SAME AFTER 70 YEARS
10/12/1992 A012 XPASTOR IN THE PUBLIC EYE
10/17/1992 A091 ^AFTERLIFE A COMFORTING THOUGHT
10/2A/1992 A016 PEDOPHILE IS GIVEN 20-YEAR SENTENCE
10/2A/1992 A091 ^HATRED, LIES HAVE NO PLACE IN CHRISTIAN OPINIONS
10/31/1992 A091 ^VOTERS SHOULDN'T LEAVE GOD OUT OF DECISION
11/01/1992 G012 KPART-TIME PASTORS
ll/lA/1992 A091 ^AMERICA HAS PLENTY TO BE THANKFUL FOR
;!11/14'/1992 B PRIESTtCORDARO. RELEASED FROM PRISON
11/21/1992 A071 5CPRAYER SHOULD BE LIKE CHILD RUSHING TO HUG PARENT
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CLEVELAND DEB
CLEVELAND FRED
CLIFFORD BOB
CLIFFORD DEAN
CLIFFORD ELLEN
CLIMATOLOGIST
CLIMBING
CLINE D J
CLINICAL LABORATOR
CLINTON BILL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/05/1992 AG9A BIBLE TEACHES MANY LESSONS THAT MAKE LIVES BETTER
12/12/1992 A085 XOUR WORLD NEEDS MORE LOVING CRITICS
12/19/1992 AQ71 KDON'T JUST PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS, THINK BEYOND
12/25/1992 AOll 3fPAST0RS TO DELIVER HOLIDAY MESSAGE
9/1A/198A BOll 56MISS SD HAS HIGH HOPES FOR THE CROWN
5/12/1984 C013 PSST--WANT TO BUY A USED BRIDGE
10/09/1982 BOll NOBODY DID MORE FOR COACHING THAN BOB CLIFFORD
3/16/1983 D031 « BOUND FOR SD SPORTS HALL OF FAME
4/27/1986 A091 EMPLOYEE'S HAPPY SMILE STILL MISSED
5/11/1986 coil *'GRANDMA ELLEN' KEEPS BABY-SITTING
3/15/1992 E012 ^TELLING THE WEATHER STORY
9/21/1987 A012 *ASCENT OF MAN
5/05/1990 coil CLINE RECEIVES AWARD FROM PRESS WOMEN
10/07/1991 B032 *BROOKINGS VOLUNTEER IS 5TH AWARD WINNER
SEE LABORATORIES
11/25/1991 A012 KCLINTON GIVES ANSWERS, GAINS RESPECT
12/03/1991 C012 CLINTON TURNS SIGHTS ON SD
12/10/1991 C031 CLINTON FORMS SD COMMITTEE
12/15/1991 Foil DEBATE PARTY SET TODAY AT RAMKOTA
1/28/1992 A081 VOTERS, NOT MEDIA WILL JUDGE CLINTON (ED)
1/30/1992 C054 ^FRIENDSHIP, VOTES DON'T MIX
2/02/1992 A081 POLITICAL FIELD CAN SHIFT IN A FLASH
2/08/1992 A085 CLINTON'S ACHIEVEMENTS WORTHY OF NOTICE (L)
2/09/1992 A081 ARKANSAS GOVERNOR AFFAIR (MITCHELL DAILY REPUBLIC)
2/09/1992 FOll ND GOVERNOR STUMPS FOR CLINTON CAMPAIGN
2/12/1992 Alll CONFLICTING STANDARDS OF JUDGEMENT AT WORK (L)
2/13/1992 A021 GOVERNOR CLINTON HURT BY HIS PAST
2/21/1992 A036 CLINTON TALKS DEBT REDUCTION
va2/22/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
"2/25/1992 A033 KERREY CLOBBERS CLINTON IN 'MISLEADING' AG AD
2/25/1992 A094 CLINTON ANTI-WAR STAND NOT RELEVANT TODAY (L)
3/03/1992 A091 CLINTON'S ATTITUDE ON AIDS COMMENDABLE (L)
3/03/1992 A094 DESPITE 'KISS OF DEATH' CLINTON HAS FRIENDS (L)
3/10/1992 C012 CLINTON WINS SD BY DEFAULT
3/26/1992 A103 3€PUBLIC OPINIONS--BILL CLINTON
3/31/1992 A081 CLINTON'S PROBLEM INTEGRITY, NOT POT (ED)
4/05/1992 Alll CLINTON FOCUSES ONLY ON DOMESTIC POLICY (L)
5/05/1992 C025 *MOST DELEGATES NOW SUPPORT CLINTON
6/03/1992 coil XDASCHLE ENDORSES CLINTON FOR PRESIDENT
6/17/1992 BOll 3CCLINT0N'S VP--HOW ABOUT ELVIS
7/16/1992 A034 SD DELEGATES WANT HOMESPUN CLINTON SPEECH
7/17/1992 A036 CLINTON WILL SELL WELL IN SD, PIERSOL SAYS
8/06/1992 A085 CLINTON FINANCIAL PLAN WOULD BE DISASTROUS (L)
8/13/1992 A083 CLINTON'S JOB PLAN REALLY ELIMINATES THEM (L)
8/14/1992 B012 CLINTON WOULD SPUR GOP RESIGNATIONS
8/23/1992 D041 REPUBLICANS FORM CLINTON GROUP
8/30/1992 Alll LETTER WRITER DISTORTS CLINTON ECONOMIC PLAN (L)
9/01/1992 A065 VOTE FOR CLINTON IS VOTE FOR DRAFT DODGER (L)
9/03/1992 A031 CLINTON MAY PLAN SD VISIT
9/04/1,992 B012 iKCLINTON TRAMPLES BUSH IN POLL TAKEN AT FAIR
9/06/1992 A094 CLINTON-GORE TRYING TO FOOL THE VOTERS (L)
9/12/1992 A083 CLINTON DRAFT STATUS REALLY A NON-ISSUE (L)
9/13/1992 A063 TAPE AVAILABLE OF CLINTON AFFAIR (L)
9/13/1992 A064 CLINTON ADVOCATES CONGRESSIONAL REFORM (L)
9/17/1992 B016 CLINTON BACKERS TO TRAVEL SD
9/23/1992 A012 ^CLINTON COMING TO TOWN SUNDAY
9/23/1992 BOll VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT FOR CLINTON VISIT
9/24/1992 A015 ^CLINTON CLAN TRACKING ROOMY VENUE
9/24/1992 A015 S DAKOTANS AWAIT CLINTON'S VISIT TO STATE
9/24/1992 B066 FARM BUREAU BOSS UNSURE OF CLINTON'S AG PLATFORM
9/25/1992 AOll HEARTLAND ARABIANS SITE OF CLINTON STOP
9/25/1992 B012 CLINTON DRAFT ISSUE RAISES EYEBROWS
9/26/1992 A014 ^CLINTON SITE QUESTIONED
9/27/1992 A015 CLINTON IS BACK AT THE BARN TONIGHT
9/27/1992 Alll CLINTON CALL-IN SHOWS READERS DIVIDED
9/27/1992 F013 ^STUDENTS JOIN CLINTON TEAM
9/28/1992 AOll 56CHILLY 10,000 HEAR CLINTON
9/28/1992 A051 *'CHANGE' IS MAGIC WORD
9/28/1992 A051 KCROWD, CARS BLANKET 17 ACRES
9/28/1992 A093 WE'RE SICK OF BIG GOVERNMENT (L)
9/29/1992 A012 *GIRL RESCUED AT RALLY
9/29/1992 A061 CLINTON DODGES TRUTH ABOUT DRAFT (ED)
9/29/1992 B012 ^CLINTON HOSTS--MICKELSON COMMENTS DAMPEN RALLY
9/30/1992 A012 KCLINTON LEADS STATE POLL
10/02/1992 BOll VETERANS GROUP LIKES CLINTON'S POLICIES
10/04/1992 A115 CLINTON BEST CHOICE FOR AMERICA'S VETERANS (L)
r0/05/1992 'A0855 CLINTON'S;:PL!ANS'TO RATSEn-TAXES FOR PROGRAMS (L)
10/06/1992 B012 ^CLINTON OFFICIAL SAYS SMALL STATES BIG TO CAMPAIGN
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CLINTON BILL
CLINTON HILLARY
CLINTON ROBERT
CLOCKS
CLOCKSIN BERNIE
CLODFELTER DWANE
CLOSE KAREN
CLOSE UP FOUNDATIO
CLOSET SHOP
CLOSETS
CLOSS RANDY
CLOTHES
CLOTHIER CLIFFORD
CLOTHIER SHARE
CLOUD
CLOUD HAWKINS FRAN
CLOUD SEEDING
CLOVER
CLOW RICHARD
CLOWNS
CLUBS
CLUBS-BR
CLUBS-CO
CLUBS-SD
CLUBS-SF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/09/1992 A103 SUPPORTERS HAVE VAGUE REASONS TO BACK CLINTON CD
10/14/1992 A103 CLINTON STAFFERS PLAYED ROUGH WITH BUSH BACKERS CD
10/14/1992 A106 CLINTON NOT FIT TO BE COUNTRY'S PRESIDENT CD
10/16/1992 BOll POLL SHOWS CLINTON WITH SLIGHT LEAD
10/20/1992 A063 VIETNAM STAND MAKES CLINTON UNFIT FOR OFFICE CD
10/20/1992 B026 MCGOVERN--CLINTON WILL WIN IN SD
10/22/1992 A081 DESPERATE BUSH SLIGHTS SMALL STATES CED)
10/24/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS CED)
10/24/1992 A083 CLINTON WILL NOT RAISE TAXES ON MIDDLE CLASS CD
10/25/1992 AlOl CLINTON BEST HOPE FOR NATION'S FUTURE CED)
10/26/1992 A093 CLINTON PRESIDENCY THREAT TO UNBORN CD
10/26/1992 A094 CLINTON'S DRAFT RECORD IS ANCIENT HISTORY CD
10/27/1992 A063 COURTESY, RESPECT LOST ON CAMPAIGN STAFF CD
10/28/1992 A083 IN SPITE OF FLAWS, CLINTON COULD LEAD CD
10/29/1992 A085 MILITARY HISTORY NOT GOOD FOR DEMOCRATS CD
10/29/1992 A086 CLINTON CAN'T EVEN FIX PROBLEMS IN ARKANSAS CD
10/29/1992 B012 CLINTON HEARS SD ANGLE
10/30/1992 BOll OFFICIALS DON'T KNOW IF CLINTON WILL VISIT
11/04/1992 AOll KNEW ADMINISTRATION CLOUDS INFLUENCE FOR DASCHLE
11/05/1992 A081 KBIG CHANCE AWAITS PRESIDENT ELECT CED)
11/05/1992 B012 OK ECONOMY STOPS CLINTON IN STATE
11/05/1992 B016 LETTER RENEWS OLD TIES
12/31/1992 B021 243 SOUTH DAKOTANS GO TO WASHINGTON
1/25/1992 coil CANDIDATE'S WIFE TO CAMPAIGN IN STATE
1/28/1992 A012 KPRESSURE BUILDS FOR CLINTON
1/28/1992 A021 ^STUDENT'S IMPRESS CLINTON'S WIFE
4/19/1992 B022 IOWA PROFESSOR NAMED TO TRIBAL APPEALS COURT
5/06/1992 C021 TRIBAL COURT NAMES NEW COURT JUSTICE
, ;.5/07/1992 C021 IOWA LAW PROFESSOR NAMED TRIBAL JUSTICE
3/24/1985 E021 KTIME IS MASTER FOR CRAFTSMAN
3/18/1986 A051 *TIME OF HIS LIFE
6/18/1986 BOll OLD CLOCK WORKERS WOULD BE PLEASED
12/10/1988 A012 KCLOCK WATCHER
12/16/1988 A014 KCLOCKMAKER WINS NUMBERING DISPUTE HANDS DOWN
12/27/1990 C033 PIERRE MAN JOINS CHARITY BIKE RIDE
6/03/1983 DOll USD'S RETIRING CLODFELTER REMEMBERED AS TOUGH
12/25/1982 BOll KTHESE FOLKS HELP OUT WHEN OTHERS ARE IN NEED
5/04/1985 A091 CLOSE UP PROGRAM IS A SUCCESS
4/29/1990 E012 KVERMILLION PRODUCTS SELL
8/16/1990 D066 VERMILLION FIRM UNDER CHAPTER 11 RESTRUCTURING PLAN
2/09/1992 G012 KCLEAN UP 8 OUT
5/19/1983 C031 LAWYERS DISAGREE ON NEED FOR PSYCHIATRIC TESTS
3/20/1986 B021 SURPLUS CLOTHING AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION
1/26/1985 C051 CLOTHIER TAKES STAND IN OWN DEFENSE
3/21/1985 C034 PYSCHIATRIST TO CHECK SUSPECT
7/03/1985 C033 CLOTHIER SENTENCED TO 10 YEARS
6/16/1988 C016 SOURCE OF CAUSTIC GAS CLOUD SOUGHT
8/27/1991 C012 KSEES KENNEDY CENTER POSITION AS OPPORTUNITY FOR SD
3/18/1989 C021 WATERBOARD DELAYS ACTION ON CLOUD-SEEDING
4/09/1989 C015 GROUP HOPES FUNDS ALLOW CLOUD SEEDING
4/13/1989 C025 OK'S PLAN TO SEED CLOUDS IN BLACK HILLS
4/21/1989 C021 CLOUD SEEDING COULD BEGIN ON SATURDAY
4/30/1989 coil SNOWY WEATHER HALTS CLOUD SEEDING EFFORT
4/30/1989 EE04 KCLOUD SEEDING TAKES ROOT
9/03/1989 C041 RARE CLOVER FOUND IN PASTURE
2/18/1983 coil HISTORY PROF--INDIANS MUST REASSERT RIGHTS
3/03/1983 B051 SHRINER GIVES CLOWN MAKEUP LESSON
3/07/1983 BOll KKIDS CLOWN AROUND WITH MAKEUP
4/17/1983 A012 KCLOWNING AROUND
4/16/1985 A051 KHE CLOWNS AROUND IN HOSPITAL CORRIDORS
1/31/1986 coil CLOWNING CLASS LEARNS WITH SILENT TREATMENT
2/24/1986 A012 *MAN SPREADS SMILES FOR 25 YEARS
11/07/1987 A052KRIDDLES SHARES BIBLE MESSAGE THROUGH COMEDY
8/16/1990 B012 KPUTTING ON A HAPPY FACE
4/21/1991 C012 KREPORTER BECOMES CLOWN FOR A DAY
8/21/1991 coil WIN 5 FIRSTS AT SHRINER EVENT
11/09/1992 B012 ^CHRISTIAN CLOWN TAKES TO TV
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
10/17/1990 C033 KCLUB GIVES STUDENTS A PLACE TO GATHER
2/02/1985 C041 MODERN WOODMEN CLUB ORGANIZED IN COLTON
3/19/1985 A095 AUTOBAN SOCIETY NAMES OFFICERS
8/05/1985 A094 NELSON ELECTED BEADLE CLUB LEADER
12/08/1992 B022 FRATERNAL GROUPS SHRINK
1/07/1982 B062 OFFICERS OF THE HIGH TWELVE CLUB
2/23/1982 A084 NEW PIANO TO THE GOLDEN AGE
2/23/1982 A084 KEL RIAD TEMPLE OFFICERS
'^^3/07/1982'DOIT KBRIDGE OF FRIENDSHIP^ '
4/07/1982 D063 KCHAPTER OF PEO OFFICER & DAUGHTERS OF NILE
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CLUBS-SF
CLUBS-US
CMI CORP
CMI LOAD KING
CNN
CO-OP
COACHER WILLIAM
COACHES ATHLETICS
COAKLEY COLMAN
COAL
COAL GASIFICATION
COAST GUARD
•tOAST TO COAST '
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/02/1982 coil FIREHOUSE CLUB REOPENS AFTER RESPONCE
6/26/1982 C023 CLUB'S VIEWS MIXED ON GO-KART CANCELLATION (L)
7/05/1982 B031 EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA OFFICERS
7/05/1982 B031 COOTIES ELECT OFFICERS
7/05/1982 B032 SOLO PARENTS CLUB OFFICERS
7/05/1982 B032 ALTRUSA CLUB OFFICERS ELECTED
8/17/1982 A09A SKI CLUB NAMES OFFICERS
8/17/1982 A09<t BEADLE CLUB PICKS 9 NEW MEMBERS
9/14/1982 A094 ^WOMAN'S CLUB NAMES OFFICERS
11/23/1982 A075 NORSE GLEE CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
1/25/1983 A094 *PYTHIAN SISTERS ELECT OFFICERS
3/27/1983 D051 3CMEMBERS OF CLUB STITCHED CIRCLE OF FRIENDSHIP
3/29/1983 A095 *PEO CHAPTERS ELECT OFFICERS
4/05/1983 A094 ^DAUGHTERS OF NILE INSTALL OFFICERS
6/07/1983 B031 KROTARY WEST ELECTS CLINT CLARK
6/07/1983 B032 KKAY ROTH HEADS WOMEN'S CLUB
9/03/1983 A012 ^ADJOINING BUILDING THREATENS GIRLS CLUB
10/15/1983 coil SF CLUB HOSTS 'STAR TREK' CONVENTION
4/03/1984 A091 PEO CHAPTERS ELECT OFFICIALS
4/17/1984 A094 *DAUGHTERS INSTALLATION
8/29/1984 C012 SERVICE CLUB BOYS, GIRLS
9/25/1984 A091 KSANDO INSTALLED AS LE DEMI CHAPEAU
10/20/1984 C021 TREKKERS NOT CULT MEMBERS
2/12/1985 A115 EXCHANGE CLUB TO BE CHARTERED
3/19/1985 A094 HARRIS WILL LEAD PEO CHAPTER
3/26/1985 A074 HEGG IS PRESIDENT OF PEO CHAPTER
3/26/1985 A074 ^SALISBURY INSTALLED AS QUEEN
-5/28/1.985 A094 PARRY PRESIDENT OF JUNIOR LEAGUE
5/28/1985 A094 EXCHANGE CLUB SELECTS LEADERS
5/29/1985 C072 EXCHANGE CLUB RECOGNIZES NINE
8/05/1985 AO94 EMERGES HEADS ALTRUSA CLUB
8/05/1985 A095 SIOUXRISE LIONS GETS NEW OFFICERS
8/20/1985 B074 XNEW OFFICERS FOR THE MOOSE
11/18/1986 A094 DINNER CLUB INSTALLS NEW OFFICERS
11/18/1986 A095 COUNTY MANDSKOR ELECTS OFFICERS
12/04/1987 coil EXCHANGE CLUB SPONSORS GIFT WRAP
12/31/1987 AlOl CLUBS NEED TO OPEN UP DOORS
3/29/1988 A071 KOERNER ELECTED PEO CHAPTER PRESIDENT
4/26/1988 A071 DALTHORP TO LEAD PEO CHAPTER
5/07/1988 A075 'FOLLIES' CHAIRS THANK SUPPORTERS (L)
5/10/1988 C031 PEO CHAPTER CJ ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
5/10/1988 C031 WOMEN OF THE MOOSE NO 273 ELECTS OFFICERS
5/24/1988 A072 VOITURE CLUB SELECTS NEW OFFICERS
6/24/1988 D072 WOMEN BREAK RANKS IN SERVICE GROUPS
8/23/1988 A091 SIOUX FALLS COSMOPALS INSTALL NEW OFFICERS
9/24/1990 B085 WOMEN GAIN FRIENDS, TIPS THROUGH CLUB
2/24/1991 F012 *THE NIGHTLIFE AIN'T NO GOOD LIFE
2/24/1991 F0,12 XGUNLICK'S MIDAS TOUCH STRIKES AGAIN
4/30/1991 A012SF ELKS MIGHT SELL THEIR LODGE
6/27/1988 AlOI COURT STRIKES ANOTHER DISCRIMINATORY BARRIER (ED)
3/08/1989 D085 CONTRACT SATISFIES ELK POINT MANUFACTURER
7/26/1990 D061 ELK POINT FIRM DOES BUSINESS WITH KENYA
2/20/1990 C023 *NEWS NETWORK HITS NEW HEIGHTS
2/24/1990 C041 DEADWOOD TALE TOLD NATIONWIDE
2/28/1990 C022 ABC-TV CREW RETURNS FOR DEADWOOD FILMING
10/22/1985 B051 TWO INDUCTED INTO CO-OP HALL OF FAME
6/10/1982 C013 EX-STATE'S ATTORNEY--CALIF OPTION GIVEN
10/18/1986 C021 LAWYER SUSPENDED PENDING HIGH COURT REVIEW
6/12/1988 C021 SUSPENDED LAWYER ENTERS PENITENTIARY
4/29/1991 C032 STURGIS COUPLE WINS MALPRACTICE CASE
SEE ATHLETICS-COACHES, NAMES OF COACHES
4/15/1983 coil KYWCA HONORS 6 OF SF'S OUTSTANDING WOMEN
3/10/1990 C015 *NUN TO LEAD ST PAT'S PARADE
5/14/1982 C031 FIRM WANTS TO EXPAND EXPLORATION
5/15/1982 C053 PART OF COAL PIPELINE TO BE BUILT BY FALL
5/25/1982 C031 COAL COMPANY GETS OK TO EXPAND
12/13/1982 B041 LIGNITE GASIFICATION PLANT IN RED TAPE
12/24/1982 C042 STATE'S ONLY VENTURE INTO COAL NOT A MONEYMAKER
2/08/1983 coil ROUTE FOR COAL SLURRY PIPELINE WOULD CROSS SD
2/14/1983 C032 PIPELINES ATTRACTIVE TO UTIL, THREAT UNION
7/08/1983 coil COAL GASIFICATION PLANT WILL BE GIVEN TO STATE
9/13/1984 C032 COAL GASIFICATION PLANT MAY STORE SAMPLES
4/03/1990 C041 OK'S PLAN FOR COAL POWER USE IN SD
8/25/1990 C031 PLANT VISITORS MAY HAVE ASBESTOS EXPOSURE
2/04/1991 C033 PANEL SEEKS USERS FOR COAST GUARD BUILDING
"B/Or/l^ST^COH COAST TO"COAST OBSERVES MILESTONE
1/26/1990 C021 COAST TO COAST BRINGING JOBS TO BROOKINGS
4/03/1990 A012 COAST TO COAST PARENT FILES FOR BACKRUPTCY
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COAST TO COAST
COATES J EDWIN
COATES TIM
COATES VIRGINIA
COATS
COBB DANIEL
COBB RUTH
COCA-COLA
COCAINE
COCHRAN CORY
COCHRAN LEE
CODARO FRANK
CODDINGTON RUTH
CODES OF CONDUCT
CODY WILLIAM
COE RICHARD
COFFEE
COFFEE DAY
COFFlELD ERIC
COGDILL OTIS
COHEN MARK
COINS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/10/1990 A015 BROOKINGS WORKERS FEEL PINCH
A/21/1990 C012 COAST TO COAST NEEDS BUYER
6/05/1990 A015 BANKRUPT PARENT MAY HAVE BUYER
6/06/1990 D106 PROPOSED SALE APPLAUDED
6/11/1990 A016 OFFERS HELP TO BUY MILBANK, BROOKINGS PLANTS
6/30/1990 C021 COAST TO COAST WORKERS RECEIVE PAYCHECKS
8/2A/1990 coil SERVISTAR FINALIZES WAREHOUSE PURCHASE
7/31/1992 B012 MINISTER--SEX INVESTIGATION UNFAIR
1/11/1986 A052 *ROCKY MOUNTAIN OYSTERS BAND TUNES OUT
1/16/1991 C051 XSOUTH DAKOTANS MARCH, TALK, PRAY BEFORE DEADLINE
10/01/1987 C051 COATS FOR KIDS PROJECT READY TO BEGIN
10/26/1987 A074 PROJECT TO DISTRIBUTE WINTER COATS
12/19/1987 A091 COMMUNITY DONATES 2,000 COATS (L)
3/17/1989 C023 BARRING COATS IN CLASSROOMS SPARKS STUDENT PROTEST
3/26/1989 C025.OFFICIALS, STUDENTS COMPROMISE ON COATS
10/26/1989 coil KDLT, LOCAL GROUPS RESUME COAT DRIVE
10/25/1992 Foil ANNUAL COATS FOR KIDS DRIVE TO BEGIN TODAY
9/12/1990 C012 SERGEANT IS CHARGED WITH CASINO MURDER
9/14/1990 C032 CASINO MURDER SUSPECT ENTERS NOT GUILTY PLEA
9/23/1990 E032 DISCHARGE PROCEEDINGS BEGAN BEFORE ARREST
10/28/1990 C031 LAWYER SEEKS DEATH PENALTY IN DEADWOOD MURDER
12/15/1990 C031 SUSPECT WANTS SOME EVIDENCE SUPPRESSED
1/05/1991 C016 GAMBLING ADDICT GETS LIFE
1/11/1992 C032 COURT SAYS GUILTY PLEA STANDS
5/08/1983 D032 DELL RAPIDS WOMAN BEEN IN BEAUTY BUSINESS 60 YEARS
5/06/1985 A081 JURY OUT ON NEW COKE (ED)
5/16/1985 coil COCA-COLA TO INTRODUCE NEW VERSION TODAY
>5/17/1985 coil 5CC0KE IS THE NEW TASTE ON THE BLOCK
6/12/1985 A012 ^CUSTOMERS SAY NEW COKE IS NOT IT
7/11/1985 A012 KCOKE CAVES IN
7/12/1985 AlOl COKE MAY NO LONGER BE REAL THING (ED)
8/10/1985 A015 COKE--RETURN OF REAL THING
SEE DRUGS
1/04/1991 C014 EXTENSION GRANTED IN COCAINE CASE
10/10/1992 B041 LARGEST ABERDEEN COCAINE BUST
11/20/1992 BOll MAN GETS 30 MONTHS IN COCAINE CASE
12/09/1992 B021 GRAND JURY INDICTS MAN IN COCAINE CASE
8/01/1986 D012 ^SOFTBALL PLAYER FOR CHURCH, GAME
1/27/1991 C071 KSUPER BOWL SILVER ANNIVERSARY
9/02/1991 coil 36STUDENT REBUILDS LIFE, DREAMS
2/04/1992 BOll KSTEP ASIDE, MAGIC, AND LET OTHERS PASS
11/14/1992 B025 ACTIVIST PRIEST CORDARO RELEASED FROM PRISON
4/23/1988 C023 *RUTH CODDINGTON DIES AT 77
11/08/1989 D015 0'GORMAN STUDENTS RALLY BEHIND DECISION
11/09/1989 D013 SUSPENSIONS REACH O'GORMAN BASKETBALL TEAM
8/28/1982 B033 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS CODY'S CONVICTION
12/04/1982 C034 JUDGE TOLD TO RECONSIDER FEE REDUCTION
12/09/1982 coil FEDERAL JUDGE ASKED TO OVERTURN MURDER CONVICTION
12/21/1982 €042 JUDGE REJECTS 8 OF CONVICTED MURDERER'S CLAIMS
5/11/1983 DOll CODY--I WAS DENIED MEDICAL CARE
8/12/1983 C043 RAPID CITY JUDGE REFUSES TO DECIDE ON APPEAL
8/15/1983 C034 DATE SET FOR MURDERER'S LAWSUIT AGAINST OFFICIALS
9/24/1983 B036 CIVIL RIGHTS SUIT MAY BE SETTLED
12/15/1983 C061 HYPNOTIST'S 1978 MURDER CONVICTION IS UPHELD
10/10/1985 C033 CONVICTED MURDERER LOSES LAST COURT APPEAL
4/29/1988 B012 PREVIEWS SHOULDN'T BE PRETENTIOUS
1/11/1986 A012 XCOFFEE PRICES BEGIN TO PERK UP
8/05/1986 B012 SOUTH DAKOTANS HAVE CONVERSATION WITH THEIR COFFEE
8/16/1986 A104 COFFEE MORE THAN BEANS (L)
2/18/1987 C012 *PERKING UP COFFEE
8/22/1990 B012XAMERICANS DRINK MORE COFFEE THAN ANYONE
7/19/1990 coil MICKELSON DECLARES STATE COFFEE DAY
4/15/1984 C081 BRANDON'S COFFlELD ROLLING ON A BOWLING HI
6/30/1989 C015 JCFERRY TOWN THAT SAW BETTER TIMES TO CELEBRATE
3/27/1992 B012 *NEW EXHIBIT TOTALLY MAD
4/12/1992 A072 SURPRISED CALIFORNIANS FALL IN LOVE WITH SF (L)
11/30/1985 A081 NEW MINTINGS WILL ADD GLITTER (ED)
1/13/1986 C025 BERRY PICKERS, WOMAN BATTLE FOR SILVER COINS
4/23/1986 B031 OFFERS $1,000 FOR BEST DESIGN
7/03/1986 C033 FARMER CLAIMS COINS FOUND NEAR HILL CITY
7/04/1986 C032 CALIFORNIA MAN TO GET COIN CACHE
7/07/1986 B021 ARTISTS ENTER 106 DESIGNS FOR CENTENNIAL COIN
7/11/1986 C034 SD CENTENNIAL COIN CHOSEN
9/29/1986 C015 *OLD COIN COLLECTIONS MAKE FORTUNES
,12/13/1986 €022 FIRM TO SELL MEDALLIONS DESPITE BAN
4/15/1987 B041SD' MINTED COINS "GO ON"SALE TODAY
4/16/1987 A013 *BISON IN MINT CONDITION
8/28/1987 C014 MINT OFFERS LASTING MEMORY
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COINS
COIT RICHARD
COLBECK TERESA
COLD
COLE BRIDGET
jCOLEwDOUG - - ;
COLE GEORGE
COLE JOHN
COLE MIKE
COLE PAPERS
COLE SANDY
COLE TOM
COLELLA ROSE
COLEMAN NICK
COLISEUM
COLLECTORS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/21/1987 BG12 MARKET DROP MAY HELP BULLION SALES
11/22/1987 EGIA ^FIRM'S COINS HONOR VETS
12/31/1987 CG51 STATE RECEIVES $4G,GGG FROM BULLION SALES
2/2G/1989 BGll GOVERNOR TO GET 1ST BISON COIN SET
9/21/1989 CG12 RUSHMORE COINS TO BE MINTED
9/26/1989 AG81 SALE OFFERS LESSON CD
11/G2/1989 C023 TRUCK WITH COINS CITED AS OVERWEIGHT
ll/0<i/1989 AGIA SENATE OK'S RUSHMORE MEMORIAL COINS
11/G6/1989 BGll COIN, STAMP SHOW SET FOR THIS MONTH
11/21/1989 C021 US HOUSE OK'S CENTENNIAL COINS
12/28/1989 CG21 TRI-STATE WON'T RENEW COIN CONTRACT
2/23/199G CGll TESTIMONY TO START ON BILL TO MINT COINS
3/G1/199G CGll RUSHMORE COIN RUNS INTO COMPETITION
<i/05/1990 CG-il PANEL APPROVES RUSHMORE COIN
5/16/199G CG26 RUSHMORE COIN OK'D
7/G1/199G CGll MOUNT RUSHMORE COIN GETS FINAL NOD
7/18/1990 CGll PRESIDENT SIGNS RUSHMORE COIN
11/1A/199D C035 MOUNT RUSHMORE COINS GO ON SALE IN "JANUARY
11/15/199G D062 XYELLOW COINS SIGNAL ETHANOL GROWTH
2/16/1991 CGl<i XMT RUSHMORE COINS UNVEILED
3/13/1991 CGll COMMEMORATIVE COIN SALE GOING WELL
5/29/1991 A014 STATE STRIKES OUT WITH COIN DEAL
8/17/1991 CG31 RUSHMORE MEMORIAL COIN SALES MAY REACH 2 MILLION
1/19/1992 FG14 TABLES TURN ON DIAL-NET LAWYER
1/22/1991 C035 FATHER DOES HIS BEST WHILE WIFE SERVES
1/21/1991 A052 XSTILL BATTLING THE COLD
12/09/1991 A052 KHOME REMEDIES
10/15/1989 FGll PRAIRIE LASS THRIVED ON TENACITY
=a/27</a,983 GG21 *HAPPINESS-rBEING YOUNG LEGISLATORS
5/0471984 CGll SKIPS SPECIAL SESSION TO HELP HART CAMPAIGN
4/27/1986 NlGl.CAG) *HE.JUMPED INTO POLITICS EARLY
5/24/1982 CG313CCOLE REGISTER OF DEEDS CANDIDATE
8/G5/1984 EG12 *AREA FIELDS NEED WATER WORKS BYPRODUCT
7/19/199G C031 APPRAISER'S JOB IS FIRST BUDGET CASUALITY
7/25/1990 C031 COMMISSION UPHOLDS LAYOFF OF APPRAISER
1/23/1990 CGll HURON NATIVE STARTS WORKING FOR DASCHLE
7/13/1986 EGll COLE PAPERS TO OPEN SIOUX FALLS OFFICE
7/20/1991 AG54 ^WOMAN HAS A FLAIR FOR FAIR WARES
4/10/1983 AG16 KTAX MEN FIGHTING IMAGE OF BAD GUYS
2/06/1990 C041 MITCHELL TEACHER WINS CATHOLIC AWARD
8/14/1988 FOll 96CLASHING OVER DAKOTA BASHING
9/18/1988 A114 STATE DENIGRATOR'S PROBLEM PROVINCIALISM (L)
9/29/1988 A061 WRITER SHOWS LACK OF PROFESSIONALISM (L)
2/17/1986 A081 CHANGE COLISEUM INTO CITY RECREATION CENTER
8/09/1986 C015 COLISEUM MIGHT SPORT NEW FUNCTION
4/10/1987 AlOl COLISEUM, ARENA ARE NOT USED ENOUGH (D
10/11/1989 C012 ^REPLACES LINES IN COLISEUM FOR THEATER SEASON
1/26/1990 BGll WHERE THERE'S SMOKE
2/19/1990 A103 COLISEUM TOO SMALL; ARTS CENTER NEEDED CD
. 5/09/1982: DOII .XONE MAN,'!S TRASH IS ANOTHER MAN'S TREASURE
6/16/1982 coil 5CCHICAG0 MAN WHEELS, DEALS IN BICYCLES
6/20/1982 B071 COKE IS IT FOR COLLECTORS IN COLEMAN
12/22/1982 coil 36BERESFORD MAN PICKS UP ANYTHING
12/27/1982 coil ^TAKING TRASH AND MAKING IT TREASURE
5/06/1983 C061 KDOLLS' VALUE INCREASE WITH AGE
5/18/1983 D014 *HIS COLLECTION IS TOPPS
7/17/1983 DOll ^BEAUTIFUL HOBBY TURNS A PROFIT
11/15/1983 A053 3C0LD BOTTLES LURE TRIO TO PRIVIES
6/03/1984 coil 3CC0MIC ADVENTURES
7/28/1984 DQll GEM, MINERAL COLLECTORS TO MEET HERE TODAY
9/03/1984 coil *FLEA MARKET PROVIDES PORTHOLE TO THE PAST
10/14/1984 DOll XCAN HE HAVE YOUR AUTOGRAPH
10/18/1984 B054 PRECIOUS FRIENDS COLLECTIONS CLUB
5/19/1985 C021 JtCOLLECTOR CANVASSES CITY FOR ALUMINUM CANS
5/27/1985 A071 PRESIDENTS SET THEIR OWN RECORDS
6/14/1985 BOll PCOLLECTOR UNCOVERS INTRICATE DESIGNS
7/26/1985 C013 PMAN TINKERS WITH PIECES OF YESTERDAY
11/29/1985 C013 PCREATES CUDDLY CHRISTMAS TREE
1/30/1986 A091 FROG COLLECTORS INVITED TO JOIN CLUB
2/16/1986 coil PCOLLECTORS HARVEST UNUSUAL CROP OF TOYS
4/17/1986 B032 COLLECTORS CLUB TO MEET TONIGHT
8/25/1986 BOll PVINTAGE CAR ENTHUSIASTS WORK WELL
9/07/1986 coil BASEBALL CARD BUFFS DEAL FOR FUN
9/29/1986 C015 POLD COIN COLLECTIONS MAKE FORTUNES
10/16/1986 B051 STAMP COLLECTING PROGRAM PLANNED
7/10/1987 B012 PTHE ART OF COLLECTING
'''^^7247198F-A062s:^ALLv:viN ^THE^fCARDS FOR^^BASEBALL AFICIONADOS
10/19/1987 A112 COLLECTORS CLUB PLANS FUNDRAISER
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COLLEGES/UNIV-IA
COLLEGES/UNIV-MN
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/23/1987 A012 KPARKER MAN PUTS PAST ON DISPLAY
3/12/1988 C025 *MAN EXTENDS ARTIFACT COLLECTION IN OWN BACKYARD
3/24/1988 A072 COLLECTORS MAKE COMIC BOOKS THEIR HERO
4/04/1988 B013 HELMETS COVER LEONARDS' HOME
4/21/1988 B054 COLLECTORS CLUB SPONSORS BANQUET
5/15/1988 coil RECORD COLLECTORS TO GATHER TODAY
5/16/1988 C012 DEALERS SING PRAISES OF RECORD SHOW
5/29/1988 C061 *T0 GUIDE YOUNG CARD COLLECTORS
11/03/1988 A014 *FEW TEARS SHED FOR ROBIN
1/06/1989 B013 *HOW TO BUILD A RECORD FOUNDATION
1/13/1989 B013 COLLECTORS SUGGEST NECESSITIES
1/20/1989 B012 *PR1VATE COLLECTORS SHARE OBJECTS OF THEIR PASSIONS
1/27/1989 B013 GOING BACK TO THE ROOTS
3/04/1989 A052 3CREC0VER1NG YOUR GARBAGE
5/23/1989 C012 TEENS FACE CHARGES IN BASEBALL CARD HEIST
10/13/1989 B012 *CRAZY ABOUT YOU, DOLL
11/05/1989 F012 *R0CK-S0L1D HOBBYIST
11/18/1989 coil ANNUAL COIN SHOW WILL OPEN TODAY
5/03/1990 A015 5C1LLEGAL BASEBALL CARDS HIT MARKET
5/03/1990 B012 JfMODEL CARS SIZE UP SONS LOVE OF RACING
7/01/1990 C033 KPARKER MUSEUM BRINGS BACK THE OL' TIMES
7/09/1990 C033 ^PASTOR DOESN'T WAFFLE ON COLLECTION
8/02/1990 B062 OMAN'S HOBBY BLOSSOMS INTO BUSINESS
8/19/1990 F012 5fT0M0RR0W'S TREASURES
9/17/1990 C035 NICKEL INVESTMENT PAYS OFF FOR CARD COLLECTOR
10/01/1990 B034 *BOY'S HUBCAP HOBBY TURNS PROFIT
11/04/1990 F012 56YOUNGSTER KEEPS CLOSE TABS ON WHITE HOUSE
7/21/1991 F012 *COLLECTOR ENJOYS UNUSUAL HOBBY
9/19/1991 B012 *HOBBY IS FOR THE BIRDS
9/19/1991 B016 ANYTHING CAN BE A COLLECTIBLE
11/08/1991 C012 ^AUCTIONS LIVEN UP SMALL TOWN
11/12/1991 A052 *DR DEAN'S ART UP FOR AUCTION
11/17/1991 F012 5CT1NY TOWNS TREASURED
10/18/1992 G012 ^BUTTONS RECORD HISTORY OF POLITICAL SHOWDOWNS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES
PRIVATE COLLEGES FIGHT FOR SHARE OF STUDENTS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES--E.G. SDSU
6/24/1985 C015 9eAUTH0RlTlES PROBE SMALL IOWA COLLEGE
12/31/1986 B021 EX-SIOUX EMPIRE OFFICIALS PUT ON PROBATION
4/25/1982 Don JfSOMETHlNG'S COOKIN' AT THE CALUMET-PIPESTONE
1/13/1984 C041 PERPICH, JANKLOW PLAN TO TALK ABOUT COLLEGE
10/10/1988 con ENROLLMENT JUMPS AT SOUTHWEST STATE
1/05/1982 con REGENTS DELAY DECISION ON MEDICAL SCHOOL TUITION
1/06/1982 C033 IMPROVING COLLEGES SHOULD BE SD GOAL
1/07/1982 D041 MINES SCHOOL HEAD WANTS HIGHER TUITION
1/08/1982 C031 COLLEGES ASK FOR MORE FACULTY PAY
1/10/1982 B052 PAY HIKES NEEDED, COLLEGE HEADS SAY
1/10/1982 C062 USD'S LEIN PROPOSES LIMITING ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS
1/13/1982 B021 SDSU COMPUTER STAFF CRITICIZES SD POLICIES (L)
r 1/27/1982 B013 JANKLOW OK'S PLAN TO SAVE PUBLIC RADIO
1/29/1982 con PAY, BENEFITS OF SD PROFESSORS RANK LOW
1/31/1982 B063 BILL ENDING FREE MED SCHOOL TUITION OK'D
2/09/1982 C015 COLLEGE STUDENTS' TUITION TAB WILL GO UP
2/10/1982 C042 HOUSE OKS BUILDING PLANS
2/13/1982 B041 JANKLOW-WE CAN'T AFFORD 2 BUILDINGS
2/16/1982 C061 LAWMAKERS TRIM FACULTY PAY HIKE PLAN
2/18/1982 D031 SENATE REJECTS NEW COLLEGE BUILDINGS
2/19/1982 C041 3 STATE UNIVERSITIES ASK FOR MASTER'S PROGRAMS
2/19/1982 C055 NSC ATHLETIC FACILITY GETS HOUSE APPROVAL
2/21/1982 B051 HIGHER EDUCATION BUDGET SURVIVES
2/27/1982 C024 QUESTIONS JANKLOW ON COLLEGE COSTS (L)
3/16/1982 BOll KSD SCHOOLS DON'T RATE IN COLLEGE GUIDES
3/19/1982 C016 STUDENTS MAY SUE TO STOP AID TO PRIVATE SCHOOLS
3/28/1982 B081 PROPOSED CHANGES DON'T WORRY DSC PROFS
4/03/1982 B033 PRIVATE COLLEGE STUDENTS CAN APPLY
4/06/1982 B016 JUNIOR COLLEGE TO OFFER 1ST YEAR WORK
4/17/1982 B043 SD NATIVE TO GET WYO SCHOOL POST
4/21/1982 B041 TUITION HIKES ON REGENTS' AGENDA
4/23/1982 con REGENTS APPROVE 9 PERCENT TUITION INCREASE
4/24/1982 con 56EXPANS10N OF PUBLIC RADIO SIGNALS OK'D
4/24/1982 C014 REGENTS HIKE COLLEGE TUITION
4/27/1982 B041 STUDENT FEDERATION BACKS TUITION HIKE
4/30/1982 C021 PIERRE'S IMAGINATIVE COLLEGE COURSE (ED)
5/19/1982 C032 JUDGE DISMISSES $2.5 MILLION TRAMPOLINE LAWSUIT
5/20/1982 D013 BOARD OF REGENTS MIGHT RESTRICT DRINKING ON CAMPUS
5/21/1982 C033 REGENTS PANEL DISAGREES ON DRINKING PLAN
rt 5722/1982 AO12- REGENTS'-BAR BEERi DRINKING 1N DORMITORIES
5/29/1982 B022 RESTRICTIVE ADMISSION POLICY CRITICIZED (L)
4/02/1992 A012
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5/31/1982 A135 $1,600 GIVEN TO COLLEGES BY THE NY LIFE FOUNDATION
5/31/1982 B052 SD HIGH COURT RULES STUDENT CAN'T SUE
6/13/1982 C042 BOARD OF REGENTS MIGHT REINSTATE HOUSEMOTHERS
6/16/1982 con KREGENTS DELAY ACTION ON HOUSEPARENTS
6/18/1982 C023 REGENT'S BEER BAN DECISION WAS POORLY MADE CD
6/20/1982 B031 KFEWER STUDENTS, LESS FEDERAL AID
6/22/1982 B021 GRADUATE CENTER OFFERS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY (ED)
6/26/1982 COAl NORTHERN STATE REMOVED FROM AAUP CENSURE LIST
7/15/1982 COAl UNIVERSITIES' FACULTY TO GET PAY RAISE
7/16/1982 CO^l REGENTS STUDY COMPUTER PROGRAM
8/06/1982 C031 BUDGET S FINANCE COMMITTEE TO RECOMMEND SPENDING
8/07/1982 con REGENTS PANEL CUTS BUDGET REQUESTS
8/19/1982 C033 PIERRE COLLEGE STARTS CLASSES SEPT 7
8/21/1982 C013 BOARD OF REGENTS APPROVE $170 MILLION BUDGET
9/18/1982 C013 MOST STUDENTS DON'T BACK USD BID...
9/25/1982 B05IO'CONNOR--KEEP COLLEGES OPEN
10/02/1982 A012 HIGHER EDUCATION DESERVES SUPPORT CD
10/03/1982 D121 SF COLLEGE SITE OF GRAD SCHOOL FAIR
TO/n/1982 C061 REGENTS TO DISCUSS TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS
10/22/1982 COIA RAISE STANDARDS FOR PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
10/23/1982 con BOARD BACKS A-YEAR MEDICAL SCHOOL
10/23/1982 con SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY TO BE REVIEWED
10/27/1982 DOll SD COLLEGES AMONG 50 BARGAIN-PRICE SCHOOLS
11/06/1982 C031 11 SINTE GLESKA GRADS FIND JOBS
11/15/1982 C021 NATIONAL RECOGNITION FOR AUGUSTANA, MINES (ED)
11/16/1982 C033 COLLEGE STUDENTS WANT COMPROMISE ON BEER
11/25/1982 B031 SD HIGHER EDUCATION FOCUS OF TV SHOW
.n/28/1982 B091 CAMPUSES HOST MINDPOWER MEETINGS
11/2971982 A074 COMMUNITY COLLEGE RECEIVES GRANT
12/05/1982 C051 SRSTKA--REGENTS NEUTRAL IN SPRINGFIELD ISSUE
12/08/1982 A016 TUITION HIKE FRUSTRATES STUDENTS
12/09/1982 A016 REGENTS WANT TUITION, FEES BOOSTED 15 PERCENT
12/11/1982 con KSRSTKA--LET STUDENTS DECIDE ON TUITION INCREASE
12/12/1982 C031 STUDENTS CARRY UNFAIR FINANCIAL BURDEN (L)
12/19/1982 B031 REGENTS 8 JANKLOW TO COMPARE BUDGETS
12/16/1982 C023 SYMPATHIZE WITH COLLEGIANS OVER FINALS WEEK (L)
12/17/1982 C032 SRSTKA ASKS STUDENTS FOR ALTERNATIVE TO FEE HIKE
12/19/1982 C071 REGENTS WILL SEEK FUNDS FOR NEW BUILDINGS
1/13/1983 con JANKLOW--NEW SCHOOL STUDY IS ACTION
1/17/1983 C031 ENROLLMENT UP AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1/17/1983 C032 REGENTS TO CONSIDER COMPUTER DEGREES, STANDARDS
1/18/1983 BOn REGENTS--H1GHER STANDARDS FOR TEACHER TRAINING
1/20/1983 con REGENTS REQUEST EXTRA FEE HIKES
1/23/1983 C031 STUDENTS SHOULDN'T PAY INEQUITABLE SHARE
1/31/1983 BOll REGENTS WANT RECIPROCITY TO CONTINUE
2/02/1983 D012 STUDENTS PAY $800 EXTRA WITHOUT RECIPROCITY
2/05/1983 B021 DISCUSS SCHOOL BILLS WITH LAWMAKERS (L)
2/19/1983 C021 SINTE GLESKA'S ACCREDITATION (ED)
2/16/1983 C051'EDUCATORS CRITICIZE PLAN FOR FREE TUITION
2/17/1983 C061 PRIVATE COLLEGE GRANTS APPROVED
2/18/1983 C099 HOUSE OK'S AID FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
2/19/1983 B093 LAWMAKERS REJECT NORTHERN
3/01/1983 B092 COMMITTEE SAYS BLDGS MUST WAIT FOR MONEY
3/03/1983 C091 COLLEGE BUILDING PLAN PASSES SENATE
3/05/1983 B099 LEGISLATURE OKS COLLEGE BUILDING PROJECTS
3/06/1983 B093 AUGUSTANA PROGRAM GIVES CREDIT
3/12/1983 A061 STAFF ARE PREPARED FOR DORMITORY FIRES
3/18/1983 DOll COLLEGES TOLD TO PLAN ON LAYOFFS
3/18/1983 DOll COMMITTEE REJECTS PLAN TO SHORTEN SCHOOL YEAR
3/19/1983 B031 SCHOOLS TOLD TO CREATE CUTBACK PLANS
3/19/1983 B031 STUDY ON LENGTH OF SCHOOL YEAR PLANNED
3/19/1983 B033 JANKLOW WANTS TO STUDY MED SCHOOL MOVE
3/22/1983 con 5 BUILDING PROJECTS OK'D
3/23/1983 con LEG OVERTURN VETO FOR COLLEGE BLDG
3/29/1983 C021 STUDENTS DID NOT FARE WELL ON HIGHER EDUC BILLS (L)
3/30/1983 A021 JANKLOW SUGGESTS NEW USES FOR STATE SCHOOLS
3/31/1983 B015 *1TS TOUGH TO DECEIVE HIRING SYSTEM
9/18/1983 A095 COLLEGES GET GRANT FOR COMPUTERS
9/22/1983 A012 REGENTS LOOK AT RAISING ENTRANCE STANDARDS
9/22/1983 C019 REGENTS REVIEW BUDGET CUTBACKS
9/22/1983 C019 PERPICH WANTS RECIPROCITY PACT CHANGED
9/23/1983 C013 REGENTS DELAY BUDGET CUTS UNTIL MAY
9/27/1983 A083 SD COLLEGES WORK HARDER, DONATIONS GROW
5/05/1983 C095 BOARD MAY REQUIRE MORE BASICS FOR ADMITTANCE
5/06/1983 C091 COLLEGE PRESIDENTS APPEAR ON 'STATEWIDE'
7?5707/T983 "Boa's;::RINDINGVJOB^'HARD WORK 'FOR'TTHIS YEARS GRADS
5/16/1983 A095 FOUNDATION RECEIVES $1,600 GIFT
5/16/1983 BOll STATE RANKS LAST IN AID SURVEY
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5/18/1983 con JANKLOW WILL HANDLE TUITION RECIPROCITY TALKS
5/20/1983 AOIA KREGENTS WILL INCREASE TUITION RATES
5/20/1983 C015 REGENTS TO CUT 29 POSITIONS
5/21/1983 B031 REGENTS VOTE TO RAISE TUITION 7 PERCENT
6/16/1983 COAl REGENTS PLAN MAY TOUGHEN STANDARDS
6/17/1983 A016 *REGENT--STATE SHOULD KEEP BEST STUDENTS
6/17/1983 C015 REGENT'S PLAN RUNS INTO SNAG
6/28/1983 C0A3 OGLALA RECEIVES ACCREDITATION
6/28/1983 C0A3 STATES MAKING PROGRESS ON RECIPROCITY
7/01/1983 C021 WHY SHOULD STUDENTS PAY MORE FOR LESS (L)
7/10/1983 E031 LOCAL COLLEGES CAN'T AFFORD BIG INVESTMENTS
7/21/1983 C012 DELAY CHANGING ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
7/22/1983 con RECIPROCITY WILL BENEFIT BOTH STATES
7/30/1983 A015 REGENTS ASK MORE OF COLLEGE-BOUND
8/01/1983 A016 TUITION RISES 7 PERCENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA
8/19/1983 A012 REGENTS CONSIDER $168 MILLION BUDGET
8/20/1983 B013 TEACHER UNION DIRECTOR WANTS RAISE PLAN CLARIFIED
8/21/1983 C06I INFORMATION SESSION ON COLLEGES IS WEDNESDAY
8/28/1983 con ENROLLMENT EXPECTED TO DROP AT COLLEGES
10/16/1983 C021 AN OLD GRAD'S MEMORY (YEAGER)
10/19/1983 C012 REGENTS' PANEL DISCUSSES CHANGE IN CALENDAR
10/20/1983 C013 JCOFFICIALS OPPOSE PLAN TO MOVE STATE CHEM LAB
10/20/1983 C013 ^STUDENTS WANT CAMPUS BEER
10/21/1983 con APPROVE CHEMICAL LAB TRANSFER TO BROOKINGS
10/23/1983 C0A5 REGENTS TO RETHINK REQUIREMENT CHANGE
10/26/1983 C025 USD STUDENT WILL LIVE WITH CHANGE (L)
10/26/1983 C0A2 MODIFY REQUIREMENTS, REGENTS TOLD
10/29/1983 B031 ^SCHOOLS ARE EXTRAVAGANT, JANKLOW SAYS
10/30/1983 B035 ACADEMIC CALENDAR COMPLEX CD
-11702/1983 C0A3 OFFICIALS FORM GROUP TO OPPOSE REQUIREMENTS
11/06/1983 C061 OFFICIALS WILL DISCUSS GRADUATE SCHOOLS
11/10/1983 C012 PANEL SEEKS COLLEGE ENTRANCE FLEXIBILITY
11/12/1983 B013 COURSE CHANGES MAY NOT COME UNTIL '85
n/lA/1983 B021 STATE HIGHER EDUCATION DETERIORATING
11/16/1983 ClOl SOUTH DAKOTA TO CUT COLLEGE SPENDING
12/16/1983 C014 PANEL--DON'T ADD DAYS TO SCHOOL
1/02/198A C061 FATE OF 2 PUBLIC COLLEGES ON AGENDA
l/n/198A D023 *3 WAYS TO HANDLE HIGHER EDUCATION PROBLEM
l/n/198A D032 KREGENTS LIKE RAISE IN ENGINEERING FEE
1/19/198A C021 EDUCATOR--WHY CHOSE THIS STATE
1/22/198A C061 PREDICT 2A PERCENT ENROLLMENT DROP
1/28/198A BOll BILLS WOULD CHANGE COLLEGE RULES
1/31/198A B031 SENATE OKS BILL TO OVERRULE REGENTS' POLICIES
2/01/198A con OPEN UNIVERSITIES TO ALL STUDENTS
2/01/198A C021 LAWMAKERS SHOULD TELL PLANS (ED)
2/02/1984 con MAY GET EXTRA MONEY FOR UTILITY BILLS
2/03/1984 D041 STUDENTS WOULD MEET STANDARDS
2/04/1984 B031 2 HIGHER-EDUCATION BILLS TO GET MORE DEBATE
2/21/1984 A012 HIGHER TUITION, STATE PAY RAISE
,2/22/1984 D031 GROUP LOOKS INTO STUDENT QUALITY OF LIFE
2/29/1984 C051 ^LEGISLATURE CHANGES STATE COLLEGE COMPLEXION
3/18/1984 C021 1984 SESSION MADE MAJOR CHANGES CED)
3/19/1984 Alls AID AVAILABLE FOR FUTURE TEACHERS
3/19/1984 B021 WHAT STATE LEGISLATORS LEFT (ED)
3/31/1984 C041 EFFECT OF COLLEGE CHANGES WON'T BE KNOWN
4/02/1984 B014 MID-AMERICA SCHOOLS GET GRANTS
4/06/1984 C051 REGENTS WANT TO KNOW ABOUT CAMPUS LIFE
4/08/1984 A012 JUST WHO IS RUNNING COLLEGES
4/22/1984 B071 COLLEGE ENROLLMENT DROPS, EXCEPT IN HURON
4/29/1984 C016 *60 TEACHERS FACE LAYOFFS AT COLLEGES
5/06/1984 con COLLEGES GEAR UP FOR ELDERHOSTEL
5/26/1984 B042 COMMUNITY COLLEGE TO GRADUATE 22
6/01/1984 C013 MORE STUDENTS ENTER EDUCATION PROGRAM
6/19/1984 B013 REPEAL OF COLLEGE BEER BAN
6/19/1984 B013 LONGER SCHOOL YEAR OPTION UNDER CONSIDERATION
6/20/1984 DOll REGENTS TO VOTE ON COMPREHENSIVE TESTS
6/20/1984 D0I3 '85-86 SCHOOL YEAR MAY BE LENGTHENED
6/21/1984 C015 REGENTS REJECT SCHOOL CALENDAR
7/07/1984 B032 SCHOOL OF MINES PROFS BEST PAID EDUCATORS
7/08/1984 C061 EDUCATION COMMITTEE WILL DISCUSS TUITION
7/11/1984 Don CONCERNS SURROUND HIGHER EDUCATION COST
7/11/1984 DOll TO KEEP ROUTE FOR TUITION THE SAME
7/25/1984 C032 REGENTS DISCUSS BUDGETING PROCESS
7/26/1984 C031 TOUGH REQUIREMENTS WON'T SLOW ENROLLMENT
7/29/1984 N171 POST-HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION READILY AVAILABLE
8/05/1984 F051 HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS MONEY
m8y44/1984 '.A012'^ SUR'VEY--GOLLEGE COSTS 6 PERCENT
8/15/1984 D013 DISCUSS PLAN FOR TESTING STUDENTS
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8/17/198'i C03^ REGENTS MOVE TOWARD TESTING PROGRAM
8/18/198A B031 STUDENTS DISLIKE NEW SCHOOL YEAR PLAN BY REGENTS
8/18/198'i B032 REGENTS ADOPT STANDARDIZED COLLEGE TESTS
8/19/198^1 C031 LAWMAKERS MUST EVALUATE FEE SYSTEM
8/21/198<i C031 LEGISLATORS WILL KEEP SPECIAL STUDENT FEES
8/21/198'! C035 MCKILLOP RAISES VOODOO QUESTION
8/28/198<! B0I3 ^REGISTERING CHOICES
9/02/1984 coil WAGE WAR FOR TEACHERS' SALARIES
9/02/1984 C044 SCHOOLS' ENROLLMENT DOWN
9/07/1984 C04I REGENTS PLAN TO ADOPT BUDGET REQUEST
9/08/1984 A014 REGENTS BOOST BUDGET 7 PERCENT
9/17/1984 B024 COLLEGES NEED MORE MONEY CD
9/18/1984 A014 SUBTRACT DEBTS FROM TAX REFUNDS
9/22/1984 C023 IMPROVEMENTS HURT VOCATIONAL PRGORAMS CD
9/24/1984 BOIl STUDENTS WORKING FOR QUALITY OF EDUCATION
9/29/1984 C041 STATE SCHOOL'S TOTAL ENROLLMENT DOWN
10/08/1984 coil AGE NO BARRIER TO LEARNING AGAIN
10/13/1984 C024 SCHEDULE CHANGE NOT GOOD CD
10/14/1984 C061 COLLEGE ENROLLMENT DOWN FROM '83
10/19/1984 C015 STUDENTS WANT CALENDAR CHANGED
10/19/1984 C016 REPORT--FACULTY SALARIES ARE LOW
10/20/1984 coil REGENTS POSTPONE SCHOOL START DECISION
10/20/1984 C031 REGENTS THINKING OF BUDGET CUTS
11/05/1984 C015 GRADUATE CENTER MEETING THURSDAY
11/15/1984 C012 COLLEGE TO CUT ENROLLMENT COSTS
11/16/1984 A014 ^REGENTS DIVVY UP $400,000 TO TEACHERS
11/19/1984 B022 DON'T CHANGE SCHEDULE CD
11/21/1984 DOll LAWMAKERS ENDORSE PAY PLAN FOR COLLEGE
)ll/23/1984C022 STATE MUST INCREASE COMMITMENT TO EDUCATE
11725/1984X051 LATE SCHOOL START WORRIES STUDENTS
11/28/1,984 DOll PARENTS, STUDENTS PROTEST REQUIREMENT
11/29/1984 C061BERESFORD RESIDENTS DISCUSS COLLEGE RULES
11/30/1984 C031 COLLEGE CHANGING REGISTRATION SCHEDULE
12/05/1984 D041 BOARDS SHOULD FIGHT TO KEEP ACTIVITIES
12/13/1984 C051 REGENTS TO DISCUSS COLLEGE STARTING DATE
12/14/1984 con STUDENTS WANT ACADEMIC CALENDAR CHANGED
12/15/1984 BOll SCHOOL CALENDAR UNDECIDED
12/28/1984 con REGENTS ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT
1/07/1985 B012 INTERIMS AT PRIVATE SCHOOLS EMPHASIZE EXPERIENCE
1/14/1985 C051 PROGRAMS MAKE COLLEGE AFFORDABLE
1/17/1985 con PRIVATE COLLEGES LOOK TO LEGISLATORS FOR HELP
1/23/1985 con PANEL APPROVES TUITION RECIPROCITY WITH IOWA
1/24/1985 C023 PRIVATE COLLEGES DESERVE SUPPORT (D
1/26/1985 A012 KPRIVATE SCHOOL AID
1/26/1985 con BILL ON RECIPROCAL TUITION MOVES TO SENATE
1/27/1985 C021 PRIVATE COLLEGES DESERVE PUBLIC SUPPORT (ED)
1/30/1985 DOll SENATE BILL GUARANTEES COLLEGE ADMITTANCE
2/07/1985 B051 6 COLLEGES TAKE PART IN ELDERHOSTEL
2/07/1985 C025 REGENTS, FACULTY NEAR CONTRACT PACT
2/07/1985 C071 REGENTS REPORT AGREEMENT ON STARTING DATE
2/09/1985 B036 JANKLOW VETOES RECIPROCITY BILL
2/12/1985 A013 ^OFFICIAL'S WORDS CUT INTO STUDENTS
2/16/1985 BOll FREEMAN JUNIOR COLLEGE APPEALS FOR MONEY
2/20/1985 con COMMITTEE MODIFIES OPEN ADMISSIONS PLAN
3/13/1985 D015 COLLEGE RECRUITING HEATS UP
3/22/1985 con CORE-REQUIREMENT PLAN FLUNKS
3/23/1985 con HIGHER SALARIES ARE WORTH BUDGET CUTS
3/23/1985 C015 JANKLOW PUTS DOWN SCISSORS
3/31/1985 A012 REGENTS' CLOSED DOORS KEEP ISSUES QUIET
3/31/1985 Alll REGENTS SLAM DOOR IN FACE OF QUALITY EDUCATION
4/05/1985 A022 REGENTS CONTROL BUDGET OF $160 MILLION NEXT YEAR
4/07/1985 A121 THE REGENTS NEED REFRESHER COURSES (ED)
4/09/1985 AlOl GOVERNOR, REGENTS DESTROYING EDUCATION (L)
4/09/1985 B021 CHAMBERLAIN TO HOST STATE CHAMBER GROUPS
4/18/1985 AOll COLLEGES TRIM BUDGETS TO RAISE SALARIES
4/19/1985 C035 STUDENTS WHO MISSED TEST OWE AN ANSWER
4/21/1985 A014 HOOPS CASE A SYMPTOM, NO CURE
4/21/1985 A022 LOCAL HIKES RANGE
4/22/1985 A081 COME CLEAN NOW (ED)
4/24/1985 B021 COLLEGES PROBABLY WON'T SUFFER
4/27/1985 C053 DEMOCRATS PLAN COLLEGE DISCUSSION
5/03/1985 C021 GOP LEADER CRITICIZES EDUCATION-FORUM PLANS
5/07/1985 B013 FACULTY FEARS ARE HURTING EDUCATION, PANELISTS SAY
5/07/1985 B022 FACULTY TO HAVE SAY ABOUT RAISES IN CONTRACT
5/10/1985 con GRADUATION TIME AROUND STATE
5/13/1985 con LEADERS DISPUTE CAUSE OF EDUCATION BROUHAHA
'5718/1985'^ B01?5'':REGENTS-S1?GN^XP TO DECIDE^^'SCHOOL YEAR
5/27/1985 A105 PROBLEMS NEED ATTENTION (L)
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6/02/1985 A091 QUESTIONS LINGER ABOUT SPRINGFIELD (L)
6/08/1985 0015 REGENTS TO DISCUSS EDUCATION WITH PUBLIC
6/13/1985 BOll KSTAYING IN STATE A SPLIT DECISION FOR LEADERS
6/20/1985 C015 REGENTS KEEP ALCOHOL BAN
6/24/1985 coil COMMUNITY COLLEGE TO CHANGE ITS IDENTITY
6/26/1985 coil 96HEARINGS AREN'T GRIPE SESSIONS
6/29/1985 C021 NO ONE WILL KNOW STUDENTS' CHOICES UNTIL FALL
7/04/1985 AOll ^COLLEGE EDUCATORS GIVE REGENTS POOR GRADES
7/04/1985 A041 *HERE IS A CLOSER LOOK AT THE REGENTS
7/05/1985 A012 *REGENTS PRESSURED 3 TO QUIT
7/06/1985 A012 PAST FIRINGS LEAVE COLLEGE EMPLOYEES FEARING
7/07/1985 A012 SD COLLEGE REPUTATION HAS SUFFERED
7/07/1985 A061 THERE'S HOPE FOR THE FUTURE (ED)
7/10/1985 C024 100 WANTED JOB, EDUCATOR SAYS
. 7/11/1985 C015 REGENTS APPROVE BUILDING BONDS
7/18/1985 0012 'I DIDN'T CUT WORKERS'
7/20/1985 coil REGENTS PROMISE A LIGHTER TOUCH
7/21/1985 C061 GROUP CENSURE OF STATE COLLEGES GONTINUES -
7/24/1985 A081 JANKLOW DESERVES BLAME FOR HIGHER ED PROBLEMS (L)
8/03/1985 C034 SCHOOLS FILE GRIEVANCES ABOUT STARTING DATE
8/11/1985 C021 RETURNING STUDENTS PUT PINCH ON TOURISM SEASON
8/15/1985 B051 HERE'S A GLIMPSE AT SD COLLEGES
8/18/1985 Alll ESTATE'S PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLEGES
8/20/1985 C012 DISPUTE BREWS OVER SCHOOL START
8/23/1985 A016 REGENTS SETTLE CALENDAR
9/08/1985 AlOl TIME FOR NEW STEREOTYPE (ED)
9/08/1985 C021 ^PROGRAM DUPLICATION SHOULD BE REDUCED
9/12/1985 C031 KILIAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE NAMES PRESIDENT
.,9/15/1985 C013 SUPERINTENDENT SAYS REGENT'S STATEMENT ABSURD
9/15/1985 C021 JANKLOW SAYS STATE CAN'T AFFORD DUPLICATION
9/23/1985 B021 KILLIAN COLLEGE FALL ENROLLMENT UP 5 PERCENT
10/20/1985 BOll BEST BUYS IN SD
11/07/1985 A016 SUING STUDENTS LOSE OUT
11/07/1985 coil GRADUATE SCHOOLS EXCHANGE INFORMATION
11/08/1985 coil JANKLOW BLAMES EDUCATION RANKING ON REGENTS
11/08/1985 C031 GRAD SCHOOL MORE THAN A NEXT STEP
11/12/1985 A103 FOREIGN LANGUAGE RULE HELPS STUDENTS (L)
11/14/1985 B022 COLLEGE STUDENTS DRINKING LESS, STUDYING MORE
11/21/1985 C014 KILIAN GETS GRANT TO RECRUIT ADULTS
11/23/1985 C034 LANGUAGE RULE DISPUTE FLARES
11/24/1985 A012 RACISM EXISTS IN COLLEGE TOWNS
11/24/1985 C021 REGENTS STILL IN FAVOR OF MERIT PAY
12/12/1985 C021 GUIDELINES LIMITING DRINKING IN FRATERNITIES
12/14/1985 C016 FRATERNITY LIQUOR BAN APPROVED
12/15/1985 C021 FREEMAN PREPARES FOR JUNIOR COLLEGE CLOSING
12/24/1985 A081 VOICE YOUR OPINION ON ADMISSION RULE (L)
1/04/1986 C021 ENROLLMENT CLOUDS ROTC PROGRAM'S FUTURE
1/14/1986 C022 REGENTS SEEK $15.1 MILLION FOR 8 PROJECTS
1/15/1986 B015 REGENTS WORK ON NEIGHBORLY TRADES
1/17/1986 AOTIXCOLLEGES CHANGE ACADEMIC PACE
1/17/1986 A071 INTERIM ALLOWS STUDENTS TO EXPLORE INTERESTS
1/18/1986 C021 REGENT ADMISSION RULES PROMPT KROGMAN BILL
1/21/1986 A014 COST OF PUBLIC COLLEGE RISES
1/28/1986 C015 HOUSE SCRAPS REGENT COLLEGE ENTRANCE RULES
2/12/1986 B013 SENATE PASSED BILL LOWERS WORKERS' TUITION
2/19/1986 BOll BILL TO CUT WORKERS' TUITION HEADS TO HOUSE
2/21/1986 C031 JANKLOW GETS STATE WORKERS' TUITION MEASURE
2/21/1986 C031 SENATE WILL DEBATE COLLEGIATE ADMISSION BILL
2/25/1986 B021 JANKLOW TO DECIDE OPEN COLLEGE ADMISSION BILL
3/04/1986 C021 KUNDERT CALLS FOR MORE COLLEGE FREEDOM
3/07/1986 C023 FEDERAL MONEY GIVES BOOST
3/08/1986 C024 COLLEGE ADMISSION DOORS TOO FAR-OFFICIAL
3/08/1986 C033 COLLEGE SALARIES AT STATE SCHOOLS
3/09/1986 A081 KEEP COLLEGES OPEN TO ALL GRADS (ED)
3/14/1986 A081 *SHOULDN'T CLOSE ITS DOORS TO STUDENTS
3/17/1986 A012 SCHOOL MEASURE VETOED
3/17/1986 AlOl READ SCHOOL LEGISLATION BEFORE EDITORIALIZING (L)
3/18/1986 A081 ALL GRADS AREN'T COLLEGE MATERIAL (L)
3/20/1986 B016 REGENTS TO MEET TODAY
3/21/1986 coil REGENTS DELAY ACTION ON FOREIGN LANGUAGE
3/22/1986 A012 REGENTS REVERSE THEMSELVES ON ALCOHOL BAN
3/25/1986 C013 COLLEGE COUNSELORS--JOB MARKET BETTER
3/30/1986 B012 DOLLAR CRUNCH FORCES COLLEGES TO ECONOMIZE
4/12/1986 C042 SEEK TO LESSEN RIVALRIES
4/14/1986 C035 PRIVATE COLLEGES PROSPER
4/24/1986 B023 DIMINISHING RETURNS COULD END RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT
"'4725/1986'e015'; REGENTS LEAN TOWARD REQUIRING FOREIGN LANGUAGE
4/29/1986 A012 CONTRIBUTIONS TO NATIONAL, STATE COLLEGES RISE
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5/06/1986 coil MICKLESON URGES COLLEGE AUTONOMY
5/08/1986 A121 REGENTS MUST SHAPE SYSTEM (ED)
5/11/1986 AOll STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM RECIPROCITY PLAN (L)
5/14/1986 A082 PUT FOCUS ON THE POSITIVE (L)
5/16/1986 C013 WON'T RAISE FOREIGN STUDENT TUITION
5/23/1986 C012 LOCAL COLLEGE GRADUATION SUNDAY
5/26/1986 A014 5,000 SD STUDENTS
5/26/1986 B012 GRADUATES UPBEAT ABOUT NEW COURSE
5/30/1986 A015 SD TO CONTINUE RECIPROCITY
5/31/1986 A121 TUITION-BREAK PROGRAM (ED)
6/10/1986 C013 TUITION RECIPROCITY DEAL MAY COME SOON
6/14/1986 C021 REGENTS STUDY ALCOHOL, TUITION RECIPROCITY
6/17/1986 C016 REGENTS TO REVIEW MASTER'S PROGRAMS
6/18/1986 B015 COMMITTEE CONTINUES RECIPROCITY
6/19/1986 coil REGENTS OK EXTENDING TUITION PACT
7/06/1986 C021 SCHOOL STAFFS SHOULD SPEAK UP
7/11/1986 091 CITY OFFERS HIGHER EDUCATION
7/21/1986 B013 SCHOOL BUILDING PLANS LISTED
7/23/1986 B023 SD STUDENTS PAY LESS AT ND SCHOOL
7/29/1986 C013 COLLEGES WANT $8.2 MILLION MORE
8/01/1986 A021 FACULTY CONTRACTS DON'T INCLUDE PAY
8/01/1986 A022 SD TUITION INCREASES NEAR AVERAGE
8/08/1986 C021 REGENTS MAY RAISE LANGUAGE ISSUE AGAIN
8/23/1986 C015 REGENTS OK $187.6 MILLION SPENDING PLAN
9/03/1986 B021 STATE COLLEGE FACULTY BEGIN TERM WITH CONTRACT
9/10/1986 B033 EARLY ENROLLMENT FIGURES
9/11/1986 C022 EARLY FIGURES SHOW DROP IN ENROLLMENT
' Wa5/1.986 C041 STUDENTS FOCUS ON FUTURE, NOT FUN
9/27/1986 coil STATE COLLEGE NUMBERS DIP
9/27/1986 C033 *FALL COLLEGE ENROLLMENT
10/11/1986 C012 SD COLLEGE COUNT DIPS
10/12/1986 C012 REGENT GROUP TO MAKE ALCOHOL POLICY
10/16/1986 C023 REGENTS TO STUDY ADMISSIONS PLAN
10/17/1986 C015 REGENTS MAY SHORTEN PERIODS
10/20/1986 C012 KSTATE SCHOOL HEAD SALARY LISTS
11/04/1986 AlOl BOARD'S OPEN-MINDEDNESS DRAWS PRAISE (L)
11/30/1986 C043 REBUILDING OUR COLLEGES
12/13/1986 C014 WORK CUT OUT FOR THEM TO TRIM BUDGET
12/13/1986 C014 PRESIDENTS GIVE TEST PROGRAM GOOD MARKS
12/13/1986 C033 ^COLLEGE DIPLOMAS
12/14/1986 E012 STUDENTS RESIGNED TO TUITION HIKE
12/18/1986 C012 REGENTS TO MEET ORDER FOR CUTS
1/10/1987 C014 REPORT DETAILS PROBLEMS IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
1/12/1987 B015 STUDENTS TAKE LEARNING BREAK
1/13/1987 coil REGENTS PANEL--RESTORE 1 PERCENT CUT
1/14/1987 B025 REGENTS REQUEST MORE MONEY
1/21/1987 A012 STUDENTS FURTHER IN DEBT THAN AVERAGE
1/21/1987 B014 SDSU ENGINEERING EARNS TOP NATIONAL AWARD
1/26/1987'8012 )€MORE PEOPLE LEARNING WHILE EARNING A LIVING
1/28/1987 B015 COLLEGES NEED AIDS PLAN
1/29/1987 C041 STUDENTS LEARN WHILE LOBBYING
2/02/1987 A075 SCHOOLS TO GET SEARS GRANTS
2/08/1987 C012 PROPOSED AID CUTS WORRY COLLEGE OFFICIALS
2/11/1987 B016 GOVERNOR'S FINANCING PLAN OK'D
2/23/1987 A012 FARM JOBS OUTGROW STUDENTS, STUDY FINDS
2/25/1987 B021 COLLEGE PRESIDENTS DELIVER LETTERS OF PROTEST
3/09/1987 B012 RELIGIOUS COLLEGES SEEK DIVERSITY
3/18/1987 B041 REGENTS TO HEAR BUDGET CUT PLANS
3/21/1987 C013 CUT BUDGETS, NOT RAISE STUDENT FEES
3/21/1987 C013 CHILDREN OF ALUMNI WILL BE OFFERED RESIDENT TUITIONS
3/22/1987 E012 3€SINTE GLESKA OF SUCCESS, SELF-RELIANCE
4/16/1987 A015 4 PERCENT TUITION HIKE PROPOSED
4/17/1987 C012 REGENTS OK HIGHER FEES, TUITION
5/04/1987 C012 CUTS THREATEN SCHOOLS' STATUS
5/10/1987 B012 PRIVATE CONTRIBUTIONS INCREASE
5/17/1987 C071 SCHOOLS IN REGION TO COOPERATE MORE
5/19/1987 C012 *CRAMMING 8 CAFFEINE
5/23/1987 C023 REGENTS SET '88-'89 SCHOOL CALENDAR
8/08/1987 C012 AREA TUITIONS RISE LESS THAN AVERAGE
8/13/1987 C012 STATE COLLEGES EXPECT MORE FRESHMEN
8/22/1987 C024 REGENTS OK NEW TUITION PLAN
9/12/1987 A072 XDORM SWEET HOME
9/20/1987 C012 ZOO, COLLEGE COMBINE FOR FALL KICK-OFF
9/22/1987 C023 TO SHOW ADULTS EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES
9/25/1.987 A014 COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS RISE
5/2871987 A074"UPS' GIVES'GRANTS TO COLLEGES
9/29/1987 C045 LIBERAL ARTS ROUND OUT EDUCATION
10/06/1987 C025 STATE NURSING GROUP SAYS CHANGES NEEDED
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10/10/1987 C012 EXPANDING KILIAN COLLEGE TURNS 10
10/16/1987 C012 COLLEGES DON'T MAKE THE GRADE
10/25/1987 F015 KAG SCHOOLS FACE ENROLLMENT SLIDES
11/01/1987 BOll EDUCATION GROUP RECEIVES GRANT
11/11/1987 B012 SD MAY OFFER SCHOLARS FREE TUITION
11/12/1987 C026 REGENT WANTS TO ADVANCE COLLEGES' STATUS
11/29/1987 A081 INCENTIVES AT CUTTING 'BRAIN DRAIN' (ED)
12/01/1987 C012 TUITION WAIVERS CONSIDERED
12/0<«/1987 C012 XUNIVERSITIES MAY GET CONTROL OF PURSE STRINGS
12/05/1987 C021 TO GIVE UNIVERSITIES POWER OVER FINANCES
12/11/1987 C016 REGENTS DELAY CHANGE
12/12/1987 C016 HOSPITAL DONATES BUILDING TO REGENTS
12/1A/1987 A081 CHANGING SCHOOL NAMES WON'T MAKE THEM BETTER (ED)
12/19/1987 A105 WHAT'S IN A NAME (L)
12/28/1987 A083 SCHOOL NAMES SHOULD FIT COURSE OFFERINGS (L)
12/28/1987 A09A LAWMAKERS QUESTION EDUCATION PROPOSAL ,
1/03/1988 AlOl MORE FREEDOM TO DECIDE HOW TO SPEND.(ED))
1/03/1988 C02A PROPOSE PANEL TO STUDY NURSING TRAINING
1/09/1988 A082 ELIMINATE SCHOOL DUPLICATION (L)
1/17/1988 A081 STATE SOFT ON SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS (ED)
2/02/1988 C021 PANEL APPROVES CHANGE IN COLLEGE NAMES
2/0A/1988 C012 LAWMAKER--CHANGE HELPS IMAGE
2/DA/1988 C015 FORMER REGENTS CRITICIZE PROPOSAL
2/07/1988 coil GOVERNOR--COLLEGES SHOULD KEEP NAMES
2/10/1988 B031 NAME CHANGE ISN'T GOVERNOR'S FAVORITE BILL
2/21/1988 C06A PANEL DEBATES SCHOLARSHIP BILL
2/2A/1988 B021 LAWMAKERS OK COLLEGE NAME CHANGE
2/25/1988 C013 MICKELSON CRITICAL OF NAME-CHANGE BILL
2/25/1988 COAA PRESIDENTS APPROVE BUCKLEY AS INTERIM HEAD
2/28/1988 C063 COLLEGES, REGENTS GAIN CONTROL OF BUDGET
2/29/1988 C012 CHEATING NOT A PROBLEM FOR SDSU
3/10/1988 COAl NAME-CHANGE ADVOCATES TO MAKE CALLS
3/13/1988 E021 *M1CKELS0N VETOES 10 BILLS
3/l<i/1988 AlOl SHOULD BACK HOG, UNIVERSITY VETOES (ED)
3/15/1988 C012 VETOES HOLD ON HOG FARM, NAME CHANGE
3/20/1988 C051 STATE UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT STABLE THIS SPRING
3/29/1988 C012 REGENTS PASS FEE INCREASE
3/30/1988 B013 ^FACULTY BARGAINING FOR SALARY INCREASE
4/09/1988 C012 *WANTS ENROLLMENTS AT COLLEGES BOOSTED
4/17/1988 AlOl TO BUILD UP ITS PUBLIC COLLEGES (ED)
4/24/1988 D024 REGENTS WANT STUDY OF TUITION
4/26/1988 C012 COLLEGE TEACHERS PUSH FOR RAISES
5/08/1988 A012 REGRETS DECISION TO ADD NEW PROGRAMS
5/10/1988 D012 ^GRADUATES CHARITABLE TOWARD SD COLLEGES
5/10/1988 D021 MICKELSON IRKS PANEL WITH COLLEGE AID
5/16/1988 A081 PRODS REGENTS IN WORTHWHILE DIRECTION (ED)
5/20/1988 C041 COMMITTEE SUGGESTS REDUCING NON-RESIDENT TUITION
6/10/1988 A081 TRANSITION AT DSC IS IMPRESSIVE (ED)
6/14/1988 C014 ^REPORT ABOUT RENAMING COLLEGES
6/15/1988 B051 UNIVERSITY GUIDELINES ENDORSED
6/15/1988 B052 SCHOOLS THAT SENT FACULTY CONTRACTS
6/16/1988 C012 REGENTS APPROVE CHANGE IN RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT
6/21/1988 C012 ECONOMY GETS $76 MILLION FROM 5 COLLEGES
7/17/1988 Alll OPPORTUNITY WINDOW OPEN TO STATE SCHOOLS (L)
7/18/1988 C012 *WOMEN SEEK BETTER LIFE AT RESERVATION
7/21/1988 C012 TUITION REDUCED FOR WYOMING STUDENTS
7/27/1988 B031 3 SCHOOLS TRY TO JOIN LIBRARY NETWORK
8/03/1988 B012 FACT-FINDERS WILL LOOK INTO SALARIES
8/06/1988 C012 PRIVATE COLLEGES EXPECT ENROLLMENT GAINS
8/09/1988 C016 REGENTS MAKE REQUEST
8/10/1988 B031 PRIVATE COLLEGES WANT ROLE IN EDUCATION
8/19/1988 D072 XHERE COME THE STUDENTS
8/25/1988 C012 ^HEARINGS ON COLLEGE NAMES SET
8/26/1988 C031 COURT DISSOLVES RULING IN REGENTS CASE
9/01/1988 C021 STUDENTS TO BENEFIT FROM LIBRARY NETWORK
9/13/1988 C021 REGENTS TO DISCUSS CAMPUS NAME CHANGE
9/14/1988 C014 TO DISCUSS COLLEGE NAME CHANGE, DEAF. SCHOOL
9/15/1988 C012 REGENTS WIN SALARY DISPUTE
9/16/1988 A083 BOARD COULD CREATE STAR (L)
9/16/1988 C012 COLLEGES PLEAD CASE FOR UNIVERSITY STATUS
9/17/1988 A012 NAME CHANGE PLAN GETS REGENTS' OK
9/17/1988 C012 SD COLLEGE ENROLLMENT GROWS
9/17/1988 C021 REGENTS APPROVE SALARY INCREASE PACKAGE
9/23/1988 C015 TOSHIBA GIVES $100,000 TO GARDEN RESTORATION
9/27/1988 C012 STATE COLLEGES ATTRACT MORE STUDENTS
9/29/1988 A061 XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON COLLEGE NAMES
•10/1071988•COISCOILEGFS'TOKEEP^CLEAN 'SAFETY RECORDS
10/27/1988 C021 TUITION BREAK BOOSTED ENROLLMENT--REGENTS
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10/28/1988 A081 LOCAL CAMPUSES NOT FREE OF CRIME
10/28/1988 C031 ECONOMIC ROUND TABLE REPORT PRESENTED
11/01/1988 B012 COMMISSION VOTES TO OPPOSE DAKOTA PROP
11/06/1988 F071 GRADUATES NAMED AS SD CENTENNIAL ALUMNI
11/15/1988 C021 LAWMAKERS PUSH NAME CHANGE
11/25/1988 C012 GROUP FORMS TO BOOST STATE COLLEGES
12/06/1988 C021 REGENTS ON SCHOOLS' FINANCIAL IMPACT
12/09/1988 C012 OFF-CAMPUS DRINKING WORRIES REGENTS
12/2A/1988 C012 COLLEGE NAME CHANGE STILL UNDECIDED
1/10/1989 C011 REGENTS OK TUITION REDUCTION PROGRAM
1/17/1989 A012 APPROVES BILL TO CHANGE COLLEGE NAMES
1/18/1989 A015 3CK0LBE POKES FUN AT COLLEGES' CRUSADE
1/18/1989 C012 PLAN TO RENAME COLLEGES PASSES HOUSE
1/18/1989 C016 COLLEGES WELCOME NAME CHANGE
1/26/1989 A081 RENAMING COLLEGES SILLY (EDl
1/26/1989 0023 PANEL OK'S COLLEGE NAME CHANGE BILL
1/27/1989 C013 ACTION ON COLLEGE NAME CHANGE DELAYED
1/29/1989 C065 NAME CHANGE BILL LOSES 1 SPONSOR
1/30/1989 B012 NAME CHANGE, LOTTERY GO BEFORE SENATE
1/31/1989 A012 COLLEGE NAME CHANGE FAILS
2/01/1989 A012 COLLEGE NAME CHANGE PASSES
2/01/1989 A081 SCHOOL NAME CHANGE WON'T INCREASE COSTS CD
2/05/1989 A093 IVY LEAGUE THE NEXT STOP CD
2/07/1989 A084 WHY NOT CALL SD FLORIDA CD
2/07/1989 C021 *NAME CHANGE BILL SIGNED
2/08/1989 A01A DRIVE FOR VOTE ON COLLEGE NAMES
2/10/1989 C021 NAME-CHANGE REFERENDUM UNLIKELY
2/13/1989 B012 TAKES 5 YEARS TO FINISH DEGREE
,.2/17/1989 A082 NAMES DON'T MAKE A SCHOOL CD
W017r989 C011 SPRING ENROLLMENT UP AT COLLEGE
3/0A/1989 A081 KNAME CHANGE IGNORES BASIC PROBLEM
3/0A/1989 A08A NEW NAME, OLD PROBLEM CD
3/06/1989 C012 STATUS OF NAME-CHANGE PETITIONS UNCLEAR
3/08/1989 C033 ^PROFESSING GENDER
3/22/1989 C033 ENROLLMENTS INCREASE
A/09/1989 C012 LIKELY TO ALLOW 2A-H0UR VISITATION
A/13/1989 C021 REGENTS TO CONSIDER TUITION, FEE INCREASES
A/lA/1989 A015 REGENTS PANEL APPROVES 5 PERCENT HIKE IN TUITION
A/15/1989 C015 REGENTS APPROVE TUITION CHANGES
A/21/1989 C012 FIRST WOMAN HEADED UNIVERSITY IN 1930S
A/30/1989 BB03 7 UNIVERSITIES, COLLEGES ESTABLISHED
A/30/1989 CC08 G1 BILL FILLS STATE COLLEGES
5/03/1989 C012 XSDSU OFFICIALS AX 2A-H0UR VISITATION
5/05/1989 C012 STUDENTS' CHARGING PUTS STATE IN RED
5/19/1989 C012 REGENTS PANEL BACKS ROTC TUITION BREAK
5/22/1989 B012 *535 STUDENTS EARN COLLEGE DIPLOMAS
5/23/1989 A085 STUDENTS SHORTCHANGED CD
6/02/1989 A03A 2 SD RESERVATION COLLEGES CUTTING RATES
6/02/1989 A083 THREE STATE COLLEGES SHOULDN'T BE RENAMED CD
, 6/02/1989'C012 STUDENT OPTIMISTIC ABOUT NAME CHANGE
6/05/1989 A083 TO STOP THE RENAMING OF COLLEGES
6/08/1989 C033 FACULTY SALARIES
6/15/1989 A08A NAME CHANGE IS A JOKE CD
6/20/1989 C012 *NAME-CHANGE PETITION DRIVE FALLS SHORT
7/01/1989 A01A REGENTS LABOR OVER NAMES
7/01/1989 C012 REGENTS ENDORSE 3-YEAR FACULTY PACT
7/02/1989 A015 SOME SD COLLEGE COSTS DOUBLE
7/07/1989 A012 ^TRIBAL COLLEGE TO OFFER A MASTER'S
7/23/1989 C0A1 UPWARD BOUND HELPS INDIAN TEENS
8/06/1989 C012 COLLEGE STUDENTS' TOP MAJ0R--BUS1NESS
8/11/1989 C021 ^REGENTS OK $10.9 MILLION EXTRA REQUEST
8/18/1989 C012 UNIVERSITIES EXPECT HIGHEST ENROLLMENT IN YEARS
8/31/1989 C012 COLLEGE DORMS OVERFLOW WITH STUDENTS
9/l<i/1989 C025 REGENTS TO STUDY PLANS BOOSTING FACULTY PAY
9/15/1989 C0A1 REGENTS COMMITTEE OKS TRANSFER PLAN
9/16/1989 C025 REGENTS APPROVE MINOR CHANGES IN ADMISSIONS
9/23/1989 C012 UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS RISE 5.75 PERCENT
10/25/1989 C051 REGENTS TO CONSIDER INCREASING TUITION
10/28/1989 A012 TUITION HIKE TO BOOST TEACHER PAY
11/06/1989 A081 SALARY PROBLEM SERIOUS AT UNIVERSITY (ED)
11/06/1989 B015 COMMUNITY COLLEGE BRINGS EDUCATION TO 2 TRIBES
11/07/1989 A083 SD OFFERS QUALITY HIGHER EDUCATION CD
11/22/1989 C026 CIGARETTE SALES BAN PROPOSED
12/05/1989 C015 *5 PERCENT TUITION INCREASE CALLED A DEAL
12/06/1989 C016 TUITION WAIVER POSSIBLE
12/07/1989 C015 REGENTS WILL DISCUSS PLAN TO BOOST SPENDING
•12/08/T989-A012 WASHINGTON"EYED FOR-COLLEGE'•
12/09/1989 A015 TASK FORCE TARGETS CAMPUS VIOLENCE
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12/09/1989 A015
12/17/1989 AG61
12/28/1989 AG65
1/G6/199G AG12
1/1A/199G CG12
1/2A/199G CG12
2/G1/199G CGll
2/G3/199G CGll
3/G2/1990 C012
A/G6/199G CG12
A/G7/199G CG15
A/G7/199G CG16
A/12/199G CG26
A/27/1990 AG12
5/GA/199G AlGl
5/GA/199G CG15
5/G8/199G CGAl
5/16/1990 C012
5/18/1990 CGAl
5/19/1990 C012
5/20/1990 C081
5/24/1990 A086
6/22/1990 coil
6/29/1990 C015
6/30/1990 C012
7/02/1990 C012
7/29/1990 C012
8/12/1990 E016
8/21/1990 C012
8/31/1990 A015
9/08/1990 C012
9/11/1990 A014
9/16/1990 A012
9/21/1990 C015
9/22/1990 C015
9/23/1990 EOll
9/23/1990 E031
9/24/1990 C033
9/26/1990 C012
9/28/1990 C012
10/07/1990 A081
10/20/1990 A083
11/02/1990 C036
11/04/1990 E031
11/28/1990 C061
12/13/1990 C033
12/26/1990 A081
1/08/1991 C012
1/09/1991 C031
- ^ 2/10/1991^ B054
2/11/1991 C035
3/11/1991 A085
3/23/1991 C012
3/23/1991 C013
3/25/1991 B031
3/29/1991 AlOl
3/31/1991 C015
4/04/1991 A091
4/11/1991 B022
4/17/1991 C033
5/04/1991 C016
5/08/1991 C036
5/11/1991 coil
5/11/1991 C033
6/03/1991 A015
6/13/1991 con
6/13/1991 C012
6/27/1991 C033
6/28/1991 C012
7/19/1991 C012
7/22/1991 A052
8/06/1991 C032
8/14/1991 C014
8/19/1991 B032
8/25/1991 E012
9/13/1991 C012
; 9/26/1991^ COl2'
9/26/1991 C022
REACTION MIXED TO WASHINGTON CAMPUS
STATE SHOULD EXPAND COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES CED)
GET BACK TO BASICS CD
CUT UNIVERSITIES, LEGISLATOR SAYS
RESEARCH PARK IDEA STIRS INTEREST
BILL WOULD FREEZE TUITION FOR 3 YEARS
COMMITTEE REJECTS TUITION FEE LIMIT
TUITION FREEZE GETS INITIAL OK
REGENTS PANEL COMMITTED TO BOOSTING SALARIES
STUDENT GROUP AIRS TUITION HIKE CONCERN
REGENTS REJECT BAN ON CIGARETTE SALES
STATE TUITION HIKE APPROVED BY BOARD
SD TRIBAL COLLEGES SEEK HELP
CAMPUS CRIME IS EXAMINED
STATE CAN'T BE BLAMED FOR CLOSING CD
4,100 COLLEGE STUDENTS PREPARING TO GRADUATE
HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS MUST-COOPERATE
DISCIPLINE IS TOPIC FOR REGENTS
EDUCATORS SKEPTICAL ABOUT PROPOSAL
DECISION DELAYED ON CAMPUS CRIME
BUILDING REPAIR COSTS REACH CRISIS
BE CAREFUL ON TRANSFER OF COLLEGE CREDITS (L)
OFFICIAL PROJECTS HIKE IN UNIVERSITY FUNDING
GROUP STUDIES USE OF ASSESSMENT TESTS
REGENTS TOUGHEN ALCOHOL RULES
REGENTS OK SALARY INCREASE
NEW PROGRAM OFFERS COLLEGE CREDIT
REGENTS REQUEST FUNDING
3CSDSU MAKES MORE ROOM
COLLEGES GIVEN $74,000 FOR MEASLES SHOTS
HURON UNIVERSITY TO OPEN BRANCH
*USD RATED 17TH BEST COLLEGE BUY
AS HURON UNIVERSITY REACHES OUT...
REGENTS PANEL URGES TUITION INCREASE
5 PERCENT HIKE MEANT FOR TEACHERS
REGENTS APPROVE NEW TEACHER CONTRACTS
MEASLES OUTBREAK ALTERS ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
REGENT GETS FEEDBACK ON DRINKING PENALTIES
^CENTER MAY ADD TO COLLEGE OFFERINGS
STATE-RUN SCHOOLS HIT ENROLLMENT RECORD
COSTLY BRANCH PLAN NEEDS MORE STUDY
KCITY'S HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER
REGENTS PANEL LOOKING FOR WAY TO LOWER RATE
CAMPUS TO PROVIDE SECURITY ESCORT SERVICE
LEGISLATOR CALLS FOR EDUCATION HELP
REGENTS TO ASSESS GOVERNOR'S FUNDING REQUEST
COURSE CHANGES BETTER SUITED FOR FUTURE (ED)
*REGENTS APPROVE BUDGET CUTTING CHANGE
REGENTS OK COMPUTER SYSTEM
ENROLLMENT 23 SHORT OF RECORD
GULF WAR CAUSES NSU ENROLLMENT DECLINE
CITY COULD BE CENTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION (L)
REGENTS APPROVE INCREASES IN TUITION
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS TO BE REVIEWED
6 UNIVERSITIES SHARE MATH, SCIENCE GRANTS
STUDENT HOUSING DESERVES A LOOK (ED)
REGENTS TAKE NEW LOOK AT ENTRANCE STANDARDS
REGENTS NOT INTERESTED IN PUNISHING UNIVERSITY (L)
STATE RANKING IS 48TH, STUDY SHOWS
SINGLE UNIVERSITY MAY BE STUDIED
COLLEGES SEE FRUITS OF LABOR IN DONATIONS
FAILS ON FUNDING FOR INDIANS AT COLLEGES
MANY COLLEGES HOLD GRADUATIONS TODAY
REGENTS REFINE BUDGETING, ADD SDSU MINOR
SD PROFESSORS' PAY IN BOTTOM 20 PERCENT
HIGHER EDUCATION COMMITTEE TO MEET
SDSU GETS $300,000 MINORITY AWARENESS GRANT
PAY AMONG REGENTS' BUDGET PRIORITIES
^REGENTS PLAN BUDGET GROWTH OF $16.8 MILLION
SD STUDENTS PAY UP
HURON UNIVERSITY OFFERS DISCOUNT TUITION RATES
REGENTS PANEL OK'S SPENDING HIKE
SF COLLEGE JOINS DAKOTA STATE TO OFFER CLASSES
REGENTS SEND BUDGET PLAN TO LEGISLATURE
SD COLLEGES OFFER 'GOOD BUY'
5C1ND1AN EDUCATOR KNOCKS STATE CONTROLS
KSTfATE^UNlVERSlTY'ENROLLMENT RISES
PRIVATE COLLEGE ENROLLMENT DECLINES OVERALL
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COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
COLLEGES/UNIV-US
COLLENBAUGH DAN
COLLIN CORNIE
COLLINS BILL
COLLINS DARREN
COLLINS DAVE
COLLINS JERRY
COLLINS JUDY
COLLINS MARY
COLLINS MICHAEL
COLLINS VERNON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/26/1991 C022 REGENTS CONSIDER TUITION INCREASE
9/27/1991 C012 STUDENT GROUP LINKS TUITION HIKE WITH STATE AID
9/28/1991 C015 REGENTS OK TUITION HIKE
11/18/1991 A012 CASH CALLS MORE SOUTH DAKOTANS TO COLLEGE
12/03/1991 CG33 EDUCATION LEADERS HAIL MICKELSON'S PROPOSAL
12/08/1991 F021 SCHOLARSHIP POLICY COULD AFFECT BHSU
1/05/1992 F012 UNIVERSITY ROTC ENROLLMENTS RISE
1/16/1992 C032 EDUCATORS TO STUDY ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
1/30/1992 C032 TRIBAL COLLEGES FACE UPHILL BATTLE FOR FUNDS
2/06/1992 C031 STATE UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT IS UP
2/15/1992 C035 UNIVERSITY LICENSE PLATE BILL DIES
2/26/1992 C031 BILL WOULD CREATE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
3/06/1992 C031 STUDENTS VOTE NO ON HIKING FEES FOR UNION
3/12/1992 C015 BOMB THREATS COST COLLEGES $270,000
3/16/1992 con STATE'S UNIVERSITIES TO GET RESEARCH GRANTS
3/20/1992 C012 COMMITTEE OK'S TUITION INCREASE PLAN
3/21/1992 C032 REGENTS OK UNIVERSITY TUITION HIKE
3/26/1992 C032 TRIBAL COLLEGE OFFICIALS KEEP LOBBYING
A/02/1992 AOAl AUGIE, STATE SCHOOLS MUST RETHINK ROLES (ED)
4/07/1992 A012 XSF COLLEGE IN 2010
4/13/1992 A103 ^AFFORDABLE EDUCATION COMPLEX
4/16/1992 C016 TRIBAL COLLEGES FILL GAPS
4/20/1992 A07r *TELL ME THE REAL TRUTH ABOUT COLLEGE
4/21/1992 A041 3(FRAUD NOT PREVALENT IN SD
5/01/1992 C012 REGIONAL COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENTS START
5/02/1992 C041 REGENTS STUDY TEACHER-EDUCATION FEE
5/02/1992 C043 COLLEGE EXPANSION IN SF STUDIED
>5/18/1992 C022 REGENT FORWARDS AUSTERITY PROPOSAL
6/0671992 con TWO SD UNIVERSITIES GIVEN OUTREACH GRANTS
6/25/1992 C024 REGENTS FOCUS ON NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS
6/27/1992 D022 REGENTS OK SF COURSE WORK
7/24/1992 A012 SDSU, USD TO BRING CLASSES TO SF
7/29/1992 AlOl NEW COLLEGE OPTIONS GOOD FOR CITY, STATE (ED)
8/10/1992 B012 GIRLS MORE LIKELY TO ATTEND COLLEGE
8/14/1992 B032 REGENTS TO DISCUSS BUDGET REQUESTS SATURDAY
8/16/1992 D041 REGENTS ADOPT BUDGET PLAN
9/01/1992 A012 COLLEGES TO REPORT CAMPUS CRIMES
9/01/1992 A021 ^COLLEGE CRIME IN SD
9/06/1992 F025 TEACHERS, STATE HIT CONTRACT IMPASSE
9/09/1992 B022 REGENTS, TEACHERS MAKE PROGRESS
9/11/1992 A105 UNIVERSITIES NEED LIBRARY FOR SF STUDENTS (L)
9/22/1992 B022 REGENTS CONSIDER TUITION INCREASE
9/24/1992 B015 UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT REACHES RECORD HIGH
9/24/1992 B021 SCHOOLS GIVEN GRANTS TO PROMOTE LITERACY
10/10/1992 B022 STICKY SALARY ISSUE SLOWS COLLEGE FACULTY PACT TALKS
10/22/1992 BOll SD COLLEGE FUNDING BOOST IS IN TOP 3
10/30/1992 B012 CONSIDER UPDATING COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
10/31/1992 B022 STAFF TURNOVER IMPROVES AT UNIVERSITIES
,10/31/1992 (B04I TELEVISED UNIVERSITY COURSES GET REGENT NOD
11/14/1992 B012 EDUCATION VITAL TO CURTAIL CAMPUS SEXUAL HARASSMENT
11/14/1992 B045 BLACK HILLS STATE STUDENTS FUME OVER NO-SMOKING RULE
12/14/1992 A012 ^COLLEGES ENJOY CENTRAL SF LOCATION
12/15/1992 B025 REGENTS FORCE DEAL ON FACULTY
4/21/1985 A012 SfCOLLEGE COSTS GOING UP FASTER THAN INFLATION
9/27/1987 C031 AG COLLEGES SUFFER SHARP DROP IN ENROLLMENT
1/13/1985 DOll 5ECLASS PICKS GUITARS APART
3/12/1986 D012 XCOLLIN'S SKILLS SHUT OUT OPPONENTS
5/13/1984 C031 XJACKSON RECONCILES, NEGOTIATES
9/23/1984 B033 COULD WE HAVE PREVENTED 007 TRAGEDY
10/19/1992 C012 XFLAG FOOTBALL KEEPS ADULTS PLAYING LIKE KIDS
3/08/1982 A012 XBEING A YANKEE A DREAM COME TRUE FOR SD NATIVE
1/10/1985 Don 3ei984 A PRO BASEBALL SEASON OF REDEMPTION
3/30/1988 D013 COLLINS GETS TICKET BACK TO MAJORS
5/19/1988 B033 KSD NATIVE SPARKS CINCINNATI 8-4
6/28/1989 DOll SD'S NAME CARRIED FAR BY COLLINS
1703/1990 D013 TO PURSUE SPOT ON MAJOR-LEAGUE ROSTER
12/31/1990 C012 SD STANDOUTS MEET IN BIG LEAGUES
3/22/1987 A012 EX-SD TRACK OWNER SAVES ROBERTS
3/24/1987 A012 ^MILLIONAIRE AN UNLIKELY SAVIOR
4/10/1987 B012 ^COLLINS HOPES TO CHANGE PEOPLE WITH LYRICS
12/04/1983 C031 JfMISSONARY'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY RELATES LIFE
8/20/1989 FOll MY SOUTH DAKOTA
9/14/1991 C022 STOLEN ITEMS RECOVERED FROM FARM
2/25/1983 BOll KIST INDIAN SHERIFF IS PROUD OF BRULE
7/26/1985 A016 ^SHERIFF CHARGED IN WRECK
•170471986 ''A015 '.9fEX-SHERIFFs GETS SIX <MONTHS^ FOR AUTO DEATH
1/05/1986 C043 EX-SHERIFF'S SENTENCE IN TRAFFIC DEATH STUNS
1/12/1986 A081 SENTENCE GIVEN FORMER SHERIFF ANGERS READERS (L)
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COLLIS NOEL
COLLMAN RICHARD
COLMAN SD
COLOR COAT
COLOR CONSULTANTS
COLSTON ROBERT
COLTER BARBARA
COLTON FEED
COLTON SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
COLUMBIA
iJCQLUMBUSiiCHRISTQPH
COLUMBUS COLLEGE
COLUMBUS DAY
7/07/1986 AG82 KCONTRAS ARE EQUIVALENT OF AMERICA'S FOUNDERS
5/23/1987 A095 MUSIC, SINGING EXPRESS GOD'S WORD
9/16/1989 A053 CITY MINISTER ATTRACTED TO BRITAIN'S CHARM
^/2^/I982 Aai4 COLMAN DOESN'T WANT GROWTH
8/3I/I987 AGI5 ELETRICAL BUSINESSES POWER COLMAN'S ECONOMY
1/G<»/I988 CGI2 XCOLMAN MAN FIGHTS CITY HALL WITH HIS PEN
6/3G/I989 CGII COLMAN CENTER NEAR AUG I COMPLETION
7/1G/199G CG3I COLMAN CLAIMS LOTTERY WINDFALL
12/23/1991 CG31 FIRST SUPERMARKET COMING TO COLMAN
8/22/1989 BG66 KNEXT YEAR'S SEED CORN IN THE PINK
l/GA/1984 CG71 KTHESE WOMEN FIND YOUR BEST COLOR
8/22/1992 AG9I ^FORGIVING IS SOMETIMES DIFFICULT
II/GI/I992 GG12 KPART-TIME PASTORS
9/13/1992 DGI5 NON-LAWYER OFFERS COUPLES CHEAP DIVORCE
9/29/I98<i CGII COLTON COMPANY HAS PROCESS
1/31/1983 BG45 759 PEOPLE OF COLTON KNOW DEPUTY
9/G1/I985 CGII 3CC0LT0N PUTS FUN IN TRIATHLON FUND-RAISER
A/2G/1987 AG12 KWHAT COLTON DOESN'T HAVE, IT DOESN'T WANT
7/22/1989 CGII COLTON KICKS OFF CELEBRATION TODAY
7/24/1989 AG12 WILLARD SCOTT--HAT'S OFF TO COLTON
3/G5/199G BG23 COLTON TO CHOOSE FIRM FOR PLANT EXPANSION
4/13/I99G CG24 COLTON TO EXPAND WATER WASTE SYSTEM
6/29/I99G AGI2 XCOLTON-AREA FIELDS DEVASTATED BY HAIL
6/29/I99G AG75 GLASS SHATTERS ACROSS COLTON, COMPLAINTS FEW
8/27/1991 CG35 COLTON VOTES TODAY ON LAGOON BOND
8/28/1991 CG3I VOTERS IN COLTON OK SEWER SYSTEM
5/G6/I984 CG21 COLUMBIA WILL ASSIST IN FIGHTING DRUGS (ED)
, 8/28/1989 AG81 MUST HELP DEFEAT COLUMBIA DRUG LORDS (ED)
>:«4/.G7/1991 AG91 *THOSE WHO PRAISE COLUMBUS DON'T CONSIDER...
lG/12/1992 DGI2 *MOST STUDENTS SAY COLUMBUS HAD EVIL CHARACTER
4/19/1983 AG75 ^MARINERS MADE MARK ON HISTORY
lG/lG/1982 BG4I COUNTY, FEDERAL OFFICES CLOSED MONDAY
lG/lI/1985 CGI2 MUSEUMS TO CLOSE FOR COLUMBUS DAY
1G/I3/I986 AGIl HOLIDAY GIVES SOME A DAY OFF
1G/I3/1986 AG8I THEY DIDN'T TELL US EARTH IS FLAT (ED)
1G/G9/I987 CGII NO MAIL DELIVERED ON COLUMBUS DAY
1G/IG/I987 CGII SOME OFFICES CLOSED FOR MONDAY HOLIDAY
IG/I2/I987 AGII SOME OFFICES CLOSED TODAY FOR HOLIDAY
IG/G9/1988 BGll OFFICES WILL CLOSE ON COLUMBUS DAY
lG/lG/1988 AGIl STATE OFFICES CLOSED FOR THE HOLIDAY TODAY
1G/07/I989 CGII CITY OFFICIALS TO STAY OPEN COLUMBUS DAY
1G/13/I991 AGI2 XCOLUMBUS' REPUTATION ROUGH SAILING IN SD
6/13/1992 AlGl AMERICANS SHOULD STOP BICKERING (MADISON DAILY)
lG/lG/1992 AG71 ^INDIANS TURNED OFF BY COLUMBUS CELEBRATIONS
2/G1/I99G BGI2 OVERPRODUCTION MARS DEBUT RECORD
4/05/1992 GG12 *THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
12/G9/1989 CG12 XBROOKINGS MAN HOPES COMANECI FINDS FREEDOM
9/24/1982 BGll CALIF COMEDIANS' SAVAGE HUMOR SCORES (FINE)
lG/31/1989 AG12 JfSOMETIMES LIFE IS NOTHING TO LAUGH ABOUT
5/G5/199r N131 *IT ISN'T EASY LAUGHING ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK
5/G6/1988 BG12 CONTENDERS FOR COMEDY MARKET HOPE...
8/29/1985 BGll XPATH OF HALLEY'S COMET
SEE ALSO CARTOONS, CARTOONISTS
2/G5/1982 Alll KCOMIC BOOKS GO STRAIGHT
6/19/1982 AG12 *1963 'BLONDIE' COMIC STRIP RECYCLED
6/22/1982 AG12 WRITER--'BLONDIE' OLDIES STILL GOODIES
6/24/1982 CG21 'BLONDIE'-NEW OR USED (ED)
6/29/1982 BG22 FUSS OVER LANDERS, 'BLONDIE' RIDICULOUS (L)
9/G6/1982 AG51 *THE JOY OF CARP
9/1G/1982 BGll K'DOONESBURY' ADDICTS MUST GO COLD TURKEY TILL '84
1/26/1983 DG23 ADDITION OF 'GARFIELD' HURTS (L)
I/26/I983 DG25 'DOONESBURY' HAS GOOD REPLACEMENT (L)
1/27/1983 CG23 NEW INSERT APPRECIATED (L)
2/15/1983 AG94 *ZIPPY DOESN'T KNOW IF HE'S HAVING FUN--READERS ARE
9/25/1983 CG25 *'A NATIONAL ASSET'--WRIGHT JOINS ARGUS
6/G3/1984 CGII XCOMIC ADVENTURES
1/23/1985 BGII KCOMIC HEROES ROAM DESMET
9/3G/I985 AG5I XPEANUTS GANG CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
I/G5/I986 EGII *COMIC-BOOK KID LEARNS REAL-LIFE LESSON
9/3G/I986 A1G5 'FAR SIDE' IS IN POOR TASTE
1G/G4/1986 AG82 'FAR SIDE' DISAPPOINTING (L)
IG/G7/1986 AG65 CARTOON IS A NICE ADDITION (L)
IG/2I/I986 A1G4 'FAR SIDE' NOT WELCOME HERE (L)
IG/23/I986 AI2I KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON GARY LARSON'S COMIC
IG/24/1986 AG83 'FAR SIDE' WORTH KEEPING (L)
1G/3G/1986 AG85 THE FAR SIDE IS REFRESHING (L)
•11/G9/1986 'Alls 'FAR fSlDE'--DON'T^HAVE TO READ IT (L)
11/19/1986 AG85 LET READERS ENJOY CARTOON (L)
COLVIN SHAWN
COMANECI NADIA
COMEDIANS
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COMICS
COMMERCE COMMITTEE
COMMERCE SECRETARY
COMMISSIONERS
COMMODITIES
COMMODITY CREDIT
COMMON CAUSE
" COMMON? COUNCIL .i.
COMMON SENSE
COMMUNICATIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/30/1986 A09A MAKE SUNDAY COMICS FUNNY (L)
12/02/1986 A062 OVERHAUL COMIC SECTION (L)
12/28/1986 FOll *JUST ANOTHER DAY IN GOTHAM CITY
2/01/1987 A085 LARSON WRONG TO MOCK GOD (L)
5/31/1987 FOll 3CRATE COMICS IN OUR STUDY
7/26/1987 FOll *ARGUS LEADER POLL OVERALL RESULTS
1/02/1988 A08A 'MARY WORTH' WILL BE MISSED (L)
1/03/1988 AOll 5CFRANK AND ERNEST JOIN 'ARGUS' COMICS
1/10/1988 A081 READER LIKES NEW COMICS (L)
2/01/1988 A103 NEW COMICS, MUSIC ASSAILED CD
2/18/1988 AlOA BRING 'MARY WORTH' BACK CD
2/26/1988 A105 'FAR SIDE' HAS FANS, TOO (L)
2/26/1988 A105 'BLOOM COUNTRY' DEFENDED CD
2/28/1988 A103 'MARY WORTH' FAILED IN POLL (L)
2/28/1988 A103 'OLD PERSON' LIKES COMICS CD
3/05/1988 A08A END STATIC, EXPAND STRIPS CD
3/06/1988 A063 'BLOOM COUNTY' WIT TIMELY CD
3/06/1988 A071 NEW GENERATION OF COMICS REPLACING ...
A/19/1988 B016 BOOKS IN DEMAND IN SIOUX FALLS
7/20/1988 A081 CARTOON DEMORALIZING FOR THE HANDICAPPED CD
7/21/1988 A082 RETURN 'DENNIS' TO COMICS CD
8/07/1988 A131 PEARL HARBOR CARTOON CRUEL CD
8/11/1988 A083 CARTOON POINTS OUT THREAT TO COUNTRY CD
9/11/1988 A012 X'FAR SIDE' COMIC CREATOR TO TAKE VACATION
11/03/1988 AOIA *FEW TEARS SHED FOR ROBIN
5/22/1989 A072 XSIGNS OF CAPED CRUSADER EVERYWHERE
11/22/1989 A085 STRIP WON'T CORRUPT KIDS CD
11/12/1991 coil BROOKINGS REGISTER WITHHOLDS 'DOONESBURY'
:.11/1A/19A1 A081 COMIC STRIP STIRS CONTROVERSY AGAIN CED)
11719/1991 A083 READERS GRADE 'DOONESBURY' CD
11/21/1991 A082 'DOONESBURY' DOESN'T PHASE REPUBLICANS CD
12/03/1991 A065 EDITOR'S NOTE THAT RAN WITH COMIC ONLY FAIR CD
1/17/1992 A013 5fGAY SUPERHERO OUT OF CLOSET
5/30/1992 AOIA BfHEROES FIGHT FOES AT WESSINGTON SPRINGS
6/27/1992 A063 LONG SUMMER AHEAD WITHOUT 'DOONESBURY' CD
8/05/1992 B016 3CSF HOT SPOT FOR X-MEN
9/18/1992 DOll 5CC0MIC GAINS NOTICE USING CHEAP TRICK
11/20/1992 DOll 5CSUPERMAN CRAZE OVERWHELMS LOCAL VENDOR
7/12/1,987 coil COMMERCE PANEL TO HOLD MEETINGS
7/11/1985 C021 SECRETARY OF COMMERCE AND REGULATION NAMED
A/07/1982 B0A3 ^COMMISSIONERS CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY
5/12/198A COAl BUFFALO MAN SUES CHICAGO COMMODITIES BROKER
6/0A/1985 C031 PANEL EYES FEE FOR CALLS
3/0I/I992 F032 FEWER INDIANS USE COMMODITIES, SURVEY SHOWS
12/01/1987 coil MAN SENTENCED IN CONVERSION CASE
12/02/1982 C063 COMMON CAUSE JOINS NUCLEAR WEAPONS FIGHT
10/08/1985 C012 WOMAN HOPES SD WILL TAKE UP CAUSE
7/06/1990 C015 PRESSLER--COMMON CAUSE ADS UNFAIR
12/17/1991 A083 PEOPLE BANKROLL POLITICAL CANDIDATES (D
:8/20/1990-C031'COUNCIL REJECTS CALL FOR MORAL STANDARDS PANEL
3/28/1982 BOll COMMON SENSE STRAPPED BY ECONOMY (HENSHAW)
SEE ALSO TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2/25/1982 C083 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS BANQUET
9/09/1982 C031 CMA UNION WORKERS HONORED TODAY
12/13/1982 B012 ESTATE POLICE RADIO MONITORS EMERGENCY
4/21/1983 C013 KFRIENDS g COMPUTER HELP TEENAGER TALK
5/17/1983 B023 THOUGHT MUST PRECEDE FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION (D
6/05/1983 EOll *WORKS HIS WAY UP THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LADDER
7/15/1983 C023 EWORLD FACES ANOTHER DARK AGE THREAT
12/13/1983 B035 BALCER IS ELECTED TO COUNCIL
5/03/1984 C013 *BIG EARS
6/28/1984 C035 COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS TO ATTEND CONVENTION
7/27/1984 coil COMMUNICATION POLICY WILL HAVE LITTLE LOCAL EFFECT
8/26/1984 EOll NORSTAN SPONSORING COMMUNICATIONS SEMINAR
4/28/1985 N041 X(HEALTH) CANCER HASN'T SLOWED HER COMMITMENT
5/10/1985 C015 USD RADIO NOT HIRING ENOUGH WOMEN
6/23/1985 B055 MISUSE OF MARINE RADIOS
8/14/1985 B015 COUNTY PUTS $40,000 RADIO PLAN ON HOLD
11/10/1985 EOll AREA COMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES MERGE
8/05/1986 C035 RAPID CITY STATION WINS FCC LOTTERY
10/26/1986 C022 GROUP CONSIDERS,BUYING RADIO BUSINESS
11/19/1986 B041 GROUP TO FIGHT AIR FORCE TRANSMITTER LOCATION
11/27/1986 C071 COMPANY NEEDS MORE INFORMATION BEFORE SALE
1/01/1987 B015 PANEL DENIES LICENSE TRANSFER
1/04/1987 B012 UTILITIES OK'S REHEARING ON LICENSE
1/07/1987 D031 JANKLOW APPROVES GRANT FOR PAGER BUSINESS
' 1709/1987- COZS GRANT WON'T'^AFFECT HEARTS
1/10/1987 C012 PUC HEARS MORE ON SALE OF PAGER FIRM
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COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNISM
COMMUNIST PARTY
COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY ACTION
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
COMMUNITY CONCERTS
COMMUNITY DEVELOP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/17/1987 coil MICKELSON SAYS HE'D PULL GRANT
3/12/1987 C021 ^UTILITIES PANEL DENIES PAGER FIRM TRANSFER
3/17/1987 CQAl MICKELSON REVOKES MOBILE TELEPHONE LICENSE
A/28/1987 CGll FIRMS SEEK STATUS IN ATST MATTER
5/25/1987 CG25 TO KILL APPEAL OF LICENSE RULING
8/13/1987 CG22 HEARING ON PAGER SYSTEM LICENSE DELAYED
8/23/1987 CG2I GOVERNMENT IVESTIGATING VIRGINIA COMPANY
lG/17/1987 AG52 3CV0LUNTEERS HELP BUILD CENTER FOR THE DEAF
ll/GA/1987 BG21 PAGING SERVICE DROPS REQUEST TO SELL FIRM
2/29/1988 CG25 RESIDENTS PROTEST PLAN TO CLOSE STATE RADIO
8/IA/1988 EOll MIDCO, MIDCONTINENT BUY PAGING FIRM
lG/26/1988 DG81 MIDCO REDUCES TOLL FREE COSTS
12/G8/1988 CG15 CITY MAN HEARS SHUTTLE CONVERSATION ON PHONE
12/2G/1988 AG12 *VOICE OF 911
6/1G/1989 AG31 SD IN RUNNING FOR 'DOOMSDAY* TOWER
9/1G/1989 EG12 GRANT WOULD EXPAND COMMUNICATIONS FOR DEAF!
2/G5/199G AG52 *PAGERS BECOME BIG BUSINESS
A/G8/199G AG12 ^COMMUNICATIONS PIONEER RETIRES AT 78
5/GA/199G CG23 GROTON MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES
5/29/199G BG12 COMPUTERS HELP STUDENTS COMMUNICATE
6/G4/199G B012 *KEEP BAD MANNERS OUT OF CONVERSATION
6/25/199G BG62 ^TECHNOLOGY REDUCES PHONE HANG-UPS
9/21/199G DG65 TOASTMASTERS LEADER STRESSES COMMUNICATION
1G/GA/199G CG31 TWO-WAY TV TASK FORCE FORMED
3/13/1991 CGll STATE PRESS GROUP TO DISCUSS INDUSTRY
5/22/1991 CG31 COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL EXPANDS
2/G2/1992 EG12 ELECTRONIC VOICE MAIL MAKES CONSUMERS SQUAWK
A/G9/1992 AG83 EBUSINESS CONDUCTED ON GLOBAL SCALE
<»/15/1992 CG21 LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR TO LEAD RURAL NETWORK
8/17/1992 AG81 COMMUNICATIONS IS KEY (HURON PLAINSMAN)
2/19/1987 AG6IXPUBLIC OPINIONS TO LIVE UNDER COMMUNIST RULE
3/3G/1988 AlGl GODLESS ORDER GETS SUPPORT (L)
1/02/199G AG81 HAIL TO THOSE WHO DEFEATED COMMUNISM (L)
I/21/199G AG95 COMMUNISM NOT DEAD YET (L)
5/18/198A CGll ORGANIZER TARGETS STATE'S POOR, FARMERS, WOMEN
11/14/1987 A1G3 ^PEOPLE ENRICH COMMUNITY
11/19/1987 CGll FORUM TO DISCUSS COMMUNITY CENTERS
12/19/1987 CG21 BROOKINGS FIRM GIVES $1GG,GGG TO FOUNDATION
6/23/1988 CG12 CITIBANK DONATES $50G,GGG TO FOUNDATION
7/1G/1988 CG12 COMMUNITY FOUNDATION NEARS $3 MILLION GOAL
7/12/1988 AG81 FOUNDATION OFF TO ENCOURAGING START (ED)
8/22/1988 CG15 ENDOWMENT PROPOSED TO BENEFIT INDIANS
9/G4/1988 AG64 FOUNDATION PLAN PRAISED (L)
10/24/1988 BG21 BRANDON MAN HEADS SERVICES GROUP
11/03/1989 DG82 16 COMMUNITIES IN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
1/15/1982 CGll HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORP TO CLOSE MARCH 31
1/26/1982 B061 WELFARE AGENCY BACKERS ASK FOR HELP
4/G1/1982 DG41 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AGENCY STILL OPEN
8/26/1982 CG12 ^WELFARE DIRECTOR WAITS TO TALK TO JANKLOW
8/28/T982 BG31. ZELMER MEETS WITH JANKLOW
8/31/1982 C042 COURT UPHOLDS SF AGENCY'S CHALLENGE OF BLOCK GRANT
1/19/1983 DG32 AGENCY ASKS COUNTY FOR $5,GOG UNTIL GRANT ARRIVES
4/22/1983 CGll WELFARE AGENCY ASKS FOR ANTI-POVERTY MONEY
4/28/1983 CG13 JANKLOW BLASTS ZELMER LETTER
9/G1/1983 C041 AGENCY MONEY MAY BE SEIZED
12/15/1983 CG36 LAWYERS SAY JANKLOW VETO WAS PROPER
7/G1/1987 AG12 SF RIPE FOR COMMUNITY CENTER
1/26/1988 CG15 COUNCIL WANTS IDEAS FOR COMMUNITY CENTER
2/G4/1988 CG41 NINE ATTEND COMMUNITY CENTER TALKS
2/G5/1988 CG21 RESIDENTS SHARE IDEAS FOR COMMUNITY CENTER
2/G6/1988 CG15 ORGAN, AUDITORIUM SUGGESTED FOR CENTER
2/12/1988 AG82 USERS SHOULD PAY FOR CENTER (L)
3/22/1988 AG12 CITY SUPPORTS COMMUNITY. CENTER--SURVEY
4/27/1988 BG12 GROUP OFFERS COMMUNITY CENTER PLAN
8/24/1988 BG12 NOT SOLD YET ON COMMUNITY CENTER
9/15/1988 CG21 GROUP CONSIDERS VOTE COMMITTING TAX FOR CENTER
9/21/1988 CG13 ^PLANNING OFFICE SKETCHES RIVERFRONT PROJECT
lG/25/1988 CG21 GROUP--COMMISSION BACKS CIVIC CENTER
11/13/1988 AllI *IS A COMMUNITY CENTER NECESSARY
11/14/1988 AG15 NEIGHBOR STATES SHARE PROS, CONS
11/21/1988 A1G4 TAX RECEIVED JUST DESERTS (L)
11/21/1988 BG14 SUPPORTERS OF CENTER UNCERTAIN ABOUT FUTURE
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV
1/26/1988 AG71 COMMUNITY CONCERTS BOARD ELECTS DIRECTORS
4/17/1989 AG52 KA SEASON OF DANCE, MUSIC
IG/17/1989 AG73 SIOUX FALLS COMMUNITY CONCERTS ASSOCIATION ELECTION
i'3/17i'199l 5FG14 ''91^'''92 SEASON ^READY-FOR SALE
1/26/1982 BG13 HUD ENDS DISCRIMINATION PROBE
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COMMUNITY DEVELOP
COMMUNITY FOUNDAT
COMMUNITY HALL
COMMUNITY HEALTH
COMMUNITV ORGANIZA
COMMUNITY SERVICE
COMPASSION
COMPENSATION
COMPOST
COMPUPRINT QUICK
COMPUTERLAND
COMPUTERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
Z/Oii/1982 D015 82 BLOCK GRANT BUDGET 10 PERCENT LESS THAN IN '81
4/20/1982 B042 STATE TO DISTRIBUTE COMMUNITY DEVELOP FUNDS
7/01/1982 D031 SD GETS $7 MILLION DEVELOPMENT GRANT
7/12/1982 C031 BRANDON TO APPLY FOR GRANT
4/02/1983 A012 FEDS WANT OUT OF BLOCK 11 HOTEL DEAL
4/03/1983 C012 ^REVITALIZING DOWNTOWN
4/12/1983 B031 BLOCK 11 DELEGATION GOES TO DENVER
5/15/1983 BOll 56SYSTEM CHANGE FROM FEDERALLY TO LOCALLY CONTROLLED
5/24/1983 C041 STATE APPEALS JUDGE'S ORDER TO PAY AGENCIES
8/08/1983 BOll CITY DEVELOPMENT GETS FEDERAL GRANTS
9/07/1983 C053 COURT WILL RULE ON LAW TO HELP AREAS
10/02/1983 B051 WELFARE AGENCY WAITS FOR APPEAL
4/15/1984 B061 WILL GET $6.9 MILLION IN COMMUNITY GRANTS
7/25/1988 AlOl PROJECT NEEDS RESULTS TO KEEP INTEREST HIGH (ED)
12/05/1988 C012 CITY DIVVIES UP FEDERAL GRANT MONEY
1/02/1990 C012 RURAL PLANNING TAKES EFFORT
4/14/1991 C032 COMMUNITIES RECEIVE DEVELOPMENT GRANTS
1/18/1990 coil BOARD DONATES FUNDS FOR CHILD CARE CENTER
11/20/1990 C031 COMMUNITY GROUP GIVES $94,500 TO PROGRAMS
12/10/1990 C032 LAKOTA FUND RECIEVES $20,000 DONATION
6/24/1992 D061 GRANT APPLICATION CUTOFF DATE IS SEPTEMBER 1
7/26/1992 DOll CHAMBERLAIN FUND TO HELP COMMUNITY
7/27/1992 B016 MERCHANT GIVES CITY $1 MILLION
2/08/1986 A061 XELMWOOD COMMUNITY HALL
11/02/1987 A012 *OWNER MIGHT RAZE COMMUNITY HALL
8/27/1988 C012 KCITY DEMOLISHES HALL FILLED WITH WAR MEMORIES
7/07/1992 B012 XA COMMUNITY OF HELP, HEALTH
.7/07/199-2 B015 CENTER SEEKS FUNDS TO EXPAND
SEE ACORN (ASSOCI OF COMMUNITY ORG FOR NOW)
11/12/1992 BOll COMMUNITY SERVICE EVENT IS SATURDAY
1/25/1988 B012 COMPASSION IS THE HEART OF AMERICA
2/02/1990 D061 SURVEY--INSURANCE UP FOR SMALL FIRMS
3/29/1990 D062 BILL DEFINES WORKERS COMPENSATION RATES
5/14/1989 A016 XWOULD IT CREATE TRIBAL JOBS
5/16/1989 C013 JOB DEVELOPMENT KEY TO COMPOST PLAN
5/19/1989 A012 3€TRIBE SAYS NO TO GARBAGE PLANT
6/13/1991 C015 17 SITES PLANNED BY CITY
7/18/1991 coil EXPERTS WILL SPEAK ABOUT COMPOSTING
2/20/1992 B062 NEWSPAPERS TO BE TURNED INTO COMPOST
4/16/1992 A012 COMPOSTING OPTIONS MAY SAVE MONEY
4/16/1992 A021 BUSINESSMAN PITCHES COMPOSTING PROPOSAL
5/21/1992 coil CANDIDATE BLASTS CITY COMPOSTING PLAN
5/21/1992 C012 PANEL--DON'T DELAY WASTE PLAN
6/21/1992 A016 COMPOST PLAN UP FOR VOTE
6/21/1992 A042 HERE'S HOW COMMUNITY COMPOSTING SITES WORK
6/24/1992 A081 AT LAST, PROGRESS ON GARBAGE FRONT (ED)
8/05/1992 A013 KBAGS FOR YARD WASTE IN SHORT SUPPLY
8/09/1992 AlOl GARBAGE FIRMS WASTING AWAY (ED)
.8/26/1992 B014 RESIDENTS MULCH INSTEAD OF BAG
8/30/1992 A113 COMPOSTING SYSTEM EASY TO ESTABLISH (L)
6/09/1991 EOll PRINT FIRM PROFILED IN INDUSTRY NEWSLETTER
7/02/1987 coil COMPUTER GIFT HONORS BOY
1/04/1982 B032 RAPID CITY POLICE TAKE A BYTE OUT OF CRIME
1/06/1982 coil CENTRAL COMPUTER IDENTIFIES CRIMINALS IN SECONDS
1/09/1982 B023 LOW COMPUTER BIDDER DISPUTES CITY'S POINTS (L)
2/11/1982 DOll C0MPUTERS--1980'S TEACHING TOOL
2/16/1982 C031 COUNTY TO OPEN COMPUTER BIDS TODAY
2/17/1982 C041 11 COMPANIES BIDDING FOR COUNTY COMPUTERS
3/16/1982 C041 PANEL TO HEAR FROM COMPUTER FIRM
3/17/1982 C041 COMPANIES PROTEST COMPUTER CONTRACT
3/27/1982 C023 BOARD WASTING $1 MILLION ON COMPUTER (L)
4/09/1982 C031 COMPUTER TO GIVE EXPORT INFORMATION
5/11/1982 B051 RC FIRM TO CLOSE FOR 3 WEEKS
5/21/1982 C031 COMPUTER COMPANY CAN'T SUE STATE
6/30/1982 C013 JUDGE SUSPENDS STOP-PAYMENT ORDER ON COMPUTER
7/04/1982 D012 36COMPUTERS DON'T BYTE
7/06/1982 coil CITY TO TEST USING COMPUTERS AT EMPLOYEES' HOME
7/07/1982 coil CITY OK'S TEST OF WORD PROCESSING AT HOME
7/07/1982 C072 STATE COMPUTER LEASE HEARING JULY 14
7/15/1982 C041 SD ASKS COURT TO BLOCK LEASE PAYMENT
7/16/1982 C041 REGENTS STUDY COMPUTER PROGRAM
7/24/1982 coil DAKOTA STATE CLOSER TO BECOMING A COMPUTER SCHOOL
7/24/1982 C021 COMPUTER ERA EXPANDS CITIBANK'S ROLE IN SF (ED)
8/01/1982 B051 CONTROL DATA DIVISION LAYS OFF SOME RC EMPLOYEES
8/03/1982 B051 CITY, COUNTY TO INSTALL LINKED COMPUTER SYSTEM
• 9'/r671982 BOTl''3fC0MPUTERTZED 'WEATHER'REPORT' •
10/12/1982 C035 BOARD TO VOTE ON COMPUTER
10/30/1982 B051 SF COMPUTER FAIR SET
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COMPUTERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/07/1982 E031
11/13/1982 coil
11/2A/1982 C042
12/1A/1982 B0A3
1/09/1983 EOll
1/31/1983 B0<»1
2/06/1983 coil
2/13/1983 EOll
3/09/1983 BOll
3/23/1983 C012
3/26/1983 A015
3/28/1983 BOll
3/29/1983 A094
A/18/1983 A095
A/21/1983 C013
A/25/1983 BOll
5/27/1983 COAl
5/30/1983 COIA
6/01/1983 BOll
6/17/1983 coil
7/02/1983 B051
7/03/1983 B013
8/03/1983 C031
8/28/1983 C012
9/09/1983 COIA
10/02/1983 D072
10/03/1983 BOll
;i0/03/1983 B021
10/07/1983 C013
10/16/1983 EOll
10/27/1983 B05A
11/13/1983 E012
11/27/1983 EOll
12/01/1983 C016
12/20/1983 coil
2/0A/198A BOll
2/10/198A coil
2/18/198A BOll
2/22/198A DOAA
3/08/198A BOIA
3/23/198A C021
3/30/198A C051
A/23/198A coil
5/22/198A coil
7/12/198A BOll
8/09/198A coil
8/12/198A BOll
8/18/198A .B031
9/02/198A FOll
9/16/198A EOll
9/19/198A DOAl-
10/0A/198A COAl
10/0A/198A C0A2
11/06/198A Alll
11/20/198A B031
1/22/1985 C015
3/10/1985 EOll
6/01/1985 C013
6/17/1985 coil
7/21/1985 EOll
8/25/1985 EOll
10/19/1985 AlOl
12/05/1985 C071
12/10/1985 C021
1/2A/1986 ;A012
2/11/1986 A012
2/19/1986 B032
3/06/1986 coil
3/07/1986 EOll
3/1A/1986 C021
A/05/1986 coil
A/06/1986 C015
A/25/1986 C033
5/03/1986 C021
<.^.-7/29/1986,.G021:
8/06/1986 BOAl
9/05/1986 coil
9/06/1986 C021
SMALL COMPUTER FAIR DRAWS 150 PEOPLE
COMPUTER CONTRACT CASE CONFUSING
STATE WON'T HAVE TO MAKE COMPUTER PAYMENTS
SCHOOL BOARD VOTES TO BUY TERMINALS
5eC0MPUTERS--THEY'RE EVERYWHERE
SIOUX FALLS FIGHT FIRE WITH COMPUTERS
COMPUTERS FIND NICHE IN LIB ARTS AT DSC
^COMPUTER SMARTS KEY TO LANDING JOB
^PUBLIC LIBRARY JOINS COMPUTER AGE
JANKLOW GETS COMPUTER PURCHASING BILL
^COMPUTER PIONEER SAYS EMPHASIS IS MISPLACED
USE OF COMPUTERS GROWS AS NEED INCREASES
SOCIETY SELECTS PROF FOR BOARD
COLLEGES GET GRANT FOR COMPUTERS
XFRIENDS & COMPUTER HELP TEENAGER TALK
COMPUTERS FIND WELFARE FRAUD
KAUGUSTANA PREPARES FACULTY FOR THE COMPUTER AGE
COMPUTERS HELP KEEP PEOPLE HONEST
*KIDS TACKLE COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
COUNTY WORKERS CLAMOR FOR COMPUTER SPACE
SETTLEMENT SAVES STATE $613,000
LOCAL COMPUTER SPEEDS GOVERNMENT SERVICE
COUNTY EXPANDS SERVICE CONTRACT ON COMPUTER
CITIBANK BOOSTS COMPUTER TRAINING PROJECT
BOARD APPROVES $50,000 FOR COMPUTERS
COMPUTER CLASS STARTS WEDNESDAY
GIRL SCOUTS LEARN ABOUT COMPUTERS
COMPUTER WHIZ KIDS DO COUNTRY FAVOR (ED)
^COMPUTER HELPS LIBRARY PATRONS
KCOMPANY PLANS FOR FUTURE WITH COMPUTER
EDUCATORS TALK ABOUT COMPUTERS
^fKAPPENMANS' COMPANY AVOIDS PITFALLS
KFARM'S COMPUTER KEEPS PIGS IN LINE
CHILDREN DON'T NEED COMPUTER
COMPANY WANTS TO HIRE 300 WORKERS--RAPID CITY
HOUSE APPROVES BILL AIMED AT COMPUTER CRIME
PANEL OK'S EMPHASIS ON COMPUTERS
PANEL APPROVES A COMPUTER SCHOOL
COMPUTER SESSIONS AID BUYING DECISION
9€C0MPUTERS DO MORE THAN ADD AND SUBTRACT
DAKOTA STATE COMPUTER MISSION TUNED IN
PARENT-TEACHER GROUP BUYS 13 COMPUTERS
KCITY COLLEGES PLAN NEW COMPUTER SCIENCE
AUGUSTANA COMPUTERS TO AID BUSINESSES
*LIBRARY USERS BYTE INTO,HIGH TECH
POLICE, FIREFIGHTERS TO ENTER COMPUTER AGE
STOCK TRANSACTIONS POSSIBLE AT HOME
COMPUTER LINK GIVES AN EXTRA LIFESAVING
DATA PROCESSING ORGANIZATION TO HEAR AUTHOR
LOCAL FIRM SELLS COMPUTER ANIMATION
CENTER FOCUSES ON COMPUTER RACE
STORE TO DONATE COMPUTERS TO YOUTH CLUB
TO HELP TEACHERS IMPROVE COMPUTER SKILLS
*0F BOOKS, KIDS AND ANIMAL BYTES
BOARD DEFERS COMPUTER EDUCATION PLAN
COLLEGE TO OFFER FARMERS COMPUTER WORKSHOPS
COMPANY TO OFFER CLASSES ON ANIMATION
56SNOBOL MAKES IT IN THE HUMANITIES
3CC0MPUTER BEATS THE DICKENS OUT OF GRADING
EBUSINESS ARCHIVES GUARDS CORPORATE SECRETS
56SALES SHIFT INTO HIGH GEAR
COMPUTERIZED MAIL SLICK CYEAGER)
SHOWS FARMERS THE VALUE OF COMPUTERS
ABERDEEN POLICE BECOME COMPUTER-ASSISTED
AUGUSTANA PLANS $800,000 HI-TECH HOOKUP
KMOBILE COMPUTERS GIVE INSTANT INFORMATION
COMPUTER PROGRAM DOESN'T INTIMIDATE, RANCH WOMAN
9«P0IS0N CENTER GETS NEW WEAPON
36COMPUTER CLEARS UP PLANNING PICTURE
LIBRARY HAS SOFTWARE FOR HOME COMPUTERS
SERVICE BLAMES COMPUTER FOR FALSE REPORT
WORKSHOPS TO UNITE FARMERS, COMPUTERS
SOFTWARE CAN MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
CABLE TV FIRM OFFERS COMPUTER DATA SERVICE
JANKLOW--COMPUTERS.WILL HELP STATE EXPORTS
GLITCHES ACCOUNT FOR CHECK SNAFU
LIBRARY TO SPONSOR MEETING FOR APPLE USERS
COUNTY HIRES RETZLAFF FOR DATA PROCESSING POST
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COMPUTERS 9/28/1986 C021 CALIF COMPUTER FIRM ORDERED TO PAY $374,781
10/10/1986 EOll *SD ON-LINE WITH COMPUTER TRENDS
11/08/1986 C012 *COMPUTER PICTURES INTO WORDS
1/11/1987 EOll TO SERVICE 8 REPAIR COMPUTER COMPONENTS
1/22/1987 C021 TREASURER'S OFFICE AS COMPUTER GOES DOWN
1/25/1987 EOll DAKOTA STATE OFFERS COMPUTER SEMINAR
2/04/1987 BOll COUNTY UPDATES COMPUTER SYSTEM
2/15/1987 E015 TO CAPITALIZE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
4/07/1987 C033 STARTING SALARIES IN DATA PROCESSING
4/19/1987 E012 TRADE FAIR TO FOCUS ON EDUCATION IMPACT
4/29/1987 C091 COMPUTERS CONTEST WINNERS NAMED
7/16/1987 B021 STATE TO COMPUTERIZE FARM LIENS
9/03/1987 C021 LESSON IN PATIENCE FROM NEW COMPUTER
9/29/1987 C045 MOTOR VEHICLES DEPARTMENT'S COMPUTER
• 10/19/1987 B012 COMPUTER SYSTEM EASES LIBRARY USE
10/24/1987 A056 COMPUTERS CAN BE EYES FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED
12/07/1987 C012 X'HACKERS' TEST METTLE.OF COMPUTER SECURITY
1/19/1988 A052 *THE LURE OF A NEW LOOK
1/29/1988 coil COMPUTER GIVEN IN MEMORY OF BOY
3/01/1988 B012 ^WORKING AT TERMINALS CAN BE PAINFUL
3/10/1988 A012 FIRM TO CREATE 250 JOBS
4/03/1988 coil BUSINESSES INVITED TO COMPUTER EVENT
4/06/1988 C061 COMPUTER HELPS PHARMACISTS INFORM CUSTOMERS
5/02/1988 A052 ^COMPUTER COMPLETES JAZZ TRIO
5/27/1988 C012 COMPUTER NETWORK TO CONNECT LIBRARIES
6/26/1988 D012 KHERE COMES HUTCHINSON TECHNOLOGY
7/17/1988 A012 FIRM DENIES STATE LINK GIVES IT AN EDGE
; -r ;i7/17/1988 EOll COMPUTER NETWORK AIDS TELEMARKETING
7/2471988 AlOl GOVT EMPLOYEES CAN'T HAVE IT BOTH WAYS CED)
7/27/1988 80313 SCHOOLS TRY TO JOIN LIBRARY NETWORK
8/22/1988 A045 COMPUTER FIRM STAYS AT ROSEBUD
8/22/1988 A071 APPLE CORP DONATES COMPUTERS
9/09/1988 D075 PROF SAYS, DON'T SPEAK TOO SOON
10/11/1988 A052 ^LIBRARY HAS MOVED INTO THE COMPUTER AGE
10/27/1988 B012 COMPUTER SCORING DECIDES FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS
11/28/1988 coil COMPUTER CLASSES AIMED AT FARMERS
1/25/1989 coil MAN ADMITS GETTING STOLEN COMPUTER
4/14/1989 D062 ^COMPUTERS MAKE FILING LESS TAXING
4/18/1989 A052 ^COMPUTER MATCHES MAKEUP TO SKIN TONE
5/29/1989 A052 ^COMPUTER IS VISITING NURSE'S BEST FRIEND
6/05/1989 C015 POLICE--TERMINALS HELP ACCESS CRIMINALS
6/07/1989 D082 *AUSTAD'S SELLING THROUGH HOME COMPUTERS
7/31/1989 A052 ^PROPER OFFICE FURNITURE CAN CURE AILMENTS
8/13/1989 C014 ^OPENING 'A WHOLE NEW WORLD'
10/06/1989 D064 36COMPUTER ARCHITECT SHARES LOOK AT FUTURE
10/11/1989 C012 STATE SELLS COPY OF FILING PROGRAM TO WYOMING
10/14/1989 A021 NO CASES REPORTED YET IN SF
12/28/1989 D062 *FIRM OFFERS 'BETTER MOUSETRAP'
1/16/1990 B062 36IBM JOINS WITH DAKOTA STATE
4/10/1990 A055 *VOICE-ACTIVATED COMPUTERS HELP OPEN DOORS
4/30/1990 B062 3fPAINT YOUR FUTURE ON A COMPUTER CANVAS
5/29/1990 B012 COMPUTERS HELP STUDENTS COMMUNICATE
10/01/1990 B016 COMPUTERS OPEN DOOR FOR BLIND
10/31/1990 C033 XCOMPUTER HOOKS USD UP WITH WORLD
11/11/1990 E015 ELK POINT STUDENTS LEARN LANGUAGES FROM SOURCE
1/09/1991 C031 REGENTS OK COMPUTER SYSTEM
1/14/1991 B041 5fSENATE GETS NEW COMPUTER
3/07/1991 C012 PRESSLER PUSHES FOR SUPERCOMPUTER NETWORK
3/11/1991 A052 X'DON'T SIT SO CLOSE TO THE TUBE'
3/15/1991 C012 COMPUTER AWARD GIVES WHITTIER ACCESS
4/10/1991 C012 COUNTY WANTS $555,000 MAINFRAME COMPUTER
5/18/1991 C022 COMPUTER SYSTEMS TO LINK STATE OFFICES
5/23/1991 D061 OLSEN COMPUTING SELLS INVENTORY TO BEST
8/18/1991 D012 *BYTE-SIZE MARKET
8/22/1991 A012 ^COMPUTER WHIZ TOPS ENERGY COSTS
9/02/1991 B065 SF MAY LOSE SOME COMPUTER JOBS
9/07/1991 A015 COMPUTER BUG BITES HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULES
12/06/1991 D072 COMPUTER COMPANY PLANS EXPANSION
1/29/1992 D062 56TREATING TERMINAL ILLS
1/30/1992 A012 MALICIOUS VIRUS THREATENS COMPUTERS
2/08/1992 C012 41ST STREET TRAFFIC COP HAS COMPUTER BADGE
2/22/1992 C031 RAPID CITY BUSINESS LANDS COMPUTER DEAL
3/01/1992 EOll COMPANY OFFERS FREE ANTI-VIRUS PROGRAM
3/07/1992 A012 COMPUTERS NOT PLAGUED WITH VIRUS
_ 4/06/1992 A052 KTEENS ARE TALKING WITH COMPUTERSr ; • '6'/28/r992 DOIZ S EROS
10/14/1992 B022 COMPUTER SPECIALISTS HEAT UP AT ICEBOL 6
10/28/1992 B062 5C5-YEAR-OLD COMPUTER COMPANY GROWS UP FAST
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/01/1992 E012 36HUMBOLDT PROMOTING ELECTRONIC MAIL IDEA
II/I5/1992 F055 EIGHTH-GRADER'S COMPUTER SKILLS HELP VET CENTER
II/22/I992 EOll GATEWAY COMPUTERS SOLD AT OUTLET STORE
I2/I0/I992 B066 ^COMPUTER COMPANY TO OFFER SHARES
12/15/1992 BGI5 SCHOOL BOARD TO BUY COMPUTERS FOR TEACHERS
I2/I7/I992 BQ15 ANGRY PARENT--NEW COMPUTERS WASTE OF MONEY
5/IA/1989 BGI2 *SPORT OF GOLF IS GRAND TO THIS MOTHER
5/12/1992 DGI5 XCOMSTOCK WINS REGION BY I SHOT
7/23/1992 CGI2 XCOMSTOCK ROLLS TO JUNIOR GOLF TITLE
3/27/1989 AG12 GROUP CRITICIZES FINANCIAL DEALINGS OF SF PRO
3/3I/I989 AIGl COMSTOCK ATTACK NOT FAIR (L)
4/G1/1989 AG83 COMSTOCK STORY UNTRUE CD
7/1G/199G DG31 5f27 HOLES MAKES ELMWOOD NUMBER I
7/28/1992 BG12 TWO SF RESIDENTS FOIL CON ARTISTS, CALL POLICE
3/22/1991 DG73 ANNOUNCES 48 PERCENT RISE IN EARNINGS
5/12/199G CG2i RESTAURANTEUR STARTS SCHOLARSHIP AT SDSU ;
3/25/1982 DG3I KSDSU OFFICIAL RUNNING FOR SENATE
2/11/1984 BGIIXBANDAGE GIVES SENATORS IDEA FOR JOKE
1/23/1985 CGll NOBODY YIELDS ON BILL ABOUT ABANDONED CARS
3/27/1986 BG21 CONAHAN TO SEEK RE-ELECTION TO STATE SENATE
3/G2/199G CG21 TEMPORARY REPLACEMENT NAMED FOR DEPARTMENT
8/13/1986 BG21 TAXPAYERS GROUP TRADES IN NAMES
1/11/1987 AlGl CITIZENS GROUP ONLY PROTECTING TAXPAYERS CD
3/21/1987 A081 GROUP'S RECORD NOT GOOD CD
9/19/1987 A015 GROUP TO ANNOUNCE TAX-CHALLENGE PLANS
9/2G/1987 AG16 GROUP WON'T FIGHT TAX
11/G7/1987 AG83 CONCERNED CITIZENS DON'T BACK BOYCOTT CD
11/G9/1987 AG83 MANY RAMP BACKERS ARE ON FIXED INCOMES CD
3/25/1988 AG14 MAYOR QUESTIONS GROUPS CLAIM
3/26/1988 CG16 GROUP PICKS TARGET DATE FOR CITY VOTE
3/27/1988 AI2I SMALL PRICE FOR BETTER GOVERNMENT CED)
3/3G/1988 BG16 AVOIDING THE ISSUE
4/G3/1988 A112 ORGANIZATION REGRESSIVE CD
4/G4/1988 AG82 NEW GROUP AIMED AT BROWN CD
4/05/1988 AQ82 GROUP'S PLAN OUT OF TOUGH CD
4/G6/I988 A08I CONCERNED CITIZENS OWE CITY'S VOTERS ANSWERS CED)
4/1I/I988 AD83 MORE TIME WON'T HELP FLAWED GOVERNMENT CD
4/17/1988 AIOl VOTE TO END DUPLICATION CD
4/23/1988 A103 GROUP DIDN'T OFFER COST-SAVING FIGURE CD
4/30/1988 A103 KEX-MAYOR'S CHARGES UNSUBSTANTIATED
5/23/1988 A063 GROUP SEEKS PUNISHMENT CD
6/01/1988 A083 BLECHINGER IS NOT ON TAXPAYERS' SIDE CD
6/03/1988 AIOI CITY MANAGER IDEA DESERVES TO SURVIVE CED)
7/04/1988 A082 GROUP BACKS NO CANDIDATE CD
2/18/1989 C014 TAKING AIM AT CITY HALL
3/01/1989 A064 'GUARDIAN' UNCALLED FOR CD
3/10/1989 A105 GROUP FIGHTS BAD SPENDING CD
4/07/1989 A103 TAXPAYERS CAN'T AFFORD MORE FOOLISH MISTAKES CD
4/30/1989 A151 CONCERNED CITIZENS PLAYS POSITIVE ROLE CD
i 5/17/1989 A103 CONCERNED CITIZENS ARE NOT ANTI-FEMINIST CD
6/10/1989 C014 GROUP BLASTS 'STREET CZARINA'
7/04/1989 C012 CITIZENS GROUP--HUNKING DISTORTS RECORD
7/09/1989 A103 CONCERNED CITIZENS LEAD RETURN TO GOVERNMENT
1/14/1990 A091 ASSESSMENT DISAPPOINTING CD
SEE MUSIC CONCERTS
8/22/1989 C012 ARENA GETS NEW CONCESSIONS
10/23/1989 B025 PARK CONCESSION RULES PROPOSED
7/30/1990 C012 GOVT SEEKS MORE CASH FROM CONCESSIONS
6/22/1988 D071 CONCRETE CHAPTER FORMED IN SD
1/28/1990 B023 CONCRETE FIRM APPLIES FOR UNION COUNTY PLANT
2/06/1990 C025 PLANT GETS OK FROM NORTH SIOUX CITY
3/29/1992 E012 SfCONCRETE CLEANER CUTS ELBOW GREASE
11/28/1989 C021 KTOWN LIKES TURKEY ON BUS, NOT TABLETOP
12/20/1986 C014 COMMERCIAL CONDOMINIUMS MAY SET CITY TREND
1/29/1991 C012 CONDOMINIUM VERDICT DUE THURSDAY
2/02/1991 A012 PRESIDENTS PETITION HALTS CONDO PROJECT
2/19/1991 C015 CONDO PROPOSAL REVISED
2/02/1988 C041 REPEAL OF ANTI-CONDOM LAW FAILS IN HOUSE
2/11/1988 coil HOUSE TO RECONSIDER CONDOM SALES BILL
2/13/1988 C036 CONDOM BILL KILLED IN HOUSE
10/04/1988 C012 TO GIVE OUT CONDOMS FOR SAFER SEX
2/27/I99I C015 CONDOMS PASSED OUT AT USD
12/12/1991 C012 PCONDOMS MET CONTROVERSY IN '74
2/25/1992 A012 ^ACTIVISTS GIVE AWAY CONDOMS AT SCHOOL
9/02/1992 B012 MOST FAVOR CONDOM DISTRIBUTION
6/04/1987 C012 VOLUNTEERS HONORED FOR HEARTS OF GOLD
• 4/0171990^ 'A012 PCHANGES AT CHURCH ^ ^
12/22/1989 D071 PCONGDON TO BE BEST PRESIDENT
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CONSERVATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/30/1982 BGll CAMPGROUND HOST FIRED
lQ/lA/1992 BG15 *ASK THE CANDIDATES
3/G5/1992 AG12 *TEACHERS DONATE BLOOD FOR AXTELL PARK PUPIL
12/25/198A DGll THERE WAS NO NEED TO WORRY
8/29/1987 AG91 XCHARISMATICS WORSHIP IN CITY
5/21/1989 AGIA *A THREE-DAY SERIES ON END TIME MINISTRIES
3/12/199G AG72 5CHANDS OF TIME MEASURE 90 WONDERFUL YEARS
5/06/1990 DDOl *THE NEXT SD FAMILY
11/05/1990 BOll *A LEGEND AND FRIEND MOVES ON
11/05/1990 C012 X'ARGUS' WRITER ONCE HIT FASTBALL
12/01/1991 A013 3CUNITED BY THE WAR
12/01/1991 A031 KBOY RESPECTED SOLDIERS, AIRMEN
5/08/1982 A115 KC A 'CHARLIE' CONLEY
6/20/1982 B031 3(A FINAL FAREWELL TO A DAD
5/26/1990 B012 CONLEY WINS TWICE AT STATE MEET
11/1A/1982 EOll ^SENSITIVITY IS KEY TO SELLING CARS
5/16/1985 C021 US INTERIOR SECRETARY AWARDS CUSTER COUPLE
3/12/1989 F012XNEWS TEAMS STRESS LOOKS, PERSONALITY
11/21/1989 C012 CONNELL LEAVES KDLT
11/12/1987 B016 BEING FIRST DIDN'T STOP THESE FOUR WOMEN
12/17/1991 D012 *HANDMADE ORNAMENTS
12/17/1992 D021 ^ORNAMENT MAKER OFFERS TIPS, IDEAS
5/01/1986 A061 ADVANTAGES OUTWEIGH DISADVANTAGES (L)
5/01/1986 A062 NEW YORKERS NEED SYMPATHY (L)
8/29/1986 B012 SF TEEN BRINGS ADVENTURE TO FESTIVAL
3/10/1989 coil LINCOLN TEACHER WINS AWARD, $3,000
10/29/1989 E012 TEACHERS HONOR OFFBEAT CLASS AT LINCOLN
1/02/1991 B013 ^CATERER ANSWERS REQUESTS WITH COOKBOOK
•2/0A/1990 .C015 ^FUGITIVE CAUGHT IN MINNEAPOLIS
' 2/I17T990 D013 3CSAVE ENVIRONMENT--INCINERATOR FOE
6/26/1992 coil CANDY CON ARTISTS KICKED OUT OF PIERRE
3/16/1988 C012 SF IS ON A COMEDY CIRCUIT
5/06/1988 B012 CONTENDERS FOR COMEDY MARKET HOPE...
7/08/1988 B0I2 DIRECTOR GRABS SPOTLIGHT AS ACTOR
12/16/1989 A012 WALKAWAY CONSIDERED DANGEROUS
12/17/1989 A016 XWALKAWAY WITHDREW $300 BEFORE LEAVING
12/18/1989 BOll ESCAPED INMATE REMAINS AT LARGE
12/28/1989 C02A *PRISON CHANGES MADE AS RESULT OF ESCAPE
4/06/1992 A081 ND SENATOR SETS GREAT EXAMPLE (ED)
11/01/1990 B012XAUTHOR VISITS CITY
11/02/1990 B012 ^NOVELIST WRITES ABOUT 'EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE'
1/26/1982 B061 BILL EXPANDING POWER OF CO'S PASSED
7/15/1982 C043 IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE DISCUSSING COAL SLURRY
7/18/1982 B062 IZZAK WALTON DELEGATES OPPOSE ETSI SALE
8/02/1982 A071 ^RETIRED CONSERVATION OFFICER HAS 35 YEARS
3/06/1983 B021 NEEDED--MODERN CCC FOR YOUTH (ED)
3/16/1983 C031 CONSERVATION SEMINAR IS THURSDAY
3/24/1983 C031 $159,000 EARMARKED FOR CONSERVATION
3/27/1983 B041 *LODERMEIER AT HOME TO NATURE
4/06/1983 B032' ^CONSERVATION GROUP SELECTS KREBS
4/20/1983 C051 SCIENTISTS SEARCH FOR RARE SPECIES
7/27/1983 B055 CONSERVATION DISTRICT WINS HONORS
7/31/1983 A012 *GRASS ISLANDS PROTECT WEALTH OF HISTORY
8/03/1983 C035 CONSERVATION OFFICIAL WILL BE SENTENCED
8/21/1983 coil ^CONSERVATION DAY PROMOTES TECHNIQUES TO SAVE SOIL
10/19/1983 B054 CCC WILL HAVE REUNION SATURDAY
12/22/1983 C041 STATE CONSERVATION DISTRICTS HONOR PIERRE MAN
12/28/1983 D031 NEW STAMP TO BE UNVEILED AT FAITH CEREMONY
2/15/1984 D041 CONSERVATION BILL ENDORSED
3/25/1984 B041 CONSERVATION--DASCHLE GETS 61 SCORE
4/15/1984 B061 WILL AWARD $15,000 IN CONSERVATION GRANTS
5/02/1984 C114 NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FROM DISTRICTS
5/12/1984 coil CLUB WILL PLANT 500 TREES FOR PHEASANT SHELTER
6/11/1984 C041 JANKLOW NAMES TWO TO CONSERVATION GROUP
6/24/1984 B045 STATE ARTIST'S PAINTING WILL APPEAR ON STAMP
8/14/1984 BOll CONSERVATION GROUPS WANT POWER TO TAX
1/02/1985 C033 NATURAL AREAS REGISTRY HAS 1ST SITE RECOGNIZED
1/11/1985 coil SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE FACING BUDGET CUTS
2/12/1985 A114 SCHAUER LEADS CONSERVATION GROUP
3/16/1985 C021 CONSERVATION TILLAGE WORKSHOP SET
4/17/1985 B025 AGENCY EYES POSSIBLE CUTS
6/29/1985 C024 CONSERVATION GROUPS BACK SOIL PROGRAM
7/09/1985 A075 CONSERVATIONISTS HONOR MARTENS
7/19/1985 coil CONSERVATION DISTRICT GROUP SETS MEETINGS
9/18/1985 C091 LEOLA COUPLE STATE WINNERS IN CONSERVATION
9/25/1985 C093 LEOLA COUPLE WINS STATE CONSERVATION AWARD
I0/0271985"^B015'CONSERVATION- GROUP-CONVENTION STARTS SUNDAY
11/02/1985 C013 LEOLA RANCHERS AMONG CONSERVATION FINALISTS
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11/13/1985 D032 CONSERVATION STEPS AWARDED
2/06/1986 CG31 FEDERAL FARM ACT
2/09/1986 EOll REAGAN--C0NSERVAT10N AGENCY CUTS
2/18/1986 C031 10 COUNTIES ELIGIBLE TO TAKE ACRES OUT OF USE
3/12/1986 cm CONSERVATION RUNNER-UP NAMED
A/17/1986 C022 FARMERS--PROGRAM DOESN'T PAY ENOUGH
5/10/1986 C021 SESSION ON CONSERVATION RESERVE SET MONDAY
5/25/1986 B053 CONSERVATION VALUE CAN'T BE MEASURED
6/26/1986 C033 CONSERVATION IS GOAL OF TOUGH POLICY
6/29/1986 EOll PHILIP FARM COUPLE HONORED FOR CONSERVATION
6/30/1986 C021 DE SMET PASTOR RECEIVES CONSERVATION AWARD
7/10/1986 C021 WOMAN COMFORTABLE IN OFFICER SLOT
8/01/1986 COIA FARMERS SOUGHT FOR SOIL PROGRAM
8/05/1986 C021 MORE FARMERS ELIGIBLE FOR CONSERVATION SIGNUP
11/18/1986 A095 BARNES TO SERVE SECOND TERM
11/19/1986 C09A GROUP HONORS GETTYSBURG MAN
12/28/1986 C031 NEW PROGRAM RULES MAY HELP FARMERS
1/07/1987 D016 GROUP MAKES CASTOFF TREES ANIMAL HOMES
1/13/1987 C021 FARM LEADER FEARS FOR SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
2/08/1987 coil CONSERVATION SIGN UP TO BEGIN
5/31/1987 EOll CONSERVATION TILLAGE GAINS IN POPULARITY
6/14/1987 E062 2 NAMED TO CONSERVATION PANEL
6/14/1987 E062 SIGN-UP AHEAD FOR SET-ASIDE PLAN
6/15/1987 C021 NAMES WANTED FOR TOP CONSERVATION MINISTER
6/28/1987 DOll DASCHLE URGES HAYING ON SET-ASIDE ACRES
8/16/1987 BOll PROGRAM CAN BOOST WILDLIFE
8/16/1987 B071 KIZAAK WALTON LEADER FOCUSES ON ETHICS
8/25/1987 C021 AGENCY NAMES CONSERVATION AWARD WINNERS
, •8/26/1987 B031 STATE HIGH ON CONSERVATION PARTICIPATION LIST
9/06/1987 EOll FARMERS FLOCK TO RESERVE PROGRAM
9/25/1987 coil CONSERVATION GROUP TO MEET IN HURON
9/27/1987 coil CONSERVATION GROUP TO MEET IN HURON
10/18/1987 EOll PROGRAM THREATENS GRASS SEED SUPPLY
11/01/1987 E016 FARMERS FLOCK TO ASCS OFFICES
12/20/1987 EOll CONSERVATION OFFICE OFFERS TAX RULE DATA
1/10/1988 B065 BROMEGRASS WON'T BE INCLUDED
1/17/1988 B021 CONSERVATION PROGRAM SIGN-UP BEGINS FEBRUARY 1
1/17/1988 C012 36COLORS OF GREEN
1/24/1988 EOll CONSERVATION PLAN SIGN-UP STARTS FEBRUARY 1
4/17/1988 B066 BIEN TO MAKE ADDRESS
4/19/1988 C012 MICKELSON SEEKS FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR PLAN
5/21/1988 C023 KCONSERVATION FUNDING
6/01/1988 BOll STATE CONSERVATION DIRECTOR RESIGNS
6/19/1988 B065 SPORTSMEN PAY COST FOR CONSERVATION
7/05/1988 A091 CONSERVATION GROUP ELECTS OFFICERS
7/10/1988 EOll NO CUT IN CRP FUNDS IF HAY IS DONATED
7/24/1988 B065 IZAAK WALTON MEETING TUESDAY
7/24/1988 B065 NUNDA FARM COUPLE HONORED BY PROGRAM
7/24/1988 EOll NUNDA COUPLE WIN CONSERVATION AWARD
8/14/1988 C013 56M0WING OF CRP ACRES STIRS UP
9/18/1988 B061 ^CONSERVATION PROGRAM GIVES BOOST
9/20/1988 C013 ^ROBERTS OFFERS TO TAKE POSITION
9/30/1988 D061 CONSERVATION GROUP TO HOLD MEETING
10/13/1988 C015 EROSION MIGHT BE A PROBLEM
11/01/1988 B021 STATE EXPLAINS CONSERVATION PROGRAM
1/25/1989 D081 NEXT CONSERVATION SIGN-UP US FEBRUARY 6-24
2/13/1989 B024 CRP BONDS TO GO ON SALE
2/18/1989 coil BOND SALE PERMITS NEW AID FOR FARMERS
3/03/1989 D061 CONSERVATION TILLAGE TOPIC OF CONFERENCE
3/26/1989 C051 SNOW FENCE PROJECT UNDER WAY
5/15/1989 B012 STATE HAS NOT FORGOTTEN CORPS' MEN
5/17/1989 C021 BROWN COUNTY ASCS TO BE HONORED
5/31/1989 D081 PRESSLER WANTS CONSERVATION STUDY
8/03/1989 D061 2 CONSERVATION SOCIETIES HONORED
8/04/1989 D061 CONSERVATION GROUP WINS NATIONAL HONOR
8/15/1989 B061 FARM COUPLE WINS CONSERVATION AWARD
9/08/1989 D061 STATE, BANKS REACH ACCORD ON AG BONDS
9/20/1989 A121 KBUSH FILLS AG JOBS ADEQUATELY (ED)
10/21/1989 coil GOVERNMENT TO GIVE FARMERS CRP FUNDS
10/25/1989 B016 CONSERVATION GROUP TO HEAD LAKE PROJECT
10/26/1989 C021 LAWMAKERS SAY CRP FUNDS EXEMPT FROM BUDGET CUTS
12/07/1989 C023 CUTTING EROSION, CONSERVING MORE
12/08/1989 D081 LAWMAKERS SEEK EASEMENT RULING
12/10/1989 E044 DASCHLE, JOHNSON WANT CLARIFICATIONS ON EASEMENTS
12/12/1989 B061 DASCHLE TO DISCUSS EASEMENTS, LOANS
12/24/1989 D013 RARE WATERFOWL THRIVES THROUGH GROUP
'1/23/1990 'B061-CONSERVATION GROUP TO^'iMEET IN PIERRE
1/27/1990 C025 YEUTTER REAPPOINTS 3 TO STATE ASCS POSTS
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3/26/1990 coil CONSERVATION GROUP TO OPEN LOCAL OFFICE
A/14/1990 C021 FARMERS ASKED TO JOIN ASCS PROGRAM
4/29/1990 C0I6 CCC IMPACT EARNS PRAISE OF EX-CREWS
5/02/1990 D081 BLOWING DUST COMPLAINTS RISE
5/20/1990 EOll AMENDMENT TACKLES CONSERVATION ISSUE
9/01/1990 C031 MILLIKEN TO HEAD KENTUCKY SCS OFFICE
10/06/1990 C031 CONSERVATION OFFICERS TO MEET IN SF
12/23/1990 EOll BLUMHARDT RECEIVES CONSERVATION AWARD
2/12/1991 coil GRANT DEADLINE EXTENDED
3/12/1991 con APRIL 26 DEADLINE FOR FARM PROGRAMS
4/04/1991 D062 CONSERVATION TO HELP FARMERS PLAN
4/29/1991 C012 KCHIEF DOESN'T MIND GETTING HANDS DIRTY
6/01/1991 A083 ^FAILURE TO READ CONSERVATION PACT
7/28/1991 D013 POLLOCK MAN GIVEN HONOR
9/10/1991 A102 CONSERVATION OFFICER DOES ETHICAL JOB (L)
10/29/1991 B061 PUBLIC CAN COMMENT ON CONSERVATION
11/03/1991 C041 RAPID CITY HONORED FOR CONSERVING WATER
11/18/1991 C032 PLAN TACKLES SOIL, WATER CONSERVATION
1/19/1992 EOll CONSERVATION GROUP CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
2/25/1992 A095 CONSERVATION OFFICERS FORGETTING PRIORITIES CD
2/28/1992 C032 LAWMAKERS PASS CONSERVATION BILL
3/29/1992 EOll EARLY APPLICATIONS URGED FOR CRP LOANS
8/24/1992 B065 SD GARNERS ANOTHER 23,491 IN CONSERVATION ACRES
9/04/1992 BOll CONSERVATION GROUP TO MEET THIS MONTH
4/28/I99I B012 3CRESALE MARKET TAKES ON NEW LOOKS
6/29/1982 A051 « MEMBERS OF SF FAMILY CORNERING THE SDSU PHYSICS
5/24/1987 C022 CONSOLIDATED BEEF BUYS BUILDING
5/11/1987 C016 ASH PLANT MAY START IN SUMMER
7/19/1987 C061 SEWAGE ASH FIRM FALLS BEHIND
' 57017T988 ACTION TO CLEAN UP SEWAGE ASH
6/18/1988 C014 COMPANY SEEKS NEW ASH PERMIT
11/30/1988 C012 BOTCHED SEWAGE ASH VENTURE, PAPER SAYS
12/03/1988 C013 PROBE OF SEWAGE ASH DEAL REQUESTED
12/07/1988 AlOl NEEDS TO CLEAN IMAGE, IMPROVE LAWS (ED)
12/29/1988 C031 COMPANY WON'T DUMP ON RESERVATION
10/03/1990 C051 KWANTS PANEL TO REJECT APPLICATION
4/20/1990 C022 CONSOLIDATION ISSUE GOES TO VOTE IN MAY
5/04/1984 C033 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN LOAN SCAM
9/19/1990 C033 CONSPIRACY SUSPECTS GRANTED SEPARATE TRIALS
10/19/1990 C033 FARMER GETS 25 YEARS FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER
11/14/1990 C033 HURON MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN MURDER PLOT
12/11/1990 C033 MAN GETS EIGHT YEARS IN MURDER-FOR-HIRE SCHEME
4/06/1991 C015 MAN IS SUING BROTHER
7/09/1991 C031 MAN CHARGED IN PLOT TO KILL EX-WIFE, HER FRIEND
7/12/1991 C033 WEBSTER MAN INDICTED IN ALLEGED MURDER PLOT
7/19/1991 C021 MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO PLOTTING MURDER
11/14/1991 C021 JUDGE DENIES MOTION FOR LESSER SENTENCE
11/21/1991 C021 COUNTY TO SPEND $31,000 ON MISTRIAL
2/09/1992 Foil WEBSTER MAN CONVICTED IN MURDER CONSPIRACY
3/13/1992 C031 WEBSTER MAN SENTENCED TO TWO LIFE TERMS
7/28/1992 B014 TWO SENTENCED IN SCAM TO OBTAIN BANK LOANS
8/11/1982 C032 FIRING UNFAIR, FORMER CONSTABLE TELLS PANEL
2/23/1983 C012 CONSTABLES' DUTIES MAY CHANGE
3/0I/I983 B041 COUNTY CONSIDERS CONSTABLE CHANGE
3/15/1983 C061 COUNTY TO CONSIDER CONSTABLE CHANGES
4/11/1984 D043 CONSTABLES WILL CHARGE FEE FOR RESEARCH
3/08/1989 C016 NUMBER OF CONSTABLES CAUSES DISAGREEMENT
3/15/1989 C012 COUNTY REJECTS FOURTH CONSTABLE
9/06/1989 C021 FUND MISUSE INVESTIGATED
3/24/1992 C012 COUNTY PROPOSAL TIGHTENS REIGNS ON DUTIES
10/25/1982 C054 PROPOSED AMENDMENT SPEEDS UP FINE DISTRIBUTION
9/21/1983 B021 ALL SHOULD READ, STUDY THE CONSTITUTION (ED)
9/27/1983 C024 STUDY THE US CONSTITUTION (L)
4/17/1984 B031 VOTE TO AMEND CONSTITUTION
1/25/1985 C024 PEOPLE GIVE AWAY POWER (L)
9/18/1985 A085 CHERISH CONSTITUTION (L)
1/28/1987 A064 REMEMBER THE CONSTITUTION (L)
3/30/1987 A084 CONSITUTION CELEBRATED (L)
4/13/1987 A083 CONSTITUTION ASSURES TOLERANCE OF IDEAS (L)
4/27/1987 A072 WRITING CONTEST ON CONSTITUTION
5/18/1987 AlOl 200 YEARS HAVE PROVED STRENGTH (ED)
7/01/1987 BOll WAGNER YOUTH WINS AWARD
9/02/1987 A081 FOUNDING FATHERS PUT TOGETHER DOCUMENT
9/06/1987 C061 MADISON PLANNING CONSTITUTION CELEBRATION
9/11/1987 C022 ^BICENTENNIAL ROCK
9/13/1987 A015 *SF PAYS TRIBUTE ON CONSTITUTIONS 200TH
^^9/13/1987»^ A081 .;*SIRENGT.H.^.I^ VAST. ADABTABILITY (ED)
9/13/1987 A081 STRENGTH LIES IN SEPARATION OF POWERS
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9/13/1987 coil KFRAMERS LEFT ROOM FOR ADAPTION
9/13/1987 coil WOMEN CONTINUE FIGHT FOR EQUAL VOICE
9/13/1987 CG31 FEDERAL COURTHOUSE SITE OF CELEBRATION
9/1A/1987 coil GROUP TO DISTRIBUTE CONSTITUTION COPIES
9/16/1987 DG23 CONSTITUTION EVENTS SET ACROSS SD
9/17/1987 AG12 *FREEDOM OF SPEECH CALLED MOST POPULAR RIGHT
9/18/1987 CG21 IROQUIOS GOVERNMENT BEFORE 1787
9/27/1987 A1G3 CONSITUTION DOES NOT NEED REVISION (L)
9/28/1987 AG8A PART OF MESSAGE MISSING (L)
9/28/1987 AG85 DON'T CURSE YOUR BROTHER (L)
1G/G5/1987 AlGl COUNTY NEEDS CIVICS LESSON (L)
lG/11/1987 A115 THANK GOD FOR AMERICA (L)
11/18/1987 CG9A SIXTH-GRADER WRITES WINNING ESSAY
2/G5/1988 CG25 CONSTITUTION WOULD BE REWORDED
2/G9/1988 CG31 BILL CALLS FOR VOTE ON CONSTITUTION CHANGE
9/G3/1988 AG85 LAW VIOLATES CONSTITUTION (L)
1G/2A/1988 AlGl AMENDMENT SHOULD PASS (ED)
11/G3/1988 BG12 AMENDMENT A GETS OVERLOOKED
11/12/1988 AG81 KUNICAMERAL LEGISLATIVE SYSTEM DESERVES ATTENTION
12/27/1988 AG83 LIMITED TERMS FOR LAWMAKERS
2/G1/1989 CG23 STATE LAWMAKERS PROPOSE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
A/11/1989 AG81 CONSTITUTION PERMITS SUPPORT FOR OPPRESSED (L)
1/G8/1990 AG85 CONSTITUTION BAFFLES MEDIA (L)
1/2A/199G AG8A KEEP CONSTITUTION INTACT (L)
6/26/199G AG63 CONSTITUTION CHANGE WON'T AFFECT FREEDOM (L)
7/29/199G A112 COURT RULING DOESN'T UPHOLD PEOPLE'S RIGHTS CD
9/17/199G AG16 MONUMENT WORRIES LEGISLATORS
9/2A/199G CG12 BUSINESS GROUPS PUSHING AMENDMENT
, 9/25/199G CG21 AMENDMENT BACKERS KICK OFF CAMPAIGN
TG/1A/199G EG15 CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS INCLUDE PROPERTY TAX LIMIT
1G/27/199G AG85 HOPEWELL WOULD PRESERVE RIGHTS (L)
9/G1/1991 AG92 SECOND AMENDMENT OFTEN TREATED UNFAIRLY (D
12/22/1991 AG92 CONGRESS SHOULD STUDY THE US CONSTITUTION (L)
2/2A/1992 A1G3 PEOPLE SHOULD LEARN CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS (L)
A/3G/1992 A121 RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS SHOULDN'T BE SCRATCHED (L)
7/12/1992 Alll SECRETARY OF STATE IGNORES CONSTITUTION (L)
8/G5/1992 AlGl *CHEYENNE RIVER TRIBE--CONSTITUTION ISN'T FOR THEM
SEE ALSO ACCIDENT CONSTRU
1/G9/1982 BGAl HIGH COURT SAYS STATE OWES $332,522
1/12/1982 CG61 HOUSING, CONSTRUCTION SEMINAR THURSDAY
l/lA/1982 CGll SF CAN'T UNLOAD BONDS TO PAY PROJECTS
1/15/1982 CG31 HILTON COMPANY PAYS OFF LIENS
. 1/15/1982 CGAl LEGISLATURE--INTEREST, SPENDING CUTS, EXCISE TAX
1/19/1982 CGAl CONTRACTOR'S EXCISE TAX GETS SENATE APPROVAL
2/19/1982 CG12 ^PRECARIOUS WALKING
2/23/1982 AG12 KCITY LOOKS FOR NEW HOTEL DEVELOPER
3/12/1982 DGll EPA HOLDING MONEY TO INVESTIGATE BIDS
3/13/1982 CGll MINORITY FIRM TREATED FAIRLY, EPA DECIDES
3/1A/1982 AG15 RIFT BETWEEN CONTRACTOR, CITY WIDENS
V3/15/1982 A012 CITY'S MINORITY RECORDS HARD TO TRACK DOWN
3/26/1982 CGll 3CW0RK BEGINS ON ABLERTSON'S GROCERY
5/19/1982 DG5A HOFER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY RECEIVED AWARD
5/25/1982 CG53 9f'6G YEARS TO COLLECT, 6 HOURS TO SELL IT'
6/G6/1982 BGll SEARCH CONTINUES FOR DEVELOPER FOR BLOCK 11
6/G6/1982 EGll KBLOCK 11 QUANDARY
6/13/1982 EGll *C8H ROOFING--A SIGHT TO BEHOLD
12/23/1982 AG12 BID RIGGING PROBE SPREADS INTO SD
12/29/1982 DG32 BID RIGGING INVESTIGATION PUZZLES OFFICIAL
1/18/1983 AG95 *BOYCE IS CONTRACTORS PRESIDENT
1/31/1983 BG31 CITY CONSTRUCTION BUDGET LISTS PROJECTS
1/31/1983 BGAl CONSTRUCTION TOTALS $1.9 BILLION FOR ND, SD, & MN
2/11/1983 CGA3 NO DECISION ON CONTRACTORS' TAX
2/16/1983 BG51 CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY CITES PRESSLER
2/16/1983 CG31 A MITCHELL CONTRACTORS LOW BIDDERS
2/18/1983 C056 SENATE APPROVES CONTRACTORS' EXCISE TAX
2/24/1983 CGll JfDESIGNERS--SUPERINSULATED HOUSES SAVE ENERGY
2/27/1983 EG21 SD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS DOWN
3/14/1983 CGll CONSTRUCTION DROPS 49 PERCENT IN STATE
4/G2/1983 BGll PERMITS SHOW BUILDING REVIVAL
4/17/1983 BG71 *EXECUTIVE--I LEARNED A LOT FROM THE RECESSION
4/17/1983 BG71 CARPENTER EMERGES FROM SLUMP WITH OWN FIRM
4/17/1983 BG71 *LOW INTEREST RATES BRING BUILDER OUT OF RETIREMENT
4/2G/1983 CGll NON-HOME CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS DIP
5/19/1983 CG12 SF LEADS STATE IN BUILDING
5/21/1983 BG32 CONTRACTOR PROTESTS CITY MINORITY BUSINESS PLAN
5/28/1983 AG12 CONTRACTOR SUES CITY FOR DISCRIMINATION
'>6/01/1983 iCG35^SUIT=«AGAINST-eONTRA0TORS THROWN OUT
6/G8/1983 CGll OFFICIALS PROBE POSSIBLE BID RIGGING
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6/20/1983 B031 REPORT SAYS INFRASTRUCTURE IS CRUMBLING
7/24/1983 ECU *LOCAL WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION TRY TO NAIL RECRUITS
8/21/1983 EG15 SIOUX VACATIONAL PLANNING §1.75 MILLION
8/21/1983 E051 TAKE A LOOK AT *83 COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
8/27/1983 C013 CONTRACTOR CHARGED WITH BID-RIGGING
9/27/1983 C051 CO PLEADS GUILTY TO BID-RIGGING, FRAUD
10/07/1983 C031 LOCAL MAN CHARGED WITH FAILING TO PAY TAX
10/10/1983 coil CONSTRUCTION IS BOOMING IN RAPID CITY
10/25/1983 B031 DEKKER LEADS CONSTRUCTION GROUP
10/27/1983 A012 APARTMENT SHORTAGE SPURS CONSTRUCTION BOOM
10/31/1983 C023 HOME BUILDER WORRIES ABOUT DEFICITS (L)
11/09/1983 C012 2 SUITS CONTEND BUSINESSMAN OWES §790,000
1/18/1984 D031 SENATORS URGE BIDDING FOR GOVT PROJECTS
1/20/1984 C041 RC FILES SUIT AGAINST BONDING COMPANY
1/27/1984 C014 CITY HITS RECORD FOR BUILDING PERMITS
2/03/1984 D031 CONTRACTOR ORDERED TO PAY EXCISE TAXES
2/09/1984 C071 BILL WOULD EXEMPT SUBCONTRACTORS FROM TAX
2/26/1984 C061 RAPID CITY FIRM SUES EXXON
2/27/1984 B041 BILL ELIMINATES SUBCONTRACTORS' TAX
3/08/1984 coil 3€T0 USE WOMAN-OWNED FIRM
3/25/1984 coil STATE CONSTRUCTION UP 107 PERCENT FROM 1983
3/31/1984 C041 RAPID CITY FIRM PLEADS GUILTY TO BID RIGGING
4/29/1984 C091 WIDOW SUES CONSTRUCTION FIRM FOR §1 MILLION
4/29/1984 N091 BISECTION 5) CONTRACTOR FIGHTS AGAINST PREJUDICE
5/04/1984 C041 RAPID CITY FIRM FINED FOR RIGGING BIDS
5/10/1984 C081 MINORITIES AREN'T BENEFITING FROM CONTRACTING LAW
5/15/1984 coil COMMISSIONERS WILL SCHEDULE CITY'S PROJECTS
5/18/1984 C021 CAPITAL OUTLAY PLAN AN EXCELLENT CITY STEP (ED)
5/19/1984 A012 LOCAL FIRM FACES CHARGE OF BID-RIGGING
5/26/1984 B031 2 WORKERS SAFE AFTER BEING BURIED
6/17/1984 C061 CONSTRUCTION COMPANY SUES CITY OF ABERDEEN
6/17/1984 EOll MAY CONSTRUCTION STRONG IN SD
6/24/1984 E013 ^CONSTRUCTION IS COMING ALIVE AGAIN
7/22/1984 E021 REGION'S JUNE CONSTRUCTION AHEAD OF 1983
7/26/1984 C035 DECISION FRIDAY ON THE USE OF WRECKING BALL
7/28/1984 A012 CITY FIRM INDICTED FOR BID RIGGING
7/28/1984 DOll CONSTRUCTION BALL WILL SWING BACK INTO ACTION
7/29/1984 F045 COMMITTEE APPROVES MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
8/02/1984 coil 2 CONSTRUCTION FIRMS SUE CITY, ARCHITECTS
8/05/1984 F053 COUNTIES UPSET ABOUT DIKE CONTRACT
8/06/1984 C031 FIRM REQUESTS BOND ISSUE
8/09/1984 coil CITY ISN'T FOLLOWING MINORITY PLAN
8/10/1984 C013 COMPANY OFFICIAL PLEADS GUILTY TO BID-RIGGING
8/13/1984 C031 ELMEN ENTERPRISES TO BUILD RENTAL-STORAGE
8/22/1984 DOll CONSTRUCTION FIRM DIDN'T CHANGE BID
8/23/1984 C031 EVIDENCE IN STREET BID-RIGGING CASE
8/24/1984 C014 DAKOTA CONTRACTING CORP FOUND GUILTY
9/04/1984 coil CONSTRUCTION TIES SCHOOL SYSTEM'S ERAS
9/06/1984 coil CONSTRUCTION FIRM GETS BONUS
9/13/1984 C042.CONSTRUCTION FIRMS ADMIT TO BID-RIGGING
9/18/1984 B013 GUSTAFSON FIRM GETS §180,000 FINE
9/19/1984 A015 3 CITY CONTRACTORS ABOUT BID-RIGGING
9/23/1984 EOll AUGUST CONSTRUCTION STRONG IN SD
9/25/1984 BOll DAKOTA CONTRACTING DENIES CHANGE OF BID
10/28/1984 EOll SEPTEMBER CONSTRUCTION AHEAD OF 1983 LEVEL
11/30/1984 C015 MINNESOTA FIRM INDICTED IN BID-RIGGING
12/13/1984 coil MINNESOTA FIRM PLEADS NOT GUILTY
12/31/1984 A071 GROUP WILL GIVE OUT §2,000 AWARDS
1/09/1985 C042 GOVERNMENT WANTS RC MAN FINED, IMPRISONED
2/15/1985 C021 CONTRACTOR ASKS JUDGE TO STOP BID-RIGGING SUIT
2/20/1985 C021 FIRM PRESIDENT FINED §5,000 FOR BID-RIGGING
2/20/1985 C031 CITY RESIDENTS PROTEST PLANNED CONSTRUCTION
2/22/1985 C021 FIRM WILL PAY STATE FOR BID-RIGGING
2/24/1985 C061 KURTZ CONSTRUCTION GETS ELLSWORTH CONTRACT
3/10/1985 EOll CONSTRUCTION IN STATE DROPS IN FEBRUARY
4/14/1985 C012 SD BULLISH IN REGIONAL CONSTRUCTION
4/16/1985 B031 JURY INDICTS MINNESOTA CONTRACTOR FOR BID-RIGGING
4/23/1985 B035 BAHNSON AVENUE CONSTRUCTION STARTS TODAY
4/24/1985 C094 FORMER RESIDENT GETS 11 CONSTRUCTION AWARDS
4/28/1985 EOll BALDRIGE 8 ASSOCIATES OVERSEE HUSH HOUSE
5/16/1985 B095 CONSTRUCTION GROUP HOSTS PROGRAM
5/21/1985 B043 STATE INVESTIGATION RELIES ON IMPROPER LAW
5/26/1985 E015 BIG PROJECTS FUEL SD CONSTRUCTION
5/29/1985 B031 DISADVANTAGED-CONTRACTOR PLAN PUT ON HOLD
6/06/1985 C014 MINORITY PLAN DRAWS COMPLAINTS
6/16/1985 E012 CONSTRUCTION IN STATE DROPS SLIGHTLY IN MAY
' 770'4/1985^^GOr2 'KCONTRACT<EFFORTS--COMPLAINT^ NO APPEALS
7/12/1985 C015 BUREAU WARNS ABOUT BOGUS CONTRACTORS
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8/01/1985 coil
8/17/1985 C031
8/18/1985 EOll
8/24/1985 A012
9/24/1985 C015
10/08/1985 C035
10/14/1985 coil
11/02/1985 C016
11/03/1985 E012
11/16/1985 coil
11/18/1985 B021
12/02/1985 A012
12/02/1985 BOll
12/06/1985 coil
12/13/1985 A082
1/22/1986 B021
2/19/1986 B014
2/20/1986 B013
2/22/1986 coil
3/11/1986 B031
3/11/1986 B032
4/09/1986 B013
4/12/1986 C015
4/17/1986 coil
4/23/1986 BOll
4/24/1986 A141
4/24/1986 B021
4/27/1986 N061
5/28/1986 A082
6/07/1986 coil
6/09/1986 C015
6/17/1986 coil
6/24/1986 coil
7/13/1986 EOll
7/22/1986 BOll
8/03/1986 E061
8/04/1986 B015
8/17/1986 E012
8/20/1986 B013
9/04/1986 C033
9/21/1986 E012
9/23/1986 C033
10/02/1986 C021
10/02/1986 C033
10/20/1986 A012
10/25/1986 C041
11/05/1986 C033
11/09/1986 D015
11/15/1986 C032
vl1/18/1986 C033
11/19/1986 BOll
12/08/1986 C033
1/05/1987 A012
1/14/1987 B033
1/18/1987 DOll
2/04/1987 B033
2/13/1987 C021
2/15/1987 EOll
3/03/1987 coil
3/24/1987 C021
3/29/1987 B023
3/31/1987 coil
4/01/1987 B021
4/05/1987 E012
4/24/1987 C033
4/26/1987 E012
5/17/1987 EOll
5/31/1987 E015
6/04/1987 C033
6/07/1987 EOll
6/28/1987 DOll
7/16/1987 B032
7/18/1987 C033
7/19/1987 EOll
7/21/1987 C033
8/06/1987 C033
M!3 8/21/il987.»C03'3^
9/03/1987 C033
^CONTRACTOR ABANDONS EQUIPMENT AT CITY HALL
COMPANY PAYS STATE IN BlD-RlGGlNG SETTLEMENT
SD CONSTRUCTION SOARS
STATE BLOCKS ROAD BID FROM EX-SENATOR
CONSTRUCTION OFFICIALS FINED IN BID-RIGGING CASE
CITY PANEL TO STUDY MINORITY CHARGES
BUILDERS TO USE TAX-EXEMPT BONDS
MORE BONDS SOUGHT
XUP WITH THE NEW
FIRM SETTLES LAW SUIT, AGREES TO PAY
RAPID CITY COUNCIL CONSIDERS BUILDING PROJECTS
MINORITY PLAN BUILDS TENSION AT CITY HALL
MINORITY GROUPS QUESTION COMPANY'S LEGITIMACY
4-CORNER TUSSLE HAS PARTICIPANTS
^IMPARTIAL PANEL NEEDED TO RESOLVE CONTRACTING ISSUE
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION, RENOVATION IN CITY
CARLSON GETS CONTRACT
CITY LAGS BEHINDS IN HOUSING STARTS
MINNESOTA COMPANY SETTLES :BID-RIGGING'SUIT
JOB SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS CONSTRUCTION
SENATE RESOLUTION REDUCES CITY'S OPTIONS
KGOING, GOING, GONE
stCOURT CITES LAWMAKER LINK, BARS CONTRACTS
MINORITY CONSTRUCTION GOAL RAISED
CEMPETITION, HIGH ESTIMATE FACTORS IN LOW BID
BID FOR NEW SCHOOL IS A SURPRISE (ED)
CITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM GETS MILITARY CONTRACT
(RETAIL) *HER REPUTATION IN CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS
CONCERNS NOT WARRANTED (L)
KCITY BUILDS TOWARD RECORD YEAR
COUNTY GETS $1 MILLION FOR ROADS AND BRIDGES
2 CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS TO CLOSE CITY STREETS
PROBLEMS, WEATHER STALL MALL CONSTRUCTION
SD RECORDS GAIN IN BUILDING CONTRACTS
^CONTRACTORS MOVE 10 HOUSES
CONTRACTOR RECEIVES HONORS FOR HIRING EFFORTS
CITY POLICY IS FIRM SUCCESS FOR CONTRACTOR
*A NEW EMPIRE DEVELOPMENT
WORKERS TRY TO SHORE UP PIT WALL
3CBUILDING PERMITS
BUILDER BANKS ON LOCAL MARKET
3«FUTURE CONSTRUCTION NEEDS
3€A CHANGING CITY
^BUILDING PERMITS KEEP CLIMBING
*CONSTRUCTION BOOMS IN CITY
MEIERHENRY--EX-COMPANY OWES STATE $10,000
^CONSTRUCTION TOPS $60 MILLION
ENGINEER TAKES CARE OF PROBLEMS
KPERMIT FEES TAKE A TUMBLE
*NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
CITY, CONTRACTORS WORK ON RELATIONS
PERMITS SURPASS $63 MILLION
LOW RATES PIQUE BUILDING INTEREST
XBUILDING PERMITS IN MINNEHAHA CO
SD CONSTRUCTION UP $7.9 MILLION IN '86
^PERMITS OFF TO SLOWER START IN '87
BUILDING OWNER OWED INTEREST, COURT RULES
SHARP RISE IN CONSTRUCTION
MINORITY BUILDING FIRM RECERTIFIED
SETTLEMENT REACHED IN ROAD BID-RIGGING SUIT
MICKELSON SEEKS CHANGE IN RESERVATION LAW
COMMISSION TAKES $2.38 MILLION BID
COURT DISMISSES ONIDA MAN'S SUIT AGAINST GM
WEATHER HEATS UP BUILDING
*BUILDING PERMITS REBOUNDING
KCOMMERICAL BUILDING PICKS UP
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS DROP
XGROUP RECOGNIZES EFFORTS OF CRAFTSMEN
KMORE BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED IN 1987
TOTAL BUILDING DROPS IN COUNTY
COUNTY BUILDING EXCEEDS '86 PACE
BUILDING PERMITS FOR JUNE
3(BUILDING IN LINCOLN COUNTY
HOME BUILDERS SELL $20 WARNING SIGNS
KJUNE BUILDING PERMITS IN SIOUX FALLS
BUILDING PERMITS DECREASE IN JULY
:*CONTRACT AWARDS>PLUMMET
BUILDING PERMITS DOWN IN AUGUST
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9/10/1987 C015 MISHAP FILLS HOME WITH NATURAL GAS
9/22/1987 COAl SO CONTRACTORS FILE SUIT AGAINST WYOMING
9/24/1987 AG16 ALCOHOL LINKED TO FATAL FALL
9/26/1987 coil CONSTRUCTION WORKER INJURED IN CAVE-IN
9/30/1987 B033 *BUILDING PERMITS DECREASE IN AUGUST
10/03/1987 C033 KSEPTEMBER IS GOOD FOR BUILDING
10/22/1987 C033 ^BUILDING PERMITS NEAR 9-VEAR LOW
11/04/1987 B033 BUILDING PERMITS MORE VALUABLE
11/11/1987 B012 FINES COMPANY IN MAN'S FATAL FALL
11/18/1987 B012 KMAKING A BREAK
12/03/1987 C033 PERMITS STILL STRONG AFTER 11 MONTHS
12/07/1987 C016 HAYWARD CONTRACTORS WEATHER FIRST SNOW
12/09/1987 BOll CONTRACTORS TO HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
1/12/1988 C035 CONSTRUCTION BUILDING GUTTED IN RAPID CITY
1/16/1988 C033 *1987 GOOD YEAR FOR BUILDING
1/17/1988 EG12 ^THERE'S MORE TO BE DONE AT SEARS
1/31/1988 E012*CITY NAILS DOWN A PROLIFIC YEAR
3/05/1988 C023 9CBUILDING PERMITS DECREASE FOR FEBRUARY
3/13/1988 DOll BUILDERS AUXILIARY WINS PROJECT PRIZE
3/15/1988 A012 *BUILDING BY THE BOOK
3/15/1988 C012 ^HANGING OUT
4/04/1988 AOll XDETOUR SUMMER IS AHEAD
4/07/1988 C023 *BUILDING PERMITS UP IN MARCH
4/18/1988 C012 CONSTRUCTION PLANS GOING UP IN CITY
4/21/1988 A012 ^FRAMEWORK
4/21/1988 C023 BUILDING PERMITS PICKING UP
4/23/1988 C015 ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS HONORED FOR BUILDINGS
' CAUTION URGED
5/11/1988 B012 RETREAT CENTER ADDITION MOVES AHEAD
5/17/1988 D012*COURT REJECTS CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION
5/27/1988 C033 CONTRACTOR--UNFAIRLY PERSECUTED HIM
6/01/1988 B012 *TAKING IT ONE DECK AT A TIME
6/02/1988 C014 INCREASE IN CONSTRUCTION JOBS EXPECTED
6/08/1988 D091 SD NEAR TOP IN CONSTRUCTION BIDS
6/09/1988 coil CONTRACTOR FOUND GUILTY OF PERMIT LAW
6/10/1988 D061 BUILDING PERMITS CONTINUE UPTURN
6/15/1988 BOll COUNTY, CITY OK CONSTRUCTION BID
6/17/1988 D072 ^MERCHANTS MAY GO UNDER
6/18/1988 C012 *HAVING A BLAST ON THE JOB
6/19/1988 DOll MAGAZINE REPORTS DROP IN BUILDING
6/26/1988 EOll PLAZA CONSTRUCTION TO BEGIN THIS WEEK
6/29/1988 D091 CITY CONSTRUCTION FALLS 76 PERCENT
7/02/1988 C021 URGES CAUTION AT CONSTRUCTION SITES
7/14/1988 C023 *BUILDING PERMITS CONTINUE UP IN JUNE
7/20/1988 D081 CONSTRUCTION STARTS ON NEW COMFORT INN
9/12/1988 A081 CONSTRUCTION BACKLOG PLAGUES SD
9/15/1988 coil SWEETMAN AWARDED TUNNEL CONTRACT
9/17/1988 C021, OFPICIALS WORRY ABOUT PLAZA DELAY
9/18/1988 con U S West WORK MAY CLOSE lOTH STREET
9/19/1988 C015 ^PREDICTS '88 CONSTRUCTION WILL SET RECORDS
9/27/1988 A012 XPIPE TRAPS 2 WORKERS IN TRENCH
10/15/1988 C012 CITY SETS BUILDING PERMIT RECORD
10/19/1988 C021 CONSTRUCTION AT ABERDEEN MALL DELAYED SIX MONTHS
12/21/1988 C012 CITY CHANGES BUILDING CODE
12/28/1988 D082 *'89 COULD SEE ANOTHER RECORD IN CONSTRUCTION
1/24/1989 A012 COURT LIMITS MINORITY CONTRACTS
2/01/1989 D081 EQUIPMENT SHOW SET FOR THURSDAY
2/01/1989 D082 *BUSY BUILDING SEASON AHEAD
2/03/1989 C012 SWEETMAN SUBSIDIARY HELPS BUY ABANDONED RAILWAY
2/26/1989 E012 *CITY PLANNERS CALL IT BUSY BUT NO BOOM
3/09/1989 con *HIGH ABOVE
3/22/1989 C016 COUNTY OPENS BIDS TO RENOVATE OLD JAIL
3/30/1989 C041 INDIAN GROUP SUES OVER BIDS
4/05/1989 C012 *SCAFFOLD BRIGADE
4/10/1989 BOll BOARD TO AWARD CONSTRUCTION JOB
4/12/1989 C012 *SKELETAL SUPPORT
4/27/1989 A012 *CAUTION--CONSTRUCTION SEASON AHEAD
4/30/1989 EOll *CITY EMPLOYEE, BUILDERS HONORED
5/05/1989 D082 *10TH STREET CONSTRUCTION
5/23/1989 C023 CONSTRUCTION FOR MULTIPLE HOUSING UNITS
6/18/1989 E012 *SOUTHWEST SECTOR SIZZLING WITH ACTION
8/09/1989 B062 *ROOF SPOOFS
8/17/1989 A012 *CRANE GIVES DOWNTOWN A LIFT
8/18/1989 A012 *WAL-MART CAPS BIG SEASON FOR BUILDING
w .9/21/<1989- C033 r*BUILDING, UP. SIOUX FALLS vo. , ^
9/28/1989 B081 CONSTRUCTION AWARDS UP IN 3-STATE AREA
9/30/1989 A015 CONSTRUCTION IN CITY CLIMBS TO NEW HIGH
10/03/1989 A056 *LABORERS BUILD FAITH THROUGH WORKS
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10/06/1989 A012 *CITY BUILDS UP ITS IMAGE
10/22/1989 E012 *BUILDERS STICK WITH FAST LANE
12/08/1989 coil CIVIL SUIT SEEKES $7.5 MILLION AWARD
12/2A/1989 D08I RAPID CITY FIRM WINS LABOR DEPARTMENT AWARD
1/01/1990 B015 CONSTRUCTION SNAGS DELAY TEEN CENTER
1/08/1990 A016 CITY CONSTRUCTION RECORDS FORESEEN
1/10/1990 C012 *A FRAME FOR A PLACE TO MEET
1/11/1990 A081 PLANNING IS PAYING OFF FOR CITY (ED)
1/31/1990 D086 NON-RESIDENT CONSTRUCTION BOOMS IN CITY
2/0A/1990 EOll CONSTRUCTION UP IN MINNEHAHA COUNTY
4/03/1990 C023 *BUILDING WAL-MART WALLS
4/17/1990 D062 5CV0-TECH HELPS RESTOCK WORKFORCE
4/19/1990 A012 5CSH0P0WNERS--W0RK TEARS INTO BUSINESS
4/27/1990 D081 MARCH CONSTRUCTION IN SD DOWN 14 PERCENT -
5/09/1990 C012 *WHAT A LOAD TO BEAR
5/14/1990 D062 KCITY HOUSING MARKET BOOMING
5/16/1990 C012 ^CONSTRUCTION QUAGMIRE
5/16/1990 DlOl CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON DAKOTACARE WING
5/30/1990 C0I2*CITY COULD HALT BEN FRANKLIN CONSTRUCTION
6/08/1990 D082 *SUPERAMERICA COMING TO SF
6/10/1990 Alll CONTRACTORS PRODUCED SKILLED-WORKER SHORTAGE (L)
6/10/1990 C023 ^CONSTRUCTION ON THE RISE
6/14/1990 D062 *THE START OF A STRIP MALL
7/12/1990 C031 BUILDING PERMIT PLAN TARGETS FARM STRUCTURES
7/18/1990 D082 3CC0NSTRUCTI0N ON MAIL POUCH
7/19/1990 C012 SCHOOL BOARD OK'S CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
7/21/1990 A012 BUILDERS SQUARE WILL ANCHOR SITE ON 41ST
.>7/21/1990 B012 ^PREPARING FOR BLASTOFF
9/03/1990 B062 KCOUPLE TRIES NEW METHOD OF INSULATING
10/01/1990 B033 FARM CONSTRUCTION TO REQUIRE BUILDING PERMIT
10/21/1990 EOll OXBOW CONTRACT GOES TO MINNESOTA FIRM
11/25/1990 E015 NEW HIGH SCHOOL NEARLY COMPLETE
12/06/1990 D081 AUTO DEALER FILES SUIT AGAINST NASH FINCH
1/16/1991 D075 SD AHEAD OF NEIGHBORS IN REPORT
2/06/1991 C012 3CF0UNTAIN OF CONCRETE
2/08/1991 D072 *SHOP TALK AT EXPO
4/05/1991 C016 SUMMER ROAD WORK IS DRIVING CONCERN
4/06/1991 C012 *SKY WALKER
4/16/1991 C012 XROOSEVELT CONSTRUCTION NEAR COMPLETION
4/25/1991 A016 BUILDING BOOM HITS SF
5/04/1991 C025 CONSTRUCTION FIRM ORDERED TO SHUT DOWN
5/09/1991 B082 5«START OF NEW APARTMENT
5/13/1991 coil CITY TO CONSIDER BUILDING ORDINANCE
6/20/1991 B062 ^GETTING A FILLUP
7/10/1991 C012 KA BRICK AT A TIME
8/02/1991 C012 COMPLEX STALLED, BUT NOT DEAD
8/31/1991 C032 HARRISBURG SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION STARTS
10/23/1991 A015 *WORK ON COMMERCE
11/24/1991 D012'KHARD WORK AND HUMOR BOOST FAMILY BUSINESS
12/27/1991 C03I LEGISLATORS PREPARE CONSTRUCTION BILL
12/31/1991 C012 ^CONSTRUCTION WORK STACKING UP
1/04/1992 C012 CONSTRUCTION REACHES RECORD LEVEL IN '91
1/11/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/11/1992 D062 ^BUILDING BUSINESS BOOM
3/01/1992 E012 aeCOMPETITION FIERCE IN HOME-IMPROVEMENT MARKET
4/12/1992 B012 *BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE
5/07/1992 B012 KOOL TOOL COMES TO THE AID
7/14/1992 C012 *RAIN DAMPENS CONSTRUCTION PLANS
8/26/1992 B062 *EARTH MOVER UNMOVED BY AGE
9/20/1992 A012 KCOSTS CLIMB, PROFITS DON'T
9/23/1992 B025 RADAR DRONES DESIGNED TO SLOW TRAFFIC NEAR WORKERS
10/09/1992 A012 KRAIN FLOODS CITY, STATE WITH UNFINISHED WORK
11/22/1992 A091 FIRM SAYS THANKS FOR THE HELP (L)
11/24/1992 B012 *BACK TO GRIND
3/26/1986 A102 WHY SO MANY CONSULTANTS (L)
9/30/1988 C014 LOBBYING FOR A 2ND CONTRACT
10/27/1982 A021 PRICE INDEX'S CREATOR SF NATIVE
1/17/1982 B071 CONSUMERS GROUP DISBANDS AFTER RATE SETTLEMENT
2/22/1982 B023 GUIDE TELLS WHERE TO GO FOR HELP
3/20/1982 B021 LAW NEEDED AGAINST HOME PHONE SELLING (L)
3/26/1982 coil FIRE-ALARM SALESMAN FACES DECEPTION CHARGES
3/31/1982 D043 OMAHA MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
4/01/1982 D043 FIRE-ALARM WHOLESALER REIMBURSES CUSTOMER
6/20/1982 E021 CONSUMERS BUYING AGAIN
9/10/1982 C051 CAR DEALERS TO FORM COMPLAINT FORUM
12/1871982 C031' BE 'WARV OF "MAIL" 'OFFERS FROM FLORIDA
12/31/1982 C031 CITY DENIES LINK WITH SOLICITATIONS
4/24/1983 C014 *WOMAN CUTS FOOD BILL WITH SCISSORS
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A/26/1983 C023 CONSUMERS FORCED TO PAY FOR CORPORATIONS' MISTAKES
5/12/1983 C012 TELEPHONE FRAUDS TRY TO SELL NOTHING FOR SOMETHING
5/17/1983 BOAl MEIERHENRY--BEWARE OF GOLD JEWELRY OFFER
5/20/1983 A071 GUIDELINES FOR CONSUMERS UNDER ATTACK CHENSHAW)
5/21/1983 B031 SELLERS OF USED ITEMS HELD LIABLE
5/2A/1983 AG16 CREDIT FRAUD IS MINOR PROBLEM IN SIOUX FALLS
8/11/1983 con SALES VICTIMS URGED TO CALL BUSINESS BUREAU
9/26/1983 B021 XPHONE HUSTLERS 8 MARKETERS
10/09/1983 EOll KDEBIT CARDS BEGINNING TO REPLACE CHECKS
10/11/1983 C025 DON'T BUY SLAVE-LABOR GOODS (L)
10/26/1983 C0A2 GOT A GRIPE
11/18/1983 con IMPOSTERS MISREPRESENT CONTEST
3/0A/198A A012 CITY MAY BE TEST MARKET FOR NIELSEN
3/0A/198A C076 AGENCY ISSUES CONSUMER ALERT FOR COUPON
5/12/198A COAl POST OFFICE GETS COMPLAINTS ABOUT VACATION DEAL
8/27/198A B023 GREED IS CONSUMER ENEMY (L)
9/23/198ADOn*PROMOTES VALUE OF ELDERLY AS CONSUMERS
10/10/1984 D015 COMPANY NEEDS NAMES OF PRODUCT'S BUYERS
10/13/1984 C032 SALESPEOPLE MUST BE INFORMED
10/26/1984 C032 COURT BARS DISCRIMINATION IN CAR LOANS
11/03/1984 B015 CONSUMERS GET 30 DAYS TO PAY BILLS
11/24/1984 A012 KTIRED FEET, BUT WHAT SPIRIT
11/24/1984 A022 SHOPPERS LETTING GO OF LESS CASH
1/04/1985 con KCOMPLAINTS ABOUT A CAR THAT WENT SOUR
1/15/1985 BOll LEMON CRY BRINGS NEW AUTOMOBILE
1/25/1985 C031 POLICE URGE CAUTION IN USING CREDIT CARDS
1/26/1985 con LP GAS PROBLEM WITH CONTROL VALVE
3/15/1985 A084 QUIT SUBSIDIZING CONSUMERS (L)
iS/05/1985 C091 CALIFORNIA FIRM VICTIMIZES BOAT WINNERS
5/23/1985 CO15 BEWARE OF CUT-RATE REPAIR OFFERS
6/21/1985 A082 SHOPPERS HAVE RIGHTS, TOO CD
8/28/1985 BOn CLASS FOR CONSUMERS TO MEET TODAY
9/07/1985 A081 BUYERS SHOULD STICK WITH US PRODUCTS CD
2/19/1986 AlOl NO PRODUCT CAN ENSURE PROTECTION FROM LUNACY (ED)
2/26/1986 B032 LAWMAKERS RANK LOW
3/07/1986 C015 ATTORNEY GENERAL SAYS WATCH FOR COUPON SCAM
4/19/1986 con EXPERT WARNS AGAINST BUG SPRAY PHONE SALES
4/23/1986 B035 BE WARY OF VACATION SCAMS
11/08/1986 C021 VANDERLOO WARNS OF HOME IMPROVEMENT SCAM
12/24/1986 B021 CONSUMER REPORT SHOWS $230,000 RECOVERED
3/17/1987 con CREDIT CARD WARNING ISSUED
3/18/1987 B012 WOMAN REPORTS CREDIT CARD FRAUD
3/19/1987 con REPORTS SOUGHT ON COLO FIRM
4/26/1987 EOll dFFlClAL--BE WARY OF PHONE SOLICITORS
5/05/1987 D021 WIDOWS WARNED AGAINST TELEPHONE SCAM
5/13/1987 B012 HART RANCH PROMOTION RAISES HOPES
7/16/1987 B021 HURON WOMAN REPORTS CREDIT CARD SCHEME
7/18/1987 C015 OFFICIAL WARNS OF DRAFTS THAT RESEMBLE CHECKS
12/01/1987 C033 5CC0NSUMER PRICE INDEX UP FOR ALL ITEMS
12/02/1987 B021'FIRM TO TEST'CITY'S TASTES
12/23/1987 B021 TRIES TO STOP SALE OF MEDALLIONS
1/03/1988 E012 RENT-TO-OWN CLIENTS RUN UP BIG BILLS
7/31/1988 con RESIDENTS WARNED OF SOLICITATIONS
1/13/1989 con OWNERS CAN RETURN FAULTY COFFEE MAKERS
1/28/1989 C016 PANASONIC REFUNDS
2/25/1989 A072 *DR0WN1NG IN YOUR PLASTIC
4/01/1989 con POLICE WARN ABOUT ILLEGAL SOLICITATIONS
6/10/1989 A103 LET USERS PAY BILLS CD
7/02/1989 C012 RETIREES MAY REGRET YOUTHFUL SPENDING
12/07/1989 B012 ARTHUR HAILS ART OF SMART SHOPPING
1/30/1990 C025 PHONE SCAMS TO COST SD MILLIONS
2/04/1990 C085 TAKE AIM AT DEBT CONSOLIDATORS
3/14/1990 B012 PATIENT SHOPPERS FIND REDEMPTION IN COUPONS
7/04/1990 C032 STATE RECOVERS RECORD AMOUNT OF FUNDS
7/11/1990 B012 3CF1GHT1NG FOR CONSUMER'S RIGHT TO BUY DAT
7/21/1990 B031 POLICE WARN OF BANK, SOAP SCAMS
7/22/1990 D015 COMPLAINTS PROMPT INVESTIGATION INTO RENTAL AGENCY
7/30/1990 D062 *CRED1T COUNSELOR STRESSES PLANNING AND DISCIPLINE
8/17/1990 C031 WATCH FOR MIDDLE EAST SCHEMES
8/26/1990 EOll CONSUMER HANDBOOK AVAILABLE FOR FREE
8/30/1990 A086 GRIPES ABOUT COSTS DON'T CHANGE MUCH (L)
12/24/1990 B062 K'ZILLIONS' OFFERS KIDS BUYING TIPS
3/24/1991 C031 PEOPLE WARNED OF COUPON SCAM
4/03/1991 con PEOPLE TOLD TO WATCH OUT FOR PHONE SCHEME
4/05/1991 A012 CONSUMERS STAMP APPROVAL ON CITY
,5/09/1991 B082 DISCOUNTERS SEEK MORE- PRICING FREEDOM
'5/12/1991' A'08r PRICING ^'BrLT 'GOOD FOR SHOPPERS (ED)
6/23/1991 con CONSUMER FORUM TO DISCUSS SERVICES
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10/05/1991 C031 MITCHELL POLICE CALL SOLICITATION A SCAM
10/07/1991 B031 TREASURER WARNS OF ASSET-FINDING SERVICE
10/08/1991 B061 TREASURER WARNS OF ASSET-FINDING FIRMS
10/11/1991 D071 EVERFRESH WARNS STATES TO CHECK FOR TAMPERING
10/2<»/1991 C012 CON ARTIST BILKS 77-YEAR-OLD
10/25/1991 C015 ^DIVISION TARGETS CONSUMER BEEFS
11/07/1991 C031 OFFICIAL WARNS OF LIGHT-BULB SCAM
11/08/1991 C031 PAIR WILL STAND TRIAL IN ALLEGED TICKET SCAM
11/17/1991 DOll BOGUS HEALTH CARE CALLS AREA REPORTED
11/24/1991 EOll SD LAW GUIDES AT PUBLIC LIBRARY
12/30/1991 A052 3CTHE RIGHT WAY TO NAG
1/19/1992 F012 900-NUMBER COMPLAINTS RINGING IN
1/23/1992 C032 KGROUP OK'S CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL
2/08/1992 A084 TRAVELING PEDDLERS' LAW MAY BE REPEALED CD
3/25/1992 D065 TRADE SCAMS CRACKDOWN
4/18/1992 C031 15 CALLERS A DAY QUESTION HAWAII OFFER
4/27/1992 C025 SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE SHOULD REFINE' APPROACH— STATE
5/02/1992 C042 STATE POLICE WARN ABOUT CON ARTIST
9/04/1992 B012 *TOLL-FREE LINE SET UP FOR CONSUMERS
10/05/1992 A016 $1.45 MILLION RECORD PACE FOR AGENCY
10/25/1992 E012 ^COUNSELING OFFERS HOPE FOR DEBTORS
12/04/1992 A012 FIRM CHARGED WITH DELIVERING QUITE A FISH STORY
12/22/1992 B015 LAW HANGS UP TELEMARKETERS
12/25/1992 BOll HEADACHE POWDER RARE IN SD
11/19/1990 B034 YANKTON CENTER GETS GRANT FOR PROGRAM
SEE ALSO WATER QUALITY, CHEMICALS, SOIL ENVIRON PROT
9/19/1988 A012 ^CONTAMINATION REMAINS A PROBLEM IN BRUCE
9/19/1988 A041 STUDIES COUNTED ON TO FILL KNOWLEDGE VOID
9/20/1988 A016 AREA AQUIFER VULNERABLE TO CONTAMINATION
9/20/1988 A121 DRINKING WATER MUST BE PROTECTED (ED)
12/15/1988 A033 SOUTH DAKOTA AMONG THOSE WITH PESTICIDE PROBLEMS
2/06/1989 B015 REPORTS OF LEAKING STORAGE TANKS RISING
2/16/1989 C012 BEGINS CLEANUP OF CYANIDE SPILL
5/18/1989 D012 EPA ASKED TO CHECK CONTAMINATION TIPS
6/30/1989 D066 CONTAMINATED SOIL THREATENS PURCHASE OF TRUCK STOP
8/10/1989 C021 FUEL LEAKAGE CONTAMINATES WELLS IN MISSION
9/18/1989 B012 GROUND WATER IN CANTON CONTAMINATED
1/24/1990 coil CONTAMINATION SOURCE NOT KNOWN
1/27/1990 C023 FEDERAL OFFICIALS SPOT CONTAMINATION IN CREEK
2/28/1990 coil CONTAMINATED SOIL TO BE CLEANED UP
3/28/1990 C021 CONTAMINATION IN CANTON HAS SPREAD
4/02/1990 C026 LAND-FARM PROTEST TO BE HEARD
4/17/1990 C025 MISSION FIRMS SUSPECT TO WATER CONTAMINATION
5/03/1990 C021 AGENCY COMPLETES TAINTED SOIL DISPOSAL
5/11/1990 C021 CONTAMINATED SOIL REMOVED IN CANTON
7/19/1990 C041 MONITARY DEVICES TO STUDY AQUIFER CONTAMINATION
9/05/1990 C031 ^COUNTY OK'S RULES FOR UNDERGROUND WATER SOURCES
9/13/1990 D061 DECONTAMINATION PERMIT SOUGHT
9/14/1990 C015 TEST DRILLING FINDS PETROLEUM RESIDUE
11/14/1990 A052; CONTAMINATION SHOWS LANDFILL NOT ANSWER (L)
11/26/1990 A015 IN 1981, BARREL LEAKED RADIATION
2/09/1991 C034 BROHM AVOIDS PAYING FINE IN CONTAMINATION
7/06/1991 C031 IF SOIL IS CONTAMINATED AT CANTON AIRPORT
9/02/1991 B031 EXTENT OF DAMAGE FROM LEAK UNKNOWN
11/28/1991 C035 PROJECT TARGETS ABANDONED WELLS
1/14/1992 C012 3C0FFICIALS LOOK FOR CAUSE OF FUEL LEAK
2/28/1992 C012 ^BATTERY CASES FOUND BY RIVER
3/31/1992 A015 WILLIAMS TANK FARM CITED AS HAZARD
5/14/1992 coil MITCHELL SOIL TESTS SHOW CONTAMINATION
6/19/1992 C035 WATER CONTAMINATION POSSIBLE IN FLOOD AREA
7/21/1992 B012 CLEANUP OF TAINTED SOIL UNDER WAY
8/09/1992 A012 ^PETROLEUM PLUME SITS UNDER DOWNTOWN
8/09/1992 A041 *SAFETY REQUIREMENTS PRESSURE MANY OUT OF BUSINESS
9/22/1992 B012 *BATTERY-CRUSHING SITE NEARLY CLEANED UP
10/10/1992 A015 5CRIVERFR0NT PLANS DELAYED BY SOIL CONTAMINATION
10/28/1992 B012 ^TESTING FOR CONTAMINANTS
10/30/1992 B012 ^DISHING UP THE DIRT
11/20/1992 B012 FUEL SPILL FUND RUNNING ON FUMES
3/05/1991 B032 WINNER MAN SENTENCED ON CONTEMPT CHARGES
1/22/1984 A012 KIN THE MIDST OF PLENTY
1/23/1984 A012 KREADERS RESPOND WITH OFFERS OF FOOD
SEE BIRTH CONTROL, CONDOMS
3/12/1989 E012 ^CONTRACTORS JITTERY OVER SAFETY RULES
5/10/1989 C044 JUDGE DENIES INDIAN FIRMS' REQUEST
12/08/1989 D081 CONTRACTORS MEET AT RAMKOTA INN
12/09/1.990 D012 CONTRACTORS ADVISED TO FIND NEW NICHES
2/26/199r"'B06r'CONTRACTORS' GROUP TO" MEET IN PIERRE
11/22/1991 D081 ATTORNEY GENERAL TO SPEAK TO CONTRACTORS
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2/20/1992 AlDl
6/07/1985 C021
11/2A/1988 C012
12/09/1988 coil
CONVENIENCE STORES 10/05/1992 A012
10/05/1992 A061
2/13/1985 A081
2/20/1985 C021
2/25/1985 A061
2/25/1985 A062
2/25/1985 con
3/06/1985 B031
3/08/1985 C015
3/09/1985 C015
3/13/1985 A081
5/05/1985 A061
5/05/1985 A071
5/05/1985 A071
5/06/1985 A012
5/10/1985 A015
5/10/1985 A085
5/12/1985 con
5/15/1985 A061
5/15/1985 B015
5/17/1985 C016
5/19/1985 Alll
5/21/1985 BOll
5/22/1985 A012
•:;5/22i/1985 AlOl
5/22/T985 A103
5/23/1985 A015
5/2^/1985 con
5/26/1985 A061
5/26/1985 EOll
5/29/1985 A061
5/30/1985 A015
5/31/1985 A012
6/02/1985 A092
6/02/1985 E012
6/07/1985 con
6/08/1985 A015
6/11/1985 A012
6/11/1985 AlOl
6/12/1985 C015
6/13/1985 AlOl
6/13/1985 C013
6/15/1985 con
6/18/1985 con
6/20/1985 A081
6/20/1985>G0n
6/21/1985 con
6/22/1985 A015
6/25/1985 con
6/29/1985 A081
6/29/1985 COIA
7/02/1985 A012
7/03/1985 A081
7/09/1985 A012
7/09/1985 A081
7/10/1985 A081
7/12/1985 C015
7/13/1985 con
7/17/1985 C031
7/17/1985 C035
7/20/1985 A103
7/23/1985 A103
7/23/1985 A104
7/25/1985 C015
7/26/1985 A085
7/26/1985 C013
7/28/1985 A103
7/28/1985 A104
7/28/1985 AlOii
7/29/1985 A103
7/31/1985 A081
7/31/1985 B014
- <7/31/1985-BO^lv
8/01/1985 con
CONTRACTORS OPPOSE ETHANOL DEVELOPMENT (L)
RAPID CITY, ABERDEEN PART OF COMPANY LAYOFFS
ABERDEEN PREPARES FOR POSSIBLE PLANT CLOSING
DASCHLE SEEKING BUYER FOR FIRM
KON THE NIGHT SHIFT, CLERK FIGHTS CRIME
^GRAVEYARD SHIFT A REAL-LIFE SOAP OPERA
CONVENTION DREAMS OUTPACE LOCAL REALITY (ED)
CONVENTION CENTER AS FINANCIAL SHOT
CITY DOESN'T NEED BUILDINGS (L)
TAXPAYERS MAY LOSE AGAIN (L)
CENTER PROPOSAL SPARKS DEBATE
CONVENTION CENTER, HOTEL PLANS INCH FORWARD
PUSHES PLANS FOR CONVENTION CENTER
CIVIC CENTER FOES
SIOUX FALLS NEEDS BETTER JOURNALISM CD
^PROPOSAL WILL HELP CITY MOVE FORWARD
XCITY WON'T BE MAJOR CONVENTION CENTER
^FINANCING PLAN SKIRTS INCREASES IN PROPERTY TAX
36C1T1ES FIGHT TO LURE MEETINGS, BIG BUCKS
COOPER BACKS HOTEL PROJECT
CENTER WOULD BE TAX BURDEN (L)
COMMISSION RESCHEDULES HEARINGS ON CENTER
SF MUST QUIT SELLING THE CITY SHORT CED)
GROUP LEAVES CENTER COMPLAINTS TO OTHERS
CHAMBER PULLS FOR CONVENTION CENTER
PROJECT CAN'T HELP DOWNTOWN (L)
HEARING FOR CONVENTION CENTER SET TONIGHT
CITY DEBATE CHANGES FEW MINDS
DOWNTOWN PROJECT IS AN EXCITING VENTURE
PROJECT DESERVES SUPPORT (L)
SOME RESENT MOVING FOR CITY PROJECT
CONVENTION CENTER PROMOTERS DOWNPLAY TAX FIGURES
XIT'S TIME TO MOVE AHEAD WITH PROJECT (ED)
A CURE FOR WHAT AILS SD CITIES
SF FALLING BEHIND OTHER CITIES (L)
5CC1TY OK'S CONVENTION CENTER PLAN
DOWNTOWN PROJECT NOT IN BAG
CENTER IS AN EGO TRIP (L)
PROJECT CAN CREATE DOWNTOWN SYNERGY
CENTER PETITION DRIVE GEARS UP
PROJECT FOES SEEK 1,709 SIGNATURES
PROJECT FOES--'RESPONSE SPECTACULAR'
CENTER SUPPORTERS SHOULD WELCOME VOTE (ED)
PROJECT FOE--2,500 SIGNED
5CPUBL1C OPINIONS ON THE DOWNTOWN HOTEL
WE CAN BEAT CITY HALL AGAIN
EXPERT WOULD SMOOTH MERCHANTS' BUMPY MOVE
5€3 SF BUSINESSMEN FORM SUPPORT GROUP
PROJECT SUPPORTERS MUST WORK HARD (ED)
PROJECTOPPONENTS TO TURN IN PETITIONS TODAY
55GROUP HANDS CITY HALL PETITIONS
COOPER--PROJECT FOES TELL HALF-TRUTHS
RECRUIT VOLUNTEERS TO HELP SAVE PROJECT
kSTAKE in SIOUX FALLS' PROGRESS
PROJECT ADVOCATES, FOES PLAN STRATEGIES
XUNVEIL SKETCHES OF DOWNTOWN PROJECT
36STAGNAT10N BY REJECTING DOWNTOWN PROJECT
PROJECT WON'T SPUR TAX INCREASE
SUPPORTERS SHOULD GET FACTS ABOUT PROJECT (L)
PROJECT IS TOO BIG A BURDEN (L)
GROUP TO PRESENT BRIEFING ON PROJECT FINANCING
MIX PROJECT FOES AND SUPPORTERS
DOWNTOWN PROJECT OPPONENT GETS NO ANSWER AT MEETING
DEBATE CONTINUES OVER PROPOSAL'S COST
LET'S GET A PRICE TAG ON CENTER BEFORE VOTE (L)
CENTER FINANCING MISLEADING (L)
BOARD SUPPORTS PROJECT (L)
MONDAY LAST DAY TO REGISTER TO VOTE ON PROJECT
SUPPORT DOWNTOWN PROJECT (L)
FANS, FOES RAIN ON EACH OTHER'S PARADE
CONVENTION BUSINESS IS FLAT (L)
BOARD SUPPORTS PROJECT (L)
PLAN'S LIKE SWISS CHEESE (L)
CITIES MUST CHANGE TO GROW AND PROSPER (L)
CITY VOTERS SHOULD SAY YES TO BRIGHTER FUTURE (L)
CITY MUST KEEP UP, GROUP SAYS
2 <FORUMS "^PLANNED ON ^DOWNTOWN PROJECT
200 HEAR PROJECT SUPPORTERS
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convention center 8/02/1985 A081
8/02/1985 A085
8/04/1985 A112
8/06/1985 A083
8/06/1985 A083
8/06/1985 soil
8/07/1985 B012
8/08/1985 A081
8/08/1985 A081
8/08/1985 coil
8/08/1985 coil
8/09/1985 AlOl
8/09/1985 AlOl
8/09/1985 AlOl
8/09/1985 coil
8/10/1985 A103
8/10/1985 coil
8/11/1985 A012
8/11/1985 A041
8/11/1985 AlOl
8/11/1985 coil
8/11/1985 C014
8/13/1985 A015
8/13/1985 A061
8/14/1985 A012
8/14/1985 A015
8/14/1985 A021
8/14/1985 AlOl
8/15/1985 A012
8/15/1985 A021
8/17/1985 A081
8/17/1985 A082
8/18/1985 A104
8/22/1985 A081
8/24/1985 A081
8/24/1985 A081
8/24/1985 A084
8/27/1985 A061
8/27/1985 A063
8/27/1985 C015
8/29/1985 A061
9/01/1985 A115
9/06/1985 A081
9/06/1985 A082
9/06/1985 A082
9/06/1985 A084
11/06/1985 A084
11/09/1985 A084
5/31/1986 C021
,7/24/1986 C014
7/31/1986 C033
1/10/1987 coil
6/19/1987 C021
10/20/1987 C043
4/10/1988 A081
11/16/1988 A021
11/24/1988 C012
12/02/1989 A081
3/07/1990 D086
5/07/1990 A081
11/14/1990 A012
11/18/1990 A012
11/18/1990 A081
11/18/1990 A091
12/06/1990 C013
12/14/1990 C012
1/17/1991 C0I5
2/06/1991 A012
3/09/1991 A014
4/13/1991 C012
4/26/1991 BOll
6/12/1991 AlOl
10/30/1991 C012
12/17/1991 A012
12/20/1991 A083
12/24/1991 A012
' 2/01/1992:'C01'2
2/04/1992 A081
LET SIOUX FALLS KEEP GROWING, PROSPERING (L)
BACKERS USING TWISTED LOGIC (L)
PROJECT WILL KEEP GOOD THING GOING CD
XCITY SHOULD MOVE FORWARD
^PROJECT WOULD DUPLICATE EXISTING FACILITIES
KHAMMONS LOBBIES FOR PROJECT
2 RESIDENTS PRESCRIBE DIFFERENT CURES
PROJECT WOULD KEEP CITY GROWING CD
XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON DOWNTOWN PROJECT
SHOW TO DISCUSS BENEFITS OF DOWNTOWN CENTER
PROJECT FOES DANGLE NEW PLAN
IGNORE SILLY MYSTERY-MAN PITCH (ED)
XFLAWED PROPOSAL RAISES QUESTIONS
*MOVE FORWARD WITH DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
*COOPER SNUBS SECRET PROJECT PLAN
KFOES* ARGUMENTS DO NOT HOLD UP
PROJECT FOES, FANS CLASH WITH SPIRIT
ELECTION COULD RESHAPE CITY'S FUTURE
*FINANCING PRICE TAG AT HEART OF DISPUTE
VOTERS SHOULD SAY YES (ED)
^PROJECT WOULD BE FOR EVERYONE
600 VOTE ABSENTEE ON PROJECT
3€B0TH SIDES PREDICT VICTORY IN ELECTION
BIG CHUNK OF CITY'S FUTURE AT STAKE (ED)
XCITY SCRAPS DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT PLAN
TWO SIDES DISAGREE ON VOTE'S IMPACT
SELECTION RESULTS
CITY VOTERS DIM HOPES FOR FUTURE OF SF (ED)
HAMMONS MAY TRY AGAIN WITH NEW PLAN
DOWNTOWN PROJECT DREW RECORD VOTE
VOTERS SNUFF OUT LIGHT OF CITY'S SHINING STAR (L)
SUPPORTERS SHOULD FACE FACTS (L)
VOTERS WASTED OPPORTUNITY (L)
KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON DOWNTOWN PROJECT
DEFEAT OF PROJECT IS BLOW TO STATE'S YOUNG (L)
VOTERS WERE RIGHT TO SAY NO (L)
SUPPORTERS MAKING EXCUSES (L)
CITY SHOULD NOT STOP TRYING TO IMPROVE ITSELF (L)
CITY MUST REBOUND FROM LOSS (L)
DOWNTOWN PROJECT BACKERS KEEP HOPING
TO GET MOVING WITH A REVISED PROJECT (ED)
LOW PAY WAS FACTOR IN VOTE (L)
CRUSADE FOR PROJECT SINKS TO ANOTHER LOW (L)
LISTEN TO THE TAXPAYERS (L)
CITY VOTERS HAVE SPOKEN (L)
IT'S TIME FOR COOPERATION (L)
CHANGES NEEDED IN PROJECTS (L)
DEVELOPER WANTS ADVANTAGE (L)
PIERRE CONVENTION CENTER BIDS BELOW ESTIMATES
WITHHOLD GRANT FOR PIERRE CENTER
JANKLOW GIVES PIERRE $750,000
PIERRE CENTER DRAWS PRAISE
PIERRE CONVENTION CENTER MIGHT OPEN SOON
BATTLE FOR CONVENTIONEERS HEATS UP
TO REVIVE CONVENTION CENTER ISSUE (ED)
SUPPORTERS SAY CENTER ISN'T DEAD
^ACTIVITIES WILL INCREASE WITH NEW IDENTITY
TO REVIVE TALK ABOUT CONVENTION CENTER (ED)
UNOPENED HOTEL BOOKS 90 CONVENTIONS
PUT NEW CENTER BACK ON AGENDA (ED)
OGDEN ALLIED FOR STUDY OF CONVENTION CENTER
CAN OGDEN ALLIED DELIVER A PLAN
DON'T HIRE A FOX TO GUARD CHICKENS (ED)
INDEPENDENT FIRM SHOULD STUDY CENTER (L)
CENTER STUDY TO BE DISCUSSED NEXT WEEK
OGDEN DENIES SITE BIAS STUDY
SEPARATED SITES TERMED LIKELY FOR ARTS
CITY WOULD LOSE MONEY ON ARTS CENTER
*DOWNTOWN CENTER PROPOSED
XOFFICIAL--CONVENTION CENTER NEEDED
KOGDEN STUDY DID ITS WORK, NOTHING MORE
CONVENTION CENTER SHOULD BE PRIORITY (ED)
ARTS SUPPORTER PROPOSES CITIZEN'S PANEL
COMMISSION HAS PLAN TO ENACT TAX
^CONVENTION CENTER NEEDED
CHEERS GREET NEW CITY TAX
XCITY, CROLEY ARGUE OVER $14,000 BILL
XMODEL IS NOT WORTH DIME OF TAX MONEY (ED)
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COOKING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/0A/199Z coil CITY POSTPONES VOTE ON CENTER MODEL
2/29/1992 CG12 CITY TO SEND OGDEN $IA,OGG BILL
5/12/1992 CG15 CONVENTION CENTER ADVISORY PANEL NAMED
8/G1/1992 BGll CITY MULLS HIRING CONVENTION COORDINATOR
8/G4/1992 BG12 CITY RETAINS TWIN CITIES CONSULTANT
8/27/1992 BG12 CONSULTANT--CITY MUST MOVE ON CENTER
9/G5/1992 AG15 STEENSLAND WANTS MORE DATA ON NEEDS
9/G9/1992 AG12 CITY COMMISSION DROPS CONVENTION STUDY
9/1G/1992 AlGl CITY MUST PUT NEEDS IN FOCUS (ED)
9/1G/1992 A1G3 XPUBLIC OPINIONS--SF CONVENTION CENTER
9/22/1992 AG63 NO ONE CAN IMPROVE ON OUR OWN LOCAL TALENT (L)
lG/Gl/1992 BGll COMMISSIONERS OFFERED TRIP TO CENTER
1G/G7/1992 BG12 CITY SHOULD MOVE ON BONDS FOR CENTERS
11/13/1992 AG15 FUNDING FOR CONVENTION, ARTS CENTERS IN QUESTION
11/2A/1992 BG13 CONVENTION STUDY PUTS CENTER NEXT TO ARENA
12/03/1992 BG12 STREET TAX MAY GO FOR CENTERS
12/2G/1992 AG81 BACKERS OF CENTERS MUST WORK TOGETHER (ED)
5/18/1983 BG52 *3 SIOUX FALLS PEOPLE HONORED
11/28/1983 NG12 SD LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION CONVENTION
1/3G/1985 DG33 CITY NEEDS CONVENTION CENTER
6/23/1986 AG8A RODDERS FELT WELCOME IN CITY (L)
4/02/1989 FG61 CITY HOPES TO DRAW MORE CONVENTIONS
1/13/1991 EGll RC DRAWS 96,048 CONVENTIONERS
1/18/1992 CG31 CONVENTIONS ARE BIG RAPID CITY BUSINESS
7/29/1984 coil ^CONVENT IS HOME TO 245 SISTERS
4/16/1991 CG33 WORK ON NEW CONVENT BEGINS THIS WEEK
4/28/1991 N215 KSISTER FINDS OLD HABITS HARD TO BREAK
8/15/1987 AG15 SD BELIEVERS TO CONVERGE
Vl/22/1983 .AG12i.3€MSGR PATRICK CONWAY DIES AT 73
5/28/1985 AG71'KAT 91, MARTHA KEEPS MOVING
9/01/1991 E032 REFUSES TO MOVE DEADWOOD MAN'S VOTER TRIAL
6/23/1984 AG51 ^CHRISTIANS SHOULD WORRY ABOUT GOD
3/05/1991 A052 LOCAL LITERARY FIELDS RANGE FROM POLITICS...
12/15/1985 C031 ^WOODEN COOKIES
4/26/1992 E033 *GRASS SEED COMPANY SOWS REPUTATION
8/03/1986 A061 DOWNING PROPERTY A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR SOME
5/13/1985 C013 WOMAN HOBNOBS WITH OLD WEST FIGURES
1/18/1982 C032 HE GREW UP IN PRISON S PROBABLY DIE THERE
,1/27/1983 BGll ^BEHIND BARS AT SD STATE PENITENTIARY
9/07/1986 DOIIXCOMPANY TRIES TO BRING JOBS TO RESERVATION
10/14/1986 C012 RESIDENT OFFERS LAND FOR LINCOLN PARKING
12/20/1990 B012 XUNITY CHURCH HAS NEW LEADER
4/17/1983 DOll KHEALTH CARE IS GOOD BUSINESS
10/14/1988 D082 JfFIRMS MAKE SALES ON CAMPAIGN TRAILS
10/19/1991 A072 *'RIVER'S EDGE' TACKLES RECONCILIATION iSSUE
11/15/1991 A103 BOOK WAS ABOUT FLOOD, NOT RECONCILIATION (L)
12/08/1991 A084 REVIEW OF TEXTS ALTERED BY 'ARGUS' EDITING (L)
12/17/1987 B013 36LOCAL GOLF PRO COOKS UP PRACTICE AID
,5/21/1989 A012 3fTHE END OF TIME
10/20/1990'VC031XEX-SECT MEMBER TO APPEAR ON SHOW
1/22/1984 EOll 36ALPHABET COOKIES
8/07/1991 A014 ^MAGAZINE WARNS ABOUT TOXIC COOKIE RECIPE
8/08/1991 B012 *COOKIE CRUMBLER
1/10/1982 DlOl 3€JANE BARTHEL--COOK OF THE WEEK
1/17/1982 D121 5CGLADYS GERDES--COOK OF THE WEEK
1/31/1982 D091 KIOLA HUETHER, COOK OF THE WEEK
2/07/1982 DlOl JCDORIS OLSON--COOK OF THE WEEK
2/12/1982 BOll ^TEACHING STUDENTS THE JOYS OF COOKING
2/14/1982 D041 KDARLENE JERVIK, COOK OF THE WEEK
2/21/1982 D131 *LYLE KROON, COOK OF THE WEEK
2/28/1982 D061 *DONNA TSCHUDY--COOK OF THE WEEK
3/07/1982 D091 *CLARICE LUNDSTROM--COOK OF THE WEEK
3/14/1982 D121 3CIRENE NESHEIM, COOK OF THE WEEK
3/17/1982 EOll RECIPE IN BEEF COOK-OFF IS WORTH $5,000
3/21/1982 DlOl 5CD0REEN THIES--COOK OF THE WEEK
3/24/1982 EOll ^SYMPHONY GUILD SPICES UP LIFE
3/24/1982 E021 LOW-CALORIE ARTICHOKES ADD GOURMET FEELING
3/28/1982 D051 KCOOK OF THE WEEK--MRS ROBERT BILLARS
4/04/1982 D081 ^BARBARA GILLESPIE... HOMEMADE FOODS
4/11/1982 D081 MARY LEBRUN--COOK OF THE WEEK
4/18/1982 DlOl KDOT THOMAS--COOK OF THE WEEK
4/21/1982 EOll DO IT WITH AVACADOS
4/25/1982 D091 KKERKULIET ELIZABETH-COOK OF THE WEEK
5/02/1982 D151 KROCHELLE SCHOTZKO...COOK OF THE WEEK
5/09/1982 D081 KLISA SCHNOSE COOK OF THE WEEK
5/16/1982 D141 XVERNICE VANDERPOEL--COOK OF THE WEEK
'5/23/1982 DTOT'XALMA RErNECKE--COOK OF^THE WEEK
5/30/1982 DlOl *ERNA KORKOW--COOK OF THE WEEK
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6/06/1982 0081 3CCLARA BLACKBURN--ITALIAN COOKING IN BRANDON
6/09/1982 E081 SD INDIAN TACO FIRES TASTE BUDS
6/11/1982 BOIA KSF WOMAN WINS IN STATE BEEF COOK-OFF
6/13/1982 D091 *LYNNE KOHL--COOK OF THE WEEK
6/20/1982 D121 3fCAR0L LAUER HAS A TASTE FOR THE OLD-FASHIONED
6/27/1982 D071 *MAY WALTERS--COOK OF THE WEEK
7/04/1982 D091 *GERTIE DEN HOED--COOK OF THE WEEK
7/08/1982 B054 CHILI COOKOFF TO BE HELD AT WHITE
7/11/1982 D071 XANNIE WHITED--COOK OF THE WEEK
7/14/1982 BOll STATE'S CHILI COOKS SIMMERING FOR COOKOFF
7/18/1982 DOll WHITE, SD, WOMAN WINS CHILI COOK-OFF
7/18/1982 D071 *DAVID WARD--COOK OF THE WEEK
7/19/1982 A071 KEATING RABBIT IS EASY
7/25/1982 D091 KSOPHRONIA LIU--COOK OF THE WEEK
8/01/1982 D071 KCAROLE PAGONES MIXES POLITICS, RECIPES
8/08/1982 D061 KMRS CHARLES TAGGART--COOK OF THE WEEK
8/15/1982 Dill KHARVEY HERR—COOK OF THE WEEK
8/16/1982 coil KYUM--COOKED ITCH WEED FOR LUNCH
8/22/1982 D141 KBLAIR FRANK--COOK OF THE WEEK-VEGETARIAN MEALS
8/29/1982 D091 KINEZ MEYER, COOK OF THE WEEK
9/05/1982 D051 KCOOK OF THE WEEK--FAYE PARKER
9/08/1982 B012 KKNEAD YOUR OWN LOAF OF BREAD
9/11/1982 Nlll KCOME AND GET IT AT DOWNTOWN MALL
9/14/1982 C031 HOWARD WOMAN WINS CHILI CONTEST
9/19/1982 DlOl KCINDY BULLERMAN IS COOK OF THE WEEK
10/03/1982 D141 KETHEL JOHNSON--COOK OF THE WEEK
10/10/1982 D123 KKIP SCOTT--COOK OF THE WEEK
10/17/1982 D154 KARDELL MULLER--COOK OF THE WEEK
10/24/1982 D121 KEVONNE WEBER, COOK OF THE WEEK
10/29/1982 coil GUARD FIXES JANKLOW GUESTS GOURMET MEALS PAID $18876
10/31/1982 D141 KONNY LACEY IS COOK OF THE WEEK
11/03/1982 DOll KGOURMET COOKING INTEGRATES ITSELF
11/03/1982 Foil WILD GAME PREPARATION REQUIRES EXTRA CARE
11/07/1982 Dill KDEE EARHART--COOK OF THE WEEK
11/14/1982 Dill KARDIS HAGEDORN--COOK OF THE WEEK
11/21/1982 D141 KWALTER WEELDREYER--COOK OF THE WEEK
11/28/1982 D121 ANNE ZIEMANN--COOK OF THE WEEK
12/05/1982 D091 DOROTHY DEMPSEY--COOK OF THE WEEK
. 12/12/1982 D151 KSTEVE NORDWALL--COOK OF THE WEEK
12/19/1982 D161 KLEONA KOERNER--COOK OF THE WEEK
12/26/1982 D131 KALICE KUPER--COOK OF THE WEEK
1/02/1983 Dill KLEE PAGEL--COOK OF THE WEEK
1/16/1983 Dill *CAROLA MARKING--BROOKINGS HOMEMAKER TRIES RECIPES
2/20/1983 D132 *COOK OF THE WEEK--JULE REISDORFER
2/27/1983 D061 *MARIAN KIEPKE--COOK OF THE WEEK
3/13/1983 D081 KCAROL DENHERDER PUTS TOGETHER COOKBOOK
3/20/1983 D043 KJEAN CARLSON LIKES TO TRY NEW RECIPES
3/27/1983 D141 *LORI ELENZ COOK OF THE WEEK FEELS LUCKY
4/03/1983 D141 KATHLEEN TOMJACK--SPECIAL CARE GOES INTO COOKING
4/10/1,983 D141'xLORRAINE COCKLE--COOK OF THE WEEK
4/17/1983 D041 ^SHARON BUSCH--4-H GOT HOMEMAKER STARTED IN COOKING
4/20/1983 EOll *BEEF COOK-OFF
4/24/1983 D063 36JUDI PETERSON COOKS BY THE BOOK
5/01/1983 D102 *MARCY MARTIN HAS EXPERIENCE COOKING FOR PEOPLE
5/08/1983 D091 ^AMANDA BURMEISTER DEVOTES TIME TO CLUBS
5/15/1983 D021 KSHIRLEY STYKE SHARES HER FAVORITE RECIPES
5/22/1983 Dill 56JIM MICHEL STARTED COOKING AT AN EARLY AGE
5/29/1983 D041 SALLY RICE PRACTICES WHAT SHE PREACHES
6/02/1983 B052 CAKE DECORATING CONTEST IS JUNE 22
6/03/1983 C041 BALTIC WOMAN WINS STATE BEEF COOK-OFF
6/05/1983 D061 XJEAN MUNDT'S FAVORITE ACTIVITIES
6/12/1983 D031 *CANISTOTA WOMAN WINS LAMB COOK-OFF
6/19/1983 D131 KRANDY ARNOLD A VERY OLD-FASHIONED COOK
6/26/1983 D031 XCHERYL TAYLOR--SIMPLICITY IS THE KEY
7/03/1983 D021 36ANN TSCHETTER--COOK OF THE WEEK
7/10/1983 D031 KWILMA ZYLSTRA--FATHER HANDS DOWN LOVE OF COOKING
7/17/1983 D051 KMILDRED NEEMAN--COOK OF THE WEEK ENJOYS GARDENING
7/24/1983 D041 KBETTY HAUSER LIKES TO TRY NEW RECIPES
7/31/1983 D021 *MRS GEORGE ERKS SUGGESTS RECIPE FOR MORNING COFFEE
8/14/1983 D121 *SUSAN WILSON--COOKING EASES TENSION OF WORK DAY
8/21/1983 D041 KDEB VAN RULER MAKES UP FOR LOST TIME
8/28/1983 DlOl 36DARLA HUNTER COOKS BETWEEN STUDYING
9/04/1983 D151 *ELAINE TERVEEN--RECIPE REQUESTS COMPLIMENTING
9/11/1983 D081 KTILLIE NYHUIS TAKES THE CAKE TO PARTIES
9/22/1983 C072 WINNING COOK NAMES RECIPE
9/25/1983 D071 ^ADELINE TVEIDT DISHES FAMILY FAVORITES
'10/02/1983 ';D06'156JEANNIE FARLEY'S CORN BELT STEAK RECIPE
10/09/1983 D041 *DEBBI KIMBELL'S LOVE OF COOKING
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I0/I6/I983 D08I
10/30/1983 D041
II/06/I983 DOAI
I2/0A/I983 DI31
12/18/1983 D031
12/25/1983 D061
1/01/198A D051
1/04/198A coil
1/08/198A D021
1/11/198A coil
1/15/198A D031
1/22/1984 D033
1/22/1984 E014
1/29/1984 D031
2/05/1984 0091
2/12/1984 D031
2/19/1984 D041
2/26/1984 0025
3/04/1984 0081
3/11/1984 0061
3/18/1984 O031
3/21/1984 C016
3/25/1984 0031
4/15/1984 0101
4/22/1984 0031
4/29/1984 0041
5/06/1984 0041
5/13/1984 0071
,5/16/1984 con
5/20/1984 0131
5/27/1984 OlOl
6/03/1984 C081
6/10/1984 O071
6/24/1984 0031
7/01/1984 0031
7/08/1984 0023
7/15/1984 O081
7/22/1984 0121
7/29/1984 C041
8/05/1984 C031
8/12/1984 0041
8/19/1984 0061
9/09/1984 0091
9/16/1984 0041
9/23/1984 0033
9/30/1984 0062
10/07/1984 0101
10/14/1984 0061
10/21/1984 0081
10/28/1984iO051
11/04/1984 0061
11/11/1984 0081
11/18/1984 0051
11/25/1984 0061
12/02/1984 0031
12/09/1984 0041
12/12/1984 C071
12/16/1984 0031
12/23/1984 0101
12/30/1984 0021
1/13/1985 O041
1/20/1985 0081
1/27/1985 0041
2/03/1985 0101
2/10/1985 0031
2/17/1985 0022
2/24/1985 0082
3/03/1985 0111
3/10/1985 0031
3/17/1985 DlOl
3/24/1985 0051
3/31/1985 0042
4/07/1985 0041
4/14/1985 0121
4/21/1985 O081
4/28/1985 0041
" '5705/1985 =0102
5/12/1985 0101
3«J0AN BROWN IS A COOK FOR ALL SEASONS
KETHEL BAINBRIDGE STARTED COOKING AT EARLY AGE
ANITA BOSLER'S RECIPES COME FROM FRIENDS
*JEANN1E ZECK, ENCOURAGES HEALTHY EATING
LAVONNE OPLANO LIKES TO COOK IN A BIG WAY
^AUDREY KR0MM1NGA--REC1PE FOR PIE CRUST
3CSH1RLEY SCHOLTEN'S MEXICAN FOOD
PAMPHLET TAKES THE MYSTERY OUT OF MICROWAVE
^MARGARET HOFFMAN COOKS BY REQUEST
KIOS IN THE KITCHEN ARE BIG ON WEEKENDS
*EVELYN BOLSTER COOK OF THE WEEK
*OOROTHY HUETHER COOKS UP
NOUVELLE OPENS LINE HERE
^VIOLET SCHERER TALENT PART OF ROOTS
*RUBY N1CH0LAS--CAKE DECORATING
*LORNA SCOTT ISN'T SHORT ON RECIPES
ELSA HALL USES OVEN A LOT
36SHELLEY CALOWELL ENJOYS COOKING
XBARB QUALE LOVES TO EXPERIMENT
XMILDREO HORTER MAKES GOOD USE OF TIME
XTERRIE WALLENSTEIN HAS MANY TASTES
MORE MEN ARE COOKING, SHOPPING
lONA POWERS FOR VARIETY, GOOD EATING
36RUTH CROUSE'S INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
3fLUVERNE VANGERPEN HAS MANY FAVORITE RECIPES
KSHIRLEY HARRIS COLLECTS OLD RECIPES
MAUREEN GARRY LIKES TO TRY NEW RECIPES
5CL0R1 TENOLER, COOK OF THE WEEK
MEATY.ONE-OISH MEALS,FOR JUNIOR CHEF
9fMERLYNE NITTEBERG HAS MORE TIME FOR COOKING
XWILMA RIPPENTROP LOOKS FORWARD TO SUNDAYS
360NALEE BAACK--TRY CHILI SAUCE
XOORIS SWANSON OFFERS RECIPE FOR QUICHE
JfRlCHARO FARLEY SHARES HIS BEEF RECIPE
LEANN WALTER, COOK OF THE WEEK
MERRY BLEEKER, COOK OF THE WEEK
*ELA1NE M SPINAR RELIES ON FREEZER
JILL MEGARO--PORK IS PERFECT PROTEIN
KKAREN VERMULM GETS EARLY START IN BAKING
EVOCATION FOR LILLIAN FERRYMAN
5CSAN01E MARANELL FOR QUICK, EASY MEAL
XMARCIE M N0RR1S--FAV0R1TE RECIPES
PHYSICIAN ASS'T WORKS MEALS AROUND SCHEDULE
RITA ELMEN'S PLANNING HELPS
ROBERTA WAGNER--C00K1ES A HIT
*N1NA BANEY IS FAMILIAR FACE AT STORE
*LENA BOSCALJON PARENT OF THE YEAR
RETIREMENT DOESN'T SLOW MAE JOHNSON
XCONNIE MAHER GETS EARLY LESSON
^UOYENE' CHR1ST0PHERS0N--C00K OF THE WEEK
CAROLINE GRABER CONSIDERS HEALTH
XJOAN MULDER ENJOYS NEW RECIPES
MARGARET CONNORS, COOK OF THE WEEK
SHIRLEY MEYER COOK OF THE WEEK
DOROTHY MAE AUSTIN, COOK OF THE WEEK
MARIAN NELS0N--0AN1SH TREAT
*SOME OF THE BEST PIZZA
XJOANN NEUNSINGER'S CHILDHOOD FAVORITES
XMILOREO SCHRAG FINOS QUICK RECIPES
*T1M FINNELL, COOK OF THE WEEK
*OONA BRECHT, COOK OF THE WEEK
36LUELLA BAUMGARTNER, COOK OF THE WEEK
5CMA0ELYNN FALTEMIER, COOK OF THE WEEK
*CAROL BURNS, COOK OF THE WEEK
XSTEVE STANGA, COOK OF THE WEEK
KGLAOYS PAULSEN, COOK OF THE WEEK
^VIRGINIA HIGHSTREET, COOK OF THE WEEK
36LAVONNE SCHMIDT, COOK OF THE WEEK
3C1NEZ HARRIS, COOK OF THE WEEK
KROSEMARIE MCCOY, COOK OF THE WEEK
*L01S WOOLSEY, COOK OF THE WEEK
XJEAN COLON, COOK OF THE WEEK
36BARB MCCHESNEY, COOK OF THE WEEK
KMANFREO SZAMEIT, COOK OF THE WEEK
XOIANE HURO, COOK OF THE WEEK
^FRANCES LOISEAU, COOK OF THE WEEK
*BETTY'LARSEN, COOK'OF THE WEEK
*OONNA OlEREN, COOK OF THE WEEK
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5/19/1985 DOAl KJOSEPHINE CONNER, COOK OF THE WEEK
5/26/1985 CD61 *JEAN NICHOLSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
5/29/1985 C013 BEST AMATEURS COMPETE IN BEEF COOK-OFF
6/02/1985 D032 XLUCILLE SCHUER, COOK OF THE WEEK
6/05/1985 BOH KGEDDES WOMAN WINS STATE BEEF COOK-OFF
6/09/1985 D102 *SH1RLEY REGEHR, COOK OF THE WEEK
6/16/1985 0051 KRUSS BRIGGS, COOK OF THE WEEK
6/23/1985 D071 *JUNE HOLOCH, COOK OF THE WEEK
6/30/1985 DOAl 5fEMlLY JONES, COOK OF THE WEEK
7/07/1985 0021 KFRAN ZURAFF, COOK OF THE WEEK
7/1A/1985 0031 9€M1L0RE0 HOTZLER, COOK OF THE WEEK
7/18/1985 A09A CHILI COOKOFF IS SATURDAY IN WHITE
7/21/1985 coil ^ANYTHING GOES AT SO CHILI COOK-OFF
7/21/1985 0081 KRHONOA OEJONG, COOK OF THE WEEK
7/28/1985 0061 *0UST1N WILSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/0A/1985 B053 WILD GAME COOK-OFF IS SATURDAY
8/0A/1985 0051 KHELEN BOBELOYK, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/11/1985 OOAl XREETTA HORNER, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/18/1985 0101 XPRISCILLA JORVE, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/25/1985 0021 *NATAL1E SIEMONSMA, COOK OF THE WEEK
9/01/1985 0021 3EMARGE JORGENSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
9/08/1985 0051 KROMA CARLSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
9/15/1985 0023 *JOYCE CARLSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
9/22/1985 0021 OARLENE KOELLNER, COOK OF THE WEEK
9/29/1985 0031 ROSEMARY SIGLER, COOK OF THE MONTH
10/06/1985 0121 FAYE FULLER-COOK OF THE WEEK
10/13/1985 O021 VERNA LARSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
10/20/1985 C055 WILD GAME COOKOFF SLATED
10/20/1985 0031 KGOLOIE KOOP SHARES HER SECRETS
10/27/1985 OOA2 A TASTE OF 1TALY--SHAR0N BOUWMAN
11/03/1985 0021 *SHAR1 WOLLMAN LIKES QUICK AND EASY DISHES
ll/OA/1985 A091 FISH CHEEKS CAN BE COOKED
11/10/1985 B041 MAKE IT S1MPLE--T1NA MOSER
11/17/1985 0071 MINNIES CASWELL HAS 32-YEAR RECORD
11/21/1985 B055 COOKOFF TAKES PLACE SATURDAY
11/24/1985 coil XPIPESTONE SERVES UP A TREAT
11/24/1985 0101 LEAINE ROLLAGEE--LEFSE FROM SCRATCH
12/01/1985 0131 96LEON1E HANSON SHARES FAMILY FAVORITES
12/08/1985 0121 LUCY IBURG OFFERS FOOD OF BOLIVIA
12/15/1985 0061 XMARLENE VOEGELl GREETS VISITORS WITH TREATS
12/22/1985 0081 HAZEL ROMMEN GREW TO LOVE COOKING
12/29/1985 0012 *L0RRA1NE HALBUR'S FAMILY FAVORITES
1/12/1986 0061 JERILYN KRAMER HAS MUSHROOMING RECIPE
1/19/1986 0031 DOROTHY HELLINGS' BAKING
1/26/1986 0041 *LARR1NGT0N READY TO TRY SOMETHING NEW
2/02/1986 C061 BARBARA JOHNSON MAKES IT SIMPLE
2/09/1986 C031 SHIRLEY TIRREL SHARES COOKIE RECIPE
2/16/1986 0081 BARB OLSON SAVORS OLD FAVORITES
2/23/1986 O081 JEANNE GERAETS" FAMILY TO NATURAL FOODS
•3/02/1986 0101 FRETA NICKEL, COOK OF THE WEEK
3/05/1986 C032 BEEF COOK-OFF SPORTS $10,000 PRIZE
3/09/1986 F051 DONNA HICKS, COOK OF THE WEEK
3/16/1986 0091 ^BARBARA ANGERHOFER, MANSFIELD, COOK OF THE WEEK
3/23/1986 O041 BARBARA KRONAIZL COULD FILL A BOOK
3/26/1986 C063 FIRE DEPARTMENT COOKBOOK PROFITS
3/30/1986 0061 BRENOA HODGSON SAVORS FRESH PRODUCE
4/06/1986 0021 ELIZABETH HOEPPNER, COOK OF THE WEEK
4/09/1986 C031 STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN BEEF COOK-OFF
4/13/1986 C031 HULOA STAHL ENJOYS FEEDING BIG FAMILY
4/16/1986 coil 3CC00K1E PIZZA REFRESHES
4/20/1986 0081 IRENE LURA'S DESERT RECIPES
4/27/1986 0051 *N1ETA LOOSE STARTED YOUNG
5/04/1986 0021 *ETHEL CERNEY IN DEMAND
5/11/1986 C041 COOK GOT AN EARLY START
5/25/1986 F081 KJOYCE NELSON'S CHILDHOOD TREATS
5/28/1986 B041 GROUP PLANS BEEF COOK-OFF
6/01/1986 0021 *JUELL WENOT PLANS FAMILY COLLECTION
6/07/1986 0015 INVITED TO POTATO SALAD CONTEST
6/08/1986 0033 *PAM KATTKE'S QUICK, EASY DISHES
6/11/1986 coil XTREAT DAD TO SOMETHING SPECIAL
6/11/1986 C065 ZION TEMPLE PUBLISHES JEWISH RECIPES
6/11/1986 C071 ^ENTREPRENEURS COOK UP SUCCESS
6/15/1986 0015 ENTER THE POTATO SALAD CONTEST
6/15/1986 0051 XJOACHIM (JACK) PALAOINO'S DISHES
6/17/1986 coil *4-H'ERS COOK UP WINNING DISHES
6/22/1986 F021 XLOIS MAY WIRTH'S HOMEMADE BREADS
7/02/1986 coil 3€r-2-3' POTATO
7/06/1986 0041 AMENI HAZEN'S SPICY CALIFORNIA BURRITOS
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7/I3/I986 0031 CITY COOK'S RECIPES USES HOMEGROWN VEGETABLES
7/20/1986 F021 KROXY DEUTCHER-A GOURMET COOK
7/27/1986 FOAl 3CANGIE NELSON'S SIMPLE, ELEGANT DISHES
8/03/1986 F021 3CHAZEL LARGAARD LOVES TO COOK
8/07/1986 B056 PARK TO HAVE WILD GAME COOK-OFF
8/10/1986 F031 ANNA ZWINGELBERG HAD PLENTY OF PRACTICE
8/2A/1986 F071 KVONA BELLE HEISKELL STARTED EARLY
8/31/1986 D031 SHARON BULTJE SHARES RECIPES
9/07/1986 D031 MARLYS DAVIS LEARNED FROM A-H
9/1A/1986 D083 SHIRLEY BRIFFETT--NO ONE GOES HUNGRY
9/20/1986 A072 36LOCAL GOURMET CAN DISH IT OUT
9/21/1986 D081 *JESSICA ARMSTRONG COLON - COOK OF THE WEEK
9/28/1986 D061 MARLENE SCHAEFER LEARNED FROM MOTHER
10/12/1986 D021 KQUEENS PROMOTE PORK RECIPES
10/19/1986 Dill 36MARY DENE JUHNKE'S QUICK DIPS
10/22/1986 C012 *GAME BIRDS ARE MORE VERSATILE
10/26/1986 D091 *BEYER COOKS UP AWARD-WINNERS
11/02/1986 D061 KGLADYS BEGEMAN'S REASONS TO COOK
11/09/1986 F061 ^BEVERLY HUBER COOKS FOR PLEASURE
11/15/1986 A102 FOOD ARTICLES INFORMATIVE (L)
11/16/1986 F081 36DEBRA DUMMER'S TASTY RECIPES
11/19/1986 C012 KA SOUTH DAKOTA MENU FOR THE HOLIDAYS
11/23/1986 F091 KMYRTIS KAARUP SHARES RECIPES
12/03/1986 C012 *CLUB SHARES SOUP, FRIENDSHIP
12/07/1986 F061 JOYCE HERMANSON FINDS TIME IN KITCHEN
12/14/1986 FlOl XBERNICE SCHOTTEN'S TRADITION
12/21/1986 F051 ^CAROLYN DEMARTINO--BREAD MAKING
12/28/1986 F051 ^BLANCHE BREMER LIKES TO SHARE RECIPES
,1/04/1987 D044 KJUDY THOMPSON GIVES LEBANESE RECIPES
1/11/1987 D041 XREIDELLA ENGMAN TRIES NEW RECIPES
1/18/1987 F021 56LONNIE REMINGTON SHARES TREATS
1/25/1987 D061 KSHIRLEY KRAUSE, COOK OF THE WEEK
2/01/1987 F051 XPENNY JO SEDIVY WINS AWARD
2/08/1987 D041 3«KAREN BOWMAN STOCK WITH FAMILY RECIPES
2/11/1987 C012 XCOOK UP AN INTIMATE HOLIDAY
2/15/1987 D031 XSHIRLEY PEDERSON'S NORWEGIAN TRADITION
2/22/1987 C021 KELAINE RUDD'S BARBECUED RIBS
2/26/1987 A112 CREATIVE COOKING SEMINAR MARCH 7
3/01/1987 F021 JfGALE PETERSON CREDITS MOTHER
3/08/1987 D0513(EMILY WEGEHAUPT MAKES PRETTY TREATS
3/15/1987 D041 *MYRTLE OLSON ENJOYS BRUNCHES
3/22/1987 D061 *BETTY BJORKMAN'S CENTENNIAL WITH FOOD
3/29/1987 C061 *CRAIG JENSEN FOUND LOVE AND GOOD FOOD
4/05/1987 D051 *EVA CRAGOE'S BEAVER CREEK EXPERIENCE FLAVORS
4/12/1987 F041 XGREG BIERBAUM COOKS UP FAVORITE MENU
4/19/1987 D081 *DEBRA WEBER, COOK OF THE WEEK
4/22/1987 C012 *LOCAL CHEFS PREPARE FOR FEAST
4/26/1987 F023 *BETTY OSTER LEAVES RECIPES
5/03/1987 D063 KJANICE HANSON PREPARES FOOD
5/06/1987 C024KCOWBELLES NAME WINNERS
5/10/1987 F033 XALEDA GIENAPP'S COOKIE RECIPE IS A FAVORITE
5/13/1987 C012 ^EDUCATING PRODUCE BUYING
5/17/1987 F041 MILDRED GUNDERSON COOKING UP A BOOK
5/24/1987 D043 THELMA KORTHALS COOKING
5/31/1987 B021 CONTESTANTS CAN USE THEIR NOODLES IN BAKE-OFF
6/03/1987 C012 *KINDERGARTNERS' FAVORITE RECIPES
6/07/1987 F072 *MARY VAN RAALTE, COOK OF THE WEEK
6/10/1987 C024 CLUB SEEKS RECIPES FOR STATE COOKBOOK
6/14/1987 D093 3€DARLENE TIESEN, COOK OF THE WEEK
6/21/1987 D062 KREID HOLSEN DONS CHEF'S HAT
6/28/1987 F085 *KATHY SCHMADERER, COOK OF THE WEEK
6/30/1987 BOll CALL US WITH SPAM RECIPES
7/01/1987 C012 RECIPES SPICE UP STANDARD SPUDS
7/03/1987 A062 KSPAMMING IT UP
7/05/1987 D053 PAT MCFARLAND, COOK OF THE WEEK
7/12/1987 F041 *VERA MAAG, COOK OF THE WEEK
7/19/1987 F045 XPATSY VANDER SCHAAF, COOK OF THE WEEK
7/22/1987 C012 *NIBBLE ON AN EAR OF SWEET CORN
7/26/1987 F061 9€ALEXIS YIORGOS XENAKIS, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/02/1987 F026 ELAINE SYMES, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/09/1987 D051 KEMMA SCHULTE, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/14/1987 C012 COOKING BEAN SOUP FOR SENATE
8/16/1987 D051 *BERDINE KOCK, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/23/1987 F032 MARION MATZEN, COOK OF THE WEEK
8/30/1987 F052 ELENORA DUHAIME, COOK OF THE WEEK
9/02/1987 C012 *G0 FISH AND REEL IN A MEAL
- //9/0g/i98'7 'D031 *AL'ICE ONTJES, COOK'OF iTHE WEEK
9/13/1987 F072 LINDA WYMAR, COOK OF THE WEEK
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9/16/1987 C012
9/27/1987 FOAl
I0/0A/I987 D072
I0/II/I987 C07I
10/II/I987 D063
10/18/1987 DG31
10/21/1987 C012
10/21/1987 C012
10/25/1987 F092
11/01/1987 F021
11/04/1987 C012
11/08/1987 F031
11/15/1987 D121
11/18/1987 C012
11/22/1987 D091
11/29/1987 D102
12/06/1987 D025
12/09/1987 C012
12/13/1987 D082
12/20/1987 D062
12/27/1987 F041
1/03/1988 0051
1/06/1988 C012
1/10/1988 F052
1/17/1988 FOll
1/24/1988 F041
1/27/1988 C051
1/31/1988 F061
< 2/03/1988. C012
2/07/1988 F041
2/10/1988 C025
2/14/1988 F095
2/17/1988 C016
2/21/1988 A083
2/21/1988 0041
2/28/1988 F041
3/09/1988 C012
3/09/1988 C043
3/16/1988 C012
3/23/1988 C012
3/30/1988 C012
4/06/1988 C012
4/13/1988 C012
4/20/1988 C012
4/20/1988 C043
4/21/1988 B012
4/27/1988 C012
5/04/1988 C012
5/05/1988 C051
5/11/1988 C012
5/18/1988 C012
5/25/1988 C012
6/01/1988 C012
6/08/1988 C012
6/15/1988 C012
6/22/1988 C012
6/29/1988 C012
7/06/1988 C012
7/13/1988 C012
7/20/1988 B021
8/03/1988 C012
8/10/1988 C012
8/17/1988 C012
8/24/1988 C023
8/31/1988 C016
9/07/1988 C012
9/14/1988 B012
9/14/1988 B014
9/18/1988 C014
9/21/1988 B012
9/28/1988 BOll
9/28/1988 B012
10/05/1988 B012
10/12/1988 B012
10/19/1988 B012
10/26/1988 B012
-lT/02/r988 ^B012
11/09/1988 B012
^TAILGATE PARTIES KICK OFF SEASON
ANN HENKIN ADOS CREATIVE TOUCH
MARY OE JONG, COOK OF THE WEEK
GAME COOKBOOK CAN BE ORDERED FOR $3
*JENN1FER WILSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
*PORK QUEENS PROMOTE PRODUCT
NUMBER 1 COOKIE
TIPS HELP YOU WIN THE COOKING GAME
GLORIA WINTER PERFECTS QUICK RECIPES
OPAL DAHLBERG, COOK OF THE WEEK
KMAGNOLIA CAFE ADDS CAJUN SPICE
ORIETH RIBSTEIN'S QUICK WAY TO FEED
BETTE PEDERSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
KTHE LOVE CHEF MIXES ROMANCE WITH RECIPES
LILLIAN LIBBY, COOK OF THE WEEK
*DONNA JUNE OLSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
KCINDY BORMANN, COOK OF THE WEEK
5CC00K UP A SURPRISE
PEG KIRSTEIN, COOK OF THE WEEK
JOAN EGGERS, COOK OF THE WEEK
MARIE MALLOY, COOK OF THE WEEK
DONNA LARSEN, COOK OF THE WEEK
XSALAD LOVERS HAVE WINTER ALTERNATIVES
BARBARA FRIESS, COOK OF THE WEEK
36CAROL SWIER, COOK OF THE WEEK
KTERRY HEGGE, COOK OF THE WEEK
WOMEN PUT FAVORITE RECIPES
36JAMES MERGEN EXPERIMENTS WITH FISH
3eONE-POT MEALS
*DAV1D REIZES, COOK OF THE WEEK
FAVORITE BEEF RECIPE COULD WIN COOK-OFF
GRACE STRUIKSMA LIKES QUICK RECIPES
KMEALS WITHOUT MEAT
DON'T TOUT MEATLESS MEALS (L)
CONNIE KNIFFEN, COOK OF THE WEEK
*GA1L PETERSON, COOK OF THE WEEK
^MISSIONARY WORK INSPIRED FRENCH RECIPES
SOUTH DAKOTANS COOK FOR CENTENNIAL
XSCHMECKFEST SMORGASBORD
^MEMORIES MAKE CAKE RECIPE SWEETER
*COOKS BUSY LIFE DEMANDS EASY RECIPES
JtDlSHlNG UP HISTORY
KSTIRRING UP MEMORIES
5CC00K LEARNED HER LESSONS WELL
XBEEF BUNDLES RECIPE WINS
XCHEFS CREATE A FEAST FOR FUND-RAISING
^BUSINESSWOMAN MASTERS MICROWAVE
*SWEET AND SIMPLE
REAGAN, BUSH RECIPES IN CENTENNIAL COOKBOOK
3CRHUBARB ADDS TWIST TO TREATS
^REWARDING HELPING HANDS
*WOMAN KEEPS FAMILY SUPPLIED WITH TREATS
*F1REH0USE CHEF FEEDS A CREW
*WOMAN TRIES NEW RECIPES ON HER FAMILY
*C1TY LAWYER ENJOYS COOKING FOR HIS FAMILY
KWELL DONE
*COOK LOOKS OUT FOR FOOD NUTRITION
9EC00K1NG WITHOUT THE HEAT
3CWALK1NG THE LINE AT THE CAFE PEN
36VARIETY SPICES ITALIAN CUISINE
36STUDENTS MAKE TEACHER PROUD
*HUNTER INSISTS ON FRESHNESS
KNORTHLANDER CHEF TARGETS SMOOTHNESS
MANY CATERERS PREPARED TO SERVE
^LAFAYETTE'S CHEF BRINGS CONTINENTAL TASTES
^EFFICIENCY MARKS GOOD COOK
5CPUTT1NG POLISH ON THE POLISH
COOKBOOKS OFFER TRIVIA, HUMOR
XPIE MAKERS TASTE SLICE OF VICTORY
KCOOKING WITH A COMEDIC STYLE
SYMPHONY LEAGUE PRODUCES COOKBOOK
FROM COB STOVE TO COCONUT
5fTEEN EXCELS IN THE KITCHEN
^COOKING FOR SMALL PEOPLE
5eCHEF RECALLS OLDER TRICKS
KA SURVIVOR'S BARBECUE
5CP0RK PRINCESS' SEEKS VARIETY
3CJEW1SH COOK HAS DIVERSITY
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11/16/1988 B012 5€PE0PLE ARE A DINNER'S ESSENTIAL ELEMENT
11/29/1988 A052 XWIDE-RANGING COOKBOOKS INFORM, SURPRISE
11/30/1988 B016 ^RESTAURATEUR VALUES MIXTURE
12/07/1988 BOIA 3CC00KB00KS OFFER VARIETY FOR THE HOLIDAY
12/07/1988 B015 KCANDYMAKER TURNS CRAFT INTO BUSINESS
12/14/1988 B012 KDUO TURNS ITS EXPERIMENT INTO BUDDING BUSINESS
12/21/1988 B012 ^eHUNTER COOKS HIS GOOSE
12/21/1988 B014 JCLEAGUE COOKBOOK HAS GOOD FORMAT, RECIPES
1/04/1989 B012 3fCHEF CLIMBS TO THE ROOF
1/11/1989 B012 JeSUNSHlNE CATERER APPLIES CHEF'S BACKGROUND TO JOB
1/18/1989 B012 ^SERVED UP ON A POLISH PLATTER
1/25/1989 B012 K'LARRY' AT THE MAINE LOBSTER
2/01/1989 BOll KCOOK ADAPTS MENU TO DIETARY LIMITS
2/08/1989 B012 KTEACHER SHARES EXPERIMENTS
2/15/1989 B012 *CO-OP'S BAKER USES A VARIETY OF INGREDIENTS
2/22/1989 B012 3CAPPLY1NG A CULINARY HERITAGE
3/01/1989 B012 *FROM BUS GIRL TO TOP CHEF
3/08/1989 B015 ^BOTSWANA NATIVE ADAPTS TO LIFE IN SD
3/15/1989 B015 ^NUN'S KITCHEN HELPS KEEP CULTURE GOING
3/22/1989 B012 ^FORMER CHEF ADDS FRESH TOUCH TO CLASSES
3/29/1989 B012 ^COLLECTOR'S FOOD LENDS AN ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR
3/29/1989 B012 KCOOK HELPS LOCAL RESTAURATEUR IMPROVE
4/05/1989 B012 KCHILDHOOD IDEA BOOSTS INTEREST IN OWN COOKING
4/12/1989 B012 ^GROUP'S 'CHEMISTRY' MAKES DINNER A SUCCESS
4/12/1989 B012 ^VOLUNTEER CREATES RECIPES FROM DONATED FOOD
4/19/1989 A052 ^HOWARD JOHNSON CHEF TO PREPARE CANCER LUNCHEON
4/19/1989 A081 CHAPTER OF CHEFS' SOCIETY INITIATED
4/26/1989 B012 *FEAST FROM LOCAL CHEFS
. 5/03/1989, B012. KCOOK UPHOLDS SOUP CONTRIBUTION TRADITION
5/03/1989 B012 5«W1NNER PLAYHOUSE PUBLISHES COOKBOOK
5/10/1989 B012 ^KEEPING THE KIDS HEALTHY
5/17/1989 B012 ^ATMOSPHERE ON MENU AT NURSING HOME
5/24/1989 B012 KPICNIC SEASON OPENS
5/24/1989 B021 *REFUGEE PREPARES MEALS WITH TWO POTS
5/31/1989 B021 XPIZZA DUTY STARTED AS TEMPORARY JOB
6/07/1989 B012 *COOK REGARDS FOOD AS GIFT FROM GOD
6/14/1989 B012 KOREAN RECIPES PASSED FROM MOTHER TO CHILD
6/21/1989 B023 ^COMMERCIAL STOVE ADDS TO COOK'S RANGE
6/28/1989 B012 3CCANIST0TA FARM TAKES WING
' 7/05/1989 B021 SUMMER PROGRAM HELPS KIDS LEARN
7/08/1989 A051 SPEARFISH WOMAN WINS BEEF COOK OFF
7/12/1989 B012 3€N0RTHLANDER CHEF TRIES TO CREATE ART
7/19/1989 B012 *GARDEN OF EARTHLY DELIGHTS
7/19/1989 B012 BROOKINGS CHEF TURNS TABLES ON CAFE MENU
7/26/1989 B012 3CBAKER ELEVATES CAKE DECORATING TO ART FORM
7/27/1989 A016 UNDERCOOKED MEAT A SUSPECT IN GIRL'S ILLNESS
7/28/1989 A012 EXPERTS URGE DINERS TO COOK BEEF
7/29/1989 coil WATERTOWN GIRL OUT OF INTENSIVE CARE
8/09/1989 D012 *4-H COOK FACES TEST OF THE FAIR
8/16/1989 C033'*W1NTER DOESN'T STOP LOCAL REALTOR'S COOKOUTS
9/06/1989 BOll 96SCHOOL KIDS PACK HEALTHY TASTY TREATS
9/13/1989 B012 *CHEF FOR WEIGHT WATCHERS LEADS BY EXAMPLE
9/20/1989 B012 KPASTA DISHES FILL THESE PREGAME MENUS
9/27/1989 B012 36SWEETNESS FILLS JEWISH HOLY SEASON
10/04/1989 B012 KPAIR LEARNS TO LIVE, EAT FOR HEALTH
10/11/1989 B012 KCOOK, MORTICIAN, MOTHER
10/18/1989 B012 3CHARRISBURG WOMAN BAKES BREAD BY MEMORY
10/25/1989 B012 KGHOULISH CONCOCTIONS
11/01/1989 B012 JCARTS ADMIRER BAKES GOODS FOR SYMPHONY
11/08/1989 B012 *LEARN BY DOING
11/15/1989 B012 ^WOMAN'S HOBBY IS SWEET TREATS
11/22/1989 B012 ^HOSTESS FINDS PARTY FOOD ENTERTAINING
11/29/1989 B012 KGIFTS FROM THE KITCHEN
12/06/1989 B012 *FOR MANY, LUNCH BREAKS ARE SOCIAL HOURS
12/13/1989 B012 ^VEGETARIAN EATING
12/27/1989 B012 *NEW YEAR'S PARTY FAVORS
1/03/1990 B012 *COOK PUTS STOCK IN GOOD BOWL OF SOUP
1/10/1990 B012 3CW0MAN FINDS SELF-WORTH IN COOKING
1/17/1990 B012 XFOOD FROM AROUND THE WORLD
1/24/1990 B012 KDREADED CHORE FOR WOMAN
1/31/1990 B015 3CHEART TROUBLE SPEEDS PAIR
2/07/1990 B012 ^RESTAURANTS PROVIDE COOK MEAL IDEAS
2/14/1990 B012 ^CAFETERIA COOK ADAPTS RECIPES FROM HOME
2/21/1990 B012 XCOOK OFFERS TIPS FOR FINE-TASTING BIRDS
2/28/1990 B012 ^A HEALTHY EXCHANGE
3/07/1990 B012 XGUNDRUM'S GOODIES
c3/I4/1990.B012'*WOMAN MASTERS BAGELS - v
4/04/1990 B012 ^CULTURED COOK
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<♦711/1990 BQ12 *COOK RARELY EATS HER TREATS
4/25/1990 B012 ^DEPUTY SERVES FAMILY HOME-COOKING
5/02/1990 B012 ^VARIETY IS SPICE OF COOK'S METHOD
5/09/1990 B012 *A TASTE OF SOUTH AFRICA
5/16/1990 B016 ^VICTORY MEANS BALANCED LIFE FOR DIETITIAN
5/23/1990 B012 KCOOK BRINGS CARING TO A NEW LEVEL
5/30/1990 B023 36SCIENCE TEACHER HAS COOKING DOWN TO ART
6/06/1990 B012 *COOK ADDS SPICE TO SIMPLE FOOD
6/13/1990 B012 *GARRETSON WOMAN GROWS CHEMICAL-FREE VEGIES
6/13/1990 B016 COOKBOOK TARGETS BUSY FOLKS
6/20/1990 B012 ^GETTING GRILLED
6/27/1990 B012 5CNUTRITI0N CLASS TEACHES WOMAN HOW TO DIET RIGHT
7/0<f/1990 B012 TO GIVE TUBE STEAK ITS DAY IN SUN
7/11/1990 B012 3CSUMMER IS GOOD SOUP WEATHER
7/11/1990 B012 3CHUSBAND PUTS COUPLE ON LOSING TRACK
7/18/1990 B02<» XHEALTHY LIFESTYLE TAKES TIME
7/22/1990 D033 ^WHITE'S CHILI COOK OFF
7/25/1990 B012 XHEALTH-CONSCIOUS COOKWARE
7/25/1990 B012 YOUNG CHEFS FOR STATE FAIR COMPETITION
8/01/1990 B012 XCOOK PREFERS SEAFOOD, FISH TO BURGERS
8/08/1990 B023 36COOK PLANS AROUND BUSY LIFE
8/15/1990 B012 *CAN-DO COOKING
8/22/1990 B02<i *MR MOM FEELS RIGHT AT HOME
8/29/1990 B023 *COOK MAKES MEALS FOR CITY'S STUDENTS
9/05/1990 B012 XBIBLE OF CHEESECAKE LOVERS REVISED
9/05/1990 B031 KCOOK WELCOMES NEW NEIGHBORS WITH CAKES
9/12/1990 B023 *COOKING IS HEAVENLY HOBBY TO PRIEST
9/19/1990 B061 *SOUP WARMS COOK'S SPIRITS
9/26/1990 B024 *FRUIT OF PIE-MAKERS LABOR
10/03/1990 B012 36NEW WAVE COOKERY
10/03/1990 B021 KCOOK CHANGES WITH TIMES
10/10/1990 B012 KNORTHLANDER GETS PORK COUNCIL HONOR
10/10/1990 BOIA ^COOKBOOK FOR KIDS AIMS TO EDUCATE
10/10/1990 B021 3fP0RK IS GOOD, NUTRITIONAL FOOD
10/11/1990 A091 CHEF SHOULDN'T HAVE SAID HE'S A PRIEST (L)
10/17/1990 B022 KA GREAT AMERICAN PIE-BAKER
10/19/1990 A083 CRITIC OF PRIEST SHOULD TRY COOKING (L)
10/24/1990 B023 KTEEN TRAINING PAYS ADULT DIVIDENDS
11/07/1990 C021 *TWIN SISTERS TEAM UP FOR MARATHON SESSIONS
11/14/1990 B0123CGOOSE MAKES TASTY HOLIDAY FOOD, PAIR SAYS
11/19/1990 B016 COOKING BANNED AT CAPITOL
11/21/1990 B015 HOLIDAY MEALS MAKE ENCORE PERFORMANCES
11/21/1990 B023 ^MOTHERHOOD INSPIRES COOK
11/28/1990 B024 kCOOK FINDS SWEET ALTERNATIVES
12/05/1990 B023 3fC00K PLANS ON FAST TRACK
12/12/1990 B021 KLOCAL TV ANCHOR'S FAVORITE LEISURE ACTIVITY
1/02/1991 B013 3€CATERER ANSWERS REQUESTS WITH COOKBOOK
1/09/1991 B023 *BROOKINGS' MOM SHARES SKILLS WITH SON
1/16/1991 B012 CLASS IS MIXTURE OF KIDS, COOKING AND FUN
•1/16/1991 B023 3CC00K MIXES FAMILY, FUN, BUSINESS
1/23/1991 C023 XCOOK PRESERVES FAMILY'S FAVORITE RECIPES
1/30/1991 B012 ^COOKBOOK GIVES OUTSIDERS VIEW OF COLONY LIFE
1/30/1991 B021 ^CUSTOMERS TAKE CAKES
2/06/1991 B023 *BAKER BEGAN AS A WAITRESS
2/13/1991 B012 *N0 NEED TO BE SHEEPISH ABOUT A MEAL OF LAMB
2/13/1991 B031 ^CONNIE'S KITCHEN KEEPS COOK BUSY, BUT HAPPY
2/20/1991 B012 *TV CHEF SLOWS DOWN TO HEALTHY PACE
2/20/1991 B023 KROAD CREWS WAKE UP COOK FOR TREATS
2/27/1991 B012 *FACTS ON FIXING FISH
2/27/1991 B023 ^VOLUNTEER TAKES HER COOKING SERIOUSLY
3/06/1991 B023 XCOOK IS FAMILY'S MAN OF THE HOUSE
3/13/1991 B023 ^FAMILY LIFE TEACHES COOK TO THINK LARGE:
3/20/1991 B023 KCOOK PRAISES CONVENIENCE OF MICROWAVE
3/27/1991 B023 ROSE AND HER SISTERS
4/03/1991 B023 ^PHEASANT, DUCK MAIN COURSE AT HUNTER'S TABLE
4/10/1991 B021 3€C00K PRACTICES HANDS-ON TECHNIQUES
4/17/1991 B012 *LAKOTA TRADITIONS
4/17/1991 B024 JCBROOKINGS CHEF RARELY TAKES A COOKING BREAK
4/24/1991 B012 *WINE DIVIDES BOLD, BASHFUL
4/24/1991 B023 ^CHOCOLATE IS FAVORITE THROUGH GENERATIONS
4/29/1991 A083 ALCOHOL IN RECIPE BAD FOR ALCOHOLICS (L)
5/01/1991 B023 KHOME-COOKED CONVENIENCE
5/08/1991 B012 ^PERENNIAL FAVORITE FLAVOR
5/08/1991 B023 3€EVENING MEAL STARTS IN AM
5/15/1991 B023 ^BAKING IS WOMAN'S CHOICE CHORE
5/22/1991 B012 KFLOWER POWER
• 5/22/1991¥B02ia«PASTOR INCLUDES'COOKING IN MINISTRY
5/29/1991 B021 KCOOK LIKES TO KEEP THINGS SIMPLE
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6/05/1991
6/12/1991
6/19/1991
6/19/1991
6/19/1991
6/26/1991
7/03/1991
7/10/1991
7/17/1991
7/31/1991
7/31/1991
8/07/1991
8/1A/1991
8/21/1991
8/28/1991
8/31/1991
9/0A/1991
9/18/1991
9/25/1991
10/02/1991
10/02/1991
10/09/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
10/30/1991
11/06/1991
11/10/1991
=11/13/1991
11/13/1991
11/27/1991
12/11/1991
12/18/1991
1/01/1992
1/08/1992
1/15/1992
1/22/1992
1/29/1992
1/29/1992
2/04/1992
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
3/18/1992
3/18/1992
3/25/1992
4/01/1992
4/01/1992
4/08/1992
4/15/1992
4/22/1992
<4/22/1992
4/27/1992
4/29/1992
5/06/1992
5/13/1992
5/20/1992
5/2A/1992
6/03/1992
6/10/1992
6/10/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
6/24/1992
7/01/1992
7/08/1992
8/19/1992
9/23/1992
9/30/1992
10/07/1992
10/14/1992
10/21/1992
10/28/1992
11/04/1992
11/11/1992
n/i;8/r992"
11/25/1992
B021 KCOOK LIKES TO SURPRISE WITH FOOD
B023 3fCG0K--HEALTHY DIET KEY
B012 *CGRN CGB COALS MAKE FOR PRIME RESULT
B012 3(CGGK1NG MADE QUICK AND EASY
B025 36FARM WIFE ALWAYS KEEPS BASICS AROUND
B021 3(C00K KNOWS HOW TO FEED A CROWD
B021 56COOK LIKES TO BE CREATIVE
B021 ^NATIVE SOUTHERNER STARTED COOKING AT 13
B012 5CH0T FROM THE POT
B012 ^COOKBOOKS OFFER IDEAS FOR GRILLING, POTLUCK DINING
B021 *TEEN-AGER COOKS FOR HER FAMILY
B021 XCOOK'S BOOK PUTS HOBBY IN PRINT
B023 *COOK ENJOYS FEEDING HUNGRY TEENS
B021 36COOK SHARES MEAL DUTY WITH HUSBAND
B023 XC00K--REC1PES ARE FLEXIBLE
C032 PAIR MAKES CRACK EGG-COOKING TEAM
B012 COOKBOOK OFFERS MULTITUDE OF TOMATO TIPS
B021 XCOOK KNOWS COOKIES
B023 *MAN PREFERS COOKING DINNER
B012 5CMAK1NG THE PERFECT PIE
B025 KBAKING IS COOK'S TALENT
B012 9CA COOKBOOK FOR KIDS
B021 3CK1TCHEN WORK RELIEVES STRESS
B016 XLET'S GET CROCKING
D023 JCTRICK IS IN THE SPECIAL SAUCE
B021 5CD1ABET1C DIET IS HEALTHY EATING
D023 5CN0TEB00M MEALS NOTEWORTHY
E012 ^'COUNTRY COOKIN' GOES DOWN WELL
B012 FLIGHT IS RIGHT FOR BUSY LIFE
B021 XMOM'S PUSH MAKE SON LEARN TO LOVE COOKING
B023 KCOOK HAS KNACK WITH MEAT
B023 KEX-OPERATOR REACHES OUT WITH FOOD
Bq24 KROBERT FROST TEACHER MAKES SPECIAL COOKIES
B016 *MEALT1ME BRINGS CLAN TOGETHER
B023 3CC00K LEARNED EARLY, PASSES IT ON
B021 XFRENCH COOK FIRST GOES BY BOOK
B021 XCAFE'S COOK GOES BACK TO THE BASICS
B012 3«HER1TAGE OVERFLOWS ON WOMAN'S BOOKCASE
B021 56COOK FINDS THE PERFECT BLEND
B022 KTUNISAN LOVES COOKING WITH GR1LL--AND SPAGHETTI
B012 3CC00K MAKES BATCH, BUT CAN'T SWALLOW IT
B021 XPIES A SPECIALTY FOR WOLLMAN
B022 ^CHINESE FOOD QUICK, EASY OPTION FOR COOK
B022 KBISHOP'S COOKING AWARD-WINNING
B012 *NEW COOKBOOK CROP STUFFED WITH FAMILIAR FLAVORS
B023 XCOOK ENJOYS THERAPY OF SHOPPING, PREPARATION
B021 3CRAD10 PERSONALITY SIZZLES WITH PORK
B014 KCHEESECAKE
B023 KCOOK TAKES TIME TO GET IT RIGHT
B021 KHIATT TRIES TO MAKE ENTERTAINING EASIER
B024 ^COOKING A TAXING EXPERIENCE FOR CPA
B012 *SD REALLY COOKS IN NEW BOOK
B024 ^HOMESTEAD RECIPE STILL A WINNER
C012 KGOURMET FEAST BENEFITS CHARITY
B021 3CC00K HAS A GIFT WITH BUNS
B021 KCOOK has soups DOWN PAT, BUT PIES...
B021 KCOOK MAKES WAVES WITH PRODUCE
B021 5CC00K1NG SERVES AS SOCIALIZER, STRESS RELIEVER
G023 COOKING WITH SUN EASY, BUT TAKES TIME
B021 XCREOLE CREATES ENTERTAINING FARE
B012 ^BUFFALO OFFERS LEAN COOKING ALTERNATIVE
B02A KSOFT SPOT FOR HARD COOKIES AND MILK
B015 seADD LIFE TO MEALS WITH FRESH HERBS
B021 *DESSERTS ARE SWEET FOR CITY WOMAN
B021 XCOOK TURNS EGGLESS IDEAS INTO BOOK
B021 KFIEGENS COOK FOR FUN, CONTEST
B025 ACTOR NEWMAN SEEKS RECIPES FOR CONTEST
D012 KFOOD FROM THE FAIR
D023 KCOOKING FAR FROM A BORE FOR ASFELDT
D02A *1TAL1AN COOKING IS SPECIALTY
D022 KCOOK HAS TASTE FOR MIXING, MATCHING RECIPES
D021 kCOOK works ON FOOD'S LOOK AS WELL AS TASTE
D023 XHEALTH-CONSCIOUS COOK EXPERIMENTS
D024 *COOK GOES BY THE OLD BOOK
D012 KJUST WILD ABOUT GAME
D013 3CC0LLEGE FOOD TAUGHT LASTING LESSONS FOR COOK
DOZl 'XCOOK' LOVES ' CAKES ,' 'COLOR--AND SQUIRRELS
D012 36USE SENSE, PLANNING TO AVOID OVEREATING
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COOKING
COOKWARE
COOL K L
COOL TOM
COOLEY DEBBIE
COOLEY DENTON
COOLIDGE CALVIN
COOMES CHARLENE
COOMES DERRILL
COOMES FRANK
;COONRADT?LYLE
COOPER BUD
COOPER DOROTHY
COOPER FRED
COOPER JIM
COOPER JOE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/25/1992 D021 JfETHNIC DISHES CHALLENGE BRANDON COOK
11/29/1992 G012 BOOK SERVES UP FUN ALONG WITH RECIPES
12/02/1992 D012 KHOMESPUN COOKBOOKS SELL EASILY--FOR GOOD CAUSES
12/02/1992 D013 KMANY NEW COOKBOOKS AVAILABLE FOR HOLIDAYS
12/02/1992 D023 KCOOK MAKES FRIENDS WITH RECIPES
12/09/1992 D012 ^HOLIDAYS HEAT UP OVENS OF COOKS ACROSS AREA
12/09/1992 D024 ^HOLIDAY STORM HITS KITCHEN
12/16/1992 D021 KCOOK LIKES TASTES OF VARIETY, KAHLUA RECIPE
12/23/1992 D021 ^COOKIES MAKE MOM, SON WINNERS
12/30/1992 D023 KSUN-DRIED TOMATOES ARE TOPS FOR COOK
5/31/1989 B012 KCOOKWARE SHOULD REFLECT USER'S TASTES
10/2A/1983 C013 XMEMORY OF GUN ACCIDENT HAUNTS
5/10/1986 coil COOL WANTS SF SCHOOL BOARD SEAT
2/18/1992 C032 ORGAN DONATIONS A SOURCE OF CONSOLATION TO WIDOW
11/03/1990 C012 36HEART DOCTOR TOUTS GOOD DIET, EXERCISE
4/30/1989 CC04 XCOOLIDGE PROVIDES GAME LODGE
9/12/1990 A012 ^CHESTER WOMAN MURDERED
9/13/1990 A015 CHESTER VICTIM'S HUSBAND QUESTIONED
9/22/1990 A012 STATE'S ATTORNEY MUM ON SUSPECT'S NAME
3/29/1992 A041 ^PRISON OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS
9/23/1990 A012 HUSBAND ARRESTED IN KILLING
9/25/1990 A012 XJUDGE RAISES COOMES BAIL TO $500,000
10/13/1990 C012 FARMER ORDERED HELD WITHOUT BAIL
12/01/1990 C012 IF COOMES VIDEOTAPE CAN BE USED
1/06/1991 coil WANTS EVIDENCE RELEASED
1/09/1991 C015 JUDGE WILL NOT RELEASE COOMES' MACHINERY
1/25/1991 C015 CHARGES WILL STAND IN SLAYING
1/29/1991 A012 FARMER SENTENCED IN SLAYING
,>:3/08/1983 C015 *2 MORE TO RUN FOR CITY COMMISSION
5/07/1983 B031 *CITY COMMISSION RACE
6/15/1983 C012 *COONRADT SUPPORTS MORE STORM SEWERS
6/18/1983 B014 KCOONRADT BELITTLES OPPONENTS' QUALIFICATIONS
11/19/1983 B013 RANCHER RUNS FOR SENATE
5/30/1984 C071 XFIRST LADY HAS OTHER CAMPAIGNS TO RUN
6/16/1985 A014 KMAYOR PROUD TO BE FRED COOPER'S SON
5/04/1990 D082 KHIGH WIRE ACT
2/22/1984 D031 COOPER, KELO-TV PRODUCER, MAY RUN
3/03/1984 B012 SfTV ANNOUNCER WILL RUN FOR MAYOR
3/17/1984 C041 IT ISN'T TIME TO BUILD NEW SCHOOL
4/02/1984 C012 XCOOPER PROMISES ACTION AS MAYOR
4/11/1984 A061 KWHITE CELEBRATES, COOPER WAITS
4/12/1984 A012 KNOBE'S BACKING GAVE COOPER BOOST
4/14/1984 C012 XCANDIDATES CONTINUE COMMUNICATION THEME
4/16/1984 B013 *COOPER TOUTS FRUGALITY OF HIS CAMPAIGN
4/18/1984 D013 ^CANDIDATES PUSH PERSONAL QUALITIES
4/25/1984 A012*MAYOR-ELECT CAUTIOUS ABOUT PLANS
4/25/1984 A014 KCOOPER WINS RUNOFF
4/25/1984 DOll KNEW MAYOR CAPTURED GRASS ROOTS
4/26/1984 C021 COOPER'S KNOWLEDGE OF CITY HALL HELPFUL (ED)
4/27/1984 con LT GOVERNOR'S GAINING A MAYOR
5/04/1984 C031 RECEPTION WILL MARK COOPER'S SWEARING-IN
5/07/1984 BOll KJOE COOPER TAKES MAYOR'S OFFICE TODAY
5/08/1984 A012 KNEW MAYOR TAKES OVER
5/09/1984 D021 GOOD LUCK, MR MAYOR... (ED)
5/10/1984 C031 COOPER TO BE GUEST AT AWARENESS DAY CLEANUP
5/14/1984 A012 COOPER WILL PLAY ROLE OF TIE BREAKER
6/17/1984 G063 KDIGNITARIES TO MEET ON MAYORS' DAY
6/30/1984 con KREMOVE JUNK FROM NEIGHBORHOOD
7/25/1984 C021 COOPER SHOULD EXPLAIN DEMOTION OF FIRE CHIEF (ED)
8/10/1984 A07r KWHY ARE THESE PEOPLE SMILING
8/14/1984 BOll COOPER NAMES ENGEL FIRE CHIEF
8/15/1984 D021 COOPER'S EXPLANATION WASN'T WORTH THE WAIT (ED)
9/29/1984 A012 BAND POLICY PUZZLES MAYORS
11/15/1984 C032 PUBLIC NEEDED MORE INFORMATION ON SALARY
11/24/1984 B024 COOPER MISSES THE POINT (L)
12/13/1984 C021 PUBLIC WINS, THANKS TO HUNKING (ED)
1/09/1985 C033 COOPER CALLS AD RATES EXPENSIVE
1/11/1985 C031 NEWSPAPER RATE IS UNFAIR TO TAXPAYERS
1/12/1985 C033 COOPER TO CHANGE LEGAL PUBLICATION LAW
2/20/1985 C021 CONVENTION CENTER AS FINANCIAL SHOT
3/08/1985 con KKIDS RETURN BIRTHDAY FAVOR FOR CAPTAIN 11
4/26/1985 A012 KHAPPY HOSTAGE
5/06/1985 con KCOOPER EASES INTO TASK AS MAYOR
5/10/1985 A015 COOPER BACKS HOTEL PROJECT
5/31/1985 con COOPER FIRES PURCHASING DIRECTOR
6/22/1985 A015 COOPER--PROJECT FOES TELL HALF-TRUTHS
t 8/09/1985 AO12 KCOOPER TAKES OVERVFOR) PETERSON
8/09/1985 con KCOOPER SNUBS SECRET PROJECT PLAN
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COOPER JOE
COOPER JOHN
COOPER MAE
COOPER MALCOM
COOPER MARIAN
COOPER MAURY
COOPER ORENA
COOPERATIVES
COORS
COORS'ADOLPH
COORS JOSEPH
COPLAN BETTY
COPLANDBURDELL
COPPER
COPPERFIELD DAVID
COPYRIGHT
CORBIENER PAM
CORBIN LEE
CORBLY SHYRL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/10/1985 C015 COOPER GETS OK TO TAKE ON PETERSON'S WORK
8/11/1985 coil ^LEADERS ONCE PLUCKED CHICKENS, SANG ROCK
8/18/1985 A104 COOPER, HUNKING LACK TRUST (L>
11/13/1985 DOll *MAYOR BRINGS THE MEAL
11/22/1985 A081 COOPER AND HUNKING IGNORE PUBLIC AGAIN (L)
3/08/1986 C051 COOPER ATTENDS LEAGUE OF CITIES CONFERENCE
A/03/1986 A015 KCOOPER WILL SEEK CITY'S SAFETY POST
A/OA/1986 A012 MAYOR COOPER WANTS TO BE COMMISSIONER
A/08/1986 A083 TWO OFFICIALS TREATED UNFAIRLY (L)
A/08/1986 C013 COOPER BLAMES PETERSON FOR MALL DELAYS
A/19/1986 coil COOPER SET FOR GALL BLADDER SURGERY NEXT WEEK
A/23/1986 BOll COOPER IN SATISFACTORY CONDITION AFTER SURGERY
5/08/1986 C032 BOARD CUT GARDEN MONEY
6/11/1986 A102 THROW COOPER, HUNKING OUT CD
7/08/1986 A012 3€C00PER PLANS TO PAINT HOUSE
7/08/1986 AlOl *S0 LONG, MAYOR COOPER
7/12/1986 C015 COOPER DENIES COMPARISON
7/20/1986 Alll COOPER MADE SOME MISTAKE CD
8/09/1986 AOIA EX-MAYOR'S CHAIR BECOMES THE HOT SEAT
1/18/1987 AOll ^MITCHELL TEAM BUS CRASHES
1/18/1987 A021 COOPER WELL KNOWN IN CITY
1/21/1987 B015 CRASH INVESTIGATION WAITING FOR COOPER
1/2A/1987 C012 9fPATR0L TALKS TO COOPER ABOUT ACCIDENT
1/27/1987 A012 CAUSE OF BUS CRASH REMAINS UNKNOWN
2/03/1987 C012 DOCTORS OPERATE ON COOPER'S LEG
2/17/1987 C012 *LIST OF VANDERLOO CHALLENGES GROWS
2/20/1987 A012 XFATAL CRASH BAFFLES COOPER
2/25/1987 BOll COOPER TAKEN TO HOSPITAL
•'5/05/r987 B012 *C00PER WON'T ENTER RACE FOR CITY
9/27/1987 C031 EX-MAYOR FILLS BROADCASTING POST
4/22/1988 A103 3CGR0UP TRYING TO STOP PROGRESS
6/lA/199r A083 3CMAYOR'S OFFICE FULL-TIME JOB
5/12/1983 D031 3CFISHERMAN COOPER SAYS JIGS WORK JUST AS WELL TODAY
12/22/1986 B012 THIS TALE OF LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
3/11/1984 C053 KCOOPER CAN GET NAME ON BALLOT
12/09/1985 C013 *SUNDAY WITH THE ARTIST
7/05/1987 B031 *WILLOW RUN HAS CHARACTER
8/14/1983 C013 3CW0MAN, 78, VACATIONS 8 BLOCKS FROM HOME
9/19/1987 coil CO-OPS WILL MEET TUESDAY IN HURON
8/02/1988 C014 CO-OPS PLAN CONSOLIDATION
10/10/1989 A071 COOPERATIVE LEADERS
9/27/1991 D061 CO-OP HALL OF FAME DEDICATION SATURDAY
11/20/1991 D071 COOPERATIVE OIL FIRMS COMBINE SERVICES
3/24/1992 B061 PIERRE, PHILIP-MIDLAND CO-OP JOIN FORCES
2/22/1986 A012 COMPLAINT GETS BEER AD PULLED
6/19/1987 C022 MAN TREASURERS RELIGION, NOT RICHES
10/09/1983 C041 JOSEPH COORS WILL SPEAK TO BUSINESS COUNCIL
10/27/1983 C012 KCOORS TELLS HOW TO KEEP PEACE
2/22/1987 coil ^GREENHOUSE SEASON BLOOMS
10/04/T986' 8012'^ KCOPLAN LEADS TO 200 CANTON VICTORIES
5/10/1988 A015 KEARRING DEAL BRINGS COACH BACK TO FIELD
5/11/1988 A081 COACHES MUST FOLLOW RULES OF THE GAME
5/31/1988 A082 STUDENTS NEED CHALLENGE CD
6/22/1990 D012 seAREA COACHES COULD BE REWARDED
5/28/1992 B021 *COPLAN AMONG SEVEN RUNNING FOR BOARD
4/14/1991 C031 COPPER WIRE THEFTS RISE WITH SCRAP PIECES
9/09/1986 B016 XCOPPERFIELD TO APPEAR IN SIOUX FALLS
11/10/1986 B012 XTHE GRAND ILLUSION
11/14/1986 B012 3€C0PPERFIELD MYSTIFIES CITY CROWDS
3/27/1990 B012 ^COPPERFIELD TO BRING SHOW TO ARENA
5/18/1990 B012 3CC0PPERFIELD VOWS HE'LL AMAZE CROWD
3/17/1982 C031 BROOKINGS HOLIDAY INN SUED
4/10/1984 C031 HINES ACCUSED OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
5/06/1984 coil MUSIC LICENSING FIRM IS PICKING ON TAVERN
9/18/1984 BOll MUSIC COPYRIGHT SUIT DISMISSED
3/29/1985 A083 ILLEGAL COPYING BIG PROBLEM CD
10/26/1988 C022 FARRAR, SIOUX CITY COMPANY SETTLE LAW SUIT
5/09/1990 C012 USD STUDENTS' MAGAZINE MAY VIOLATE COPYRIGHT
4/05/1991 C031 STORE OWNER FINED FOR LOANING TAPES
5/09/1986 AlOl SQUABBLE OVER MEDICAL SCHOOL
10/29/1991 A012 ^MULTITUDE OF FACES WITHIN
4/21/1982 BOll KFIGHT FOR VETERANS' MEMORIAL EXASPERATING
5/06/1982 DOll XWOMAN TAKES CASE FOR VETS' MEMORIAL TO PARK PANEL
5/30/1982 B013 CORBLY'S CRUSADE FOR VET'S MEMORIAL ESCALATES
6/06/1982 B03I FLAG PRICES, OTHER ADVICE OFFERED (D
.7/20/-1982 B013 KWOMAN WINS , PROPERTY . ASSESSMENT FIGHT
8/21/1982 coil' SUPREME COURT TOLD"CORBLY ADDITION MUST GO
9/03/1982 C013 *FOUND IN CONTEMPT
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CORBLY SHYRL
CORDARO FRANK
CORDER RONALD
COREY ROBERT
CORIOU CEZARINA
CORLEY KATHLEEN
CORN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/01/1983 BOll *STATE BAR ASSOCIATION FILES SUIT AGAINST CORBLY
2/20/1983 A012 *TAX PROTESTERS NOT CRACKPOTS
2/26/1983 A012 56JUDGE REQUESTS EXTRA SECURITY FOR HEARING
3/01/1983 B013 JUDGE WILL DECIDE IF CORBLY CAN BE A COUNSEL
3/0<i/1983 C03^ CORBLY CAN'T PRACTICE LAW, JUDGE SAYS
3/23/1983 C016 CORBLY ARRESTED ON TRAFFIC WARRANT
3/24/1983 C015 KCORBLY LOSES BID FOR TRIAL
4/02/1983 BOll KCORBLY SUES OFFICIALS FOR $1 MILLION
4/16/1983 B031 JUDGE, 5 OTHERS ANSWER CORBLY SUIT
4/19/1983 BOll JUDGE--1 DIDN'T VIOLATE CORBLY'S RIGHTS
4/27/1983 C031 CORBLY PLANS TO APPEAL SPEEDING CONVICTION
5/24/1983 con CORBLY SUES FOR $6 OVER TICKET
6/08/1983 C041 1 WAS HARASSED FOR FOLLOWING CONSTITUTION
6/25/1983 C041 COLTON WOMAN WRONG TO SEEK COURT ORDER
7/28/1983 C031 JUDGE SCOLDS CORBLY
12/23/1983 con COURT--LIEBERMAN IS IMMUME FROM CORBLY SUIT
3/05/1984 A0135eGETTlNG TOGETHER ON VETERANS MEMORIAL
4/05/1984 C035 DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST JUDGE, SHERIFF
4/06/1984 C051 JUDGE WAS WRONG TO DISMISS LAWSUIT
4/20/1984 C031 WOMAN STILL WANTS JURY TRIAL FOR PARKING TICKET
5/16/1984 D031 COLTON FAMILY GETS BACK CONFISCATED EQUIPMENT
5/30/1984 DOll CORBLY SAYS OFFICIALS ARE TRYING TO PUNISH HER
6/13/1984 D023 CORBLY DECISION WAS A COURTROOM LYNCHING (L)
8/16/1984 C023 CORBLY NOT VET SPOKESWOMAN (L)
3/27/1985 BOll WOMAN CALLS FOR TRUCE
3/28/1985 C031 GROUP TURNS BACK ON WOMAN'S DONATIONS
3/29/1985 C035 VETERANS WILL GET CORBLY'S MONEY AFTER ALL
3/30/1985 C035 MEMORIAL MONEY ARRIVES AT DEAD-END
.7/15/1990 C033 *COLTON WOMAN FIGHTS FOR YOUR RIGHTS
12/26/1992 B012 XGROUP SHARES HOLIDAY CHEER WITH NEEDY
9/14/1990 A012 ^PROTESTING PRIEST RESTS IN JAIL
10/30/1990 C015 KPR1EST--JA1L STAY SERVED ITS PURPOSE
11/12/1990 A043 ^MINISTER WOULD LIKE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS
9/08/1990 C031 MURDER VERDICT UPHELD IN DEATH OF VERMILLION MAN
9/12/1982 F024 ^KEEPING EDUCATION UP TO DATE
5/24/1989 B021 ^REFUGEE PREPARES MEALS WITH TWO POTS
3/30/1990 A083 ^PREJUDICIAL SENTENCE OF NATIVE AMERICAN
5/04/1992 A103 3tG0D NO BIGOT ABOUT GAYS
5/11/1992 A103 CORLEY LACKS GRASP OF BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES (L)
1/17/1982 B013 '81 SD CORN CROP 2ND LARGEST ON RECORD
7/05/1982 BOll 5fMYTHS SURROUNDING MAIZE MAY BE CORNY
10/08/1982 C031 CORN HUSKING CONTEST THIS WEEKEND
10/11/1982 C035 HUSKING CONTEST CANCELLED
10/16/1982 C031 CORN STORAGE CAPACITY TO BE INCREASED
10/19/1982 A012 WET WEATHER PUTS DAMPER ON CORN PRICE
12/26/1982 E0I3 *CORN SURPLUSES FUEL HOPE FOR GASOHOL
1/16/1983 C041 1982 CORN CROP SECOND LARGEST
1/22/1983 B013 KTOM DOLGE WRAPS A CHAIN ON CORN SHOCK
4/06/1983 C034 FARMERS WARNED OF CORN PESTS
5/17/1983 B033 $40' MILLION DEAL PLANNED TO SHIP CORN TO TAIWAN
6/02/1983 C041 STATE FARMERS HAVE 63 PERCENT PLANTED
9/13/1983 A012 DROUGHT DRIVES CORN CROP DOWN 8 PRICES UP
9/16/1983 C035 TREATING CORN BORES SAVED $45 MILLION
9/27/1983 C051 HAND CORNHUSKING CONTESTS WILL BE IN OCT
10/16/1983 C051 REVISED FORECAST SHOWS DROP IN CORN OUTPUT
7/09/1984 B041 HAND CORN-PICKING CONTEST WILL BE IN OCTOBER
7/12/1984 C041 INFESTATION OF CORN BORERS RISING
7/18/1984 D035 CORN PICKING, PLOWING MEET SET IN BRANDON
8/03/1984 C051 SECOND-BROOD CORN BORER MOTHS ACTIVE
8/14/1984 BOll CITY MAN ACCUSED OF DAMAGING CORN CROP
8/15/1984 D033 GOOD CORN CROP MEANS LOWER PRICES LATER
9/17/1984 B015 CORN CROP MAY BE LARGEST IN 5 YEARS
9/27/1984 C051 REAGAN WILL MISS STATE CORN PICKING CONTEST
10/10/1984 D012 PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT FOR PICKERS
10/14/1984 A013 *10WANS WIN PICK PROGRAM
10/14/1984 con CORN PICKING CONTEST
10/15/1984 con KTHE BETTER THEY PLOW
1/20/1985 EOll SEMINAR TO ADDRESS CORN GROWERS' QUESTIONS
3/22/1985 C021 DON'T BOTHER TO TREAT FIRST-YEAR CORN
8/16/1985 C021 PESTICIDES FOR CORN MAY BE RESTRICTED
8/17/1985 C031 COURT AWARDS FARMER $26,250 AFTER SEED FAILS
9/12/1985 B075 CLUB SPONSORS CORN PICKING CONTEST
9/21/1985 C036 LAWMAKER WANTS CORN LOAN PROBE
10/16/1985 B031 WINNERS NAMED IN HAND-CORNHUSKING CONTEST
11/20/1985 B021 62 PERCENT OF CORN CROP HARVESTED
1/15/1986 B0I3 MAN MUST PAY $23,000 IN CORN SALE CONVICTION
''2/I47198e COST "EXPERT COATS •MESSAGE WITH CORN
3/09/1986 B025 CORN GROWERS SET STATE MEETING
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A/02/1986 A012
5/29/1986 coil
7/06/1986 A012
7/06/1986 coil
9/22/1986 C021
10/17/1986 A012
11/05/1986 C021
11/08/1986 C012
11/11/1986 C012
11/20/1986 C033
11/25/1986 C0A2
12/03/1986 BOll
1/29/1987 C033
A/12/1987 E012
6/1A/1987 E062
6/21/1987 EOll
6/25/1987 C021
6/26/1987 C022
6/30/1987 A012
7/0A/1987 C012
8/09/1987 EOll
8/12/1987 A012
8/15/1987 C012
8/16/1987 EOll
9/02/1987 B033
9/20/1987 EOll
10/11/1987 E051
10/28/1987 A081
.dl/08/i;987 EOll
11/15/1987 EOIA
11/22/1987 E016
12/20/1987 C0A3
1/17/1988 EOll
2/07/1988 EOll
3/20/1988 E016
5/29/1988 EOll
8/12/1988 A015
9/25/1988 coil
9/28/1988 COIA
10/09/1988 B012
lO/lA/1988 C025
10/20/1988 B015
10/22/1988 C012
11/02/1988 coil
11/09/1988 D085
3/05/1989 E012
3/10/1989 "AlOl
3/10/1989 D081
3/22/1989 D08A
A/16yi989 ?G02A
5/20/1989 C021
7/15/1989 C012
7/27/1989 B012
8/22/1989 B066
9/22/1989 D085
10/13/1989 D082
10/15/1989 E012
11/18/1989 C016
12/07/1989 0086
1/21/1990 E016
1/23/1990 B062
2/03/1990 C012
2/08/1990 C021
2/09/1990 D08A
2/12/1990 B012
2/16/1990 0086
A/OA/1990 0083
A/26/1990 A012
8/12/1990 0011
8/1A/1990 B062
9/13/1990 O061
9/18/1990 B061
9/23/1990 A016
10/07/1990 E036
10/09/1990•C031
10/12/1990 0071
l;072A/ir990^0085^
10/26/1990 0092
*FARMERS PINO PLENTY OF CORN STILL STANDING
CORN PLANTING INSURANCE DEADLINE NEARS
HOT WEATHER HAS CORN CROP COPPING
CORN NOISES SIGNAL WHEN IT NEEDS WATER
XCORNY JOKE GROWS ON CO-WORKERS
*90 CENTS CORN FEARED
MOISTURE DELAYS STATE CORN HARVEST
$1.05 EXPUTY DUTY ON US CORN
CORN HARVEST 2 WEEKS BEHIND
*CORN YIELDS SETTING RECORD
CORN HARVEST LAGS BY 2 WEEKS
WEATHER HELPS CORN HARVEST
CORN PRODUCTION FALLS IN 1986
KFARMERS TO PLANT LESS CORN
CORN BORER INFESTING EARLY CROPS
CORN MARKET MIGHT IMPROVE, EXPERT SAYS
CORN KNEE HIGH BEFORE THE ATH OF JULY
EXPERT WARNS OF BORER'S
HAIL MAY COST MILLION IN CROPS
*JULY ATH CORN CROP KNEE-HIGH TO A GIANT
ALCESTER MAN WINS CORN YIELD CONTEST
DROUGHT DRY UP '87 CORN CROP
FEDERAL AGENCY LOWERS CORN LOAN RATE
CORN GROWERS BEGIN PUSH
*SOUTHEAST COUNTIES PLANT MOST CORN
CORN CROP DOWN 10 MILLION ACRES
CORN POWER NOT FEASIBLE
CORN GROWERS BACK PUMP-LABELlNG BILL (L)
RESEARCHERS LOOK INTO WHITE CORN
CORN SHOWS EARLY HARVEST
YIELD BIG, BUT CORN SURPLUS WILL FALL
*CORN PLANTING STAYS SAME IN SD
GROWERS EXPECT CORN USAGE TO RISE
CORN-SOYBEAN EVENT STARTS HERE MONDAY
CORN CHECKOFF STARTS JULY 1
LAKE PRESTON MAN TO RUN CORN COUNCIL
REPORT FORECASTS POOR CORN CROP
HAND CORN HUSKING CONTEST TO BE HELD
CANCER-CAUSING FUNGUS FOUND IN CORN
*HUSK1NG AND HURLING
TOXIC CORN MOLD AFLATOXIN NO MAJOR PROBLEM
FOOD SUPPLY NOT THREATENED BY AFLATOXIN
CORN, SOYBEAN. YIELDS HIT 12-YEAR LOW
CORN HARVEST AHEAD OF NORMAL
STATE'S CORN HARVEST COMPLETE
^TAINTED CORN CREATES CONCERN
DROUGHT COULD HEIGHTEN TAINTED CORN PROBLEM (ED)
RED CORN SALES NOT FAVORABLE OVERSEAS
FARMERS TO PLANT MORE CORN
CORN GROUP DONATES BAGS FOR CLEANUP
UTILIZATION COUNCIL ADMINISTRATORS DEFEND START
*STALK1NG THE EARLY EARS
*YOUTH WALK AMONG STALKS FOR HYBRID PROJECT
*NEXT YEAR'S SEED CORN IN THE PINK
EASTERN SD MAY GET CORN PROCESSING PLANT
CORN HARVEST UP 51 PERCENT OVER LAST YEAR
^HARVEST REFLECTS '89 DROUGHT
ETHANOL ACTION COULD CREATE NEW MARKET FOR CORN
CORN COUNCIL IS CALLED ON CARPET AGAIN
SD SHOULD HELP FINANCE PLANT
*CORN-POWERED CAR
CORN-POWERED CAR FUELS CALIF BILL
CANTON STUDIES SITE HOPING TO LURE PLANT
FUNDING FEARS CLOUD PLANS FOR PLANT
HOUSE VOTES ON PROCESSING PLANT
MILLING OPTIONS EXPLORED
FARMERS TO PLANT MORE CORN, LESS BEANS
^PLANTING STARTS EARLY
GROUP TO BOOST ETHANOL AS FUEL ALTERNATIVE
BUMPER CORN CROP EXPECTED
FARMERS HARVEST BUMPER CORN CROP
SD CORN HARVEST NOW IN FULL SWING
*LOW PRICE HURTS CORN FARMERS
*HUSK-0-RAMA
^POLITICIANS FEUDING OVER MILLING PLANT
CORN CROP YIELD BEST IN ^ YEARS
DEMOCRATS URGE GOVERNOR'TO ACT ON MILLING PLANT
CHECKOFF HELPS USE OF CORN GROW
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CORN GROWERS
CORN HUSKING
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/31/1990 D072 WET-MlLLlNG PLANT INCENTIVES DEBATED
11/02/1990 D086 OFFICIALS TO DISCUSS CORN PLANT
11/07/1990 B122 LOW PRICES LEAD FARMERS TO STORE CORN
11/25/1990 DOll ANNUAL CORN GROWERS' MEETING SET DECEMBER 7
1/10/1991 A015 CORN F1RM--MAKE US AN OFFER
1/18/1991 D076 CORN PLANT ASSISTANCE FALLS SHORT
1/29/1991 C012 PANEL MULLS CORN-PLANT INCENTIVES
2/02/1991 C031 HOUSE APPROVES CORN MILLING BILL
2/10/1991 D016 GROWERS SEEK GRANT TO TEST 85 PERCENT ETHANOL FUEL
2/1A/1991 D082 56CORN-PROCESS1NG PLANT GETS GO-AHEADS
3/07/1991 A081 RIGHT SEEDS SOWN FOR SD CORN PLANT CED)
3/08/1991 D072 PLANT MAY PUSH CORN PRICES HIGHER
3/2^1/1991 EOll GROUP PLANS MEETING TUESDAY
^/0^/1991 D062 ^PUTTING CHOP TO CORN
7/03/1991 D062 CORN-PROCESSING PLANT SITE MAY BE SELECTED
7/1A/1991 E012 XCORN'S STORY IS TALL TALE
8/08/1991 D082 BACKERS OF CORN PLANT FEEL JITTERS
8/13/1991 B061 CROP ESTIMATES DOWN 6 PERCENT
9/13/1991 C036 GRANDMOTHER'S METHOD FOR PRESERVING CORN
10/30/1991 C035 TIME LINE FOR CORN MILLING PLANT
10/30/1991 D061 CORN REPORT SHOWS CORN HARVEST DONE
11/07/1991 D081 SD AWAITS PLAN FOR CORN PLANT SITE
11/21/1991 D061 LOCATION OF CORN PLANT DRAWS DEBATE
12/17/1991 B061 CORN GROWERS ELECT NEW PRESIDENT
1/05/1992 EOll CORN GROWERS TO FORM NEW GROUP
1/31/1992 C055 SENATE PASSES CORN-BASED BAG BILL
3/12/1992 D062 CARGILL PLANS CORN PROCESSING PLANT
3/2A/1992 B061 CORN GROWERS TO FORM. MINNEHAHA ASSOCIATION
A/03/1992 .A012 EXTRA STARCH, PLEASE
A/1A/1992 B061 CORN PRICES EXPECTED TO EXCEED ESTIMATES
7/09/1992 D061 OLD CORN STANDARD SURPASSED IN STATE
7/11/1992 C015 LAND PURCHASED FOR CORN MILL
7/26/1992 D013 *C0RNERS1DE CORN
9/30/1992 B08A CORN PRODUCERS ORDERED TO CUT PRODUCTION lOX
10/01/1992 B062 FARMERS PRAISE CORN REDUCTION PLAN
lO/lA/1992 B081 CORN HARVEST PROGRESSING IN SD
11/05/1992 B062 PLANS CONTINUE FOR LARGE CORN PLANT
11/06/1992 A012 ^FARMERS WAIT OUT WET WEATHER TO BRING CROPS IN
11/07/1992 A08A 'ARGUS' DID NOT GET CORN PRICES RIGHT (L)
11/11/1992 B061 MUCH OF CORN CROP STILL IN FIELDS
11/17/1992 B066 SD CORN HARVEST STILL SLOW
11/29/1992 E015 CORN BURNER CUTS BUSHEL OFF HEAT BILL
11/29/1992 F022 MOLDY CORN THREATENS LIVESTOCK HEALTH
12/08/1992 BOll 23 PERCENT OF CORN CROP STILL SITTING IN FIELDS
6/23/1991 C031 CORN BORERS FOUND IN SOME FIELDS IN STATE
6/25/1992 D061 CORN COB OPEN JULY 16 IN FLANDREAU
5/16/1992 A012 ETHANOL PLANT IN SF LIKELY, OFFICIALS SAY
10/19/1989 coil BRANDON FARM HOSTS CORNHUSKING EVENT
10/22/1989 C012 COUNTRY'S BEST PICKIN' IN BRANDON
10/23/1989 A012 KPICKIN AND WINNIN'
11/06/1989 A084 HUSKING EVENT PRAISED
10/06/1991 C032 ^COMPETE IN STATE COMPETITION
9/29/1992 B021 CORN-HUSKING CONTEST AT BERESFORD-AREA FARM
10/05/1992 B021 WINNERS OF BAND CORNHUSKING CHAMPIONSHIP...
10/28/1992 B022 BERESFORD MAN IS TOP CORNHUSKER
9/19/1982 C042 WORK NEEDED--F1RE-DAMAGED CORN PALACE
9/21/1982 A071 KSKELTON'S PURSUITS GO BEYOND HIS GIGGLE
9/22/1982 BOll 36SKELTON MAKES ANYTHING 8 EVERYTHING FUNNY
4/09/1983 BOll FACELIFT IN STORE FOR CORN PALACE
9/06/1983 C031 COLLECTOR LOOKING FOR CORN PALACE PHOTOS
7/29/1984 C065 CORN PALACE FESTIVAL TICKETS ON SALE
9/05/1984 coil *CAROL LAWRENCE MAKES SD DEBUT
9/26/1984 DOll SNOW CHILLS CORN PALACE FESTIVITIES
12/22/1984 C042 CITY POISONS PIGEONS AT CORN PALACE
1/26/1985 C055 CORN PALACE DECORATOR SUES SUPPLIER OF CROPS
9/06/1985 A012 *COLOR BY NUMBERS
9/06/1985 BOll *CORN PALACE DRESSED FOR FEST
12/01/1985 DlOl THE DES MOINES BALLET COMES TO CORN PALACE
2/10/1986 BOll ^MITCHELL SERVES UP SAFETY
3/05/1986 B021 10 PERCENT TAX ON CORN PALACE TICKETS REPEALED
7/10/1986 C031 CORN PALACE STAMPEDE RODEO SCHEDULED
8/03/1986 C022 CORN PALACE TO FEATURE CLASSY CARS
9/17/1986 C014 CORN PALACE DAYS CELEBRATING
9/20/1986 A072 XSWING YOUR PARTNER
8/31/1987 coil ARCHITECTS PLANNING CORN PALACE WORK
9/01/1987 A012 KTHEME HONORS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
"9/08/1987 BOIZ^DANTELS IS GOING ^DOWN^TO MITCHELL
6/27/1988 C015 NEW DESIGN TO CELEBRATE CENTENNIAL
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7/13/1988 BOll MITCHELL RODEO TO BEGIN FRIDAY
7/17/1988 C012 ^STAMPEDE ROPES RENDEZVOUS INTO FUN
7/26/1988 A012 3«A KERNEL OF CONCERN
9/08/1988 A052 *'88 FESTIVAL SPOTLIGHTS MUSIC
A/05/1989 coil CORN PALACE CLOSES FOR $600,000 FACELIFT
A/30/1989 BB12 3€BRINGS DISTINCTION TO MITCHELL
7/10/1989 BOll 'NEW CORN PALACE UNVEILED WEDNESDAY
9/0A/1989 BOll CORN PALACE STAMP CANCEL AVAILABLE
9/08/1989 B012 CORN PALACE SET FOR ANNUAL FEST
9/11/1989 A052 3CTILLIS' ENERGY LOST ON CROWD
9/1A/1989 A012 KCORN PALACE FESTIVAL AT FEVER PITCH
6/05/1990 B012 *CITY BOASTS MORE THAN CORN PALACE
7/19/1990 C032 CORN PALACE STAMPEDE BEGINS THIS WEEKEND
9/07/1990 B012 KCORN PALACE FESTIVAL BEGINS IN MITCHELL
9/15/1990 C031 *MADE IN THE SHADE
2/25/1991 B03A MITCHELL SEEKS TOURISTS BEYOND CORN PALACE
A/28/1991 A092 RELAYS DESERVED COVERAGE (L)
6/1A/1991 C023 3CC0RN DESIGNERS TO SHOW ART
7/21/1991 C053 KCORN PALACE RODEO GETS UNDER WAY
8/26/1991 B032 VISITORS FLOCK TO SEE CORN PALACE AND MORE
8/29/1991 C032 3CPALATIAL PICKING
9/01/1991 DOll RENTAL TRUCKS TO HAVE CORN PALACE DESIGN
9/06/1991 B015 36CORN PALACE LURES TOP COUNTRY STARS
9/14/1991 C015 CORN A HIT AS CHEAP SOUVENIRS
11/06/1991 C031 MITCHELL EXPLORES WAYS TO NOTE ANNIVERSARY
5/19/1992 A055 XFLOREN PLANS TRIBUTE FOR WELK AT CORN PALACE
5/31/1992 D022 GRANDSON OF ARCHITECT DONATES MEMORABILIA
6/15/1992 C021 WORK BEGINS TO REDO MITCHELL CORN PALACE
:6/22/1992C021 EARLY TOURISM TRAFFIC BRISK AT CORN PALACE
7/05/1992 DOll BUSH TO CONSIDER CORN PALACE OFFER
8/1A/1992 B031 CORN PALACE ROCK CLUB PLANS ANNUAL EVENT
8/18/1992 BOll CORN SHOULD BE TOPS FOR MITCHELL PALACE
8/21/1992 AOll SEND US YOUR CORN PALACE MEMORIES
9/06/1992 A012 *CORN PALACE EXPERT SETS HISTORY STRAIGHT
9/06/1992 GOll KGOLDEN PALACE ON THE PRAIRIE
9/06/1992 GOIA KRED CAPTURED SPIRIT, PULSE OF PALACE
9/18/1992 D012 KMITCHELL GROUP TO SHOW OFF OF TWO ERAS
9/19/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/19/1992 C012 *POLKA MORE CULTURE THAN DANCE
9/28/1992 B022 CORN PALACE GETS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
2/08/1991 D071 COUNCIL SCHEDULES ELECTION
10/07/1987 B061 ABERDEEN PANEL TABLES FIRING DECISION AGAIN
11/21/1987 C021 FIRED MANAGER DEMANDS MONEY FROM CITY
5/18/1987 A072 ^CONDUCTOR PREPARES 3,000 VOICES FOR CRUSADE
A/19/1983 B04A HIGH COURT TO DECIDE FATE OF RC MISSION
1/05/1984 B035 MISSION'S LEASE, 18-MONTH LEGAL BATTLE ENDS
2/01/1984 C061 MISSION RESIDENTS FIND NEW SHELTER
10/14/1984 C041 COMMITTEE VOTES TO FIND MISSION A HOME
2/22/1983 B012 KGENERAL--PEOPLE MADE IT WORTHWHILE
;2/23/1983C021K'WELL DONE' FOR CORNING AS SD ADJUTANT GENERAL (ED)
4/26/1991 C023 SERVICES HELD FOR 20-YEAR GUARD LEADER
4/28/1991 FOll KCORNING WAS STATE'S COMMANDING OFFICER
8/18/1991 EOll FOSS AND CORNING TO GET AVIATION HONOR
5/20/1991 C012 *KDLT ANCHOR RECALLS FLY FIASCO
1/25/1983 B031 CORONA WILL VOTE ON SCHOOL CROSSING
8/19/1989 A015 ^TOPLESS DANCERS GET UNDER TOWN'S SKIN
SEE ALSO PATHOLOGISTS
10/07/1983 C013 MEIERHENRY'S COMMENTS UPSETTING
10/08/1983 B023 CORONERS' WORK DEFENDED (L)
10/13/1983 C016 CORONERS WANT TO DISCUSS TRAINING
10/15/1983 C056 MEIERHENRY WANTS TRAINING PROGRAM
11/04/1983 C023 STATE PATHOLOGIST WOULD UPGRADE CORONERS' WORK (L)
11/06/1983 C066 MEIERHENRY WANTS IMPROVEMENTS
2/03/1984 D021 STATE CORONER TO AID LAW ENFORCEMENT (ED)
2/09/1984 coil XINQUEST BEGINS TODAY
2/09/1984 CG14 HOUSE REJECTS BILL CREATING STATE CORONER JOB
7/07/1984 B035 COUNTY CORONERS ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
2/06/1985 coil BILL WOULD ALLOW APPOINTMENT OF CORONERS
3/04/1986 A012 BLACK HUMOR SPICES CORONER CLASS
10/08/1987 Bdl2 CORONER COSTS RAISE COUNTY CONCERN
10/22/1987 A061 RANDALL DOES A GOOD JOB (ED)
7/27/1989 A012 C0R0NER--232 MORGUE 'GRUESOME'
6/16/1991 C034 CORONER RESIGNS POST EFFECTIVE JUNE 30
9/09/1991 B012 ^CORONER HEARS GROANS WHEN DESCRIBING JOB
11/03/1991 C045 PENNINGTON COMM CRY FOUL ABOUT CORONER REPORT
2/01/1989 C021 CORPORAL PUNISHMENT BAN PROPOSED
^ '2/08/1989 'C043*'BILL"TO OUTLAW SPANKING«T REJECTED
2/12/1989 A113 VIOLENCE BEGETS VIOLENCE (L)
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2/22/1989 A082 END SCHOOL VIOLENCE (L)
9/2A/1992 B061 3,000 PARTICIPATE IN CORPORATE CUP
8/23/1989 C012 COMMISSIONERS CALL FOR STATE CORPORATE TAX
10/14/1989 C012 COMMISSIONERS FAVOR CORPORATE INCOME TAX
10/20/1990 C041 POLL SAYS CORPORATE TAX FAVORED
2/14/1991 C012 CORPORATE INCOME TAX BILL DIES IN COMMITTEE
2/28/1991 A091 IS LOGICAL INCOME SOURCE (L)
1/10/1992 D082 CANADA, CALIFORNIA FIRMS EYE SD OFFERINGS
10/27/1985 A093 ^OPPONENTS KNOW EACH OTHER WELL
8/05/1991 A012 5fVENDERS ARE FACES BEHIND VIDEO LOTTERY
SEE ALSO BOARD OF CHARITIES
9/07/1982 B041 CORRECTIONS BOARD OKS BUDGET INCREASE
12/08/1982 C051 SD BOARD RECOMMENDS BUILDING PRISON TO EASE PEN
5/06/1983 C041 PRESHO MAN NAMED TO US CORRECTIONS BOARD
11/16/1983 C014 DEPARTMENT WANTS MORE TRUSTIES AT PARK
1/18/1984 D031 CORRECTIONS BOARD SUPPORTS JANKLOW PLAN
5/07/1985 B015 EX-REGENT ROST NAMED TO CORRECTIONS BOARD
9/30/1986 A092 SD CORRECTIONS OFFICERS ELECTED
1/16/1988 C012 GOVERNOR BACKS PLAN TO SPLIT BOARD
2/05/1988 C012 PANEL APPROVES SPLITTING OF BOARD
2/18/1988 B016 TO VOTE ON SPLITTING OF BOARD
3/12/1988 coil BOARD SELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
8/07/1988 E012 ^CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS LOOK TO CHANGE
9/16/1988 A083 REORGANIZATION MEANS BETTER STATE SERVICE (L)
9/22/1988 C031 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ENDORSES BOARD SPLIT
10/02/1988 EOll FOUR RESIDENTS JOIN CORRECTIONS BOARD
10/08/1988 C023 JfGOVERNOR WORRIED ABOUT VOTE ON BOARD
10/16/1988 A121 OVERHAUL WOULD HELP CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS (ED)
10/19/1988 C016 DIVIDING BOARD PLEASES HOSPITAL, SCHOOL OFFICIALS
10/23/1988 A153 BOARD CHANGE LONG OVERDUE (L)
11/13/1988 E012 CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS RE-ORGANIZATION UNDER WAY
11/30/1988 C015 CHARITIES, CORRECTIONS RE-ORGANIZATION WON'T BE EASY
2/28/1989 C025 CHARITIES-CORRECTIONS SPLIT APPROVED
3/02/1989 C026 BILLS SPLITTING DEPARTMENT PASS SENATE
6/07/1989 A012 ^PRISON 'WATCHDOG' PLANNED
6/11/1989 coil DELANO TO SPEAK TO WOMEN'S NETWORK
6/18/1989 C016 DELANO--PRISONS NEED BEDS
7/04/1989 coil 5 PEOPLE APPOINTED TO ADVISORY BOARD
12/17/1989 A043 DEMOCRAT LEADER CRITICIZES CORRECTIONS FAILURE
1/10/1990 C012 ESCAPE PROMPTS RECORDS REORGANIZATION
1/17/1990 C012 3fJUVENILES NEGLECTED THIS TERM
9/20/1990 C036 CORRECTIONS PANEL TO MEET IN RAPID CITY
1/25/1991 C051 CORRECTIONS TALKS COULD RESUME
1/28/1991 BOll STATE NEGOTIATING FOR PRISON INDUSTRIES
3/19/1991 BOll ASSOCIATION TO MEET IN ABERDEEN
6/03/1991 C031 OFFICIAL DETAILS PLANS FOR CORRECTIONS FACILITY
6/07/1991 C022 ORDINANCE WILL ALLOW CORRECTIONAL CENTER
7/25/1991 A096 PUBLIC INPUT SOUGHT ON FACILITY
8/23/1991 C031 PENNIGNTON OFFICIALS OK CORRECTIONS SITE
8/30/199T C03r PRISON COULD OPEN SOUTH OF RAPID CITY
9/18/1991 A012 MINORITY JOBS EDGE UPWARD AT PRISONS
11/17/1991 E032 ^OFFICIALS TRADE WORDS IN CORRECTIONS FLAP
12/18/1991 C031 PRISON OFFICIALS RECONSIDERING REGIONAL JAILS
12/20/1991 C031 DURFEE TO ASSUME CORRECTIONS POSITION
1/06/1992 A012 PRIVATE FIRM ENTERS CORRECTIONS BUSINESS
2/10/1992 C035 FILLING UP CORRECTIONS CENTER MAY TAKE TIME
4/18/1992 C036 STATE PANEL ENDORSES TRUSTY PLAN FOR LIFERS
5/16/1992 D022 PRIVATELY RUN PRISONS FILL UP SLOWLY
6/15/1992 coil RAPID CITY FACILITY AT CAPACITY, REPORT SAYS
6/29/1992 C012 KJUVENILE JUSTICE CAUGHT IN CRUNCH
7/05/1992 D021 STATE SIGNS CONTRACT FOR CORRECTION CENTER
8/22/1992 D026 PRISON FACES FUND CUTS FOR JOB PROGRAMS
9/04/1992 B021 CORRECTION FACILITY PLANS MEET OPPOSITION
10/17/1992 B021 MITCHELL POSSIBLE CORRECTIONS SITE
11/19/1992 B021 MITCHELL CITY COUNCIL OK'S CORRECTION CENTER
11/29/1992 F021 PUBLIC INPUT SOUGHT ON MITCHELL CENTER
10/08/1985 A095 CORRECTIONS ASSOCIATION PRESENTS FOUR AWARDS
11/11/1987 A102 MEETING COVERAGE CRITICIZED (L)
4/04/1988 coil CORRECTIONS GROUP SETS CONFERENCE
4/16/1984 BOll 9CPRIZE-WINNING EXPERIMENT ON ACID RAIN
10/21/1984 EOll DAKOTA CORRUGATED BOX BUILDING NEW PLANT
9/11/1984 BOll KPETE'S, A PLACE TO GET LUCKY
11/03/1984 B035 PURCHASE OF AUCTION BARN COULD MEAN JOBS
4/13/1986 D022 RARE MATCHUP IN MAYOR'S RACE
1/17/1990 C025 BUYER WON'T DIVERT PATIENTS FROM CLINIC
'2/23/1,984 BOll 36THEATER TROUPE PLAYS FOR FUN
'!r0/02/1985 'A0T2 '^STAMPING OUT THE MAIL
4/06/1987 A012 KIN CORSON, ALL THE TOWN'S A STAGE
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6/11/1990 A012 XCORSON STAYS STRONG WITH HELP OF SAMPSONS
2/15/1992 A012 ^DIGGING IN FOR THE LONG HAUL
2/25/1992 C036 CORSON RESIDENTS BLAST IDEA OF HAULING THROUGH TOWN
3/05/1992 A081 PAY FOR INTERCHANGE WITH SWEETMAN FUNDS (L)
3/13/1992 AlOA PUT SWEETMAN PLAN ON 35-YEAR HOLD CD
3/22/1992 A112 CORSON RESIDENTS SHOULD ASK FOR MINING STUDY CD
3/24/1992 A022 STUDY OF PLAN TO HAUL SAND THROUGH CORSON
7/16/1992 C015 TRUCKING SAND PITS COMPANY AGAINST CORSON
7/30/1992 A012 KCORSON BUILDS SWEETMAN OPPOSITION
8/26/1992 B014 CORSON RESIDENTS PROTEST SWEETMAN'S HAULING ROUTE
9/02/1992 B013 CORSON WINS TRUCK ROUTE FIGHT
9/13/1992 A061 CORSON WAS A LOSER IN TRUCK ROUTE DISPUTE CD
7/12/1989 C022 ZR-1 CORVETTE CAN BE VIEWED TODAY
7/18/1990 C012 56PROMOTES BLACK HILLS CORVETTE CLASSIC
7/13/1991 C031 SPEARFISH TO HOST CLASSIC
7/18/1991 C012 CLASSIC CORVETTES HEADING FOR THE HILLS
7/13/1992 C021 CORVETTE CARAVAN TO HEAD FOR CAR SHOW
7/17/1992 C012 ^CORVETTES ON THE ROAD AGAIN
11/01/1988 D082 ^OFFICE REFLECTS BOSS" DEMEANOR
10/23/1984 A013 'THERE'S A LITTLE BIT OF FIRE THERE'
5/24/1990 AOll 3CARENA SIGNS COSBY FOR AUGUST SHOW
9/23/1990 F012 KTHE COS IS COMING
9/24/1990 A012 ^CHEERS FOR COS
7/16/1984 C021 KFAREWELL TO LOUD HOWARD COSELL CED)
9/27/1982 BOll WITH MARY KAY, YOU CAN WEAR ULTRA SUEDE SUITS...
4/26/1987 C013 ^TRADE OF MAKEUP MAN
11/17/1988 B012 ^TRANSFORMATIONS OF BEAUTY
2/12/1990 A071 ^CONSUMERS SEARCH FOR RIGHT MIX
^8/27/1985, B035 PIERRE.WOMAN MADE HEAD OF COUNCIL
ir/20/T991A083 COSMETOLOGY-LICENSE VIOLATORS REPRIMANDED (D
10/07/1992 B022 COSMETOLOGY OFFICE CLOSES; MONEY MISSING
2/18/1982 D013 KGRIFFIN GIVEN DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
7/27/1982 A074 COSMOPOLITAN CLUB INSTALLS OFFICERS
8/18/1982 B054 DARREL FARIS HONORED BY COSMOPOLITAN
2/16/1983 B054 COSMOPOLITANS HONOR MUCHOW
12/19/1983 B035 COSMOPOLITAN CLUB HELPS DIABETES
1/18/1984 D041 DISTINGUISHED SERVICE PRESENTATION
7/14/1984 A131 THANKS TO COSMOPOLITAN CLUB (D
1/22/1985 C035 WARREN RECEIVES COSMOPOLITAN CLUB AWARD
12/15/1986 coil CLUBS GIVE $1,001 TO DIABETES GROUP
4/15/1987 C091 OWENS COSMOPOLITAN OF THE YEAR
5/12/1987 C032 AREA SERVICE GROUPS WIN AWARDS
7/14/1987 A075 COSMOPOLITAN CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
1/18/1988 BOll CLUBS' AWARDS BANQUET ON MONDAY
1/19/1988 coil 9eSCARBR0UGH WINS SERVICE AWARD
4/27/1988 C091 ^SCHUMACHER HONORED BY CLUB
7/05/1988 A092 CITY CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS, BOARD
7/06/1988 C112 5€SMITH GETS AWARD FOR SERVICE
7/26/1988 A075 EMPIRE COSMOPOLITAN CHOOSES NEW OFFICERS
>8/31/1988 G094 CITY CLUB RECEIVES SERVICE AWARD
1/15/1989 BOll CLUBS TO HOST AWARD BANQUET
1/27/1991 BOll COSMOPOLITAN CLUBS HONOR LOCAL DOCTOR
5/04/1984 BOll IT PAYS TO LIVE IT UP
8/21/1984 A015 SD HAS THIRD-LOWEST PER CAPITA GROCERY BILL
8/23/1984 A012 COST OF LIVING INCREASES SLIGHTLY
7/18/1990 C023 5CC0ST OF LIVING INDEX
4/11/1988 A052 COSTA RICA HOLDS PLEASANT SURPRISES
12/27/1991 C032 RAPID CITY BAND TO SEND MUSIC TO COSTA RICA
7/17/1989 BOll COSTA RICANS LEARN ABOUT LIFE IN SD
5/10/1992 A081 ^ENTREPRENEURS BANK ON CITY GROWTH
8/03/1986 A061 KOWNING PROPERTY A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR SOME
10/01/1983 coil 3CC0STILL OFFERS INSIGHT INTO EATING
9/25/1989 BOll COSTNER'S WIFE TO FILM PUBLIC SERVICE NOTICE
10/27/1990 C012 COSTNER'S BROTHER MOVING TO SD
7/11/1991 A012 KHOLLYWOOD MEETS DEADWOOD
2/22/1992 C032 *HIGH-STAKES GAMING BILL PASSES
3/19/1992 C012 COSTNER TO REVAMP DEADWOOD RESORT PLANS
4/02/1992 C035 DAN COSTNER ENDS BID FOR LIQUOR LICENSE
4/06/1989 C012 K'BULL DURHAM' STAR TO FILM IN STATE
6/25/1989 F012 HUNDREDS VIE FOR BIT PARTS IN COSTNER FILM
7/09/1989 A016 RAPID CITY BOY LANDS MOVIE PART
8/03/1989 A015 *GIVES PIERRE A CHANCE TO PLAY HOLLYWOOD
8/14/1989 B015 XCOSTNER FILM REUNITES OLD BUDDIES
8/22/1989 coil KCOSTNER INVITED TO HUNT PHEASANTS
9/10/1989 F012 *FILM GIVES PIERRE SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT
9/24/1989 coil COSTNER WILL FILM EAST OF STURGIS
10/01/1989.C012^MOVIE TREATED INDIANS.FAIRLY
10/25/1989 AOll KCALL 'ARGUS LEADER' TO QUESTION COSTNER
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10/29/1989 A012 XDANCES WITH WOLVES
10/29/1989 A161 XCOSTNER'S MAGNETISM--HE BELIEVES
1/31/1990 BOll K'DANCES WITH THE WOLVES' HAILED
2/26/1990 B021 COSTNER FILM DRAWS $3.5 MILLION TO STATE
3/09/1990 BOll XCOSTNER FILM PROPS PART OF MUSEUM
10/19/1990 B012 KIN THE SPOTLIGHT
10/20/1990 A012 KSD INDIANS THRILLED BY FILM
10/21/1990 A0I2 KCOSTNER'S INSPIRED ROLE WILL REWRITE HISTORY
10/21/1990 D031 KCOSTNER PURCHASES DEADWOOD BUILDING
10/2'i/1990 BOll COSTNER, CONTINUED
10/27/1990 C012 COSTNER'S BROTHER MOVING TO SD
11/18/1990 E03I COSTNER'S HOTEL ROOM OPEN TO TOURISTS
11/21/1990 B012 KMOVIE SETS RECORD STRAIGHT--INDIANS
11/25/1990 E031 COSTNERS MAKING DONATION FOR SIOUX EXHIBIT
12/14/1990 B014 K'DANCES WITH WOLVES' WINS NATIONAL AWARD
12/16/1990 A083 KFILM HAS VIEWERS ROOTING FOR THE INDIANS (L)
; 2/01/1991 BOll COSTNER RARE HIGHLIGHT OF AWARD SHOW
2/01/1991 C033 SIOUX HISTORY FEATURED AT PIERRE ART GALLERY
2/06/1991 C033KDEADWOOD COMMISSION OK'S COSTNER CASINO
3/02/1991 C032 COSTNER CHECKS OUT DEADWOOD CASINO
3/10/1991 E033 CASINO GETS TEMPORARY LICENSE
3/16/1991 AOll COSTNER WINS AWARD FOR 'DANCES' DIRECTION
3/21/1991 B036 COSTNER GETS AWARD
3/24/1991 C035 CASINO BUILDING TO BE REBUILT, RESTORED
3/26/1991 A012 KCOSTNER'S MOVIE WINS 7 OSCARS
4/01/1991 C032 KIN SAYS CASINO IS VISION
5/15/1991 C031 REMODELING APPROVED FOR COSTNER CASINO
6/14/1991 A015 KCOSTNER'S 'ROBIN HOOD' DEBUTS ON TWO SCREENS
,6/15/1991 A052 KKEVIN COSTNER NOT SUITED TO 'ROBIN HOOD' ROLE
6/23/1991 C033 KCOSTNER CASINO TO OPEN SOON
8/16/1991 C032 KNOT ALL SHARE IN 'DANCES' GLOW
12/04/1991 C032 COSTNER PROPOSES DEADWOOD HOTEL
9/19/1992 C021 COSTNER GIVES TOUR OF PROPOSED PROJECT
10/22/1992 BOll KCOSTNER MIXES HUNT WITH BUSINESS TRIP
10/23/1992 B022 COSTNERS SAY PLANS DEPEND ON SUPPORT
11/22/1992 F016 KCOSTNER REVEALS CASINO PLANS
10/07/1983 BOll JANET MOGEN HAS DESIGNS ON THE PLAY
2/11/1982 C013 KFROM 4-H TO MOLIERE
7/16/1982 C012 KHERE'S LOOKING AT YOU, KID
3/18/1988 B012 KCONFINING COSTUMES
10/31/1992 B012 KEAGLE IN THE MAKING
2/20/1992 C031 MAN SENTENCED FOR SHOOTING MOTHER
3/27/1985 coil FOR 30 YEARS, COTTON ANSWERS THE CALL
5/20/1990 C031 KTWO VIE FOR DISTRICT 16 REPUBLICAN NOMINATION
2/20/1983 A015 FARM RECESSION AFFECTS STATE REP
10/09/1983 C041 US GOVERNMENT SUES STATE REPRESENTATIVE
3/08/1984 C052 3 ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY FOR STATE LEGISLATURE
7/04/1984 D031 CANDIDATE DECIDES NOT TO REQUEST RECOUNT
7/13/1984 coil LAWMAKER RESIGNS JOB IN HOUSE
7/17/1984 B015 COTTON NAMED,TO POST AS AG DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
2/05/1989 A012 KDENIES USING CLOUT TO FILL SDSU JOB
5/10/1982 A012 KGOOD FORTUNES COME TO COTTONWOOD SD
11/20/1988 A012 CENSUS SLIGHTS ON SD TOWN
5/31/1987 B022 FOREST SERVICE PLANTS COTTONWOODS
11/11/1991 A021 KVETS FOUND COMFORT, HORROR IN MEMORIAL
6/16/1984 C031 COUCH IS NEW YANKTON COLLEGE PRESIDENT
8/31/1984 C035 NEW YANKTON COLLEGE PRESIDENT TO BEGIN JOB
11/16/1992 B012 KNEW ARENA PROMOTER IN KISS MUSIC MODE FOR NOW
2/21/1982 D041 KSTEPS TOWARD FAMILY UNITY
5/05/1982 D075 SHAFF COUNSELOR OF THE YEAR
5/19/1982 D055 DARRELL BORGEN--COUNSELOR OF THE YEAR
5/15/1983 BOll KCOUNSELORS GUIDE AREA RESIDENTS THROUGH CAREERS
8/08/1983 B013 KCOUNSELOR DRAWS ON OWN PAST TO HELP STUDENTS
1/07/1984 C023 CONSIDER THESE QUESTIONS FOR A CONFLICT (L)
4/27/1984 BOll KSUCCESS IS MORE THAN CLIMBING A LADDER
4/28/1984 C013 KPLATEAUING TAKES VIGOR OUT OF LIFE
4/29/1984 N061 KCSECTION 6) CAREER COUNSELOR STARTED
4/30/1984 C012 COUNSELOR FINDS REASSURING WORDS FOR NEW STUDENTS
5/02/1984 C114 KCOUNSELOR OF THE YEAR
6/11/1984 coil COUNSELING BRINGS RELIEF FOR FAMILIES
10/07/1984 C051 COUNSELING WILL OFFER ALTERNATIVE
9/13/1985 C013 KCOUNSELOR EXAMINES PARENTS' GRIEF
9/18/1985 BOll KPARENTS' PROBLEMS RIPPLE OUT TO CHILDREN
4/27/1986 N071 (HEALTH) KMAN TURNS FROM COACH TO COUNSELOR
7/24/1986 C013 BOARD TO PRESENT CRISIS COUNSELING SESSION
12/09/1986 A072 KCOUNSELORS STRESS HOLIDAY PLANNING
*'^12/23/1986 COrS- n^O'DOUSE YOUTHS'"^INTEREST IN FIRE
1/18/1987 A041 EXPERTS SAY TALKING CAN SAVE LIVES
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SUBJECT
COUNSELING
COUNSELING ABUSE
COUNSELORS
COUNTERFEIT
COUNTIES-IA
COUNTIES-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/06/1987 BGIA. TEENS, PROBLEMS HAVE CHANGED
A/2G/1988 CG93 *AXTELL PARK COUNSELOR HONORED BY PEERS
7/28/1988 AG91 COUNSELORS HAVE ROLES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
9/GA/1988 EGll COLLEGE PLANS CLASS ON STRESS
9/G6/1988 AG91 JOHNKE TO SERVE IN COUNSELOR ASSOCIATION
9/17/1988 AG73 BANKS DONATE FURNITURE TO COUNSELING SERVICE
lG/16/1988 BG12 COUNSELING PROGRAM ON FAMILIES OF INMATES
A/13/1989 CGll COUNSELOR TO SPEAK ON BROKEN HEARTS
6/G6/1989 AG55 YOUNGSTERS AFRAID OF FAILURE, EXCLUSION
6/26/1989 AG72 ^SURVIVING SUICIDE
12/15/1989 AG12 ^COUNSELOR PATTERNS RESPONSES AFTER DEAR ABBY
2/12/199G BG23 TO OFFER COUNSELING FOR DRUG VIOLATIONS
3/11/199G EG12 ^COUNSELING BUSINESS BOOMS
3/23/199G A1G3 ^COUNSELING STAFF QUALITY ASSURANCE STANDARDS
A/G5/199G AG8A COUNSELING SERVICES DECLINE (L)
8/2G/199G AG52 ROUTINE MEDICAL :EXAMS::N0W ;INCLUDE COUNSELING :
9/G2/199G N121 KCOMMUNITY GROUPS PROVIDE SERVICES, COUNSELING
9/1G/199G BG12 96INSPIRED BY HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELOR
12/2A/199G CG12 *LEGISLATOR TO PROPOSE GAMBLING HELP
12/29/199G AG52 ^PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES JOINS HANDS WITH SEMINARY
1/22/1991 CG15 GULF WAR WILL TEST KIDS' PSYCHES
2/1A/1991 BG15 3CC0UNSEL0R HELPS WED HAPPINESS, MARRIAGE
2/21/1991 CGll WORKSHOP FOCUSES ON GAMBLING
3/G1/1991 CG32 WAR FAMILIES AMONG TOPICS AT CONFERENCE
3/G3/1991 CGll COUNSELING ABOUT WAR TOPIC OF CONFERENCE
A/21/1991 N131 ^PROBLEMS OF TODAY NOT KID'S STUFF
A/2G/1992 BG21 AGENCY SEEKS FMHA LOAN FOR YOUTH CENTER
DGll CLIENT'S SPOUSE SUES RC COUNSELOR
7/17/1992 CG22 TREATMENT CENTER PLANS SPUR CONCERN
8/13/1992 BG26 SCHOOLS FACE BIG COUNSELOR SHORTAGE
9/25/1992 BG12 COUNSELING INTEREST GROWS AT SEMINARY
lG/25/1992 EG12 36COUNSELING OFFERS HOPE FOR DEBTORS
11/G9/1992 AG12 ^COUNSELING HELPS KIDS COPE IN '9GS
11/G9/1992 AG51 COUNSELORS SEE CHANGING ATTITUDE
ll/lA/1992 BG22 MONEY WOES SNAG PROPOSED CENTER
1/26/199G CGAl COUNSELING ABUSE MEASURE ADVANCES
A/17/1985 BG21 COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
2/G2/1988 CGAl COUNSELORS LOBBY FOR LICENSE REQUIREMENT
lG/19/1989 CGA5 BILL WOULD TOUGHEN COUNSELING RULES
1/2G/199G CG22 COUNSELOR LICENSES PROPOSED
7/13/199G CG3A TRIAL DATE SET IN CASE AGAINST PSYCHOLOGIST
7/16/199G CG32 WOMAN DROPS LAWSUIT AGAINST PSYCHOLOGIST
11/1G/199G CG12 JURY CONVICTS SISSETON EX-COUNSELOR IN SEX CASE
8/29/1982 BGAl COUNTERFEIT BILL TURNS UP AT STORE
9/17/1982 CGll COUNTERFEIT $1G BILL PASSED AT RESTAURANT
8/25/1983 CGll *TEEN-AGE BOY ARRESTED FOR COUNTERFEITING
8/26/1983 CGll COUNTERFEIT BILLS CASE TO JUVENILLE COURT
,7/29/1988 CG16 MAN HELD IN BOGUS BILLS CASE
7/3G/1988' CGll' SUSPECT LINKED TO 1A7 FAKE BILLS
12/G6/1989 CGA2 PHOTOCOPIER PLAN COSTS HURON COUNTERFEITER
2/2A/199G CG51 CANTON MAN IS CHARGED WITH PASSING COUNTERFEIT BILL
3/26/199G CG21 HURON MAN SENTENCED IN COUNTERFEIT CRIME
8/22/1987 AG15 *IOWA TOWN CONSIDERS JUMPING COUNTY LINE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COUNTIES, COUNTY GOVT
1/13/1982 BGA3 SUIT SEEKS RETURN OF STATE'S ATTORNEY'S FEE
1/29/1982 CG51 HOUSE PASSES BILL TO SPLIT COUNTIES
2/G7/1982 BGAl MEADE COUNTY FINALLY GETS MONEY BACK
A/17/1982 BG31 INDIAN SUIT EXPECTED IN FEW MONTHS
5/31/1982 BG51 TODD COUNTY WILL PROCEED WITH ELECTION
6/18/1982 CG53 TODD COUNTY WINS HOME RULE
7/G7/1982 CG71 *TRIPP COUNTY LEGAL FEES NOT WORTH--MEIERHENRY
9/12/1982 BG7A JUDGE TO SET TRIAL DATE IN TOBIN CASE
1G/G8/1982 AG12 2 SD COUNTIES' INCOME LOWEST IN NATION
11/G5/1982 CG35 SHANNON CO VOTERS BACK HOME RULE
11/19/1982 CGAl COUNTIES DON'T WANT STATE ROAD CARE DUTIES
12/2A/1982 CG31 TRIPP, TODD COUNTIES SHARE OFFICIALS
2/G7/1983 AG15 MORE POVERTY SINCE 197G IN 3A SD COUNTIES
A/G3/1983 CG31 CENTENNIALS WERE A SPUR
5/17/1983 BGA2 VIEWS MIXED ON NEW COUNTY GOVERNMENT
7/15/1983 CGIA VOTERS WILL DECIDE HILLS SUBDISTRICT MEMBERSHIP
8/1A/1983 CG31 JfBOOK TELLS WHY DOUGLAS COUNTY IS A GIANT (YEAGER)
lG/15/1983 CG35 JUDGE WILL DECIDE LEGALITY OF COUNTY MERGER
11/G6/1983 AG15 INDIANS, STATE DISAGREE ON BORDER
12/3G/1983 BG13 JUDGE UPHOLDS CONSOLIDATION OF PINE RIDGE
. -8/26/198A..EG 11 .MINER, COUNTY, FORMS DEVELOPMENT GROUP
• 8/17/1985 T:G33 PANEL REAPFIRMS COUNTY CONSOLIDATION
9/19/1985 CG12 KJANKLOW SEEKS MORE MONEY FOR COUNTIES
9/26/1985 CGAl CUSTER MAN GETS COUNTY POST
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COUNTIES^SD
COUNTY COMMISSION
COUNTY CONVENTION
COUNTY EMPLOYEES
COUNTY FARM
COUNTY GOVT-BHO
COUNTY GOVT-BRO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/28/1985 AlOl SOME ANSWERS FOR OUT COUNTIES, TOWNS
10/10/1985 C023 27 COUNTIES ELIGIBLE FOR DIASTER LOANS
11/18/1985 B015 TRIBE ASKS COURT TO REVIEW COUNTY MERGER
11/19/1985 B021 TRIBE ASKS COURT TO REVIEW COUNTY MERGER
1/1A/I986 A012 56FOOD STAMPS FAIL TO REACH SD NEEDY
1/15/1986 B021 DEMOCRATS--INCREASE MONEY GIVEN TO COUNTIES
1/28/1986 C021 COURT ALLOWS CONSOLIDATION OF 2 COUNTIES
2/06/1986 C033 TO KEEP $2 WHEEL TAX FOR COUNTIES
7/25/1987 C012 COUNTY BIG ON BEING SMALLEST
7/27/1987 C016 5 COUNTIES GET MOST OF FUND FOR POOR
8/11/1987 A012 LEGISLATOR FORESEES AN 8-COUNTY STATE
8/12/1987 A081 COUNTY CONSOLIDATION WORTH CONSIDERING (ED)
8/19/1987 A083 COUNTY GOVERNMENTS SAVE PEOPLE MONEY (L)
8/23/1987 A112 BIGGER MAY NOT BE BETTER
8/25/1987 C033KTOP COUNTIES IN POPULATION GAIN
9/15/1987 C021MrCKELS0N—COUNTY-STATE LIAISON ESSENTIAL
9/27/1987 AlOl COUNTY UPDATE MOVE GETS WELCOME (ED)
10/IA/I987 BOIA II COUNTIES VIOLATE CASH BALANCE LAW
12/1A/1987 B033 LARGER COUNTIES PROSPER MOST
1/29/1988 C041 SENATOR PUSHES FOR CATASTROPHIC LEGAL FUND
2/02/1988 A012 ^NATION'S POOREST COUNTIES IN SD
2/10/1988 A081 IF IT WORKS, LEAVE IT ALONE (L)
8/11/1988 COIA 31 COUNTIES DECLARED DROUGHT DISASTER
7/28/1989 A081 REDUCE SD COUNTY SEATS (L)
8/16/1989 A081 CLOSING COURTHOUSES WOULDN'T SAVE TAXES (L)
10/12/1989 coil COUNTIES RECEIVED $1.6 MILLION FOR LANDS
1/20/1991 A07A MERGER PROPOSALS HOLD GREAT POTENTIAL (L)
7727/1991 .A015 JCSD COUNTIES DEAL WITH POVERTY
9/18/1991 C012 COUNTIES TOLD TO PURSUE LOTTERY FUNDS
9/19/1991 C012 COUNTIES REJECT MICKELSON'S SALES TAX PROPOSAL
1/02/1992 C03I COUNTY GROUP HIRES 1ST EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
2/08/1992 C032 BILL ENABLES COUNTIES TO SHARE LEGAL COSTS
3/30/1992 coil PRESSLER REQUESTS DISASTER DESIGNATION
A/03/1992 A012 EMPLOYMENT GAINS SKIP FARM COUNTRY
A/17/1992 A013 7 COUNTIES LACK RACIAL MIX
A/19/1992 B012 COUNTIES CONSIDER REGIONAL 911 SERVICE
5/13/1992 C012 TAX REPLACEMENT SPLIT PRODUCES WINNERS, LOSERS
5/18/1992 C022 SEARCHING FOR SITES TO HOUSE TROUBLED JUVENILES
6/0A/1992 C022 11 COUNTIES SEEK DROUGHT ASSISTANCE
6/1A/1992 F026 COUNTIES MULL SHARED WASTE SITE
6/25/1992 coil OFFICIALS WRAP UP DAMAGE ESTIMATES IN WAKE OF FLOOD
6/27/1992 DOll GOVERNOR DECLARES COLTON, 6 COUNTIES DISASTER AREAS
9/03/1992 B012 KHANSON COUNTY LAST IN LOTTERY TERMINALS
11/09/1992 BOII EMPLOYERS GET EDGE IN FOUR COUNTIES
SEE COUNTY GOVT
9/I8/I98A BOll COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ATTEND CONVENTION
12/28/1988 C021 COUNTY EMPLOYEES TO GET 3'/. RAISES
2/05/1991 C012 HOUSE KILLS ARBITRATION BILL
5/28/1991 C031'COUNTY EMPLOYEES WANT MIDYEAR RAISES
2/13/1986 A012 COUNTY FARM ONCE WELCOMED SOCIETY'S OUTCASTS
10/11/1991 C032 BON HOMME SAYS TRIAL COSTS ESCALATING
6/22/1982 BOAl BROOKINGS COUNTY TO COUNTER MEDICAL LAWSUITS
9/07/1982 BOIA COUNTY WON'T CHALLENGE SUIT BY HOSPITAL
9/16/1982 C051 BROOKINGS WILL HELP POOR
5/25/198A C042 BROOKINGS CO LOSES FEDERAL PAYMENT
5/31/1989 C091 BROOKINGS CO TO REVIEW ACCOUNTING METHODS
6/02/1989 C091 BROOKINGS OFFICIAL WARNS ABOUT OVERESTIMATIONS
6/28/1989 C091 RECOUNT SHOWS RIX IS IN COMMISSION RACE
8/15/1989 D033 RIX WILL APPEAL RESULTS OF COMMISSION ELECTION
2/06/1986 C031 COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ASK FOR CUTS
7/I3/I986 C02I BROOKINGS COUNTY BOARD ADOPTS DRAINAGE RULE
9/03/1987 C091 COUNTY DEBATES USE OF LEFTOVER FEDERAL FUNDS
10/20/1987 C093 COUNTY TO KEEP JUVENILES OUT OF JAIL
8/09/1989 C021 TO APPEAL RECORDS DISPUTE
1/18/1990 C021 OFFICIALS SUSPECT ERROR IN AUDITOR'S FIGURES
1/25/1990 C021 MAY.RESPOND TO COUNTY WAGE FREEZE
1/26/1990 C021 COUNTY SEEKS RULING ON ACCOUNTING ERROR
1/31/1990 C021 WORKERS GET RAISES
2/19/1990 C021 JUDGE ORDERS COUNTY TO OPEN BIDS AGAIN
3/07/1990 C021 COUNTY PLANS TO OPT OUT OF TAX FREEZE
3/08/1990 C021 AUDITOR ASKS FOR MONEY BACK
9/19/1990 C023 COUNTY STUDIES 25 PERCENT CUTS
9/25/1990 C021 JUNE VOTE TO DETERMINE BROOKINGS BUDGET FATE
6/08/1990 C033 BROOKINGS TO MAKE $1 MILLION CUT
i 6/1671998 .C036 OFFICIAL CALLS,FOR CUTS NOW
7/09/1990 C03I BROOKINGS REFUSES PAY RAISES, JAIL EXPANSION
7/27/1990 C031 COMMISSIONERS WANT TO HIRE DEPARTMENT HEADS
8/23/1990 C023 CUTS WILL HURT KIDS, ELDERLY
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SUBJECT
COUNTY 60VT-BR0
COUNTY GOVT-BUT
COUNTY GOVT-CLA
COUNTY GOVT-COD
COUNTY GOVT-COR
COUNTY GOVT-CUS
ftieOUNTYifGOVT^^AV-
COUNTY GOVT-DEU
COUNTY GOVT-DOU
COUNTY GOVT-EDM
COUNTY GOVT-GRA
COUNTY GOVT-GRE
COUNTY GOVT-HAA
COUNTY GOVT-HUG
COUNTY GOVT-KIN
COUNTY GOVT-LAK
COUNTY GOVT-LAW
COUNTY GOVT-LEN
COUNTY GOVT-LIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/11/1990 C031
11/08/1990 C033
12/31/1990 B031
1/11/1991 C033
5/28/1991 C031
6/28/1991 C031
7/2^/1991 C033
9/27/1991 C031
10/28/1991 B034
8/18/1992 B021
8/26/1992 B025
A/09/1984 COAl
1/24/1985 C051
3/18/1992 C031
3/19/1992 C03r
4/18/1992 C031
6/02/1992 C021
6/04/1992 C021
5/28/1982 C031
7/10/1983 C071
2/03/1985 coil
7/18/1990 C031
3/20/1991 C033
4/18/1991 C033
10/29/1990 C031
9/08/1991 C012
,12/31/1990 B031
?^?'m2!/05/^1982 SC051
8/11/1983 C041
10/15/1984 C044
7/20/1987 C021
1/04/1992 C031
11/29/1992 F021
4/18/1992 C031
7/03/1983 B061
3/14/1989 A015
3/23/1989 C012
4/14/1983 con
1/07/1989 C012
8/02/1983 B052
12/20/1986 C052
4/09/1991 B033
7/17/1989 B016
5/13/1991 C032
1/09/1992 C031
10/22/1992 B021
7/21/1983 C031
3/27/1984 C042
: =^/30/1985 'C031'
10/26/1985 C021
12/31/1985 C025
3/30/1986 C021
8/18/1987 C041
8/28/1987 C012
9/26/1989 C023
1/26/1990 C022
6/16/1990 C033
6/15/1992 C022
10/25/1992 A012
1/03/1990 con
10/13/1986 A012
7/03/1987 C012
2/28/1990 C023
4/01/1990 An3
5/01/1990 C026
5/02/1990 C021
6/27/1990 C033
7/12/1990 C031
7/14/1990 C031
7/25/1990 C032
7/27/1990 C034
9/06/1990 C031
9/12/1990 C016
12/05/1990 C031
V; : .w^/21/imi- AOIZ;
' 1718/1992 C032
1/26/1992 A012
4/08/1992 C012
FAMILY TO FOOT BILLS FOR POOR RELATIVES
BROOKINGS VOTERS OUST 2 INCUMBENTS
FORMER COUNTY WORKER SUING FOR BACK PAY
LONGTIME AUDITOR LEAVES OFFICE TODAY
COUNTY EMPLOYEES WANT MIDYEAR RAISES
$345,000 HIKE SOUGHT FOR COUNTY LANDFILL
XCROP-DUSTER BUILDING OWN RUNWAY
COUNTY REJECTS PLAN TO MAINTAIN MEMORIAL
RESIDENTS BALK AT PAYING TRANSPLANT BILL
BROOKINGS COUNTY, UNION OK CONTRACT
COUNTY BOARD CHANGES INDIGENT BURIAL POLICY
BUTTE COUNTY OFFICIAL RESIGNS AFTER STAFF CUT
OFFICIAL SHOULDN'T BE REMOVED
BUTTE COUNTY SEEKS LOANS TO PAY ITS BILLS
BUTTE COUNTY WILL GET LOAN TO PAY BILLS
BUTTE COUNTY CUTS PART-TIME WORK FORCE .
CLAY COUNTY VOTERS TO CONSIDER ADDING TWO
CLAY COUNTY VOTES TO EXPAND COMMISSION
CODINGTON COUNTY REJECTS INMATE'S TRANSFER
CODINGTON COUNTY WILL VOTE ON APPRAISAL PLAN
*TAX FUED BREWS HOTTER IN WATERTOWN
COUNTY REVERSES TAX-FREEZE VOTE
COUNTY COMMISSION APPROVES SMOKING BAN
COUNTY TURNS DOWN LAND FARMING OPERATION
CORSON COUNTY EARNS FEDERAL DESIGNATION
^JURISDICTION SPLITS RESERVATION, COUNTY
CUSTER COUNTY OFFICIALS POSTPONE WILDFIRE RULINGS
COMMISSIONER WANTS FUND TO PAY POOR'S BILLS
DAVISON WILL TEST COURTHOUSE ASBESTOS LEVELS
GROUP WORKS TO LIMIT COUNTY SPENDING
COUNTY CONSIDERS PUBLIC DEFENDER
FURNITURE RENOVATION SAVES COUNTY $7,000
PUBLIC INPUT SOUGHT ON MITCHELL CENTER
DEUEL COUNTY PLACES BOUNTY ON GOPHERS
DOUGLAS COUNTY EMPLOYEES SUE FOR RETIREMENT PLAN
*DOUGLAS COUNTY MAY PULL PLUG ON HOSPITAL
EDMUNDS LACKS FUNDS FOR DOWNING TRIAL
GRANT COUNTY LAWSUIT DISMISSED
KGREGORY COUNTY BOARD TO SUE MEMBER
HAAKON DEPUTY'S JOB GETS CUT FROM BUDGET
RESPONDS TO STINK ABOUT HOG OPERATION
COUNTY STUDYING FULL-TIME ATTORNEY POST
KINGSBURY EXEMPTS ITSELF FROM TAX FREEZE
COMMISSIONERS AGREE TO STUDY ASSESSMENTS
LAKE COUNTY OFFICAL URGES TAX REFORM
LAKE COUNTY BOARD REJECTS LAND SALE
LAWRENCE COUNTY APPEALS RULING ON SHARED PAYMENTS
HIGH COURT WILL HEAR COUNTY-STATE DISPUTE
COMMISSION SAYS FEDERAL PAYMENTS BELONG TO COUNTY
LAWRENCE COUNTY OFFICES MOVE AFTER 80 YEARS
WANTS SHARE OF STATE'S GOLD TAX
COUNTY TO CHARGE FOR USE OF ITS RESCUE TEAM
COUNTY SEEKS CHANGE ON GOLD TAX
COUNTY WANTS RULING ON MINING MORATORIUM
SPEARFISH WANTS COUNTY SEAT
COUNTY MIGHT AMEND ORDINANCE ON MINING
COUNTY COMMISSION TO VOTE ON 911 PLAN
LAWRENCE COUNTY ELECTED OFFICIALS REQUEST RAISE
XSOUTH OF 57TH STREET, SOME MISS BENEFITS OF CITY
LENNOX MAN ELECTED COUNTY BOARD CHAIR
5fSF MAY LIMIT LINCOLN COUNTY CUSTOMERS
COUNTY'S PLAN TO PURCHASE AIRPORT
RIKANSRUD DECLINES TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
LINCOLN, MINNEHAHA COUNTIES SHOULD MERGE (L)
COUNTY TO FILL VACANCY
36EX-LEGISLATOR FILLS COUNTY POST
XTRIALS PUT LINCOLN IN RED
BUILDING PERMIT PLAN TARGETS FARM STRUCTURES
COMMISSIONERS MIGHT PUMP UP RELIEF BUDGET
COMMISSIONERS TABLE LIQUOR LICENSE REQUEST
LARSGAARD JOINS RACE FOR COUNTY COMMISSION
GROWTH IN LINCOLN HELPS BUDGET REMAIN SAME
LINCOLN WON'T PAY FOR STUDY
LINCOLN PRESENTS PAY-RAISE PLANS
LINCOLN;COUNTY PARESiPRORERTV TAXES
PARAMEDIC HIRED TO OVERSEE 911 SYSTEM SETUP
*COUNTY OFFICIAL ENJOYS THE FRICTION OF DEBATE
XCOYOTE-KILLING DEVICE REMAINS LEGAL
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SUBJECT
COUNTY GOVT-LIN
COUNTY GOVT-MCO
COUNTY GdVT-MEA
COUNTY GOVT-MEC
COUNTY GOVT-MIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/09/1992 C022 LINCOLN COUNTY DISSOLVES DISTRICTS
A/29/1992 AGI5 KPCB PLANT TURNED AWAY
5/25/1992 CG2I *FOUR VIE FOR POSTS ON COUNTY BOARD
5/27/1992 CG21 *7 CANDIDATES SEEK COUNTY BOARD POST
8/23/1992 HG55 LINCOLN LEADERS, SERVICES
9/19/1992 AGI2 MOELLER TRIAL TO RAISE PROPERTY TAX
lG/29/1992 BG22 ^LINCOLN COUNTY INSTALLS ENHANCED 911 SYSTEM
ll/GA/1992 BG21 ^LINCOLN COUNTY VOTERS RESTRUCTURE COMMISSION
11/G5/1992 BGI6 CANTON MEN WIN POSITIONS
II/G8/1992 Alll LINCOLN COUNTY IS FORGETTING NORTHERNERS (L)
11/1G/I992 AG82 WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF COUNTIES MERGE (L)
II/12/I99G BG12 SMALL TOWNS PAY HIGH PRICE FOR JUSTICE
5/G6/1991 CG12 SHOOTING DEPLETES MCCOOK BUDGET
5/17/1991 CG33 WAYS TO PAY COSTS FOR STURGIS RALLY
7/G5/1992 DG16 911 ACCESS ON WAY FOR MCCOOK COUNTY
1/G6/1982 CG31 MINNEHAHA COUNTY OFFICIAL PAPERS PICKED , .
1/G6/19821C0A1SF MAN NEW. COMMISSION CHAIRMAN
2/G3/1982 CG33 COUNTY BACKS CITY ON INTEREST RATE ISSUE
2/10/1982 C031 XWOMEN TO RUN FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS
3/G3/1982 CG31 KSTUDENT REGISTER OF DEEDS CANDIDATE
3/G3/1982 CG33 COUNTY OFFICIALS GET 6 PERCENT PAY BOOST
3/1A/1982 BGAl KWOMAN RUNNING FOR REGISTOR OF DEEDS
3/27/1982 CG23 BOARD WASTING $1 MILLION ON COMPUTER (L)
A/G3/I982 BGAI *BARKER, SCHIRMER SEEK COUNTY JOB
A/G7/1982 BGA2 9 RUNNING FOR COUNTY COMMISSION
A/28/1982 BG31 COUNTY AGREES TO PAY HOSPITAL BILL
5/25/1982 AG12 AUDITOR OMITTED NEPHEW'S NAME ON BALLOTS
5/26/1982 CG61 COUNTY LOBBYIST SAYS HE WON'T BE NEEDED SOON
5/28/1982 C031BROOKINGS WON'T APPEAL RULING
5/3G/1982 B061 ^REGISTER OF DEEDS DRAWS 5 CANDIDATES
6/G2/1982 C051 ^INCUMBENT PETERSON CUT FROM COUNTY RACE
6/G2/1982 CG61 IT'S FOKKEN VS WOLFE, YES IN DEED
7/28/1982 CG33 COUNTY EMPLOYEES MIGHT LOSE SOME INSURANCE COVERAGE
9/22/1982 CGll ^COMMISSIONER'S PLANE SWAP INVESTIGATED
9/23/1982 CGll COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DISCUSS COPTER DEAL
9/25/1982 BGll DEMOCRATS ASK COUNTY TO VOID HELICOPTER-PLANE DEAL
9/25/1982 BG21 ADVICE FROM COMMISSION ABOUT PLANES, CHOPPER (ED)
9/29/1982 CG16 MINNEHAHA PANEL OK'S HELICOPTER, PLANE SWAP
9/3G/1982 CG31 PETITION FILED AGAINST FLYNN
9/3G/1982 CG31 NIGHT COMMISSION MEETING PROPOSED
1G/G7/1982 CGll COUNTY'S PLANE FIRST ISSUE AT CHAMBER COFFEE
lG/15/1982 BGIl MORE WORK--THEN COUNTIES NEED MORE MONEY
11/G3/1982 CGIA KSCHIRMER, BARKER WIN COUNTY
11/G3/1982 CGAl INCUMBENT THOMS WINS AUDITOR'S RACE
11/GA/I982 CG71 THOMS REPRESENTS HEART OF SF
11/10/1982 CGll COUNTY COMMISSION OFFICIALLY OKS PLANE DEAL
11/2G/1982 AG12 COUNTY DEMOCRATS SUED OVER POLITICAL CARTOON
11/23/1982 BG31 PANEL TO VOTE ON ADVESTING HEARINGS
11/29/1982 CG31 COMMISSION MEETS TODAY
,12/15/I«982 CG43 COUNTY, DOESN'T ACT ON FLAG MEMORIAL REQUEST
12/22/1982 DG16 PROGRAM TO HELP YOUTHS FIND WORK
12/3G/1982 D032 HANSON, PETERSEN ATTEND LAST MEETING
1/26/1983 DG15 COMMISSION WON'T ALTER EMERGENCY DISPATCH
1/27/1983 CGA3 AMBULANCE OPERATOR SUES COUNTY
2/G7/1983 BGll MINNEHAHA CO GETS FED MONEY, OWES DEBT
2/08/1983 AG12 STUDENTS CRITICIZE MENTAL HEALTH BOARD CONDUCT
2/G9/1983 CGll ^PERSONNEL ONLY TOPIC IN COUNTY CLOSED-DOOR SESSIONS
2/G9/I983 CGII MENTAL HEALTH BOARD CHANGES WERE COMING ANYWAY
2/15/1983 CG31 COMMISSION TO DISCUSS SELLING LAND
2/16/1983 CGIA COUNTY TAX INCREASES LIKELY
2/17/1983 CG21 COUNTY BOARD IS AFRAID OF ITS OWN SHADOW (ED)
2/22/1983 BG15 COMMISSION CANDIDATE WANTS CENTRALIZED BUYING
3/G2/1983 CG51 COMMITTEE PASSES COUNTY PAY HIKES
3/G8/1983 C031 COMMISSION TO DISCUSS SPACE NEEDS
3/G9/1983 CGII WOMEN HOLD LOWEST-PAYING JOBS
3/G9/1983 CG35 COMMISSION MEETS BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
3/16/1983 CGll 2 COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
3/I6/I983 CG33 COUNTY OKS STUDY WITH CITY, SCHOOLS
3/23/1983 CG51 MOVE TO OPEN COUNTY MEETINGS FAILS
3/3G/I983 CG12 STUDY--COUNTY GOVT NEEDS UPDATING
3/31/1983 CG12 PROBLEMS SEEN IN PUTTING CO STUDY TO WORK
4/86/1983 CG31 ARCHITECT WILL DESIGN COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
4/13/1983 CG13 MINNEHAHA PLAN TO SAVE WELFARE MONEY DIDN'T WORK
4/13/1983 CG14 COUNTY OFFERS NEW DEBT-REPAYMENT PLAN
4/16/1983 BG42 STATE AUDIT FINDS ERRORS IN COUNTIES' BID TAKING
4/2G/1983 CG33 CO COMMISSION WILL REVIEW CREDENTIALS
a ?4/26i/1^983iueG31^ COUNTY. CONSIDERS ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
4/27/1983 AG12 WELFARE BILLS FALL BACK ON TAXPAYERS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
COUNTY GOVT-MIN A/27/1983 C032 56COUNTY DELAYS DECISION ON ARCHITECT
5/0A/19B3 C012 COMMISSION SAYS IT DIDN'T WRITE LETTER
5/04/1983 C012 BUDGET FOR LAWYERS' FEES SLIDE INTO RED
5/07/1983 BOll COMMISSION ORDERED TO OPEN MEETING TO PUBLIC
5/10/1983 coil COUNTY TO HIRE ARCHITECT TODAY
5/11/1983 D031 XCOUNTY BOARD WANTS WELFARE DIRECTOR CENSURED
5/11/1983 D042 COUNTY HIRES ARCHITECTURAL INC. FOR STUDY
5/18/1983 C051 COUNTY CONSIDERS ACQUIRING WALL LAKE BEACH
5/25/1983 C061 COMMISSIONERS DIVIDED OVER RESPONSIBILITY-WALL LAKE
6/01/1983 C012 BEACH RENOVATION PLAN STALLED
6/01/1983 C013 WESTERN AIRLINES SUES MINNEHAHA COUNTY
6/05/1983 C021 STUDY SHOULD PINPOINT SPACE NEEDS OF COUNTY (ED)
6/06/1983 C021 SPACE NEEDS--A LOOK AT OLD COUNTY JAIL
6/07/1983 coil COMMISSION WILL CONSIDER ZONING
6/08/1983 C061 JCPANEL HAS FUN BEFORE REJECTING PHONE SYSTEM
6/15/1983 A012 COUNTY BUDGET MAY CALL FOR TAX HIKE
6/17/1983 coil COUNTY WORKERS CLAMOR FOR COMPUTER SPACE
6/22/1983 C051 COUNTY DISCUSSES CONTRACT
6/24/1983 coil $650,000 TRIMMED FROM COUNTY BUDGET REQUESTS
6/24/1983 COl5 COUNTY SEEKS RELIEF FROM HIGH WELFARE BILLS
7/03/1983 B013 LOCAL COMPUTER SPEEDS GOVERNMENT SERVICE
7/06/1983 C035 ARCHITECTURE INC PROCEEDS WITH SPACE PLANS
7/12/1983 coil COUNTY EXPECTED TO OK $11 MILLION BUDGET
7/19/1983 C043 COMMISSION--DOUBLE BUDGET FOR COURT-APPOINTED LAWYER
7/20/1983 C013 COUNTY DOUBLES BUDGET FOR LAWYERS
8/02/1983 BOll COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS COMPUTER SYSTEM
8/07/1983 B032 SEEKS INPUT ON COUNTY BUILDING NEEDS (L)
8/10/1983 coil XSOME WOMEN LIKE TO BE HIT, COMMISSIONER SAYS
, 8 C035 COUNTY VETOES SECURITY PLAN
'B/19/T983C013 COUNTY BATTLES MEDICAL WELFARE COSTS
8/20/1983 BOll ^COUNTIES MAY GET HELP WITH MEDICAL WELFARE
8/22/1983 BOll COUNTY CONSIDERS WAY TO REDESIGN GOVERNMENT
8/24/1983 B014 THOMS WANTS TASK FORCE
8/30/1983 BOll FIRM WILL PRESENT COUNTY'S PLAN
8/31/1983 B012 ^COMMISSION STUDIES 5 EXPANSION PLANS
8/31/1983 B021 HOME RULE POTENTIAL SEEN FOR MINNEHAHA (ED)
9/11/1983 C021 JUDGE COUNTY BUILDING PLANS ON NEED (ED)
9/13/1983 BOll COMMISSIONERS WILL COMPLETE BUDGET
9/14/1983 coil COMMISSIONERS CONDUCT PUBLIC BUSINESS
9/16/1983 C021 BOARD SHOULD TIGHTEN ITS PROCEDURES (ED)
9/21/1983 BOll MEDICAL TAB FOR POOR IS LESS THAN EXPECTED
9/23/1983 coil BROWN COUNTY WORKERS PICKET COURTHOUSE
10/04/1983 BOll CO COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS WELFARE AID
10/05/1983 C015 EX-SENATOR HEADS STUDY OF COUNTY HOME RULE
10/12/1983 coil SCHIRMER SUGGESTS SELLING LAND AT WALL LAKE
10/17/1983 BOll TASK FORCE STUDIES CENTRALIZED PURCHASING
10/19/1983 A012 COMMISSIONERS VOTE TO HIRE ADMINISTRATOR
10/21/1983 C021 LET BOARD DO ITS ELECTED JOB (ED)
10/24/1983 coil NEW ADMIN POSITION GETS MIXED GREETING
'^10/24/1983 coil PROPOSED ORDINANCE GETS SECOND READING
10/24/1983 C031 ^COUNTIES HIRE ADMINISTRATORS
10/25/1983 coil PANEL WILL DISCUSS ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
10/26/1983 C012 COMMISSIONERS DECIDE SALARY AND DUTIES
10/29/1983 B015 VOTERS MAY SEE HOME RULE CHARTER ON BALLOT
11/09/1983 coil COMMISSION FILLS 2 COUNTY LEGAL JOBS
11/16/1983 coil 97 APPLY FOR COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR'S POSITION
11/23/1983 coil COUNTY PICKS 3 FINALISTS FOR JOB
11/30/1983 coil COMMISSION WILL PICK ADMINISTRATOR
11/30/1983 coil COMPUTER MOVE WILL COST COUNTY $30,000
12/06/1983 BOll PANEL WILL INTERVIEW ADMINISTRATOR CANDIDATE
12/07/1983 A016 COUNTY THINKS OF FOURTH FLOOR FOR MORE SPACE
12/07/1983 C013 ESTATE'S ATTORNEY SAYS CLOSED MEETING ILLEGAL
12/07/1983 C013 COUNTY OKS WALL LAKE PAVILION RENOVATION
12/07/1983 C041 STORING RECORDS IN WAREHOUSE COST $660
12/07/1983 C041 COMMISSION HAS FINAL INTERVIEW
12/08/1983 C021 COUNTY'S CLOSED DOOR (ED)
12/14/1983 C014 COUNTY WANTS 4TH FLOOR STUDY
12/21/1983 coil ^COMMISSIONERS PICK FROEHLICH AS ADMINISTRATOR
1/04/1984 DOll TIE VOTE DELAYS CHOICE OF NEW PANEL CHAIRMAN
1/10/1984 B031 SECOND VOTE SCHEDULED FOR COUNTY CHAIRMAN
1/11/1984 D015 FLYNN WINS CHAIRMANSHIP
1/24/1984 C033 CITY, COUNTY COULD BUY TOGETHER
2/01/1984 coil KCOUNTY SETS DEADLINE FOR EXPANSION PLANS
2/03/1984 DOll UNPAID COUNTY FINES TOTAL $1.7 MILLION
2/07/1984 B031 COUNTY COMMISSION WILL HEAR LEASING PROPOSAL
_ 2/08/1984 D012 XCOUNTY ELIMINATES 4 OF 9 SPACE PLANS
POLITICS
2/14/1984 B015 RESIDENTS CAN VOICE OPINION ON SPACE PLAN
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COUNTY GOVT-MIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/14/1984 B053
2/15/1984 0011
2/28/1984 BOll
3/07/1984 0024
3/07/1984 0031
3/07/1984 O035
3/18/1984 coil
3/20/1984 coil
3/21/1984 0015
3/23/1984 C032
3/27/1984 coil
3/27/1984 C024
3/28/1984 0011
3/29/1984 C042
4/03/1984 BOll
4/10/1984 C034
4/11/1984 0043
4/13/1984 C021
4/14/1984 A094
4/18/1984 0031
4/25/1984 0011
5/02/1984 0011
5/22/1984 C031
5/25/1984 coil
6/04/1984 coil
6/06/1984 O041
6/19/1984 B031
6/20/1984 A012
6/20/1984 0011
6/20/1984 0021
6/21/1984 coil
6/21/1984 C031
6/26/1984 B015
6/27/1984 0035
7/07/1984 BOll
7/10/1984 B015
7/11/1984 A012
7/18/1984 0011
7/22/1984 coil
7/25/1984 C015
7/29/1984 Nlll
7/30/1984 coil
8/22/1984 0015
8/29/1984 0011
9/05/1984 A015
9/05/1984 0011
9/06/1984 C015
9/12/1984 O035
9/26/1984 0014
? 10/02/1984 B013n
10/03/1984 OOll
10/03/1984 O015
10/10/1984 0036
10/17/1984 0032
10/17/1984 0041
10/23/1984 B013
10/24/1984 0041
10/31/1984 0021
10/31/1984 0043
10/31/1984 0061
11/14/1984 0012
11/20/1984 B021
11/29/1984 €021
12/03/1984 A012
12/05/1984 0011
12/12/1984 0011
12/12/1984 0014
12/19/1984 0011
12/31/1984 B014
1/03/1985 A012
1/04/1985 coil
1/04/1985 C021
1/08/1985 C035
1/09/1985 C015
1/09/1985 C033
1/09/1985 C034
rtrfirfl/l 0/1985V C044b'i
1/11/1985 C021
HOUSE COMMITTEE OK'S COUNTY BUDGETING
CITIZENS DON'T LIKE PROPOSED LOCATION
LACK OF QUORUM CANCELS COUNTY MEETING
TREASURER'S OFFICE HAS TOO MANY EMPLOYEES (L)
COUNTY WANTS TO BUY PROPERTY
MINNEHAHA COUNTY POOR FARM FOR SALE
XMAIN USES OF COUNTY PLANE
FINANCE OPTIONS TO BE EXPLORED BY COUNTY
SCHIRMER VOICES CONCERN ABOUT INMATES
SIX CANDIDATES SEEK COUNTY SEATS
COMMISSIONERS WILL TOUR NEW COMPUTER ROOM
CANDIDATES TO SUBMIT THEIR PETITIONS (L)
DECISION ON COUNTY SPACE PLAN NEAR
COUNTY WANTS COST ESTIMATE OF MOVING FIRM
COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS COUNTY OFFICE SPACE
HOME RULE TASK FORCE ADVISES COUNTY
PANEL SAYS -NO TO CHARTER FOR HOME. RULE; r:
KNEW COURTHOUSE PLAN MAKES BEST USE
COUNTY'S TASK FORCE DID ITS JOB WELL
APPROVES BONOS FOR OIL COMPANY
SPACE PLAN SHORTSIGHTED
COUNTY DELAYS SALE OF POOR FARM UNTIL 1985
COUNTY WILL DISCUSS REVENUE SHARING MONEY
COUNTY TO COMBAT FRIVOLOUS LAWSUITS
K4 CANDIDATES VIE FOR COUNTY BOARD
RENTSCHLER AND ZWEEP ADVANCE IN COMMISSION RACE
AUDIT CRITICAL OF COUNTY EQUIPMENT PURCHASE
DEPARTMENT HEADS WANT $1 MILLION MORE FOR '85
COMMISSIONERS DIDN'T INTEND TO BREAK LAW
AUDIT OF COUNTY SERIOUS (ED)
COUNTY'S BUDGET MAY RAISE HOMEOWNERS' TAXES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS REVIEWING SALARIES
COUNTY COMMISSION TO DISCUSS MONEY NEEDS
COUNTY ADVERTISING FOR EQUALIZATION DIRECTOR
COUNTY LEVY RAISES TAXES TO REPAIR ROADS
COMMISSIONERS TO VOTE ON PROVISIONAL BUDGET
HANSON WINS APPEAL TO RESTORE POSITION
FEDERAL RULES BOOST LABOR COST OF REMODELING
KCOUNTY PAY ISSUE STIRS DISSENSION
COUNTY WANTS LAND NEAR SAFETY BUILDING
5 COMMISSIONERS OVERSEE COUNTY
CITY PAY TOPS COUNTY FOR COMPARABLE JOBS
GOODELL TO REASSESS PROPERTY
DIRECTOR OFFERS NEW NAMES
COUNTY OK'S 3 PERCENT PAY HIKE
STUDY PROMPTS COUNTY PAY INCREASES
EQUALIZATION DIRECTOR'S JOB HAS 23 APPLICANTS
$12.8 MILLION BUDGET
COUNTY ADOPTS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
COMMISSION WILL CLOSE DOORS
KALLEMEYN TO COUNTY EQUALIZATION POSITION
COMMISSION PLANS '85 LOBBYING EFFORTS
COUNTY MAY SELL LAND AT FAIRGROUNDS
COUNTY NEEDS MORE STATE MONEY
DECISION ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BOARD
COMMISSION TO DISCUSS SALE OF PROPERTY
COUNTY WILL SELL POOR FARM, LIBRARY
HANSON, ZWEEP ARE TOP CANDIDATES CED)
COUNTY MAY SEEK APPLICANTS' HISTORY
KCOMMISSION CANDIATES TO STRESS PLANNING
MINNEHAHA COUNTY WILL SELL POOR FARM
CHANGE COUNTY SYSTEM FOR COMMISSION CED) ,
BARKER DESERVES CREDIT FOR PROTESTING (ED)
KTO CLOSE BOOK ON COMMISSION CAREER
OFFICIALS UNITE FOR LOBBYING LEGISLATORS
LICENSE FOR ROCK QUARRY DESPITE PROTEST
FIRM TO ASSESS FARMS IN COUNTY
COUNTY APPROVES RAISING SALARIES
NEW COUNTY ASSISTANT JOB DRAWS...
FUND EASES POOR'S MEDICAL BILLS
COUNTY OFFICIAL DRAFTS WASTE PLANS
COUNTY PAYS TOO MUCH (ED)
NEW COMMISSION TAKES OFFICE TODAY
RENTSCHLER QUESTIONS USE OF COUNTY PLANE
HANSON HAS PLAN FOR RURAL REPRESENTATION
BARKER ELECTED COMMISSION CHAIRWOMAN
COMMISSION' AWARDSrLEGAL NOTICE CONTRACTS
KBARKER A GOOD CHOICE TO HEAD BOARD (ED)
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COUNTY GOVT-MIN
?/.*> ,• ,v;_,.
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/11/1985 C0A3 COUNTY CAN SPEND LAND TAX MONEY
1/23/1985 C035 COUNTY DECIDES TO UPGRADE PLANE
1/29/1985 B031 COUNTY TO DISCUSS ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT JOB
2/06/1985 C016 COUNTY PASSES TOWNSHIP PLAN
2/20/1985 C023 TO REJOIN ALL-PURPOSE COUNCIL
2/27/1985 D013 SOME COMMISSIONERS WANT IT IN WRITING
3/06/1985 BOll DISPUTE GROUNDS AIRPLANE
3/08/1985 A081 STORY ABOUT AIRPLANE (L)
3/1A/1985 C021 COUNTY VOTES TO GIVE $5,000 TO FOUNDATION
5/22/1985 BOll COUNTY LETS OFFICIAL RESIGN
5/29/1985 B033 COUNTY AIMS TO TRIM MENTAL-HEALTH COSTS
5/31/1985 coil COUNTY CREATES COSTLY WISH LIST
6/05/1985 coil COUNTY COMMISSIONERS HIRE ASSESSOR
6/11/1985 coil COMMISSION TO DISCUSS FAIRGROUNDS LEASE
6/13/1985 coil TRY COUNTY AUCTION
6/20/1985 C015 COUNTY WANTS $2 MILLION MORE IN NEW BUDGET
6/21/1985 con 13 COUNTY DEPARTMENTS PLEAD THEIR CASES
6/26/1985 C031 COUNTY HEARS MONEY PLEAS FROM DEPARTMENTS
6/28/1985 C033 BUDGET REQUESTS WRAP UP
7/01/1985 con KWILKA'S WISH LIST INCLUDES AN INVESTIGATOR
7/03/1985 con COUNTY BUDGET CUTTING WOUNDS FAIR BOARD
7/10/1985 con OFFICIALS WANT NEW BLOOD ON BOARD
7/16/1985 C031 COURT RULING COSTS COUNTY $25,000
7/17/1985 C031 CHAIRWOMAN HAS TROUBLE STICKING TO PROCEDURE
8/1A/1985 B015 COUNTY PUTS $A0,000 RADIO PLAN ON HOLD
8/21/1985 COIA COUNTY PLANS TO REVIEW JUVENILE POLICIES
8/28/1985 B013 INVESTMENT REPORT WILL PAY DIVIDENDS
10/30/1985 BOIA COMMISSION VOTES ON PLAN
^11/06/1985 B035 MEMBERS NAMED FOR MUSEUM, PARK BOARDS
12/18/1985 BOIA MOST COUNTY EMPLOYEES TO GET RAISE
12/19/1985 A081 COUNTY GOES BY BOOK IN MAKING A TOUGH CALL (ED)
1/08/1986 con DENIES WOMAN MONEY FOR TRANSPLANT AGAIN
1/15/1986 B033 COUNTY RESIGNS ITSELF TO INSURANCE JUMP
1/29/1986 B015 COUNTY REPORTS SURPLUS
2/05/1986 A081 3CACTED PROPERLY BY REFUSING TO PAY FOR SURGERY
2/13/1986 C034 3 COUNTY OFFICIALS SEEK RE-ELECTION
2/26/1986 B021 COUNTY OK'S LAND FOR PLANNED CENTER
A/16/1986 B016 COUNTY OK'S MANDATORY SEAT-BELT USE
A/16/1986 B033 TO PLAN COUNTY'S CENTENNIAL PARTY
A/23/1986 B031 OK'S HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ORDINANCE
5/21/1986 B031 CANDIDATES CALL FOR RURAL REPRESENTATION
5/28/1986 C023 COUNTY BOARD DELAYS ACTION
6/17/1986 C033 REJECTS REQUEST FOR MOTORCYLISTS' CAMP
6/25/1986 BOll RESIDENTS ARGUE MERITS OF JAIL REHABILITATION
6/27/1986 C015 COMMISSION TO BUILD RECREATIONAL FACILITY
7/02/1986 B015 COUNTY OK'S JAIL RENOVATION, EXTENSION SALE
7/09/1986 A015 BUDGET THAT WON'T RAISE TAXES
7/09/1986 B016 JAIL VOTE MIGHT BE CONTESTED
7/15/1986 BOll COUNTY BOARD TO CONSIDER BUDGET TODAY
- 7/16/1986,. A012 COUNTY OK' S BUDGET THAT LOWERS TAXES
7/16/1986 B015 COUNTY CONSIDERS JAIL COMPROMISE
7/17/1986 C014 COUNTY BOARD WORKS ON JAIL PLAN
7/22/1986 B033 COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AGREE TO WORK ON JAIL
7/23/1986 B013 COUNTY TO PLAN JAIL'S FUTURE
7/30/1986 B023 COUNTY CONSIDERS USE OF COLISEUM
8/13/1986 BOll TURNS DOWN REQUEST FOR GRAVEL PIT
8/26/1986 B025 BOARD TO CONSIDER MUSEUM RENOVATION BIDS
9/03/1986 B022 BUYING LAND FOR EXTENSION BUILDING
9/06/1986 C021 COUNTY HIRES RETZLAFF FOR DATA PROCESSING POST
9/10/1986 A0I2 COUNTY BUDGET MEANS SAVINGS FOR TAXPAYERS
9/10/1986 BOAl COUNTY APPROVES MEDICAL GUIDELINES
9/18/1986 C021 EX-JAILER SUES SHERIFF, ADMINISTRATOR FOR FIRING
9/2A/1986 BOll COUNTY DISCUSSES PLAN TO BUY LAND
lO/lA/1986 C015 COUNTY EXPECTS BIDS FOR RENOVATION
10/29/1986 A081 2 INCUMBENTS, ZWEEP BEST BETS (ED)
10/29/1986 B015 CANDIDATES VIE FOR COUNTY SEATS
11/05/1986 con INCUMBENTS LEAD RACES IN COUNTY
12/02/1986 COIA PLANNERS OK MINING RULES
12/03/1986 B025 COUNTY JOINS HEALTH PROGRAM
12/0A/1986 A121 COUNTY MOVES RATIONALLY TOWARD REGULATION (ED)
12/09/1986 C023 TO EXAMINE PLAN FOR LEAK-PROOF STORAGE
12/17/1986 B012 ^COMMISSION OK'S QUARRY RULES
12/29/1986 A012 COUNTY FINANCIALLY FIT AS TAX TIME NEARS
12/31/1986 B013 JeTHOMS SAYS SO LONG TO COUNTY BOARD
l/OA/1987 B013 ^COMMISSIONER WANTS TO SERVE THE COUNTY
1/05/1987 A083 FOUR YEARS OF COUNTY SERVICE EDUCATIONAL (L)
1707/1987' D012 ''XSCHMIRMER TO HEAD COMMISSION AGAIN
1/27/1987 C033 COUNTY TO CONSIDER ROAD WORKER CONTRACT
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1/28/1987 B044 HIGHWAY WORKERS GET HIGHER ALLOWANCE
1/29/1987 C012 OK'S 'INNOVATRE* FISH FARM
2/03/1987 C012 PANEL OUTLINES COORDINATOR JOB
2/04/1987 BOll COUNTY UPDATES COMPUTER SYSTEM
2/04/1987 B012 COUNTY REFUSES QUARRY PERMIT
3/03/1987 C022 COUNTY TO HEAR QUARRY FIRM APPEAL
3/04/1987 B012 QUARRY DECISION POSTPONED
3/05/1987 C024 COUNTY BUYS LAND
3/15/1987 COll DECISIONS ABOUT HOW TO USE RURAL LAND
4/08/1987 C012 COUNTY COMMISSION REJECTS QUARRY APPLICATION
4/21/1987 C022 COMMISSION DEFERS QUARRY ACTION
4/29/1987 B015 COUNTY COMMISSION DELAYS NEW LAW
5/29/1987 C014 *COUNTY SURPLUS A BOUNTY FOR BARGAIN HUNTERS
6/03/1987 B031 COUNTY DEPARTMENTS OUTLINE 5-YEAR PLANS
7/17/1987 COll PANEL TO REVIEW QUARRY DECISION
7/22/1987 B012 COUNTY DELAYS ACTION ON SALE OF-PROPERTY
8/19/1987 B012 EXISTING-QUARRIES NEED RULES
8/19/1987 B014 INDIGENTS SAP COUNTY BUDGET
9/09/1987 A084 BOARDS SHUN CONSTITUENTS (L)
9/25/1987 A121 3€C0UNTY HOLDS THE LINE AGAINST INCREASES
9/26/1987 C033 KWHERE MINNEHAHA TAX MONEY GOES
9/27/1987 C043 *WHERE COUNTY GETS IT'S MONEY
10/01/1987 A016 PROPERTY TAXES TO CLIMB
10/02/1987 C033 ^OFFICIAL COUNTY BUDGET ALMOST DOUBLES
10/08/1987 B012 CORONER COSTS RAISE COUNTY CONCERN
11/08/1987 Alll LETTER'S TAX DATA INACCURATE (L)
11/08/1987 C071 LEADS IN WELLWATER PROTECTION DEVELOPMENT
11/11/1987 B012 FAMILY FIGHTS ZONING CODE TO BUILD HOME
11/18/1987 B012 COUNTY SECRETIVE ABOUT MEETING
12/23/1987 B014 COUNTY TO CONTROL ELECTED OFFICIALS
12/30/1987 B023 COUNTY DEFERS DECISION ON HIRING INVESTIGATOR
1/06/1988 A012 MEDICAL TEST PART OF COUNTY AIDS POLICY
1/06/1988 BOll RENTSCHLER TO LEAD COUNTY COMMISSION
1/20/1988 B012 COMMISSIONERS FOR LICENSE FEE INCREASE
1/21/1988 C016 COUNTY DELAYS AIDS POLICY AFTER PROTEST
1/23/1988 C014 HANSON WON'T SEEK OFFICE AGAIN
2/11/1988 C012 INVESTORS TAKE ADVANTAGE
3/17/1988 C012 NO DESIRE TO RETAIN COMMISSION JOB
7/05/1988 C013 MAY HAVE TO CUT BACK JAIL STAFF
7/30/1988 C012 CITY, COUNTY DISAGREE ON PRICE
8/01/1988 C014 HOUSING IN FARMING AREAS
8/02/1988 A012 *URGE STATE TO BEAR HEALTH COSTS
8/10/1988 A012 ^DISPUTES WILKA'S CHOICE OF INTERN
8/11/1988 A081 COUNTY SHOULD FOLLOW ITS PERSONNEL POLICY (ED)
9/07/1988 B012 COUNTY APPROVES 10 PERCENT TAX HIKE
9/22/1988 C012 STATE SHOULD PROVIDE INDIGENT CARE
9/26/1988 C012 COUNTY LEADERS MIXED ON DAKOTA PROP
9/28/1988 A015 COUNTY BOARD AMENDS RURAL ZONING
9/28/1988 C021 SHERIFF TO FIND CHEAPER AIR SERVICE
10/05/1988';C012 FEW PLEASED BY CAR DAMAGE PAYMENTS
10/15/1988 C015 COMMISSION CANDIDATES DISAGREE ON NEW TAXES
10/23/1988 COll COMMISSION UNITY A MUST
11/30/1988 C024 COUNTY WORKERS TO PAY MORE FOR INSURANCE
12/07/1988 C012 COMMISSIONERS SEE FLAW IN TAX FREEZE
12/14/1988 C021 SEEKS REIMBURSEMENT FOR YOUTH DETENTION PROGRAM
12/23/1988 C012 BOTTOM LINE LOOKS GOOD IN COUNTY
12/28/1988 C013 COMMISSIONERS ADJOURN FOR LAST TIME
1/04/1989 C023 XNEW COMMISSIONER HAS ROUGH START
1/06/1989 A015 HESITANT TO BACK TAX-FREEZE PLAN
1/07/1989 COll COUNTY DOESN'T TAKE STAND ON TAX FREEZE
1/11/1989 C014 COUNTY BOARD DIVIDES DUTIES
1/18/1989 C012 COUNTY REJECTS TAX-FREEZE PLAN
1/23/1989 B012 ^MEETINGS CUT DOWN ON GOLF TIME
1/25/1989 C015 COUNTY SPEAKS OUT AGAINST FARMLAND BILL
2/01/1989 C012 KCOUNTY HALTS ADVERTISING IN ITS BUILDING
3/02/1989 C015 *FR0EHL1CH TO LEAVE POSITION WITH COUNTY
3/08/1989 C016 NUMBER OF CONSTABLES CAUSES DISAGREEMENT
3/15/1989 C012 COUNTY REJECTS FOURTH CONSTABLE
3/29/1989 C012 COUNTY BYPASSES LOW BID IN JAIL PROJECT
4/05/1989 C014 COUNTY REFUSES TO TAKE STAND ON WETLANDS ISSUE
4/12/1989 C012 ^OFFICIAL WANTS TO TAX NON-PROFIT GROUPS
4/27/1989 A103 SOME EXEMPT PROPERTY SHOULD BE TAXED
5/03/1989 C023 HIGHWAY SWAP BEING DISCUSSED
5/31/1989 C015 BUDGETS NEED A TRIM, COMMISSION WARNS
5/31/1989 C016 ^COUNTY NAMES NEW ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
6/07/1989 C021 TO REVIEW OF COUNTY WELFARE POLICIES
:#6y-lfii/1989 'C012 COMMISSIONERS HEAR "BUDGET REQUESTS
6/21/1989 COll COMMISSION ALTERS COUNTY TRAVEL POLICY
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6/21/1989 C012 COUNTY OFFICIALS CUT $A0,000
6/28/1989 C015 JAIL ADDITION NEEDED--HAWKEY
7/12/1989 A012 3CSCH1RMER QUITS COMMISSION
7/12/1989 A021 ^COMMISSION SUCCESSOR IS POLITICAL NEWCOMER
7/12/1989 C021 COUNTY BUDGET GROWS BY 3.9 PERCENT
7/20/1989 coil COUNTY RECEIVES GRANT FOR CENTER
7/26/1989 C012 COUNTY APPROVES ENHANCED-911 SERVICE
7/31/1989 B012 KSCHIRMER YEARS MARKED BY VISION AND POLITICS
8/02/1989 C015 5CSCH1RMER ENDS 20-YEAR CAREER
9/06/1989 C021 FUND MISUSE INVESTIGATED
9/13/1989 C012 COUNTY SHARE OF TAXES REDUCED
9/14/1989 C033 MINNEHAHA MONEY MATTERS
10/14/1989 C012 COMMISSIONERS FAVOR CORPORATE INCOME TAX
11/22/1989 C021 COUNTY ACCEPTS LOW BID FOR REMODELING
12/08/1989 coil COUNTY TO REVIEW INSURANCE COVERAGE
12/15/1989 C012 COUNTIES UPSET ABOUT INDIGENT BILL
12/19/1989 coil INDIGENT HEALTH PUT ON COUNTY'S AGENDA
12/20/1989 con COUNTY OPTING FOR SELF-INSURANCE PLAN
12/27/1989 con COUNTY TO INCREASE INSURANCE SHARE
1/03/1990 con COUNTY TO KEEP LEADERSHIP SAME
1/10/1990 con COMMISSIONERS OK HIGHWAY UNION PACT
1/17/1990 C016 COUNTY--NO TAX CAP
1/29/1990 B021 COUNTY'S MAYORS OPPOSE PROPOSED CAP
2/20/1990 C023 WELFARE DEPARTMENT GETS $51,000 GRANT
2/22/1990 C023 COUNTY COMMISSION TO REVIEW WELL ORDINANCE
2/28/1990 C014 ^COMMISSIONERS SQUABBLE OVER TAXES
2/28/1990 C021 MINNEHAHA STREAMLINING COUNTY'S VOTING PROCESS
3/26/1990 C014 5CBL00M FIRST TO ANNOUNCE COMMISSION BID
';3/28/1990 C015 COUNTY VOTES TO LIMIT SMOKING
3/28/1990 C015 5fEX-ABDN0R AIDE TO RUN FOR COUNTY COMMISSION
4/03/1990 C012 COMMISSION CHAIRMAN SEEKS 2ND TERM
4/07/1990 C012 BRANDON ELECTRICIAN VIES FOR COMMISSION
4/10/1990 con COUNTY COMMISSION TO READ HIGHWAY BIDS
4/11/1990 C012 COUNTY ADOPTS DRUG-FREE POLICY
4/25/1990 C021 COMMISSION APPROVES AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
5/30/1990 C031 COUNTY SEEKS $18 MILLION IN DELINQUENT LIENS
6/24/1990 C031 COUNTY OFFICIALS STRUGGLING TO PUT BUDGET TOGETHER
7/11/1990 con COUNTY SAYS BUDGET HAS 5 PERCENT INCREASE
7/12/1990 A012 ^MAYORS DISPUTE SEWAGE-LAGOON RESULTS
7/19/1990 C031 APPRAISER'S JOB IS FIRST BUDGET CASUALITY
8/08/1990 A016 KPLANS INCLUDE MOVING OFFICES, BUYING BUILDING
8/08/1990 C031 COUNTY COMMISSION ADDS NIGHT MEETING
9/02/1990 N083 KCOUNTY COMMISSION MEMBERS
9/24/1990 C034 CANDIDATE PROPOSES COUNTY MEETING CHANGE
10/05/1990 A082 STAGGER OFFICE HOURS FOR COUNTY PERSONNEL (L)
10/08/1990 B012 COUNTY COMMISSION HOPEFULS SPEAK UP
10/24/1990 C033 COUNTY WANTS TREATMENT PLAN REWORKED
11/05/1990 C012 ^AUDITOR CANDIDATES ON AMENDMENT E
11/07/1990 D012 ABLOOM, TWEDT, DEMPSTER IN TIE
11/21/1990 A012 COUNTY 'TO BUY ANOTHER VOTING MACHINE
11/28/1990 C032 COUNTY WORKERS' INSURANCE TO GO UP
12/12/1990 C015 MASTEN REQUESTS FUNDS TO TIDE COUNTY OVER
12/12/1990 C031 3(RECYCL1NG COLLECTION TO MOVE TO COURTHOUSE
1/03/1991 C012 3CTWEDT SWORN IN
1/25/1991 C033 PANEL DEADLOCKED ON COUNTY PAY BILL
2/13/1991 C033 COMMISSION WILL BACK TRY FOR CO-OP GRANT
2/20/1991 C031 MINNEHAHA COMMISSIONERS CONSIDER BUYING AIRPLANE
2/27/1991 C012 COUNTY OK'S JAIL DRUG PROGRAM
3/06/1991 C033 COUNTY HIRES ARCHITECT FOR JAIL STUDY
3/20/1991 C015 COUNTY FORGIVES DEBTS
3/27/1991 C032 MINNEHAHA NARROWS PLANE CHOICE TO 2
4/10/1991 C012 COUNTY WANTS $555,000 MAINFRAME COMPUTER
4/17/1991 C012 COUNTY COMMISSION VOTES TO PURCHASE AIRPLANE
5/01/1991 C012 COUNTY IS MEETING ITS MINIMUM HIRING GOALS
5/08/1991 C013 AGREES TO BUY $546,000 COMPUTER SYSTEM
6/05/1991 C015 MINNEHAHA COUNTY BID TO PUT TEETH IN DUMP LAW
6/09/1991 C014 XMASTEN SUGGESTS POST BE FULL TIME
6/12/1991 A012 KCOUNTY ADVISED TO BUILD NEW JAIL
6/20/1991 B065 FLANDREAU NATIVE WILL LEAD DEVELOPMENT GROUP
7/17/1991 A021 ARCHITECT RELEASES COST ESTIMATES FOR MINNEHAHA JAIL
7/19/1991 AlOl LEADERS SHOULD SHOW MORE TAX RESPONSIBILITY (L)
7/24/1991 C012 COUNTY SHARE OF LOTTERY PROFITS URGED
7/30/1991 A012 MINNEHAHA ROLLS OUT WHEEL TAX
8/04/1991 AlOl WHEEL TAX OPTION IS OUT OF BALANCE (ED)
8/07/1991 A016 WHEEL TAX HITS BUMP
8/14/1991 A015 COUNTY OK'S WHEEL TAX
W25/i991v;N121- ^eOUNTY^5frSERVlCES AREv MANY '
8/28/1991 C015 HARTFORD MAN, OFFICIALS DISCUSS INVESTIGATION BILL
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9/25/1991 A012 OFFICIALS BOOST MINNEHAHA PLAN $2.MILLION
9/25/1991 C032 COUNTY CONFIRMS OPPOSITION TO SALES TAX HIKE
10/16/1991 CD12 WHEEL TAX COULD YIELD $80,000 FOR CITY
11/10/1991 A092 COUNTY COMMISSION HAS NO SECRETS (L)
11/24/1991 A016 CHURCH PRIVILEGES ARE TESTED
1/22/1992 C013 ^HOUSING FOR THE NEEDY
3/01/1992 F012 KERICKSON TREASURES YEARS IN OFFICE
3/01/1992 F013 POTENTIAL CANDIDATES FILE PETITIONS
3/11/1992 C012 LIQUOR LICENSE OK'D FOR FORMER BALTIC CORNER
3/13/1992 A012 WASHINGTON NOT HIGH ON COUNTRY'S LIST
3/18/1992 A012 COUNTY OK'S PAY RAISES FOR DEPARTMENT HEADS
3/24/1992 C012 COUNTY PROPOSAL TIGHTENS REIGNS ON DUTIES
3/25/1992 A014 COUNTY DROPS PLANS TO MOVE INTO WHS
3/25/1992 AlOl COUNTY PLAN SMACKS OF EMPlRE-BUlLDlNG (ED)
3/25/1992 A105 WASHINGTON HIGH SWAP HARDLY AN EVEN ONE:(L)
3/28/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/29/1992 Alll ^WASHINGTON HIGH WON'T SERVE COUNTY CONSTITUENTS
4/01/1992 C014 KNASH COMES FULL CIRCLE THROUGH WELFARE OFFICE
4/05/1992 AlOl LOCAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD REEL SELF IN (ED)
4/08/1992 con REPUBLICANS TO THIN CANDIDATES TO 2
4/08/1992 C016 MINNEHAHA COUNTY INCREASES LAND VALUES
4/11/1992 C012 XCITY CLINGS TO WASHINGTON PLAN
4/12/1992 A061 A GOOD WAY TO SAVE CITY SPACE (ED)
4/12/1992 A071 ^EDITORIAL DEMEANING TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT
4/14/1992 A081 COUNTY'S COOPERATION ON WASHINGTON NEEDED (L)
4/15/1992 con COUNTY RECEIVES CITY COUNTEROFFER
4/21/1992 A012 COUNTY, CITY SPAR
4/29/1992 C015 COUNTY HIRES CONSULTANTS FOR ADVICE ON JAIL EXPENSES
4/30/1992 A012 SfCARETRAUM CAN STAY ON 911, COUNTY SAYS
5/06/1992 C013 COUNTY OK'S COLISEUM DEAL--WITHOUT CONDITIONS
5/13/1992 A015 COUNTY RAISES WELFARE FUNDS
5/30/1992 D012 *MEET THE CANDIDATES
5/30/1992 D021 *TWO COMMISSION SPOTS IN LINCOLN COUNTY
6/03/1992 C012 LICOLN COUNTY VOTERS TRIM COMMISSION CHOICES
6/06/1992 C026 BROOKINGS COUNTY MAY BROADEN FUNERAL OPTIONS
6/08/1992 C021 KDEBONDT TO RUN FOR TREASURER POST
6/09/1992 A061 VOTERS DESERVE SAY IN PLAN (ED)
6/13/1992 C012 HEALTH, WELFARE OFFICIALS MULL SHARED SITE
7/01/1992 C026 COUNTY WANTS FIGURES ON BUILDING COSTS
8/05/1992 BOll 911 PHONE SURCHARGE GETS FIRST HEARING
8/13/1992 A081 COUNTY SHOULD RESIST URGE TO BUILD OFFICES (ED)
8/22/1992 A061 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/22/1992 D015 FUNDING MAY HELP WALL LAKE
8/23/1992 H041 56FROM LICENSES TO LIENS, COUNTY READY TO HELP
8/23/1992 H051 KFIVE SERVE ON COUNTY COMMISSION
9/02/1992 B016 COUNTY BUDGET HAS 1ST REVIEW
9/16/1992 B015 LAW ENFORCEMENT NEEDS BLAMED FOR TAX INCREASE
9/19/1992 C012 *SHARED OFFICES STILL POSSIBLE
10/18/1992 AlOI COMMISSION NEEDS NEW PERSPECTIVES (ED)
10/28/1992 B022 MULTI-COUNTY BUILDING PROPOSED
11/04/1992 B014 KKOLBE, NOONAN SHARE LEAD
11/13/1992 AlOl RECONSIDER COUNTY BUILDING WISH LIST (ED)
11/15/1992 A085 'ARGUS', TRASH HAULERS, ROUST APPLAUDED (L)
11/16/1992 BOll COUNTY SEEKING BOARD APPLICANTS
12/30/1992 A016 COUNTY MAY GET RURAL ADDRESSES
12/30/1992 B012 ^COMMISSIONERS MAY HIKE PAY
4/12/1990 C023 ELECTION SLATE SET IN COMMISSION RACE
1/11/1992 C012 PLANS TO REROUTE PRISONERS TO MADISON
10/04/1982 BOll HARD TIMES CHANGING MOOD OF PENNINGTON COMMISSION
5/12/1983 con COUNTY BALKS AT HOSPITAL BILLS
7/20/1983 C052 DUDE RANCH PLAN APPROVED
8/08/1983 B041 PENNINGTON COUNTY PAYS $12,000 TO SETTLE SUIT
9/14/1983 con COUNTY SIGNS $10.8 MILLION BUDGET
11/24/1983 D031 SALES TAX IS ONLY WAY TO BUILD JAIL
10/06/1984 C041 PENNINGTON COUNTY LOSES TAX APPEAL CHANCE
4/12/1987 C045 PENNINGTON COUNTY LOOKS AT ADMINISTRATOR POSITION
10/23/1987 C043 STATE INVESTIGATES EQUALIZATION DIRECTOR
12/25/1988 C014 'VOTERS GUIDE 88' CASE
7/18/1989 con FORMER PENNINGTON COUNTY OFFICIAL WILL DO TIME
1/25/1990 C024 3 OFFICES UNDER SINGLE SERVICE
2/23/1990 C024 SPECIAL ELECTION SET ON OFFICE CONSOLIDATION
3/26/1990 C025 COUNTY TO VOTE ON FINANCE OFFICE POST
3/29/1990 C023 VOTERS AGAINST UNITNG 3 COUNTY OFFICES
6/11/1990 C032 MISTAKE IN CHECK MAY COST COUNTY $15,000
7/17/1990 B031 COUNTY CREATES 'MOST WANTED' PROGRAM
r2/04n9'9r 'C031 COUNTY READY TO 'OPEN SATELLITE OFFICE IN WALL
6/13/1991 C031 COUNTY VOTE COULD COST MILLIONS FOR HIGHWAYS
10/05/1991 C012 COMMISSIONERS SETTLE FOR TAX 'TRUCE'
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
COUNTY GOVT-PEN
COUNTY GOVT-ROB
COUNTY GOVT-SD
COUNTY GOVT-SHA
COUNTY GOVT-SPI
COUNTY' GOVT-SUL
COUNTY GOVT-TOD
COUNTY GOVT-TRI
i COUNTYrGOVT-TUR'
COUNTY GOVT-UNI
COUNTY GOVT-US
COUNTY GOVT-WAL
COUNTY GOVT-YAN
COUNTY JAIL-MIN
11/01/1991 BGll
11/03/1991 C0A5
3/11/1992 C031
5/08/1992 C022
9/1A/1992 BOll
10/23/1992 B021
12/02/1990 D031
6/02/1982 C051
9/1A/1982 C031
11/03/1982 CO-il
1/05/1983 D031
9/0A/1983 B041
10/02/198A A092
10/05/198A C031
11/01/198A C051
A/19/1986 C022
9/07/1987 coil
5/1A/1989 coil
10/15/1989 coil
10/19/1989 coil
9/16/1990 coil
12/08/1990 C012
3/21/1991 C033
7/31/1991 A012
8/27/1991 C035
9/15/1991 EOll
9/2A/1991 C012
lO/lA/1991 B035
10/17/1991 B035
•11/05/1991 CO16
1/25/1992 A016
3/2A/1992 A082
5/02/1992 A103
6/22/1992 C012
A/07/1982 B0A2
9/25/1982 BOAA
5/31/198A COAl
A/22/1986 C021
8/25/1990 C031
lO/13/19aA A012-
12/31/1982 COAl
1/16/1982 B031
11/10/1982 C051
11/12/1982 C061
11/25/1982 BOAA
2/02/198A C052
11/28/1985 B03A
5/10/1989 coil
2/18/1992 C036
'V 2/08/1590 A0i2
2/21/1990 C025
5/03/1990 C02A
2/28/1986 C02A
9/29/1989 C012
12/20/1990 C031
1/11/1987 C022
10/08/1992 B012
7/17/1987 coil
11/12/1990 A012
11/12/1990 AOIA
11/12/1990 AOAl
11/12/1990 A0A2
11/12/1990 A0A3
11/12/1990 A0A3
11/12/1990 A0A3
9/2A/1982 COAl
1/16/1992 C031
8/22/1982 B013
A/23/1986 B031
3/22/1982 coil
3/23/1982 C031
3/2A/1982 C032
7/03/1983 A012
A/2A/1983 COIA
3/07/1986 C015
"1/2871990 BOZi'^
2/22/1990 B066
COUNTY JAIL-PEN
COUNTY LIBRARIES
COUNTY OFFICIALS
COUNTY ORDINANCE
COUNTY RECORDS
COUPONS
UNION CONTRACTS OK'D FOR COUNTY WORKERS
PENNINGTON COMM CRY FOUL ABOUT CORONER REPORT
COUNTY MAY SUE OVER CENTER'S BILLS
SIMULATED DISASTER TO TEST RESPONSE TO RC CREWS
PENNINGTON COUNTY SPENDING ON RISE
BAR CODES ADDED TO COUNTY'S MAILING
COUNTY ADDS WHEEL TAX TO MEET BUDGET NEEDS
CHALLENGERS UNABLE TO OUST INCUMBENTS
COUNTY OFFICIALS TO MEET NEXT WEEK
MOST COUNTY RACES IN AREA ARE UNDECIDED
TRIBAL LEADERS BARRED FROM TAKING OFFICE
CO GETS $188,126 FROM CRIMINAL FINES
NEGSTAD LEADS COMMISSIONERS
CONSIDERING RELIEF FUND FOR INDIGENT
COUNTIES TO HELP POOR PAY BILLS
PERMITS LAWSUITS AGAINST LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
COUNTY OFFICIALS TO MEET IN ABERDEEN
COUNTIES ASSOCIATION PICKS NEW DIRECTOR
BARKER FIRST WOMAN TO LEAD COUNTY GROUP
COUNTY OFFICIALS ELECT STATE OFFICERS
COUNTY OFFICIALS WILL MEET IN SF
40 COUNTIES SUE SIOUX VALLEY
BILL INCREASES COUNTY OFFICIALS' PAY
COMMISSIONER WANTS TAX-EXEMPT CHANGE
LEGAL EXPENSE POOL WEIGHED
COUNTY OFFICIALS OPEN CONVENTION IN PIERRE
MICKELSON LETTER BLASTS COUNTY BOARDS
42 COUNTIES TO SPLIT $1.3 MILLION IN AID
STATE CAN'T HELP WITH LOCAL TRIAL COSTS
STATE POOL HELPS FUND TRANSPLANT
REBATE COSTS
COUNTY OFFICES SEEM PLAGUED WITH INEQUITY (L)
^GOVERNMENT REFORM NEEDED
SURPLUS HELPED COUNTY DELAY TAX BOOST
SHANNON COUNTY TO HAVE SPECIAL ELECTION
PETITIONS FILED FOR SHANNON COUNTY ELECTION
SPINK COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS RESIGNS
SPINK COUNTY COMMISSION REJECTS NEW JAIL
SPINK COUNTY OFFICIAL RETURNS OWN REWARD
VOTE GUNS DOWN HUNTERS' ACCESS
TODD COUNTY TO OPERATE UNDER HOME RULE
MASON QUITS TRIPP COUNTY COMMISSION
RULING NEEDED TO DECIDE WHO'S ON TRIPP COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS JUST VISITING
MEIERHENRY--TRIPP CO OFFICIALS CAN'T BE SEATED
TRIPP COUNTY WILL CELEBRATE 75TH BIRTHDAY
COMMISSION REVIEWS LAWYER'S FINANCES
TRIPP OFFICIAL QUITS POSITION
COUNTY RESCINDS ROAD AGREEMENT
TURNER.COMMISSIONERS WANT AUDITOR OUT
COMMISSIONERS TO ASK SCHOOLS FOR REFUNDS
WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO EMBEZZLING
WOMAN IS CANDIDATE FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS
UNION COUNTY PLANS FOR RAPID GROWTH
COMPROMISE REACHED ON WILDFIRE RULES
NEED FOR JAIL RAISES QUESTIONS
WALWORTH COUNTY DUMPS LANDFILL PLAN
COUNTY RAISES TAX INCENTIVE
KCOUNTY IN JAM OVER SPACE FOR INMATES
K'A LOT OF SILENT PAIN HERE'
*USES JAIL TO EASE PENITENTIARY OVERCROWDING
3EW0RK-RELEASE PROGRAM HELPS FREE UP
XSHERIFF SEES SALVATION IN WORK-RELEASE PROGRAM
^MINISTER WOULD LIKE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS
3«F0R PENNINGTON COUNTY, IT WAS TOO LATE
SEE LIBRARIES COUNTY
COUNTY OFFICIALS ASS'N ELECT OFFICERS
TYNDALL MAN TO DIRECT COUNTY OFFICIALS' GROUP
BROOKINGS LAWYERS DRAFTING ORDINANCE TO HELP POOR
OK'S HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ORDINANCE
*COUNTY TO FIND NEW HOME FOR MOLDY DOCUMENTS
OLD RECORDS ON COUNTY AGENDA TODAY
XPANEL TO SIFT COUNTY RECORDS
^DISCOVERY WARRANTS LOOK AT OLD RECORDS
XWOMAN CUTS FOOD BILL WITH SCISSORS
ATTORNEY GENERAL SAYS WATCH FOR COUPON SCAM
CANTON'S-COUPON 'EFFORT'̂ ^^^^ $6,100 FOR GROUP
NEW CARD ALTERNATIVE TO COUPONS
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SUBJECT
COUPONS
COURAGE
COURAGE CENTER
COURNOYER FRANK
COURNOVER STEVE
COURT REPORTERS
COURTHOUSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/14/1990 BG12 PATIENT SHOPPERS FIND REDEMPTION IN COUPONS
4/21/1990 AG52 FRIEND'S TROUBLE BEGAN ONE WOMAN'S CRUSADE
4/G7/1991 DGll RECORD 3G6.8 BILLION OUT IN '90
2/22/1992 AG12 PRESIDENTS REBUKED FOR COUPON CAPER
7/14/1983 coil PCVCLISTS PULLED MAN FROM BALER
7/15/1983 CG21 BICYCLES VS COOL AUTOS (ED)
8/28/1983 CG44 16 HONORED FOR HEROIC DEEDS
9/06/1983 C021 BLIND SAILOR 8 HURT P1L0T--1NSP1R1NG (ED)
3/04/1984 C012 HONORS FOR BRAVERY AWAIT VERMILLION YOUTH
6/07/1983 B032 COURAGE CENTER APPOINTS JEPSEN
11/14/1986 B014 PARTIST DEPICTS INDIAN LIFE, LEGENDS
12/05/1992 B012 FORT RANDALL CASINO BOOKS UNDER SCRUTINY
6/23/1987 C021 TRIAL LAWYERS, COURT REPORTERS ELECT OFFICERS
7/01/1989 C012 PRETIRING COURT REPORTER IS JUDGE'S BEST FRIEND
1/19/1990 C024 DEADLOCK IN COURT REPORTER'S TRIAL
2/04/1990 coil NEW TRIAL PLANNED IN OVERHAULING CASE
3/24/1990 C023 COURT REPORTER SEEKS DISMISSAL OF CHARGES
5/25/1990 C021 COURT REPORTER^^FOUND GUILTY ON ALL COUNTS
7/24/1990 C034 CONVICTION MAY ALTER COURT REPORTING SYSTEM
3/19/1991 B032 COURT REPORTER SEEKS SENTENCE REDUCTION
6/28/1991 C034 FORMER COURT REPORTER'S SENTENCE SET ASIDE
9/01/1991 E031 COURT REPORTER GIVEN THREE-YEAR SENTENCE
7/01/1992 C012 COURT REPORTERS BATTLE TO KEEP ROLES
6/24/1982 coil CELEBRATES 8 YEARS OF COKES, COFFEE, CONGENIALITY
7/09/1982 CQ12 MUSEUM OFFICIALS PUSH FOR RESTORATION
7/26/1982 B021 MUSEUMS SHOULD TURN TO HISTORICAL EMPHASIS (ED)
7/27/1982 B021 COUNTY SPACE NEEDS VERSUS RESTORATION (ED)
8/08/1982 B032 COURTHOUSE WILL BE RESTORED, NOT RECYCLED (L)
,8/11/1982 C023 WANTS THE OLD JAIL RESTORED FOR FUTURE (L)
8/15/1982 B031 PPRIDE IN ACHIEVEMENTS SHARED BY SIOUXLAND HERITAGE
8/20/1982 B024 COMPLETE RESTORATION OF COURTHOUSE FAVORED (L)
8/21/1982 C021 PRESERVE HERITAGE IN BOTH BAD, GOOD TIMES (L)
8/27/1982 C051 PBATTLE OVER HUGHES CO CANNONS
4/28/1983 C024 PEOPLE SHOULD SAY IF COURTHOUSE NEED (L)
12/14/1983 C014 COUNTY WANTS 4TH FLOOR STUDY
1/18/1984 D013 PSPACE PLANS GIVE COURTHOUSE NEW FIGURE
1/18/1984 D034 COUNTY MAY ASK CITY TO HELP PAY
1/20/1984 C021 LET'S LEAVE THE CURVES (ED)
4/13/1984 C021 KNEW COURTHOUSE PLAN MAKES BEST USE
4/25/1984 DOll SPACE PLAN SHORTSIGHTED
5/23/1984 A015 COURTHOUSE FLUNKS TEST FOR ASBESTOS
5/23/1984 D015 COUNTY ASKS FOR PLANS TO IMPROVE COURTHOUSE
5/24/1984 C014 REPLACING CEILING IN COURTHOUSE MAY COST
5/27/1984 A012 TESTS CONFIRM FINDINGS OF ASBESTOS IN COURTHOUSE
5/29/1984 C035 COUNTY TO DISCUSS COURTHOUSE REMODELING
5/30/1984 DOll ASBESTOS REMOVAL COULD COST §240,000
6/01/1984 coil ASBESTOS ISN'T IMMEDIATE HEALTH THREAT
6/02/1984 coil COUNTY HAS MONEY FOR CEILING REPAIR
6/20/1984 D015 REMODELING WILL TAKE MORE THAN YEAR
.7/18/1984 DOll FEDERAL RULES BOOST LABOR COST OF REMODELING
7/24/1984 B015 BIDS TO BE OPEN FOR COURTHOUSE REMODELING
7/25/1984 C015 COURTHOUSE REPAIR BILL UNDER ESTIMATE
7/27/1984 C023 COMMISSION SHOULD USE ORIGINAL REMODELING PLAN (L)
8/02/1984 C042 REMODELING OF COURTHOUSE TO BEGIN
8/21/1984 C014 COMMISSION REMODELING CONTRACT TO BE SIGNED
9/28/1984 D012 KCOURTHOUSE REMODELING
10/10/1984 A012 KA COLORFUL TIME
10/26/1984 C014 REMODELING THREATENS COURTHOUSE MURAL
8/31/1985 C014 KCOUNTY MAKES ROOM FOR PEARL
12/11/1985 B033 COUNTY COURTHOUSE REMODELING ALMOST DONE
12/14/1985 C013 KWALKING TALL
12/21/1985 C015 COURT MAY DECIDE WHO PAYS ITS BILLS
1/11/1986 C021 COUNTY LOOKS AT DEADWOOD FEDERAL BUILDING
3/17/1986 BOll KCOURTHOUSE MYSTERY INTRIGUES ARCHITECT
4/27/1986 N041 (FINANCE) KBUILDING SUPERINTENDENT KEEPS ORDER
6/16/1986 C035 PLAN TO FIX COURTHOUSE CLOCK
6/25/1986 BOll RESIDENTS ARGUE MERITS OF JAIL REHABILITATION
8/20/1986 B016 COUNTY DELAYS BID DISCUSSION
8/27/1986 B013 COUNTY REOPENS BIDS FOR COURTHOUSE RENOVATION
9/11/1986 coil KWEDNESDAY A WASHOUT FOR COURTHOUSE WORKERS
9/23/1986 C013 BUILDING ON COUNTY RENOVATION
10/15/1986 A013 KTIMELY WORK
2/04/1987 B022 COURTHOUSE'S MYSTERY MURAL ARTIST
5/31/1987 B021 COURTHOUSE STUDY DOESN'T MEET EXPECTATIONS
9/14/1987 coil FEDERAL COURTHOUSE HOLDS CELEBRATION
10/31/1987 A081 PANELS DESERVE PRAISE FOR SAVING COURTHOUSE (ED)
' W23/r988: C0T3 PARKING FOR COURTHOUSE SPACES
10/12/1988 C012 OLD COURTHOUSE RETURNS TO LIFE
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COURTHOUSE
COURTNEY KATHIE
COURTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/16/1988 COl^i COUNTY NIXES TENTATIVE AGREEMENT
12/07/1988 CG15 TO CURTAIL PARKING PROBLEM AT COUNTY COURTHOUSE
r/26/1989 C013 BtCOURTHOUSE PARKING VIOLATORS FACE FINES
3/29/1989 CG15 NEW ORDINANCE CLAMPS DOWN ON PARKING
5/G3/1989 AG13 KTIME FOR A TUNEUP IN CANTON
6/25/1989 CG21 COURTHOUSE RENOVATION COSTS GROW
lG/18/1989 CG61 WORKSHOP CLIENTS BRIGHTEN COURTHOUSE
A/G8/199G CG23 MAN WANTS COURT ANNEX BUILT ELSEWHERE
^/25/199G CG2A SPEARFISH MAN QUITS ATTEMPT TO FORCE VOTE
5/27/199G CG26 COURTHOUSE RENOVATION WILL BEGIN
9/1A/199G CG33 PRESIDENTS HELP OLD BRICK FIND NEW USE
12/19/199G CG31 SMOKING BANNED AT COURTHOUSE, STARTING JUNE 3G
5/29/1991 CG33 COURTHOUSE SMOKING BAN CHALLENGED
7/G3/1991 CG12 COURTHOUSE SMOKE BAN TO REMAIN
8/1G/1991 AG12 PMAN ATTACKS SUSPECT IN COURTHOUSE
1G/G6/1991 CG31 BROWN COUNTY SITE PLACED ON REGISTER
11/27/1991 CG12 JUDGES DON'T WANT,TO LEAVE COURTHOUSE
12/17/1991 AG15 CASUAL GUN-TOTING OFFICIAL TRIGGERS POLICE ALERT
1/15/1992 CG25 SMOKING OK'D IN BASEMENT OF COURTHOUSE
5/G6/1992 AG15 EMPLOYEES URGE UPGRADING SECURITY AT COUNTY COURT
6/25/1992 CG12 GANG-RELATED THREAT PROMPTS TIGHTENED SECURITY
9/16/1982 DG12 ^DAKOTA STATE TRAINER A PIONEER
SEE ALSO JUDGES, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, SUPREME COURT
1/G8/1982 CGll PCHIEF JUSTICE CITES IMPROVEMENTS IN COURT SYSTEM
1/13/1982 BG12 IT'S TIME S DAKOTAN SAT ON APPEALS COURT
1/29/1982 CG2'i BILLS POSE CONSTITUTIONAL THREAT CD
2/1A/1982 BGll PLAN SETTLES COUNTY DWl CASES FASTER
3/G9/1982 BGll KEEP GUNS OUT OF COURT, JUDGES TELL OFFICERS
A/^^^ HANDLING HER FIRST BIG TRIAL
5/28/1982 C03T COURT COLLECTIONS UP
8/07/1982 COAA MEIERHENRY--RULING ON A BAD CHECK TO BE APPEALED
9/Q3/1982 C013 PFOUND IN CONTEMPT
9/GA/1982 BGAl COURT-CONVICTION STICKS DESPITE JURY SEPARATION
9/12/1982 BG61 SUITS AGAINST PUBLIC OFFICIALS RISING
lG/GA/1982 BGll PJUDGE'S RULING CHALLENGES EXCLUSIONARY RULE
lG/lG/1982 BGll PTHE MAN WHO RUNS THE COURTS IN MINNEHAHA COUNTY
11/18/1982 BG5A DEBATE ON MEDIA IS MONDAY
11/26/1982 CG12 MINNEHAHA COUNTY COURT GOES ON TRIAL
11/28/1982 BGll PTHERE WAS A COURT REPORTER NAMED BILL ROCKAFELLOW
11/30/1982 AG16 COURT IMPOSES HIGHER PENALTY FOR NO-SHOWS
11/30/1982 BG51 WITNESS EXPENSE DISPUTE AFFECTS FUTURE TRIALS
12/GA/1982 CG3A JUDGE TOLD TO RECONSIDER FEE REDUCTION
12/06/1982 CG32 PBAILIFF KEEPS THE PEACE-THROUGH DIPLOMACY
1/06/1983 CGll COURT SEES INCREASE IN POVERTY-RELATED CRIMES
1/06/1983 CG31 MAGISTRATE COURT CASES UP IN 1982
1/14/1983 BG31 CHIEF JUSTICE WANTS STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
1/19/1983 D014 PUBLIC DEFENDERS WOULD CUT COSTS
1/24/1983 DG32 3-MONTH TRIAL LASTING EXPERIENCE FOR JURY
2/10/1983 A016 JUDGES FEAR DWI CASES WILL SWAMP COURTS
3/02/1983 C051 SEX CRIME VIDEOTAPING MEASURE OK'D
3/14/1983 C031 LAWYERS CRITICIZE SUBPOENA BILL
3/14/1983 C041 TRIAL FEE DISPUTE BACK IN COURT
3/15/1983 C015 PANEL TO STUDY USING CAMERAS IN COURTS
3/18/1983 D021 CAMERAS IN COURTROOMS AID TO UNDERSTANDING (ED)
4/06/1983 BGll PINTERPRETER IS LIFELINE FOR DEAF PERSON IN COURT
4/08/1983 C034 COMPARING CONTROLS ON CAMERAS IN COURT
4/26/1983 C021 STUDENT HAS BITTER TASTE OF SD JUSTICE (L)
5/11/1983 D014 STATE JUDGES HAVE INCREASED COURT CASES
5/12/1983 C015 COURT--INDIAN NOT UNDER SD JURISDICTION
5/18/1983 C012 HIGH COURT REVERSES 33 PERCENT OF RULINGS
6/01/1983 coil COURT TO RULE ON RESERVATION CRIMES
6/09/1983 C051 PANEL PROPOSES RULES FOR CAMERAS IN COURT
8/15/1983 C015 FEDS REVIEW APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE
8/16/1983 B014 FEDS REJECT HIRING TROY JONES
8/31/1983 BGll STATE COURT SYSTEM COLLECTIONS
9/03/1983 B013 COURT--INNOCENCE REMINDER NOT NEEDED
9/12/1983 B041 PRESS WOMEN WILL DEBATE CAMERAS IN COURT
9/19/1983 C031 PRESS WOMEN WANT CAMERAS IN COURTROOMS
10/09/1983 C062 COURT CONSIDERS CHANGING DISTRICTS
10/13/1983 C021 DO WHAT'S NECESSARY TO TRIM BACKLOG (ED)
11/04/1983 coil COUNTY GETS HELP FOR COURT BACKLOG
11/05/1983 B042 USE OF STATEMENT ALLOWED IN TRIAL
11/08/1983 BOll MINNEHAHA COULD GET ANOTHER JUDGE
11/09/1983 C016 NO ROOM FOR EXTRA JUDGE
11/09/1983 C032 MAGISTRATE REQUIRES SPECTATORS TO BE SEARCHED
11/16/1983 C013 LAWYER WANTS DAY IN OPEN COURT
11/23/19831 GOBl'PANEL^rREJECTS HEEGE'S i PLlAN-
11/30/1983 C012 SNOWSTORM DELAYS VISIT FROM JUDGE
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COURTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/07/1983 CG41
12/16/1983 CG51
12/2G/1983 CGAl
12/3G/1983 BGA3
1/18/198'i DG3^
1/2G/198A CG16
1/25/1984 CG21
2/G1/1984 CG21
2/1G/1984 CG41
2/11/1984 BG23
2/18/1984 BG41
2/28/1984 BG14
3/G1/1984 CGll
3/G2/1984 BG31
3/1G/1984 CG21
3/3G/1984 CG42
4/G4/1984 DG15
5/11/1984 C042
5/19/1984 CG12
6/G3/1984 Dill
6/21/1984 CG35
6/23/1984 BG31
6/26/1984 BG35
8/24/1984 CG33
9/23/1984 B071
9/27/1984 CG35
lG/19/1984 CG34
lG/22/1984 C014
sll/11/1984 C051
1/G8/1985 coil
1/09/1985 C022
2/14/1985 C015
3/21/1985 A081
3/30/1985 C021
4/21/1985 C083
5/01/1985 BOll
5/02/1985 coil
5/08/1985 BOll
5/10/1985 C034
5/14/1985 B015
6/22/1985 C031
11/24/1985 C016
12/17/1985 C035
1/16/1986 B015
1/17/1986 C022
3/11/1986 B042
3/24/1986 BOll
3/31/1986 C025
6/13/1986 coil
i ' r6/lA/1986)iC013
6/19/1986 C015
9/06/1986 C033
9/22/1986 C033
10/07/1986 C021
10/11/1986 C021
11/04/1986 CD36
11/16/1986 A075
12/08/1986 A012
4/27/1987 C012
5/22/1987 C033
7/17/1987 C012
8/01/1987 coil
9/20/1987 C043
12/31/1987 C051
1/02/1988 C012
3/02/1988 B033
3/16/1988 B021
4/01/1988 A082
6/07/1988 C023
9/11/1988 C051
11/02/1988 coil
1/29/1989 C033
3/25/1989 C033
6/24/1989 C033
6/28/1989 coil
8/01/1989 A082
' 0^/05/1989; e033^^
4/12/1990 C025
STORING RECORDS IN WAREHOUSE COST $660
OFFICES OF SMALL CLAIMS COURT RELOCATED
NEW COURT SCHEDULE DESIGNED TO SAVE TIME
AGENCY TO PAY EXPENSES OF CAMP'S WITNESSES
COUNTY MAY ASK CITY TO HELP PAY
GRAND JURY IDEA GETS SCRUTINY
*STATE SHOULD PAY COST OF SYSTEM (ED)
^CENTRAL OFFICE DECIDING WHO HAS RIGHT
HOUSE WILL DEBATE HAVING STATE PAY
COURT TOOK AWAY CITIZENS' JURY RIGHT (L)
SENATE APPROVES MEASURE ON JURY TRIALS
STATE COSTS FOR GRAND JURIES
LAWYER WANTS JURY SELECTION HELD IN PRIVATE
COUNTY GRAND JURY RELEASES 22 INDICTMENTS
CLOSING COURT TO PUBLIC VIOLATION (L)
3 WILL APPEAL MURDER CASES
COUNTY OK'S TENTATIVE PLAN TO MOVE COURT
APPEALS COURT KEEPS PACE WITH^CASELOAD
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS ALLOWING CAMERAS IN COURTROOM
JUDGES KEEPING UP WITH CASELOAD
CRIME VICTIMS TESTIFY ABOUT PROBLEMS WITH SYSTEM
LAWYERS DELAY VOTE ON CAMERAS IN COURT
COMMISSIONERS WANT STATE TO PAY COST
VOLUNTEERS ORGANIZE COURT WATCH GROUP
CO SAYS STATE SHOULD PAY JUDICIAL COSTS
BILL MAY SAVE COUNTIES MONEY
OGLALA SIOUX TRIBAL COURT CLEARING BACKLOG
MEIERHENRY AT ODDS WITH TRIBAL COURT ORDER
SECURITY TIGHTENS AT FEDERAL COURTHOUSES
JUDGES DIVIDE COURT RESPONSIBILITY
STOP COURT CORRUPTION (L)
SENATE OKS ENDING CHARGES TO COUNTIES
SD DESERVES VOICE ON FEDERAL COURT (ED)
HIGH COURT TO HEAR 9 CASES AT LAW SCHOOL
SEX ASSAULT CASES CAN BE CLOSED
COMMITTEE TO REVIEW COURT BOUNDARIES
*NEW POLICY IS UNCLOGGING COURTS
PANEL TO DISCUSS CAMERAS IN COURTROOMS
SOME WANT CAMERAS IN COURTS
CITIZEN PANEL LOOKS AT CIRCUIT COURT SYSTEM
STATE BAR REJECTS CAMERAS IN COURTROOM
MOCK COURT SUITS USD LAW STUDENTS
MAGISTRATE COURT MOVE TO SAVE MONEY, TIME
LAWYER NAMED TO BANKRUPTCY COURT
LAWYER SPEAKS FOR BILL INCREASING COURT FEES
TELLS PEOPLE WHAT TO EXPECT IN COURT
NEW RULE SPEEDS UP CITY COURT SYSTEM
JUDGE EXPECTED TO EASE BACKLOG
LOSS OF TRAVELING MAGISTRATE WORRIES LEADERS
COURT PERMITS WIFE-HUSBAND TESTIMONY
JUDGE RULES TO DEFY CIVIL JURY-TRIAL BAN
COURT RECEIPTS
INCREASING CASELOAD
COMMISSION TO CONSIDER BUYING ALARM SYSTEM
PANEL SUGGESTS COURT CHANGES
COUNTY PRESSES CITY FOR EXPENSES
TRIAL COVERAGE INACCURATE (L)
ARRESTS WARRANT FEE, SHERIFF SAYS
CERTAIN SUITS APPEAL TO HIGH COURT
XSMALL CLAIMS COURT RECEIPTS
DELAY PROMPTS DISMISSAL OF 7 CASES
SD NATIVE TAKES CIRCUIT COURT POST
KCASES GOING THROUGH CIRCUIT COURT
FEDERAL COURTS TO BEGIN SECURITY CHECKS
^WITNESSES TRYING TIMES IN COURT
*COURT RECEIPTS CLIMB STEADILY
BID TO OVERRIDE COURT COSTS VETO FAILS
INJUSTICE IN THE COURTS (L)
ASSISTANT PROSECUTOR LATE FOR COURT
PANEL--COURT SYSTEM FUNDING CHANGE
COURT OF APPEALS TO MEET IN VERMILLION
^fCIVIL ACTION FILINGS
^THAT'S THE TICKET
KMILEAGE COMPARISON
MAN SERVES TIME FOR SWEARING AT JUDGE
COURT MIX-UP DISCOURAGING (L)
JUSTICE WANTS^ COURTS'iTO HAVE OPEN DAYS
STATE PAYS COUNTY WOLLMANN COURT COSTS
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COURTS
COURTSHIP
COUTTS DAVE
COVELL LAKE
COVENANT HOUSE
COWAN'GENE
COWAN PAT
COWBELLES
COWBOYS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/18/1990 C031
3/03/1991 C012
3/11/1991 B012
7/21/1991 C032
8/0A/1991 A012
8/16/1991 A012
8/25/1991 Nlll
12/29/1991 F03A
1/25/1992 C035
7/01/1992 C012
1/02/1983 coil
7/25/1988 C012
A/27/r986 N071
6/08/1987 AlOl
7/24/1987 A012
8/06/1987 A062
5/01/1992 B016
9/17/1990 A103
12/13/1987 B081
10/04/1985 A012
11/26/1984 D022
7/28/1982 C051
8/31/1982 C054
11/07/1982 A012
1/25/1983 A012
9/16/1984 C045
9/13/1985 C024
4/16/1988 coil
) ,4/19/1988 coil
472171988 BO54
11/27/1988 EOll
6/05/1989 coil
6/21/1989 C061
5/28/1991 B031
10/11/1992 A012
10/11/1992 GOll
6/28/1983 B042
7/06/1990 C012
11/25/1983 C021
5/22/1984 C021
1/12/1992 F031
8/13/1983 coil
2/03/1992 C035
8/19/1989 A052
10/30/1992 A012
11/01/1992 G012
8/24/1987 C012
11/09/1992 B022
12/17/1982 D012
; 7/1971989 D082
12/01/1985 C082
12/17/1991 B022
8/03/1982 A012
12/12/1986 A102
7/03/1987 C021
9/26/1989 B061
12/19/1982 C042
7/15/1983 coil
5/21/1984 C041
' 10/05/1984 A012
10/18/1984 C032
4/27/1986 B081
1/04/1988 coil
5/26/1989 D081
10/15/1989 B071
12/03/1989 B071
12/11/1989 A105
1/19/1990 A012
1/20/1990 C016
1/21/1990 A012
1/24/1990 A081
1/31/1990 A081
2/03/1990 A083
2/07/1990 A102
2/11/1990 AlOl
2/19/1990 A105
^ •?^372«/l:990 C021»
11/13/1990 B035
CLERK OF COURTS* OFFICE UNDER REMODELING
JUDGES' WORKLOAD TO INCREASE
XCLASS GETS COURTROOM EDUCATION
36COURT WORKER TRACKS SD JUDGES IN BOOK
CITIZENS GET THEIR DAY IN COURT EACH THURSDAY
MINNEHAHA USES INTERPRETERS OFTEN
STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS HAVE SF BRANCHES
NO JAIL GARB IN COURT
COURT FEES BOOST APPROVED 5-2
COURT REPORTERS BATTLE TO KEEP ROLES
^GETTING ENGAGED A BANNER EVENT
seCOURTING HAS CHANGED IN 100 YEARS
(CULTURE) ^SAVING LIVES IS JUST PART OF JOB
SAVE FOR KIDS, SENIORS S DISABLED (ED)
XCITY MAY FLOAT IT'S OWN BOATS
SHAME ON CITY OFFICIALS (L)
RESTRICTIONS REMOVED FOR COVELL LAKE
COVENANT HOUSE NEEDS CONTRIBUTIONS (L)
XSPEAKS LANGUAGE OF CANADA GEESE
*CRASH KILLS OIL FIRM OWNER
COWBELLES PROMOTE BEEF
15 INDICTED INTO HALL OF FAME
15 SELECTED FOR COWBOY HALL OF FAME
3CF0R TODAY'S COWBOY, THERE'S NO TIME FOR HORSEPLAY
KBEN BRUNE--A COWBOYS FUNERAL
SD MAN ENTERS COWBOY HALL OF FAME
HALL OF FAME TO HONOR FORMER RODEO COWBOY
SEMINAR TO DISCUSS IMAGE OF COWBOYS
COWBOY CONFERENCE SET FOR SATURDAY
COWBOYS SUBJECT OF CONFERENCE
COWBOYS BEGIN 100-MILE CATTLE DRIVE
TALENT AGENCIES SEEK SD COWBOYS
MUSEUM DEDICATED TO COWBOYS IN SPEARFISH
)€PROTECTING COWBOYS INVOLVES MUCH RISK
36ROUNDUP TAKES RIDERS WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
JfRIDING TO KEEP THE SPIRIT ALIVE
5CPENITENTIARY INMATE BENCH PRESSES 451 POUNDS
COURT UPHOLDS COWELL CONVICTION
QUESTIONS ABOUT MADISON, SPRINGFIELD
WHAT IF LINCOLN WERE CLOSED
TEEN SLAPPED WITH FELONY ASSAULT CHARGE
COWMAN'S BROADCASTING TRAIL WINDS FROM SF TO ATLANTA
NEEDLE-MUNCHING COWS LOSE CALVES
^MAGAZINE FEATURES CITY WOMAN
^PUSHING THE PUMPKIN HOME
^PART-TIME PASTORS
KFALL VICTIM MAKES A COMEBACK
^ORGANIST REACHES 64-YEAR MARK
KCATHY COYLE'S ATHLETIC LIFE, AWARDS
seFARMERS SAY PROTECTION PLANS FULL OF HOLES
KBEER STICKS EN(DEER)ING TO COYNE
3«NEW TV STATION HAS UNIQUE FORMAT
^RETIRING PRIEST LEADS MANY DOWN NARROW ROAD
PRIEST DEDICATED TO PEOPLE (L)
TABOR SPORTS MANUFACTURER ADDS TO PLANT
COYOTE SPORTS PLANS EXPANSION IN TRIPP
COYOTES 'THICKER THAN HECK' THIS YEAR
COYOTE SURGE IN EAST SURPRISES STATE GAME OFFICE
COYOTE CONTROL DECISION CONCERNS HOGEN
COYOTES BITE INTO RANCHERS' PROFITS
OFFICIALS WARN RESIDENTS ABOUT ATTACKS
COYOTE PROBLEMS ON RISE IN STATE
COYOTE POPULATION DOESN'T HIT MARK
COYOTES ARE KILLING MORE STATE LIVESTOCK
^COYOTES CAUSE CONCERN AMONG LANDOWNERS
ENCOURAGED TO KILL COYOTES, FOXES
KILLINGS MEAN NEW PROBLEMS (L)
XCOYOTE HUNT DRAWS STRONG PROTEST
ACTIVISTS JOIN HUNTERS IN YELLING MATCH
^PROTEST DOESN'T STOP COYOTE HUNT
CUT COYOTE NUMBERS (ED)
COYOTES MUST BE CONTROLLED (ED)
COYOTES DON'T DERSERVE BAD IMAGE (L)
ANIMAL EXTREMISTS SILLY (L)
BOUNTY PROGRAM TO CONTROL COYOTES
PROTESTERS GOT PUBLICITY (L)
COYOTE-POPULATION^EXPANDS^EASTWARD
COYOTE POPULATION FINALLY STABILIZING
COWELL JAMES
COWHERD JEAN
COWHERD RANDY
COWMAN MIKE
COWS
COX JUDY
COX KARI
COX STEVE
COXWELL DEAN
COY ELLA
COYLE CATHY
COYLE LARRY ^ •-
COYNE BOB
COYNE SEAN
COYNE T P
COYNE THOMAS
COYOTE SPORTS INC
COYOTES
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COYOTES
CPR
CR INDUSTRIES
CRABTREE BEN
CRABTREE JOHN
CRAFTS
CRAGG STEPHEN
CRAIG JOHN
CRAIG RAY
CRAIG RONALD
CRAIN RAY
CRANBERRIES
CRANDELL CHARLES
CRANE MIKE
CRANEY MARK
CRANEY MARLS
^CRANGLt JOHN
CRANGLE VERNON
CRANSTON JACK
CRAWFORD AKIPA BRY
CRAWFORD COE
CRAWFORD MARSHALL
CRAWFORD R VINCENT
CRAWFORD RAY
CRAWFORD SANDY
CRAYONS
CRAZY BULL CHERYL
CRAZY DAYS
CRAZY HORSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/13/1990 D082 SHEEP PRODUCERS TO GET NEW WEAPON
1/02/1991 coil PEOPLE WARNED NOT TO KILL COYOTES
1/13/1991 B03A CUSTER MAN TRAPS COYOTE, REWARD
2/12/1991 A012 KDANCES WITH COYOTE
A/08/1992 C012 seCOYOTE-KlLLlNG DEVICE REMAINS LEGAL
9/03/1992 B062 COMPLAINTS OF COYOTES HITS RECORD
10/18/1992 B071 KCOYOTES ON THE PROWL CONCERN OFFICIAL
5/16/1988 A052 *MAN URGES SCHOOLS TO TEACH CPR
12/22/1988 A063 VALUE OF CPR IS NEVER FORGOTTEN
1/20/1989 C016 FIRM DUMPING POLLUTED WATER, EPA CHARGES
12/06/1990 D082 *M1DWEST TAKES CONSERVATISM TO THE BANK
8/20/1986 AlOl RETURN TO TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES
3/22/1989 A103 56A WORLD WITHOUT PETROLEUM
11/27/1989 A052 KCRAFTERS FIND FUN, PROFIT IN MAKING GIFTS
12/29/1989 C012 3CA WORLDLY CRAFT OUTLET
3/26/1990 C023 5tSMALL CREATIONS KEEP RETIREE'S HANDS BUSY
10/28/1989 A052 SD NATIVE WITH 'DOOGIE HOWSER'
7/16/1987;B0120FF1C1AL--GULF POLICY NEGLECTED
.A/01/1983 coil KCRAIG IS GOING ACROSS COUNTRY...
A/29/1988 COAl MINISTER'S ATTEMPTED THEFT TRIAL BEGINS
3/18/1990 COIA 5€TEEN IS DENIED BID
11/20/1991 B012 ^CRANBERRIES BOUNCE IN FROM BOG
5/08/1990 C023 YANKTON PRISON OFFICIAL GETS POW MEDAL
3/17/198A C0A2 *GROUP WILL EVALUATE SITES FOR NEW SCHOOL
5/25/198A coil BOARD MAKES CRANE'S APPOINTMENT OFFICIAL
8/25/1987 C015 ^DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT VICE PRESIDENT RESIGNS
11/02/1987 A016 *HARMONY TYPIFIES SCHOOL BOARD
2/0A/1988 C0A3 BOARD MEMBERS UNDECIDED ABOUT SEEKING RE-ELECTION
A/19/1988 coil KCRANE TO RUN AGAIN FOR SCHOOL BOARD
5/03/1988 D012 36A FILE FOR SCHOOL BOARD SEATS
6/18/1988 C015 BOARD INCUMBENTS STRESS VOTING RECORDS
9/03/1988 C015KSCHOOL DISTRICT CALLS FOR DAKOTA PROP WAR
1/20/1989 C022 ^FREEZE WON'T WORK WITHOUT REPLACEMENT
A/17/1989 A083 HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING PLAN FOLLOWS
A/2A/1989 C012 KRUNNING FOR OFFICE AT 30 WAS WORST IDEA
8/27/1989 GlOl ^SCHOOL BOARD
9/13/1989 A012 *BOND ELECTION FOR SCHOOL LIKELY
10/13/1989 D086 KTAX STUDY CRITICIZED
11/08/1989 C012 GROUP TO FIND USES FOR WASHINGTON
12/05/1989 C015 MORE MONEY NEEDED FOR LONG TERM
2/0A/1990 A091 9eBARKER-CRANE MAYOR RACE LOOMS
2/26/1991 AOIA CRANE NOT IN RUUNING
5/10/1991 C015 KCRANE WON'T ENTER CITY MAYORAL RACE
7/07/1991 con FAREWELL RECEPTION FOR CRANE IS MONDAY
7/10/1991 A081 'GOOF-OFF' LEAVES MARK ON SCHOOLS CED)
1/01/1992 A031 561992 GOALS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE MET IN 1987
11/13/1987 B012 56A1L1NG DRUMMER BENEFITS FROM GOOD FRIENDS
11/16/1987 C012 56DRUM UP SUPPORT FOR ILL MUSICIAN
6/16/1990 A052 36DRUMMER CELEBRATES PERSONAL COMEBACK
5/07/1989'A015''70 WARRANT, SDSU ANTI-WAR FEUD
5/12/1989 AlOl LET OLD ARREST WARRANT DIE (ED)
5/28/1992 B022 FORMER SDSU INTRUCTOR TO PLEAD NO CONTEST TO ASSAULT
6/07/1992 AlOl PERSISTENCE PAYS OFF FOR LAW MAN (BROOKINGS DAILY)
A/05/1988 C031 56FORMER PRISON OFFICIAL DIES
A/07/1988 A012 *AWARD-W1NN1NG HORSE LEADS FINAL MARCH
9/28/1989 C021 JONES COUNTY MAN TO HEAD SCHOOL GROUP
A/19/1992 N132 KARTIST'S CULTURE IS HIS ART
5/01/1988 NOAA (SEC BB) 56GOVERNOR WAS VOICE OF SD PROGRESSIVES
A/30/1989 CC03 56GOVERNOR LEAVES MARK OF PROGRESSIVE IDEALS
A/05/1992 Alll PERKS WOULD MAKE FORMER SD SENATOR CRINGE
6/27/1992 D013 36D1SC PLAY
5/26/1990 con 56VETS CENTER NAMES NEW DIRECTOR
3/16/1992 A052 56YAC PR0F1LE--FLANDREAU
A/26/1992 N182 36TELLER OFFERS PERSONAL TOUCH
2/19/1982 BO 11 9eCRAZY ABOUT CRAYONS
3/19/1989 C013 COLLEGES FIGHT HIGH INDIAN DROPOUT RATES
10/21/1990 A012 36COSTNER'S INSPIRED ROLE WILL REWRITE HISTORY
2/13/1992 A012 36CRAZY BULL AT PEACE WITH HERITAGE
7/16/1989 C012 *BED RACERS--W1NN1NG STRATEGY ISN'T BUNK
7/15/1990 E012 36CALL IT CRAZY, BUT IT SELLS
7/22/1990 D0A2 96CRAZY DAYS BRINGS MALL MADNESS
7/05/1991 B081 MERCHANTS ANNOUNCE ACTIVITIES
7/13/1991 C012 36GARDEN GARB
7/12/1992 EOll SHOPPING MALLS HOST CRAZY DAYS JULY 17-19
2/17/1982 C02A THANKS LEGISLATORS FOR CRAZY HORSE HONOR (L)
12/17/1982 A012 WINCHESTER COMMEMORATES CRAZY HORSE
^5/13/1983 COSr-NUMBER OF TOURISTS^VISITING CRAZY HORSE RISE
5/25/1983 C051 RESIDENTS GET FREE VISIT TO CRAZY HORSE CARVING
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CRAZY HORSE
CRAZYHAWK RALPH
CREATION
CREATIVE PRINTING
CREDIT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
l/22/198<i C031 XPOPE PLEASED BY CRAZY HORSE MODEL (YEA6ER)
3/2A/198'i COiil PRELIMINARY WORK BEGINS ON MONUMENT
5/03/1985 CG3r JANKLOW TO HONOR SCULPTOR OF CRAZY HORSE
5/27/1985 B021 CRAZY HORSE VISITATIONS AHEAD OF LAST YEAR
2/22/1986 CG33 *HICKOK BUST HEADS SOUTH FOR BRONZE
A/G6/1986 DGll KSCULPTOR'S WIDOW WORKS TO FINISH DREAM
5/G'i/1986 CG31 CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL BUSTS UNVEILED
6/G1/1986 CG23 JUDGE PUTS WILD BILL STATUE ON HOLD
8/21/1986 CG23 REJECT BOY'S CLAIM TO BE CRAZY HORSE KIN
5/13/1987 BG21 NEW DRILL TO SPEED UP CARVING AT CRAZY HORSE
9/29/1987 CG21 CRAZY HORSE WORKERS DUCK BULLETS
11/G8/1987 CGll CRAZY HORSE DRAWS RECORD CROWD IN "87
5/G1/1988 NG2^ (SEC AA) *WARRIOR REFUSED TO GIVE UP
5/G1/1988 NlGl (SEC EE) JfCRAZY HORSE SCULPTURE A PART OF ARTIST
6/G'i/1988 AG15 CRAZY HORSE PROJECT TO MARK ANNIVERSARY
6/G5/1988 EG51 CRAZY HORSE ANNIVERSARY MARKED
8/G1/1989 CG31 FIRE MAY SLOW MONUMENT WORK
5/2G/199G CG33 JfFINISHING WORK TO START ON CRAZY HORSE
7/2^/199G CGIl ARTICLE SPURS INTEREST IN CRAZY HORSE PROJECT
9/G1/199G C032 CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL PLANS OPEN HOUSE
9/G9/1990 CG33 NEW LIGHTING SYSTEM PLANNED AT CRAZY HORSE
12/10/1990 CG31 '90 CRAZY HORSE WORK USES TON OF EXPLOSIVE
12/18/1990 A07A PBS SHOW, FILM REASSESS INCIDENT
5/2A/1991 C031 WEEKEND EVENTS SET AT CRAZY HORSE GROUNDS
7/01/1991 B032 BLAST TO REVEAL MORE OF CARVING
7/15/1991 A012 XTONS OF TOIL, A MOUNTAIN OF MEMORIES
8/12/1991 B035 BLAST LOOSENS T'iO TONS OF ROCK ON MONUMENT
9/01/1991 A091 *TOURIST-SITE MOVIE DISHONORS AND DEHUMANIZES
9/08/1991 C032 COUPLE MAKES DONATION TO INDIAN MUSEUM
9/09/1991 A081 GIVE CRAZY HORSE A BETTER BILLING (ED)
9/1A/1991 coil PIPE DISPLAY IS OPPOSED
11/07/1991 coil CARVING BEGINS NEW STAGE
11/12/1991 C014 *$200,000 GIFT EXTENDS CRAZY HORSE WORK
4/23/1992 C012 *CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR CALLED INSULTING
4/23/1992 C013 CONGRESSMEN URGE NAME CHANGE
4/25/1992 A012 BUREAU TO REVIEW MALT LIQUOR
4/25/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
4/30/1992 A012 CRAZY HORSE BREW WON'T CHANGE NAME
5/01/1992 C023 OFFICIALS SEEK BREW BOYCOTT
5/03/1992 A061 CRAZY HORSE BEER NO WAY TO REVERE INDIAN LEADER (ED)
5/20/1992 A016 OPPOSITION GROWS TO CRAZY HORSE DRINK
5/20/1992 C024 XSURGEON GENERAL BLASTS BREWER
5/21/1992 A081 GIVE BREWING FIRM PIECE OF YOUR MIND (ED)
5/29/1992 C012 OGLALA LEADER INVITES BREWERS TO RESERVATION
6/02/1992 A063 BREWER WRONG TO EXPLOIT CRAZY HORSE
6/08/1992 coil CRAZY HORSE HIKE ATTRACTS 2,646 PEOPLE
6/27/1992 D015 HOUSE PANEL TAKES ACTION IN CRAZY HORSE CASE
7/03/1992 C015 NEBRASKA INDIAN GROUPS BLOCK MALT LIQUOR SALES
7/10/1992 C015 LIQUOR LABEL MEASURE APPROVED BY HOUSE
7/15/1992 C022-CRAZY HORSE BREWER--POLITICIANS SPOILED DEAL
7/18/1992 A081 INSENSITIVE PARTY IN LIQUOR DISPUTE (RC JOURNAL)
7/23/1992 B021 CRAZY HORSE PROGRESS ON 'SUNDAY MORNING'
8/01/1992 B032 BREWER, TRIBE TO DISCUSS LIQUOR DISPUTE
8/15/1992 B021 GOP PANEL REJECTS MALT LIQUOR PLANK
8/31/1992 B021 ANNUAL NIGHT BLAST SET AT CRAZY HORSE
9/08/1992 B032 CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR SELLING FOR TOP DOLLAR
9/12/1992 B012 SENATE OK'S CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR AMENDMENT
9/27/1992 F041 PANEL OK'S CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR BAN
10/04/1992 AlOl SHOULDN'T BAN CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR LABEL (RC JOURNAL)
10/05/1992 B012 *CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL LEADER DEDICATED TO TASK
10/18/1992 G075 ^MEMORIAL EMERGES WITHOUT SCULPTOR
10/19/1992 D031 *CRAZY HORSE IS MONUMENT TO VISIONARY, PEOPLE
11/16/1992 B026 CRAZY HORSE CULTURAL CENTER SEEKS FUNDING
6/10/1982 C093 YOUTH RETURNS TO SD INDIAN ROOTS
1/11/1982 C023 DISPUTES COMMENTS BY REV ORTMANN
1/14/1982 A012 ^FUNDAMENTALISTS BACK CREATIONIST BILL
1/15/1982 C025 MORE APPRECIATION FOR DEITY IS URGED (L)
1/20/1982 C015 GROUP FAILS TO FIND SPONSOR FOR CREATION BILL
2/03/1982 C023 EVOLUTION TERMED A PSUEDO-SCIENCE (L)
2/20/1982 A014 *TEACHER LOOSES CREATION THEORY FIGHT
3/07/1982 B033 DOUBLE STANDARD SEEN (L)
6/30/1987 A062 RULING DOESN'T MAKE SENSE (L)
7/20/1986 coil CREATIVE PRINTING OPENS PLANT IN CITY
1/27/1982 B051 APPROVED BILLS DROP INTEREST RATE LIMITS
2/24/1982 C013 FINANCE CHARGE LIMITS END JULY 1
9/21/1982 A095 *CREDIT WOMEN ELECTS OFFICERS
'''9/24/f982 COSIVPOLTCE: WARN OF PHONE?;^SOLICTTORS
10/15/1982 B051 3RD SEATTLE CREDIT FIRM EYES SD
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CREDIT
CREDIT BUREAU
CREDIT CARDS
CREDIT UNION
CREDITORS
CREEGAN DEB
CREEHAN DENNIS
CREIGHTON ORVILLE
CREIGHTON SD
CREMATION
CREMATORIES
CRESSMAN GERALD
CRESSMAN'S SANITAR
CREVIER TANYA
CREW KAREN
CREWEL
CRIBBAGE
CRIDER JERRY
CRIM STEVE
CRIME "r CRIMlNAUS^
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/2A/1983
9/30/198A
1/12/1985
1/21/1986
8/17/1986
11/01/1987
7/09/1988
9/30/1988
8/08/1989
5/21/1988
1/18/1989
2/25/1989
A/02/1990
7/30/1990
lO/OA/1991
10/16/1991
10/29/1991
ll/OA/1991
11/16/1991
12/08/1991
1/31/1992
A/08/1992
6/0A/1992
8/31/1992
9/20/1992
11/12/1992
5/23/1982
8/12/1982
10/10/1982
5/13/198A
10/18/198A
6/21/1985
7/20/1986
8/08/1986
8/09/1986
7/12/1987
10/10/1987
12/22/1988
12/2A/1988
2/02/1989
5/21/1989
5/2A/1989
5/26/1989
6/06/1989
9/01/1990
3/08/1991
3/20/1991
6/16/1991
; 6717/1991
7/26/1991
7/31/1991
A/09/1992
10/2A/198A
2/18/1990
A/26/1992
12/19/1991
8/30/1992
5/06/1992
lO/lA/1982
10/15/1992
11/15/1987
5/07/1989
8/03/1992
8/03/1992
12/30/1991
2/06/1987
5/07/1990
6/26/1990
7/25/1986
7/0A/1990
8/11/1990
9/28/1983
2/20/1992
7/15/1989
11/20/1992
A016
EOll
C031
A08A
E016
EOll
C012
coil
C012
A012
D082
A072
D062
D062
A012
C015
B062
BOll
B012
GOll
B062
A015
C021
D031
C016
B015
E051
C023
EOll
E021
B053
A081
Alll
C023
C035
EOll
A081
A022
C016
A081
A021
C023
D082
C021
C035
D071
C033
A012
BOll
D061
D051
C022
C061
E031
N112
D012
B012
C021
C061
AlOl
BO 16
B031
A012
A012
B015
A121
coil
B016
C021
C033
C03A
DOIA
B012
A015
B062
1/06/1982 coil
CREDIT FRAUD IS MINOR PROBLEM IN SIOUX FALLS
SUTHERLAND LUMBER TO OFFER OWN CREDIT CARD
SHERIFF ISSUES WARNING ABOUT CREDIT CARD SCAM
CREDIT CARDS INCREASE DEBT (L)
CITY WAITS FOR NEWS ON SEARS
SEMINAR WILL SHOW HOW TO COLLECT DEBT
OHIO FIRM PLANS TO BUY CREDIT BUREAU
CANDIDATE WANTS BUREAU FILES UPDATED
3(A NEW BILL COLLECTION METHOD COULD SAVE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CREDIT CARDS
SEARS FOR CREDIT CARD OPERATION
^STUDENTS ARE CREDIT TARGETS
*DROWNING IN YOUR PLASTIC
*ALL CREDIT CARDS AREN'T CREATED EQUAL
^CREDIT COUNSELOR STRESSES PLANNING AND DISCIPLINE
SUPER 8 SUSPENDS PRISON PROGRAM
INMATE TRIED TO USE CREDIT CARD NUMBER
*BANK To ADD CREDIT CARD CENTER
OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE CREDIT CARD SCAM AT USD
MICKELSON BLASTS CREDIT CARD LIMITS
*HIGH CREDIT CARD RATES CUT DEBT
3CFIRST INTERSTATE BANK ENTERS CREDIT CARD FLIP SIDE
DAYTON'S MAY SHIFT CREDIT FIRM TO CITY
RAPID CITY GROUP WARNS OF CREDIT SCAM
^STUDENTS ARE LATEST TARGET
INMATE ADMITS CREDIT CARD USED WRONGLY
CREDIT ADDICTION LED TO CARD ABUSE
ROGER PETERS RE-ELECTED CHAIRMAN
CREDIT UNION SAVINGS ARE SAFE, PROTECTED (L)
SD CREDIT UNIONS BUCK POOR ECONOMIC TIMES
36MORRELL EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION'S PRESIDENT HONORED
CREDIT UNION PLANS PARADE
TAX PLAN WOULD HURT CREDIT UNION MEMBERS (L)
CREDIT UNIONS ARE ALTERNATIVE (L)
CREDIT UNION PRESIDENT INVESTIGATED
BLACK HILLS CREDIT UNION BOSS FIRED
CREDIT UNION TOPS $5 MILLION
CREDIT UNIONS IN SPOTLIGHT (L)
BANKRUPT CREDIT UNION HAD OVER $2 MILLION
CLAIM TO BE FILED FOR NUNS IN BANKRUPTCY
CREDIT UNION DEPOSITS HEALTHIEST OF 3 FUNDS (L)
ABERDEEN CHARITY HAS INVESTED $2 MILLION
PRESENTATION SISTERS FACE $2 MILLION LOSS
KA NEW HOME
WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO EMBEZZLEMENT
ABERDEEN NUNS RENEW THEIR $2.1 MILLION CLAIM
CITY CREDIT UNION CHANGES ITS NAME
NUNS WANT REVIEW OF CREDIT UNION LOSS
GUNMAN ROBS SF CREDIT UNION
POLICE STILL SEARCHING FOR CREDIT UNION ROBBER
PLANS NEW MAIN OFFICE
MORRELL CREDIT UNION TO OPEN NEW BRANCH
NUNS' CLAIM FOR $21 MILLION REJECTED
SF AGENCY IN ANN LANDERS COLUMN
PASSES BILL TO AID COLLECTION AGENCIES
KDAY CARE A FULL-TIME JOB FOR CREEGAN
XCREEHAN NAMED USD FOOTBALL COACH
XONCE UNCERTAIN DEFENSE COULD BECOME STRENGTH
HOT SPRINGS HIRES NEW SUPERINTENDENT
THE PRECINCT THAT VOTES TOGETHER
CREMATION COSTS LESS THAN BURIAL CD
CREMATION BECOMING ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE
*CRESSMAN, HIS FORD GRAB RACING SPOTLIGHT
KTRASH HAULERS LAMENT COMPETITOR
KTRASH HAULERS LAMENT COMPETITOR
CREVIER GAINS HER FAME FROM BASKETBALL WIZARDRY
*PAY FOR PREGNANT MINORS' LAWYERS
CREW REAPPOINTED TO GAMING COMMISSION
KWOMAN'S CLUB HONORS STITCHERY AUTHOR
HOPES TO PEG CRIBBAGE WIN
5CCRIBBAGE CHAMP PLAYS CARDS RIGHT
YANKTON MAN WINS CRIBBAGE CHAMPIONSHIP
XCRIDER REMEMBERS PLAYING FOR WHITE SOX
XROAD TO BIG LEAGUES BUMPY FOR SF NATIVE
KLOCAL MORRELL BOSS GETS CORPORATE JOB
)CMORRELL NAMES NEW MANAGER
'SEE« WLSO PRISONERS', ESTATE PENITENTIARY
CENTRAL COMPUTER IDENTIFIES CRIMINALS IN SECONDS
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SUBJECT
CRIME S CRIMINALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/06/1982 CQ21 CROOKS IN GOVERNMENT & MATTER OF CONTEXT (ED)
1/22/1982 C031 PANEL REJECTS PAY-FOR-CRIME BILL
2/01/1982 A06I AN IRISHMAN'S ODYSSEY
2/22/1982 con BABY ANDREW I OF 2 1981 SF HOMICIDES
2/2'i/1982 C04I FILL'ER UP, SHERIFF
3/04/1982 D03I PRISON ESCAPEE CAPTURED NEAR WHITE, SD
3/07/1982 B053 JOHN RICHARDS SLIPS THROUGH LEGAL CRACKS
4/19/1982 C021 WHY CHICAGO HAS A LOW CRIME RATE (ED)
4/22/1982 D032 ITEMS IN CAR EVIDENCE IN CALIF MURDER PROBE
4/24/1982 BOll ARGUMENTS ABOUT HABITAL OFFENDER SENTENCE
4/24/1982 BOH COURT REVERSES FLITTIE'S BURGLARY CONVICTION
4/24/1982 BOll COURT REVERSES FLITTIE'S BURGLARY CONVICTION
4/25/1982 B044 DEADWOOD MURDER SUSPECT COMMITS SUICIDE
5/10/1982 C031 CONVICT IN HOSPITAL AWAITING EXTRADITION
5/20/1982 D015 ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGES AGAINST SF MAN DROPPED
6/01/1982 C031 MAN SENTENCED TO FIVE-YEAR TERM
6/03/1982 A012 36CALIF OPTION FREEDOM FOR SD SUSPECTS
6/04/1982 A012KCALIFORNIA OPTION DRAWS FIRE
6/06/1982 A015 BANKS WASN'T THE 1ST REFUSED EXTRADITION
6/06/1982 BOll JANKLOW HAS MADE 14 EXTRADITION REQUESTS
6/07/1982 B023 KLET'S HOPE JANKLOW IS BLUFFING (ED)
6/09/1982 C0I4 EXTRADITED MAN NOT GIVEN CALIF OPTION
6/10/1982 C013 EX-STATE'S ATTORNEY--CALIF OPTION GIVEN
6/10/1982 C021 JANKLOW ON WRONG SIDE OF CALIF OPTION (ED)
6/12/1982 C051 CITIZEN'S TIP LEADS TO MAN'S CAPTURE-WATERTOWN
6/12/1982 C052 RAPID CITY CRIME RATE EXCEEDS NATIONAL AVERAGE
6/13/1982 C023 JANKLOW'S CALIFORNIA FREEDOM PLAN CRITICIZED (L)
6/17/1982 C031 MAN GETS 10 YEARS FOR ASSAULT
;y7/03/1982 B041 MAN FACES PROBATION VIOLATION CHARGE
7/1171982 B015 POLICE END CAR SEARCH FOR ARMED HITCHHIKER
7/13/1982 C034 JUDGE SHORTENS SEIDSCHLAW'S SENTENCE
7/16/1982 C051 THEFT SUSPECT WAS CONVICTED FELON
7/23/1982 C015 ARMED ROBBERIES ON UPSWING
7/29/1982 C031 2 WAIVE EXTRADITION TO ILLINOIS
8/17/1982 C035 MISSOURI LEAVES PAUL DYSART BE--FOR NOW
8/24/1982 C031 MAN WANTED IN RAPID CITY MURDER JAILED
9/01/1982 C032 EX-CON PLANS TO DO CHURCH WORK
10/06/1982 con YOUNG MEANS EXPRESSES REMORSE FOR CRIME
10/08/1982 C043 14 YEARS CUT FROM WALTER MEAN'S PRISON SENTENCE
11/17/1982 B031 MAN FACES MURDER CHARGE IN 2 STATES
11/20/1982 B031 JUDGE ORDERS PSYCHIATRIC EXAMS FOR SCOTT MOSES
n/24/1982 C061 MAN ARRESTED IN OREGON FOR SD MURDER
12/19/1982 C042 KFBI AGENT FINDS WHITE-COLLAR CRIME IN SF
1/16/1983 C014 SIOUX FALLS' REPORTED CRIMES DROP 6 PERCENT IN 1982
1/30/1983 C043 SPOKANE POLICE NAB MAN WANTED IN SD
2/10/1983 DOllKMUTILATION SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
3/01/1983 A012 *MAN OUT ON BOND KILLS FRIEND, SELF
3/04/1983 C051 LOHNES BEGINS 347-YEAR PRISON SENTENCE
3/10/1983 C032 3CCRIME STATISTICS DISCOURAGE POLICE
6/22/1983 C051 OFFICER GIVES CRIME TIPS
6/24/1983 C035 COURT DELAYS HEARING ON MENTAL COMPETENCY
6/30/1983 C035 KLEINSCHNITZ COULD GET 15 YEARS FOR SHOOTING
7/11/1983 A015 PACE IS SLOW--CRIME RATE'S LOW IN SD
7/18/1983 C021 3RD LOWEST CRIME RATE REASSURING FOR SD (ED)
9/16/1983 C035 COUNTY GRAND JURY INDICTS 8 PEOPLE
9/30/1983 C035 MURDER SUSPECT REMAINS IN SIOUX CITY JAIL
9/30/1983 C035 MAAG'S STATUS CHANGED TO VOLUNTARY PATIENT
10/02/1983 B051 WHITESELL WILL BE TRANSFERRED OUT OF STATE
10/09/1983 C061 RAPID CITY REPORTS MORE RAPE, ROBBERY, ASSAULT
10/14/1983 con SD WASN'T TOLD ABOUT LUCAS MEETING
11/07/1983 A012 MURDER VICTIM'S KIN CAN'T FORGET
11/08/1983 B041 PARMELEE MAN SENT TO PRISON
11/08/1983 B041 WOMAN RECEIVES 7-YR TERM FOR STABBING
1/18/1984 DOll CRIME DROPS BY 10 PERCENT
1/18/1984 D041 AUTHORITIES WANT TO QUESTION DRIFTER
2/09/1984 con BILL WOULD ALLOW CHECK OF SEALED RECORDS
2/09/1984 C072 FIGHT ORGANIZED CRIME IN THE STATE
2/15/1984 D042 HOUSE ALLOWS AGENCIES TO CHECK RECORDS
2/20/1984 C023 MURDERS DO NOT DESERVE RECOGNITION (L)
2/24/1984 C041 BILL TO CRACK DOWN ON ORGANIZED CRIME
2/28/1984 B053 HEARING ON REVOKING STANDS' DEGREE
2/29/1984 C071 PENITENTIARY ESCAPEE FACES TRIAL IN OREGON
3/15/1984 C031 CONVICT AWAITS EITHER NEW TRIAL OR SENTENCE
6/13/1984 DOll COURT DECLARES LOCAL MAN A HABITUAL CRIMINAL
6/16/1984 con PSYCHIATRIC TESTS SOUGHT FOR MAN FACING CHARGE
6/17/1984 C051 INMATE WILL BE QUESTIONED ABOUT 1981 DEATH
fv 167277l98i4 ^DOn ^BURGLAR-^SUES SHOP ?OWNER^^^ - ^
6/28/1984 con JURY FINDS IN FAVOR OF SHOP OWNER
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SUBJECT
CRIME 8 CRIMINALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/24/1984 B035
7/26/1984 coil
7/26/1984 C015
7/29/1984 GOll
9/14/1984 C021
10/12/1984 C041
10/24/1984 D035
12/28/1984 A012
12/29/1984 A012
1/07/1985 B012
2/15/1985 coil
2/18/1985 A061
2/19/1985 A081
2/28/1985 C031
3/08/1985 C021
3/22/1985 coil
3/23/1985;C021
3/24/1985 A012
3/26/1985 B015
3/27/1985 B021
5/15/1985 B021
5/15/1985 B025
6/09/1985 C021
6/20/1985 C021
6/21/1985 C021
6/24/1985 A012
7/01/198& coil
7/10/1985 C031
7/14/1985 Alll
7/14/1985 C015
7/19/1985 C013
7/20/1985 C044
7/25/1985 C023
7/30/1985 C013
7/31/1985 B031
8/14/1985 B015
9/28/1985 A012
10/01/1985 A015
10/01/1985 coil
10/04/1985 coil
10/05/1985 C015
11/17/1985 E013
11/21/1985 C014
12/17/1985 C021
1/01/1986 C024
1/09/1986 C015
1/30/1986 BOll
2/06/1986 C012
2/15/1986 C015
2/28/1986 1C015
4/01/1986 C024
4/15/1986 coil
4/22/1986 A082
7/15/1986 B015
7/22/1986 B012
7/23/1986 B021
8/06/1986 BOll
8/07/1986 C021
8/15/1986 C033
8/25/1986 B033
8/26/1986 B034
9/07/1986 C043
9/12/1986 coil
10/05/1986 C042
10/10/1986 C021
10/11/1986 C016
10/15/1986 A012
11/03/1986 B033
11/19/1986 BOll
12/13/1986 A012
12/20/1986 A012
12/21/1986 A012
12/27/1986 A012
1/02/1987 C043
1/18/1987 E021
1/20/1987 C014
^«»^17;Z7i/l987'^C03r
2/17/1987 C033
MAN SOUGHT FOR COLORADO DEATH WANTED HERE
36BRADFORD ASKS FOR NEW TRIAL
GARRETSEN ASKS COURT TO DISMISS CHARGE
PROSECUTORS ON HOW CASES SHOULD BE HANDLED
NEW FBI CRIME STATISTICS GOOD NEWS (ED)
MARSHALLS PLAN TO MOVE FEATHER TO PIERRE
DEADLINE FOR STATE POSTER CONTEST
JANKLOW LIFTS INDIAN ACTIVIST'S LIFE TERM
JANKL0W--C0NFESS10N TOOK GUTS
DIFFER OVER ROSEBUD CRIME STATISTICS
JANKLOW'S MEASURE ON CRIMINALS APPROVED
LEGENDARY LAWBREAKER HAS USED UP WELCOME (ED)
HERE COMES BRONSON IN SEQUEL (ED)
ACCUSED KILLER WAITS FOR EXTRADITION HEARING
COURT--MAN MUST RETURN TO SD
SF KEEPS ITS NOSE CLEAN
LAWYERS SEEK TO COMBINE WINTERS CHARGES
MAN WHO FAILS TO APPEAR IN COURT
JUDGE HEEGE AUTHORIZES SECOND GRAND JURY
TWO NAMED TO COMMITTEE ON CRIME VICTIMS
INVESTIGATORS TO STUDY INFO ON CRIMINALS
INMATE BROUGHT TO SIOUX FALLS
MANSLAUGHTER SUSPECT RELEASED ON BOND
CLOTHIER A HABITUAL OFFENDER, JURY RULES
FEUD BETWEEN CLOTHIER AND VICTIM'S FAMILY
CITIZENS HELP TAKE A BITE OUT OF CRIME
CITY EYES ANTl-CRIME PROGRAM
CALIFORNIA MURDER SUSPECT CAUGHT IN SD
MAYBE PROGRAM WOULD CUT CRIME (L)
KPOLICE CHASE OF FORMER INMATE FLITTIE
THIEVES TARGETING RURAL AMERICA
MURDERER LOSES FIGHT OVER CHILD
PROGRAM WOULD STUNT CRIME
SD WANTS JAILED DRUG DEFENDANT
WOMAN GETS THREE YEARS FOR AIDING IN ESCAPE
FORMER TEA RESIDENT ARRESTED IN LAS VEGAS
*ARREST ENDS 5-HOUR SIEGE
VIOLENT CRIME UP IN SD
MAN ARRESTED IN SEIGE CHARGED
JURY FINDS FLITTIE GUILTY ON TWO THEFT COUNTS
CRIME RISK SAME AS 2 YEARS AGO
SEMINAR TO FOCUS ON CRIME PREVENTION
TO ANSWER STATE SURVEY ON CRIME
2 NEBRASKA MEN HELD WITHOUT BOND IN SLAYING
MAN APPEALS FOR WITNESSES IN NEB
JUDGE REVOKES SUSPENDED SENTENCES
S DAKOTANS SUFFER LESS CRIME
MAN IN MAINE TO BE EXTRADITED TO SD
JUDGE ISSUES WARRANT WHEN MAN FAILS TO APPEAR
2 CONVICTS ADMIT TO 57 CRIMES
MISSION MAN INDICTED FOR TRAFFIC DEATH
FUGITIVE IN CUSTODY AFTER ONE-YEAR SEARCH
CRIMINALS GET TAX-FREE RIDE (L)
MURDER SUSPECT RETURNED TO IOWA
SHERWOOD DIES AT 57
POLL--STATE RESIDENTS FEEL SAFE
REPORT SHOWS DECREASE IN VIOLENT CRIMES
MURDER SUSPECT RETURNED TO COLORADO
XSIOUX FALLS CRIME
FELONIES
MAN LINKED TO SD CRIMINAL ESCAPES
CRIME WORRIES
CHIEF EAGLE'S CONVICTION VACATED
CRIME IN THE HOME
MUNK ASKS JUDGE FOR REDUCED SENTENCE
RACKETEERING LAW NEEDED, MASTEN SAYS
KDROP IN MAJOR CRIMES IN '85
KCRIME IN SOUTH DAKOTA
SD CRIME RATE RISES IN 1985
XRAPIST GETS 200 YEARS
^FUGITIVE LIVED IN CITY
RAID LIVENED UP THINGS
HOMICIDES DOUBLE IN STATE IN '86
COURT UPHOLDS TRIAL AS ADULT
JUDGE WON'T FREE INMATE FOR REPAYMENT
BAUM TO HEAD DC1--DELGR0SS0 STAYS ON
HOUSE'PASSES'7W0 iBILLS ON VICTIM'S RIGHTS
CRIME STRIKES HOME IN SD
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SUBJECT
CRIME S CRIMINALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/18/1987 B012
2/18/1987 B033
3/05/1987 CG2I
3/12/1987 C021
3/12/1987 C021
3/23/1987 C012
3/26/1987 B033
3/27/1987 CG33
3/28/1987 CG33
A/G9/1987 CGll
A/11/1987 CGll
A/11/1987 CG21
A/26/1987 CG21
5/11/1987 CG21
5/13/1987 AG8A
5/2G/1987 BG25
5/23/1987 CG23
6/05/1987 AG12
7/30/1987 C023
8/01/1987 C012
8/28/1987 CG16
9/03/1987 B012
9/13/1987 COAl
9/18/1987 A081
9/2A/1987 C021
9/30/1987 BOAl
10/01/1987 C052
11/07/1987 C012
; 11/22/1987 B081
12/19/1987 C023
12/28/1987 A081
1/20/1988 B021
1/21/1988 COIA
1/21/1988 C016
A/18/1988 C016
A/25/1988 coil
5/29/1988 B012
6/0A/1988 C022
8/05/1988 C033
8/06/1988 C012
8/09/1988 C012
9/08/1988 C012
10/10/1988 C015
10/13/1988 A015
10/23/1988 coil
10/28/1988 A081
11/16/1988 COIA
11/20/1988 AOll
11/21/1988 A016
11/22/1988,, A012
12/27/1988 C012
12/28/1988 C012
1/05/1989 B012
l/lA/1989 C012
1/22/1989 BOll
1/27/1989 C023
2/01/1989 C015
2/11/1989 A012
2/13/1989 B015
2/17/1989 C023
3/26/1989 A012
3/26/1989 A071
3/26/1989 AlOl
3/28/1989 A012
A/02/1989 A012
5/11/1989 0025
5/17/1989 C016
5/22/1989 BOll
5/23/1989 C012
5/25/1989 A012
5/25/1989 DOll
5/26/1989 C015
5/29/1989 C023
5/30/1989 A012
5/31/1989 AOIA
6/21/1989 C061
^:i>65/28y^T989;iC0ia'
7/06/1989 coil
OFFICIAL TOUTS VICTIM-OFFENDER PROGRAM
^CRIMINALS PREY ON POOR AND RICH
BILL OFFERS PROBATION TO REPEAT OFFENDERS
SIOUX FALLS MAN DENIED APPEAL OF LIFE TERM
MAN DENIES THAT HE'S NM MURDER SUSPECT
NOT ALL CHARGES MERIT ATTENTION
3(MAJ0R CRIMES INCREASE IN 1986
SF MOST MAJOR CRIMES INCREASE
*N0N-TRAFF1C ARRESTS INCREASE
POLICE NAB CUFFED DRIVER
TEXAS FUGITIVE TO BE RETURNED
CALIFORNIA FUGITIVE CHARGED IN PARKING INCIDENT
TEXAS ARSON SUSPECT ARRESTED IN RC
CONVICTED KILLER'S GIRLFRIEND FIGHTS EXTRADITION
RAPIST COLUMN INCOMPLETE
EX-FARMER DESCRIBES 18-DAV CRIME SPREE
CRIME PROGRAM WORKS/ ORGANIZER SAYS
3(K1LLER FINDS HONOR IN SERVING
VIOLENT CRIMES DOWN, BUT MURDER UP
36HOT WEATHER, HOT TIME FOR CRIMINALS
MURDER TRAIL LEADS TO BALTIC
KHELP CITIZENS DETER CRIMINALS
MAN ARRESTED AT FAIR SAYS HE HAS AIDS
SUSPECTED RAPE CASE RAISES BIG QUESTIONS (ED)
WHITE HAWK PAROLE HEARING POSTPONED
INMATE SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN OUT OF JAIL
RESERVATION KEEPS STATE'S FBI AGENTS BUSY
STUDY WILL PROFILE SEX OFFENDERS
SD SUSPECT PLEADS GUILTY TO CHARGES IN SEATTLE
EXTRADITION OK'D FOR ND MINISTER
WALL STREET CRIMINALS SHOULDN'T GET OFF EASY (ED)
CLARIFICATION OF RAPE, BURGLARY SOUGHT
SEX OFFENDER PLAN COULD EASE CROWDING
PENITENTIARY CRIMES
NEW YOUTH CORRECTIONS PROGRAM CONSIDERED
JUDGE REINSTATED TO HEAR FELONIES
SATANIC WORSHIP CAUSING CRIME, CHIEF SAYS
HABITUAL CRIMINAL HEARING AGAINST OLSON DELAYED
MAN IN HOSPITAL FOR MENTAL EVALUATION
*35 YEARS IN PRISON FOR ATTACK ON WOMAN
WITNESS TELLS OF HIT MAN TALK
*LODERMEIER GETS PASS TO MEET WITH LAWYER
COLLEGES TO KEEP CLEAN SAFETY RECORDS
*SEX OFFENDER OLSON GETS 90-YEAR TERM
PAROLEE FOUND GUILTY ON FIVE CHARGES
LOCAL CAMPUSES NOT FREE OF CRIME
SUSPECTS QUESTIONED IN CRIME SPREE
HIRED ESCORT SLAIN
XWARDEN--STABBING WASN'T SYSTEM FAILURE
*MURDER CHARGES FOR BENNIS
SF POLICE SOLVE VIOLENT CRIMES OF 1988
TWO MOTHERS, MAN CONVICTED
COUNTY TOTALS UP IN '88
XLODERMEIER SENTENCED--PROBE TO CONTINUE
MAN ARRESTED IN 6-DAV CRIME SPREE
^CRIMINAL CASES
CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES INCREASE IN SIOUX FALLS
*PANEL HEARS OF TRIBAL VICE IN SD
TO INDICATE CITY HAS GONE SOFT ON CRIME
*PAROLE POPULATION
*CRIME IN SIOUX FALLS
^MEMORIES OF MURDER HAUNT HOMES
SF STILL SMALL IN ONE IMPORTANT WAY (ED)
*TIME IN THE HEAT BRINGS CRIME
^UNPROTECTED WITNESS
IOWA SUSPECT WON'T FIGHT EXTRADITION
MURDERER APPEALS CONVICTION
CALIFORNIA FUGITIVE CAPTURED IN SD
FUGITIVE MAKES RAPID CITY COURT APPEARANCE
*GALLAND CASE CLOSED, NO DEATH PENALTY
MILLION DOLLAR BOND SET FOR FUGITIVE
KANSAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN HARFORD HOLDUP
ROBBERY SUSPECTS WAIVE EXTRADITION TO IOWA
*WEDDELL BACK BEHIND BARS
STATE SEEKS LIFE TERM FOR WEDDELL
^CHILDHOOD IS BEST TIME TO STOP DELINQUENCY
MAN SERVES "TIME FOR"SWEARING.AT JUDGE
WISCONSIN FUGITIVES ARRESTED IN MITCHELL
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CRIME 8 CRIMINALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/12/1989 C012
7/19/1989 C033
7/26/1989 C015
8/08/1989 C012
8/15/1989 C012
8/16/1989 CD33
8/18/1989 C016
8/24/1989 coil
8/28/1989 A012
8/29/1989 A015
8/30/1989 C015
9/07/1989 A012
10/05/1989 C015
10/15/1989 C033
10/21/1989 C021
11/09/1989 A081
11/14/1989 coil
12/08/1989 A123
1/24/1990 C014
2/05/1990 A015
2/05/1990 A033
2/08/1990 coil
2/23/1990 B016
4/24/1990 C025
5/01/1990 C012
5/06/1990 EE02
5/08/1990 C015
5/11/1990 C015
5/15/1990 AlOl
5/21/1990 A063
5/23/1990 C012
5/24/1990 A081
5/24/1990 C016
9/14/1990 C031
9/28/1990 A012
9/29/1990 A016
10/18/1990 C012
12/14/1990 AlOl
12/16/1990 EOll
12/16/1990 E015
12/30/1990 C053
1/03/1991 coil
1/10/1991 C012
1/14/1991 B012
2/09/1991 C033
4/11/1991 C016
5/19/1991 A012
6/19/1991 A012
6/30/1991 C023
8/01/1991 C021
8/06/1991 C015
8/11/1991 C012
11/21/1991 C014
12/02/1991 C031
12/14/1991 C015
12/18/1991 coil
12/26/1991 AlOl
1/09/1992 C012
1/10/1992 C041
2/07/1992 coil
2/21/1992 A012
2/22/1992 C033
3/14/1992 A051
5/08/1992 C016
5/30/1992 DOll
6/05/1992 C031
7/03/1992 C012
7/04/1992 C021
7/07/1992 A012
7/20/1992 B012
7/27/1992 BOll
7/27/1992 B021
9/01/1992 A012
9/01/1992 B012
9/07/1992 B021
10/05/1992 A012
'^;r0705/I992 ^V065'
11/13/1992 BOll
POLICE LOOK INTO RECENT CRIME WAVE
BEHIND BARS
100-YEAR TERM FOR ATTACKING WOMAN, 87
HARTFORD BANK ROBBER GETS 7 1/2 YEAR PRISON TERM
^COMPETENCY TRIAL SET FOR MURDER SUSPECT
VICTIMS OF CRIME
*LODERMEIER APPEALING CONVICTION
ARRESTS IN STATE INCREASED IN 1988
XCITY MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
OKLAHOMA MURDER SUSPECT MAY FIGHT EXTRADITION
XROWDY MURDER SUSPECT BOOTED FROM COURTROOM
XBENNIS--CALLS MEDICAL CREWS SLOW
RAPES, MURDERS UP
SOUTH DAKOTA CRIMES
28 AGENCIES TO ASSIST VICTIMS OF CRIME
DON'T ALLOW BIKE PATH TO BECOME... (ED)
RAPE AND MURDER COUNTER CRIME TREND
AFTER-DARK FREEDOM LOST (L)
MAN WHO TOOK POLICE ON CHASE
^SUSPECT LINEUPS HELP SD POLICE
SD RANKS LOW IN JAIL POPULATION
SUSPECTS ARRESTED IN REST-STOP ROBBERIES
CHURCH HOPES PROJECT MENDS OLD WOUNDS
CRIME SPREE HITS MARION, SHERIFF SAYS
56CALLER TIPS POLICE ABOUT BREAK-IN
KMORE CRIME, MORE CRIMINALS IN 90'S
*WEST GERMAN MAN FACES DEPORTION
JURISDICTION CLAIM REJECTED ON SOME CRIMES
IT HAPPENS HERE, BUT NOT OFTEN (ED)
PEDOPHILES ARE LOWEST FORM OF LIFE KNOWN (L)
SD VIOLENT CRIME TWICE AS HIGH AS ND
36PUBLIC OPINIONS--SEVERAL VIOLENT CRIMES
2 GIRLS DESCRIBE STALKER
MAN GETS 30 YEARS IN PRISON ON 3 COUNTS
3fSF DEFIES TREND ACROSS US
VIOLENT CRIMES INCREASE
56RAPE REPORTS REACH 10-YEAR HIGH IN STATE
SMALL-TOWN ATTITUDE HELPS FIGHT CRIME (ED)
TASK FORCE WANTS OPINIONS ON CRIME
OFFERS OFFENDERS A CHANCE TO MAKE RESTITUTION
18 HOMICIDES COMMITTED IN STATE
MAN REQUESTS FURLOUGH TO ATTEND FUNERAL
AGED DRIVE UP PRISON COST
POLICE ANSWER RECORD CALLS IN *90
VERMILLION MAN GIVEN 227-YEAR TERM
CRIME WAR IS OUTLINED
^ACCUSED'S PAST 'A CRY FOR HELP'
VIOLENT CRIME SOARS IN RURAL AREAS
FORMER RC MAN SEEN ON 'MOST WANTED'
ABERDEEN MAN LEAVES JAIL TO GET MARRIED
MURDER EXCEEDING FORECAST FOR '91
VIOLENT CRIMES INCREASE IN STATE
CRIME RATE SECOND-LOWEST
RAPID CITY DETECTIVE SEES GANG ACTIVITY
5€2 LAWMAKERS WANT LOTTERY PROBE
HOMICIDE SUSPECT HELD FOR FLORIDA EXTRADITION
LAWS SHOULDN'T QUELL VOICE OF CRIMINALS (ED)
XCOURT SAYS MOELLER HABITUAL CRIMINAL
RAPID CITY GRAND JURY TO PROBE GANGS
HABITUAL CRIMINAL FACES LIFE SENTENCE
3CMISS0URI MAN ARRESTED IN DELL RAPIDS FOR KC ATTACKS
^ACCUSED MURDERER WON'T LEAVE
56CRIME FIGHTER CASTS HIS DYE ON MONSTERS
LINCOLN COUNTY OFFENSES COME IN AT RECORD PACE
WANTED KANSAS MAN FOUND IN SF
MAN GETS LIFE FOR HABITUAL OFFENSES
FEMALE FELONS OFTEN LESS DANGEROUS
POLICE--JUVENILE CRIME RATE MISLEADING
CITY CRIME RATE UP
^OUTLAW'S WIFE BURIED NEAR WAKONDA
TRIPLE KILLING SUSPECT ARRESTED IN DEADWOOD
STABBING SUSPECT FIGHTING EXTRADITION
COLLEGES TO REPORT CAMPUS CRIMES
SD CRIME RATE UP 6 PERCENT IN '91
MAN SENTENCED FOR PAROLE VIOLATION
*0N THE NIGHT SHIFT, CLERK FIGHTS CRIME
CAMERAS HELP CURBSCRIME
MAN STUCK IN CHIMNEY BROKE PROBATION
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SUBJECT
CRIME S CRIMINALS
CRIME LABORATORY
CRIME PREVENTION
CRIME STOPPERS
CRIMINAL INVESTIGA
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/19/1992 B012 *CASINOS CAN BRING CRIME
11/2A/1992 A012 ^MURDER SUSPECT DIES AFTER 3-STORY FALL
11/26/1992 coil HOSTAGE-TAKER GETS 25-YEAR SENTENCE
11/26/1992 coil MAN CHARGED IN MURDER TAKEN BACK TO KANSAS
12/02/1992 A035 MANY PROFESSIONS REJECT THOSE WITH FELONY RECORD
12/07/1992 B012 *CRIME UP, BUT STATE AMONG SAFEST
A/26/1986 C022 MASTEN BACKS FOR STATE CRIME LAB
5/17/1987 C012 STATE CRIME LAB LACKS SPACE, MONEY
6/21/1987 C021 STATE CRIME LAB SEARCHES FOR ROOM TO EXPAND
8/16/1986 C013 POLICE LAY CARDS ON TABLE TO BATTLE CRIME
2/02/1987 A07A CLUB PLANS CRIME PREVENTION WEEK
5/23/1987 C023 CRIME PROGRAM WORKS, ORGANIZER SAYS
11/02/1988 coil CRIME GROUP OFFERS REWARD FOR WEDDELL
8/19/1990 EOll TV SHOW FEATURES SF MURDER
8/21/1990 AOll TIPSTERS CALL IN AFTER CRIME SHOW
A/12/1992 D016 CRIMESTOPPER CALLS COSTLY TO CROOKS
1/22/1983 BOll DCI--I WAS TOLD TO QUIT
2/11/1983 COAl HOUSE PANEL KILLS LABORATORY MONEY
3/06/1983 B051 TAPING OF CHILDREN'S TESTIMONY OK'D
3/12/1983 coil MEIERHENRY PRAISES BILL TO SUBPOENA RECORDS
1/10/1991 C012 DIRECTOR OF STATE'S DCI QUITS
2/02/1991 COIA KCODINGTON SHERIFF TO HEAD DCI
5/19/1991 C031 STATE CRIME LAB FORMALLY RENAMED
SEE ALSO LEGAL SERVICES, JUV JUSTICE, BAIL BONDS
1/06/1982 coil JANKLOW BAIL DENIAL PROPOSAL DRAWS CRITICISM
1/15/1982 C021 US JUSTICE DELAYED CED)
1/2A/1982 B031 US ATTORNEY CRITICIZES EDITORIAL CD
CRIMINAL PLEA BILL GETS PANEL BACKING
2/05/1982 C02A HEUERMANN DEFENDED IN ZABEL SENTENCING CD
2/09/1982 AOIA KBAILEY--PRISONS NO CRIME DETERRENT
2/18/1982 D031 INSANITY PLEA GOES TO JANKLOW
2/21/1982 B041 JUDGE ORDERS NEW TRIAL FOR GRAHAM
2/22/1982 C0A5 EVIDENCE IN AIM CASE CONTRADICTED
3/02/1982 B015 RETRY OR FREE SD MURDER CONVICT
3/03/1982 C015 KSD HOLDS CONVICT WHILE CONTESTING RULING
3/11/1982 D015 COURT ASKED TO OVERTURN STUMES CASE DECISION
3/20/1982 B023 COURT RULING THWARTS JUSTICE IN STUMES CASE CD
4/02/1982 A012 *MAN VENTS ANGER OVER ASSAILANT'S
4/02/1982 C021 REAGAN AND HINCKLEY--A YEAR AFTER SHOOTING CED)
4/05/1982 C021 LITIGATING US WAYS CARRIED TO EXTREME CED)
4/24/1982 BOll ARGUMENTS ABOUT HABITAL OFFENDER SENTENCE
4/24/1982 BOll COURT REVERSES FLITTIE'S BURGLARY CONVICTION
5/07/1982 coil CIRCUIT JUDGES ROLL BACK MISDEMEANOR FINES
5/14/1982 C021 MATHIS CASE SERVES CAUSE OF SD JUSTICE CED)
6/05/1982 C051 TESTIMONY NOT NULLIFIED BECAUSE WITNESS.MARRIED
6/05/1982 C051 LAWYER WAS INEFFECTIVE--A NEW TRIAL
6/16/1982 C023 VIGILANTE JUSTICE MAY REPLACE COURT SYSTEM CD
6/21/1982 B023 SD'S 'CALIF OPTION' GETS BOOED CSCHREINER)
6/22/1982:8023'CALIFORNIA OPTION IS DANGEROUS FOR SD CD
6/22/1982 B051 HINCKLEY CASE COULD CHANGE INSANITY PLEA
6/23/1982 coil kHINCKLEY VERDICT SURPRISES, UPSETS SF RESIDENTS
6/25/1982 C015 MATHIS TRIAL COST DAVISON COUNTY $25,464
6/27/1982 C031 TRUTH SERUM URGED FOR FELONY TRIALS CD
7/01/1982 A012 MAN AVOIDS 14-YEAR-OLD SENTENCE
7/01/1982 D021 PRESSLER'S INSANITY BILL MUST GET BY CONGRESS CED)
7/01/1982 D023 THINKS AMERICANS OVERREACTED TO HINCKLEY VERDICT CD
7/04/1982 C031 3CFLAWED PRESSLER BILL ISN'T THE ANSWER
7/04/1982 C032 PLEASED WITH EDITORIAL COVERAGE ON HINCKLEY CD
7/04/1982 C043 CRITERIA FOR INSANITY PLEA HARDER IN SD
7/07/1982 C032 SF JURY TO DECIDE INSANITY CASE TODAY
7/08/1982 C032 *SF JURY REJECTS INSANITY PLEA
7/09/1982 C021 US JUSTICE--SD STYLE CED)
7/16/1982 A012 *REAGAN, JANKLOW TO CONFER ABOUT CRIMINAL LAW
7/16/1982 C023 PRESSLER ANSWERS CRITICS OF INSANITY PLEA CD
7/18/1982 B031 INSANITY LOOPHOLE MUST BE ELIMINATED CD
7/23/1982 C022 LOCK UP HINCKLEY AND THROW AWAY KEY CD
8/26/1982 C052 MEIERHENRY--CUT CRIMINALS' OPTIONS
8/27/1982 coil *MEIERHENRY WANTS CHANGES IN JURY--TRIAL SITE
9/01/1982 C032 SUSPECTS PLEADING INSANITY
9/01/1982 C051 GUILTY VERDICT UPHELD IN BADLAND NATL PARK
9/04/1982 B041 COURT-CONVICTION STICKS DESPITE JURY SEPARATION
9/07/1982 B031 J6GUILTY-BUT-MENTALLY ILL LAW NEEDED IN SD
9/08/1982 C025 MEIERHENRY'S JURY PROPOSAL SUPPORTED CD
9/11/1982 C031 HIGH COURT TO RULE ON PLEA CHARGE OF BHSC STUDENT
9/23/1982 C013 PRISON CHAPLAIN TELLS OF CONFESSION-NEBRASKA
"W23/l982t^C034' T7-YEARNOLD " TO BEMRTED AS' ADULT
9/25/1982 B052 LAWYER FOR MURDER SUSPECT ASKS FOR CHANGE OF VENUE
10/04/1982 BOll ^JUDGE'S RULING CHALLENGES EXCLUSIONARY RULE
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10/17/1982 AD12 *BITTNER JOINS AS SERVING A LIFE SENTENCE
I0/2A/I982 C031 INNOVATIONS NEEDED FOR REHABILITATION (L)
11/16/1982 A014 PAROLE BOARD CONSIDERED BLAIR GOOD RISK
12/10/1982 AG12 XMAAG FOUND NOT GUILTY IN SLAVING
12/10/1982 C015 PRIEST SAYS TEEN SAID HE KILLED 2--DIX0N
12/10/1982 C052 NO PLEA BARGAIN AGREEMENT IN HIT-AND-RUN CASE
12/11/1982 C012 INSANITY DEFENSE FACES REVISION
12/11/1982 C031 SENTENCING OF WEDDEL POSTPONED
12/15/1982 C021 LIFE SENTENCE EXTREME FOR WRITING $100 CHECK (ED)
12/21/1982 C0<t2 JUDGE REJECTS 8 OF CONVICTED MURDERER'S CLAIMS
12/22/1982 D021 FEDERAL COURTS SHOULDN'T TELL STATES
12/28/1982 A012 XJUDGE--I ACTED PROPERLY IN PELTIER CASE
12/28/1982 C021 FBI WANTED BOGUE IN PELTIER CASE (ANDERSON)
12/31/1982 C042 COURT WANTS MORE FACTS FROM HEUERMANN
1/05/1983 DOAA HE KNEW MANY BY FIRST NAME
I/06/I983 COAI SD STATE BAR FOR INSANITY DEFENSE
1/18/1983 B023 CRITICIZES RIDENOUR'S RELEASE WITHOUT BOND (L)
1/18/1983 B031 MAN ACCUSED OF THREATENING WITNESS
1/20/1983 A062 LAW ALREADY ON SD BOOKS
1/20/1983 C0A3 JUDGE TO RULE ON USE OF WIRETAPPING
1/21/1983 B051 BILL GIVES VICTIM NOTICE OF PARDON REQUEST
1/27/1983 C053 LEGISLATION ALLOWS GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL
2/0A/1983 C0A2 SENATE TO CONSIDER CHANGING INSANITY PLEA
2/06/1983 coil DIFFICULT DECISIONS PART PAROLE BD'S JOB
2/09/1983 C051 GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL PASSES SENATE
2/11/1983 coil BITZ NOT GUILTY BY REASON OF MENTAL ILL
2/12/1983 COAl COURT WANTS MORE FACTS ON ROBERT GRAHAM
2/18/1983 C031 JAILED MAN ASKS FOR BOND REVIEW
2/19/1983 BOIA STUDY—INDIANS ON OUTS IN COURTS
2/27/1983 BOAI PANEL DEADLOCKS ON INSANITY PLEA BILL
3/01/1983 A012 3CMAN OUT ON BOND KILLS FRIEND, SELF
3/02/1983 C013 MURDER-SUICIDE SPURS DEBATE ON BONDING
3/02/1983 C036 PRISONER WANTS TO WITHDRAW PLEA
3/02/1983 C051 GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL BILL PASSED
3/04/1983 coil MENTAL ILLNESS BILL GOES TO JANKLOW
3/04/1983 C021 REQUIRE COURT APPEARANCE FOR BOND IN FELONY CASES
3/05/1983 A02I GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL PLEA
3/08/1983 C021 GUILTY BUT INSANE LAW FORWARD STEP (ED)
3/10/1983 C041 CAMP LAWYER REFUSES TO GIVE STATEMENT
3/11/1983 coil MENNONITE PLAN HAS OFFENDERS MEETING VICTIMS
3/14/1983 C031 LAWYERS CRITICIZE SUBPOENA BILL
3/15/1983 coil MISTAKE SHAKES ONE MAN'S FAITH IN JURIES
3/15/1983 C025 PENAL SYSTEM REFLECTS FAILURE (L)
3/16/1983 C021 CONFESSION PREVENTS JUSTICE MISCARRIAGE (ED)
3/I6/I983 C036 PLEA BARGAIN BILL SIGNED
3/2I/I983 B024 LAW ON INSANITY PLEAS SHOULD BE CHANGED (L)
3/22/1983 coil JANKLOW VETOES BILL ON SUBPOENA OF RECORDS
3/27/1983 C013 SIOUX LEADERS SEE JUSTICE IN DECISION
3/31/1983 C023 TRAP SET BUT SPENCE OUTWITTED SYSTEM (L)
4/06/1983 B01136INTERPRETER IS LIFELINE FOR DEAF PERSON IN COURT
4/07/1983 coil LAWYER WANTS SANITY TEST
4/15/1983 C023 SHOOTING QUESTIONS UNANSWERED (L)
4/19/1983 B021 HOW CAN SOCIETY PUNISH SICK (L)
4/21/1983 C035 LAWYER SEEKS TO EXCLUDE WRITTEN STATEMENT
4/2I/I983 C051 LAWYER WANTS CONVICTION OVERTURNED
4/24/1983 coil JUDGE--INSANITY PLEA IS COMPLEX AREA
4/28/1983 C023 RIDENOUR FACED HUMILIATION (L)
5/12/1983 C015 COURT--INDIAN NOT UNDER SD JURISDICTION
5/15/1983 B071 SHERIFF CRITICIZES JUDGE'S MURDER CHARGE DISMISSAL
5/21/1983 B031 STATE CAN'T APPEAL ASSAULT CONVICTION
6/05/1983 C031 *LOVE IS MORE IMPORTANT IN A JUST SOCIETY
6/29/1983 A012 *SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS SOUTH DAKOTA SENTENCE
6/29/1983 coil SUPREME COURT LIFTED A LOAD FROM HIS BACK
6/30/1983 coil INTEREST IN CASE SHOWS THAT PEOPLE CARE ABOUT LAWS
7/02/1983 B021 SUPREME COURT RIGHTS A WRONG FOR SD MAN (ED)
7/03/1983 B03I JUSTICES USE HEARTS ON HELM'S SENTENCE (WILL)
7/08/1983 A012 BANK'S BROTHER--SOUTH DAKOTA COURTS RACIST
7/20/1983 C015 JUDGE WHO SENTENCED HELM WILL TRY AGAIN
7/23/1983 B022 STATE PROSECUTORS ABUSE HABITUAL OFFENDER (L)
8/07/1983 B041 JUDGE ORDERS PSYCHIATRIC TESTS FOR MAN
8/15/1983 C013 VICTORY SAVED 8TH AMENDMENT
8/18/1983 A013 ^HABITUAL FELON'S LIFE TERM REDUCED TO 20 YEARS
8/20/1983 B042 CAMERAS RECORD HELM'S RESENTENCING
8/27/1983 C042 JUDGE CAN'T CHANGE VERDICT IN ASSAULT CONVICTION
8/30/1983 B041 LIE DECTOR TEST PART OF APPEAL
8/30/1983 B043 LAWYER WANTS EVIDENCE SUPPRESSED
•WOT/1983-COTl' JUDGE CLOSES HEARING PREVENT PUBLICITY
9/03/1983 B0I3 COURT--INNOCENCE REMINDER NOT NEEDED
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9/11/1983 C051 JUDGE ACCUSES LAWYER OF GOADING DEFENSE
9/17/1983 B031 JURIES CAN BE TOLD OF PRIOR CONVICTIONS
9/21/1983 B0I2 MAN FOUND IN CONTEMPT IN COCAINE PROBE
10/11/1983 C033 MAN'S PRISON SENTENCE SHORTENED
10/25/1983 C051 LUCAS MAN POSTS BOND
10/26/1983 C012 ^INTIMIDATION FORCED WITNESS TO TESTIFY
10/27/1983 COAl BANNING WITNESS WAS UNFAIR
10/27/1983 COAl LAWYER--HIGH ELK'S REPRESENTATION INEFFECTIVE
11/09/1983 C071 JUDGE WILL RULE ON POSSIBLE DEFENSE CONLFICT
11/10/1983 coil WINNER MAN DENIES WITNESS TAMPERING CHARGE
11/13/1983 C021 LOOK AT DAKOTA TERRITORY JUSTICE CYEAGER)
11/1^/1983 BOll SECRET HAND OF GRAND JURY PROVOKES QUESTION
11/16/1983 C013 LAWYER WANTS DAY IN OPEN COURT
11/27/1983 coil KAPPEAL TO HIGH COURT MAY SET NATIONAL TREND
11/29/1983 B012 COURT URGED TO KEEP STUMES IN PRISON
12/06/1983 B051 JURY SELECTION STARTS IN WITNESS TAMPERING CASE
12/07/1983 C014 COURT WILL HEAR INDIAN JURISDICTION CASE
12/08/1983 C05I PROSECUTOR--MAN BRIBED WITNESS
12/09/1983 C031 DEFENDANT SAYS WITNESSES DEMANDED MONEY
12/10/1983 C0A2 SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS 35-YEAR PRISON SENTENCE
12/11/1983 C071 LUCAS MAN FOUND GUILTY OF WITNESS TAMPERING
12/16/1983 C035 LAWYER NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MISTRIAL
12/18/1983 C081 PLAN EASES RULES FOR JURY DUTY
12/27/1983 B021 JUSTICE SYSTEM NEEDS REVISION (L)
12/28/1983 D013 ^JUDGES, LAWYERS DELIBERATE ON JURY SYSTEM
12/29/1983 A012 FELON'S RELEASE ANGERS STATE AUTHORITIES
12/29/1983 coil KJURY SELECTION CAN DETERMINE WHO WINS CASE
1/06/198'i BOAl LUCAS MAN SENTENCED FOR WITNESS TAMPERING
l/07/198<i CO'il JUDGE NEED NOT WARN JURY ABOUT CONTENT
1/14^/1984 B015 JUDGES CAN DENY TRIAL BY JURY
1/14/1984 B042 WITNESSES 8 LIE DETECTOR RESULTS KEY
1/18/1984 D013 XCHIEF JUSTICE WANTS STATE DEFENDER'S OFFICE
1/18/1984 D031 MEIERHENRY PROPOSES STATEWIDE GRAND JURIES
1/20/1984 A015 RAPE RECORD MAY BE WIPED CLEAN
1/20/1984 C016 GRAND JURY IDEA GETS SCRUTINY
1/21/1984 B051 LAWYER UPSET ABOUT TREATMENT
1/23/1984 C021 BROADEN GRAND JURY SCOPE--(ED)
1/28/1984 B024 RAPIST CAN HAVE CLEAN RECORD (L)
1/29/1984 C092 LAWYER DOESN'T WANT CLIENT TRIED AS AN ADULT
2/01/1984 C021 ^CENTRAL OFFICE DECIDING WHO HAS RIGHT
2/03/1984 DOll MEIERHENRY GRAND JURY BILL DIES IN COMMITTEE
2/04/1984 B031 HOUSE APPROVES BILL GRANTING JURY TRIALS TO ALL
2/13/1984 C024 1ST OFFENDERS DESERVE PAROLE (L)
2/15/1984 D041 PANEL SUPPORTS TRIAL RIGHTS
2/17/1984 C043 BILL LETS POLICE BRING SUSPECTS TO SF
2/18/1984 B021 COURT CAN'T CHANGE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS (L)
2/18/1984 B041 SENATE APPROVES MEASURE ON JURY TRIALS
2/19/1984 C061 APPEAL PANEL UPHOLDS MANSLAUGHTER
2/23/1984 C032 SUPREME COURT FREES MAN CONVICTED OF RAPE
'2/23/1984 iC051 HOUSE KILLS BILL GUARANTEEING JURY TRIAL
2/24/1984 C0213CGIVING APPELLATE DEFENDER APPEAL VETO
3/01/1984 coil HIGH COURT ALLOWS MURDERER'S CONFESSION
3/01/1984 C031 JUDGE CUTS MAN'S PRISON SENTENCE BY 2 YEARS
3/03/1984 B036 MAN GETS RETRIAL, HIGH COURT RULES
3/08/1984 C052 ACCUSED MURDERER ASKS FOR NEW JUDGE
3/14/1984 A012 CHANSON'S TRIAL MAY COST TAXPAYERS
3/30/1984 C021 HINCKLEY 3 YEARS LATER AND PLEA CHANGES (ED)
4/06/1984 C034 LAWYER CRITICIZES REUTTER VERDICT
4/18/1984 D035 CITY MAN WILL GET 2ND CHANCE
4/19/1984 coil JUDGE WENT TO FAR WHEN HE BARRED RETRIAL
4/19/1984 C031 LAWYERS ARGUE FOR NEW TRIALS
4/21/1984 C016 FRAUD LAW IS ILLEGAL, LAWYER SAYS
5/02/1984 D021 JURIES HOLD DEFENDENTS ACCOUNTABLE (ED)
5/11/1984 C042 APPEALS COURT KEEPS PACE WITH CASELOAD
5/12/1984 coil ^PROSECUTORS COUNTER REQUEST FOR NEW TRIAL
5/17/1984 A012 JUDGE DEFENDS SENTENCE GIVEN IN CASE
5/19/1984 C012 COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS ALLOWING CAMERAS IN COURTROOM
5/20/1984 C021 *60 DAYS IN THE COUNTY JAIL
5/24/1984 coil JUDGE APPROVES REQUEST FOR NEW GRAND JURY
5/27/1984 B021 READERS RESPOND TO CHILD'S RAPE SENTENCE (L)
5/28/1984 C021 USEFUL COURT PHOTO TEST (ED)
6/01/1984 C031 OFFICIALS CONSIDER EARLY RELEASE PROGRAMS
6/04/1984 C031 LONGER SENTENCES FILL PRISON
6/06/1984 D021 ISSUE OF PRETRIAL PUBLICITY (ED)
6/07/1984 C035 COURT PANEL SOLICITING VIEWS ON JUDICIAL SYSTEM
6/13/1984 D035 COURT UPHOLDS MAN'S LOWER BRULE CONVICTION
•6/1571984 C023 FEW -COUNTY^CASES •ARBfTRlVED ELSEWHERE (L)
6/18/1984 B014 VICTIMS' VIEWS SOUGHT
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE 6/21/198't C035 CRIME VICTIMS TESTIFY ABOUT PROBLEMS WITH SYSTEM
6/22/198A coil JUDGES TOLD ABOUT CALLOUSNESS OF SYSTEM
7/GA/198'i DOll JUDGE SAYS LAWYER MAY REVIEW SECRET TESTIMONY
7/06/198A AGI5 RULING WILL HELP, MEIERHENRY SAYS
7/G6/I98A CGI2 DECISION IS VICTORY FOR VICTIMS
7/15/I98A CG21 POLICE POWERS TO SEARCH (ED)
7/2A/198A BG35 LAWYERS TO ARGUE IF GIRL IS COMPETENT TO TESTIFY
7/28/198A DG35 LOHNES WANTS JUDGE REMOVED FROM CASE
7/29/198A GGll PROSECUTORS ON HOW CASES SHOULD BE HANDLED
7/29/1984 GGll ^TESTIFYING IN COURT OF CHILD WITNESSES
7/29/1984 GG31 SD ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
7/3G/1984 BGll ^DECIDING PUNISHMENT ISN'T EASY
8/G9/1984 CG14 TO END ONE FORM OF PLEA BARGAIN
8/17/1984 CG41 JANKLOW--CONFESSION LED TO THE CHANGE
8/22/1984 DG31 JUDGE DENIES PENITENTIARY INMATE'S PETITION
8/23/1984 CG15 CHILD SEX ABUSER LOSES BID FOR EARLY RELEASE
9/G5/I984 DGII .JUDGE-TURNS DOWN REQUEST FOR NEW TRIAL ,
9/G5/1984 DG21 JUSTICE IN ODD SHOPLIFTING CASE (ED)
9/12/1984 DG14 NEW SENTENCING LAW MAY APPLY
9/12/1984 DG41 LIE DETECTOR BASIS OF NEW TRIAL BID
9/13/1984 CG42 TO OVERTURN CONVICTION FOR MURDER
9/I5/I984 CGI5 JUDGE RULES WOMAN HELD IN PRISON LEGALLY
9/22/1984 CG25 JUDGE MUST RULE ON EVIDENCE (L)
9/23/1984 BG71 CO SAYS STATE SHOULD PAY JUDICIAL COSTS
9/27/1984 CG35 BILL MAY SAVE COUNTIES MONEY
1G/IG/I984 CG2I 'BURNING BED' IGNITES LITTLE INTEREST
lG/13/1984 CG31 JUDGE BANS RC LAWYER FROM CASE
1G/I5/I984 CGI2 RICHARDS IN RAPID CITY HOSPITAL
1G/2G/1984 CG31 JUDGE ORDERS RICHARDS BACK TO JAIL
1I/G8/1984 CGll RESIDENTS DISAGREE ON FAIRNESS OF SENTENCE
II/I1/1984 CG21 HEUERMANN'S PRICE ON LIFE-27 CENTS AN HOUR
11/13/1984 BG32 MAN'S CONFIDENCE IN JUSTICE SYSTEM
11/18/1984 CG21 TO BOOT BAD JUDGES...(ED)
11/19/1984 BG21 EDITORIAL ABOUT JUDGE SHOWS POOR JUDGEMENT
11/2G/I984 AG14 FAMILY SEEKS JUDGE'S REMOVAL
11/21/1984 DG31 JUDICIAL PANEL ISN'T REVIEW BOARD
11/21/1984 DG35 COURT REFUSES TO HEAR APPEAL
11/23/1984 CG21 STATE LEGAL SYSTEM NEEDS OVERHAUL (L)
11/28/1984 DG23 IMPRISONED DEFENDANT COULDN'T HELP (L)
12/G4/1984 BGll PROBATION REVOKED AFTER BAR VIOLATION
12/G6/I984 CG41 NO EARLY WORK START ON CRIMINAL CASES
12/G8/1984 CG3I COURT RULES AGAINST WRITTEN TESTIMONY
12/21/1984 CGll CASES OF MEN ACCUSED OF SEX ABUSE
12/23/1984 CG21 WRONG TO BRING SECOND SLATE OF CHARGES (ED)
12/23/1984 DGll ^WEIGHT OF DECISION IN CHILD ABUSE CASE
1/G8/1985 CG21 VICTIM ASSISTANCE BILLS IN RIGHT DIRECTION (ED)
1/11/1985 CG12 ABUSE OF ELDERLY NEEDS HARSH PENALTY
1/12/1985 CGll PAROLE BOARD HEAD NAMED IN SUIT
1/29/1985 BGll BILL OFFERS NEW RIGHTS TO VICTIMS
1/3G/1985 DG14 JUDGE FOR BILL TO HELP CRIME VICTIMS
1/31/1985 CG45 SENATE OKS TOUGHER BAIL IN ABUSE CASES
2/2G/1985 CGll HOUSE PASSES BILLS ON CRIME VICTIMS' RIGHTS
3/G6/1985 BGll LAWMAKERS WRANGLE OVER CRIME VICTIMS PROPOSAL
3/G8/1985 CG21 LAWMAKERS BOOST CRIME PENALTIES
4/2G/1985 CG15 LEGISLATURE WAS GOOD TO VICTIMS OF CRIME
4/26/1985 AlGl MORE MUST BE DONE TO HELP CRIME VICTIMS (ED)
4/28/1985 CG21 LEGISLATOR, JUDGES STUDY ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING
5/15/1985 BG25 JUSTICE BACKS CRIME VICTIMS
5/27/1985 BGll COUNTY CLERK FINDS SHOE ON THE OTHER FOOT
6/I3/I985 CG41 JUDGE APPOINTS 2 TO CRIME-VICTIMS COMMITTEE
6/I9/I985 AG16 STATE WANTS DEATH PENALTY FOR AIKINS
6/22/1985 CG31 STATE BAR REJECTS CAMERAS IN COURTROOM
6/23/1985 CG21 COMMITTEE DISCUSSES HOW TO PROTECT VICTIMS
6/25/1985 AIGI A FITTING PUNISHMENT FOR UNFITTING CONDITIONS (ED)
6/26/1985 CG13 ARGUS, POLICE ARGUE ABOUT ARREST RECORDS
7/G8/1985 AG12 JAIL TIME FOR VIOLENT CRIMES GETS SHORTER
7/12/1985 CG12 POLICE WITHHOLDING OF RECORDS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
7/13/1985 CG21 SEARCH WARRANT VALID IN CONVICTION
8/IG/1985 CG13 WE'LL PUSH VICTIMS AID AGAIN
9/G4/1985 AG6I JUDGE SHOULD REJECT SHERWOOD PLEA BARGAIN (ED)
9/1G/1985 CG2I APPEAL DENIED IN SOUTH DAKOTA KILLING CASE
IG/I6/1985 BG31 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO WITNESS TAMPERING
lG/27/1985 CGll PRESERVATION DAM BLOCKS JUDICIAL SYSTEM
11/G6/1985 BGll PAIKENS GETS LIFE IN MURDER PLEA
12/G7/1985 CGll LAWYER TELLS FLITTIE CRIME HISTORY
, 12/13/1985 CG36 SEVERAL PEOPLE ARE SENTENCED IN CIRCUIT COURT^ ^ ^ ^ DUAUiSTANDARD^'OF JUSTICE
12/2G/1985 CG21 NEW JUDGE WON'T JAIL S. DAKOTAN
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12/31/1985 A06A CRIME APPARENTLY DOES PAVCL)
12/31/1985 coil JUDGE DENIES DOKKEN'S REQUEST
1/02/1986 COIA BILLS TO AID CRIME VICTIMS, WITNESSES
1/03/1986 coil ESTATE, MURDER SUSPECT STRIKE PLEA AGREEMENT
1/03/1986 C031 JUDGE--ROBBERY DETAILS OK IN TRIAL
1/06/1986 A082 SENTENCE ABUSE OF JUSTICE CD
1/08/1986 coil FLITTIE APPEALING HABITUAL-OFFENDER SENTENCE
1/20/1986 B015 FEDERAL OFFICE GIVES $206,000 TO STATE PROGRAM
1/21/1986 C031 PEACE OFFICERS SUPPORT VICTIM RIGHTS BILLS
1/22/1986 B036 JUSTICE FOCUSES ON CRIME VICTIMS
1/2A/1986 C013 OK'S PACKAGE TO EASE TRAUMA
1/31/1986 C032 HOUSE PASSES CRIME BILLS
2/01/1986 C0A3 JUSTICES REJECT SELF-DEFENSE PLEA
2/0A/1986 B022 SWALLOW FEELS GOOD ABOUT PRISON SENTENCE
2/19/1986 B02A VICTIMS' RIGHTS BILLS CLEAR PANEL
3/04/1986 C024 PASSES 9 BILLS EXPANDING VICTIM'S RIGHTS
3/08/1986 C033JANKLOW SIGNS LAW TO HELP CRIME VICTIMS
3/11/1986 A012 CRITICS FEAR RULING HARMS SUSPECTS' RIGHTS
3/11/1986 B042 TELLS PEOPLE WHAT TO EXPECT IN COURT
3/18/1986 C033 VICTIM ASSISTANCE, SEXUAL ABUSE PREVENTION NEEDED
3/21/1986 coil INMATES TELL YOUTHS TO STAY OUT OF PRISON
3/23/1986 AlOl PIZZA THIEF IS NOT AROUND TO HARM US (L)
3/24/1986 BOll NEW RULE SPEEDS UP CITY COURT SYSTEM
3/29/1986 C015 WATERTOWN MAN WINS COURT APPEAL
3/30/1986 A081 WHITE MEDIA DON'T GIVE A FAIR SHAKE
4/01/1986 A016 FELONS SERVE SHORT TERMS, STUDY SAYS
4/01/1986 C031 PAROLE OFFICERS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR DEATH
'4/07/1986 con ELECTROCUTION SOMBER MOMENT IN HISTORY
4/24/1986 BOll CUTS CONVICTED BURGLAR'S LIFE SENTENCE
4/24/1986 B016 JUDGE DENIES DISMISSALS
4/26/1986 C021 JUSTICES UPHOLD CRIMINAL VERDICTS
5/23/1986 C015 ^KIDNAPPING SENTENCE RILES PARENTS
5/25/1986 C051 GOVERNMENT DROPS CHARGES AGAINST WOMEN
6/14/1986 C013 COURT PERMITS WIFE-HUSBAND TESTIMONY
6/18/1986 A012 JAIL OVER JAW IN ASSAULT SENTENCE
7/13/1986 DOll KTHOMAS EGAN UNJUSTLY HANGED IN 1880 KILLING
7/18/1986 C034 COURT EVIDENCE USED 1MPR0PERLY--RAP1D CITY
8/02/1986 A015 KWILKA--DEATH PENALTY IS ONLY CHOICE
8/03/1986 C021 OFFICIAL WON'T EXPLAIN JUDGE'S REMOVAL
8/10/1986 A012 ECHOES OF INDIAN PROTESTS STILL SOUND
8/10/1986 A061 ESTATE, INDIANS SEARCH FOR WAYS TO COOPERATE
8/11/1986 A012 KINDIANS BLAST SELECTIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT
8/11/1986 A051 KJURISDICTIONAL BORDERS SEPARATE DEPUTIES
8/12/1986 A012 *1ND1AN'S CASE TYPIFIES PROBLEM
8/12/1986 A051 ^STATEWIDE PUBLIC DEFENDERS SEEN AS A SOLUTION
8/13/1986 A012 ^VARYING SENTENCES RAISE QUESTIONS
8/13/1986 A061 3€SENTENC1NG GUIDELINES NEEDED, PROFESSOR SAYS
8/13/1986 A071 3€LAWYER--PAR0LE SYSTEM HURTS INDIANS
8/13/1986 A074 KAIM LEADER SEES HOPE
8/14/1986 A081 JUSTICE NOT YET EQUAL BUT WITHIN RANGE (ED)
8/29/1986 con 3«JUDGE LIMITS EVIDENCE FOR MURDER TRIAL
9/20/1986 C033 XCRIME STOPPERS
9/22/1986 C033 INCREASING CASELOAD
9/27/1986 C012 CANDIDATES DEFEND CRIMINAL-LAW STANDS
11/15/1986 C021 JUDGE CUTS CONVICTED MURDERER'S SENTENCE
11/19/1986 A016 STATE FIGHTS DEAL
12/03/1986 B012 NEW VICTIM, WITNESS PROGRAM TO START
12/11/1986 C021 CRIME TIP PROGRAM IN THE WORKS FOR SF
12/20/1986 A015 ^PROGRAM FREES INMATES EARLY
1/09/1987 C045 LAWMAKERS BACK INMATE OPTIONS
1/30/1987 AlOl MEESE AFTER THE WRONG TARGET AGAIN (ED)
1/30/1987 C02Z BILL ALLOWS PROBATION FOR REPEAT OFFENDERS
1/31/1987 A013 WILKA, EX-PROSECUTOR TRADE CHARGES
2/01/1987 C012 3€CR1ME LAB NEEDS FUNDS, DIRECTOR SAYS
2/03/1987 C013 COMMENT MAY MEAN BOYKIN MISTRIAL
2/05/1987 C016 BOYKIN VERDICT STANDS
2/11/1987 B021 BILL RAISES COURT COSTS IN CRIMINAL CASES BY $3
2/14/1987 C021 KPANEL DEBATES PLEA BARGAINS
2/26/1987 con VICTIM NOTICE BILL OK'D BY SENATE
2/27/1987 C021 BILL WOULD CHARGE $10 FEE FOR BAIL JUMPERS
3/04/1987 A062 VICTIM AIDE DESERVES THANKS (L)
3/07/1987 con PRESENTENCE PROBE ORDERED--ABERDEEN
4/01/1987 BOll INMATE RELEASED AFTER COURT RULING
4/26/1987 C021 JURY RULES COLUMBIA SHOOTING SELF-DEFENSE
,5/07/.1987 C021,.COURT,,ORDERS NEW TRIAL .. .
5/13/1987 'A083 PAROLE BOARD'S ACTION SHOWS DISCRIMINATION (L)
5/21/1987 C022 COURT ASKED TO REVERSE MURDER VERDICT
5/22/1987 C023 PINE RIDGE MURDER REVIEW SOUGHT
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5/27/1987 B016 *BAIL RULING EFFECT WILL BE LITTLE
6/0A/1987 C021 STATE, TRIBE NEAR AGREEMENT ON EXTRADITION
6/08/1987 A103 STUDY--RACE NOT FACTOR IN PRISON TERMS (L)
6/17/1987 A084 SENTENCING SYSTEM IS BIASED (L)
6/20/1987 C021 KELO APPEALS CLOSED HEARING IN INFANT DEATH
6/21/1987 C032 APPEALS UP IN STATE, STUDY SAYS
6/23/1987 A061 JURY PROCESS SHOWS WEAKNESS IN SYSTEM
7/17/1987 C012 DELAY PROMPTS DISMISSAL OF 7 CASES
7/26/1987 C022 STUDY SHOWS INDIANS SENTENCED FAIRLY
8/0A/I987 C0I6 WHITE HAWK LAWYER SEEKS COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE
8/06/1987 A06I HURON CASE THREATENS CONFIDENCE (ED)
8/10/1987 C012 WANTS YOUTH OUT OF ADULT JAILS
8/13/1987 A082 JURY SHOULDN'T BE RUSHED (L)
8/15/1987 C031 JUDGE MUST OPEN WATERTOWN HEARINGS
8/19/1987 A084 JUSTICE TAKES TIME (L)
9/0'«/1987 coil HIGH COURT UPHOLDS HABITUAL CRIMINAL LAW
9/0^/1987 C021 JUDGES MUST WARN SUSPECTS WITHOUT LAWYERS -
9/16/1987 D025 CHARGES WILKA;WITH PROVIDING MISINFORMATION
9/20/1987 C0<i3 XCASES GOING THROUGH CIRCUIT COURT
9/27/1987 A012 *SD ROAD TO JUSTICE--WILKA
9/28/1987 C033 XGRAND JURY INDICTMENTS DROP IN AUGUST
lO/O'f/1987 A012 3€CAN SD FORGIVE WHITE HAWK
10/07/1987 AlOl INMATE DOESN'T DESERVE PAROLE
10/07/1987 B021 OFFICIAL OUTLINES PRISON SENTENCING RULES
10/11/1987 A113 BOARD SHOULD LISTEN TO YEADO'S FAMILY (L)
10/13/1987 BOll GRANT PROVIDES CRIME VICTIM MONEY
10/20/1987 C0<i3 COUNTY TO KEEP JUVENILES OUT OF JAIL
10/22/1987 C022 GRAND JURY CONSIDERS CHARGES IN DEATH
>10/2<t/1987 C012 JePAROLE BOARD HEARS MURDERER'S PLEA
10/30/1987 A022 JUROR DISMISSED--DAUGHTER MURDERED IN '86
11/09/1987 B041 SENTENCING GUIDELINES DRAW MIXED REACTION
11/13/1987 C053 MURDER SUSPECT IS PROTECTED FEDERAL WITNESS
11/22/1987 B021 PAROLE BOARD RIGHTFULLY DENIED HEARING
12/02/1987 BOll JUDGE REDUCES BOND FOR MITCHELL MAN
12/10/1987 C023 BOARD LOOKS AT SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT
1/20/1988 B012 KCHIEF JUSTICE SEES CHANGES IN HIGH COURT
1/28/1988 C021 BILL DEFINING BURGLARY MOVES TO SENATE
2/13/1988 C031 BILL WOULD EXCLUDE FELONIES FROM 180-DAY RULE
2/19/1988 COIA DELAYS JENNER MURDER TRIAL
3/10/1988 coil COURT TO HEAR INMATES APPEAL
3/I6/I988 A012 *JENNER FACES LIFE BEHIND BARS
3/18/1988 C031 22 AGENCIES FOR CRIME VICTIMS TO GET FUNDING
3/20/1988 C021 INMATE BOUGHT HIS WAY OUT OF PRISON
3/27/1988 ED12 EARLY PAROLE LAW UPSETS ATTORNEY
4/10/1988 B021 MAN'S CONVICTION OVERTURNED
4/12/1988 C043 NEW LAW FOR LONGER SENTENCES
4/17/1988 A016 VICTIMS OF CRIME SAY HELP IS NEEDED
4/22/1988 C023 MURDERER SHOULD HAVE NEW TRIAL
4/29/1988 C044 UPHOLDS KERKHOVE'S MURDER CONVICTION
5/05/1988 C014 WORKERS WHO PLEAD GUILTY
5/26/1988 A081 RAPIST HAS RECEIVED TOO MANY CHANCES (ED)
6/12/1988 C025 JUDGE FORCED TO REDUCE TERM
6/13/1988 coil STATE CANCELS JURY TRIAL AT PINE RIDGE
6/15/1988 B012 BROADER PROBATION WILL REDUCE STATE COSTS
6/30/1988 A021 RESTRICTS PROTECTION OF CRIME VICTIMS
6/30/1988 C014 3fSAYS HE DESERVES NEW TRIAL
8/05/1988 coil SENTENCE UPHELD IN 1985 MURDER
8/10/1988 A061 2 SENTENCED UNDERSCORE LEGAL FLAW (ED)
8/11/1988 A015 JUDGE REVOKES BOND FOR SF MAN
8/26/1988 coil CRIME VICTIM GROUPS GET STATE FUNDS
8/27/1988 A016 LAWYER WANTS TESTIMONY TO BE KEPT PRIVATE
8/30/1988 C021 STATE WANTS MURDER CONVICTION TO STAND
8/3I/I988 B012 CHEST PAINS DELAY LODERMEIER HEARING
9/0I/I988 C015 LODERMEIER GRAND JURY TAPES ORDERED PRIVATE
9/02/1988 A016 LODERMEIER CALLED DANGER TO SOCIETY
9/04/1988 A071 HARSH PENALTIES FOR INDIANS
9/11/1988 C051 PANEL--COURT SYSTEM FUNDING CHANGE
9/13/1988 C025 MAN WHO KNEW OF MURDER ...
10/01/1988 AOll A LOOK AT OUR PAROLE SYSTEM
10/02/1988 A012 KPAROLE GRANTED, PAROLE DENIED
10/02/1988 A063 CHANGES IN PAROLE POLICY
10/03/1988 AOll KPAROLE GRANTED, PAROLE DENIED
10/13/1988 A081 THE REAL VICTIMS IN BRAWLEY CASE (ED)
10/25/1988 C015 GOP SHOULD LOOK AT STATE FURLOUGH CASE
10/29/1988 C015 PROBABLE CAUSE FOR CHARGE IN MAN'S DEATH
11/02/1988 C015 COUNTY TO SUPPORT JUVENILE PROGRAM
<11/0 6/1,988 A15i ; FUR LOUGH ISSUE .^ IS <REVEAL ING ( L )
11/17/1988 C021 GRANT WILL HELP VICTIMS OF CRIME
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE 11/23/1988 C012 STABBING STEPS UP REVIEW OF PAROLE
11/25/1988 C025 CONVICTED KILLER LOSES 3RD APPEAL
11/25/1988 C025 GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL VERDICT CONSTITUTIONAL
11/29/1988 AlOl OFFICIALS MUST STOP DUCKING PRISON PROBLEMS (ED)
12/01/1988 AlGl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON INMATE RELEASE PROGRAMS
12/06/1988 C022 INDIAN'S FEDERAL CONVICTION INVALID
12/09/1988 A012 BID TO BAR CATHOLIC JURORS AT TRIAL FAILS
12/09/1988 C012 PAROLE SYSTEM PRAISED DESPITE SLAYING IN CITY
12/13/1988 A063 LAW SHOULD BE SAME FOR ALL (L)
1/06/1989 A012 CONVICTED KILLER WINS APPEAL
1/16/1989 coil JUDGE UPHOLDS OPEN PRETRIAL HEARING
1/24/1989 C012 BENNIS DECISION EXPECTED TODAY
1/25/1989 C016 STATE WON'T SEEK DEATH FOR BENNIS
2/28/1989 C033 SELECTED RECEIPTS
3/05/1989 A0I3 KILLING RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT INTENSIVE PAROLE
3/12/1989 C041 PROSECUTORS WON'T FIGHT JURISDICTIONAL RULING
3/18/1989 C012 JUDGE ASKS STATE TO DROP DOWNING CASE
3/21/1989 coil MAN SENTENCED FOR FALSE DECLARATION
3/23/1989 C012 EDMUNDS LACKS FUNDS FOR DOWNING TRIAL
3/31/1989 A012 OFFICIALS--INMATE FREED TOO EARLY
3/31/1989 C021 COURT USES DNA TEST FOR 1ST TIME
4/02/1989 A012 ^UNPROTECTED WITNESS
4/02/1989 A071 SD--HIDING PLACE FOR INFORMANTS
4/09/1989 AlOl PROGRAM FALLING SHORT IN PROTECTING WITNESSES (ED)
4/10/1989 B012 EXECUTIONER THOUGHT OF DEATH AS JUSTICE
4/21/1989 C024 HEARING HELD IN MURDER CASE
4/28/1989 C012 MAN WRONGLY SENTENCED TWICE
4/30/1989 DDOl KSTATE WRESTLES OVER DEATH PENALTY
, 5/09/1989 C031 JUDGE WON'T REDUCE RUML SENTENCE
7 57x2/1989 AlOl LET OLD ARREST WARRANT DIE (ED)
5/20/1989 A012 KGALLAND PLEADS GUILTY
5/25/1989 A012 XGALLAND CASE CLOSED, NO DEATH PENALTY
5/27/1989 AlOl JUSTICE HAS BEEN SERVED IN GALLAND MURDER CASE (ED)
5/29/1989 C016 SYSTEM FAILS TO PROTECT THE INNOCENT
6/08/1989 A091 FRONTIER JUSTICE SYSTEM AT PRISON MUST CEASE (ED)
6/15/1989 C012 TO RULE IF DRIVE-BY IS ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE
6/17/1989 A033 BUSH--DON'T CUT DEALS WITH FELONS
6/17/1989 A034 PROSECUTOR--SAYS SD WILL FEEL CRACKDOWN
6/18/1989 C012 AREA JUDGES FIGHT TEEN DRINKING WITH JAIL
6/19/1989 BOll LAWYER TO SEEK MENTAL TEST FOR JOHN DIRK
6/27/1989 A012 COURT OK'S EXECUTING JUVENILES
6/27/1989 A043 36MICKELSON RESERVES JUDGEMENT ON LEAVE POLICIES
6/27/1989 C025 TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY IN PENNINGTON COUNTY MURDER
7/04/1989 C023 MURDER SUSPECT DENIED EXAM BY PSYCHIATRIST
7/11/1989 C012 COURT UPHOLDS WAGNER MAN'S MURDER CONVICTION
7/23/1989 C021 AGENCIES GET FUNDS FOR SEX ASSAULT VICTIMS
8/04/1989 C025 MAN GIVEN WRONG SENTENCE
8/27/1989 C021 TRACKING DEVICE PART OF MAN'S SENTENCE
9/01/1989 C025 PROSECUTION WON'T ACCEPT NEW PLEA
. r ' ? 9/06/1989 C012'WOLLMANN CASE GOES TO RAPID CITY
9/26/1989 A014 5 YEARS FOR STEALING FROM BLIND
9/26/1989 A015 *AUDIT FINDS 226 ERRORS IN PRISON RELEASE RECORDS
9/26/1989 C012 3CW0LLMANN COMPETENCY TRIAL OPENS
9/27/1989 A016 3fJUDGE DEFENDS RULING
9/27/1989 A121 RAPE SENTENCE SENDS PUBLIC WRONG MESSAGE (ED)
9/28/1989 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--RAPING A CHILD
9/28/1989 C016 TESTIMONY--WOLLMANN HAS LOW IQ
9/29/1989 C012 9€W0LLMANN IN TOUCH WITH REALITY
9/30/1989 A083 ^JUDGES' DISCRETIONS SHOULD BE LIMITED
9/30/1989 C021 WOLLMANN IS IN HIS 'OWN LITTLE WORLD'
10/02/1989 A015 CHILD RAPIST SENTENCE SHOWS DEFICIENCIES
10/02/1989 A083 PROTECT THE INNOCENT BUT PUNISH THE GUILTY (L)
10/02/1989 A084 CHILD RAPISTS REPEAT (L)
10/03/1989 A012 *WOLLMAN COMPETENT FOR TRIAL
10/04/1989 A015 WOLLMANN CAN'T GRASP VERDICT
10/07/1989 A012 *RENNER KILLER GETS 65 YEARS
10/08/1989 A012 3fJUDGE FINDS TOUGH DECISIONS APPEALING
10/09/1989 A083 JUSTICE SYSTEM FAILS (L)
10/22/1989 C012 KTELLINGHUISEN TO HELP OUT IN PROMINENT CASES
10/27/1989 C015 MINT REMARKS CAN'T BE USED
10/30/1989 B016 ^COSTS PILE UP AFTER COUPLE'S CAR IS STOLEN
11/03/1989 C023 LONGER TERMS OK FOR CRIMINALS WITH FIREARMS
11/10/1989 A103 56PRISON ENLARGEMENT FOOLISH
11/10/1989 A103 DON'T COMPARE SENTENCES (L)
11/21/1989 A104 SD TOO TOUGH ON INMATES (L)
12/04/1989 B023 MEADE USES DNA TO WIN RAPE VERDICT
!12/13/"1989'? CO15 ^COUNTY tINMATES MAY^WORKrHARDER FOR KEEP
1/23/1990 C012 ^MANSION JUVENILE CASES KEPT SECRET
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1/31/1990 CG12 SON'S MURDERER OUT AFTER 3 YEARS
2/DA/1990 C012 MOTHER HOPES LETTERS CAN STOP PAROLE
2/06/1990 C0I6 SUSPECT'S STATEMENTS ADMISSIBLE
2/10/1990 A012 WOMAN COULD GET JAIL OR JOB
2/10/1990 A085 JUSTICE OUT OF KILTER (L)
2/12/1990 A103 3 YEARS NOT ENOUGH PUNISHMENT FOR KILLER (L)
2/13/1990 A083 PUNISHMENT TOO SEVERE (L)
2/13/1990 COAl MAN FACES COMPETENCY HEARING
2/15/1990 C012 JUDGE DENIES SUPPRESSION MOTION
2/23/1990 A082 DUMP LOCKUP ATTITUDE (L)
2/25/1990 Alll WRONG PEOPLE TAKE UP PRISON SPACE (L)
3/12/1990 A103 LIGHT PRISON SENTENCE ENCOURAGES CRIME (L)
3/30/1990 C012 WITNESSES DEMAND TO BE PAID §5,000 REWARD
A/11/1990 A012 COURT PROCEEDINGS SORTED OUT FOR FLUTE
A/20/1990 AlOA COURTS TOO LENIENT (L)
A/23/1990 A081 VICTIMS ARE A CAUSE WORTHY OF ATTENTION (ED)
A/2A/1990 A061 INNOCENT IMPRISONED (L)
A/25/1990 C051 LAWYER--SATTER DESERVES NEW MURDER TRIAL
A/30/1990 coil JUDGE NAMED TO PANEL STUDYING PRISON SYSTEM
5/01/1990 A063 ^CONVICTED CRIMINAL SHOULD SERVE SENTENCES
5/16/1990 C016 COURT ALTERS PROCESS
5/21/1990 A063 PSEUDO JUDICIAL SYSTEM SHOULDN'T BE TOLERATED (L)
5/27/1990 A091 HYPOCRISY SURFACES OVER TAKING OF LIVES (L)
5/28/1990 A082 DEATH PENALTY WON'T REDUCE MURDERS (L)
6/15/1990 C012 5CHIGH COURT UPHOLDS BENNIS' MURDER CONVICTION
6/15/1990 C015 NEBRASKA MAN'S JURY VERDICT REAFFIRMED
6/21/1990 A083 FIGHT CRIME BY IMPRISONING CRIMINALS (L)
7/09/1990 A08A PROBATION FOR BULLOCK MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE
7/I3/I990, ,C012 STRUCTURED PRISON SENTENCING PROPOSED
7/2A/1990C012 CASH-ONLY BONDS SET FOR DRUG SUSPECTS
7/31/1990 C023 *SD COURT RECEIPTS
8/0A/1990 C032 PAROLE OFFICER CLEARED OF ILLEGAL SEARCH CHARGE
8/O8/I990 coil STATE RECEIVES CRIME-VICTIM GRANT
8/15/1990 C013 ROBBERY SENTENCE DISAPPOINTS PROSECUTORS
8/21/1990 coil JUSTICE REFORM GROUP MEETS THURSDAY NIGHT
9/03/1990 C031 JUDGE DEFENDS SENTENCE IN HAIRCUTTING ATTACK
9/07/1990 C035 STATEMENTS MADE IN SHOOTING NOT ADMISSABLE
9/10/1990 A012 KMEDICINE MAN FIGHTS FOR JUSTICE
9/18/1990 A083 JUDGE NOT CONSISTENT IN HIS SENTENCING CD
9/20/1990 coil HOPEFUL WANTS JUDGES TO EXPLAIN SENTENCES
lO/OA/1990 C015 DEATH PENALTY SHOULDN'T OBSCURE ISSUE
10/09/1990 A083 LENIENT SENTENCES SEND WRONG MESSAGE (L)
11/17/1990 B015 KDNA RULED IN OUT IN PINE RIDGE RAPE TRIAL
11/19/1990 B012 XCLOAK OF SECRECY VEILS GRAND JURIES
12/02/1990 DOl^i HURD BELIEVES PRETRIAL PROCEDURE...
12/0A/1990 C031 GENETIC EVIDENCE USED TO CONVICT MISSION MAN
12/07/1990 C031 MAN TOO DRUNK FOR SENTENCING
12/11/1990 coil AUCTION RAISES §364 FOR COUNTY
12/16/1990 E015 OFFERS OFFENDERS A CHANCE TO MAKE RESTITUTION
12/21/1990 C012 3fJUDGE'S OMISSION OK, COURT RULES
1/03/1991 C033 DELANO--STATE NEEDS ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS
1/09/1991 A062 UNFAIR JUSTICE SYSTEM COSTLY FOR TAXPAYERS (L)
1/30/1991 A061 BLOOD TEST ERROR PROMPTS CONCERN (ED)
2/02/1991 C012 MURDER SUSPECT'S LAWYER WANTS HEARING CLOSED
2/22/1991 coil HIGH COURT UPHOLDS MURDER CONVICTION
2/26/1991 C034 BURGLARY SENTENCE REDUCED FOR CUSTER MAN
3/01/1991 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS VICTIM PROTECTION BILLS
3/20/1991 C012 UNIFIED JUVENILE JUSTICE GETS SUPPORT
3/28/1991 A115 STACY LARSON DESERVED PRISON TERM HE GOT (L)
4/01/1991 A105 ODDS AGAINST ACCUSED IN MAJOR CRIMES (L)
4/17/1991 A012 X7-TIME OFFENDER KNOWS DESPAIR OF SYSTEM
4/26/1991 A083 3fSH0ULD HAVE GREATER EMPATHY FOR VICTIMS
4/26/1991 C034 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS SENTENCE
5/06/1991 coil JUDGE BARS RELEASE OF TRANSCRIPTS
5/12/1991 A012 ^KILLING SPARKS NEW LOOK AT LAW
5/17/1991 AlOl SYSTEM IMPEDES KILLER'S PROSECUTION (L)
5/24/1991 C033 DRUGS USABLE AS EVIDENCE, COURT RULES
5/30/1991 C014 JUDGE OMITS ALLEGED DAVI THREATS
6/01/1991 A084 FIELDS SHOULD NOT BE ELIGIBLE FOR PAROLE (L)
6/11/1991 C015 TRI-STATE REQUEST REJECTED
6/12/1991 C012 VAN ENGELENHOVEN GRANTED PSYCHIATRIC TESTING
6/14/1991 A086 GIRLS' KILLER SHOULD RECEIVE DEATH PENALTY (L)
6/16/1991 A013 XLAWYER PUSHES FOR LEGAL REVIEW
6/16/1991 Alll PROCEDURE IN PLACE IF DEATH SENTENCE OCCURS
6/28/1991 A082 MOLESTERS FARE BETTER THAN HOG SNATCHER (L)
8/01/1991 A105 COURT SENTENCING DISPARITY CONFUSING (L)
'8/03/1991 A086 LAW LIMITS'SENTENGESlIN DRIVING DEATHS (L)
8/08/1991 C031 COUNTY WANTS TO TRY 14-YEAR-OLD AS ADULT
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8/13/1991 C012 KMASTEN CONDUCT CHALLENGED IN MCDOWELL APPEAL
8/1A/1991 AlOl RAPE SENTENCES SENDING BAD SIGNAL (ED)
8/16/1991 A012 MINNEHAHA USES INTERPRETERS OFTEN
8/16/1991 C012 DEFINES RULES FOR SENTENCING HABITUAL OFFENDERS
8/16/1991 C015 DAMAGES REINSTATED IN COURT MIXUP SUIT
8/16/1991 C032 PROSECUTORS WANT SUSPENDED SENTENCE REVOKED
8/23/1991 C035 MURDER TRIAL MIGHT BE COSTLY FOR PERKINS COUNTY
8/25/1991 E031 MISSION MAN AGREES TO PRE-TRIAL PROGRAM
8/28/1991 A103 CHILD MOLESTERS GET LAX PUNISHMENT (L)
9/1A/1991 A012 JAIL RATE RANKS HIGHER THAN NEIGHBORS
9/17/1991 C012 HURD DEFENDS SEX-CASE SENTENCES
9/23/1991 A012 *VICTIMS, FAMILIES GET INVOLVED
9/28/1991 A103 NOT MUCH TIME SPENT IN SD JAILS (L)
10/05/1991 C032 COURT UPHOLDS DNA TESTING
10/06/1991 Alll INMATE SAYS TERMS FOR ABUSERS UNFAIR (L)
10/11/1991 C032 BON HOMME SAYS TRIAL COSTS ESCALATING
I0/2A/1991 AOIA SUSPECT GOES FREE IN INDECENT-EXPOSURE CASE
II/30/I991 C012 BILL WOULD TOUGHEN PENALTY FOR SEX OFFENSES
1/05/1992 A012 ^FURLOUGH PRIVILEGES RE-EXAMINED
1/06/1992 A012 PRIVATE FIRM ENTERS CORRECTIONS BUSINESS
1/07/1992 C012 ^MURDERER LOSES HIS APPEAL TO GET OUT OF PRISON
1/22/1992 C0I6 PURSE THIEF IS GOING TO PRISON
1/2A/1992 C015 MAN TO BE RETRIED FOR ARSON
1/28/1992 coil CONVICT REQUESTS REVIEW OF CASE
1/28/1992 C012 BILL WOULD KEEP STALKERS OFF STREETS
2/01/1992 AlOA NATION NEEDS TO ADDRESS TWO STANDARDS OF JUSTICE CD
2/02/1992 F012 RANKLE BRACELET KEEPS WOMAN PRISONER
2/02/1992 F0A2 KILLS MEASURE TO LENGTHEN PRISON TERMS
.2/03/1992 A012 LEGISLATORS WEIGH WISDOM OF CRIME BILLS
2/08/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/15/1992 C015 DE SMET MURDER SUSPECT NOT COMPETENT
2/27/1992 C032 KMICKELSON SIGNS TOUGHER ANTI-CRIME LAW
3/07/1992 C012 ^ILLEGIBLE NOTES SHORTEN SENTENCE
3/22/1992 FOAl VICTIM'S MOTHER SAYS SENTENCE TOO LIGHT
A/17/1992 C025 MAN THREATENS PROSECUTOR
5/01/1992 AOAl RACIAL MIX OF JURY UNNECESSARY--OFFICIALS
5/01/1992 AOAl VIDEOTAPES INCREASINGLY USED AS EVIDENCE
5/07/1992 A103 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--RODNEY KING BEATING
5/11/1992 C012 TRUSTY STATUS FOR LIFE INMATES WEIGHED
5/18/1992 A102 SCREENING FOR 'PURE' JURIES UNNECESSARY (L)
5/22/1992 A083 PAROLE LISTING, TIME SERVED DON'T MATCH (L)
5/27/1992 C012 *JUDGE CUTS INMATE'S SENTENCE
6/06/1992 C012 KMOELLER'S PAST CRIMES TO BE USED IN TRIAL
6/15/1992 C015 HIGH-TECH COSTS ESCALATE PRICE OF MOELLER TRIAL
6/20/1992 A085 US JUSTICE SYSTEM NEEDS ADJUSTMENT (L)
6/26/1992 coil HIGH COURT ADOPTS NEW HOMICIDE RULING
6/27/1992 A063 WHAT'S GOING ON IN OUR PRISON (L)
6/29/1992 A081 GOVERNMENT TREATS EVERYONE LIKE SCUM (L)
7/10/1992 C012 ^APPEAL DENIED FOR CONVICTED KILLER
7/10/1992 C021 JUDGE DENIES,REQUEST TO THROW OUT LAW
7/13/1992 A012 ^JUDGES PUT TWISTS ON SENTENCING
7/18/1992 A012 DNA TEST RESULTS ADMISSIBLE IN MOELLER TRIAL
8/03/1992 B0I2 YANKTON 'CURSE' NO THREAT TO MASTEN
8/03/1992 B035 SCHIEFFER CITES CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM PROBLEMS
8/0A/I992 B012 FORMER JUROR GETS ANOTHER CHANCE
8/28/1992 AlOl COURT SYSTEM HAS PEOPLE WHO CARE (L)
9/05/1992 B025 ACQUITTED WOMAN CAN'T INHERIT ESTATE
9/08/1992 B032 COMPENSATION FUND HELPS RECOVER LOSSES
9/1A/1992 A015 MOELLER CASE ADDS LEVERAGE FOR EXECUTION
9/1A/I992 A061 SHOULD WE PLAY GOD (BROOKINGS REGISTER)
9/15/1992 B012 MISTAKES FORCE TRIBAL COURTS TO DROP CASES
9/18/1992 B0I5 BARNETT-^OVERTURNED CONVICTION FACES APPEAL
9/2A/1992 B012 SENTENCE CUTS HARD TO ATTAIN
9/25/1992 AlOl RECIPE SIMPLE FOR LEGAL LYNCHING (L)
10/12/1992 A091 WORLD HAS NO PLACE FOR MURDERERS, RAPISTS (L)
10/17/1992 A083 EQUAL JUSTICE DOESN'T EXIST IN OUR SOCIETY (L)
10/21/1992 B02A ^DEBATE WORTH OF PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION
11/03/1992 A063 5fNEW PRISON NOT FINAL SOLUTION TO CRIME
12/07/1992 A016 PARENTS SHOULDER COST OF APPEAL
6/01/1982 A092 IRIS RASMUSSEN ELECTED PRESIDENT
6/05/1982 BOll CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S BEACONS TO BURN BRIGHT
7/15/1982 B07A CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S ANNIVERSARY
8/19/1982 B05A COFFEE DAY AUGUST 25
9/11/1982 A012 *OFF AND RUNNING
9/28/1982 A074 CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OFFICERS ELECTED
12/06/1982 COAl STUDENTS GET SHOPPING SPREE TUESDAY
'4/
6/0A/1983 coil ^FAMILY SURVIVES MEDICAL CRISIS THAT OTHERS HAVEN'T
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6/30/1983 DOll ^HEALTHY WORLD OF VIKINGS REACHES OUT TO TOUCHFAN
7/28/1983 CGA2 SIOUX FALLS RESIDENTS HEAD EASTER SEAL COFFEE DAY
8/05/1983 C031 *CLOWNS PROVIDE CHAIR
12/03/1983 B031 HOSPITAL SPONSORS HOLIDAY MONEY-RAISER
12/07/1983 C035 STORE OFFERS CRIPPLED CHILDREN SHOPPING
l/lA/1984 B031 XCHOWING DOWN--THE 13TH HAMBURGER
3/15/1984 coil CARNIVAL BRINGS SMILES TO FACES OF KIDS
5/03/1984 B054 ANNUAL ANTIQUE SHOW, SALE
5/18/1984 A012 ^GROWING THEIR OWN
6/12/1984 A13A KOERNER ELECTED AUXILIARY PRESIDENT
6/15/1984 A016 PLAN CALLS FOR MOVING STUDENTS
10/23/1984 A114 GAECKLE HEADS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
11/21/198A C094 CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HONORS A7
12/05/1984 coil XBEN'S WISH COMES TRUE
12/06/1984 B033 JEBEN WICKS TESTS HIS NEW MOBILITY
12/11/198A B032 WEEKS ELECTED TO HOSPITAL BOARD
12/12/1984 A012 BREACHING OUT
12/28/1984 BOll *THE MAN WITH A HEART FOR KIDS
6/04/1985 A095 COLLINS WILL GUIDE AUXILIARY
6/08/1985 A012 XPOLIO VICTIM IN CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
6/15/1985 A074 TELETHON SHOWED THAT PEOPLE CARE CD
9/30/1985 BOll KCRIPPLED CHILDREN GET TOYS THEY CAN USE
10/01/1985 A071 ^CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, FOUNDATION ELECT OFFICERS
12/07/1985 B065 CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S FUND-RAISER SET FOR TODAY
12/14/1985 coil KINMATE VISITORS BRING HOLIDAY CHEER
4/12/1986 A094 CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S RECEIVES ART CD
5/26/1986 A072 AUXILIARY PRESENTS $10,000 TO SCHOOL
6/28/1986 C014 ^STUDENTS, STAFF HAVE A FIELD DAY
7/26/1986 A072 VOLLEYBALL BENEFIT RAISES $1,123
10/07/1986 A012 *DOWN ON THE FARM
10/22/1986 D012 ^CHILDREN ARE WINNERS IN SHRINE GAME
10/23/1986 C012 ^STUDENTS ENJOY HEAVY SUBJECT
11/20/1986 C012 HOSPITAL GETS $154,000 GIFT FROM BROTHERS
12/09/1986 A012 3fSPECIAL GUESTS
12/09/1986 C014 36PIZZA PARLOR OPENS DOOR TO CHILDREN
1/03/1987 A074 SCHOOL ENJOYED HAPPY JOE'S PARTY CD
1/12/1987 B012 36DOLE BACKS DISABLED PROGRAMS
2/20/1987 A081 ^DOLE'S HANDLING OF DISABILITY ISSUE
6/06/1987 A012 ^HAVING A FIELD DAY
6/06/1987 C012 CRIPPLED CHILDREN BECOME TEAM MATES FOR A DAY
8/05/1987 A012 CHAPPY GRADUATES
10/03/1987 C012 KKIDS BUNDLE UP FOR FUN DAY AT FARM
12/26/1987 A071 SHOPKO HELPS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
5/17/1988 D012 *OUT FOR A ROLL
8/28/1988 G091KCRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL GETS NEW PRESIDENT
9/23/1988 coil FRATERNITIES TO RUN FOR CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
11/01/1988 A095 ^CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL ELECTS BOARD
11/10/1988 C012 PRESIDENT OF SCHOOL LEAVING JOB
12/05/1988 coil STORE TO WELCOME DISABLED CHILDREN
3/04/1989 AlOl AUXILIARY, MICHAELS MAKE DANCE A SUCCESS
3/13/1989 A012 KNEW BATH A SPLASH AT HOPITAL
3/19/1989 A013 KHER DRUM DEBUT
4/03/1989 B012 LEAP FROM PLANE 'AWESOME'
4/27/1989 C012 KA SPECIAL PRIZE
6/16/1989 C012 KFOR A DAY, EVERYONES A WINNER
6/23/1989 coil TOURNAMENT TO HELP CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S
9/30/1989 A012 KA DAY AT THE FARM
12/06/1989 C022 KSHOPPING TRIP
6/16/1990 A013 ^THEY'RE HAVING A BALL
7/11/1990 C012 KGOAT GANDER
1/15/1991 C012 KSLIDIN' ALONG
4/21/1991 coil CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL WINS RECYCLING PRIZE
5/08/1991 coil ANTIQUE SALE TO HELP CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
9/18/1991 C012 KCHILDREN'S HOSPITAL SCHOOL TURNS 40.
10/31/1991 C015 KECOLOGY PROJECT EARNS CLASS NATIONAL AWARDS
12/14/1991 C012 KSURPRISE FROM SANTA
3/22/1992 A012 KDISFIGURING ACCIDENT WAS THE BEGINNING
8/08/1992 B012 *SONG FEST
12/27/1990 A012 KVADA WATCHES OUT FOR NEEDY
3/06/1991 COIA TOWNSHIPS THRIVE ON BASIC GOVERNMENT
5/14/1991 A012 DELL RAPIDS ALDERMAN STEAMING OVER WATER BILL
5/15/1991 C012 ALDERMAN MONITORS METER TO PROVE POINT
5/16/1991 C023 CITY ADMITS WATER OVER-BILLING ERROR
5/22/1991 C015 ALDERMAN WON'T APOLOGIZE FOR DISPUTE
6/25/1991 C012 ALDERMAN PAYS DISPUTED WATER BILL
6719/1988!' B051 ^SHARING LOVE iOF - SPORTS MAKES DAD' S DAY
5/08/1991 B023 KEVENING MEAL STARTS IN AM
11/08/1988 C012 DIRECTOR WORKS AS WATCHDOG FOR WOMEN
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CROFT TRACY
CROISSANTS
CROLEY JOHN
CRONIN JOHN
CRONKITE WALTER
CROOK GEORGE
CROOKS DANA
CROOKS LYNN
CROOKS SD
CROP WALK
CROP-DUSTING
CROPS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/27/1982 B061
11/10/1982 BGIT
6/11/1989 F012
3/26/1990 C012
5/20/1990 AlOl
11/10/1991 F012
12/28/1991 A012
l/OA/1992 A081
2/01/1992 C012
2/0A/1992 A081
5/09/1992 A015
A/18/1983 B031
4/07/1989 coil
10/27/1989 coil
3/21/1982 B031
11/08/1987 FOll
1/24/1992 BO12
12/10/1991 C032
4/22/1986 C015
6/01/1987 A012
3/23/1989 C012
6/23/1989 A015
8/29/1989 C012
6/29/1990 A071
7/20/1991 C033
4/21/1986 B031
4/17/1988 D012
• ^4/21/1988 B054
4/25/1988 A012
6/13/1991 A092
1/28/1982 N271
2/20/1982 C031
2/24/1982 C016
7/08/1982 C071
7/18/1982 B016
3/14/1983 A015
3/30/1983 B052
8/03/1983 C041
8/24/1983 B053
8/30/1983 A012
10/26/1983 C041
1/03/1984 coil
1/12/1984 C041
8/22/1984 A016
9/18/1984 B013
9/18/1984 B035
9/28/1984 D032
10/11/1984 C042
>5/20/1985 C041
8/17/1985 C043
5/03/1986 A016
5/10/1986 A015
6/05/1986 coil
10/27/1986 C033
12/04/1986 C021
7/18/1987 C041
8/10/1987 C016
9/13/1987 C041
2/17/1988 B021
4/10/1988 B031
5/03/1988 D021
7/17/1988 coil
8/25/1988 C012
10/04/1988 C023
10/05/1988 C024
3/24/1989 D062
7/25/1989 B061
8/15/1989 B061
3/06/1990 B065
5/03/1990 D081
5/08/1990 D062
6/03/1990 EOll
6/07/1990 C033
7/26/1990 D066
8/29/1990 DlOl
9/05^199O^DOIT-
8/13/1991 B061
9/29/1992 B062
XGO-CART RACERS FLY 65 MPH
^CUSTOMERS IN SIOUX FALLS KEEP ROLLING IN
*NEW MANAGER HOPES TO PICK UP THE PACE
*SPEAKER HEATS UP ARENA MANAGER'S ALASKA GIG
*ARENA IS BACK ON TRACK (ED)
*ARENA BOSS CLIMBS THE RANKS
3eNEW YEAR RINGS IN NEW JOB
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
KCITY, CROLEY ARGUE OVER $14,000 BILL
KMODEL IS NOT WORTH DIME OF TAX MONEY (ED)
3€EX-ARENA OFFICIAL FIRED IN EVANSVILLE
SF MAN RECEIVES AWARD FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE
CRONKITE TO GET FIRST NEUHARTH AWARD
CRONKITE CANCELS VERMILLION VISIT
3CARMY AVENGED COSTER'S DEFEAT (YEAGER)
3€TW0 SHOWS SPICED WITH COLORFUL VARIETY
KPOTTER AND PAINTER SHARE ARTS CENTER
KPELTIER'S 'DONATION' UPSETS LAWMAN
CROOKS ROAD REPAIRS URGENTLY NEEDED
mEVI SURROUNDS OLD IN CROOKS
CROOKS' MAIN STREET TO BE PAVED
CROOKS' MAIN STREET PAVES WAY
AREA TOWNS IMPLEMENT TAX FRIDAY
56'LIVE ROUNDS WERE GOING OFF'
56TOWER1NG ABOVE
CROP WALK PLANNED FOR SUNDAY
HUNGER EXISTS IN SD
DASCHLE TO SPEAK AT CROP WALK
56WALK FOR HUNGER
56WEED WARRIOR FLIES HIGH
STUDY--SD FARMERS CAN DOUBLE CROP
CROP ACREAGE TO INCREASE
CROP, WEATHER BRING BIG RABBIT HUNT SEASON
CROP DEVELOPMENT BEHIND AVERAGE
FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE NOT POPULAR HERE
SD LEADS FLIGHT FROM CROP INSURANCE PLAN
CROP IMPROVEMENT GROUP HONORS 3
CENTRAL, EAST SMALL GRAIN YIELDS ABOVE AVERAGE
RAIN IS NEEDED FOR ROW CROPS
HEAT WAVE RUINS SD CORN CROP
RAIN SLOWS ROW CROP HARVEST
MOST STATE CROPS HAVE AVERAGE OR POOR YIELDS
ROW CROP CLINIC MONDAY
SURPLUS GRAIN YIELDS HAUNT STATE FARMERS
CROP ASSISTANCE POSSIBLE
EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS SET
DRY DAMAGED CROPS
STATE CROPS LOOK GOOD
CROP SERVICE MAKES SURVEY TO HELP FARMERS
RECORD CROPS OF CORN, SOYBEANS
WET APRIL MAY DOUSE CROP PLANS
WEATHER SHRINKS CROP FORECAST
LOAN AGENCY RUNS OUT OF MONEY
56CROP PRODUCTION
END OF CROP INSURANCE PERIOD APPROACHES
SDSU STUDIES CROP INSURANCE PARTICIPATION
SD TEAM TO STUDY AFRICAN CROP PLAN
HIGHER CROP PRODUCTION FORSEEN IN STATE
PANEL OK'S CROP CHECKOFF PROGRAM BILLS
APPLICATIONS FOR CROP INSURANCE DUE FRIDAY
CROP INSURANCE OFFICES CLOSE DOORS IN STATE
CROP INSURANCE POLICIES UP IN '88
56CUTT1NG THE CROP DOWN TO SIZE
AGRICULTURE SECRETARY BACKS ALTERNATIVE CROPS
CROP INVENTORIES LOWER THAN IN '87
MORE FARMERS BUYING CROP INSURANCE
SMALL-GRAIN CROPS GOOD IN NORTHEAST
COOL WEATHER HELPS CUT SD CROP STRESS
AGRONOMIST SEES RETURN OF CROP DIVERSIFICATION
CROPS CAN SURVIVE COLD WEATHER
CROP INSURANCE FIRM WINS IN SD TRIAL
RESEARCH STATIONS SCHEDULE CROP TOURS
LAWYERS WANT MISTRIAL IN CROP INSURANCE CASE
ALTERED CROP INSURANCE CREATES FEARS
RAIN IMPROVES ROW CROP PROSPECTS
REPORT rSHOWS CROPS' HURT 'BY«HEAT IN SD
ROW CROP STRESS REDUCED IN SD
FREEZE NOT EXPECTED TO HURT CROPS
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CROPS
CROSBY DAVID
CROSS COUNTRY RUN
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CROSS KEN
CROSTON JIM
CROTTY CHUCK
CROW BAR
CROW CREEK AGENCY
CROW CREEK RESERVA
CROW CREEK SIOUX
CROW DOG HENRY
CROW DOG LEAONARD
CROW DOG MARY
CROW JON
' TDROW LLOVD ' "
CROW MARTHA
CROWDER AVA
CROWE VIRGIL
CROWELL RODNEY
CROWS
CRUISING
CRUM LINCOLN
CRUSE JOSEPH
CRUSE PEGGY
CRUTCHER BOB
CUBA
CUBANS
CUDMORE JERRY
CUE LEWIS
CUFFE TONY
CULHANE DOUG
CULHANE KEVIN
CULLEN DEE
CULLIVER SHARI
CULT AWARENESS
CULTURAL CENTER
CULTURAL HERITAGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/08/1992
10/10/1992
8/23/1990
IO/lA/1992
2/20/1986
9/09/1982
10/13/1982
12/31/1990
6/22/1991
3/29/1992
2/07/1992
6/19/1990
9/16/1990
2/18/1991
3/30/1991
<4/10/1991
5/20/1991
2/01/1992
3/01/1992
4/18/1992
4/21/1992
12/28/1992
2/10/1985
2/10/1985
9/10/1990
6/29/1990
V 8/04/19,91
•'2/22/1988
6/01/1987
10/07/1989
7/23/1992
12/31/1982
8/04/1992
9/10/1989
6/08/1990
6/11/1990
6/13/1990
6/14/1990
6/16/1990
6/16/1990
6/19/1990
6/19/1990
6/21/1990
6/26/1990
6/26/1990
7/15/1990
7/19/1990
; 7/26/1990,
8/13/1990
4/27/1992
5/10/1992
6/28/1991
6/14/1984
9/16/1984
3/03/1988
10/06/1989
7/18/1983
8/02/1983
5/06/1984
7/14/1984
12/03/1987
12/03/1987
2/04/1991
3/07/1991
9/21/1985
10/26/1989
5/01/1983
7/27/1992
2/27/1990
3/03/1990
3/11/1992
10/26/1987
4/10/1989
12/22/1986
«3/07/T987i;
5/02/1987
A012
B022
A072
A012
A071
coil
C012
A012
A052
F015
coil
C012
C033
C031
C033
C033
A012
C016
F012
C031
C024
BOll
A012
DOll
A012
BO 12
B015
A081
A083
A081
B025
coil
D031
B071
A015
A012
CO 12
A081
A015
C012
A015
A021
C012
A071
C012
C031
coil
coll
A084
C015
F022
coil
C033
DOll
C015
A014
C021
A012
C021
B024
A061
A061
CD34
A052
C015
B016
Nlll
B021
A081
A056
A083
B041
B031
B021
C022
C021
RAINS PUT DAMPER ON CROP REPORT
RECORD CROP HARVESTS EXPECTED
*DAV1D CROSBY'S MID-LIFE CRISIS FULL OF SUCCESSES
SEE RUNNING
SEE SKIING
KYEAR-ROUND SCHOOL STUDIED
^PRINCIPAL GIVES KIDS A LOVE OF THE ARTS
SHERIFF ACCUSED OF PADDING EXPENSE ACCOUNT
PROBE CLEARS SHERIFF OF WRONGDOING-LAW
9€NE1GHB0RH00D BAR WILL TAKE OFF SOON
*BAR HOPES TO KEEP NEIGHBORHOOD APPEAL
BIA REPORT CITES TRIBAL MISCONDUCT
CROW CREEK TO HIRE SCHOOL SECURITY GUARD
TO HONOR PROMISE MADE 40 YEARS AGO
CROW CREEK RESIDENTS PICKET TRIBAL OFFICE
COUNCIL SETS PUBLIC MEETING
TRIBE SEEKS TO RECOVER FOR LAND LOST TO DAMS
TRIBE'S GAMING HALL COULD OPEN BY SUMMER
TRIBE LEADER--STATE HURTING CASINO PLANS
LAWSUIT CHALLENGES TRIBAL COUNCIL
TRIBAL RIFT THREATENS CASINO PLANS
BIG EAGLE WINS CROW CREEK ELECTION
CROW CREEK CHAIRMAN-ELECT CRITICIZED
CROW CREEK CHAIRMAN ASKS FOR 'SHOWDOWN'
36TR1BE BURIES 3RD-GENERAT10N MEDICINE MAN
HONOR OF CROW DOG
^MEDICINE MAN FIGHTS FOR JUSTICE
*BOOKS GIVE INDIAN VIEWS OF INDIAN LIFE
^STANDING OUT IN CROWD AT KC TRYOUT
MAJOR CAUSE OF OVERCROWDED PENITENTIARY
PREFORM COST-SAVER FOR STATE
*END PRISON TERM DISPARITY
KON THE ROAD FOR A GOOD CAUSE
XGRANT COUNTY'S SHERIFF IS TURNING IN HIS BADGE
36CROWELL PERFORMS HIS BEST
ELUSIVE CROWS CHALLENGE LOCAL HUNTERS
KPARKING PROPOSAL FOR CRUISING YOUTHS
9€CRU1SERS WANT LOOP ALTERNATIVE
POLICE TO FOCUS ON CRUISERS, DRUNKS
NO EASY ANSWERS TO LOOP PROBLEM (ED)
LOOP GROUP TRIES TO CLEAN CRUISER IMAGE
BROOKINGS GROCERY FIGHTS CRUISERS
*150 CITED IN CRUISING CRACKDOWN
CITY OFFICIALS DID FAIR SHARE OF CRUISING
YOUTH BOARD ASKS CITY TO DELAY LOOP VOTE
*PUBL1C 0P1N10N--THE LOOP
PARKING ON LOOP SOON THING OF PAST
NO-CRUlSlNG ZONE LAW MAY END ALL CRUISING
NEW RULE WON'T AFFECT RC CRUISERS
POLICE CITE 70 LOOP MOTORISTS
CITY TEENS NEED SOMETHING TO DO (L)
MAY 8 IS PARENTS NIGHT OUT ON RUSHMORE ROAD
PARENTS JOIN KIDS TO CRUISE RAPID CITY STRIP
BOX ELDER MAN ARRESTED OVER MULE
B6R1VER PARK NAMES NEW MEDICAL DIRECTOR
RIVER PARK DOCTOR A FOUNDER BETTY FORD
LAWMAKER--DAY CARE COMMISSION NECESSARY
*EX-C1TY MAN RECALLS 'INCOMPARABLE' HORSE
CASTRO'S MESSAGE FOR HIJACKERS (ED)
KMCGOVERN--CASTRO SEEMS SINCERE
HOW FIDEL COULD COOPERATE (ED)
WE SHOULD RESTORE CUBA TIES (L)
RIOTS EXPOSE PROBLEMS IN CUBA AND US (ED)
3CPUBLIC OPINIONS ON CUBAN INMATES
CASTLEWOOD TRUCKER TO GIVE SAFETY LESSONS
XTRUCKER URGES STUDENT DRIVERS TO BE CAREFUL
*CANCER VICTIM TO HELP OTHERS
SCOTTISH BAND PLAYS TONIGHT
^(AGRICULTURE) KEEPING FARMING'S FUTURE FROM BLOWING
MITCHELL EXECUTIVE GETS BROADCAST HONOR
FULL DAY'S WORK FOR INMATES
XUNITY MINISTER IS 1ST PASTOR FOR SF
*EX-CULT MEMBER 'GOT OUT'
CULTURAL CENTER TO SEEK STUDENT DONATIONS
MUSEUM TO BRING OLD WEST TO LIFE
BACKERS WANT AID FOR CENTER
^MICKELSON SIGNS.BILL FOR CULTURE CENTER
GROUND BROKEN FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
CULTURE
CUMMINGS DOUG
CUNNINGS JAXGN
CUNNINGS JOHN
CUNNINGS NARILYN
/Ci;iiCUNNpGS,^NEWT.ON'ift
CUNNINS CLYDE
CUNNINS DOROTHY
CUNNINS ENGINE CO
CUNDALL J AARON
CUNNINGHAN DAN
CUNNINGHAN DOUG
CUNNINGHAN FRANK
CUNNINGHAN GEORGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/12/1989 C023 SNEAK PREVIEW GIVEN OF CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER
5/1A/1989 F031 CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER TO RAISE NONEY
9/05/1989 A083 CENTER DOESN'T DEPEND ON NEDALLION ROYALTIES (L)
10/01/1989 C021 NUSEUN DIRECTOR--CENTER LACKS CASH
11/04/1989 C021 CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER DEDICATED
1/11/1990 C024 CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR HIRED TO RAISE NONEY
9/04/1990 C033 KNAJOR DISPLAY PLANNED FOR NEW NUSEUN
11/25/1990 E031 COSTNERS NAKING DONATION FOR SIOUX EXHIBIT
5/26/1991 C023 WORK TO BEGIN ON CULTURAL CENTER
5/29/1991 A014 STATE STRIKES OUT WITH COIN DEAL
6/27/1991 C031 KPANEL SLOWS EFFORTS TO RAISE FUNDS
11/12/1991 C012 ^EXHIBIT HONORS CONTRIBUTION IN WWII
7/27/1992 B022 NUSEUN BILLED AS SHOWCASE OF STATE'S PAST
7/27/1992 B025 CENTER BUILT INTO BLUFF
8/13/1992 B026 STATE ARCHIVISTS TACKLE NELLETE, NICKELSON PAPERS
8/29/1992 B026 HERITAGE CENTER OPENING ON TRACK
12/26/1992 BOll ATTENDANCE JUNPS AT CULTURAL CENTER
1/16/1991 A086 TEACH KIDS TO RESPECT OTHERS' DIFFERENCES (L)
3/31/1990 C015 LOCAL LAWYER ANNOUNCES BID FOR CIRCUIT COURT
11/02/1990 CO15 AGE BIGGEST DIFFERENCE IN RACE
11/30/1990 A103 KDO BETTER JOB COVERING JUDICIAL CANDIDATES
3/14/1991 C012 KJUDGESHIP APPLICANT GOES PUBLIC
11/08/1991 AlOl *RETENTION ELECTIONS FLAWED
7/28/1992 BOll SF LAWYER SEEKS JUDGE POST
5/03/1986 coil CUMMINGS SEEKS LINCOLN COUNTY SHERIFF'S JOB
10/29/1991 C012 ^EFFORT FAILS TO REINSTATE OFFICER
9/07/1982 BOll FAMILY REPAYS DEBT BY WORKING AT CARNIVAL
11/20/1992 D012 3CA FESTIVAL OF CHRISTMAS CHARITY
,«;3/15/l:9M C042 C ELECTED PRESIDENT OF TRIBE
4/I5/r984 B05I NEW TRIBAL CHAIRMAN UNVEILS FIVE-YEAR PLAN
8/26/1988 C012 KSINGER LOVES TO BE SEEN, HEARD
5/27/1990 A072 KALWAYS A FAMILY WOMAN
3/21/1985 coil INDUSTRIAL COMPANY TO BUY CANTON PLANT
3/04/1990 E012 BLACK HILLS BEER STARTS HOPPING
3/26/1991 C012 WHILE BAND PLAYS, HIS HOME BURNS
7/05/1987 E016 LAST DAYS A TIME TO REFLECT
5/07/1992 B021 KWRITE ABOUT FAMOUS DIRECTOR, WOMEN SCIENTISTS
5/21/1982 coil MCGOVERN AIDE CONSIDERS '84 SENATE BID
12/05/1982 C041 MCGOVERN AIDE JOINS MINN LAW FIRM
1/04/1983 C021 3€SD DEMOS DON'T HAVE LUXURY OF WAITING
5/06/1983 C013 *MCGOVERN AIDE CONSIDERS SENATE BID
6/02/1983 C021 KNEEDS AN EARLY START TO BEAT PRESSLER
6/12/1983 C014 ^CUNNINGHAM EYES SENATE POST
6/18/1983 BOll POSSIBLE SENATE CANDIDATE SUGGESTS DEBATE
7/10/1983 C052 WILL TEST SUPPORT OF HIS CANDIDACY FOR SENATE
7/17/1983 C031XDEBATES PLAY IMPORTANT ROLE IN VOTE PROCESS
8/05/1983 coil DEMOCRATS WILL HEAR CUNNINGHAM TODAY
8/06/1983 BOll *CUNNINGHAM--I'M NOT A CARPETBAGGER
8/07/1983 BOll ,*WOLLMAN, CUNNINGHAM WOO DEMS
9/13/1983 B012 CUNNINGHAM CONSIDERS RUNNING FOR SEAT
9/14/1983 C023 *THE DEMOCRATS' CHALLENGE
9/18/1983 C091 *NEED MONEY 8 PARTY SUPPORT TO WIN
9/20/1983 C021 BIG BOOST FOR CUNNINGHAM (ED)
10/04/1983 BOll *DEM ASKS HOW MUCH PARTY WILL HELP IN RACE
10/07/1983 C014 LEAVES RACE TO TAKE JOB WITH MCGOVERN
10/08/1983 B021 CUNNINGHAM'S DECISION PROBLEM (ED)
10/12/1983 C012 3CCUNNINGHAM ISN'T OUT OF SENATE RACE
11/12/1983 BOll ^CUNNINGHAM SAYS HE STILL MAY RUN FOR SENATE
11/18/1983 C013 ^CANDIDATES' UNPREDICTABILITY INTERESTING
11/29/1983 B031 MONEY NO PROBLEM FOR CUNNINGHAM
12/09/1983 coil CUNNINGHAM PULLS JOKE ON SINCLAIR
12/30/1983 A114 HOP-A-LONG
2/09/1984 C041 CUNNINGHAM SUPPORTS CIRCULATING PETITIONS
3/02/1984 B033 CUNNINGHAM SOUNDS LIKE CANDIDATE
3/23/1984 C041 CUNNINGHAM WILL ANNOUNCE SENATE INTENTIONS
3/24/1984 C015 9€0PENS CAMPAIGN WITH ATTACK ON PRESSLER
3/28/1984 D031 CUNNINGHAM PROPOSES $250,000 CAP
3/30/1984 B034 3€TRADEMARK IS THE SELF-PORTRAIT
4/07/1984 B031 AGREES TO DEBATE WITH SINCLAIR
4/07/1984 B031 CUNNINGHAM CRITICIZES PRESSLER ATTENDANCE
4/10/1984 C051 CUNNINGHAM IS READY TO DEBATE SINCLAIR
4/11/1984 DOll CUNNINGHAM--I'D DEBATE WITH SINCLAIR
5/08/1984 C034 SINCLAIR, CUNNINGHAM DISCUSS ISSUES
5/09/1984 D041 SINCLAIR, CUNNINGHAM WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS
5/12/1984 coil XPRESSLER HIT HARDEST DURING DEBATE
'5/23/1984 DOll .CUNNINGHAM, SINCLAIR NEAR, DECISION DAY
v^y27/r984 B0I4 '3(KN0WING- SYSTEM IS STRONG^ ASSET
6/01/1984 C013 CUNNINGHAM, SINCLAIR DEAL WITH STATE QUESTIONS
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CUNNINGHAM GEORGE
CUNNINGHAM JACKIE
CUNNINGHAM LLOYD
CUNNINGHAM MARGARE
CUNNINGHAM MARY
CUNNINGHAM MEL
CUOMO MARIO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/03/198A D012 KWATERTOWN NATIVE CAMPAIGNING FOR HIMSELF
6/06/1984 DGll ^CUNNINGHAM STOMPS SINCLAIR IN SENATE RACE
6/07/1984 AOIZ ^(CUNNINGHAM PLANS AGGRESSIVE CAMPAIGN
6/09/1984 B021 ^POLITICIANS WHO RUN UP HUGE DEFICITS
6/09/1984 B031 CUNNINGHAM--US NEEDS TO IMPROVE SALES
6/11/1984 C041 CUNNINGHAM TO PLAN STRATEGY FOR SENATE RACE
6/19/1984 B031 JANKLOW, CUNNINGHAM TO KEYNOTE CONVENTIONS
6/24/1984 A012 CUNNINGHAM BLAMES GOP FOR DEFICIT
6/27/1984 D035 ASKS THAT FARM PROBLEMS BE PLATFORM TOPIC
7/01/1984 C043 ^CUNNINGHAM QUESTIONS PRESSLER MOTIVE
7/08/1984 C041 CUNNINGHAM ACCUSES PRESSLER OF AVOIDING DEBATES
7/09/1984 B041 CUNNINGHAM—FARM BILL MAY SAVE FARMERS
7/11/1984 D015 KMONDALE'S TACTICS BOTHER CUNNINGHAM
7/12/1984 C021 PRESSLER SHOULD ANSWER CUNNINGHAM CHARGES CD
7/29/1984 F045 CUNNINGHAM BLASTS PRESSLER AS DEBATE DODGER
8/03/1984 C035 ADMINISTRATION IGNORING DEFICITS
8/08/1984 A012 3(CUNNINGHAM--PRESSLER IS AVOIDING DEBATE
8/09/1984 A012 CUNNINGHAM GETS $17,500 FROM PARTY
8/16/1984 C041 CUNNINGHAM IS BEHIND PRESSLER
8/21/1984 A012 PRESSLER REFUSES OFFERS TO DEBATE CUNNINGHAM
8/21/1984 C035 CUNNINGHAM ASKS FARMERS TO UNITE ON BILL
8/26/1984 coil PRESSLER, CUNNINGHAM WILL DEBATE 3 TIMES
8/29/1984 D014 CUNNINGHAM MAY FILE ETHICS COMPLAINT
9/01/1984 C015 CUNNINGHAM--PRESSLER IS LYING
9/05/1984 DOll ^CUNNINGHAM NIPS DEBATE, GOES FOR ISSUES
9/05/1984 D015 FARM ISSUES ARE TOPIC FOR DEMOCRATS
9/06/1984 A012 CUNNINGHAM TIRES INSULTS
9/08/1984 A012 PRESSLER, CUNNINGHAM SQUARE OFF TODAY
9/08/1984 B034 KPRESSLER OUTSPENDS CUNNINGHAM
9/09/1984 A012 ^LIGHTS, CAMERA--BUT NO REAL ACTION
9/13/1984 coil CANDIDATES EXCHANGE CHARGES IN CAMPAIGN
9/13/1984 C021 VOTERS SHOULD HEAR MORE CANDIDATES (ED)
9/14/1984 coil CANDIDATES DIFFER ON MISSILES
9/14/1984 C013 EDUCATION GROUP SUPPORTS CUNNINGHAM
9/16/1984 C031 ^SENATE RACE MISSING TRIMMING
9/16/1984 C045 HART TO MAKE CAMPAIGN STOP IN SF
9/18/1984 B035 CUNNINGHAM STRESSES EDUCATION
9/19/1984 D012 CUNNINGHAM CRITICIZES PRESSLER FOR VOTE
9/24/1984 A012 KHART STUMPS IN SF FOR FELLOW DEMS
9/27/1984 C051 CUNNINGHAM QUESTIONS TIMING OF LOAN PLAN
9/28/1984 D015 *BLAMES REAGAN FOR PART OF DEFICIT
10/01/1984 C021 CANDIDATES ALREADY HOME IN DC (ED)
10/04/1984 coil CANDIDATES REVEAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
10/11/1984 C041 POVERTY HURTS ELDERLY WOMAN
10/13/1984 coil CUNNINGHAM, PRESSLER TRADE REA BARBS
10/14/1984 C012 56RACE FOR THE SENATE
10/18/1984 AOIZXMCGOVERN TREADS SOFTLY FOR CUNNINGHAM
10/18/1984 C015 CANDIDATES WILL DISCUSS ISSUES ON TV
10/19/1984 A012 CANDIDATES FLING MORE RAZZLE-DAZZLE
-10/19/1984 C032 WORLD MARKET KEY TO HIGHER PRICES
10/20/1984 C013 RELIGION IN POLITICS NEEDS BALANCE
10/23/1984 B015 DEFICIT CURE AREA OF DISAGREEMENT
10/31/1984 D043 CUNNINGHAM HAS PROPOSAL TO CUT DEFICIT
11/02/1984 C021 CUNNINGHAM BEST MAN IN RACE (ED)
11/04/1984 B062 CUNNINGHAM--PRESSLER PLAN WON'T WORK
11/07/1984 A071 KPRESSLER WALKS BY CUNNINGHAM
11/07/1984 D024 SENATE ENDORSEMENT WRONG (L)
11/10/1984 A012 *MUD FLEW, WORDS SLIPPED IN CAMPAIGN *84
11/15/1984 coil INTERESTED IN PARTY CHAIRMAN POSITION
11/15/1984 C041 CUNNINGHAM LOOKS TO DASCHLE
11/24/1984 B021 *DEMOCRATS NEED TO REBUILD
1/23/1985 C013 ^CUNNINGHAM WITHDRAWS FROM PARTY RACE
1/25/1985 coil *CUNNINGHAM STILL SAYS NO TO DEMS
6/29/1985 A081 *STAKE IN SIOUX FALLS' PROGRESS
10/27/1985 C015 CUNNINGHAM STABLE AFTER HEART ATTACK
5/12/1986 C021 KHEART ATTACK DOESN'T STOP CUNNINGHAM
1/09/1988 C012 *SIMON'S CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN RESIGNS
1/16/1988 C015 SIMON ASKS CHAIRMAN TO RETURN TO CAMPAIGN
10/30/1989 A072 *BEWARE ALL THE HALLOWEEN PRANKSTERS
6/15/1982 A071 ^PLAYING MUSIC SUZUKI STYLE--START YOUNG
11/11/1989 A081 A PAINFUL TASK FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
11/10/1992 B043 KSTORE SPECIALIZES IN SD PRODUCTS
12/25/1982 BOll KTHESE FOLKS HELP OUT WHEN OTHERS ARE IN NEED
12/14/1990 A012 EX-BANKER BANTERS WITH LETTERMAN
1/16/1988 A083 CUOMO TO BE NEXT PRESIDENT (L)
8/10/1989 A012 KMIFFED AS CUOMO AIDE POSES AS HIM
•^1/15/1991 COIF DEMOCRATS INVITED SD
12/07/1991 C012 DEMOCRATS AREN'T WAITING AROUND FOR CUOMO
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CUSTER STATE HOSP
CUSTER STATE PARK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/11/1991 C016 5€W0ULD SD BEND RULES FOR CUOMO
12/24/1991 A081 CUOMO'S MAJOR COP-OUT CED)
5/16/1987 A016 TEENS CALL FOR CHANGE IN CURFEW
5/27/1987 A061 CURFEW STORY OVERLOOKED (L)
5/31/1987 AlOl KSF TEEN-AGERS CAN HANDLE A LATER CURFEW
6/16/1987 C016 SIX FAMILIES FINED FOR TEENS' LATE NIGHT
10/02/1990 C034 TOWN'S CURFEW HORN TO BE SILENCED
10/07/1992 B025 FLANDREAU CONSIDERS CURFEW FOR YOUNGSTERS
5/12/1990 A012 ^PARENTS MOVE AFTER FUNERAL
8/12/1992 A012 ^VICTIM'S MOM TESTIFIES
8/16/1992 A012 ^PARENT LOOKS BACK IN ANGER
9/04/1992 A031 MOTHER PLANS TO CELEBRATE SENTENCE
11/23/1991 C013 XPUCKERED PERFORMERS
5/31/1988 C021 FORMER SISSETON BANK OFFICIAL PLEADS GUtLTY
5/02/1982 4061 *(RETAIL) SHE'S THE CUSTOMERS' FRIEND
6/05/1990 B012 kELK POINT WOMAN SHARES GRIEF OF DEATH
4/10/1985 C091 JfCURRY RECEIVES AGRIBUSINESS AWARD
4/07/1985 EOir 36SEEDS OF A PIONEER--CURRY SEED
6/17/1984 coil 3CCHAMPI0N TRUCKER
1/13/1990 C015 ^ACTIVISTS ARE FARM THREAT--EXPERT
2/16/1982 C051 MAN TRYING TO GET PROJECT OFF THE GROUND
4/07/1991 E033 MEANS CALLS MONUMENT NAME REMINDER OF MISTREATMENT
4/14/1991 C036 RARE PHOTOS DONATED TO BATTLEFIELD
4/11/1982 B023 CUSTER AN ARDENT BLACK HILLS BOOSTER (YEAGER)
5/08/1988 B051 *CUSTER'S LAST HOME
4/30/1989 AA05 MANY KEEP ALIVE BROKEN TREATY
6/18/1989 F033 CUSTER'S DAKOTA TERRITORY JOURNEYS
6/19/1990 B012 ^PRAIRIE SITE HAS WAR STORIES TO TELL
.2/21/1991 C051 CUSTER SAWMILL'S WORKERS AWAIT OUTCOME
11/02/19^^^^ ^PIONEER 'SHARED HER PAIN'
7/19/1982 B071 THEY DON'T OWN THE WHOLE TOWN, JUST A FEW...
7/17/1983 C062 PHONE CALL TURNS WOMAN INTO CARNIVAL GRINCH
7/23/1983 BOll AREN'T TOO WORRIED ABOUT HELL'S ANGELS
7/24/1983 B061 CUSTER FESTIVAL TO BE HELD AS PLANNED
3/10/1986 B02I REVENUE DRAIN PROMPTS CUSTER TO SELL CITY POOL
8/30/1989 C021 CUSTER QUESTIONS EXPRESSWAY ROUTE TO BLACK HILLS
9/24/1989 C063 FINGERS GET IN THE WAY IN TIMBER COUNTRY
12/20/1990 C031 COMPROMISE REACHED ON WILDFIRE RULES
10/03/1991 C031 VOTERS REJECT SCHOOL BOND ISSUE
12/17/1992 B021 CUSTER VOTERS OK WATER RATE INCREASE
SEE HOSPITALS-CU
6/23/1990 C031 PLAN MAY RELIEVE PRISON CROWDING
5/30/1983 C031 PRIVATE CABINS REMAIN IN STATE PARKS
6/03/1983 C021 STATE SHOULD PERSIST IN REMOVING CABINS (ED)
12/22/1983 C041 MORE TRUSTIES WILL BE ADDED TO CUSTER PROJECT
6/09/1984 B041 CUSTER LODGE MAY BE SOLD
9/15/1984 C035 VISITORS AT CUSTER STATE PARK DOWN
10/11/1984 C035 PLAN FAILS IN TAXATION COMMITTEE
11/04/1984 B044 CUSTER PARK TO SELL BUFFALO, BURROS
11/18/1984 C041 PRISON INMATES PUT TO WORK AT CUSTER PARK
12/02/1984 C053 CUSTER PARK TAKES IN LESS ENTRY FEES
1/20/1985 C061 CUSTER PARK BILL FACES FIGHT
4/09/1985 BOll BOARD--EVICT CABIN OWNERS
7/09/1985 B051 RENOVATIONS SLATED FOR CUSTER STATE PARK
8/11/1985 C022 OUTDOOR LOVERS HIT THE TRAIL
8/17/1985 C031 JANKLOW LIFTS FIRE RESTRICTIONS IN 2 STATE PARKS
12/26/1985 C021 INMATES WORK HARD REPAIRING STATE PARK
4/13/1986 D022 COMMISSION CAN KICK CABINS OFF CUSTER
4/18/1986 A081 SUMMER CABINS DO NOT BELONG IN PARK (ED)
8/08/1986 C013 LAWMAKER BLASTS NEW STATE LEASES
8/12/1986 AlOl JANKLOW ADMINISTRATION MISDIRECTING ITS ENERGY (ED)
8/25/1986 B024 CUSTER PARK SET TO CLOSE SEPT 1
10/18/1986 coil CUSTER PARK TO GO GLOBAL
1/11/1987 B065 CUSTER STATE PARK CHANGES LICENSE OPTIONS
2/27/1987 C022 DEMOCRATS QUESTION CUSTER PARK LEASES
3/15/1987 B061 XBOSS OF THE BEASTS
9/12/1987 C021 CUSTER STATE PARK CABIN ISSUE WILL GO TO TRIAL
7/06/1988 B036 FIRE RAGES AT CUSTER STATE PARK
7/07/1988 A012 FIRE RAVAGES CUSTER STATE PARK
7/07/1988 A023 FLAMES SHUT OUT CAMPERS
7/08/1988 AOll CREWS KEEP FIRE FROM RUSHMORE
7/09/1988 AOll *RAIN CURTAILS CUSTER FOREST FIRE
7/10/1988 AOll 3CCUSTER FIRE CONTAINED
7/11/1988 A016 60 PERCENT OF PARK TO OPEN TODAY
7/12/1988 A012 CUSTER FIRE HELPFUL TO WILDLIFE
7/14/1988 AOll CUSTER STATE PARK TO GET $135,000
"W157IW8 C0Il^f^GUSTER'STATE PARK HOLDSMREOPENING
7/19/1988 coil THOUSANDS VIEW CUSTER STATE PARK
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7/23/1988 C025 UPGRADING OUSTER PARK WOULD BOOST ECONOMY
8/02/1988 A083 DON'T LET FIRE STOP TRIP TO PARK (L)
8/05/1988 A016 *PARK DIRECTOR FEARS PINE LOSS OF $A.5 MILLION
8/28/1988 A012 STUDIES COMPLAINT AT JANKLOW RESORT
9/01/1988 C021 OUSTER STATE PARK MAY BE IMPROVED
9/09/1988 C031 DEVELOPER WANTS TO UPGRADE OUSTER LODGE
9/19/1988 coil PANELS TO DISCUSS SPLIT, PARK
10/08/1988 C012 ART JANKLOW TO SELL OUSTER LEASES
10/09/1988 B016 IMPROVEMENTS FOR OUSTER STATE PARK
10/11/1988 A081 GUESTS AT STATE RESORTS DESERVE SERVICE (ED)
11/06/1988 E021 LAWMAKER DISTURBED BY SALE OF LEASES
11/12/1988 C031 ^SENATOR WANTS ANSWERS ON LEASES
11/20/1988 E054 ART JANKLOW TO GET $650,000
11/22/1988 C012 ART JANKLOW DEFENDS SALE OF LEASES
11/23/1988 A081 PUBLIC ENTITLED TO KNOW TERMS OF LEASE (ED)
2/12/1989 E043 PANEL BACKS PLAN FOR OUSTER IMPROVEMENTS
2/2-^/1989 C034 OUSTER STATE PARK MEASURE SENT TO HOUSE ;
3/16/1989 C02I CONCESSIONAIRES WARY OF OUSTER LEASE PLAN
4/30/1989 BBIO KCUSTER PAVES WAY FOR PARK SYSTEM
4/30/1989 CC04 *COOLIDGE PROVIDES GAME LODGE
5/05/1989 C031 CABINS ALLOWED IN OUSTER UNTIL 2029
6/06/1989 C021 OUSTER STATE PARK BEGINS REVIVAL
6/15/1989 C021 RESORT REVENUE PLANS 'TOO AMBITIOUS'
7/10/1989 B015 KSTATE PARK GREENING AGAIN AFTER '88 FIRE
7/29/1989 AlOl FIRE-DAMAGED STATE PARK RECOVERING NICELY (ED)
8/15/1989 B061 SEARCH IS ON FOR OPERATORS OF RESORTS
9/10/1989 E086 OUSTER PARK IS URGED TO CONSOLIDATE
12/14/1989 C041 OUSTER STATE PARK TAX REVENUE FOR PROMOTION
12/25/1,989 0073 REVENUES UP AT OUSTER RESORTS
2/16/1990 C022 OUSTER RESORT OWNERS TO RENEW VIDEO REQUEST
3/05/1990 B016 OUSTER STATE PARK GETS VIDEO LOTTERY
6/17/1990 G031 FIRST PHASE OF OUSTER RENOVATION SET
9/14/1990 A015 *WINDS SPREAD OUSTER BLAZE
9/15/1990 A012 ^WEATHER AIDS FIREFIGHTERS
9/16/1990 C012 Xll,170 ACRES OF BLACK HILLS DESTROYED
9/20/1990 C034 OUSTER STATE PARK WAIVES ENTRANCE FEES
11/13/1990 C034 OUSTER PARK BUFFALO AUCTION SATURDAY
11/29/1990 C031 OUSTER PARK IMPROVEMENTS DELAYED
12/03/1990 C031 LOTTERY MACHINES PASS OUSTER STATE PARK TRIAL
12/05/1990 0031 LEGISLATORS GET GLIMPSE AT NEW PARK BROCHURE
12/16/1990 E033 STATE COMMISSION OK'S OUSTER LEASE TRANSFER
1/20/1991 A065 'IMPROVEMENTS' WOULD DESTROY HILLS BEAUTY (L)
7/07/1991 0031 STATE PARK DRAWING MORE VISITORS THIS YEAR
7/27/I99I C032 ARMED ROBBERY AT LODGE UNDER INVESTIGATION
8/13/1991 C035 PARK IMPROVEMENTS BOOST OUSTER VISITS
9/10/1991 C031 PARK HAS GOOD TOURIST YEAR
10/04/1991 C031 FIRE CAUSED BY GENERATOR
10/27/1991 B031 LOTTERY HASN'T CAUSED STATE PARK PROBLEMS
12/21/1991 C032 OUSTER PARK DEVELOPMENT TO CONTINUE IN A YEAR
1/13/1992 con PARKS HOST ,6 MILLION VISITORS IN 1991
4/19/1992 B021 PANEL PROPOSES CUT IN OUSTER PARK FEE
5/11/1992 C021 PARK STICKERS WAIVED FOR BUFFALO AUCTION
6/21/1992 C022 OUSTER PARK IMPROVEMENTS APPROVED BY COMMITTEE
10/11/1992 A012 56ROUNDUP TAKES RIDERS WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
10/11/1992 GOll KRIDING TO KEEP THE SPIRIT ALIVE
5/16/1992 DOll KTRUSTY CAMP INMATE ESCAPES FROM OUSTER
7/16/1985 C013 POTENTIAL JOB CUTS WORRY CUSTODIANS
10/25/1988 C014 ^SCHOOL JANITORS PICKET OVER PAY
12/13/1988 0021 RECOMMENDS RAISE OF 4 PERCENT FOR JANITORS
8/29/1989 C015 BOARD APPROVES PAY INCREASES
10/18/1989 0061 WORKSHOP CLIENTS BRIGHTEN COURTHOUSE
12/01/1989 C016 CUSTODIAN HANGS SELF AT SCHOOL
6/20/1990 C012 SCHOOL BOARD APOLOGIZES TO CUSTODIANS FOR LETTER
6/29/1990 C012 CUSTODIANS, SCHOOL BOARD FAIL TO RESOLVE
10/04/1990 D085 *JANITORIAL SUPPLY FIRM UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
12/07/1990 C031 COURT RULES IN FAVOR OF CUSTODIAN
8/27/1991 A012 CUSTODIANS HIT SNAG ON SCHOOL PACT
10/25/1992 GOll KSUE SWEPT MANY INTO HER SHARING LIFE AS JANITOR
SEE CHILD CUSTODY
8/30/1989 D084 ^COUNSELOR TELLS HOW TO KEEP HAPPY
4/11/1987 B041 3€CUTLER TO FOLLOW IN DAD'S FOOTSTEPS
5/26/1984 C051 9fS0UTH DAKOTA STATE'S CUTLER DELAYS SUMMER PLANS
5/I6/I986 C02I SIOUX FALLS MAN TO GET HONORARY DEGREE
8/04/1986 A04I ^LAWYER TEACHES HIS BRAND OF MONOPOLY
10/16/1988 E012 KLOCAL INVESTORS SHAKEN, NOT STRAPPED
10/01/1989 F033 WASHINGTON GRAD SETTLES IN THE HILLS
i/6/19/1982>.B031 .FIVE (;50-YEAR LAWYBRS^?^ BY ASSOCIATION
9/13/1991 BOll KGREAT STUFF AT LAKOTA ART EXHIBIT
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3/18/1983 D052 BALLOONISTS FOLLOW WINDS OF SOAR
3/29/1990 D061 CUTWORMS INFEST WINTER WHEAT FIELDS
A/13/199Q DG81 CUTWORMS THREATEN WHEAT IN LVMAN
A/16/199G CG21 WHEAT GROWERS URGED TO WATCH FOR CUTWORMS
3/26/1992 BG61 CUTWORMS MARCHING THROUGH WHEAT FIELD
2/G7/1989 AG16 CYANIDE FOUND IN CITY SPILL
2/G8/1989 CG21 AUTHORITIES SEARCH FOR DEFINITION OF GREEN LIQUID
2/11/1989 CGll OFFICER POSTED AT SPILL SITE
2/1A/1989 CG16 TO INVESTIGATE CYANIDE
2/15/1989 CG12 KCYANIDE CLEANUP
2/16/1989 CG12 BEGINS CLEANUP OF CYANIDE SPILL
2/17/1989 CGll CLEANUP CONTINUES OF CYANIDE SPILL
2/18/1989 CG12 ORDER BLAMES TRI-STATE FOR CYANIDE SPILL
2/22/1989 CGll CLEANUP CONTINUES OF CYANIDE SPILL
3/G2/1989 CG21 SPILL SUSPECTS REQUEST HEARING
3/G7/1989 CGll SPILL HEARING PUT OFF INDEFINITELY
3/14/1989 AG15 CYANIDE FOUND IN CHILE GRAPES
3/2G/1989 A1G4 HILLS MINES LEAK CYANIDE (L)
3/28/1989 CG16 HANSON CALLS FOR ACTION ON CYANIDE SPILL
3/3G/1989 CG12 OFFICIAL DEFENDS STATE'S HANDLING OF SPILL
4/G7/1989 AG12 EPA TAKES OVER CLEANUP OF CYANIDE
4/15/1989 CG15 WORKERS REMOVE TAINTED SOIL
4/29/1989 CGll COUNTY STILL CHECKING INTO CYANIDE SPILL
5/G4/1989 AG15 GRAND JURY TO INVESTIGATE CYANIDE SPILL
5/06/1989 AG81 PROBE OF CHEMICAL SPILL IS LATE BUT WELCOME (ED)
5/1G/1989 CG16 TRI-STATE GRAND JURY TO CONVENE
5/12/1989 AG12 TRI-STATE, PRESIDENT INDICTED
5/16/1989 CG12 TRI-STATE WILL FIGHT 12-COUNT INDICTMENT
5/17/1989 AG12 NEW SPILL FOUND AT TRI-STATE
571871989 DG12 EPA ASKED TO CHECK CONTAMINATION TIPS
5/19/1989 AG15 TRI-STATE CHIEF PLEAD NOT GUILTY
5/19/1989 AG22 CYANIDE TESTING REPORTEDLY SPREADS TO LINCOLN COUNTY
5/2G/1989 CG12 LINCOLN OFFICIAL AWAITS WORD ON CYANIDE TESTING
5/24/1989 CG12 EPA TO TEST FORMER TRI-STATE SITE
5/31/1989 AG12 WATER AT TRI-STATE SITE FREE OF CYANIDE
6/23/1989 AG12 *EPA PAPERS SHOW OFFICIAL LIED
6/27/1989 CG15 2 MORE INDICTED IN CYANIDE CASE
6/3G/1989 CG12 TRI-STATE BUSINESSES PLEAD NOT GUILTY
7/G4/1989 CG21 TRI-STATE TRIAL SCHEDULED FOR AUGUST 8
7/G6/1989 AG16 STATE ASKS EPA TO SEE IF DEATH TIED TO TRI-STATE
7/12/1989 CG12 CITY WANTS EPA TO KEEP ORIGINAL LABEL
7/21/1989 CG12 TRI-STATE CHARGES TO STAND
7/26/1989 AG12 TRI-STATE TRIAL STAYS HERE
8/G9/1989 CG16 SD WANTS TO DROP CIVIL ACTION VS FIRM
8/11/1989 CG14 TRI-STATE ASKS COURT TO DISMISS CHARGES
8/12/1989 CG14 TRI-STATE TO FIGHT EFFORT TO DROP CHARGES
8/24/1989 CG15 5fLAWYERS DUEL IN SPILL CASE
8/25/1989 AG15 EPA FINDS CYANIDE IN GROUND WATER
8/3G/1989 AG12 FBI ENTERS TRI-STATE PROBE
8/3G/1989CG15 STATE MUST DECIDE TRI-STATE STRATEGY
8/31/1989 CGll STATE WON'T DROP TRI-STATE CHARGES
9/G2/1989 CG13 EPA DECISION TO AFFECT CLEANUP
9/G3/1989 AG41 FIRE LATEST IN LONG LIST OF TROUBLES
9/G8/1989 CG15 36DASCHLE EXPECTING CYANIDE RULING SOON
9/23/1989 CG15 CYANIDE SPILL WILL BE CLEANED UP
9/28/1989 C012 PRESSLER HASN'T CHANGED MIND
1G/G3/1989 CG12 TRI-STATE FACES MORE CHARGES
1G/G5/1989 CG12 EPA ORDERS TRI-STATE TO CLEAN SITE
10/G6/1989 CG15 MINT WANTS HOFF INTERVIEW OFF RECORD
lG/12/1989 CG12 TRI-STATE AGREES TO CLEAN UP SITE
lG/25/1989 CG25 TRI-STATE, EPA FAIL TO SETTLE COMPLAINTS
11/G2/1989 AG14 TRI-STATE MINT WON'T BE TRIED FOR SPILL
11/G3/1989 CG23 UPSET THAT MINT CHARGES DROPPED
12/3G/1989 CG12 CYANIDE FOUND IN WELL NEAR MINING PAD
12/31/1989 CGll CYANIDE REPORTS CONCERN PRESSLER
1/G1/199G BG21 CYANIDE LEAK IS STOPPED
1/G7/199G CGll CYANIDE DECLINES IN WATER TESTS
1/24/199G CGll CONTAMINATION SOURCE NOT KNOWN
1/25/199G CG12 TRI-STATE TO FACE FEWER CHARGES
2/15/199G CG41 MINT ACCEPTS SUIT CHANGES
3/G3/199G CG22 MORE TESTS ORDERED FOR BROHM GOLD MINE
3/05/199G B012 FOUL PLAY POSSIBLE IN MINE CYANIDE CASE
3/12/199G BGll BLACK HILLS MINES FACE FEDERAL FINES
4/G2/199G CG23 MINE PIPELINE BREAKS SPILLS CYANIDE SOLUTION
4/G8/199G CG21 STATE GETS GRANT FOR CYANIDE STUDIES
5/16/199G CG12 4GG-GALL0N CYANIDE SPILL CALLED MINOR
v. 9/277i99G ;AG16 0FFICIALr.'-MINT SPTLL5« CONTAINED CYANIDE
11/G4/199G EG35 BLACK HILLS MINING COMPANY TO FIND, FIX CYANIDE LEAK
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A/2A/1991 C012 CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST TRI-STATE
6/12/1991 C024 STATE STUDIES PLANS FOR CYANIDE HANDLING
6/27/1991 C015 OFFICIALS--MINE LEAK CONTAINED
6/28/1991 C012 NO EVIDENCE BROHM TRIED TO HIDE LEAK
2/01/1992 C031 HOMESTAKE--CYANIDE SPILL WAS MINOR
2/22/1992 CGll SCHIEFFER FILES SUIT OVER CYANIDE SPILL
10/08/1992 B012 *MINE CYANIDE PUDDLES KILLING MIGRATORY BIRDS
1/06/1982 C041 LEGISLATIVE BILL WOULD UPDATE BIKE LAWS
2/27/1982 C021 CYCLIST IMPERILED BY CAR DRIVERS (L)
4/19/1982 C033 SF HOSPITALS TO RECORD BIKE INJURIES
5/17/1982 BOll GROUP IS ASKING FOR DONATIONS TO LENGTHEN CITY BIKE
5/22/1982 C021 BUCKS FOR BIKE TRAIL (ED)
5/29/1982 A134 BICYCLE SAFETY WEEK (L)
6/01/1982 BOll KDESPITE FEAR/ MOTOCROSS DRIVERS KEEP RACING
6/09/1982 DOAl *MOTOCROSS COURSE TO BE ADDED
6/21/1982 B033 ^BIKING WITH DAD
6/28/1982 A071 YES, THAT STRANGE VEHICLE IS A BIKE
6/28/1982 B061 REVAMPED BIKE LAWS TO REFLECT NEW POPULARITY
7/05/1982 B031 BIKE FUND-RAISER PLANNED
7/11/1982 B041 JfPEACE PEDALLERS FATTEN UP IN SF
7/26/1982 A012 *BIKING ACROSS IOWA--FOR THE FUN OF IT
7/26/1982 A071 *A HIKE IN THE COUNTRY
7/26/1982 BOll *YOU MEAN THEY DO THIS FOR FUN
8/02/1982 A095 BIKE FOR LIFE RAISES $9,500
8/02/1982 B033 *SF BICYCLE MOTO CROSS RACE
8/08/1982 B061 73-YEAR-OLD CYCLIST LOVES CROSS-COUNTRY TRIP
8/29/1982 B033 SIMPLE RULES ENHANCE PLEASURES OF BIKEWAY (L)
9/16/1982 B054 BIKE RIDE BENEFIT SUNDAY
iD/20/1982 BOll BIKERS RIDE OUT DIFFICULTIES IN EUROPE
2/21/1983 A012 *BICYCLES BUILT FOR SNOW
4/09/1983 B033 GROUP WANTS BICYCLISTS ON RIGHT PATH
4/11/1983 B031 SF COMMISSION TO DISCUSS BICYCLE LAW
4/12/1983 B012 *2 PANELS AT ODDS ABOUT BIKE RULES
4/25/1983 A012 3(TREET0P BIKER
5/04/1983 C041 5CBICYCLE SAFETY--NOT JUST FOR KIDS ANYMORE
5/05/1983 coil ^DRIVING DEFENSIVELY BEST WAY TO FEND OFF ACCIDENTS
5/10/1983 C025 TWO ON A BIKE AGAINST THE LAW
5/12/1983 C022 ON A BIKE NOT GOOD FOR SAFETY (L)
5/13/1983 C032 JAYCEES SPONSOR CYCLE RACES FOR CHILDREN
6/27/1983 C041 *BIKE FOR LIFE RAISES $10,000 FOR CANCER SOCIETY
7/11/1983 D014 THREE-WHEELERS GIVE A DAY'S WORTH OF FUN
7/1A/1983 coil ^CYCLISTS PULLED MAN FROM BALER
7/15/1983 C021 BICYCLES VS COOL AUTOS (ED)
7/16/1983 C023 BIKE TRAIL NEEDS SAME CARE AS BALL DIAMONDS (L)
7/28/1983 coil XSTUDY SUGGESTS BETTER BIKE TRAILS
8/02/1983 B021 BIKE PLAN--LABOR OF LOVE (ED)
8/02/1983 B025 ADDED STRAIGHT TRAILS WOULD BE BENEFICIAL (L)
8/15/1983 A012 *UP IN THE AIR
8/18/1983 coil XCYCLIStS STOP IN CITY ON CROSS-COUNTRY ADVENTURE
8/19/1983 C013 3CRIDING IN STYLE
8/22/1983 B041 JAPANESE CYCLIST FINDS HAVEN WITH FIREMEN
8/25/1983 coil BIKE RIDERS RAISE $2,400 FOR LUNG ASSOCIATION
2/07/1984 B013 JeiCE BIKING
3/15/1984 BOll KPEDDLING A BICYCLE BUILT FOR YOU
4/28/1984 C022 COURTESY AS IMPORTANT ON BIKEWAY (L)
5/26/1984 B023 BICYCLISTS DESERVE COURTESY FROM DRIVERS (L)
6/20/1984 D082 STUDENTS MAKE SPECIAL BIKE FOR YOUNGSTER
7/11/1984 D015 CITY BIKE TRAIL TO HAVE MUD CLEANUP
7/15/1984 C012 ^VOLUNTEERS HELP CLEAN MUD FROM BIKE TRAIL
7/19/1984 B025 DRIVERS, BE AWARE OF CYCLISTS (L)
7/26/1984 C025 BIKE TRAIL WORK APPRECIATED (L)
8/19/1984 C041 KCYCLISTS HIT THE ROAD
8/31/1984 A091 *JOURNEY CHALLENGES MIND, BODY
9/18/1984 BOll CITY BIKE TRAIL RECEIVES CONTRIBUTION
12/31/1984 B021 DON'T JUDGE ALL BIKERS (L)
3/23/1985 C021 MAP HELPS BICYCLISTS PLAN AN ENJOYABLE RIDE
4/30/1985 A012 ^TAKING A TUMBLE
5/28/1985 AlOl SF BIKE TRAIL NEEDS A LOT OF WORK (L)
6/27/1985 C012 KUNEASY RIDER
7/04/1985 coil *A DAY AT THE RACES
9/12/1985 B074 CLUB TO CONDUCT 100-MILE BIKE RIDE
4/04/1986 E031 BICYCLING PEDALS INTO INCREASED POPULARITY
5/20/1986 DOll *A TALL ORDER
6/16/1986 C016 BICYCLING HAS THRILLS AND SPILLS
6/25/1986 BOll KNY MAN PEDALS TO MAKE A POINT
^W04/1986mCOIL XFLYING HIGH i
7/20/1986 FOll KCYCLIST TRAINS TO SWEAT OUT 100-MILE RIDE
8/31/1986 C021 RAILROAD GRADES MAY BE TURNED INTO BIKE TRAILS
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9/01/1986 BG31 BIKING BENEFIT NEEDS PRTICIPANTS
10/07/1986 C021 RAILROADS AGREE TO CONTRACT FOR BIKE PATH
10/11/1986 A072 ^BALANCING ACT
12/01/1986 A012 5«W0RLD-CLASS CYCLISTS RETURN TO SD
5/2A/1987 C014 LONG-DISTANCE TO AID LUNG GROUP
6/06/1987 A071 "GO TO THE DEVIL' TREK RAISED $32,000
6/30/1987 A013 BICYCLISTS HARDER FOR DRIVERS TO SEE
7/03/1987 A121 CYCLIST MUST FOLLOW RULES OF THE ROAD (ED)
7/07/1987 A081 WEAR A HELMET FOR RIDING A BICYCLE (L)
7/07/1987 A081 GET OFF BIKE TO CROSS STREET (L)
7/l^t/1987 coil BICYCLE TRAIL TO GET REPAIRS
7/28/1987.C012 SD PROVES TOUGH TEST FOR BIKER
8/24/1987 A071 CHARITY BIKE TOUR RAISES $25,000
9/14/1987 coil BICYCLISTS TO RAISE FUNDS FOR DIABETES
9/20/1987 C013 KBIKING FOR LIFE
10/24/1987 A012 XHEIGHTY HEIRLOOM
3/19/1988 coil CYCLISTS TO BIKE FOR LUNG ASSOCIATION
4/18/1988 C012 PLAN FOR HILLS NATURE TRAIL GAINS
5/05/1988 B054 BICYCLE CLUB RIDES MOTHER'S DAY
5/06/1988 coil INDIAN YOUTHS BIKE FOR FUND-RAISER
6/26/1988 BOll KWHEEL OF MISFORTUNE
7/11/1988 C012 ^WHEELING AND DEALING
8/08/1988 C014 BICYCLISTS RAISE $34,000 FOR MS
8/28/1988 B012 *PRAIRIE PEDALERS
8/28/1988 B073 3CCYCLISTS PEDAL FOR FUN, COMPETITION
9/01/1988 A062 POSITIVE STORIES APPLAUDED (L)
9/01/1988 B052 BIKERS TO RAISE CASH FOR RESEARCH
. ;.9/04/1988 coil CENTER DIRECTOR TO BIKE ACROSS SD
971371988 C015XBIKING FOR BUCKS
9/14/1988 coil PROJECT TO CLOSE 18TH ST, BIKE PATH
9/28/1988 A084 BIKE TRAIL WORK PRAISED (L)
10/10/1988 C012 *FAT TIRE CLASSIC PUMPS UP SPIRITS
10/19/1988 coil BICYCLE PATH GETS MILEAGE MARKERS
12/07/1988 D102 3€IMP0RT PRICES GO UP
2/05/1989 A014 5CBICYCLE WHEEL KICKS UP THE LIGHT SNOW
2/06/1989 B012 CYCLISTS RIDE ON DESPITE TEMPERATURES
3/04/1989 C012 KTRAIL BLAZERS
4/17/1989 B043 BICYCLE SPECTACULAR SCHEDULE FOR SUNDAY
4/23/1989 B071 36RIDERS DISCOVER ROUTES TO BICYCLING FUN
4/23/1989 B071 BICYCLISTS HAVE DIFFERENT OPINIONS
5/04/1989 Alll BICYCLE SAFETY WEEK IS MAY 8-12
5/29/1989 B012 3fHEAD OF THE PACK
5/29/1989 B041 2ND ANNUAL BIKE BARN BLOOD RUN
5/29/1989 B054 BROOKINGS CYCLISTS HOLD TIME TRIALS
8/07/1989 B012 3fA HUG AT THE END OF THE ROAD
8/30/1989 A105 TRAIL NEEDS CENTER LINE (L)
9/22/1989 A102 ACCIDENTS CAN BE PREVENTED (L)
9/23/1989 coil BIKERS TO HIT ROAD FOR DIABETES TODAY
10/01/1989 iB076 CYCLE SENSE MAKES RIDING SAFE, FUN
10/04/1989 A012 ^ROTARY PARK SPIN
10/11/1989 A012 RAPE SUSPECT ARRESTED--SAFETY CONCERNS WOMEN
11/09/1989 A081 DON'T ALLOW BIKE PATH TO BECOME... (ED)
11/09/1989 A081 PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE BIKE PATH
1/30/1990 C016 BIKE TRAIL RANGER TO BE HIRED
3/18/1990 coil MEETING SCHEDULED ON ANNUAL BIKE TREK
4/20/1990 A103 CLEAN UP BIKE PATH LITTER (L)
5/09/1990 coil DEVIL'S TOWER BIKE RIDE RAISES $80,000
5/29/1990 D031 KLOCAL COUPLE PEDALS NEW BIKING IMAGE
6/02/1990 A012 GRANGER HOT ON THE TRAIL FOR A SAFER PATH
6/19/1990 B016 BENEFIT BIKE TOUR TO BIG STONE SET
6/27/1990 C012 KDUO RIDES AROUND WORLD ON ONE BIKE
7/02/1990 C035 VIRAL INFECTION SIDETRACKS BICYCLISTS
7/15/1990 B012 3€GEBHART TRAILS CROSSING FINISH LINE
8/23/1990 C015 *MAN PEDDLES VALUES FROM HIS BICYCLE
8/27/1990 coil CITY COMMISSION MAY AWARD TRAIL CONTRACT
9/07/1990 A012 ^DOCTORS EXPLORE TOWNS ON BIKES
10/03/1990 C012 KKEEP 'EM ROLLIN'
11/09/1990 A012 KSNOW PEDALING
11/09/1990 C035 LEGAL RIGHTS TO ABANDONED RAILROAD LINE
12/27/1990 C033 PIERRE MAN JOINS CHARITY BIKE RIDE
4/16/1991 B033 *A GROUP OF BICYCLISTS ENJOY A WARM SUNDAY
5/02/1991 A072 ^FAMILY GOES TO GREAT LENGTHS FOR BICYCLING
5/07/1991 A084 BIKE TRAIL SHOULD BE NAMED AFTER SID SMITH (L)
5/23/1991 C012 COURTESY COPS TO NAB DISCOURTEOUS USERS
5/27/1991 B033 5eHERE THEY COME
? 6/0471991'fA052'*WEARS ?A^HEL WITH A MIRROR WHEN BIKE-RIDING
6/16/1991 B012 SENIOR GAMES CYCLISTS SET FAST PACE
6/26/1991 C012 KCOOL RIDE
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7/1A/1991 C021 RESIDENTS WANT BIKE TRAIL BUILT SOMEWHERE ELSE
7/1A/1991 F012 *TWO-WHEEL ADVENTURES
7/1A/1991 F012 A RIDER'S DIARY
7/20/1991 A052 ^MADE FOR MOUNTAINS
7/20/1991 AlOl BEST SPOTS FOR MOUNTAIN-BIKE RIDING
7/22/1991 A08A PARENTS MUST TEACH KIDS RULES OF ROAD (L)
8/IA/1991 D012 BICYCLE RIDE STRESSES FAMILY FUN, NOT COMPETITION
8/2A/1991 coil CYCLING OFFENDERS MUST ATTEND SCHOOL
9/06/1991 C012 ^DOCTORS TO TOUR RURAL SD ON BIKES
9/09/1991 B012 *BLIND RIDERS ENJOY SENSE OF FREEDOM
1/29/1992 C012 36RIVER RIDES
2/22/1992 C031 BICYCLE/RUNNING TRAIL PLANNED FOR ABERDEEN
3/29/1992 B062 BICYCLE CLUB'S KICKOFF RIDE APRIL 5
<4/26/1992 B013 *PEDALER WITH A PURPOSE
5/07/1992 C012 XSAFE BIKING
6/09/1992 C013 CYCLISTS TO PROTEST OUTSIDE CITY HALL
6/24/1992 A012 XHIGH-WATER ROLLING
6/25/1992 coil JUVENILES ASSAULT BOYS, STEAL ONE'S BICYCLE
8/19/1992 A104 WOMAN LOVES BEAUTY OF CITY'S BIKE TRAIL (L)
8/22/1992 D053 ^BICYCLIST STILL WHEELING AT 90
9/06/1992 F021 BROOKINGS BICYCLE EVENT SET FOR SEPTEMBER 20
10/04/1992 B012 *SPOKES MEN
9/27/1983 BOll ^WOMAN'S CLUB LED FIGHT FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
7/05/1992 G014 *CYRUS SONG LOVED AND LOATHED
1/29/1983 A094 CYSTIC FIBROSIS GROUP VALUES HELP (L)
3/12/1983 A095 SKATERS TO ROLL FOR CYSTIC FIBROSIS (L)
3/28/1983 A075 SKATING RAISES MONEY FOR DISEASE
4/03/1983 C031 SUPPORT FOR CYSTIC FIBROSIS EVENT URGED (L)
4/18/1983 .A094 SKATERS RAISE $180 FOR FIBROSIS
5/10/1986 A071 KCOUPLE COPES WITH SON'S ILLNESS
5/25/1992 C024 PARTY SET FOR PEOPLE WITH CYSTIC FIBROSIS
6/21/1983.A054 *CZECH DAYS
6/17/1986 BOll *TABOR CELEBRATES HERITAGE
6/01/1987 coil CHECK CALENDAR FOR CZECH DAYS
6/16/1987 C012 ^DECKED OUT FOR CZECH DAYS
6/16/1989 coil TABOR'S CZECH DAYS ARE TODAY, SATURDAY
5/24/1992 F021 TABOR CZECH DAYS PLANNED JUNE 19-20
6/18/1992 C021 CZECH DAYS IN TABOR THIS FRIDAY, SATURDAY
8/27/1989 FOII DETERMINATION BRINGS CZECHS TO WEST RIVER
.3/07/1990 D082 PROF SEEKS CZECH CONNECTION FOR SD
9/23/1990 E033 *CZECH FAMILY FREE TO FLY AGAIN
3/12/1991 C012 *CZECHOSLOVAKAIN VISITORS SHARE VIEWS
4/12/1985 AlOl SUPPORT FAMILY FARMS
5/29/1985 A061 *DOWNTOWN PROJECT AN OPPORTUNITY
6/04/1985 C035 CHANGE CORRECTS NAME 40 YEARS AFTER ARMY ERROR
8/30/1985 coil 3CRESTAURANT TO FILL CITY'S ITALIAN VOID
6/15/1986 A105 D'AMATO OFFERS EXPERIENCE (L)
7/27/1986 E012 KD'AMATO TRIES TO CARVE A NICHE
5/01/1987 coil *D'AMATO RUNS FOR SCHOOL BOARD
.11/11/1989. C012 3CMANY VIETNAM VETS 'STILL IN A SHELL'
2/26/1984 C043 DAHL WAS FORMER AUGUSTANA PROFESSOR
5/28/1983 coil *DAHL SOARS FROM MEDIOCRITY AT CANTON TO NATIONAL
8/21/1986 A081 ^SOCIETY MUST PROTECT INNOCENT VICTIMS
6/10/1984 coil 3CALUMNI REMINISCE ABOUT THEIR COLLEGE DAYS
10/28/1984 D021 ^WOMAN'S FAMILY AMONG FIRST IN TOWN
7/16/1990 Apl2 KDAHL DOES IT ALL FOR VERMILLION
4/22/1984 C041 ^FISHERMAN DAHL CATCHES HIS BIG ONE
3/29/1985 BOll *PUTS TOGETHER A NATIONAL REPUTATION
4/25/1984 B031 *0'GORMAN'S DAHLBERG PATTERNS AFTER MCENROE
5/01/1983 C031 ^SUCCESSFUL NATIVES RECALL VIVID MEMORIES (YEAGER)
12/12/1986 AlOl KPOLL GIVES SNAPSHOT OF PUBLIC OPINION
7/02/1992 B035 BERESFORD MAN LANDS 41-POUND FLATHEAD CATFISH
12/28/1991 C035 VISITS DESTITUTE PEOPLE IN JORDAN AND INDIA
6/20/1984 cm 3CBR0ADCASTER KEEPS DREAM ON THE WAVES
8/26/1989 A052 ^FORMER KXRB NEWSMAN WRITES BOOKS
10/08/1989 E012 ASCS CLOUDED BY CASE OF FIRED FARMER
1/02/1987 B012 ^DOUBLE TROUBLE FOR COYOTE FOES
2/03/1984 coil KQUIET KATIE DOES HER TALKING FOR THE COYOTES
3/12/1985 coil KDAILEY DOES LITTLE THINGS THAT ADD UP
12/17/1991 C032 DAILEY NEW MANAGING EDITOR AT YANKTON PAPER
12/24/1984 A012 ^PROVIDES LONG-^DISTANCE JOY FOR ELDERLY
12/17/1991 B061 SENIORS OFFERED FREE CALLS BY INVESTOR
3/07/1982 B042 STOLEN MILK CASES VEX DAIRY OWNERS
4/03/1982 B031 DAIRY COWS CAN BE FEED SEEDS
4/03/1982 C04I DAIRY FARMERS UPSET ABOUT IMITATION MILK
10/09/1982 C032 OLDEST RAPID CITY DAIRY TO CLOSE
iIZ/0I/I982i A012u*F€DSv BEGIN MILKING^.DAIRY PROFITS
12/25/1982 B031 BROWN SWISS DAIRY CLOSING DEC 31
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1/06/1983 CQ31 DASCHLE--DAIRy CHARGE TO BE SCRAPPED
1/23/1983 COAl DAIRYMAN'S CONFERENCE FEBRUARY 8
2/01/1983 BOll DAIRY FARMERS MAY BE TAXED
2/02/1983 D051 DAIRYMEN SCHEDULED FOR CONFERENCE
2/09/1983 COAl DAIRY FARMER UNION HAS SURPLUS PLAN
3/18/1983 D051 DASCHLE RAPS DAIRY TAX PLAN
4/08/1983 C034 LOCAL DAIRY EXPANDS BUSINESS
4/17/1983 B042 DAIRY FEES MAY HURT, FARMERS SAY
5/01/1983 C061 DASCHLE'S PLAN TO REPEAL DAIRY FEE ADVANCES
5/01/1983 N021 CRETAIL/BUSINESS) KEEPING COOL
6/14/1983 B042 DAIRY FARMERS QUESTION REASONS FOR 50-CENT FEE
6/14/1983 B043 FEDERAL APPEALS COURT APPROVES DAIRY FEE
6/19/1983 E014 DAIRY FARM OPERATES ON DETERMINATION
6/27/1983 C016 VIP COULD BE DAIRYMEN'S PIK PROGRAM
7/17/1983 A012 LAKESIDE DAIRY WILL TAKE OVER TERRACE PARK
12/01/1983 C013 DAIRY LAWS HURT BEEF INDUSTRY
12/04/1983 E024 CLINIC TO FOCUS ON DAIRY ECONOMICS
12/12/1983 A012 NEW MILK LAW MAY SIGNAL END TO DAIRY MESS
12/12/1983 C041 DAIRY LAW MAY FORCE OUT FARMERS
12/25/1983 C045 AREA DAIRY FARMERS WILL MEET JAN 5 IN CROOKS
2/19/1984 E023 DAIRY CONFERENCE IN WATERTOWN
9/11/1984 A094 MILK PRODUCERS ELECT LEADERS
10/02/1984 A091 SCHARFFENBERG CROWNED PRINCESS ^
6/20/1985 A012 KGROUP CLAIMS DASCHLE MILKS DAIRY CO-OPS
6/24/1985 A081 DAIRY GROUP TO DESTROY FARM CO-OPS CD
6/24/1985 C033 BLOCK OPPOSES FEDERAL DAIRY PROPOSAL
7/06/1985 C021 DAIRY-WASTE COMPLAINTS MAY PROMPT HEARING
7/17/1985 A103 NO NEED FOR DAIRY DIVERSION PLAN CD
8/04/1985 E015 MISSION HILL COUPLE ATTEND CO-OP WORKSHOP
8/07/1985 A102 DAIRY CUTS DON'T MAKE SENSE CD
10/16/1985 C113 TAMRA HANTEN CROWNED SD DAIRY PRINCESS
12/01/1985 A144 DECISION HELPS DAIRY FARMERS CD
4/09/1986 A016 DAIRY BUY-OUT MIGHT MILK RANCHERS DRY
4/10/1986 C014 DAIRY HERD BUY-OUT PLAN A DISASTER
5/01/1986 C015 JUDGE LIMITS DAIRY CATTLE SLAUGHTER
5/24/1986 C041 MOST DAIRY BUY-OUT HERDS TO MARKET IN '86
2/01/1987 E031 DAIRYMEN'S CONFERENCE WILL BE FEB 11 IN CITY
3/21/1987 C043 SDSU, UNIV OF MINN TO OPERATE DAIRY RESEARCH CENTER
5/13/1987 C092 FIVE RECEIVE TOP DAIRYMAN AWARDS
6/15/1987 C031 PANEL HEARS ABOUT DAIRY HERD BUY-OUT
8/12/1987 C095 PROFESSOR EMERITUS HONORED
8/27/1987 C033 XMILK PRODUCTION DROPS OFF
8/30/1987 D012 BUYOUT ENDS, BUT MILK GLUT LOOMS
9/18/1987 C033 KDAIRY FARMS IN REGION SHOW LOWEST INCOME
11/08/1987 EOll NORDICA ENDOWS DAIRY CENTER
11/28/1987 C023 KCUTS WOULD HURT DAIRY FARMS
3/10/1988 C051 DAIRY FARM INSPECTIONS TO START
3/31/1988 B021 FARMERS TO RECOMMEND DAIRY CHANGES
4/13/1988 B015 DAIRY COMMISSION PROPOSAL UPSETS BEEF PRODUCERS
0 4/24/1988 A102 BUYOUT WORTH'CONSIDERING (L)
6/29/1988 B033 MILK PRODUCTION INCREASES IN STATE
12/18/1988 DOll AREA COULD LOSE SEAT ON DAIRY BOARD
3/17/1989 D102 DAIRY FARMERS WORRIED
8/14/1989 A103 COW GROWTH HORMONE NEEDS FURTHER STUDY (L)
8/25/1989 A083 WHY NOT CHOCOLATE FOR CATTLE DIETS (L)
9/27/1989 D081 DAIRY ASSOCIATION MEETS IN SIOUX FALLS
2/28/1990 D081 NATIONAL DAIRY ACT FORUM TO BE FRIDAY
3/25/1990 EOll PRODUCTION RISES IN DAIRY PROGRAM
4/19/1990 AlOl DAIRY PRODUCERS NEED JOHNSON'S BILL (L)
6/02/1990 C033 DAIRY COUNCIL PLANS FUN RUN ON SATURDAY
7/24/1990 B061 GROUP OPPOSES FUNDS TO PROMOTE HORMONE
11/09/1990 D071 DAIRY PRICES MAY FALL 25 PERCENT
4/14/1991 E015 DASCHLE ASKS MORE AID FOR DAIRY FARMERS
4/19/1991 D071 DASCHLE, JOHNSON HOLD DAIRY HEARING
4/25/1991 A104 DAIRY FARMERS NEED GOVERNOR'S PRICING HELP (L)
4/28/1991 D012 FARMERS BLAME POLICIES FOR DAIRY CRISIS
5/13/1991 C034 DAIRY EFFORT COMES TOO LATE--DASCHLE
5/16/1991 A104 GOVERNMENT CONTROLS HURT DAIRY PRODUCERS (L)
6/09/1991 A092 GOP OFFICIAL MISLEADS ON DAIRY ISSUE (L)
6/10/1991 C103 SDSU DAIRY EXPERT SEES HIGHER PRICES
6/13/1991 B062 DEVELOPER DRUMS UP SUPPORT FOR DAIRY DRINK
6/16/1991 A092 DROZ DOESN'T SPEAK FOR DAIRY PRODUCERS (L)
6/19/1991 D062 FARMER-BACKED DAIRY QUOTAS NOT THE ANSWER
6/20/1991 B062 RESEARCH RECOMMENDS NEWSPRINT AS BEDDING FOR COWS
7/15/1991 C066 *LITTLE HOPE REMAINS FOR DAIRY BAILOUT BILL
7/18/1991 D065 DEVELOPMENTS ANGER FARM LEADER
•'9/27/1991 Ar02^^ D WON'T BE' HELPFUL ON WELFARE (L)
10/08/1991 B065 FIZZY DAIRY DRINK HITS CITY SHELVES
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11/18/1991 A082 FINGER POINTING NOT SOLVING DAIRY PROBLEM (L)
I1/20/I99I D07I DAIRY REFORM BILL NOT DEAD--DASCHLE
11/23/1991 A0I2 HURLEY COWS TOO JUICED, FARMER SAYS
II/23/I99I C03I CONGRESS STOPS EFFORT TO HELP OUT DAIRY FARMERS
II/28/I99I B07I BLACK HILLS DAIRY FAILS GRADE A TEST
12/29/1991 F031 NEW DAIRY PROGRAM TO BE EXPLAINED
3/30/1992 B063 DAIRY FARMERS TRY TO DITCH DAIRY BOARD
A/15/1992 CG26 SDSU RIGHT TO PROTECT MILK BUYER, OFFICIAL SAYS
6/02/1992 D062 LABOR, FINANCING WOES PLAGUE DAIRY FARMERS
7/GA/1992 CG2A LAKESIDE MILKMAN MAKES FINAL DELIVERY
7/I9/I992 EGI2 *DAIRY FARMERS GETTING BREAK WITH HAND FROM MILKERS
8/G6/1992 BG62 USDA MAY TIGHTEN GRADE B DAIRY REGULATION
8/G7/I992 BGI5 PRISON ABANDONS DAIRY BUSINESS
lG/Gl/1992 AG12 *MILK STILL DOES A BODY GOOD--FARMERS
12/07/1992 BGll SOME DAIRY FARMERS SUPPORT BOARD CUT
5/29/1988 AGI2 *LIBYAN SEEKS ASYLUM IN WESTERN SD
2/02/1982 A085 SF FIRM WINS CANVAS AWARD
lO/lA/1985 C021 BIBLE COLLEGE RETURNS TO EVANGELIZING:
9/01/1990 A012 PRISON OFFICIALS EYE HURON CAMPUS
9/12/1987 B013 36BURNS MAKES DAKOTA BOWL SPECIAL EVENT
9/13/1987 C032 *BOWL BUSINESS
3/29/1987 B023 DAKOTA BREAD PROMOTES STATE FLOUR POWER
7/14/1990 coil ROUGHRIDER BEER HITS 3 STATES
5/15/1983 E016 36FIRM GROWS THANKS TO UNCLE SAM
12/28/1986 C021 PERMIT RECOMMENDED FOR PLAN TO SPRAY WHEY
7/21/1988 coil MITCHELL PLANT INDICTED ON 39 CHARGES
8/10/1988 BOll CHEESE OFFICIALS ARRAIGNED IN FRAUD
11/30/1988 C012 XCHEESE PLANT OWNER'S INTENT DISPUTED
12/01/1988 C012 EX-WORKERS TESTIFY IN CHEESE PLANT TRIAL
"12/03/1988 CO12 INGREDIENT NOT ON USDA LIST, WITNESS SAYS
12/08/1988 coil REGENTS PRESIDENT TESTIFIES IN TRIAL
12/09/1988 C012 CHEESE PRODUCER DEFENDS TACTICS
12/14/1988 C015 CHEESE PLANT CASE MAY BE DECIDED
12/15/1988 A012 VERDICT IN CHEESE TRIAL--GUILTY
2/28/1989 coil CHEESE FIRM OWNER'S SENTENCING DELAYED
3/03/1989 A015 CHEESE FIRM, OWNER EACH FINED
3/07/1989 C012 FINE AGAINST DAKOTA CHEESE UPHELD
4/25/1989 C014 FEDERAL AGENTS SEIZE PROPERTY FOR FINE
5/03/1989 C012 ^CONVICTED CHEESEMAKER PAYS FINE
10/13/1989 C033 CHEESE-FRAUD TRIAL UNFAIR
4/06/1990 D082 DAKOTA CHEESE ACCEPTS STATE'S OFFER
6/20/1990 coll MITCHELL BUSINESSMAN LOSES COURT APPEAL
2/28/1991 C03I APPEAL DENIED TO DEE IN CHEESE FRAUD CASE
5/19/1991 C035 LONETREE DEVELOPERS PLAN TO APPEAL LATEST RULING
2/22/1992 A085 ACT FIGHTS FOR RIGHT TO SAY NO TO BIG DUMPS CD
9/19/1989 con GOLF BENEFIT SET FOR DAKOTA DUNES
9/29/1989 C012 UNION COUNTY PLANS FOR RAPID GROWTH
10/04/1989 D082 ^DAKOTA DUNES BEGINNING TO TAKE SHAPE
11/21/1989 B066 NEW BORDER TREATY PUTS DAKOTA DUNES IN SD
a/25/1990<C026 FIRM GETS EARLY JUMP ON DAKOTA DUNES WORK
2/08/1990 C015 DUNES INTERCHANGE MAY GET SILENT NOD
2/22/1990 C025 DAKOTA DUNES LOOKS AT UNIVERSITY HELP
2/23/1990 C025 HOUSING UNIT PLANNED FOR DAKOTA DUNES
4/23/1990 C025 CREWS PLANT 2,600 TREES AT DAKOTA DUNES
4/28/1990 C024 DAKOTA DUNES' PETITION TOPIC OF HEARING
6/16/1990 C035 DUNES TAKE SHAPE AS CONSTRUCTION STARTS
8/14/1990 B061 *2 NEW BUSINESSES EXPECTED IN SD
8/15/1990 D081 DAKOTA DUNES GAINING BANK CARD OPERATION
8/29/1990 D106 DAKOTA DUNES TO INSTALL FIBER OPTICS
10/14/1990 E032 OFFICE BUILDING PLANNED FOR DAKOTA DUNES
4/04/1991 C012 5(DAK0TA DUNES PLANNERS PRAISE SUCCESS
8/02/1991 con TEXAS COMPANY PLANS OFFICE MOVE TO DUNES
8/15/1991 A012 ^DAKOTA DUNES OPEN
8/15/1991 B012 XDUNES MEETS ITS MAKER
6/28/1992 D022 DOCTORS MULL CONSTRUCTION OF SURGERY CENTER
7/14/1992 D031 OPEN FIELD TO TEST NEW COURSE
8/30/1992 A041 ^DAKOTA DUNES A RIVERSIDE OASIS
10/29/1992 B041 STUDY CENTER NEEDS FUNDS, GOVERNORS TOLD
9/01/1989 B012 *ARTIST, FRAMER BUSINESSMAN OPEN GALLERY
9/11/1987 C022 ^BICENTENNIAL ROCK
9/26/1982 EOII *DAKOTA INDUSTRIES HOPES RECOVERY IS SEWED UP
10/22/1982 C03I DAKOTA INDUSTRIES OPEN HOUSE TODAY
10/26/1983 C035 DAKOTA INDUSTRIES CELEBRATES
8/19/1984 EOll WORKER MOTIVATION MAKES THE INDUSTRIES WORK
10/17/1984 D041 DAKOTA INDUSTRIES TO HOST OPEN HOUSE
3/07/1985 con *BEATING BANKRUPTCY
'8/09/1985S con'COMPANY HOT ABOUT, ?HIGH-TECH WARMTH
7/19/1987 B061 *NEW LOOK SWAMPS CITY
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12/03/1987 A012 STATE WORKER CHARGED WITH THEFT
11/03/1989 D082 16 COMMUNITIES IN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
5/06/1987 C012 SD BREEDS LOW-CHOLESTEROL BEEF
1/12/1987 BOll GROUP TO PUSH STATE PRODUCTS
2/20/1992 coil MOOSE CLUBS SET CONFERENCE DATES
5/20/198A EOll ^DAKOTA NEWS GIVES ITS READERS WHAT THEY WANT
7/18/1982 B051 ^ALLIANCE AIMS TO REPRESENT PROGRESSIVE THOUGHT
A/17/1987 C022 HURON PORK PLANT TO ACCEPT APPLICATIONS
5/02/1987 C021 DAKOTA PORK TO OPEN HURON PLANT MONDAY
5/06/1987 BOll DAKOTA PORK TO BUY IOWA PORK
5/09/1987 C016 DAKOTA PORK TO BUY MITCHELL PORK PLANT
5/12/1987 D022 DAKOTA PORK OWNER CRITICIZES UNION
8/24/1987 coil IOWA PORK DEAL CLOSE, OFFICIAL SAYS
8/31/1987 coil HURON BEEF FIRM CONVERTING BUILDING
10/04/1987 C021 DAKOTA PORK WORKERS REJECT COMPANY OFFER
12/15/1987 C021 DAKOTA PORK OFFICIAL STILL WANTS FEDERAL GRANT
1/08/1988 C043 UNION GIVES DAKOTA PORK FINAL OFFER
1/19/1988 C031 DAKOTA PORK REJECTS UNION'S CONTRACT OFFER
2/14/1988 B065 DAKOTA PORK TALKS WITH UNION BREAK OFF
3/29/1988 coil NEGOTIATIONS RESUME AT DAKOTA PORK
4/02/1988 C041 DAKOTA PORK UNION NEGOTIATIONS BREAK OFF
4/03/1988 E023 GOVERNOR SEEKS REAGAN'S ASSISTANCE
4/23/1988 coil DAKOTA PORK WORKERS BREAK WITH UNION
10/04/1988 coil INSPECTORS PRAISE DAKOTA PORK SAFETY
2/21/1989 coil DAKOTA PORK GETS $5.3 MILLION IN BONDS
3/18/1990 C012 OSHA CITES DAKOTA PORK FOR SAFETY
3/30/1990 D081 DAKOTA PORK LAYING OFF 250
8/31/1991 C035 BOARD OK'S LOANS TO AID STATE BUSINESSES
9/27/1991 D065 DAKOTA PORK'S PLAN TO EXPAND IN SD
10704/1991 D062 PORK PLANTS GET HAND TO EXPAND
5/21/1992 D061 PORK PLANT EXPANSION NEARS COMPLETION
3/19/1990 B025 DAKOTA POULTRY REACHES AGREEMENT OVER CHARGES
2/28/1989 C012 DAKOTA PRAIRIE GROUP SEEKS NEW THEATER
8/09/1987 C022 HISTORY BUFFS RECREATE WILD WEST LIFE
9/04/1982 B041 DAKOTA PROPOSITION ISN'T DEAD
12/20/1982 C021 DAKOTA PROPOSITION REJECTED, BUT BEING USED (L)
6/20/1987 A103 DAKOTA PROPOSITION II PROPONENTS
6/25/1987 A061 FIGHT BACK TAXPAYERS (L)
7/28/1987 C051 FARM GROUP BACKS PROPERTY TAX MOVE
8/23/1987 Alll STATE NEEDS MORE TAX PAYERS (L)
8/23/1987 C012 TAX PROPOSAL--UNCERTAINTY OF SIMPLICITY
9/05/1987 A081 PROP II SOUNDS LIKE THE SAME OLD SONG (ED)
9/18/1987 A081 TAXES TOO HIGH (L)
9/18/1987 A081 DAKOTA PROP NEEDED (L)
10/01/1987 A122 DAKOTA PROPOSITION II NEEDED (L)
10/03/1987 €021 TAX PROPOSITION UNDER SCRUTINY
10/07/1987 B012 TAX PLAN WOULD CREATE HARDSHIP
10/07/1987 B013 SF EDUCATORS ALSO VOICE OPPOSITION
10/11/1987 B021 TAX INITIATIVE BACKERS CLAIM SUCCESS
10/20/1987 C041PROPOSITIONLII DRIVE ALMOST COMPLETE
10/26/1987 B023 GROUP WILL LEAD FIGHT AGAINST MEASURE
11/07/1987 C016 TAX MEASURE MAKES BALLOT, BACKERS SAY
11/10/1987 C012 CHALLENGING PETITION FOR TAX-LIMIT PROPOSAL
11/11/1987 BOll SIGNATURES VALID, TAX-LIMIT BACKER SAYS
11/13/1987 C016 TAX-LIMITING PROPOSAL KEY ISSUE
11/17/1987 C021 STATE FARMERS UNION BACKS PROPOSITION II
11/30/1987 B016 ^RANDALL SEES NEED TO STUDY TAX OPTIONS
1/01/1988 C021 SURVEY SHOWS SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITION
1/09/1988 coil RAPID CITY MAYOR TO SPEAK ON TAX LIMIT
1/10/1988 C012 MAYOR--PROPOSITION WOULD SPREAD TAX LOAD
3/01/1988 A061 GO BEYOND DAKOTA PROPOSITION II (ED)
3/01/1988 A063 PROPOSITION WILL HELP SAVE FAMILY FARMERS (L)
3/17/1988 C015 VOTERS HAVE CONTROL OF STATE'S FUTURE--MICKELSON
3/18/1988 C016 TAX-LIMIT FACTIONS PREDICT LONG FIGHT
3/25/1988 A103 NOT CHANGING SYSTEM WOULD BE DISASTER (L)
3/27/1988 A131 TAX VOTE SET BECAUSE REFORM DIDN'T COME (L)
4/02/1988 A012 DAKOTA PROP OPPONENTS WON'T CHALLENGE
4/10/1988 A091 HAVE-NOT AREAS HARDEST HIT BY CUT
4/20/1988 A081 DON'T LOOK FOR NEW TAXES (L)
4/20/1988 B015 MICKELSON FEARS IMPACT OF MEASURE
4/24/1988 D012 STATE USES INITIATIVE SPARINGLY
4/26/1988 A083 GOVERNMENT GOES TOO FAR (L)
5/03/1988 D012 MEADE--PROPOSITION II DRASTIC
5/07/1988 A012 MICKELSON FIGHTS BALLOT MEASURES
5/11/1988 A081 DAKOTA PROPOSITION II WILL HELP CUT WASTE (L)
5/13/1988 A104 VOTE CAN ALTER TAX INEQUITY (L)
>5/2lyM988v A083VY.0TE >FIR5T^a^AX REFORM/^STEP^ CD
5/22/1988 C016 NICOLAY, RANDALL ON TAX-LIMIT MEASURE
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DAKOTA PROPOSITION 5/2A/1988 C041
5/27/1988 coil
5/28/1988 A1G3
5/29/1988 AG83
6/G3/1988 CG12
6/GA/1988 AIGA
6/GA/1988 CG12
6/G5/1988 EG16
6/G6/1988 CG12
6/1G/1988 AG16
6/27/1988 A103
7/G2/1988 AGll
7/G3/1988 AG12
7/G3/1988 AGA3
7/GA/1988 AG12
7/G5/1988 AG12
7/G5/1988 C012
7/05/1988 CD13
7/05/1988 C013
7/10/1988 AlOl
7/11/1988 A083
7/17/1988 A113
7/18/1988 C015
7/23/1988 A081
7/2A/1988 A115
7/27/1988 A062
7/28/1988 A015
7/29/1988 A081
8/05/1988 C031
'8/16/1988 A012
8/22/1988 C012
8/23/1988 CO1A
8/25/1988 C023
8/27/1988 A083
8/29/1988 C012
8/29/1988 C016
8/30/1988 C012
8/31/1988 A085
9/03/1988 C015
' 9/05/1988 A083
9/06/1988 A012
9/07/1988 BOIA
9/08/1988 AlOl
9/08/1988 AlOA
9/11/1988 Alll
9/11/1988 All2
9/11/1988 coil
9/12/1988 A081
9/12/1988 C016
9/13/1988 coil
9/13/1988 C0l2
9/13/1988 C016
9/16/1988 coil
9/18/1988 A115
9/21/1988 C016
9/22/1988 C015
9/23/1988 A081
9/2A/1988 A085
9/25/1988 Alll
9/25/1988 A112
9/25/1988 A113
9/26/1988 AlOA
9/26/1988 C012
9/27/1988 A081
9/28/1988 C025
9/29/1988 A061
9/29/1988 A062
9/30/1988 A081
9/30/1988 A085
10/06/1988 D016
10/09/1988 A131
10/09/1988 A132
10/09/1988 A132
10/10/1988 A105
10/11/1988 C012
10/12/1988 C012
vft.vv,.vtl0/r2/1988-C0r3 '
10/1A/1988 AlOl
ANTI-BALLOT-ISSUE GROUP GETS START
BOARD CANDIDATES OPPOSES TAX LIMIT
HILLS BILL FOES CALLED RACISTS (L)
MEDIA SHOULD EXPLAIN ISSUES (L)
9fH0USE CANDIDATES SAY TAX ISSUES IMPORTANT
GOVERNOR OFFERS LEADERSHIP (L)
*TAX-LIMIT MEASURE SHOULD BE DEFEATED
^LEGISLATIVE CONTESTANTS ANSWER SURVEY
*PRIMARY CONTESTANTS EMPHASIZE SCRUTINY
CITY CANDIDATES SUGGEST OPTIONS IF TAX MONEY CUT
DAKOTA PROPOSITION DELUSION (L)
EXPLORING THE ISSUE
CITIES ANALYZE IMPACT OF TAX MEASURE
TEXT OF THE BALLOT ISSUE
MEASURE'WOULD PASS IF VOTED ON TODAY
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FEAR THE WORST
TAX OFFICIAL--ISSUE COULD GO TO COURT
STREETS MIGHT NOT GET PLOWED
MAY HAVE TO CUT BACK JAIL STAFF
DAKOTA PROPOSITION FOES FACE STIFF FIGHT (ED)
DAKOTA PROPOSITION MEANS TIGHTER BELTS (L)
BIG SPENDERS FORCE VOTE (L)
GROUPS WON'T UNITE AGAINST A INITIATIVES
DAKOTA PROPOSITION CONTROLS SPENDING (L)
IT'S TIME FOR TAX CHANGE (L)
VOTE CHANCE TO SAVE HOMES (L)
LOWERS ESTIMATE OF LOSS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
DAKOTA PROPOSITION MAY INCREASE TAXES (L)
OPPONENTS FIND MORE PROBLEMS OF DAKOTA PROP II
PROPOSITION GIVES MURKY MESSAGE
DAKOTA PROP WOULD FORCE CUTS
DAKOTA PROP STUDY STIRS DISCUSSION
ERROR FOUND IN DAKOTA PROP SHOW
PEOPLE NEED TAX RELIEF (L)
TAX MEASURE NOT POPULAR AMONG CANDIDATES
RURAL LIBRARIES COULD TAKE BRUNT OF CUTS
SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION DISPUTED
DAKOTA PROP LETTER MISLEADS (L)
KSCHOOL DISTRICT CALLS FOR DAKOTA PROP WAR
PROPOSITIONS NOT ALIKE (L)
*TAX LIMIT FAILS IN POLL
SCHOOLS AND DAKOTA PROP
3CPUBLIC OPINIONS ABOUT DAKOTA PROPOSITION
SCHREINER CONFUSES VOTERS (L)
PROTECT CITIZENS' RIGHTS (L)
DAKOTA PROP NECESSARY (L)
LEAGUE TO HOLD DAKOTA PROP FORUM
TWO PROPOSITIONS NOT ALIKE (L)
SERVICE COULD END IF DAKOTA PROP II PASSES
LEAGUE TO HOLD DAKOTA PROP FORUM
XMEASURE MIGHT NOT BRING TAX REFORM
MEASURE COULD SHUT SCHOOLS
DAKOTA PROP FORUM HELD
DAKOTA PROP IS THE ANSWER (L)
MEASURE COULD CUT ROAD WORK
MEASURE WILL BRING TAX-SUPPORTER
IT'S TIME TO CUT POVERTY TAX (L)
CUT BUREAUCRATIC SPENDING (L)
RACES MAY BE AFFECTED BY BALLOT ISSUES
PROPERTY TAX CUT NEEDED (L)
VICTIMS HAVE NO VOTE VOICE (L)
NEW INCOME SOURCE NEEDED (L)
COUNTY LEADERS MIXED ON DAKOTA PROP
SD WORKS--DON'T CHANGE IT (L)
PTA TO LOBBY AGAINST PROPOSITION II
IS REAL ESTATE OVER-TAXED (L)
DAKOTA PROP SCHOOL THREAT (L)
STATE'S TAX SYSTEM NEEDS RESTRUCTURING (L)
DAKOTA PROP EVIL MENACE (L)
DIM VIEW OF DAKOTA PROP II
DAKOTA PROPOSITION WON'T STOP DESPAIR
DAKOTA PROP HURTS CHILDREN (L)
VOTE CAN TRIM FAT BUDGETS (L)
RETAIN SCHOOLS' EXCELLENCE (L)
OPTIMISTIC DAKOTA PROPOSITION WILL FAIL
INCOME TAX COULD EASE DAKOTA PROP LOSSES
COUNTY NOT EVICT^ING .ELDERLY
LAWMAKERS CAN CUT HIGH PROPERTY TAXES (L)
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DAKOTA PUMP
DAKOTA RURAL ACTIO
DAKOTA SAILOR
DAKOTA SAVINGS
DAKOTA^ SKAT ^
DAKOTA SPLASH
DAKOTA SPORTS
DAKOTA STATE BANK
DAKOTA STATE COL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/15/1988 AD83 DAKOTA PROP WOULD FORCE REFORM OF TAXES (L)
10/16/1988 A122 DON'T SACRIFICE KIDS' FUTURE (L)
10/17/1988 A105 VOTE TO HELP DISABLED (L)
10/18/1988 A081 BETTER WAY THAN INITIATIVES (L)
10/19/1988 A083 PROPERTY OWNERS PAY MORE THAN THEIR SHARE
10/19/1988 A083 TAX SYSTEM CHANGE NEEDED (L)
10/19/1988 A091 HOME TAXES TOO HIGH (L)
10/20/1988 A121 POLL SHOWS INDECISION ON DAKOTA PROPOSITION CD
10/22/1988 A103 TAX VOTE WON'T ALTER BASIC SERVICES CD
10/23/1988 AlAl DAKOTA PROPOSITION DESERVES TO FAIL AGAIN (ED)
10/23/1988 A152 VOTE FOR TAX OVERHAUL (L)
10/23/1988 A15A DAKOTA PROP WILL HURT KIDS CD
10/2A/1988 A103 FAIR TAX SYSTEM NEEDED (L)
10/26/1988 A103 DAKOTA PROP WOULD FORCE TAX REFORM CD
10/26/1988 C021 TAXES CAN'T OUST ELDERLY FROM HOME
10/29/1988 A012 *HE NOW OPPOSES DAKOTA PROP
10/30/1988 A151 IDAHO TAX LIMITATION DEVASTATED SCHOOLS CD
10/30/1988 A151 CALIFORNIA REFORM VOTE CUT FAT CD
10/30/1988 A153 RETIREES NEED FAIR TAXES CD
10/30/1988 C012 DAKOTA PROP BACKERS REFUSE TO SURRENDER
10/31/1988 A012 CHILDREN LURED INTO PROP SKIRMISH
10/31/1988 BOll WASHINGTON PLANS DAKOTA PROP FORUM
11/01/1988 AlOl KEEP GOOD SCHOOLS GOING CD
11/01/1988 A102 Ads manipulate CHILDREN CD
11/02/1988 AlOA TAX PROPOSAL FULL OF HOLES CD
11/02/1988 A105 NEGLECT CREATED TAX CRISIS CD
11/03/1988 A123 DAKOTA PROPOSITION II IS FAIR CD
ll/OA/1988 A085 KIDS AT CENTER OF TAX ISSUE CD
11/04/1988 C021 SUPPORTER TELLINGHUISEN DISAGREE ON OPINION
11706/1988 A151 'YES' VOTE HURTS CHILDREN CD
11/06/1988 A154 DAKOTA PROP IS TAX RELIEF CD
11/06/1988 E021 GROUP OPPOSES DAKOTA PROPOSITION II
11/08/1988 C012 DAKOTA PROP FOE DENIES TAX FUND USE
11/09/1988 AG12 PLAN TO LIMIT PROPERTY TAXES FACES DEFEAT
11/12/1988 AGBl LURING CHILDREN INTO PROP II ADS APPALLING CD
12/10/1988 A081 VOTERS OK'S BIG SPENDING CD
12/22/1988 C012 DAKOTA PROP OVERSHADOWED LAWMAKING
2/03/1989 C021 DAKOTA PROP II SUPPORTERS FOR 1990 BALLOT
3/10/1989 C014 DAKOTA PROP BACKERS OUTSPENT BY 4-TO-l
4/02/1989 A012 SOME SEE BITS OF DAKOTA PROP IN TAX FREEZE
6/06/1989 C012 TAX FREEZE FOES TEAM UP FOR REFORM
6/25/1992 C024 TAX-LIMITING GROUP SET TO TRY AGAIN
7/13/1990 C033 PUMPING STATION IS FIRM'S LARGEST PROJECT
8/25/1989 D082 BREAKUP OF BIG MEAT PACKERS
11/14/1989 B061 DAKOTA RURAL ACTION TO MEET SATURDAY
11/17/1990 B031 DAKOTA RURAL ACTION TO MEET SATURDAY
5/06/1984 coil ^WHERE'S THE BEACH
4/03/1983 EOll ^DAKOTA SSL
1/01/1985 coil FINANCE FIRM FACES TAKEOVER
''7/25/1988 .B041XSHOOTING FOR PERFECTION
11/08/1987 E012 scWATER VENTURE IS PURE INGENUITY
12/20/1987 EOll NEW INVESTORS IN DAKOTA SPLASH
1/08/1988 coil FIRM OFFERS WATER TO OIL-SPILL AREA
1/14/1989 C016 SCHOOL GETS WATER DONATIONS
2/21/1990 D082 KPERRIER'S LOSS IS DAKOTA SPLASH'S GAIN
5/18/1987 B013 JfDAKOTA SPORTS' HAUFF GOES ABROAD
6/16/1984 C013 DAKOTA STATE BANK AT COLMAN TAKES OVER
10/26/1986 C021 DAKOTA STATE BANK SEEKS SIOUX FALLS BRANCH
5/04/1990 coil BANK TO GIVE AWAY 1,000 SEEDLINGS TODAY
2/23/1982 C041 PARALYZED MAN SUES REGENTS, TEACHER
3/12/1982 D041 JUDGE ASKED TO DISMISS SUIT AGAINST REGENTS
3/28/1982 B081 PROPOSED CHANGES DON'T WORRY DSC PROFS
5/19/1982 C032 JUDGE DISMISSES $2.5 MILLION TRAMPOLINE LAWSUIT
5/20/1982 C075 DAKOTA STATE WEAVING CLASS
6/G3/1982 B054 FUND-RAISING WORKSHOP
7/24/1982 CGll DAKOTA STATE CLOSER TO BECOMING A COMPUTER SCHOOL
10/28/1982 B074 DAKOTA STATE PRESENTS MUSICAL
11/09/1982 C021 3CDAK0TA STATE'S BULFER HONORED BY SDIC
2/06/1983 coil COMPUTERS FIND NICHE IN LIB ARTS AT DSC
2/07/1983 A012 KENGL PROF RUNS COMPUTER CHECK SHAKESPEARE
4/06/1983 B032 *DAKOTA STATE PRESENTS AWARDS
4/30/1983 B032 DAKOTA STATE PRESIDENT RESIGNING
5/07/1983 BG35 EX-STUDENT CAN'T SUE REGENTS
8/28/1983 C012 CITIBANK BOOSTS COMPUTER TRAINING PROJECT
10/05/1983 B074 2 GET OUTSTANDING ALUMNI AWARDS
10/26/1983 A012 CITIBANK EXECUTIVE TO ,HEAD DAKOTA STATE
10/27/1983 'C021 'GO '"' FOR DAKOTA STATE'CED)
12/12/1983 C032 ^DAKOTA STATE TO OFFER COMPUTER TRAINING
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12/30/1983 BG23
1/1A/198A BOll
1/16/198A C023
1/23/198A CG32
1/26/198A CGA2
2/G2/198A CG51
2/G6/198A BG3A
2/G7/198A BG21
2/1G/198A CGll
2/17/198<i CG51
2/18/198A BGll
2/22/198A DG53
3/22/1984 CG13
3/23/1984 CG21
3/23/1984 CG41
3/3G/1984 DGll
4/25/1984 DG41
5/G5/1984 DGI2
5/12/1984 CG51
5/18/1984 CG32
5/23/1984 C134
6/21/1984 CGll
7/24/1984 BG15
7/31/1984 BG31
9/14/1984 CG31
9/14/1984 CG31
1G/G2/1984 CGll
lG/lG/1984 CG21
lG/28/1984 CG41
rG/31/1984 DG46
1/22/1985 CG15
2/18/1985 CGll
8/G6/1985 BG21
8/G6/1985 BG21
1/28/1986 CG22
2/G4/1986 BGll
6/14/1986 CG21
6/15/1986 CG21
6/22/1986 CG13
7/25/1986 CG26
7/31/1986 CG31
8/G7/1986 CG31
8/15/1986 A1G3
8/17/1986 CG23
8/2G/1986 BGll
8/21/1986 CG15
8/23/1986 CGll
9/21/1986 CG21
9/26/1986 CG21
- lG/12/1986 CG21
11/G6/1986 BG51
11/3G/1986 CG21
3/16/1987 CGll
4/22/1987 CG71
4/23/1987 CG21
8/29/1987 CG16
9/15/1987 CGll
9/3G/1987 CG92
1G/G8/1987 BG44
10/11/1987 BG21
10/19/1987 BGll
10/29/1987 CG21
11/05/1987 CGll
11/14/1987 CGll
11/16/1987 CGll
11/29/1987 BGll
12/07/1987 CG12
12/20/1987 EGll
1/23/1988 A1G3
2/G3/1988 AG61
3/25/1988 CG15
3/29/1988 CGll
4/G8/1988 CGll
4/2G/1988 CG93
4/21/1988 CGll
5/21/1988 CG31
! ^ V pi.^/05/1988 DOi I®
6/G6/1988 C014
36DAKOTA STATE SHOULD CONTINUE AS LIBERAL ARTS
LUKE--C0LLE6E PLAN READY SOON
CUTS AT DAKOTA STATE WOULD HURT (L)
*PROGRAM LETS PROFESSOR RETURN TO SCHOOL
CONVERSION TO COMPUTER MAY CUT ENROLLMENT
PUBLIC CAN ASK ABOUT COMPUTER SCHOOL TODAY
COMPUTERS WILL GIVE DAKOTA STATE MORE HOPE
MADISON EDUCATORS OPPOSE COLLEGE CUTS CD
PANEL OK'S EMPHASIS ON COMPUTERS
GROUP POLLS SUPERINTENDENTS
PANEL APPROVES A COMPUTER SCHOOL
COMPUTER SCHOOL GETS LEGISLATIVE OK
*DAKOTA STATE WILL CONTINUE TEACHER TRAINING
DAKOTA STATE COMPUTER MISSION TUNED IN
REGENTS TO MEET ON DAKOTA STATE CONVERSION
WHOLESALE FOOTBALL RECRUITING
WORKERS HELP WITH COLLEGE CONVERSION
IGGTH CLASS WILL GRADUATE FROM DAKOTA STATE
997 REGISTER FOR CLASSES AT DAKOTA STATE
REGENTS TO OK CURRICULUM TODAY
*2 STUDENTS WIN 4-YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS
PRESIDENT OF DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE RESIGNS
INTERIM PRESIDENT NAMED AT DAKOTA STATE
WAGNER NAMED VICE PRESIDENT OF DAKOTA STATE
AUTHOR OF 'HELTER SKELTER' TO SPEAK
COURSE CENTERS ON STUDENT MOTIVATION
DAKOTA STATE WON'T WIN THE SDIC
BATTLE OF BANDS IS IN MADISON
RALPH NADER TO SPEAK AT DAKOTA STATE COL
NADER TO SPEAK AT DAKOTA STATE
COLLEGE TO OFFER FARMERS COMPUTER WORKSHOPS
36COLLEGE IS IN KEY WITH COMPUTERS
DAKOTA STATE NAMES NEW VICE PRESIDENT
COMPUTER ANALYST HIRED BY DAKOTA STATE
JANKLOW WANTS $1.2 MILLION FOR CLASSROOMS
JANKLOW SURPRISES NURSING PROGRAM OFFICIALS
GROUP OFFERS $17G,GGG TO SAVE KENNEDY HALL
STATE TURNS DOWN DONATION TO RENOVATE HALL
XMADISON FIGHTS TO SAVE HISTORIC HALL
JANKLOW SETS DEADLINE FOR PRESERVATION
GROUP FALLS SHORT OF MONEY TO SAVE HALL
REGENTS START TUTORING PROGRAM IN DORM
PRESERVE MADISON BUILDING (L)
TIME EXPIRING FOR OLD HALL, HISTORIC SOCIETY
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE NAMES VICE PRESIDENT
36STATE WORKS TO CONTAIN TAINTED OIL
CREWS WORK TO COMPLETE TOXIC SPILL CLEANUP
PCB CLEANUP ON CAMPUS ALMOST COMPLETE
COLLEGE CONSTRUCTION BIDS BELOW AUTHORIZATION
CONTRACT FOR DAKOTA STATE BUILDING AWARDED
DAKOTA STATE TO PRESENT MUSICAL
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE TO OFFER FARM COMPUTER CLASS
SCHOOL TO HAVE SCIENCE SEMINAR
OUTSTANDING YOUNG WOMEN NAMED
NATIVE RETURNS TO HEAD DAKOTA STATE
SD SCHOOL RECEIVES US HONOR
DAKOTA STATE PLANS CONSTITUTION GALA
DSC EMPLOYEES RECEIVE AWARD
COLLEGE JOINS SMALL BUSINESS CONSORTIUM
COLLEGE PRESIDENT SUGGESTS BUILDING NAME
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE GAINS GRANT MONEY
DAKOTA STATE SPONSORS AIDS PROGRAM
PROFESSOR TO SPEAK ON SOVIET GLASNOST
DAKOTA STATE FINALIST FOR MITAU AWARD
SEMINAR EXAMINES SMALL BUSINESSES
DAKOTA STATE HOSTS BUSINESS SEMINAR
*'HACKERS' TEST METTLE OF COMPUTER SECURITY
STATE HELPS PAY COMPUTER TUITION
56BR1GHT FUTURE FOR DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE
MUNDT ARCHIVES OFFER NOSTALGIC VIEW
3CDAK0TA STATE COLLEGE WELCOMES PRESIDENT
DAKOTA STATE PRESIDENT SWORN IN
GOVERNOR TO ATTEND CENTER DEDICATION
LOCAL MEN WIN AT DAKOTA HISTORY CONFERENCE
COLLEGE TO HOLD COMPUTER SEMINAR
REGENTS OK COURSES AT DAKOTA STATE
DAKOTA STATE OFFERS DROP OUT SEMINAR
56REV1TAL1ZED DAKOTA STATE TO FIGHT STEREOTYPES
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6/10/1988 AG81 TRANSITION AT DSC IS IMPRESSIVE (ED)
7/23/1988 AG81 NEGATIVISM HURTING SD'S EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
9/G9/1988 DG75 PROF SAYS, DON'T SPEAK TOO SOON
9/2A/1988 AG81 QUALITY MUST PRECEDE NAME CHANGE (ED)
9/27/1988 CG15 3€T0 PROPOSE MAKING DAKOTA STATE A JUNIOR COLLEGE
9/28/1988 CGll GUARDIAN ANGELS FOUNDER TO SPEAK
ll/Gl/1988 BG12 COMMISSION VOTES TO OPPOSE DAKOTA PROP
11/G4/1988 con COLLEGE TO HONOR FOUR AT LUNCHEON
2/03/1989 con FIRST DSC GALA PLANNED SATURDAY
2/28/1989 C012 DAKOTA PRAIRIE GROUP SEEKS NEW THEATER
4/05/1989 con DAKOTA STATE HONORS MASHEK, KUNDERT
8/13/1989 C014 ^OPENING 'A WHOLE NEW WORLD'
9/13/1989 A012 SD TO SHARE IN SOVIET EXCHANGE
10/01/1989 con MADISON PUBLISHER TO HEAD FOUNDATION
11/16/1989 C012 *A MASTER PIECE
1/07/1990 C016 *TALK OF CLOSING DAKOTA STATE 'HURTS'
1/16/1990 B062 *1BM JOINS WITH DAKOTA STATE
1/21/1990 A093 HARRASSMENT HURTS SCHOOL (L)
1/22/1990 A082 CLOSING SCHOOL BAD IDEA (L)
2/05/1990 B023 DSU LIBRARY REPLACES CATALOG SYSTEM
3/30/1990 B012 DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY REVIVES THEATER PROGRAM
4/05/1990 B016 DAKOTA STATE CAST NOT UP TO CHALLENGE
4/14/1990 C024 DSU STUDENTS WANT FEEDBACK ON COMMUNITY
4/29/1990 C033 DSU STUDENTS CATCH SECOND WIND
5/18/1990 C035 3 STUDENTS INDICTED IN PHONE SERVICE THEFT
5/21/1990 C031 DSU NAMES NICOLAY AS OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR
5/24/1990 C033 LITHUANIAN PROFESSOR TO VISIT SIOUX FALLS
9/04/1990 C031 DAKOTA STATE ALUMNI TO MEET IN SF
«10/0;9/1990 C034 DAKOTA STATE TO GET A $196,000 GRANT
11/02/1990 C032 DAKOTA STATE SIGNS TRANSFER AGREEMENT
1/21/1991 C012 BREAKING UP DIFFICULT FOR DAKOTA STATE, KJAM
3/03/199rE0n BUSINESS CENTER RECIEVES STATE FUNDS
4/18/1991 con TO HOST COMPUTER CONFERENCE
7/17/1991 D061 DAKOTA STATE PROGRAM TO AID SMALL FIRMS
8/14/1991 C014 SF COLLEGE JOINS DAKOTA STATE TO OFFER CLASSES
9/03/1991 C015 FREE CLASS ENTICES
3/03/1992 con EDUCATION OFFICIAL TO SPEAK AT DAKOTA STATE
10/14/1992 B022 COMPUTER SPECIALISTS HEAT UP AT ICEBOL 6
10/24/1992 B022 *CLASS HAS STUDENTS AROUND WORLD
10/30/1992 B021 DAKOTA STATE BEGINS FUND DRIVE
11/08/1992 C021 DSU PROFESSORS GIVE COMPUTER PROGRAM
11/09/1992 B021 SD PROFESSOR TO SPEAK IN FRANCE
11/12/1992 B021 DAKOTA STATE CLUB TO HONOR FAMILIES
12/11/1992 D012 DAKOTA STATE EXPERTS TACKLE COMPUTER QUESTIONS
1/02/1991 B015 3€WHAT BEGAN AS A STUNT NOW A FAVORITE SNACK
1/11/1983 A054 THEATER GROUP WANTS TO CALL SF HOME
12/21/1984 A084 3€'CHR1STMAS CAROL'
9/04/1992 B021 DAKOTA THEATRE WORK CONTINUES
3/19/1982 C031 DWU INAUGURATION TO BE APRIL 17
4/15/1982 B083 KDWU'S 21ST PRESIDENT
6/02/1982 D054 ^DAKOTA WESLEYAN HONORS STEADMAN S ASHLEY
6/09/1982 B054 JAMES BERRY AND PERSIS FLINT WERE HONORED
7/05/1982 B032 EVALYN DURFEE TAKES ADMISSIONS JOB
5/18/1983 B052 XDWU HONORS SIOUX FALLS MAN
10/26/1983 B054 XGRINAGER ELECTED HOMECOMING KING
4/06/1984 C051 DAKOTA WESLEYAN PLANS NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
4/07/1984 BOll $500,000 GIFT OPENS DRIVE BY WESLEYAN
5/23/1984 C134 36DWU SELECTS 2 STUDENTS
10/30/1984 Alll JeCUTLER ELECTED HEAD OF TRUSTEES
4/21/1985 A012 *AFTER 100 YEARS, DWU GROWS
4/28/1985 con COUPLE GIVES $1 MILLION TO DAKOTA WESLEYAN
3/28/1986 C021 DAKOTA WESLEYAN TO DEDICATE WELLNESS CENTER
5/16/1986 C021 SIOUX FALLS MAN TO GET HONORARY DEGREE
10/04/1986 C016 DAKOTA WESLEYAN RAISES $7 MILLION
11/06/1986 B051 MITCHELL COLLEGE TO HOST POWWOW
5/27/1987 B021 WESLEYAN TASK FORCE WANTS LIBRARY EXPANDED
8/08/1987 C023 NEBRASKA PANEL OK'S NURSE PROGRAM
9/16/1987 D021 COLLEGES RECEIVE GRANTS FOR SPECIAL SERVICES
10/31/1987 A015 SCHOOL SPIRIT TAKES GHOSTLY FORM
3/24/1988 C012 DIRECTOR SUES UNIVERSITY OVER FIRING
3/30/1988 BOll COLLEGE WANTS SUIT DISMISSED
4/15/1988 C021 RURAL SD NEEDS AIDS EDUCATION
6/01/1988 BOll DAKOTA WESLEYAN ADMINISTRATOR LEAVES
8/03/1988 D012 DWU DISMISSALS LINK TO STEROID USE
8/10/1988 BOll ^COLLEGE SELECTS VICE PRESIDENT
.3/30/1,989 C015. DAKOTA , WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY TO HIT ROAD
lD/0671989 DO11 EDITOR SHOWS" TOUCH ON COURTPAPER
5/25/1990 C012 COLLEGE POSSIBLY HIT BY MEASLES OUTBREAK
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/26/1990 C031 OFFICIALS CONFIRM A MEASLES CASES
9/15/1990 C031 SETTLEMENT REACHED IN DWU PELL GRANT CASE
10/20/1990 C032 WOMAN LEAVES COLLEGE $1.1 MILLION IN ESTATE
12/28/1990 C012 DWU FLOOD DAMAGES ARCHIVES
1/03/1991 C012 CASE'S ARCHIVES PUT ON ICE TO SAVE THEM
1/22/1991 coil SETS ALUMNI GATHERING
5/l<i/1991 coil BEDDOW--GOVERNOR TALK IS PREMATURE
5/20/1991 C031 OFFICIALS CONSIDER ADDITION TO CAMPUS
9/15/1991 E031 DWU ENROLLMENT GROWS FOR 2ND STRAIGHT YEAR
9/16/1991 coil FORMER DWU PRESIDENT TO LECTURE THURSDAY
9/17/1991 C031 DWU HOMECOMING WEEK IS SEPTEMBER 29
10/09/1991 C012 CAMPUS SCHOOLS STIRS CONTROVERSY
10/31/1991 C031 UNIVERSITY, MITCHELL AGREE TO SCHOOL PLAN
'♦/08/1992 C031 DWU ADMINISTRATOR TAKES NEW POSITION
9/12/1992 B022 MITCHELL CAN LEASE SCHOOL FROM DWU
9/29/1992 B021 SIX NEW STAFF ABOARD AT DAKOTA WESLEYAN
10/24/1992 B012 DAKOTA WESLEYAN, MOUNT MARTY GAIN ENROLLMENT
11/22/1992 E012 ^MITCHELL CREATES NEW FUTURE
12/21/1992 BOll HOUSE RENOVATION TO HELP WOMEN, KIDS
3/08/1986 coil NEW PROGRAM OFFERS HEALTH CARE ALTERNATIVE
8/11/1988 C015 JUDGE HALTS LAW ON HEALTH CARE
5/16/1990 DlOl CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON DAKOTACARE WING
7/23/1992 A015 DAKOTACARE PLAN PINCHES MCKENNAN
7/24/1992 B016 MCKENNAN SAYS COSTS NOT HIGH
10/21/1982 coil *DOME EXPECTED TO BE OK FOR SATURDAY GAME
10/25/1982 DOll USD VICTORY IN PATCHED-UP DOME-REPAIRMAN
1/01/1983 C013 TIMELY SHOTS SAVE DAKOTA DOME FROM DEFLATION
.1/21/1983 B016 ^DEFLATED DOME
3/12/1983 B014 XGIVE US SHELTER FROM STORM
12/15/1987 D015 DAKOTADOME WILL HOST DIVISION II TRACK FINALS
4/30/1989 EE03 3fB0RN OF DEFLATED HOPES FOR STEEL ROOF
2/10/1990 C023 *TOUCH-UP WORK
2/25/1990 F041 XDON'T SKIP THE DAKOTADOME
2/27/1990 C021 DUNES CONSTRUCTION BOOST FOR COUNTY
3/01/1990 C023 TAX FOR DAKOTADOME EXAMINED BY GROUP
11/16/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS CED)
6/30/1989 D062 *DAKOTAH COMPETES FOR BUS TOURS
3/27/1988 GOll ^COMPANIES ARE LEADERS IN THEIR FIELDS
7/24/1988 C012 KIT'S NO MORE PINS AND NEEDLES
7/24/1988 C013 STATE SHINES IN COMPANY'S DESIGNS
12/16/1988 coil COVERALLS TO BE SHIPPED TO ARMENIA
4/28/1989 D061 DAKOTAH INC ADDING 25 JOBS IN WEBSTER
9/17/1989 C025 DAKOTAH INC PLANS TO CLOSE 3 PLANTS
4/29/1991 B066 STOCKHOLDERS TURN DOWN OFFER TO BUY DAKOTAH INC
10/24/1991 D061 WEBSTER QUILT MAKER REPORTS RECORD PROFITS
2/21/1991 A015 KCOMPANY GETS POPPING AFTER KUWAIT INVASION
11/04/1987 A061 CHIROPRACTIC CARE PRAISED (L)
12/01/1987 A083 DAKOTA CARE LACKS GOOD-FAITH BARGAINING (L)
12/04/1988\E024 HOSPICE BEGINS FUND-RAISER
1/30/1991 coil INSURANCE DIVISION EXAMINES DAKOTA CARE
4/10/1983 C054 BROOKINGS FIRM TO INCREASE SPACE
6/13/1983 B041 DAKTRONICS' WORK EXCITES SPORTS FANS
1/20/1985 EOll DAKTRONICS UNVEILS DISPLAY WITH ANIMATION
1/27/1985 EOll DAKTRONICS INC HONORS LONGTIME SUPPORTERS
2/17/1985 E012 DAKTRONICS RENOVATING ORIGINAL BUILDING
2/24/1985 E014 KVISITORS COUNT AT DISNEYLAND
5/01/1985 C093 KSDSU STUDENTS GET DAKTRONICS SCHOLARSHIPS
11/24/1985 C021 BROOKINGS FIRM TO BUILD OLYMPIC SCOREBOARDS
11/26/1985 BOll FIRM SCORES BIG ON OLYMPICS
12/01/1985 EOll KFIRM LIGHTS UP WORLD FROM SD
5/11/1987 coil BROOKINGS FIRM WINS TOP HONOR
12/13/1987 EOll CHILE SCOREBOARD BUILT IN BROOKINGS
3/27/1988 GOll KCOMPANIES ARE LEADERS IN THEIR FIELDS
4/03/1988 EOll DAKTRONICS MAKES NCAA SCOREBOARD
8/07/1988 coil DAKTRONICS AWARDED GOLF SCOREBOARD DEAL
2/19/1989 Cd21 DAKTRONICS GETS $400,000 REDI LOAN
4/25/1989 coil BROOKINGS COMPANY WINS STATE HONOR
8/06/1989 EOll DAKTRONICS PLANS TO ADD 105 JOBS
10/11/1989 D081 DAKTRONICS INSTALLS UN VOTING SYSTEM
10/18/1989 D086 DAKTRONICS COMPLETES UN WORK
1/22/1990 B021 BROOKINGS FIRM OFFERS ENTREPRENEUR AWARD
2/01/1990 C021 CBA TEAM GETS PRODUCT FROM BROOKINGS FIRM
9/30/1991 B082 ^DAKTRONICS AT FORUM
10/07/1991 A012 ^DAKTRONICS ANIMATORS SERIOUS ABOUT 'FUN STUFF'
1/19/1992 EOll DAKTRONICS OFFERS AWARDS TO STUDENTS
''3/2671992 'B061; DAKTRONICS' SIGNS $3' MIL LION DEAL
4/26/1992 N182 36FIRM SCORES WITH SIGN BUSINESS
7/25/1992 B061 DAKTRONICS MAKES TWO SCOREBOARDS FOR XXV OLYMPICS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/12/1982 CQ51 ^HARVEST TIME FOR SNAKES
2/25/1983 A012 CORSON CATTLEMAN DEFENDS FUGITIVE
3/09/1983 coil RULING ALLOWS CREDIT FIRM TO FORECLOSE
3/20/1983 AOll ^HOSPITALS IN FINANCIAL TROUBLE
3/20/1983 A015 KFARMER ARRESTED DURING FORECLOSURE
3/21/1983 A016 DALE SAYS HE'S VICTIM OF TROOPERS
3/21/1983 A021 ^AUTHORITIES WANTED TO QUIET DALE
3/22/1983 A012 KCOURT RELEASES BATTERED DALE FROM CUSTODY
3/22/1983 C021 STATE DID DALE A FAVOR (ED)
3/2A/1983 C031 FBI PROBING DALE BRUTALITY CHARGES
3/27/1983 C013 DALE RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL
A/07/1983 coil BYRON DALE FACES HEARING TODAY
A/08/1983 coil *DALE PLEADS INNOCENT TO 2 CHARGES
A/26/1983 C036 BYRON DALE FACING LOSS OF HIS RANCH
A/27/1983 C032 TRIAL ON FORECLOSURE OF BYRON DALE RANCH
5/03/1983 BOll JUDGE SETS TRIAL FOR FORECLOSURE CASE
5/26/1983 C015 DALE FILES BANKRUPTCY
6/05/1983 coil ^CONFRONTATION PAYS OFF FOR MONEY PROTESTER
11/08/1983 BOAl TRIAL OF RANCHER BYRON DALE BEGINS
11/09/1983 C031 OFFICERS WERE AFRAID OF BYRON DALE'S THREATS
11/10/1983 C031 KDALE SAYS HE DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT ORDER
11/12/1983 B013 KDALE SAYS HE MAY APPEAL GUILTY VERDICT
11/18/1983 C012 MACHINERY WILL BE SOLD TO PAY DEBT
11/20/1983 C071 BYRON DALE'S SENTENCING DELAYED INDEFINITELY
1/13/198A COAl BYRON DALE WILL BE SENTENCED THIS MONTH
1/17/198A C013 RANCHER SUES FOR BILLIONS
1/27/198A C031 A5 DAYS IN JAIL FOR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS
1/31/198A B023 VICTIM OF POOR FARM TIMES (L)
2/25/198A B031 DALE'S JAIL SENTENCE POSTPONED
'3/03/T984 BOll JUDGE DISMISSES DALE'S BILLION-DOLLAR SUIT
5/05/198A D033 DALE TRIMS LAWSUIT AGAINST STATE OFFICIALS
5/18/1984 C041 JUDGE DENIES FEE FOR BYRON DALE'S LAWYER
8/24/1984 C031 DALE'S REQUEST TO REORGANIZE DEBTS DENIED
4/03/1985 B021 ^LOSING THE RANCH
12/07/1985 C034 RANCHER LOSES BATTLE OVER FIGHT
2/04/1986 B022 MONEY PROTESTER GOES ON JAIL FRUIT FAST
5/20/1986 D034 PROTESTER FOUGHT FOR HIS LIFE
5/21/1986 A012 TRIAL PUTS JANKLOW CAMPAIGN ON HOLD
5/22/1986 C033 EVIDENCE EXAMINED IN DALE LAWSUIT
6/20/1986 C021 PROTESTER FILES APPEAL IN SUIT AGAINST JANKLOW
7/31/1986 C031 JUDGE REFUSES TO REMOVE HIMSELF FROM CASE
8/16/1986 C023 JUDGE DISMISSES RANCHER'S 2ND LAWSUIT
8/31/1986 C021 GOVERNMENT TO PAY LAWYER'S FEES IN APPEAL
2/19/1987 coil PROTESTER APPEARS ON FELONY CHARGES
4/19/1987 E023 BYRON DALE APPEAL DENIED
8/16/1987 C041 MONETARY PROTESTER ACQUITTED IN ASSAULT
10/03/1987 coil DALE BROTHERS GUILTY IN THEFT
10/08/1987 B041 BYRON DALE RELEASED FROM JAIL
3/10/1984 C041 FIRM TOPS MANAGERS' OFFER
<1/14/1982? A0I2 KFUNDAMENTALISTS BACK CREATIONIST BILL
2/20/1982 A014 KTEACHER LOOSES CREATION THEORY FIGHT
5/03/1982 A014 9CHIS FUTURE AGAIN DEPENDS ON A VOTE
3/21/1983 A021 ^AUTHORITIES WANTED TO QUIET DALE
4/07/1989 C022 COURT UPHOLDS PROTESTER'S CONVICTION
4/06/1989 AlOl CHANGES ARE IN ORDER IN THE NEW ERA (ED)
6/16/1990 C034 DEADLINE SET FOR DALKON SHIELD CLAIMS
5/07/1991 C031 5CSHIRTS BACK BOTH SIDES IN LOTTO AMERICA LAWSUIT
6/06/1991 A015 5CKLEINS SMILING, BUT NOT TALKING
3/14/1983 C031 PROF'S ARTWORK IN ITALIAN EXHIBIT
3/16/1983 C031 CITY MAN'S MEDALS GOING TO EXHIBIT
3/24/1991 C015 OGDEN DALRYMPLE DIES AT AGE 83
12/02/1990 B012 KDALY TAKES FOOTBALL JOB
1/28/1991 C012 KCOACHES MAKE PREDICTIONS COUNT
4/20/1991 B015 5CSPRING BRINGS FEW CHANGES FOR DAY
9/06/1991 D013 DALY'S DEBUT AT SDSU TO BE SUCCESSFUL ONE
9/08/1991 B012 KSD STATE WINS IN OPENER UNDER DALY
11/30/1991 B013 KDALY NAMED NCC COACH OF THE YEAR
1/26/1992 C012 ^STATE'S FINEST LOOK AT XXVI
6/10/1991 B012 TEEN'S FLAG GREETS TRAVELERS
8/10/1990 B012 seYOUNG AND RESTLESS
8/11/1990 A052 DAMIEN THRILLS CROWD WITH SPIRITED PERFORMANCE
4/28/1983 C013 ^COURIER RESCUES WOMAN FROM DOG
1/25/1990 B012 *ARTIST MEMORIALIZES LOVED ONES
7/31/1991 C031 DEDICATION SCHEDULED AT BELLE FOURCHE DAM
12/17/1990 C012 DELL RAPIDS DAM WORK COMPLETE
9/14/1989 C012 WORKERS REPAIR KLONDIKE SITE
vwu^08/l:990: B011i REBUItDTNG'»OF DAM ^AT sMENNO^ ON HOLD
2/12/1990 B022 GROUP OBTAINS FUNDS TO REPLACE MENNO DAM
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11/27/1986 C072 TOWN GETS MORE TIME TG DECIDE GN DAM
11/01/1987 BG51 BOARD GK'S PLANS PGR REPAIRING REDFIELD DAM
3/25/1982 DG51 PANEL GKS MONEY FOR WORK ON DAMS
A/18/1982 BGll RETIRED CORPS OFFICER RECALLS CHALLENGE OF EARLY DAM
5/G1/1982 CG31 HOUSE GKS DAM PROJECT FUNDS
5/1G/1982 CG31 SF FIRM TO DO WORK ON DEERFIELD DAM
7/2G/1982 B061 FORT RANDALL DAM 3G YEARS OLD TODAY
8/29/1982 BGAl COMPUTER TO CONTROL RIVER POWER PLANTS
9/G7/1982 BG61 NEB FIRM TO WORK ON GAVINS POINT DAM
lG/lG/1982 BG61 FEDS WANT TO RAISE PACTOLA DAM 15 FEET
lG/29/1982 CG63 OFFICIALS WANT PACTOLA TO BE MORE FLOOD PROOF
ll/Gl/1982 CG21 DAM SAFETY STEPS TAKEN (L)
6/27/1983 CG52 FEDS, RAPID CITY DISAGREE ON DAM REPAIRS
7/17/1983 CG12 OAHE--GOING WITH THE FLOW
7/17/1983 CG12 ^ENGINEERS SAY DAM BUILT TO STAND STRAIN OF YEARS
7/17/1983 CGIA HOW HIGH DOES OAHE DAM RANK
7/2G/1983 CG41 RIVER BANK RESIDENTS SAY THEY WANT STABILIZATION
8/2G/1983 BG41 GAVINS POINT DAM RELEASES SET RECORD IN :;JULY
1/25/1984 CG32 WILL PAY TO MAKE PACTOLA DAM SAFER
6/16/1984 CG31 DAMS IN STATE MAY FAIL, JANKLOW WARNS
6/19/1984 BG33 LEAKING DAM CAUSES CONCERN IN MITCHELL
1/2G/1985 CG41 PACTOLA DAM PROJECT SHOULD BEGIN THiS SPRING
2/G3/1985 CG71 OWNERSHIP COMPLICATES DAM BREAK LAWSUIT
2/16/1985 BG21 MINNESOTA FIRM HAS LOW BID FOR PACTOLA WORK
3/22/1985 CG31 MINNESOTA FIRM GETS CONTRACT TO RAISE DAM
3/26/1985 BG15 REPAIR WORK TO BEGIN AT PACTOLA DAM
5/1G/1985 CG21 RENOVATION OF PACTOLA DAM IS BEGINNING
6/23/1985 C02I RELEASES FROM DAM NEAR YANKTON MAY RISE
.7/12/1,985 CG35 OFFICIALS DISMISS FAULT FOUND IN PACTOLA DAM
8/G6/1985 BG22 BILL OFFERS INCENTIVE TO IMPROVE DAMS
2/28/1986 CG31 FARMER NUDGED STATE INTO REMOVING PART OF DAM
3/2G/1986 BG21 PETITION DRIVE STARTED TO FIGHT SALE OF DAMS
4/G6/1986 CG31 OFFICIALS DISCUSS NEW DAM
4/G7/1986 CG2I BILL WOULD STOP SALE OF MISSOURI RIVER DAMS
4/13/1986 DG2I FRANKENFELD ISN'T AGAINST SALE OF DAMS
4/3G/1986 BG15 RATE HIKE SEEN IF DAMS ARE SOLD
5/G3/1986 CGll LAWMAKERS OK MEASURE ON DAM SALE PLAN
5/G6/1986 CG12 RURAL ADVOCATES TO PROTEST DAM SALES TODAY
5/G6/1986 CG21 STATE LEGISLATORS OPPOSE SALE OF FEDERAL DAMS
5/17/1986 CG21 PANEL REMOVES MONEY FOR DAM SALE STUDY
5/18/1986 CG31 URGENCY TO STATE'S PROBLEM DAMS
6/17/1986 AG12 56 STATE DAMS LABELED UNSAFE
6/17/1986 AG21 ABERDEEN TOLD OF DANGEROUS DAM
6/23/1986 BG21 STATE TRIES TO UNLOAD HAZARDOUS DAMS
7/G8/1986 BG13 POLITICS MIGHT DELAY STATE DAM REPAIRS
8/G7/1986 AG6I REPAIRS NEEDED ON MANY UNSAFE DAMS (ED)
8/21/1986 CG21BR00KINGS FIRM HIRED TO STUDY DAM REPAIRS
8/23/1986 CG21 WATERTOWN MAYOR REFUSES TO FIX DAM
9/G5/1986 CG21 NEW DAM RULES DRAW CRITICISM
2/G4/1987BG21 COMMITTEE OK'S APPEAL PROCESS FOR DAMS
2/G7/1987 CGll FAMILY AWARDED $59G,525 FOR FLOOD
2/15/1987 CG22 MONEY TO REPAIR UNSAFE DAMS
4/G4/1987 CG12 OFFICIALS BACK AWAY FROM OWNING DAM
5/23/1987 CG21 3 HAZARDOUS DAMS ADDED TO STATE WATER PLAN
7/G1/1987 BG33 ENGINEERS TO FOCUS ON UNSAFE DAMS
8/3G/1987 CG61 OAHE DAM'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY
12/27/1987 CG31 ELM LAKE DAM REMOVED FROM DANGER LIST
9/26/1988 CG21 *DAMS MIGHT NOT MAKE MONEY
11/25/1988 CG15 BACK-INTEREST FOR HOG LOSSES IN DAM BREAK
3/G1/1989 CG25 PANEL OK'S REPEAL OF DANCING BAN
9/1G/1989 EG21 KLONDIKE DAM TO BE REBUILT
12/17/1989 EG12 BIA MOVES SLOWLY ON EIGHT UNSAFE DAMS
7/3G/199G CG31 TO SOLICIT VIEWS ON REBUILDING DIMOCK DAM
2/27/1991 CGll SECURITY BEEFED UP AT YANKTON DAM
7/25/1991 AG12 *WATER POLICIES ANGER PARTIES ON BOTH SIDES
5/G7/1992 CG22 ^KLONDIKE MEMORIES VIVID AS DAM
11/16/1992 BG21 COLUMBIA CONSIDERS DAM PROJECT AGAIN
6/17/1986 AG22 RATING THE REGION'S DAMS
12/18/1988 EG24 STUDY TO ASSESS NEED FOR DAM NEAR WATERTOWN
8/15/1991 CG31 GAVINS POINT DAM PASSES INSPECTION
lG/Gl/1983 BG34 EX-CHAIRMAN CHARGED IN BANK CLOSING
11/27/1987 CGll COURT REPRIMANDS LAWYER IN BANK CASE
lG/16/1992 BG21 SCHOLAR TO LECTURE ON MENTAL HEALTH
4/17/1989 CG12 BIG PRINT BRINGS WORLD TO HARD-TO-SEE
SEE DANCING
2/G4/1992 CG32 KDANCE HALL IS BACK ON ITS FEET
3/23/I99ia AG52' *JAZZ> DANCERS' MUST; H TALENTS
6/22/199G CG31 RC ALDERMAN SEEKS NUDE DANCE BAN
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11/02/1990 COS'! COUNCIL TABLES PROPOSAL TO RESTRICT NUDE DANCING
11/21/1990 C036 DEADWOOD MAYOR WANTS NUDITY BAN
^/12/1991 C033 NUDE DANCING BAN PROPOSED FOR RC BARS
3/11/1992 A013 *LESTERV1LLE COUNCIL MIGHT OUTLAW NUDE DANCING
<4/15/1992 A012 *C0UNC1L MOVES TO BANISH NUDE DANCE SHOWS
A/2<4/1992 con NUDE DANCING FACES VOTE IN LESTERVILLE
6/02/1992 con LESTERVILLE BAN ON NUDE DANCING FACES VOTE TODAY
6/03/1992 A016 NUDE-DANCE BAN AXED IN LESTERVILLE
6/10/1992 A012 *NUD1TY VOTE CLOSED CAFE
6/18/1992 C015 RESIDENTS RAISE MONEY FOR EVICTED CAFE OWNER
7/01/1992 AlOl LESTERVILLE KNOWS WHAT IT MEANS TO STR1P--EC0N0MY
7/13/1992 A103 NUDE-DANCING BAR SHOWS SOCIETY IS SICK (L)
7/15/1992 A012 XCOUNTY REJECTS BALTIC GO-GO
10/21/1992 B016 NUDE DANCING NOT ALLOWED NEAR PARKS
10/23/1992 BOll OWNER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO NUDE DANCING VIOLATION
12/04/1992 B012 BAR MAKES DEAL TO KEEP DANCERS
7/20/1989 C021 STREET DANCES COME UNDER CLOSE SCRUTINY
6/20/1990 A015 HURLEY HALTS DANCING IN STREETS
7/13/1990 C012 LIABILITY RISK ENDANGERS STREET DANCES
7/13/1990 C031 FIRE DEPARTMENT CALLS OFF DANCE
6/13/1991 C012 STREET DANCES WORRY SHERIFF
1/09/1989 C012 TEEN DANCE AMENDMENT TO BE REVIEWED
1/10/1989 C012 SAHARA CLUB IS CLOSED PERMANENTLY
7/21/1989 con TEEN POOL DANCE RESCHEDULED TONIGHT
10/17/1992 BOll YOUNG INVENTOR TO BE HONORED TODAY
8/19/1989 A015 ^TOPLESS DANCERS GET UNDER TOWN'S SKIN
1/08/1982 A141 DANCE GROUP BEGINS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
1/29/1982 Alll STORMS CAN'T STOP TROUPE DANCING CFINE)
1/31/1982 D031 ^CAROLINA DANCE THEATER'S PERFORMANCE CFINE)
"2/02/1982 A071 KAEROBIC DANCE
2/18/1982 C104 SQUARE DANCE AT FREEMAN
3/08/1982 B041 SF MAN TO OPEN BALLROOM MARCH 31
3/10/1982 DOll 'SWAN LAKE' PERFORMANCE INSPIRING (FINE)
4/01/1982 con 5CSHEREE S GARLAND DEADERICK DANCE IN SF
7/08/1982 C025 ENJOYED MARDl GRAS PREMIER PERFORMANCE (L)
8/14/1982 A081 KJILL SWANK NAMED DANCE ASSOCIATION DIRECTOR
9/20/1982 A095 SWING YOUR PARTNER...
9/30/1982 B013 ^PROFESSIONAL DANCE TROUPE PERFORMS FRIDAY
10/02/1982 C013 XMONEY CRUNCH NOTHING NEW FOR DANCERS
10/07/1982 B051 SD DANCING CONFERENCE NOV 12-14
11/04/1982 B012 KDANCE NETWORK A NECESSITY IN SD
12/16/1982 B041 *'NUTCRACKER' OPENS TONIGHT
12/23/1982 C025 ENJOYED 'NUTCRACKER' (L)
1/25/1983 A071 LEARNING SOCIAL DANCE STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS
1/29/1983 B041 ^TROUPE GIVES KNDRGTN FEEL FOR SHAPES
1/30/1983 D033 *SALT LAKE CITY TROUPE PERFORMS
3/05/1983 B031 DANCERS ATTEND WEEKEND WORKSHOPS
4/23/1983 C013 *G1RL GETS EARLY START ON DANCING CAREER
4/23/1983 C024 JOFFREY BALLET CONCERT GROUP (L)
; 4/24/1983. 00,42 JOFFREY BALLET GROUP GRACES SF STAGE
6/22/1983 N034'3«V1K1NG LIEKARRING DANCERS CARRYING ON TRADITIONS
8/06/1983 A074 THANKS TO FUND RAISER VOLUNTEERS (L)
10/02/1983 D013 KMEN DANCE THEIR WAY UP LADDER
10/20/1983 BOll KDANCER'S CAREER FALLS INTO STEP
11/06/1983 con 96DANCERS HAVE FOOT-STOMPIN' GOOD TIME
11/10/1983 B051 SQUARE DANCE CLUB HOSTS FESTIVAL
2/17/1984 Alll 3f'84 DANCE SEASON LEADS WITH BALLET
2/24/1984 BOll ^DANCER'S GUEST ROLE IS 'PURE FANTASY'
3/09/1984 A072 THE ROAD BRINGS DANCE COMPANY BACK
3/28/1984 D024 ART EVENT FUN, FASCINATING
5/03/1984 B054 DANCE AS THERAPY
7/08/1984 C016 DANCING IS RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
7/23/1984 B012 KSUGAR POP BREAKS FOR THE CROWD
8/20/1984 con *SQUARE DANCERS TWIRL AND SWIRL TO KEEP IN STEP
9/13/1984 B015 SEPTEMBER IS SQUARE DANCE MONTH
9/21/1984 BOll 36SCHOOL DANCES AROUND RUMORS
10/14/1984 D021 *BOOS GETS MAJOR ROLE WITH BALLET COMPANY
2/01/1985 C035 TEEN DANCE CLUB CLOSES
3/13/1985 C072 ^AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE 11 WILL BE IN CITY
3/14/1985 BOll KCITY GETS PROFESSIONAL DANCE COMPANY
3/19/1985 B033 SQUARE DANCERS SAVE THEIR DANCE HALL
5/03/1985 BOll 3€SCH00L PRESENTS 'RHYMES & RHYTHMS'
5/14/1985 B042 YANKTON CONSIDERS BAN ON NUDE DANCERS
5/16/1985 C021 PROPOSED BAN ON STRIPPERS GETS 1ST READING
5/27/1985 A102 DON'T BAN NUDE DANCING (L)
5/31/1985 C033 YANKTON PANEL BANS NUDE DANCING, STRIPPING
sr ^6/01;/1985 C031 .BARcOWNER'.S LAWYER TOr FilGHT. FOR NUDE DANCING
6/13/1985 C041 WATERTOWN OFFICIALS—BAR SHOW MUST NOT GO ON
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6/1A/1985 C021 PETITIONS FOR VOTE ON STRIPPING IN YANKTON
6/20/1985 BOll ^PROFESSIONAL DANCER CAN'T STAY PUT
6/27/1985 CG31 YANKTON PETITIONS CALL FOR VOTE ON NUDE DANCING
7/DA/1985 BOll COUNTRY DANCE IS STEP BACK IN TIME
7/07/1985 COAl ^TEACHING SESSION OF THE ENGLISH COUNTRY DANCE
7/19/1985 B012 GROUP'S FATE LIES ON SUNDAY ON THE GRASS
7/21/1985 C013 BAR OWNER NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR PASTY
8/23/1985 coil WOMEN SUE NITE CITY, GET $1,500
9/09/1985 A121 SIOUX FALLS NATIVE WILL PERFORM AT FUND-RAISER
9/12/1985 BOll *A MANLY PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE
9/13/1985 B012 3CSI0UX FALLS NATIVE DANCES BACK HOME
10/2A/1985 A09A DANCE FESTIVAL STARTS IN NOV
11/03/1985 C015 COUPLE BRIDGE GAPS THROUGH DANCING
1/17/1986 A091 KSTUDENTS TRY TO TRIP THE LIGHT FANTASTIC
3/12/1986 cm THE OAKLAND BALLET TO PERFORM IN 2 SD CITIES
3/2A/1986 A071 KPARIS BALLERINA TURNS SF HOUSEWIFE.
3/28/1986 A09I ^STUDENT'S ART FLYING HIGH ACROSS STATE
5/26/1986 A051 96BUDDING BALLERINAS STEP IN TIME
9/20/1986 A072 *SWING YOUR PARTNER
9/30/1986 A072 5CDANCE STUMBLES IN CITY
10/03/1986 B012 CIVIC DANCE MOVES AHEAD
10/13/1986 A082 CITY NEEDS DANCE THEATER (L)
10/19/1986 A132 GIVE DANCE CLASS CREDIT (L)
10/23/1986 A094 KDANCE TROUPE WILL PERFORM IN CITY
11/07/1986 B012 XART IS WORTH THE SACRIFICE
11/09/1986 C012 ^PARTNERS ANSWER THE CALL TO DANCE
11/28/1986 B012 *STUDIO OFFERS CITY DANCERS PLACE
1/10/1987 coil CITY APPROVES DANCE HALL FORM
1/18/1987 FOll 3tTHE SHOW NEVER STOPS
3/02/1987 C012 ^DANCERS KICK OFF ARTS CELEBRATION
3/05/1987 B032 DANCE CLUB WELCOMES MEMBERS
A/23/1987 C012 *DANCERS GEAR UP FOR KIDS
7/07/1987 A073 DANCE ASSOCIATION INSTALLS OFFICERS
8/01/1987 A075 DANCE CLUB DONATION APPRECIATED (L)
8/0A/1987 A075 DANCE CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
8/31/1987 A076 KBALLET TEACHER OPENS STUDIO
9/11/1987 A0A2 ^STRIKE UP THE BAND
9/15/1987 A052 KSQUARED AWAY
9/28/1987 C012 HARD TIMES FADED AWAY
9/29/1987 C016 DANCE HALL PLAN DRAWS FIRE
10/17/1987 A075 DANCE SUPPORTERS BOOST CULTURE (L)
11/06/1987 B012 *MIMES TELL STORIES WITHOUT USING WORDS
3/25/1988 B063 XDANCE FEVER
3/28/1988 A072 JEFFERSON PLANS SPRING BANQUET
4/0A/1988 A052 ^'CINDERELLA' DANCES INTO SIOUX FALLS
6/16/1988 D0i2 ^DANCERS VENTURE ONTO ROADS
9/29/1988 coil MADISON OFFICIALS OK DANCE SHOW
10/23/1988 FOll KDOIN' THE COUNTRY SWING
11/06/1988 A012 KTHE NIGHT OF THE CENTURY
11/19/1988 A052 ^BREAKING ALL THE DANCE RULES
12/28/1988 C016 BAR COULD LOSE ITS LICENSE FOR DANCE HALL
1/06/1989 C012 SAHARA CLUB'S DANCE LICENSE RENEWED
1/07/1989 C012 CONTROVERSIAL SAHARA NIGHTCLUB CLOSES
2/02/1989 B012 *SMALL FEET PURSUE THEIR ART
6/15/1989 B051 DANCE WORKSHOP
7/13/1989 B012 STREET DANCE BRINGS ROCKERS HOME
7/1A/1989 B012 ^GATHER TO DANCE IN STEPS OF ANCESTORS
11/18/1989 B012 TROUPE TO PERFORM 'NUTCRACKER'
12/31/1989 N022 *OLD ARKOTA BALLROOM A SHRINE
3/31/1990 A062 XJAZZ DANCE IS FOLK ART
A/08/1990 C012 KDANCE FOR RECONCILIATION
8/08/1990 AOIA YOUTH BOARD SPONSORS DANCE
8/15/1990 A085 'LOUISIANA WAFFLE' LATEST DANCE CRAZE (L)
8/16/1990 coil YOUTH BOARD FINALIZES STREET DANCE PLANS
9/15/1990 A052 *A CURE FOR OLD AGE
11/02/1990 B012 3«INDIANAP0LIS DANCE TROUPE TO PERFORM SUNDAY
11/16/1990 BOll BAD MANNERS CANNOT BE EXCUSED
A/01/1991 C033 INDIAN DANCERS LEAVE FOR SWEDEN TOUR
11/06/1991 C032 DANCERS BACK, TEACHING IN STATE
1/2A/1992 A012 XWHS GRAD IN SUPER BOWL SHOW
2/27/1992 A072 36ACCLAIMED CHICAGO GROUP PUTS JUMP IN JAZZ
2/28/1992 B032 ^CHICAGO DANCE GROUP PERFORMS TONIGHT AT SFC
3/09/1992 A052 ^LET'S HIP HOP
5/21/1992 B012 36DANCERS SWING INTO COUNTRY
5/26/1992 COIA 3fA SHOW FOR UNITY
•' 5/2fr/.l992 i.COlA HOOP .DANCE INTENDEDv AS HEALING CEREMONY
10/08/1992 D012 KDANCE TROUPE PUTS JUMP INTO LIFE
10/09/1992 D031 DANCE SHOW SET AT COLISEUM
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10/16/1992 D031 SDSU TO HOST DANCE COMPANY
5/01/1987 C012 XLION TAMER
A/26/1991 C012 *A DANDY DAY
5/10/1991 C012 CLOSING A LION'S TOOTH
1/15/1992 B012 36AREA AUTHOR TURNS WEEDS INTO WINE
6/12/1982 A015 *DANEKAS SAYS HE'S CHOICE OF O'CONNOR
6/1A/1982 A012 ^O'CONNOR'S CHOICE IS DANEKAS
6/17/1982 C151 3CHARD-W0RKING, LOW-KEY LEGISLATOR
6/18/1982 C021 DANEKAS FINE CHOICE--LIVELY CAMPAIGN SEEN (ED)
6/26/1982 A013 *DANEKAS FACES THE SKEPTICS--AND WINS
6/27/1982 AOIA DANEKAS WINS NUMBER 2 SPOT
9/02/1982 COIA HANSEN ACCEPTS CHALLENGE FROM DANEKAS
10/02/1982 C015 DANEKAS CHARGES GOP LAX ON BUDGET
10/10/1982 B031 ^CANDIDATES ANSWER TWO QUESTIONS
10/10/1982 B053 3eDANEKAS--THE ISSUE IS FARM PRICES
10/12/1982 C012 JfLT GOVERNOR CANDIDATES CLASH
2/2A/1990 C051 TWO AREA EDUCATORS ARE HONORED
10/21/1991 A052 3eC0MPETITI0N BRINGS CHANGE TO STATIONS
6/03/1992 B012 ^VOLUNTEERS FOLLOW GOLDEN RULE, HONORED FOR IT
8/25/1983 BOll *DANIELS DOESN'T MINCE WORDS
6/2A/1989 A015 *STRINGING ALONG FOLK FESTIVAL FANS
2/18/1992 coil *NBC'S FAITH DANIELS TO SPEAK AT SEMINAR
A/15/1992 D082 KNBC NEWS ANCHOR MIXES CAREER, FAMILY
A/16/1992 B016 KNBC ANCHOR IMPRESSED BY... SAM'S
2/17/1983 coil ^FAMILY'S LUCKY AFTER PLANE SMASHES TRAILER
5/15/1985 A063 DOWNTOWN HELPING CITY PROSPER
7/06/1991 C012 DESERT STORM WIDOW MEETS BUSH
10/21/1992 B012 KAT HOME WITH THE DEAD
.-8/03/1982 coil DANIELSEN SPREADS JOY OF RUNNING
1/0171992 B016 ^MEALTIME BRINGS CLAN TOGETHER
1/21/1990 A012 ^PREFERS LIFE BEHIND THE WHEEL
12/30/1988 A012*GAME STRATEGY HELPS ATHLETE FACE SURGERY
A/lA/1987 C013 DANTE CASTS 1ST CITY BALLOTS IN AO YEARS
A/28/1991 NOAl ^DOWNTOWN SHOP FOR YOUNG AND OLD
6/12/1989 C015 ^FAMILY BUSINESS MADE OF DREAMS
2/2A/1986 B012 DAIRYMAN ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
5/2A/1988 coil ^FORMER DAIRY OFFICIAL TO RUN FOR SENATE
1/26/1990 B012 9fEVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY
9/13/198A B015 *DAR PLANS 70TH STATE CONVENTION
9/03/1985 B031 MARY CHILTON DAR CHAPTER ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
11/17/1992 BOll DAR FOUNDATION AWARDS FOUR GRANTS
A/19/1983 A012 ^EMPLOYEE TO TESTIFY ABOUT LITTON
5/23/1991 BOIA KGREENSKEEPER KEEPS GOLF COURSE AT COUNTRY CLUB TRIM
9/11/1989 B012 LAW OFFICIALS EXPAND ANTI-DRUG MESSAGE
8/31/1992 BOll FAIR FREE THURSDAY FOR DARE GRADUATES
5/07/1992 A012 *YOU JUST LEARN TO ACCEPT IT
5/06/1992 B021 *COOK HAS SOUPS DOWN PAT, BUT PIES...
5/27/1988 DOAl ^COLLEGE TRACK CHANGES GOAL OF STAR RUNNER
3/29/1982 C031 *DARR, SOYLAND--WINNING WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL GLORY
; 9/13/198A'D012 BAD ARM DOESN'T STOP DARR
2/07/1988 C012 STAKING AIM
10/21/1985 A051 ^LEAGUE HOPES TO HIT BULL'S-EYE
9/28/1987 C014 3CDART THROWERS TAKE AIM AT VICTORY
3/10/1983 coil 5CLAURIE DASCHLE AS GROUP DIRECTOR
7/l<i/1983 coil LAURIE DASCHLE IS GRANTED UNCONTESTED DIVORCE
9/05/198A D035 LINDA DASCHLE WILL LOSE AERONAUTICS JOB
1/01/1985 C035 CONGRESSMAN'S WIFE OUT OF JOB
lO/OA/1987 coil DASCHLE'S WIFE MAKES JOB SWITCH
1/05/1982 C023 PARISH DEFENDS HIS CRITICISM OF DASCHLE (L)
1/05/1982 C031 DASCHLE-FARMERS FEEL DOWNTRODDEN
1/10/1982 B031 seSD LAWMAKERS REBUKE FARM BILL
1/22/1982 C025 STATE LIQUOR LICENSE CONTROL PREFERRED (L)
1/27/1982 B051 SD DELEGATION ASKS, 'WHAT ABOUT FARMERS'
1/28/1982 D02A DASCHLE CRITICIZED (L)
1/30/1982 C025 DASCHLE APPLAUDED AND ROBERTS PANNED
1/31/1982 B035 DASCHLE COMMENDED (ED)
1/31/1982 BOAl DASCHLE SLAMS PLAN TO DROP TAX BREAK
2/03/1982 C031 DASCHLE INVOLVED IN FMHA HEARINGS
2/06/1982 B012 DASCHLE--MANY HURT BY REAGAN PLAN
2/09/1982 C021 DASCHLE COMMENDED (L)
2/10/1982 C031 DASCHLE WARNS SENIORS TO OBSCURE LAW
2/13/1982 B031 DASCHLE-MOVE MAY BE LINKED TO SALVADOR
2/16/1982 A013 *REP TOM DASCHLE AND WIFE SEPARATE
2/21/1982 BOAl DASCHLE RATED 100 PERCENT FROM FARMERS
3/0A/1982 D025 PRAISE FOR DASCHLE (L)
3/0A/1982 D042 ^DASCHLE TO REVEAL RE-ELECTION PLANS ON APRIL 2
3/06/i982«-B023 >CRITICIZES VELDER'S •SILENCE ON ABDNOR VOTE (L)
3/06/1982 B234 VELDER WRONG ON DASCHLE'S PAY VOTE (L)
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3/10/1982 CGli PRESSLER, DASCHLE STILL WAITING TO MEET WITH REAGAN
3/10/1982 C013 ROBERTS HIRES ABDNOR'S STRATEGIST
3/10/1982 002^1 DASCHLE'S BUDGET COSTLY FOR TAXPAYERS (L)
3/11/1982 DOAl DASCHLE WANTS ON 3RD COMMITTEE
3/12/1982 D012 RELYING ON OUT-OF-STATE CONTRIBUTIONS
3/21/1982 B015 MCGOVERN GROUP MINIMIZING TIES TO DASCHLE
3/21/1982 B051 HEARINGS ON FARM PROBLEMS SET IN RC
3/2A/1982 con DASCHLE, ROBERTS WILL DEBATE APRIL 13
3/26/1982 C041 DASCHLE NAMED TO POSTAL COMMITTEE
A/02/1982 C0A2 DASCHLE TO ANNOUNCE FOR 3RD HOUSE TERM
A/03/1982 B012 DASCHLE MAKES NOV 1 RACE WITH ROBERTS OFFICIAL
A/OA/1982 con DASCHLE, ROBERTS EXCHANGE CAMPAIGN BARBS
A/09/1982 C023 DASCHLE DEFENDED (L)
A/lA/1982 con KREAGAN IS FOCUS OF DASCHLE-ROBERTS DEBATE
A/15/1982 D051 ARGUE AGAINST CLOSING INDIAN SCHOOLS
A/22/1982 DOll DASCHLE TREASURY LARGER THAN ROBERTS'
A/25/1982 BOn RACE RECEIVING ATTENTION FROM NATIONAL GOP
A/27/1982 B023 DASCHLE WON ROUND 1
A/27/1982 B051 DASCHLE BACKS LEGISLATION FOR SET-ASIDE
A/28/1982 BOll ROBERTS JOINS DASCHLE TO PUSH WATER BILL
A/29/1982 Don ROBERTS QUESTIONS DASCHLE'S MONEY HANDLING
5/01/1982 C013 3CR0BERTS THREATENS NEW COMPLAINT ON DASCHLE
5/01/1982 C022 DASCHLE'S APPROACH RATED OVER ROBERTS' (L)
5/05/1982 con DASCHLE'S SET-ASIDE BILL RECEIVES PRAISE/CRITlClSM
5/09/1982 C023 PRAISES DASCHLE FOR BORDER MAIL FIGHT CD
5/11/1982 B031 ROBERTS, DASCHLE TO ANSWER PHONES IN AG CALL-IN
5/15/1982 C023 REMEMBER DASCHLE'S PANAMA CANAL VOTE CD
5/15/1982 C02A BACKS DASCHLE'S STAND ON BALANCED BUDGET CD
5/15/1982 C051 ROBERTS, DASCHLE TO DEBATE IN SF
5/16/1982 con *2 AGREE ON ISSUES, AT ODDS OVER REMEDY
5/16/1982 C024 DASCHLE'S TAX IDEAS FAVORED OVER ROBERTS' (L)
5/19/1982 COlS DASCHLE, ROBERTS DETAIL THEIR SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME
5/19/1982 C02A DASCHLE MERITS PRAISE (L)
5/20/1982 DOAl DASCHLE--RA1L RETIREMENT WON'T BE CUT
5/21/1982 C025 DASCHLE'S FARM BILL DESERVES SUPPORT (L)
5/2A/1982 COIS ROBERTS CRITICIZES DASCHLE'S FARM CRISIS BILL
5/28/1982 C031 DASCHLE TO GIVE MEMORIAL DAY ADDRESS
5/30/1982 BOAl DASCHLE--ROBERTS NOT HELPING WITH LEGISLATION
5/31/1982 BOll *DASCHLE--NAMELESS HEROES MUST BE HONORED
6/02/1982 C032 ROBERTS GIVES CONDITIONAL SUPPORT TO BILL
6/03/1982 C031 DASCHLE--ROBERTS TO BACK FARM CRISIS BILL
6/06/1982 B051 CONGRESSMEN TO MEET WITH BRANDON FARMERS
6/07/1982 BOll ^FARMERS TELL LAWMAKERS OF MONETARY PLIGHT
6/09/1982 C013 FARM ACT GIVEN 50-50 CHANCE
6/1A/1982 BOAl ^ROBERTS, DASCHLE ESTIMATE §700,000 BILL
6/16/1982 C023 DASCHLE'S MANDATORY FARM BILL CRITICIZED (1)
6/17/1982 COl^ EMERGENCY FARM BILL GETS CHILLY RESPONSE
6/18/1982 A012 *HOUSE AG PANEL KILLS FARM CRISIS BILL
6/18/1982 C051 BILL TO KEEP WEATHER STATIONS OPEN
6/19/1982 B031 DASCHLE SAYS MOVE NOW UP TO BLOCK
6/20/1982 BOl'f FARMERS UNION HEAD UPSET BY DEFEAT OF ACT
6/24/1982 C031 AG PANEL MIGHT REVIVE DASCHLE BILL
6/24/1982 C051 DASCHLE ON CHAMBER HIT LIST
6/26/1982 C052 CHAMBERS WON'T ENDORSE CONG CANDIDATES
6/28/1982 BOll 56DASCHLE-ROBERTS RACE KEY CONTEST, GOP SAYS
6/29/1982 BD24 DASCHLE FARM BILL WAS THE RIGHT STEP (L)
6/30/1982 B034 DASCHLE TO CO-SPONSOR NEW ERA
7/03/1982 B024 BLOCK'S MOVE AGAINST DASCHLE RESENTED (L)
7/08/1982 C071 DASCHLE LOOKS FOR FARM BILL SUPPORT
7/10/1982 C031 DASCHLE--SENDING TROOPS INSANE IDEA
7/11/1982 B031 DASCHLE GIVES NEW FARM CRISIS BILL 50-50 CHANCE
7/11/1982 B061 XGOP AIDES SAY DASCHLE BILL CHANGED
7/13/1982 C024 US CHAMBER OPPOSES STATE'S BEST INTERESTS (L)
7/15/1982 C012 DASCHLE-NOT RENEWING GRAIN AGREEMENT SAME AS EMBARGO
7/16/1982 B032 DASCHLE ALMOST CREATED A NEW CAMPAIGN ISSUE
7/16/1982 C042 DASCHLE SUPPORTS BALANCED BUDGET
7/17/1982 BOll ROBERTS LEADS DASCHLE IN CAMPAIGN COLLECTIONS
7/20/1982 BOll NCPAC/DASCHLE NOT WORRIED, ROBERTS DOESN'T NEED
7/21/1982 A051 DASCHLE REWORKING FARM CRISIS ACT
7/21/1982 C054 DASCHLE SAYS CROP PAYMENTS UNFAIR
7/22/1982 C071 FARM CRISIS ACT UP FOR REVIEW TODAY
7/24/1982 con SUBCOMMITTEE PASSES REVISED FARM CRISIS ACT
7/25/1982 B034 DASCHLE PRAISED FOR NUCLEAR FREEZE STAND (L)
7/25/1982 B041 DASCHLE--ROBERTS MISLED ABOUT BILL
7/25/1982 EOll KRACE SETS BIG LABOR AGAINST BIG BUSINESS
;7/28/1982 ;C025 DASHCLE PLEASEDj WITH EDITORIAL
7/28/1982 C051 TEACHERS GROUP RATES DASCHLE HIGH
8/01/1982 B031 DASCHLE'S VOTING RECORD COULD BE MISLEADING (L)
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8/01/1982 BG35 QUESTIONS DASCHLE'S LEGISLATIVE SKILL CD
8/05/1982 C015 DASCHLE, ROBERTS VIEW NEW FARM BILL DIFFERENTLY
8/09/1982 C021 CRITICIZES DASCHLE'S PRO-ABORTION VOTES CD
8/11/1982 coil US HOUSE PASSES REVISED FARM CRISIS ACT
8/12/1982 C023 CRITICISM OF DASCHLE IS HARD TO SWALLOW (L)
8/12/1982 C032 HOUSE WHIP GIVES DASCHLE CREDIT FOR THE NEW ACT
8/1A/1982 C021 DASCHLE CRITICIZED (L)
8/1A/1982 C031 HOMEBUILDERS SUPPORT DASCHLE
8/15/1982 E015 DASCHLE, ROBERTS EASE STANDS ON FARM BILLS
8/16/1982 C021 POLLS SHOW MAJORITY BACK DASCHLE ON ABORTION
8/17/1982 C015 KBJERKE TO WORK ON DASCHLE CAMPAIGN
8/19/1982 C032 DASCHLE PICKS CAMPAIGN MANAGER
8/22/1982 B035 DASCHLE CRITICIZED (L)
8/25/1982 coil ROBERTS SAYS NO TO DEBATE WITH DASCHLE
8/25/1982 C025 MEIERHENRY'S VIEW OF SUPER NOW BILL HIT (L)
8/26/1982 coil ROBERTS DECLINES DASCHLE DEBATE WEST RIVER
8/27/1982 A021 DASCHLE, ROBERTS AGREE TO DEBATE
8/28/1982 BOIA KDASCHLE SUGGESTS END TO OUT-OF-STATE CONTRIBUTIONS
8/28/1982 B021 FARMER RATES DASCHLE AHEAD IN PERFORMANCE (L)
8/29/1982 BOIA ROBERTS CHIDES DONATION FREEZE
8/30/1982 B031 ESTATE FAIR USHERS IN POLITICAL SEASON
8/30/1982 B031 LET'S DISCUSS DONATIONS, DASCHLE SAYS
8/31/1982 C023 DASCHLE DEFENDED FOR VOTING 'PRESENT' (L)
9/02/1982 C023 DASCHLE'S FUND IDEA SELF-SERVING (L)
9/02/1982 COAl DASCHLE WILL VOTE TO OVERRIDE VETO
9/0A/1982 BOll DASCHLE WANTS US CROP REPORTS INVESTIGATED
9/0A/1982 B022 DASCHLE PRAISED (L)
,;9/08/1982 coil XDASCHLE TURNED DOWN DEBATE AT FAIR
'9/0871982 COAl RIGHT-TO-LIFE GROUP HOPES TO OUST DASCHLE
9/11/1982 C032 DASCHLE PAYS $8,830 IN '81 INCOME TAX
9/12/1982 BOll DASCHLE AND ROBERTS AGREE-BUDGET SHOULD BE BALANCED
9/1A/1982 C031 VIETNAM VETS HONOR DASCHLE
9/15/1982 C055 FEDS WILL PROMOTE CENDAK STUDIES
9/18/1982 C023 NEXT CONGRESSMAN WILL NEED 'SMARTS' (L)
9/18/1982 C023 DASCHLE THANKED FOR BACKING EQUAL RIGHTS CD
9/18/1982 C091 DAKOTA SIERRA CLUB BACKS DASCHLE
9/19/1982 EOll FARMERS OFFER TO CONTRIBUTE TO S SECURITY
9/20/1982 BOll DASCHLE, ROBERTS SPLIT ON ELLSWORTH
9/21/1982 C022 DASCHLE WANTS APOLOGY ON AIR BASE ISSUE
9/21/1982 C022 KDASCHLE TO INTRODUCE ALCOHOL FUEL PLAN
9/21/1982 COAl ROBERTS MISSED 12 HOUSE VOTES
9/22/1982 C012 ^ROBERTS EXCUSES HIMSELF-WITH NO APOLOGIES
9/23/1982 C031 DASCHLE WANTS DEBATE ASSURANCES
9/23/1982 C031 ETHICS PANEL RULES AGAINST DASCHLE
9/24/1982 C032 ROBERTS COMPLAINT AGAINST DASCHLE DISMISSED
9/26/1982 BOll A LOOK AT ROBERTS, DASCHLE FROM DC COLLEAGUES
9/28/1982 B023 AGREES WITH DASCHLE CD
9/28/1982 B024 DASCHLE SHOULD FORGET PAC'S CD
; 9/29/1982 C043 DASCHLE DOWNPLAYED CONTRIBUTIONS
9/30/1982 C015 ROBERTS TURNS TABLES ON DASCHLE
9/30/1982 C021 LET'S END SILLINESS IN CONGRESSIONAL RACE CED)
9/30/1982 C031 CAUCUS ENDORSES O'CONNOR, DASCHLE
9/30/1982 C041 EMPLOYEES' UNION BACK DEMOCRATS
10/02/1982 C025 DASCHLE'S STANDS DISPUTE LIBERAL TAG (L)
10/02/1982 C031 DASCHLE AGAINST GAS PRICE DECONTROL
10/03/1982 B051 DASCHLE, ROBERTS EACH PUSHED 1 BILL THROUGH
10/04/1982 B014 DASCHLE--VA PROPOSALS TO BE BLOCKED IF HURT VETERAN
10/06/1982 C021 AGREES WITH DASCHLE ON NUCLEAR FREEZE (L)
10/06/1982 C022 TEACHERS' RATING OF DASCHLE QUESTIONED (L)
10/06/1982 C024 DASCHLE PRAISED (L)
10/09/1982 C021 LET DASCHLE RETURN MONEY FROM LABOR (L)
10/09/1982 C031 LORIKS, SAMUELSON ON DASCHLE PANEL
10/11/1982 C023 36CANDIDATES ANSWER 2 QUESTIONS
10/13/1982 A013 REAGANOMICS, FARM VOTES CRUCIAL TO RACE
10/13/1982 C051 DASCHLE--ROBERTS' PLAN WOULD BE DISASTER
10/15/1982 B023 AT ODDS WITH EDITORIAL (L)
10/17/1982 C032 DASCHLE GETS BAD MARKS
10/17/1982 C041 DACHLE PLANS GRAIN BILL
10/17/1982 DOll KROBERTS--DASCHLE DON'T HIDE DIFFERENCES
10/19/1982 A014 DASCHLE HAS EDGE POLL SHOWS
10/19/1982 coil ^CANDIDATES' CAMPAIGN STRATEGY FOCUSES ON TV ADDS
10/19/1982 C024 UNHAPPY ROBERTS VOTED AGAINST DASCHLE BILL (L)
10/19/1982 C041 ROBERTS, DASCHLE SPENDING THE SAME
10/19/1982 C041 HERE'S HOW MUCH PACS CONTRIBUTED TO DASCHLE, ROBERTS
10/19/1982 C061 VFW ENDORSES ROBERTS, DASCHLE
lD720/1982- e051'DASCHLE'OUTSPENDS ROBERTS - ;
10/20/1982 C051 ROBERTS, DASCHLE GET NEW PAC MONEY
10/21/1982 C015 DASCHLE HONORED TO BE ON NCPAC ENEMY LIST
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10/21/1982 CG2A DASCHLE'S VOTE CRITICIZED (L)
10/21/1982 C025 DASCHLE'S NUCLEAR STAND PREFERRED (L)
10/21/1982 C031 DASCHLE MEETS WITH FARM GROUPS TODAY
10/21/1982 C071 HIGH-TECH WILL BE ISSUE OF FUTURE
10/22/1982 COIA GRAIN CONTRACT DEADLINE EXTENSION URGED
10/23/1982 C022 DASCHLE'S VOTE FOR SEX BILL HIT (L)
10/23/1982 C023 ROBERTS' WIFE HITS DASCHLE'S VOTING RECORD (L)
10/2A/1982 C015 DASCHLE, ROBERTS--THE VOTING RECORDS
10/2A/1982 C021 *BOTH DASCHLE, ROBERTS WARRENT RE-ELECTION
10/2A/1982 C031 SAYS DASCHLE FOOLED BY FREEZE MOVEMENT (L)
10/26/1982 B021 DASCHLE SADDENED BY MRS ROBERTS' LETTER (L)
10/27/1982 D022 DASCHLE SPENDING HIT (L)
10/27/1982 D023 DASCHLE'S SPENDING--CANAL VIEW HIT (L)
10/29/1982 C022 DISLIKES DASCHLE'S ADS (L)
10/29/1982 C025 DASCHLE AND VETERANS
10/29/1982 C061 DASCHLE--ROBERTS THROWING 'MUD BALLS'
10/29/1982 C063 DASCHLE GETS 10 MORE $1,000-PLUS CONTRIBUTIONS
10/30/1982 B02A DASCHLE VOTES ASSAILED (L)
10/31/1982 coil 3fTHE GLAMOUR OF CONGRESS WILL END FOR ONE
10/31/1982 C031 DASCHLE PRAISED FOR BIRTH RESEARCH SUPPORT (L)
10/31/1982 C032 DASCHLE'S FUNDS HIT (L)
10/31/1982 C033 VET PREFERS DASCHLE (L)
10/31/1982 C03A BORDER RESIDENT LIKES DASCHLES POSTAL AID (L>
11/03/1982 A012 *DASCHLE SQUEAKS BY ROBERTS
ll/OA/1982 A015 ^'PEOPLE FELT THEY GOT THEIR MONEY'S WORTH'
ll/OA/1982 C021 DASCHLE'S CHALLENGE IN REPRESENTING SD (ED)
11/17/1982 B012 DASCHLE, ROBERTS CAMPAIGNS IN DEBT
11/20/1982 BOAl BARNES--DASCHLE DIDN'T HELP DEMOS
11/23/1982 BOll VFW BACKS DASCHLE ON AGENT ORANGE
T2/0A/1982 C032 DASCHLE, ROBERTS SPENT RECORD $1.1 MILLION
12/06/1982 C041 DASCHLE PLANS VICTORY CELEBRATION
12/12/1982 C015 YELLOW THUNDER BACKERS SEEK OK
12/12/1982 C032 LITTLE THINGS CAN DETERMINE RACE (YEAGER)
12/17/1982 C071 DASCHLE CANCELS VICTORY CELEBRATIONS
12/21/1982 A0i6 IT'S ALL IN A DAY'S AND NIGHT'S WORK
12/23/1982 C032 TOM DASCHLE SHIFTS STAFF TO COVER STATE
1/02/1983 C041 DASCHLE--CONTINUE ENERGY AID
l/OA/1983 C021 VOTES DIDN'T CONVEY DASCHLE'S PRO-LIFE VIEWS (L)
1/06/1983 C031 DASCHLE--DAIRY CHARGE TO BE SCRAPPED
1/08/1983 C025 ASSAILS DASCHLE VOTES (L)
1/13/1983 C023 RAPS DASCHLE FOR VOTING AGAINST ND PROJECT
1/13/1983 C075 DASCHLE--CROP SWAP TOO LITTLE TOO LATE
1/15/1983 B021 DASCHLE CORRECTS LETTER ABOUT PAY RAISE (L)
1/16/1983 A013 XDASCHLE STATE'S ONE AND ONLY IN THE HOUSE
1/20/1983 C031 DASCHLE TO SPONSOR TAX BILL
1/23/1983 C033 DASCHLE DEFENDS MX (L)
1/25/1983 B0A2 DASCHLE'S BUSY FIELDING CALLS ABOUT CROP SWAP
1/27/1983 COIA KDASCHLE AIRS VIEWS ON NATIONAL TV
2/03/1983 coil DASCHLE & ROBERTS SPENT RECORD AMOUNT
:2/03/1983C015 DASCHLE DEFENDS REMARKS
2/03/1983 C021 DASCHLE USED INACCURATE DATA (WILL)
2/1A/1983 C031 DASCHLE PREPARES AGENT ORANGE PAY BILL
2/15/1983 C035 ^DASCHLE'S FARM PLAN PUT IN BILL
2/21/1983 B053 DASCHLE STARTS PUBLIC MEETINGS FRIDAY
2/25/1983 C031 DASCHLE SPEAKS TODAY AT FORUM
2/26/1983 BOll DASCHLE--B1G MONEY COULD WRECK POLITICAL SYSTEM
2/27/1983 B031 KMUCH MAIL OPPOSING WITHHOLDING (YEAGER)
3/06/1983 BOAl DASCHLE ASKS BLOCK TO EXTEND PIK
3/06/1983 B062 DASCHLE--WEB WILL GET MONEY
3/08/1983 A023 DASCHLE--AGENT ORANGE MEASURE (HENSHAW)
3/10/1983 coil 36LAURIE DASCHLE AS GROUP DIRECTOR
3/13/1983 BOAl DASCHLE TO ATTEND KANSAS HEARING
3/15/1983 C023 DASCHLE CHANGES MIND ABOUT CAMPAIGN (L)
3/18/1983 D051 DASCHLE RAPS DAIRY TAX PLAN
A/01/1983 BOll KJOBS BILL MAY HELP STATE VA HOSPITALS
A/02/1983 B013 DASCHLE--REAGAN FEELING HEAT
A/OA/1983 BOll DASCHLE AGAINST ABOLISHING AGENCY
A/09/1983 B013 DASCHLE S ROBERTS STILL IN DEBATE
A/2A/1983 C052 SALE WOULD LESSEN NEED FOR PIK
5/01/1983 C061 DASCHLE'S PLAN TO REPEAL DAIRY FEE ADVANCES
5/02/1983 B013 DASCHLE--VETERANS UNDERSTAND AMERICAN FREEDOM
5/18/1983 A03A DASCHLE HAS ASSETS OF $150,000 TO $350,000
5/27/1983 C015 DASCHLE SAYS NO TO ATTEMPT FOR SENATE
5/30/1983 C021 DASCHLE, PRESSLER HAVE YEAR TO SEEK RESULTS (ED)
6/02/1983 coil KCOMBS RANKS FOR CHALLENGER TO DASCHLE
6/03/1983 A012 ^DASCHLE SAYS DIOXIN LINKED TO DISEASES
6707/1983"C032 DASCHLE WANTS BAN OF DIOXIN PRODUCTS
6/09/1983 C013 XEYES ON A HOUSE SEAT
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6/11/1983 BOll PROPAGANDA LABEL ON ACID RAIN FILM IS SENSELESS
6/13/1983 B035 DASCHLE--D10X1N EXPERT WORKS FOR CHEMICAL FIRM
6/15/1983 C072 DASCHLE MADE MISTAKE, DOW CHEMICAL SAYS
6/21/1983 B053 DASCHLE--RESERVE BOARD SHOULD INCLUDE FARMER
7/01/1983 CG33 KDEBATE ISSUE ISN'T POLITICAL SCANDAL
7/08/1983 coil DASCHLE PREDICTS REPEAL OF WITHHOLDING TAX
7/12/1983 AOll DASCHLE CAN FLY THROUGH SD SKY
7/13/1983 A065 XWILL QUIT PANEL IF INVESTIGATION ISN'T FAIR
7/15/1983 con FAA HASN'T PICKED SITE FOR STATE FLIGHT STATION
7/18/1983 COAl VETERANS' DINNER WILL HONOR DASCHLE
7/23/1983 B03A DASCHLE--C0MB1NED PILOT STATIONS UNLIKELY
7/26/1983 C051 SCHOOLS TO BE GRADED
7/28/1983 C051 DASCHLE NAMES NEW STAFF DIRECTOR FOR STATE
7/31/1983 C023 ^OPPOSES FLIGHT SERVICE STATION CONSOLIDATION
8/01/1983 B031 DASCHLE--REAGAN'S PLAN WOULD COST MILLIONS
8/06/1983 BOAl DASCHLE DOESN'T WANT ANOTHER TAX ON MILK
8/20/1983 BO<il DASCHLE--GOVERNMENT IGNORES AGENT ORANGE
8/26/1983 con PRESSLER, DASCHLE RAISING BIG BUCKS
8/27/1983 C021 56PEOPLE WILL DETERMINE QUALITY EDUC WILL BE
8/31/1983 BOll DASCHLE WILL HOST 3 EDUCATION DISCUSSIONS
9/02/1983 con ATTACK SHOWS SOVIETS CAN'T BE TRUSTED
9/11/1983 C051 SfRAlSE TEACHER'S PAY--TOUGHEN STUDIES
9/27/1983 A021 DASCHLE DIDN'T WORRY ABOUT EFFECTS OF TALK
9/28/1983 con ^POLITICAL BOOK THROWS BRICKBATS, BOUQUETS
9/28/1983 COAl 3 CITY STUDENTS COMPLETE DASCHLE INTERNSHIPS
10/04/1983 BOll CONGRESS MADE MISTAKE WITH MARINES
10/04/1983 B041 DASCHLE--S01L IMPORTANT
10/08/1983 B021 AUSTAD RAP AT DASCHLE DISPUTED (L)
;:a0/09/1983 C061 TAX BREAK INTRODUCED FOR ALCOHOL FUELS
iO/21'/r983 C023 ^INTERIOR SECRETARY WHO BRINGS FACTIONS TOGETHER
10/22/1983 B012 HEALTHY AG FUTURE--4 BASIC STEPS
10/23/1983 C032 DASCHLE RESPONDS TO CRITIC (L)
10/28/1983 BOll XPANEL WOULD PAY FARMERS TO CUT WHEAT CROP
10/31/1983 C041 DASCHLE WILL TALK TO AREA HOME ECONOMISTS
11/03/1983 con KDASCHLE CRITICIZES GOP ADS
11/04/1983 C014 DASCHLE WILL BE HOME ECONOMICS SPEAKER
11/04/1983 C035 REPUBLICAN LEADER CRITICIZES DASCHLE MEETINGS
11/05/1983 B041 DASCHLE SUPPORTS INCREASE IN POSTAL RATES
11/09/1983 C023 DASCHLE'S HOBBS ACT VIEWS CD
11/16/1983 C061 WILLIAM & REE WILL PLAY AT FUND-RAISER
11/17/1983 con DASCHLE, AERONAUTICS OFFICIAL PLAN TO MARRY
11/20/1983 con ^CONGRESSMAN GETS FIRSTHAND LOOK AT THE PROBLEMS
11/21/1983 B015 TEXAS CONGRESSMAN TO SPEAK AT RALLY
11/22/1983 con DASCHLE LOOKS AT BUDGET CUT, SURTAX
11/22/1983 C023 ^DASCHLE SHOULD PRACTICE WHAT HE PREACHES
n/25/1983 C012 *GOP SAYS DASCHLE VULNERABLE
11/25/1983 C041 DASCHLE SETS ACADEMY APPLICATION DEADLINE
12/03/1983 BOll *TEXAS DEM BERATES REAGAN'S AG PLAN
12/04/1983 C015 DEM--KEEP DASCHLE IN
12/05/1983 C031-DASCHLE WILL DISCUSS EFFECTS OF AT8T
12/07/1983 A023 SPECIAL SESSION ISN'T NEEDED--DASCHLE
12/07/1983 C052 DASCHLE'S WEEKEND APPEARANCES RAISE $10,000
12/09/1983 C013 DASCHLE DEFENDS VOTING RECORD ON BUDGET
12/09/1983 C034 BELL CONSIDERS CHALLENGING DASCHLE
12/10/1983 C041 5fDASCHLE HEARS COMPLAINTS ABOUT PHONE RATES
12/22/1983 C042 KWANTS TO REPEAL HIS PAY RAISE
12/27/1983 BOll XDASCHLE FACES TOUGH BUDGET DECISIONS AT HOME
12/28/1983 D014 DASCHLE WILL TRAVEL TO FAR EAST
1/05/1984 B024 DASCHLE'S VOTE ON LABOR BILL (L)
1/13/1984 C041 DASCHLE MEETS WITH TRADE OFFICIALS IN TOKYO
1/17/1984 C041 JAPAN IS BETTER MARKET THAN TAIWAN
1/17/1984 C041 DASCHLE SCHEDULES 4 OPEN-DOOR MEETINGS
1/17/1984 C042 DASCHLE RECEIVES COMPLAINTS ABOUT AT8T
1/20/1984 C033 DASCHLE A1DE--CUBAN PLAN OUT
1/20/1984 C041 3«DASCHLE WANTS 5 FLIGHT STATIONS LEFT
1/20/1984 C041 DASCHLE ADVOCATES CHANGES IN '85 FARM BILL
1/22/1984 C015 *T0 SAVE FAMILY FARM OPERATIONS
1/25/1984 C031 KDASCHLE SAYS LOAN RESTRICTIONS WILL HURT
1/29/1984 C031 ^SPENDING CUT COULD BE THE FIRST STEP
1/31/1984 BOll DASCHLE'S AGENT ORANGE LEGISLATION PASSES
2/05/1984 A012 DASCHLE DEFENDS CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
2/06/1984 B021 DASCHLE AND AGENT ORANGE (ED)
2/13/1984 C041 DASCHLE PLANS MEETINGS ABOUT BUDGET DEFICIT
2/18/1984 BOll 3CPRESSURE NEEDED TO REDUCE BIG DEFICIT
2/25/1984 A015 DASCHLE BLASTS DEFOLIANT STUDY
2/26/1984 C091 CARTER PAPERS WON'T BE CAMPAIGN ISSUE
' 2/29/T984 C015 'REAGAN' S-REMARKS ON "INTEREST! RATES ANGER
3/02/1984 B031 OPTIMISTIC ABOUT RURAL ELECTRIC BILL
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3/07/198A D0A3 KLISTEN TO CONSUMERS' SIDE
3/09/1984 CD61 DASCHLE TO ANNOUNCE MONDAY IF HE'LL RUN
3/12/1984 BD15 ^DASCHLE WILL RUN AGAIN
3/13/1984 B012 *1'LL WORK FOR SOUTH DAKOTA
3/15/1984 coil BELL MAY TAKE OFFER IF DASCHLE...
3/17/1984 C051 GET WARRANTY ON PENTAGON PURCHASES
3/17/1984 C051 DASCHLE PRAISES REAGAN FOR BUDGET-CUTTING
3/19/1984 BOll DASCHLE WANTS WARRANTY ON PURCHASES
3/21/1984 D031 COURT RULING COULD HELP CONSUMERS
3/23/1984 C025 LAWMAKER WHO REPRESENTS STATE NEEDED (L)
3/24/1984 A012 ^DASCHLE CONFRONTS BLOCK ON AG ISSUES
3/25/1984 B041 C0NSERVAT10N--DASCHLE GETS 61 SCORE
3/28/1984 D041 DASCHLE WILL SPONSOR MENTAL HEALTH FORUM
3/29/1984 B054 DASCHLE TO APPEAR AT ROAST EVENT
3/29/1984 C025 DASCHLE CALLED A LEADER ON ISSUES (LD
3/29/1984 C051 DASCHLE APPOINTED TO NEW HUNGER COMMITTEE
4/01/1984 E061 ^DEMOCRATS LOOK TO THE FUTURE
4/15/1984 B051 DASCHLE CALLS MINING OF HARBOR ILLEGAL
5/10/1984 B074 DASCHLE WILL SPEAK AT SEMINAR
5/10/1984 C042 REP DASCHLE FAVORS TOUGH SODBUSTER BILL
5/13/1984 C023 NO SOLUTIONS BUG SD DELEGATION (YEAGER)
5/14/1984 B034 DASCHLE READY TO DEBATE OPPONENTS
5/15/1984 C041 CASES AID CHANCES OF AGENT ORANGE LEGISLATION
5/16/1984 D012 ^MANGELS, BELL FOCUS ON RACE
5/17/1984 C045 DASCHLE LISTS 1983 FINANCES
5/18/1984 B012 KTOM DASCHLE AND HIS WIFE ARRIVE IN SF
5/19/1984 coil DASCHLE SAYS TALKS NEEDED WITH SOVIETS
5/27/1984 B045 WORLD HUNGER ORGANIZATION HONORS DASCHLE
5/31/1984 C035 DASCHLE TO FILE LIVESTOCK EMERGENCY LEGISLATION
'6/05/1984 coil DASCHLE SAYS HOME BUILDER POTENTIAL HURT
6/05/1984 C041 DASCHLE WANTS CHANGE IN FEDERAL LOAN RATE
6/08/1984 A012 KHART SHOULD BE IN NO RUSH TO CONCEDE
6/12/1984 B041 DASCHLE SAYS CONGRESS IGNORES FUEL POLICY
6/22/1984 C034 DASCHLE PLANS FLOOD DISASTER MEETING
6/27/1984 D035 DASCHLE, CONGRESSMEN TO DISCUSS FLOODING
7/02/1984 coil DASCHLE TO CONDUCT HEARINGS ON WATER PROJECTS
7/03/1984 C035 DASCHLE WILL DISCUSS SHERIDAN LAKE USER FEE
7/07/1984 B016 DASCHLE SUPPORTS FERRARO FOR VICE PRESIDENT
7/09/1984 BOll PROGRAM'S FOCUS IS ETHANOL PRODUCTION
7/10/1984 BOll CASE MADE FOR NEW EMPHASIS ON ETHANOL
7/14/1984 B031 DASCHLE'S BILL WOULD HELP LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS
7/20/1984 C033 FARM PLATFORM COULD BE BETTER
7/27/1984 C035 DASCHLE OBJECTS TO KILLING CONSERVATION BILL
7/29/1984 F015 DASCHLE, BELL DISCUSS DEFICIT
8/02/1984 C041 ETHANOL CAN REPLACE LEAD IN GASOLINE
8/04/1984 B031 WANTS PROBE OF LOAN TO BLOCK'S PARTNER
8/08/1984 D033 CANDIDATES RAISE CAMPAIGN FUNDING ISSUE
8/10/1984 C031 DASCHLE CALLS FOR BALANCED-BUDGET LEGISLATION
8/17/1984 C013 KDEMS--BELL MISLEADS VOTERS
:8/17/1984 €013 KUNDERT CHARGES DASCHLE
8/18/1984 B021 BELL'S CAMPAIGN CARD IS DECEPTIVE (ED)
8/18/1984 B031 VOTER-REGISTRATION ISSUE SURPRISES AUDITOR
8/22/1984 D015 BELL, DASCHLE AGREE TO TV DEBATE IN OCTOBER
8/23/1984 €035 PRESSLER, DASCHLE TO ADDRESS FARM MEETING
8/24/1984 coil DASCHLE'S VOTING RECORD IS EXAMINED
8/25/1984 coil DASCHLE CALLS BELL'S CAMPAIGN SLEAZY
8/29/1984 D031 PRESSLER, DASCHLE LEAD IN FARMERS UNION
8/31/1984 C035 DASCHLE RECEIVES STATE VFW ENDORSEMENT
8/31/1984 C035 DASCHLE, BELL TO MEET IN 13 DEBATES
9/02/1984 C044 DASCHLE, BELL MEET THE VOTERS
9/04/1984 C035 BERRY SUPPORTS BELL ATTACK ON DASCHLE
9/05/1984 D015 FARM ISSUES ARE TOPIC FOR DEMOCRATS
9/06/1984 coil *DASCHLE, BELL DIFFER ON DEFENSE
9/12/1984 D031 PRESSLER, DASCHLE HAVE BIG LEADS
9/13/1984 coil CANDIDATES EXCHANGE CHARGES IN CAMPAIGN
9/13/1984 C031 DASCHLE INTRODUCES LEGISLATION TO HELP INDIANS
9/14/1984 C031 CALLS FOR RESTRICTIONS ON PORK IMPORTS
9/16/1984 C061 INCUMBENTS DESTINED TO WIN
9/27/1984 coil AG DEPARTMENT VIOLATING THE LAW
9/28/1984 DOll GOP CHARGES DEMOCRATS WITH MISUSING MONEY
10/02/1984 B015 DASCHLE SEEKS SUIT AGAINST AG OFFICE
10/03/1984 D031 CRITICIZES DASCHLE FOR ANTI-CRIME VOTE
10/04/1984 coil CANDIDATES REVEAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
10/06/1984 C032 POLITICAL VINDICTIVENESS CONCERNS DASCHLE
10/09/1984 B021 WRITER TWISTED STORY (L)
10/10/1984 D031 DASCHLE, BELL DISAGREE ON SPENDING
10/1171984 €031 OFFER-SOLUTlONSvTO;REDUCE FEDERAL DEFICIT
10/12/1984 C031 DASCHLE CRITICIZES BELL'S COMMENT
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10/12/1984 CG41 BLOCKING OF REA FUND BILL DISAPPOINTING
10/13/1984 C032 DASCHLE SAYS BELL PLAN EXTREME
10/16/1984 B035 DASCHLE REPORTS $294,000 CAMPAIGN SPENDING
10/18/1984 C031 AGREE ON ROLE OF GOVT IN EDUCATION
10/19/1984 C032 BELL, DASCHLE--FARMER NEEDS HELP
10/19/1984 C051 FAITH, POLITICS AFFECT DECISIONS
10/21/1984 coil *RACE FOR THE HOUSE
10/24/1984 DOll BELL, DASCHLE CLASH OVER VOTING RECORDS
10/25/1984 C031 FUTURE POTENTIAL VOTERS QUIZ
10/26/1984 C031 DASCHLE, BELL WILL DEBATE ON TELEVISION
10/26/1984 C031 DEMONSTRATORS CRITICIZE DASCHLE ON ABORTION
10/28/1984 coil DASCHLE, BELL PLAN FINAL MEDIA BLITZ
10/28/1984 C051 DASCHLE BID THE TOUGHEST, PROFESSOR SAYS
10/29/1984 BOll NUCLEAR GROUP ENDORSE DASCHLE
10/29/1984 B025 DASCHLE COVERING RECORD CD
11/01/1984 C021 SHOULD RE-ELECT TOM DASCHLE (ED)
11/01/1984 C061 BELL ACCUSES DASCHLE OF LYING
11/02/1984 C014 DASCHLE FAILS TO WIN ENDORSEMENT
11/07/1984 A073 3CDASCHLE TRIUMPHS IN TIGHT RACE
11/11/1984 C041 DASCHLE TO LEAD FARM FORUM AT MEETING
11/13/1984 B021 POSITION CONFLICTS WITH RECORD CD
11/15/1984 C016 DASCHLE--DEBT HURTS FARMERS
11/21/1984 D032 DEMS TO CELEBRATE DASCHLE'S VICTORY
11/22/1984 D031 DASCHLE--REAGAN PLAYING POWER POLITICS
12/01/1984 coil KEQUITY IN FARM PROGRAMS
12/01/1984 C015 SOME DEDUCTIONS MUST STAY
12/09/1984 C031 XFERRARO WILL KEEP A PLEDGE TO DASCHLE
12/10/1984 BOll DASCHLE RE-ELECTED TO STEERING S POLICY
'12/13/1984 con DASCHLE BACKS HIGH COURT'S REVIEW
12/21/1984 con DASCHLE'S ISRAEL TRIP TO FOCUS ON FARMING
12/21/1984 C012 ^DASCHLE WANTS CHANGE IN ALCOHOL PROGRAMS
12/23/1984 C041 DASCHLE PLANS FARM CREDIT BILL
12/28/1984 C031 DASCHLE OPPOSES RECLAMATION MERGER
1/08/1985 C015 DASCHLE GAVE SUPPORT FOR CHAIRMAN TO ASPIN
1/16/1985 C041 DASCHLE--ECONOMY IS ISRAEL'S MAIN WORRY
1/23/1985 C041 DASCHLE BILL DEALS WITH INDIAN YOUTH
1/24/1985 C041 DASCHLE INVITES LAWMAKERS TO WASHINGTON
1/24/1985 C041 DASCHLE INTRODUCES WATER PROJECTS MEASURE
1/29/1985 B043 DASCHLE MEETS WITH FARM GROUP LEADERS
2/07/1985 C021 DASCHLE PLANS EMERGENCY AGRICULTURE SESSION
2/08/1985 C015 OUTLOOK FOR FARM CREDIT BILL IS BRIGHT
2/08/1985 C021 DASCHLE TO HAVE FARM EMERGENCY MEETINGS
2/09/1985 A021 DASCHLE SEES QUICK FARM BILL ACTION
2/10/1985 Alll *THE 1986 SENATE RACE A CLASIC
2/13/1985 A061 5CSD LEADERS ATTACK FEDERAL POLICIES
2/15/1985 C036 DASCHLE--STOCKMAN'S FARM PREDICTION WRONG
2/17/1985 con XREAGAN'S POLICY STINKS
2/17/1985 C061 POSITION MAY LEAD HIM TO 5TH TERM
2/20/1985 C021 DASCHLE ASKS REAGAN TO TALK TO LAWMAKERS
2/23/1985 C022 FARM BILL CONTRACT FOR DISASTER
2/27/1985 A104 WE NEED ACTION, NOT WORDS (L)
3/01/1985 C013 DASCHLE DEFENDS FARM BILL
3/07/1985 A013 XDASCHLE VOWS TO KEEP FIGHTING FOR AID
3/12/1985 B015 DASCHLE WANTS TO BLOCK MX
3/12/1985 B021 DASCHLE SAYS USER FEES AT PARKS POSSIBLE
3/12/1985 B024 DASCHLE'S BILL TO EXTEND SIGN-UP
3/22/1985 C031 DASCHLE URGES DOLE TO HURRY ON FARM LOANS
3/26/1985 B022 DASCHLE THINKS MX VOTE WILL PASS
3/27/1985 A024 ^PASSAGE OF MX MISSILE BILL BI-PARTISAN STUPIDITY
3/27/1985 A102 3€AG, LIKE MX MISSILE, IS DEFENSE ISSUE
3/30/1985 C015 DASCHLE--IMPOSE TAX ON HOGS
4/02/1985 AOll ^DASCHLES TRAVEL BY THUMBS
4/02/1985 BOll DASCHLE WORKING ON PAY-RAISE LEGISLATION
4/05/1985 coll 3CV0W TO FIGHT ELIMINATION OF REA
4/09/1985 A105 COSTLY PROGRAMS DON'T DIE (L)
4/09/1985 B022 DASCHLE BLASTS FEDERAL REGULATIONS
4/10/1985 B015 DASCHLE--USER FEE IS A TAX
4/12/1985 A021 TO HELP DRAMATIZE FARMERS' PLIGHT
4/13/1985 C014 DASCHLE--PUSH FOR REGENTS INVESTIGATION
4/28/1985 C041 DASCHLE RESISTS LONGER DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME
5/01/1985 B012 FARM CREDITORS--DASCHLE PLAN A FARCE
5/05/1985 C091 DASCHLE COSPONSORS BILL RAISING SPEED LIMIT
5/11/1985 AlOl DASCHLE HELPS PARTY STEAL SEAT IN HOUSE (L)
5/11/1985 A103 SPENDING FREEZE IS ONLY ANSWER
5/16/1985 C013 COST OF WINNING ELECTIONS
5/22/1985 A012,KFREE RIDES PART OF LAWMAKERS' JOB
'5/257T985^ A105 ELECTION'RECOUNT WAS FAIR CD
5/28/1985 C012 ^VIETNAM VETERANS STILL NEED HELP
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6/01/1985 AlOl DASCHLE DISPLAYS TROUBLING HYPOCRISY (L)
6/05/1985 coil 56FARMERS MAY BEGIN SUIT AGAINST BLOCK
6/09/1985 A091 *POLLS MAP OUT POSSIBILITIES FOR 1986 SENATE RACE
6/10/1985 B015 DASCHLE PLANS HOUSE SPEECHES ON FARM CRISIS
6/10/1985 B021 DASCHLE BILL TARGETS FAMILY FARMS FOR HELP
6/11/1985 C035 DASCHLE CALLS ON BLOCK TO MAKE PAYMENTS
6/19/1985 A102 2 OFFICIALS SHOW THEY CARE CD
6/20/1985 A012 KGROUP CLAIMS DASCHLE MILKS DAIRY CO-OPS
6/23/1985 coil DASCHLE PROMISES TO FIGHT RIVER WATER CHARGES
6/2A/1985 C021 DASCHLE CRITICIZES FOREIGN FARM SUBSIDY PLANS
6/28/1985 C021 DASCHLE BILL WOULD BAN IMPORT OF TREATED MEAT
7/01/1985 A021 DASCHLE, ABDNOR LOOK TO FUTURE
7/02/1985 C015 DASCHLE--PROBE VA WARD CLOSING
7/06/1985 A102 DASCHLE FAILING IN DUTIES CD
7/08/1985 B021 DASCHLE BACKS BUDGET TO CUT DEFICIT $75 MILLION
7/12/1985 A103 DASCHLE DOING FINE JOB CD
7/15/1985 BOll DASCHLE VOWS TO SEEK AID FOR DROUGHT VICTIMS
7/17/1985 A104 DASCHLE REPRESENTS SD WELL CD
7/17/1985 C021 DASCHLE, COEHLO TO HEAR SD FARM PROBLEMS
7/18/1985 COAA DASCHLE, BLOCK DISCUSS DROUGHT
7/22/1985 BOll XFERRARO TO VISIT SD FOR DASCHLE
7/2A/1985 B031 HOUSE PASSES VETERANS JOBS BILL
7/27/1985 coil *HOUSE MEMBERS WRESTLE WITH FARM BILL
8/01/1985 C031 DASCHLE TO SPEAK TO LIVESTOCK CRISIS GROUP
8/02/1985 C031 TAIWANESE TRADE DELEGATION MAY VISIT STATE
8/03/1985 A012 DASCHLE, JANKLOW AIR BEEFS
8/06/1985 BOll *PARTY COULD OFFER HIM SENATE AG POST
8/20/1985 coil DASCHLE BLASTS TRADE DEFICIT
8/26/1985 A063 OPPORTUNITIES HAVE POLITICIANS SCRAMBLING CYEAGER)
I 8/26/1985 C013 DASCHLE ISSUES DROUGHT CHALLENGE TO BLOCK
8/30/1985 B053 CONSIDERING RUNNING FOR THE SENATE
8/31/1985 A102 DASCHLE'S WRONG PRIORITIES CD
9/02/1985 C03A FARM CRISIS OVERSHADOWS ALL ELSE
9/05/1985 A081 DASCHLE HAS THE RIGHT IDEA CD
9/07/1985 coil DASCHLE ONLY POLITICIAN TO OFFER HELP
9/07/1985 COIA 5CFERRAR0 STUMPS FOR DASCHLE
9/17/1985 A063 DASCHLE OWES VOTERS ABORTION EXPLANATION CD
9/17/1985 COAl FORMER DASCHLE WORKER TO MANAGE CAMPAIGN
9/19/1985 A061 VOTERS ARE NOT FOOLED BY FLAWED ACCUSATION CD
9/19/1985 C023 LAWMAKERS TOY WITH FARMERS
9/21/1985 coil DASCHLE CHALLENGES BLOCK
9/2A/1985 COAl DASCHLE WANTS TO KEEP ETHANOL TAX EXEMPTION
10/02/1985 A102 DASCHLE STILL PUSHING ISSUE CD
10/03/1985 A082 DASCHLE HELPED SWING DEAL CD
10/03/1985 C013 ^REACTION MIXED ON MORATORIUM
10/09/1985 BOll NAMES NEW DIRECTOR FOR STATE OFFICE
10/09/1985 B03I AIDE SAYS HE'S BEEN ASKED TO RUN FOR HOUSE
10/10/1985 A081 PRAISE FOR DASCHLE IN WHEAT DEAL CD
10/13/1985 E013 ^LAWMAKERS STAY DOWN ON THE FARM BILL
10/31/1985 e021 REAGAN SETS FARM POLICY COST TOO LOW
11/06/1985 BOll MASS. SEN TO SPEAK AT DASCHLE FUND-RAISER
11/10/1985 BOll 5CSENATE STARS SHINE FOR CONGRESSMEN
11/12/1985 B015 DASCHLE DENIES LABOR-VOTE CHARGES
11/21/1985 coil 5fSENATE BILL WOULD HURT FARMERS
11/23/1985 COIA DASCHLE MOVE SHOWS SENATE INTEREST
11/28/1985 A165 DASCHLE SHOULD GO FOR IT CD
11/30/1985 coil DASCHLE PUSHES FOR LOAN TO MARION CO-OP
12/06/1985 A013 *DASCHLE DEFENDS VOTE ABSENCE
12/09/1985 A061 KMUST KEEP PRIORITIES IN PERSPECTIVE CED)
12/11/1985 A102 VISIT A TRIBUTE TO DASCHLE CD
12/1A/1985 A085 DASCHLE TAKES NOBLE STAND CD
12/15/1985 A121 DASCHLE FALLS SHORT CARRYING OUT HIS DUTY CD
12/15/1985 A121 ARGUS UNFAIR TO DASCHLE CD
12/16/1985 A065 ARGUS OVERPLAYED VOTE STORY CD
12/17/1985 AOIA $55,000 ON MAIL EVERY 3 MONTHS
12/17/1985 C021 DASCHLE CALLS FARM BILL COMPROMISE A TURKEY
12/18/1985 AlOl CONGRESS DELEGATION FALLS SHORT IN MAIL DUTY CED)
12/18/1985 A102 DASCHLE'S ABSENCE APPALLING CD
12/18/1985 BOIA LAWMAKERS ARE SPLIT ON FARM BILL
12/20/1985 A085 DASCHLE DESERVES CREDIT CD
12/21/1985 C021 DASCHLE SAYS CHECKS ARE IN THE MAIL
12/22/1985 A102 VOTE ABSENCE WAS MISTAKE CD
12/27/1985 A061 APPROVES DEFICIT-REDUCTION BILL WITH TEETH
12/28/1985 C015 DASCHLE ANNOUNCES NAVAL ACADEMY NOMINEES
12/29/1985 A065 DASCHLE SHOULD STEP UP CD
12/29/1985 C061 DASCHLE ASKS FOR EXPANSION OF MORATORIUM
l?2/30/1985 C0I5 CAN'T WAIT FORfDASCHLE'S DECISION
1/03/1986 A105 DASCHLE DOESN'T BACK DOWN CD
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1/03/1986 CG15 DASCHLE, IOWA LAWMAKER TO UNVEIL FARM PLAN
1/06/1986 A081 DASCHLE AIDS FARMERS - ABDNOR HELPS FAT CATS CD
1/08/1986 C013 KTO STAVE OFF FARM CRISIS
1/11/1986 A083 SPEED UP LOAN PROCESSING CD
1/13/1986 A084 DASCHLE EFFORTS APPRECIATED CD
1/21/1986 A081 DASCHLE STEPS OUT OF LINE CD
1/22/1986 A081 DASCHLE ISN'T ANONYMOUS CD
1/26/1986 B021 FARM CRISIS GET WORSE, DASCHLE SAYS
1/30/1986 AOIA KNATlON MAY TUNE IN TO FARM FAMILY
1/30/1986 A022 AGENCY STALLING ON FARM BILL
1/30/1986 BOll LAWMAKERS DON'T LIKE CHOICE OF LYNG
2/01/1986 con JANKLOW, DASCHLE TRADE JABS
2/02/1986 D021 DASCHLE BLASTS BLOCK ON EMERGENCY FEED PLAN
2/02/1986 D031 AG LOANS STALLED--DASCHLE
2/05/1986 A061 3CDASCHLE KNOCKS REAGAN'S ROSY PICTURE
2/06/1986 A015 ^PROPOSED '87 BUDGET ANGERS LEGISLATORS
2/06/1986 A061 DASCHLE WRONG, STATE DIDN'T WIN CED)
2/06/1986 C021 DASCHLE CAMPAIGN SPENT $A51,648 IN 1985
2/10/1986 B015 KDASCHLE DISPUTES GLOOMY FORECAST FOR BUDGET LAW
2/12/1986 A08'i DASCHLE SHINES THROUGH CD
2/13/1986 A063 DASCHLE, DEMOCRATS TO BLAME FOR PROBLEMS CD
2/13/1986 A063 DASCHLE'S SPEECH REFRESHING CD
2/14/1986 BOll ^LIFETIME VALENTINES
2/14/1986 C021 DASCHLE TO DISCUSS B-1 BOMBER INSTALLATION
2/15/1986 C021 DASCHLE WARNS FARMERS ABOUT SELL-OUT LETTER
2/16/1986 A122 CRITICISM OF DASCHLE UNFAIR CD
2/23/1986 A084 AREA CONGRESSMEN LEAD WAY
2/27/1986 A104 WE NEED ACTION, NOT WORDS CD
,3/07/1.986 A012 KDASCHLE TUNES IN TO SENATE CAMPAIGN
3/07/1986 con KREPUBLICATION ADS CRITICIZE DASCHLE
3/08/1986 C051 DASCHLE WANTS SENATE AGRICULTURE PANEL SEAT
3/11/1986 B014 DASCHLE SAYS PROBE INDICATES GAS PRICE-FIXING
3/16/1986 A013 *BATTLE OF TITANS
3/22/1986 C033 INDIAN SCHOOL TO STAY OPEN
3/23/1986 con FARMERS RALLY FOR RURAL ELECTRICITY
3/29/1986 A105 DASCHLE VOTE QUESTIONABLE CD
3/30/1986 C022 DASCHLE SEEKS EVICTION EXTENSION
4/02/1986 B031 *DASCHLE TO INVITE DEBATES
4/03/1986 A065 DASCHLE WRONGLY CRITICIZED CD
4/03/1986 con LAWMAKERS URGE GOVERNMENT TO BUY BEEF
4/03/1986 C021 DASCHLE GETS CALLS FOR GASOLINE INVESTIGATION
4/04/1986 A033 6 LAWMAKERS TAKE SOLO STATUS ROLES
4/17/1986 con DASCHLE OUTSPENDS ABDNOR, JANKLOW 2-TO-l
4/18/1986 C021 DASCHLE TO SPEAK TO DEMOCRATS IN BROOKINGS
4/20/1986 C021 DASCHLE TO SPEAK TO SD DISABLED VETERANS
4/21/1986 con DASCHLE TO SPEAK TO DISABLED VETERANS GROUP
4/22/1986 A081 DASCHLE TAKES RIGHT POSITION CD
4/22/1986 A081 SPORTSMEN THANK DASCHLE CD
4/23/1986 B015 DASCHLE FOR JOINT MEETING WITH LYNG
4/24/1986 B033 DASCHLE CAMPAIGN FILES INCOMPLETE REPORT
4/25/1986 con DASCHLE TO HOLD FORUM FOR VETERANS IN MAY
4/26/1986 C015 DASCHLE LIED ABOUT MEETING, JANKLOW SAYS
4/26/1986 C015 ABDNOR HITS DASCHLE LETTER
4/27/1986 C041 DASCHLE'S WISH IS PARTY'S COMMAND
5/01/1986 C012 BIDEN TO CAMPAIGN FOR DASCHLE
5/03/1986 C021 EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ENDORSES DASCHLE
5/04/1986 C015 CONTRIBUTORS KEEP DASCHLE'S COFFERS FILLED
5/08/1986 con DASCHLE COMPAIGNER SAYS STORY MISLEADING
5/12/1986 A061 DASCHLE OUT OF LINE ON GASOLINE
5/12/1986 C021 DASCHLE SEES SIGN OF COOPERATION
5/13/1986 A052 DASCHLE REPAYS LABOR UNIONS CD
5/13/1986 D021 POLL GIVES DASCHLE LEAD
5/14/1986 A085 CAMPAIGN CHARGES OFF BASE CD
5/18/1986 A084 DASCHLE'S CHARGES OFF BASE CD
5/25/1986 C051 DASCHLE TO SPONSOR BUSINESS CONFERENCE
5/27/1986 D014 DASCHLE OUTSPENDS REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES
5/28/1986 A082 CONCERNS NOT WARRANTED CD
5/29/1986 C031 DASCHLE--FMHA IS HOLDING BACK MONEY LOAN
6/04/1986 A064 *DASCHLE EXPECTS TOUGH RACE
6/07/1986 con OFFICE TO CHECK FEED PROGRAM--DASCHLE
6/12/1986 C021 ABDNOR, DASCHLE TO SPEAK JUNE 22 IN HURON
6/13/1986 con DASCHLE BILL SEEKS MONEY FOR FARM LOANS
6/14/1986 C021 ABDNOR, DASCHLE TO APPEAR AT HURON FORUM
6/17/1986 C031 DASCHLE WANTS OUTSIDE SPENDING DISCOURAGED
6/20/1986 C021 DASCHLE--CRED1T SYSTEM NOT AIDING FARMERS
6/22/1986 C031 *PR0XM1RE FOR CUTTING COSTS OF CAMPAIGNS
"6723/1986 -8034 DASCHLE /-^ABDNOR DEBATE- FARM PROBLEM
6/25/1986 B033 HOUSE BILL HAS MONEY FOR SD--DASCHLE
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6/27/1986 A012 KDASCHLE, ABDNOR CLASH OVER ADS
7/01/1986 C021 TAX WATCHDOGS RATE DASCHLE, ABDNOR AVERAGE
7/02/1986 BG25 DEMOCRATS COULD WIN BIG--DASCHLE
7/03/1986 C021 KABDNOR, DASCHLE URGE TO CUT COSTS
7/05/1986 C021 HARKIN TO CAMPAIGN IN STATE FOR DASCHLE
7/09/1986 BOIA IOWA'S SEN HARKIN STUMPS FOR DASCHLE
7/12/1986 A083 ^DASCHLE CONFUSING ON RIGHT TO WORK
7/13/1986 A012 *FARM ISSUES CULTIVATE SENATE CAMPAIGN DIFFERENCES
7/13/1986 A082 DASCHLE FOR RURAL JOB GROWTH (L)
7/1A/1986 A062 DASCHLE BETTER FOR FARMERS (L)
7/16/1986 A081 RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS RESTRICT CHOICE (L)
7/16/1986 A082 WORKERS EXPLOITED BY LAW (L)
7/18/1986 A085 WRITER RIGHT ABOUT DASCHLE
7/18/1986 C015 DASCHLE--DROP ADS FOR DEBATES
7/19/1986 A081 VOTERS DESERVE SERIES OF REAL DEBATES CED)
7/19/1986 C013 J6SPENDING REPORTS DETAIL RACES
7/19/1986 C021 ESTATE CAMPAIGNS DRAW BIG GUNS
7/22/1986 A081 CANDIDATES TO PLOW NEW GROUND
7/23/1986 A081 ASSAULT ON RIGHT-TO-WORK LAW (L)
7/23/1986 BOll CANDIDATES MAKE WAVES OVER WATER PROJECT
7/23/1986 BOll ROSTENKOWSKI TO STUMP FOR DASCHLE
7/2A/1986 A016 JANKLOW--DASCHLE EXPLOITING FARMERS
7/2A/1986 C015 ROSTENKOWSKI TO APPEAR WITH DASCHLE IN 3 CITIES
7/26/1986 A083 SENATE CANDIDATES REPRESENT OLD AND NEW (L)
7/27/1986 CQll DASCHLE ASKS VA FOR REPORT
7/29/1986 C013 DASCHLE--DOLE QUOTE CONTRADICTORY
7/29/1986 C021 LAWMAKERS WANT TO PROBE VA RESULTS
47/31/1986 C015 ABDNOR, DASCHLE SQUARE OFF
8/01/1986 A081 FARM DIFFERENCES NEED AIRING IN *86 CAMPAIGN (ED)
8/01/1986 COIA KFOREIGN POLICY TAKES CENTER STAGE IN SD
8/03/1986 A091 CANDIDATES WILL NOT RUN PAUPER'S RACE
8/07/1986 C013 ROSTENKOWSKI TO STUMP FOR DASCHLE THIS WEEK
8/07/1986 C023 DASCHLE WITHDRAWS PROPOSAL
8/09/1986 C015 GASOLINE PRICES RISE; DASCHLE CALLS FOR PROBE
8/10/1986 A103 ABDNOR & DASCHLE ARE LIKE APPLES, ORANGES (L)
8/10/1986 A105 DASCHLE'S ADS WEARING THIN (L)
8/10/1986 C013 ^LAWMAKER PREDICTS TAX BREAKTHROUGH
8/11/1986 C015 3fP0LLS, CANDIDATES DISAGREE ABOUT SENATE RACE
8/15/1986 coil ABDNOR MISQUOTED, CAMPAIGN AIDE SAYS
8/15/1986 C012 DASCHLE--FARMERS FAVOR PRODUCTION COSTS
8/15/1986 C015 3€SENATE DEBATES DEBATED
8/17/1986 C013 TEXAS OFFICIAL TO STUMP FOR DASCHLE
8/19/1986 coil 3€DASCHLE, ABDNOR INTENSIFY FARM RHETORIC
8/20/1986 B021 DASCHLE AND ABDNOR NEED MONEY
8/2A/1986 Alll ABDNOR 8 DASCHLE SHOULD END AD WAR
8/28/1986 coil ABDNOR, DASCHLE DEBATE TALKS BREAK OFF
8/29/1986 A081 TIME TO QUIT DEBATING DEBATES (ED)
8/30/1986 C013 ABDNOR, DASCHLE STILL CAN'T AGREE ON FORUMS
i:9/01/1986 A012 XDASCHLE ADDS PEPPER TO RACE
9/05/1986 A012 ABDNOR OK'S DEBATE
9/06/1986 coil SUBCOMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE FARM LOAN MOVE
9/07/1986 AOIA ^STREISAND SINGS FOR DASCHLE, OTHERS
9/08/1986 A061 ROB VOTERS OF SERIOUS ISSUE TALK (ED)
9/11/1986 COIA DASCHLE BILL WOULD GIVE BANKS RATE LEEWAY
9/11/1986 C021 ABDNOR, DASCHLE DEBATE SET FOR 3 TV STATIONS
9/12/1986 A015 *HOUSE OK'S DEATH PENALTY FOR DEALERS
9/15/1986 A081 DASCHLE NO POOR DEMOCRAT (L)
9/15/1986 A08A DASCHLE INSULTS VETERANS (L)
9/15/1986 A085 FREE MAIL RAISES QUESTIONS (L)
9/21/1986 coil FMHA CHANGING COLLECTION POLICY
9/22/1986 A061 DASCHLE IN WRONG COMPANY
9/2A/1986 A021 DASCHLE, ABDNOR PITCH BILLS
9/24/1986 A082 DASCHLE HAS HAD CHANCE (L)
9/24/1986 A083 HE WON'T LET THEM FORGET (L)
9/24/1986 AD83 DASCHLE DESERVES HONOR (L)
9/25/1986 BOll DASCHLE AIDES ASSAIL ABDNOR AD
9/26/1986 A013 HOUSE OK'S TAX REFORM
9/27/1986 C025 'VILLAGE VOICE' ADDS DASCHLE TO LIST OF LIBERALS
9/28/1986 coil *ARIZ LAWMAKER AIDS DASCHLE CAUSE
9/28/1986 C015 ABDNOR ADS ADD SPARKS TO CAMPAIGN
10/05/1986 A012 ABDNOR ADS MISLEAD VOTERS
10/05/1986 AlOl THE WRONG STAND ON TAX REFORM BILL
10/05/1986 A103 *LAW FAILS 2 BASIC TESTS OF FAIRNESS
10/05/1986 DOll 36SENATE RACE PITS WORKER AGAINST FIGHTER
10/07/1986 A064 MAIL PRIVILEGE MISUSED (L)
10708/1986'A08136ABDNOR'S CAMPAIGN TAKES A STRANGE TURN (ED)
10/08/1986 A085 COMMITTEE QUESTIONABLE (L)
10/08/1986 B021 DASCHLE CALLS FOR APPROVAL OF TRADE DEFICIT BILL
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10/10/1986 A082 SD LOSES CLOUT IF DASCHLE WINS (LD
10/10/1986 A083 DASCHLE'S CANAL VOTE TELLING
10/10/1986 C016 WASHINGTON IS DEBATE SITE
10/12/1986 A015 CONGRESS KEEPS CANDIDATES ON THE SIDELINES
10/12/1986 A093 DASCHLE GAVE CANAL AWAY (L)
10/12/1986 A09A ACTION ONLY THING THAT COUNTS (L)
iO/12/1986 A09A ELECT A BUSINESSMAN, FARMER (L)
10/12/1986 A095 DASCHLE'S PLAN NOT SO SIMPLE CD
10/12/1986 A095 DASCHLE HAS FAILED MISERABLY CD
10/15/1986 AOll ABDNOR, DASCHLE DEBATE AIRS TODAY
10/15/1986 A102 DASCHLE BEATS BIG SPENDERS CD
10/16/1986 A012 KSPARKS FLY IN SENATE DEBATE
10/16/1986 A021 VIEWERS SAY DEBATE ENDED IN DRAW
10/16/1986 C012 FEC REPORTS ABDNOR CASH TOPS DASCHLE'S
10/17/1986 A081 EDGE GOES TO ABDNOR IN FIRST DEBATE CED)
10/17/1986 con POLL--ABDNOR LEADS DASCHLE
10/17/1986 C012 SESSION PUTS DASCHLE, ABDNOR DEBATE IN PERIL
10/18/1986 AOll DASCHLE-ABDNOR DEBATE POSSIBLE
10/19/1986 A012 *DASCHLE, ABDNOR DISPUTE NEW ISSUES
10/21/1986 A015 DASCHLE DISPUTES 37 ABDNOR VOTES
10/22/1986 A083 TRIP TO WASHINGTON WASN'T FOR DASCHLE BILL CD
10/22/1986 A084 GLAD WHEN ELECTION IS OVER CD
10/23/1986 COIA LAWMAKER--DASCHLE ADS DISTORT DC TRIP
10/24/1986 C041 JANKLOW ATTACKS DASCHLE HIGHWAY VOTE
10/24/1986 C041 DASCHLE, ABDNOR CONTINUE RECORD SPENDING PACE
10/25/1986 AlOl DASCHLE COMMERCIALS CAMPAIGN MISLEADING CD
10/25/1986 AlOl FONDA MAKES VOTERS UNEASY CD
10/26/1986 AOll ^CAMPAIGN SOURS SMALL TOWN
10/27/1986 A063 DASCHLE DOESN'T FOOL VOTERS CD
I0/27/T986 A064 DASCHLE UNDERSTATES CRISIS CD
10/28/1986 A102 DASCHLE FIGHTS FOR VETERANS CD
10/28/1986 C014 SPOKESMAN FOR DASCHLE DEFENDS HIGHWAY VOTE
10/30/1986 A083 JANKLOW COMPLAINT IS IRONIC CD
11/01/1986 A124 DASCHLE'S GIMMICKS UNFAIR CD
11/02/1986 A041 3CSENATE CANDIDATES SQUARE OFF ON ISSUES
11/02/1986 A081 3CSCALE TIPS IN DASCHLE'S FAVOR CED)
11/02/1986 DOll 5CSENATE RACE Q S A
11/05/1986 AOll 5€DASCHLE BEATS ABDNOR
11/05/1986 A014 DASCHLE'S WIN SENDS MESSAGE TO REAGAN
11/06/1986 A081 *DASCHLE, JOHNSON HAVE BIG JOBS CED)
11/07/1986 A015 DASCHLE CAN'T BEEF ABOUT FONDA'S GIFT
11/09/1986 A012 ^DASCHLE'S BACK ROOM MAN
11/09/1986 A016 DASCHLE PLEDGES CHANGE
11/16/1986 C031 DASCHLE SET TO EXPAND CONSTITUENT SERVICES
11/21/1986 A015 DASCHLE LANDS SEAT ON FARM COMMITTEE
11/22/1986 con DASCHLE GETS ON INDIAN PANEL
11/23/1986 Alls CANDIDATES OWE APOLOGIES CD
11/30/1986 A093 DASCHLE TWISTED THE FACTS CD
12/04/1986 C023 DASCHLE SEES CHANGE COMING FOR FARM BILL
l'2/05/1986' A012 ^SENATOR OF ATTENTION
12/05/1986 C016 *DASCHLE--DON'T USE IRAN CRISIS
12/10/1986 B023 *ABDNOR-DASCHLE RACE SETS NEW RECORD
12/11/1986 C021 DASCHLE CALLS FOR CHANGE IN CREDIT SYSTEM
12/12/1986 C021 DASCHLE ASKS SERVICE TO BUY FLOODED LAND
12/14/1986 A091 DASCHLE DEMONSTRATES HIS POLITICAL SAVVY
12/14/1986 EOll DASCHLE CLAIMS WIN FOR ETHANOL
12/15/1986 C021 DASCHLE CLAIMS VICTORY ON ETHANOL AD ISSUE
12/17/1986 B021 DASCHLE CRITICIZES FEDERAL PAY RAISE PROPOSAL
12/20/1986 C016 DASCHLE--DEAL HURTS CONTRA AID
12/22/1986 BOll DASCHLE--PRICE MEETING DELAYED
1/01/1987 B031 *KEY ISSUES FROM CLASSROOMS TO QUARRIES
1/06/1987 C025 DASCHLE MOVES INTO SENATE OFFICE
1/07/1987 A015 JfDASCHLE, JOHNSON CELEBRATE
1/09/1987 A021 DASCHLE BACKS WORKFARE
1/11/1987 Alll DASCHLE REAPS REWARDS OF ELECTION
1/11/1987 C021 DASCHLE NOT COMMITTED IN PRESIDENTIAL RACE
1/12/1987 A012 *DC BATTLES TAKE SHAPE
1/13/1987 A103 DASCHLE TAKES TO SENATE WAYS (L)
1/14/1987 BOll DASCHLE NAMED TO TRADE PANEL
1/14/1987 B044 DASCHLE WANTS HIGHWAY BILL PASSED
1/16/1987 con DASCHLE PICKS NAVAL NOMINEES
1/19/1987 con DASCHLE TO GET TOLL-FREE LINE
1/23/1987 A105 DASCHLE DESERVED A PARTY (L)
1/29/1987 C021 AG COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN TO VISIT GARRETSON
1/31/1987 con DASCHLE NAMED TO FARM PANELS
2/03/1987 C022 DASCHLE PLANS GAS PRICE HEARINGS
*' 2/04/1987 AO21' IN^ FAVOR' OF INCREASlNG'-'SPEED LIMIT
2/04/1987 B021 DASCHLE TO INTRODUCE OPTION TO HARKIN BILL
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2/04/1987 B022 DASCHLE AGAlNST VETERAN RELOCATION PLAN
2/05/1987 A015 3(WATER BILL NOW LAW
2/08/1987 coil DASCHLE OFFERS BUDGET MEASURE
2/10/1987 C021 DASCHLE INTRODUCES BUDGET, DEBT AMENDMENT
2/10/1987 C022 DASCHLE OPPOSES HlLLS LAND SALE
2/11/1987 A014 KAG CHAIRMAN TOURS SD
2/15/1987 A113 ^POLITICAL GIANT DASCHLE FELL ONLY ONCE
3/01/1987 A063 POLITICIANS GIVE AND TAKE ADVICE
3/01/1987 E021 DASCHLE RECEIVES VET SERVICE AWARD
3/02/1987 coil DASCHLE PROMPTS IMPORT RESEARCH
3/08/1987 coil DASCHLE BACKS SENIOR INSURANCE
3/12/1987 A015 ^DASCHLE SAYS FMHA DIRECTOR SHOULD RESIGN
3/14/1987 coil RESIGNATION OF FMHA DIRECTOR WON'T END PROBLEM
3/21/1987 coil STAFF CREATED FOR DEVELOPMENT
3/28/1987 C012 DASCHLE, JOHNSON FAILED IN FARM POLICY
3/29/1987 BOll DASCHLE PUSHES MADE-IN-AMERICA
4/01/1987 A061 *REPORT ON ETHANOL PRODUCTION OUTDATED
4/07/1987 A082 GOP CHIEF'S BARBS OFF TARGET CD
4/08/1987 coil SENATOR WILL SPEAK AT MEETING
4/09/1987 C041 DASCHLE TO MEET WITH HAYWARD NEIGHBORS
4/10/1987 coil SENATORS SUPPORT ETHANOL PROPOSAL
4/12/1987 A103 BLACK HILLS MEASURE IS NOT DEMOCRAT BILL CD
4/12/1987 coil DASCHLE TO ALTER WATER BANK PLAN
4/13/1987 C021 AMENDMENT PROVIDES AID FOR RESERVATIONS
4/26/1987 A085 DASCHLE ATTACK REBUKED (L)
5/01/1987 C023 DASCHLE TO MEET WITH HOMEOWNERS IN CITY
5/04/1987 A063 PEOPLE DON'T DESERVE MUDSLINGING CD
5/04/1987 coil DASCHLE--PR1CE FOR GRAIN TO RISE
.5/18/1987 C021 DASCHLE BLASTS FMHA POLICY ON WATER LOANS
5/19/1987 DOll DASCHLE TO SPEAK SATURDAY IN MADISON
5/20/1987 A012 ^SENATORS MAKE $52,000 FOR SPEECHES
5/26/1987 coil ^DASCHLE OFFERS RURAL BANK BILL
6/06/1987 C021 SENATORS SPLIT ON DELAYING EMPLOYER SANCTIONS
6/09/1987 C:021 DASCHLE PROMISES DRIVE TO GET ROAD REPAIRED
6/09/1987 C022 ^SENATORS SPLIT ON CAMPAIGN BILL
6/10/1987 B012 DASCHLE CRITICIZES FMHA
6/10/1987 B022 SPLIT ON WAYS TO LIMIT SPENDING
6/14/1987 C031 DASCHLE SEEKS STUDY OF SITE
6/20/1987 C042 ^SENATORS AGREE, DISAGREE ON DEFENSE
6/24/1987 A08I CEILING IS NECESSARY ON SPENDING CD
6/28/1987 DOll DASCHLE URGES HAYING ON SET-ASIDE ACRES
6/29/1987 A083 ^CAMPAIGN SPENDING'S TIME HAS COME
7/04/1987 AlOl WHY DASCHLE BACKS S.2 CD
7/10/1987 A083 POLITICAL FOX GUARDS CHICKENS
7/10/1987 A084 WRITE TO DASCHLE
7/17/1987 AD85 DASCHLE GETS RESULTS CD
7/19/1987 C016 FARM BILL TRADE PLAN DRAWS DASCHLE PRAISE
7/21/1987 C041 DASCHLE DISLIKES PARTY THREATS
7/24/1987 coil DASCHLE ACTS ON VET CENTERS
8/01/1987 A081 KBORK'S POLITICAL VIEWS RELEVANT
8/04/1987 C021 DASCHLE CO-SPONSORING NOTCH BABY PROPOSAL
8/06/1987 C021 DASCHLE ADDED TO CAMPAIGN EXPENSES IN '87
8/11/1987 C021 DASCHLE PASSES $1 MILLION IN PAC CONTRIBUTIONS
8/16/1987 C041 DASCHLE LETTER PROTESTS SALE OF FOREST LAND
8/19/1987 B022 KDASCHLE PUSHES FAIR FARM PRICE BILL
8/19/1987 B024 AIRLINE MONEY AVAILABLE DASCHLE SAYS
8/26/1987 A081 *BORK'S WATERGATE PERFORMANCE RAISES QUESTIONS
9/03/1987 coil DASCHLE MEETINGS FOCUS ON HEALTH CARE
9/04/1987 C021 DASCHLE RETURNS FROM EUROPEAN VACATION
9/09/1987 B013 *P1CKETS--DASCHLE IS PRO-ABORTION
9/15/1987 A084 DASCHLE'S PLAN FLAWED CD
9/24/1987 A012 SENATE OK'S BUDGET-BALANCING BILL
9/26/1987 C025 SENATORS DISAGREE ON BILL
9/28/1987 C021 SENATOR LEADS LAND TRANSFER FIGHT
9/30/1987 B021 TO ANNOUNCE PLANS FOR FUEL BILLS MERGER
10/03/1987 A104 DASCHLE HELPS SMALL FARMERS
10/03/1987 C014 DASCHLE TO ANNOUNCE BORK VOTE
10/04/1987 A012 DASCHLE OPPOSES BORK
10/05/1987 A015 DASCHLE TO VOTE NO ON BORK BID
10/05/1987 C041 DASCHLE CO-SPONSORS AVIATION AGENCY BILL
10/10/1987 A081 DASCHLE AGAINST WISHES OF STATE PEOPLE CD
10/12/1987 A105 DASCHLE FARM EFFORTS PRAISED CD
10/15/1987 C021 BILL ALLOWS AGENT ORANGE PAYMENTS
10/15/1987 C023 ETHANOL STUDY PLEASES DASCHLE
10/18/1987 Alll MEDIA MAY TAKE CLOSER LOOK
10/22/1987 A063 IS DASCHLE HIDING LETTERS ABOUT BORK
1111/12/1987f G023 <*VETERANS CABINET^ HAS , SUPPORT
11/14/1987 coil DASCHLE GETS WHIP POSITION
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11/15/1987 Alll DASCHLE-GEPHARDT FRIENDSHIP
11/15/1987 Alll DASCHLE FINALLY TAKES ACTION CD
11/22/1987 A081 DASCHLE FIGHTS BRADLEY BILL
11/23/1987 C024 DASCHLE TO ADDRESS TOWNSHIP OFFICERS
11/29/1987 B021 DASCHLE WARNS OF SOCIAL SECURITY SCAMS
12/08/1987 C021 TO LOOK AT RAPID CITY GAS PRICES
12/09/1987 A012 KPRESSLER VOICES LOUD TREATY DISSENT
12/18/1987 A081 5CVETS DESERVE SAME GOVERNMENT AD
12/18/1987 C012 KFARM CREDIT BAILOUT ONLY A PATCH
12/27/1987 coil DASCHLE DELAYS ENDORSEMENT
12/28/1987 B012 KFARM POLICY IN 1987 POLITICS
12/29/1987 coil KDASCHLE TO CAST VOTE IN FAVOR OF KENNEDY
1/02/1988 coil DASCHLE TO LEAD TRADE MISSION
l/OA/1988 A085 DASCHLE NEEDS GAS FACTS CD
1/08/1988 coil SPILL MAY HELP BILL, DASCHLE SAYS
1/11/1988 A083 MAINTAIN PRESSURE FOR CAMPAIGN REFORM LEGISLATION
1/2A/1988 A012 *DASCHLE, PRESSLER PUSH FOR REFORMS
2/06/1988 coil DASCHLE LEADS TRADE MISSION TO JAPAN
2/07/1988 C012 3CT0 RESEARCH TRADE CLIMATE WITH JAPAN
2/10/1988 B016 ^ENDORSEMENT EXPECTED SOON
2/16/1988 C012 *FAR EAST INTERESTED IN SD
2/16/1988 C015 ^DASCHLE WILL MAKE ENDORSEMENT IN CITY
2/18/1988 A012 KDASCHLE ENDORSES GEPHARDT
2/19/1988 A08A DASCHLE SUPPORTS ABORTION (L)
2/28/1988 A103 DASCHLE FAVORS ABORTION (L)
3/06/1988 DOll DASCHLE TO STUMP FOR HUMPHREY
3/08/1988 coil DASCHLE SPONSOR OF LICENSE BILL
3/08/1988 C012 ESTATE MUST STRESS TRADE
"3710/1988 C055 HUMPHREY RECEIVES DASCHLE'S SUPPORT
3/19/1988 C021 DASCHLE WORKS TO KEEP BUFFALO MAIL DELIVERY
4/05/1988 B061 DASCHLE TO HOLD MEETINGS THIS WEEK
4/08/1988 coil DASCHLE TO SPEAK AT LOCAL EVENTS
4/15/1988 C016 DASCHLE SELECTED FOR CONVENTION
4/18/1988 A085 DASCHLE WILL TRY AGAIN CD
4/21/1988 B054 DASCHLE TO SPEAK AT CROP WALK
4/21/1988 coil DASCHLE LEANING TOWARD DUKAKIS
4/29/1988 A102 BUDGET IS WITHIN LIMITS CD
4/30/1988 coil DASCHLE OFFERS DROUGHT AID PACKETS
5/01/1988 C012 SENATORS TO VISIT SIOUX RESERVATIONS
5/02/1988 coil SENATE APPROVES VETERANS AGREEMENT
5/21/1988 A081 36VETERANS DESERVE SAME RIGHT TO COURTS
5/24/1988 C023 DROUGHT AID DECISION EXPECTED SOON
5/28/1988 A016 PRESSLER, DASCHLE VOTE FOR ARMS PACT PASSAGE
6/11/1988 C015 BfDASCHLE RECEIVED DONATION FROM INDICTED CONTRIBUTOR
6/29/1988 B015 ^LAWMAKERS SAY RULES KEEP FARMER FROM GETTING HELP
7/09/1988 C016 DASCHLE TO SPEAK FOR DUKAKIS ABOUT AG
7/10/1988 Alll SHOULD HAVE ACCESS TO NEXT PRESIDENT
7/18/1988 A015 KDASCHLE CHOSEN TO TAP BENTSEN
;7/19/1988 AO12 KDASCHLE ROLE APPLAUDED
7/21/1988 A012 DASCHLE CALLS VP CANDIDATE A FARM ALLY
7/21/1988 A012 ^PARENTS GLIMPSE SON IN NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT
7/21/1988 A014 DASCHLE NOMINATION SPEECH
7/21/1988 A065 BUSH FACES SD TROUBLE
7/24/1988 Alll SPEECH HELPS BRIGHTEN DASCHLE'S STAR
7/26/1988 C024 DASCHLE TAKES CHECK FLIGHT TO GET LICENSE
7/31/1988 A016 DASCHLE SAYS BIGGER CHECKS ARE ON THE WAY
8/05/1988 coil DASCHLE, CHINESE OFFICIAL TO MEET
8/23/1988 A105 UNION BIG DASCHLE BACKER (L)
9/11/1988 A103 DASCHLE REMARK TRIGGERS CONFUSION
9/25/1988 C015 ^FARMERS SHOULD GET DROUGHT MONEY IN OCTOBER
10/02/1988 E0I2 *MICKELSON, DASCHLE BACK ON CAMPAIGN TRAIL
10/14/1988 C025 KBUDGET CRISIS COULD THREATEN VA CARE
10/16/1988 A131 ADS THAT WORKED FOR DASCHLE ...
10/16/1988 BOll DASCHLE TAKES PART IN SENATORS' TOUR
10/26/1988 A103 *BLACK HILLS PAYMENT PROPOSAL
10/27/1988 coil DASCHLE'S CAVE BILL GETS FINAL APPROVAL
11/04/1988 C012 KDASCHLE URGES RELEASE OF FARM FORECLOSURE LIST
11/05/1988 C015 GOP LEADER ATTACKS DASCHLE FOR FARM NOTICE
11/08/1988 C015 MANY MAKE HAY FROM FMHA FLAP
11/20/1988 A115 DASCHLE MISDIRECTS REMARKS (L)
11/23/1988 C021 DASCHLE MEETS WITH IMPRIMIS WORKERS
11/26/1988 A013 GROUP HAS LOST RESPECT--DASCHLE SAYS
11/30/1988 A014 ^DASCHLE IS ELECTED TO KEY SENATE POST
12/02/1988 C021 DASCHLE REVIVES ANTI-HUNGER PROPOSAL
12/09/1988 coil DASCHLE SEEKING BUYER FOR FIRM
12711/1988 0041 *FARMERS'i' HOPES AT. ODDS fWITH BUDGET TRENDS
12/12/1988 C012 VA ADMINISTRATOR--CRITICISM IS UNFAIR
12/23/1988 coil DASCHLE CO-CHAIRS POLICY COMMITTEE
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12/26/1988 coil
1/01/1989 EOll
l/OA/1989 C012
1/06/1989 C0l5
1/08/1989 A093
1/10/1989 C012
1/13/1989 C012
1/26/1989 coil
1/27/1989 A012
1/27/1989 C031
1/29/1989 A083
2/01/1989 coil
2/02/1989 coil
2/0A/1989 AOIA
2/04/1989 C021
2/06/1989 BOll
2/08/1989 A085
2/09/1989 C021
2/13/1989 BOll
2/15/1989 A012
2/17/1989 C016
2/24/1989 coil
2/24/1989 C012
3/06/1989 coil
3/12/1989 A094
3/17/1989 DlOl
3/18/1989 C012
3/19/1989 A012
3/22/1989 A103
'3/24/1989 A085
3/26/1989 C015
3/31/1989 AlOl
4/02/1989 C051
4/09/1989 E043
4/16/1989 A132
4/21/1989 coil
4/22/1989 coil
4/23/1989 AlOl
5/07/1989 E054
5/12/1989 coil
5/18/1989 DOll
5/18/1989 D012
5/25/1989 D012
6/08/1989 C021
6/11/1989 C051
6/16/1989 C043
7/08/1989 C016
7/09/1989 EOll
7/13/1989 coil
7/13/1989 CO12
7/13/1989 C036
7/14/1989 C016
7/18/1989 C012
7/25/1989 coil
7/30/1989 A012
8/08/1989 B061
8/09/1989 coil
8/19/1989 coil
8/26/1989 A083
8/27/1989 coil
8/27/1989 EOll
9/03/1989 A081
9/08/1989 C015
9/08/1989 C031
9/22/1989 coil
9/22/1989 C012
9/26/1989 C021
9/28/1989 coil
10/04/1989 C021
10/09/1989 BOll
10/14/1989 C041
10/15/1989 A121
10/22/1989 coil
10/22/1989 C054
11/01/1989 DOll
11/16/1989 A012
'«' l 1/17/1989; C012 i
11/18/1989 A015
USDA-DESIGNATE TO MEET DASCHLE
DASCHLE INVITES IDEAS FOR HEARING
TRADE WAR MAY FIZZLE, DASCHLE HINTS
•US NEWS' PLANS TO FOLLOW DASCHLE
RURAL SD FACES HEALTH-CARE CRISIS
DASCHLE PREDICTS RURAL HEALTH CARE WILL DECLINE
BUILD SOCIETY, NOT JUST DEFENSE--DASCHLE
DASCHLE TO MEET WITH BUSH NOMINEES
*DASCHLE'S FREE TRIP TO CALIFORNIA
DASCHLE AGAINST NEBRASKA WASTE DUMP
RECEIVE FAVORABLE RATINGS IN POLL
DASCHLE TO INTRODUCE DUMP SITE LEGISLATION
DASCHLE RECEIVES 1ST CHAIRMANSHIP
MAGAZINE RANKS PRESSLER NUMBER 2
DASCHLE CO-SPONSORS BILL ON BUDGET
DASCHLE CRITICIZES LAND SWAP PROPOSAL
DON'T BLAME DEMOCRATS (L)
DASCHLE--PUT BAD S&L MANAGERS IN JAIL
HEARING IS TODAY ON AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
56DASCHLE SAYS VA HOSPITAL IS SAFE
DASCHLE ASKS VETERANS FOR LOBBYING HELP
WATER DEPARTMENT AWARDED $345,000
KCALL FOR INDIAN PRESENCE AT WHITE HOUSE
DASCHLE--AQU1FER STUDY SET FOR HILLS
DASCHLE VOTES FOR TOBACCO (L)
DASCHLE BILL TRIES TO BOOST OAT CROP
DASCHLE WRITES AGENDA FOR DEMOCRATS
*DASCHLE ON PARTY'S PATH TO POWER
DASCHLE PROTECTS VET'S RIGHT TO SMOKE (L)
DASCHLE IGNORES DANGER (L)
LAWMAKERS FIND WASHINGTON, SD A WORLD APART
SPECIAL INTERESTS FEES CORRUPT POLITICAL SYSTEM (ED)
DASCHLE INTRODUCES STORAGE TANK BILL
DASCHLE COSPONSORS BILL BACKING ALTERNATIVE CROPS
SENATORS DISAPPOINTING (L)
SD HURT BY LACK OF CHILD CARE
DASCHLE WANTS US EXPORT PLAN RESTORED
DASCHLE, PRESSLER HIGH ON HONORARIA LISTS
DASCHLE BACKS NATIONAL SOYBEAN CHECKOFF
DASCHLE CO-SPONSORS MEDICARE LEGISLATION
DASCHLE EXPLAINS HIS SUPPORT FOR FSX
PRESSLER, DASCHLE FILE HONORARIA REPORTS
DASCHLE--C0NS1DER HOSPITAL ALTERNATIVES
DASCHLE--SPEEDUP OF STUDY AFFECTING MINE
DASCHLE SEEKS BENEFITS FOR HERBICIDE VICTIMS
KFUEL PLAN TO BOOST CORN PRICES
DASCHLE CALLS BUSH 'SEQUEL TO REAGAN'
DASCHLE HANDS OUT AWARDS AT CITIBANK
DASCHLE SEEKS DUMP SITE MEETING
DASCHLE QUESTIONS EPA, LAW FIRM TIES
PRESSLER GOES TO 10 COUNTRIES ON TAXPAYERS
KEPA OFFICIAL PLAYS DOWN TIES TO FIRM
KEPA TO RECONSIDER SPILL LABEL
DASCHLE INTRODUCES BILL ON RURAL HEALTH
^SENATORS FIGHT HEAT OF 'POTOMAC FEVER'
DASCHLE PRAISES TOSHIBA EFFORTS
MADISON NATIVE JOINS DASCHLE'S STAFF
DASCHLE SCHEDULES 5 DAYS OF MEETINGS
*T0 REVERSE DECADE OF NEGLECT IN RURAL AMERICA
DASCHLE TO HOLD 5 MEETINGS THIS WEEK
CONSUMERS WANT US-GROWN FOOD
SENATE RACE--STRONG IMPACT ON DASCHLE
XDASCHLE EXPECTING CYANIDE RULING SOON
DASCHLE BLASTS BUSH ON APPOINTMENTS
DASCHLE OPPOSES NEW RADAR'S LOCATION
REVIEW OF EPA'S HANDLING OF SPILL
DASCHLE TO DISCUSS MEDICARE
DASCHLE TO MEET WITH SENIOR CITIZENS
TRIBE WANTS SETTLEMENT OVER DAM
DASCHLE SETS CONTEST TO ANSWER ATLAS SNUB
DASCHLE WANTS TAIWAN TO LIFT BAN ON BEEF
COMPANY DESERVES TO BE TWEAKED A LITTLE (ED)
DASCHLE EXPANDS PHOTO PROMOTION
DASCHLE, FIRM CLASH ON DUMP
DASCHLE ANNOUNCES CHANGES IN STAFF
3€VA HOSPITAL TURNS AWAY DYING PATIENTS
DASCHLE WANTS INDIAN SERVICES PROBE
SENATORS RESIST BIG PAY RAISE
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11/20/1989 AlGl VA DISPUTE UNDERSCORES REALITY (ED)
11/23/1989 C012 3€DASCHLE CALLS FOR VA HOSPITAL MEETING
11/2A/1989 C012 CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO SHARE SALARY INCREASE
11/26/1989 Alll KDASCHLE IN VOTING FOR PAY INCREASE
11/29/1989 A012 5CVA MISMANAGED, DASCHLE SAYS
11/29/1989 con DASCHLE TO SPEAK AT CANTON CENTER
11/29/1989 D012 EUROPE UNREST MAY BOOST GRAIN PRICES
12/03/1989 E016 ^DELEGATES PREDICT INCREASED ROLE FOR ELLSWORTH
12/0A/1989 B012 DASCHLE WANTS CARE FOR MORE VETERANS
12/06/1989 A021 DASCHLE NOT FACING UP TO REALITY (ED)
12/08/1989 con DASCHLE WILL HOST OPEN-DOOR MEETING
12/09/1989 A083 DASCHLE VOTES DISAPPOINTING (L)
12/10/1989 A081 DASCHLE'S SUPPORT OF MICKELSON
12/10/1989 EOAA DASCHLE, JOHNSON WANT CLARIFICATIONS ON EASEMENTS
12/12/1989 A012 *SAMUELSON ASSESSING TOLL OF DASCHLE REMARK
12/12/1989 B061 DASCHLE TO DISCUSS EASEMENTS, LOANS
12/12/1989 con DASCHLE CALLS MINE PROPOSAL BIG ISSUE
12/1^/1989 A08'i DASCHLE VOTE OFFENSIVE (L)
12/17/1989 EOiiS DASCHLE WILL CAMPAIGN FOR HIM
12/18/1989 A083 36PROV1D1NG VETS WITH HEALTH CARE
12/21/1989 A071 36SD CONGRESSMEN BACK BUSH ACTION
12/21/1989 A081 DEMOCRATS SHOULD OFFER IDEAS (L)
12/27/1989 A06A DASCHLE VOTES SELF-SERVING (L)
1/09/1990 C025 DASCHLE CONSIDERS BILL TO SLOW MINING
1/17/1990 A061 DASCHLE HEADLINE-GRABBER (L)
1/20/1990 C02A DASCHLE PICKS WINNERS IN ATLAS PHOTO CONTEST
1/23/1990 con HURON NATIVE STARTS WORKING FOR DASCHLE
1/27/1990 C025 DASCHLE BILL TARGETS GROUND WATER EFFORT
2/01/1990 A061 3CWHAT PRESIDENT DIDN'T SAY...
2/0T/T990 D065 SENATORS URGE HEATING FUEL PROBE
2/03/1990 A012 MORE WASTES TARGETED FOR DUMP
2/03/1990 con DASCHLE TO SPEAK IN SF
2/06/1990 B061 LIMITS ON AMMONIA USE WORRIES DASCHLE
2/08/1990 A085 SOME ABORTIONS NECESSARY (L)
2/08/1990 con CONSERVATIVE GROUP RATES SD DELEGATION
2/09/1990 con DASCHLE LOOKING FOR SENIOR CITIZEDN INTERN
2/17/1990 C025 ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN GROWING, DASCHLE SAYS
2/18/1990 E0I2 *DUMP SITE OFFICIAL RAPS DASCHLE
2/18/1990 E045 DASCHLE--A1D NEEDED FOR RESERVATION SCHOOLS
2/24/1990 C012 JOHNSON, DASCHLE POCKETING THEIR RAISES
2/27/1990 B066 ^PRODUCERS BACK GRAIN QUALITY LAWS
2/28/1990 con DASCHLE INTRODUCES PRICE FIXING BILL
3/01/1990 con LEGION ENDORSES DASCHLE HEALTH BILL
3/02/1990 A081 DASCHLE'S DUMP QUESTION DESERVES ANSWER (ED)
3/05/1990 A014 *SOUTH DAKOTAN A TOP DEMOCRATIC FUND-RAISER
3/05/1990 BOll DASCHLE CRITICIZES AGENT ORANGE STUDY
3/13/1990 B062XDASCHLESPONSERS ORGANIC FARMING BILL
3/15/1990 C024 DASCHLE ADDRESSES SCHOOL DISTRICT CUTS
3/19/1990 A085 DASCHLE LETTER MISLEADING (L)
3/23/1990 C016 GROUP NAMES SENATOR FRIEND OF TAXPAYERS
3/25/1990 A093 JUDAS MONEY COSTLY (L)
3/28/1990 D081 DASCHLE WILL STUDY OVERSEAS MARKETS
3/30/1990 C015 ^DASCHLE MEASURE WILL HELP FARMERS
3/31/1990 con DASCHLE WANTS LAND SWAP IN BLACK HILLS
4/06/1990 A016 KDASCHLE JOINS TRIP TO MEET GORBACHEV
4/09/1990 C021 GROUP'S LEADER SUPPORTS DASCHLE FARM BILL
4/13/1990 A012 DASCHLE--GORBACHEV WORRIED
4/17/1990 A015 KDASCHLE LIKES SD POSITION FOR GRAIN SALES
4/19/1990 con DASCHLE ANGRY WITH VA FUNDS DENIAL
4/20/1990 con DASCHLE, JOHNSON OFFER BLACK HILLS BILL
4/22/1990 C012 KMIAMIAN'S BACKING OF DASCHLE WASN'T WASTED
4/25/1990 C012 DASCHLE LEADS ALL SENATE IN LABOR PAC MONEY
4/25/1990 C023 DASCHLE 'BEST' IN HUNGER FIGHT
5/02/1990 A021 *REPORT LINKS AGENT ORANGE TO CANCER
5/04/1990 D081 PANEL OK'S DASCHLE FARM BILL
5/07/1990 A083 DASCHLE AMONG TOP PAC RECIPIENTS (L)
5/08/1990 A062 CAMPAIGN COSTS MUST BE LIMITED (L)
5/08/1990 D061 DASCHLE SEEKS FUNDS TO FIGHT GRASSHOPPERS
5/11/1990 C022 DASCHLE DOUBTS RADAR WILL RECEIVE BACKING
5/12/1990 C012 3CDASCHLE WANTS CAMPAIGN BILL AMENDED
5/17/1990 con BILL TARGETS FRAUD ON SENIOR CITIZENS
5/17/1990 C015 KDASCHLE HAS $53,340 IN OUTSIDE INCOME
5/20/1990 EOll AMENDMENT TACKLES CONSERVATION ISSUE
5/24/1990 con DASCHLE, KERREY HOLD HEALTH HEARINGS
5/24/1990 D061 DASCHLE ASKS ABOUT AID TO LIVESTOCK
5/27/1990 con DASCHLE REQUESTS MEATPACKERS PROBE
5/27/199 0:CO 26 ,GAS - STATlON MANAGER. UPSET BY.INVESTlGATlON
5/28/1990 C042 ^DASCHLE HEARS CHILD ABUSE TESTIMONY
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6/0A/1990 C035 DASCHLE TIE GOES FOR $155
6/05/1990 coil CITY MAN APPOINTED TO SENIORS COMMITTEE
6/06/1990 C015 DASCHLE MAY GIVE UP CHAIR
6/08/1990 C016 J6NRA BLASTS DASCHLE FOR GUN BAN VOTE
6/09/1990 C012 DASCHLE--INTERIOR MAY GET RIVER JOB
6/09/1990 C016 DASCHLE BATTLES DUMP SITE
6/12/1990 A071 DASCHLE IS NOT ACCOUNTABLE TO HIS CONSTITUENTS (L)
6/18/1990 B016 SHERIFFS BACK DASCHLE ON GUN BILL VOTE
6/19/1990 A071 DASCHLE-BACKED BILL DOES NOT STOP CRIME CD
6/20/1990 A103 SCHOOLS NEED HIGHER SPENDING PRIORITY CD
6/21/1990 coil DASCHLE UNDECIDED ON FLAG AMENDMENT
6/21/1990 coil DASCHLE AMENDMENT ADDS INDIAN HOUSING
6/22/1990 A021 *DASCHLE DISLIKES FLAG AMENDMENT
6/25/1990 A061 *PRESSLER, DASCHLE RECORDS COMPARED
6/25/1990 A103 LAW ENFORCEMENT GROUPS BACK BAN CD
6/30/1990 COAl DELEGATION FORMS OWN IDEAS ON TAX HIKE
7/01/1990 A105 DASCHLE'S AUTOMATIC WEAPONS VOTE RIGHT CD
7/01/1990 C015 *DASCHLE TO STUMP FOR SAMUELSON
7/03/1990 A066 ARMS EXPERT DISPUTES DASCHLE ON GUN ISSUE CD
7/07/1990 C031 DASCHLE PLANS LEGISLATION TO BLOCK RADAR FUNDING
7/09/1990 A081 DASCHLE SHOWS COURAGE OPPOSING BAN
7/1A/1990 A085 DASCHLE AMENDMENT AIDS FOOD DISTRIBUTION CD
7/21/1990 B015 KISREAL TIES MUST STAY STRONG
7/22/1990 DOll ORR WRONG ABOUT DUMP ACTION
7/2A/1990 coil DASCHLE WANTS AID FOR GAVIN'S POINT HATCHERY
7/2A/1990 coil DASCHLE AIRS VIEWS ABOUT COURT NOMINATION
7/31/1990 coil DASCHLE SETS HEARING ON DEBT LIMIT ISSUE
7/31/1990 C012 SENATORS DENY HONORARIA CHARGES
7/31/1990 COAl PRESSLER CHALLENGES DASCHLE TO RETURN CONTRIBUTIONS
'8/12/1990 E012 DASCHLE BLASTS HOME-STATE COLLEAGUE
8/1A/1990 A012 PRESSLER HAULS DASCHLE INTO PAC FIGHT
8/18/1990 C021 DASCHLE--MORE MINING THREATENS WATER SUPPLY
8/22/1990 COIA XPILOT DASCHLE TAKES TO THE SKY
8/26/1990 ,A121 SENATORS SHOULD BAN SPEAKING FEES CED)
8/30/1990 C012 ^ALLIES' LACK OF SUPPORT IRKS DASCHLE
8/30/1990 D062 KDC RESTAURANT OWNERS SEE HOW MEAT IS PROCESSED
9/05/1990 coil DASCHLE PLANS HEARING ON GAS PRICE FIXING
9/16/1990 coil DASCHLE CO-SPONSORS BILL TO HALT PROFITEERING
9/27/1990 A015 SENATORS PROPOSE GOVERNMENT PAY CUTS
9/27/1990 coil DASCHLE AMENDMENT TARGETS RIVER WATER
9/29/1990 coil DASCHLE WANTS CRP AMENDMENT TO LAW
lO/OA/1990 coil DASCHLE RECEIVES AVIATION AWARD
lO/OA/1990 coil LAWMAKERS STRUGGLE WITH BUDGET PACT
10/10/1990 C014 DASCHLE QUOTE USED IN GOVERNOR'S CAMPAIGN AD
10/11/1990 C012 DASCHLE REAFFIRMS SUPPORT FOR SAMUELSON
10/15/1990 B015 DASCHLE JABS PRESSLER IN LATEST MUENSTER AD
10/17/1990 coil CONGRESS RATED ON ENVIRONMENT
10/21/1990 EOll DASCHLE PROTESTS DECLARATION DAY
10/22/1990 coil KSENATOR DASCHLE GETS TOP VETERANS HONOR
-10/23/1990 COlA NAME-DROPPERS CLAMBER FOR DASCHLE
10/27/1990 COAl SENATORS AGREE ON FARM BILL, BUDGET
11/03/1990 C031 SUBSIDY CUTS IN LIMBO
11/15/1990 D061 DASCHLE WILL BE WATERTOWN SPEAKER
11/16/1990 AlOA DASCHLE OPPOSED ART RESTRICTIONS (L)
11/16/1990 coil DASCHLE RE-ELECTED CO-CHAIRMAN OF PANEL
11/20/1990 A021 DASCHLE SUPPORTS USE OF GUARD, RESERVES
11/25/1990 A091 3CFEUD BETWEEN PRESSLER, DASCHLE TO ESCALATE
12/03/1990 coil DASCHLE--USE FORCE AS LAST RESORT
12/03/1990 C033 KDASCHLE INVESTIGATING PROPOSED DUMP
12/09/1990 EOll REPUBLICANS LOOK FOR DASCHLE OPPONENT
12/09/1990 EOll DASCHLE--LIMIT OUT-OF-STATE TRASH
12/10/1990 C012 KSD WAY OF LIFE INSPIRING TO DASCHLE
12/12/1990 coil DASCHLE TO SPEAK AT FORUM FRIDAY
12/13/1990 coil DASCHLE TO ATTEND BOARD MEETING FRIDAY
12/15/1990 A013 DASCHLE--OIL NOT WORTH WAR
12/16/1990 EOll DASCHLE SEEKS POST ON VETERANS PANEL
12/19/1990 coil ACLU RATES STATE'S CONGRESS MEMBERS
12/20/1990 coil DASCHLE CALLS FOR BETTER HEALTH CARE FOR INDIANS
12/23/1990 EOll SEND MILK TO GULF TO BOOST PRICES
12/26/1990 C012 KPRESSLER CASTS MAVERICK VOTES
12/27/1990 coil DASCHLE REQUESTS FUNDS FOR MEMORIAL
l/OA/1991 coil DASCHLE--ENERGY POLICY IMPORTANT
l/OA/1991 COIA XDASCHLE SETS PERSONAL, DEMOCRATIC GOALS
1/05/1991 C034 TO HOST DUMP SITE MEETING
1/08/1991 coil DASCHLE BACKS PLAN TO KEEP HEAT AID
1/08/1991 C033 TRIBAL LEADER BLASTS DASCHLE
'1/1171991 A02r LIVES SHOULDN'T BE LOST
1/13/1991 A071 JESD LAWMAKERS MIXED ON GULF FORCE ISSUE
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l/lA/1991 BOll DASCHLE APPOINTED TO RUSHMORE GROUP
1/16/1991 A081 DUMP IS MORE THAN JUST A TRIBAL ISSUE (ED)
1/16/1991 A083 RESERVATIONS SHOULDN'T BECOME DUMPING GROUND
1/22/1991 C0A3 ^DASCHLE, PRESSLER MOVE TO CENTER
1/26/1991 C015 DASCHLE NAMED TO TASK FORCE
1/26/1991 C016 SD SENATOR TO CHAIR TAXATION PANEL
1/26/1991 C036 DASCHLE ASKS FOR STUDY OF ROSEBUD DUMP PLAN
1/31/1991 C012 *SAC BACKGROUND PAYS OFF FOR DASCHLE
2/08/1991 C036 TO MEET WITH SUPPORT GROUP
2/10/1991 BOll TO HOST OPEN-DOOR MEETING
2/10/1991 B012 KTO TAKE ON WAR FOR FEDERAL DOLLARS
2/11/1991 A015 3tSD TROOPS HUNGRY AND COLD
2/12/1991 C033 KVA ISN'T ADEQUATE TO HANDLE NEW VETS
2/13/1991 C012 KDASCHLE HAS $220,000 IN BANK
2/22/1991 D071 CO-SPONSORS BUSINESS-RELIEF BILL
2/25/1991 BOll DASCHLE--WASTE MEETINGS PENDING
' 3/02/199! C015 DASCHLE--OVERTHROW SADDAM
3/03/1991 A091 *DASCHLE HAS BETRAYED INDIAN SUPPORT
3/06/1991 A103 3CDASCHLE TO GIAGO--WE SEE EYE TO EYE
3/10/1991 E015 3€DUMP MAY PUT SD IN EPA FIGHT
3/1A/1991 A091 GIAGO ATTACK SETS RECONCILIATION BACK (L)
3/16/1991 C035 POST WILL HELP IMPROVE VET CARE
3/18/1991 A093 DASCHLE, JOHNSON TRIED TO STOP BUSH (L)
3/18/1991 A093 LETTER THAT ATTACKED DASCHLE OUT OF LINE (L)
3/18/1991 C033 FARM BILL CHANGES HURT FARMERS
3/20/1991 coil MEETING WITH DASCHLE, KUWAITI ENVOY PUT OFF
3/23/1991 C031 *BUSH CARES MORE ABOUT JORDAN THAN FARMERS
•3/24/1991 coil TO SPEND WEEK IN SD TOWNS
3/25/1991 A086 STANDS BY MILITARY AFTER PARADES (L)
3/28/1991 C012 3(NEW BUSINESSES SOUGHT DOWNTOWN
3/31/1991 C012 DOLLAR BARRAGE AWAITS DASCHLE
4/11/1991 C021 NOT DOING ENOUGH TO HELP KURDISH REBELS
4/14/1991 E015 DASCHLE ASKS MORE AID FOR DAIRY FARMERS
4/23/1991 C014 3CDEBATES TO NET DASCHLE $6,500
4/23/1991 C033 REQUESTS FUNDS FOR LABORATORY
4/26/1991 coil DASCHLE PAY FOR DEBATES IS OK
5/04/1991 C023 SENATORS BACK FUEL BILL WITH RESERVATIONS
5/13/1991 C031 DASCHLE, WELLSTONE TARGET SOCIAL PROBLEMS
5/13/1991 C034 DAIRY EFFORT COMES TOO LATE--DASCHLE
5/19/1991 C014 SPEAKER FEES INFLATE INCOME OF LAWMAKERS
5/19/1991 C033 DASCHLE--PARK FEES WILL DISCOURAGE VISITORS
5/22/1991 C031 DASCHLE SAYS TRADE TALK MUST REFLECT CHANGE
5/24/1991 C033 3elNDIAN ALCOHOLISM COULD WORSEN
5/25/1991 C031 DASCHLE INTRODUCES BILL FOR PROPOSED BRIDGE
5/30/1991 A015 FLATTERY WILL GET YOU AUTOGRAPH
5/30/1991 C012 KMITCHELL SAYS HEALTH PLAN IS FORCEFUL
6/07/1991 A104 DASCHLE REPLY TO BOGUS LETTER UNBELIEVABLE (L)
6/11/1991 C036 ASKS FOR PICTURE OF PRANKSTER
>6/13/1991 C034 DASCHLE'S VET STRESS BILL OK'D BY PANEL
6/14/1991 C015 3CDASCHLE BLASTS BUSH FOR 'PLAYING GAMES'
6/21/1991 D061 FARM GROUP CITES DASCHLE, JOHNSON
6/22/1991 C031 GOP SETTING ITS SIGHTS ON DASCHLE RACE
6/25/1991 C012 DASCHLE HIGH ON MAILING LIST
6/29/1991 BOll DASCHLE SETS MEETINGS THIS AND NEXT WEEK
7/04/1991 A081 DASCHLE WON'T ADMIT MISTAKE ABOUT WAR (L)
7/08/1991 A083 DASCHLE IS A BIG MAIL SPENDER, TOO (ED)
7/12/1991 A105 DASCHLE SWITCHES STANCE ON GUN-CONTROL VOTES (L)
7/13/1991 C014 36SENATORS SPLIT ON CRIME BILL VOTE
7/19/1991 A012 SD SENATORS--PAY RAISE NOT JUSTIFIED
7/21/1991 A092 VOTERS DON'T WANT RUBBER-STAMP SENATOR (L)
7/26/1991 C016 HAAR TAKES STEP TOWARD SENATE RACE
7/30/1991 C013 REPORT TABS DASCHLE TOUGH TO BEAT
8/01/1991 A106 GETS UNFAIR CRITICISM ABOUT RAISE (L)
8/03/1991 coil HAS RAISED $750,000 FOR CAMPAIGN
8/05/1991 BOll NAMED TO MIA COMMITTEE
8/09/1991 C016 FUND-RAISER SMACKS OF COW KISSING
8/12/1991 B012 BIG DASCHLE DONATORS LIVE OUT OF STATE
8/15/1991 C015 MARKETING OF CIGARETTES HAS DASCHLE BURNING
8/28/1991 C031 MEETING FOCUSES ON HOT TOPICS
8/29/1991 C032 DASCHLE, SIERRA CLUB POSTPONE MEETING
9/01/1991 E034 DASCHLE, JOHNSON ADDRESS FARM WOES
9/19/1991 A086 DASCHLE COULD EASILY BEAT JANKLOW PETITION (L)
9/24/1991 C031 DASCHLE BILL WOULD REQUIRE EC INSPECTIONS
9/25/1991 C012 DASCHLE--GOP PLAN 'MICKEY MOUSE'
9/29/1991 C031 DASCHLE BILL TARGETS ABOVE-GROUND TANKS
T0/08/1991'A012 PRESSLER 'REMAINS SUPPORTIVE OF JUDGE
10/10/1991 C031 MEETINGS SET IN ALEXANDRIA, HOWARD
10/11/1991 C031 TO DELAY ENTRY INTO RACE
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10/13/1991 EG12 KDASCHLE STUMPS FOR ETHANOL
10/16/1991 AG62 SENATE EXEMPT FROM HARASSMENT LAW
lG/21/1991 BG32 DASCHLE USES JANKLOW PLAN TO RAISE FUNDS
lG/26/1991 AIGA ASKED ABOUT FLIP-FLOP ON THOMAS (L)
lG/26/1991 CGll DASCHLE TO SPEAK ON VA HEALTH CARE
1G/3G/1991 CG12 GROUP PUTS DASCHLE AT TOP IN FREE MAIL USE
lG/31/1991 CG31 DASCHLE ASKS EPA TO CHECK DUMP
H/G2/1991 AlGl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/12/1991 BG86 ETHANOL USE WARNINGS IRK DASCHLE
11/17/1991 AG96 MICKELSON CROSSES DASCHLE WITH TRICKS (L)
I1/2G/1991 DG71 DAIRY REFORM BILL NOT DEAD—DASCHLE
11/23/1991 AG8A SUPPORT FOR DASCHLE APPEARS TO BE STRONG (L)
12/G3/1991 AG6A READERS SHOULD KNOW DASCHLE CONTRIBUTORS TOO (L)
12/GA/1991 AG8^ DASCHLE POSITIONS WON'T BE FORGOTTEN (L)
12/G5/1991 CG21 VA HOSPITAL PROPOSAL WILL FALL, DASCHLE SAYS
12/G6/1991 CG21 DASCHLE PLANS NO ENDORSEMENT
12/G7/1991 C031 DASCHLE AWAITS REPLY FROM HONDA MOTORS
12/G9/1991 C035 ^INDIAN AFFAIRS GROUP IGNORED THEM
12/10/1991 coil DASCHLE TO RECEIVE NATIONAL 'FDR' AWARD
12/10/1991 C032 HONDA WILL DROP GASOHOL WARNING
12/12/1991 coil SENATOR TOM DASCHLE TO HOLD MEETINGS
12/12/1991 C015 KSENIORS HONOR DASCHLE
12/16/1991 A082 JOHNSON, DASCHLE SHOULD VOTE FOR STATE (L)
12/17/1991 C035 XDASCHLE CLAIMS BUSH BALKING ON DEFENSE BILL
12/29/1991 EOll DASCHLE PUSHING FOR WHEAT SALES TO PHILIPPINES
1/06/1992 C012 DASCHLE CONSISTENT BUSH OPPONENT
1/07/1992 coil SCHEDULES SEVERAL APPEARANCES
1/07/1992 C012 DASCHLE HOPES TO DELAY CAMPAIGN UNTIL FALL
1/09/1992 coil.DASCHLE AIMS TO KEEP ELECTRICITY COSTS DOWN
1/12/1992 F016 XUSDA SHOULD TAKE ROLE IN WORLD MARKET
1/22/1992 A085 USDA HELPS PRODUCERS MORE THAN DASCHLE (L)
2/03/1992 A061 POLICY MAKERS HAVE FAILED IN AG TRADE (L)
2/0A/1992 C016 DASCHLE FUND LEADS HAAR'S $1,000 TO $1
2/06/1992 A012 DASCHLE CALLS FOR FUEL SPILL PROBE
2/08/1992 coil DASCHLE TO SPEAK AT USD THIS WEEK
2/11/1992 A012 DASCHLE UNVEILS PROPOSAL FOR NATIONAL HEALTH CARE ,
2/11/1992 coil DASCHLE TO DISCUSS HEALTH-CARE PLANS
2/11/1992 C012 KDASCHLE TOURS SPILL SITE
2/13/1992 C012 DASCHLE PROPOSES END TO ALL CAPITOL PERKS
2/1A/1992 A085 DASCHLE'S 'NON-NEWS' SHOULDN'T BE IN PAPER (L)
2/23/1992 A05A *DASCHLE KEEPS LOW PROFILE FOR PRIMARY
2/2*4/1992 A015 DASCHLE, JOHNSON ON RE-ELECTION TRACK
2/24/1992 A014 ^DASCHLE FACES FEW THREATS
2/25/1992 coil DASCHLE TO APPEAR ON TV WEDNESDAY
2/26/1992 C034 DASCHLE OPPONENT WANTS LESS GOVERNMENT
3/01/1992 A081 DASCHLE HEALTH-CARE...(ABERDEEN AMERICAN NEWS)
3/06/1992 D061 DASCHLE--FARMERS ANGRY WITH MADIGAN
3/10/1992 C031 DASCHLE, CONRAD TOP MASS MAILINGS
3/11/1992 C035 HAAR BLASTS DASCHLE FOR SENATE BANK TIES
3/12/1992 A012.KDASCHLE:LONG ON WIT ABOUT SIZE
3/13/1992 C012 SD LAWMAKERS--CHECKBOOKS BALANCE
3/17/1992 C016 DASCHLE TO BE PAC RECIPIENT
3/19/1992 B012 DRAWS SUPPORT--FROM TALLER PEOPLE, OF COURSE
3/19/1992 C015 *FB1 CHECKING 4 CASES OF MOB TIES TO GAMBLING
3/24/1992 C012 DASCHLE PROPOSES CUTS IN CAPITOL PERKS
3/25/1992 coil DASCHLE SCHEDULES WEEKEND MEETINGS
3/26/1992 C012 DASCHLE'S PERK BILL IS JUST MORE 'BULL'
3/28/1992 A012 SENATORS BALK AT EPA POLICY
3/31/1992 C015 XBROWN'S CAMPAIGN TACTICS UNDER ATTACK
4/01/1992 A102 DASCHLE SHOULD RELEASE HOUSE BANK RECORDS (L)
4/03/1992 C021 DASCHLE'S HEALTH-CARE PLAN
4/04/1992 A103 MOST OF DASCHLE'S FUNDS COME FROM OUT OF STATE (L)
4/06/1992 A081 DASCHLE'S VOTING SHOWS HIS COLORS (L)
4/07/1992 A084 DASCHLE'S GUN CONTROL FLIP-FLOP IRKS MAN (L)
4/07/1992 C015 LIBERTARIANS FED UP, FILE FOR 2 RACES
4/08/1992 Alll PROBLEM LAWMAKERS SHOULD BE ELIMINATED (L)
4/08/1992 C012 ^LAWMAKERS MAINTAIN LOCAL TIES
4/09/1992 C022 ^DASCHLE, HAAR DIFFER ON TERM LIMITS
4/11/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
4/13/1992 BOll WOMAN NAMED SENIOR INTERN FOR DASCHLE
4/13/1992 B012 ^DASCHLE SHOULD FEAR SURLY MAJORITY
4/16/1992 C031 KSENATE HEARING SET FOR LOWER BRULE
4/16/1992 C032 DASCHLE DEFENDS LATE START OF CAMPAIGN
4/17/1992 A104 DASCHLE SHOULD REVEAL HOUSE BANKING RECORD (L)
4/19/1992 A114 DASCHLE SAFEGUARDS RIGHTS OF HUNTERS (L)
4/23/1992 C016 ^EDUCATORS ENDORSE DASCHLE
' 4/24/1992'A124SD WITHOUT DASCHLE IN FRIGHTENING THOUGHT (L)
4/24/1992 A125 DASCHLE SHOULD RELEASE HOUSE BANK RECORDS (L)
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5/01/1992 CG21 WOMEN'S GROUP GIVES DASCHLE TOP RATING
5/01/1992 C055 DASCHLE, PRESSLER SPLIT ON 'SUPER PERK' BILL
5/12/1992 A06A NOTION THAT DASCHLE IS ANTI-GUN LAUGHABLE (L)
5/18/1992 coil METRIC ROAD PROPOSAL ABSURD, DASCHLE SAYS
5/21/1992 coil NURSES ASSOCIATION ENDORSES DASCHLE
6/03/1992 coil 3€DASCHLE ENDORSES CLINTON FOR PRESIDENT
6/11/1992 B012 56DASCHLE, HAAR BATTLE REALLY GETS COOKING
6/1A/1992 F012 ^SENATORS EARN $60,000 FOR SPEAKING EVENTS
6/17/1992 C012 KBIGGER ETHANOL TAX BREAK TO HELP INDUSTRY
6/29/1992 C022 NATION'S WOES WILL GIVE DEMOCRATS EDGE--DASCHLE
7/01/1992 A105 SENATOR DASCHLE TRYING TO CLEAN UP POLITICS CD
7/01/1992 DOBS *BUSH GIVES ETHANOL PLAN A GREEN LIGHT
7/02/1992 C012 *DELEGATION SPLIT ON ABORTION BILL
7/03/1992 C022 CONGRESS MOVES ON RURAL ZONES
7/0A/1992 A0A5 DASCHLE DEFENDS STATE AGAINST GARBAGE DUMP CD
7/06/1992 C022 REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FEAR DASCHLE'S CASH
7/08/1992 C012 ^PROGRAM AIMS TO LOWER INFANT DEATHS
7/15/1992 C025 DASCHLE STILL HAS CASH ADVANTAGE
7/2A/1992 A015 ^BILL PROTECTS STATES FROM IMPORTED TRASH
7/26/1992 A075 DASCHLE RECEIVES FUNDS AT OILMEN'S CONVENTION CD
8/08/1992 B012 HAAR TARGETS '86 PLEDGE
8/09/1992 A113 DASCHLE NEUTRALIZES OPPOSITION TO ABORTION CD
8/11/1992 A061 DASCHLE, OTHERS ERR BY SIGNING TAX VOW CED)
8/1A/1992 BOIA 5tDASCHLE ON SCHIEFFER
8/15/1992 B012 *DASCHLE HASN'T SAID HOW HE'D VOTE ON SCHIEFFER
8/17/1992 A083 KTRICKY TAX PLEDGE WAS MISTAKE
8/17/1992 A096 DID DASCHLE FORGET GASOLINE TAX HIKE CD
8/18/1992 BOll DASCHLE TO START CAMPAIGN LABOR DAY
8/22/1992 A061 DAKOTA WINDS CED)
8/22/1992 D012 *CONVENTION BOOSTS CAMPAIGN
8/25/1992 B025 DASCHLE TAKES CAMPAIGN ON HIGHWAY IN OLD VENTURA
8/26/1992 B012 HEAD START FLAP GIVES SENATE RACE A JUMP START
8/27/1992 BOll HAAR, DASCHLE BANTER OVER ISSUE OF CARS
8/28/1992 AlOl CONGRESS NEEDS TO HAVE TERM LIMITS CD
9/02/1992 BOll DASCHLE TO FORMALLY DECLARE CANDIDACY
9/03/1992 A081 DASCHLE SUPPORTS BALANCED BUDGET CD
9/0A/1992 B012 KCLINTON TRAMPLES BUSH IN POLL TAKEN AT FAIR
9/08/1992 A065 DASCHLE, JOHNSON STOOD UP ABORTION FOES CD
9/08/1992 BOll DASCHLE OFFICIALLY LAUNCHES CAMPAIGN
9/09/1992 B012 XDASCHLE GATHERS ENDORSEMENTS
9/11/1992 A021 FAMILY LEAVE MEASURE HEIGHTENS DEBATE
9/1A/1992 A06A DASCHLE ONLY CARES ABOUT HIS CAREER CD
9/15/1992 A065 SENATOR DASCHLE STANDS FOR ORDINARY PEOPLE CD
9/19/1992 A103 DASCHLE VIOLATED NO TAX PLEDGE CD
9/20/1992 C012 DASCHLE OUTLINES 'PLAN OF ACTION'
9/23/1992 B022 ^SENATE CANDIDATES CLASH OVER LINE ITEM VETO
9/2A/1992 AlOl JOHNSON, DASCHLE AVOID MUD-SLINGING CAMPAIGN CD
9/2A/1992 B012 DASCHLE SAYS HE HOLDS 2-TO-l LEAD
9/2A/1992 B025 HAAR WANTS TO DEBATE DASCHLE ONE-ON-ONE
V'9/26/L992'B012 J6DASCHLE BACKERS--HAAR TELLING LIES
9/27/1992 AHA DASCHLE SEEMS TO BE 'YES' MAN FOR DEMOCRATS CD
9/27/1992 A116 DASCHLE SHOULD OPEN HOUSE BANK RECORDS CD
9/30/1992 AlOl BUSH, DASCHLE CHEATING VOTERS CED)
10/01/1992 A012 5CINCUMBENTS TAKE COMMAND
10/01/1992 A053 HAAR, DASCHLE SEE VINDICATION IN POLL
10/01/1992 A081 DASCHLE DOING GOOD JOB FOR SD CD
10/05/1992 D012 ^CANDIDATES SHOW CLASS
10/06/1992 A015 *DASCHLE AD CRITICIZED
10/06/1992 A061 SD INCUMBENTS SAFE CED)
10/06/1992 A062 DASCHLE PUTS ELECTION TACTICS INTO FULL GEAR CD
10/06/1992 B026 DASCHLE AD MAN MUST LEAVE POST
10/07/1992 A015 *HAAR DENIES CRITICIZING VET IN DASCHLE AD
10/08/1992 BOll STEAKS ARE OUT, BENSTEN STILL IN
10/09/1992 B012 ^SENATORS LEND SUPPORT TO 'NIGHT' MARCH
10/11/1992 coil 3fTHE CONGRESSIONAL RACES
10/12/1992 A091 DASCHLE CAMPAIGN MISLEADING THE PUBLIC CD
10/13/1992 A063 DASCHLE INCONSISTENT IN WHAT HE SUPPORTS CD
10/13/1992 B015 HAAR, DASCHLE SPAR IN DEBATE
10/15/1992 B0A6 HAAR BUGS DASCHLE ON CHECKS
10/18/1992 A103 DASCHLE HELPED VET'S FAMILY AFTER DEATH CD
10/18/1992 AlOA DASCHLE HAS FOUGHT TO HELP VETERANS CD
10/18/1992 AlOA IT'S TIME TO REMOVE DASCHLE FROM POLITICS CD
10/18/1992 A105 DASCHLE PRAISED FOR STRAIGHT TALK IN PLAN CD
10/18/1992 F025 KDASCHLE OUTSPENT HAAR BY $A-T0-$1
10/19/1992 A092 VOTE TO RE-ELECT DASCHLE, JOHNSON CD
10/21/1992 A103 GOOD OLD BOY DASCHLE SHOULD BE REPLACED CD
10/21/1992 AID 5 REPU BLI CANS DID MO RE ^THAN RIP DASCHLE CD
10/21/1992 BOAl ^SENATE HOPEFULS OFFER RADICALLY DIFFERENT PLANS
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10/23/1992 A106 DASCHLE VOTES AGAINST WOMAN'S FAMILY VALUES (L)
10/23/1992 B012 KHAAR CRITICIZES DASCHLE FOR PAY RAISE VOTE
10/26/1992 A012 KDASCHLE BUILDS,ON LEAD
10/26/1992 A08I DASCHLE IS BEST SENATE CANDIDATE CED)
10/26/1992 B012 ^DASCHLE PAC FUND IS NUMBER 2
10/27/1992 A012 ^DASCHLE READY FOR RE-ELECTION
10/27/1992 A065 DASCHLE DOES NOT SERVE SOUTH DAKOTANS (L)
10/28/1992 A083 DASCHLE GETS GENEROUS SUPPORT FROM UNIONS (L)
10/28/1992 A084 DASCHLE HYPOCRITICAL ABOUT TAXING AMERICANS (L)
10/28/1992 B064 KDASCHLE WANTS FARM BILL REWRITTEN
10/30/1992 A103 WHAT HAS DASCHLE DONE IN 16 YEARS? (L)
10/30/1992 AlO^ DASCHLE, JOHNSON FAVOR WRONG CHOICES (L)
10/31/1992 BOll MAGAZINE CORRECTS DASCHLE COMMENTS
II/01/I992 A115 DASCHLE BEHOLDEN TO OUTSIDE INTERESTS (1)
Il/OA/1992 AOII *NEW ADMINISTRATION CLOUDS INFLUENCE FOR DASCHLE
11/04/1992 A04I *DASCHLE, JOHNSON COAST
11/04/1992 AlOl JOHNSON, DASCHLE NEED CLEARER FOCUS. (ED)
11/09/1992 A095 DASCHLE DID NO WRONG BY TAKING UNION MONEY (L)
11/13/1992 B012 DASCHLE REGAINS POLICY POSITION
11/16/1992 AOll DASCHLE, ENVOY TO DELIVER LETTER TO VIETNAM LEADER
11/19/1992 A012 KWAR PRISONERS IN VIETNAM UNLIKELY, DASCHLE SAYS
11/22/1992 A012 ^PRISON, MUSEUM VISITS END VIETNAM TRIP
11/24/1992 B016 DASCHLE--VIETNAM IS FUTURE CUSTOMER
12/03/1992 B012 DASCHLE OFFERS PRESIDENT VIETNAM, SOMALIA ADVICE
12/04/1992 BOll DASCHLE TO DISCUSS SOUTHEAST ASIA TRIP
12/06/1992 F012 *POW FAMILIES VICTIMS, TOO
12/10/1992 BOll RICH GORDON TO LEAVE DASCHLE STAFF
12/12/1992 D015 DASCHLE STAFF SWAMPED BY INAUGURATION TICKET PLEAS
,12/17/1992 B012 AMERICANS NEED NEW MIND-SET, DASCHLE SAYS
12/18/1992 B022 POW, MIA REPORT TO DISCUSS ERRORS
12/23/1992 BOll DASCHLE NOMINATES 7 TO MILITARY ACiADEMY
12/24/1992 B022 DASCHLE, MICKELSON BOTH FAVOR CONTROLLING COSTS
12/26/1992 A091 DASCHLE'S RHETORIC EXCEEDS REALITY (L)
12/27/1992 A091 MOTHER NATIONS OFFERING HELPING HAND TO STARVING
12/29/1992 A062 STORY NEEDED ABOUT DASCHLE FUNDING RACES (L)
8/02/1991 AlOl NITPICKING ASIDE, REAL ISSUE IS GIRL'S LIFE (L)
5/12/1987 A015 MEN--COERCED INTO SEX
3/16/1990 C023 CHEMISTRY TEACHER CHOSEN FOR SEMINAR
4/29/1986 BOll *LAY PRINCIPAL TO LEAD CATHEDRAL
10/10/1982 BOll *THE MAN WHO RUNS THE COURTS IN MINNEHAHA COUNTY
11/26/1982 C012 MINNEHAHA COUNTY COURT GOES ON TRIAL
3/14/1984 A012 ^HANSON'S TRIAL MAY COST TAXPAYERS
5/15/1992 D012 ^LINCOLN GIRLS WIN ANOTHER SIC TRACK TITLE
4/27/1986 N03I (HEALTH) KSHE STILL ENJOYS DIP IN POOL
5/01/1988 N061 (SEC CO ^ATTORNEY TESTED, REFINED THE LAW
11/03/1990 A012 KWOMAN FOUND SLAIN
11/04/1990 A015 36AUTOPSY REVEALS WOMAN STRANGLED
11/06/1990 A015 STRANGLED CITY WOMAN HAD SOUGHT PROTECTION
11/10/1990 A015 KEX-HUSBAND IS CHARGED WITH MURDER
tll/10/1990 A015 5CEX-HUSBAND IS CHARGED WITH MURDER
11/14/1990 C016 KDAVI'S BOND IS SET
11/16/1990 C015 KFORMER HUSBAND INDICTED IN DEATH
11/19/1990 B012 *CLOAK OF SECRECY VEILS GRAND JURIES
11/22/1990 C016 DAVI PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN MURDER
12/06/1990 coil TRIAL DATE EXPECTED TO BE SET NEXT WEEK
12/11/1990 C012 DAVI'S HANDWRITING TO BE CHECKED
1/11/1991 C015 DAVI'S LAWYER WANTS EVIDENCE TOSSED OUT
1/19/1991 C012 3CJUDGE WON'T DROP DAVI CHARGES
2/21/1991 C012 KJUDGE CUTS BOND IN HALF FOR DAVI
3/I4/I991 con FULL PAROLE HEARING ORDERED
5/08/1991 A012 DNA TESTS INCONCLUSIVE IN DAVI CASE
5/28/1991 A012 *DAVI RAPE-MURDER TRIAL OPENS TODAY
5/29/1991 C016 *DAVI LAWYER MAY PASS UP DEFENSE
5/30/1991 C014 JUDGE OMITS ALLEGED DAVI THREATS
5/3I/I99I C012 DAVI AT MALL AT SLAYING TIME
6/0I/I991 C014 KBOY TAKES STAND ON 2ND DAY OF TRIAL
6/04/1991 C012 *DAVI PLEADED WITH EX-WIFE
6/05/1991 A012 *DAVI THREATENED TO KILL EX-WIFE
6/06/1991 A012 *DAVI DENIES HE KILLED EX-WIFE
6/07/1991 C015 ^DEFENSE ATTEMPTS TO REFUTE WITNESSES
6/08/1991 A015 DAVI GUILTY IN EX-WIFE'S SLAYING
6/I2/I99I C0I2 KDAVI SENTENCED TO 4 LIFE TERMS
6/26/1991 C015 XDAVI ASKS TO HAVE VERDICT OVERTURNED
7/04/1991 C012 *JUDGE REFUSES TO THROW OUT VERDICT
7/19/1991 con APPEALS VERDICT TO STATE HIGH COURT
8/08/1991 A081 DAVI NOT GUILTY IN KILLING (L)
wnyi991' An4 JURY completed its : task correctly (L)
8/15/1991 A104 JURY WRONG ON REASONABLE DOUBT (L)
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